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FOREWORD

The hearings on S. 2525, the National Intelligence Reorganization
and Reform Act of 1978, which make up the contents of this volume,
are part of a long process of building a new national consensus
concerning the intelligence activities of the United States. While
there is no question that due to its position in world affairs the
United States needs a strong and capable intelligence system, the
challenge we must now meet is how to place necessary intelligence
activities under constitutional governance. The unfortunate lack of
proper guidelines in the past led some of the intelligence agencies
into improper areas of activity. This chapter in our history must not
be repeated.

Secret activities can and do create great strains in our democratic
system. Despite their inevitable secret nature, we have, however,
come to recognize that intelligence activities are a legitimate and
essential function of government. Their basic purpose is to protect
our freedom and to better inform our Government about the wisest
course for our foreign policy and defense preparations. It is clear
that intelligence activities can take place without adversely affecting
the cherished constitutional rights of American citizens. This task of
setting forth duties and authorities for the intelligence agencies, as
well as writing firm measures which protect the rights of Americans,
is at the heart of S. 2525.

These hearings, conducted under the able direction of Senator
Walter D. Huddleston of Kentucky and Senator Charles McC.
Mathias of Maryland, are an important contribution toward achiev-
ing the goals of assuring that the United States has an intelligence
service second to none and that its activities are compatible with our
democratic system.

BIRCH BAYH,
Chairman, Senate Select

Committee on Intelligence.
BARRY GOLDWATER,

Vice Chairman, Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence.



INTRODUCTION

The laws relating to intelligence activities in the statute books
today take up no more than a page or two and clearly do not provide
adequate governance for the vital and powerful secret organizations
charged with the task of intelligence. The Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence is now in the process of formulating a comprehensive
statute clearly mandating certain intelligence activities necessary
for the security of the United States and the manner in which they
must be carried out.

The current laws are not comprehensive because they were writ-
ten when we were neophytes in the world of intelligence. Now, the
nation has had thirty years of experience that have proven the need
for intelligence of the highest quality. We all know that without good
intelligence, our foreign policy would be less coherent and our
national defense efforts less certain. The Committee recognizes the
necessity for intelligence in today's world, but we also recognize that
intelligence activities must be subject to the rule of law.

S. 2525 builds a structure that provides both for the finest intelli-
gence system possible and for the protection of the rights of Ameri-
cans. It does so by establishing: an intelligence structure headed by a
Director of National Intelligence; charters for the individual intelli-
gence agencies setting forth their missions; a requirement that
intelligence activities not adversely affect the constitutional rights of
Americans; and Congressional and other oversight mechanisms to
insure the efficient and proper use of the powers granted the
intelligence community.

In the hearings on S. 2525, we have been fortunate to hear from
many experts on the field of intelligence and other persons con-
cerned that the powers of the intelligence community be kept within
proper bounds. These hearings are another step in the long process
of bringing the rule of law to the world of intelligence. The Church
Committee, on which we both served, took the first step in defining
the boundaries that any comprehensive legislation, such as S. 2525,
should take. The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence has taken
the work of the Church Committee a step farther by formulating a
draft bill to be acted upon by the Congress in the next session. These
hearings explore some of the basic premises underlying S. 2525, and
after considerable study we think the testimony of the witnesses
demonstrates the basic validity of the bill's approach although many
changes in the bill remain to be made.

(VI



VI

During World War II, Winston Churchill once said that Britain
was not at the end of its struggles, nor was it at the beginning of the
end, but instead it was at "the end of the beginning." The Intelli-
gence Committee has reached that point with the conclusion of these
hearings. We are continuing our discussion with the Administration
and other interested parties; we will hold hearings at the beginning
of the next session in which the Administration will put forward its
position; and finally, we will put before the Senate a final version of
S. 2525 for action in the first months of the 96th Congress.

WALTER D. HUDDLESTON,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Charters

and Guidelines.
. CHARLES MCC. MATHIAS, JR.,

Vice Chairman, Subcommittee on
Charters and Guidelines.
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S. 2525

NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE REORGANIZATION
AND REFORM ACT OF 1978

TUESDAY, APRIL 4, 1978
U.S. SENATE,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:05 a.m., in room
5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Huddleston, Stevenson,
Morgan, Goldwater, Mathias, and Chafee.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Audrey Hatry,
clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Let us call our committee to order.
I might say to the reporters, to those present and to our distin-

guished witness, Mr. Clifford, one of our colleagues who has played
a key role in our whole purpose of being here to launch these
hearings on the need for charters is our distinguished colleague
from Kentucky, Senator Huddleston. He is en route at this particu-
lar moment from the airport.

I would suggest that we proceed now and let me as the chairman
make some opening remarks that will not, I am sure, be missed by
our distinguished colleague from Kentucky, and by the time I
finish with those, we will hope that he is here. If he is not, we
would ask our other colleagues, Senator Stevenson and Senator
Morgan if they have comments, and by then I am certain he will
be here.

I know how busy you are, Mr. Clifford, and I don't want to keep
you waiting unnecessarily.

I also might make one note of concern, that Mr. Clifford is
experiencing some rather critical speech problems. He is in the
process of recovering, we hope, from a bout with laryngitis, and we
will try to be as conserving as we possibly can of his limited speech
capacity at this moment.

The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence opens its hearings
today, the purposes for which are to establish the need for intelli-
gence activities and to establish how these intelligence activities
are to be placed within our constitutional framework. Intelligence
activities have functioned since the end of World War II without
the benefit of clear legislative authorities or limitations, and with-
out an effective oversight system. It is the intention of the commit-
tee to hold most, if not all, of these hearings in public. We shall



make every effort to discuss the major missions and duties of
intelligence fully so that all of our citizens can understand just
why intelligence is required, and so we all can agree that carefully
drawn lines are needed to govern those vital activities.

It is somewhat of a paradox that most intelligence activities are
secret, and yet we must write in some detail public laws to govern
these activities and fit them into the normal processes of our open
and democratic society. During the progress of these hearings, we
will seek to establish what must be kept secret by our Government,
and what intelligence matters can and should be shared by all of
our citizens. Most importantly, we ask and we seek to determine
how intelligence activities are to be governed. In the past the
executive branch alone assumed the responsibility for the setting of
policy, direction, management and oversight of intelligence activi-
ties. This province of one branch alone led to an imbalance in our
constitutional system and the use of such pernicious doctrines as
plausible denial and such unwise activities as the ill-fated Bay of
Pigs fiasco, as well as the violation of the rights and privacy of
American citizens through programs such as CHOAS and the har-
assment of Dr. Martin Luther King.

The investigation of intelligence wrongdoing by congressional
committees, executive commissions, and by the press has given the
public a full picture of what has gone wrong. When the Senate
created the Select Committee on Intelligence, one of its first duties
was to learn what intelligence activities are, which of those activi-
ties are necessary for the security of the country at the present
time, and which intelligence activities might be necessary for the
future. These hearings which begin today will bring before the
public many of our country's most distinguished citizens who will
give their advice on the basis of long experience. They will tell us,
in their judgment, what activities are necessary and what means,
laws and support are needed to carry out these activities.

Today, contrary to past tradition and practice, a premise is
shared by both the committee and the executive branch: that is,
whatever intelligence activities are to be carried out shall be a
shared responsibility. Only through shared responsibility by both
the executive and legislative branches can the rights of Americans
be protected, and a sense of common purpose for intelligence activi-
ties be achieved.

Last summer, President Carter met with members of this com-
mittee, and we discussed the need for an interim executive order to
govern the intelligence activities of the United States. That execu-
tive order was drafted by the executive branch agencies, by the
President, Vice President, and I must say also, with close coopera-
tion and consultation with this committee, for which we are deeply
appreciative. When the Executive Order No. 12036 was issued on
January 26 of this year, the committee again met with the Presi-
dent and the Vice President and the chief officials of the intelli-
gence community, and we agreed to work together jointly on a
legislative charter.

Over the past year the committee has worked with the executive
branch and many former officials on various aspects of a compre-
hensive legislative charter for intelligence activities. A draft bill,
S. 2525, was introduced on February 9 of this year, and it was



agreed by both the committee and the executive branch that this
draft bill would serve as a starting point and as an agenda for
work over the coming months. The draft is based on some 31 years
of experience by many people, following the creation of the CIA in
1947. It is based on the fruits of several investigations and advice
and counsel of literally hundreds of experienced and dedicated
public servants.

We intend, over the coming months, to continue to work with the
President and his chief advisers on that draft until we have come
to what we believe is the best possible charter, not a charter which
we all agree with every dot and every title, but a charter which is
worked out recognizing the concerns and interest which exist in
this very important area. At that point the committee will mark
up the bill and bring it to the floor for action.

These hearings, formulated by our distinguished colleague from
Kentucky, Senator Huddleston, chairman of the Subcommittee on
Charters and Guidelines, are intended to serve an important pur-
pose in the charter effort. We seek advice and suggestions and we
want the public to share in that process of seeking advice. The
pattern of the hearings will be as follows: We will begin by hearing
from former high officials of the intelligence community, the De-
partment of State, the Department of Defense, the National Securi-
ty Council advisers-I think our witness today wears three or four
of those hats, which will be an interesting combination for a wit-
ness. Very few, if any, living citizens that I know of have this kind
of rare insight. We are going to hear from former ambassadors and
others who have advised presidents on intelligence matters or who
have been involved in intelligence activities.

We will turn to experts on particular issues, for example, the
constitutional problems that intelligence activities create for first
and fourth amendment guarantees. We will seek advice from the
press, from the academic community, from the clergy, asking them
to what extent limitations are required to protect the integrity of
their professions. We will turn to public interest groups to hear
their views on this important public question. The committee seeks
legislation that will be the result of national consensus. The
committee wants to hear and learn from the considered judgment
of all those who have contended with the knotty dilemmas created
by intelligence activities. We need the wisdom that has been gained
by the painful lessons of the past 31 years.

Both the executive and legislative branches have been feeling
their way, trying to find the proper balance between the restraint
caused by vigorous oversight and the flexibility necessary to carry
out the necessary intelligence activities. We have been trying to
find the proper balance between what must be kept secret and
what, for valid reasons, should be protected in confidentiality. The
process in the coming months must give us an answer to what that
proper balance should be.

We are fully aware of the power that intelligence gives. The
United States is the most powerful nation on Earth and we know
that intelligence is a great and powerful means to maintain
power and protect our people. Yet intelligence must be used with
understanding, careful guidance and proper restraint. Intelligence
should be, above all, a rational process, and there is therefore



every reason to seek to place it under our national constitutional
order, so that it can serve our country's larger purposes of main-
taining the peace, furthering our well-being and prosperity, or, in
the awful event of war, to assist in that grim task.

I suppose in the period of time this committee has existed, and I
have had the good fortune to serve on it, no other area of legisla-
tion that I have been involved in in most of my lifetime, has
presented such a complex contradiction of reasonable goals. I think
it is fair that the United States of America, more than any nation
in the history of our civilization, possesses a rare combination of
raw military and economic power that is based on a firm constitu-
tional foundation which guarantees the individual freedoms and
liberties of all of our citizens. No other nation before or today
contains this combination.

There are those today, however, in the world who do not wish
our Nation well. We must recognize this realistically, but unfortu-
nately the fact exists. We must have an intelligence system which
provides our President, our Congress, and all of our policymakers
with the vital information necessary to protect our country and our
people. But I think it is critical that we also ensure that those
agencies which are designed to protect our people and guarantee
our freedoms do not become the vehicles to diminish or destroy the
very individual freedoms they are designed to protect.

Now, I would like to turn to our distinguished ranking member if
he has any comments that he would like to make. I would like to
turn to him and then I would like to turn to Senator Huddleston.

Senator GOLDWATER. No; I am listening to you with great inter-
est. It is a pleasure to be here with this distinguished American.

The CHAIRMAN. I am pleased that you are here, and I want to
say again that I am pleased with the cooperation we have had
between the two of us and the staff.

I would like to turn now to our distinguished subcommittee
chairman who has had primary responsibility for getting us to
where we are right now. It has been a privilege working with him.
I think it has been a cooperative effort. I would like to compliment
him as well as the members of his staff, and I might say to Mr.
Elliff, a member of the subcommittee staff on Intelligence and the
Rights of Americans. We have had the responsibility of dealing
with the rights of Americans as part of this charter, and it has
been an interesting effort with a lot of work involved. But Senator
Huddleston has been the focal point of pulling all these ingredients
together and creating all he has done, and the charters have been
in good hands because of his diligence and foresight.

Senator Huddleston?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I commend you

for the thorough statement you have made. It pretty well sets
the tone, I believe, for the effort that we are beginning here today.

I do believe this is a significant and historic occasion. The Select
Committee on Intelligence and its predecessor, the Select Commit-
tee to Study Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence
Activities, have now been examining the intelligence activities of
the United States for over 3 years. The bill before us is in many
respects the culmination of these 3 years of work. But just as it
respresents the 3 years of work, it also signifies the intent of the



committee to move ahead on the enactment of charters and guide-
lines for the intelligence community.

Before considering the specific provisions of S. 2525, I, too, would
like to reflect a moment on the purposes which this legislation is to
serve and the manner in which we intend to proceed.

The recent attention directed at intelligence activities has often
focused on alleged abuses. I for one believe that we have had
enough of investigations and revelations. I think we know where
problems have arisen in the past, even if we have not identified or
publicized every possible misconduct which might have occurred.
The effect of certain of these revelations has, undoubtedly, been
healthy. But the time has come to discontinue our self-flagellation.
Continuing on that course would help only marginally in deterring
future abuses, but could have serious detrimental effects on our
intelligence capabilities and, hence, on our national security.

The responsibility now before us is a very different one, a much
less exciting one, perhaps, but much more important. We must now
commit to law subjects which have hitherto only been dealt with in
secret and of which many governments, including democratic ones,
do not even speak publicly. The ramifications of any decisions we
make will affect not only the intelligence community, but also our
defense and foreign policy interests and ultimately the security of
our society.

Perhaps the first of the tasks before us is to reaffirm the impor-
tance of intelligence activities. The revelations of recent years have
called into question the legitimacy of many of these activities. In
some instances, I believe our intelligence agencies are currently
refraining from conducting activities which most people would
agree to be reasonable and necessary, because the boundaries of
their authority have become so uncertain. One task, then, is to
authorize the activities in the field of intelligence which are essen-
tial to our national security. The bill before us authorizes a wide
range of intelligence activities; we must ask of our witnesses now:
Is this enough?

Our experiences of recent years have taught us that intelli-
gence activities which are inadequately controlled or improp-
erly conducted may impinge upon our individual rights and in
some cases jeopardize the fabric of our society as a whole. Our
second task, therefore, is to determine how we may best ensure
that legitimate intelligence authority is not abused. The bill at-
tempts to do this in several ways. In some cases, there are outright
prohibitions on activities; in others, particular procedures and over-
sight mechanisms are provided. We must now ask, are these prohi-
bitions reasonable? Are these procedures viable? What conse-
quences will these restrictions have on the performance of intelli-
gence activities? Is it reasonable to incorporate them into statute?
Have we done too much or too little?

We must keep in mind, too, that the intelligence community
serves many functions and many masters. Our third task, then, is
to try to organize the intelligence apparatus of our Government in
a way which will maximize its efficiency and ensure that the
proper priorities are followed. At the heart of this issue, perhaps, is
the relationship between the benefits which may result from in-
creased centralized authority and coordination and those benefits



which result from a healthy competition among different compo-
nents of the intelligence community.

By increasing centralization and coordination, we can better
insure the efficient performance of intelligence activities, a reduc-
tion in redundant activities, and a proper orientation of those
activities toward national needs. In doing this, however, we must
ensure that we do not stifle dissent or rigidify a structure whose
very fluidity is one of our greatest assets. We need now to deter-
mine whether maintaining the existing entities of the intelligence
apparatus and providing the Director of National Intelligence with
enhanced budgeting and tasking authority will satisfy those objec-
tives.

S. 2525 has attempted to deal with these issues and more. As I
remarked at the time of its introduction, few if any of the cospon-
sors of the legislation are wedded to each and every provision.
Instead, we have put forth a draft which admittedly has flaws and
over whose particular provisions even the sponsors may differ. We
have done this in the hope that we could lay before the public and
before Members of the Congress a bill which would generate a
constructive public debate.

I wish to emphasize, too, the process by which we have arrived at
this draft and the process which we hope to follow from this point
on. This bill represents numerous drafts and redrafts. Actually,
literally thousands of hours of consultations with the executive
branch and with interested private parties have been conducted.
The bill reflects many helpful suggestions from both within and
without the Government. We have consulted with persons from all
parts of the political spectrum with various and diverse views and
philosophies. Thus, in many ways, S. 2525 already represents a
synthesis of the views of those within the intelligence community,
the rest of the Government, the academic community, and many
other interested observers.

We hope that this general process will continue, and that the
hearings will be but one facet of it. The topic is one of sufficient
gravity and importance that it deserves the most thorough public
consideration and debate.

The chairman has already outlined to you the hearing process
and the individuals from whom we will be hearing in the next
days. Tomorrow we have former Directors of Central Intelligence
William Colby and George Bush, and former Deputy Director E.
Henry Knoche. Former Director of Central Intelligence Richard
Helms will be testifying early next month, and we hope to have in
the interim a wide range of former Government officials and other
experts on intelligence matters.

Today, as has been pointed out, we are very fortunate in having
an individual who has been one of the shipwrights of the intelli-
gence vessel in the past, and one of its chief mates as well, and who
has for many years stood at the right hand of the ship's captain. I
speak, of course, of the Honorable Clark Clifford, who as an aide to
President Truman, helped to fashion the National Security Act of
1947, which established the CIA. Subsequently, Mr. Clifford served
as first a member, and then the Chairman of the President's For-
eign Intelligence Advisory Board under President Kennedy. Later
still he served as Secretary of Defense, an office with direct respon-



sibility for many of our Nation's intelligence activities. But most
importantly, perhaps, Mr. Clifford has served as a foreign affairs
and defense adviser to Presidents for over a generation. No other
individual has such a breadth .of experience in this area. We are
therefore very pleased to have Mr. Clifford as our leadoff witness
in this series of hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. Does the Senator from Rhode Island have any
comment at this time?

Senator Stevenson?
Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No statement.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Senator Morgan?
Senator MORGAN. No statement, Mr. Chairman, except to thank

Mr. Clifford for coming before us. I remember very well his testi-
mony in the first days of the Church committee hearings, and I
think you gave us a good perspective in which to set the entire
hearings, and we certainly appreciate your coming back.

Mr. CLIFFORD. Certainly.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Clifford, you may proceed with your

statement as you desire.

STATEMENT OF HON. CLARK CLIFFORD, FORMER CHAIRMAN
OF THE PRESIDENT'S FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ADVISORY
BOARD AND FORMER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Mr. CLIFFORD. I welcome your invitation to appear here today to

discuss the new legislation which has been created to govern our
intelligence activities. Your staff has asked me to present in some
detail my experience in the field of intelligence so that this com-
mittee will have knowledge of my background which forms the
basis of the opinions which I will express.

I served as counsel in the White House in the Truman adminis-
tration. By the time the Second World War ended in August 1945,
President Truman had become convinced that it was absolutely
necessary that our country have a peacetime intelligence service.
Such an operation had never existed before. It was clear to Presi-
dent Truman that we needed a central depository for intelligence
information that was scattered throughout the various depart-
ments and agencies of our Government. I recall his stating on one
occasion that if we had had such an agency in 1941, we could have
foreseen Pearl Harbor. Our problem was that bits and pieces of
information existed throughout our Government, but the impact of
such information was so diffused as to be practically useless.

I was given the assignment, toward the end of 1945, to start a
study which would encompass the unification of the services and
the creation of a central intelligence agency. Ultimately, the Na-
tional Security Act of 1947 was passed in the fall of that year and
the CIA came into existence.

In 1949, legislation was passed which strengthened the CIA and
also gave it power to use unvouchered funds.

I had an experience in the spring of 1961 which I think is worth
repeating. A few days after the Bay of Pigs debacle, President
Kennedy called me to the White House. The comment he made at
that time was a significant one. He said, and I quote:

I have made a tragic mistake. I have analyzed the events of these past few days
and it is now clear to me what happened. First, I received bad advice. Second, the
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advice was bad because it was based upon erroneous information. Third, the infor-
mation was erroneous because it was based upon faulty intelligence.

He further stated that he doubted he could survive another
catastrophe of this kind, so he intended to take whatever steps
were necessary to improve the quality of our intelligence.

Shortly thereafter, he created the President's Foreign Intelli-
gence Advisory Board and asked that I serve as a member of the
Board, Dr. James Killian of MIT was named Chairman. He served
for about 2 years and then resigned because of illness. President
Kennedy named me Chairman of the Board and I served in that
capacity until 1968 when I went to the Department of Defense.

At the Defense Department, the subject of intelligence was a
matter of daily concern because of the conduct of the war in
Vietnam. Many and varied intelligence activities were being con-
ducted in Southeast Asia and one had to try to keep abreast of
their manifold ramifications.

During these last few years while the study and review of our
intelligence operations have been under way, I have testified at
length before the Rockefeller Commission, the Church committee,
the Ribicoff committee, and other governmental bodies.

Let me briefly retrace my steps and go back to the 1947 Act. A
reading of this act will indicate that the Central Intelligence
Agency was to be mainly a depository of information. The act
provided that the CIA was to advise the National Security Council
on intelligence matters; it was to make recommendations to the
NSC for the coordination of intelligence activities; it was to corre-
late and evaluate intelligence relating to the national security; and
it was to disseminate such information to appropriate departments.

Because we were blazing new trails and had no precedents to
follow, we decided to place in the act a catchall clause that would
permit the CIA to perform functions under the direction of the
NSC which we, at the time, could not foresee. This section reads as
follows, and I quote:

To perform such other functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the
national security as the National Security Council may from time to time direct.

It is interesting to note that the original language did not con-
cern itself with the obtaining or collecting of intelligence. Neither
was there any language which could be construed to have author-
ized the CIA to engage in covert activities.

However, the general utility clause we had put in the act quickly
became the basis for a rapidly expanding CIA. Within a year after
the act was passed, the National Security Council issued an order
which became known as "ten slant two" which authorized covert
operations.

Year by year, the CIA increased in size and in the operations it
performed. It reached the point where it had thousands of employ-
ees, and it is my belief that it had literally hundreds of covert
operations going at any one time.

I believe it is generally agreed that the operations of our intelli-
gence agencies expanded to the point where they clearly got out of
hand. In many instances, these actions have been unproductive,
undemocratic and un-American. The knowledge regarding such op-
erations has become so widespread, that is, throughout the world,



our country has been accused of being responsible for practically
every internal difficulty that has occurred in every country in the
world. Our reputation has been damaged and our capacity for
ethical and moral world leadership has been grossly impaired.

As the size and power of our intelligence operations increased,
the basic rights of our citizens began to be violated. Stories began
to appear involving wiretappings, buggings, mail openings and sim-
ilar activities. It is clear that in order to prevent such abuses in
the future, there must be a tighter and more effective method of
control.

It is my opinion that the National Security Council is not
equipped to perform an effective oversight function. The NSC is
composed of men who are extremely busy meeting the responsibil-
ities in their respective positions and they simply do not have the
time to police our intelligence activities.

In order to demonstrate and illustrate this, it is my belief that on
a number of occasions, the CIA would present to the NSC a plan
for covert action and authority would be requested for the CIA to
preceed from point A to point B. The authority would be given and
the action would be launched. When point B is reached, the per-
sons in charge feel it is necessary to go to point C, and they assume
that the original authorization gave them such right. From point C
they would go on to D and possibly E, and even farther. This has
led to some bizarre results, and when an investigation is started,
the excuse is blandly presented that authority was obtained from
the NSC before the project was launched.

In addition to the failure of the NSC to control intelligence
activities, there is the concurrent failure of the Congress to exer-
cise its oversight function. It is quite startling to note that since
the National Security Act of 1947, Congress has time and time
again affirmatively refused to meet its responsibilities in this area.

Since 1947, some 200 bills have been introduced in the Congress
in pursuit of the goal to provide meaningful oversight of the intelli-
gence community; 150 of these bills have specifically dealt with
strengthening congressional oversight; 147 of these bills provided
for the establishing of a joint committee on intelligence modeled to
some extent after the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy. Out of
these 147 proposals, only 2 bills ever reached the floor where they
were promptly and soundly defeated.

I have, for some years now, advocated new legislation to govern
our intelligence activities. The 1947 Act was largely experimental
in nature for we had no precedents and very little experience to
guide us. I think it has served us reasonably well for over three
decades. But the times have changed and our intelligence institu-
tions have changed with them. With three decades of experience,
we know better what we want from our intelligence operations and
what to guard against. We should now draw on that experience to
fashion an intelligence capability for our government which will
serve us in the decades to come.

The legislation that members of the select committee have re-
cently introduced to that end is lengthy and complicated. I obvious-
ly cannot offer a detailed critique of it in the brief time allotted me
here today. I would, however, like to offer my opinions on certain
key features of that legislation.



It appears to me that the legislation properly attempts to accom-
plish three basic objectives. First, it authorizes certain intelligence
activities that are believed to be important to our national security.
Second, it attempts to prevent the recurrence of abuses of the past.
Finally, the bill provides an organizational and institutional frame-
work to facilitate the proper and effective conduct of U.S. intelli-
gence activities. I shall address each of these areas in turn.

The 1947 Act was at best ambivalent about the conduct of those
activities we have come to identify as most quintessentially "intelli-
gence", namely, the clandestine collection of information and the
more aggressive activities which have come to be known as covert
action, or in the terminology of your bill and recent executive
orders, "special activities." I believe that there was at the time of
enactment of the 1947 legislation a general expectation within the
executive and legislative branches alike that clandestine collection
would occur. I am more skeptical about covert action. I seriously
doubt that the legislative branch contemplated such activities in
passing the legislation, and it is my belief that President Truman
did not have them in mind at the time he signed the bill.

The most important goal for the present draft legislation in this
regard is that whatever position is chosen, the ambivalence must
be ended. The men and women of the clandestine service perform
duties that are not only difficult, but often perilous. Their personal
courage demands our respect all the more because it is anonymous.
The revelations of recent years, the questioning of the fundamental
legitimacy of clandestine intelligence activities, cannot but have
had a detrimental effect on their morale and effectiveness. We owe
it to the members of our clandestine service to specify what our
society expects of them. We must also anticipate that unless we
give this guidance and the proper assurances, the activities of this
nature will be performed inadequately, if at all. Finally, in this
regard, we must establish a consensus between the executive and
legislative branches as to what the national interest requires in the
way of clandestine intelligence activities.

The bill expressly authorizes the clandestine collection of intelli-
gence. This is right. Intelligence so obtained is often useful, some-
times critical to the conduct of our foreign policy and the formula-
tion of our defense plans. Overly zealous operations in this field,
however, may turn out to be unfortunate. This is a flaw, however,
which over time is self-correcting and which is not, in any event,
amenable to statutory control.

In the area of collection, much has been made recently of the
distinction between human sources, that is, spies, in the conven-
tional sense, and sophisticated means of technological collection. I
can offer no definitive prognostications on the likely mix of these
different sources for the future, however, for each provides useful
information when used properly, and ideally, one supplements the
other. I would, however, offer one word of caution. It would be a
mistake, I believe, to expect technological collection wholly to
supply human sources. Technology is, in a sense, more objective
than information ferreted out by individuals. It is also rather more
antiseptic in that it is less likely to involve betrayal or exposure.
But information derived from human sources often provides unique
perspectives, and the reasoned judgment of a skilled intelligence



officer intimately familiar with the society in which he or she is
functioning can never be replaced by machine-generated detail.

The area of covert action is a more difficult one. I certainly
believe that many of the activities carried out under this rubric in
the past-Chile, perhaps, being a good example-were not only
unwise, but clearly contrary to our genuine national interest. I
think, too, that the sheer scale on which such activities were
conducted was, in retrospect, injurious to our best interests.

I would not, however, leap from these observations to the conclu-
sion that the United States should never engage in covert action,
that is to say, international activities in which the role of the U.S.
Government is not discernible. Whatever collective psychological
gratification we might derive from disavowing recourse to such
activities, it cannot, I believe, be denied that some desirable, and
indeed, commendable activities can best be carried out when the
role of the U.S. Government is not immediately apparent.

But how, it will justifiably be asked, may we ensure that in the
future covert action will be confined to situations that genuinely
warrant it? It appears to me that your draft legislation employs
three devices to this end. First, it requires a Presidential finding
that the activity be "essential to the defense or the conduct of the
foreign policy of the United States." Second, it prohibits certain
activities outright. And third, it provides for a system of congres-
sional notification and review.

I believe that there should be a very high standard for the
initiation of such special activities. Whether "essential" is the
proper standard, I am not entirely sure.

Read strictly, it might be questioned whether any activity could
really be considered "essential." The precise standard is not, in my
view, of the greatest consequence so long as it unambiguously
conveys the intention that such activities should not be entered
into lightly.

The second device that is used to limit activities in this field is to
prohibit outright certain covert activities. In my opinion, this is
most unfortunate.

I am unalterably opposed to the enumeration of prohibited activ-
ities, and this includes assassinations. In the first place, I think it
is demeaning. Of course, the United States will not engage in such
activities but is it necessary, whatever the historical record, to
enshrine this principle in legislation? Conversely, I doubt that any
among us is sufficiently prescient to anticipate with any degree of
accuracy what the future may demand in this area. Certainly those
of us who drafted the 1947 legislation did not anticipate what the
1950's held in store for intelligence activities, much less the 1970's.
Most importantly, however, I am concerned with the negative im-
plications of such an enumeration. Must we assume that all activi-
ties not expressly prohibited are authorized? This could possibly be
a reasonable interpretation, and I think it makes us look silly.

I would note, moreover, that some of the specific prohibitions in
the draft legislation are extraordinarily vague. No. 6, for example,
would prohibit any covert action which was likely to result in "the
violent overthrow of a democratic government of any country."
Which governments are to be considered democratic? Who would
make the decision? Why is the limitation only on violent over-



throw? Would we not in some circumstances, for example, Chile,
wish to eschew even nonviolent interference in the electoral proc-
esses? I cite these examples not as a critique of the draft itself, but
rather to illustrate the general problem. Such prohibitions are
inevitably either too specific to ensure that they cover everything
intended, or too vague to provide guidance in concrete situations.
And as such they can only be expected to give rise to future
conflict between the executive and legislative branches over wheth-
er a contemplated action did or did not comport with the law.

Far better, in my opinion, is the general procedure adopted in
the legislation of structuring the decisionmaking process in such a
way that any serious activity of this nature must be reviewed and
approved by the appropriate authorities. I concur fully with the bill
in requiring that the President personally approve all special activ-
ities. The President should be not only aware of each such activity,
but he should bear responsibility for determining whether to con-
duct it or not.

I am more skeptical about the role which the bill provides for the
National Security Council in this respect. As I have said, the
members of the National Security Council are extraordinarily busy
individuals. You will recall that is the President, Vice President,
Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, and so forth. It may be
doubted whether they would have the time and the opportunity to
consider fully all the factors which go into determining whether to
initiate covert action or not.

Review and approval procedures within the executive branch
alone will now, however, suffice to prevent unwise and unjustified
decisions on covert action. All officials in the executive branch are
in one way or another the President's men; even the occasional
dissenter will be circumvented one way or another in the end. The
answer, therefore, lies in a full reliance on the checks and balances
of our constitutional system; that is to say, on an effective congres-
sional oversight. This is provided in the bill by the requirement
that all covert action and indeed, all significant changes in covert
action be reported to the oversight committees of the Congress in
advance of initiation, barring, of course, emergency situations.

Such a notification procedure will, I think, have the following
salutary practical effects. If the oversight committees concurred
with the proposed action of the President, I think it could be fairly
said that there was a reasonable consensus among the appropriate
officials of our Government that the action was in the interest of
the United States. Responsibility for any adverse consequences
from the action could moreover be said to rest with both branches
of Government. This is where it should rest, and this responsibility
should serve as a caution to the Congress before concurring with
such activities.

If, on the other hand, the oversight committees, or indeed, any
members thereof, disagreed with the President's decision, they
would have adquate opportunity to make their views known to the
President. It must be anticipated that a President would be ex-
tremely cautious about proceeding with such an activity in the face
of determined congressional opposition. Ultimately, however, the
President has the right, he must have the right, if he chooses, to
proceed with the action in question. Congress, too, has its ultimate



recourse, in the introduction of legislation, perhaps appropriate
cutoffs, which could terminate the activity in question. Angola has,
I believe, already served as an example of what Congress may do in
this area. Reliance on these ultimate constitutional authorities is
likely to be infrequent, but the very possibility will serve as an
effective constraint on both branches. This is, I think, a workable
system which relies more on the political process than on inflexible
rules and definitions.

While still on the sensitive subject of covert action, let me ad-
vance one organizational idea which the bill does not encompass. I
have for some time advocated separation of the Government's
covert action capability from the CIA, locating it rather in a small,
independent organization whose sole function would be covert
action. This is the way it was originally.

There are, of course, problems with this approach. The organiza-
tion in order to justify its own existence, might be tempted to
generate more covert action than is now the case. In practice, it
would in any event require the extensive facilities and assets of the
CIA in order to make any given operation effective. Nevertheless, I
believe that the merits of such a separate, smaller organization at
least deserve the serious consideration of the committee. The over-
sight function of Congress with respect to covert action would be
greatly enhanced by severely delimiting the institution which
would be authorized to conduct it. Budgetary restraint in particu-
lar might be more readily applied. And, too, if the organization and
its personnel were as a regular matter stationed entirely within
the United States, relying on the CIA abroad only in the actual
conduct of an operation, it might well be that covert action would
not so readily grow out of clandestine collection as has been the
case in the past.

Finally, I wish to address one major organizational issue and to
differ from the approach taken by the draft legislation with respect
to it. I consider this the most important recommendation that I
have.

In my opinion, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence
should be separated entirely from the Central Intelligence Agency.
The bill provides the President with the authority to do this if he
chooses, but I feel that the choice should be made in the legislation
itself. The President should have as his chief intelligence advisor
an individual who is not personally connected with and thus psy-
chologically committed to the details of particular intelligence pro-
grams. Such an individual should, moreover, be able to exert gener-
al supervision over the intelligence community. He cannot perform
either of these functions effectively if he is tied to a particular
agency as its administrative director. Partly because I am skeptical
about the effectiveness of the NSC in advising the President on
covert action, I have in the past advocated that there be a separate
intelligence advisor on the White House staff. I think now that
perhaps the same result could be achieved simply by severing the
position of Director of National Intelligence as established in the
bill, from the directorship of the CIA. This approach would, more-
over, have the advantage of clarifying the lines of authority from
all different parts of the intelligence community to a central figure
with direct ties to the President.



In the drafting of previous legislation, we specified that the
Director of the CIA should be the chief intelligence officer of the
United States. This has never worked. Instead of being the chief
intelligence officer, he has merely been one among equals.

We need an official who is responsible to the President and to
the Congress for the efficient and effective operation of the entire
intelligence community.

Specifying precisely what should be the role of such an independ-
ent Director of National Intelligence with respect to the compo-
nents of the intelligence community which are located in other
departments or agencies is difficult. I am acutely sensitive to this
issue myself because of the time I spent in the Department of
Defense. Whatever the formal ties, moreover, many of the key
decisions in this regard will inevitably be determined by personal-
ities and by bureaucratic politics and bureaucratic decisionmaking.

I do believe it important in this regard that the Director be given
a strong hand in coordinating the activities of all intelligence com-
ponents of the Government. Whenever there is a conflict between
the Director's perceptions of national intelligence needs and the
needs of a particular department, there should at least be a pre-
sumption in favor of the national perspective. Ultimately, of
course, the President may always step in and resolve any disputes.
But the President's time is limited, and I think the Director's
authority should accordingly be clear enough that he can resolve
all but the most significant disputes. I note that the draft legisla-
tion leans in this direction in giving the Director extensive budge-
tary authority over intelligence activities and complete access to all
relevant information. If anything, I would suggest that further
means be considered to enhance his coordinating role.

Allow me to close with a few general observations. One can effect
by legislation governmental activities in general, and intelligence
activities in particular, only up to a point. After that point, the
proper and effective functioning of the government is dependent on
other more subtle factors. One is the morale of the officials them-
selves. As I have indicated before, I believe we must make clear to
those officials what we expect of them and equally importantly,
that we attach great weight to their achievements. Another factor
is the vigilance of Congress. In the draft legislation much depends,
and rightly so, on a vigilant congressional oversight. Legislation
cannot guarantee this. Only the individuals concerned can ensure
that the degree of vigilance remains constant.

But fundamental to all these factors is public trust. Such trust is
basic to intelligence activities which, by their very nature, must be
conducted by a few chosen officials in secret. Once dissipated,
however, such trust is the most difficult of public attitudes to
reestablish. We have been through a period which has gravely
shaken public confidence in our Government in many respects.
Now we must seek to justify a renewal of that confidence. I believe
this new legislation is an important first step in that process.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Clifford, for your very perceptive

and educational presentation.



If there are no objections, we shall proceed with a general 10-
minute limitation so equity will prevail before our witness' voice
completely leaves.

It is seldom we have an opportunity to ask broad ranging ques-
tions that may go beyond the dotting the titles, sections and para-
graphs of the bill of someone who has been in on the inception of
something that has now become such a vast, complicated part of
our Government.

Let me ask you a philosphical question, and indeed, after you
have answered it, ask you to give us some insight as to how we
accomplish the goal.

I suppose it is rather easy, but I would ask you generally if you
would, Mr. Clifford, to tell us in talking about foreign intelligence
or the purpose of an intelligence system, what is that intelligence
really for? Before you answer the obvious, it seems, if one reflects
on some instances in the past, particularly if you look at some of
the intelligence that now we have had a chance to look at in the
period of the 1950's and 1960's as it relates to Vietnam, that not
infrequently intelligence appears to have been used more to sus-
tain a position of a President or administration, to support a policy,
almost to excuse it rather than as information to determine what
the policy ought to be in the first place.

How do we accomplish the goal that we feel could be the accept-
able goal? How do we, without being able to perform any miracles,
how do we increase the chances of being able to reach the goal that
you feel should be the major purpose of the foreign intelligence
gathering mechanism?

Mr. CLIFFORD. Your question, Senator, is really in two parts.
First, if I understand it, it is why we need foreign intelligence, and
the second part has to do with either the proper or improper use
we make of it.

I would hope perhaps above all other aspirations that I might
have, that we might live in a world in which we did not need
intelligence. If all other countries had the same concept of the
world and their place in it that this Nation has, then we would not
need intelligence. But that doesn't happen to be so. There are
nations in this world that wish us ill, and we must constantly be on
our guard so that we can have all the facts that we possibly can
obtain in the formation of our foreign policy and in the formation
of our defense policy.

If we fly blindly in this regard, then we become extraordinarily
vulnerable. As a quick illustration, we have no alternative but to
do everything in our power to keep up with the progress in weap-
ons that is made by other nations in the globe. If we did not do
that and just assumed that they made no progress, we might very
well lose that asset that we have struggled so for the last 200 years,
and that is our liberty.

Now, after we get the intelligence, what use is made of it by the
executive branch of the Government? I would say that in the great
majority of the cases, it is used properly. I believe that it enters
into the deliberations that lead to important and basic decisions in
the field of national security. I think that a close relationship
between a President and his Secretary of State, Secretary of De-
fense, and the Director of National Intelligence could help keep the



President fully informed as to what was going on in the world, and
I think that most of his decisions would be made in support of the
policymaking responsibility that he has.

There have been instances, as you have mentioned-I was con-
scious of them-in the Vietnam war where it would be hoped by an
adminstration that the intelligence product would support a posi-
tion already taken by an administration. That will occur occasion-
ally. I am sure it has occurred in the past, in instances in which I
do not know. A President will have made a decision. It will be very
important. He will be vulnerable. How the issue turns out is a
matter of considerable import to him. So there is a very real
temptation to get a product from the intelligence community that
will support his position. It is the exception rather than the rule.

In the first place, I have confidence in the majority of our Presi-
dents that they play the game fair, and I think the great majority
of them do. But just for those instances in which maybe the temp-
tation is too great, this bill, I think, recognizes that, and as I
suggested in my statement, the new bill does not depend upon
oversight within the executive branch. Any type of information
that the Oversight Committee desires, that is, the Oversight Com-
mittee of Congress, it can receive. If the committee wonders about
a certain position that the President is taking, it has the right to
summon the Director of National Intelligence and any other per-
sons before it, so that I think the opportunity for it to get the facts
is much improved.

I might say from a practical standpoint, for many years, the
Congress did not properly perform its oversight function. It chose
not to. For a great many years-and I don't know exactly when
they were, but names don't add anything to it-we had a very
prominent Democratic Senator and a very prominent Republican
Senator. They both knew this area very well. Their attitude was that
they really preferred not to know what was going on. They wanted
to leave that to the Chief Executive, and they didn't want to know
things where they might make a slip of some kind, and they really
felt that it belonged entirely to the Executive.

That has changed now. The concept has changed. It is incorporat-
ed in the new legislation. It is up to the Congress, Senator, the
ultimate answer to your question is to see to it that the kind of
situation you have described, the improper use of intelligence to
support a policy already made is not followed in the executive
branch, and you have the right under this bill to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Let me ask another general kind of a question.
And you touched on this, but I would like you to be a bit more

specific. One of the things we are proud of as members of this body
and as citizens of this country is that we would like to believe that
the United States of America stands for more than dollar signs and
missile counts and GNP's, and that there is still a certain kind of
moral fervor based on principles that have lasted 200 years. There
has been a good deal of discussion, and I think there is a recent
article by Drexell Godfrey who was a former Director of Current
Intelligence at CIA, and also a television program just this last
week which basically raised the same question, about moral com-
promises which result from having clandestine intelligence ser-



vices. Basically the problem is that when you are talking about this
kind of service, you are talking about manipulating people, using
them, often deceiving, and in some instances violating the laws of
the foreign country, and the concern has been expressed that this
kind of activity is contrary to the basic principles of how we
conduct our government, yet we are participating in it and intelli-
gence gathering mechanisms that foster this kind of activity in
other countries.

You mentioned the real world in which we live. We are all
painfully aware that we don't live in a Sunday school, tea-and-
crumpets kind of world. How can we increase the chances of draw-
ing the line at the right place to minimize this kind of activity
where it is not truly essential or absolutely necessary, as we might
finally decide to use the words, to protect our country, and yet
minimize the necessity or the instances of resorting to tactics that
are really contrary to what the average schoolchild feels our coun-
try ought to stand for.

Mr. CLIFFORD. I am familiar with the article to which you re-
ferred. I think it appeared in "Foreign Affairs" and I considered it
a well-written article. It addressed itself to a problem that is funda-
mental and has concerned all of us. At the same time, our country
has had to make any number of adjustments throughout its histo-
ry. We have had instances in which, because of certain emergen-
cies, we have had to take a different position. For instance, in time
of war, the Congress will pass a war powers act that will give
unusual powers to the President of the United States. There are
times when the basic rights of our people will not receive the same
protections as they would ordinarily because of the exigencies of
the period and the problems that confront us. I might say that I
believe as a Nation we have adjusted ourselves really quite well to
this problem. There is no ready answer, there is no panacea. What
we do, however, is, I think we give 95 percent of our attention to
preserving the principles upon which our country was created, and
to which we adhere, and which we honor day after day, but at the
same time, maybe we give 5 percent of our attention to the realis-
tic problems that confront our country, and then we try to adjust
that 5 percent within the 95. So I might say, whereas it is a
philosophical discussion that will go on indefinitely, I believe that
we need it better than perhaps any other country does. I think we
have preserved the rights of our people better.

We have some glaring exceptions, but we have overcome those,
and I think we do preserve our principles well and still meet the
problems of the world. We do it so much better than almost all of
the other countries of the world, so that I might just say in conclu-
sion to that, our Government does recognize that the problem
exists. As a matter of basic fact, in a true democracy, a 100-percent
democracy, I suppose that we couldn't have an intelligence service
because it engages in undemocratic conduct, and it must if it is to
perform its function.

It wasn't too long ago when a very prominent Secretary of War,
when asked about practices that went on in his administration,
said gentlemen do not read other people's mail. Well, fine, that was
great then, but we are in a very different world now. We do what



we have to do, which possibly is contrary to some of our democratic
principles because it is the price of survival of our country.

The CHAIRMAN. Just one quick question to follow up there.
Is it fair to say in light of the response you gave to the earlier

question that the possibility of the right balance between morality
and principle on the one hand, and pragmatism on the other, the
fact that that line can be drawn at the right place can be enhanced
by the provisions in this bill which give a strong oversight function
to the Congress?

Mr. CLIFFORD. Yes. And the reason why it enhances that and
helps guarantee it is because it prevents excesses that have taken
place in the past. The CIA got out of hand. Many of their activities
were, I think, inimical to the interests of our country, and they
were permitted too much freedom.

This bill now places machinery in operation which watches much
more closely how it conducts its affairs. I will tell you one of the
problems that we have had and we encountered it in the Presi-
dent's Intelligence Advisory Board. I didn't know it existed for a
while. It takes maybe years to find them. It is this: Our intelligence
apparatus has a great many individuals in it who believe very
deeply in what they are doing. They believe it is absolutely neces-
sary. They do not believe that a President's Intelligence Board, or
possibly even a Director of the CIA, or a President really under-
stands what has to be done, and so they go ahead and do what they
think has to be done. They feel they are serving some higher
principle, some higher master, maybe, than even the President of
the United States, because Presidents come and go but their job
goes on forever. And that exists, down deep in our intelligence
operations. It must be understood and it must be prevented.

So congressional oversight will go a long way toward disclosing
what is going on and in preventing abuses that have taken place in
the past.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Goldwater?
Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank you, Mr. Clifford, for a very fine paper that will

give all of us a good basis on which to work. I only have one
question.

As we all know, the President's major responsibility to our coun-
try is the formulation of foreign policy, the overseeing of that
foreign policy to the end that would keep this country at peace.

Now, I have served on these oversight committees that never did
anything, and you said that precisely right, we didn't want to
know. I served on the Church committee and this committee, and I
will say that I can't lay all the troubles of the CIA and other
intelligence gathering organizations to their own doing. When the
President of the United States who is Commander in Chief, not just
of the armed forces, but I would assume of all the agencies that
come under his administration decides that he wants something
done in a covert way, by some intelligence agency, that is directed
at some foreign government-and I must say that practically every
case we have gone through in both the Church committee and this
committee that has laid a lot of criticism on the CIA-stem from
decisions that I am talking about. It was the President who decided



that a particular person or a particular government is an anathe-
ma to the United States and we can't live with it.

Now, what do we do as an oversight committee when that action,
which we presumably will not know about, takes place and
taking place turns out to be disastrous rather than helpful? Is
there a place that you see where this committee can fit in? Is there
a way that we can know of the President's decisions that might
come from discussions with the Joint Chiefs or the NSC? What do
we do about those cases?

Mr. CLIFFORD. The situation you describe, Senator, is the situa-
tion that has existed in the past, and a President exercised consid-
erable discretion as to the amount of information that he might
choose to give to the Congress. The fact is that many covert activi-
ties have been taking place, some of them with the President's
knowledge and some of them without the President's knowledge.
But let's get to your illustration. The President chooses today to
engage in a covert action and he just proceeds. He just directs the
CIA today to engage in a covert action. Under this bill, that is all
changed, and I think properly so. The President has the responsi-
bility, under this bill, to inform this committee in writing before he
launches a covert action, and if he violates that law, he violates it
at his peril, in my opinion. It is very clear. When he has talked the
matter out and he concludes that he should proceed with his covert
action, he is under the responsibility of informing this committee
in writing. The committee meets. Then one of two results occurs.
The committee decides that it wishes to support that action on the
part of the President. It so informs him. And the President then
goes ahead and there is a joint responsibility which I think is
proper under our form of government.

If, on the other hand, let's suppose the committee unanimously
opposes the project. It then informs the President that it unani-
mously opposes the project. My experience would lead me to be-
lieve that very few Presidents would proceed then with the knowl-
edge that they were engaging in an activity which had been direct-
ly criticized by Congress.

Now, it might be that the whole committee didn't agree-it
might be a split committee, and then the President should be
informed in that regard so that he would know that there are
members of the committee who did not choose that he proceed.

Now, in the final analysis, he must have that authority because
he has it under the Constitution, in my opinion, and he can go
ahead, if he chooses to, but he goes ahead under the circumstances
that I have described. And it is my belief that if this committee
should disagree definitely with him, that I think he wouldn't do it
because he would know that down the road, in the event this
project turned out to be a disaster, it would be very clear to the
American people that it was his decision, and his alone, and that
he did it despite a contrary wish on the part of the Congress.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I appreciate that and I think it is a
sound answer.

I have two things that bother me. A covert action such as the
President might decide on usually is a matter of very, very ex-
treme sensitivity. A knowledge of it to an enemy or even a friendly
country would be disastrous. As you know, exposing anything to



any committee of Congress, or any Member of it, is usually a
rather easy way to let go of a secret.

Now, I am not arguing with you. I am agreeing with you, but I
am trying to point out some of the difficulties I see in this proce-
dure. This doesn't apply to CIA, but you were close to this decision,
when President Truman decided to use the then little known
atomic bomb, had he been required to submit this decision to the
Congress, with their limited knowledge of the bomb, I have grave
questions that the Congress would have approved it. On the other
hand, he made the decision and did it, and I have always been in
complete accord with that decision, and I think it represents a kind
of decision that I have been talking about, a decision that only one
man can live with. And I agree with you that that one man has to
live with it for the rest of his life. So I don't think we can settle the
question here, but I think it is one that requires a lot of thought. I
am a firm believer in the Commander-in-Chief concept of the Presi-
dent. I am also a firm believer that in many cases the commission
of this country is better with that one man making the decision
than having to go to a committee.

Mr. CLIFFORD. You're aware, of course, Senator, that I know why
you used that illustration, but there is a basic distinction between
the illustration you used, and that is we were at war at the time,
and he merely decided upon a certain instrument of war. Under
this bill, he would have no responsibility to come to the Congress.
It didn't involve intelligence, it didn't involve covert action. It was
probably the most overt acton that our country ever took under the
circumstances. So there is that major distinction.

The reason why I come down in favor of this present procedure is
that there are not many covert projects in my opinion that are
very important to the welfare of our country so that the limitation
of those, I think, is a step in the right direction. We have been
much too deeply involved in that field. A number of people have
made the decisions at lower levels, and we have gotten in lots of
difficulty, so that if we moved away from the covert projects, I
would feel that we had not lost anything very important. So that I
am willing to take the risk of disclosure, which sure, would be
unfortunate, but I think not fatal, rather than leave this field up to
the sole determination of the executive branch, because our experi-
ence of the past has proved that there is much more likely to be
damage to our country than benefit.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you very much, and thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Huddleston.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Just pursuing that same area, I think we

have fairly well exhausted it except to indicate the concern of the
committee in drafting the legislation. With covert action, just as
you have indicated, you can justify it at times, but it is an area in
which justification ought to be very clear. Our approach was the
two-pronged attack of congressional oversight plus a mechanism
within the executive branch that sets up review and the require-
ment that the President make a determination. I also want to
mention that this determination has to be in writing; it has to be
done in such a way that there is a trail, an accountability, if you
please, that can be determined.



One thing that we learned in the Church committee investiga-
tion was that intelligence people sitting in the same room and
speaking the same language frequently came out of that room with
very different interpretations of what was said. Actions were start-
ed on the basis of conflicting interpretations that allowed one
echelon of that group to deny entirely any responsibility for it, and
yet the other echelon to say with at least an equal surety in their
own mind that they were acting in strict accordance with what had
been authorized. That is an intolerable situation if you are trying
to find some way to put a restraint or a control or an operational
procedure on our intelligence operations, it seems to me, and that
is essentially what we are attempting to do here by the executive
mechanism and by congressional oversight.

Our committee has been operating, incidentally, for nearly 2
years with this very sensitive information. As far as I know, we
have not at this point divulged any security information. I think
we have to accept that responsibility and Congress has to accept
that responsibility.

Mr. CLIFFORD. Senator, there is an observation to make here. I
have taken the position, consistent with the bill. There is one part
that is going to require a good deal of attention. I am in accord
with the machinery for the President having the request in writ-
ing, and so forth. It is possible that later on there might be a
situation develop in which it might be important under all the
circumstances for a President to take the position that the particu-
lar act or the way it was carried out was not known to him or
understood by him to be conducted in that manner. If we could
possibly leave some narrow out for the President, it would be
desirable.

In the spring of 1960, President Eisenhower was to go to Paris to
have a summit conference with Khrushchev, and I think maybe it
was the day before or the day of the summit meeting, and it was
an important summit meeting, a U-2 was shot down in the course
of an overflight over the Soviet Union.

Now, it placed Khrushchev in an unenviable position, and I
believe he did everything in his power to try to persuade President
Eisenhower to take the position that he didn't know that that
overflight was occurring. But President Eisenhower at the time
was under some criticism-for not knowing everything that was
going on. So he firmly maintained that he knew all about it, and it
left Khrushchev no out whatsoever. So he had to declare the whole
meeting was off, and I might say, it had far-reaching implications
because it was that spring that President Eisenhower was to make
his visit to the Soviet Union, which I think would perhaps have
been the most triumphant visit by any American to any foreign
country. He was the outstanding foreign hero in the Soviet Union,
and it blew all of that also, which was really quite unfortunate.

So we have a problem there, and as the work goes on I might
hope to have an opportunity of working with Mr. Miller in seeing if
there is some possible type of protection that, under unusual cir-
cumstances, might be given.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Are you suggesting a form of plausible
deniability?



Mr. CLIFFORD. I don't know yet what it is. I know that it is
possible that a man might approve a certain operation, maybe
President Eisenhower might have said yes, I did at one time ap-
prove overflights, but I did not approve this specific overflight, and
I think that would have gotten him out of the box, and I think that
would have been enough for Khrushchev, but he felt he couldn't
even do that. So it is somewhere in that area we have got to think
about.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, we certainly would welcome your
continued interest and assistance, and I assure you you will have
an opportunity to help us in that regard. It is certainly not incon-
ceivable that there will be operations going on within a country
that the leaders of that country themselves wouldn't find as objec-
tionable if it were not made public, and to which the citizens of
that country might object to such an extent that the leaders would
have to take a position such as Mr. Khrushchev did at the time.

Mr. CLIFFORD. Yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. That would bring about consequences far

greater or more severe than the act itself would justify.
Mr. CLIFFORD. Yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Maybe it is something we do have to study

a little more closely.
On page 4 of your testimony, Mr. Clifford, you note that the

utility clause of the 1947 Act quickly became the basis for rapidly
expanding CIA.

Do you believe this was necessary, for the CIA to expand in this
manner, in order to fulfill the functions it was established for, or
was it just a natural progression of an agency, somewhat aggres-
sive, that did not have constraints and controls in its legislation?

Mr. CLIFFORD. As is so oftentimes the case, it is some of both. We
had to provide, we felt, a broad range of authority because we had
no previous experience, and then after we once had the agency, it
was very soon thereafter that opportunities came to the agency and
to the Administration to perform a very real service. A quick
illustration: As we went from 1947, when this act was passed, into
1948, the Soviets were engaged in a very active period of aggressive
expansionism. You remember they had taken all of the nations on
their western periphery, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Bulgaria, Ro-
mania, later Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and then they
had spread out into Western Europe, and there was pressure on
every important country in Western Europe.

There was an election in Italy in the spring of 1948 that was
exceedingly critical to the future of Western Europe. The nations
of Europe were prostrate, and we used this catch-all clause-it has
since become public-to engage in every conceivable means that we
had to prevent a Communist victory in that election. I think had
we not, I think the Communists would have won that election, and
the map of Europe would have been very, very different for the last
30 years.

So once you have the organization, once you have the opportuni-
ty, the needs and the requirements become obvious and you use
them, and that is what occurred.



Senator HUDDLESTON. In your reference to the Bay of Pigs, you
noted that President Kennedy thought that the information he
received was erroneous and the intelligence was faulty.

From your review, were you able to determine why the informa-
tion was erroneous, why the intelligence was faulty?

Mr. CLIFFORD. I was not engaged in that particular review. Later
on the Intelligence Board went into it, and we found that a greatdeal of the information was coming from those persons who wereinvolved in the operation and who had a real stake in the oper-ation, and that was most unfortunate because all of their interpre-tations favored the project, and it was our belief at the time thatwe wrote a report on it, that the information was one-sided, wasgiven an interpretation that would fit in with the desires of theparty. It was almost a perfect illustration of the kind of situationthat Senator Goldwater referred to, where a previous policy ismade, and then you select out that intelligence which supports thedecision that you have already made, and that was the basic prob-lem.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Did you find a situation similar to thatduring the Vietnam war, relating to the intelligence information?
Mr. CLIFFORD. Yes, it existed. Policies would be made and onoccasion I had the feeling that there was possibly a leaning on thepart of intelligence estimates that might be supportive to the policythat our country was following, and I might say that it causedsome of us concern.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I think my time has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. I hate to interrupt, but if we all are going tohave a crack here, we can come back.
Senator Mathias, do you have any questions?
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I have some questions, but Iwould like to defer to Senator Chafee at this moment.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Mr. Clifford, I would like to say that your statement herewas extremely helpful. You took the specific points, and it justseems to me, have given us a lot of good guidance. As we proceed, Iwould like to get back to a question that Senator Goldwatertouched on before. Although I guess I know your answer, whatbothers me is the ability of a group of people to keep any kind ofconfidence, and when you are dealing with a congressional commit-tee, you are really dealing with a lot of people. Furthermore, undercongressional practices, our information is available to anybody,any Senator, not just the members of the committee, and I pre-sume the House is the same. We frequently say that no secret hasever come out of this committee, at least no secret has ever comeback to us that has come out. Thus I am not so sure and I hope weare accurate, but I just wonder when you are dealing with a groupthis size, which is the oversight group that you recommend haveoversight, if we could keep a secret, which it seems to me is apertinent one in the past, and that is the fact we broke the Japa-nese code. I can think of no other secret that was as well kept andthat was as important to this Nation as that one. And what wedid-well, really, led to our success in the Battle of Midway.

Now, that, I assume, would be the kind of intelligence that comesunder the purview of this committee.
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Would it or wouldn't it?
Mr. CLIFFORD. No, I think it would not.
Senator CHAFEE. You don't think so because that doesn't involve

any covert type of action?
Mr. CLIFFORD. That's right, and Senator, that took place during

war.
Senator CHAFEE. I appreciate that.
Mr. CLIFFORD. And that type of intelligence would be within

departmental intelligence of Army, Navy, or Air Force, and it
seems to me that that would be protected in every way possible.
There would be no decision to be made by this committee in that
regard as to whether our cryptographic services would attempt to
break all codes. That would not be brought to the attention of the
committee.

Curiously enough, you bring up a situation in which an incident
occurred that I thought was maybe the one most damaging news
story that has ever occurred in my lifetime. It took us a year
to break the Japanese code. We broke it. We were reading
everything they had out in the Pacific, and one day one newspaper
ran--

Senator CHAFEE. The Chicago paper, was it?
Mr. CLIFFORD. It was. Ran a story that the United States had

broken the Japanese code.
Now, what they ever got in their mind or what was ever behind

it, I have not understood. Why there wasn't a prosecution for
treason I have never understood. It took us another year to break
that code. If somebody could figure out, I know that tens of thou-
sands of lives of American men, the billions of dollars of our
Treasury that were lost by that story. But there again, that wasn't
anything that would have been brought to this committee.

Senator CHAFEE. I see.
Well, how about the breaking of a code in peacetime? Do you

think that would not be within the purview of the committee?
Mr. CLIFFORD. I would think not. It is not a covert project that I

think the Administration would need approval on. We have a very
effective organization with which you are familiar who devotes
itself 24 hours a day to trying to understand the mass of electric
signals that go through the ether, and they try to read as much of
that as they can, and everybody understands it, and we do it, and
every other nation in the world that has any competence in that
regard does it, too. It is life today in this world.

So there again, I don't see that there is anything there to bring
to yOU.

Senator CHAFEE. I am not sure the committee would agree with
that. I suspect that if, in our regular sessions with the Director of
Central Intelligence, everything must be an open book now, and so
he does reveal the most extraordinary things to us.

Mr. CLIFFORD. There is a difference there. Under this law, there
is no information that you can't have if you ask for it. That is the
way I read this law. And if you have the Director of National
Intelligence in before you, he has to answer your questions, so that
if you want to find out about the codes, you can find out about the
codes. I know of no way that the intelligence operation can keep
secrets from this committee. It is just that I think there are any



number of areas in which the committee will assume that the
Government is doing its job, and I think that you would be more
likely to be interested in what we call covert activities, that is,
political activities that have to do with possibly the dislodging of a
government in another country. There has been a good deal of
that, as you know.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Stevenson.
Senator STEVENSON. Mr. Clifford, there have been some marked

changes since you were Secretary of Defense, or for that matter,
since Senator Chafee was Secretary of the Navy.

The position that you are enunciating now would represent a
step back to Presidential powers. We don't get access, nor do we
claim access to sources, but because methods can be very intrusive,
this committee does receive a great deal of information about such
methods, as you have mentioned and so far as I know, without any
breach of confidence, and with some benefit to this committee. It
helps, for example, in putting together the budget for the commu-
nity, including that organization. It is not my intention to get off
on that subject. I was about to thank you for giving us the benefit
of your wisdom and experience, and also some courage.

To paraphrase Mark Twain, you have helped to murder some
beautiful myths with some ugly facts. Most of what you said would
elicit little disagreement up here, with one exception already men-
tioned. Your support for the organizational and procedural reforms
in the main is welcome and you made some suggestions for im-
provement which I think will receive support as well as respect
from within the committee.

You reserved-and by that I mean in particular your suggestion
about the independence of the authority of the new DNI, which I
think is a very important suggestion-you reserved most of your
criticism, as I see it, for the prohibitions, and there lies the beauti-
ful myth that somehow we can foresee all the necessities of
national security in a turbulent nuclear world, and without impair-
ing national security, legislate our security.

I agree with the thrust of your remarks and would like, if I
could, to try to determine where you would draw the line, whether
you would rule out all prohibitions, and if not, which? Some prohi-
bitions strike me as sensible. The prohibition, for example, against
recruiting of members of the U.S. media for intelligence purposes.
How do you feel about that one?

Mr. CLIFFORD. I would place that in a different category. If the
Congress chooses to designate the types of persons who shall not
engage in intelligence activities, that doesn't disturb me par-
ticularly. The main point-perhaps there are two main points,
Senator. (1), is no person in the world versed in intelligence will
attach any significance whatsoever to the prohibitions that you put
in the law. I guarantee that to you.

Now, for years on the intelligence board we watched a Soviet
operator, and he came to our attention early because he apparently
was enormously effective, and they raised him up and up and up,
and they finally brought him back to Moscow and gave him a job.
Now, the best description of his job is they made him Director of



the Bureau of Misinformation, and it was his task to misinform all
the other nations of the world about what the Soviets were doing,
and he has done a superb job. We watched him after that and it
was very difficult because the reports coming out were false for
any number of reasons, and everybody in the intelligence field
knows that. And because we say this, it doesn't mean a thing. It
may just increase suspicions.

The second point is that I don't like to see my country say we are
now going to have a law, that as a government we are not going to
assassinate heads of other states. We are not going to spread dis-
ease. We are not going to engage in activities that would overthrow
governments. I don't want us to go on record that way. I don't
think it is right. It offends my regard for my country and it doesn't
do any good. And then it leads to this curious result that all those
actions that you do not prohibit, at least by inference are permit-
ted. Well, I tell you, I could draw up a lot longer list, and all those
things would be prohibited.

I would feel more comfortable if we just took it all out. I think it
is meaningless.

Now, I think it had a domestic purpose at the time. We were
going through a period when there was great criticism of abuses of
our intelligence activities. I would hope to some extent we are over
that emotional period and we might look at it more logically.

Senator STEVENSON. I think it was McCaulay who said of the
British, once, that they were suffering from a periodic fit of
righteousness.

Let me not belabor the point, because it is a controversial one
and far from resolved. You also gave us the benefit of some experi-
ence as a lawyer, that what is not prohibited can, by implication,
be permitted.

One of the prohibitions is against the violent overthrow of demo-
cratic governments. By implication, then, that would suggest that
the nonviolent overthrow of the democratic governments is ap-
proved?

Did you suggest that?
Mr. CLIFFORD. Sure.
Senator STEVENSON. And what about the violent overthrow of

nondemocratic governments?
Mr. CLIFFORD. Sure. All you have got to do is read the words.
Senator STEVENSON. That would be approved, and that would

also require some determinations as to which is democratic or
nondemocratic.

Mr. CLIFFORD. Sure.
Senator STEVENSON. How about the Queen of England. Is she the

head of a democratic form of government?
Mr. CLIFFORD. You might have a little trouble convincing the

Queen of that fact. [General laughter.]
Senator STEVENSON. Well, let me just wind up with that example,

and I do this illustratively.
Senator HUDDLESTON. If you would yield, just as a suggestion,

about the nonviolent overthrow of the U.S. Government is permit-
ted.

Senator STEVENSON. The nonviolent--
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes.



Senator STEVENSON. Well, I was going to ask you if that was
behind Mr. Eisenhower's exercise in truthfulness concerning the
U-2 incident. Perhaps he was engaged in the nonviolent overthrow
of Mr. Khrushchev. There are those who trace Khrushchev's down-
fall to that incident.

The bill also prohibits support of any action which violates
human rights if the action is conducted by police, internal security
forces, or intelligence forces in the foreign country, as if to suggest
that support of repressive action by other agencies is all right, and
that raises some rather large questions about what is meant by
human rights, does it not?

What would, for example, the effect of such statement of policy
be on support through the intelligence services of the United States
for those of Israel?

Mr. CLIFFORD. Well, I doubt that there is any answer which could
be given that could reach that particular question. The fact that
you ask the question would indicate that a study must be conduct-
ed to ascertain whether in any country human rights are being
violated. They are, I assume, and then, if they are, according to
some of the language, you might choose to overthrow the govern-
ment, but you can't do it with the CIA or other elements of the
community, but you could organize a group of private citizens and
send them over to overthrow the government. That is not prevent-
ed by the act. And as I said in there in the end, I think it makes us
look silly, and I think we do a lot better to try to avoid those
instances in which people believe that we are reaching for the
absurd.

Senator STEVENSON. Well, I don't want to prolong this. There is
another prohibition which is against assassination of foreign offi-
cials abroad, as if to suggest that if you are not one of the protected
species of abroad, you are vulnerable.

Would you draw the line nowhere, eliminate all of these prohibi-
tions and rely alternatively on the procedural safeguards?

Mr. CLIFFORD. If it were left to me, I would elminate the prohibi-
tions.

Senator STEVENSON. All of them?
Mr. CLIFFORD. I would eliminate all of them. I really think that

they are meaningless because nobody is going to believe them, and
the fact is they create problems, and in the last analysis, these
decisions have got to be made by the President of the United States
and his major advisers and a committee of the Congress such as
this, and that is where the decisions are going to be made. It would
be entirely possible under some circumstances that with all of this
language an emergency might arise in which a President would say
I have but one duty, the duty to my country is to take a particular
action, and it might be inconsistent with the language of this
particular prohibition. I suppose he would have to take it.

Senator STEVENSON. And the procedural safeguards would, in
this legislation and unlike in the past, include timely notice to the
Congress or to the agencies of the Congress.

Mr. CLIFFORD. I believe in that. I think that is wise.
Senator STEVENSON. But you would draw the line short of notice

to the committees of the Congress of information about methods?
This gets back to the first, the opening point about the breaking of



the codes and interception of the electronic transmitted messages.
Would you give us no access to methods?

Mr. CLIFFORD. Oh, no, no. The Government, our Government is
engaged for 24 hours out of every day in obtaining intelligence. It
has gone on year after year. We work on it, we have many people
engaged in research so as to improve the ability to get information
all over the world. Now, we have that information. I don't believe
that we should take up the time of the committee by coming to you
and telling you the means by which we do it. If you wish to know
the means, then it is my concept under this act that you are
entitled to it, and all you have to do is ask for it and you will be
told what the information is.

What the President comes to you about for your judgment is the
beginning of some covert project that, as an illustration, is directed
toward unseating an unfriendly government in another country,
something like that, and he comes to get your judgment on that. I
don't think he comes to get your judgment on routine matters that
we have been engaged in for the last 25 years, however long we
have had the act.

Senator STEVENSON. But we are kept informed on a timely basis
with respect to covert and clandestine actions, plus on request,
methods.

Mr. CLIFFORD. I think that is so.
Senator STEVENSON. You would draw the line at sources, every-

thing up to sources.
Mr. CLIFFORD. No; I wouldn't even draw the line on that. If we

are going to have this partnership, I think the partnership has to
go the whole way, and if you require of the President that you
wanted sources, I don't think you could limit the partnership.

From a practical standpoint he is going to leave it up to you a
good deal to ask the questions as to the information you want. In
some instances-now, it has happened in the past-in some in-
stances the reply might be let us tell you what producing this
answer would imply and entail, and after we have told you, do you
still want the answer. In some instances you might say, under
those circumstances we don't want the answer.

Senator STEVENSON. You recognized earlier in your statement
that notwithstanding the extraordinary advances in technology,
many important methods and sources remain human.

Would you not be concerned about the effects of congressional
access to methods and sources on the availability of human sources
throughout the world? Are we not already in danger of losing
valuable assets because of their concern that they themselves will
be compromised, perhaps lose their lives, their concern about the
integrity of the process?

Mr. CLIFFORD. I would depend upon the judgment and discretion
of this committee in that regard. It is a little difficult for me to
believe that at some point this committee would say to the Director
of National Intelligence, we want you to submit a list of all your
secret agents throughout the world. I can't believe that you would
do that. But I am going to say that if we are going to have the kind
of partnership that this bill contemplates, then you would have the
right to ask it, and then it would be up to the President, I think, to
explain to you why it would be really very unfortunate.



You know, we had a situation, we had one come up some time
ago. We talk about this and it sounds almost academic, but it is the
toughest game that goes on in the world, and we will be in touch
with our people and keep in close touch with them and then every
so often they disappear, and we never know what happened.

Senator STEVENSON. Well, I am aware of that, and I must con-
clude, but the argument is that the mere fact of access, not the
abuse of access-there has been no abuse of which I am aware-the
mere fact of access damages our ability to recruit human sources
throughout the world, and in fact that has happened.

Mr. CLIFFORD. I cannot agree with that. No. The mere fact of
access, if it is never used and is purely academic, hasn't led to
anything, does not disturb me.

Senator STEVENSON. Thank you, Mr. Clifford.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mathias?
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am aware that we are in overtime. I am more importantly

aware that we are not only detaining Secretary Clifford, but we are
detaining Mrs. Clifford, which I don't want to do. We are very
grateful to them for the time that they are giving us here today. I
just want to say that, when we introduced the bill we had what
might be described as a covert hope that it would evoke the very
kind of thoughtful and wise comment that the committee has had
today from Secretary Clifford. We hoped that men and women who
had not only the intellectual capacity but the experience to deal
with this very difficult subject would come forward and give us
their views in a candid and helpful way.

As I have read the statement today, I think it does exactly that,
and I am very grateful.

Mr. CLIFFORD. Thank you.
Senator MATHIAS. Now, let me challenge the premise, really, on

which we are meeting here today.
You said in your statement that you had for some years advocat-

ed new legislation to govern our intelligence activities. By that do I
understand you to mean that you feel there are some areas in the
field of intelligence which are really not adequately controlled by
Executive order, areas in which there needs to be a statutory
mechanism by which oversight can be provided?

Mr. CLIFFORD. Yes, Senator, and from two sources. One, the old
act has been in effect 31 years, and it set very broad principles. We
all know, and I think we are likely to agree that abuses occurred
under the old act. It has given out. It has worn out, and we have
learned a great deal in the last 31 years, both about what the
opportunities are for intelligence, the assets that exist there, and
what the abuses have been, so that it is very clear to me that we
need a new law at this time that does exactly what this act does. It
set out what the functions of our intelligence operations are to be,
and it sets out how we can prevent the abuses of the past, and
third, it sets up a new organizational framework which is more
likely to attain those results than the one we have under the old
act.

Senator MATHIAS. Now, so that we are guilty of as few abuses as
possible, in the process of correcting old abuses, can you think of
any areas that we have covered here which would be better left to



regulation, rather than to statutory control? And I am mindful, of
course, of the statements you have already made about specific acts
and covert activity.

Mr. CLIFFORD. Well that will come out in the process of winnow-
ing through the act. It is 267 pages long. I think it will want to be
shortened a good deal, and I believe that there are areas that can
be tightened up. That is only natural. I think it was wise to put
everything in the act. I believe that is the way first drafts of acts
should be drawn so every alternative is there. If anybody had a
good thought, it went in the act. I favor that so that instead of
going through an act and having to add, the big job is to look and
then decide what you need to discard.

I think a good deal of tightening up can be done in the process. I
think that it is possible that decisions will be reached that maybe
there is too much detail in the act, that there are requirements of
this report by that date, 90 days later; write some report of that
date, all that, I think, has to be cleaned up as we get into them. I
think the act cannot provide for every contingency any more than
a lawyer can draw a will that provides for any contingency. Those
are the wills that lead to the litigation that goes on through the
years.

I think that we will want to make some of it less detailed than it
is now.

Senator MATHIAS. You served for a number of years as Chairman
of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board and have a
deep personal knowledge not only of what the board did, but of
what its value was. That board, of course, has now been abolished.

Do you feel, in light of your experience, that it would be desir-
able to establish some new agency which would perform the func-
tions that you performed on the board?

Mr. CLIFFORD. That board performed an important function the
first 3 years of its existence. Because it was created by President
Kennedy, he met each time with the board when the board met. He
took a great interest in it, and that was generally known through-
out the intelligence community. There has not been any board like
that for a great many years, so we did perform, I think, a valuable
service. I have a recollection that we made something like 203
recommendations for improvements in foreign intelligence, and he
adopted 194 of them, and they were all-but many of them very
minor. We settled a number of jurisdictional disputes.

But after that early period of about 2V2 or 3 years, the board
went rapidly downhill. It didn't amount to very much under Presi-
dent Johnson. It amounted, I think, to less as time went on. And I
noted with some concern later on that it looked as though it had
become the repository place for political appointments to maybe
pay off political debts of some kind, which I thought was unfortu-
nate because at one time it did a real job.

I doubt that a board of that size, 9 or 11 men who meet once a
month, penetrate the situation enough to render much of a service.
I am opposed to the reincarnation of that board. I do like the three-
man intelligence supervisory board or oversight board. I like it. I
think they have an interesting function to perform. The three men
can give more time to it; carefully selected, I would hope they



would be experienced men, and I rather like that concept. I think
that there will be something there that is valuable.

Also, the major function of the three-man oversight board is to
see to it that the intelligence community is not exceeding the
responsibilities that it has under the law, whereas the other board
had an across-the-field responsibility, and it became too diffused.

Senator MATHIAS. Turning our attention to counterintelligence
for a minute, I think the world has been very much shocked by the
very tragic events in Italy in which Aldo Moro has been kidnapped
by terrorists. I think there is a clear understanding that no nation,
or no individual in the world is immune from the misguided
danger. Everybody is exposed, everybody is susceptible. The pres-
ence and activities of hostile intelligence and international terror-
ist representatives and agents in the United States has probably
been growing as everywhere else in the world.

So the question arises whether provisions in the bill are wise and
are adequate in providing for U.S. counterintelligence capabilities?
I wonder if you have any recommendations for us for counterintel-
ligence, particularly in response to the increasing threats that we
see all over the world?

Mr. CLIFFORD. I am delighted that the bill gives attention to that,
and it may be that its provisions are adequate at this time, or on
further study, the committee may wish to strengthen those provi-
sions, for you have touched upon the deepest concern that I have in
this whole area today. It will not be long before it will be possible
for some group in the world to manufacture a nuclear device,
and--

Senator MATHIAS. Nearly 50 private corporations have the capac-
ity to do it today.

Mr. CLIFFORD. What is our posture in the event that a nuclear
device is smuggled into the country in some manner, by air, by
boat, by submarine, and placed in a strategic location, and then our
Government is informed that unless a certain action takes place on
the part of our Government within 24 hours or 48 hours, the
nuclear device will be exploded? I don't know.

I think we will see it happen. I expect that it will occur some
time. The terrorist activities are on the increase. We see it with
international planes, we see it with individuals who are kidnapped
and the ransom is to produce other terrorists who are in prison in
that country. It is the weapon of the era in which we live, and the
most formidable and the most powerful I have ever seen, so that
we can expect that the danger will increase, and with it, we must
increase our protection. So I would hope the committee would
watch with great care that part of the bill and do everything in its
power to see that our protections are built up in that regard.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I have about 100 further ques-
tions, but in view of the hour I will content myself with just one
final one, which I think is important.

When the Senate was considering the confirmation of the Direc-
tor of CIA, I was discussing it, and a friend said to me, you know,
there is only one important qualification. I naturally was very
eager to know what that one qualification was, and he said it is
that the President would enjoy having a cup of coffee in the morn-
ing with the Director.



And there was, I think, a good deal of wisdom in that. Because
you could have the most magnificent intelligence organization in
the world, produce the most accurate information, you could sub-
ject it to the most sound analysis and come up with the ultimate in
the intelligence product, and yet if the policymakers for whom it is
intended don't use it, it doesn t mean very much.

You have been on the receiving end of the intelligence product.
You must know that with decisions of great importance awaiting
you seriatim, day by day, keeping up with intelligence is just one
more thing that has to be done. So my question is this. What would
you recommend to improve the relevance of the intelligence prod-
uct to the needs of the policymakers, so that we can improve the
acceptance of the intelligence product, both in competition for time
and attention, and particularly, as you already have suggested with
some of the examples you have given earlier, when it is at variance
with the established policy or a preconceived notion that is strong-
ly held by the policymaker?

Mr. CLIFFORD. I think your question is a broad one, Senator. I
would have two or three observations about it.

You increase the importance of intelligence, you increase the
value of intelligence if you increase the quality of intelligence, and
if a President finds after a while that the quality of the intelligence
he is getting is high, then he will use it more, so that there should
be the constant effort to improve the quality.

Second, you touch on another point that is interesting. Even in
the early days of the Truman administration when we were just
getting into the creation of an intelligence agency, and the Presi-
dent named as the chief intelligence officer a man whom he liked
and admired very much in Admiral Sauers, who was a reserve
naval officer, and the President started his day off every day at 8
o'clock with a visit with Admiral Sauers, and that relationship was
very, very valuable. Other Presidents have not been nearly that
close. President Kennedy was not that close to the Director; Presi-
dent Johnson was nowhere near that close to the Director, so that
what they did was read the daily intelligence report which the
Director prepares for the President. But that loses quite a lot
which you get from an intimate relationship. So that you touch on
a subject that I referred to briefly in the statement. We can pass
the best law, provide the most effective machinery, but unless the
men who govern our country and are in charge of it are able to
find a relationship in working together, it will not be effective, and
that holds particularly true between the President and the Direc-
tor of National Intelligence, and this committee, because I would
expect that this committee would want to develop a relationship
with the Director of National Intelligence that could be infinitely
valuable if it turned out to be a personal one, and a sense of
mutual confidence developed.

I think that would be the best answer I could give.
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Secretary, I thank you very much for your

responses, and I thank Mrs. Clifford for her patience.
Mr. CLIFFORD. Thank you
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you.
Mr. Clifford, you have been very generous with your time before

the committee today, as you have on a number of occasions in the
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past, and we have appreciated it very much. All of us have a lot of
questions that we would like to discuss with you because of your-
experience and knowledge, and forthright manner in which you
answer them. We appreciate that very much and we will accept
your invitation to call on you again as these hearings progress, and
to seek your advice and counsel as we proceed.

And we thank you very much for being with us today.
The committee will adjourn until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
[Whereupon, at 1:32 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, April 5, 1978.]



WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5, 1978
U.S. SENATE,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
318, Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Huddleston, Goldwater,
Chafee, and Garn.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director and Audrey Hatry,
clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Huddleston, why don't you get us start-
ed here this morning.

Senator HUDDLESTON. The Committee will come to order.
Yesterday morning we commenced hearings on S. 2525, the Na-

tional Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978 with
testimony by Mr. Clark Clifford. It was an instructive beginning, I
think, for a complex subject from an individual with an almost
unique range of experience in intelligence matters.

As I noted yesterday, we do not consider S. 2525 perfect. It has
been put forth in order to generate a constructive public debate
over the issues which we have identified as needing resolution.

S. 2525 is based on a number of premises, including the follow-
ing:

The United States does need a strong and effective intelligence
community.

The entities within the intelligence community each serve a
particular function and should be retained, not only to continue
their individual functions but also to provide competing centers of
analysis which will allow for diverse interpretations and evalua-
tions.

With the continuation of the various entities, greater coordina-
tion is required, especially in the budgeting and tasking areas.

The increased coordination should be undertaken by the Director
of National Intelligence who perhaps should be separated from the
head of the Central Intelligence Agency.

Covert activities, and especially sensitive human collection of
intelligence, should be more carefully considered before being initi-
ated than they have been in the past.

Certain types of covert actions will not be undertaken. Certain
classes of individuals will not be used for paid intelligence collec-
tion or operations, although they may be used on a voluntary basis.

Greater oversight and accountability is needed both within the
executive branch and by the Congress in order to protect against
abuses in the future.

The identity of agents working under cover must be protected.
Intelligence agencies must not disregard the individual rights

and liberties of Americans.



As I noted yesterday, I think our task now is to examine these
premises in some detail, to evaluate them and to determine if S.
2525 approaches them in the proper manner.

I am pleased this morning to continue the hearings with testi-
mony from three individuals who have borne directly the responsi-
bility for the intelligence activities of the United States. William
Colby, after a distinguished career in intelligence dating back to
World War II, became the Director of Central Intelligence in 1973
and headed the Central Intelligence Agency during a very difficult
period. George Bush has had several distinguished careers: in pri-
vate industry, as a Congressman, as a diplomat, and finally, as
Director of Central Intelligence from 1975 to 1977. And Henry
Knoche, like Mr. Colby, spent his entire career in the intelligence
business, culminating in his service as Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence, which he ended only last summer. These three indi-
viduals, then, have a wealth of intelligence knowledge among
them, and all three have served their Government very recently. I
welcome them here and I look forward to hearing from them.

Senator Bayh, do you have any comment at this time?
The CHAIRMAN. No, Senator Huddleston. I think I made my

comments yesterday. I appreciate very much the fact that these
three distinguished gentlemen are here with us this morning. You
very accurately categorized their service, and we are very fortunate
in having the opportunity to get the expert testimony from people
who have been on the scene.

The charters that are before us for consideration are a product of
rather extensive give and take between the members of this com-
mittee and the executive, and I think everybody is moving forward
in a good faith effort to try to reconcile all of our differences, and I
think it is important to hear from those of you who have been in
the hot seat as to just how far we can go to meet the dual responsi-
bilities, one of which is to protect the country and the other of
which is to protect the individual citizen.

This is a delicate balance we have in our society that exists
really not to the extent it exists anyplace else in the world, and I
would hope that we had the wisdom-and certainly your experi-
ence can help add to that wisdom-to be able to have the best
intelligence system in the world, as I think we do have, make it
even stronger, to do a better job of analysis and oversight and all
the kinds of things that I know you gentlemen have given your
lives to accomplish, and yet at the same time we are doing this to
see that our intelligence agencies, as other agencies of our Govern-
ment, are required to operate under the rule of law and protect the
individual rights of American citizens.

Now, that is what we are trying to accomplish. I think we can
accomplish it. It is not an easy goal, but nothing really worthwhile
is accomplished very easily.

So that is why we are here, and we appreciate very much your
being here.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Senator Goldwater, do you have any com-
ment before we hear from the witnesses?

Senator GOLDWATER. No; I haven't.
Senator CHAFEE. I just wanted to say three distinguished gentle-

men, not two, inadvertently.



Mr. KNOCHE. Thanks for welcoming me to the club.
The CHAIRMAN. I tell you, it is not what I say, it is what I mean,

John. They are big enough to be six.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, certainly. I just want to join in the wel-

coming of these gentlemen, taking the trouble to come here be-
cause yesterday we had some excellent testimony from Clark Clif-
ford, and I found it extremely helpful, as I believe the others did,
and so therefore we look forward to your views and also your-we
will be asking you about your reflections on some of the points that
he made in his testimony.

So thanks for coming, and welcome.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I think the best way to proceed would be to

have each of the witnesses present his statement in turn, and then
if they would all remain as a panel, we could just ask our questions
in that manner.

So we will start in chronological order, and Mr. Colby, we ask
you to proceed first.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM E. COLBY, FORMER DIRECTOR
OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Mr. COLBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the chance to
be here.

Mr. Chairman, S. 2525 can be a landmark in the history of
intelligence. Throughout the centuries, intelligence was believed to
be, as President Eisenhower once characterized it, a "necessary
evil" in the world of nation states, outside the normal constraints
of law and serving only the practical interests of national sover-
eignty. Our own country fully accepted this concept, from Nathan
Hale's sincere belief, for which he gave his life, that "every kind of
service, necessary to the public good, becomes honorable by being
necessary," to the guidance given to our intelligence establishment
in the immediate postwar era, that it be "more effective, more
unique, and if necessary, more ruthless, than that employed by the
enemy." For many years our political leadership, executive, legisla-
tive, and even judicial, viewed intelligence as a special world some-
where outside the law, necessary to preserve our Nation in an
unfriendly world. The fundamental contradiction between this ap-
proach and the principles of the American Constitution was not
ignored, it was accepted, with national consensus.

S. 2525 represents a new concept that American intelligence
must operate under the confines of the Constitution we Americans
have established as the framework to govern our affairs. Far from
decrying this new situation, I welcome it, because I believe that it
will produce a stronger American intelligence. American people
who understand American intelligence, who participate in setting
the proper guidelines for its behavior, and who look to it for
assistance in meeting the problems of the world around us, will
support intelligence, will insist upon excellence in its product, and
will help protect its necessary secrecy.

Thus, Mr. Chairman, I urge that S. 2525 proceed through the
legislative process and be incorporated into our statutes. The inter-
nal regulations issued within CIA over the years and the Executive
orders issued by two Presidents may have been precursors to this
statutory charter, but they cannot substitute for its function as an



expression of our new national consensus with respect to American
intelligence operating under American law. The American public,
our political leadership and the dedicated personnel of American
intelligence all will benefit by a plain, open expression of the
function of American intelligence and the limits we Americans
insist on its exercise. A clear charter for the work of intelligence
will end the ambiguities and euphemisms which have characterized
this field and which are the root cause of the fascination and
sensationalism which have so badly harassed and discredited the
honorable men and women who have devoted their lives to their
country in this "peculiar service", as Nathan Hale called it. While
we all might have wished a quieter and less damaging transition
from the old concept of totally secret intelligence as a world apart
to a new concept of constitutional intelligence for America, a new
meaning for the initials CIA, we must accept S. 2525 for its real
function as the milestone of a new era in our country and as a
model for others.

But since, Mr. Chairman, this is indeed such an important mile-
stone, we must treat it as such and not as a mere reflection of the
climate of excitement and sensationalism which marked the first
full exposure of American intelligence to our public. This exposure
did reveal activities which we Americans today repudiate, even
though they might have been accepted in years gone by and even
been a response to encouragement from the highest levels of our
political leadership at that time. We must lift our eyes from re-
criminations about those events of the past to a delineation of the
best possible way to approach the future.

In writing a new charter for American intelligence to replace the
vague and amorphous language of the National Security Act of
1947, I believe we must clearly outline its major objectives. As we
look to the years ahead, it is plain that the most important role of
American intelligence will be to give us accurate information and
wise assessments about the complex problems that our country will
face in a still unsettled world. This must be held as a first priority
and not be subordinated in our considerations. The second and
equal objective must be to assure that American intelligence oper-
ate under the limits that we Americans insist upon for actions
undertaken in our name by our elected and appointed representa-
tives.

Viewed against this standard, S. 2525 can be said to meet the
requirement. While its stress is on the organization and coordina-
tion of American intelligence and on a detailed outline of the
permissible limits for American intelligence, and the control ma-
chinery to insure that the limits are respected, by implication it
does appear that the standard is one of excellence of information
and assessment. In my view, it should go further, however, and
make explicit that the purpose of American intelligence is not only
to inform the American executive and legislature to enable them to
make wise decisions about foreign affairs in these years ahead, but
also to develop techniques to pass its information and assessments
to the American people to enable them to play their full constitu-
tional role in the determination of foreign and defense policy for
this Nation. This also can be implied from a few incidental phrases
in the bill, but in my view, the kind of fundamental revision of the



charter of American intelligence that. S. 2525 represents should
confront much more directly this difficult challenge of how to
provide intelligence in the modern sense to our citizens as well as
our Government. Much of the valuable information and assess-
ments of American intelligence today does reach our public
through intermediaries such as the State and Defense Departments
and statements from the White House, in most cases protecting the
source while disseminating the substance. But I believe that a new
order of magnitude of transmission of such material might be
achieved through intermediaries in the Congress, academia, and
the media through whom the substance of our information and
assessments could be passed while protecting their sources, in the
way our journalists do. This technique also would obviate the diffi-
cult diplomatic reactions apt to follow official expression by the
Executive of facts or views unflattering to a foreign power. I do not
say this is an easy chore, but I do believe it must be recognized as
an unfinished obligation in the process of making American intelli-
gence serve our American people, and it should be set out as an
objective in S. 2525. To the extent that it can be achieved, it will
replace the blind support of intelligence in the past with an in-
formed comprehension of the excellence and the importance of
intelligence for our country in the world of today and tomorrow.

Short of this future dimension of an American concept of intelli-
gence, S. 2525 in my view generally meets the need for matching
today's intelligence with the constitutional process. The stress on
the rights of American citizens and resident aliens, including the
requirement of a judicial warrant for electronic surveillance in the
United States and abroad, the clear emphasis on the role of Con-
gress through its select committees, and the definitions of pro-
scribed behavior for American intelligence all clearly reflect the
attitude of those of the intelligence profession as well as the Ameri-
can people as a whole following the exposure of those missteps and
misdeeds, albeit few and far between, which occurred during the
quarter century during which American intelligence operated
under a charter of total secrecy and exhortations to meet deadly
challenges seen threatening our Nation. While the final reports of
the investigations into American intelligence make clear that the
sensational headlines and great TV theater which accompanied the
initial exposures were grossly exaggerated, intelligence profession-
als will welcome a clear charter and precise limits within which
future intelligence efforts will be conducted. The care for the con-
stitutional rights of Americans and the plain statement that cer-
tain forms of abhorrent behavior will not be conducted in the name
of the American people are welcome reassurances against a recur-
rence of even a small degree of activity outside proper limits.

The degree of congressional supervision called for in S. 2525 will,
of course, add to the burdens of those conducting intelligence oper-
ations, as they will be required to testify and report and on some
occasions may be overruled. But this is an accepted burden for all
elements of the U.S. Government. The particular danger' of expo-
sure of intelligence secrets is not, in my mind, a bar to proper
constitutional supervision. This committee, in its 2 years of history,
has given evidence that it can keep the secrets it has been given,
and I am sure that the House Select Committee has an equal
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resolution. It is true, as a committee of the Continental Congress
said in 1776, that "there are too many Members of Congress to
keep secrets" but the limited membership of these two select com-
mittees is in my mind a reasonable compromise between the need
for supervision and the need to keep secrets. Many of these secrets
already must be spread substantially within the executive branch
in order that the operations function. The additional exposure to
specified Members of Congress and selected staff operating under
strict secrecy agreements, including exposure to the legislation I
have recommended, would, in my mind, not spread the secrets any
further than is necessary to conform with the constitutional proc-
ess. I believe this will give an American intelligence greater, rather
than less, strength in the long run and avoid the kind of
sensational hindsighting that has characterized too much of the
last several years.

Mr. Chairman, within this overall posture of support for S. 2525,
I do have a few points on which I believe it is mistaken. I am
appreciative of the changes which were made in the original draft
which led up to this bill, on which I was very kindly afforded the
opportunity to comment, and I believe that S. 2525 is a much
improved version of an essential charter for American intelligence.
I will outline a few points of recommended improvement for your
consideration, but I would not like these points to be interpreted as
anything other than improvements on a fundamentally positive
proposal.

A major gap in S. 2525 I have already commented on in my
testimony before the Subcommittee on Secrecy and Disclosure on
March 6. I offer that statement for your record here today.

[Statement of Mr. William E. Colby before the Subcommittee on
Secrecy and Disclosure follows:]

STATEMENT OF MR. WILLIAM E. COLBY BEFORE THE SuBcommiTTEE ON SECRECY

AND DISCLOSURE, MARCH 6, 1978

Mr. COLBY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the chance to be here and it is
an honor to be invited.

Mr. Chairman, we must resolve how to keep the necessary secrets of intelligence.
I stress the word "necessary"-some secrets are literally essential if we are to have
an effective intelligence system. But we all know that the total secrecy which
characterized intelligence in the past included many unnecessary secrets and that
some of these covered activity improper at the time or not meeting the higher
standards we insist on today.

The revision of our intelligence structure incorporated in the Presidential Execu-
tive Orders recently and in the proposed S. 2525 will in my view prevent such abuse
or wrongdoing in the future. But we would be irresponsible if our revision of our
intelligence structure did not recognize the need to protect the necessary secrets of
intelligence better than we do today.

This is not just a theoretical problem. Foreigners abroad wonder if the Americans
can keep any secrets, and this has led to individual foreigners deciding that they
will not work with us in a secret relationship, depriving us of the information they
could have given us.

It has affected foreign intelligence services from which we had obtained important
material in the past but which reduced their sharing of similar material. Our
sensitive technological sources are today vulnerable to leaks about their access and
techniques which can make it easy for the countries about which they are reporting
to frustrate their continued acquisition of information.

An exhaustive study of our present legal system for the protection of our intelli-
gence secrets has summarized the situation starkly: "The basic espionage statutes



are totally inadequate."' We must give a signal to our intelligence personnel, to our
citizenry disturbed by this situation, and to our foreign friends that America will
not try to keep unnecessary secrets but that it does have the will and the machinery
to keep the necessary ones.

But this must be done within the concepts of our Constitution and the policies
which mark our free society. We must have a dignified and serious legal structure
through which to act and not turn frantically to attempts to enforce contracts or
obtain damages for disclosure, resulting in stimulating publishers into covert tech-
niques to avoid injunction. We must have a system which would work effectively in
the few cases in which it would be required and not be frustrated by the danger of
greater exposure in the course of legal proceedings.

Mr. Chairman, I submit that a very simple approach would answer this problem.
It would be characterized by several features:

Criminal penalties for the unauthorized disclosure of secret intelligence sources
and techniques by individuals who have consciously undertaken the obligation to
protect the secrecy of such sources and techniques.

Sources and techniques defined narrowly only to include those matters which
would be vulnerable to termination or frustration by a foreign power if disclosed,
not substantive information and conclusions whose source it could not be expected
to identify.

Penalties applicable only to individuals who assumed the obligation and not to
other individuals who receive such material-e.g., journalists-even if they never
undertook an obligation to protect such secrecy.

A shield law protecting journalists or other third parties repeating such informa-
tion in the course of the exercise of their constitutional rights from subpoena or
other requirement to testify and reveal the individual from whom they obtained
such information, if they themselves had not undertaken to respect the secrecy of
the sources and techniques.

A special procedure for any prosecution under the statute, by which a question of
law would be decided whether the specific material which had been disclosed
without authorization met the legal definition of a "secret intelligence source or
technique." This procedure would provide for an adversary-and not an ex parte-
proceeding before a Federal judge in camera for this purpose, and provide that any
material obtained by discovery in the course of such a proceeding would remain
under judicial seal and not be exposed beyond the parties and their counsel, and
further require that they undertake the obligation to protect the continued secrecy
of such material and thereby subject themselves to the application of the statute.

The judge's finding that the specific material met the legal standard would be
deemed a question of law preliminary to the actual trial which would take place in
open court with full right of jury to decide the guilt or innocence of the individuals
prosecuted on the basis of the material actually disclosed publicly, the material
having been disclosed in the in camera hearing thus not being made public in the
course of the trial.

The criminal penalties of this statute would be exclusive. It would clearly bar any
other legal proceeding, such as injunction or civil suit, against the individual who
undertook the obligation and thus eliminate any prior restraint on publication other
than the general law, as outlined in "The New York Times" 403 U.S. 713 (1971) and
subsequent cases. It would also eliminate any obligation of individuals undertaking
to respect the secrecy to submit writings, speeches, et cetera, for prior clearance by
any agency of the Government, although the voluntary submission of such material
and its clearance would constitute a bar to protection.

Material circulated within the Government would be divided into that material
containing information as to secret sources and techniques and that substantive
material which would not reveal such sources and techniques. Access to the former
category should be limited to those who signed the undertaking to respect the
continued secrecy of such sources and techniques subject to this statute.

Mr. Chairman, I believe this proposal would solve most of the problems involved
in the very unsatisfactory situation we have today. It would provide a mechanism
for prosecuting the exposure of material which could truly damage our intelligence
system, but it would protect the rights of the individual and reflect the interest of
our nation that this category of secrecy be restricted as much as possible.

It would apply only to those who undertake to protect intelligence sources and
techniques and protect individuals such as journalists or other third parties against
harassment. It would reduce the chances of this statute being used as a bar to
"whistle blowing" against abuse or wrongdoing by eliminating prior restraint or

'Harold Edgar and Benno C. Schmidt, Jr., The Basic Espionage Statutes and Publication of
Defense Information, 73 Columbia Law Review 929, 1076 (1973).



contract theories and by requiring a Federal judge to decide the question of whether
the secret meets its standards.

It would provide a procedure to reduce the danger that prosecution produces
greater exposure through the discovery process. It would not try to solve the
problem of all classified material, but merely limit its objective to reenforcing our
intelligence system. And to ensure against arbitrary decision not to prosecute a case
in which additional exposure only to the parties and their counsel was believed too
dangerous, the statute could include a provision that any such decision be made by
the Attorney General personally and be reported to this Select Committee and that
of the House of Representatives.

Mr. Chairman, we need a signal to the world that we can keep the real secrets of
American intelligence. I urge you to give it.

I must say that any overall revision of the charter of American
intelligence today would be irresponsibly deficient if it did not
recognize the urgent necessity to improve the legal structure -for
the protection of the secret sources and techniques which are vital
to American intelligence. I have recommended a narrow approach
toward this subject which is in my view fully compatible with the
Constitution. It merely extends to the secret sources and tech-
niques of American intelligence the same protection that we cur-
rently provide for a large number of specific subjects which we
deem important enough to protect with special legislation, to in-
clude crop statistics, income tax returns, and trade secrets confided
to Government officers. The secret sources and techniques which
can contribute to the protection of our Nation are at least as
important as these and deserve the same protection through crimi-
nal sanctions against those who are given authorized access to such
information and then unconscionably reveal them. We-and I in-
clude myself-have endeavored to protect these secrets through
tortured constructions of contract law and prior restraint, none of
which have been either very effective or very dignified for such
important matters for our Nation. I urgently recommend the addi-
tion of language to S. 2525 which will provide this kind of narrow
protection of our secret intelligence sources and techniques, leaving
to other forums debate about the degree of protection appropriate
for our broader national defense and foreign policy secrets and
confidentiality.

Another subject which I believe needs serious attention in this
charter is that of cover for our intelligence officers who serve
overseas. In my testimony to the Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence of the House of Representatives on December 27, a
copy of which I also offer you, I pointed out the serious problem
that our intelligence officers have of protecting the secrecy of their
identification as intelligence officers.

[Testimony of Mr. William E. Colby before the Permanent Select
Committee on Intelligence follows:]

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM E. COLBY BEFORE THE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON

INTELLIGENCE, DECEMBER 27, 1977

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Thank you for this opportunity to contribute to what I hope will
be a clarification of past relationships between CIA and the press, and the identifi-
cation of appropriate guidelines for the future.

I speak as one who swore to support and defend the Constitution, including its
First Amendment protecting our free press, through the contribution which an
effective foreign intelligence service can provide.

First, I think that a number of concepts and distinctions need to be clarified, as
some of the basic elements of the subject have unfortunately been confused and
jumbled in the diffuse debates on this topic. Fundamental to any discussion must be
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an understanding of the nature of modern intelligence as the gathering and analysis
of all relevant information on the international problems affecting our country. The
central features of this process are the most advanced disciplines of scholarship and
technology, not merely the old techniques of the clandestine trade.

Thus, it is essential to recognize the important CIA responsibility to collect what
is known as "overt" information. This includes such non-controversial activities as
subscribing to journals and news services, gathering technical publications and
encyclopedias, and recording and analyzing the public radio broadcasts and state-
ments of the other nations in the world. It also includes CIA offices in some forty
cities of the United States to request our fellow citizens to share with their govern-
ment information they may have about foreign matters.

In this "overt" information capacity, the CIA is merely a subscriber to the
product of our journalists and the recipient of whatever information the citizen
wishes to give his government. To the extent that newsmen have contact with CIA
in informal exchanges with CIA station chiefs abroad or analysts at home, no
interference with the independence of our press takes place and both sides benefit
from the exchange of knowledge.

Of course, some relationships have, in the past, gone beyond these and have
included CIA employees on intelligence missions abroad who served as real or
pretended journalists. I myself have handled such individuals in my service abroad.
But here, again, some distinctions need to be drawn. For example, my agents and I
had a clear understanding that they did their intelligence work for me, but that the
news reports they wrote were a matter between themselves and their editors, and
not given prior clearance or direction by me.

The reason for such an understanding is simple: The function of the CIA is to
work abroad, not to determine the content of American media. The many discus-
sions on the subject of CIA's relationships with the press have not brought forth
cases of CIA operating covertly to control what should appear in the American
press. While this may have been only an understanding in the past, not a clearly
articulated regulation, and while this may not have been followed in some isolated
instances, a serious examination should recognize the existence of this restraint to
put to rest any myth that CIA dominated our media output in America.

Indeed, the recent New York Times review of this subject essentially confirms
that CIA's efforts to affect public opinion were aimed abroad, conforming to its
mission assigned by a series of American presidents and supported by a series of
American Congresses.

A third important distinction is between CIA's connections with the press, Ameri-
can and foreign, to collect intelligence and the more aggressive mission which CIA
had in the past, and parenthetically has in far less degree today, of influencing
political developments in foreign nations. Obvious means for exerting such influence
have been foreign journals and other media affecting political opinion, attitudes and
actions in those countries. For many years clear doctrinal differences have governed
such work, differentiating between so-called "white propaganda," acknowledged
openly by its source, i.e. the United States Government, in which case it would not
be a CIA task; "gray" propaganda, unattributed or attributed to some ostensible
third source; and so-called "black" propaganda which pretended to be the output or
even an internal document of the target group. For example, this last category was
a particular favorite of the Soviet intelligence services with their own department of
"disinformation," such as the bogus American documents distributed in Africa and
described in Congressional hearings in 1961.

While some "black" propaganda was indeed produced by CIA and circulated
abroad, by far the largest part of its efforts fell in the so-called "gray" area. This
included the support of journalists and other media circulating material beneficial
to the United States, and such larger operations as Radio Free Europe, which was
formed under ostensibly private sponsorship to avoid the diplomatic constraints
applicable to governmental emanations.

It is fashionable today to denounce these efforts as products of the cold war, and
to condemn individual instances which were failures or even reckless. But a larger
view of the cultural and intellectual battle which raged in Europe and the less
developed world in the 1950's and 1960's would recognize that CIA's support of the
voices of freedom in the face of the massive propaganda campaigns of the Commu-
nist world contributed effectively to the cohesion of free men during that period.

And I say that the recent New York Times disclosures of the tactical maneuvers
and stratagems of that conflict should not dismay us today, but should rather give
us pride that our nation met those challenges with the weapons of ideas, and in fact
won that ideological battle without recourse to bloodier weapons.
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It has been suggested by some critics, especially some members of the press, that
CIA should have absolutely no contact with any element of the news media, that
CIA be treated as some sort of pariah which would contaminate by its shadow. Since
the journalists' product within the United States has been and remains free of
influence by CIA, the major reason advanced for such a prohibition is that the
revelation of one American journalist as an intelligence agent or contact would cast
suspicion on all other American journalists and adversely affect their ability to
perform their true functions.

With all due deference to this thesis, the facts do not bear it out. Foreign nations,
and especially hostile foreign nations, are not apt to believe protestations that our
journalists have no intelligence relationships, however firmly we declare them.
Indeed, false charges of being intelligence agents are periodically made against
American journalists, either because another nation does not believe our claims of
restraint or more often because it opposes unwelcome inquiries by anyone including
journalists. The close relationships between journalists and intelligence services in
almost all other nations, including some impeccably democratic ones, will continue
to be regarded as the norm and will not be changed by our forebearance.

Even in those cases in which we have absolutely set a bar against intelligence
connections with American programs, such as the Peace Corps, we regularly see
individuals of those services expelled from other nations for pressing their inquiries
or their work too far. The fact that they have no contact whatever with CIA has not
protected them nor would a similar prohibition protect our journalists in the future.
Indeed, this ostrich-like tendency to pretend that journalism can be "purified" by a
total separation from CIA bears a strong similarity to Secretary of State Stimson's
closing of a code-breaking unit in the Department of State in the 1920's with the
comment that, "Gentlemen do not read each other's mail." Secretary Stimson
presumably believed that he lived in a world of gentlemen. But when he became
Secretary of War a few years later, Mr. Stimson was reading as much Japanese
mail as he could obtain, having learned that the real world is not populated solely
by gentlemen.

I believe certain principles should and can be identified to ensure both that the
independence of our press under the Constitution is respected and that our intelli-
gence service can accomplish its mission to help preserve that independence. This
should include a regulation reaffirming the long understanding that our intelligence
services in no way control the content of information or opinion in American media.
To enforce this rule, the House and Senate have established these permanent
committees on intelligence, and they can ensure that our intelligence services
adhere to such regulation and carry out only those activities directed by the Presi-
dent and acceptable to these committees.

Given such arrangements, I strongly recommend that we not establish any blan-
ket prohibition against any relationship whatsoever between American journalists
and intelligence services. I would particularly hope that we would not be so foolish
as to forbid any relationship between American intelligence services and the jour-
nalists of foreign and even hostile powers. We do not need, for example, the self-
inflicted wound of being barred from intelligence operations targeted against TASS.

But I recognize the concern of our press over its independence, and thus I agree
fully with some restrictions on the CIA's relationships with the American press.
Some of those in existence date from the early 1960's; I instituted others in 1973,
Mr. George Bush established more stringent ones in 1976, and Admiral Stansfield
Turner further clarified and limited this relationship earlier this month. I believe
the subject fully covered at this point, and suggest no further steps are needed,
beyond adopting Admiral Turner's directive as a formal regulation.

But having said this, I call upon this committee to discharge the other side of its
responsibilities. You must control our intelligence services and ensure that they
follow the policies of our country. But, you are equally obliged to ensure that our
intelligence services can function so as to protect our country. One of the greatest
areas of frustration and difficulty in our clandestine intelligence work abroad is the
subject of cover. Intelligence officers cannot be effective in hostile areas of the world
if they wear the initials CIA on their hatbands. It is essential that we give these
officers other explanations for their presence, and for their contacts with the secret
intelligence sources that they meet in other nations. They must be allowed to live
and work without exposure to hostile counter-intelligence services, to disaffected ex-
employees or to vicious terrorists. If you accept that intelligence work is important
to the protection or our country, and both our laws and presidential executive
orders say that it is, as does the very existence of this committee and its Senate
counterpart, then you must also give CIA the essential tools with which to do its
work.
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The last ten years have seen a critical erosion of the cover under which American
intelligence officers must work. The Peace Corps, the Fulbright Scholars, the U.S.
Information Agency, the U.S. Agency for International Development and now jour-
nalists are off limits, and additional groups clamor to be included in this charmed
circle. But if one examines the resident American community in many countries, it
is obvious that the remaining areas of cover are few and that many CIA officers are
all too easy to identify. And earnest investigators and even hostile groups are today
busily engaged in programs to expose them.

Thus, I ask this committee to compensate for barring our intelligence from the
use of American journalist credentials by reversing the tide of prohibition with
respect to official cover. This committee should insist that the agencies of the
United States Government incorporate in their ranks small numbers of intelligence
officers under proper administrative arrangements so that they are not revealed.
This will no more discredit the work of those agencies than the proper performance
of intelligence work under the firm guidelines and supervision now established will
discredit the United States as a whole.

With this change, our journalists can be kept immune, and intelligence can be
improved. The melting ice floe of adequate cover has already led to the tragic death
of one of our officers and the frustration of the work of a number of others. We
must halt this trend and decide sensibly and seriously which parts of the American
scene should, indeed, be kept free of connection with intelligence, and which can
help discover the dangers and problems abroad about which our country needs to
know in the years ahead.

This charter for the work of American intelligence should in-
clude a clear statement not only that intelligence is barred from
certain areas of American life such as religion, official humanitar-
ian and cultural affairs and the media, but an equal statutory
requirement that other agencies of the U.S. Government assist the
necessary work of American intelligence, with the exception of the
Peace Corps pursuant to an arrangement which has existed since
its origin. The elimination of the use of various American agencies
for cover has exposed our officers to easy identification, surveil-
lance, and frustration of their mission, aside from physical danger.
The criminal provision of this statute against disclosure of the
identity of CIA officers is not an adequate solution to this problem
if the government does not use its own capabilities to conceal them
better.

S. 2525 insists that any special activity must meet the standard
of being "essential to the national defense or the conduct of foreign
policy of the United States," substituting the word "essential" for
the word "important" included in the present Hughes-Ryan amend-
ment to the Foreign Assistance Act. I believe that the word "impor-
tant" should certainly solve the desired objective of limiting the
use of special activity to those areas in which indeed it is impor-
tant. Either the real meaning of the word "essential" would be
downgraded, or we might deprive ourselves of this technique in
cases we would later regret. The real limit on the use of this
technique will be in the procedure for review and approval through
the executive branch and the select committees of the Congress.
We do not need a debate about whether a particular activity is"essential"to the preservation of the Republic so long as we can
decide through our constitutional process whether or not it is wise.

The prohibition against particular forms of special activity in-
cludes one which would raise similar problems of definition: "The
violent overthrow of the democratic government of any country".
With the number of countries who cynically name themselves as
"democratic republics" prevalent in the world today, I fear that
this language could lead to legalistic challenges rather than discus-



sion in the review procedure of how to meet a danger to the United
States. I certainly do not envisage the violent overthrow of any
government in the near future, and indeed, would be most sparing
of any such action, but I would want to hold within the American
arsenal the possibility of doing this through the less clamorous
means of a special activity than through sending the U.S. Marines
into a situation important to our country. To find ourselves more
limited in the use of special activities than in the use of our armed
forces would be an anomaly. I respectfully suggest that this issue
be left to the machinery of review through the executive branch
and the Congress through its select committees rather than en-
shrined in statute.

Mr. Chairman, I have a few other suggestions for improvement
in this bill, but in general I would like to express my full support
for what it represents, an effort to produce a clear statutory
charter for American intelligence and a procedure through which
its complicated and delicate operations can be reviewed and con-
trolled according to the constitutional procedures we Americans
have established for our Government. I believe it is a landmark in
the development of the discipline and profession of intelligence. It
will indeed require our intelligence establishment to comply with
the standards we Americans believe important and with the sepa-
ration of powers we have established in our constitutional struc-
ture. But it will extend to a new dimension the statement that we
can confidently state about American intelligence, that it is and
must continue to be the best in the world.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Colby.
Mr. Bush?

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE BUSH, FORMER DIRECTOR OF
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Mr. BUSH. Thank you, Senator Huddleston.
I appreciate the chance to appear before the committee.
It is my view, based on my own experience, that the Select

Committee has done an excellent job of congressional oversight. I
still feel that consolidated oversight is needed, however. This would
result in more thorough oversight, and frankly, fewer leaks, better
security.

I wish S. 2525 addressed itself to the question of consolidated
oversight, but perhaps that is a subject for other legislation.

Let me make some comments on S. 2525. It is markedly im-
proved over the first draft which was so restrictive it would seri-
ously have tied the hands of the intelligence community.

I have problems with parts of this bill. I feel that the Director of
National Intelligence (DNI), as he is called in S. 2525, should run
the CIA, and I don't believe any loophole should be built into the
law. The CIA Director in my view should be the DNI. And I think
that a Director of National Intelligence separated from the CIA
staff with more emphasis on civilian arm of intelligence, some-
where officing down in the Executive Office Building, would be
virtually isolated. In theory he could draw on all the community
elements, but he needs CIA as his principal source of support to be
most effective. And, frankly, the CIA needs its head to be the chief



foreign intelligence adviser to the President. So I would not leave
in that option for the President to determine. The bill creates slots
for five new assistant DNIs. I think this is unnecessary. Five more
"advise and consent" appointees are required. I don't know the
motivation behind this and could be persuaded. But as one who
was indirectly accused in rather emotional times that my very
appointment would politicize the intelligence community, I have
stronger views on this than others might have. I don't think the
intelligence community should have that many political appointees.
I don't know what the assignments would be but when I see five new
Assistant Secretaries, I think of five new fiefdoms growing up
somewhere.

I like giving the Director more control over the community
budget, and the bill does this effectively.

On another front, I think there is far too much reporting. I
talked to some friends in the retired intelligence officers associ-
ation, and they told me there were more than 50 references on
reporting to committees. That is excessive.

The Congress should be informed, fully informed, but I don't
believe Congress ought to micromanage the intelligence business.
An example of overreporting and/or micromanaging is found on
page 31 of the bill where the Director must advise two committees
"of any proposed agreement governing the relationship between
any entity of the intelligence community and any foreign intelli-
gence or internal security service of a foreign government before
such agreement takes effect."

That language is far too broad. I don't believe that kind of
intimate disclosure is essential to do what this committee is proper-
ly trying to do, to be sure that our intelligence community is
responsive to the rights of Americans and stays strong.

Though it is difficult to quantify information that one doesn't
get, I know that some U.S. sources are drying up because foreign
services don't believe that the U.S. Congress can keep secrets, in
spite of the good record of this committee. They are concerned,
believing, rightly or wrongly, that if journalists get their hands
today on classified information, that those journalists are going to
be free to print it.

They are also concerned about some of our counterintelligence
legislation. We go to capture a guy who has tried to sell secrets and
the law requires that you have got to make public the very infor-
mation the man was trying to sell to get a conviction. Liaison
services are understandably concerned about cooperating with the
intelligence community in the United States.

This section requiring Congress to micromanage the sensitive
relationships we have with foreign intelligence cannot help but
heighten concern.

Nothing in the bill addresses itself to imposing proper security
oaths or security procedures on the staffs of Members of Congress.
I know this is sensitive, but I feel strongly about it. During special
hearings in 19-, it was my understanding the investigatory com-
mittees required clearances, or at least went through the clearance
procedures. Now, to make balance in this legislation, I think some
consideration should be given to this. Fairly or unfairly, people
abroad whose cooperation we need will be very wary and not fully



cooperate if they feel that every detail of a sensitive relationship is
to be aired outside the intelligence community.

A few other concerns, if I might.
The bill put into law a clarion call for the so-called whistleblower

to come forward. Is this concept only to apply to intelligence or is it
going to go into all legislation in the future? If not, why not? The
intelligence community doesn't need to be singled out. Do we say to
some guy, look if you see something wrong in the bowels of what-
ever bureau it might be the law says you're to go around the
management?

And finally the bill, still presents too grim a picture of where our
intelligence community is at, however improved this draft of
S. 2525 is.

For example page 93, section 202(2),
Illegal or improper activities have undermined due process of law, inhibited the

exercise of freedom of speech, press, assembly, and association, invaded the privacy of
individuals and impaired the integrity of free institutions.

Things were wrong, but they've long since been corrected. This
kind of condemnatory language exacerbates the problem of gaining
support from the American people for the proper functions of the
intelligence community. Why is it required as we legislate for the
future?

Mistakes were made. In my view, they have long since been
corrected, and I would say that great credit for this goes to my
predecessor as Director, Bill Colby.

But the bill connotes to me, that the Congress feels many prob-
lems still exist. I know many Senators don't feel this way, and I
just hope that this committee can take a look at some of this
language that will continue to throw a cloud over intelligence at a
time in our history when, God knows, we need an intelligence
capability second to none.

If we are going to have the condemnatory statements, I would
like to see a little more rhetoric in there emphasizing the need for
intelligence. We are living in troubled times. The Soviet Union is
in a position to pass us in military might. Strategic parity is a very
different situation than we had a few years ago. We need foreign
intelligence now more than ever, and yet we appear to be tying the
hands of our intelligence community, and our counterintelligence
people beyond what is required.

I hoped the legislation would find ways to strengthen intelli-
gence. I submitted a letter to the Senate urging legislation to
provide better cover for those who continue to risk their lives
serving abroad and better security provisions. I think this commit-
tee has done a fantastic job on security other committees have not.
Who knows when the country will return to a very emotional
climate? We would all concede that when that climate was very
emotional, there was a lack of security. Not just on the Hill, but in
the CIA and across the community. I am concerned about the
restriction on Presidential authority.

A couple of references: inspectors to inspect the inspectors; the
National Security Council to report to Congress. That seems to me
to be a major imposition on Presidential power.



Advance notice of special activities: I find some of the definitions
too confining, and what of the question of defining a "democratic"
government. Every government that I dealt with at the U.N. was a
Democratic Peoples Republic but most have yet to have a first
election or a first sign of respect for any of the fundamental
human rights. I am afraid that these definitions can indeed be
confining in the future.

I am concerned, about overrestriction on who can be used as an
asset. What prostitution of academia is there if a teacher feels
strongly about his country and wants to cooperate and needs ex-
pense money if he is going on some visit to some outlying place in
some country from which the intelligence community needs infor-
mation? What is so sacrosanct about academia that a teacher
should be denied his rights to cooperate, if he wants to? These
restrictions shouldn't be as tight as they are.

President Ford promulgated a good, strong, Executive order. I
think President Carter followed in the same vein. The orders took
care of most of the problems. Obviously the committee has felt all
along that it needs legislation, and I don't blindly oppose any
legislation at all. I think maybe some is required, although I do
think the problem that motivated this in the beginning is taken
care of.

But I am opposed to too much regulation, too much reporting,
too much restriction. I feel confident that the intelligence business
is under control, respecting the rights of American citizens. Let's
keep it that way, but let's not unduly tie the hands of the Presi-
dent, and let's not further handicap our intelligence agencies.

And last, let's understand that we are living in a world where we
can protect and guarantee the freedom of our open society only by
keeping secret some relationships and some information.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Let me, for the record, thank you very

much, Mr. Bush, for your very sincere statement based on a great
deal of experience.

Let me state for the record, however, that on the matter of staff
clearances, the staff of the committee does have clearances.

Mr. BUSH. Is it in this legislation?
Senator HUDDLESTON. It is in the rules, in Senate Resolution 400.
Mr. BUSH. Maybe that would obviate the need for it to be in the

legislation, Senator, but what I was addressing myself to is that
there are restrictions and controls, but nothing in legislation that
codifies the need for security through proper clearances.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think it is a very good point to which we
will give further consideration.

Mr. BUSH. Thank you, sir.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Knoche.

STATEMENT OF HON. E. HENRY KNOCHE, FORMER DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Mr. KNOCHE. Thank you, Senator Huddleston. I appreciate the
opportunity to appear before this committee today to discuss mat-
ters relating to American intelligence activities and their future.

I believe the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence since its
inception in 1976 has been constructive and perceptive in develop-



ing a framework for responsible congressional oversight of our
intelligence activities.

I know also that our intelligence officials have been equally
constructive and responsible in helping you to develop that frame-
work.

And I know, too, that the dedicated men and women of the
intelligence profession can be counted on to follow the guidelines
and standards that are set for them in the conduct of their work.

I commend the committee for its plans to make as subjects for
public discussion the crucial questions relating to the future of our
country's intelligence efforts. There are many concerns in need of
popular debate and understanding.

The purpose of intelligence is to acquire information and render
assessments of foreign situations and prospects so that wise foreign
policy and defense plans can be developed by our Government.

To the extent that the intelligence job is done well, American
policies will be informed and effective. To the extent that the
intelligence job is done well, the greater the chances the peace will
be kept.

This is not a perfect world. And in such a world, to acquire the
necessary information and exert American influence in the inter-
ests of stability abroad, American intelligence, primarily the CIA,
must be capable of making the difference, always by using bold and
imaginative methods.

Responsible Americans recognize the importance of the intelli-
gence function. They know we cannot afford to be blind and deaf in
a complex, potentially hostile world.

The question for all of us is not whether we should have an
intelligence arm as part of our society. Granted the essential
nature of intelligence, the basic questions are: How do we keep
intelligence under control in an open, democratic society; and how
do we insure that our intelligence arm is kept effective, not unduly
impaired by the controls?

To deal with the first question concerning control, two Executive
orders, one by President Ford in 1976, and another by President
Carter earlier this year, have set new guidelines. This committee,
with its proposed bill S. 2525 would codify in law a host of princi-
ples and standards. And internally within the intelligence commu-
nity, new strictures and controls in keeping with modern standards
and values have been part of the scene since 1973 when CIA
Director Bill Colby personally authored and issued new directives
to insure the propriety of various intelligence activities. Under
George Bush, the process continued. Much progress has been made,
and it continues, still.

On the second question about the effectiveness of intelligence,
much remains to be done, and I frankly see little in the proposed
bill which deals with the question of effectiveness.

I have four areas of concern that relate to this question of
effectiveness. I think they are worthy of attention by this commit-
tee, by the intelligence community, and by the public.

First is in the area of the balancing of rights, as mentioned by
Chairman Bayh at the outset. No one wants intelligence activities
that harm the rights of our citizens. But the threats of foreign



intelligence efforts in espionage, subversion and sabotage endanger
our society as a whole.

For almost 30 years after the end of World War II, American
intelligence had a virtual carte blanche to decide on steps to pro-
tect Americans from foreign intelligence threats. In our system of
checks and balances, there were few checks or balances that oper-
ated in this field. Some abuses ensued. The pendulum has now
swung to concern about individual rights.

Finding the middle ground in guarding individual rights without
sacrificing the safety of our society is not an easy task. I believe
titles II and III of S. 2525 carry safeguards on both counts and
should prove generally wise for the future.

Nevertheless, I see opportunity in extended public discussion of
this crucial topic of how to balance the rights. The goal is to
preserve individual freedom while using our intelligence function
prudently and effectively to preserve the national well-being.

The second area has to do with compliance versus effectiveness.
In the past year or two, emphasis in the intelligence community
and in oversight bodies such as your own has been on seeing to it
that our intelligence activities are in compliance with the newly
established guidelines and rules. Little study has been made of the
impact of the guidelines and restraints. Are we more vulnerable as
a society now than before to the threat of foreign intelligence
operations? Has it been made less likely that we can acquire some
of the kinds of foreign information so essential to the country's
needs? I would like to see improved machinery established to keep
these matters under a continuing review.

I have a major concern about the future of intelligence effective-
ness because of the extent of explicit reporting requirements and
detail in title I of S. 2525. The detail comes in the procedural
requirements to inform various congressional and executive au-
thorities about sensitive intelligence matters, particularly about
sensitive intelligence collection. I recognize a need to insure that
the overseers of our intelligence have a sufficiency of information
to weigh competing sensitivities. But, as the committee knows,
successful intelligence collection and counterintelligence depend on
the willingness of foreigners to impart secret information to us.
Often, their lives depend upon our ability to insure that their
names and cooperation are fully protected from disclosure. I am
concerned that these detailed reporting requirements of S. 2525
will, in the long run, discourage foreign sources and organizations
from cooperating with American intelligence, the same point made
by Mr. Bush. In their view, the risks of disclosure and personal
safety are apt to loom large and their cooperation not felt to be
worth the candle. Experience has shown that there are ways to
mitigate a result that could be disastrous to the future of intelli-
gence.

The third area has to do with protection of intelligence sources
and methods. Our intelligence sources and methods are part of the
national treasure. They are valuable and they are fragile. Once
disclosed, our sources can be denied to us and our methods thwart-
ed by relatively simple actions by foreign authorities. The law
currently lacks teeth in seeing to it that these sources and methods
are adequately protected from unauthorized disclosure. This is a



complex area and I know that a subcommittee of this committee is
examining the complexities and their pros and cons. I would
merely point out that in the effort to compile a new statute govern-
ing intelligence, S. 2525 does not do much to redress the current
weakness in this area.

The need to protect intelligence sources and methods from disclo-
sure has complicated our country's judicial processes from time to
time. Title III of S. 2525 establishes principles that will better
relate intelligence and the courts, including the provision that
there be a judicial security system to safeguard the confidentiality
of sensitive intelligence matters. The latest Executive order and
S. 2525 both call for greater participation by the Attorney General in
deliberations concerning sensitive intelligence matters. These are
healthy first steps in addressing judicial and intelligence concerns.

The fourth and concluding area of concern about effectiveness
has to do with the viability of CIA as an institution and intelli-
gence as a profession. I am concerned about the future of CIA as
an institution. I think most Americans agree on the importance of
having a skilled and objective information clearinghouse and ana-
lytical center to illuminate the making of foreign policy. The im-
portance and priority of this work have long attracted some of the
best of young Americans who have dedicated themselves to the
intelligence profession as a career, convinced of its importance to
the national well being. With the details of S. 2525 regarding
restraints, oversight reporting procedures and legal liabilities, I am
concerned that many bright young Americans will recoil from em-
ployment in the profession. The overall effect, I fear, is to create an
image of intelligence work as unseemly, unworthy.

I am also concerned about the ability of CIA to retain its organi-
zational integrity and spirit as we look to the future. I believe it to
be in the public interest to concentrate more effort on ways to
shore up and enchance CIA as an essential element of our Govern-
ment. America needs a competent intelligence agency capable of
taking the lead within the intelligence community in producing
sound and objective analysis, free of departmental influences, in
developing new and advanced technology for intelligence purposes,
and in carrying out clandestine intelligence activities as required
and approved by our Government. These are fundamental CIA
responsibilities. I believe they have been carried out well in the
main, and America should not be deprived of this capability by
organizational change or fragmentation.

Recent executive and congressional studies have tended to center
on the question of how to enhance the powers of the Director of
Central Intelligence. To the extent that he is expected to concen-
trate on communitywide issues, his ties to CIA could lessen, and
his attention to its needs could suffer. Institutional luster and
effectiveness could be lost in this process. CIA needs the most
effective possible control at the top; oversight within and without;
encouragement of creativity and ingenuity; and to improve itself as
the authoritative objective reporter and assessor of the foreign
scene. To meet these goals, CIA requires the support and direction
of a leader whose time and energy are not spread thin by the
competing demands of interagency issues.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Knoche, and again, thanks
to all three of you for very well prepared presentations that reflect
the experience that each of you has had in the actual operations of
our intelligence agencies.

I think you all have put your finger on what is a major objective
of this committee and of this legislation and one that we want to
continue to emphasize, and that is our desire to strengthen and
improve our intelligence operations, make them more effective,
more efficient. That has been as I say, one of the major objectives
of our legislation. It is through comment that we get from individ-
uals who are confronted with the problems that will enable us, I
think, to refine that effort and make it successful. That is our
hope.

We are anticipating a vote at 11 o'clock, which is just now past,
and the bells have not sounded as yet. We will proceed on the
questioning on a 10-minute basis, if that is satisfactory with the
other members of the panel.

I think all of you have expressed some very serious concerns
about the legislation and about what it will in fact accomplish. I
think, Mr. Colby, you have stated again your advocacy of greater
dissemination of intelligence information to the American public.
Today you seem to suggest that such information should be filtered
through the Congress or through the universities and the media in
order that foreign governments would not necessarily react too
negatively. Could you be more specific as to just how that might
work, how we might protect our sources and methods while at the
same time disseminating information?

Mr. CoLBY. Right. I think, Mr. Chairman, that we could protect
the sources without too much trouble in most cases, not all cases.
There are some cases where you really just couldn't reveal the
substance without clearly--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Sometimes the information itself reveals
the source.

Mr. CoLBY. But I think we are talking about a fairly small
percentage, quite frankly. I think you could do it by gradually
developing a reputation for integrity and accuracy in the statement
without accompanying the statement with the source, that when
you first started people might not believe it, but after a little while
it would become clear that this is pretty solid stuff, and the details
of how we learned it, how we came to that conclusion would not
necessarily have to be revealed.

That is only half the problem, though, obviously, because it
clearly is impossible for the official U.S. Government to give an
assessment of a foreign political leader that says very negative
things about him, even though that might be a common belief and
a well-founded belief in terms of information and assessment.
Therefore that kind of diplomatic reaction has normally restrained
us from letting that kind of thing loose. Sometimes it has come out
in the press as a leak, and particularly because of its sensational
quality sometimes, this has added to its significance.

I think in this situation if we had a clearly defined set of inter-
mediaries who would take the information, again without the
source, and would not attribute it to an official source, an official
U.S. individual but be content to use their usual source protection
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techniques of referring to a reliable source, that quite a lot of this
material again could be released. Again, not all of it, obviously, but
we are talking about degrees and a basic direction.

One reason I am particularly interested in this, aside from the
positive value it can give our people in understanding the nature of
the world, is that gradually the people would become impressed
and aware that there is a new level of knowledge of the events of
the world that is coming out of this intelligence machine in some
indirect way. It would reinforce the importance of knowledge as we
face the problems of the future, and knowing that the work of the
intelligence machinery is to produce knowledge, the increased
knowledge would reflect to the benefit of the intelligence business.

I think the increased knowledge of our citizens, the debates
about the projections of future Soviet forces, the fact that we don't
debate about present Soviet forces at all, those are well established
and understood. These kinds of information I think have helped us
to debate and have helped improve the reputation of intelligence as
a means to help us understand better what is happening.

I don't say this is an easy one.
Senator HUDDLESTON. The press does an excellent job of protect-

ing its own sources.
Mr. COLBY. Right.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Sometimes I think your sources, or the

intelligence community sources, may become part of the story, and
they may not have the same diligence in attempting to protect
those sources.

Mr. CoLBY. Well, unfortunately that is the case, that they are apt
to focus on the still hidden fact and work on identifying that, but I
think that would be just part of the procedure that it would be
necessary to work out.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Let me approach one area on which there
is some disagreement at the table and some disagreement within
our committee, and some disagreement within the intelligence com-
munity-which make it about par for the course-and that is the
role of the Director of National Intelligence.

As you know, we have provided a mechanism whereby he could
be separated from the CIA, be established as a separate entity over
all intelligence operations. Mr. Bush, you are very strong in your
opinion that he should continue to be the operating head of the
CIA, that he needs those troops or that backup to give him the
proper force that he ought to have.

Is there any problem throughout the community, though, feeling
that maybe in that position he would favor reports from the CIA or
favor operations of the CIA over operations of the other intelli-
gence agencies?

Do you see that as a problem?
Mr. BUSH. Yes, sir. I don't think it is a substantive problem. I

think it is a cosmetic problem. I do believe that that exists in the
military, some feeling that the Director, being that close to the
Agency, will favor CIA.

But, Senator Huddleston, my concept is that the largely civilian
intelligence component, the CIA, really should be the bulwark of
support for the Director.



And I think if he is down there, orbiting around the Executive
Office Building with DIA, CIA, NSA, and all the intelligence serv-
ices, service intelligence agencies reporting in to him, all having
other bosses, I see him as kind of naked there, just a figurehead
with no real support. From the Director's standpoint, no one ele-
ment of the community is going to be directly responsive to him.
And I think a person that can delegate effectively could still
handle the inordinate time demands.

There is something to be said from the CIA's standpoint that if
their Director is the top foreign intelligence officer for the Presi-
dent, that gives the Agency a certain esprit, a certain career ap-
proach that I think is a very valuable thing. If the Director is just
the Director of CIA, and is reporting, just as many other intelli-
gence people are reporting, to the DNI, you diminish the very
important and should remain the key role in the foreign intelli-
gence business that CIA has.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Go ahead, Hank.
Mr. KNOCHE. Well, let me elaborate my own concern. I didn't

bring it out in the statement, but I don't think there is a disagree-
ment between George Bush and myself on this at all. I proceed
from the assumption that you need talented, highly competent,
capable people to inhabit a place like CIA, which is the continuity
center of the intelligence profession. Careers are spent there, and
special expertise and skills are developed. To keep those people, to
attract them in the first place and keep them, requires a sense of
organizational integrity, a sense of order, of future, and not one of
fragmentation.

Now, my problem is that when you heap new responsibilities on
a DNI, like, for instance, coordinating the production of national
intelligence, he thereupon has to set up machinery to produce it,
and he will take from the CIA the intelligence analysis machinery
of the CIA to do that job. That leaves CIA bereft, and in a sense of
organizational confusion as to where they fit.

I would much prefer to see the powers of the Director enhanced
by enhancing the powers of the CIA. Fasten upon the Agency the
responsibility to coordinate production, to coordinate R. & D., to
coordinate S. & T., to provide services of common concern, to set
sources and methods guidance and criteria, to set standards for
these things, and let him take his powers from the powers that
accrue to the Agency. If you put the power solely in the hands of
one man, always heaping more and more upon him, I think that
you do damage to the institution of CIA as the heart and center of
the intelligence profession, and you run the risk of creating a man
who may in the long run be a bit too powerful in a very delicate
area. That is my concern.

Mr. BUSH. May I add one thing, sir?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes.
Mr. BUSH. I think your legislation takes care of some of the

question you raise because it locks in the diversity of assessment
that hasn't been there.

So the possibility of abuse has been eliminated in the event a
Director said to the NFIB, "all right, every military component or
civilian component on this board feels one way, but I am the
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Director. I will now submit this assessment, leaving out your opin-
ion."

Today that's taken care of, so that is one reason less to have the
DNI separated from the CIA in my view.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We will have to recess now for about 10
minutes to vote, and then we will continue with the questioning.

Thank you.
[A brief recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. Shall we reconvene, please.
I understand a question has been asked that was very much on

my mind when I left, and I understand at least that Mr. Bush has
directed himself to that issue, I don't know whether you other
gentlemen have or not, and that was the very strong feeling ex-
pressed yesterday by Clark Clifford that if we are going to reorga-
nize the intelligence community, the Director of National Intelli-
gence should be apart from any of the specific agencies so that he
could play a coordinating role. He pointed out that that was the
way the original National Security Act that was passed back in
1947, but it just never worked that way.

Now, I understand, Mr. Bush, you feel that that should not be
the case.

Mr. BUSH. Strongly.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Knoche, do you feel that same way?
Mr. KNOCHE. What I feel, sir, is that the additional powers and

responsibilities that the committee is interested in seeing to it
become part of the statute should accrue to the CIA as an institu-
tion, and that the Director of CIA should draw those powers from
his agency. He should be, as the head of CIA, the principal adviser
to the President. He can undertake certain coordination responsi-
bilities in that role, he can be responsible for tasking, but he can be
relieved of some of the responsibilities of, I think, in what he is
confronted. I think the OMB, for example, could play a greater role
in helping in the budgetary process. The problem, Senator Bayh, if
I can just repeat what I said earlier while you were out, the
problem is that when you put these responsibilities as worded in
the bill on a DNI, somehow or other divorced from CIA to some
extent, he must take some of the machinery of CIA with him to
accomplish certain tasks like the production of national intelli-
gence, the coordination of national intelligence. That begins to
disturb the warp and woof of the organization of CIA, which is the
heart and soul of the intelligence profession, the intelligence effort,
provides the continuity. It is free of departmental influences and so
on.

So, in the interest of maintaining the integrity and a feeling of
future on behalf of the people that work in CIA, I would be more
interested in seeing this man's powers enhanced by enhancing the
powers of the agency that he heads.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Colby, do you have thoughts on that?
Mr. COLBY. I think it is important, Mr. Chairman, that the

Director of National Intelligence be the Director of CIA. I recognize
the statute's attempt to cut the baby in half and leave the question
a little bit open, but I think it is very important, for the reasons
that Mr. Bush has outlined, that the Director have the substantive
base on which to operate, that he be able to call directly the



analyst on "East Zamboangan" affairs and not have to go through
a hierarchical chain to find out what happened there yesterday or
last night or in the middle of the morning or whatever-that he
can use the organization as his.

I think the very name of the Agency, Central Intelligence
Agency, was designed to provide that kind of a service, not for the
different departments, but for the President and the National Secu-
rity Council. It was supposed to be above the other departmental
intelligence centers. It wasn't a co-equal. It is a central intelligence
agency and not something off by itself.

I think the danger of separating him is not that you reduce CIA
to one among the others, but mainly, that you isolate the Director,
you put him into, I think, without that kind of a base, you put him
into the White House orbit. He begins to think of intelligence as a
support to policy rather than a way of trying to decide which policy
should be adopted, and I think that you could adversely affect his
objectivity in the use of the independent intelligence machinery of
the Government.

As Mr. Bush says, I think your provisions for requiring the views
of the other agencies to be reported protects the diversity that you
are interested in, and the issue of whether he will favor CIA, I
don't think he will favor it if it doesn't do good service for him. He
won't favor it just because he is there. And therefore I think I
would leave him very much as the Director of CIA.

The CHAIRMAN. You are aware, of course, that other intelligence
agencies or parts of the broader community are concerned about
objectivity in their product, how it is assessed, when you have the
person who is the Director of National Intelligence as head of CIA.

How do you talk about giving him more power? What role does
NSA play? What do we do with our Defense Intelligence Agency?
All those people feel that they play-and I think we all admit they
play-a very fundamental role in the overall intelligence picture.

Could you not say the same thing about the importance of those
agencies being over a part of CIA to follow your logic?

Mr. COLBY. I think each of them has its function, each of them
has its particular chief to report to. There is an arrangement
where they all sit around the table and argue about the different
things that have to be argued about, be they substantive or be they
program decisions, and in your bill and in the present Executive
order, if one of the agencies feels he is not getting a fair shake, he
has another very clear line of authority to go up to complain. He
can go to his Secretary of Defense, or his Secretary of State, or
whatever, and he can go right into the President's office. He can't
be kept out of the President's office on an issue like that, and I
really think that this favoritism business is kind of a false issue. I
think you have got to accept the fact that there will be differences
of opinion on decisions made, but that dissents have a way of
getting to the top, and they are incorporated in the machinery, and
therefore there is no problem of favoritism. If you get arrant
favoritism by one particular Director, I am sure the opposition will
build up and begin to sit and fester on the President's desk until he
does something about it. So I really don't see it as a major issue.

The CHAIRMAN. Would any of the others of you want to com-
ment?



I think the inference that you gave which went to a question I
raised yesterday was how we could ensure a greater degree of
certainty that intelligence information was used to make policy,
not support policy. In hindsight one wonders in some instances.

Do you feel that by divorcing the DNI from the CIA you increase
the possibility of this intelligence product being used as a rationali-
zation for an administration's policy rather than the formulation of
it?

Mr. COLBY. Very much so. I think that the tradition of CIA-and
it is a very strong tradition among its officer and analysts-is that
they are supposed to call the shots as they see them, and frankly,
the physical location of CIA that Allen Dulles chose, just far
enough away from the center of Washington to be separate from
some of its political cockfighting, I think encourages that. A direc-
tor who has his main base out there knows that he has to go out
there and look at the world and then go into town as an outsider
when he goes into the National Security Council, to the congres-
sional. committees or whatever. He is not located in, as Mr. Bush
says, the Executive Office Building, pulsating with the current
political dynamics of that office, which properly does respond to
the political problems that they face every day. And I think the
comment that you get in the corridors in the two places is quite
different and would lead in placing him totally in the Executive
Office Building, to an identification with the national security
structure and the policy structure rather than an independent
position of being on the outside, called in to give his assessment,
contribute what he can but then return to his base of information
and knowledge outside of the political stream.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you other gentlemen have any thoughts on
that?

Mr. KNOCHE. Just one, Mr. Chairman, and that is that I sense a
spirit in reading this draft statute that there is a great concern as
to how one preserves dissent and differing points of view in the
intelligence product, and I understand that. But in practical terms,
in real life, over the last several years we have all grown used to
ensuring that differing points of view are put forward.

Most of the questions that get asked these days by Presidents
and National Security Advisers and Secretaries of State and De-
fense are so complicated and sophisticated that they run beyond
factual intelligence data in responding to them. You have to put
together assessments and evaluations, rather deep and complex,
and there is a premium on serving up ranges of alternatives and
points of view when you respond to questions like that.

A Director has to insure that he votes his stock and that he tells
the President or the asker of the question where he stands on that
range. But the procedures now are such that differing points of
view are well preserved and presented, I think.

The CHAIRMAN. Could I ask one other question that I think is
closely related to what you said about the complexity of some of
these questions, and I tried to pick up where you had started
because that was a question I had in my mind that was raised
yesterday, about the complexity of the questions. I have had this in
mind in some of the discussions I have had since becoming the
chairman-the seat is still not warm. I am not yet fully recovered.



I wonder if anyone gets recovered from the enormity of the job. It
is quite a challenge, and I think reading your testimony one gets
the idea that you share the beliefs addressed by several of us
yesterday, that we hope that these charters can provide a new
chapter in the development of the intelligence community, that the
misdeeds of yesterday are over. We can learn from them, to keep
from making the same mistakes again, to provide ways to be better
in our oversight functions and to try to draw the guidelines more
carefully. We are also looking for ways to be positive, and I must
say I have found nothing but cooperation from the intelligence
people I have talked to since I have been on this committee and as
chairman of it. We haven't always agreed as we have tried to put
the electronic surveillance bill together or the charters bill that we
are just starting now as to where you should draw the line, but
there has been a good faith effort to try to reconcile differences,
and I think there has been a good reporting as far as our oversight
function is concerned.

But the problems are complex and one of the concerns I have
sort of sensed, without naming anybody, is that we have a tremen-
dous emphasis on technological collection, that if the President of
the United States says how many tanks are within how many
miles of the border, bang, you can get that information to him
instantaneously. But we are weak, or at least we do not have the
same resources, human resources, as the result of long-term plan-
ning, that somebody can say not only how many tanks are there,
but the following discussion took place in the Politburo, and it
appears that the intention is to do this and that with those tanks. I
mean, that is not a two plus two equals four problem, but it does
require long-range planning. Could you just give me your impres-
sion, those of you who have sat right there and had a chance to
weigh this, should we be doing more now to prepare for the next
generation of DNIs and the next generation of Presidents, to be
able to have human resources that we can count on to a greater
degree than is now the case? Do you feel that that weakness is not
a weakness, that it doesn't exist, that we have adequate human
resources out there, assets?

Could you just give us your general appraisal of that?
Mr. BUSH. I would be glad to start, Senator Bayh. The scientific

and technological capabilities of the intelligence community, com-
munitywide are fantastic. They can do many of the things you
have just mentioned, and many, many more, mindboggling, highly
sensitive, important efforts. Adversaries do not know how good
some of it is, frankly.

But when you go to measure the intent of foreign leaders, science
and technology alone can't give you what you need to advise the
policymakers in this Government. They can't give the best judg-
ment on intent. So it concerns me, then, that human sources
abroad are uncertain their identity will be protected. The totality
of our human intelligence depends on full cooperation with what-
ever liaison services exist. The services are now concerned we can't
fully protect the relationship with them. These concerns result in
the fact that the human input is diminished.

One of the big debates today is about what is the intention of the
Soviet Union? Are they seeking superiority? Are they seeking



parity? What are they doing in Africa with their Cuban surro-
gates? What is this intent? Are they really trying to rectify a right
in the Ogaden, or are they seeking permanent hegemony?

This can't be measured by some machine. The thrust of my
testimony is that the committee ought to be very careful that it
doesn't, while trying to correct a wrong done in the 1950's, tie the
hands in this human intelligence collection for the 1970's and
1980's.

In addressing yourself to this problem, you are dealing with a
very fundamental issue because human intelligence is terribly im-
portant. That is why some of the thrust of my remarks might have
seemed negative to the staff who have worked for months on this
legislation. But some of my comments come from the fact that I am
afraid human sources are drying up. Admittedly it is hard to
document what you don't get. How do you measure what you don't
get? How do you quantify it?

But I think if we were in some executive session that not only
myself but Bill Colby and Hank Knoche and others could give you
quite an agenda of where there is worry about input from other
services.

So my view is that as you fully shape this legislation, you ought
to preserve the secrecy that is required in order to have human
cooperation.

Mr. COLBY. Mr. Chairman, I agree fully with Mr. Bush's points.
We have frightened an awful lot of people in the world into believ-
ing that Americans can't keep secrets, and we do need to give a
signal to those people in the world that we can keep some secrets,
the important ones. That is why I recommend this secrecy legisla-
tion. I think it could be used to rebuild a certain amount of
confidence that has been lost. I think we can actually go back to a
lot of those people today and say look, you were scared and we
were scared, but let's look at what actually came out, because there
are very few names that came out. There is very little discussion of
the role of foreign intelligence services that came out.

We have had 2 years of a very close supervision by this commit-
tee, and nothing untoward has come out. So we can rebuild that
confidence. But we need to have a handle, a signal to go back to
these people around the world with that message.

Now, second, let's talk about the growth of technological intelli-
gence. The kind of information that you can give a president about
how many tanks are where, we could not have given 15 years ago,
a mere 15 years ago. We wouldn't have been able to give him
anything like that kind of knowledge. We were scrambling with
vague estimates as to whether there were 1,000 or 5,000 or what,
and we would have rumors and stories and all the rest of it.

Today we have that kind of information precisely. Now, that is a
triumph of the development of intelligence, and a triumph in the
development of technology. There is no question about it. It does
leave some questions open.

Out of this, that triumph, we do know that certain other coun-
tries have options, and we know those very firmly, thanks to what
we can see and hear and feel and listen to and all the rest of it
through technology. So we do have an additional input into the



intention area because we can see what options other countries
have that we really would not have been aware of at that time.

But, in the future, I think that we will need human source
intelligence. Obviously we are going to need to penetrate societies
that insist on keeping secrets and conducting their political affairs
in secret, their military planning in secret, which might be danger-
ous to us. We are going to have to reach for brave people of that
country who will tell us those secrets. We have got to make the
guarantees that we will protect them.

And so human source intelligence, with the training in the lan-
guages and the cultures and all the techniques of understanding
these people is going to be essential.

I do say, however, that there is another area that we have to
prosecute, and that in my mind will be the exciting development of
intelligence in the next 10 and 20 years, and that is in the analyt-
ical area, the matching together not just of raw facts, of what was
said in the Politburo yesterday, but putting that against an appre-
ciation of the political structure, the economic limitations, the
sociological attitudes, the geographic features, putting them all
together and making a reasoned judgment that whatever that Po-
litburo member may have said, he either can or can't actually
carry it out. Then we begin to get not what is his intention, but
what is he likely to do, which is a different dimension beyond the
raw intelligence input of what he said he wanted to do. And that is
going to depend upon psychology and all the other sciences. This is
the area that I think we are going to develop enormously, our
handling and understanding of information. We are going to have
to rejigger the machinery to produce better understanding of for-
eign cultures. The language training in this country is a disaster at
the moment, as we all know. The cultural understanding of differ-
ent kinds of peoples and dynamics of other societies, we have really
got to work on very hard.

And those two areas, the growth of the analytical discipline, the
improvement of the human source collection I think are the two
major areas we are going to have to move toward.

Mr. KNOCHE. Mr. Chairman, I agree with all the points that both
George Bush and Bill Colby have just made, and let me just elabo-
rate one additional point. You mentioned the need for long-term
planning in the human collection field.

I think we have had the benefits of long-term planning, but I just
wanted to make sure the committee is aware of the extreme diffi-
culty in this area. If the world was all made of chocolate syrup, we
would be able to hire as agents of penetration cabinet members in
the societies where secrets are kept and protected so well. It
doesn't happen that way. And so we have to search out in backwa-
ter areas all over the world potential agents and sources who are
perhaps on a career path in the foreign ministry, a low level
official in a foreign embassy in a place like Timbuktu, to fictional-
ize it the best I can, and then hope that that person will stay loyal
to us, convinced of the importance of his work, that he will stay on
a career path that takes him ever upward in his profession so that
at some point in the future he is in position to give us the kind of
information we need.



Senator HUDDLESTON. I might interject here, Mr. Chairman, it is
our intention that we will have some executive sessions on some of
these specific points to find out just how they apply to actual
operations, and I hope that you gentleman would be available to us
and other members of the community. Our concern is that proper
balance, and as I have said before, our concern is that whatever we
do is workable. We won't accomplish anything if we write into law
things that just simply don't work.

So I think we can best address some of those problems in closed
session.

The CHAIRMAN. The questions and specifics of this area are very
sensitive, but I gather that all of you gentlemen feel very strongly
that this, the human area, is an area that we ignore at our peril.

Mr. COLBY. Well, and I think each of us can say without identifi-
cation, I can say up until the time I left that I am specifically
aware of a certain number of cases of people who have said, I
cannot work with you any longer or for you any longer, foreigners.
I cannot take the risk. There is so much excitement back there in
Washington and there is so much leakage. You know, it is my life
and it is my family. I don't know what your politics is, but I just
can't take that risk any longer. And we-I am aware of people who
said that, and so we lost that potential.

I am also aware of certain, obviously, foreign intelligence ser-
vices who crimped down on what they gave us. They used to give
us very sensitive stuff, and they weren't giving us quite such sensi-
tive stuff, and that-without identification, and I would have a
hard time remembering the specific identification today, but I
know that that did exist.

The CHAIRMAN. This committee has been very sensitive about
the security question, and I think you are accurate, in the 2 years
we have been in operation there haven't been any leaks in this
committee. There has been information that has been public.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Senator-I have nothing else.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. I would ask each of you to comment on a point

Mr. Clifford made yesterday that he felt that the act went too far
in prohibiting certain activities, that it is forbidden to murder
foreign leaders, and Mr. Colby said on page 6 of his testimony, that
he approved the definitions of proscribed behavior. However, I am
not sure that that puts you at odds with Mr. Clifford, who said that
he just didn't think that we should list all the things you are
prohibited from doing because first of all he felt that was demean-
ing to our Nation, that we have a law that you can't murder
foreign leaders, and also he felt that by listing the things you can't
do, that by implication that left approval for the balance. You
could murder a semileader, apparently.

Bill, do you want to comment on that?
Mr. COLBY. Right. I agree in a way with Mr. Clifford on that, but

I think there has been so much noise created about these subjects
that the simplest way to solve it is to write it, very clearly, write it
right down and get it over with.

Senator CHAFEE. But then it gets into the problem that you and
Mr. Bush raised, that you can t overthrow a democratic govern-
ment.



Mr. COLBY. That one I don't agree with, of course, is that I can't
find out what he is really talking about, but simple things like
torture and support of human rights violations, assassination, just
put them off the edge of the limit, make it clear what the limits
are.

There is a benefit in that, to not only the public feeling about
intelligence. There is a benefit in getting the word actually down to
that last intelligence officer out at the end of the line someplace. If
in his training this has been made very clear to him and not just
generally understood that those things are off limits, but very
specifically stated, when he goes out to the end of the world and is
all by himself and somebody comes up to him, he just rejects it out
of hand. He doesn't even send in a message to Washington saying
well, do you want to do this? No, he just says no, and it helps in
the running of the Agency.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Bush?
Mr. BUSH. I agree with concerns of Hon. Clark Clifford. In an

understandable effort to spell out "thou shalt nots," particularly in
covert action, if you follow through, you may run into some things
that you just simply can't foresee. Mr. Clifford put his finger on
this, one of my main concerns about this legislation. In an effort to
prohibit certain things, you run into enormous complications.

Senator CHAFEE. You are talking about the point you made about
teachers?

Mr. BUSH. Mr. Clifford put his finger on a very, very important
point.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Knoche?
Mr. KNOCHE. Well, Senator, I think the values and standards and

circumstances change, and I think-I have my problem in seeing
this embodied in statute. I think Bill Colby has a good point in the
value of writing it down, as he puts it, but I wonder if in this area
and others that the bill addresses, whether there might not be a
way to establish an expression of congressional oversight principles
emanating from the two committees, standards, values, statements
of concern, and then use your oversight responsibilities to hold the
intelligence community to account on the basis of those principles
that you establish and reexamine from time to time.

But in trying to codify these matters in law, I think there are
some straightjackets that ensue, and I would add one other word
that gets to this point and others in the bill. Bear in mind that the
bill already itself is a pretty hefty document, extremely detailed,
page after page. This will be translated over time into a whole
series of rules and regulations within each agency and department
of the intelligence community, and you will have a web, woven so
tight around the average intelligence officer that I am afraid you
are going to deaden his ability to think creatively and with ingenu-
ity in getting the job done. He will be much more apt to keep his
head down than to put forth ideas, suggestions, proposals that
might be of value to the Congress and the executive to consider.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, thank you.
I just want to say I think the reflections you have given us on

this act have been extremely helpful.



I would like to go back to Mr. Bush a minute. One of the points
you made was, I got it that you would like to see one committee, in
other words, a joint committee handle the oversight.

Mr. BUSH. I expressed the fact, sir, on that that I felt that a joint
committee, something along the lines of the old Atomic Energy
Committee, but barring that, one committee in each house. You
have come a long way, sir, it seems to me, on that, but I still think
consolidated oversight is the answer. You still have the appropri-
ations process, as I understand it. I don't know what you do now on
briefing the Foreign Relations Committee on special activities, but
why shouldn't this committee have full responsibility for that kind
of thing.

Senator CHAFEE. The other point I would like to make, that I
hope we will get into in more detail, is the point that Bill Colby
made about the failure of the balance of the U.S. Government to
help in cover. I think we have all been stunned by that failure, and
while I am not sure that would come up under this legislation, I
think that would have to come up in another activity.

Mr. COLBY. I think a sentence is needed along the lines that the
Agency can turn to the other agencies of the U.S. Government. We
have the prohibitions in here about people they can't use. I would
like the other side of the coin.

Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Mr. COLBY. That they can get reasonable support from the other

agencies of Government.
Mr. BUSH. Senator, could I respond, just by way of example?
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Mr. BUSH. I know anytime you suggest that you are not against

torture or against mass destruction of property or against the
support of international terrorists, it is a very, very delicate thing.
Let me just hypothecate.

Senator CHAFEE. That doesn't mean you are for it.
Mr. BUSH. That's right.
Suppose a U.S. plane was hijacked, sitting in Cyprus. The way to

free those American citizens was through a third party that was
willing to go in and make a raid to free these citizens. Part of that
plan was the destruction of the airplane, the tower that controlled
the field, and let's also suppose that if any of these hijackers were
captured this third party country was likely to use torture that was
uncivilized. This was against international law. But suppose the
President found it was in the interest of the United States to go in
on the plan to free American citizens.

I worry whether this bill in an effort to bring civility to covert
action, isn't going to-too tightly tie the hands of our Presidents.
We are dealing more and more in the world with a new element,
and that is terror. We must not render ourselves impotent in
countering such terror.

I have reservations about these definitions. I would support what
I think was the thrust of Mr. Clifford's testimony.

Senator CHAFEE. Is my time up? I have one more question.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Go ahead.
Senator CHAFEE. One more.
Mr. Clifford's general thrust yesterday was that instead of

having a mass of specific prohibitions, that we have got to rely on



the oversight from the congressional committee, plus the adminis-
tration, the President, and those working with him to provide or to
operate in the best interests of the United States as reflected in
our obtaining intelligence, and as reflected in protecting the indi-
vidual rights of our citizens.

Now if both of those fail us, then the country is in pretty tough
shape anyway. It was his thrust yesterday to look to these two
groups to do the job rather than having it all written out in every
detail within the legislation.

Do you agree with that?
I guess you do, Mr. Bush.
Mr. BUSH. Yes, Sir.
Mr. KNOCHE. And I do too, sir.
Mr. COLBY. I think it is useful to write out some of it in legisla-

tion because I think that the people are going to insist on it, after
all the excitement we have had about the investigations of the
past, and I think that there is a public interest involved in outlin-
ing a new charter for the future and not just saying trust us, we
will take care of it. I think it is, at this stage, a part of the business
of reassuring our country that we do have a good intelligence
service in both senses of the word good.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Along the same line: One thing Mr. Clif-

ford did say yesterday was that it is an important purpose of this
legislation to eliminate some of the ambivalence under which our
operations are now conducted, that they need some specificity, so
those that are in the field as well as those who are directing them
can know what the limitations are and within what parameters
they are operating. That was one of our objectives in trying to have
some specific prohibitions. We recognized the tension from the
beginning between those who are charged with having to operate
wanting some flexibility-and we recognize they need some flexibil-
ity-and also the need, as Bill Colby points out, to reassure the
American people about the type of operation we are having.

Mr. COLBY. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to make one remark
that I suspect that in the additional testimony you are going to get,
you are going to get a long list of criticisms on exactly the opposite
side of this argument, that you are going to be attacked with why
do you let the Agency do this? This provision could allow them to
do that, and all the rest of it. And frankly, I would like to, in some
way, reserve a chance to come back on some of those things be-
cause I would hate to see this then be kicked around so broadly, so
vigorously by the groups who are opposed to really almost any kind
of activity of this nature, and then have a whole lot of additional
restrictions set in. I think the committee in this, with a few excep-
tions that I have pointed out, has come to a remarkably good
balance in its answer to this problem, and so I don't want to sort of
say well, this is too tight, and then have it attacked as being much
too loose, and then have it tightened up a lot. I think it is very well
balanced right now, and it does indeed do what Mr. Clifford said,
puts the main thrust on the continuing supervision, oversight by
these committees, and on the executive branch review. That is just
right on through it.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I haven't made up my own mind,
that going through this kind of procedure, without any prohibitions
at all, we would have eliminated many of the so-called abuses that
have occurred. Time passes, and different characters come onto the
scene. It seems to me that the one thing lacking, maybe, in our
previous operations was this very thing, that there were not clear
definitions and responsibilities and parameters. That is partly what
we are trying to do here.

I am very interested in how the suggestion of Bill Colby on cover
would work. What would be the implications for other agencies if
in fact they were required in some way to provide cover? How
sensitive would that be to their particular operations if it were
known that their personnel were in fact operatives for the CIA or
other intelligence operations?

Is this a major problem?
Mr. COLBY. Well, if you phrase it in terms of the U.S. Govern-

ment, which is what I am talking about, I don't think you are
pinpointing anybody. I think you are taking away from some of
them the ability to stand up and say in a pristine manner that
they have nothing to do with that terrible business of intelligence,
but the foreigners don't believe them anyway, and I really don't
think you are losing anything by--

Senator HUDDLESTON. You think there is nothing wrong with an
assumption on the part of foreign countries that all American
employees, with whatever agency, potentially are there to gather
information?

Mr. COLBY. You look at the record of the Peace Corps, which of
course has not been touched by intelligence for 17 years or so, and
how many of their people have been thrown out of countries as
"intelligence agents"? I mean, that allegation is going to be around
all through the world. Mrs. Gandhi, I noticed, is saying that we
helped to overthrow-led to her defeat in the election. I haven't
been involved, but I am almost certain that we had absolutely
nothing to do with it. But she is going to use the name anyway.
You are going to have that around. Just ignore it. Go do your
business.

Senator CHAFEE. She managed to lose the election all by herself.
Mr. COLBY. She lost it all by herself, I am convinced.
Mr. BUSH. Mr. Bhutto parlayed into a massive plurality the

claim that the CIA was involved against him in his election, now
has other difficulties, but there was no truth the CIA was trying to
manipulate his election. (Bhutto's argument). No truth in it at all.
But the longer we have a sensational climate where myth replaces
fact, as long as the climate is such where every little tidbit about
CIA is voraciously devoured in the news, we are going to have
these problems around the world. There is no complete remedy for
this. Time takes care of some of it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Are there not countries of which we
assume that any representatives of their government or any gov-
ernment employee might be part of their intelligence?

Mr. COLBY. A lot of countries we are sure that they are.
Senator HUDDLESTON. So that wouldn't be unheard of.
Mr. KNOCHE. Senator Huddleston, I have a slightly different

point of view on this cover business. I think the reference to cover
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in the bill is good, describes it as a phenomenon of the business,
and it legitimizes the concept of cover, but it-I think it is essen-
tially an executive problem, to make these other agencies, depart-
ments face up, give us a hand with it, and I, aside from legitimiz-
ing the concept, am not sure that a bill more specifically stated
would help much.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think we are running into some time
constraints here, John.

Senator CHAFEE. I don't have any more questions.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Hopefully we don't impose on the time of

you gentlemen too unduly as we continue this process, but I know
there are other questions I would like to pose myself, and we have
a time problem here.

We would like the opportunity to call on you again before we
finalize this for further information and questioning, particularly
in the closed sessions, when they are set.

We appreciate very much all three of you coming and giving us
this testimony this morning, and we will be adjourned until further
call of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:09 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.]



WEDNESDAY, APRIL 19, 1978
U.S. SENATE,

SELECT COMMIrrEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 11:07 a.m., in room
357, Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Joseph R. Biden (pre-
siding).

Present: Senators Biden (presiding), Garn, Mathias, and Chafee.
Also present: William G. Miller, staff director and Audrey Hatry,

clerk of the committee.
Senator BIDEN. The hearing will come to order. Today we have

the third in our series of hearings on S. 2525, the National Intelli-
gence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978. On the first day of
hearings we heard testimony from Clark Clifford, one of the princi-
pal authors of the 1947 National Security Act, former Secretary of
Defense, and longtime adviser to many Presidents of the United
States. We then heard from three gentlemen who have directly
borne the responsibility for U.S. intelligence activities: William
Colby and George Bush, both former Directors of Central Intelli-
gence; and E. Henry Knoche, former Deputy Director of Central
Intelligence.

Today our focus changes somewhat. The ultimate purpose of all
U.S. Intelligence activities is to facilitate the furtherance of our
country's foreign policy and defense role. We turn now to individ-
uals who have borne the responsibility for formulating and carry-
ing out our foreign policy. We hope to hear from them in what
ways the intelligence activities can indeed further American for-
eign policy interests, and the ways in which those activities might
be improved.

We are pleased to have with us today McGeorge Bundy who
served as Special Assistant to President Kennedy for National
Security Affairs, and also has since served as president of the Ford
Foundation.

During Mr. Bundy's tenure at the White House, he had, among
other duties, responsibilities for coordinating with the CIA. We
hope that Mr. Bundy can afford us some insight into how intelli-
gence activities are perceived from the White House, what kinds of
intelligence are most useful at that level of decisionmaking, what
kinds of activities should be received and approved by the Presi-
dent, how the President can insure, as a general matter, that
intelligence activities comport fully with his foreign policy aims.

Mr. Bundy, I welcome you, and I apologize for being late, and we
are anxious to hear from you today.

Senator Mathias, do you have any comments?
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, just to extend a word of wel-

come to Mr. Bundy, and to say how much we anticipate his advice
and counsel. I think no one could come before us who brings more
diverse and useful experience. We appreciate his taking the time
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and his willingness to join us in this pursuit of a better way in
which to obtain the intelligence that we need, the restructuring of
the intelligence system.

Senator BIDEN. Mr. Bundy, you can proceed in any way you are
most comfortable.

STATEMENT OF HON. McGEORGE BUNDY, FORMER SPECIAL
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY
AFFAIRS
Mr. BUNDY. Mr. Chairman, I have no written prepared statement

because it seemed to me, in consultation with your staff advisers,
that it would be more helpful if I were to try, in the main, to
respond to the questions that you and your colleagues may have. I
do very much welcome the emphasis which you placed in your
opening remarks on the uses of intelligence, and in particular,
their uses in the executive branch and by the President himself,
because I think it is not an accident that the whole of the structure
which has been developed, which we call the intelligence communi-
ty, does face in the end, within the executive branch, toward the
White House. I think that a confident and effective process be-
tween the President and that community is the right final objec-
tive of both intelligence collection and what I hope will in the
future be the much smaller although much more discussed area of
special activities.

So I welcome this emphasis. I can perhaps say that I found in
your earlier testimony, some of which has been made available to
me, a number of points with which I strongly agree. It was Mr.
Clifford who made the point, I think, that while legislation is
clearly needed, it is the way the law works, the process by which it
is carried out that will really make the difference. Therefore I
rather shared his judgment that a large number of specific prohibi-
tions was not likely to be the most effective way of exercising the
fundamental responsibilities of congressional oversight. I shared
his judgment that in operational terms the National Security
Council as such is not equipped for oversight of the intelligence
community. The Council by definition is its members. They are
Cabinet officers. The Assistant for National Security Affairs has
too much to do to be an effective overseer of anything as large and
varied as the intelligence community.

I agreed with Mr. Colby that intelligence as a product should be
available not only to the President, but to the Congress and to the
public, and that this can be done better than we have done it in
the past.

I agreed with Mr. Bush that in my experience, at least, it works
better to have the overall responsibility for intelligence coordina-
tion, and the direct responsibility for the CIA in the same hands.
There are difficulties with that, but I think the difficulties in any
other system are greater.

And finally, I agreed with Mr. Knoche that when you come to
review this bill and frame it for the floor and for a decision, one of
the questions you will need to ask after all the necessary protec-
tions have been written in and the right processes described is
whether young men and women will want to work in the intelli-
gence community of the United States under this statute, because



if you cannot recruit first class people into the intelligence service,
there is no way in the world that you can have the kind of
intelligence that the people and the Congress and the President, all
of them need.

I think that may be enough to start with, Mr. Chairman. I think
I may be more helpful if I respond to questions.

Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Mr. Bundy. I would like to-I have
several prepared questions, but I would like to begin by picking up
on your last comment about the statutes that we draft having a
potential of inhibiting qualified and dedicated young women and
men from wanting to work in the intelligence community.

Do you have an opinion as to whether or not what we have done
thus far has had an effect on that question?

Mr. BUNDY. I don't believe it is anything that the committee has
done that has had an effect, nor do I have direct evidence as to
what the problems and opportunities of recruitment are in the
intelligence community today. I do think that the draft bill lays
more emphasis on the risk of abuse, quite understandably because
of the history out of which it emerges, than it does upon the
importance of and the need for the effective collection, analysis and
dissemination of intelligence and it could be read-and this I don't
think is necessary to your objectives-as a bill which expresses in
statutory form a kind of wariness and suspicion of the intelligence
community which certainly has considerable historic roots, but is
hardly a sound basis for the long-term relationship between Con-
gress, the intelligence community, and the rest of the executive
branch that I am sure your are aiming for.

That is a matter of not so much whether you get the safeguards
as to how many times you have to write them into how many
different paragraphs, I think.

Senator BIDEN. Do you have any examples of how the proposed
draft has done that, or is it just the overall draft?

Mr. BUNDY. Well, let me get-if you look at the number of times
that you require reports, for example, it seems to me the draft
tends to try to write in a requirement of a report in every section
where it is at least possible-and I am neither a lawyer nor a
statutory draftsman-that a general requirement of forthcoming-
ness and a general authorization to this committee and its counter-
part in the House to get any information that those committees
felt they needed, would be better.

You have, for example, a detailed elaboration of specific activi-
ties in I think it is section 135 that are not allowed in the category
of special activities. If you ask yourself the kinds of things that
might still go on, they would include arson, kidnaping, mayhem,
because what you prohibited is assassination and torture. There
are all kinds of offenses against normal standards of human behav-
ior that you have not listed, and it seems to me that you would do
better to have a general requirement that people be informed and
that affirmative control be exercised.

Senator BIDEN. Mr. Bundy, the term "intelligence," even in its
limited governmental sense, is used to cover, as you well know, a
broad range of activities from the collection of raw data to complex
judgmental analysis of foreign events and situations and politics in
foreign countries.
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Now, you were for a time one of the ultimate recipients for
whom the final product of these activities was destined.

Perhaps we could for a few moments focus initially on your
perceptions of how this process works, how it could be improved,
and how it relates to other information collections and analysis
processes of the Government. And to begin with, analysis of foreign
events and situations by intelligence agencies, most notably the
CIA, would seem clearly to overlap the analysis by the Foreign
Service, the Department of Defense, the NSC staff, and other agen-
cies within the Government.

In what respect do you think intelligence analysis differs from
that by other agencies concerned with foreign policy of defense
questions?

Mr. BUNDY. Are you asking specifically about CIA?
Senator BIDEN. Yes.
Mr. BUNDY. At its best, I think, the estimating process in the

Central Intelligence Agency has been marked by independence
from the special interests of other departments in the national
security field, and I would include there, independence from the
operating wing of the Agency itself, so that it has been a very
powerful source of estimation and of comment, not marked by the
natural preference that you would expect from the Assistant Chief
of Staff of one of the military services in estimating a particular
threat where the magnitude of the threat has a direct relation to
the role of his service.

I think that the estimators in the Agency played that role with
considerable skill, in the years in which I was one direct consum-
er-I would certainly not say a final consumer, because the job of
the White House staff in this connection is fundamentally to serve
the President rather than themselves to be independent consumers,
estimators, and actors, or at least that is my opinion.

The fact that the Agency's estimates and the Agency's role in
coordinating Government estimates have this importance and this
kind of independence, doesn't in my view mean that we should
downgrade the importance of intelligence that does have a service
connection or a State Department connection. Very valuable intel-
ligence was supplied through the Office of Intelligence and Re-
search-INR-at the State Department in the years that I was
familiar with it, and it is very helpful to have estimates given on
Soviet strategic strength, for example, by the people who have
direct knowledge of the way that threat is perceived and countered
by American military strength.

So, in praising the estimating process and the role of the Agency,
I do not mean to downgrade the role of others.

There is another part of your question, Mr. Chairman, that I
think is extremely important. You are quite right, I think, when
you say that the intelligence process is not that different in kind
from the reporting process of the Foreign Service or of other agen-
cies that have knowledge of the situation abroad, the Treasury, for
example, and the Commerce Department and a number of others,
and I think it is a mistake to set up a rigid classification that
would separate intelligence from other parts of the broad flow of
information that comes into the Government. Indeed, I myself
think that there is great importance in connecting the intelligence



community to these other channels, and indeed, also to the action
channels of American international behavior.

Senator BIDEN. When you say connect them, you mean connect
them differently?

Mr. BUNDY. I think it is important for the Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency and an appropriate, if limited, necessarily lim-
ited, number of his senior associates to be well on track with
negotiations upon which they are likely to be asked for advice or
comment.

Now, that is a sensitive matter because the State Department,
other officials from time to time, and Presidents quite often, wish
to preserve the privacy of their diplomatic negotiations and you
can get a situation in which it is a very important question of
intelligence analysis whether this or that faction in an African
country is of this or that basic persuasion, and the most reliable
information on that available to the U.S. Government may well be
in the hands of those who have talked as diplomats with represent-
atives of those factions.

If someone in the intelligence community does not have access to
that perception, then necessarily the intelligence estimate lacks an
element of information that will limit its value.

Now, that is hard business and it involves trust, and when you
don't have trust, it is very difficult to manage. In our time in the
early 1960's we had a working arrangement with Mr. McCone, who
was then the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, that the
President's private diplomatic communications to figures as differ-
ent as Khrushchev, Nasser, the head of Government of Israel,
would be made available to an appropriate senior colleague of Mr.
McCone so that the estimators would not be flying blind on impor-
tant information available through other processes to the U.S.
Government.

Senator BIDEN. Do you believe there is any need for that to be
institutionalized, or is that just a matter of a working out, or a
working relationship based upon the players?

Mr. BUNDY. I think it almost surely falls under the heading for
which I use the general word process. I don't see how you can
legislate a requirement on the Commander in Chief as to just how
he will share information he obtains by his interviews or discus-
sions with heads of state, and if it is difficult in that case, it is even
more difficult, in a sense, with the wide ramifications of the discus-
sions of ambassadors with their opposite numbers. A well-placed
and well-informed ambassador is bound to pick up the kind of
information that is not available to others with less rank and
access than he may have. And whether that is shared and used in
the Government as a whole is a matter of the ways and habits of
particular secretaries, ambassadors, and Presidents.

Senator BIDEN. I have numerous additional questions but in the
interest of making sure my colleagues also have an opportunity of
asking questions, I would just like to ask one followup question,
then yield to the Senator from Maryland.

You discussed in the first part of your answer to my last ques-
tion, Mr. Bundy, what I perceive to be your perception of the
unique character of the CIA in presenting information, its independ-
ence, its institutional independence, and I wonder whether or not



you can share with us your experience in your years as to whether
or not it really did fill that role as an independent source, or was it
co-opted by the Defense Department in Vietnam, or really how
independent were the analyses you received from Defense and from
the CIA?

Mr. BUNDY. Well, the short answer would be that I do not think
the CIA estimators were co-opted by the Department of Defense.
But when you talk about Vietnam, as indeed about Cuba and other
areas where the operational role of the Agency has been large, you
do have to be careful because the very senior officers of the Agency
may be coming in with a role which is affected by their own
operational responsibilities in the field rather than the estimators'
view of the situation.

I am afraid I am not equipped with particular instances of CIA
estimating, but I think it is fair to say that I do remember very
well that there were senior officers in the Defense Department who
placed great reliance on the Agency's analyses in Southeast Asia
precisely because they were separate from the interests of the
respective services that were heavily engaged there.

So, in general, yes, I would say that the Agency did display
independence in its estimating in Southeast Asia and elsewhere.

Senator BIDEN. Are you suggesting, though, even where the
Agency itself has a large operational role, that you have to be wary
of the estimating advice that you are getting?

Mr. BUNDY. Absolutely, absolutely, and that, of course, is particu-
larly true when the role is large.

Senator BIDEN. Now, how do we preserve that independence, that
separation of responsibility?

Is there a need for us to do anything in the charters or guide-
lines that we are preparing to be sure or help maintain that
independence at the Agency from the operational responsibilities
for foreign affairs, or political pressure?

Mr. BUNDY. Well, you would be much better equipped than I to
know whether this is something that you put in statutory language
or in committee report language, or whether, as I would guess,
maintain it most effectively by insisting upon it in your year-by-
year discharge of the oversight function.

One can always ask senior estimators whether they really are
prepared to stand behind their estimates in terms of their own
independent judgment. There are or have been different processes
at different times by which Directors of Central Intelligence have
themselves tried to insure the independence and fairness of the
estimating process. Some I think have worked better than others,
but I don't have the direct experience that would allow me to make
sharp comparative judgments on that.

I certainly think it is to the point, however, for this committee to
ask itself how it can help to signal the importance of such inde-
pendent intelligence estimating.

Senator BIDEN. One last question. I promised I would yield, but a
follow-on.

How do we assure the independence, and I know we can't be sure
of anything, but how do we enhance the prospect that the inde-
pendent estimates that are prepared actually are filtered through
to the leaders to whom-who need the information? How do we



enhance the possibility that we are sure that the President gets
access to this estimate? What do we do?

Mr. BUNDY. You can't be sure, of course. The President is per-
fectly free to shut the door, and a President can be surrounded by
people who have what I would regard as the ineffable presumption
to shut the door for him. The object, it seems to me, of any sensible
and wary President, should be to multiply the opportunities that
he has to get analysis that is informed and fair and careful from as
many different sources as possible, and the object for his staff
should be to help to that end, but I don't think you can assure it.

It was a tradition in the early 1960's that the President's door
was open to the Director of Central Intelligence, but I think it is a
fact that during the Johnson administration in some measure that
access went down, and nobody can change the right of a President
to see who he wants to see and to tell other people to put it in
writing or show it to Joe or somehow discharge what they perceive
as their responsibility some other way.

I think myself that it does help-and this is one of the reasons
for my agreement with Mr. Bush on the point-it does help for the
Director of the Central Intelligence Agency to be the senior intelli-
gence officer of the U.S. Government because that creates a pre-
sumption that he reports to the President, even if not face-to-face
every day.

Senator BIDEN. Senator Mathias. I am sorry I took longer than I
should have.

Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a matter of fact, I was interested in pursuing this same line of

questioning. This is really where the whole purpose of the intelli-
gence community finally culminates, I think, on the desk of the
President, and I think there are very few people who are better
qualified than Mr. Bundy to pursue this with us.

Seeing you here takes my mind back a dozen years or more to
the time when I had joined perhaps Ogden Reid and Morris-I
have forgotten exactly who were my coconspirators, addressing a
series of impertinent questions to President Johnson. Mr. Bundy
very patiently received us in his office in the West Wing of the
White House and spent about an hour thoroughly answering all
the questions. We thought we had really gotten better treatment
than we deserved. And then you said, "Now the President wants to
see you." So we went up to the Cabinet Room and sat with the
President for another hour and discussed the question. But I--

Mr. BUNDY. I'll bet you said more to me than you did to him.
Senator MATHIAS. Well, I recount that story not so much as a

matter of nostalgia, but I would like to put your mind, as much as
I can, back into that period of your own history, so that you can
think in terms of being a consumer of the intelligence product.
Exactly what were the shortcomings, not in a theoretical way, not
in an academic way, but as somebody who sat there day by day and
had to use this product?

I pursued this same sort of questioning with Clark Clifford, be-
cause, after all, what this committee has a responsibility to do is to
help produce better intelligence, more accurate intelligence, and to
get it to the President, to get it to the Secretary of Defense and the
Secretary of State.



Now, Mr. Clifford said that he thought the best way of getting
access to the President was to have a better product.

Would you agree with that?
Mr. BUNDY. Yes, I would. I think that the quality of the product

enormously affects the President's interest in it, and I can give you
a dramatic example in point, I think. One of the great achieve-
ments of the intelligence community in the 1950's and early 1960's
was photographic reconnaissance, and the product there got better
and better. President Kennedy had great personal curiosity about
it, became acquainted with some of the senior officers who were
concerned with that process, and was, therefore, ready when it
became necessary to go or not go in a very critical situation on
photo reconnaissance information, namely, the information that
missiles were being installed in Cuba.

The pictures upon which the photo interpreters drew that con-
clusion would not have suggested to the ordinary collector of
Kodak snapshots that anything remarkable was going on, and
without a relation of confidence built up through time between
photo interpreters relatively far in the bowels of the Agency, their
seniors, and the President himself, I do not think that it would
have been possible for the President on the first day of that crisis,
the 14th of October, to have been persuaded that he was dealing
with a reality. It would have been a much slower and more diffi-
cult matter.

Now, the quality of the product, I must go on to say, is very
uneven. One of the difficulties is inherent in the fact that you have
a diversified community. I have recently had some marginal expo-
sure to that problem, to this problem, and to this day you can read
National Intelligence estimates, and what they will say to you is
that you had better get into the same room with the people who
are in that process and ask them just what this sentence means,
because the sentence is obviously designed to hold in place six or
eight different agencies. And as a result, there is a certain murki-
ness to the language.

And I believe myself that it is important to break those proposi-
tions apart, that differences need to be stated openly and sharply,
and that conclusions should be written in the clearest and least
ambiguous language. And this does not always happen. And that is
a matter of insistence from the consumer.

I will say that in my experience-and I suspect this has been
true in most administrations-people do not wind up in the Oval
Office without a considerable capacity for cross-examination, and if
they exercise it, they will, I think, usually find the intelligence
spokesmen very responsive.

Senator MATHIAS. What do you see is the duty of the Director,
assuming he is going to be the person with principal access to the
President, to convey not only what is his ultimate judgment, but
perhaps the dissenting views within the intelligence community?

Mr. BUNDY. I think he has both responsibilities, and that it is
extremely important that he carry them out to the point of includ-
ing in appropriate fashion opportunities for direct expression of
opinion by dissenters.

Now, that will very often happen in another way. If the overall
intelligence estimate is that the level of production of a new Soviet



missile is 100 a year and the Air Force estimate is that it is 150 or
200 a year, there are, of course, channels available to the Defense
Department and to those estimators through the Joint Chiefs and
through the Secretary, each of whom independently has a right of
direct access to the President which the President is very wise to
honor, in my opinion.

And the risk is that you will get people saying well, we will keep
on arguing about it. There is quite a temptation to keep quarrels
out of the President's office. That temptation should be resisted on
hard issues.

Senator MATHIAS. That leads me to the next point. You and I
both remember that President Johnson had very great qualities for
which I am grateful and for which the country ought to be grate-
ful, but he was not an easy man when you were swimming against
the tide with him. If you had an idea that was unpopular in his
mind, you had trouble pursuing that thought, and he had 1,000
different ways of chopping that off.

What do you do when you have a piece of unpopular intelligence
that the policymaker simply has to know? How does the commu-
nity get that across?

Mr. BUNDY. Well, I had the kind of experience that you are
describing more than once with that great man.

Senator MATHIAS. It broadened one's vocabulary.
Mr. BUNDY. It is a very instructive experience, and I finally

discovered that his basic method was simply to grab the micro-
phone, you know. He did the talking. So I took the cowardly course
and phrased all my disagreeable advice or unwelcome reporting on
paper and sent it up with a carrier who didn't know what kind of a
bomb he had in his hand. [General laughter.]

Senator MATHIAS. Did they come back alive?
Mr. BUNDY. He never shot the messenger. He sometimes-he had

another technique, though, which was daunting, which was that if
you had been giving him unwelcome advice, you might suddenly
find that he didn't talk to you for a while. That was the alternative
of grabbing the mike.

But the fact is that he would read it, and joking aside, I do not
recall a case where after the initial sort of annoyance had gone
past, he was not willing to read and to take account of opinions
that were not initially welcome. The manner here was his own and
was a disservice to himself, I think, but not the real attitude of the
man toward evidence.

Senator MATHIAS. So that, historically, what is one of the most
unpopular duties in the world, bringing bad news to the steps of
the throne, is really one of the most important things that the
community has to do.

Mr. BUNDY. Absolutely true.
Senator MATHIAS. One further question, Mr. Chairman, before I

yield to my colleagues.
Under a number of proposals that have been advanced in recent

days, the Attorney General would have increasing responsibility
for the approval of planned intelligence or counterintelligence ac-
tivities, if they involve U.S. citizens. This raises an interesting
jurisdictional question, how far should we involve the Attorney
General in foreign intelligence activities?



Is there any prudent point at which we might want to cut off?
Should there be some attempt to draw guidelines and to obtain
legal opinions from the Department of Justice, and thereby avoid
the specific involvement of the Attorney General into foreign and
counterintelligence projects?

Mr. BUNDY. I don't feel that I am qualified to give you a very
well-informed comment on that. I take it you are talking now not
about the Attorney General's responsibilities as the cabinet officer
responsible for the Federal Bureau of Investigation, but rather for
what he might or might not do with respect to other elements of
the intelligence community.

Senator MATHIAS. That's right. Well, of course, it could involve
the FBI. It is--

Mr. BUNDY. Well, there I would feel strongly that the supervision
of the Attorney General is critical.

Senator MATHIAS. And that is clearly within his jurisdiction.
Mr. BUNDY. Exactly.
Senator MATHIAS. No problem about that.
Mr. BUNDY. That's right.
Senator MATHIAS. But where we are really reaching beyond the

normal activities of the FBI--
Mr. BUNDY. I think there is advantage in the process of manage-

ment of the intelligence community as a whole, advantage in
having what in the nongovernmental world you would call outside
counsel. I think there have been difficulties in the degree to which
counsel inside the CIA or indeed, inside other agencies that work
on intelligence matters, were able to take a detached and deter-
mined view as to what the legal responsibilities of management
were. Whether that outside counsel needs to be the Attorney Gen-
eral is a harder question.

Senator MATHIAS. This is almost an operational responsibility,
and I think the concern is how many chiefs you can get in under
this tent.

Mr. BUNDY. Well, I do not think that an operational responsibili-
ty-I can't claim to have read the draft statute with that kind of
precision, so I can only say that I think that it is probably not wise
to try to build in too many protections against the danger that the
responsible operating chiefs-and here we are now talking about
the Director of Central Intelligence, the Director of National Intel-
ligence, that that person won't do the job, because really the only
way to get the job done is for that person and his associates to do
it.

Senator MATHIAS. And if you say, well, the Attorney General has
to agree to this or that or the other specific act, you are in effect
diluting responsibility for that act, even though in name the Attor-
ney General is merely giving the legal opinion.

Mr. BUNDY. Well, you run that risk, I would agree. I again
should beg off from trying to be too definite about it.

Mr. MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. Senator Garn?
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bundy, I would like to pursue a couple of organizational

areas, and first of all, as I have traveled as a member of this
committee to various countries and talked to CIA station chiefs,



one of their big problems has been the matter of cover for their
agents. This is particularly so with the State Department. This
troubles me a great deal. We are talking about gathering needed
intelligence, and yet within our own Government we cannot get
the cooperation of one department, the State Department, to pro-
vide better cover for our agents.

Would you comment on this problem, or did you have any experi-
ence with that when you were there?

Mr. BUNDY. I don't have much operational experience with it,
Senator Garn. I am familiar with the problem and with the old
joke that all you had to do was to look in the Foreign Service
Directory and find the right extra letter behind somebody's name,
and you had a one in three chance of finding a CIA person. I think
that ought to be resolvable, I have to say, but as to who has to hit
whom over the head or what prerogatives have to be waived, I
really don't know enough about it to say precisely.

I should add that I think there is another kind of a problem that
the chiefs of station could help with, which is that insofar as in
many ways their people are reporting officers not that different
from reporting officers of the Foreign Service, it might be to the
point not to try for too much cover on everybody, but only for cover
for the people who need it.

Now, again I don't have the direct knowledge of numbers of
players and what their particular functions are to be able to go
beyond making that general point, but there are kinds of people in
the Agency who aren't that different from the political officers of
the embassy, and to pretend that they are may be misleading.

Senator GARN. I would agree with you completely, and none of
them has argued to me that they needed deep cover for everyone,
but what they are complaining is that they are not able to get it
for the people that really do need it. It would seem to me that it
ought to be solvable too, and here I have been talking about it and
I can't seem to get the attention of State Department that they
ought to be more cooperative.

Mr. BUNDY. It is a sensitive issue for them because it does
involve their belief that a Foreign Service Officer is a Foreign
Service Officer, and there is no one else that is quite like that, and
I am familiar with your problem.

Senator GARN. I understand that point too, but when it comes to
national security, then I cease to understand that kind of parochi-
alism within an agency.

You have already testified, mentioned a couple of times that you
agreed with George Bush on the need to keep the Director of
National Intelligence also as head of the CIA.

Do you think that having this dual responsibility, or responsibili-
ty of daily details of the operation of CIA would detract from his
ability as DNI to carry out the overall functions of his commun-
itywide duties?

Mr. BUNDY. Well, I think I said I didn't think it was a perfect
solution, but better than any other. I think that the regular oper-
ation of the CIA, if that is not a contradiction in terms, because it
is a complex agency with a constantly changing set of problems
and responsibilities, even on the side of estimation alone, and
analysis, that managing that is nonetheless something which, with
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effective deputies-more often than not professional, in my judg-
ment-and I think I agree with George Bush on that point, too, as
I recall his testimony-a Director of the CIA would have time and
should make time for the double duty of being informed of and
responsible to the President for the general contours of responsibil-
ity and activity in the intelligence community as a whole, and for
representing that community as a whole to the President and the
senior officers of the cabinet.

Senator GARN. Well, I guess you would feel, then, that the way it
has operated in the past, having a chief deputy with responsibility
for the day-to-day operations would be a good solution and would
allow him to address himself communitywide but yet have respon-
sibility to the President and to others directly for the operation of
the CIA.

Mr. BUNDY. I think in principle that is the right way of doing it.
Let me talk historically now, because I am not familiar with the
current organization of the Agency. You should count in as very
important instruments for the Director himself, not just his alter
ego, the Deputy, but the Deputy Directors with particular responsi-
bilities. The Deputy Director for Intelligence and the Deputy Direc-
tor for Plans, as it then was-this is now nearly 15 years ago-each
in his own way, if he did his job, could very much lighten the task
of the Director of Central Intelligence.

Where the Agency has had internal management problems I
think it has been in part the consequence of the kind of running
with the ball and going beyond what the initial mandate may have
seemed to the outsiders to be when they approved it, partly that
and partly the compartmentalization which, when it gets excessive,
can be destructive of control.

Senator GARN. I happen to agree with both you and Mr. Bush. I
think it would be better to keep him in both positions, but there
are some who make the argument that he would not be able to be
fair or to judge fairly among the different entities within the
community; that he would show bias toward the CIA in terms of
possible conflicting intelligence analysis, budget decisions, research
and development priorities, and things of this nature.

Do you feel that is a problem?
Mr. BUNDY. There is a risk, but there are at least two other

forces involved here before we get to the President, who himself, is
going to make final rulings upon budget as upon other responsibil-
ities.

There is the Office of Management and Budget, which I think is
a very important instrument here, and one that was not used as
well as it should have been in the time that I was in the Govern-
ment, through no fault, I hasten to add, of the Director or his
assistants, but simply because the habit of probing deeply into
intelligence budget was not then strongly encouraged-as I think it
would be now-either by the Executive, or to be fair, by the Con-
gress 15 years ago. But OMB can have a high capability here, and
is, of course, there to be used by the President and by persons to
whom he turns.

So I grant you that there would be a risk here, but you know,
these other forces, the people in the National Security Agency, or
the people in the Defense Intelligence Agency or in the service



intelligence staffs are not exactly without their own bureaucratic
weapons in this context. I have never found them to be either
powerless or to suffer silently.

Senator GARN. Let me ask you this.
If it is set up so that we have a separate director not tied to the

CIA, do you feel that this would create a necessity for rather a
large staff under the DNI, that the DNI would then become rather
bureaucratic in its own right?

Mr. BUNDY. I think you can't operate in this city alone, so I
think there would be a staff there pretty soon. The only people who
have managed to control that process, Senator, are the Justices of
the Supreme Court, so far as I know. And they have more staff
than they used to have.

Senator GARN. So you would agree with me, then, that going this
direction, separation, would probably create another level of bu-
reaucracy.

Mr. BUNDY. I think you bring nearer the day in which there will
be a new EOB.

Senator GARN. We have also had some discussion about the
people who would like to require the DNI to be a civilian.

How do you feel about military officers being--
Mr. BUNDY. Well, I think require is the wrong word. I think that

I know of no reason to drop Bedell Smith, or Admiral Turner, for
that matter, from the list of distinguished directors. I think that it
is very important for the man at that job to understand that his
loyalty is not to where he came from but to where he is, to the
intelligence process and to his responsibilites of the present, but I
wouldn't make a sweeping judgment that no military man should
be the Director of the Agency.

Senator GARN. Thank you.
Now, what other ramifications do you see if we separate it and

have a single DNI, for the CIA to be no more than one entity
among equals of other intelligence gathering agencies?

Mr. BUNDY. What I hear of the thinking of the professionals over
there is that if they can have the kind of standing in the intelli-
gence community that comes from the general recognition that the
senior intelligence officer in the Government is also the Director of
CIA, that they are not going to be too worried about whether they
get neglected in the process. I am not sure whether I am respond-
ing to your question.

I think that from the point of view of the morale of the Agency,
keeping the two jobs in one person is an advantage.

Senator GARN. Well, yes, you responded.
What I was trying to get at was concern, my concern that if we

do separate, I think that CIA does need to be the dominant agency,
as we are looking at the broad general picture, where some of the
other agencies, the Army, the Navy, Defense Intelligence Agency,
are more narrowly directed. I would not like to see the Central
Intelligence Agency put into that kind of a category. So my own
opinion is that by keeping the jobs together it not only helps the
problems you are talking about, but it keeps the CIA in an impor-
tant position to see the broad general context of the intelligence
that they have together.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



Senator BIDEN. If I could follow up on that point for just a
moment, the way the statute, the proposed statute is drafted, as I
understand it, the key function of the Director will be to keep the
President informed of all the intelligence activities, and if that is
what we are keying on, won't it become a necessity for that person
to be freed up of the managerial responsibilities that go along with
the day-to-day operation of the CIA or will it?

I don't see how you could focus on that, how any one person
could do it all.

Mr. BUNDY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that if you-if a direc-
tor who is also the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, put
the latter job ahead of the former, the Presidential job or the
analytic and reporting job at the top of the Government, as you
have described it, if he doesn't put that first, then he is making a
great mistake. But this is a disciplined agency, with all allowances
for extremely unfortunate things that have happened, and it is
especially disciplined near the top, and it is possible to have an
operating deputy and special assignment deputies who will carry
on the day-to-day work and at the same time keep the Director
informed.

It is, I think, not too different, if you want to think about it that
way, from the responsibility of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs-
well, let's go further back-of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as they were
in the Second World War, where you would have to say that the
most important responsibility that General Marshall had was as
counselor, chief military counselor to the President.

Now, he was also, in the shorthand phrase, running a war, but
he had an enormous amount of help in that second job, and he was
the only one who could do that first job.

Senator Chafee.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You made some specific points about this statute regarding the

listing of abuses, and you suggested that you didn't think that was
a very good idea-thou shalt not assassinate. In that testimony, I
think you are echoing or you are confirming the judgment that we
had from Mr. Clifford and really from everybody, except Mr. Colby.
But I would like to take you a little bit further. This proposed
statute prohibits paid relationships between the intelligence com-
munity and certain categories of individuals like journalists, clergy-
men, students on scholarships, grants, or grants from the U.S.
Government.

What do you think of that?
Mr. BUNDY. I have a lot of sympathy for the position of profes-

sional journalists that feel that their trade has been besmirched by
a very limited number of people who were engaged in intelligence
assignments. On the other hand, I have a lot of respect for the
right of any individual in any position to decide to work for his
country if he thinks that that is what he ought to do. So it is not
that easy for me.

I can give you an example that is important as to how institu-
tions-important to me as to how institutions react to this. Because
a number of the activities of the Agency in the field of covert
operations in the past have taken place through foundations, it has
been suggested from time to time in countries, especially in the



developing world, that some of the large private foundations, and
particularly the Ford Foundation for which I have responsibility,
might be somehow related to the Agency. And it was always very
important to me in the time when that was being said, and in
countries where we were at work, that I had taken the trouble the
moment I got to New York to make absolutely sure that that was
not the case, and had a working understanding with appropriate
officials here that they would not try to place their people under
our cover.

So I can understand very sympathetically why a particular insti-
tution or profession could feel that it was very, very important to
keep separate from the intelligence activities of the U.S. Govern-
ment, valuable and important as many of those activities are. So I
am afraid I have to give you the answer that I think it is a very
hard question.

I am not quite sure I understand why there should be statutory
prohibition for one of the sensitive categories and not for others,
and I think the same problem of definition therefore does arise. I
suspect as a practical matter that given the level of attention to
this matter in the media, and the emotional reaction that one gets
to the thought of placing Father Brown under cover, although he
was a very distinguished detective as I recall it, it may be neces-
sary, but I am not sure the logic is that clear.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I agree completely with you. I am not
sure why the draft has that.

Senator MATHIAS. Would the Senator yield for a moment?
Senator CHAFEE. Yes.
Senator MATHIAS. A question on that point.
Harvard has issued guidelines which are probably going to be

widely copied in the academic world.
Do you have any views on those?
Mr. BUNDY. I haven't read them line for line, Senator Mathias. I

can tell you how it was in the 1950's. There were a considerable
number of members of the faculty who were consultants to the
Government, Defense Department, State Department, and indeed,
for the Central Intelligence Agency. One has to remember that the
CIA emerged from the OSS, and that the OSS in its analytic and
estimating side, was essentially a bunch of college professors,
brought to Washington under the leadership of men like William
Langer who died just this winter, and was one of the great histori-
ans of his generation.

So that connection was well understood, and on the estimating
side, I think it is entirely appropriate and desirable. That doesn't
necessarily mean people have to be on the payroll. Most of this
consultation took place for nominal fees and with a serious drain
on professorial time.

When you get to foreign agents, I must say I feel differently.
People recruiting foreign agents, especially among non-Americans
on a university campus in a manner that is not known to their
colleagues, I think that raises very grave questions. I wasn't aware
that that was going on in the 1950's. It may have been but we were
simply uninformed about it.

So the notion of guidelines from the university's point of view
seems to me highly desirable, and I am inclined to think that it is



the responsibility of an institution to safeguard its own integrity,
and that you can only go so far by statutory regulation.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, it seems to me that is the point. It is an
institutional point between the correspondent and his newspaper
rather than a statutory point that no journalist shall ever be hired
by the Federal Government or even paid their expenses, never
mind being on some kind of a salary.

One of the points you made was that in your experience you
have noted that where the Agency is involved in operations, then it
can affect its estimating capacity and maybe color it. If the Agency
is to be an intelligence gathering and an estimating agency to come
up with predictions, as it were, should they be engaged in covert
activity at all?

Mr. BUNDY. Ideally not, but the trouble with that proposition is
that it is very hard to figure out where else to put it.

Senator CHAFEE. Where else to put covert action?
Mr. BUNDY. Yes.
I don't believe that you can solve that problem by a separate

institution, presumably reporting directly to the President through
some Mr. X that was never discussed, whose identity was never
known, and this is the picture that one gets from processes in the
United Kingdom, with which I am not closely familiar.

I think on the whole it is better to watch for this danger. I think
in the immediate future it is much less serious than it may have
been at the height of heavy operational involvement in Southeast
Asia or against Cuba, and I think it can be coped with by being
aware of it.

Senator BIDEN. Will the Senator yield on that point?
Is that accomplished in any way, Mr. Bundy, by separating the

Director from the operational activities of the Agency, which is at
least a trend or direction that we go in this draft?

Mr. BUNDY. It probably would have some impact. I think it
certainly is a reasonable supposition that a Director of National
Intelligence located near the White House and not in McLean with
a staff of his own would have less of a direct engagement in
commitments that were the consequence of an assignment to con-
duct this or that special activity. I think one would have to say
that that might be an advantage. I don't myself, as I suggested,
regard it as an overriding one.

Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. Those are all the questions.
I would just like to join in the expression of appreciation for your

coming down here and sharing your views with us.
Senator BIDEN. Mr. Bundy, I don't want to detain you unneces-

sarily, but I would like to pursue briefly, if I can, two more lines of
questioning, if I may.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, before you do that, I have one
very narrow, specific question and I have to leave in just a minute,
and I should like to propound that. It may be in an area of
experience that you have never been involved in, but we do have
one intelligence related question that could possibly have arisen in
your White House days.

When foreign intelligence personnel, perhaps hostile, have
sought admission to the United States, in the past that has been a



matter which the State Department has handled and it has been
decided within the State Department, but there may be other
interests involved there.

Do you think that ought to be a responsibility shared in the
intelligence community, perhaps resolved in the National Security
Council, rather than narrowly in the State Department?.

Mr. BUNDY. You mean the Department of State has been able to
make its own decision as to whether--

Senator MATHIAS. It is my understanding that they pretty well
control that.

Mr. BUNDY. By controlling the visa process?
Senator MATHIAS. By controlling the visa process.
Mr. BUNDY. I would regard that as a matter that ought to be

shared with those having the more general responsibilities for
counterintelligence.

Senator MATHIAS. Thank you.
Senator BIDEN. Mr. Bundy, since becoming a member of this

committee, and simultaneously the Foreign Relations Committee, I
have been struck by certain fundamental facts about the sensitivity
of our intelligence activities which I didn't really feel or share
prior to being put on these two committees.

Mr. BUNDY. You may have been right the first time, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator BIDEN. I may have been. That is what I would like to
pursue.

Most public attention, and especially the attention of the Con-
gress, has been focused in the last several years on what is general-
ly known as covert action, covert activities, which in the new
statute we call special activities. I don't know what the distinction
is, but I guess we want to get away from the word "covert." As
Senator Garn has indicated, all of us in this committee traveled. I
guess I have visited 10 or 12 countries. I have visited, met with the
station chiefs and had extensive discussions with them. Through
those visits and the witnesses we have heard relating to the covert
activities, and the conferences we have had, I have come to the
tentative conclusion that there is an entire area that quite frankly
is much more sensitive to our foreign policy formulation, and our
relationships with other countries, than covert activities, that is
clandestine collection activities. Yet somehow we have assumed, as
a Congress, as a country, as a policy, that the real concern is covert
activity.

I know you know the distinction, but for the purpose of this
question and for the public, I define a covert activity as that
activity of the intelligence community designed to influence events
abroad, for example, covert actions in Chile designed to overthrow
the Allende regime. And I find clandestine collection as being in
effect spying against foreign power, or in the words of intelligence
professionals, clandestine collection of intelligence designed not to
influence foreign affairs.

Now, as I indicated, as I and other members of this committee
have reviewed various CIA operations, I have come to the conclu-
sion that covert actions around the world have been severely re-
duced over the last several years. I mean, I think people would be
astounded if they knew what was not being done.



And I think this is in large part a result of the times, the public
scrutiny, pressure, congressional oversight, and a general introspec-
tive reassessment by the community itself as to what it should and
shouldn't be doing.

However, the process by which we collect intelligence, especially
through human sources, via spying on foreign powers, hasn't
changed appreciably over the same period. As I have come to
understand these various clandestine collection operations, espe-
cially as a member of the Foreign Relations Commitee, they could
really affect our relationships with some of our friends and not so
friendly nations around the world.

Now, our oversight of the clandestine activities and operations I
think leaves a good deal to be desired. I think we are equipped, but
I am not sure we have gotten a handle on how to do it, or an
agreement between us and the administration as to what degree
that should take place. I think when we write these charters-that
this is one of the most important areas that we should focus on,
and one of the most important contributions that the charter can
make.

And with that little background, I would like to explore with you
some issues that have been raised by the approach that we have
taken in the legislation.

There are two basic approaches taken by the charters and the
existing law regarding the matter of clandestine collection. The
first is section 16 of the State Department Authorization Act,
which I must take some blame for as a member of the Foreign
Relations Committee when it came before it, required all Govern-
ment representatives in a particular country-and I emphasize
all-in a particular country, to report their activities and be sub-
ject to the oversight of U.S. Ambassadors.

Now, this is an outgrowth of a number of things which we won't
get into, as you are more familiar with than I, but this provision
has been on the books since we drafted it in the 94th Congress, and
it is intended to be preserved in the charter, the draft charter that
we have before us. In effect it requires a station chief to report all
activities in his country to the Ambassador.

Now, Mr. Bundy, do you believe this is an effective mechanism
for the oversight by the State Department and the executive
branch generally of CIA operations abroad?

Or maybe I should ask first, do you believe clandestine collection
should fall under the umbrella of oversight on the part of an
ambassador?

Mr. BUNDY. Broadly speaking, I do believe in oversight of clan-
destine collection. I can remember cases where it was very clear
when the subject came up to the level of the Secretary of State,
that he, as senior political adviser to the President, was not pre-
pared to take the risk, political risk involved in what seemed to
him an unduly sensitive and chancy form of clandestine intelli-
gence collection. It would be inappropriate even at this distance in
time to go into individual cases, I think.

Senator BIDEN. I agree.
Mr. BUNDY. But there is no doubt that that can happen, and I

believe that there needs to be a process, again, by which particular-
ly sensitive operations, if, for example, you are entering into a



relationship with an agent, seen to you as an agent, seen to you by
some other government as a very senior and trusted person, then
obviously the rewards are very great. But so are the risks. And
someone other than the collector has to measure those.

I don't myself think that that is a job that one would always
wish to leave to the Ambassador, because it isn't always true that
ambassadors are better judges than chiefs of station. I think the
really tough ones ought to come back to Washington.

Senator BIDEN. Even more fundamental, do you agree that the
committee designated with the responsibility of overseeing the in-
telligence community, that is, this committee in the U.S. Senate,
should be aware of those operations?

Mr. BUNDY. That is a very difficult question, Mr. Chairman. I
think you should be aware of kinds of operations. I think I would
be very unenthusiastic, if I were a member of the committee, about
knowing the identities of particular individuals in particular situa-
tions.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I think, Mr. Chairman, that is pretty
clear, that we have never gotten into that, so I think that would be
understood.

Senator BIDEN. For example, in the very vague, I think it must
be vague, hypothetical you raised, the senior offical in another
government being tapped by our intelligence community, we in the
past would, and I expect in the future would not seek the specific
identity of who that official was, but I do think that it is essential
that this committee, because of foreign policy implications that
would be significant, that this committee be aware of the country
in question and the level at which we are discussing.

Mr. BUNDY. Well, you have got a very tricky problem, haven't
you, because if you say that a member of the Cabinet of "Cosmopo-
litania" is working for the CIA, and you know the country, if some
knowledgeable outsider gets to know that country and the level,
and knows that six out of seven of the possible people are really
inconceivable, you begin to narrow things down--

Senator BIDEN. What do you mean by knowledgeable outsider?
Mr. BUNDY. Well, I mean that if the word is through 20 or 30

people up here that we have got a major penetration in thus and
such a country, I think that the half-life of that piece of informa-
tion as a really private one is a little uncertain. I have never been
an intelligence operator, but if I were one, and I had that penetra-
tion, I have to say it would scare me.

Senator BIDEN. Well, what scares the heck out of me is that that
could occur and we could find that the fallout of that penetration
would drastically alter our relationship with a country that might
have some serious consequences with us, including the potential of
armed hostilities with that country.

Mr. BUNDY. Well, I am not sure I think the risks are that great,
Mr. Chairman, on a particular intelligence penetration. The noise
level sometimes goes up, but I think that is a rather different
proposition.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Chairman, could I just ask--
Senator BIDEN. Please.
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Senator CHAFEE. In other words, there is a world of difference
between covert action, which we are undertaking, and us achieving
some kind of a penetration through what we could well call a spy.

Mr. BUNDY. Yes.
Senator CHAFEE. Is that not correct?
Mr. BUNDY. I think there is a big difference.
Senator CHAFEE. I think there is a big difference, too.
I would be extremely nervous in having the Ambassador know

all of this although he should know covert action because it could
be extremely embarrassing for him, but I am not so sure it would
be so embarrassing that it was a spy because no one would think
he put it there.

Mr. BUNDY. You can put the Ambassador's interest, I think, if
you try to think like an ambassador for a minute, he may well take
the view, and I think he would take the view, that he didn't want
the chief of station engaged in activities that could cut down his
own words. Let's suppose he has a good and effective relationship
with the Prime Minister. I would think he might very well want to
put the Prime Minister's office just plain out of bounds-the Prime
Minister and all his people-just don't let's louse that up by some-
thing that might come out, and I think an ambassador should have
the right to have that assurance where he needs it, that there is
not a covert intelligence operation in a particular area.

Senator BIDEN. If I can continue to pursue this, I would think
that back in-well, the U-2 incident, in what was it, 1959, that we
did much more, that our relationship to the Soviet Union was
much more likely to be affected as a consequence of a U-2 oper-
ation being uncovered in the way in which it was than we would if,
we had had a covert activity of placing articles in Pravda, or that
we were even, you know, engaged in espionage of, you know, a dam
or a dike, or a railroad, or whatever somewhere in the Soviet
Union.

The alteration of the course of events in foreign policy, it seems
to me, have been and can be more drastically affected by clandes-
tine collection activities than they can be by covert activities.

Mr. BUNDY. I would think of the U-2 as falling clearly under the
heading of "Special Activities" and not just clandestine collection.
It illustrates the difficulty of interpretation. That is a very large
operation. I would compare it for its impact against the case which
I really am more a reader of now than I was a student of at the
time of, was it Colonel Penkovsky, where there was a relatively
senior penetration and where I think its denouncement was not
gravely damaging to relations.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, Mr. Chairman, one question.
The specific point of the U-2 was raised with Mr. Clifford, and

Mr. Clifford made the point-I just wondered what your thoughts
are-that that wouldn't have caused any problem except the Presi-
dent acknowledged that he knew about it.

Mr. BUNDY. Well, the President who doesn't acknowledge some-
thing of that magnitude has other embarrassments.

Senator CHAFEE. well, Mr. Clifford's testimony, as best I recall it,
in the minuet of diplomacy, the President should have indicated
that-maybe the staff members remember exactly what Mr. Clif-
ford said, but basically it was that the President should, if not



flatly denied it, have somehow disavowed it, certainly not
acknowledged it, and that is the problem. And Mr. Clifford further
indicated--

Mr. BUNDY. Mr. Clifford was talking about a President for whom
he did not have the duty of being an adviser. [General laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. Maybe so, but he was speaking from his experi-
ence, and I just wondered if you can cover this. And I am not
trying to get you in juxtaposition, but Mr. Clifford indicated that
Mr. Khrushchev would have gone right ahead and received Presi-
dent Eisenhower in that visit, knowing full well that Eisenhower
knew about it, but that once Eisenhower acknowledged it, then it
put Khrushchev in an impossible position.

Do you agree with that analysis?
Mr. BUNDY. I think it put Khrushchev in a very difficult posi-

tion, I will agree with that. I honestly don't think that I can
imagine in our political system an operation of that magnitude
being exposed and the President being able to say this is a most
unfortunate matter on which some of my subordinates seem to
have gotten out of hand.

That particular President was subject to occasional charges,
largely in my view unjustified, that he was not minding the store
and was out playing golf while Foster Dulles ran the country. Just
to move to an administration I know more about, one of the funda-
mental errors that we made in the case of the Bay of Pigs was to
suppose that the level of American participation could in some
serious sense remain a secret and not be a Presidential responsibil-
ity.

Senator BIDEN. I would really like to pursue this even more, but
the time is running and I would like to move to one other subject
very rapidly, if I may.

DCI's Colby and Turner both have been particularly keen on the
value of making more U.S. intelligence data available to the public,
and that sounds good, and is very much in vogue today, and they
talk about making this information available, but is there a need
for any safeguards or checks to insure that the Government or the
CIA does not in the name of disclosure become tempted to tell the
American people how to think about this or that problem, or to use
that intelligence information to sell particular foreign or domestic
policies.

Do you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. BUNDY. I think that is a real danger. I think that is some-

thing you just have to be aware of, that even on the estimating
side, the Agency is the child of the OSS which was a child of war,
and it grew to maturity in a time of cold war, and its business is to
think about the possible adversaries of the United States, and it
would be asking a lot of it to see the world always and totally in
the round or to be absolutely evenhanded in its view of what the
American people need to know. And therefore I think it is impor-
tant that we think about this process of making information availa-
ble in a much wider sense than simply figuring out how to sanitize
CIA documents and put them out without a classification stamp on
them, although that in its own way can be a useful and helpful
exercise in some specific subjects. I think it is very important, for
example, in the general question of the strategic balance, that



there be more sharing of the Government's estimates with the
public as a whole.

But as Mr. Colby I think pointed out, you can make available the
information that is available to the U.S. Government in lots of
other ways than by having the information put out directly by the
collecting agency. The President himself, after all, is the great
spokesman of the executive branch, and a great deal of the infor-
mation that the Agency presents has in fact been put out by
presidents over the years, and should be.

And the same thing is true about testimony about particular
countries before committees of the Congress, and about the eco-
nomic information which is one of the large and unsufficiently
tapped storehouses of Government information, I think-it certain-
ly used to be. But I think the warning you make is a proper one,
that there is in any group of people a cast of mind, a set of
priorities, and nobody has the right to use the publication of infor-
mation-or nobody should have a monopoly over information that
may be affected by their state of mind.

I think that is a hazard.
Senator BIDEN. Mr. Bundy thank you very much for your time. I

appreciate it. You have been very helpful to us.
Mr. BUNDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:34 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]



TUESDAY, APRIL 25, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in room

318, Russell Senate Office Building, Senator Walter D. Huddleston
(presiding).

Present: Senators Huddleston (presiding) and Mathias.
Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; and Audrey

Hatry, clerk of the committee.
Senator HUDDLESTON. The committee will come to order.
This is the fourth in our series of hearings on S. 2525, the

National Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978. We
are continuing to focus on the broadest possible questions with
respect to this legislation: What activities should intelligence agen-
cies be conducting? In what manner should the intelligence com-
munity be organized so as to conduct those activities most efficient-
ly and effectively? What role should the Congress play? How can
we insure that our intelligence activities do not violate the rights
of our citizens?

We are exceptionally fortunate today in having with us three
gentlemen who have extensive experience with different aspects of
the intelligence activities of the U.S. Government.

Drexel Godfrey was formerly the head of the CIA's Office of
Current Intelligence, an intelligence analysis function. Thomas
Karamessines was the Deputy Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency for what was then called plans and is now known as
operations, that is to say, the clandestine intelligence service. Pete
Scoville was Deputy Director of the CIA for Research, the Agency's
scientific side.

Gentlemen, we welcome you here today before the committee. If
it is agreeable, we will proceed with whatever statements or com-
ments you have at the beginning and then pose questions to the
panel as a group.

Senator Mathias, do you have any comment at this particular
time?

Senator MATHIAS. Not at this point, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Karamessines, then, would you lead

off with your statement?
Mr. KARAMESSINES. Senator Huddleston, Senator Mathias, and

gentlemen, do you wish me to read my statement, or do you wish
to accept the statement for the record, so to speak?

Senator HUDDLESTON. We would be happy for you to read your
statement, if that is agreeable to you.

(91)



STATEMENT OF THOMAS H. KARAMESSINES, FORMER DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF PLANS, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Thank you.
Thank you for inviting me to express my views on proposed bill

S. 2525. My comments represent my personal judgments only.
It may be useful to place in perspective this highly laudable

effort of the Select Committee on Intelligence to provide the intelli-
gence community with a legislative framework within which it can
function, and beyond which it may not. This perspective is best and
most succinctly summarized in the "Report to the Senate" of the
Congressional Record, December 15, 1977, on the work of this com-
mittee, by Senator Daniel Inouye, its first chairman. In this report,
Senator Inouye said, and I quote:

In recent years the intelligence community, particularly the CIA and the FBI,
have been the targets of suspicion and abuse. There is no question that a number of
abuses of power, mistakes in judgment, and failures by the intelligence agencies,
have harmed the United States. We, of course, hope that these abuses are behind us
and will not occur again. These events did not happen in a vacuum. In almost every
instance, the abuses that have been revealed were a result of direction from above,
including Presidents and Secretaries of State. Further, in almost every instance,
some Members of both Houses of Congress assigned the duty of oversight were
knowledgeable about these activities.

The recent Helms case illustrates this pattern. If Mr. Helms should be subject to
public blame, as some contend, then others in higher authority in both the execu-
tive branch and the Congress should also share the blame.

The men and women who pioneered in the field of modern intel-
ligence for the United States, and who literally built the Central
Intelligence Agency from scratch, had scanty precedent in our
history for such an organization, relying almost entirely on their
experience in the Office of Strategic Services, and on a wholly
ambiguous and inadequate legislative mandate. Considering this
background, they built extraordinarily well. The mistakes, taken
over a period of 30 years of hard work in the most sensitive area of
our Government's activities, were few indeed; and none was attrib-
uted to personal self-interest.

These pioneers created what was possibly the world's finest intel-
ligence organization, dedicated to the best interests of our country,
and with a high esprit de corps. Yet, when the Church investigat-
ing committee of the Senate addressed itself to the admitted errors,
some of its members did so in an injudicious manner and with an
unparalleled display of vehemence. Its chairman took advantage of
the TV cameras at every opportunity to belabor the CIA. We were
called a rogue elephant. When the dust settled, it turned out that
we were not a rogue elephant; but by then this was poor consola-
tion to the thousands of devoted men and women of the CIA who
had shamefully been depicted in the most lurid terms and implica-
tions, and who were indeed totally innocent of any wrongdoing
whatsoever.

The Central Intelligence Agency and our general intelligence
capability will be paying for some years for this inexcusable exer-
cise in political sensationalism. But if, out of this turmoil, we can
look forward to a strengthened legislative underpinning to the
difficult work of the intelligence community, it will not have been
an unmitigated disaster. It is in this sense that I welcome this



legislative effort, and the opportunity respectfully to offer my
views.

First and foremost it is my strong conviction that the draft calls
for an excruciatingly extensive series of procedures and reports
which may be designed to keep everyone informed of all that is
going on, and which will probably result in doing just that; so that
before long, not much will be going on. Surely it must be possible
to provide for approval and notification procedures without the
chilling effect of the ones proposed. Over 52 different sets of re-
quirements, certifications and reports, most of them going to a
number of addresses are called for in title I alone. If we adhere to
this bureaucratic avalanche of paper, we will smother initiative,
imagination and energy. The Congress by this legislature is setting
up various oversight and investigative machinery, and providing
guidelines and prohibitions. It should not also seek to place itself in
the position of being able to anticipate and check every single move
of the intelligence community. The excessively stringent procedural
and notification requirements called for will have an inhibiting
effect on intelligence operations, and will convert what has until
now been our least bureaucratically constipated agency into a
timid and faltering second-rate service.

A second objection to the myriad steps and reports called for in
title I, I must respectfully submit, arises from my belief that it is
simply not possible, given human nature and the often conflicting,
partisan views and interests of legislators, to keep some secrets
secret. There will be no difficulty with the politically or economi-
cally sterile secret that will be kept intact. But an operation of
great political sensitivity, be it in the special activity field, or
clandestine intelligence or counterintelligence, will be at the mercy
of any legislator who dislikes the thrust of it.

The answer, it seems to me, is to confine knowledge of such
operations to the smallest feasible number of legislators. I do not
believe we can have a truly effective intelligence service if secret
information of a sensitive nature can be available to over 500
legislators, as is made possible under section 153.

Would it not be wise, in the case of any special activity or
clandestine collection activity, to retain the procedures involving
the President and the National Security Council, with their atten-
dant requirements for establishing criteria of sensitivity, and in-
cluding the provisions relative to notification of the two congres-
sional committees, but restricting such operational information to
those committees alone and excepting it from the provisions of
section 153, paragraphs (c) (1) and (2)? If this were not feasible, I
should urge a revision of section 131 so that it referred to special
activity programs and clandestine collection programs. These pro-
grams would describe objectives in general terms, and would in-
clude comprehensive statements as to the nature, scope, costs, and
other relevant factors, but it would not provide the operational
details whose accidental leaking could destroy the operations en-
compassed in the program. Such details, if of interest to either of
the congressional committees, could be provided orally by the Di-
rector on request, but with the understanding that they would not
be available to other Members of the Congress.



Unless we can so order and define these requirements as to
reassure current and prospective foreign agents that their associ-
ation with us will be protected from undue disclosure, we cannot
look forward to adequately effective clandestine intelligence and
counterintelligence; and we will be discouraging potentially impor-
tant defectors from trying to reach us.

I am troubled by the chapter, at page 58, on the assassination of
foreign officials, and the following material, at section 135(a) on
prohibitions against particular forms of special activities. If we
must have an explicit prohibition against assassination in this
legislation, why confine it to assassination of foreign officials? And
why confine the cause of action to cases involving a foreign offi-
cial's office, position, political views, action, or statements? I do not
condone assassination, but I believe that to attempt to deal with it
in this legislation creates more problems than it solves.

Section 135(a) on prohibitions against particular forms of special
activities has a peculiar statement prohibiting activity designed to,
or which could result in, "the support of international terrorist
activities." I do not know what could have occasioned this prohibi-
tion. Our effort has always been to detect and counter terrorist
activity, not support it; and the legislation specifically calls for the
conduct of counterterrorist operations. In another subparagraph
there is an injunction against the violent overthrow of a democrat-
ic government. I am not sure that we could all agree on what
constitutes a democratic government. This subparagraph in partic-
ular exemplifies the difficulty in attempting to legislate for every
possible contingency. I believe such matters should be dealt with as
individual cases, as they arise, since each situation will always
have its own special circumstances and peculiarities.

In section 114 at page 32, the Director is made responsible for
the protection of sources and methods. This is a welcome change
from an earlier draft. I must submit, however, that experience has
shown that this is a hollow mandate unless it can be reinforced
with language providing appropriate sanctions and giving the Di-
rector not alone the responsibility for protecting sources and meth-
ods, but also the authority to investigate and take appropriate
action in cases involving such protection.

A critical need of any successful intelligence service, and one
that is not touched upon in this otherwise comprehensive bill, is
cover support for the representatives of the CIA. Unless these men
and women have viable and secure cover, they cannot pursue their
intelligence functions effectively. This has become a particularly
sensitive problem since the flamboyant hearings of 1975. Securing
good cover support from the Department of State particularly has
always presented problems. The Department has understandably
been reluctant, over the years, to meet fully the cover require-
ments of the CIA. I believe that this legislation could make a
significant contribution to strengthening the cover position of the
CIA, by requiring appropriate other departments and agencies to
provide comprehensive and effective cover for the officers and
other ranks of the CIA.

At page 203, title IV, fines and/or prison terms are prescribed for
officers or employees of the U.S. Government who reveal the iden-
tity of undercover officers or employees of the CIA in a manner



resulting in injury or jeopardizing the safety of such CIA person-
nel. This is a much-needed provision for obvious reasons. It should,
by every logical consideration, be changed to include "any person"
who willfully jeopardizes the lives of, or injures CIA personnel, by
exposing their cover. As it is, it does encompass a part of the
problem, but it does not go far enough. It should further be broad-
ened to protect not only officers and employees of the CIA, but also
individuals acting in a formal agent capacity, since it is their lives
and careers that are most in jeopardy in such cases. Furthermore,
if we are to penalize the misuse of the name, initials, or seal of the
CIA, as we do in section 716, at page 202, where a fine of up to
$20,000 and imprisonment of up to 1 year, or both, are provided for
such misuse, should we not also provide appropriate penalties for a
far more important offense, the unauthorized revelation or compro-
mise of the classified sources and methods and the classified intelli-
gence information of the entities of the intelligence community,
including the CIA? This is a necessary, proper, and reasonable
projection of the section as now written, and should be given
urgent attention.

I was intrigued by section 132(a) which is titled "Restrictions on
the Use of Certain Categories of Individuals for Certain Intelli-
gence Activities." It would allow, as now written, voluntary con-
tacts and exchanges of information between CIA officers and repre-
sentatives of the Peace Corps, for example. This is far more permis-
sive than the strict injunction we functioned under for many years,
when there was an absolute prohibition against any contact, volun-
tary or otherwise, with Peace Corps representatives. I would fur-
ther submit that the phrase "pay or provide other valuable consid-
eration" leaves open the voluntary use of persons in the restricted
categories, in an intelligence capacity. Nevertheless, I would plug
the loopholes I have indicated, in the case of Peace Corps represen-
tatives and persons following a full-time religious vocation, while
leaving members of all other categories free to engage in voluntary
contacts, as the bill now provides.

Another intriguing paragraph occurs at page 53 of section 132, in
which a permanent resident alien who has applied for U.S. citizen-
ship may not be used in a foreign country as a source of operation-
al assistance. I cannot find a reason for this prohibition, which is
made even more intriguing by the fact that an exception requires
the head of the intelligence entity to make a written finding that
this is necessary to an authorized intelligence activity; or the Presi-
dent of the United States to authorize a waiver. I believe this is an
entirely needless prohibition.

At page 84, section 151, officers and employees are enjoined to
report possible violations and improprieties. This should be amend-
ed to require that such reporting be made directly and confidential-
ly, and not openly or publicly, since the reporting employee may
not be in a position to know that a particular activity, which
appears to him illegal or improper, has indeed received appropriate
consideration and approval under the provisions of this bill.

Section 154, on page 92, would seem to be more cosmetic than
substantive. No such report can be really meaningful, certainly
after the first one is issued, without progressively revealing too
much.



Paragraph (b) of section 233 on page 120 allows any member of
Congress to have access to any information of a private nature on
any individual. The possibilities for mischief, created by this little
paragraph, would seem to have special relevance in these particu-
lar days. I would limit that right to members of the two oversight
committees.

Section 2528 at page 160 requires the Attorney General to report,
"fully and completely", four times a year to the two congressional
oversight commttees concerning all electronic surveillance within
the United States for foreign intelligence purposes. Earlier sections
establish an exquisitely refined procedure for protecting security in
such operations, including the establishment of special courts, and
a special court of appeals, by appointment of the Chief Justice of
the United States; transmission of court documents under seal;
special security measures, et cetera, to protect from unauthorized
disclosure. If the Attorney General complies literally with the re-
quirement to report "fully and completely" four times a year to the
two congressional committees, and if any member of the Congress
can have access to such sensitive information, there is an inconsis-
tency here. I recommend a modification of the term "fully and
completely" to provide a threshold of security consistent with the
level of protection provided by the courts as specified in the bill.

Under section 245, page 124, any entity of the intelligence com-
munity may, with certain prior approval, provide specialized equip-
ment, technical knowledge, or pursuant to special prior approval,
expert personnel assistance to support local law enforcement agen-
cies "when lives are threatened". It is regrettable that such assist-
ance has to be conditioned on lives being threatened. We have
daily shocking evidence of the need for more effective local law
enforcement. The CIA should be encouraged to provide information
on special equipment and techniques and methods to local and
State law enforcement agencies on request.

With respect to section 114(j) at page 31, our formal agreements
with foreign intelligence and security services have been, almost
exclusively, in the fields of communications intelligence and stay-
behind operations. We have not had, with a few notable exceptions,
formal agreements in the general field of intelligence and security
cooperation, although we do enjoy a mutual collaboration and as-
sistance with a large number of such foreign services. The events of
the last few years have already alienated a number of foreign
services whose help we have valued; and provisions in the law for
advising the congressional committees of the specifics of such work-
ing arrangements will undoubtedly alienate more of them, or at
least make them wary of working with us. This will, without
question, impede our ability to operate effectively in a number of
countries. I am sure that any director would not need a provision
in the law in order to respond to an inquiry from either congres-
sional committee as to our working arrangements with any foreign
service. By spelling it out in the law, we simply, and unnecessarily,
put cooperating foreign services on notice that they may be reading
all about themselves in the daily papers; at least that will be their
reaction.

If we must have a Director of National Intelligence apart from
the Central Intelligence Agency, which I consider a mistake, let us



at least have a Director of the Central Intelligence Agency, also,
and let us not demean the Agency by having it led by an assistant
or deputy director. It deserves better.

Conspicuously absent from this welter of restrictions, prohibi-
tions and reporting requirements is a section which could usefully
read as follows:

Neither the Director of National Intelligence; nor the Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency nor any member of that Agency shall be required to testify
concerning any special activity or any clandestine collection activity; or concerning
any classified matter related to the organization, funding, administration or person-
nel of the CIA before any Congressional Committee, other than the Select Commit-
tee on Intelligence in the Senate, and the Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence in the House, unless these Committees have specifically designated in writing
one or more other Congressional Committees to be entitled to such testimony in
view of their substantive responsibilities. Such designations will include the reasons
supporting the designation, and will be consistent with the overall need to restrict
exposure of sensitive national security information to the minimum necessary. The
Select Committee and the Permanent Select Committee shall, once a year, advise
the President of the United States, the Director of National Intelligence, and the
Director of the CIA of such designations, and the effective dates thereof.

I make this recommendation having in mind the wholly senseless
miscarriage of justice in the case of Richard Helms.

The intelligence community and particularly the CIA have been
the target of unprecedented attack for the past 3 years. During this
time, no comparable energy has been devoted to identifying and
publicizing the threat to the United States posed by the activities
of certain foreign intelligence services, notably the KGB and its
satellite services, which together maintain hundreds of intelligence
officers in this country alone; nor has there been much of an effort
to illuminate for the public the role of intelligence in our efforts to
gain a more durable peace while at the same time providing the
timely information needed to help keep us strong in case of war.
Nor has the role of intelligence in the normal, routine, day-to-day
functioning of our foreign political and economic policy been talked
about. If we expect excellence in our intelligence personnel, we
must display our confidence in the agencies they work for, and our
appreciation of the important and difficult task they confront. The
time has come to discontinue our self-flagellation.

The proposed bill, while giving intelligence and security a new
and highly welcome legal underpinning, is festooned with pejora-
tive implications. It is not a bill designed to enhance the profession
of intelligence in the eyes of young men and women of excellent
mind and character, who might be attracted to it.

Under these circumstances, I respectfully urge the committee to
consider this proposed legislation with a fresh mind; to inform its
thinking with a keen regard for the practical effect each provision
of the new legislation will have on the spirit and work of the
intelligence and security agencies; and to place in the path of the
devoted men and women of these agencies no more psychological or
other obstacles that are absolutely necessary to give the American
people a renewed confidence in their true first line of defense.

Thank you.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Karamessines.
Mr. Godfrey, you may proceed at this time, please.
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STATEMENT OF E. DREXEL GODFREY, JR., FORMER HEAD,
OFFICE OF CURRENT INTELLIGENCE, CENTRAL INTELLI-
GENCE AGENCY
Mr. GODFREY. Thank you, Mr. Huddleston, Mr. Mathias.
It is a pleasure to appear before the committee and comment on

the legislative proposals for chartering the activities of the intelli-
gence community.

I hope you will indulge me by permitting a few personal observa-
tions before I make some specific comments on the draft before the
committee.

First, let me say that my views on intelligence are not popular
with all my ex-colleagues. I have made it abundantly clear in print
that I believe major changes in the intelligence function are neces-
sary., These are changes that are coming anyway; what is at issue
is the speed with which they are implemented. I personally would
move fast to reduce clandestine collection and to eliminate covert
political action altogether.

My reasons for doing so, or urging it be done, are largely prag-
matic. Emphasis on these activities, an emphasis which has domi-
nated the Agency for years with enthusiastic support from the
media, has meant that the real purpose of intelligence is undercut
if not lost. The real purpose is to tell the truth about conditions
around the world, or when the truth is unattainable, to be in a
position to offer the Government the best possible judgment on the
state of affairs in question.

Telling the truth, or reaching a purely objective judgment about
a complex matter, is a heavy responsibility; it is not an easy job. It
has not been the central focus of the CIA because clandestine
activities have been on center stage for so long. Furthermore, the
Agency's credibility as a truth teller has been diminished because
it has been associated in the public mind with activities that were
often the antithesis of truthfulness. The Agency's truth-telling ca-
pability has, in other words, been damaged. Refurbishing that capa-
bility will require a sharp reorientation toward the analytic and
judgmental functions of the Agency. Collection of material for anal-
ysis will of course have to continue, but as Admiral Turner has
said, it should be primarily by technological means, or by diplomat-
ic intercourse.

Some of my ex-colleagues from the clandestine service seem to
feel that my views demean their patriotic efforts over the years.
Nothing could be further from the truth. I have a warm respect for
professionals of what Nathan Hale called "That Peculiar Institu-
tion." However, I have an even deeper respect for the prime intelli-
gence mission. That mission is jeopardized if it is compromised by
public and official skepticism, brought on by operational excesses.
So I say to my ex-colleagues, you were mismanaged. Your bosses
did not serve you well; they set no limits on operational activities;
they failed to consider the consequences for the Agency as a whole.
I know they, too, honor the basic mission of intelligence. If that
mission is to be fulfilled, severe limits, both personal and institu-
tional, will have to be accepted. That, as I understand it, is the
business of this committee. I welcome attempts to impose limits. I

'See appendix page 711.



would welcome even more signs of a massive redirection of the
Agency's purpose, away from special activities and toward the
truth-telling function.

Now, if I may, a few specific comments about particular aspects
of the legislation before the committee. Overall I think the pro-
posed legislation is impressive and comprehensive. It represents an
enormous step forward in chartering the institutions of the intelli-
gence community.

My first observation-and here I am very close to Mr. Karames-
sines-is that if anything, the legislation is too comprehensive. It
is, I believe, impossible to predict and therefore impossible to pro-
hibit the whole range of activities that intelligence officers could
conceivably get involved with. One of the problems of professional
codes of conduct of other professions is that they become a play-
ground for the sharp attorney. That which is not specifically pro-
hibited is inferentially permissible. It is far better, I think, to
provide the newly created General Counsels with the authority to
blow the whistle when constitutional safeguards or legal safeguards
are being weakened. Such authority, of course, requires that the
counsel have a degree of independence, and that is what the com-
mittee's bill provides by designating this post a Presidential ap-
pointment. There are some other aspects of overkill in the bill
before the committee, but this, in my mind, is the most important.

Second, I would not separate or permit the separation of the DNI
from the CIA. The DNI should become a formidable force in Wash-
ington. He will, if I read the bill correctly, have access to the
President, a cabinet level position and considerable clout in dealing
with the other intelligence elements. He cannot fill these roles
successfully without a large, skilled support base. As the only
intelligence element without a departmental ax to grind, the CIA
clearly should be that base.

As an old bureaucrat and as a new professor of bureaucracies, I
feel strongly that the DNI would soon become ineffective if he were
separated from a departmental base. Too much of the DNI's au-
thority will depend on his grasp of the substance of a problem, on
his budgetary muscle, and on his ability to counsel effectively.
None of these things are possible without organizational backup
and depth. Let him wear both hats, DNI and CIA director, but give
him the strength to do the DNI job with excellence.

A small point concerns the Assistant Directors. Their function is
unclear in the legislation. They would appear to represent an
unnecessary bureaucratic layer in the new intelligence community.
I feel, furthermore, that whatever their specific assignments, they
would be laboring under the same disadvantages as the DNI and
his Deputy without a departmental home. Only in their cases the
disadvantage would be much greater, since they would not enjoy
the prestige of the DNI.

Finally, and this is a general observation, where again I agree
with Mr. Karamessines, but I have not taken the time to work it
out in the detail that he has, I feel that the bill enumerates too
many occasions where it is obligatory for various officials to report
to the President and/or to the various committees of Congress. In
the past, this sort of injunction, where it has existed, has led to pro
forma reporting, not necessarily in the intelligence community, I



don't mean, but in other agencies, reporting that is too generalized
and too often unread. On the other hand, I see great merit in the
extensive authority given the Oversight Board. This body could
become a significant conveyor of concerns to the President and the
NSC. It goes without saying that the Board should include some
very tough and outspoken characters with a small, tight profession-
al staff. It can only be hoped that at least one member of the Board
would not be an intelligence apologist but rather an intelligence
critic.

I will not burden the committee with a reiteration of my views
expressed elsewhere that operational activities and clandestine
human collection should by and large be diminished, if not elimi-
nated. Those steps are critical for the future of the Agency, but I
have made myself clear on that point elsewhere.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to put my views on the
record.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Godfrey.
Mr. Scoville?

STATEMENT OF HERBERT SCOVILLE, JR., FORMER DEPUTY
DIRECTOR FOR RESEARCH, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

Mr. SCOVILLE. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am very pleased to be able to accept the invita-

tion of this committee to discuss national intelligence and certain
aspects of the legislation related to it, because I believe that nation-
al intelligence more than perhaps any other item, is vital to our
security. The proposed Senate bill S. 2525, in section 103, para-
graph (4) states as a purpose of the Act,

* * * to insure that the executive and legislative branches are provided, in the
most efficient manner, with such accurate, relevant, and timely information and
analysis as those branches need to make sound and informed decisions regarding
the security and vital interests of the United States, and to protect the United
States against foreign intelligence activities, international terrorist activities, and
other forms of hostile action directed against the United States.

I believe that this contains an excellent statement of what
should be the primary objectives of the U.S. intelligence communi-
ty. It is absolutely essential that the President, the NSC, and other
senior officials responsible for critical national security decisions
have the best information and the most objective analyses that can
possible be made available. This is more important than any nucle-
ar weapon, and guided missile, or any tank, plane, or naval vessel.

But objective intelligence analysis is not always easy to come by
despite the major improvements in the basic factual information
now available from a variety of technical collection sources. Often
early evidence is fragmentary and subject to a number of interpre-
tations. In other cases, particularly where human sources are a
factor, the reliability of the information is suspect. Estimates of
future intentions often depend on the eye of the beholder. An
individual who has a vested interest in the results can, even with
the best of motives, often bias conclusions to support his own
interests. Even if the analysis is completely objective, conclusions
from them can be suspect if some program depends on it. There-



fore, it is absolutely essential that the U.S. intelligence apparatus
be organized in such a way that objectivity can be assured.

Thus, I strongly support the establishment of a Director of Na-
tional Intelligence supported by a Central Intelligence Agency. If
the Director were separated from the CIA and had no way of
assuring that its assets were available to supply him with the
information he seeks and needs, then the position of the Director of
National Intelligence would soon become that of a figurehead and
subject to pressures from all parts of the intelligence community.
Therefore, I support the concept in S. 2525 that the Director of
National Intelligence also be the Director of CIA. While I recognize
that the Director cannot be overloaded with too many duties, I
believe that section 117(a) which authorizes the transfer of duties
and authorities of CIA to other individuals should be used very
sparingly. It certainly should not be used to delegate the director-
ship of CIA to some other individual. The direct authority to be
able to obtain from all parts of CIA the support he needs as
Director of National Intelligence should not in any way be compro-
mised.

And I might just digress here for a moment because I think this
is very important, but going back to personal experiences at a
slightly lower level, when I was in the intelligence community, one
of my jobs was to be chairman of the Joint Atomic Energy Intelli-
gence Committee, which was the community group that looked at
atomic energy intelligence. I am absolutely certain from the experi-
ence I had in chairing that committee, that I could not have done
the job I had to do if I had not had the support of CIA analytical
group working on atomic energy intelligence. It wasn't that they
supplied all the information, but they supplied parts of the infor-
mation and were at my beck and call in order to make sure that
the holes were filled in, that one had ways of checking the material
that was obtained from other sources, and I think this principle
applies even more strongly when you are raising it to the higher
level of the Director of Central Intelligence.

If the CIA is to be the objective arm of the Director of National
Intelligence, then it is essential that it not have any vested interest
in the intelligence information and analysis that it prepares for the
Director and through him to other senior Government officials. For
this and other reasons I am not in favor of the CIA having respon-
sibility for what S. 2525 in section 104, paragraph 27 defines as
special activity in support of national foreign policy objectives, or
for what I believe was formerly known as covert action.

In the first place, I do not believe that such special activity is in
the broad U.S. security interest, and in this I fully agree with Mr.
Godfrey. Perhaps one can cite instances where a specific operation
provided some security gain, but I believe that the program as a
whole clearly hurts our foreign and security policy objectives. Such
operations are inevitably disclosed, and the backlash can be very
damaging. As long as the United States is known to be conducting
any such activities, it is subject to being blamed for everything bad
that happens around the world. Therefore, I believe there should
be a clean break with the past, and it should be a stated national
policy that the United States will no longer carry out any special
activities. The legislation to give specific permission for even limit-



ed operations under stringent safeguards and restrictions does not
overcome these drawbacks and is in my view unsatisfactory.

Furthermore, the responsibility for carrying out covert action
operations can seriously interfere with CIA's primary function of
collecting and providing objective intelligence analysis to serve the
Government's needs. In many instances, CIA would have a vested
interest in the intelligence and lose its aura of objectivity. A classic
example of this was the failure of CIA to provide sound intelligence
on the possible success and consequences of the Bay of Pigs oper-
ation.

It has been argued that covert action operations are an impor-
tant source of intelligence information. I have personally strong
doubts on this score. If a source has an interest in an operation,
then the information he supplies can be very suspect. Furthermore,
the high level security normally associated with such special activi-
ties often prevents information from being made available to those
analysts and senior officials who need it. I believe that the quality
of our intelligence would on the whole be far superior if the CIA
were not involved in any special activities.

By proscribing special activities I in no way wish to halt the
collection of intelligence information by agents or what is often
known as espionage. I believe that such activities should be contin-
ued even though it must be recognized that their usefulness in the
most critical important national security, particularly military
areas, is quite limited. I have analyzed the usefulness of such
sources as compared with technological and open ones in an article
published in Foreign Affairs in April 1976, and have appended
copies of that article to this statement., I believe the analysis made
then is essentially valid today, and therefore I will not repeat it
now, other than to summarize my conclusions.

Without question in most areas related to national security, tech-
nical means of collection provide by far and wide the most valuable
intelligence. Foremost in this category are observations from satel-
lites, particularly photography, now recognized as legitimate by the
Soviet Union in the ABM treaty of 1972. Next would come commu-
nications and other electronic intelligence collected outside the
borders of the target country. While espionage would have limited
value, it is probably most critical for counterintelligence and per-
haps could occasionally by good fortune provide Soviet political and
intentions information. It can be more useful in Third World na-
tions where the knowledge or attitudes or persons inside as well as
outside the Government is essential for a sound foreign policy, and
yet security is not so tight.

I have obviously not addressed many parts of the proposed bill
on which I have no particular expertise. However, I do wish to say
in conclusion that I do support a strong Director of National Intel-
ligence and a strong independent CIA. The CIA will only have the
necessary prestige and authority in this Nation if the abuses and
illegalities that were allowed to creep into the system are clearly
proscribed, and the persons involved, particularly the leaders of the
intelligence community, are made personally responsible under the
law.

'See appendix page 731.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, gentlemen. I think
our anticipations have been realized, that we have heard very well-
thought-out testimony based on the experience of each of you gen-
tlemen, and that it has not always been in agreement, which I
think points out some of the difficulties that the committee has
had in trying to develop legislation that balances various needs and
various points of views of individuals who have been involved in
our intelligence operations.

I would like first just to jump into this question of covert action
and clandestine collection. This is a major area in which the com-
mittee has spent a great deal of time trying to come down on the
proper provisions. Obviously we haven't satisfied anybody, which
was pretty much our expectation when we began.

Mr. Scoville and Mr. Godfrey would eliminate covert actions
altogether, and I think you have indicated that you think generally
that there is more potential for harm than there is for good. In
your experience, looking over the past and even thinking about the
future, you don't see any possibility that this kind of covert action
or special activities, would be necessary or would be to the benefit
of the Government?

Either one of you might proceed first.
Mr. GODFREY. Mr. Chairman, I feel that it is quite possible that

there might be an occasion where some sort of nonlegal covert
action or nonopen, I should say, covert action might indeed be
useful in a particular foreign policy setting. However, I don't think
that would be very often, and I think that when it happens Presi-
dents might well consider other private ways of doing this. That
has happened in the past in our history. Presidents have had
unofficial emissaries abroad. My own feeling is that if that were
necessary, that it would put the button right on the President's
desk, and it would certainly make his choice of such a means of
carrying out a particular policy a much more cautious and much
more restrained choice.

I don't think we need the apparatus in place in order to fulfill
that kind of action if it suddenly became necessary somewhere.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Scoville?
Mr. SCOVILLE. I basically agree. Of course, there undoubtedly will

be occasions where if you had such a capability you might be able
to use it to our advantage but I think in most cases that would not
be the case, and I think that the net loss to our national security,
by continuing such operations and having a mechanism for doing is
clear.

Senator HUDDLESTON. And you don't think the provisions in the
bill that require the President to certify that such action would be
essential to the foreign policy and security of the country are
warranted?

Mr. SCOVILLE. I think we have to make a clean break. I think
this is the kind of area where you just can't be a little bit preg-
nant. If you once are involved in legalizing such operations under
even any kind of restrictions, you are going to take the knocks for
everything that goes on around the world, and I am sure we will be
doing also a lot of things that we shouldn't be doing.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you think such a law or such a prohibi-
tion would be believed around the world?
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Mr. ScoviLLE. Well, it probably is not going to be easily believ-
able at the very beginning, but I think if the Congress and the
President made firm statements that this was our national policy,
and if all operations were actually called off, in time I think we
would gradually establish some, reestablish some credibility.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Karamessines, now, you have a differ-
ent view, and as you stated in your statement, you feel that the bill
as it is written is too restrictive in permitting covert action?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Yes. I think, sir, that it is too restrictive
mostly in the procedures and the reports it calls for. I agree with
the bill in that the bill does provide for the conduct of special
activity operations or covert action operations, and I think that
covert action operations should continue to be another arrow in the
President's quiver, if he chooses to use it in a given situation.

I do not believe that we should, as has been suggested, have the
President go to private enterprise. I don't think we need more ITT,
Lockheed, and Gulf Oil cases, and I would much prefer to see a
regulated, controlled, congressionally aware operation conducted
under responsible Government auspices than I would to have this
type of activity thrown into the private sector.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you think the requirement that covert
actions be essential is appropriate? We have had suggestions
that--

Mr. KARAMESSINES. It should be important.
Senator HUDDLESTON. It should be important instead of essential?
Mr. KARAMESSINES. Yes. I think that is a proper observation. I

have noted the fact that others have picked that up. I do believe
that it should read important or it could read highly important but
I think to call it essential places it in that category of action that
one doesn't take unless war impends within minutes, and--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I would just say that the committee's
objective was to make it almost that strict.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. I understand that.
Senator HUDDLESTON. We recognize--
Mr. KARAMESSINES. And I think it begs the purpose of it, it

defeats the purpose of it to do it that way. Situations have arisen
many times in the last 20 or 25 years, calling for covert action in
which a President has asked that a certain covert action activity be
conducted, and excellent results have been obtained in such oper-
ations.

Now, we are constantly faced with the disaster that the Bay of
Pigs operation resulted in, and I recognize that; but we have had
other disasters in other fields of Government activity, and we
didn't throw the baby out with the bath water. I do believe that
situations, especially in this very uncertain world of ours-and it
gets more and more uncertain by the minute-I do believe that
covert operations should continue to be available, under very strict
controls, if you will, but I think we will be doing ourselves a
disservice if we strip ourselves of the ability, legally and properly
and under the proper controls, to conduct such operations. It is as
simple as that. And I am not speaking about going out and killing
people. I am speaking about a political or an economic covert
action operation.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Which might be nothing more than insert-
ing news stories in a--

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Inserting a news story, helping a political
party--

Senator HUDDLESTON. A friendly party--
Mr. KARAMESSINES. Democratically inclined political party that

is fighting for its life against overwhelming Communist supported
odds, this type of thing.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But even that, of course, represents inter-
ference within the other country by the U.S. Government, and it is
not the same thing as collecting intelligence, collecting informa-
tion.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. That's true.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You still see that there is no inconsistency

here, that there is nothing illogical in primarily an intelligence-
gathering organization also becoming involved in exerting influ-
ence on the outcome of an election in a country or interfering with
the operation of that country's government?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. I do not see anything illogical about an orga-
nization devoted to the conduct of intelligence activities also being
charged with carrying out the type of operation you have been
describing, largely because the assets to be used in a covert oper-
ation are pretty much the same ones that are involved in the
collection of intelligence and it would be senseless, it seems to me,
to try to set up a separate organization to conduct this activity.
There was a time when there was such a separate organization for
covert action activity way back in the late 1940's and early 1950's,
and experience quickly showed that this was bad, that lines kept
getting crossed overseas, that there was an unhealthy competition
between those conducting intelligence and counterintelligence oper-
ations and those charged with conducting covert actions, and by
the mid-1950's we had come away from that concept as a result
of this unfortunate experience, and we had brought these two
together.

And while we have maintained-I don't know what the situation
is now-but while we have maintained for years, up until the time
I left, certainly, a separate staff devoted to covert actions, that
staff's activities and that staff's influence was made felt through
the instrumentalities in the field which conducted both intelligence
and counterintelligence on the one hand, and covert action activi-
ties on the other.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, is your objection to the procedures
established in the bill, including the word "essential," as they
relate to special activities primarily based on the restrictions that
they might apply to the initiation of special activities, or to the fact
that there is so much reporting that the information might go
beyond where it ought to go?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. I could summarize my comments, and I
would not call them objections-I don't have strong objections,
really, to almost any part of this bill-but my comments would be
threefold.

No. 1. There are too many reporting requirements. There is
too much paper being called for, too often, going to too many
addresses.



No. 2. There is, in view of the other provisions of the bill relating
to the accessibility of this information to all Members of the Con-
gress, and to both committees, Senate Resolution 400 and the rest
of it, there is too much possibility of compromise of covert action
activities that have been proposed.

No. 3. That portion of the bill which specifically prohibits certain
types of covert action activities I believe goes too far and should be
trimmed back so that the functions of the committees working with
the executive can have full play, so that we don't eliminate the
occasional operation which arises, and which might on the face of
it be a violation of the law as proposed in S. 2525, but which at the
time might seem to be the one way of avoiding a highly undesira-
ble military confrontation in some distant part of the world.

So I would say that we should not do ourselves the disservice of
divesting ourselves of this possibility if we can avoid it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, of course, the question of the han-
dling of information has been a major concern to us here in the
Senate. Senate Resolution 400, which is encompassed in this legis-
lation, set up procedures whereby other Members of the Senate
could receive information that came to the select committee, but
only under certain conditions prescribed by the committee on how
they use that information. So far, apparently, it has been fairly
successful. We haven't had any serious breaches of security infor-
mation in the 2 years that we have handled the most sensitive
security information that our agencies have.

How far we can go in restricting other committees is a jurisdic-
tional question, as you know, with which we are confronted. We
have tried to address that in the bill, but I think everybody recog-
nizes that the fewer committees to which the agencies have to
report, generally the better; we have tried to move in that direc-
tion.

Mr. Godfrey, you suggest that we shouldn't have clandestine
collection either. The two are very similar, of course, or can be
very similar.

Do you think that the agencies could continue to be assured that
they are getting all of the information they need in order to
provide objective analysis to our policy makers without some kind
of clandestine collection of intelligence?

Mr. GODFREY. I believe so, on the basis of my experience in the
past. Clandestine data which we did use very often served a role of
sometimes verifying material that one had gotten from technologi-
cal means or other means. I think at times it opened up some
perspectives that we wouldn't necessarily have thought of. I think
this was its greatest usefulness, but I believe that in terms of what
Mr. Scoville calls turning over a complete new page, that we can
stand that loss.

That is perhaps going out on the far end, but I think perhaps we
are in a situation where we have to take that kind of a risk.

Senator HUDDLESTON. In your experience and judgment, could
our Foreign Service information collection replace clandestine col-
lection or substitute for it?

Mr. GODFREY. I think a different kind can, Senator, and I have a
suggestion or I have made a suggestion in the past that perhaps is
regarded with some skepticism, but I feel that one of the problems



with Foreign Service reporting is that it is always connected with,
related to the official policy position of the United States, and that
is not necessarily always where the most meaningful insights can
be obtained.

I would like to see intelligence officials abroad who were open
figures, who did not have to grind a State Department axe, if you
want, what have you; instead were open to and cultivated all
elements of the society to which they were posted. I think this
would be very effective if the right kind of officials were chosen,
and that is the kind of reporting, thoughtful, analytic, interpretive
reporting which such a senior person could do with access to,
hopefully access to all parts of the society. That would be very
useful. And I don't think it needs to be done clandestinely. I don't
think it needs to be done covertly.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Scoville, while you oppose special ac-
tivities, you accept the idea of clandestine collection.

Mr. ScovILLE. Yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Where do you see the need there?
Mr. SCOVILLE. Well, I would agree that clandestine, agent kind of

collection of information, is rarely of any great value in most
national security areas, in terms of getting military information or
weapons information or that type of thing. My experience has been
that it rarely was of great value. And I am sure that since I left
the intelligence community that that value has decreased, relative-
ly at least, because the capabilities of our technological methods
have increased by leaps and bounds since that time.

But I think there are still some areas where I am not prepared
to forego giving up that altogether. I think when one talks about
counterterrorist activities, that information at the moment doesn't
seem to be highly susceptible to technical methods, and I think
perhaps that one area I would pinpoint as the most important area
where you would still like to have it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, the statement is often made that
with sophisticated electronic information gathering and all the
other statistics, you still don't get at the intentions of various
countries.

Is this a major problem you see?
Mr. SCOVILE. I don't think that you can count on agents to give

you intentions either. I think actually technical information pro-
vides a very good base for getting at intentions because the best
way to get at intentions is to see what they are doing, and particu-
larly what they have been doing over a period of time, or changes
in what they have been doing. These are the kind of things you get
from technical information.

I would say the second major source is open, essentially relative-
ly open information, information from public statements, from just
the normal diplomatic exchanges that exist without requiring
agents. I think agents-I can't think-well, I can't, I am not really
an expert in that political intelligence, but I would doubt whether
there were many cases where they were effective.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Senator Mathias, I know you have some
questions. We have been dealing primarily while you were gone
with clandestine collection and covert action. I think we have fairly
well exhausted that at this point.



Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Karamessines, when I was in the Navy we used to hope that

we could have a happy ship, which was the best organized, the
most effective, the most successful. We are concerned that the CIA
be, if not a happy ship, at least well organized and effecient and
successful.

I am wondering if you would feel able to comment on the morale
and the long-term-career prospects for personnel in the Operations
Directorate of CIA, in the light of the personnel reductions that
were effected by Mr. Schlesinger and by Admiral Turner?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. I would be happy to.
Personnel reductions under Mr. Schlesinger and the directors

who succeeded him for the first several months, maybe the first
year, year and a half after I retired from the clandestine service in
early 1973, were largely reductions that had been set in motion, a
large number of them had been set in motion in the immediate and
preceding years as a result of a complicated but highly equitable
and systematic evaluation procedure that we had established, so
that the reductions for which credit was taken by others were
actually accomplished largely by those who had been there up to
early 1973.

In the years in which these reductions were taking place, I can't
recall a single instance in which I read about one of them in the
newspapers, although there were several appeals filed within the
system.

The reductions which were announced rather clamorously not
too long ago, and which caused much concern, particularly in the
clandestine service, are reductions which may or may not be
needed, and I am not really qualified to say. I don't know what the
strength figures are now, and I don't know what the overseas
deployment is now, nor am I sufficiently familiar with the head-
quarters organization in support of that deployment; but I would
say this-that the manner in which the reductions, the most re-
cently announced ones, have been gone about has been unfortu-
nate, and it has created anything but a happy ship. I think we
have prided ourselves in running an organization which, while it
may not always have been all that happy, was certainly one that
worked hard, kept its nose to the grindstone, did the best it could,
and felt quite comfortable in what it was about, and was not
distracted overly much by this kind of administrative aberration.

I don't think the clandestine service today can be described as a
happy ship.

Senator MATHIAS. Of course, in the old Navy there were a lot of
definitions of what was a happy ship, and I suppose the prevailing
view was that a tight ship was a happy ship.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Correct.
Senator MATHIAS. But I am wondering really whether we are

now in a situation where life has become sufficiently uncertain, so
that the possibility of further arbitrary reductions, not decisions on
merit, not decisions on an evaluation of performance, but arbitrary
reductions, mean that there really is no job protection-that people
are day to day uncertain about the future?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. My understanding is that while many of
these reductions were heralded as designed to eliminate the fellows



that had been in grade or in particular positions overly long, and
were therefore presumably designed to appeal to the younger offi-
cers as promising many openings and so forth, the fact remained
that with the abolition of the individual, so to speak, there was the
abolition of the position, and it has now been coming home to some
of the younger officers that this could happen to them in due
course so that uncertainty does exist, and I think that anything
that can be done to correct this would be welcome.

It is because of this that I did include in my statement some
material urging that the committee do all it can to reestablish
confidence in the CIA and in the intelligence community generally,
because I think this is sorely needed just now in view of the history
of the past couple of years.

Senator MATHIAS. So what you are saying is that these reduc-
tions haven't worked as, for instance, forced attrition does in the
armed services, which is a rather impartial, mechanical process,
albeit somewhat a cruel process, but nonetheless it is viewed as
objective and impartial.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. That is exactly right.
One of the things that is of interest is that it may well turn

out-and I believe it is so turning out-that while hundreds of
reductions were announced, thus frightening everybody, the actual
number of reductions that will apparently be needed to achieve the
figures that the management seems to have in mind, are going to
be far, far fewer than the heralded hundreds of reductions.

Now, I am not in a position to say exactly what these figures are
because I don't know, but I understand it to be the case that there
will not be the many hundreds of reductions because they are not
needed. When we, back 7 or 8 years ago, 9 years ago, were plan-
ning the reductions that were necessary then, they were many
hundreds. As a matter of fact, they were well over a thousand; we
were trying to deal with a bulge that existed in the grade structure
following the acquisition of large numbers of personnel during the
Korean war, personnel for whom we had no place in later years.

But this was managed through attrition and through an out-
placement program. It was managed quietly and equitably, and as I
said earlier, no one read about it in the newspaper, so that there
wasn't any great and terrible letdown in morale.

I would hope that ways can be found to handle these matters at
the Agency along those lines rather than along the lines that we
have been witnessing in the last few months.

Could I, Senator Huddleston, Senator Mathias, may I make a
comment on the observations of Mr. Drex Godfrey and Mr. Scoville
with respect to clandestine intelligence?

Senator HUDDLESTON. Certainly, certainly.
Senator MATHIAS. But would you hold that just a moment? I

think Mr. Scoville would like to comment on your last response.
Mr. ScoviLLE. Well, not really comment on it. I would just like to

add another point which I think is directly related because I fully
agree with Mr. Karamessines that it is terribly important now to
restore the morale and the authority of the people in CIA so that
they can do the functions that they need to do, and I don't think
this is entirely related to reductions. I think CIA has been going
through a traumatic experience in recent years, and I think par-



ticularly in the area of the analysis of intelligence, which is a
difficult job at best, and you have to stand up and argue against
vested interests. If your morale has been undercut and your au-
thority has been undercut, this gets increasingly difficult to do, and
I think one of the probably more disastrous things as far as the
morale of the Agency was an operation like the so-called team B
operation of a couple of years ago which brought in a group of
outside people and then just undercut the authority of the profes-
sional intelligence people. I think that kind of thing needs to be
avoided in the future if you are going to get the kind of objective
intelligence for the senior policymaking people.

Senator MATHIAS. I suppose it goes without saying that when you
recommend that morale be restored, that you feel that today it is
at a low point.

Mr. SCOVILLE. That's right. I am seriously-I don't have any
firsthand information, but I am worried about the ability of the
people in CIA to continue to provide the kind of good, sound,
objective intelligence that this country needs.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I might point out that the committee came
to the same conclusion you did on team B.

Mr. Karamessines?
Mr. KARAMESSINES. Well, I simply wanted to add a comment, if I

might.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Certainly.
Mr. KARAMESSINES. To the observations of Mr. Godfrey and Mr.

Scoville on the usefulness of and the proper place, if there is such a
place, for clandestine intelligence collection.

First of all, you have got to maintain overseas, I think no one
would challenge this, an organization, a clandestine intelligence
organization devoted to counterintelligence work. That is truly de-
fensive, it seems to me.

But it is absolutely essential, and it is becoming more so every
day.

Second, many of the activities which are devoted to counterintel-
ligence work are activities which fit right in with the collection of
clandestine intelligence, positive clandestine collection.

Third, I understand the preoccupation of those, particularly in
the technical intelligence field, of whom Dr. Scoville is one of our
experts, with what I like to call survivor intelligence. Now, we
need-and it is essential that we have the best possible survivor
intelligence. This is intelligence designed to tell us if we are going
to make it in case the balloon goes up, or not going to make it, and
what we need to do to make sure that we do make it. So that
survivor intelligence has to take priority over all else.

Now, survivor intelligence is being accommodated very well by
our newer and more improved technical collection means and it is
a great and welcome addition to the armamentarium of this coun-
try in the intelligence field.

But once we have gotten past that-and after all, there is a limit
to how much survivor intelligence you are going to collect and be
able to assimilate and use, there comes the business of the day to
day operation of this country among the family of nations. How do
we get along with our neighbors, with our allies, with the third
world area, the developing countries? How do we deal with certain
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situations in the Middle East which do not lend themselves to
survivor intelligence collection, because that is not what you need
there. You need something a little different.

And it is in this area that I consider clandestine collection of the
utmost importance, because unless you are successful in providing
the policymakers with the intelligence, the day to day political,
economic, military, sociological intelligence that is required so that
they can make informed judgments on these day to day matters,
you are going to be resorting to the survivor intelligence quicker
than you expected.

So if we are going to be able to avoid the small brushfires that
can lead to the bigger war, then we have got to have good intelli-
gence in these other areas.

Therefore, I would not lightly dismiss what I consider the consid-
erable usefulness of clandestine collection in these areas that I
have just been mentioning.

I could throw in the fact that we have had, not enough, but we
have had on occasion clandestine agents properly placed to provide
even the survivor intelligence we are interested in having. We
have got to maintain a good clandestine collection posture overseas
if we are going to be able to take advantage of the opportunities
that present themselves from time to time for a defector like
Penkovsky. If we don't have the mechanism in place, we are not
going to be able to do it.

So that for all these reasons, I would urge that we continue to
maintain a strong clandestine collection posture overseas, and
needless to say, that we continue to maintain a strong counterintel-
ligence posture overseas.

That was what I wanted to say, sir.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you.
Senator MATHIAS. Now, you have raised in your last words a

subject that is of interest to me.
You may have noticed, and I would address all members of the

panel with this question, you may have noticed in Sunday's New
York Times an article by David Binder, the headline for which is
"Antiterrorist Policy of U.S. Called Weak." Mr. Chairman, I offer
this article for the record, simply because it points out an area in
which I think the charters have got to provide adequate authority,
because I am concerned by the efforts being made or not made at
the present time with respect to counterterrorism capabilities.

[The document referred to follows:]
[From the New York Times, Apr. 23, 1978]

ANTITERRORIST POLICY OF U.S. CALLED WEAK

(By David Binder)

WASHINGTON, April 22-Repeated assertions. by Carter Administration officials
that the United States is prepared to deal effectively with terrorist incidents around
the world are dismissed by specialists in the field as exaggerated.

In a report to Congress early this month, the Defense Department asserted that
the United States had 6,072 specialized troops in 18 units capable of responding to
terrorism.

But high-ranking officers familiar with the activities of these units said that in
fact only one detachment had received what could honestly be called antiterrorist
training and that it would not be ready for operation until summer.
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Similarly, while William H. Webster, the new Director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, said he was elevating counterterrorist preparations to a high priority,
specialists familiar with the FBI say its record in this field is spotty and that its
collection is at best uneven.

Furthermore, these specialists in both the military and civilian aspects of combat-
ing terrorism contend that, despite a reshuffling of the policy-making bureaucracy
in the counterterrorism field last autumn, the United States still lacks a clear-cut
operational command structure for dealing with terrorist incidents at home and
abroad.

Citing a recent example, the October hijacking of a Japan Airlines plane with
several American citizens aboard, the specialists recalled that when the question
came up no one in Washington was able to say which American rescue units could
or should be alerted.

In past incidents of terrorism, operational authority has been maintained by
different Federal and local agencies, depending on the nature of the event, and this
is still largely the practice.

Thus, the District of Columbia Metropolitan Police had overall authority in the
Hanafi Muslim barricade incident of March 1977, although the FBI and the State
Department supplied essential support and assistance. In the hijacking of a Trans
World Airlines plane by Croatian extremists in September 1976, however, it was the
Federal Aviation Administration that exercised operational authority, with assist-
ance from the State Department and the FBI

As a rule, domestic incidents are the province of the FBI, while the State Depart-
ment takes charge of international incidents involving American citizens and prop-
erty.

CITE LACK OF EXPERIENCE

The specialists also contend that the aides of the Joint Chiefs of Staff who are
nominally responsible for responding to international incidents have had no experi-
ence in the terrorism field.

They pointed out that Lieut. Gen. C. J. LeVan, director of operations for the Joint
Chiefs, was a specialist in antiaircraft defense while the deputy for current oper-
ations, Brig. Gen. A. W. Atkinson, is a former pilot.

When asked recently by another Administration official with responsibility in the
field what operational capacity the military had for dealing with terrorism, General
LeVan was quoted as replying, "All who need to know are me and the President of
the United States-you'll be briefed at a proper time."

General Atkinson, when asked whether the Joint Chiefs had drawn up plans for
dealing with various types of terrorist incidents, responded that this was "not
feasible" because it would require possible use of "tanks and armored personnel
carriers," and this could not be planned.

PANEL TOLD OF PREPARATIONS

The Pentagon's description of the military's preparations to fight terrorism was
presented by David E. McGiffert, Assistant Secretary of Defense for international
security affairs, to Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff, Democrat of Connecticut, who is
chairman of the Governmental Affairs Committee.

The Ribicoff panel is drafting an omnibus antiterrorism bill that is due to go to
the full Senate at the end of the month.

While some of the elite combat units named in the McGiffert report have under-
gone sporadic training in dealing with terrorist situations, only one has been desig-
nated to develop an ability to handle a wide variety of terrorist incidents.

This is the "D" detachment of the Army Special Forces, which began its terrorism
program, Project Delta, five months ago at Fort Bragg, N.C., under Col. Charlie A.
Beckwith. It consists of about 180 men, none lower in rank than sergeant. It is
scheduled to complete the program in June.

Even Colonel Beckwith's credentials were questioned by military specialists, who
noted that he had begun the training cycle with 36-mile marches in full gear, telling
his men, "You've got to prove yourselves again."

GOT BRITON'S ADVICE

However, D detachment has recently had the benefit of special instruction from a
member of Britain's antiterror unit, the Special Air Service 22d Regiment.

The FBI's counterterrorism courses are presented at its training academy in
Quantico, Va., under Conrad Hassel, who conducts weeklong seminars on the sub-
ject. Mr. Hassel has also traveled widely in this country and to military bases



overseas with what a Congressional aide called "his dog and pony show on terror-
ism"-a presentation that includes a training film.

The show is popular in official circles because it satisfies some curiosity about a
contemporary phenomenon that is two-faced, both glamorous and obscure.

"It is like the weather," one operational specialist said of the Administration's
attitude toward terrorism and measures to deal with it. "Everybody talks about it,
but nobody does anything about it."

A colleague said that "there is a lot of money being made in counterterrorism by
self-styled experts" on the Administration lecture circuit and in the press.

DEALING WITH THEORIST

One military specialist described with amusement how his unit dealt with a
Middle Western professor who arrived at his base with a proposal to enact a
terrorist-hostage incident. The officer went along with the proposal, even providing
mock hostages, including women and children, in an unused airfield control tower.

Then the officer deployed his own handpicked squad to infiltrate the control
tower through air vents and free the "hostages." They seized the head "terrorist"
and fired a blank round at his head. The frightened actor became confused while
the professor screamed, "you all failed the scenario-you lied, your credibility is
gone."

The officer described the incident as an example of the gap between the theorists
and the practitioners on the subject of terrorism.

Civilian specialists gave the FBI mixed reviews on its antiterror capabilities.
While praising some crisis negotiators and bureau experts, they said the FBI's
performance in gathering intelligence on various domestic terrorist groups-among
them, Croation emigres, Puerto Rican nationalists, the Weather Underground and
Cuban exile groups-had been inadequate.

INTELLIGENCE REPORTED VARYING

"Their intelligence is inconsistent," an Administration official said. "It varies
from incident to incident." A colleague added that there appeared to be "two FBI's-
the old and the young." He asserted that the older agents were on the whole
"surprisingly inept" in the terrorism field, while younger ones were "very sharp."

Curiously, the FBI is not represented on the interagency executive committee
created last autumn to develop antiterror policy. The bureau is represented instead
by a Justice Department lawyer, Larry S. Gibson, an Associate Deputy Attorney
General with no background in terrorism.

Since its formation, according to one civilian member, the committee, established
under the National Security Council, has devoted virtually all of its sessions to
strategy and tactics for dealing with the Ribicoff panel.

NOT ABLE TO CONVENE

In fact, neither the Working Group on Terrorism nor its executive body is oper-
ational in the sense that either would convene to deal with a terrorist incident.
That authority lies solely with Col. William Odom of the National Security Council,
who is a specialist in Soviet strategic affairs.

Experts experienced in dealing with terrorists question whether only one official
should be assigned operational authority. They question why the military structure
has so far failed to establish lines of command and communication to deal with
potential terrorist incidents. "At present, it is a maze," said one officer with oper-
ational experience.

There is apparently confusion also in the State Department's office for combating
terrorism. Ambassador Heywood Isham, who heads the office and is chairman of the
interagency working group on terrorism, is about to be replaced at the request of
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance.

Mr. Isham is to be succeeded by Anthony Quainton, who has been Ambassador to
the Central African Republic. He will become the third head of the office in the last
three years.

Senator MATHIAS. I am wondering if you would tell us what you
would suggest to improve collection and analysis of intelligence on
international terrorism.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Well, I have to go back to the years when I
was at the Agency, and I cannot speak to what has taken place
since then because I am not privy to the operational situation at



the Agency since February of 1973, therefore my information is
dated.

It was my feeling at the time, and it certainly was reflected in
the manner in which our operations were conducted that you
couldn't make a very special category of the antiterrorist field
when you were dealing with the collection of intelligence clandes-
tinely. Your operations were not too different from the ones that
were required in the fields of clandestine collection of intelligence.

We did have to establish, where we could, highly confidential
contacts with individuals within some of the terrorist movements.
We did acquire penetration agents of some of the terrorist move-
ments. We did give the FBI some years back direct information on
plans of one particular terrorist organization to assassinate Golda
Meir in New York.

We did establish, as a matter of fact, direct contact, through
remote control, so to speak, with a prominent individual within one
of the terrorist organizations of the Middle East. I don't know that
one approaches counterterrorism operations in any manner sub-
stantially different from the ones I have been describing, but it is
essentially the conduct of clandestine operations in the more or
less classical manner that would get you at these terrorist organi-
zations.

Now, where it begins to deviate from the pattern I have been
describing is when you have worked with the local liaison service,
the local security or intelligence service, because it is true that in
the different countries abroad, responsibility for counterterrorism
operations does not always vest in the intelligence organization
that we happen to be in liaison with, or indeed, with the internal
security organization we may happen to be working with; so that
in those cases we have to seek out, I suppose, some other group,
possibly in the military, which is charged with counterterrorist
activity.

Senator MATHIAS. Which means that there has to be authority
for adequate liaison.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. No question about that, sir, and I would
suppose that there will be, if there is not now. There must be.

The other point that occurs to me in response to your question is
one I believe raised in the list of questions that you were kind
enough to send us, and that is, to what extent we can and should
work as individual agencies in the counterterrorist field, or wheth-
er there should be created another agency to handle counterterror-
ist matters.

I instinctively recoil from any suggestion coming from any quar-
ter addressed to the creation of another agency in any form, shape,
or manner in any part of the Government, legislative, executive, or
judicial. I don't think we need it in this instance. I think it would
be wrong to set up a Director of Central Intelligence separate from
anything else and give him an entire new level of bureaucracy
through which to funnel and sieve all the information going to the
President and the National Security Council. I think the more you
can simplify these matters, the better off we will be, and I see no
need for a new central organization for counterterrorism.

I do believe there should be, if there is not already-and I am
quite sure there is-an interagency counterterrorist committee. I



further believe that the chairmanship of that committee should
rest in whatever agency seems to have the laboring oar in the
counterterrorist field. I would assume that in the general, interna-
tional counterterrorist picture that would be the CIA.

Senator MATHIAS. Gentlemen, do you have comments on the
question, on what we should do about an antiterrorist capability, or
on the further comments of Mr. Karamessines?

Mr. ScoviLLE. I agree it is a very important problem, but I don't
have any expertise.

Mr. GODFREY. I would only clarify one thing about this, and that
is I in no sense would feel that this country could abolish its
counterintelligence activities, nor indeed, the intelligence collected
in the process thereof.

As far as counterterrorism goes, and terrorist intelligence, intel-
ligence on terrorism, that seems to me a perfectly legitimate liai-
son function. The best material can be obtained-probably the best
material can be obtained by official liaison with police bodies,
intelligence bodies overseas, what have you. I would expect that
the degree of cooperation is somewhat spotty there, and the nature
of material that one gets would be very different, depending on
which service one is dealing with. Those are, it seems to me, to be
perfectly legitimate and official responsibilities of the CIA and
perhaps even in some cases of the military.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I was just going to ask, in the area of
terrorism, who should be in control or command of whatever mili-
tary or paramilitary unit that might be necessary to respond to a
terrorist situation?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Not the CIA.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You think this should be outside the CIA?
Mr. KARAMESSINES. When It comes to taking military, paramili-

tary or police action, that should be outside of the CIA. The CIA
should be responsible for collecting the intelligence required to
keep us informed of what is going on to the best of its ability, but
when it comes time to organize paracommandos and what have
you, the CIA should not be a part.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you.
Senator MATHIAS. You may have covered this when I was called

out of the room a few moments ago, but if you didn't I should be
interested in knowing whether you feel that there is a difference
between sensitive, clandestine collection projects and run of the
mill collection projects, and whether there ought to be a differenti-
ation in the way that they are reviewed and approved?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. The proposed bill provides for such a differ-
entiation and, rests with the President I believe.

Senator MATHIAS. Let me further elaborate on my question by
saying should there be statutory criteria?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. No, sir. I don't believe it is feasible. It may
be possible, but I really don't think it is practical to write that kind
of thing in the law.

I have difficulty in my own mind-and I have been familiar with
many, many operations-I have difficulty in my own mind in de-
ciding how that particular pie should be cut.

I would opt, if it were up to me, for placing in the sensitive
category that you mentioned, Senator Mathias, those operations



which do not involve, directly involve, and do not rely upon the
individual human agent or agents, as distinguished from those
clandestine collection operations which do call for the use of, let's
say, massive instrumentalities, a submarine, airplanes, that type of
thing. I would place the latter activities in the sensitive collection
category largely because when they blow in one way or another,
they do create a very considerable fuss.

Senator MATHIAS. When the U-2 falls, you have got a lot of
wreckage, which is clearly identifiable.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. And if a submarine goes down, you have got
the same problem, or is captured or what have you.

But if you are going to have a clandestine operation calling for
an agent or two agents or three agents to do a certain piece of
work somewhere abroad, I really do not believe that that type of
activity should come within the category of sensitive clandestine
collection operations. And therefore, I would exclude it from the
requirements for reporting to the committee.

Senator MATHIAS. Gentlemen, do you have any comments?
Mr. SCOVILLE. I can comment so much on the agent side of it, but

there was, when I was involved-I don't know what the situation is
now-a special committee that did look at some of these larger
collection operations which did involve sensitive international po-
litical matters, such as the U-2 flights, and my experience was that
that committee oversight worked reasonably well. In some cases it
seemed to me there was an undue willingness to go along with
something, and then in other cases it seemed to me on occasion
they were unduly reluctant to go along with things which were
comparable. So it wasn't a perfect mechanism, but I think that it
probably served, got the attention of the top people, and I think
that was probably what was needed.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Godfrey, to what extent do you think we
are threatened by pressures to produce popular intelligence prod-
ucts, in other words, intelligence which will conform to decisions
that already have been determined by policymakers?

Mr. GODFREY. Well, I can't say what the pressures may be now. I
will say, however, speaking from experience just on that one, if I
may, that during-for the last 6 years I was in Washington, I
prepared each night the President's intelligence brief, and this was
a very small document which spoke directly to the President each
night. I was the final office responsible for its submission the next
morning, and keeping it up to date until 15 minutes before it was
delivered. In those 5 years, I got exactly one element of pressure to
change something, and that was from the Director who told me
that the President was feeling very poorly and couldn't a particu-
lar item wait until Monday and give him at least one pleasant
weekend.

Senator MATHIAS. That would affect his morale.
Mr. GODFREY. Sure, that's right. And that is the only time that I

can recall any kind of pressure on me, and that seemed to me
perfectly legitimate pressure.

I am not saying, obviously, that human bias does not get into the
picture. Of course it does. And I know of no way to eliminate that.
It certainly does.



I will say this, however, that I think the CIA has one advantage
in this field, and that is that it does not have a particular depart-
mental position that it wishes to put forward, or it is less bound up
with positions than let's say the military or the State Department
and what have you, and therefore I think it can achieve, if it works
very hard at it, a more objective product.

Mr. KARAMESSINEs. May I make a brief comment, because Mr.
Godfrey in reminding us that he did indeed prepare the President's
brief for a considerable period of time, reminded me also of that
fact that in speaking of clandestine collection, the material that
was included in the daily bulletin-what did we call the bulletin,
not the brief--

Mr. GODFREY. The Central Intelligence Bulletin.
Mr. KARAMESSINES. The Central Intelligence Bulletin, which is a

very highly classified publication, was published once a day, and
contained the more salient items of intelligence, some running for
a page or two, some just 2 or 3 paragraphs, but listing anywhere
from 8 or 10 to 15 or 20 different pieces of information that were
thought by the analysts under Mr. Godfrey proper for inclusion.
The Deputy Director for Intelligence made a practice of indicating
percentages of items included, where, let's say, the clandestine
service had contributed either the whole item, or its contribution
made the item possible. I think it is interesting to note that as of
the time I left in 1973, that percentage was running slightly over
30. In other words, slightly over 30 percent of the items in that
publication did not come from open sources, did not come from
State Department reports or the Pentagon, did not come from
Foreign Service reports, from Ambassadors or Foreign Service offi-
cers, but came from the clandestine service. And I think it is
interesting to bear that in mind when deciding on whether or not
we need the clandestine service.

Senator MATHIAS. If I could pursue this with Mr. Godfrey just a
minute, now you obviously were the last step in moving from the
Agency to the Presidential mind, the Presidential awareness.

Did you ever have a sense, notwithstanding the safeguards that
Mr. Karamessines just mentioned, that the information that you
had to work with, the raw materials that you had to edit and
prepare finally for the President, were filtered in any way, in a
way that challenged their objectivity?

Mr. GODFREY. I have to be very careful of how I answer that.
I don't think so. I will say this. There were times and I believe

that at the time I understood those reasons, when I did not know
the exact nature of the source, so that in a sense, the person, the
analyst at the other end, the receiving end of the clandestine
information, had to take it on faith that this was a reliable and
legitimate source. I think that was done in the name of the
security of the source and probably is defensible.

After all, one works together pretty much as a team in this kind
of a context, and you get to trust your colleagues who tell you, you
know, whatever you may have thought of other things I have given
you, this one is really--

Senator MATHIAS. Well, that is what I am asking you, for your
sense of the objectivity of the information that came to you to be
transmitted?



Mr. GODFREY. No; I don't have a feeling of anything being
skewed or-nor do I have the feeling that people were attempting
to overload, let's say, on a particular question.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Scoville, you expressed an interest in the
subject of human collection. What do you see as to the future of
human collection, both as to filling gaps in technological means,
and perhaps in replacing technological means as hostile powers
may develop technological countermeasures and other means of
frustrating current technological capabilities?

Mr. SCOVILLE. I guess I don't visualize that situation occurring
where the human means are likely to suddenly jump in and fill the
gap where technical means have collapsed for one reason or an-
other. It seems to me the tendency is all in the other direction,
that you will be filling-in fact, technical means have been filling
gaps due to the fact that, because of the high security, it is becom-
ing increasingly difficult to get information by the normal stand-
ard, old time espionage techniques.

And if a given technical means collapsed, and this does happen
on occasion, the remedy is generally probably another technical
means. And of course, you will always want to have many arrows
in your quiver, so that you don't want to rely only on a single
source

One of the most important things in that respect in terms of
maintaining the viability of these technical means is their in-
creased legality. I think one should not underestimate the impor-
tance of the fact that the Soviet Union now has formally recog-
nized that satellite collection is legal. This is a major step forward
toward solidifying for the indefinite future the ability to collect
good, factual, technical information. I think that moves in that
direction are very important.

In that respect, I also might just make an aside comment. I find
it inexcusable that we still maintain the very high security on that
source of information, and that if you really want to make it legal,
then you don't want to imply that it has some particularly vulner-
ability reason. It is not a vulnerable system, and I think there is a
basic fault there which, somehow or another, the bureaucracy has
not seen fit to clarify.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I have two very brief questions,
if you don't mind.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Go right ahead.
Senator MATHIAS. I don't want to preempt your time, but I might

throw this out for any one of the members of the panel.
Persons who are designated, beyond the Peace Corps as being

"off limits" to the intelligence community and therefore their occu-
pations are certified as 100-percent pure, by Act of Congress-are
we creating with this certification an attractive target for hostile
intelligence services?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Do you mean by that, sir, that by listing
Peace Corps, or religious vocations, government grantees abroad on
cultural missions, by creating these--

Senator MATHIAS. No. 1, are we going to convince anybody else
that it is a fact? And No. 2, if they are convinced, are they going to
look on these groups as: If we are not there, perhaps they ought to
be?



Mr. KARAMESSINES. I don't think that we are going to convince
anybody, No. 1. We couldn't convince Senator Fulbright that we
were not recruiting his Fulbright scholars for intelligence pur-
poses. I don't believe to this day that Senator Fulbright is per-
suaded that we did not use his people for intelligence purposes.
Now, that is our own Senator Fulbright.

I am less sanguine about convincing Idi Amin that a Peace Corps
fellow in his country, if Mr. Amin chooses to believe so, is not a
CIA operative, if it suits his purposes to say that he is.

Therefore, I agree with your suggestion, if indeed it was a sugges-
tion, that we are not going to convince very many people.

Senator MATHIAS. It was a question.
Mr. KARAMESSINES. Pardon, sir?
Senator MATHIAS. It was a question.
Mr. KARAMESSINES. It was a question loaded with a pregnant

suggestion.
But I would say that these people will not necessarily be targets

for other services. I really don't believe they will be. Just because
we are not doing it won't make any difference to other services. I
think that the Soviets particularly, and their satellite services, the
Czechs, especially Cubans, will go after just about any American
overseas who may happen to be in a position that might serve their
interests. I don't think our legislation will affect this one way or
the other.

Senator MATHIAS. In another committee I have been reviewing
section 1983, which is one of the reconstruction acts which subjects
Government agents to civil liability for their violations of other
people's civil rights.

Do you think sanctions of this sort ought to be applied against
the intelligence community?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Yes, I think when there is a clear violation
in contravention of law applying to such cases, and unless the
agent, because he is an agent of the Government, unless the agent
was acting in good faith and at the specific, apparently legal orders
of a duly constituted superior, unless those conditions are present,
then I would say that such an individual should be subject to the
appropriate sanctions.

Mr. ScoviLLE. I guess I would go even further. It seems to me
that nobody can order somebody else to break the law. Therefore it
seems to me that if you break the law you must be held responsi-
ble. I think, however, it is very important to also hold responsible
the person who ordered you to break it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, that makes it necessary, does it not,
to have some specific law, such as these charters, so that all those
from the top to the bottom, the field operators, will have some way
of knowing what the parameters are within which they should be
operating?

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I am just intrigued by Mr.
Godfrey's experience, to trespass on your patience one more time.

You prepared the President's brief for 5 years. Did you ever find
out in that period of time what got a rise out of him, when you had
hit the target, or when he just put it aside and read Reston's
column or something else ahead of that?

What really got to the President?
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Mr. GODFREY. Well, every once in a while we would know wheth-
er he had read it because you would get an angry call from Walt
Rostow or Kissinger or someone jumping up and down all over you.

Senator MATHIAS. Didn't that please you?
Mr. GODFREY. Sure.
Senator MATHIAS. I should think so.
Mr. SCOVILLE. You said you didn't get any pressure. Isn't that

pressure?
Mr. GODFREY. Oh, but that's-well, in a sense it is pressure, but

it is not pressure that I ever felt the obligation to respond to. The
business of intelligence is to bring the king bad news, after all.

Senator MATHIAS. Could you or did you ever, out of these experi-
ences, find it possible to sharpen the briefs so that you were more
nearly likely to attract Presidential attention, notwithstanding the
many distractions and fatigue of office, and all of the other things
with which you had to compete?

Mr. GODFREY. Well, I think, you know, it is true that anybody in
our position was concerned with what would interest the President,
to be sure. If you are suggesting that that, in a sense, led us to
include some things in the brief which weren't really necessary, I
am sure we were guilty of that.

However, the main--
Senator MATHIAS. Presidents, I suppose, have a certain amount

of personal curiosity that they like to have titillated along with
everybody else.

Mr. GODFREY. If on the other hand, you are suggesting that we
deferred important subjects, no. We couldn't.

Senator MATHIAS. No; I am not suggesting that because I think
that would be a dereliction of duty of a very grave nature.

What I am suggesting is that certainly one of the problems that
this committee faces, and I think the chairman would agree with
me, is trying to be sure that a product is developed which is going
to command the President's attention, or the Secretary of Defense's
attention, or whoever the relevant policymaker is. I don't think we
can totally confine our activities here to constructing a vast struc-
ture of thousands of people, in which we invest billions of dollars,
without considering this last, vital link: How are you going to get
the policymaker really to use the product, after you have gone
through all of the agony of making it the best, most efficient, and
most effective intelligence apparatus in the world?

Mr. GODFREY. I think there are two aspects to answering that.
One is of course that the brief itself is only one element of what
the President gets. The President asks for a great number of
things, and so does his National Security Council Adviser, which
are independent of the daily production, and the Agency is respon-
sible, of course, for producing that kind of material as well as the
ordered and scheduled national intelligence estimates which are
critical to making all sorts of policy judgments.

On the other hand, each Director, as Presidents change, would
discuss with the President how he wanted his brief, and they were
all quite different. One wanted-well, President Kennedy wanted
very, very short ones, one liners almost. And President Johnson
wanted to read at great length, but principally about Vietnam.
And President Nixon was-would prefer a long document rather
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than a short one. Those were the kinds of things they would tell
the Director.

Senator MATHIAS. Well, I think it is clearly necessary to conform
to the Presidential style, whatever that may be at any given
moment, but I think it is-any general observations that you would
have out of that experience which might occur to you later would
be very valuable to us because that is, after all, the final crucial
link upon which everything else depends.

Mr. Scoville?
Mr. SCOVILLE. I come in on the same thing because I think this is

terribly important, and it isn't only that the intelligence has to be
correct or the best that is available, but it has got to be presented
in such a form that the proper policy decisions are made on it,
because intelligence is not an end in itself. It is the only means
toward good policy and good management. And I can think of a
classic example of where intelligence was really extraordinarily
good, particularly for the era in which it was, and that was in
connection with the Soviet space program in the late 1950's. More
than a year before the first Soviet Sputnik flight, we were predict-
ing it accurately and putting information in such things as the
bulletin and the estimates and that sort of thing, that within the
next year the Soviets would have a technical capability to do it.

Now, one didn't have much hard facts, but you had sort of
general technical capabilities, status of programs, missile firings
which showed you they were able to do something.

As the year went on, one began to refine this more and more and
actually said it could occur within the next month, and then at the
point Sputnik was launched the estimates were really very good.
We almost pinpointed it, not to the day but almost to the day, and
there were also studies telling the top leaders what would be the
consequences, political and international consequences, of a Soviet
first in this area, and they were all very prescient.

Yet they never were hoisted aboard by the President-by Presi-
dent Eisenhower and his top advisers. They frankly didn't want to
listen to it, and also probably in retrospect, I have always tried to
analyze it, but we probably didn't have enough actual facts, the
kinds of things that people can't avoid facing up to.

The Cuban missile crisis was an ideal situation. Kennedy was
prepared to move because he had some actual facts. He perhaps
couldn't see the missiles on those photographs-they were pretty
hard to see-but he knew they were there, and so he was able to
act on it.

In the Soviet space program Eisenhower did not.
Senator MATHIAS. Why did Senator Keating get better intelli-

gence--
Mr. ScovILL. He didn't have better intelligence. What Senator

Keating had was the same kind of intelligence we were all get-
ting-and Tom probably can report on this to a degree-I think in
the aftermath it turned out that there were something like 180
reports by clandestine sources or that kind, agent, I mean personal
reports, of Soviet missiles and--

Senator MATHIAS. Human collection.
Mr. ScoviuL. Human collection, only six of which, in retrospect,

turned out to be accurate. The problem there was that you had a



large amount of noise in the system because they were deploying
surface-to-air missiles, defensive missiles, and the average human
being doesn't know the difference between missiles to shoot an
airplane down and an IRBM.

So it is a good example of the problems of human collection, that
you get a lot of information and some of it is good, but it is not
always very easy to use.

Senator MATHIAS. Why did Senator Keating get to the point?
Mr. SCOVILLE. He had those, and he was just-he wanted to

believe that there were offensive missiles there, and he wouldn't
believe they were all defensive.

I might say that Mr. McCone also got the same feeling sitting in
on his honeymoon in southern France and raised hell with every-
body back home.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. But it was an agent report which established
the fact that the offensive missiles were going in place.

Mr. SCOVILLE. Oh, Tom, I'm sorry. I must disagree. Since I was
running the planes.

It is true, we used all the agent reports good and bad to guide
which precise paths to fly the planes, but we were basically trying
to get a level free coverage of the entire island.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Following through on the analytic func-
tion, Mr. Godfrey, do you recall an instance where official policy
was adopted subsequent to your presentation of an intelligence
analysis that seemed to you to be contrary to what the analysis
that you presented would appear to have dictated?

Mr. GODFREY. Well, I certainly can remember a number of occa-
sions during the Vietnam war. At one point during the Vietnam
war, we were producing as many as nine daily publications on
Vietnam alone, and four more weeklies. The White House was
insatiable about Vietnam. And most of the intelligence contained
in the Vietnam, that is, that part of it which became analytic and
interpretive, was saying in effect that there was a great deal of
durability, sticking-withitness in the Viet Cong and the North Viet-
namese, and it-well, I think it got ignored, or not ignored, but
lived with perhaps.

Senator HUDDLESTON. After the Tet offensive, was it your analy-
sis that it was in fact not a great victory for the Viet Cong as had
been indicated in public reports?

Mr. GODFREY. Was our analysis that it was a great victory?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Was or was not?
Mr. GODFREY. No, Sir. It was-no, it was-we certainly didn't

regard it as a great victory. We regarded it as evidence of consider-
able muscle on the part of the Viet Cong, and you understand that
we were not in the position of, nor can we in that business ever be
in the business of second guessing our own policy. This was
simply-we addressed ourselves to the question what does this
tell us about the Viet Cong and the capabilities of the North
Vietnamese.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I understand that, but I was wondering
how many instances might have occurred when at least in your
mind, in having the benefit of the intelligence information you did,
it seemed that the Government took positions or took actions that



were contrary to what the intelligence suggested they ought to
take?

Mr. GODFREY. Well--
Senator HUDDLESTON. Were there other cases besides the Viet-

nam war?
Mr. GODFREY. I think that was the most significant. I am sure

there were, Senator, because after all, the President can ignore his
intelligence. Well--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I am sure he has got many other
considerations to take into account other than just the raw intelli-
gence, but I think our whole concern is whether or not, No. 1, we
can properly process the raw intelligence that we collect in the
field, and then whether or not it is properly used once it is proper-
ly processed. Some of us on the committee that preceded the per-
manent select committee got the impression that our analytical
function hadn't been given proper attention so that we did have
capability to utilize all of the intelligence that came in from the
field, from the various different sources. The work of the analytic
departments is not as glamorous as the special activity of Mr.
Karamessines there and maybe other activities conducted by the
intelligence community. There are also the related questions of the
status of the individuals and the pay of the individuals concerned.

One of our efforts, and one of our intentions has been to try to
put more emphasis on our analytical capability, give greater status,
better conditions, better pay, and come out with a better final
product.

Is that a legitimate concern on our part?
Mr. GODFREY. I think so. I believe personally that the better

analysis we get, the better judgments we are going to be able to
deliver to the White House and to the NSC, and indeed, to the
Congress. I think what is critical there, and this is a kind of round
about answer, but I think what is critical is that the integrity of
the Agency itself, the Agency as a purveyor of excellent judgments,
has to be strengthened.

I am a professor now, and I do not find my best students interest-
ed in going into CIA, certainly not into the analytic side.

On the other hand, I don't know what the recruiting successes of
the Agency are because I am not in it. But my guess would be-
and I think it is an informed guess-that the quality of the people
who wish to spend their careers as analytic analysts is probably
not what it should be. I am not saying--

Senator HUDDLESTON. You think this is because of the lack of
attention given to that particular phase of intelligence?

Mr. GODFREY. No. I think it is because of the unfavorable public-
ity over the last several years.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Did you ever find a time when you felt
that there was more raw intelligence information coming in than
was being properly analyzed or could be cranked into the final
decision?

Mr. GODFREY. Yes, I think there were bulges and gaps. By and
large, those bulges and gaps did tend to get flattened out, you
know, as the process caught up with the great flow. I know when
satellite photography first became available, this was an enormous
development, and other electronic intelligence at first, you know, it



was hard to realize what the flow would be, at first. But those gaps,
I think, tended to get flattened out.

Senator HUDDLESTON. What was your impression of that, Mr.
Scoville?

Mr. SCOVILLE. I agree with him absolutely, that there are these
times when you just get more than you can handle, and there is a
tendency to be more interested in the item which is hot right at
the moment when you are looking at the raw material, and not
looking in depth at things which are really in the 'long run more
important because they affect longer term security.

Senator HUDDLESTON. That seems to me to be the great danger,
really.

Mr. SCOVILLE. And the whole overhead photography is the classic
area.

Probably the worst example that ever existed was the time of the
Cuban missile crisis when there were so many overflights, practi-
cally every hour, that it was very hard to even look at the film,
much less get anything out of it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Karamessines, did you from the oper-
ational standpoint have a feeling at times that you were supplying
more information than was being properly analyzed?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Yes, I have felt that way on occassion, and
whenever we went to the appropriate consumer of a particular
type of information, in State, Defense, Treasury, whoever, and
suggested that we were turning out too much and were to cut back,
the suggestions were never received happily.

Now, you have got a built-in problem in the intelligence commu-
nity, and with all due respect to the analysts and to the collectors,
if the collectors are not turning the material out and sending it to
the analysts, then you don't need all that many analysts, and if
you cut back on your collection, you don't need that many collec-
tors.

It was always the problem of balancing collection needs against
the priorities that had been established for those collection needs,
and trying desperately to keep the attention of our overseas collec-
tors focused on the priority. It wasn't always easy to do this.

There is a tendency in intelligence, without any question, to
collect and report what is reasonably easy to collect and report,
and you have got to make a determined effort to keep the noses to
the grindstone on the hard targets because you don't have all that
much to show for your efforts when the year is done. You send an
officer overseas and his job is to recruit some foreign intelligence
personality, for example. He can spend several years at this and
have nothing to show for it at the end of that time, and he is
concerned that his promotion situation may be adversely affected
by this.

Well, these are considerations that enter into the picture. But it
is true that there have been times when we have had too much on
certain topics and certainly not enough on a whole variety of
things. And there has been a constant effort to keep focusing and
refocusing attention on the more important topics.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Let me touch on one other area. I know
our time is running out, and you have been very patient with us
and generous in the time that you have given us this morning. I



would like to address the area of the restrictions and prohibitions
that are specifically written into the bill.

The committee, of course, was trying to make sure that certain
possible abuses not occur, and to do it in two ways, I guess, one by
some specific prohibitions, the other by establishing a procedure
that would make them much less likely to occur by the fact that so
many people had to give approval and approval had to be based on
certain standards.

We find that most of our witnesses have great concerns about
first the specificity, and second, about the procedure itself being too
cumbersome.

On the question of assassinations, I think most of our witnesses
have indicated that a prohibition in statute might be demeaning,
might be unnecessary. Yet we have seen in the past where assassi-
nations have not only been considered, but have actually been
attempted.

How do we deal with that problem? Assassination at the present
time in a foreign country is not a crime by U.S. citizens. How do
we deal with that, Mr. Karamessines?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. I would take all of the restrictions that are
included in the section as now written and have a policy resolution
of the committee which states that operations of this type and that
type and that type, as representative examples, are not to be
pursued, and then I would leave it to the rest of the machinery
that has been set up to insure compliance because then you have
got both committees of Congress in on it, not just the President.
And if a situation presented itself in which there was conflict as to
what constitutes, for example, a democratic government, there
could be room for discussion, and there could be a resolution in
favor of an operation without having everybody involved in it feel
that he is violating a law, which is what you have now.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We are going to try to restore the confi-
dence of the American people, which I think everybody recognizes
is desirable and essential. At the same time, we want to reassure
those who are involved in collection-gathering operations that their
efforts are necessary and appreciated and desired, and supported
by Congress, and by the American people. I think at least some of
the committee members have thought that in order to achieve
these objectives we had to be specific about some of the aberrations
that had occurred in the past that were so distasteful to the Ameri-
can people.

Is it the opinion of all three of you that we should not have these
specific prohibitions such as assassinations?

Mr. GODFREY. I have a feeling, sir, that-I have no objection to
eliminating assassination, but I fear that once you start enumerat-
ing, then it could become an invitation to undertake other activi-
ties not listed. Now, that is my fear. It is not because I suspect that
that necessarily would happen, but it has happened in other walks
of life. That which isn't specifically prohibited is permissible. And I
fear that.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Scoville.
Mr. SCOVILLE. I have the same fear. I am afraid, unfortunately,

that Mr. Karamessines' alternative doesn't get around that. If you
put the same things in a resolution, you are suffering from the



same difficulty. So I am kind of torn here because I agree with you,
if you do nothing, you can be accused of having sanctioned some
action. This has happened, not with assassination but in other
areas-so I don't know. I am not quite so strongly against its being
in the law perhaps as the others.

But I think it is a real problem.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes. I think as a practical matter under

the procedures that are set up by the bill, it would be highly
unlikely that one would be approved, but still the possibility exists,
I suppose. We found so many times in our investigations that there
seemed to be considerable differences in the perception that var-
ious individuals had of certain instructions or certain announced
policies relating to individuals in foreign countries. Maybe a simple
example would be that when it was suggested that we ought to get
rid of an individual, apparently to some people that meant get rid
of physically by any means possible, including elimination, assassi-
nation. To others it meant simply we ought to try to go through
the political processes and neutralize an individual or take him out
of a position of power.

How do we make sure that we don't have this ambiguity and
misunderstanding if we don't get a little specific in places in the
bill?

Mr. ScoVILLE. The real way is to stop all covert action.
Senator HUDDLESTON. That has sort of been suggested to the

committee, and I guess the idea has some support in the committee
and within the Senate.

Mr. GODFREY. Your items on the legal counsellors attached to the
various agencies I think have some force in this regard.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I think they would, and in my own
mind I feel like that most, if not all, of the really bad types of
operations that we have been concerned with would virtually be
eliminated through the processes that are set up. Of course, there
is some concern that it is too cumbersome, there is too much
reporting, too much requirement for consideration and approval at
the various levels. But we certainly have got to have some system
if we are going to have this confidence on the part of Members of
the Congress and members of the public, and if the operation
managers down at all levels are to be confident that they are
operating within the law and within their jurisdiction. It seems to
me they have to have some assurance that whatever instructions
they get have come through a process that assures them that they
can go forward without fear that they are going to be called before
a grand jury some time and have to explain their actions. That is
the kind of thing we want to eliminate.

I think we have touched on recruiting pretty well, though this is
a major concern, too, of the committee, that while imposing reason-
able restrictions we do leave enough area available that we can
recruit whatever personnel is needed.

I think Mr. Karamessines brought up the problem with the
Peace Corps. As I read our bill, I know our intention was that the
Peace Corps was off limits, period, whether paid or unpaid. I notice
that there are other interpretations of that, and we will look at
that.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. I don't believe that is the way it reads.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, that was our intention, those specific
areas.

The matter of the press, do you have any concern that we have
eliminated paid activities by American press but have permitted
voluntary type cooperation?

Mr. KARAMESSINES. No, sir. I think that is perfectly appropriate
in my view, although here again I think it is kind of unnecessary
because I don't hold with those who feel that the Agency has
tainted the American press. If anything, it may be the other way
around.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I was going to say there are those who
would suggest the other way.

Mr. KARAMESSINES. Some of our representatives overseas have
spent a major portion of their incumbency in their stations feeding,
I mean with information, feeding the American press because the
American press has gone in and knocked on the door as soon as
they arrive at a given place and said my editor told me to look you
up, and you are the one that knows what is going on here. That
has happened very, very often, and it happens far more often than
the reverse, no question about it. And I think you know, Mr.
Chairman, that the cases in which we have actually hired and paid
representatives of the American press are few and far between.
This doesn't go to foreign stringers. I am talking about bona fide
representatives of established American press institutions.

But I don't have any great quarrel with the section as written
now, and I think it is perfectly proper that between consenting
adults it is quite permissible for a representative of the Agency to
be in touch with, and vice versa, a representative of the American
press. I think any other resolution of this would be unreasonable.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you other gentlemen have any prob-
lems with that?

Mr. GODFREY. Well, I tend to agree with Mr. Karamessines, and I
think I would go a step further. I look forward to-I think intelli-
gence has to be thought of as an honorable business, first of all,
and contacts with honorable-between honorable people seem to
me the objective that we ought to be aiming for in the future
sometime, maybe not right now, but I would like to think that the
intelligence business was sufficiently important to this country so
that if a journalist or anybody else wanted to make contact, that
he would feel free and anxious to do so.

We are not there at the moment, perhaps, but that is what I
think we ought to aim at.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think there is no question that there is a
problem of perception here on the part of the American public.
When we talk of intelligence, I think because of the attention that
the secret intelligence, clandestine intelligence receives, that the
perception almost is immediately, it is all a cloak and dagger
operation looking for sensitive military secrets or political secrets,
when in fact much of it relates to economic information or a whole
variety of information that any citizen might pick up by just trav-
eling through a country.

Gentlemen, we have passed 12:30 and I promised not to keep you
here all day. We do appreciate the length of time you have stayed.
There are a number of further areas that we would like to question
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you about because of your knowledge and experience, and I would
hope that the committee might have an opportunity to come back
to you again, either with written questions or perhaps ask you to
come again as this process continues.

We certainly appreciate your being here this morning.
Thank you.
The committee will be in adjournment subject to the call of the

Chair.
[Whereupon, at 12:32 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]



WEDNESDAY, MAY 3, 1978
U.S. SENATE,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in room
6226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), and Huddleston.
The CHAIRMAN. I apologize for keeping our distinguished wit-

nesses waiting.
The key question before us today is the proper relationship be-

tween the press media and intelligence activities of the U.S. Gov-
ernment. This is, of course, a fundamental question that impacts
upon basic constitutional rights of individual American citizens. It
goes far beyond the normal perception of intelligence and press
relationships.

We have witnesses who are unusually qualified to speak to this
question. They have served as foreign correspondents. Through
their work, they have had occasions to observe the activities of our
intelligence agencies abroad. They have also been assigned investi-
gative work by their media organizations.

We appreciate particularly your willingness to share your per-
sonal experience with the committee, so that we can better under-
stand the scope of this problem.

I believe the distinguished subcommittee chairman, Senator
Huddleston, has a few opening remarks.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I would just greet our witnesses. I appreci-
ate the fact that they are here, and I think we ought to proceed
with their testimony, and we will have questions when it is time.

The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, it is good to have you here. I do not
know what the proper pecking order is. Shall we do it alphabetical-
ly? That is fine with me. I always find that that is a good way to
proceed, unless you are someone whose name is Alfred or some-
thing like that.

Mr. Daniloff, why don't you start it off?

STATEMENT OF NICHOLAS DANILOFF, CONGRESSIONAL
CORRESPONDENT, UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

Mr. DANILOFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Nicholas Daniloff, a correspondent for United Press Inter-

national. I understand I have been asked to testify before the
committee as a single working journalist.

I would say first a word about my own background to give you a
better appreciation of my own particular perspective.

I have been employed by United Press International almost con-
tinuously since 1959. One of my first assignments for UPI was as a
Moscow correspondent from 1961 to 1965. That span included such

(129)
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events as the Berlin wall, the Cuban missile crisis, the overthrow
of Nikita Khrushchev, and the installation of the current Soviet
leadership.

Since 1965, I have worked in Washington, covering at one time
or another the State Department, the White House, the Congress,
and traveling abroad on occasions with the Secretary of State or
other officials.

I should add, perhaps, that my interest in the journalistic com-
munity at large, beyond my immediate professional cares, is illus-
trated by my service as president of the State Department Corre-
spondents Association, and as president of the Overseas Writers
Club. Since 1975, I have also been teaching a course at the Ameri-
can University on "The Press and Foreign Policy." For the purpose
of this testimony, I have consulted several respected colleagues and
my wife Ruth who shared the many difficulties and rewards of a
Moscow assignment, but the views I am about to express I consider
to be solely my own.

As I contemplate S. 2525, I am struck by the vast scope of the
legislation you are proposing. Considering the complexities of the
international scene, and the ruthlessness of potential adversaries, I
instinctively wonder how wise it may be to attempt to legislate in
overly great detail. Valuing the artfulness and brevity of the first
amendment, I approach legislation relating to journalists with
some trepidation.

Nevertheless, on balance, I believe it would be useful for the
proposed charter to include a prohibition on paid, regular, or
contractual relationships between intelligence agencies and jour-
nalists.

I come to this conclusion out of a concern for the integrity of the
press as an institution, as well as a concern for the integrity of
individual journalists.

The major purpose of the press, as I understand it and as I try to
practice it, is to convey to the public an accurate and timely
description of significant and interesting events.

The press, admittedly, is not a perfect institution, and its news
gathering and news distributing processes are not without fault,
but on the whole, the press tends to be self-correcting. I do not
believe it would help the press in its essential purpose to be
charged, in some covert manner, with ferreting out secrets for the
benefit of intelligence agencies. Indeed, the notion of a secret as-
signment is quite antithetical to the openness and the truthfulness
for which, I believe, the American press strives.

Furthermore, the investigations of the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence in 1976 and 1977 disclosed how, in the past, intelli-
gence agencies manipulated the daily and weekly press, as well as
respected publishing houses, through which they succeeded in dis-
seminating biased, propagandistic, or inaccurate information. Some
of this information, or misinformation, was intended for consump-
tion abroad, but it was picked up by American news agencies and
transmitted back to the American public in what is sometimes
called the ''flowback phenomenon". Such flowback and such manip-
ulation, when it eventually becomes known, cannot enhance the
credibility or the integrity of the press.



Much of what can be said about the assault of intelligence agen-
cies on the integrity of the press as a whole can be said, too, about
the integrity of the individual journalist. To carry on a covert
intelligence assignment as a journalist, or to masquerade as a
journalist when one is actually a spy, can only promote the impres-
sion that journalists are not what they say they are.

Furthermore, a paid relationship between an intelligence agency
and an individual journalist will inevitably create a powerful in-
centive in the newsman's life, and this incentive can serve as a
lever of manipulation.

There is another consideration, too, which past and present
Moscow correspondents will appreciate. If a journalist is perceived
by a foreign government to be a possible spy, all sorts of obstacles
will be placed in his way. In countries hostile to the United States,
the foreign correspondent always treads a perilous path in which
he may suddenly find himself faced with charges of espionage and
criminal activity.

In recent years, authorities in Moscow have scurrilously de-
nounced several American reporters as agents of the CIA, a charge
I fear Soviet officials may actually begin to believe if they repeat it
to themselves too often.

As a Moscow correspondent I was occasionally arrested by vigi-
lant citizens or authorities for such activities which I consider to be
relatively innocuous, such as investigating a train wreck, photo-
graphing the Kremlin Hospital, or taking notes of an evening
rehearsal of the November 7 military parade. The next time this
happens, I will take some slight comfort if I can immediately argue
that it is well known the United States does not hire journalists to
be spies.

I do not wish my remarks to be interpreted to mean that I am
calling for the abandonment of all contact between journalists and
intelligence officers, however.

There are two categories of activities which, I believe, are per-
missible. I shall call these "public information exchange" and "ex-
traordinary service."

As to the first: It is typical of journalists that they believe they
may talk to whomever they wish, whenever they wish, and about
whatever they wish. I believe, therefore, journalists may benefit by
seeking out intelligence officials for the purpose of eliciting infor-
mation which is to be made public through newspaper articles,
magazine dispatches, and broadcasts.

As to the category of "extraordinary service": In the past crises
journalists have occasionally played the role of intermediary, pass-
ing on messages from one hostile side to the other. This is usually
not a function, the function of being an intermediary is usually not
a function which either side considers essential, but it can be
useful insofar as it confirms the validity and sincerity of messages
coming through other channels. I see no reason why the United
States should deprive itself of this type of extraordinary conduit in
times of crisis.

I would like to close with two additional remarks relating to the
integrity of the press as a whole, and to the integrity of the
individual.
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It is my deep conviction that the integrity of the press is funda-
mentally the responsibility of the press. I further believe the past
associations of some journalists and some news organizations with
the CIA and other intelligence agencies have tarnished the reputa-
tion of the press generally.

I believe that the American journalistic community should take
note of the rumors about itself, should look into its own past, and
publish an authoritative study of its findings. To this end, I think
the press should assemble a working committee to review this
particular aspect of its operations.

With regard to the integrity of the individual, I would like to call
to your attention the case of Sam Jaffe, a former Moscow and
Asian correspondent for ABC. Mr. Jaffe and I arrived in Moscow
on the same day in November 1961, and we worked closely together
for the next 4 years. As I did, he occasionally engaged in public
information exchanges with Soviet officials and with persons whom
I have every reason today to believe were associates of the Soviet
intelligence agency, the KGB.

In 1963, an official of the Soviet disarmament delegation in
Geneva defected to the United States, and I am reliably told, he
announced to his interlocutors at the CIA: "We considered Mr.
Jaffe a collaborator of ours." More recently, new information has
come to light which suggests that the CIA itself deliberately manip-
ulated Mr. Jaffe with its own ends in mind. Partial reports of these
allegations have drifted toward the press community for some time
to the very great detriment of Mr. Jaffe's reputation and to his
own personal hardship.

I wish to state, as a longtime acquaintance of Mr. Jaffe's, and as
a friend, that I believe the Soviet defector's description of Mr. Jaffe
was totally unfounded so far as I can determine. Mr. Jaffe stands
for me as a living warning of the dangers of a too-free-and-easy
relationship between intelligence and journalism in years gone by.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Daniloff. I appreciate

your thoughtful comments. They are typical of you and your expe-
rience to be concerned about the impact that this kind of policy
would have on a colleague. I would like to ask, if there is no
objection, that we place into the record the three witnesses' bio-
graphical descriptions. They are pertinent but well known to most
of us here. We will just forego taking the time to do that.

[The material referred to follows:]

DANIEL Louis SCHORR

August 31, 1916-Born New York City.
1939-Graduated City College of New York, B.S.
1939-41-Editor, Jewish Telegraphic Agency.
1941-48-News editor, ANETA, Netherlands News Agency, New York.
1948-53-Free-lance correspondent, New York Times, Christian Science Monitor,

Time, Newsweek, in Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg.
1953-55-Washington correspondent, CBS, Special assignments Latin America,

Europe.
1955-Reopened CBS Moscow bureau.
1956-Overseas Press Club citation for radio-TV reporting from Soviet Union.
1958-60-Roving assignments (CBS) U.S. and Europe.
1963-Award for best TV interpretation of foreign news.
1960-66-Chief CBS news bureau, Germany, Central Europe, stationed in Bonn.
1966-76-CBS Washington bureau.



1971-Author, "Don't Get Sick in America!"
1972, 1973, 1974-Recipient Emmy awards for Watergate coverage.
1977-Author, "Clearing the Air.
1976-Regents' Professor of Journalism, University of California, Berkeley.
1976-on-Snydicated columnist, Des Moines Register and Tribune Service, Lectur-

er, Free-lance correspondent.

JOHN HOWARD NELSON

October 11, 1929-Born Talladega, Alabama.
1947-51-Reporter, Biloxi (Mississippi) Daily Herald.
1951-52-U.S. Army.
1952-65-Atlanta Constitution.
1953-57-Studied economics at Georgia State College.
1960-Recipient Pultizer prize.
1961-62-Nieman fellow, Harvard University.
1963-Coauthored, "The Censors and the Schools", with Gene Roberts, Jr.
1965-70-Southern bureau chief, Los Angeles Times.
1970-Coauthored, "The Orangeburg Massacre", with Jack Bass.
1970 on-Washington bureau, Los Angeles Times.
1972-Coauthored, "The FBI and the Berrigans", with R. J. Ostrow.
1974-Drew Pearson award for investigative reporting.
1975 on-Washington bureau chief, Los Angeles Times.

NICHOLAS DANILOFF

December 30, 1934-Born Paris, France.
1956-Graduated Harvard University, A.B.
1959-Oxford University B.A.
1961-65-Moscow correspondent, United Press International.
1965-Oxford University, M.A.
1965 on-UPI congressional and diplomatic correspondent.
1972-Author, "The Kremlin and the Cosmos", Adjunct professor of journalism,

American University, Washington, D.C.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Nelson, you are batter No. 2, and Mr. Schorr
is in the box waiting to be cleanup batter.

Mr. NELSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. NELSON, CHIEF, WASHINGTON
BUREAU, LOS ANGELES TIMES

Mr. NELSON. Mr. Chairman, I do not envy the committee mem-
bers their job of trying to work out a legal relationship between
journalists and intelligence officers without hobbling either the
work of journalists or legitimate intelligence activities.

From my own experience, although I agree with practically ev-
erything that Nicholas Danlioff said, I know there are wide dis-
agreements that exist among journalists as to exactly what the
proper relationship should be. However, I think there are a few
things concerning what that relationship should not be, and they
seem fairly obvious to me, and, I think, to most journalists.

Any paid relationship is especially odious, regardless of whether
the member of the media is a free-lancer or an employee of a
media organization. In my own opinion, S. 2525 should prohibit the
intelligence community from employing any employee of a media
organization, regardless of whether that employee is directly in-
volved in the news operations.

Intelligence agencies should not be permitted to use a journalis-
tic cover for their own officers or employees, no matter how useful
such a cover might be in covert activities, and while the use of a
foreign media as a cover is a more complex matter, I would suggest
that such use in any country with a free press would be a corrup-



tion of that press, and there are differing degrees of press freedom
in different countries.

If we are to protect our own press from such corruption, by what
right do we undermine the free press of another country? The only
basis I can see for journalists and intelligence officers to cooperate
is in the voluntary exchange of information, and in this regard, I
believe journalists as well as intelligence agents should be in the
position of treating each other as confidential sources, and either
party should be free to initiate the contact.

I strongly disagree with my colleague on the Reporters Commit-
tee for Freedom of the Press, Jack Landau, on that particular
point. Writing in the committee's April 1978, publication of The
News Media and the Law, Landau suggested passage of a law
prohibiting the CIA from initiating such a contact, and he added,
and I quote, "Perhaps more useful would be a law simply requiring
the CIA to publicly report every year on those newspersons who
have supplied it with information under any arrangements."

Landau wrote that "this would not stop the newsperson from
volunteering information to the CIA, but it would put his cowork-
ers and his news sources on notice for the future that the newsper-
son is in fact a Government agent."

I do not believe the exchange of information in any way makes a
journalist a Government agent. It is a time-honored way of journal-
ists going about the business of finding out and reporting what is
going on in Government. This is not to suggest that a journalist
should spy for an intelligence agency, even on a voluntary basis,
but I see nothing wrong with the reporter sharing the information
he gathers with an intelligence agent, as long as it is voluntary, on
his terms, and he is not compromising his own sources of informa-
tion.

It is done every day in American journalism, and there is no
question in my mind but that a law requiring an intelligence
agency to publicly report such sharing of information would ad-
versely affect a journalist's first amendment rights to collect and
report the news without prior restraint.

My opposition to any paid relationship, including the payment of
expenses, is based on the fact this would constitute a situation
where a journalist would in fact be an arm of the Government. In
my opinion, this would not only compromise his own journalistic
integrity, but the disclosure of such a relationship would pose a
wider danger that other journalists would be impeded in their
work by unfairly being suspect of being intelligence agents.

To understand the danger of such disclosures, one only has to
talk to U.S. correspondents abroad, such as Nicholas Daniloff or
Daniel Schorr, whose work in recent years has been impeded by
foreign governments which have cited publicity about journalists
being employed by the CIA. Such disclosures have been used as
evidence that all foreign correspondents are suspect, and therefore
should be treated as foreign agents.

The most notable recent case of a correspondent in such a situa-
tion involved Robert Toth, who is now in the Washington bureau of
the Los Angeles Times. You will recall that last June,. Toth was
winding up a stint as Moscow bureau chief for the Times. He was
arrested and detained for a week by the KGB before he was finally



released. The Soviet Union accused Toth of being a CIA agent.
Despite denials from Toth and his newspaper as well as denials
from Government officials, from President Carter on down, the
Soviets have continued to depict Toth as an intelligence agent.
Through broadcasts and print media, the Soviets have repeated
this baseless charge at least a dozen times.

So, before coming here to testify, I asked Toth about the impact
of such repeated accusations. He said,

Despite all the denials of any connection whatever with the CIA, the accusation
inevitably gets some credence from the disclosures that some journalists were used
by the CIA. It does limit in a real way the access journalists have to news sources in
unfriendly countries, and it may even give some suspicious Americans pause about
the credentials of a correspondent despite the fact there is absolutely no truth to
the allegations.

Whatever restraints are imposed on the relationship between the
media and the intelligence community should be imposed on the
latter and not the former, of course, and frankly, I see no reason
why the intelligence community should not be a fountain of infor-
mation for the media, consistent with national security goals and
the necessity of protecting sources and methods.

In conclusion, I would like to not only associate myself with the
testimony of Nicholas Daniloff, but to say I especially agree with
him on the case of Sam Jaffe, whose case I looked into some time
ago, and whom I believe has suffered greatly because of having
been manipulated by intelligence agencies.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Nelson.
Mr. Schorr, it is good to have you with us here this morning to

clean up. You have had more than a interest in the governmental
process, and certainly it has affected your life.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL L. SCHORR, FORMER CBS
CORRESPONDENT, AUTHOR AND COLUMNIST

Mr. SCHORR. I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
For purposes of identification, I forgot to put in my prepared

statement the most specific thing I do now. I am a syndicated
newspaper columnist for the Des Moines Register and Tribune
Syndicate. This is undoubtedly the most pleasant of three appear-
ances I have made before Committees of the Congress, all of which
were involved with intelligence matters in one way or another.

On the first of February 1972, I testified at the invitation of
Senator Sam Ervin before the Judiciary Subcommittee on Constitu-
tional Rights about the experience of being investigated by the FBI
for a nonexistent Presidential appointment.

On September 15, 1976, I testified under subpena of the House
Committee on Standards of Official Conduct, better known as the
House Ethics Committee, and apparently not responsive entirely to
their satisfaction. The committee was inquiring into the unauthor-
ized disclosure of the draft final report of the House Select Com-
mittee on Intelligence.

That I have survived these episodes of intelligence agencies' con-
cern with me to be sitting here today advising on future guidelines
for the intelligence agencies is something that strikes me as an
exhiliarating tribute to democracy in action.
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To get down to S. 2525, I believe it represents an impressively
thoughtful and balanced approach to applying the lessons of the
past to the future direction of American intelligence. I think you
have a most extraordinary task, because you really have to over-
come the fundamental contradiction between secret intelligence
and responsive government.

Intelligence activities are clandestine precisely because they do
not conform to accepted modes. Communication between the covert
world and the overt world is simply not easy. How do you write a
code for professionals whose real code has been to operate outside
the code? In the past, the intelligence people have shown an insti-
tutional tendency to ignore publicly stated national policies, and
they have shown a tendency to be, almost by reflex, less than
candid when asked to reconcile their actions with public policies.

So, building a bridge between the Constitution and the clandes-
tine is a most delicate task. I guess eternal vigilance will be the
price of maintaining it.

Turning now to section 132, which I guess I would be expected to
focus on because it involves the use of journalists in intelligence
activities, let me say I fully agree with the positions expressed by
Mr. Daniloff and Mr. Nelson, and that what I have to say, I think,
will be very much along the same lines, although seen from a
slightly different perspective.

For purpose of analysis, it may be useful to view relations be-
tween intelligence and the press from two viewpoints: the ways in
which intelligence agencies utilize the press, and the ways in which
the press utilizes intelligence agencies. At both ends of the spec-
trum, you can make some fairly clear distinctions. At the center, it
tends to become fuzzy, and that is where the problem arises.

A clear issue is the use of the press for purposes of intelligence
cover. Typically, the agency infiltrates an agent into a news organi-
zation, most often by arrangement with management, sometimes
not. The agency generally does not seek to influence the reporting
of the correspondent, because that might detract from the effective-
ness of his cover. In fact, it encourages him to live a life of con-
trolled schizophrenia, meaning, when you are working for the news
organizations, you do what they say, except when you are working
for us, and then you perform your intelligence missions.

Under current CIA regulations, this practice is banned as re-
gards journalists employed by American news media on a full-time
or part-time basis, but it is not banned for nonjournalistic person-
nel, that is to say, administrative and technical, when that is
approved by management of the news organizations.

In S. 2525, your proposed paragraph 6 would flatly prohibit intel-
ligence agencies from using a "U.S. media organization" for the
purpose of "maintaining cover" for an intelligence agent. However,
when you look at paragraph 3, which defines those news media
personnel whom intelligence agencies would not be permitted to
use for paid intelligence work, your definition there is somewhat
less sweeping.

There, you would apply it only to journalists, editors, and policy-
making executives. I believe in practice it would be difficult to
distinguish the news person who is paid as an intelligence agent
from an agent who is under cover. In fact, I am inclined to believe



that once you abandon the use of cover formally, the tendency to
want to use the other category of persons who are employed at
least pro forma by news media organizations but serving the intel-
ligence agencies, that may very well increase.

So I would urge you to expand your restriction in paragraph 3 to
be more like the one in your paragraph 6, that is to say, to apply to
all personnel employed by American news organizations, including
administrative and technical. Otherwise, I fear you will open the
back door to cover arrangements that you would try to close in
paragraph 6.

I am aware of the CIA's concern that, as various occupations and
activities are removed from its purview, that it is being subjected
to an involuntary striptease, one cover after another being torn
away, until it feels that its agents will become quite naked, and I
understand that. Part of my difficulty with this is, I can look at it
from their point of view as well, but I would submit to you that
there is such a special fragility about the gathering of news for the
American public that it warrants special protection in spite of the
burden that it would place upon the intelligence agencies as their
means of cover become reduced.

It is not foreign reaction that concerns me. Here may be the one
point on which I do not fully agree with Mr. Daniloff or Bob Toth. I
am not impressed with the argument that categoric legislation is
needed to keep the Soviets from making propaganda hay by label-
ing American journalists as CIA agents. They will in any case not
believe American legislation. They will in any case make their
accusations whenever it suits their purposes. What concerns me is
not credibility with the Russians, but credibility with the Ameri-
cans, and even credibility within American news organizations.

The unresolved question of what media executives made what
secret agreements with what intelligence agencies way back in the
1950's, however patriotically they were motivated, the unresolved
questions of what media executive made those agreements to pene-
trate their own organizations have left a cloud of suspicion both
outside and inside those organizations, and there I agree with Mr.
Daniloff that it would be a good idea for the press itself to try to
uncover that past, not in terms of those reporters or quasi-report-
ers who served the Agency, because the Agency will never reveal
the names of their agents, but to simply expose the type of ar-
rangements that were made with news executives, and what those
arrangements were. If they were made patriotically, why not say so
now, so that at least we have some understanding of how they
worked?

I can tell you it is unsettling to look back on those that one was
associated with in a news organization over many years and
wonder which of them were operating with other, if not ulterior
motives than newsgathering. Today a typical television network
bureau in a large foreign capital employs more administrators and
technicians than it employs correspondents and editors, and the
distinctions between and among them are not always very easy to
draw.

So, I think it would be a great service to the free press if it were
required, as far as legislation can accomplish this, that American
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news organizations be completely free of deliberate intelligence
penetration.

Let me turn now to the other end of the spectrum, the press
utilization of intelligence agencies as opposed to their utilization of
us. While I am in favor of the strongest provisions to keep intelli-
gence agencies from utilizing the press, I would oppose anything
that hindered press access to the intelligence agencies for informa-
tion-gathering purposes. There is an ambiguous area between the
two, but I would caution you against allowing your zeal to protect
us from going so far as unwittingly to infringe on our first amend-
ment rights and responsibilities.

That is to say, I would advise you to steer clear of seeking to
regulate the voluntary and unpaid relationships between news
people and intelligence agencies. These are properly matters be-
tween journalists and their own organizations.

Before becoming involved with covering the investigation of im-
proprieties in intelligence agencies, I dealt with the CIA over a
period of many years as a foreign correspondent. For many of those
years, I was a CBS news correspondent, and before that I was a
stringer for papers like the New York Times and the Christian
Science Monitor. It was hardly possible to seek information without
imparting information, nor, to be frank, did I try very hard. I had
no compunction about telling a CIA station chief what I would tell
an Ambassador, and what I would tell the American public.

Did the CIA sometime try to sell me its line? Undoubtedly. Does
the CIA favor cooperative reporters? Undoubtedly. Why should the
CIA be different from the State Department, the Department of
Agriculture, or the White House, for that matter?

To illustrate the variety of ways in which a journalist deals with
the CIA, I take the liberty of furnishing you a copy of an article I
wrote recently for the Op-Ed page of the New York Times. I will
not take your time, as I am running too long anyway, to read that,
but we will ask that that be put into the record.

[The material referred to follows:]

I'VE GOT A SECRET

(By Daniel Schorr)

WASHINGTON.-Whether the journalists who served the C.I.A. should be num-
bered in the dozens or in the hundreds hinges, it has become clear, on how one
reads the files. Groping through the thicket of C.I.A.-media relations, the House
Intelligence Committee has come up with a distinction between "contacts" (volun-
tary) and "assets" (paid). Not so, say veteran intelligence officers. An "asset" could
be anyone enlisted, even unwittingly, to provide assistance, or sometimes merely
claimed as an asset by a self-aggrandizing field officer.

Various episodes in my career must, in that case, have qualified me for an "asset"
listing, and I offer these as a cautionary tale:

1. In the late 1950's I was one of the group of CBS foreign correspondents who
would dine, during year-end visits home, with high C.I.A. officials. My current
amnesia about what was discussed may attest to their intelligence skills or to the
quality and the quantity of the wine consumed.

2. Stationed in Moscow from 1955 through 1957, I met Americans on voluntary or
assigned intelligence missions. For example, a visiting television executive took me
to inspect a jamming transmitter, whose location he obviously knew. In May, 1957 I
spent many late nights with C.I.A.-financed American students who had been sent
to the Moscow Youth Festival as an antidote to the predominantly left-wing delega-
tion.

3. Barred from the Soviet Union after being briefly arrested by the K.G.B., I was
invited to lunch, in 1958, in the office of C.I.A. Director Allen Dulles. Afterwards,
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without asking my consent, he led me into a room for what turned out to be a
debriefing by agency specialists. I had some qualms, and I rejected some questions,
but generally I cooperated. Shortly thereafter, as I learned on obtaining parts of my
C.I.A. file two decades later, some consideration was given to recruiting me into the
C.I.A.'s ranks, although no offer was ever made.

4. In East European capitals, as a matter of practice, I sought out C.I.A. officers in
American embassies as generally more knowledgeable and objective than their
diplomat counterparts. Before leaving these countries I would share my observa-
tions-to check my findings and to maintain contacts useful for the future.

5. In West Germany, an important C.I.A. terrain in the 1960's, the West Berlin
station chief, at whose home I dined, was invaluable in casing the Communists, and
I discussed with him my impressions of visits to East Germany. In Bonn, Henry
Pleasants, a station chief under very light cover, mixed easily with American
correspondents at his sumptuous hilltop mansion. He seemed mainly to be trying to
recruit us for discussions of music and for his wife's harpsichord recitals. Once I
confronted him with the charge of using the C.I.A. as cover for a massive music
operation.

6. With less overt C.I.A. officers in West Germany I entered occasionally into
operational cooperation. For example, I accepted the offer of a filmed interview, in
an obscure country retreat, with African students who had quit East European
universities, bitter about Communist racism. It made an interesting story for CBS
and undoubtedly an interesting propaganda point on American television for the
C.I.A.

The C.I.A. also agreed to cooperate in the making of a televison documentary
about Communist espionage penetration of West Germany. West German counterin-
telligence officials to whom I was referred provided me with vivid case studies. In a
secret C.I.A. installation near Frankfurt, I was able to film an interview with a
recently-defected East German espionage officer, who recounted the running of spies
in West Germany-one of them targeted at American Embassy secretaries. CBS
gained a successful half-hour documentary; undoubtedly the C.I.A. gained in its aim
of jarring the West Germans from their complacency about espionage.

7. As late as 1976, working on a television program for children called "What's
the C.I.A. All About" I arranged with the agency to obtain U-2 spy plane equip-
ment and photographs of missile sites in Cuba. I was aware that the C.I.A. was
anxious to have its prouder moments recalled. The gadgetry was perfect for televi-
sion however.

Was I a C.I.A. asset? Perhaps. Certainly the C.I.A. was an asset in my work.
Journalism-particularly television journalism-requires various kinds of active co-
operation. As long as my sole purpose was getting a story and my employers were
aware of what I was doing, I felt ethically secure.

Daniel Schorr, a former CBS news correspondent, is the author of "Clearing the
Air" which discusses Government security.

Mr. SCHORR. You will find there some examples of what happens
in what I call the middle of the spectrum, where the press is both
the beneficiary and benefactor of intelligence agencies.

Let me in that connection raise a specific problem with para-
graph 5 of your section 132. This paragraph would seek to remedy
the phenomenon of flowback or feedback to the United States of
the intelligence agencies' propaganda activities abroad. In one case
the CIA made available to me while I served in Germany a defect-
ed East German intelligence officer, and his filmed interview,
which was for a CBS documentary, appeared on television in the
United States.

In another case, the agency gave me access to African students
who had left an East European university bitter and disillusioned
over the racism they had encountered there. For the U.S. Govern-
ment, this had an obvious propaganda purpose. It was also, as my
employers recognized, news for us.

It is not clear to me, because I have not- examined this with a
lawyer's eyes, whether that assistance, rendered in a foreign coun-
try, resulting in distribution of what was CIA information on
American television, would have been precluded if paragraph 5 as
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now written had been in force. In that case, there is a question
whether such a provision would violate the spirit, if not the letter,
of the first amendment by interfering with my news-gathering
activities.

You see what a tricky area you are in when the best intended
protection for the press can turn out to.have implications of abrid-
gement. I am not even sure whether constitutionally you can pre-
vent a journalist who works part-time for an American news orga-
nization from writing a piece of analysis commissioned by the
intelligence agency. What would surely be infinitely more desirable
is that news organizations rather than Congress or the Govern-
ment police the relationships of their full- and part-time employees
with intelligence agencies.

As to what you do about free-lance journalists, a term that defies
precise definition, I simply throw up my hands. I am not always
sure what a free-lance journalist is.

In conclusion, I believe you are on the right road in seeking to
make your basic premise the difference between the paid and the
voluntary relationships between journalists and intelligence agen-
cies. This, even though we know that there can be forms of com-
pensation more valuable than money, by scoops and even occasion-
ally helping to get a Pulitzer prize. I hope you will strengthen the
provisions aimed at preventing penetration of news organizations,
and at the same time you will reconsider language that could have
the effect of limiting news gathering.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Schorr.
Gentlemen, I think you have all in your own way, with your own

experience, really focused in on the delicacy of the problem the
reporter faces. I am sure Senator Huddleston will want to deal
with some of the specific bits and pieces of this problem. Resolving
a contradictory responsibility between a free press and a secure
intelligence system will not result in a picture that has broad
sweep with clearly definable features, but rather as a mosaic or
even a "Monetic" kind of thing where we hope to get all the pieces
to make sense.

Could you help give us a bit more information? There seems to
be general recognition that there should be no contractual paid
relationship, nothing, not even expenses. Could you help give us a
little more information about how a citizen of the United States
who happens to be working with the press can, if he or she is so
disposed, exercise his or her rights to voluntarily make information
available without falling into the same pitfalls here? Can we distin-
guish between information that comes to your attention as mem-
bers of the press that you feel is vital and critical, that someone in
the Government needs to know from the standpoint of national
security on the one hand, and an operational function on another,
whereas one of you might say, well, I would like to help out
voluntarily, so instead of reporting information, instead of having
any contractual relationship, you are used to pass on information
purely voluntarily, or to make what the community calls a drop?

This kind of thing would be totally voluntary in nature. Could
you make a distinction there, or should a press citizen be free to do
whatever he or she chooses?



Mr. DANILOFF. I must say I would certainly oppose an employee
of a media organization making a drop. That enters into an oper-
ational role which I take to be in the nature of a regular relation-
ship, an intelligence relationship. I would oppose that. I do think
that the legislation should be written in such a way that there is
the possibility for volunteering information if an individual feels
that it is really of great importance to the national security.

Frankly, I think that kind of situation hardly ever arises, except
possibly in wartime.

Mr. NELSON. I would agree with that, Mr. Chairman. I would be
opposed to a drop or anything that would look like you had an
arrangement, a covert arrangement, but on the other hand, report-
ers do all of the time talk to intelligence agents. They do share
information with them. I do not think that is a particular problem.
It is just a matter of the course of journalism in this country.

Mr. SCHORR. I think it is the word "drop" that has colored the
answers. Obviously, no reporter wants to be accused of making a
drop, but if you, instead of using drop, say giving information at
various times, Nick Daniloff opposes it and I oppose it, but your
question has to be, coming from a committee of the Senate, as to
what kind of legislation there should be. I am constantly concerned
that in the course of trying to protect the pristine quality of the
press, that you will impose a restriction. I do not think under the
first amendment that you can interfere with the right of an Ameri-
can to talk to anybody he or she wants to talk to.

You can make rules for the intelligence agencies. I do not sug-
gest that you can make rules with regard to individuals. If a
reporter cooperates with an intelligence agency beyond the bounds
of propriety, it is a problem for his news organization. It is not a
problem for you, and I see no reason to try to write legislation that
would say that if you happen to work for a newspaper or a network
as opposed to being a businessman or some other kind of citizen,
that you would be barred from a right to talk to anybody you want
to talk to, including the CIA or the FBI.

I think the problem is for the employer and not for you.
Mr. NELSON. One of the questions I think the committee staff

suggested might be answered is whether or not a journalist should
seek briefings from, say, the CIA or some intelligence agency
before going to a foreign country, for example. I not only do not see
anything wrong with that, I think it is very helpful, and I see
nothing wrong with a reporter coming back from a foreign country
with whatever information he is able to pick up, if it is not pub-
lished information, as long as he is not compromising a source or
anything-it is normally public information anyway-sharing that
type of information.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schorr, I do not know whether you would
care to be more specific or whether Mr. Nelson or Mr. Daniloff
care to respond to the problem you raised there where, by making
certain individuals available, an agency might indeed violate para-
graph 5? Where do you go between that and first amendment
rights on the other? After you presented the quandary, do you have
any more definitive answers? Is that the kind of thing we just stay
away from?



Mr. DANILOFF. Senator, if I may interject, I would like to say
that in talking with some of my colleagues, I was surprised to find
that a number of them actively oppose any prohibition being writ-
ten into the law. They seem to oppose it because they feel that the
press really should regulate itself, and that it sets a poor precedent
to begin discussing the relationships of journalists in law.

The CHAIRMAN. Do they oppose the paid contractual prohibition
as well?

Mr. DANILOFF. They oppose two things. They oppose any relation-
ship between the media and the intelligence agencies. They also
oppose the sort of prohibition that you wish to write into this
legislation, because they feel that it is unwise to set a precedent of
writing into the law restrictions on how journalists should operate,
and I must say, if you look at my testimony, that I approached the
question of regulating the relationship very gingerly, because I
think it is best not to be too specific.

Once you start becoming too specific, you will begin to run into
all sorts of problems.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schorr, you were going to say something?
Mr. SCHORR. Yes. What I was going to say may over-simplify

things a little bit, but the basic standard, as I see it, is that your
job is to regulate Government agencies and not to regulate the
press in this country. You can write rules for the CIA and for the
FBI. You can say that we do not want you to penetrate news
organizations. We do not want you to make arrangements with
news organizations which in fact turn news organizations partly to
purposes which are not news gathering. That is a perfectly legiti-
mate purpose for you to serve.

In addition, you can say that you do not want the CIA to employ
journalists as long as they are journalists as agents in any form.
When you go further, and then say, we do not want you talking to
journalists, then you are also saying you do not want journalists
talking to them. The line that comes in is, you can regulate the
proper activities of the agency, but you cannot undertake in any
way-I believe you cannot undertake in any way to regulate what
the press does under the freedom of the press or indeed what a
citizen does under the individual freedoms, right of free speech.

The line sometimes is unclear, because if the agency is not
permitted to listen to you, you may in effect be preventing some-
body from talking to the agency, but I think that line has to be
found and has to be drawn. You are in the business of making sure
agencies behave properly and do not do clandestine things against
public policy as you see it, and that can be defined as, do not make
arrangements with news media, as has happened in the past, in
which you run people under cover.

Furthermore, we do not want you engaging people without public
knowledge who work in news organizations because of the fragile
quality of the product they turn out, and having done that, you
will just have to stop. You cannot regulate every form of communi-
cation and expression that goes on between news people, citizens,
and any Government agency, of which the CIA and FBI are two.

The CHAIRMAN. I apologize. I just have a report that I must be on
the floor. I will get back as quickly as I can. I am sure Senator



Huddleston will have some questions. It is a delicate line there. I
think you have put it very well.

Senator HUDDLESTON [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I am pleased to see all three of you indicate that the

press itself has an important role to play. I guess the best of all
possible worlds would be to have a canon of ethics or whatever
within the press, enforceable to the extent possible, to the effect
that these kinds of things could not happen no .matter what the
objective of the intelligence agencies might be.

If part of the objective of writing this kind of law is to restore
confidence in the people both in the intelligence operations and in
the press, I have some concern that the press in fact is not being
corrupted in any way by the intelligence agencies, that they are all
free to, and are, operating freely without the kind of bias that
might occur if they were paid by the agencies.

It seems to me we do have to have it written in specifically. As
Mr. Schorr has pointed out, no matter how strong we write the
law, I think there will be those who do not believe it, certainly
when it suits their purpose not to believe it. On the other hand, it
seems to me that you must have some specific prohibitions in the
law in order to achieve that part of the purpose of this provision in
the bill in the first place.

I recall back when we were investigating the connection between
the press and the intelligence agencies, I was involved very much
in that specific part of our investigation, and was under a consider-
able amount of pressure from a good part of the press to reveal the
names of those who were involved. My response was that that
really was not what we were concerned about. We were more
concerned about the mechanics, the processes, and the extent of it,
and what the results might have been, rather than individuals.

I said further that after all, the press knows-using "the press"
in the sense of both collectively and individually. That was one
issue where the knowledge was within the press. The press did
nibble at it, and provide some information about it. I think the
suggestion that has been made by Mr. Daniloff that the press itself
should investigate and make a total disclosure of whatever they
can find might be very beneficial.

It has also been expressed by all of you that there is a role that
the press as an institution can play. Does the mechanism exist
within the press? Is there a canon of ethics that can be enforced to
the extent that the press can or could play a decisive role in setting
the standards and setting the kinds of activities that they can and
cannot participate in?

Mr. DANILOFF. I am not an expert in the history of this area, but
my impression is, the American press is marvelously disorganized,
and that it instinctively resists any type of banding together for a
collective purpose. Actually, I think this is a strength in some
regards, because it really prevents any kind of domination of any
part of the press by any other, or even any domination from the
outside.

I do feel strongly that the press ought somehow to look at itself,
but it is not clear to me quite how one might go about this. One
could say that perhaps some of the leading press organizations,
such as the New York Times, the Washington Post, or television



networks, or the wire services, could take the lead here. One might
also say that a group of concerned reporters ought to take the lead.

Frankly, I am doubtful that this will ever happen. Nevertheless,
I wanted to raise the possibility.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you have any ideas on that, Mr.
Nelson?

Mr. NELSON. Senator, there are certain codes that are sort of
halfway looked at in the field of journalism. Sigma Delta Chi, for
example, the journalism fraternity, has some, but Mr. Daniloff is
exactly right. The press is generally so disorganized that it does not
have a central code. I doubt seriously that it would do any great
amount of good to have a code. I think the word is really out
among members of the news media now that it is considered odious
to have any sort of connection with intelligence agencies, and I
would think all of the news organizations would be totally against
that.

Senator HUDDLESTON. As it is now, each news organization
whether it is a major newspaper, a network, or wire service, has its
own code. Is that correct?

Mr. NELSON. I think that is substantially correct.
Mr. DANILOFF. I guess I would have to differ there. I have never

been presented, ever in my experience, with any formalized code by
anyone.

Mr. NELSON. I do not mean to say that there is a formalized code,
but we have certain written policies. We have a policy on the Los
Angeles Times, for example, that no one could be a member of an
intelligence agency, paid expenses or anything else, and that is a
firm policy.

Incidentally, we have tried to find out from the CIA the names of
anybody from the Los Angeles Times who has ever been employed.
The CIA has refused to give us that information.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Schorr, do you have any comments?
Mr. SCHORR. I am in general agreement. The press is not very big

on canons, because we are always afraid they will explode in our
own faces. The rules, such as they are, are rules within individual
organizations. I am not sure what kind of a code of ethics you could
write that would prevent a publisher or a head of a large organiza-
tion from making an agreement with the CIA that would provide
for cover for the CIA of one of his nominal employees. That is the
problem. No code of ethics works if there are secret arrangements
made between the employers.

I think the whole question of the CIA's relationship with the
press has focused too much on individuals and demands for names,
such as I know you were subjected to back in 1975. The names are
not really all that important. They may satisfy the curiosity of
people to know who it was, but I think the arrangement that was
made and its nature, between large organizations and their execu-
tives and intelligence agencies, are probably more important than
the names of those who did, all of them presumably for patriotic
reasons.

As my colleague has suggested, I doubt whether much of that
would happen again today, partly because we are not in the age of
that kind of cold war. The rationale for that kind of action is
missing in a period of detente, and a lot of people have been



burned by it, and having been burned, they would not be likely to
repeat the experience anyway.

I think it may seem fruitless to try to fight the last war, to try to
go over and close all of the holes opened up in the 1950's, and if
you overdo it, and write the rules too specifically, you verge off in
the other direction.

At the very least, one thing that is very sure is, it would be very
useful, and I think we could all agree on it, that at the very least
the intelligence agencies are estopped from entering into arrange-
ments with news organizations which will provide, sometimes with-
out the knowledge of most of those employees in the news organiza-
tion, use of the organizations as tools of the intelligence agencies.
One could begin there. From there on, it gets rather gray.

Senator HUDDLESTON. When you start talking about any kind of
control on the press, you get beyond the first amendment, and you
have about said it all.

Mr. NELSON. When you talk about a regular relationship, I would
hate to see any legislation that might say you could not have a
regular relationship if it is not paid and is a voluntary relationship
because any number of journalists do have regular contacts in the
intelligence agencies.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We provide that, of course. I am wonder-
ing, if a person has a relationship, or if he just on a one-time basis,
say, were going to Europe on a special assignment to interview a
leader of a foreign country, perhaps even an "iron curtain" coun-
try, and went to the CIA for a briefing before he went; and if the
CIA should suggest to him that there are a couple of areas they
would like to have some information on about this individual,
maybe nothing more than his health, or what his plans might be
for seeking reelection, would that be considered an improper sug-
gestion to ask the reporter, with the understanding that whatever
he found might be a part of a public story?

Mr. NELSON. I would not see anything wrong with that, as long
as the reporter saw it as a news question to ask, a question which
might have some news value. I see nothing wrong with that at all.
That is part of the reason for the briefing, to find out what sort of
background they might have to help you with your interview.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But this would be specific information that
the agency itself wanted as part of its intelligence gathering.

Mr. NELSON. I understand that, but the reporter would not be
curtailed from using it in his story, so I cannot see where there
would be anything wrong with it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Is there any problem with that?
Mr. DANILOFF. I do see a problem with that. I think that is the

thin end of the wedge right there, when an intelligence official
says, when you go to country X, could you not try to find out about
the health of the minister of petroleum? That is a poor example.
Let us say minister of mining, because that is not necessarily a big
newsstory, but it could be terribly important to somebody in the
CIA.

Mr. NELSON. Excuse me.
Mr. DANILOFF. If I may just give you what my response would be,

my response would be, OK, I hear what you say. Then I would go
off and find out what I could find out. If the man then came back



to me and asked to get together with me, took the initiative, and
then wanted to come and exchange information, and in the course
of that conversation said, "Oh, by the way, did you find out about
the health of so and so," and if I had, then I probably would pass it
on, but I really do consider that kind of suggestion from an intelli-
gence agent to be the beginning of espionage, and that is where I
draw the line.

Mr. NELSON. That does show you real disagreements among the
journalists, because I see absolutely nothing wrong with him sug-
gesting 100 questions. Now, I might see 2 out of the 100 that I
would think were newsworthy, and I might ask those 2, but I
would ask all 100 if I thought they were newsworthy.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You think as long as the reporter sees it
on the basis of whether it complies with what his news objective
is--

Mr. NELSON. Certainly.
Senator HUDDLESTON [continuing]. That there would be no prob-

lem, Mr. Schorr?
Mr. DANILOFF. I was trying to draw the distinction here that the

question he was suggesting was not a news question, and I was not
going to use the answer in a news fashion. It was a question of
interest only to the intelligence agency in which I could possibly
help them, but I consider that to be the beginning of espionage
right there.

Mr. NELSON. I have to agree with that. I would not ask the
question if it were not newsworthy.

Mr. SCHORR. It is a difficult area. In practice, once you are
engaged in friendly intercourse with intelligence agents, you very
soon lose the boundaries. It does not tend to work in terms of tell
me only things that I want for news, and I would only do what I
want. You discuss the general situation. A discussion with an intel-
ligence-or for that matter a State Department officer-in essence
the kind of prebriefings and postdiscussions we have are not terri-
bly different, whether they be Pentagon officers, military affairs,
CIA officers in certain areas, or State Department, or Foreign
Service people. You go over the whole ground.

I know for example when I was stationed in Moscow in 1955, I
was given a tip by an intelligence officer that when the name of
the cabinet member described as the Minister for Heavy Machine
Building dropped out because he was supposed to be ill, it was
something very important to watch, because that was the cover
name in the Soviet Cabinet for the one in charge of nuclear devel-
opment. It was very important. He was really in charge of making
nuclear weapons. He ended up in the hospital, and then it was
required that he be sent abroad for treatment, and I was quite
fascinated. It made a fascinating story, which I never got past the
Soviet censors, but I tried.

So you see how intricate the relationship is? It was very impor-
tant for the CIA to know what I could find. It was important for
the whole American Government, the AEC, to know what I could
find out about this minister. I found it fascinating to have the
background that made him become a newsstory.

Essentially, I agree that the line you can draw, to the extent you
can draw it, is that if it is actually or potentially something that



would end up in something you do in a newsstory, then it is OK. If
there is a fringe benefit for the CIA in having put the question to
use, that you know enough to make something of it, and they get
some benefit out of it, that is OK.

The point is, when someone says, you do not care to know about
this, it would serve no purpose for you, but we would sure appreci-
ate it if you would find this out and report it to us, and please do
not put it in any newsstory, because that would blow the whole
thing, that is where you would stop.

Mr. DANILOFF. I would give you another example which illus-
trates this problem. On one occasion an FBI agent came to me and
said, when you next see Soviet diplomat Ivanoff, see if you could
ask him this sort of question, and find out what his answer is. I
refused, because I thought that was being an agent of the FBI.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Of course, that is an area where I think it
would be very difficult to draw legislation. We would have to make
a determination whether it was in the scope of his newsgathering
responsibilities, and I think it would be clear if he went beyond
that he would in fact be an agent of whoever asked him to do it.

In the area of influence on publication, where has the responsi-
bility been discharged when an agency of the Government-CIA,
FBI, or a security agency-makes an effort and a strong case that
the release of a certain story that you may have in your possession
would in fact be damaging to the security of the United States?
How do you handle that?

Mr. NELSON. I am a first amendment absolutist on that. I think
any news we get that is news should be published. I have a perfect
example, the Glomar Explorer case, where the CIA managed to
lock up the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, the Washing-
ton Post, Newsweek, Time, all of the networks, until finally Jack
Anderson broke the story on radio one night. I have never heard of
any real damage to our national security from that particular
story. I can imagine barring some story like a troop move during a
war. I can imagine nothing that would be so devastating to nation-
al security that it would not be in the interest of the public to go
ahead and report it if it were real news.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Did you say including troop movements?
Mr. NELSON. No; I said I would see that as an exception, but

hardly anything short of that.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you recognize there is a legitimacy to

the idea that some things ought to remain secret?
Mr. NELSON. Very few things.
Senator HUDDLESTON. My impression is that much of the press

agrees with that, that there ought to be national secrets, but they
also follow the idea that it is the responsibility of the Government
to keep them secret, and if they become nonsecret, it is the respon-
sibility of the press to print them.

Mr. NELSON. That is close to my feelings.
Mr. SCHORR. Unlike Jack Nelson, I am really not an absolutist. I

am not an absolutist about practically anything, and it is interest-
ing that the Glomar Explorer, which he cites as an example of a
mistake made by newspapers, including his own, in withholding
that story, is cited by the CIA and stressed in the forthcoming book
of Bill Colby as an example of a legitimate request by an intelli-



gence agency to withhold information. After all, his point was that
they had not completed the job of lifting the Soviet nuclear subma-
rine off of Hawaii, somewhere in the Pacific, and that they planned
to go back, and they were not permitted to do it again.

The story could have at least been withheld until they finished
doing their work, which was the argument that apparently
prevailed with the various news organizations to whom it was
presented.

I luckily, most of the time, at least, am not in the position of
having to make that decision. Normally, those decisions are made
by my superiors. It is they who basically have to live with them.
The New York Times has to live with the fact that having consent-
ed to hold up Tad Szulc's material on the Bay of Pigs, they lived
not very long to have President Kennedy say he wished they had
not listened to him. It would have been a great thing for this
Nation if they had blown the whole Bay of Pigs thing and prevent-
ed it from happening.

Those are some of the things you later hear when you do assent
to requests, but it is an ad hoc thing. The troop shipment is not
really a real problem. It happens in war time, and you will be
subjected to emergency regulations anyway, and you do not have
the problem of making those decisions by yourself, because there
are laws then that have to be enforced, and emergency proclama-
tions. It is in peace time that the problem arises.

I for one would never say that there is no circumstance under
which I would withhold publication of information if I were con-
vinced personally or if my superiors were that it would do harm,
but having said all of that, let me say respectfully that it is none of
your business. It is a thing that happens in a voluntary relation-
ship between editors and the Government when a Government
official appeals to the editor. If you are asking for information
about how it works, we would be delighted to discuss it, but if you
are asking because you want to write regulations to enforce such
things, then it really is outside the purview of anyone in the
Government.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I recognize that, but I do not think the
concern for the interests and the security of the United States is
outside of our purview. We at least ought to have an opportunity to
explore the possibility of that.

Mr. NELSON. Senator, I would like to add something in connec-
tion with what Dan Schorr said. The editor of the Los Angeles
Times obviously thought it was in the interest of national security
to withhold the story. He was the editor. He made the decision, and
I just happened to disagree with it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think he was probably correct in that
instance. Of course, we do not know what interests might have
been served had we been able to complete the task.

Mr. NELSON. I do not think you would have found any working
journalist in that story who would have agreed with the decision,
but it was made by the superiors of all of those organizations,
which is, I guess, the reason they are the heads of all of those
organizations.

Senator HUDDLESTON. What about the case of having a code
broken in an enemy country?



Mr. SCHORR. That is the famous Chicago Tribune Iron Cross from
President Roosevelt. I am not sure what your question is. For one
thing, codes do not work these days the way they used to work.
You do not work these days the way they used to work. You do not
compromise codes any more. The allegation was made, for example,
in connection with the Pentagon Papers, that one of the damaging
effects of the publication of the Pentagon Papers is that it would
compromise the codes. That is nonsensical. We have computerized
codes, changed on a random basis, and you do not compromise
codes. If you are talking about in wartime--

Senator HUDDLESTON. That is not entirely true, Mr. Schorr.
Mr. SCHORR. Well, I would love to receive any further informa-

tion you care to impart. [General laughter.]
But if you are talking about the knowledge in wartime that we,

our side have broken an enemy code-the odd thing about it is, in
the very case you apparently allude to, the famous breaking of the
Japanese naval code, in spite of the fact that the Chicago Tribune
inferentially revealed that information, the Japanese did not react.
They either did not know about it or did not believe it. It is strange
that in many of these cases when we think enormous damage will
be done it turns out not to be, probably because the other side
suspects the motive of the publication of it and gets itself all
confused. They are all very intricate relationships which most for-
eigners do not understand working in the American press, and are
likely to believe if something is in the American press it is for
some purpose other than simply disclosing the information.

When you say, how about the code, if your question is--
Senator HUDDLESTON. It was used as an illustration of some-

thing--
Mr. SCHORR. If I were an editor of a newspaper and I had some

information of that sort, which would not be likely to get to me
anyway, but if I had information of that sort, and in the normal
course of duties I would assign a reporter and say, get the Govern-
ment's reaction as part of the story, then they would find out we
had the information. Then, soon enough, there would be a call
from someone saying, "Hey, that is very damaging." Well, clearly,
the next question would be, show me how, and then you sit down,
usually with a publisher, a lawyer, and a few other people, and you
say, should we or shouldn't we, and you make an ad hoc decision.
That is how things work in a free society.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think we are right back where we start-
ed, that the Government has secrets it needs to keep, and when
leaks are made available, the press has a responsibility perhaps to
print them.

Mr. NELSON. The other side of the story on the Glomar Explorer,
inasmuch as you seem to think it was the right decision to with-
hold that story from publication, was, here was a multimillion
dollar project, many millions of dollars, involving the very mysteri-
ous figure of Howard Hughes, and the Government was withhold-
ing the information.

We saw it as a legitimate news story, in spite of the fact that
they said they had not completed--

Senator HUDDLESTON. It was a great news story and a great
intelligence effort, in my judgment. It was imaginative. It succeed-



ed where the Soviets had been unable to succeed, and we gathered
probably a tremendous amount of very valuable information.

Mr. NEISON. Before it was ever published, the story was spread
to a number of these news organizations by the CIA briefing var-
ious people for fear they might find out about it, so by the time it
finally did run, it was the CIA who had briefed about a dozen
media organizations.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We have found out that that is where a lot
of leaks occur.

Mr. DANILOFF. I think that example does show an interesting
problem with the press, and that is that the CIA managed to
button up the major news organizations for reasons that they
considered to be legitimate national security, and then a single link
exploded, and the whole dam broke. That is the sort of problem
that you have with the American press, and if you study the
British experience in this area, the system of "D" notices which go
out to newspapers precisely to keep them buttoned up, there might
be some interesting conclusions to be drawn from that.

We have no Official Secrets Act in this country yet, and this is
certainly an area which is worthy of deep reflection, and I guess I
would agree with Dan Schorr that I would not be a total absolutist.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I can see there could be a number of
factors. It might be a question of whether you hold it up for 2
hours, 2 days, or 30 days. I think you would approach the problem
maybe differently on that basis.

Mr. NELSON. Dan Schorr is not an absolutist, of course. On the
legal end of it, he is. Where he and I disagree is, I cannot think of
a circumstance under which we would not run the story. There
may be one, but the fact is, I think all three of us agree that we do
not want to see a law which would prevent us from running it. I do
not think Nick does, unless he is talking about an Official Secrets
Act.

Mr. DANILOFF. I am not in favor of an Official Secrects Act. I am
in favor of letting the chips fall where they may.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I am not, either, but I think there may be
times when the responsible position of the news organization would
be to make some accommodation, whether it is total restraint, or
whether it is restraint for a period of time, or whether there is a
question of exploring it further, to make sure what a situation is. I
am sure you would all have more inclination or more confidence if
we had a better system of actually classifying information, and a
better way of determining what in fact really is a national security
problem.

You cannot always accept what is presented to you as some thing
that is set out to be a national security secret.

Mr. NELSON. It is common practice for newspapers to withhold
information on kidnapping when a life may be endangered. They
do withhold it, but they are not required to by law.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Changing back again to another area, I
think it was Mr. Nelson who expressed some concern about the
loophole that I guess the bill contains that permits a relationship
with the foreign press, the concern being that we should not cor-
rupt the foreign press either. It is our understanding that of course
press conditions in many countries are vastly different from those



in this country, and perhaps some countries actually themselves
use their journalists as agents for other purposes.

Would you make any distinction between a press operation in
various countries that might be vastly different from ours?

Mr. NELSON. I certainly would. If the press in that country was
an arm of the Government, I would consider that penetration of
the Government.

Senator HUDDLESTON. That would be fair game?
Mr. NELSON. I think so.
Senator HUDDLESTON. But if they had a free press similar to ours,

we should not?
Mr. NELSON. Yes, but again, there are degrees of free press. Look

at Brazil, for example. I think that is a very gray area.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Did you wish to resume, Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. While you are on that, could we

expand on that a little bit? Because this whole business of when to
use and when not to use foreign journalists, it seems to me, is more
complicated than trying to determine who has a free press and who
does not, because realistically we just sort of have to recognize that
we are competing in a world where ideas are being sold to third
countries, and we can all think of examples of issues that are very
important to the free world.

The lines are very clearly drawn where the Russians are spend-
ing large amounts of money to try to sell their propaganda.

What do you as journalists feel? Is there anything we can do
there to compete against that? How do we protect-if we can get
over this hurdle, which perhaps you do not feel we can-how do we
prevent the feedback in this situation? We deal with that in two
places, but I have some concern about whether we really deal with
it sufficiently.

Mr. SCHORR. Senator Bayh, you have accurately identified some
loose thinking, some gray areas, and I think it is legitimate that
you raise that question. As I listen to this colloquy, I say, oh, come
on, if the CIA could get a subeditor of Pravda as an agent, would I
mind? Hell, no, I would not mind. I would love it if they could do
it. Unfortunately, they seem to do less well with Pravda than they
do with newspapers in the Third World or in weaker countries, but
is it a legitimate objective of an intelligence agency to penetrate a
newspaper in a communist country? Absolutely. Then the question
is, in countries which are not yet under Communist control, or not
entirely under Communist control, can we put ourselves in the
business of determining on some scale the degree of freedom of the
free press in various countries? That is manifestly very difficult.

Let us face the fact that the first amendment of our Constitution
applies to the citizens of this country, that for a long time, for
example, this committee or its predecessor committee found when
it did its first investigation of the subject of assassination conspir-
acies, it found, perhaps somewhat to its surprise, there is no
American law against killing people in a foreign country. We do
not extend the rule of our law beyond our territorial limits.

You are now proposing a ban on assassination conspiracies.
There was no legal ban on murder in foreign countries. That may
be surpirsing to us, but it was true. We cannot extend our constitu-
tion either to provide the liberties for the foreign press that we
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hope to be able to provide for our own press. In a real world,
however much we desire that the press be left free in other coun-
tries, I doubt if it is possible to write legislation that would say
clearly that the CIA cannot intervene. If it does manage to pene-
trate a newspaper in Moscow, Warsaw, Prague-Rome for the
moment we are not sure about; let's see how things go-Brazil,
well, I do not think legislation can be written that way, and I
simply suggest that if you can find a way to make those distinc-
tions, then you have some rather brilliant lawyers.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, are you saying, then, no?
Mr. SCHORR. Yes, I am saying no. I am saying it is unfeasible. I

am saying it is unfeasible to write rules which equate the press of
other countries with our press, and extend the protection of our
Constitution by way of limitations on intelligence agencies to what
they do with the foreign press. I know there are those who argue
that position as an emotional and sentimental thing, and I have
heard arguments made by people whom I respect, but I have never
been able to see the feasibility of writing rules like that for the
foreign press.

The CHAIRMAN. So you would impose no limitations on the for-
eign press. Do you think restricting the substantial redistribution
in the United States, is that a reasonable safeguard for us to try to
make?

Mr. SCHORR. It is reasonable if you can manage it. Again, it
happens frequently by accident, and the way you have to do it
would be by a series. of alerts given to the American press that if
you see this story in La Stampa, do not pay attention to it, because
that is one we put in there. If I could figure out the practical way
to do it, I would be all for it, but I do not see a practical way to do
it.

If I may add to that, I heard some testimony by Bill Colby on
that before a House committee. He was asked if it would be feasi-
ble to warn editors of American newspapers from Washington that
the story which is running in Europe, quoting this or that Italian
newspaper, to warn American editors not to pay attention to it
because it represents a plant by the CIA.

Colby's reply to it properly was, that that would be a story in
tomorrow's paper, the warning.

Mr. DANILOFF. I think you are focusing here on whether it is
feasible to create a system for communicating between the Central
Intelligence Agency and the various elements of the American
press, such as exists in England, the D notice system. I do not know
whether it is feasible to create that, but if it is feasible, that might
provide a solution to some of these problems, being able to warn
editors of the La Stampa type story which is going to result in
flowback, also being able to communicate with editors about the
national intelligence security value of a certain development, like
the Glomar Explorer.

If you asked me today whether I think such a system of commu-
nicate is feasible, my answer is, probably not, and I suspect that it
would probably depend very much on the journalistic community
as a whole seeing this as a real and important problem in the life

/66f this Nation, and being willing to sit down and put their heads
together, and among themselves develop such a system, and as I



have said before, we are so disorganized I am not sure we would
have the public spirit enough to sit down and do that.

Mr. NELSON. Senator, I do not know whether you could write a
law that would prohibit the CIA from having someone working on
a foreign paper and so forth, but I would like to think that my
argument in favor of the principle of respecting the free press of
another country is based upon respect for that principle and not
emotion. I feel very strongly that if the CIA or any other American
intelligence agency penetrates the free press of another country,
that that does damage to us as well as to them.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes, there are degrees, I suppose. No, there
really are. How you define those in statute I do not know. Without
going into too much detail, as you can understand, in discussing
this with people who represent our intelligence communities
abroad, the problem is not so much one of intentional misinforma-
tion, where we try to mislead the people of a third country, but of
actually getting the facts as we see them on a given issue told in
another country, a position that the United States feels very
strongly on, in a technical journal.

Unless you are a technical journalist, you do not even have
access to that particular kind of communication. It is that kind of
problem. I am sure you have the misinformation, too, but that is
not the one that has really been articulated to me.

Mr. NELSON. I saw an interesting statistic the other day, though,
Senator Bayh. I cannot cite you the source of it now, but three-
fourths of all of the international news, both for broadcast and for
print, in the entire world emanates from New York-based media
organizations.

I think that the U.S. viewpoint ought to. have a pretty good
chance of getting through with that sort of monopoly on media.

Senator HUDDLESTON. There seems to be a trend now for more
information coming from particularly the CIA. Mr. Colby suggested
that it could be done, and Admiral Turner, I believe, is attempting
to develop policies that would give a greater amount of information
to the American public. Presumably that would mean additional
briefings or press conferences or whatever manner is used to dis-
seminate.

Do you see any danger there that this will develop a system
whereby the CIA or the agency might attempt to use the media?
Would that be any different than any other?

Mr. NELSON. I think that would be a perfectly legitimate using of
the media, if they put the information out, evaluate, and decide
whether to run it. They put a lot of information out now that we
pay little attention to, because it is not newsworthy, but when they
put out information that is newsworthy, we publish it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. There have been-I guess you would call
them problems in the past where some news people have a greater
affinity for our intelligence operations and sincerely are more in-
clined to write favorably toward them. That, of course, causes the
agencies, I suppose, to have a greater affinity for that news individ-
ual. Do you see this as a problem?

Mr. SCHORR. How does that differ in kind from the fact that
some reporters have good contacts in the State Department and
write favorably about the Secretary of State, and others do not, or



the White House, or any department? If the purpose of this charter
that you are trying to write for the intelligence agencies is to bring
them, as Bill Colby wants to put it, under the Constitution, to
make them as far as possible more like other normal agencies,
then you will have to accept that they will act like other agencies.
They will try to make their news known. They will try to have
friends. They will try to get support. They will try to get people to
write favorable articles about them as they come up for appropri-
ations, and to the extent that they act like other departments or
Government agencies, I have no problem with that.

Mr. DANILOFF. I think also there is a very beneficial aspect to
demystifying the CIA. I have always viewed this increase in public
acknowledgement of its own existence to be part of the demystifica-
tion process, and I think that the publication of specialized studies
on the whole is very beneficial. I would in fact think it would be
worthwhile some day for certain parts of the CIA to be open to
scholars so that people could go there and consult some of the
valuable information that has been collected at taxpayer expense.

Obviously, you must draw a line somewhere, but I think the
resources within the CIA in part belong to each individual citizen,
and there should be some access to that, and that will have a
beneficial effect in terms of demystifying the intelligence process.

Senator HUDDLESTON. By not opposing the idea of using foreign
journalists, you are supporting, of course, covert or clandestine
collection. Is that an accurate statement?

Mr. DANILOFF. It seems to me that you have to have clandestine
and covert operations. I do not think there is any question about
that. Perhaps my colleagues do not agree but I would certainly
acknowledge that you have to have those two categories.

Mr. NELSON. I do not agree. Again, in a country with a free
press.

Mr. SCHORR. There may be an impression of disagreement on the
subject between Jack Nelson and myself, but I think we both agree
it is desirable that we leave the press alone. I am only saying I do
not quite see how feasible legislation can be written to accomplish
it. If there were a way to do it, for reasons that I feel about the
free press, depending on what countries the press is free in, I wish
it would happen. I only stop short in saying, I do not know what
language to propose to you, and if I cannot think of a way of doing
it-I do not want to urge you to do things which I myself cannot
figure out how to do.

Senator HUDDLESTON. As a practical matter, in a country that
has a press as free as ours, the chances are scant indeed for trying
to corrupt it.

Mr. NELSON. I would hate, for example, to see us have the CIA
penetrating the British press. They may do it, but if they do it, I
think it reflects adversely on us.

Mr. SCHORR. There is a distinction that has not been made here.
There was a reference earlier to getting our side of the story
across. It is not primarily the function of the CIA to get our side of
the story across. It has been the function of our embassies, of the
USIA and its now successor agency. Typically, when the CIA deals
with information, it is for a purpose other than merely getting our
side of the story across. It is in order to accomplish a certain



specific objective, to get a reaction, to get some people excited
about something or angry at each other, to create a certain impres-
sion which may include correct information, but manipulated
in a certain way, and occasionally information which is not quite
correct.

So, let us not confuse the job of the Voice of America on getting
our story told abroad with the typical way in which an intelligence
agency uses information for a certain other kind of purpose.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, we have discovered a variety of pur-
poses and methods which have been used in the past to get our
story across, and of course a great part of it is simply telling what
we at least believe to be the truth, so that both sides can be
understood by some group of people somewhere. There are thou-
sands of ingenious ways to accomplish that. In one case, they had
to buy a newspaper.

Do you have any further questions?
The CHAIRMAN. Let me pass the buck here a little. One of the

real, challenges before this committee-and this goes much beyond
your specific mission here, but I think it is probably even more
important, if you can help us deal with this mystery-one of the
important roles of this committee is to restore the confidence of the
American people in the legislative branch of the Government to
assure them that it has not defaulted and abandoned its responsi-
bility to determine where to draw the line in the very difficult and
contradictory responsibilities of our Government, on the one hand
to protect individual liberties of individual citizens; and on the
other hand to protect the whole, part of which is getting good
intelligence information.

We have a responsibility in the oversight function of the commit-
tee which is indispensable. You in the media have every reason to
be cynical about our ability to do that. If we learn about what is
going on today by looking at tomorrow, we know what the story
would be. It is awfully difficult for me to convince reporters I talk
to that there has been much of a change, although I perceive there
has been. How long it will last, I do not know, but one of the
fundamental parts of our ability to succeed is our ability to get
information that is very critical and very sensitive, and maintain
its security, which is absolutely inconsistent with the role that you
have, really, and it is very contrary to the nature of the average
Member of Congress.

We are public beings. We thrive and survive on being able to
announce things, and to discuss what we are doing. The role of this
Committee is not really a public role. What can we do to cooperate
with members of the press in carrying out your responsibility to
report what we are doing in a way that helps to restore confidence,
but on the other hand does not destroy the very ability to get
information necessary for oversight?

I am sort of like Dan Schorr. I do not know the answer to that
question, so perhaps I should not ask you, but you are looking at it
from a different perspective than ours. Where do we go? How do
we resolve this?

Mr. SCHORR. I do not have a whole answer to that, because what
you are really talking about is the dilemma, the whole large dilem-
ma of democracies, which function on the basis of an open society



where they must be involved at times in keeping certain secrets. It
is a state of tension between the system and the things that we
sometimes have to do. So, I have only a short and partial answer to
your question.

I think, and if I am wrong, someone will correct me, I think one
could go further than one goes now in giving retrospective reports
on the covert operations about which you were informed. I think
one could-The whole point about covert operations in the past is
not that the CIA has been engaged in covert operations, but be-
cause they have been in large part engaged in the wrong covert
operations, at the wrong time, at the wrong place, against the
wrong governments and the wrong people, and the reasons they
have had to be kept so secret is, when they come out, Americans
are shocked, be it Angola or be it Chile, because they say, why
were you doing all of this? Why were you engaged with the ITV?
Why were you dealing with that?

Generally speaking, a covert operation would be supported by
the American people if it were something which if they knew, they
would be inclined to favor. It is not possible to make a rule, since
most covert operations are basically secret only during the period
they are being conducted and for a certain time, that it be a
regular reporting system retrospectively about covert operations,
leaving out certain classified details if necessary, in which, after a
period of time, 3 years later, your committee and the sister House
committee make reports to the American people about covert oper-
ations of which you have been informed which are now completed
and the American people can now know about, so that the general
pattern of those operations becomes known.

Mr. NELSON. Senator, I would say one way you could help restore
some confidence, both that you are doing the job and that the
agencies are now somewhat cleaner, is by just releasing all of the
information that you can possibly release concerning all of the past
abuses. I think one of the real reasons the CIA and the FBI are in
such terrible shape today with the American public is that it has
been almost like Chinese water torture. It has been a drop, a drop,
a drop for the past several years.

I will never forget Clarence Kelly, after he became FBI director,
he said, what do you think I should do about restoring confidence
of the American people in the FBI? I said, what you ought to do is,
you ought to have an in-house investigation. You ought to find
everything they have done that has been wrong, and you ought to
put it out for the American people to see, for the press to report.

He said, yes, that is interesting, and as you will notice, he never
did it. It has been going on ever since, and is still going on.

Mr. DANILOFF. Senator, if I may, I have a counterquestion. I have
the general impression that the abuses of the CIA have been pretty
well exposed, and I was not really under the impression that your
committee felt that it was under fire for not doing an adequate job.
I like Dan Schorr's suggestion very much, although 3 years may be
too short a period. You may want to make that longer. I would like
to ask you, what feedback do you get which leads you to the belief
that the American public is dissatisfied with the job this committee
is doing in overseeing the intelligence agencies?



The CHAIRMAN. This assessment is not designed to be critical,
certainly not of any of you here, or some who I think do possess
this feeling, because there is every good reason to believe it. How
do you prove a negative? How do you know you are getting every-
thing? There is no way of proving that. It is all well and good to
say, well, there must be something mighty good back there, be-
cause we are being told things which appear to fulfill the new
relationship. I have no way of judging what the people generally
feel. I think people generally probably do not even know we are in
existence, and maybe that is just as well, but I think there are
some reporters for whom this is their beat, and they have been
misled so often, and they continue to find these disclosures
of things that happened 10, 15, 20 years ago, that they ferret out,
that have not been released to them, and I can understand that
cynicism.

I just wonder how I deal with it, how we deal with it. I think
perhaps the idea-and we have been discussing this-is to pick
some things we can disclose.

What did you gentlemen feel about the way in which the
Panama intelligence executive session was handled, as far as
making information available?

Mr. DANILOFF. I am interested you ask that question, because as
you know, I authored a series that came out shortly before that
which disclosed many of the points you disclosed. My reaction was
that you probably disclosed more than you had to, and that I was
delighted you did, because it made that a much better story for me,
but I thought you could have released slightly less and still have
discharged your duties.

Senator HUDDLESTON. There were two constituencies we were
concerned with: One within the Chamber, and one without.

Mr. DANILOFF. I understand that.
The CHAIRMAN. This was not an easy process, as I am sure you

can imagine. It took some long-I will not say acrimonious, at least
the ones I was involved in were not acrimonious. It was a very
steady flow of differing opinions, give and take, but our thoughts
were, if we are going to be credible, let's appear credible.

Mr. DANILOFF. I think you bent over backwards to make as much
available there as possible, and I think you did very, very well, but
with regard to the problem of your own sense that perhaps you
have not convinced the American people that you are overseeing
the intelligence community well enough, it would be my opinion
that you are conceivably exaggerating that fear.

You may have trouble with one or two reporters, and in that
case I would think your best tack would be to take them in, discuss
with them as frankly as you can, answer as many of their ques-
tions as you can, make a very conscientious effort to disclose every-
thing that you can, make periodic reports of past operations. After
certain intervals, hold public hearings, release information which
is not compromising from time to time.

I think these are the things to do. Basically, I think one will find
that one is going to live through a period of discomfort for some
years, maybe 10 years, but I would not at this stage be overly
concerned that you have a big problem in that area. I could be
wrong, but that is my perception.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Chairman, there is a sizeable body of
the public which thinks we are overseeing to too great an extent
the intelligence operation.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes; and I think to the extent that these past
abuses keep coming out, that that is attributed to what we are
trying to do now. As far as candor goes, I suppose it is, but it belies
the kind of positive relationship that I think we have right now,
and I think the community is very candid with us.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Just looking back at the so-called Church
committee, we made a rather exhaustive study. We had a concern
all the time that as soon as we closed shop, further relevations
would be presented to us, but time being what it was, we finally
had to close up and issue the report, as we did. I do not know if
there were too many major things that we did not get into to some
degree.

Mr. NELSON. Would it be permissible for me to ask you a ques-
tion, Senator?

Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes, Sir.
Mr. NELSON. Can you tell us whether the fact that you did not

get complete cooperation from some of the intelligence agencies
had quite a bit to do with the fact that disclosures did continue to
come out even after you completed the investigation and so forth?

Senator HUDDLESTON. We generally had the impression that we
had pretty good cooperation, at least toward the end of our study. I
am sure there was at certain levels down the line a reluctance, and
things might have been withheld from us. It took a long time for us
to get the point across that we were expecting not just that they
answer questions, but that they make sure that we asked all of the
questions. That was a major problem when we started out. We did
not have a very great knowledge of operations, and we did not
know what questions to ask for some period of time. They were
forthcoming generally when we asked the questions, but sometimes
it took us a long time for us to figure out what we ought to.be
asking.

Mr. NELSON. I gather what you were saying was, they were not
volunteering a lot.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Certainly at the beginning we had some
problems along that line.

Mr. SCHORR. As I recall, you were not completely satisfied toward
the end. Let me see. You and Senator Mathias were running a
subcommittee specifically on the problem being discussed today,
which was relations with the CIA and the press, and I happened to
be waiting on the doorstep of the CIA when you came out. There
were a couple of days in which you indicated you had some very
painful negotiations with them about what they would and would
not give you, but I did not have the impression then that you got
all that you have.

Senator HUDDLESTON. It was generally actual identities that were
withheld. We finally did get to the point of seeing files which
presented a situation, a case, and I think it gave us a fairly good
picture of the kind of activities going on and the extent of them. In
some of the cases, the identification could be deduced. I think
generally for our purposes we finally got pretty close to what we
needed, enough that we have these provisions in this bill.
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Mr. SCHORR. Enough to end up in a big Carl Bernstein article.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I beg your pardon?
Mr. SCHORR. Enough to end up in a big article by Carl Bernstein.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Well.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, you have been very kind in giving us

your thoughts. All of you have been intimately involved in this,
and such credibility is not available from very many places. We
appreciate not only your cooperating with us, but the contribution
you have made to the continued existence of the first amendment,
which takes more than writing. It takes a good deal of individual
courage, and I for one want to compliment you on that.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject

to the call of the Chair.]



THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in room

5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Huddleston, Hathaway,
Mathias, and Chafee.

Also Present: William G. Miller, staff director; and Audrey
Hatry, clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We will reconvene our hearing this morning.
We are privileged to have with us a distinguished group of jour-

nalists, managers, editors, interested citizens, who are working in a
managerial role in the part of the first amendment area that
concerns us as we continue our effort to make it possible for our
country to have good intelligence systems without infringing on the
rights of Americans.

I think the best way to approach this morning would be to let us
have your thoughts, your testimony, and then let us follow up with
questions.

We have Edwin Keith Fuller, the general manager of the Associ-
ated Press; Phil Geyelin of the Post; Richard Leonard of the Mil-
waukee Journal; and Mike Wallace of CBS, and I would ask unani-
mous consent that the appropriate complete biographical data of
these distinguished men be put in the record.

Why don't we just throw the ball to you and you can run with it
as you see fit.

We can have a good free and easy period of discussing this whole
problem in any form that you would care to make it.

Mr. FULLER. It is your hearing, Senator, but may I suggest that
since I am the only one without a prepared statement, that to
begin, why don't we start at the other end of the table.

Mr. WALLACE. I am in the same spot, no prepared statement.
Senator MATHIAS. What happens when we ask you to sign the

editorial?
Mr. LEONARD. Do you wish me to proceed.
[The biographical statements of Mr. Edwin Keith Fuller, Mr.

Richard Leonard, Mr. Mike Wallace, and Mr. Philip Geyelin fol-
low:]

EDWIN KEITH FULLER

January 10, 1923-Born Arlington, Kans.
1940-41-Lamar College, Beaumont, Tex.
World War II-Captain USAAF, prisoner of war in Germany.
1945-47-Southern Methodist University.
1947-49-Reporter, Dallas Morning News.
1949 on-Associated Press.
1959-64-AP Chief of Bureau, Denver.
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1964-Supervisory Editor, "The Torch is Passed."
1974-76-Executive vice president, deputy general manager, AP.
1976 on-AP general manager.

RICHARD LEONARD

May 23, 1921-Born, New York City.
1942-46-U.S. Army.
1947-B.A. University of Wisconsin.
1948-Picture editor, Milwaukee Journal.
1949-50-Madison Bureau, Milwaukee Journal.
1951-52--State Desk.
1953-62-State Editor.
1962-66-Managing Editor.
1965-President, Milwaukee Press Club.
1967-present-Editor, vice president, Milwaukee Journal Co.

MIKE WALLACE

May 9, 1918-Born in Brookline, Mass.
1939-Graduated University of Michigan, A.B.
1939-Began work in radio.
1946-Began work in TV.
1951-54-Commentator CBS-TV
1951 on-TV interviewer.
1958-Author "Mike Wallace Asks."
1963 on-CBS news correspondent.
1963-71-George Foster Peabody awards.
1971-Robert Sherwood award.
1972-Dupont Columbia journalism award, Boston Press Club Headliner award.
1973-ATVAS Emmy award.
Currently anchorman on "60 Minutes."

PHILIP L. GEYELIN

February 27, 1923-Born Devon, Pa.
1940-Graduated Episcopal Academy, Overbrook, Pa.
1944-B.A. Yale University.
1946-47-Associated Press.
1947-66-Wall Street Journal.
1960-67-Diplomatic Correspondent, Wall Street Journal.
1964-present-Board of Trustees, Alliance Francaise.
1966-Published "Lyndon B. Johnson and the World."
1967-Fellow, Institute of Politics, Harvard School of Government.
1956-present-Member of editorial staff, Washington Post.
19-present-Editor of editorial page, Washington Post.
1969-Pulitzer Prize for editorial writing.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Leonard follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. LEONARD BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE MAY 4, 1978

I appear here this morning as the Editor of the Milwaukee Journal, a newspaper
which sends ten or more journalists overseas each year to seek information that will
benefit our readers.

I am also Chairman of the American Committee of the International Press
Institute and was Chairman of the conference which laid the foundation for the
World Press Freedom Committee.

I spent almost four years in the Army in World War II, serving in both the
European and Pacific Theaters.

Putting all this together, I find that I am a citizen who recognizes the need for
comptetent CIA activity; an editor who wants his paper to carry reliable, firsthand
information from abroad; and a leader of an international press organization that is
seeking to win the trust of journalists in other parts of the world and to export the
American concept of a free press unfettered by government control.

The straight truth, and there is no way around it, is that any relationship with
the CIA will either impair or destroy the credibility of a journalist if that relation-
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ship is discovered. Further, the knowledge that the CIA has a relationship with any
journalist, American or foreign, casts suspicion upon all journalists.

In the last year representatives of the World Press Freedom Committee have been
actively opposing a UNESCO resolution, supported by the Soviet Union, which could
bring stronger government participation in the news flow to and from third world
nations. Last year at Nairobi and last week in Stockholm, free world journalists told
UNESCO that the flow of news must be free of government interference and that
developing nations could have confidence in the integrity of the United States press
and press agencies because they are free of government influence.

What do we tell them if they learn that the CIA has press connections, whether
they are American of foreign?

Representatives of western nations expressed the fear in Stockholm that such
revelations might result in excluding their foreign correspondents from developing
nations.

The final report of the UNESCO seminar included the comment: "There is a
general agreement that the media should not engage in war propaganda or promote
racism and apartheid, should not disseminate false information, and should be
truthful, honest, unbiased, without political or special interest designs."

Would CIA press connections be in keeping with these objectives? Of course not.
In the recent election activity in the Philippines, President Marcos openly accused

the foreign press and the U.S. Government of involvement in the protest march
through Manila.

The Soviet news agency Tass declared after the recent Cairo Confernece on
International Mass Media that the western mass media were the "propaganda
organs of the imperialist states, above all the U.S.A." (Tass itself has little credibil-
ity because it is goverment controlled.)

Wild allegations? Of course. But not so easy to deny if there is knowledge of CIA
press connections. And, wild or not, they could have an effect in developing nations.

Sean Macbride, Chairman of the UNESCO International Commission for the
Study of Communications Problems, recently called attention to "covert outside
interference in communication processes" and urged "a high sense of moral and
ethical responsibility in all those involved in the education and information of
public opinion."

George Reedy, former press secretary to President Lyndon Johnson, returned last
month from a tour of Asia. In Korea, he reported, people wanted to know why the
U.S. Government was attacking Korea through the press. He said it was inconceiv-
able to the Koreans that an attack on Korea could appear in the paper without the
approval of the government. This is the type of belief we are fighting throughout
the world as we seek a freer flow of news.

Let us look at the National Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act in the
light of the above events.

The policy of prohibiting paid relationships between the CIA and the U.S. media
deserves praise, but we must go further: The CIA should also be prohibited from
having paid relationships with foreign journalists. Failure to do so would make a
mockery of our efforts to steer developing nations away from a press with strong
government influence. Failure to do so could lead to expulsion of United States
correspondents from foreign nations. Most certainly, CIA activity involving foreign
newsmen would have a chilling effect on news sources overseas.

Payment of expense money should be forbidden. It would have the same negative
effect as payment for services.

Journalists should be wary of all contacts with the CIA.
Certainly, they should not swap information. Certainly briefings before travel to a

foreign area should be done by a less sensitive agency. Nor should the CIA take the
initiative in seeking information from a returning journalist. I believe it unwise for
a newsman to participate in such a debriefing, but I don't think this is a matter for
statutory control. Here we are dealing with a matter of individual conscience.

I am not worried about the possibility that the CIA would tend to favor cooperat-
ing reporters at the expense of others. I don't think the nation's respected newsmen
would cooperate with the CIA today.

The only assistance that journalists should give the CIA is honest, accurate
reporting in the public interest. Help in recruiting agents, providing safe houses and
courier service should be given by members of less sensitive professions.

Above all, the CIA should never use journalistic cover for its own officers any-
where. The adverse effect to our integrity would be enormous throughout the world.
Loss of integrity means loss of our ability to communicate.

Any statutory provisions on relations between the CIA and the media should be
broad and cover news executives, editors, photographers and reporters. They should



also cover freelancers who represent themselves as representatives of established
publications.

There should be concern about the flowback problem of stories planted in foreign
publications by the CIA, but that concern should be far less than the fear of
reaction to the discovery that the U.S. is tampering with the press of other nations.

The opinions stated above are widely shared by my colleagues. However, I find
differences of opinion on how control should be exercised. I believe that there should
be statutes covering such specific areas as payment of money to media people and
use of journalistic cover by CIA personnel. More general areas, such as planting of
stories and dissemination of false information could be covered by executive order.

With regard to secrecy, I believe that there should never be prior restraint in our
nation. However, the CIA would be acting properly in attempting to convince the
press of the importance of maintaining secrecy on an issue vital to the national
security.

I do not believe there will ever be, or should ever be a smooth working relation-
ship between the CIA and the media. Journalists are assigned the mission of looking
behind the scenes in government and telling the American public what is happen-
ing. Often this involves information that public officials do not want to have made
public.

Journalists have great confidence in the power of truth, openness and accuracy.
This feeling was refected in a resolution adopted last Friday by the Board of
Directors of the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, at their
meeting in St. Louis. The resolution said:

"We now call on Congress and the President to state positively that the CIA will
not employ foreign journalists.

"We believe that such a declaration is essential to advise the world that the
United States Government is not interfering with the free flow of accurate and
objective information.

"We believe that the need for the uncompromised truth is more essential to this
nation and the world than any gain made from using journalists as agents of
government."

I think that says it all.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD LEONARD, EDITOR, MILWAUKEE
JOURNAL

Mr. LEONARD. Thank you, Senator. You have a statement from
me that is rather lengthy. I don't want to read it all, but I would
like to read the more important parts, and I would like to start
right out by saying the straight truth, and there is no way around
it, is that any relationship with the CIA will either impair or
destroy the credibility of a journalist if that relationship is discov-
ered. Further, the knowledge that the CIA has a relationship with
any journalist, American or foreign, is going to cast suspicion upon
all journalists.

Now, in the last year, representatives of the World Press Free-
dom Committee-and this is a committee that is comprised of 30
organizations, journalists on five continents-has been actively op-
posing a UNESCO resolution-the resolution is supported by the
Soviet Union-which could bring stronger government participa-
tion in the news flow to and from Third World nations. Last year
at Nairobi, and last week in Stockholm, the free world journalists
told UNESCO that the flow of news must be free of government
interference and that developing nations could have confidence in
the integrity of the U.S. press and press agencies because they are
free of government influence. We told that to the third world in
attempting to get their support to oppose this UNESCO resolution.

Now, what do we tell them if they learn that the CIA has press
connections, whether they are American or foreign? This would
hurt our purpose.



George Reedy, former press secretary to President Johnson, re-
turned last month from a tour of Asia. In Korea, he reported, the
people wanted to know why the U.S. Government was attacking
Korea through the press. He said it was inconceivable to the Kore-
ans that an attack on Korea could appear in the U.S. papers
without the approval of the Government. They are suspicious of
this. This is the type of belief we are fighting throughout the world
as we seek a freer flow of news.

Any knowledge of Government participation defeats our purpose,
which is to improve world communication and understanding that
will lead to peace.

Now, let's look at the National Intelligence Reorganization and
Reform Act, a good bill in many ways. I was much impressed by it.
It puts intelligence activity on a statutory basis, has an excellent
section on covert action and surveillance.

Now, the policy of prohibiting paid relationships between the
CIA and the U.S. media deserves praise, but here we must go
further. The CIA should also be prohibited from having paid rela-
tionships with foreign journalists. Failure to do so would make a
mockery of our efforts to steer developing nations away from a
press with strong government influence. Failure to do so could lead
to expulsion of U.S. correspondents from foreign nations. Most
certainly, CIA activity involving foreign newsmen would have a
chilling effect on news sources overseas, and I have seen this
happen myself. I have seen our news sources behind the Iron
Curtain dry up because the sources suspected U.S. reporters had
Government connections.

Journalists should be wary of all contacts with the CIA, and
certainly they should not swap information. Certainly briefings
before travel to a foreign area should be done by a less sensitive
agency. Nor should the CIA take the initiative in seeking informa-
tion from a returning journalist. I believe it unwise for a newsman
to participate in a debriefing by the CIA, but I don't think this is a
matter for statutory control. Here we are dealing with a matter of
individual conscience and journalism ethics-not law, ethics. I
think that the bill draws a good line, a good line between paid and
voluntary activity.

Journalists don't want the Government telling them what to do,
and they also don't want to be told what they should not do. If a
journalist wants to have a voluntary relationship, I would say that
is a matter for his own conscience and I would support that.

And above all, the CIA should never use journalistic cover for its
own officers anywhere. The adverse effect to our integrity would be
enormous throughout the world. Loss of integrity means loss of our
ability to communicate.

When Tass, the Soviet agency, makes a statement, hardly anyone
in the world believes it today because they know that there is
government participation in Tass, that is, government control. We
don't want that to happen to our free world news agencies.

Journalists have a great confidence in the power of truth, open-
ness and accuracy, and this feeling was reflected in a resolution
that was adopted last Friday by the board of directors of the
Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi, at their meet-



ing in St. Louis. This organization, by the way, represents 27,000
active, working journalists in the country.

I would like to read the resolution. It is brief.
We now call on Congress and the President to state positively that the CIA will

not employ foreign journalists.
We believe that such a declaration is essential to advise the world that the United

States Government is not interfering with the free flow of accurate and objective
information.

We believe that the need for the uncompromised truth is more essential to this
Nation and the world than any gain made from using journalists as agents of
government.

That is the end of the resolution. I would like to respectfully
urge that the words "or foreign" and "or abroad" be added at the
appropriate places in section 132 of the bill, pages 51, 52, and 53.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Leonard.
Mr. Geyelin?

STATEMENT OF PHILIP L. GEYELIN, EDITORIAL PAGE EDITOR,
WASHINGTON POST, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF NEWSPAPER EDITORS
Mr. GEYELIN. Mr. Chairman, I have a rather long statement. I

don't know whether you want me to read it all, but I will start, and
you can stop me when you want to.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Proceed as you see fit.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Sure, read it all.
Mr. GEYELIN. I am here in response to your invitation to the

American Society of Newspaper Editors to delegate a member of
the society to testify on S. 2525, or that part of it that deals with
the CIA and the media, and I would like to clarify my credentials.
Not being a member of the board of the ASNE, I cannot speak for
it. Still less can I speak for its full membership. And I am not here
either as a spokesman for the Washington Post or its editorial
page, which speaks for itself. My views are those of an ASNE
member and a newspaperman who has worked as both an editor
and a reporter and as a foreign correspondent overseas. Finally, I
should note that 28 years ago at the time of the Korean War, I also
worked for 1 year on a leave of absence from my newspaper, which
was then the Wall Street Journal, for the CIA here in Washington.
I have had no connection with the CIA since then, other than that
of a reporter dealing with news sources. But that experience has
obviously had some influence on my thinking about the Agency
and its relation with the media.

I think there are two separate ways to approach this problem.
We could approach it as if we were writing on a clean slate, as a
matter of pure principle-and editorial writers like to deal in pure
principle-and the other way would be to approach it as a practical
matter in the light all the abuses and excesses and conflicts of
interest that have been brought to public attention in recent years.

A powerful case has been made that the press has been seriously
compromised, even subverted, that it has been so weakened in the
eyes of the world at the hands of a hyperactive and insensitive CIA
that it now requires some sort of good houskeeping seal of approv-
al, something, some kind of strict, statutory regulations guiding the
press/CIA relations for the future.



This view is reflected in the provisions of S. 2525 and it was
forcefully set forth by the board of directors of ASNE late in 1976,
and I would like to, I am, I guess, duty bound to briefly summarize
it.

In that statement the ASNE board demanded that the Central
Intelligence Agency terminate:
CIA employment of all correspondents of United States news media and called on
the President and Congress to require the CIA to extend this hands-off rule world-
wide so as to prohibit CIA employment of journalists working for foreign news
media as well as for American media.

The ASNE board noted that the CIA had refused to give assur-
ance that it will not employ foreign newsmen, and I see that the
bill before you also omits any statutory control over CIA use of
news media of foreign countries. The ASNE board "urged a rever-
sal of that policy, by law if necessary, because it subverts Ameri-
can's advocacy of a free flow of news for all people and damages
the ideals that Americans profess."

I thoroughly endorse the purposes underlying that position and I
have considerable sympathy with the inclination reflected in
S. 2525, and in the congressional testimony of a number of distin-
guished American editors and reporters, to seek to impose, by law
if necessary, a hands-off rule with respect to foreign as well as
American news media.

A good case can be made that nothing less than that can repair
the damage that has been done, the damage that has been done to
the credibility and integrity of all American news media as they
are perceived from abroad and even at home, that it is not enough
to be able to argue that the record of CIA abuses in past years was
itself exposed by a freely functioning American press. Our critics
and adversaries around the world are not much impressed by that.
And this is not, in any case, just a matter of a convenient talking
point for propaganda purposes. The effectiveness of all American
correspondents is seriously compromised when there is not just
suspicion, but hard evidence that even some relatively small
number of them have served the intelligence branch of their
government.

So it is understandable that many now believe that it will not do
simply to disavow past practices. Even though it is also not at all
certain that the passage of legislation actually forbidding these
practices would repair all the damage or impress those who do not
wish to be impressed, it is at least arguable that the American
news business now requires something more than mere statements
of good intentions.

But that argument, however highly principled, seems to me to be
at war with even higher prinicples. Let me put the matter in blunt
terms. We are not talking here about the journalistic equivalent of
rape. We are talking, if I might say so, about transactions between
consenting adults. It is tempting, and not entirely unjustified, to
think of the Central Intelligence Agency as some kind of wild,
uncontrollable beast. But when we do that, we are, in a sense,
fighting the last war. By failing to acknowledge that the times, the
circumstances and the CIA itself have all undergone considerable
and self-evident changes, we are in danger of missing some larger
points. While the CIA may be nearly unique in its clandestine



nature, it is still only a part of a larger intelligence community
scattered through the Government; a community which in turn is
only a piece of the Government. And thus, a lot of the things that
you might want to circumscribe by law with respect to the relation-
ship between the press and the intelligence community are not all
that different in kind from conflicts of interest that apply with
equal force to the relationship between the press and the govern-
ment in general.

The simple point is that newspaper organizations and those who
work for them under the special protection of the first amendment,
ought to have no working relationships of any kind with any part
of the Government that are not openly acknowledged as a part of
the business of professional journalism. Just as news people should
not be in the business of furnishing intelligence to the Govern-
ment, in a conscious, calculated way, so they should not perform
services for any agency of Government.

But for this, do we need laws? Surely when news orgainzations
are compromised or corrupted there has to be some willingness on
somebody's part, to be compromised or corrupted. And if this is so,
it would seem to me to follow that when the press asks for legisla-
tion to protect itself from exploitation in one way or another by the
CIA, what it is asking, really, is for the Government to save it from
itself.

This is a favor that the press should not ask of Government,
along with just about any other conceivable favor. For once the
Government begins to legislate favors for the press, it establishes a
precedent which clearly begins to run counter, or so it would seem
to me, to the whole concept of the first amendment's protection,
that the Congress shall make no law abridging the freedom of the
press. A press that becomes dependent on special favors or protec-
tions or shields or other benefits from Government becomes exeed-
ingly vulnerable, and the power to retain or withdraw a favor can
then become a potent instrument for Government manipulation of
the press. Today's favor may be tomorrow's abridgment, once the
habit of legislating the workings of a free press takes hold.

That is why, with certain exceptions over which the American
press can exercise no direct control-CIA propaganda activities
within the United States, for example, the use of journalistic cover
for intelligence agents, the exploitation of foreign newsmen
abroad-I am troubled by the resort to a statutory remedy. The
problem is nicely illustrated, I think, in a passage from a statement
entitled "Questions for Media Hearings' which your committee
staff, I guess, has prepared. It notes that a line was drawn in
S. 2525 between paid relationships between the CIA and members of
the press and voluntary relationships. But it goes on to ask, and I
quote, "whether this in fact is the proper place to draw the line,
and whether the line is itself sufficiently distinct."

Now, there is no question in my mind about the impropriety of
paid relationships, or even unpaid relationships, born of some pa-
triotic impulse on the part of news organizations or their represen-
tatives, on a regular, sustained basis. But when you begin to move
into the area of voluntary relationships you begin to open up some
extremely difficult questions of definition and intent, questions
which I believe could not easily be resolved by law or regulation,



and must necessarily be left to the discipline, integrity, and ethical
standards of news organizations and those who work for them.

Just consider the next questions raised in your staff memoran-
dum:

Should journalists be permitted to swap information with the CIA? Should they
be permitted to get briefings before visiting a particular foreign area? Should they
be permitted to report voluntarily information they derive from such visits?

Permitted by whom? When the memorandum asks whether these
voluntary exchanges of information are amenable to statutory con-
trol, my answer is "No." But if you ask whether journalists should
be permitted to do all these things by their news organizations, my
answer would be "Yes," insofar as the swapping of information and
the briefings are part of normal news gathering.

And they are. Reporting is not a game of fish. You do not ask
your sources to give you all their kings or 10's or aces. More often
than not, you are checking something you have heard or seen, and
presenting a piece of information you have received for comment
and response. From your standpoint, you are reporting. But, of
course, from the standpoint of your source, whether it is an agricul-
tural attach6 or a White House spokesman or a CIA official, you
are also imparting information. And when CIA officials report that
information, as they tend to do faithfully with whatever scrap of
information they acquire from any source, the resulting cable or
memorandum to headquarters, complete with cryptonyms and in-
telligence jargon, inevitably acquires the cast of an intelligence
report.

I can speak to this point, if I may elaborate on it for a moment,
out of a curious experience several years ago when a colleague
confronted me with an allegation that I had worked for the CIA
while serving as a foreign correspondent for the Wall Street Jour-
nal in West Germany in the early 1950's. As it happens, the report
was not only contrary to the record from the time I left the Agency
in 1950, or 1951, but also false on its face; I was working in
Washington at the time and the allegation was easy to deal with.
But it prompted me to demand a review of every reference to me in
the CIA's files, in an effort to determine what might have given
rise to such a report. The experience was illuminating. There were
many mentions of numerous contacts I had had with CIA represen-
tatives in the field, as a reporter, in Europe, the Middle East and
Latin America. There were notes of several briefings I had been
given in advance of foreign assignments and of several briefings
after foreign assignments in which I reported some of the things I
had learned in the interest of extracting reaction. All this was
dutifully recorded in the files. I have no doubt the same would be
the case for almost every foreign correspondent I have ever worked
with. And it seems to me self-evident that these exchanges of
information are not only well within the bounds of professional
journalistic performance, but also well beyond the bounds of statu-
tory regulation.

The staff memorandum goes on to ask whether there is a danger
that if voluntary relations with the media are permitted by statute,
the CIA will somehow tend to favor cooperative reporters with the
information and "thereby exert pressure on reporters to be cooper-
ative?" Probably so. But this is one more example of why it is



unwise to consider the CIA in isolation from every other part of
Government, for every other part of Government from Presidents
on down spends a great deal of time and energy trying to "exert
pressure on reporters to be cooperative."

Good reporters resist, and no law can save bad reporters.
So I would agree with what the Washington Post's ombudsman

Charles B. Seib had to say in a recent column:
The CIA's stock-in-trade includes deception and covert manipulation. It does the

Nation's undercover dirty work. The press, on the other hand, has only one justifica-
tion for its special status in this country: its ability to inform the public fully and
without bias or restraint.

But I don't accept his conclusion that "the twain can never
meet." Nor do I accept the view attributed to Ward Just, a former
foreign correspondent, an old friend, and an editorial writer for the
Washington Post at one time, that reporters should have little or
nothing to do with intelligence agents because "they live in a
different temperamental world than the rest of us, and you have to
be Goddamned careful when you get around them."

Journalists have to be Goddamned careful when they get around
a lot of news sources who live in a "different temperamental
world," Soviet diplomats for example, or the military, or members
of the White House national security staff, politicians, perhaps,
maybe even fellow journalists.

Similarly, I would agree with Ray S. Cline, a former high official
of the CIA who told a House committee recently that journalists
working abroad and CIA agents:

All are searching for nuggets of truth about the outside world. They all try to
acquire reliable sources, whose identities they often feel it necessary to protect, and
in every case their credibility depends on a record for objectivity and accuracy.

But I don't accept Mr. Cline's description of these parallel efforts
and interests as a "natural affinity." On the contrary, the press
ought to have with the CIA the same natural adversary relation-
ship that it ought to have with all the institutions with which it
must deal.

Is there, then, any room for statutory regulation? And if so,
where do you draw the line?

I think it comes down in the end to this question of consent.
News organizations and their representatives can control their
direct relationships with the intelligence community. But they
cannot, for instance, control the use by intelligence agencies of
journalistic cover for their own agents. That's one problem, I think,
that lends itself certainly to the strictest kind of executive regula-
tion, at least, if not actual regulation by law. The same may be said
for CIA propaganda activities within the United States, the use of
one sort of cover or another for the covert distribution of informa-
tion designed to advance CIA interests.

The problem of CIA employment or other use of foreign news-
men is more difficult because it goes to the wider question of CIA
employment or exploitation of foreigners of all kinds, the payment
of money to politicians, efforts to recruit local government officials
as agents in foreign countries, clandestine relations with business
or labor and all the rest. A good case can be made with respect to
foreign journalists that the U.S. Government should lead by its
example, that the CIA should treat foreigners no differently than it



does American news organizations and news people, if American
values are to have any meaning. But this raises a difficult question
of definition: Certainly the CIA should not subvert a free press in
that minority of countries around the world where a free press
exists. I am less sure about whether the CIA should be forbidden
by law, or even by executive regulation, from having anything to
do with representatives of "news media" in foreign countries where
the "media" are demonstrably an arm of the government.

One last point: Considerable concern has been expressed in the
news business and elsewhere about CIA propaganda activities
abroad which have the effect of promulgating false information or
promoting the publication of spurious material that could find its
way back into the American communications stream. This is noth-
ing that an agency of the U.S. Government can proudly engage in.
The same may be said for many other activities of the CIA. But the
promulgation of misleading, deceptive, or even downright false in-
formation is also something that American Government officials do
from time to time, and sometimes openly, at home. It seems to me
that enforcement of such a provision abroad would be difficult. In
any case, the best protection for the American media and the
American public against bad information is still good reporting.

In other words, this would seem to me to come under the catego-
ry of those things over which a professional and responsible press
can exercise control. I think that s where I would draw the line on
statutory rules and restraints, with those matters that are subject
to the control of consent of the American media. At best, what we
are talking about most of the time, in connection with past abuses,
excesses and conflicts of interest in the relationship between the
press and the CIA is seduction. A better way to put it might be
prostitution, and if that is what we are talking about, it seems to
me that we in the press are obliged to remember who it is, in these
transactions, that is playing the part of the prostitute.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Geyelin.
Mr. Fuller.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN KEITH FULLER, GENERAL MANAGER,
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mr. FULLER. Mr. Chairman, as I said at the beginning, I have
not, I am not qualified, nor have I even given thought to the
question of this legislation in the abstract. I could be persuaded by
the arguments of either of the colleagues who spoke before.

I am a bit more cynical than Mr. Leonard, that legislation itself
will dispel the real or imagined concern of foreign sources and
governments that newspaper persons of the United States have
CIA connections. In other words, it is not going to stop the accusa-
tions that are made for self-serving purposes by governments and
sources abroad.

I don't think legislation will solve the problem at all, but I do
find that I am much less concerned about the window dressing
than the substance: If the CIA in fact will forego the use of active
journalists in its work, we will all be substantially aided. But in my
case, in the case of a news agency that operates abroad as well as
domestically, we have a very real problem that is not abstract at
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all. It is the concern for the safety of 500 people on our staff who
must work in areas where any suggestion of collusion, not only
with the CIA but with the American Government in general, could
be quite dangerous, and has been quite dangerous.

I think that even when they suspect, have no knowledge of, but
only suspect, that we would be collusive with any arm of the
American Government, not only is our job made impossible but in
today's world, the likelihood of retribution is great, and it has
happened in 1977 and 1978, and will happen in 1979.

What can we do then is to-for my part, it is not a question of
legislation or administrative edict. It is a question of not really
having any contact with the CIA in its work. Our product, our
news will reflect the lack of news manipulation if it is absent. I
find that in many countries I could name where we have to deal
with sources that are on both sides, the legitimate government and
the terrorists and dissidents and so forth, any suggestion that we
are not there strictly as objective reporters of the news is itself a
total danger, not only to the people on that story, but could rever-
berate around the world where these situations are duplicated.

So as we discuss this matter today, I will listen and learn with
great interest because when you are working in 89 countries of the
world where you are already suspect just by being from the West-
ern press, the so-called Western press, it is the substance rather
than the theory that I am concerned with.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Gentlemen, do you all concur-excuse me, I'm sorry. I didn't

know whether you wanted to make any statement.

STATEMENT OF MIKE WALLACE, CBS, "60 MINUTES" NEWS
REPORTER

Mr. WALLACE. Thank you, Senator.
My colleagues, Senator Bayh, are involved to a greater degree in

management than am I. First of all, I speak not in any sense for
CBS news. I speak only for myself, and I would add only one thing
to what has been said here. We are talking about journalists gener-
ally. The one thing, it seems to me, in the bill as drawn, that is
probably not sufficiently gone into, is the fact that the electronic
press, as I believe was suggested by Daniel Schorr, involves more
than a man with a pencil and a piece of paper, or a pencil and a
notebook. Television journalism as you know, is a collaborative
venture which involves not just the reporter, but frequently a
producer, a cameraman, a sound man, a light man, and frequently
in foreign countries, involves foreign nationals. It may be a U.S.
reporter, a U.S. producer, an Egyptian cameraman or light man, or
sound man.

Therefore, it seems to me that as the bill is drawn, it should pay
very serious attention to the fact that there are on a television
crew, or a radio crew, three, four, five men or women who are
involved in the story. And we have found from time to time that
whereas the individual reporters and producer have one kind of
relationship with the management of the journalistic enterprise,
the technicians involved do not. They operate on different stand-
ards, and conceivably they are more vulnerable to suggestions from
people who want to employ them.



The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wallace, would you include the same prohi-
bitions as far as the contractual and monetary relationships with
all members of the crew?

Mr. WALLACE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Anyone associated in anyway with the news

media would be prohibited from such relationships.
Mr. WALLACE. If the bill, as drawn-Yes, indeed, I would. With

respect to anybody on a television crew involved in gathering news,
because they are just as much involved in the gathering of news as
is the reporter. Their functions may be different, but they have
access to the same kind of information that the reporter and the
producer have in putting together a story in backgrounding a
story.

The CHAIRMAN. Do all four of you concur in the assessment that
was made by at least a couple of you that the skepticism that
exists traditionally in the Communist world, that everybody is
suspect, that the skepticism and the blame that might occasionally
be directed at Americans, would not be removed by statute? I think
we need to assess rather what we can reasonably accomplish and
not think we are dealing with some sort of utopian effort here.

Mr. LEONARD. Senator, if I could speak on that point, I agree
with the cynical Mr. Fuller here that this is not going to remove
such suspicion immediately, but it is a step in that direction. It is
an assurance that carries the full faith and the weight of the U.S.
Congress, and I think that is important, to serve notice to people
that we are not going to be meddling in their internal news and
the news that comes from those countries.

It is not just Communist countries. It is countries that are on the
border of freedom that we are trying to make a part of the world's
communication network. It is the Third World countries in Africa
and Latin America. We are saying look at the free press of the
United States. We are a great example of how people can commu-
nicate. We don't want to do anything in those countries that is
going to make them suspicious or destroy their faith.

So I don't think it is going to clear it up right away, but it is
going to be a step toward it.

The CHAIRMAN. It certainly puts us on the record.
Yes, Mr. Geyelin.
Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I agree. I don't think it is going to clear it up

except for those people who are favorably inclined to think gener-
ously.

I am also a little disturbed, and I guess I have indicated it, by
the passage of a law in this country in order to send a message
someplace. It seems to me that a law should stand on its own
merits.

This is a-this situation of the press is an unpleasant one in
which the reporters are suspect and are openly being accused of
CIA connections. Obviously it is easy to make that accusation in
the light of the past history, but I am still a little bit dubious about
passing a law for the sake of trying to convey a message unless
those provisions of law stand on their own merits.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, as far as the committee is concerned, we
are not in the message sending business, and you are absolutely
right in your assessment of what our primary goal should be, that



it should stand on its own legs, regarding the wording and the
extent to which we ultimately go. We are dealing with a very
sensitive area. You have pointed out if we have too many prohibi-
tions, we could get ourselves unconstitutionally in an area where
there has to be freedom under the Constitution.

Let me ask you gentlemen to deal with this very perplexing area
of the correspondent who is a foreign national. This is compounded
by the fact that we are not living in the kind of world that we
would like to live in, but we are living in a world where in some
countries there is a rather gross competition for the minds of other
people, and we are confronted with the Soviets' and others' con-
stant barrage of propaganda.

Should that be taken into consideration as far as the use of
foreign journalists, not to sell misinformation, but at least try to
combat the misinformation from the Communists?

One particular case that was pointed out to me by one of our
people in a foreign country was the need to have journalists who
could get stories into technical journals and similar publications.

Do we have a different need there, or do we still have the same
problem?

Mr. LEONARD. Senator, are we talking about false stories or true
stories?

The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about true stories.
Mr. LEONARD. True stories? Isn't that a function of the U.S.

Information Service, the U.S. Information Agency?
The CHAIRMAN. That is the function, but sometimes the fact that

it is the U.S. Information Agency makes it suspect in itself as its
credibility in the eyes of the people that are reading it.

I don't know what the answer is, but we are talking about
someone who has recognized expertise in a technical area, for
example.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I don't think I quite-well, let me put it this
way. If you can get that kind of information into the press of that
country, you don't need the CIA to do it, it seems to me. The real
problem is the countries that do not have a free press, and I don't
think that the CIA can be very effective in getting into the con-
trolled press of a totalitarian country with the American viewpoint
with any regularity. I mean, we do that with the Voice of America.
It is a lot easier to do electronically than it is to do in the print
media. I think the use of foreign journalists is probably marginal
except in countries where they might be-in really totalitarian
countries where they are in effect government officials and they
might be useful intelligence sources if you could turn them around,
I suppose.

I don't really think that is a very big deal for the CIA, and I
think the USIA can deal openly as best it can with its efforts to
influence the press, the local press in a foreign country.

Mr. WALLACE. At the risk of belaboring this issue unnecessarily,
take the case of a Middle Eastern country, a Far Eastern country.
This is why I do not find it difficult to envision the passage of a law
governing CIA relationships with journalists. Let us say that you
have a camera crew, and that you have a correspondent who works
with a cameraman and an electrician, or a cameraman and a
sound man, on a regular basis. And let us say that the reporter and



the cameraman are Americans, but for reasons of economy and for
reasons of mobility, for reasons of language and so forth, the third
man on the crew, the sound man, or the electrician, is a foreign
national. Let us say that he is paid, or he gets involved voluntarily,
with the Agency.

What you have is a man who is working for the Central Intelli-
gence Agency, either under pay or voluntarily, who is acting as an
agent of our Government, who is privy to most of the information
that is involved, as far as the work of that journalist and the work
of that cameraman are concerned. He knows everything that is
going on, and yet he is serving, if you will, two masters.

I see nothing wrong under those circumstances with drawing a
law which would forbid the Agency to engage in that kind of a
relationship.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Huddleston?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, just following through on that

aspect, the legislation as it is written is intended to include any
employee of American news media, whether that employee were
foreign or not. The question is, would you make any distinction
between a country with a reasonable amount of free press, and a
country where obviously the press was just an arm of the govern-
ment? Would you suggest that the latter kind of a country ought to
be free game for our CIA or for other intelligence agencies to
develop contacts, even agents?

What would be your judgment on that?
Mr. WALLACE. Well, obviously that is the sticky business, one

part of the sticky business in this legislation. I get the sense that if
you have seen one, you have seen them all. In other words, obvi-
ously it would be very useful, for instance, for the Agency to have a
man working on a camera crew, if you will, in the Soviet Union or
wherever, who is in the pay of the Agency, useful to the Agency.
But once he is discovered, it immediately tags that whole team.
And therefore it is sensible to draw the inference that all Ameri-
can journalists can be had, or all foreign journalists employed by
American organizations can be had.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We want to prevent that. A foreign jour-
nalist who is employed by American media is not available to the
CIA under this legislation, but a foreign journalist working for a
foreign journalistic organization, perhaps even for his government,
is fair game the way the bill is structured at the present time. The
question is, is there a legitimate distinction? Are we in fact protect-
ing our own press, protecting the Agency from being involved in so-
called corruption of the American press, and at the same time
permitting them to corrupt-to the extent that such a press may
have some area that is left to be corrupted-a foreign country's
press that is already operating principally as a propaganda vehicle
for its country?

Mr. WALLACE. I find myself in agreement with Mr. Leonard.
That it is probably a pretty good idea-what I understand him to
say, anyway-that it is a good idea to stay out of it totally.

Senator HUDDLESTON. All of it totally, regardless of the system.
Do you have further comment, Mr. Leonard?
Mr. LEONARD. Yes, Senator. I worry when somebody gets caught,

and the big problem is when you get caught. If you are an Indone-



sian journalist working for the CIA and all of a sudden throughout
Indonesia it becomes known that the CIA is involved in the news
that is either being distributed there or reported from there, is the
effect any different whether the journalist is a national of the
United States or a citizen of Indonesia?

I have here a copy of the publication of the U.S. National Com-
mission for UNESCO which has been working around the world
trying to combat the Soviet influence on the press. All of their
efforts have been aimed at assuring the world that we are not
doing exactly what we are talking about here right now, and if we
are going to have any credibility I think you have got to steer clear
of foreign journalists whether they are citizens of the United
States, of Indonesia, Africa, whatever they may be.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Geyelin, you have seen some of it from
both sides, at least.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, not really.
Senator HUDDLESTON. OK.
Mr. GEYELIN. But I think I have said what I think about it. I

think we have encountered so many varieties of the foreign press,
we tend to think of it as being like ours and it isn't. Obviously
there is no purpose and nothing to be said for the CIA trying to
subvert a member of the British press or the French press or a lot
of the Japanese or whatever, any country where there is a free
press.

I think that probably the results are so marginal that it would
be-that that is one place where you can legislate. It doesn't trou-
ble me because it doesn't have anything much to do with our own.
I mean, we are not talking about legislating for the American
press. We are talking about the rules of engagement for the CIA
around the world.

And that is a wider, wider question. Obviously it would be better
if we don't do it, and if we foreswear it because we are then saying,
if we foreswear it by law, because we are then saying that we will
do unto others as we will do unto ourselves, and we are true to our
values and all the rest.

I still have a little bit of a problem with the definition of what is
a foreign journalist, because it is self-evident that these delega-
tions, say People's Republic of China journalists that come here, or
Soviet journalists that come here who may or may not be them-
selves working for the KGB, I think to tell the CIA that that is off
limits when what you are dealing with is demonstrably not a
journalist but a government official who may in fact be working in
the intelligence business against this country, I think you might
have trouble with definitions.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Fuller.
Mr. FULLER. Well, Senator, if you believe as we do, and I am sure

you do, that in the function of the press, the free press of the
United States, in just achieving our goals, doing our own thing our
own way, that we are as much a support for what we believe in
this country and in many other Western countries as would be the
CIA or any other arm of the Government, then I can assure you
that we can best achieve this by acting on our own and without
alliances of any sort with any Government arm. And it is so
difficult even under the best of circumstances to maintain a pos-



ture of independence and objectivity throughout the world that I
come back to my statement that in substance we need to be totally
separated.

I get mixed feelings about legislation on such, but I am just
saying that if the Agency leaves hands off and lets us produce our
news, that will be believed around the world because it is true and
because we have sought out the truth to deliver it, I think that is
the best of all circumstances that we can wish for. Whether it can
be done by legislation I am not sure, but it strikes me that as we
discuss the subject this morning, what would we be deriving-I
mean, what would be denied the Agency by a strict hands off
policy? When people ask any of us about a story we may have
covered and say what is the real story, well, the real story is what
we put on the wire or on the tube, because that is the business we
are in, and we don't save the good ones to tell at cocktail parties.
We would rather see them on the front page of the newspapers or
on the evening news.

So on the whole, we must separate our job from that of any other
Government agency, USIA or any other, and establish that while
we are Americans seeing the world through our own heritage,
through the prism of our own heritage, still we are doing it to the
benefit of all, even those in the Socialist countries. And one of the
proofs of this, on our recent visit to China, I walked down to Sinh
Hua's wire room where they had teletype machines clacking away
from every agency in the world, Tass, all of them, and I couldn't
find the AP machine, and that was-I was just about to ask the
interpreter where the hell it was, when I saw one over in the
corner clacking away, and it was the only machine in the place
with carbon rolls on it, disappearing through a wall, and it was
clipped up to the last story.

And I think it is that kind of credence that we are looking for,
and that we can do more with than any alliances or any-actually
and legislation, as long as we are left alone, and the governments
of the world realize this.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think all the members of this commit-
tee-and everybody else probably-realizes that to legislate direct-
ly against the press, to put any restraint on the press, would be
inappropriate and inconsistent with the first amendment. The leg-
islation, of course, is directed toward a Federal agency and impos-
ing certain restraints on how it operates, not only in this area, but
in a number of other areas that the legislation covers. Certainly if
the press adhered to certain standards, one of which happened to
be that there would be no contact or official connections with
intelligence agencies, that would eliminate the problem that we are
trying to address.

Is there a mechanism within the press in America that can
establish and enforce standards, or is that, too, something that is
too loosely drawn?

Mr. LEONARD. Senator, if I may, the codes of ethics of journalism
have proliferated in the United States since, I would say, about
1970. I think the American Society of Newspaper Editors has its
own, I know it does, and the Society of Professional Journalists and
the Editorial Writers have all come out with strong statements of
ethics, and that, I do believe they have some effect in setting



standards, and where it is measurable, you can see that this has
happened.

Now, the main point to me, though, is not the ethical conduct of
the U.S. press. It is the conduct of the U.S. Government, and I
think S. 2525 does place the burden on the CIA. It doesn't legislate
against the press. It tells the CIA what it can and cannot do, and
there I believe we do have an area for statutory control.

Mr. WALLACE. I must say that I fully agree with it. I like Mr.
Geyelin's phrase. It seems to me that we of the press are obliged to
remember who it is in these transactions who is playing the part of
the prostitute. It is the kind of phrase that I have come to appreci-
ate and understand in the editorial columns of the Washington
Post. But my understanding is that the legislation is aimed not at
the prostitute, but at the whoremaster, if I may. And under those
circumstances, I find it very difficult, Phil, and I am curious to
understand. I take it that you are against legislation?

Mr. GEYELIN. Yes.
Mr. WALLACE. I do not see why this impinges upon the freedom

of the press, and I would like this explained to me, if legislation is
aimed at keeping the Agency from doing things that apparently
have been done in the past. The fact is that we only have to read
the history of the last 15 or 20 years. We know those news organi-
zations which have used--

Senator HUDDLESTON. The legislation may not work, but it cer-
tainly wouldn't work without the legislation. In fact, when we were
involved in those investigations and discovering that there had, in
fact, been paid relationships between some of the American press
and the CIA, and were under some pressure to reveal all the
names of the press involved, our response was well, the press
knows who is involved. The press was involved, and really, however
you look at it, somewhere within the press community, there was
total knowledge of all the involvement. So if there was a story
there, it was their story.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, Senator, all I am really saying in answer to
Mike Wallace is that it takes two to tango, and if the press doesn't
want to play this game, it won't be played and, therefore, for all
the reasons I have set forth, I am leery of legislation because once
you get into the business of legislating any rules, I think there is a
danger of getting into the business of legislating all, and I think
your memorandum of questions for this hearing suggests at least a
slight instinct to worry about whether paid relationships are
enough, and should we not get into the area of voluntary relation-
ships, and I think-I tried to make the point that if you start down
that road with voluntary relationships, you are getting in the way
of perfectly ethical conduct of newsgathering.

So I think we are all grownups and we ought to be able to deal
with it. Furthermore, times have changed, circumstances have
changed, the CIA has changed, but I think much more important,
the quality and extent of congressional oversight has changed.
There was a mechanism during those dark days for the Congress to
know about this, and if it did, it apparently didn't object. And
there is a lot to be said for oversight, and if it is good oversight, I
think-and the rules are clear and publicly proclaimed, I think
that is a pretty powerful deterrent. I don't know how much further



you would have to go on this question of direct relationships be-
tween the CIA and the American press.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You would prefer the executive order that
is now in effect?

Mr. GEYELIN. I am not sure I would prefer all parts of it, but I
think there is a way of dealing with it, plus your committee, the
oversight that you provide, plus the oversight that the executive
branch is supposed to provide, I think that part of the process.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think my time must be up.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Mathias?
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I share Mr. Geyelin's concern about whether we ought to be

legislating in this area at all. I think that is the bedrock question
that we have before us which doesn't mean that some action ought
not to be taken.

Now, I would suggest to you the example of the academic com-
munity, led by Derek Bok, the president of Harvard, which has
proposed a rather formal set of guidelines for the very similar
problem that the academic community faces. I think it is a very
similar problem, because it involves a communication of informa-
tion, which should be only in its purest form on the campuses of
America, but which can be tainted because of connection with the
CIA.

Do you think any sort of self-discipline of that sort is possible or
in order?

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I think it is possible, and I think it is in
order, and I think the analogy is a good one as far as it goes,
Senator.

There is a difference in the academic community: It does have a
relationship with Government already. It doesn't have the same
kind of first amendment--

Senator MATHIAS. That is an overt relationship with the Govern-
ment. They come down here and they bang on the table and say
''we want our money."

Mr. GEYELIN. That's right.
Senator MATHIAS. So that is all out in the open.
Mr. GEYELIN. But we do legislate in that field and there isn't the

complication of the first amendment, I think, or the precedent that
is set by legislating at all, I think self-discipline is the answer.
Some of it comes through trade associations, like ASNE, but basi-
cally it has to be in the newsrooms and publishers' offices and the
network offices and so forth. I think it is really the individual news
organization who have the first responsibility to police this.

Mr. WALLACE. But Phil, isn't one man's self-discipline another
man's patriotism? I confess, I am still at a loss to see what it can
do to the freedom of the press to have some guidelines laid down in
law which say to the CIA: "Stay away, stay away!"

You mentioned academics. Frank Snepp, who used to work at
CBS news and then went back to school at Columbia, the School of
International Studies, was, according to him, recruited for the
Agency by one of his professors at Columbia University. Maybe I
was naive about it, but I was astonished to hear that Snepp had
been recruited by a professor at school. If there is one, there are
more.
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Senator MATHIAS. That is specifically one of the areas covered by
the new guidelines.

Mr. LEONARD. Senator, I would like to agree with what Mr.
Wallace has just said and go a step further, that an executive order
can change with executives. Something written in the statutes of
the United States becomes a very firm statement of the will of the
people for everyone to see.

I think that there ought to be a strong statute, and it ought to be
stated forthrightly and pertain to both domestic and foreign jour-
nalists, and I think we will all feel better when we get it.

Senator MATHIAS. Should it apply to both paid and voluntary
relationships?

Mr. LEONARD. No, sir, it should be paid relationships because I
think that is the only binding thing that you can put upon the CIA.
If a newsman should come to the CIA's door and knock and say I
have got to tell you this, he has got to tell. I mean, that is his
conscience. That is a personal matter. Paid relationships with the
law affecting the CIA, that is where I think we have to go.

Senator MATHIAS. And if we got into voluntary relationships
then you really would be in trouble.

Mr. LEONARD. To get into voluntary relationships would be bad.
Senator MATHIAS. Now, I assume that the rationale for this

legislation, this proposed legislation, is that mixing journalism and
intelligence would possibly contaminate the American press. I
don't assume that the opposite might happen, that it would con-
taminate the intelligence community. Is that correct?

Mr. LEONARD. I am not worried about that at all. I am worried
about the effect on our credibility in the United States and
throughout the world, if there is Government tampering, you
might say, with the flow of news.

Senator MATHIAS. So that our concern, the motivation for this
legislation is the possible contamination of the press?

Mr. LEONARD. [Nods in the affirmative.]
Senator MATHIAS. Given the world today, is this a valid concern?
Is this really something that the Congress of the United States

ought to be worried about and legislating about?
Do you really think that the American media are in danger and

require this special protection for this occupational hazard? I mean
just stand back a moment and look at the years in which the
alleged practices reached their highwater marks, the last 10, 15, 20
years, the years in which this practice was conceived and was
carried out probably more than in any other time, at least that we
know of in the entire history of the country. Yet that was the same
period of time in which, I would submit, the American press
reached the heights of success and world recognition.

Mr. LEONARD. Senator, in this country I am not worried about it.
Overseas, in Nairobi at the UNESCO meeting, with the State De-
partment and the American press working together-and they
were, Clayton Kirkpatrick of the Chicago Tribune was part of the
U.S. delegation-it was a very close call to head off a resolution
which would have called for setting up national news agencies in
Third World countries which would have controlled the flow of
news to those countries and from them, and that is where I am
worried. That is where I am worried, overseas. Keith Fuller's corre-



spondents in, I don't know, let's take a country. Let's take Ghana
just offhand, whether they would still be able to have the effect,
the freedom that they now have in reporting. The Third World has
ideas that the Western agencies are biased against them, not pre-
senting balanced pictures or a balanced picture of their develop-
ment. They want to have news agencies within their country that
disseminate what they call balanced news, which would really be
propaganda to the detriment of the West, and I am afraid that if
we have--

Senator MATHIAS. We as politicians seek "balanced news" some-
times.

Mr. LEONARD. I hope so, but that is where it comes into play
mainly now, and I think the world is looking for some assurance
that the United States is not going to be tampering with their
news, either coming in or going out.

Mr. GEYELIN. Could I respond to that, Senator? I am not sure
that I grasp the tremendous difference between an Executive order,
a firmly stated executive policy, subject to congressional oversight,
faithfully carried out, and a law. We are talking about people who
are not inclined to think well of us to begin with. I am just not
quite sure what the law adds in terms of our image, leaving quite
aside the question of whether it is right to pass laws to do some-
thing about the image of the American press. I don't think that is
the function of legislation, to make us look good in Nairobi. I think
the way we look good is the way we look good on the story. As I
said, the American press broke this story. It has broken quite a lot
of other stories.

I can't believe that reasonable people abroad would have the
sense that the American press has gone in the tank for the Ameri-
can Government. There must be a few past presidents who have
questioned that, maybe even an incumbent. I don't think that our
image is that bad. Where it is bad, I don't think a law will make it
better. I think that is where I have to come down.

Senator MATHIAS. Senator Chafee has a question on that.
Senator CHAFEE. As I understand it from your comments, it is

the motivation for this law as it is concerned with contamination of
the press-I was quoting what you said before, and so therefore,
why don't we go a bit further and have a statute in our books that
covers the entire U.S. Government which stipulates that the Gov-
ernment can't contaminate the press in any way or do anything
that we are striving for in this statute.

I mean, if that is your concern, why just restrict it to the CIA?
Mr. LEONARD. This legislation is concerned with intelligence. I

think if you wanted to pass some type of law which said the U.S.
Government will not have a paid relationship with journalists to
influence the flow of news, I don't know what would be so bad
about this. What I am mainly concerned about is the intelligence
activities because they affect our overseas relationships with other
nations.

Senator CHAFEE. But, you know, this thing can go a long ways. If
you get a free meal in the White House, you are being contami-
nated.

Senator MATHIAS. You are being courted.



Senator CHAFEE. Yeah, you are being courted all the time in the
Government anyway.

Mr. GEYELIN. Sure, I agree with you, Senator Chafee. I don't
want to see a law saying it is against the law for a reporter to
write speeches for a Senator, or to participate in any other way in
advising or counseling people in the U.S. Government. I don't know
where you draw the line when you single out one agency. The
reason we are singling out this one agency is because we are
confronted with gross abuses, but I don't think we ought to under-
estimate the healing effect of the simple ventilation of all this. I
think it has raised everybody's consciousness on this question in a
way which would make it extremely difficult under any conditions
for the CIA to return to the same kind of relationships.

Now, it is true that executives change and directors of Central
Intelligence change, and, therefore, it could be argued that we have
got to have a law. But laws can also be changed. They are not
immutable. They are maybe a little bit more concrete but not
necessarily. I don't think that there is magic in passing a law. It is
not written in stone, a law. It can be amended again, and the
circumstances under which the CIA would reverse its stated policy
of the moment not to have paid relationships with news organiza-
tions, American news organizations, I can't envisage the circum-
stances under which that would publicly be reversed, and I would
suggest that in any climate in which it would be publicly reversed,
I suspect the Congress would be equally susceptible to that climate
and would change the law.

So I don't see that a law protects us any more than a strong
position on the part of the executive branch and diligent oversight.

Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I just have one final question
while we have this distinguished panel here. I would like to look at
the other side of this coin and see if any one of you has any
apprehension that there are any dangers at present of secret pro-
paganda, of covert political action by columnists, by commentators,
who may be agents of influence of any foreign country. Do you
think that what we are talking about doing to ourselves is being
done to us by anybody else?

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I don't think so.
Does anybody else want to answer that?
Mr. FULLER. I certainly have no evidence before us that any

prominent journalists have been subverted. One of the Senators
remarked a moment ago, early in the hearing, that a portion of the
press certainly had to know what was going on in the past contacts
with the CIA, and appropos of nothing, I just wanted to comment
that neither I nor my predecessor have yet to confirm any relation-
ship between our staff and the CIA, not to say that it didn't
happen, not to say that it didn't happen often, but I am not so
certain-there have been allegations that people at the top in news
organizations knew and condoned work with the CIA, but as far as
the international news agencies such as I represent, it was not true
then and it is not true now.

Senator MATHIAS. It is like they used to say in the Navy, in the
old days: "It didn't happen on my watch."

Do either of you have any comment on it?



Mr. LEONARD. No. I have clippings here from the various newspa-
pers about various people alleged to have been associated with the
CIA, but I wouldn't take it to court. These are allegations that
have been made.

Senator MATHIAS. But nothing on the KGB?
Mr. LEONARD. No, no. I might say that certain Russian journal-

ists have come to the United States to visit us, and we were kept
under quite strong surveillance during that period. There seemed
to be some apprehension about the purpose that Soviet journalists
serve when they come to the United States, what they have in
mind. So I think there is an awareness that they could be attempt-
ing something.

Senator MATHIAS. Acting as agents of influence.
Mr. WALLACE. But their circulation in the United States is

rather skimpy.
Mr. LEONARD. Very small.
Senator MATHIAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you.
I would like to carry Senator Chafee's question one step further.
If there is concern here that this one agency might in some way

erode the independence of the press, why not extend it to all
Government agencies, and also all individuals and corporations? In
many cases, the independence is thwarted more, I suppose, by the
influence of some company or individual on a reporter, whether he
pays him or doesn't pay him, than by what the CIA might be
doing. For instance, if you take the example that Mr. Wallace gave
of the technician in the foreign country, his mission from the CIA
might simply be to count the number of airplanes on a certain field
and come back and report, and that certainly wouldn't warp the
independence of the newspaper in any way.

In other words, why don't we just have a complete disclosure law
so that the general public knows all the influences, that is, all the
significant influences, and that, of course, would solve the problem
with respect to CIA because they wouldn't want to reveal that
someone was on the payroll.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, strictly speaking, the example you cite, if
that is all the technician did is count airplanes, it wouldn't affect, I
suppose, the product of CBS or whoever. But if it became known,
and it might or might not, it would surely affect access, and that is
the thing that one, I think a lot of us are worried about.

Senator HATHAWAY. If it became known that that same techni-
cian were on the payroll of McDonnell-Douglas, I suppose that
might affect access, too.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I suppose it would.
Senator HATHAWAY. I mean, in the case of the Middle East, with

F-15's in Saudi Arabia and Israel and so forth.
Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I haven't thought-I think it would affect

access, and it would certainly taint him. It would taint the organi-
zation and in the process of tainting the organization, it would
taint all news organizations because, you know, where there is any
conflict of interest there are questions about the practices of every-
body.

So I think it would be compromising in that manner, and it
would also be extremely compromising if the word got around-to
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give only one example, if the people who were working for the
Washington Post or CBS were also counting airplanes, I think they
would have trouble getting visas. They would have trouble getting
access to the news sources, and it would be a very crippling thing.

Senator HATHAWAY. But it wouldn't destroy the independence of
the news agency.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I don't know what you mean by indepen-
dence. It would certainly destroy its effectiveness.

Senator HATHAWAY. To the same extent as if it were known that
one of the employees was working for McDonnell-Douglas, also?

Mr. GEYELIN. I think that would be very bad.
Senator HATHAWAY. Do you think we should have a law that

would prohibit that, too?
Mr. GEYELIN. No, I am antilaw.
Senator HATHAWAY. Except, I think you say in your statement

here, that we ought to have a law with respect to using journalists
as cover.

Mr. GEYELIN. No, I think what I said was we ought to have a law
preventing the use of journalistic cover for Central Intelligence
Agency agents because that is something over which publishers or
network executives, bureau chiefs or whatever, can excercise no
control, with which they do not necessarily give consent. That is
something the Agency does, using a journalistic cover, which I
think is extemely damaging.

The other question you talk about, whether actual practicing,
accredited journalists ought to be CIA agents on the side is a
different question. I am obviously against that, too, but I think that
can be controlled by the fact that the journalist or his bosses would
have to give their consent, and obviously I think that consent
should be denied, but I think that is something that the media can
control for themselves. They cannot control the clandestine use of
journalistic cover for regular CIA agents or any other intelligence
agents.

So I think that--
Senator HATHAWAY. Well, they could have limited control. The

control could be limited by saying no one can be employed who has
any connection, and if they find it out, fire him.

Mr. GEYELIN. Well, I suppose you could do it with free lance
writers. You could send somebody abroad as a free lance writer, as
a stringer. I suppose you could set up a dummy newspaper, maga-
zine, or something that had the look of a news organization, and
which is in fact totally controlled by CIA.

Senator HATHAWAY. Any of the others of you have any com-
ments?

I guess three out of four of you do support the prohibition in the
bill, but would you also extend it and make it a broad prohibition
against any journalist being paid by any organization outside of the
newspaper itself?

Mr. LEONARD. Senator Hathaway, I would like to clarify a point
here with Mr. Geyelin. Would he accept an extension of the ban on
payment to foreign journalists if it were under executive order
rather than statute?

Mr. GEYELIN. I don't think we ought to be doing it, but I am still
talking about the law and the problems of definition and what is a



foreign journalist. That is my point. I don't think that is easy to
define.

Senator HATHAWAY. Mr. Wallace, do you have any comment?
Mr. WALLACE. We are talking about an intelligence bill. I would

like to come down on Phil Geyelin's side and say we don't need a
law. But it is apparent that I have thought about it and I think
that we may just need a law. But it is different when you get into
the Agriculture Department or the Commerce Department or
whatever. A reporter shouldn't be writing speeches for a Senator
and a reporter should not be on the payroll of the Agriculture
Department. It is going to be darned difficult, however for him to
mask that, if he is indeed working for two masters.

It would be conceivably much easier for him to mask the fact
that he is working for the CIA and for a news organization simul-
taneously, and that is why I come down on the side of the law as
far as the intelligence community is concerned.

Senator HATHAWAY. But it would be fairly easy for him to nego-
tiate with General Motors or some company, to write articles for
pay from them, as far as anybody really finding out about it.

Mr. WALLACE. If he was consistently plugging their new prod-
uct-and now you get into a totally different area in which, for
instance, Sigma Delta Chi has been very much involved, and that
is the business of press junkets and lunches and things of that
nature. That is something, it seems to me, that the press can pretty
well monitor for itself. We have vigilant management in the
American press, and a growing sense of conscience in the Ameri-
can press.

I would like, for purposes of this morning, to say that as far as
legislation is concerned, I would like to confine myself only to the
bill that we are talking about.

Senator HATHAWAY. Well, all right. Just confining ourselves to
that, would you make any differentiation between what the activi-
ty was that the CIA wanted done, like the example I gave before of
the technician who was simply to count the number of airplanes on
the field, and differentiate that from the case of the person who
goes in to write an article, a propaganda article in regard to--

Mr. WALLACE. If he works for the Agency, Senator Hathaway, he
works for the Agency as well as for whomever in the press. And
once that becomes apparent, or if that becomes apparent, he tar-
nishes it all.

Senator HATHAWAY. He tarnishes what, the Agency?
Mr. WALLACE. No, no. He doesn't tarnish the Agency. He tar-

nishes the organization for which he works and by implication, all
of the rest of us.

Senator HATHAWAY. Well, I don't know if he tarnishes it any
more than some other private source that had him in his pocket.

Mr. GEYELIN. Senator, if I could speak--
Senator HATHAWAY. Depending on the mission he is trying to do.
Mr. GEYELIN. I think you have raised a question. You are talking

about private industry, but this raises a question about how far you
go with statutory regulations of any kind. After all, the CIA is not
gathering intelligence just for the fun of it. It is gathering intelli-
gence for the rest of the Government, so that the Government can
presumably act in a more informed way.



You could count airplanes for the Pentagon. You don't have to
count them for the CIA. The Pentagon is very interested-in fact
that's where the basic interest is-if you are talking about count-
ing airplanes. Again, that is an example, it seems to me, of where
you could wind up when you start down this road. I am not saying
it is even conceivable at the moment. But the Government has a
need for information. It happens to use the CIA primarily to get it,
but-and I recognize this applies to the whole intelligence commu-
nity-but it is getting it for somebody else who wants it, so that
when you lock this door, you are not sure you have locked all
doors, and therefore I am wondering whether you even ought to try
to lock the door in this way.

Mr. LEONARD. Senator--
Senator HATHAWAY. Yes, Mr. Leonard.
Mr. LEONARD [continuing]. The most precious thing the Ameri-

can press has going for it is integrity, independence, and objectiv-
ity, and they fight for this in many ways. And what we are talking
about today is the attempts of the U.S. Government, through its
intelligence agency, to interfere with this, to hurt this, and it does
hurt it when it becomes known that anyone related with the press
is in any way related with the Central Intelligence Agency.

So all we are saying, all I am saying here today is that if the CIA
can keep its hands off the press, the press will retain its credibility
in that respect, and it will have a message that can be believed
throughout the world. As soon as it becomes known that anyone
from the CIA is having any input or anyone with CIA connection is
having input in the press, then our message to the world won't
have any more validity than Tass.

Senator HATHAWAY. Yes. That is a good point. The question I
have is whether it shouldn't be broadened. I think I agree with Mr.
Geyelin who said we should throw it all out, or it should be
modified considerably, and make this a matter of principle for the
press itself, because there are so many other areas you can get into
once you pass this. Then the question comes up, well, as Senator
Chafee said, shouldn't we extend it to all Government agencies,
and then shouldn't we extend it to all private individuals and
corporations because that can also hurt your credibility in the
world if they thought that some of your reporters were on the
payroll of General Motors or whatever.

Mr. LEONARD. Well, it certainly could, Senator, but the main
thing we are talking about here today is the influence of the U.S.
Government and an agency which does operate covertly most of
the time.

Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Yes, I just have a couple of questions.
Mr. Geyelin has referred to the real world, and in this committee

not only do we have some responsibility to see that there aren't
abuses done by the CIA, but we also have some responsibility to see
that the CIA can function in the best possible manner. This act
before us provides that no entity of the intelligence community
may pay or provide other valuable consideration to any individual
engaged in any intelligence activities who is a journalist or colum-



nist accredited to or regularly contributes material relating to
politics, economics, so forth, to any U.S. media organization.

Now, that is going pretty far. Let's just take the case of some
columnist who, say, is going to China, and has access to an area to
which for some peculiar reason other people don't have access, and
let's say it is an area where there is a drydock that has some
gates in it in which the CIA, and the U.S. Government are very
interested.

Now, I would take it that if he wandered around there and saw
something, from what you gentlemen agreed upon, he could come
home and knock on the door of the CIA and say, boy, I just want to
tell you what I have seen over there in China. Now, does everybody
agree that that is all right-or that it's wrong?

Mr. LEONARD. [Nods in the affirmative.]
Senator CHAFEE. Mike, you seem--
Mr. WALLACE. Yes, I do. But if he comes across something of that

nature, Senator Chafee, why wouldn't he put it in a piece of his
own film or in his paper? If it is that interesting a story, what is
going to keep him from publishing it?

Senator CHAFEE [continuing]. Well, let's say it is not a topic of
general interest. Let me take it one step further. Let's say that he
is a close friend of somebody who is in the CIA. The CIA knows he
is going. He is a columnist, he is not a high paid journalist, or
media man. [General laughter.]

Now, for him to spend some time really looking over this area is
going a little beyond his normal schedule. The CIA says we will
cover your expense, say $200 a day. He says all right, and he goes,
and he wanders around and sees this thing that really isn't a topic
of general news. It is a very esoteric piece of equipment. And he
comes home and tells the CIA about it.

Now, is that wrong?
Mr. WALLACE. [Nods in the affirmative.]
Senator CHAFEE. It is good for the Nation. It is a very needy,

helpful piece of information. This is the patriotism to which we are
referring, Mr. Wallace, but that is wrong?

Mr. GEYELIN. I think it is wrong if it does not have a legitimate
journalistic purpose. It seems to me that is the test.

I see what you are getting at. I know there are things that the
CIA is interested in all the time, and they can't even tell, they
won't even tell a newspaper reporter why they are interested, and
if they won't tell you why they are interested, and you are just
going around picking up a small piece of a big thing that concerns
them, then, you are working for them, you are not working for
your organization.

On the other hand, if you can find out why they are interested,
you have probably got a news story. Most of the time-and this
doesn't just apply to the CIA, it applies to a lot of people who are
interested other-there is the classic story, I think of some reporter
who was asked by CIA, who was going to see Nasser, I think, to
report something about his appearance or his health or something
else, and did to a CIA friend who was interested, without really
knowing why this was a terribly important thing.

I think that is very questionable. I think there is a very simple
test. You go and look at anything that looks newsworthy. That is
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the only business you are in. And if the agency in question won't
tell you why it is newsworthy, then they will have to find it out in
another way.

Senator CHAFEE. But on military bases, if I knew you were going
or Mr. X were going to China and I said, hey, keep your eye out for
this thing, will you, and I wasn't taking a dime from the CIA, that
would be all right.

Mr. GEYELIN. No; my next question would be why, and if I can't
get an answer that suggests to me that there is an interesting line
of inquiry as a reporter, then I am not interested. I am intensely
interested if I can find out why this is a matter of urgent concern
to the U.S. Government, because if it is of urgent concern to the
U.S. Government, it is almost inevitably going to be a news story.

Mr. FULLER. For any short gain that the CIA or even our country
might make with such a venture, over the long run, our credibility
abroad would be destroyed. Our access to news which in essence
gives the world a balance of what is good and bad in the world, and
I think we would lose much more than we would gain.

Senator CHAFEE. Who is we?
Mr. FULLER. We the American people, who are trying to pre-

serve, I think, the freedoms in this country, and they are being
attacked on all sides. The world that we cover is shrinking every
year.

In 1947 the Associated Press correspondents could go virtually
anyplace except Russia with their passports. Today, three-quarters
of the people of the world, we have no direct access to on a free
basis, to go in and cover the news.

So I am saying only that while it would seem that we would all
say, "Yes, of course, we would do that," I think that this country
would be the loser because once we are associated as working hand
in glove with the intelligence community of this country, the pur-
pose we serve is destroyed.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, it seems to me that you are setting a
pretty hard standard. Another thing that was mentioned was that
this is the real world and we have concerns that, as you gentlemen
obviously do, of keeping it strong and competitive.

What about the British? How do they handle this? Is our press
looked on as so much purer than the British, our stories considered
so much more credible? I can't believe the British have a law in
this area.

Mr. FULLER. Well, the British, of course, operate under the Offi-
cial Secrets Act, which is another--

Senator CHAFEE. But that is a different side of the coin, I think.
Mr. FULLER. Yes.
Let me use an outsider to answer the question. A newly adopted

colleague in New York from Australia was making a speech at the
IPI not long ago, in his own country, Rupert Murdock, and he said
he published newspapers only three times, and by any standard
that one would care to use, any yardstick, that the American press
was by far the freest and the most responsible, and I think he is
right.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, somehow I think that you gentlemen are
arguing, debating, not necessarily Mr. Geyelin, but the others are
arguing in favor of us policing your affairs for you, and if I get Mr.
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Geyelin's argument, it is up to the newspaper to have those kinds
of codes and enforcement that would cover these methods instead
of having Big Brother step in with the law.

Mr. FULLER. I said I was cynical from the outset about legislation
in this area. I would much prefer that the Director of the CIA told
me in a private conversation that they were not using news per-
sons for covert activities, that would mean as much to me as your
law, or actually more.

Mr. LEONARD. On the subject of standards, Senator, Henry Kis-
singer once told me that in international intelligence, that our CIA
acted like choirboys compared to the British. That has always
stuck in my mind, as American standards of intelligence--

Senator CHAFEE. Excuse me. Like what boys?
Mr. LEONARD. Like choirboys. Now, this stuck in my mind. And I

like it. I rather hope that American journalism has higher stand-
ards than other parts of the world.

There is the recurring idea that somehow this committee or this
legislation is trying to help out the press, but it is trying to help
out the country, really. It is not trying to help out the press so
much.

Now, for instance, the Associated Press, the Washington Post,
the Milwaukee Journal and CBS I am sure would abide by high
standards, but someplace, somewhere in the United States there is
somebody I am sure that is going to take money from the CIA,
somebody in journalism, to perform some activity, and when they
get caught it is going to be just as bad for the press as if someone
in this group were doing it.

So the burden really has to be put, as bill S. 2525 puts it, on the
U.S. Government, to say that you will not pay, period. That is a
pretty final, definite statement.

Mr. WALLACE. You are talking about the real world, Senator
Chafee. And there is an AP report about testimony by Stansfield
Turner, testifying before a House intelligence subcommittee, and
he says "I am reluctant to keep drawing finer and finer lines." He
also argued in favor of retaining a provision authorizing him to
waive the restrictions and to enlist the U.S.-accredited reporter if
he feels it necessary. And in the real world, it seems to me that the
Agency probably would like to do it. But if they are specifically
told they cannot do it under S. 2525, then it seems to me that it is
protecting us. But that is only a corollary. What you are really
saying to the CIA is: "Don't do it!" And a byproduct of that, it
seems to me, is that it helps the U.S. press to remain free and
independent, and most important of all, above the suspicion under
which it currently labors.

Senator CHAFEE. I guess what worries me, as we read about
successes in the past with ULTRA, and with Midway, the Japanese
code, whatever it was, these things came about because of a whole
variety of circumstances, that we were lucky, we had things
worked out.

Now, somehow to enjoin things by law makes me nervous. Now, I
can see that everybody can say there have been abuses, and indeed
there have been abuses, and that perhaps was the responsibility of
the Congress for not conducting adequate oversight, but to enjoin
things where the precious opportunity might come up, a once in a



lifetime thing, Stansfield Turner can't go to anybody and say here
is a chance to get something significant through this reporter if we
can only pay his expenses. The law says no, and so there is no
doing it. I just worry about what the alternative might be.

Mr. FULLER. Senator Chafee, I don't think any of us are saying
don't gather intelligence.

Senator CHAFEE. I appreciate that.
Mr. FULLER. We are just saying that we think we are making a

contribution, that whatever small, covert contribution might be
made is miniscule compared to what we could do if we are putting
out a believable news product that countries all over the world
read and believe.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, that is in the balance--
Mr. WALLACE. The other part of it is this. You mentioned China

before, and reading Jack Nelson's remarks from yesterday, which I
found quite persuasive and very interesting, let's say that a report-
er is going to North Korea, where not many American reporters go
in. Ahead of time he goes to the Agency, he goes to a friend of his
in the Agency and says: "Look, there is so little in the press about
this, I would like to know a little bit about the background of what
goes on in North Korea." And he gets a briefing from the Agency.
And he comes back and he writes his pieces. And then let's say the
fellow, his friend from the Agency says, "Listen, I would like to
have lunch with you and just shoot the breeze about what you saw
there."

First of all, if he is a good reporter and he has been in there I
would imagine that most of his material is going to be in the pieces
that he has done.

But then, Nelson says, I see nothing wrong with a reporter
sharing the information he gathers with an intelligence agent as
long as it is voluntary. And that is where I find it difficult to go
along with you. Whether it is expenses, or a couple of hundred
bucks or a couple of thousand bucks, it is wrong. As long as it is
voluntary and on his terms, and he is not compromising his own
sources of information, it is done every day in American journal-
ism-that's the real world-and there is no question in my mind
but that-that is OK.

And you know as well as I that that is the way you operate from
time to time with reporters. And I daresay that reporters have
been operating traditionally with people from the Agency in that
way on a voluntary basis from time immemorial.

The CHAIRMAN. John, would you pardon me just to extend here
just a tad, because we have gone all around this area, and we have
tended to lean on the strong word of "voluntary" as the right of
the reporter and as minimizing the risk to the great American
news media.

Are you limiting that voluntary relationship to the transmittal
of ideas and news and observations, or would you draw a line at
which the reporter is asked: "Would you mind, when you go back,
to find out this or that or to deliver this or that." So then it is still
voluntary, there is no contractual relationship, but it becomes an
operational kind of thing-I think we are going to have to go vote,
aren't we?
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We are going to have to go vote. Knowing what happens when
we get over there, I don't think it really would be good to ask you
gentlemen to stay on here.

You might give a little thought to that, but I would like to just
toss in another thing for you to think about, and that is not
directly related to the subject of our hearings. But inasmuch as the
whole purpose of this legislation is to do our job and convey the
idea that we are doing our job, for those of you who are out there
looking and have the responsibility to test us and see that we are
providing oversight, I wish you would give some thought about how
you can do your job, get the information you need, and we can
convey to you the fact that we really are doing our job. At the
same time, you understand and we understand there are just some
things that we know we can't discuss. And that is a narrow line,
particularly for those of us who normally like to say everything.
Now we are in a much different role.

Let me just say thank you, gentlemen. This has been very per-
ceptive and valuable to us because you realize the issues.

[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.]



TUESDAY, MAY 16, 1978
U.S. SENATE,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,
Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m., in room
1114, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chairman
of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Moynihan, Goldwater, Garn,
and Chafee.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Earl Eisenhower,
minority staff director; David Bushong, minority counsel; and
Audrey Hatry, clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We are very fortunate this morning in having
the man who has served our Government for most of his adult life,
if not all of it, a man who is very well qualified to discuss the
question of intelligence organizations.

I appreciate the fact that as busy as he is, he has taken time to
be with us.

Mr. Ambassador, it is good to have you with us this morning.
Mr. HELMS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will ask that an appropriate abbreviated

biographical sketch of your varied career be placed in the record at
this time.

[The biographical sketch of Mr. Richard Helms follows:]

RICHARD McGARRHAH HELMS

1913-Born, St. Davids, Pa.
1935-Graduated Phi Beta Kappa from Williams College. Worked for United

Press in London.
1943-Assigned to OSS. Held desk jobs in Washington and New York before going

to England and France, and after the war to Germany.
1945-Strategic Services Unit of the War Department and later the Central

Intelligence Group.
1951-Deputy Assistant Director for Special Operations.
1952-Acting Chief of Operations, Office of Deputy. Director for Plans. (DDP).
1958-Deputy to DDP (Richard Bissell) and Chief of Operations.
1962-Deputy Director for Plans.
1963-Acting Director of Central Intelligence.
1965-Deputy Director of Central Intelligence.
1966-Director of Central Intelligence.
1973-Confirmed as Ambassador to Iran.
1977-Present-SAFEER-consulting firm.

The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you proceed?
Do you have any statement that you would like to make this

morning?
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STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD HELMS, FORMER DIRECTOR OF
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Mr. HELMS. Mr. Chairman, thank you for your kind words. I
don't have any formal statement this morning, but I do have a
couple of observations I would like to make before we get started.

I recognize that I am swimming against a strong current when I
have the temerity to suggest that in writing the voluminous lan-
guage of S. 2525, the committee is attacking the problem of dealing
with the intelligence community in a way which would seem to
raise more difficulties than it resolves.

May I say here and now that the only part of the intelligence
community which would appear to be at serious issue is that part
of it which deals with espionage,, counterintelligence, and covert
action. These activities are understood to be incorporated in what
Americans have called the clandestine service, what the British
refer to as the secret service.

The secret service, as a tool of government, must of necessity
belong in the United States to the Presidency. Under the constitu-
tional powers of the President as Commander in Chief of the
Armed Forces and the formulator of American foreign policy, it
should be the President who establishes the guidelines and the
restrictions on what a secret service should attempt to do and how
it handles its various activities. Congress has an oversight role to
contribute, a continuing and consistent oversight role.

As the months turn into years, the Executive and the Congress
will obviously confront differing perceptions according to the mood
of the American people and changing circumstances in the world
at large. This flexibility is essential. In other words, in formulating
laws and prescribing criminal penalties for violation thereof, the
Congress is in effect attempting to build a legal structure which
reduces this flexibility and makes it more difficult to shift quickly
in the face of new conditions.

Would it not be preferable to encourage collaboration between
the executive and *the legislative, rather than requiring what
S. 2525 would seem to demand, namely, at least 67 separate condi-
tions under which written reports would be made to the Congress.
This blizzard of paper would be so heavy as to turn the examina-
tion of it over to the committee staffs, which in turn would be
running the intelligence community, or, as former Director George
Bush put it, "micromanaging the intelligence business."

In my experience, what a Director requires from the Congress as
much as anything else are the thoughts and perceptions of Con-
gressmen on the need for, or desirability of, certain activities and
operations in the context of the times. These matters are of such
importance that they should be subject to discussion between over-
sight Senators and oversight Representatives personally, and the
Director, not committed to impersonal treatment such as would be
the inevitable result of exchanging written documents.

There is one other general point that I would like to make, Mr.
Chairman, and that has to do with this passage on the protection
of sources and methods. This happens to be something about which
I feel very strongly indeed, because I have been a victim of this
part of the statute as it exists today. If there is going to be the



same kind of a proposal in any new legislation, I think it has got to
go far farther than the one that is in the existing draft.

When the Rockefeller Commission made its report, they made
this observation, and I quote:

The Statute does not provide the Director of Central Intelligence with guidance
on the scope of this responsibility and on how it is to be performed, nor does it grant
him additional authority to discharge this responsibility.

Later on, the same Rockefeller Commission report says:
The Director's responsibility to protect intelligence sources and methods, however,

cannot be read so broadly as to permit investigations of persons having no relation-
ship whatever with the Agency. The CIA has no authority to investigate newsmen
simply because they have published leaked, classified information. Investigations by
the CIA should be limited to persons presently or formerly affiliated with the
Agency, directly or indirectly.

Mr. Karamessines when he testified here recently said in his
statement:

I must admit, however, that experience has shown that this is a hollow mandate
unless it can be reinforced with language providing appropriate sanctions and
giving the Director not alone the responsibility for protecting sources and methods,
but also the authority to investigate and take appropriate action in cases involving
such protection.

In short, gentlemen, it is simply not enough to give the Director
this responsibility. You either define. this responsibility, give him
the right to take certain actions and recourses in the context of
enforcing the responsibility, or I would recommend you leave it out
of the legislation entirely. I promise you that it is grossly unfair to
give him the responsibility without any authority whatever to en-
force it.

I would also like to suggest in connection with the bill, gentle-
men, that it would seem to me that you have too many definitions,
and that they are rather confusing. There are 12 pages of them,
and yet in those 12 pages no one has seen fit to define that much
used term "national security." It appears throughout the act. It
was not defined in the National Security Act of 1947, and to the
best of my knowledge, I have never seen it defined since.

And the word "coordination," although used throughout the bill,
is not defined. The intelligence community has never formally
agreed on its meaning, which would range from mere notification
of an activity to approval or disapproval of an entity. Without some
clearer definition, the bill insures the continuation of disagree-
ments within the community on what coordination actually means
or what it entails.

Also, we have the term in S. 2525 "United States person" in
quotations. It would seem to me that it is defined very broadly.
Almost any group of people can incorporate themselves or be an
incorporated association and therefore be protected from intelli-
gence community activity, which is what I interpret the sense of
the bill to mean. But how does one find out if an association is
controlled by a foreign power without investigating it to start with?
So I think that that language ought to be tidied up, including the
definition of international terrorist activity, which I think gives
real problems in terms of, do we really mean what we say? In
other words, are we really in favor of the status quo in all so-called
democratic countries, be they rightist or leftist?



Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Ambassador Helms.
Is it not possible for us to establish general guidelines enunciat-

ing the rules, the regulations and defining the width and breadth
of authority without getting into micro-management?

The whole purpose of hearings, of course, is to take something
and let some of you who have had practical experience look at it-
67 separate reports. It would be better to have two or three good
ones as well as the kind of personal, ongoing relationship you
referred to.

Is it not possible to have one goal to reach without so tying
ourselves up with minutia, day-to-day details that we have diffi-
culty?

Mr. HELMS. Well, I would have thought so, Mr. Chairman. You
know, I realize that there are very wise men who disagree with me,
but the National Security Act of 1947, as it applies to the intelli-
gence community, is not such a bad document, and if we had had
the proper kind of oversight in Congress throughout these years, I
think that that document could probably still remain on the books
without too much trouble.

But the issue that I raised at the outset, of the proper kind of
give and take between Senators and the Director on what he might
do at a given time, what he might be permitted to do, what is going
too far, and then assuring him the kind of security which one
committee in the House and one committee in the Senate could
give him, would seem to be adequate. And the difficulty with
legislation is that no matter how many words you write, it never
covers all the contingencies. It tends to put things in a straitjacket,
and it tends to require so many reports that you have fellows
writing reports and doing no work. And as a matter of fact, believe
it or not, one of the principal complaints of most of the employees
of the clandestine service of the CIA in the past has been the
number of reports required of them from the field so we could keep
track of what they were doing. They felt this cut into their produc-
tive work.

Well, now we not only will have those reports, but we will have
all kinds of reports from headquarters on top of that. I do honestly
plead that you make the legislation simpler.

Mr. CHAIRMAN. Let me read that portion of the bill that deals
with the oversight function and ask you to comment on it.

Keep the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Represen-
tatives, and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate fully and currently
informed of all National Intelligence activities and all intelligence activities which
are the responsibility of or are engaged in by or are carried out for or on behalf of
any entity of the Intelligence Community, including any significant anticipated
intelligence activity; but the foregoing condition shall not constitute a condition
precedent to the initiation of any such anticipated intelligence activity; and furnish
any information or material in the possession, custody or control of the Director of
the relevant entity of the Intelligence Community or in the possession, custody or
control of any person paid by the Director or by any such entity whenever requested
by the Committees.

That is basically the mandate of the proposed oversight authority
there. We really have that oversight authority now.

Would you care to comment on whether it is adequate, or too
extensive, or not extensive enough?



Mr. HELMS. I think that the main problem with oversight is the
security of all the material that you are going to require. I think it
ought to be a lot more specific that these two committees, one in
the House and one in the Senate, are going to be the ones to get
this material, and that any other committee chairman who wants
it doesn't have any right to call the Director and simply extract it
from him. You will have to recognize that after what happened to
me legally, it is quite clear that nobody dare come near the Senate
anymore and be sworn without being prepared to take his pants
down, in other words, confess all.

So, I think that you ought to protect the Director in this respect
by saying that his sensitive testimony is limited to these two com-
mittees. Whether you can get that through the Senate or not, I
don't know, but it would be a good test of how interested they are
in security.

The CHAIRMAN. You have no objection to what I just read you
that does tie into the two committees, one in the House and one in
the Senate.

Mr. HELMS. No objection to that.
The CHAIRMAN. I call your attention particularly to the broad

scope of the information which is made available here to those
committees. You have no objection to that.

Mr. HELMS. I have no way of objecting to that. I think the Senate
has got to decide what it wants to know and this committee has got
to decide what is best to know, and I think it starts at 100 percent.
If it then over a period of time wants to contract that down
because it is too much of a workload or whatever the case may be,
fine.

But I certainly don't want to sit here and say that the Senate
and the House should not have, at least the committees should not
have, full access to this information. I don't think we ever in the
history of this country want to go through again what we did in
1975 over intelligence, and anything that would stop that, I would
be in favor of.

The CHAIRMAN. That is one of the reasons for the bill, I think, to
provide strong guidelines, and perhaps we have gone too far, and
we will have to look at that, but by drawing some guidelines, we
have sent some rather clear signals that this should not happen
again. Hopefully we would be wise enough to draw the line in such
a way that we can stop the abuse without unnecessarily burdening
people in the intelligence community with the trivia.

That is what you are concerned about, is it not?
Mr. HELMS. That is exactly what I am concerned about. I am also

concerned about a constant traffic in paper, because papers in this
town have a way of turning up in the strangest places. If you look
back at the history during the last 5 years, odd little pieces of
paper show up in the newspapers, or show up in the hands of
private citizens. It is this paper traffic which, the heavier you make
it and the more documents you have, the more you erode the
security of these operations.

And maybe there isn't going to be much covert action in the
future. That would depend on Presidential desires and the position
of our country and so forth. But it is not possible, Mr. Chairman, to
run an adequate and successful covert operation if it is leaking



around the edges all the time, and no sensible man will embark on
one if this is what he is going to be confronted with.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, how do you suggest we protect the country
from this kind of leak? What kind of governmental response should
there be when we read all these books and people that are publish-
ing lists and this kind of thing. How do you see the necessity and
the ability to restrict the. leaking of security information on one
hand, and the first amendment rights on the other?

Mr. HELMs. It doesn't seem that the first amendment rights come
into this as long as the legislators and the members of the execu-
tive branch both keep their mouths shut. It doesn't get to the
newspapers in that case, so the first amendment doesn't arise. I
mean, I never had any difficulty with the Senate Armed Services
Committee about security. I don't know a single thing that was
leaked over a period of 20 years. And I never had any difficulty
with the House Appropriations Committee. I don't know a single
thing that was leaked out of there in 20 years. So there isn't any
question the House and Senate can do it if they want to.

The CHAIRMAN. I will hasten to add, I think you will find there is
no evidence of any leaking out of this committee. Where this
information is coming from is a good question, but through talking
to the agency heads, they are convinced-there was some concern,
understandably, at the initiation of the committee-that we are
secure.

What would you have, penalties, or how would you deal with
those who actually release information?

Mr. HELMS. I don't know. All of us have thought a good deal
about the desirability of having an Official Secrets Act in this
country of the kind that the British have. I frankly don't think it is
a useful option, because I don't think it could ever be put through
the Senate and the House, and even to introduce it and debate it
would lead to a murderous dialog. I don't see that there would be
any particular useful purpose served by that.

Therefore, I suppose that if you pass an act which makes the
criminal penalties do something after the fact, I mean, that you
are punished after you have done the leaking, I am not sure that is
very much of a constraint. I have never noticed that it was, and
besides, suppose you leak it to a newspaper. Then what is going to
happen? Do you punish the fellow? I doubt it. Then you do get the
first amendment all snarled up in it, and I doubt very much that
anything would happen.

So to come back to your question, Mr. Chairman, I would like to
see us put emphasis right now on binding up the wounds of the
intelligence community and trying to get the Congress and the
executive collaborating and cooperating together, which I under-
stand from the newspapers they are. I think this can be done in
the proper fashion. Why don't we get on with the job of doing it
and then worry about these criminal sanctions later.

It doesn't seem to me that in the middle of the effort to write a
charter, it is going to help the process very much, and I would
rather leave that to the end. Punishing people for doing things
which in effect are treasonable or against their oath is such a
complicated business under our system of laws, that I would rather
trust to my Agency people and my Senators and my Congressmen



to do the right thing rather than saying, "Well, we will pass a law
and we will send that fellow to jail for a couple of years for being
naughty." I don't think that is going to be much of a deterrent.

The CHAIRMAN. We have had a good working relationship with
the executive branch in the formulation process of this charter.

Could you give us some more detail about what you are talking
about-and perhaps I don't quote you exactly, but something of the
thrust of what you said about why the Director needs authority to
protect sources and methods.

What exactly does he need in the way of authority that he
doesn't now have?

Mr. HELMS. For example, he would need some sort of authority
to investigate the leak. He puts in his regulations, security regula-
tions, to guide and guard the papers and whom they go to and
under what circumstances and so forth. But finally, a piece of
paper shows up on the street or shows up in the hands of some
unauthorized person. He doesn't at the present time have any right
to even look into this matter. He can't investigate it. In days gone
by efforts were made to get Mr. Hoover to investigate some of these
leaks. Mr. Hoover had no stomach for it. He wasn't interested in it.
And therefore he would seldom do it.

So how are you going to protect these sources and these methods
if you don't have any ability to find out where the difficulty is in
the first place?

Let me give you a concrete example of this. All the difficulty
over the Anderson papers and the leak of communications on the
tilt toward Pakistan and all the rest of it were an absolute hemor-
rhage in terms of intelligence community information. There was
no question about it. We were attempting to find out where Ander-
son was getting all this material. That seemed a perfectly justifi-
able interpretation of the mandate that I had. But the Rockefeller
Commission says I had no such mandate. That is their opinion. But
this issue has never been judged in the courts, and so I don't know
exactly whether it was proper or improper.

It wasn't until much later that it was found out that Yeoman
Radford was handing all this material over to Jack Anderson.

So in the process of trying to investigate this, I got bitterly
criticized by the Rockefeller Commission and everybody else, and
why should the next Director be put in that position again? Does
he drop the matter, or does he pursue it to find out if there is
someone in his Agency who is passing this material directly to
unauthorized individuals?

The CHAIRMAN. You might, when you have the time, look at the
provisions in title II, which give the authority to the head of the
agency in question to investigate the conduct of employees, pursu-
ant to the improper conduct you are describing.

As I recall, we do limit the use of electronic surveillance to a
procedure that must go through the Justice Department once we
have reached that stage. It must still be that the case must be
made.

Mr. HELMS. Well, you see, Mr. Chairman, if I may be responsive
to this provision you were just talking about, certainly the Director
can investigate his own employees, but these documents go to
many people in Government, the Department of State, the White
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House, the Defense Department, and so forth. As soon as the
document leaves the Agency, then it is totally out of the control of
the Director, even though he is responsible for it. And this is my
point. No Director, no Secretary of Defense, ever comes up and
says the leak was in my department. That is one of the biggest
jokes in town. If you speak to the Cabinet officer and say there has
been a leak in your department, he comes around 48 hours later
and says "I have got the best and most secure department in
Washington. That can never have happened in my department."

This is a farce, and I would like to prevent it from being a farce
in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, should the thrust of this investigation,
when you are talking about proceeding outside your own given
agency, should that be in the hands of the CIA or the FBI?

Mr. HELMS. Well, this is the point I think the committee ought to
clear up. If you are going to get into the problem and you are going
to give the Director this authority, then I think, if I may say so,
that you are obliged to come down to the end, which is how is he
going to execute it? Does he pass this to the Director of the FBI? If
he does, say so.

The CHAIRMAN. I guess one of the real balancing acts we are
trying to perform here is how we can provide security on the one
hand and still get the whole story so that we can perform the
necessary oversight function on the other. In the past we have
intentionally or unintentionally done both from time to time, and
there has been a real effort, I think, to either not let Congress have
the information or make Congress believe something is happening
a little different than it actually is.

Now, we have not had that kind of effort up here lately, so
whatever we do, we are trying to be certain that we can balance
out the security of the country, the security of this information,
quite rightly as a matter of concern to the Agency. It is a matter of
concern to us. It ought to be. The question is how we handle this in
a way which will provide a forum in which those who fulfill the
kind of responsibility you fulfilled, let us have the information, let
us provide the oversight. We can bring a different dimension into
the decisionmaking process.

Mr. HELMS. I think you are going to be amazed, Mr. Chairman,
at how forthcoming the intelligence community is going to be with
your committee and with the committee in the House. I believe
this illusion that Directors have been fiddle-faddling with their
oversight committees over the years is a myth that has been cre-
ated in the Congress. I don't know any Directors, at least up to my
time, that fiddle-faddled with the Congress. If you could find the
chairman of the committee so you could sit down and talk to him
or have a meeting, he got the martini straight up. It wasn't on the
rocks or anything like that.

We presented a budget every year that had all the details in it.
There were no secret wars in Laos and all that nonsense. That is
part of the mythology of Washington. It is not the truth.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, certainly it is, mythology or whatever it
might be, the concept that a large number of the Members of
Congress didn't know what was going on. That may have been the
Agency's fault, it may have been the Members of Congress fault.



Mr. HELMS. Senator Bayh, on October 5, 1967, the full Armed
Services, not the CIA part of the Armed Services Committee, the
full Armed Services Committee heard a 2-hour briefing from Mr.
Shackley, who at that time was the Chief of Station in Laos, on the
entire problem, of how the war was being fought in Laos, where it
was being fought, how much money was being spent, detail afterdetail after detail. At the end of the briefing the Armed Services
Committee said this is a much better way to fight a war in South-
east Asia than the way we are doing it in Vietnam. You spend $1million a year on Laos and we spend $1 million a day in Vietnam.

All I am trying to say is that all of those Senators were in on thetakeoff. This was 1967.
Now, you ask some of those Senators who were there that day.

They are your colleagues. That isn't my problem, it is your prob-lem.
The CHARIMAN. Yes, indeed, it is.
Senator Goldwater? [General laughter.]
Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Ambassador, you left that on a very

handy note to me because you have been referring to the Congress
and our responsibilities. I wish I could sit here and say that I feltthat every Member of Congress were interested in good intelli-
gence. I think you have a rather sizable segment of the Congressthat is completely opposed to the concept of intelligence, CIA, NSA,
DIA, FBI, or whatever it is, and I am convinced that the media
have members who are completely opposed to the continuation ofany intelligence gathering such as we have known. You only needread any daily paper on the east coast or the west coast to makethat rather sad discovery.

Now, the problems that we are going through relative to what Ihave been talking about, the problems that you are aware of, andevery man who has ever been in intelligence is aware of, the leaksthat just constantly go on up here. I have often, with all duerespect, said there are more leaks around here than there is in themen's room at Anheuser-Busch. [General laughter.]
But the problem is with our allies and their confidence in ourability to keep a secret. Don't you find that more prevalent todaythan when you first went in the intelligence business?
Mr. HELMS. It is inevitable, Senator Goldwater. Any sane manwho is interested in the sanctity of his information, in his sources

from which he got it and all the rest, would not want to share itwith a country where there was a possibility that he was going toread about it in the newspaper the next day. And it is all fine tosay that we are getting along in good shape, and you know, ourallies are being forthcoming and so forth, but obviously our alliesare not being forthcoming. We don't even have to look at the piecesof paper to know that.
For example, a good agent, in the espionage business is so hardto come by that it takes a man who is literally irresponsible towant to jeopardize that asset once he has got it, and it doesn'tmake any difference whether it is French intelligence or Israeliintelligence or British intelligence or whatever intelligence. Theyare all the same on this point. And the hemorrhaging which hasbeen going on recently all over Washington in connection with notonly intelligence material and secrets, but state secrets, I suppose



is an aberration of the times, but if it continues, I think we will
find that the country is going to be at a serious disadvantage. I
don't think that anyone who looks at the world today and watches
the maneuvers of Cubans and Soviets in Africa, a recent coup in
Afghanistan, and all these other various operations, does not sense
that the Russians are putting things into place. Maybe the exact
pattern is not all that clear yet, but gradually they will fill it out,
and we will wake up one morning and find that it is indeed in
place.

This is a time when I think the intelligence can't possible be too
good, and we can't possibly have too much of it. To coin a phrase,
we are certainly fiddling while Rome burns.

Senator GOLDWATER. I agree.
Now, on this point that I am leading up to, which I would call

subversion-and we have laws on our books concerning subversion,
and we have had them ever since we have been a Republic. Yet I,
not being a lawyer, can't remember when we have ever used those
laws of subversion and I have recommended using them in a
number of cases, like the Ellsberg case where material was leaked
and where newspapers used this information without asking the
authority of the agency from which it was leaked.

No. 1, in your opinion, are these laws adequate to cover the
situation we are talking about?

Mr. HELMS. Senator Goldwater, as you know, I am not a lawyer
either, and if you would forgive me, I would like to duck that
because I haven't read these laws in recent years and I am not
even sure exactly what is on the books at the present time.

I think my answer, though, as a lay person, would have to be
that they are not adequate.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, if you would care to consult with
people on that, and if you feel that you would like to submit an
answer, I think we would be very happy to get it because I have
asked the legislative people connected with this committee, I have
asked my own legal advisers to formulate legislation that would be
directed at the misuse of information gathered through intelligence
sources.

We are not at the point yet where that piece of legislation can be
introduced, and as you have indicated, it probably would have
trouble on the floor because of the first amendment rights which I
think we are seeing abused all over this country without looking at
intelligence. When I think of the first amendment rights of a man
in uniform, I don't think that just because a man puts on the
uniform of his country he has to shut up about the things he sees
going on wrong, unless he is serving under direct orders of the
Commander in Chief. But, that is beside the point.

But now we are seeing books, and articles written by former
agents and former Directors. We are seeing articles appearing
almost daily in newspapers and magazines, written by people who
should know and people who have no reason to know. I am amazed
at the number of times almost weekly I am called on the telephone
by some news source to check on a certain situation that I thought,
Lord, I was probably the only one around that knew about it. But I
find it is pretty generally known throughout the whole TV-radio-
press colony. Not just in a casual way but a very complete way, to



the point where they can argue with me when I say no and they
know damned well I could say yes.

So those are the things I would like to see us attempt to correct
in our charters, and anything that you can do to help us in that
will be greatly appreciated.

Today it seems like anybody, however close to the intelligence
gathering agencies of our country, can go out and write or talk or
tell tales, and those tales not only lose us the cooperation of intelli-
gence agencies around the world that we have had to depend on, it
might even result in the loss of a life here and there.

Now, a question on covert action. Our new legislation would
permit the United States, through its intelligence agencies, to con-
tinue to conduct covert action. It would, however, subject such
covert action to strict review and approval procedures within the
executive branch, to prior notification of the Congress, and to
periodic review of ongoing activities. For any given activity, the
President would have to certify that the activity was essential to
the national security.

Now, is it fair to assume that you would be in favor of the
United States continuing to conduct such activities?

Mr. HELMS. Yes, Senator Goldwater, I would be in favor of it. I
am frank to admit that I see no substitute for it, that there are
many situations in the world where we certainly don't want to
send in conventional troops or conventional aircraft, or diplomatic
maneuvers have failed, or economic pressures have done no good,
and yet where our side, the U.S. side can be advantaged or helped
by covert manipulation of one sort or another. I think to strike
that weapon from the hands of a President in the modern context
would be a great mistake.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I will go one step further.
Do you think it should be stricken, that weapon should be strick-

en from the hands of the directors of intelligence agencies?
Mr. HELMS. Sir, it has never been in the Director's hands. Ever

since covert actions were begun under a document known as NSC
10/2 he in effect had to have the approval of the authorities of the
executive branch. The committee that was established at that time
and the membership of which changed slightly through the years,
and the name changed with every administration, was nothing
more nor less than an approval mechanism for the President. Since
our President is elected for 4 years and shouldn't have to be got
out of office because some covert action goes wrong, this committee
was a circuit breaker, but they always had access to the President
if they wanted it, and vice versa. They consult with him, and I
believe that most of the time he was kept adequately informed as
to what was going on.

So in effect, the Director has never had this mandate.
Senator GOLDWATER. Well, what you are saying, then, if I under-

stand you, is that all covert activities during the time that
you were acquainted or associated with the CIA, came as an order
or with the approval of the Commander in Chief, who is the
President.

Mr. HELMS. Effectively, yes.
Senator GOLDWATER. I wish we could get the media and the

American people to understand that, because I feel that that is at



the root of most of the problems of our intelligence agencies today,
namely that the Directors do not have the ability to wake up in the
morning and say: Oh, I've got a real cutie, and I am going to do it.
That is not the truth and never has been the truth, and I don't
think ever will be the truth. But it will be accepted as the truth by
the American people if that is all they hear and read.

And I would hope that the media who are interested in the
perpetuation of the freedom of this country would stop blaming it
on the wrong people.

Now, I think you have already answered this question. Is the
standard that any covert action be "essential to the national securi-
ty" a reasonable one?

Mr. HELMS. I beg your pardon. Would you read that again,
please, sir?

Senator GOLDWATER. Is the standard that any covert action be
"essential to the national security" a reasonable one?

Mr. HELMS. Senator, one of the reasons that I asked for or
suggested mildly that the term "national security" be defined if
one is going to talk about it so much is that I would like to know
what we really have in mind here, because the perceptions in
public life these days of what is of interest to the national security
and what is not vary very widely indeed. I would have no trouble if
national security were defined a little bit more broadly than "the
collapse of the Republic" or "the Pentagon in shambles."

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I am glad you reiterated that point,
and I can see that becoming one of the major problems of this
committee.

It reminds me of a question I asked, I believe in this room, a
little over a year ago, of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
if he would assist me in preparing legislation to prevent women
from taking part in combat. Well, he said, Senator, I would be glad
to but you will have to define combat to me because I have given
over 100 Purple Hearts to women in Vietnam. So I can see your
point.

I won't participate in any more questions now.
The Senator from New York.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator Goldwater.
May I first state what an honor it is for this committee to have

you before us, Ambassador Helms. You know with what respect
you are held by this member of the committee, at the very least,
and I think perhaps you have heard me suggest that this is a
general view.

Under the guise of asking you a question or two, I am going to
make a few statements, mostly to see if you want to confirm them,
and first to say that it seems to me that it would be useful if it
were better understood by everybody, perhaps even by members of
this Senate committee, that we are not involved here with the
question of how to conduct policy. What we are involved here with
is the question of what policy to conduct. The fact is that under the
pretense of reorganizing CIA, we are trying to make it impossible
for it to carry forward the policies associated with it in its first
three decades, and for which it was created, which is to say, a
forward anti-Soviet position in the world.



The political consensus behind this position broke up in the late
1960's early 1970's, and that is when your security-that is that of
CIA itself-broke up as well. You say that for years you briefed the
Senate Armed Services Committee and had no problems. That is
because there was a political consensus behind what you were
doing, and the effort to change that policy of being aggressively
anti-Soviet in the world has taken the forms of declaring the CIA
to be a danger to the American people. They were designed to be a
danger to Soviet expansion.

It is now the case that on balance we indict more intelligence
officers than we do spies. One of my concerns is that we are now
carrying out the last action to make Vietnam retrospectively im-
possible-and perhaps retrospectively it never should have hap-
pened-but we now do so in the face of a clear Soviet expansion in
the world.

Soviets are not routinely expansionists, but they probe. Suddenly
they seem to be on the rampage, and the President of the United
States seems to have discovered this, and each week we learn of a
new discovery. The President discovers Cubans in Africa. The
President discovers Cubans in Asia. The President learns of Soviet
expansion. It is a rather striking form of discovery that has been
taking place.

But I want to put this to you, and that is as an example of what
I talked to you about, electronic surveillance is very much con-
cerned, and counterintelligence is a particularly sensitive issue.
Now, for some time we have known that the Soviet Union, the
KGB, the Committee for Security of the Soviet Union, is actively
spying on Americans in massive numbers through the interception
of their telephone calls. This is not a very arcane bit of knowledge.
The Columbia Broadcasting System, CBS Television, went up on
the roof, I believe of the University Club here in Washington and
looking down on the Soviet Embassy said "See that box? That is
where the equipment is that listens to the telephone calls of every-
body in Washington." As a matter of fact, the brilliant and relent-
less television journalist who did the job is in this room. So we
know the Soviets are doing that, but there is nothing about that in
this legislation.

There is a kind of equation, almost, about this matter. During
the Spanish Civil War the British poet Stephen Spender who was
recruited by the left, by the Communists, was taken down to Spain
and shown the atrocities of the Fascists, and he came back to write
a poem against them, and then he was taken down again. But then
he began to notice that it wasn't only on one side that the atroc-
ities occurred, and he wrote in a wonderful essay included in "The
God That Failed," he said, it came to me that unless I cared about
every murdered child indiscriminately, I really didn't care about
children being murdered at all.

Now, we are showing in this Senate an enormous concern that
the CIA not listen to anybody's telephone wires, but no concern at
all if the Russian intelligence service is listening to our telephone
calls.

Does that not suggest to you that we really don't care about
telephone calls being intercepted, we care about the purposes for
which the CIA might be doing this?



Now, that is a long question, Mr. Helms.
Mr. HELMS. On the latter part of it, Senator Moynihan, I would

certainly agree that on this issue of counterintelligence there is a
great deal of work to be done.

One of the difficulties with counterintelligence is that until one
catches a spy, the assumption is that there are no spies really
doing any spying. I think it has been observed by many that as far
as the American public is concerned, if it is not in the newspaper
and they don't know about it, it doesn't exist.

I recall, for example, a period during which something like
250,000 people were being killed in Indonesia, and since there were
no American or British newspaper correspondents there this was
an event which passed into history without the knowledge of the
American public, and, therefore, there was no outcry, there were
no complaints in the United Nations, there was no nothing.

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Ambassador, I wonder if you could pull the
mike a little bit closer.

Mr. HELMS. Excuse me. I'm sorry, Senator Chafee. I was talking
in this direction. Maybe if I got this microphone over here.

Senator CHAFEE. They are rigged in a very difficult manner.
Mr. HELMS. As far as the counterintelligence itself is concerned,

you are absolutely correct that the Russians are operating massive-
ly in their country.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The Russians are operating massively in this
country.

Mr. HELMS. Second, I don't think that we are in very good shape
to counter this these days, from what I read in the newspapers,
and I hasten to add, I have no inside information of any kind
whatsoever. But I did notice that Director Kelley of the FBI com-
mented publicly to the effect the Bureau agents had lost their
cutting edge for looking into espionage cases and similarly difficult
ones because of the problems that they have had. I can't imagine
that the Central Intelligence Agency is up on its tippy toes these
days with respect to counterintelligence, particularly in light of the
fact that there have been a number of leaks and articles that strike
right at the heart of any counterintelligence operations they could
possibly have had going against the Soviet Union.

And one of the great difficulties in defending counterintelligence
and standing up for it is the difficulty I mentioned a moment ago.
That is that if you don't catch somebody, the assumption is there is
nobody there to catch. In World War II, the phrase "fifth column"
became a word of art. It was known throughout the world. What
was a fifth column? It was a device whereby through persuasion,
subversion, influence, bribery and so forth, a foreign country went
into another country, set up a group of people in favor of its causes.
When the time came, they pulled the lanyard, and the government
collapsed.

This is not a likely event in the United States of America. But
whom these Russians are recruiting and whom they are using,
whether they be on Capitol Hill or whether they be in the press, or
whether they be in the Department of Defense or whether they be
in the CIA, I would feel a lot more comfortable if we were working
a lot harder on this issue.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, sir, I am afraid you are going to have
to go through a period of discomfort because we are not going to do
so. Our political cry at this moment is to make it as difficult as
possible for the CIA, as difficult as possible for the FBI, and there
is a political agenda to these procedural matters, and as you say,
the Russians are in fact expanding around the world.

But why should the Russians not expand? They sit here in Wash-
ington reading about the incredible precautions we are going to
take to see that the CIA does not listen to anybody for counterin-
telligence purposes on telephone while they actively listen to tens
if not hundreds of thousands of Americans, and we do not presume
even to ask them to stop spying on us.

The fourth amendment rights of an American not to have his
telephone listened to do not extend to the KGB. The KGB is given
the courtesy of the port, as it were, to do anything they want. As a
liberal, I tell you that the day will come when it will be looked
back and asked "For what purposes did the men of this political
generation make it impossible to resist Soviet espionage in this
country, and why did they do it?" And God, we will have a lot to
explain. It will not be a happy occasion. But it will not be because
of the men like you, sir, that this has come about.

And I wish we had a little more openness about the political
purposes that are behind the present enterprise. You don't have to
comment on that, but I want you to know that when the history of
this period is written, you won't be around but your grandchildren
will not be displeased, and I fear for the reputation-and, there-
fore, for the future-of American liberalism if it happens that
American liberals, in the face of the fact of totalitarian expansion,
nonetheless fail to identify the risk and fail to lead the resistance.

Thank you, Mr. Ambassador.
Senator GOLDWATER. I would just comment that Senator Moyni-

han is very, very consistent on this complaint, and why the admin-
istrations or the agencies have done nothing about it, I don't know.

As one who knows a little bit about communications, had I
somebody that would give me about $50 and a strange suit of
clothes, I could screw that Russian embassy up to where they
wouldn't know what they were doing. [General laughter.]

Senator CHAFEE. Mr. Ambassador, one of the maybe myths that
we are operating on around here is that despite all these disclo-
sures of our operations, and the CIA, there is really no lasting
harm that has been done, and that indeed our intelligence service
is still the very best in the world that you want, and that we have
survived all this and are going on to greater and greater heights.

From your experience, would you say that information from
foreign sources, from foreign intelligence communities has indeed
been refused because of the very fears of disclosure that we have
discussed here today?

Mr. HELMS. Certainly, Senator Chafee. It has to have been re-
duced. I don't even have to go out to the Agency and inquire. I
spent 25 years at this business and I know pretty well the way it
works.

One of the problems that the Agency has right now and is going
to have for many years is that it still doesn't know where all its
paper is. The way secret operations are supposed to be run, you



surround the operation with as much security as you possible can,
and keep to an irreducible minimum the number of people who
know about it, and try to find out each time an additional person is
brought into the circle.

When you start to lose your papers having to do with these
operations, it is like the internal hemorrhaging in a human being.
You don't see it and you may not feel it, but it isn't doing you any
good, and you may die of it.

Now, so many papers were produced by the Agency in the con-
text of the hearings in 1975 and in connection with the Freedom of
Information Act, that I don't believe that Director Turner can
come up here and tell you that he knows where every one of those
pieces of paper is. When that happens to an intelligence organiza-
tion, it has a serious problem.

The Freedom of Information Act, I am sure, was a great boom to
all of those who wanted to find out more about the Department of
Transportation and why the Department of Labor didn't do certain
things, and so forth, and I assume that that is the reason it was
passed in the Senate. It is a devastating act as far as the intelli-
gence community is concerned, and since this may be my last
occasion here, I would like to plead with the well-meaning Senators
to think about the desirability of putting some exclusion into the
Freedom of Information Act which would protect the intelligence
community from these endless incursions and inquiries.

If we had known back in 1947 when the Agency was set up that
such a thing was going to go on, you would have found the files of
that Agency very different indeed. You would have found far fewer
papers than you have found now.

Senator CHAFEE. Do you think this country is capable under the
systems under which we are currently working to duplicate, for
instance, the feat, a secret such as, say, the breaking the Japanese
code in World War II, and keep it silent?

Mr. HELMS. I don't know, Senator.
Senator CHAFEE. Do you think we could do that? Do you think

this hemorrhaging and the whole mood of the country today where
everybody has got to tell everything to everybody, and if somebody
had a secret and runs to tell the press, there is apparently no way
we can do anything about it? Today, if one writes a book, one can
make $1 million on it, and there seems to be no way we can punish
the author. You even suggested that it is hopeless to do that, that
really we have got to count on the type of people that we hire in
the beginning.

But you don't hire the Senators and Representatives or whoever
it is you have to go to or your successor does.

So is it possible for a secret like that to be kept?
Mr. HELMS. I don't know, Senator Chafee. I genuinely and hon-

estly don't know, but I have thought about a point that you raised,
and I have thought hard about it. If it had got into the newspapers
on a continuing basis, not only about the Japanese codes in World
War II, but the German codes in World War II, it would have
prolonged the war I don't know how many years, and we might
never have got ashore in Europe with an invasion short of blasting
the place loose with atomic bombs.



I see General Quinn sitting behind me. I would like to ask him
how he would have felt when he went in with the 7th Army in the
south of France, if they hadn't had the protection which was given
to them by knowing where the Germans were and what they were
doing and how much force they could bring in there.

It is mindboggling, in short, what might have happened in World
War II, if these things had leaked. And I would suggest that
everyone, liberals and conservatives alike, ponder it.

Senator CHAFEE. One of the points we frequently state here, and
the chairman stated earlier, is that there are no leaks out of this
committee. I don't know whether there are, here, or from the
House committee. But I don't suppose, as you mentioned earlier,
that you ever go to anybody and they say there are all kinds of
leaks out of my organization, and correct me if I am wrong.

Mr. HELMS. You are not.
Senator CHAFEE. Does it make sense? We are always trying to

balance these things, and you are conscious, of course, of the bal-
ance, of the right of the elected officials to know versus the securi-
ty aspects, and that is the tightrope we are trying to walk around
here in this charter.

How would you suggest it be done? I mean, really, that is why we
are here. As far as how many people you should disclose your
information to as Director of the CIA, would you have it three, five
from each branch? You say that it functioned satisfactorily when
you were dealing with the Armed Services Committee, and
the House Appropriations. How many did you talk to in those
instances?

Mr. HELMS. Well, it was quite a few. Actually, I didn't want to go
on at too great a length. I must point out that we also had meet-
ings with the Senate Appropriations Committee and with the
House Armed Services Committee. I had no problems with any of
these committees.

Senator CHAFEE. How many people would you be dealing with,
just the select few, say, from the Armed Services Committee, three,
five, whatever it was?

Mr. HELMS. Well, at one time, in Senator Russell's day, it was
five, and then it was expanded to eight, and then it varied around
seven to nine, something of this kind. The Appropriations Commit-
tee, as I recall, was about five. The House Armed Services Commit-
tee was more, though, like 9, 10 or 11. The House Appropriations
Committee in those days was five, as I recall.

Senator CHAFEE. And you found that that worked.
Mr. HELMS. Senator Chafee, there is absolutely no point in my

sitting here and saying that I don't recognize the problem which
the Congress has in and of itself about the numbers of people to
which you can confine a committee. I understand that, and that
varies from age to age. I can only say, the truthful answer to your
question is that the smaller you can make the committees, and the
smaller you can make the staffs, the better security you are going
to have.

Senator CHAFEE. There has been a lot of discussion on the ad-
vances of technology, and there seems to be even inferences that
clandestine human intelligence is passe.

Have you got any comments on that?



Mr. HELMS. Yes, sir, I have some comments on that.
To start with, back in the 1950's, before these technological

breakthroughs were achieved, we had very little information on
the Soviet Union. Those technological breakthroughs gave us a
quantum jump and continued to give us quantum jumps in the
amount of information we knew about the Soviet Union. But that
is not to say that it tells us their intentions or tells us a great
many other things that it is very important for this country to
know. For example, if they are going to move in Angola, there is
nothing about a photograph which tells us that unless there is a
vast concentration of troops.

There is no question in my mind that human resources have got
to be used alongside of technological developments, not only to
interpret the pictures and tell what they mean, but to find out
what the other man's intentions are and what he wants to do to
you, what his policies are, and last but not least, what manipula-
tions he is involved in.

One time I remember, before I ceased being Director, Senator
Percy took out after me about what we knew on Soviet wheat
production, and I told him that I thought we had a very good
handle on Soviet wheat production. Well, our information had
never got around to the right people, because the Soviets came over
here and took us to the cleaners in the wheat market, and there
was a .great deal of unhappiness about it. It seems to me that
wheat is an important issue these days and we ought to know more
about it. Oil is an important issue.

For years this Government depended on what the oil companies
told us about their reserves. It wasn't that the oil companies were
necessarily being devious. They just didn't know what their re-
serves were very accurately.

But there are a whole series of things that only human beings
can tell you and these are very important to our economic life as
well as to our national security life. I believe that we have got to
have a good intelligence service, and we have got to stick it back
together again. We have got to be a little bit patient with it
because they have been through a great deal. But there isn't any
reason why we can't get on with this job if we really want to.

But listening to Senator Moynihan, I am not so sure we want to.
Senator CHAFEE. Well, I hope that we are in a more optimistic

frame of mind than Senator Moynihan, though I must say your
statement that we have indicted more security agents than we
have spies is discouraging. We are certainly more enthusiastic
about such an effort.

Well, fine. I just want to thank you, as the others have, for
sharing your experience and visiting with us.

Thank you.
Mr. HELMS. Thank you, Senator Chafee.
Senator GOLDWATER. Senator Garn?
Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Helms, I would first say that I am sorry Mr. Moynihan,

Senator Moynihan has left, because I certainly agree with what he
has said, and he announced that he was a liberal and I don't think
it is any secret that I am a conservative, and I wish he would go
give that speech to his liberal colleagues. We conservatives, I don't



think we need it, Barry. I think we have agreed with this philos-
ophy for a long time about what the liberals have been giving away
in national security. So I hope he will-I'll tell him personally I
hope he gives that speech to another audience.

Let me ask you just one question, an organizational question that
I have asked each of our witnesses, and particularly those that
have been former Directors of the CIA, and that is on this question
of whether we separate or not the Director of Central Intelligence
from the operating head of the CIA.

Most of the former witnesses have testified that they felt it was
valuable to maintain that dual position rather than separating it,
and I would appreciate your views on that issue.

Mr. HELMS. Senator Garn, I agree with those witnesses.
When the Central Intelligence Agency was established and the

position of Director of Central Intelligence was written into law, he
was designated Director of Central Intelligence because this was
the job that they intended that man to have: To be a Director of
National Intelligence, if you want to put it that way. The whole
concept of central was to be national. So the words are almost
synonymous in the technology of intelligence.

But it was found through the years that even though Presidents
gave this Director increasing authority, there were certain practi-
cal problems in connection with exerting that authority which are
going to exist whether you call him a Director of National Intelli-
gence and put him in the White House, or whether you call him a
Director of Central Intelligence and leave him in Langley. Those
problems arise out of this kind of situation: NSA is in the Depart-
ment of Defense, the FBI is in the Department of Justice, just to
mention two and not make this too complicated.

Now, how does a Director of Central Intelligence, who has very
few troops, tell a Secretary of Defense, who has many troops and
an enormous budget and far more influence in the Congress than
any Director of Central Intelligence is ever going to have, how to
run his business? The President can give this man all the authority
he likes, if I may say so, and I am not being rude. I am simply
describing the facts of life: That when he clashes with the Secre-
tary of Defense, he isn't a big enough fellow on the block. That is
the real truth of the matter.

Now, as far as having a man down in the White House sitting
there in solitary splendor as a Director of National Intelligence, he
needs support, he needs analytic support, he needs what the Direc-
tor of Central Intelligence already has in the Central Intelligence
Agency to make him an effective adviser to the President, or an
effective coordinator of these other activities. But you put him
down there in isolation, and I want to ask you as a rational man,
when you have assistants to the President of the personalities of
McGeorge Bundy and Henry Kissinger, do you think that the
Director of Central Intelligence is going to have a very good time
trying to fend off that man and not go through him and compete
for that private time with the President which, you know, he is
really entitled to?

These are the practical considerations of life.
And besides, Presidents have different styles. Some of them like

to talk to people, some of them don't like to talk to people. We are
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not going to legislate Presidential style. If he wants to see the
Director, all he does is push a button and the Director appears. If
he doesn't want to see him, there is no way the Director can get in
there.

So there is no point in setting up this kind of competition. The
President has got to run his own show.

Our Constitution, in my opinion-and I recognize I am no
lawyer, but at least I can read-means that we have got to have a
strong President. He has got to run the executive branch and if he
doesn't run the executive branch, you have chaos and infighting
and all kinds of nonsense.

So why set up a Director of National Intelligence on top of all
the other things you have? It is more bureaucracy. Now that I am
a private citizen I can say clearly what we need in this country is
less bureaucracy.

Senator GARN. Well, let me say that I agree with you and I am
pleased that almost without exception former Directors take the
same point of view. I think there is great validity in keeping the
joint position, certainly in day-to-day operations, have a deputy
handle the daily ins and outs, and I think it is important that the
CIA director maintain that position as well.

Thank you very much. I have no further questions.
Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Miller, the Chief of Staff?
Earl?
Mr. Ambassador, on behalf of the committee, I want to thank

you for appearing here. Your testimony is most valuable. As you
might well expect, we have, in our opinion, a good 2 years ahead of
us before these charters become intelligible or are charters that we
feel the country can operate with. There is no big hurry.

I will say again what I have said before, and I know the chair-
man has said, we welcome criticism or suggestions from any area,
any academic or former member of the intelligence corps. We are
neophytes in this business, and to write legislation which frankly, I
am very happy to say, we are going to need help.

So thank you for coming here, and unless there are further
comments, the meeting will be adjourned.

Mr. HELMS. Thank you, Senator Goldwater.
[Whereupon, at 11:19 a.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]



THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:13 a.m., in Room

1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Huddleston, Biden and Gold-
water.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Earl Eisenhower,
minority staff director; David Bushong, minority counsel; and
Audrey Hatry, clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We will come to order.
This morning we will try to fulfill the multifaceted challenge

given us by the Senate, and one of the things we have been en-
gaged in is an intensive effort to formulate the best possible
charters legislation for the intelligence community. My colleague
from Kentucky has been leading the way on that, and we have had
a number of outstanding witnesses who have had significant exper-
tise in this area.

We have General Stilwell and John Warner. John, what title do
we use for you here?

Mr. WARNER. I am the legal adviser to AFIO at this stage, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine. And Dr. Morton Halperin, three people

who have extensive experience in the operation of the intelligence
community and its impact on society generally.

I would ask, if I could, for our reporter and our committee staff
to see that appropriate biographical data of all three of these
gentlemen are placed in the record at this time.

[The information referred to follows:]

GENERAL RICHARD Gns STILWELL

February 24, 1917-Born Buffalo, N.Y.
1933-34-Student at Brown University.
1938-Graduated U.S. Military Academy, B.S. 2d lieutenant, U.S. Army.
1942-43-Commander 315th Combat Engineer Battalion.
1943-45-G-3, 90th Infantry Division.
1945-XXII Army Corps, 15th Army.
1946-47-Assigned to Paris.
1947-48-Assigned to Trieste.
1948-49-Assigned to Rome.
1952-53-Commander, 15th Infantry Regiment Korea.
1953-Senior Adviser, I Republic Korea Army Corps.
1953-56-Faculty of Army War College.
1955--Graduated Army War College.
1956-58-Chief Strategic Studies, SHAPE.
1958-59-Commander, Western Area Germany.
1959-61-Commander, 2d Regiment, USCC U.S. Military Academy.
June 1, 1961-Promoted to Brigadier General.
1961-63-Commandant of Cadets, Military Academy.
August 1, 1963-Promoted to Major General.
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1963-64-Assistant Chief of Staff Operations, U.S. Military Assistance Command,
Vietnam.

1964-65-Chief of Staff.
1965-67-Commander of U.S. Military Assistance Command, Thailand.
1967-68-1st Armored Division.
August 1, 1968-Promoted to Lieutenant General.
1968-69-XXIV Corps, Vietnam.
1969-72-Deputy Chief of Staff for Military Operations, U.S. Army, Washington.
1972-73-Commander, 6th Army.
1973-Commander-in-Chief, U.N. Command and Commander, 8th Army, Korea.
October 1977-President, Association of Former Intelligence Officers.
General Stilwell served several tours with the CIA.

MORTON HALPERIN

June 13, 1938-Born Brooklyn, N.Y.
1958-Graduated Columbia University, A.B.
1959-Yale University M.A.
1960-Authored "Nuclear Weapons and Limited War."
1960-66-Research Associate, Center for International Affairs, Harvard Universi-

ty.
1961-Yale University Ph. D. in International Relations. Authored "Strategy and

Arms Control," and "A Proposal for a Ban on the Use of Nuclear Weapons."
1961-63-Instructor, Harvard University.
1962-Authored "Arms Control and Inadvertent General War."
1963-Authored "Limited War in the Nuclear Age."
1964-66-Assistant Professor of Government, Harvard.
1965-Authored "China and the Bomb."
1966-67-Special Assistant, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense.
1967-Authored "Contemporary Military Strategy."
1967-69-Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense.
1969-Member of senior staff, National Security Council.
1969-Meritorious Civilian Service Award, DOD.
1969-Senior fellow, Brookings Institute.
1971-Authored "Defense Strategies for the Seventies."
1976-Authored "The Lawless State: Crimes of the U.S. Intelligence Agencies."
1977-Authored "Top Secret: National Security and the Right To Know."
Member of the Council on Foreign Relations, the Institute of Strategic Studies,

the American Political Science Association, the Foreign Policy Association.

JOHN S. WARNER

February 12, 1919-Born Washington, D.C.
1941-LL.B from Southeastern University and admitted to D.C. Bar.
1942-LL.M from Columbus University.
1942-Enlisted as Aviation Cadet.
1944-Commissioned and received pilot's wings in U.S. Army Air Forces.
1944-Flew B-17 combat tours over Europe.
1945-Detailed to OSS.
1947-Civilian employee of CIA on date of establishment, September 18, 1947.

Served in legal, operational, and support assignments.
1956-57-Resident course at National War College.
1957-68-Legislative Counsel, CIA.
1964-M.A. (International Affairs) from George Washington University.
1968-73-Deputy General Counsel, CIA.
1974-76-General Counsel, CIA.
Current: Board Member and Legal Adviser, Association of Former Intelligence

Officers.
USAF reservist as Mobilization Assistant to Director, Legislative Liaison, USAF

with rank of Major General.
Of Counsel, Bierbower and Rockefeller, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Warner's career in the CIA was generally in the area of legal affairs. He

served over 10 years as Legislative Counsel for the Agency, and also served as the
CIA's General Counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. General, why don't you start, since you are in
the center there.



I am not certain whether it is by accident, whether Mr. Halperin
is on your right or your left, depending upon your perspective here.

General STILWELL. It's pre-emptive, Mr. Chairman. I don't know
whether we have power here or not.

The CHAIRMAN. We have a couple working that you can't see.
[General laughter.]

[The prepared statement of General Richard G. Stilwell follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to appear

before this Committee to present the views of the Association of

Former Intelligence Officers (AFIO) on S. 2525, entitled the

"National Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978."

We are especially grateful because we are convinced that our

country's ability to cope effectively with the thre ts to national

and Free World security that we are certain to confront over the

remainder of this century will depend, in substantial degree, on

the professionalism'and elan of the intelligence community and

the quality of its output.

A clarified charter for the intelligence agencies of

this government and clear-cut guidelines to govern their activi-

ties are needed. We, therefore, support legislation to that end.

But in our considered view, S. 2525 does not fill the bill. It

is long on restrictions, short on flexibility to adjust to

changing situations and lacking incentives for greater excellence

in intelligence. Many of its provisions are ambiguous and would

require almost as many lawyers as case officers. It goes far

beyond legitimate and necessary Congressional oversight. A 263-

page draft -- incidentally, ten times the length of the entire

National Security Act of 1947 -- can fairly be labeled over-

management. It is out of balance. While designed to empower and

guide the entire range of national intelligence activities, it

concentrates excessively on a miniscule -- albeit vital --

segment of the total effort. Overall, the drafting of S. 2525
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appears not to have been preceded by a detailed appraisal of the

extant and projected international and domestic environment, and

the role that intelligence must play .in meeting the resultant

challenge to the security of this nation.

I realize this is a strong statement, but I am sure

that this Committee desires nothing less than complete candor.

Before addressing the various provisions of the Bill which are of

major concern, let me outline AFIO's perception of Eae role and

responsibilities of our intelligence agencies in the years ahead.

In our judgment, our intelligence resources will shoulder burdens

far in excess of any experienced to date in support of foreign

policy and protection of national security.

I am confident that the members of this Committee are

under no illusions regarding the ultimate designs of the Soviet

Union. The last decade has been witness to prodigious efforts to

achieve dominance in every dimension of military power; and the

results of this drive have been well documented by intelligence.

The Soviet Union is prepared for the eventuality of war at any

level but its leadership aspires to advance toward world hegemony

step by step, by means short of war. Thus, the principal role

of its Armed Forces is to undergird political and economic initia-

tives intended to disrupt our alliances, sap the vitality of the

free enterprise system, isolate the United States and extend

Soviet influence into every quarter of the globe. But awareness

of the Soviet grand strategy is not a sufficient basis for effec-

tive countermoves. The indispensable condition precedent for

U.S. and/or Allied actions to checkmate the Soviet Union is

-2-
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advance knowledge of the substance and timing of specific actions!

to further its expansionist policy. Our intelligence capabili-

ties must coalesce to meet this requirement. Like the strategic

nuclear TRIAD, our various intelligence capabilities -- conspi-

cuously including human intelligence -- are interdependent gnd
mutually reinforcing. Yet S. 2525, in its present form, imposes

troublesome -- approaching prohibitive -- operational restraints

on the conduct of clandestine collection, i.e. old,fashioned

espionage.

The Soviet challenge is not the only threat to our

vital interests abroad. Indeed, there is hardly an area on the

globe where one can safely assume that peace and stability will

endure. Never before has the security and well-being of the

United States been more'susceptible to disturbance by events -

abroad. Our dependence on foreign energy sources is the most

dramatic case in point. Our economic life is heavily dependent

on foreign trade and resources, and our national defense relies

on foreign alliances and overseas bases. Thus situations continue

to arise in which we will find it necessary to try to influence

the course of events in furtherance of our legitimate national

interests. Sometimes these situations may be most prudently

and effectively dealt with through means short of direct U.S.

involvement. But again, S. 2525 imposes significant obstacles,

inhibiting the flexibility which is essential to the success of

such operations.
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These introductory comments would be out-of-balance

without a word on counterintelligence. Without effective counter-

intelligence, neither intelligence operations nor covert actions

can be pursued with confidence. The examples of audacious and

aggressive KGB operations in the United States and abroad, ,

including the "bugging" of our Embassy in Moscow, which have

recently surfaced, are but the tip of the iceberg. Senator

Moynihan aptly described the counterintelligence threat as

"massive." He is so right. Moreover, that threat is growing.

Identification of the specifics of that threat and the countering

of penetrations of our security necessitates a major effort,

sophisticated means and a high degree of operational resourceful-

ness. Some of the provisions of S. 2525 are not in consonance

with the magnitude of that vital and difficult task.

Now, we turn to a detailed analysis of S. 2525 and

those specific provisions which we believe require thorough

review and modification.
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TITLE I -- NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

We are in complete agreement with those stated purposes-

of Title I of the Act, which are: (1) to authorize the intelli-

gence activities necessary for the national security of the

United States; (2) to ensure that intelligence activities are

effectively directed and coordinated and conducted in'a manner

consistent with the Constitution and the law; and (3) to provide

accurate, relevant and timely intelligence regarding the security

and vital interests of the United States. In short, we agree

that authorities should be clarified and statutory guidelines

should be clear. But there is also a need to assure the effec-

tiveness of the intelligence process.

Certain provisions of Title I raise a number of funda-

mental issues which are of most serious concern to us. Included

are such issues as: (1) the DNI concept, (2) counterterrorism

activities, (3) the plethora of reporting requirements to Commit-

tees of Congress, (4) authorization and GAO audit, (5) exclusive

Congressional Committee jurisdiction, (6) procedures and report-

ing of special activities and sensitive clandestine collection

activities, and (7) disclosure of information. This is not an

all-inclusive list of the issues; it is merely representative

of matters which need further airing and discussion. We append

for consideration at Tab A a section-by-section commentary on the

entire range of issues.
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1. The DNI Concept. A first and crucial point which

must be determined is whether the position of Director of Central

Intelligence (who is called Director of National Intelligence

throughout this Title, but who will be referred to in this

Statement under his current title of DCI) should be separatqd

from the Agency and established with a separate Office.

In theory, a DCI divorced from any institutional alle-

giance has seeming virtue, particularly objectivity. Understand-

ably, support for a separate DCI has, over the years, come from

the Department of Defense and senior military intelligence

officers who, in retirement, constitute a significant portion of

AFIO's membership." But theory is one thing and practicality

another. No one has ever devised a better formula than the

existing statutory DCI concept that would work to the greater -

benefit of the United States. Thus, AFIO continues to believe

the concept of a DCI exercising his responsibilities in a separ-

ate "office" as set forth in Title I separate and apart from

the CIA is a serious mistake. We are not alone in opposing

it. We feel that the proposed responsibilities are too broad

(efg., Section 114(c)); and that to place such responsibilities

in one person -- in effect a "czar" -- will result in unwarranted

intrusions into the command responsibilities of other departments

and agencies. The major point is the question of complete

separation of the DCI from CIA by creating by law a separate

"Office of the Director," whether he ultimately remains head of

CIA or not. Former DCI's Helms, Coiby and Bush have strongly
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opposed such "separation out" in their testimony before this

Committee. Opposition to such separation was also voiced to the

Committee on 19 April by Mr. McGeorge Bundy, former Assistant to

Presidents Kennedy and Johnson for National Security Affairs. In

subscribing to Mr. Bush's position, Mr. Bundy noted that, if the

DCI were "separated out," he would find it necessary to build a

considerable new and separate bureaucracy for himself and proba-

bly a new building in which to house it.

Mr. Colby, in his letter to the Committee dated

January 6, 1978, states:

"I cdntinue my belief that the Director of
National Intelligence should not be a separate
individual from the Director of the CIA. . . .
Separating these two functions would downgrade the
effectiveness of the CIA, tend to bring the DNI into
a political orbit, and reduce the very concept of
central intelligence, which has been valued by all
of our Presidents since Truman."

It is our firm position that the role of DCI should

remain as it is, serving concurrently as head of CIA. This was

the original concept, approved by the Congress in the National

Security Act of 1947. It is still valid. The floor debate in

the House in July 1947 rather clearly indicates not only the

Agency's coordinating role but its function as a central point

for the coordination, collection, evaluation and dissemination of

national intelligence. Precisely because of this centralizing

role, both in concept and in fact, we recommend that the Director

continue to bear the title of Director of Central Intelligence

rather than the proposed new title of Director of National

Intelligence. [There are those who argue that the name should be



changed, both as to DCI and CIA, for cosmetic reasons; this

appears to us an argument without virtue]

Other responsibilities placed on the DCI by S. 2525 to

coordinate (1) national intelligence activities, (2) U.S. counter-

intelligence activities abroad, (3) all clandestine collectipn

outside the United States, and further, to produce national

intelligence and to approve the national intelligence budget for

presentation to the President and the Congress, cannot be accom-

plished by an individual. Adequate staff, an organization, and

trained personnel are required. The establishment by statute of

an "Office of the DNI" in itself accomplishes nothing but offer-

ing a choice of two evils -- one is to raid CIA which today is.

his tool for exercising those responsibilities or, two, to

insert new and untrained people between him and CIA. The result-

in either case is an undesirable stripping of people and func-

tions from CIA and a layering which can but promote duplication

and inefficiency.

It would seem quite clear that a Director separate

from CIA and charged by law with the final responsibility for

National Intelligence Estimates will want under his immediate

authority the staff capability to support him in this responsi-

bility. This alone could require thousands of I trained

analysts and specialists. As to coordination of the intelligence

community, its activities and budgeting by the DCI, we note the

continuing evolution and growth of the Intelligence Community

Staff as reflected in E.O. 12036 and the current authorization
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bill, S. 2939. This appears to be a better path; that is,

evolution and growth to meet new needs rather than the drastic

surgery of removing the DCI from CIA by statute.

As presently set forth in the National Security Act

of 1947, the authorities "For the purpose of coordinating the

intelligence activities of the several government departments and

agencies in the interest of national security . . ." and the

specific functions allocated thereunder by Sec. 102(d) of that

Act, are assigned as functions of the Agency and not of the DCI.

Virtually all of these functions are now proposed to be assigned

to the new "Office of the DCI" rather than to CIA, although, of

course, there is some overlapping in S..2525.

Responsibilities of the awesome magnitude noted above

should rest within an iAstitution and not in the personal hands

of a "czar." The intelligence disaster of Pearl Harbor, which.

was the principal rationale behind the passage of the intelli-

gence provisions of the National Security Act of 1947, taught

the American people the necessity for a central organization

for intelligence -- that concept is as basically sound today as

when President Roosevelt was considering it a week before his

death. An institution with no policy or parochial bias, and

access to all foreign intelligence in government, serving a

Director of Central Intelligence as the principal foreign intel-

ligence advisor to the President --that was the concept, and that

is CIA. While CIA and the intelligence community have had some

growing pains, no wave of a magic legislative wand will create

perfection. Certainly an intelligence "czar" is not the answer.

-9-
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Thus, we recommend that Section 114 of this Title relat-

ing to the duties of the DCI be placed in Title IV, with most of

those functions assigned to CIA as at present, and with additional

changes noted under Section 114 in Tab A. Throughout S. 2525,

all references to a DNI should be to the DCI. There should Pe no

statutory "Office of the DNI."

2. Counterterrorism Activities. We believe it is not

wise to authorize entities of the intelligence community to con-

duct counterterrorism activities as defined to include "activity

undertaken . . . to protect against an international terrorist

activity" (Sec. 104( 7)(c)). Coliection and analysis of intelli-

gence concerning international terrorist activity is one thing.

Protecting against such activity is another. The former is an

inherent part of intellfgence and counterintelligence collection-

and analysis and need not be singled out in legislation, despite

its current importance in world affairs. The latter involves

aspects of law enforcement, internal security and physical secur-

ity of the public. As in the narcotics area, entities of the

intelligence community should collect and analyze intelligence,

but their roles end there. The action to be taken, be it appre-

hension of terrorists or physical security measures, is for other

than intelligence collection and analysis entities. Counter

action against international terrorism in the U.S. would be a

proper role for the non-intelligence elements of the FBI, the

local police, and the military as appropriate; and abroad the

responsibility rests with the authorities of the nation involved.

All references in S. 2525 should be adjusted accordingly.

-10-
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3. Reporting Requirements. The more than sixty refer-

ences to types of reports required to be sent to the Congress on

various intelligence matters certainly raise a genuine issue.

Aside from the sheer burden itself is the question of whether

this is Congressional oversight or micro-management by the

Congress. In Title I, which consists of 86 pages of text in

S. 2525, there are 44 reporting requirements to the Congress --

more than one for every two pages of text. This se~irs to be out

of balance. The Constitutional concept was for Congress to pass

a law, and for the Executive Branch to execute and administer it.

Oversight and review are certainly appropriate, but micro-manage-

ment is not.

For example, at Sec. 114(j), the Director is required

to advise the two Select Committees of proposed agreements

between any intelligence community entity and any intelligence or

security service of a foreign government before such agreement

takes effect. It should surprise no one that many foreign

governments are concerned about the security and confidentiality

of their relationships with U.S. intelligence. In many cases,

such concerns result in establishing as a condition precedent to

any such relations that assurances be given that knowledge thereof

will remain within the U.S. intelligence entity concerned, and

even there to be restricted to only those persons who have a "need

to know." Is it a good tradeoff that, if the two Committees must

know the specifics of all such relationships, there will be no

such relations? There are a great many such relationships with

foreign intelligence services around the world, many in countries

-11-
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where our diplomatic relations are less than cordial. These are

an extremely productive source of intelligence which our country

cannot secure in any other way.

The multiple reporting requirements of S. 2525 should

be dropped in favor of the general reporting requirement in Pec.

152(a). Many of the specific reporting requirements ultimately

may not be desired by, or useful to, the two Committees in the

future. Why put such specificity in a statute when the purposes

can be served with one provision of law rather than more than

sixty such requirements?

4. Authorization and GAO Audit. The literal meaning

of the words in Sec. 122 and repeated in Sec. 425 that no funds

may be appropriated unless previously authorized by legislation

within the prior two fiscal years brings up the issue of an overt-

budget as against a classified budget. We continue to believe

there should not be an unclassified, public budget or appropria-

tion figure for all intelligence activities, whether a "one-line"

item or in greater detail. We shall not go into the detailed

reasoning supporting this position since extensive hearings have

already been held on this aspect of the issue. Suffice it to say

that we think such disclosure would assist our potential enemies

and open the door for an even greater breakdown of the figures

into individual agencies, programs and projects. We contend that

authorization can be handled effectively by procedures similar to

those Congress has utilized for almost 30 years in making appro-

priations for CIA which establishes on a classified basis a sum

certain for the total with a reasonable breakdown of programs and

-12-
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major activities. This position has the approval of the House

Permanent Select Committee, as shown by its Report No. 95-1075 on

H.R. 12240, dated April 20, 1978 and is presently being followed

in your Committee as expressed in S. Report No. 95-744 on S. 2979;

dated April 19, 1978,

Provision is then made in Secs. 122(b) and 425(b) for

certain expenditures solely on the certificate of the Director.

The similar provisions existing in law .today are wtiat'provide CIA

and other intelligence entities with confidential or unvouchered

funds. These are at the heart of the ability of intelligence,

and particularly CIX, to mount and conduct secret operations,

including espionage, counterintelligence, covert action and other

sophisticated technical collection operations. It should be

noted that, beginning with the first term of George Washington,

almost every President has been given cbnfidential funds by the

Congress to expend on foreign secret operations. Thus, it was

the President's decision on the purposes, and his signature or

certificate was a sufficient voucher -- that last meaning that no

one else could judge, second guess, disapprove or alter his

judgment.

In Sec. 122(b) and in Sec. 425 at (a) and (b) as

well as in (c)(1)(c), there are provisions that expenditures

shall be made only for activities authorized by law. This

creates a serious problem of interpretation. Sec. 425(a) starts

by providing "Notwithstanding any other provision of law" sums

may be expended, but in the next sentence, funds may not "be
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expended for activities which have not been authorized by legis-

lation . . . ." Which sentence is controlling? While programs

or projects may be authorized by law, an attempt to authorize

specific expenditures in the intelligence and covert action field

quickly runs into security problems. There is no way to leg'is-

late publicly on specific secret activities. A re-drafting of

Sec. 425(a) and (b) could result in permanent authorization lan-

guage which is a techn que used in other laws. In"fact, such a

re-draft would be similar to Sections 8(a) and (b) of the CIA Act-

of 1949 which were intended to serve, and are still serving after

three decades, as permanent authorization.

Even if the present statutory language, "Nothwithstand-

ing any other provisions of law," were to be added to Sec. 122(b),

the left hand of S. 2525 would still take away the tool placed iin

the right hand. We are referring to the provision that the

General Accounting Office would have, under the authority of

Sec. 123 of S. 2525, the power to conduct financial and program

management audits and reviews of all national intelligence

activities upon request of either of the two Select Committees.

The question of Comptroller General audit of CIA funds has a long

history. In the early days of the Agency, specially-cleared

Comptroller General personnel did audit CIA expenditures of

vouchered .funds. After a few years, however, the Comptroller

General, in attempting to accomplish subsequently required

comprehensive audits, determined that he could not make such

audits of CIA expenditures without access to the records of

expenditures of unvouchered funds. This was properly denied him

-14-
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by the DCI, and shortly thereafter the Comptroller General

withdrew from auditing any CIA expenditures with the approval of

existing "oversight" Congressional Committees.

Then, Sec. 123(b) provides that over and beyond any

request for audit and review by either Intelligence Committee of

the Congress, nothing in subsection (a) shall be construed as a

limitation on the existing authority of any other committee 2f

the Congress to request financial and program management audits

and reviews by the Comptroller General of any national intelli-

gence activities over which such committee has legislative

jurisdiction. An attempt to soften Sec. 123(b) is the provision

that the results of any audit or review conducted by the Comp-

troller General at the request of any committee other than the

Select Intelligence Committees shall be submitted to either the

House or Senate Intelligence Committee as appropriate, and the

Intelligence Committee will then make such report available to

the requesting committee, presumably under appropriate security

safeguards as required by Sec. 153. Also, Sec. 123(d) would

authorize the Comptroller General to conduct audits or reviews of

national intelligence activities even though not requested by

a congressional committee. This section provides that the Comp-

troller General shall notify the Intelligence Committees when-

ever he conducts such self-starters and provide them with a copy

of the results.

It is our opinion that all of the provisions for GAO

.audit have been found wanting by previous experience. They

would erode the very foundation for secret and clandestine

-15-
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operations which has been preserved by the Congress for almost

200 years. We recommend that Sec. 123 be completely deleted from

S. 2525.

5. Exclusive Committee Jurisdiction. We applaud the

fact of Select Committees on Intelligence in the House and the

Senate, although our strong preference for security reasons would

be a single Joint Committee. It would be desirable if these

committees had exclusive oversight and .investigatoryjurisdiction

over intelligence matters.

We realize that such a proposal is fraught with diffi-

culties, since other Committees can rightfully assert jurisdic-

tion in several situations. The Armed Services Committees have

legislative jurisdiction over the Department of Defense which

contains several important entities of the intelligence communLty

and expends a major part of intelligenct funds. The Judiciary

Committees have jurisdiction over the Department of Justice which

includes the FBI, although the intelligence functions of the

latter would represent only a small part of the Department's

functions. But let us not create or continue oversight and

investigatory jurisdiction over intelligence in other than the

Select Committees of the Congress. It is hoped that any investi-

gations would be referred to the appropriate Intelligence Commit-

tee. Of course, nothing said above should be considered as

contravening the jurisdiction of the Appropriations Committees.

We particularly note the language requiring reporting

of covert action operations under the so-called Hughes-Ryan amend-

ment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1974. In the interests of
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security and in accord. with our concept of exclusive jurisdiction,

we recommend that the Hughes-Ryan amendment be repealed. The

security problems with this type of legislation have been amply

demonstrated.

We urge that the number of people with access be

minimized by amendment.of the proposed subsections of Sec. 153 of

S. 2525, particularly with respect to budgetary details, intelli-

gence sources and methqds, and operational details:. Security is

a prime issue here -- the more people exposed to highly sensitive

information, the greater the risk of unauthorized, inadvertent,

or even deliberate disclosure. Furthermore, the two Select

Committees have, and will develop even more, knowledge and

expertise to comprehend fully the complexities of intelligence.

This is not to say that other committees should be not be given

substantive intelligence reports and briefings in their area of

concern. But surely, the Congress can delegate to and trust the

two Select Committees with the principal investigatory and over-

sight jurisdiction over intelligence operations and activities.

6. Approval and Reporting of Special Activities and

Sensitive Clandestine Collection Activities. Detailed and

elaborate procedures are provided for in Sec. 131 with respect to

consideration and approval of special activities and sensitive

clandestine collection. The President is required to establish

standards, procedures and criteria for identifying which cases of

clandestine collection of foreign intelligence require his

personal approval. As to special activities, all must be reviewed

and personally approved by the President. The bill enumerates the
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factors to be considered in both categories and the individuals

who must participate in these considerations. Annual NSC reviews

are mandated, and annual reaffirmation by the President is needed

in certain cases. Where Presidential approval is required, the

two Select Committees normally must be notified in advance of

initiation of such operation, although Committee approval is not

required. Significant changes must be processed through all of

the above steps. On top of all this, the standards "afd procedures

established by the President, and any changes thereto must be

submitted to the two Select Committees 60 days prior to the date

they become effective. Procedures similar to those applicable to

collection activities are prescribed in Sec. 141 for counterintel-

ligence activities.

We submit that this mountain of red tape required by

law is an- intolerable burden on the highest levels of government,

is an unwarranted intrusion on the functioning of the Executive

branch, and is destructive of the flexibility of the President

to meet emergency and crisi.s threats to our national security.

It is no way to run a railroad. As Mr. McGeorge Bundy so cogently

testified from the great depth of his experience, the President

and key members of the National Security Council are very busy

people; and never more so than in periods of crisis. The

60-day lay-over requirement for the President's procedures, and

equally so with respect to changes, creates a most serious

situation. It defies reason that the security of our country

might depend upon the completion of a waiting period during

which, by this title, a President could not lawfully take steps
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to meet unforeseen situations. Not to be able to seize upon or

exploit a clandestine collection or special activity opportunity

when it arises may be an opportunity lost forever -- or may even

cost lives. The 60-day lay-over provision in these sensitive

areas which are peculiarly within the President's responsibili-

ties is, in our view, unconstitutional. We recommend dropping

these provisions, retaining the requirements for Presidential

approval of "special activities" by program or major activity,,

with reporting only to the two Select Committees but not prior to

initiation.

7. Disclosure of Information. The wording in Sec.

152(a) provides that the two Committees shall be .fully and cur-

rently informed of all intelligence activities. Does this mean

that when an agent is to be recruited, there shall be a report? -

We don't think that is what is intended, but the word "all" is

there. Let's not put into law what is not intended -- refer to

programs and major activities, but drop the word "all."

Additionally, Sec. 152(a) provides that the intelligence

entities upon request will furnish "any information or material"

in the possession or control of intelligence or of any person

paid by intelligence. The mere fact of payment to a person

doesn't mean that an intelligence entity necessarily can mandate

turn over by that person to the two Committees. Why, in this

proposed law, put on intelligence.a requirement it manifestly

can't meet? Furthermore, let us look for a minute at the require-

ment to.furnish "any information or material." A committee could

request a list of all agents, a list of employees under cover and
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the specifics of that cover, a list of all American corporations

cooperating with intelligence, or a compilation of drawings and

specifications of all technical equipment used to collect intelli-

gence. Some will say no committee would ever ask for such things

-- but if a request were made, the law requires compliance. ,we

believe that in all likelihood no such unreasonable requests

would be made, -- but why cast in statutory concrete a requirement

that would force a violation of law in response to an unreason-

able request? We recommend that Sec. 152 be redrafted accordingly.

We now turn to Sec. 153 which provides that the two

Select Committees have the authority first, to give any such

information to any other Member under certain security safeguards;

and, second, to disclose such information publicly, subject to

existing Senate and House Resolutions which require a vote by the-

Senate or House, as the case may be, on the issue of disclosure

by the Senate or House Committee. This law in effect says to

intelligence: report everything and furnish whatever is requested

and the Select Committees may publicly disclose it (subject to

their governing Charter resolutions) or allow any other Member or

Committee to see it. There is a United States Constitution and,

as the Supreme Court has interpreted its provisions (see Tab C

for citations), there are reserved to the President certain prero-

gatives and responsibilities -- and one of these is that matters

which he determines must remain secret in the interest of national

security may not lawfully be disclosed by the Congress; nor does

the Supreme Court assert the authority to override such a Presiden-

tial determination. Sec. 153 is both unconstitutional and unwise.
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It may be said that the two Committees will not be

unreasonable in asserting their proposed rights to "all" and

"any," and that they will act cautiously and wisely in exer-

cising their proposed right to pass on sensitive information or to

disclose it publicly. But there comes to mind most vividly he

incident of the House Select Committee on Intelligence in Septem-

ber 1975, asserting the right unilaterally under the House Rules

to publish certain classified information, and overthe vigorous

objection of the Director of Central Intelligence and the President

-- in fact publishing some of it. What happened? The President

personally directed that no more classified information be passed

to the Committee until some understanding was reached. An

agreement was reached which, in effect, provided that any item

which the Committee wished to release over the security objections

of intelligence would go to the President for his personal

approval to publish, or certification that it was not in the

public interest to publish. Later, using the specious argument

that such agreement applied only to Executive branch documents,

the House Committee sought full House approval to publish its

Report which contained substantial quantities of classified

information. The full House rejected this ploy, saying that it

would honor its understanding with the President.

Today, as we understand it, the two Select Committees

are getting the information from intelligence they need to

accomplish their oversight responsibilities. Why attempt to put

into law what is not needed, and that which is unconstitutional?



8. Other Issues. There are other matters in Title I

which deserve fuller consideration than time permits in this

Statement. They are commented upon in Tab A.1 However, two

deserve passing mention here.

a. The purpose of legislating criminal sanctions is to

deter. To make assassinations a crime does not meet any need;

CIA has not assassinated any foreign official. If the Committee

wishes to prohibit such assassinations in peace time, prohibit

them flatly, without cluttering the statute books with verbiage

which raises as many questions as it answers.

b. While it may seem desirable to prohibit certain

forms of special activities, difficulties immediately arise in

attempting to interpret the language of Sec. 135. What is "mass"

destruction of property? What is a democratic government? What

are "human rights" in certain foreign countries? We concur with

Mr. Bundy's recent testimony here recommending that Sec. 135

be stricken. It is his view that, in effect, by enumerating

prohibitions against some eight forms of special activity,

Sec. 135 gives an apparent license for certain other forms of

special activity not mentioned. Mayhem and arson are two that

he noted.

'See p. 263.
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TITLE II -- INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

Title II in its present form deals primarily with

collection, retention and dissemination of information about

certain individuals and entities. With regard to collection

concerning U.S. persons it generally prescribes when information

may be collected. These rather detailed requirements.,concerning

the when and how of collection are.designed to meet :specific

abuses of the past collection of information for political or

other inappropriate reasons, continuation of collection for

long periods after the reasons for initial collection were not

confirmed, and collection by intrusive techniques regardless of

the narrow purpose behind collection.

While there is arguably a neeq for restriction and

guidance on the when and how of collection concerning U.S.

persons, that is not readily apparent with respect to foreign

persons. The past has not demonstrated any abuses concerning

collection about foreign persons. Sec. 225 is thus entirely

gratuitous. It places limitations on collection about foreign

persons within the U.S. which adds enormously to the adminis-

trative burden intelligence officials will have to face. More

importantly, it is inimical to the national security of the

United States.

a. When does a foreign person's presence in the U.S.

"make it reasonably likely that such person may engage in espion-

age or any other clandestine intelligence activity"? Sec. 225(2).
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b. Why should the "head of the collecting entity" have

to determine that information about the person is significant

foreign intelligence? Sec. 225(3). He has more important

duties. Why such a high standard?

c. What if an intelligence official's judgment wete

that further collection of information about the person might

produce foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, obcounter-

terrorism intelligence, and the standards of Secs. Z25(l) - (4)

are not met? Since a foreign person is involved, why,shouldn't

further collection be permitted?

Sec. 225 is a clear example of how the bill goes too far.

The section should be deleted.

Title II emphasizes that collection of information

about U.S. persons should be undertaken only for purposes that

are directly related to the responsibilities of intelligence.

Clearly, the collection effort should focus on foreign intelli-

gence and counterintelligence, as well as information concerning

applicants, employees and those who do business or are otherwise

associated with intelligence. Collection of foreign intelligence

and counterintelligence is a major intelligence mission, while

collection concerning persons working for or associated with

intelligence is a necessary security precaution. Some other

specialized types of collection are treated separately, even if

they might be viewed as a part of foreign intelligence, counter-

intelligence or personnel security collection, e.g. Sec. 219 --

collection of foreign intelligence in possession of U.S. persons;

Sec. 220 -- collection concerning U.S. persons in contact with
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suspected intelligence agents; Sec. 221 -- collection concerning

potential sources of assistance.

The primary problem in Title II exists in the sections

dealing with collection for foreign intelligence, counterintelli-

gence and counterterrorism intelligence purposes (Secs. 213 
-

214). While those sections do a respectable job of defining the

activities for which collection may be undertaken, the threshold

for collection in each instance is "reasonably beli 'ed to be

engaged in." This standard is too high and poses serious problems.

This is so because intelligence is .acquired in bits and pieces.

Rarely would the official required to make a written approval

under Sec. 216 for the initiation of collection have enough infor-

mation to form a "reasonable belief" that the U.S. person to be

targeted is engaged in a'n activity specified in Secs. 213 and

214. For example, the Agency might receive information (volun-

teered) that Abdul X in Paris (a known U.S. person temporarily

outside the U.S.) received a phone call from Mohammed Y in

Tripoli, Libya, a known member of a "proterrorist" organization

(these are the only.facts available and the substance of the

conversation is unknown). Could collection be initiated on Abdul

X under Sec. 213 on the basis of the information provided? Not

if "reasonably believed to be engaged in . . . any international

terrorist activity" is given its commonly understood meaning.

Should he be targeted for further collection, however minimal?

Probably, but only if further relevant information is obtained.

Meanwhile, however, under Sec. 213, it is questionable whether

the information could be retained in the Agency's files.
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This example shows how Title II as written may prevent

collection by making it impossible to follow up on leads and

fragmentary pieces of information. One solution would be to

lower the threshold standard of "reasonably believed to be

engaged in" to one that provides for the collection of inforga-

tion if an intelligence official "has reason to believe" that the

U.S. person is or may be involved in "the kinds of activities

outlined in Secs. 213 and 214." Those sections as written

already provide for a partially lowered standard with respect to

a person "reasonably believed to be engaged in espionage or any

other clandestine intelligence activity which involves or may

involve a violation- of the criminal laws of the United States"

(Sec. 213(1), emphasis added; see Sec. 214(1) also). However,

that concession is of minimal help because it is so limited. It -

still requires a reasonable belief that the person is involved in

the specified activities as opposed to conduct for which there is

just as likely to be some innocent explanation. The standard is

lowered only in that it does not require certainty that the

activities presently involve criminal offenses. In most other

situations covered by Secs. 213 and 214 the higher standard

prevails -- e g., international terrorist activities and certain

activities outside the United States.

Any lowering of the threshold for collection of infor-

mation on U.S. persons would naturally raise concerns about

infringement of their rights. On the other hand, many activi-

ties of U.S. persons who travel abroad or who have extensive

foreign connections raise questions or suspicions from an intel-
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ligence standpoint which do not amount to "reasonable belief"

that such persons are involved in improper activity. The question

this poses, of course, is where to strike the balance between

individual rights and the need to protect the nation and the publ'tt

from certain activities. One alternative to the standard in

Secs. 213 and 214 which would strike it more in favor of collec-

tion would be to lower the standard for collection as previously

suggested ("reason to believe the person is or may be-engaged

in"), but to provide for the higher standard for retention and

dissemination of information. If after a reasonable period,

say one year, the information collected did not provide a basis

for reasonable belief of participation .in the specified activi-

ties, then its retention and dissemination would be prohibited or

strictly limited. Furthermore, the lower standard for initiation

of collection would have no bearing on the use of the most intru-

sive techniques -- mail opening and electronic surveillance and'

other searches -- since they would continue to be available only

under a higher standard and in accordance with applicable law.

While the threshold for collection of information on

U.S. persons is an important issue, Sec. 215 raises another

which may have an adverse impact on the effectiveness and manage-

ment of collection. It would normally require the personal

approval of the Attorney General or his designee for the use of

certain specified techniques. The techniques in Sec. 215 are

simply not so intrusive as to warrant the Attorney General's or

his designee's personal review every time they are used. Such a

requirement, with its attendant bureaucratic delay and risk to
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security, will simply result in diminished use of those techniques

and thus diminished collection. Use of those techniques should

be subject to approval by designated Agency and other intelligence

officials.

Sec. 214, "Authority to Collect Foreign Intelligence

Concerning U.S. Persons," as written does not provide authority

for any collection of information about such persons who may be

engaged in "foreign aspects of narcotics.production and traffick-

ing." While that.information is part of the term "foreign

intelligence" (Sec. 104(13)), the phrase in Sec. 214(1), "reason-

ably believed to be engaged in . . . any other clandestine

intelligence activity which involves or may involve a violation

of the laws of the United States" would not cover narcotics

information unless such information were part of an "intelligence

activity on behalf of a foreign power . '. . ." (See the defini-

tion of "clandestine intelligence activity" in Sec. 204(b)(1).)

Thus, the words "foreign aspects of narcotics production and

trafficking" should be included in Sec. 214(1).

Sec. 243, entitled "Participation in Illegal Activity"

is not an accurate label. Activity undertaken at or pursuant to

the direction of the Attorney General which is a legitimate law

enforcement and intelligence activity should not be labeled as an

excused "violation of the criminal statutes of the United States."

This section should carefully be redrafted.

Sec. 244 as written does not allow for undisclosed

participation in "United States organizations" (as that term is

broadly defined in Section 204(b)(13)) by intelligence entities



to accomplish legitimate intelligence collection and support

functions. This technique is so basic for the protection of

internal security that the draft provisions should be broadened

to permit such participation under procedures approved by the

Attorney General.

In Sec. 253 a new basis is created for civil suits for

money damages against intelligence employees. Such remedy is

declared in Sec. 257 to be the exclusive remedy for-money damages.

Provision is then made in Sec. 258 that the Attorney General,

upon recommendation of the head of an intelligence entity, may

pay reasonable attorney's fees and litigation costs incurred in

defending against such civil suits. We bitterly protest this

discrimination and denigration of intelligence employees.

Elsewhere in the government an employee who is named in a civil

suit has the Department of Justice,.normally as a matter of

right, either represent him or counsel is retained at Government

expense...The presumption is that he acted within the scope of

his employment. This provision seems to say to an intelligence

employee that we, the Congress, find you guilty of violating the

law before the trial begins, because Sec. 258 provides only that

the Attorney General may pay legal fees, and then only upon

recommendation of the head of the entity concerned. Where is the

employee if there is no such recommendation, or if the Attorney

General decides not to act?

Many frivolous cases are filed naming government em-

ployees as defendants. They should have legal assistance as a

matter of right, and not be left to the whims and caprices of
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agency heads and the Attorney General. It will be urged that

this would never happen. Well, gentlemen, it can, and it did

within the last five years. Hundreds of employees were con-

fronted with this very problem in suits involving multiple

charges about which many of the employees knew nothing personally

and of their own knowledge. The bill should be changed to

provide that the Attorney General shall provide the defense or

funds for retained private counsel so long as the employee has

not been finally adjudged by a court to have violated the law

in question or been found guilty on criminal charges arising out

of the factual circumstances involved. We must not make second-

class citizens of our intelligence officers. This bill seeks to

protect the rights of American citizens as well as foreigners,

but this provision decreases the rights of citizens, i.e., our

intelligence officers who are on the firing line.

We have additional and more detailed suggestions on

this Title in the attached Tab B.1

'See p. 276.
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TITLE III -- FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE

This is an extremely important subject. It je unfor-

tunate that the substance of this title is, for all practical

purposes, moving through the Congressional processes not in

context with the overall impact and thrust of S. 2525.

we, too, are aware of some past abuses in the area of

electronic surveillance,, and agree that the authority for such

activity needs clarification. The laudable efforts to protect the

privacy and rights of American citizens are seriously marred,

however, by the misguided extension of requirements for warrants

in cases involving "foreign powers" and known "agents of foreign

powers."

Some would urge, and we would prefer, that sweeping new

laws in this general area await definitive Supreme Court rulings

on the basic issue of the Constitutionality of electronic surveil-

lance to collect foreign intelligence from American citizens in

the interests of national security. Various subordinate courts

have distinguished foreign targets from domestic targets. If the

Supreme Court were to hold that warrantless electronic surveil-

lance of Americans offends the Fourth Amendment, we would have no

problem and no comments on this Title insofar as it applies to

United States persons as defined. However, we strongly oppose

the provisions of this Title insofar as they apply to a "foreign

power" or "agent of a foreign power" as those terms are defined.

Our grounds for this position are that such application:
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* Is unnecessary.

* Corrects no known abuse.

* Renders foreign intelligence activities less
effective.

* Creates substantial new security hazards.

* Does not create new safeguards for the rights
of Americans.

* Is inconsistent with repeated views of the
Judiciary.

* Is unconstitutional.

What sensible American would object to U.S. intelligehce wire-

tapping the Soviet Embassy or the hundreds of officers of foreign

intelligence services conducting espionage within the United

States? What abuses can be pointed to in this area? None! It

will be urged that there-will be inadvertent overhearing of

Americans, and that the use of information derived therefrom can

be abused. But a warrant does not eliminate the inadvertent

overhearing, and it is to the "minimization procedures" of this

Title that we look for proper handling of such derived informa-

tion. These procedures can be applicable regardless of whether

or not there is a warrant. Imposition of statutorily mandated

procedures inserting the Judiciary into the heart of sensitive

operations not only renders intelligence less effective and less

flexible, but creates most serious additional security hazards.

The rights of Americans are not safeguarded by a judge issuing a

warrant to tap a known KGB officer in the U.S. The Courts have

repeatedly held that foreign intelligence activities are within

the realm of the President and for which the Judiciary has no



experience, training or expertise. (See cases referred to in Tab

C attached.) To give to a judge the power to tell the President

that 'it's all right to tap Embassy X, but your request to tap

Embassy Y is denied" is ludicrous. If there is a response that,

of course, a judge really can't do this, then the whole exercise

is feckless and a sham. To assert that the President cannot take

action without a judicial warrant in this area of sensitive

foreign intelligence activities is to close one's eyes to the

words of the Constitution as passed upon over the years by the

Supreme Court.

In lieu of'more detailed discussions of these issues,

we have attached as Tab C' the following:

1. A statement by the Legal Advisor to the Association
of Former Intelligence Officers, John S. Warner,
before the House Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence on January 17, 1978 concerning I.R.
7308 which is substantially similar to the lan-
guage of Title III.

2. The views of Mr. Robert McClory appearing in
The Washington Post on April 19, 1978 concerning
this issue. Mr. McClory is the ranking Republican
on the House Judiciary Committee and the House
Intelligence Committee's legislation subcommittee.

3. The views of Mr. Robert H. Bork on H.R. 7308
appearing in The Wall Street Journal of March 9,
1978. Mr. Bork, former Solicitor General of the
U.S., is Chancellor Kent professor of law at Yale
University.

4. Editorial from The Washin ton Star of June 5,
1978 entitled "Control of foreign intelligence."

As written, this Title is an over-reaction to a few

abuses of the past and a genuine need for clarification of the

law. It is incredible that the Congress and the Executive should

See p. 279. -33-
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be joining hands to strip the President of certain of his Consti-

tutional prerogatives in the pursuit of no known constructive

purpose and at the price of major reduction of effectiveness of

intelligence. To us, this Title should be known as "An Act to

Convey Fourth Amendment Rights on the Soviet Embassy and All KGB

Officers in the United States and All Other Foreigners." This

Title is a most serious mistake, and we adamantly oppose its

enactment in its present form.
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TITLE IV -- CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

There are many excellent provisions in Title IV of

S. 2525 which are not in law today. We support the "purposes"

of the bill as set forth in Sec. 402. There are, however,

certain basic issues to be discussed. These include:

1. A DNI separate from the CIA.

2. CIA responsibility for counterterrorism;

3. Authorization for expenditures;

4. Exclusive jurisdiction of two Select Committees;

5. Multiple requirements for reports to Congres-
sional Committees;

6. Repeal of Section 102 of the National Security
Act of 1947 and the Central Intelligence Agency
Act of 194.9;

7. Criminal sanctions for unauthorized disclosure
of intelligence sources and methods.

Our views on the first five of these issues are set

forth in the discussion of Title I and need not be repeated here.

We might add that proposed provisions on these matters should be

included only at one point in S. 2525.

Repeal of Sec. 102 of NSA of 1947 and the CIA Act of

1949. Title IV starts by establishing the Central Intelligence

Agency. We all know that CIA has been in existence for over 30

years and has functioned well under the two statutes which are

proposed for repeal. A considerable body of case-law has devel-

oped based on the language of those statutes. We understand that

certain changes are desirable as are some new provisions.

Analysis shows, however, that over one-third of the provisions of
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Title IV are identical with those in existing law. We urge that

these not be re-enacted with possible minor variations simply

because of a drafting style. In other words, "if it ain't broke,

don't fix it." The entire bill is extremely lengthy, and where

it can be shortened without doing violence to principles knowing-

ly changed or added, such effort should be made. This general

view is applicable to other titles and is covered in appropriate

comments at the appended Tabs. Numerous examples exit of

apparent unintended changes -- some of them serious. E , in

bringing forward into Sec. 425(a) and (b) the language of Soc.

8(a) and (b) of the CIA Act of 1949, the draftsman missed the

point that the important preamble of 8(a) also applied to 8(b).

As a result, Sec. 425(a) has the preamble and it is missing on

Sec. 425(b), rendering the latter meaningless.

Criminal Sanctions. Title IV'provides assistance in

the area of security by providing criminal sanctions with respect

to misuse of the name or initials of CIA and for the unauthorized

dlsclosire of the identity of staff personnel under cover. As

you know, however, there is no law on the books which effectively

provides criminal sanctions for the unauthorized disclosure of

intelligence sources and methods. It is ironic that there are at

least 30 provisions of law which provide criminal penalties for.

the unauthorized disclosure of information in the hands of the

government. Some examples are: insecticide formulas, agricul-

tural marketing agreements, crop information, confidential

business information, bank loan information, income tax informa-

tion, shipping information, selective service information and
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numerous others. In the absence of such a law as to sources and

methods, current employees and former employees and others in a

position of trust can reveal such information with impunity.

After many years of research and drafting, such a proposed law

was sent to the Congress by the President on February 18, 1976.

That law would apply only to persons who have had access to

information concerning intelligence sources and methods as a

result of their being in a position of trust by virtue of being a

government employee or an employee of a contractor with the

government. All media personnel would be excluded. A copy of

that proposal is attached as Tab D-1.1 We believe your responsi-

bility to protect intelligence and make it more effective is just

as great as your responsibility to assure that intelligence is

properly accountable.

Appended to this prepared statement as Tab D2 is a

section by section review of Title IV which includes specific

suggestions and additional details which could not be covered in

this general statement.

'See p. 297.
2See p. 291.
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TITLE V -- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

We believe it worthwhile and appropriate to clarify in._

law the authority and responsibility of the FBI in the field of

intelligence. Title V of the bill seems appropriate to this'pur-

pose. By its wording it appears to cover only foreign intelli-

gence, counterintelligence and counterterrorism intelligence,

the latter two of which by definition in the bill deal with

foreign or international aspects. Purely domestic intelligence

seems to be excluded, and we shall leave this aspect for others to

comment upon.

The FBI is authorized in Sec. 507(a) to collect foreign

intelligence within the U.S. from publicly available information

and also clandestinely, and further to analyze, produce and

disseminate such material. In view of the broad and overall

responsibility of the Director of Central Intelligence in the

foreign intelligence field, it is recommended that FBI action in

this instance be authorized "only in coordination with the

Director of Central Intelligence or his designee." It should be

made clear that this needed and welcome charter for the FBI in

the field of positive foreign intelligence within the U.S. is to

be orchestrated within the context of the overall foreign intell-

igence effort by the President's principal foreign intelligence

officer, namely, the Director of Central Intelligence.
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In order to avoid the creation of yet another analysis

entity in the intelligence community, the FBI should be limited

to the collection and dissemination of positive foreign intelli-

gence. This will obviate the necessity for the FBI to develop

the entire panoply of expertise, capability and bureaucratic,

machinery to compete in the field of positive intelligence analy-

sis and production. Such changes would therefore authorize

the FBI to collect and disseminate positive foreign. itelligence,

not only as a by-product of its counterintelligence activities,

but also as a direct collector.

As you know, the Director of Central Intelligence is

today charged by law with "the responsibility for protecting

intelligence sources and methods from uauthorized disclosure."

S. 2525 would continue that statutory charge -- but neither -

existing law nor S. 2525 grants any authority to fulfill that

responsibility. The other heads of intelligence entities have

a similar.inherent responsibility. As a partial step to help

protect such secrets we have elsewhere in this statement recom-

mended that criminal sanctions be enacted for unauthorized disclo-

sure of. intelligence sources and methods. Under existing law and

under S. 2525, the Director of Central Intelligence has extremely

limited authority to investigate an unauthorized disclosure. The

appropriate investigative arm of the U.S. Government, the FBI, in

practice will rarely undertake such an investigation unless they

are presented with reasonable evidence that a known individual has

committed a crime. This is the Catch-22 for the DCI -- he knows

there has been an unauthorized disclosure, but he doesn't know

-39-
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who is the culprit. The DCI can only go so far under law in

investigating, and the FBI won't investigate until there is

substantial evidence of the crime.

Here is a "disclosure of secrets gap" that we urge the

Committee to examine. Executive Order 12036 of January 24, 1978

touches on this dilemma at Section 1-707 by providing, "In any

case involving serious or continuing breaches of security [senior

officials of the Intelligence Community shall] recommend to the

Attorney General that the case be referred to the FBI for further

investigation." This does not go far enough and we recommend

that consideration be given to statutory language requiring FBI

investigation of those cases of unauthorized disclosure of

intelligence sources and methods so certified to the Attorney

General by the Director of Central Intelligence.

Additional points and suggestions are included in the

Sectional Analysis at Tab E.1

'See p. 305.
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TITLE VI -- NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

We strongly endorse the concept of the establishment

of the National Security Agency by statute and a statement of

its functions in law. Equally, we endorse the effort to give it

the statutory tools to accomplish its missions. We have attached

additional comments at Tab F1 which we hope will be of assistance

in considering the final draft of this Title.

Several general comments are appropriate:

1. The definitions appearing at Section 603 should be

most carefully reviewed by all departments and agencies to

assure that they are fully adequate. Since we do not have access

to the classified manuals and reference materials, we cannot

conduct such a review.

2. We do have some difficulty with various sections

of Part C and Part F. These deal essentially with administrative

matters, including funds, expenditures, leases, procurement,

appropriations, travel expenses and commissary facilities. Since

NSA is a part of the Department of Defense, many basic authorities

necessary for any government agency to function are available to

NSA by appropriate delegation. It is our belief that the special

mission of NSA requires certain special authorities, but it

appears that some of the provisions of this Bill are superfluous.

A careful review of existing authorities in DOD and available to

NSA should be conducted.

'See p. 306.
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.TITLE VII -- MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS'

We have no substantive comments on this Title.

-42-
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CONCLUSION

S. 2525 as a whole is to be cited as the "National

Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978." We recommend

to this Committee that "Reform" be dropped from the title, apd

that the Act be cited as the "National Intelligence Reorganization

Act of 1978," or simply, the "National Intelligence Act of 1978."

The word "reform" has an unfortunate connotation which is an

affront to the thousands of dedicated employees of the intelli-

gence community, present and future, who were never aware of, or

participated in, the very few transgressions which led to the

many sensational charges of the past few years.

Titles I through VI of S. 2525 are each cited as

separately entitled Acts. This makes for very complicated -

drafting and usage problems. This is further complicated by the

"Definitions" section in each title, which add some new defini-

tions to those already set out in Title I. This would be work-

able if S. 2525 were a single Act, with several Titles, and not

six separate Acts within one.

On a matter which is not touched upon in S. 2525, we

suggest the Committee examine with the intelligence community the

serious and continuing impact of the Freedom of Information Act.

It was reported in the June 12, 1978 issue of U.S. News & World

Report that "One out of every 15 FBI agents now works full time

answering queries . . . ." Last year the CIA received 16,000

queries requiring the expenditure of over 200,000 man-hours to

handle. To make the careful review of documents necessary to

-43-
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determine if they can be declassified is a complex task requiring

mid-level and senior level people. The cumulative effect of the

information released in separate unclassified pieces is of

assistance to our adversaries. Further, human errors will occur,

and inevitably information which is not declassified will be

found in released documents. While we do not at this time offer

a specific solution, this is an area which well merits examina-

tion and study by this Committee.

We have pointed to many specific provisions of

S. 2525 explaining why, in our view, some are unworkable, some

are seriously troublesome, some need slight modification, some

are burdensome, some add needless red tape and some are uncon-

stitutional. The cumulative effect of all these is to undermine

initiative and flexibili-ty severely. Certainly, security of

intelligence is woefully weakened. The-accumulation of most

sensitive information and documents called for by this bill to be

held on Capitol Hill makes a very tempting target for our adver-

saries. Physical security and personnel security standards

should be of the highest, and neither are.covered in S. 2525.

These should be addressed in the bill. So, too, should a

requirement that all staff persons sign.an appropriate secrecy

agreement.

The effort to prevent the abuses of the past has led to

a bill which seriously shackles intelligence. The record shows

that most of the abuses of the past were directly traceable to

direction from the highest levels of the Executive branch and

inadequate oversight by the Congress. We do not believe the

-44-
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solution to these problems is to encase the national intelligence

machinery in a legislative straight-jacket and micro-manage

complex and sensitive clandestine operations from Capitol Hill.

In fact, we agree with the comment of the most experienced former

Director of Central Intelligence, Richard Helms, who said he I

"would profoundly distrust any director who contended he could

operate an effective Secret Service" under the present version of

S. 2525.

We believe the answer lies in Executive leadership

which has learned from the mistakes of its predecessors and

Congressional oversight by Committees which, unburdened by other

responsibilities, can give their full attention to seeing that

these lessons from the past are not overlooked. If we have not

learned the appropriate lessons from the past, Mr. Chairman, it

is doubtful that any amount of legislative red tape can prevent

future mischief or mistakes. But to all appearances the appro-

priate lessons have been learned. Indeed, there is concern among

some of us that they may have been over-learned. We believe it

was Mark Twain who said that a cat who sits on a hot stove will

never sit on a hot stove again, but then he probably won't sit on

a cold stove either. There is, we believe, a very real risk that,

in trying to foreclose the danger of repeating past mistakes, we

may also foreclose the possibility of achieving future successes.

And future intelligence successes are essential if we are to

avoid surprises and setbacks, indeed if our nation and our way of

life are, to survive and prosper.
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In our considered opinion, this bill as now written

will seriously impair the future effectiveness of U.S. intelli-

gence. Beyond that, it will be a disincentive to the recruitment

and retention of men and women of outstanding talent and promise,

whose dedication, initiative and capacity for innovation are the

real determinants of the caliber of an intelligence community.

Further, approval of this bill as written is virtually a decision

to stop all clandestine operations, not only positive collection

and counterintelligence, but also covert action. What is needed

Is a s3tncere cooperative effort to produce a bill designed to

serve its commendable objectives. As we see it, Mr. Chairman,

this is a task we should all share. The Association of Former

Intelligence Officers, many of whose members have lived under and

administered the existing laws, is ready to work with your

Committee and staff in any manner you might suggest in the hope

that we can contribute to its solution. Thank you.
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Tab A

TITLE I -- NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Sectional Analysis

Part A

Sec. 102 (2) The finding of "Waste and unnecessary dupl'ication"
in the last sentence should be deleted.

Sec. 103 (2) The word "replace" in line 18 should be deleted,
and in lieu thereof insert "clarifx."

(3) The word "national" in line 20 should be deleted,
as it has been dropped elsewhere in this draft.
Change "insure" to "ensure" in line 20.

(4) The word "insure" in line 4 should be "ensure"
throughout S. 2525 by normal definition. In line
5 the word "all" should be inserted before the
word "other" and the word "foreign" after the word
"hostile."

(6) We recommend the deletion of the phrase "and the
people of the United States" at lines 13-14 as
these entities are responsible to "the people"
through the President'and the Congress. Also we
recommend deletion, as redundant, of all after the
word "States" in line 17.

Sec. 104 This Section sets forth "Definitions" of the terms
utilized in most of S. 2525. These definitions
need careful reconsideration and sharpening. In
many instances, they differ from the more profes-
sional definitions of E.O. 12036. This is parti-
cularly important because Sec. 13(a)(9) of S. Res.
400, which established the Senate Select Committee,
charges the Committee with developing a uniform
set of definitions which may be adopted by the
executive and legislative branches in connection
with intelligence activities.

(9)(B) We recommend the insertion of the word "informant,"
after the word "employee" in line 4.

(10) We recommend the deletion of all after the word
"agency" at line 17.

(12) The phrase "or wholly owned corporation" in line
24 should be deleted.

1
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(13) We recommend the deletion of lines 6 and 7. As
we have said in our Statement, the collection
and analysis of foreign narcotics (and counter-
terrorism) intelligence is inherent in such work
and need not be singled out in the statute any.
more than political, economic, military or scien-
tific intelligence.

(17) We recommend that this definition be broadened
by inserting the words "and analysis techniques,"
after the word "operation," in line 21.

(18)(C) The words "recruiting or" should be inserted
after the word "of" at line 10. tirhes 14-17 are
not clpar and could cause difficulty. They
probably should be deleted.

(22)(23) In these definitions, and elsewhere in S. 2525,
the phrase "foreign policy" is used, rather
than "foreign relations." It would appear prefer-
able to use the latter term wherever possible in
order to eliminate from the public mind the
thought that intelligence has any responsibility
in the making of foreign policy. It is also
suggested that the words "defense, security,
and" should be inserted after the word "national"
at line 16.

(28) As defined, this definition appears to be too
broad.

The above comments, to which many more could be
added regarding the definitions, present only
several examples of why this whole section needs
careful restudy and considerable sharpening so
that proper definitions can thus be standardized.

Part B

Sec. 112 (a) We believe that this section (a) should be com-
pletely eliminated, because any new legal intelli-
gence activity would almost certainly be able to
be fitted into the present proposed statutory
provisions.

(b) It is recommended that the phrase "of the National
Security Council" at lines 9 and 10 be deleted.
The NSC has no "President."

Sec. 113 We recommend that this Section be deleted in its
entirety for the reasons set forth in our Statement.
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Sec. 114 We recommend that this Section be deleted in its
entirety from Title I and be integrated, as appro-
priate, with Sec. 412 of Title IV. There is a full
discussion of this matter in our Statement. Speci-
fic additional comments are listed below.

(b)(3) This subsection should be deleted entirely, for
the reasons already given above.

(c) This is far too broad. To have Director ensure
proper and efficient direction, regulation and
administration is clear intrusion into command
authority. To ensure all such activities are
conducted in accordance with this.Act and Consti-
tution and laws of the United States is either
meanirfgless or intrusion into command authority.

(d) For the reasons set forth in our Statement, we
recommend that this Section be deleted as unneces-
s4ry.

(f) This Section provides that the DCI is responsible
for the production of- national intelligence,
including estimates, and "other intelligence
community-coordinated analyses." It gives the
Director no responsibility for the large CIA
intelligence production which is not "community-
coordinated," and for.which he is also responsible.

(f)(1) This Section appears to be too broad in requiring
the DCI to serve two masters. The DCI must
respond to the specific requirements of the
President, and he should be able to provide
substantive intelligence briefings and reports to
the Congress.

(g)(1) Including the phrase "operational commanders of
the Armed Forces" appears to us again to be
instrusion into command lines.

(i) Everything after the word "activities" at line 4
should be deleted.

(j) This Section raises the important issue of foreign
liaison. It is one of the major problems which
we have discussed in our Statement. While there
may be occasions when it is appropriate to consult
with the Secretary of State on these matters, in a
majority of cases this is not so in the absence of
broad policy questions. Such consultation should
not be included in the statute but left to the
discretion of the DCI and the Secretary.
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(j)(3) As set forth in our Statement, we believe this
subsection should be deleted entirely.

(k) The word "Director" at line 21 should be deleted,
and the words "National Security Council" inserted.
This conforms to current practice.

(1) This Section raises another major problem. The
provision here raises the same problems that have
been with us since such a provision was originally
included in Sec. 102(d)(3) of the National Security
Act of 1947; namely, that the DCI has the responsi-
bility but no authority in this field. We must
again urge the inclusion of criminal sanctions
against the unauthorized disclosureof intelligence
sources and methods substantially as provided in
the draft originally submitted to.the Congress by
President Ford. Nor should we in any way forego
in such legislation the available bivil procedures
for violation of secrecy agreements by intelligence
copmunity personnel, or failure to submit manu-
scripts by such personnel to the appropriate
intelligence entities for clearance prior to
their being shown to those who have no such
secrecy agreements. As further drafting points
here, we suggest deleting the words following
"for" at line 2 through "of" at line 3 and
inserting in lieu the word "protecting"; and.
after the word "methods" at line 3 inserting
the words "from unauthorized disclosure." After
the word "standards" at line 4 the words "and
procedures" should be added. Following the word
"management" at line 5 insert a comma, deleting
the following word "and"; after the word "of" at
line 5 insert the words "and access to." The
entire last sentence commencing with the word
"The" should be deleted.

(m)-(o) We recommend that all these Sections be completely
deleted and that existing language of Sec. 102(c)
of the NSA Act be retained.

Sec. 116 (a) This Section provides that the President is.author-
ized to appoint, by and with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate, not more than five Assistant
Directors of National Intelligence. In our opinion,
the DCI should make these appointments, not the.
President, and should not require Senate confirma-
tion. As written this is a big step toward
politicization of intelligence. We recommend
that this section be deleted.

(c)(2) We recommend the deletion of the last sentence
beginning at line 16.
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Sec. 117 We recommend that this Section be deleted
altogether.

Sec. 122 In furtherance of the discussion of this Section
regarding unvouchered funds in our Statement,
attention is invited to the attempt made by
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs (backed-
up by a Resolution of the full House) to see
certain of these unvouchered funds certificates in
1846. This attempt was successfully resiqted by
President Polk in a letter to the House of Repre-
sentatives, dated April 20, 1846, in which he
clearly set forth the dangers to intelligence
operations and agents of any such disclosure. In
that letter to the House, Presidet.Polk stated:

/"The experience of every nation on earth
has demonstrated that emergencies may arise in
which it becomes absolutely necessary for
the public safety or the public good to make
,expenditures the very object of which would be
defeated by publicity. . . . In no nation is
the application of such sums ever made public.
In time of war or impending danger the situation
of the country may make it necessary to employ
individuals for the purpose of obtaining informa-
tion or rendering other important services
who could never be prevailed upon to act if -
they entertained th least apprehension that
their names or their agency would in any contin-
gency be divulged. So it may often become
necessary to incur an expenditure for an object
highly useful to the country; . . . But this
object might be altogether defeated by the
intrigues of other powers if our purposes were
to be made known by the exhibition of the
original papers and vouchers to the accounting
officers of the Treasury. It should be easy
to specify other cases which may occur in the
history of a great nation, in its intercourse
with other nations, wherein it might become
absolutely necessary to incur expenditures for
objects which could never be accomplished if it
were suspected in advance that the items of
expenditure and, the agencies employed would
be made public." (See IV Richardson: A Com-
pilation of the Messages and Papers of the
President, pp. 431-436.)

In denying the House Committee access to these
vouchers, President Polk was supported by his
predecessor, President Tyler, whose certificates
were those the Committee wished to see.

We. recommend, for the reasons set forth in our
Statement, that Sec. 122 in its entirety be deleted.

5
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For the reasons set forth in our Statement, we
recommend that this Section be completely deleted.

Sec. 123

Part D

Sec. 131 (a) It is suggested that the words following the word
"activity" at line 15 through the word "specif .es"
at line 16 be deleted.

(b) For the reasons set forth in our Statement, we
believe that this Section should be deleted in its
entirety.

(d)(1) The use of the word"essential" at line 18 is
unrealistic if given its normal dktmcionary meaning
of "indispensable." We suggest .that the word
"impor'tant" be substituted.

(e) For the reasons set forth in our Statement, we
recommend that this Section be deleted entirely.

(f) We suggest deleting the phrase starting with
the word "and" at line 17 and ending with the
wiord "activity" at line 18, placing a period
after the word "President" at line 19 and deleting
the remainder of that sentence; and deleting all
after,the letter "(d)" at line 25.

(g) we recommend the deletion of this section entirely.

(h) we suggest the deletion of all the words following
the word "activity" at line 22 and ending with
the word "President" at line 25; also the words
"review, approval, and" at line 1, p. 49.

We recommend deletion of all the words following
the word "or" at line 5 and ending with the word
"President" at line 9; also the words following
the word "the" at line 9 through the word "Congress"
at line 10.

This Section provides for presidential notification
to the intelligence Committees of "special activity"
in war time. We believe this Section should be
stricken because of the extreme sensitivity of many
such special activities in war time, and because
they would usually come under the President's
authority as Commander-in-Chief. The restrictions
on conduct of special activities are inappropriate
and intrude on Presidential powers.

(k) At line 5 delete "and (e)."

(k)(i) We recommend that this entire Section be deleted.
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Sec. 132 The whole section seems poorly drafted, and
we recommend that it be stricken at least in
its present form. It should better be left
to Presidential and internal regulation. Some
recent testimony before this Committee,.and
articles by other journalists, tend to suggest.
that the media should police itself in regard to
contacts with intelligence.

(b)(1) The requirement for the head of an intelligence
entity to make a written finding for the opera-
tional use of a permanent resident alien is
unnecessary and undesirable; nor does it appear to
serve a useful purpose. Should be deleted.

(c) Inforing a U.S. person of the nature of -the
desired assistance he might be asked to render
to a clandestine intelligence activity and its
possible risks to his physical safety needlessly
puts more red tape in the law. As there is no
apparent viable objective here, we recommend
deletion.

(d) We recommend that this Section be deleted.

Sec. 133 The restrictions on U.S. persons as combatants
is an additional pouring on of statutory red
tape. The special attivity involved will have
been approved by the President, and the two
Select Intelligence Committees will have been
informed. For the reasons set forth in our
Statement, this section should be deleted.

Sec. 134 This Section contains the prohibitions on assas-
sination. For the reasons expressed in our
Statement, we recommend that this section should
be deleted.

Sec. 135 This Section is a further enumeration of prohibi-
tions against eight forms of special activity.
The reasons for our recommendation that this
Section be deleted are contained in our Statement.
Some additional comments in support of our recom-
mendation follow.

(a)(1) The first prohibition concerns the support of
international terrorist activities. The definition
of "international terrorist activity" (pp. 16-17
of S. 2525) is probably not what the drafters of
this legislation had in mind when they included
it in Sec. 135(a). One must bear in mind that
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one man's terrorist is often another man's freedom
fighter. Without specif ic definition, "many kinds
of paramilitary and guerilla activity [in which
the U.S. legitimately could be involved] would
become the immediate basis for charges that they
involve 'terrorist activity.'"

(a)(2) This is a prohibition against the "mass destruction"
of property. What constitutes "mass"? After all,
most paramilitary activity or guerilla war,fare
may well involve some destruction of property.

(a)(6) This prohibits the violent overthrow of the
democratic government of any country. Again,
this raises a problem of definitio.nas to what is
"democratic." Who is to judge whether any parti-
cular /form of government is "democratic" in the
terms of this law? Such a term as "freely elected"
may well be meaningless in many countries.

(a)(8) This prohibits "the support of any action which
violates human rights, conducted by the police,
foreign intelligence, or internal security forces
of any foreign country." Here again there is
neither a standard nor a definition with regard to

"human rights."

Sec. 136 This authorizes the President in war time to waive
certain provisions of.Sec. 132 regarding the
restrictions on the use of certain categories of
individuals for intelligence activities and of
Sec. 135 regarding the prohibition against certain
forms of covert action. If, as we recommend,
Secs. 132 and 135 are stricken from S. 2525, Sec.
136 automatically will be stricken also. It is
interesting to note that this section refers to
notification to "appropriate committees of the
Congress" rather than the Intelligence Committees.
If the section remains, some further definition of
which committees of the Congress are involved needs
to be included. In any event, it is recommended
that the word "and 135(a)(1), (2), (3), and (6)"
at line 24 be stricken.

(2) It is recommended that all the material after the
word "States" at line 14, p. 63 through the
word "resolution" at line 5, p. 64 be stricken.

(3) It is recommended that all the material after the
word "States" at line 13, p. 64 through the word
"waiver" at line 2, p. 65 be stricken.
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Sec. 137 The prohibitions on indirect activity pose
extremely difficult problems of applying the law.
To say, as in this Section, that U.S. cooperation
with a foreign intelligence service or government
is, in effect, contingent upon the latter's
action being consistent with U.S. law is to
establish impossible standards. Subsections (aT
and (b) are too broad and should be stricken or
substantially revised.

Sec. 138 To say that laws, etc., relating to conflicts of
interest which apply to all government employees
shall also apply to intelligence employees is
redundant. Also special waivers of any kind for
intelligence employees, even with'the written
approv~al of the Attorney General, are not- appro-
priate. We recommend deletion of this entire
section.

Sec. 139 This Section should be opposed on at least two
points, other than the fact that it is unreasonable
and unworkable. The first is that entity
sponsorship must be made known to appropriate
officials of the company or institution. Such
sponsorship might well be revealed to one senior
official of such company or institution who may
not wish to have further disclosure. While this
section does not define "appropriate officials,"
who is informed should remain between the senior
official approached and the intelligence entity
involved. Secondly, the provision which would
authorize procedures to be established by the
Attorney General permitting concealment of the
intelligence entity for security reasons should
really not be within the province of the Attorney
General at all. It is not a legal problem. On
balance, we recommend that the entire section be
stricken, for there must be some security main-
tained in such matters, and there have been no
valid abuses which need correction.

Sec. 141 (a) We suggest deleting, as redundant, all the material
following the word "States" at line 17 through
the word "States" at line 19; the word "Council"
should be inserted after the word "Security" at
line 21. The elimination of the Secretary of
Defense from the committee's membership should be
rectified in view of the large counterintelligence
responsibilities of the Department of Defense.
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(c) A reading of Sec. 141 in its entirety, however,
reveals such poor draftsmanship in several of its
provisions that, if it is retained, it must be
carefully redrafted. On balance, for the reasons
set forth in our Statement, we recommend that Sec.
141(c) should be deleted altogether.

Sec. 142 This Section deals with communications security.
The whole Section should be reviewed to make
certain that it does not conflict with the, proposed
NSA statute contained in Title VI of this Act or
vice versa. The proposed membership of this
NSC [communications security] committee needs some
restructuring, as it appears to be very large to
deal with so delicate a subject. .Wg recommend
that Sec. 142 be carefully restructured.

Sec. 151 To have the Congress establish by law the intelli-
gence oversight function within the Executive
including its specific functions goes too far.
The flexibility of the President to modify as
circumstances change should not be cast in
statutory concrete. We believe it is up to the
Congress to establish-the Congressional oversight
function and mechanism which it has done by Senate
and House resolutions and not by statute. Direct
by law that the President establish an oversight
functton within the Executive and then leave the
matter in his hands t9 prescribe the preci::
procedures and functions in this most sensitive
area. For example, the General Counsel of CIA is
the counsel to the DCI and, through him, the entire
Agency in the performance of its functions. If a
CIA employee is involved in a possible illegal act,
it is the responsibility of either or both the CIA
Inspector General and General Counsel to make the
initial investigations. If, in the course of such
an investigation, it is requested that a suspected
employee discuss the matter with the General
Counsel, the latter can only serve one client,
namely, in this case, the DCI. Therefore, in such
an investigation a suspected employee must be
advised of what, for want of a better term, must
be called his Miranda rights, and the CIA General
Counsel cannot function as his attorney in such
an internal procedure. However, if such a suspected
individual chooses to be frank and open with the CIA
General Counsel, and if the latter's investigation
shows that such employee may have committed an
illegal act, the General Counsel, quite properly
and on behalf of the DCI, must report such ille-
gality to the Attorney General. However, if it
becomes apparent that the Attorney General must
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take some prosecutorial steps, it would seem to us
that any further reporting of this illegal act,
either as to its terms or the name of the person
or persons involved, should not be made either to
the IOB or a congressional committee under commonly
accepted standards of the Canons of Ethics.

None of the above problems have really been
addressed in Sec. 151 and must be carefully
considered in the drafting of that Section.

(e)(1) We suggest that the word "quarterly" at lines
22-23 be amended to read "not less than annually."

(e) (2)
and (3) We recommend that both of these subsections be

deleted, as these functions are not those of the
general counsel and inspectors general, but belong
to the head of whichever intelligence entity is
involved.

(h) We suggest the deletion of the words at line 2
starting with the first word "and" and ending with
the word "thereof." This is a command function.

( i) (1)
(B) We suggest that this subsection be deleted.

(i)(2)
(C) In our view, this whole subsection should be deleted

in its present form. It would tend to make police-
men of all of the employees of the intelligence
entities in the breadth of its current scope. In
the case of reporting by CIA personnel, it might
bring them into internal security or police func-
tions from which they are.barred by law. It well
may be that such persons would report such viola-
tions of Federal law (if not relating to intelli-
gence) as citizens, but they should not be man-
dated by law to do so as intelligence personnel.

(.j (1) While this provision obviously arises from certain
aspects of the recent investigations of the intel-
ligence community, it presents obvious difficul-
ties. In the first place, most of the officers
and employees of the intelligence community are
not lawyers. In the second place, many of them
are not privy at least to certain Presidential
directives and memoranda. In the third place,
this Section would be an open path to harassment
and vendetta by disgruntled employees. In the
fourth place, there are no provisions in S. 2525
for its enforcement. We recommend that it be care-
fully restudied and possibly eliminated. It can
be handled by internal regulations. The use of
the words- "or policy" at line 25 is overly broad.
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(k) This section appears to be repetitive of the
requirements of many of the provisions already
included in Sec. 151 and should be deleted.

Sec. 152 This Section mandates Congressional oversight
of the various entities of the intelligence
community. Included in the reporting requirements
are operational details and implementing regula-
tions, all adding up to a tremendous load of
bureaucraticpaper. If all these reporting, re-
quirements were to be fulfilled, the Intelligence
Committees would require a vast amount of addi-
tional space for storage purposes. In addition,
the security implications of this mass of
detailed classified reporting rep6osing in the
committee files, with access not only to the
committee membersbut also to the changing mem-
bership of their staffs, is of great concern, as
we have indicated in our Statement. However, the
result has been a classic case of overkill.

We certainly do not oppose the theory of a more
structured congressional oversight than has been in
effect during the past thirty years. In fact, a
majority of responsible intelligence officials,
past and present, welcome it. What is at stake
here is a question of degree and security.

We, therefore, strongly recommend that all
of the reporting provisions of S. 2525 (with
perhaps a few negotiable exceptions) be stricken
from this legislation, leaving the oversight
requirements in the broad language of Sec. 152.

(a)(1) We suggest the deletion of the word "all" in both
lines 6 and 7.

(a)(2) We suggest the substitution of the word "appropri-
ate" for the word "any" at line 14.

(c) The Section requires that "An index of each
such record" shall be maintained in the Office of
the Federal Register under security standards
approved by the DCI. We are opposed to this
latter provision on security grounds. While
doubtless some of this material could be appro-
priately included on an unclassified basis, the
basic question is, why? It also represents a
further erosion of the security of intelligence
operations, sources and methods. We therefore
recommend the deletion of the last sentence in
this section.
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(e) We recommend deletion of the last sentence
beginning with the word "No" on p. 88, line 24.
This would appear to be amply covered by Federal
statute on the destruction of records and what is
record material.

(f) We recommend that this section be deleted on
security grounds. This material can always be
made available to the Intelligence Committges at
their request, on an ad hoc basis, as the Commit-
tee's need arises, under the Committees' broad
statutory powers.

(b) We note the use of the word "confid.eptial" at
line 18 and suggest the substitution of the
werd "classified" in lieu thereof.z We recommend
the deletion of the material comriencing with the
word "except" at line 20 through the word
"members" at line 2, p. 91. This matter is dis-
cupsed more fully in our Statement.

(c) (1)
and (2) Por the reasons set forth in our Statement, these

subsections should be entirely deleted.

(d) We recommend the deletion.of this Section.

Sec. 154 This Section requires that the DCI-make publicly
available an unclassified annual report on national
intelligence activities. Appropriate security safe-
guards are included in this Section. Again, one
questions the necessity of burdening the intelli-
gence community with such a public report. It would
appear that the Annual Reports of the Intelligence
Committees of the Congress would suffice in this
connection and carry more weight with the public.
We recommend that Sec. 154 be stricken.



Tab B

TITLE II -- INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

Sectional Analysis

Part A

Sec. 202 (2) Delete -- unnecessary and overblown.

Sec. 205 (a) Delete all after "States" in line 11 to end of
sentence -- redundant.

Part B -- Subpart 1

Sec. 211 (b) Delete last sentence of (b) -- unnecessary rea
tape.

Part B -- Subpart 2

Sec. 213 (1) Insert after "be" in line 18 the words "or who
be."

(2) Insert after "be" in line 1 the words "or who may
be."

(3) Insert after "be" in line 6 the words "or which

may be."

Sec. 214 Delete after "person" on line 13 through "intelli-

gence" on line 16 -- unnecessary red tape.

(1) Insert after "be" in line 17 the words "or who may

be."

(2) Insert after "be" in line 25 the words "or who may
be."

(4) Insert after "have" in line 8 the words "or who

may have" and at line 10 delete "significant."

Sec. 216 (a) Delete last sentence -- time limits are not appro-

priate.

(b) Delete entirely.

(c) At line 9 delete "one hundred eighty days" and in

lieu insert "one year."



Sec. 217

Sec. 218

Sec. 219

Part B -- Subpart 4

Sec. 225

Part C

At line 2 delete all after "purposes." Why
create this red tape as to foreigners?

Sec. 231 (a)(6) Delete at line 22 all after "intelligence" --
why throw away intelligence?

Sec. 232 (a) In Line 17; error in spelling word "consent."

(e)(2) At line 8 after "designee" insert "in coordina-
tion with the Director of Central Intelligence."

Sec. 233 (b) Delete entirely -- unnecessary.

At line 16 delete all after "shall" and insert
"take the following into consideration" -- too
restr ict ive.

(a) At line 8 delete after "collected" to "by" on
line 9.

(a)(1) Insert after "be" in line 11 the words "or who may
be."

(a)(2) Insert after "be" in line 16 the words "or which
may be" and insert after "be" in line 19 the words
"or who may be."

(b) Don't object to thought but why put in law?
Delete entirely.

(1) Delete "significant" at line 16. Insert "appropri-
ately" in line 17 after "otherwise."

(2) Delete entirely -- unworkable.

(3) Delete entirely -- why limit to one means so long
as all other means used are legal?

- Beginning at line 4 delete "not to exceed ninety
days" -- unduly restrictive and after word "be
in line 7 insert the words "or who may be."

Beginning at line 16 delete "for up to ninety
days" -- not realistic.

(c) Delete sentence beginning at line 24 and at line
1 on p. 114 after "entity" insert the words "or
his designee."

Sec. 220

Sec. 221

Sec. 222
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Part D

Sec. 241 Should be reworded. It is one thing to so target
and another where proper collection incidentally
picks up information on criminal activity.

Sec. 243 This is badly worded -- should be most carefully
reworked, or better yet deleted.

Sec. 244 (a) This must be reworked. As worded would prohibit

the FBI from penetrating Tass or Amtorg. All a
foreign service needs to do is incorporate in

the United States.

Sec. 245 (a) Beginning at line 4 delete all after "community"
through "responsibilities" at line 6. Unnecessary.

Sec. 254 At line 20 delete beginning with "have" through
"shall" on line 24.

Sec. 254 Entire section should be deleted. A blanket
invitation for law suits and discovery.

Sec. 258 This section is entirely wrong. Until employee is

finally convicted for crime which gives rise to

civil cause of action the Department of Justice

should be required to defend civil suit or provide

private counsel at government expense. This should

be a right and not dependent on recommendation of

agency head.

Part D -- Subpart 3

Sec. 260 (c) Delete as undesirable limitation on rights of

employees.

Sec. 272 Delete all of second sentence.
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Tab C

TITLE III -- FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SURVEILLANCE

Enclosures to Statement

1. Statement by the Legal Advisor to the Association
of Former Intelligefxce Officers, John S. Warner, given
before the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence on January 17, 1978 concerning H.R. 7308 which is
substantially similar to the language of Title III.

2. The views of Robert McClory appearing in The Washington
Post on April 19, 1978 concerning this issue. Mr.
McClory is the ranking Republican on the House Judiciary
Committee and the House Intelligence Committee's legis-
lation subcommittee.

3. The views of Mr. Robert H. Bork on H.R. 7308 appearing
in The Wall Street Journal of March 9, 1978. Mr. Bork,
former Solicitor Generarl of the U.S., is Chancellor Kent
professor of law at Yale University.

4. Editorial from The Washington Star of June 5, 1978
entitled "Control of foreign intelligence."

27-462 0 - 78 -- 19



STATEMENT OF THE LEGAL ADVISOR TO THE ASSOCIATION
OF FORMER INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS, JOHN S. WARNER,
BEFORE THE HOUSE PERMANENT SELECT COMMITTEE ON
INTELLIGENCE ON PROPOSED LEGISLATION TO GOVERN
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE FOR .FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE
.OPERATIONS. ...

January 17, 1!



Mr. Chairman, the Association of Former Intelligence

Officers welcomes the opportunity to express its views on this

vital legislation, and I personally am pleased at this oppor-

tunity to appear before you.

The foreign intelligence obtained through electronic

surveillance is of huge and inestimable value to the President,

our senior policy makers, and ultimately to the Congress and the

American public. At the same time, because of the sources and

methods involved, this type of intelligence is one of the most

sensitive within the intelligence community. Nothing should

be done which would put this means of collection at risk or which

would impair the ability of the United States to continue these

programs.

I shall speak to H.R. 7308 which we basically support.

It establishes workable statutory guidelines for the intelligence

community and provides necessary and desired protection for the

rights of Americans. There are several areas where we believe the

Bill should be modified without in any way decreasing the pro-

tection afforded Americans. The first of these is the require-

ment for a judicial warrant to obtain foreign intelligence by

electronic surveillance of foreign governments or foreign

entities that are directed by foreign Intelligence services.

Such a requirement meets no demonstrated need -- to my knowledge

there have been no findings of abuse.

It is well settled that the President has the inherent

constitutional power to conduct electronic surveillance for.

national security purposes. It is the stretching of the peaning
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of the words "national security" involving Americans which is

the abuse to be corrected, and the provisions of this Bill

appear well suited to this purpose. In the area of collecting

foreign intelligence from foreigners by electronic surveillance,

placing restrictions on the President's constitutional power with

no benefits to the rights of Americans is a disservice to the

country and to some degree a weakening of the ability of. the

Executive Branch to carry out its defense and foreign affairs

responsibilities. The clandestine collection of intelligence is

a matter which the judiciary historically has held to be reserved

solely to the Executive. In Totten v. United States, 92 U.S.R.

105, 1872, a former Union spy attempted to collect additional pay

by filing suit. The Supreme Court held that no such suit could

be maintained since secrecy in the clandestine procurement of

information is of the essence, and therefore "public policy forbids

the maintenance of any suit the trial of which will inevitably

lead to the disclosure of matters which the law regards as con-

fidential... " In other words, the Court said it had no juris-

diction over intelligence activities. Totten has been cited and

relied upon repeatedly in court opinions (and in recent years).

In United States v. Brown, 484 F2d 418 (1973), the Fifth

Circuit Court of Appeals stated, "Restrictions upon the President's

power which are appropriate in cases of domestic security become

artificial in the context of the international sphere." In that

same case, the Court goes on to say that its holding "...is

buttressed by a thread which runs through the Federalist Papers&
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that the President must take care to safeguard the nation from

possible foreign encroachment, whether in its existence as a

nation or in its intercourse with other nations."

Furthermore, involving the courts in this process carries

substantial risks of compromise of highly sensitive intelligence

sources and methods. It is axiomatic that the more people who

have access to sensitive information, the.greater the risk of

unauthorized disclosure. Speaking of disclosing classified

documents, even though in anin-camera proceeding, the U.S.

Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit said, "It is not to

slight judges, lawyers or anyone else to suggest that any such

disclosure carries with it serious risk that highly sensitive

information may be compromised. In our own chambers, we are ill

equipped to provide the kind of security highly sensitive infor-

mation should have."--Knopf v. Colby, 509 F.2d 1362 (1975).

Contuing for the moment our review of the judiciary

attempting to rule on foreign intelligence activities involving

only foreigners, one must ask, What expertise, body of experience

and knowledge of intelligence requirements would judges rely on

to approve or disapprove a request of the Executive Branch to

conduct an electronic surveillance operation? There are extremely

complex inter-agency relationships involving consumers, collectors

and analysts of intelligence information which determine require-

ments for collection. The entire picture of.this process and

the substantive intelligence information involved simply cannot

be capsuled in an application for a judicial warrant. In many

cases, the need for information is prgmised on ongoing political



negotiations with other nations which are not the province of

the judiciary. The U.S. Supreme Court spoke to such issues

in the well-known Chicago and Southern Air Lines and Waterman

Steamship Corporation case, 333 U.S. 103 (1948). "But even if

courts could require full disclosure, the very nature of execu-

tive decisions as to foreign policy is political, not judicial....

They are decisions of a kind for which the Judiciary has

neither aptitude, facilities nor responsibility and which has

long been held to belong in the domain of political power not

subject to judicial intrusion or inquiry." In short, can the

courts make worthwhile value .judgments? The answer is that they

can't. A court.approval in this sensitive area would merely be

window dressing and a disapproval would be an improper intrusion

into the sole province of the Executive. The same court said,

"It would be intolerable that courts, without the relevant

information, should review and perhaps nullify actions of the

Executive taken on information properly held secret."

My next point concerns the definition of electronic sur-

veillance contained in the proposed new section 2521 (b)(6)(D.

This could cover monitoring devices of all types such as cameras,

television and even binoculars. By definition, the words "other

than from a wire or radio communication" renders this type of

acquisition non-germane to an electronic surveillance bill and the

legal issues are quite different. This subsection should be

dropped and if there is a problem it should be studied elsewhere.



We also have trouble with the use of the word "essential"

in the proposed section 2521 (b)(5)(B) insofar as it is appli-

cable to foreign targets. We see no reason to apply so rigid a

standard as opposed to, for example, "relevant" when dealing

with foreigners. There is, in our opinion, no logical reason

to so restrict foreign intelligence collection. What is merely

"relevant" when seeking information can be extremely important

when collected and analyzed.

In order not to prolong this presentation with a number of

other suggestions, I would like to say that we have other

suggestions for changes that coincide with the detailed recommen-

dations made by Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy,

Daniel J. Murphy before this Committee on January 10, 1978. We

endorse those recommendations.

In summary, we urge that non-existent problems not be solved

by inhibiting the collection of foreign intelligence and

creating .serious risks of compromise of intelligence sources and

methods-with grave harm to the national effort.

Thank you. I shall be glad to attempt to answer any

questions.



[Views of Hon. Robert McClory appearing in the Washington Post on Apr. 19, 1978]

AN UNREASONABLE BILL ON REASONABLE SEARCHES

The writer, a representative from Illinois, is the ranking Republican on the Judici-
ary Committee and the Intelligence Committee's legislation subcommittee.

I read with interest The Post's April 14 editorial regarding a bill to regulate
national security electronic surveillance. However, the editorial confused a number
of key issues, and by that confusion came to a less than proper conclusion.

It is true that past administrations have "insisted that there is a constitutional
difference between searches for intelligence data and for evidence of a crime," and
therefore no warrant is required to authorize the former. But one must go on to
note that three U.S. courts of appeals-the only ones to have directly ruled on this
issue-have confirmed that a warrant is not a prerequisite to the gathering of
foreign intelligence. The fourth amendment does not itself require a warrant in all
cases. rather, it insures "the right of the people to be secure * * * against unreason-
able searches and seizures." The issue then becomes what is reasonable in the
foreign-intelligence arena.

When the executive branch is truly acting to gather foreign intelligence, even
without a warrant it is acting within fourth amendment proscriptions because it is
doing something that is constitutionally reasonable. The fourth amendment was
adopted as a reaction to the wide-open, general searches allowed under the British
writs of assistance and general warrants. Those writs, which were first issued to
enforce import restrictions, were ultimately used by the British government to
repress political dissent of Englishmen in the colonies.

The fourth amendment, adopted soon after our Constitution was ratified, was
framed to prevent the new central government from acting in an overbearing
fashion to quell domestic political activities. It was never contemplated that that
restriction would be used to inhibit executive branch actions in the international
sphere. As Judge Albert V. Bryan Jr. stated in his recent opinion in the Humphrey/
Truong espionage case, to require a warrant for foreign-intelligence electronic sur-
veillance "would frustrate the president's ability to conduct affairs in a manner that
best protects the security of our Government."

Because our Government needs accurate information to protect our country from
the hostile acts of foreign powers, it is necessary to engage in electronic surveillance
of the agents of such powers. That is true if the agents are foreigners, as well as in
the rare situation that an American citizen is working clandestinely for a foreign
power. It would be inappropriate to go beyond the fourth amendment mandate by
requiring a judicial role in such matters, for the issues involved are not susceptible
to right-or-wrong, judicial-type reasoning.

Decisions in this area demand complex trade-offs and difficult balancing of prior-
ities. Again quoting Judge Bryan, "It is not at all certain that a judicial officer, even
an extremely well-informed one, would be in a position to evaluate the threat posed
by certain actions undertaken on behalf of or in collaboration with a foreign state."

As envisioned by the Framers of our Constitution, the legislative and executive
were to be the political branches, subject to the electorate from time to time. On the
other hand, the Framers insulated the judicial branch from political considerations
by granting judges life tenure. The former two are to formulate policies, while the
courts are assigned the task of resolving cases and controversies by making refer-
ence to those policies. That structure should be abided by-and with particular good
reason-in the area of national security. As Justice Jackson wrote for the Supreme
Court in Chicago Southern v. Waterman Steamship Company, the issues involved
"are delicate [and] complex, and involve large elements of prophecy. They are and
should be undertaken only by those directly responsible to the people whose welfare
they advance or imperil."

TAKING EXCEPTION

Finally, it should be seen that by shifting from the president to the judiciary the
responsibility to authorize foreign-intelligence electronic surveillance, the courts
become a buffer to executive accountability. If an intelligence agency wants to use
electronic surveillance for an improper purpose, an application can be made to a
court for authorization. The worst that can happen during the secret proceding is
that the application will be denied. But, it appears inevitable that some judges-
perhaps by granting too much deference to the intelligence community-might give
approval to abusive actions. No matter how clear the mistake might appear upon a
more detailed analysis, no executive branch official could be called to task for the
abuse. Anyone questioned need only make use of the court order as a shield.



The legislative branch is the proper arm of government to serve as a check on
executive discretion in this area. Indeed, President Carter endorsed the concept of
strong congressional oversight when he backed the creation in both the House and
Senate of the intelligence committees. Adequate privacy protection can be provided
without resort to the courts by a law that would explicitly regulate when the
Government could engage in foreign-intelligence electronic surveillance. Compliance
with those statutory provisions would be monitored by the congressional intelligence
committees, and anyone found to have committed a violation would be subject to
civil and criminal liability. That approach, embodied in an alternative measure that
I have sponsored (H.R. 9745), would better balance the right of Americans to be
protected from overreaching activities of their own government and from the activi-
ties of any foreign governments that could be inimical to the very existence of the
United States.

[Views of Mr. Robert H. Bork on H.R. 7308 appearing in the Wall Street Journal of Mar. 9, 1978]

REFORMING FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

The proposed Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act reflects a certain lightheaded-
ness about the damage the reform will do to indispensable constitutional institu-
tions.

Periods of sin and excess are commonly followed by spasms of remorse and
moralistic overreaction. That is harmless enough; indeed, the repentance of the
hungover reveller is standard comic fare. In Washington, however, politicians are
apt to repent only the sins of others, and matters become rather less humorous
when the moral hangover is written into laws that promise permanent damage to
constitutional procedures and institutions.

As expiation for Vietnam, we have the War Powers Resolution, an attempt by
Congress to share in detailed decisions about the deployment of U.S. armed forces in
the world. It is probably unconstitutional and certainly unworkable. But politically
the resolution severely handicaps the President in responding to rapidly developing
threats to our national interest abroad. We have, as atonement for illegalities in
fund raising for the 1972 campaign, the Federal Election Campaign Act, which
limits political expression and deforms the political process. The Supreme Court
held that parts of this act violate the first amendment and probably should have
held that all of it does.

Now, in response to past excesses by our intelligence agencies, we have H.R. 7308,
the proposed Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. (A similar bill is out of commit-
tee in the Senate.) Like the other two "reforms" it reflects an unwillingness to
recognize that existing processes worked and do not require reform, as well as a
certain lightheadedness about the damage the reform will do to indispensable
constitutional institutions.

The purpose of H.R. 7308 is to lodge in the federal courts the final power to decide
when electronic surveillance of American citizens and lawfully admitted aliens may
be done to gather foreign intelligence information important to national security.

Since Franklin Roosevelt at least, every President has claimed the constitutional
authority to order such surveillances without a court order. That power has been
derived from the President's role under article II of the Constitution as Commander-
in-Chief and officer primarily responsible for the conduct of foreign affairs. The
judicial warrant requirement of the fourth amendment, never an absolute in any
case, was thought inapplicable because of the fundamental dissimilarity of intelli-
gence gathering and criminal investigation with prosecution in mind.

A LOT OF SECRECY

H.R. 7308 provides that the Chief Justice of the United States will publicly
designate at least one judge from each of the 11 federal circuits to sit on a special
court. Two judges at a time will come to Washington. Warrant applications may be
made to either. The Chief Justice will publicly designate six other judges to sit in
panels of three to hear government appeals from warrant denials. The Government
may petition for review by the Supreme Court if turned down by the special court of
appeals. All hearings, including presentations to the Supreme Court, will be secret;
the rulings will be secret; and the Government will be the only party represented.

Each application requires the approval of the Attorney General or his designee
and a certification by a high presidential appointee working in the area of national
security or defense. Persons to be targeted for surveillance, the means to be used,
minimization of the surveillance and close control of the information obtained are
provided for.
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The most stringent protections are provided for targeting American citizens and

aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence. There must be probable cause to
believe they are agents of a foreign power. The bill may also require reason to
believe that a crime may be committed.

Much of this tracks existing executive branch practice. The political appeal of the
bill lies in the introduction of judges and warrants. That is also its major flaw.
Procedures appropriate to criminal contexts, where, say, a wiretap is sought to
gather evidence to prosecute narcotics smugglers, are not easily transferred to
foreign intelligence, where, for example, radio transmissions from hostile powers'
establishments in the country are to be monitored with no thought of prosecution.

The difference in context may mean, for one thing, that the law would be
unconstitutional. If warrantless surveillance for foreign intelligence is a presidential
power under article II (the only two courts of appeals required to decide the issue
held that it is, but the point is unsettled), Congress probably has no authority to
require warrants.

Moreover, the attempt to give the Supreme Court an essentially administrative
role in intelligence gathering may run afoul of article III of the Constitution. It is
somewhat as if Judge Webster was empowered to run the FBI while remaining on
the bench. The job is managerial, not judicial, and the two should not be mixed.

There are and can be no judicial criteria for making decisions about the needs of
foreign intelligence, and judges cannot become adequately informed about intelli-
gence to make the sophisticated judgments required. To do an adequate job, they
would have to be drawn fully into intelligence work, which is not the point of this
enterprise. To suppose that they would defer to the superior expertise of the
agencies is either to confess the safeguards will not work or to underestimate the
strength of the tendency displayed by the judiciary in recent years to take over both
legislative and executive functions.

The requirement that a crime be in the offing would eliminate our ability to learn
of foreign intelligence activities vital to our national interests but which violate no
federal criminal law.

The law would almost certainly increase unauthorized disclosures of sensitive
information simply by greatly widening the circle of people with access to it. In
some cases as many as 13 judges, their clerks, and secretaries would share knowl-
edge. If opinions-required only when warrants are denied-are circulated, or if the
judges consult one another, a minimum of 26 judges will have top-secret informa-
tion. Disclosures are not merely intelligence calamities; they may lead to foreign
relations debacles as well. Electronic surveillance is known by everyone to exist, but
its public disclosure may be hard to ignore, just as Khrushchev could ignore the
U-2, until it was shot down.

The element of judicial secrecy is particularly troubling. Because it reverses our
entire tradition, it is difficult to think of secret decisions as "law." The assertion
that this bill would ensure that foreign intelligence electronic surveillance was
conducted according to "the rule of law" is, therefore, misleading. The bill pretends
to create a real set of courts that will bring "law" to an area of discretion. In
reality, it would set apart a group of judges who must operate largely in the dark
and create rules known only to themselves. Whatever that may be called, it debases
an important idea to term it the rule of law; it is more like the uninformed,
unknown and uncontrolled exercise of discretion.

The statute would, moreover, present some judges with an impossible dilemma.
Suppose that the Supreme Court splits, say five-to-four, in granting a warrant. If
the dissenting Justices felt that the decision and others it presages deny basic
constitutional rights of Americans, what are those Justices to do? Must they remain
stoically silent about what they believe to be the secret destruction of rights they
are sworn to uphold? Should they publish a full opinion and damage national
security? Or should they perhaps state publicly that constitutional freedoms are
being destroyed but they are not at the moment at liberty to explain how? They
appear to have a choice between behavior that is dishonorable or fatuous. That is an
intolerable moral and constitutional position in which to place judges.

DIMINISHING EXECUTIVE RESPONSIBILITY
The law seems certain as well to diminish substantially the responsibility and

accountability of the executive branch. To take the extreme but not improbable
case, if even one judge proves excessively lenient, the government can go to him in
all doubtful, or even improper, cases. Since there is no adverse party to appeal, the"rule of law" will be the temper of one district judge, unknown to the other judges
and the Supreme Court.



Whether or not there is such a judge, what can the Congress do if it comes to
think the surveillance power granted has been abused? Can a congressional commit-
tee summon before it for explanation the judges, perhaps including some members
of the Supreme Court, who approved the warrants? I should think certainly not.
Can we expect successful criminal or civil actions against the officials who, follow-
ing statutory procedures, obtained warrants from the judges? That seems hardly
likely.

When an attorney general must decide for himself, without the shield of a
warrant, whether to authorize surveillance, and must accept the consequences if
things go wrong, there is likely to be more care taken. The statute, however, has the
effect of immunizing everyone, and sooner or later the fact will be taken advantage
of. It would not be the first time a regulatory scheme turned out to benefit the
regulated rather than the public.

The intelligence abuses of the past were uncovered through existing processes of
investigation. One response was the detailed regulations governing electronic sur-
veillance promulgated by then Attorney General Edward Levi. These are fully as
sensitive to fourth amendment protections against unreasonable searches and sei-
zures of communications as this bill is, and likely to be as effective. The intelligence
officer reckless enough to ignore those regulations and subject himself to criminal
liability would be reckless enough to bypass the warrant requirement of the pro-
posed statute as well.

[Editorial From Washington Star of June 5, 1978]

CONTROL OF FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

We suggested, not long ago, that in its quest for ways to prevent future abuse of
the "foreign intelligence" surveillance function, Congress is in the grip of a fixed
idea. The fixed idea is that judges and warrants are the right answer.

That notion completely controlled the Senate deliberations, which ended in near-
unanimous passage of a bill replacing traditional presidential discretion with a
warrant-issuing procedure by specially designated Federal judges. It has also con-
trolled House deliberations, for the most part.

It is our hope, however, that the House will take a deeper look. Basic issues, not
only of national security itself but of constitutional checks and balances, are in-
volved. The House Select Committee on Intelligence has now examined its own
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (H.R. 7308), contenting itself with the conven-
tional wisdom that judges are the answer.

But there is a chance, albeit a shaky one that the House Judiciary Committee
might also get into the act. The Senate's bill has been referred to it.

The Judiciary Committee may not exercise jurisdiction, since it has already
examined the bill formally before; and even if it does so, it may not examine
alternatives to judicial control of foreign intelligence wiretapping. Yet, as we under-
stand the situation, some senior members of the Judiciary Committee are making
the case to Chairman Peter Rodino that it should do both things.

The main issue here is easily stated. It is readily agreed-and the view has
Supreme Court sanction now-that any electronic surveillance for domestic intelli-
gence (surveillance likely to involve American citizens and suspected criminal acts
almost exclusively) should be undertaken only with court-issued warrants.

The question is whether that rule should also properly apply to foreign-intelli-
gence surveillance. The conventional view on Capitol Hill is that it should. But
several knowledgeable students of the issue-including former Solicitor General
Robert Bork, Rep. Robert McClory of Illinois and former Deputy Attorney General
Laurence Silberman-have made a persuasive case that the rule need not and
should not apply.

Their argument, complex as it is, can briefly be summarized: Judicial control of
foreign intelligence surveillance, especially if it adheres to a "criminal standard,"
might give us the worst of both worlds. On the one hand it would severely limit the
intelligence-gathering capacity of the president when suspected criminal acts were
not at issue: that is, when information rather than evidence for possible indictment
is sought. On the other hand, it would involve Federal Judges in a matter as to
which their knowledge, experience and perspective-and traditional constitutional
role-are incomplete or irrelevant. "The task of the judiciary under this legisla-
tion," as Mr. Silberman told the House Intelligence Committee last winter, "seems
much closer to rendering the traditionally prohibited advisory opinion than to the
constitutionally sound adjudication of cases and controversies."
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And this is not to mention the entirely arguable proposition that the discretion-
ary control of foreign-intelligence gathering is within the implied constitutional
powers of the Commander-in-Chief, hence not subject to abridgment by Congress.

What then, one might ask, of past and future abuses of the surveillance power?
Have they not been serious, and might they not be serious again? Certainly.

But no system for monitoring this executive function, whether by judges orotherwise, is likely to be fool-proof. The American electorate unavoidably confidesvast discretion to any president, including discretion over the nuclear arsenal,relying on his basic character and integrity as a safety device. And if a bomb, whynot a wiretap? For that matter, a president faced with a legal technicality thatprecludes some form of secret intelligence-gathering that seems to him essential tonational security will probably prefer the lesser evil of winking at the legal techni-cality; and should.
But the public is not without protection. Two powerful new deterrents haveentered the picture. Both Houses of Congress have established permanent intelli-gence committees, whose duty and mandate it is to check abuses and excesses.Additionally, we have learned in recent years the power of exposure as a check onmischievous abuse of the executive power. It is, as Mr. Silberman says, "the singlemost important deterrent to executive branch malfeasance." Would a few designat-

ed judges, acting in areas they are given but dimly and partially to understand,
improve on that deterrent?

The issue seems to us of sufficient gravity to prompt the House to pause from anyheadlong plunge into judicial control and weigh the alternatives anew-weigh themwith both the integrity of the judiciary and the larger aims of foreign intelligence inmind. Perhaps such a consideration, for which the House Judiciary Committee isbest equipped, would not result in a turning away from the conventional wisdom.But at least deeper, and largely unexplored, issues will have been fully aired for thefirst time.
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Tab D

TITLE IV -- CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

S- Sectional Analysis

Part A

Sec. 402 (2) At line 24 insert after intelligence the words
"and special".

(3) Insert the word ,"and" after "intelligence" at
line 3 and delete "and counterterrorism" at line
4 after the word "intelligence."

(4) Delete the comma after the word "President" at
line 9 and insert t~e word "and" in lieu. Delete
the comma and the words "and the people of the
United States" after the word "Congress" at line
10. Delete the comma after the word "intelligence"
at line 11 and insert the word "and" in lieu; de-
lete the comma and the words "and counterterrorism"
at line 11. Delete all after "States" in line 14.

Part B

Sec. 411 It is inappropriate to establish in S. 2525
the CIA which has been established in law since
September 18, 1947. Delete.

Sec. 412 (a) The head of the agency is already provided for
by law [102(a) NSA] . Disagree with words to
establish DNI, DDNI, or Assistant DNI. Delete.

(b) Delete all after word "States" in line 23 to end
of subsection.

Sec. 413 (b)(2) "foreign persons" not defined -- why not other
than "United States person" as defined at Sec.
104(31).

c) Delete "the Congres in line 5 and deleteall
after the word "agencies" in line 6.

Ce) Delete "and counterterrorism" in line 13, line 17
and line 21.

(f) Delete "act as the Director of National Intelli-
genca agent in the coordination of" and substi-
tute "coordinate. Delete counterterrorism" in
line 24 and the word "of" in line 24.

(g)o2) At line 8 substitute "National Security Council"
for "Director of National Intelligence."
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(g)(3) At Line 11, delete "in coordination with the
Director National Intelligence."

(g)(4) At line 16, delete "or counterterrorism intelli-
gence" and insert "or" at line 15 after the word
"intelligence."

(g)(5) Delete entirely.

(h)(1) Insert "clandestine" in line 21 before "collection."

(h)(2) At line 11, delete references to the two select
committees. Also delete "and the Attorney General"
at line 3.

Part C
Sec. 421 (a)(1) Delete entirely; retain Sec. 5(a) of CIA Act of 1949.

(a)(2) Delete entirely; retain Sec. 5(b) of CIA Act of 1949.

(a)(3) Delete entirely; retain Sec. 5(c) of CIA Act of 1949.

(a)(4) Delete entirely; retain Sec. 5(c) of CIA Act of 1949.

(a)(5) Delete entirely; retain appropriate parts of Sec. 5(e)
and 8(a) of CIA Act of 1949.

(a)(6) Expand to include employees, consultants, employees
of contractors and others who will receive classi-
fied CIA information.

(a)(8) At line 11 insert after "perform" the words "for the
Agency."

(a)(9) Delete after "maintain" in line 13 through "Intelli-
gence" in line 14.

(a)(11) Delete as being redundant.

(a)(13) Delete; retain appropriate parts of Sec. 8(a) of
- (14) CIA Act of 1949.

(a)(16) Delete entirely; retain appropriate language of
Sec. 8(a) of CIA Act of 1949.

(b) Delete; unnecessary; see (a)(1) above.

(c) Delete; see (a) (3) and (4) above. -

(d)(1) Delete; not necessary, existing law covers.

(d)(2) Delete; unnecessary red tape.



(e) This-could be good, as extended to other subsections
depending upon final structuring of Title IV.

(f) Delete; retain Sec. 2 of CIA Act of 1949.

(g) Delete; retain Sec. 6 of CIA Act of 1949.

(i) At line 18 after "States" insert "or elsewhere, for
guard purposes, for protection of classified informa-

tion,". At line 20 delete beginning with "National"
through "National" at the end of line 20 and insert
*"Central Intelligence and the Deputy Director of
Central."

(j)(1) The figure V in line 14 should be III.

(j)(2) Addition of "or the security clearance of any con-
tractor of the Agency or any employee of any such
contractor" is good. Delete "of the natural security."
Reporting requirement to two Committees should be
deleted. Why not just keep Sec. 102(c) of the NSA of

1947 with the addition?

(j)(3) Delete.

(j)(4) Delete and why not retain Sec. 102(c) of the NSA of
1947?

(a) Substantially same as 8(a)(1) and (2) of CIA Act of
1949 which could be retained and delete in proposed
bill.

(b) Re-write of Sec. 3(a)(b)(c)(d) of CIA Act of 1949.

Delete reporting requirement to two committees.

(c) This is new and probably helpful, but exercise of
such authority only in accord with?"Sec. 139
of this Act" (making contactor witting) should be

deleted.

[All of Sec. 422 should be reviewed in detail with procurement
experts.)

(1) Should be broadened to cover others such as people
to whom CIA classified information will be imparted

or having relationships with the Agency.

(6) Delete as unnecessary.

Exists as Sec. 7 of CIA'Act of 1949. Why repeat?
Delete and retain existing law.

Sec. 422

Sec. 423

Sec. 424



Sec. 425 (a) This should be considered in conjunction with Sec.
422(a) as both relate to Sec. 8 of CIA Act of 1949.
Probably could be deleted. This would appear to be
best handled by the permanent "authorizing" language
presently set forth in Sec. 8 of the CIA Act of 1949.
This does not mean that the Intelligence Committees
should not set the annual budget ceiling and person-
nel strength limits. Nor does it means that these
Committees not be apprised, for review, acceptance or
rejection, of major intelligence activities. This
is a key factor in valid Congressional oversight.
But when this Committee speaks of giving "strong
legislative guidance and direction" (S. Rept. No.
95-744, p. 3) it tends to intrude on the Constitu-
tional powers of the Executive, and engages in
management rather than oversight -- again a Constitu-
tional question. The security aspects of "authoriz-
ing" language are great, even when contained in a
classified Committee Report. That is one reason why
the present permanent general "authorization" language
was adopted in the 1949 Act. To quote the language
of S. Rept. No. 106 (10 March 1949) in regard to the
"authorizing" language of (now) Sec. 8 of the CIA
Act of 1949:

"[This] establishes a point of reference to which
the administration and fiscal officers of the -
Agency and other appropriate officers of the
Government may look to determine what expenditures
are authorized for the activities of the Agency.
It permits sums made available to the Agency to
be expended for the purposes set forth in the
section. The section is necessary in view of
the requirements of existing law 'or Comptroller
General's decisions, which specify that such
expenditures arenot permissibl 9 unless author-
ized by laws."

We recommend that "authorizing" language be handled
with informal procedures similar to those presently
existing.

(b) This is 8(b) of CIA Act of 1949 -- why re-enact?
Again, the question of authorization. The very
purpose of confidential funds is, under security
safeguards, to facilitate clandestine activities in
situations as diverse as there are human beings. No
authorization law could anticipate all the myriad
situations calling for .expenditure of funds in
conducting espionage.
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(c)(1) Delete line 21 and insert "lawfully made
available to the Central Intelligence Agency."

(B) Delete as unnecessary; although in accord with
existing procedure, why not have it remain as
such.

(C). Delete "and the activities to be funded are
authorized by law."

Sec. 426 (a) General Counsel should not be appointed by President,
by-and with the advice and consent of the Senate.

(a)(1) Should not require General Counsel-to review "all
activities." He then would be duplicating the IG.

(a)(3) See comments of Sec. 151.

(b)(2) "General Council" should be "General Counsel."

Part D

Sec. 431 (a) Entire section should be deleted -- is covered
by general law -- Director should not be able to
waive. No known abuse to correct.

(b) $20,000.00 is a bit steep and not consistent with
-similar laws.

(c)(1) Title is inconsistent with text, which should be
broadened to include agents. Insert at line 15
after "Agency," the words "or other person." Also,
delete lines 19 through the word "Agency" at line 23.
The elements of the crime should be r'evealing identity
of a person under cover, not that such revelation
resulted in injury or jeopardized phe safety of such
person, or could have been expected to do so.

Sec. 432 (b) At line 16, delete all after "functions."
Otherwise language is verbatim from Sec. 102(d)(3)
of NSA Act of 1947 -- why not keep?

Part E

Sec. 441 Will not comment in detail on these provisions, but
will leave to the technical experts.

(c) This is excellent provision and will assist materially.
Do question sub-section (3) requiring proposed Execu-
tive order to lay-over with the Congressional commit-
tees having jurisdiction over subject matter for 60
days. Issues are the principle of 60 day lay-over
and exclusive jurisdiction of two Select Committees.

27-462 0 - 78 - 20
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(d) Don't believe language accomplishes objective and

reports to two committees should be deleted. Why

not "similar" for equivalent in line 1, p. 2087

Sec. 442 See no reason why this is included. Delete.

Part F

Sec. 451 If our comment on Sec. 411 is valid, then none of

Sec. 451 is necessary.

Sec. 452 Comments on this Section are dependent upon

structurigg of this bill. Strong view that

neither Sec. 102 of NSA Act of 1947 nor the CIA

Act of 1949 should be repealed in their entirety.



Tab D-1

TITLE IV -- CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Enclosure to Statement

Copy of

Message

from

The President of the United States

to the Congress of the United States

on February 18, 1976

containing a proposed Bill to establish criminal sanctions
for the unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources
and methods and authorizing the Attorney Gengral to seek
an injunction from the courts to prevent such unauthorized
disclosure.
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. To the Congres of the United States:
By virtue of the authority vested in ue by Article IT, Sed ions 2

and .'1 of the Constitution, and other provisions of la%, I have trdly
-.- issued an Executive Order pertaining to the organizatioi and con-

trol of the United States foreign intelligence community. This order
establishes clear lines of accouitability for the Nation's foreign intel-
ligence agencies. It sets forth strict guidelines to contio the activities
of these agencies and specifies as well those activities im which they
shall not. engage.

In carrying out my Const.ittjtional responsibilities to manage and
conduct foreign policy and provide for the Nation's defense, I Eclieve
it essential to have the best. possible intelligence about the capabilities,
nitentioins and activities of governments and other entities and indi-
vidials abroad. To this en(1, the foreign intelligence agencies of the
United States play a vital rple in collecting and analyzing information
related to the national defense and foreign policy.

It is equally as imiiportant that the me1thowds these algelncies employ
to collect such information for the legitimate needs of the govern-
ment conform to the standards set out in the Constitution to preserve
and respect the privacy and civil liberties of American citizens.

* Tho Executive Order I have issued today will insure a proper bal-
nucing of these interests. It establishes goverinuent-widn direction for
the foreign inlelligence agencies anl places responsibil ity and account-

.ability on individuals, n1ot institutions.
I believe it will climuinIute ahnlllses and questionable activities on the

part of (he foreign intelligence agercies while at. the saie ti me pr-
mitt inlg theil to get on will their vital work of gathering and asses.ing
information. It is also my hope that. these steps will help to restore
1111)lic confidence in these agencies and encourage our citizens to nappre-
ciate the valuable contribilion Ihey make to o1r national security.

eyond the steps I have taken in the Executive Order, I also believe
there-is a clear need for soime specific legislative actions. I am triday
sublnitting to the Congress of the United States proposalls which will
go far toward enhancing the protection of true intelligence secrets
as well as regularizing procedures for intelligence collection in t~e
United States.

lfy first proposal deals-with the protection of intelligence; sonrces
and methods. Tie Director of Central Intelligence is charged, under
tho National Security Act of 1947, as atiended, with protecting intel-
ligence sources and methods. The Act., however, gives the Director no
authorities commenniisuirate with this responsibility.

Therefore, I am proposing legislation to impose criminal and civil
sanctions on those who are authorized access to intelligence secrets and
who willfully and wrongfully reveal this information. This legislation
is not an "Ollicial Secrets Act", since it would affect only those who
improperly disclose secrets, not those to whom secrets are disclosed.
Moreover, this legislation could not be used to cover up abuses and



ill ooIIrielies. It woilId in io way prevent people from reporting queS-
I ionable activities to appropriate authorities in the Executive and
Le'isintive Ilran ches of the government..

It. is essential, however, that the irresponsible and dangerous ex-
posure of our Nation's intelligence secrets be stopped. 'Ihe Amnuerica n
peoplo have long accepted the prin'iples of confidentiality and secrecy
in iIslmy tllcthlings-such as with doctors, lawyers and the clergy. It
makes absolutely no sense to deny this same protection to one initelli-
gl'nce secrris. O)pTnlless. is a liallmtark of our deiocratic society, but the
American people have never believed that it was necessary to reveal
the secret war plans of the Department of Defense, and [ do not; think
they wish to have true iutelligencc secrets revealed either. . .

I In ege the alopltion of this legislation with all possible speed -
Second, I support proposals that would clarify afild set statutory

limits where necezsary, on the activities of the foreign intelligence
ve I wIs. [In particular, I %Vill support legislation makinog it a crine to

:t-asasinulte or at tellipt. or conspire to ausS.ssiiate a. foreign official in
peacetime. Since it defines a critie, legislation is necessary. .

Third, I will mfeet with the appropriate leaders of Coiijress to try
to develop sound legislation to deal with a critical problei involving
persoa iul privacy -electronic surveillance. Working with Congres-
sional leaders and the J1 ustice Departaeut and other Execitive :Ien-
cies, we. will seek to develop a procedure for indertakingz electronic
surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes. It shold create a special
proedure for seeking It judicial warrant. nithorizingtfhle use or elec-
I ronic surveillance in the United States for foreign intelligence
purlposes.

I will also seek CoingressionlI slupport for sound legislatioln to ex-
pand jndicial sn pervision of mail openinogs. The law iiov permits t he
openinhg of United States mail. nuder proper indicial safegnards, inl
tle conduct of criminal investigations. We ieed authority to open inail
under the limiihitions and safegiuarids tliat now apply inl order to oh-
inin vitally needed foreigno intelii-zence informt Io.

Tlis wn ld requie n showing that there is prolable caltse to Ie-
lieve th1at. the sender or recipien t is n a gen of a foreign powver. who
is engiaged in slpin. s:lhotage or terrori--mu. Ac is now th le case in

tilmin:l investigations, those seeking aothority to examine mail for
foreign intelli eIc'i.pirllposes will have to conivince feeril judge of
the necessity to (o so wil accept the hinitations ulpon their authorizal-
tion to exaniline the mail provided in the order of the court.

Foith. I wolid like to share imy views iegarding apopriate Con-
!.'re*-,ionil oveisigiht of the foreign intelligence agrcies. It is derlv

the buiness of the Congress to organize itself to deal with these innuIt-
v-. 'ertnin priuciplf's, however, shoimil be, rvcognized lV both i lie

lxe-l uive 11ld Legislative Bninchies if this overs;ight is to le effctive.
I helitve good Con-ressioni oversigit is esseitial so that. tle Coil-
2le5 anld tle Aierican people whom you re'preseni't canl he as1uredI
111t tle foreign inlligenl e aglicies ,re adhering to the law ini all

of tleiri activities.
(Ongress should seek to centralize thie responsibility for oversight

--f the foreign intelligence community. The more comnittees and sub-



commiiittees dealiwig ith. highly v siisitive Secrets 1 the g(renter thie riskss
oftdiclsurei~ii. I t-C'oiiiieil (Itl;It. Cctngress establisi I oil trir

hitellgeiceOcriili (2~iinitc. Cn~lv ing Conigressional ovo-.
it il le oollr'e Nilrvltti'f ti'v e(orts of tite Ulii.4id a! ionl

toi kAeep the Co itgfi(s ftililv iii f' itit leti f rfitiil i t11 i- iei' cap e ii

I. I. s I.SS'eitil thait bitl I Hose :iiid the! Svitate. eshtbli firii
iii! cs to i isi re thtat forei ji cnliliu.:el'(t sec icts wvill I tot 1be iimproperly
di s. ]tsedi. FThere itist, be estatbl ish ed a et iOr ('Sc-,; to snk.,oli an i t
ti;e,Q, l in d vc tit e li ens i es to deal I v;it Ii n Unilltoized (IUislosiiil'v-

AitlV filTrejeu intelli-ence in fortiat iont transit~lited byv the Exiii,! ive
llan- to the Oveisiglit Coniiiittiee, iin1dea li iijiitc.tioii of sperecy,

sitOttlit ito iit i laterialliy ( siosLed 'VitIlioll t. ii iV Fore etiI ei et[)
tieinteg-itY of the. Constitution requies adhterrmvv to tl iC- r)lije

(Im t inI iniithiatil member, nor committee, not- sing"le I [otistP (of Coli-
g cli ca ovetl,1e ai ii act of. the Executive. Uniliaterail pubiluication or~

el:misied inforat-m iolt over the objeetion of the Pr'esident, I) olO coill-
llit!t~o or onep Hollu of Congress, not only v'iolates thie doctrinle (if

-ehtalrtiomi (if powers, but aloefetvl ,hertls e act ions of thie
o~theri H ouse of Congress, and perhaps even tile ma~jority of both
IIo !I 1:;es.

Fit i l. s te'c: sf[i and1( e ffective Colt i"ressi otta I o ei-si-l it, oft file fori-
ei-gi i ti in i ce~ ag i is(e~eillS oni t11iti ai ten '4 e ile. Colli-

gRIt.1111 a ilxectit ilVt.. I'>tch lratichi iiiitst iet-ognize and~ restect thle
i- g 1ts anid pterogntUie of thit other if .1iivthlvit' is; Io be :ichiei.

Ill thIiis cotim.xt a Co~litgneSi olt ret 1iire,1t, t et) kvvp thle Oversight
('nii o"fitly' jn forented is ore deir~lble anduu workable ats a )*],

fival iti:mttt'r tltart foirnal tequptirettents ior not ilivation of speeiic ac-
tivitivs to n 1:tt1-V lutitile tf mitntittees. -Ipvvirtlallv, S3ertjii 662 of

the Ftrieat Assistantie 1!kct. wichii has icstilted ill (0l er sx sprt

coiutitttdtee bi-ictitigs, shiouldl 1tw mottiidt I,; tctoiiled~ b." tile Comt-
ani;Sol i tilt. Or.i.taiitixntion of tlie (3overmtttted fill- tHite Comtitt of
Foitiit P'olicy, aid relinr. tt, sh ould( be liinit ed to Ite MtN tewC)rsiil tt.

lBnthI th!e ('itmgrs.4 and tflip Exective Branch ri-cogtiizv the imnprt-
ancte to tt il. Nit I 1o of a !,t rottig itteli jincelC SeriIev. I believe it ii ient

tihat. we take tile stepts I livc outlined above to iu.amire thiat Atteri1c.a
not: only has the best foteigni intelligence ser-vice jnl the world, but
also tile ilost hiniqtte-otie Wich operates in a manner11pl fully con-
sistenit wvith di t Coils( itlit ioual ri-lhts of omr Citizens.

Tmnmi Wurim: 11ouai, Febr-vory 18, 1976.

A 1:11,T, To amttil Ile Nit li:1 Specuity Act of 1914T, na atneinded, anifor other

R; t ciiarted by1 thet Senteh (171( f1one n/ Re'p)-esaflive/WC of the

1T7iihelt AS/(le Of elmec.a in CongreR.9 Mebl, riTt Section 102 of
the N.tioinal Securcity 'Act, of 19l47, as aniendvd, (50 TJ.S.O.A. 'o:,.)
is ftoither -iimtnded by thlidmg thle following new subsection (g)

Il i. i itereslsuof tile security of tile foreign intelligence atfivi-
tie' ftheUniedStausandinorder further C npe'n;tepo

v'iso of section 102(d) (3) of the Act that the -Director of Central

1.D. 314
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Iiitelligcc slutal b e- rimllsitible fOi PirOl eel lu intelligence soitrces

and mit liod-z Irolit Itiiif lcoriz.et disvlostire-
(1) 11lioivvei' 1 tilig, itr liaviitg bwe ill dily ail rh').ed..( poess-:

Sill rrjirl~c nfoti~ o rllngt iilf.elligenle soilrces

Find1 iltho(Is. or whoever1. Iiq.,i ori laviuig beenf fill olli-i'r 1' eit-

*)1O1(e or tilie Uniited St :It cs. or muelcil'er of the AruIed Services~
of Olce Unit ed SI ateus,0 o n I'l eeidiact or of thelUtited St ates Govein-

iliclit, or ani employee of at coutraclor of the United States Gov-
erliliit, and( inl the course of such. relationship becomes possteile
of Sitch itiforilationl impanrts Or CO)rucFiInicates it by aniy means

to a- Peisit n~ot authiorized lu: receive it or to the gfeiZ~l *Ilpblic

S111i1 IleC finied fltcl cuore thita $5,000,( or iniprisonecdnot more thtali
five yea vs, ocr bot I

(2) For tile pinrposes of this subsection, the terni " t informaiftionl

relatiqngto intelligence sources anid iiivfliods" meatns ally infortna-
tinrgard less of its Origin, -thiat is vlsussi lied pr;iitt h

p~rovisions~ of aI statute or Executtive ordler, or a reg uhition or a
rutle issues 1)irstiailt thieetti a-s iniformnation requirilg a specific-de-
grce of pt-nt tetioii agalin4st tutialit hoizC(I (isclositi or reast: it-, of
national Secitlity :11111 which, inl thcp interest of the foreignt intelli-
genice activities of the United States, hias bceensp jecifically dlesig-

inatced by a departmnt. or sigeicyjof the United States Goverment

wVhichl is authorized by laew or by the President to entgage in

forciga, intelligenice activities for ilie United States as iifornift-
tion coccerig-

(A) uctuthtods of collectiig foreigrn intelhigence;
(B) sourices of foreign intlleligene, whiviehr ltilit , tech-

nicail, Or other; or
(C)l nmbods and t ecliniques of Itualysis and evtcltiatiofl of

foreign infilteec.
(:) A 'personi whI'olisetint. aitliorized to receive. ill fotrnil re,

].-Ititg to intehlif-ence sources aitl Jfletliod is iitl sitilject to prose-
cifitioiu for(11Sf a cIiiV iovoiliiiliiiti it s. I i'i' i ss ! .iIi c

sis.11 nit CUI~ fr',* ive. 1%itii lbe.iccitfi of si ioji 2 -Inti : oa ritl,
3,q. ITnited St:ttes Codel, ill t1e. cotlilfl, issio(Ifi.,11 sin ffts tir this

subliection, ttlle'ss lie becalla. pos P..sped or slite inl ornint iont in the

coilrse of -L relitioucslip wvith tile United Stslte'r Governenct aIs

*described iin p)ragralill. (1) : Prot'ch'd, 1' -icer,'iastthe bar cre-
ated bcy this pa~ragrap~i hoe no peitle thei itidictirient or Odn-

victioi fotr i-onspirmi(' of alti ljro who is siiijeit. to jprosecction
llndei'pu.arigl (1) of this slibsectioiu.

(4) It. is a batr to prosecittionl undpr this sutbsection thatt.:
(A) M.t the, tiutep nflO fe li-se I bert' did iot. esist a r'eview

pi-Ocebitre withinii(tie (overnncecit stg'iiey ch'scriheel in psinra-

griph, (2) of this stiliqectioji tlirolt~rh w Jich the defendatit
cold obta'in review of thie cintiiing necessity for the classi-

ficntion aiid desia Iisutiotu;

(B) prior to thte return of the. indictment or the iling of
the nformation, the Attorney Ge-neral andl the D~iectoi' of

Central Icitelligenre, did not iointly certify to the conrt; that

the information- -Ays ljAwvftll.V O'nssifie'l and hsuwvfuly% des-

ignted pursuant to patragraph (2) it the time of the offense;

ir.D. 374



(C) the information has been placed in the ptblic domain
by the United States Goveiinient; or

(D) the information was not lawfully ilassified and law-
fully designated pursuant to paragraph (2) at the fini of
the oll'ense. -

(5) It is a defense to a prosecution under this subsection thai.
the information was commiunicated only to a regularly conist it uted
subconunittee, comuittee or joint committee of Congyress, put-
anttolawful demand. ,

(6) Any hearing by the-court for the purpose of making a
.determination whether the informiation. was lawfully classilied
and law fully designated, shall be in camera;

(A) at the close of any in camera review the court siall
. enter into the record an order pursuant to its findings and

determinations;
(13) any determination by the/court under this paragraph

shall bo a question of law.
(7) Whenever in the judgment of the Director gf Central

Intelligence any person is about to engage ini any acts or pratlices
which will consLitute a violation of this subsection, the Attorney
General, oin behualf of the. United States, may make application to
the appropriate court for an order enjoining sudi acts or prac-
tices, and uipont a showing that such person is about to engage in
any such ncts or practices, a pernanent or temporay injunctioil,
restraining order, or other order may be granted. In the case of
and applicatiot for an order under this paragraphi:

(A) the courtt shall not hold an in camerahiearing for tlhe
purlpose of making a deterination as to the lawfulness of
the classificaticaton and designation of the in forin tion.unlss
if, has determined after givii(i due consileratioin to all
attending evidence that such cvilence does not indienle Ihat

- the itttter has been lawfully classified and designated:
. (B) (lie court shall not invalidlate the classilicatioini or desig-

nation miless it finds that the jiudgrmlent of tile department or
agency, pnmusiant to paragrapli (2), as to the lawfulness of
the classification and designation was arbitrary, capricious
and wvithout a reasonable btais in fact.

(i;TIONAL. ANALYSIS AND X'.LANATION

The draft bill by addiig a new subsect.ion (g) to the Nationail Se-
curity Act of 19-47 inrther implements a proviso of thalt Act iluposniig
i. duty upon the Director of Central Intelligence to protect intelligence
sources and nethorls front unauthorized disclosure. Chei new subse'c.tion
draws upon existing concepts of law found within 18 11.S.C. 708 (r-
hat inf to ceninuituu enltion intelligenre) nnd 42 (.S.C. 2204 et soeq. (re-
lafing to ntomic energy Restriced itn.).

Partryruph. (1) of the ueen . erbspectimi. identifies the special m-lld

limiited cliss of individuls htaving privitv of access to the senisitive
information defined in puragraph (2) below uilnd proscribes their cul-

Iblo% conInunieatioin of such ii fornitinn tonn unauthorized recipient.
Paragraph (2) of the newc w sha*etion defines the special entegrary of

information relating to intelligence sources and methods which is snhlt-
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jeCt to tile iiw provisionls. it also recognizeS tealw tY of (tio~

Director and heads of otherw agrencies expressl *y filt.l,)ii'd b y 1:1% oir

1Y thle l're idelut to engage Ill iitelligCiIce activitiesi for theiii'll

States, to) piorido fo hnapf1l esigiiatioii ofs ~.I'iiif iatir.

I '0.1 agrph. (.') of t/i wi n s rh-wc-t~ ;aslrSSi OvS [a on(ly Ow )ti ;ii:1

ItIld liilt 1111 .( is of. il(livi(I1iials idenit~tif~ied~I 1id patia di0 (I) allovi.

Avill be sxb ject to Jlro~seeIitioil ',s 't rebult. Of th lohi V'"'ioi of thu n1lew

subsecl ion. 'T'his is iii keeping wvithi the iititit that the 1 wv provisionI

pciiahize-, a iUlawful the cuonduct of those whose access to the rlesiu-

)lated informnation is dependeI t. uipon iderstanding "ti i nu (it(of a

Irelationship invrolvinlg trust anti confidence. Collateral prosectitioii re-

lated to thle violationi of aimy otlher provisionl of law, hlowe Ver, isliiot...

vitiated by this Parag~raphl.
Parugrajul' (4) Walte veP sllbxecto a rovIe - t. no11,0,.(Ci~~

miay ho llstitlatl miiless kte Attorney U enern'l iind thei *I)riefior of

Cen'tral filtOlligence fi rst jointly Colii f to the Couirt (11:1t. the. illfiirun-

Lion was law fully classified and law fully designated for litilted dis-

scinination ; tile. informaLtionl was nlot placed in tOh~ 1111)1iv d owlmln I iv

the Governmen~it ; .111 ngeiCy review procedure existed vie'lp, (hie !1le-

fcndant, could have, secured it review of the information iii question for

a deterniiiat ion onl ptidlic rele-rsability ; and tile informat ion wvas lw

fiolly elassified rund law fully (Iesigflate(t plirsuanlt to parwgi.iadi (2) at

the tune of the offlnse..
t aro raph (5~) of the? newi subipcHion proivides a dI ejvil:: to pviwl '~-

ti l iet( illformation was oiy proviciv'd to it vrgularly iuliit it l id

C0iiiiiii(treI. Join~t volillilittee it-O jo)int coiilittee oIf ( oll"igsM-.. purill.~ii

to lawfull deinanil.

tile court. to diteniiie. whethter thle in frint1161 Ipun w;hi w rlty1- ,'l:i:Sifiid

anld l:iw -fiiilv desi!-1:it d "llaIi be hi? o'mr"I" : zild &iiI ilii iat ill

sli Iie.Ia questionl of law.
I'Ora!j71R)hi (77) -of periu'V~t9C/Ol 1mits the A Ittorney Geiieri

to: petit iol a rmi it to ei joiln I nJ ii net ion . Il anet. wich Ow (Ii 11iui 'tor hv-

li ves AWill violate .allY puroviion (of thle new i"llseftuitl. 'Thiis ailt hliy

is iiitenidiil to p)rovideo promipt. loidicial adetiou to avoid (41ii1g vw i to the

U..". fonvi-il illtl'elf'. efforut. ini(iuilSiiC wherie putt I hci ?

jiml a ct.io i l e. 1 i i be in uvrsnii lv ex post far to,ui) vm lit. liidwiii mte ill

neluievi g tile inteilyjug objectiv,-e oft hle legisA iout vhich- ii toplout

inctelli genre sm~irces, iuietiiods and teiqul-ies froiii uui:1utitlii/ell dis-

closure-. T1h is para graphi ailso pro vidi h's1th1t in ami Ii enrilg Ii m smo u il all

oruler the cour-t shiall not. hold all -)' rnorti hli inIr to iletei'iiHiii Olie

1:uwfililess'5 (it t(le. chissiticatimi a it([ desig-nation of .lie iniformnatioui

Iiiless it. Ilas (irt.c(ofliiied aill - I Rndling evideitce muil (letteiiiou tva.

tlie evidlpil(Ce flnivs )ot indieate that, the mnatter 1:is hu'en lou.wv idly elwss i-

fied and hiqvfud ty designaitedl. 'The pim araph fuirti ir pioviles 1tat the

Court nilfty invalidate It classification or clesigiitioil if-it findls thle jiidg

Mnut of the dlepar-tment or agency head was arhiti-try, ctprieiou.S naidi.

wvithout a realsonable balsis in fact.:
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Tab E

TITLE V -- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Sectional Analysis

Sec. 502 (2) At line 5, delete all.aften "Congress" to end
of subsection:

Sec. 504 (a) Not certain what is intended but culd be clari-
fied by inserting "intelligence" after "All"' in
line 18, and after "all" in line 21.

Sec. 505 (a)(1) Delete all after "States" in line 22 -- rest
is redundant..

(a)(8) Cannot perform same duties as heads of other
intelligence entities -- can do so as to FBI.
This should be re-worded.

Sec. 506 (a)(2) Why limit to international terrorist activities?
What about domestic terrorist activities? Also,
in some cases it is difficult to distinguish.
Recommend deletion of "international" in line 2,
p. 216.

(c)(2) Delete entirely as unnecessary -- see Sec.
505(a)(3).

Sec. 507 (a) Insert after "authorized" in line 7 "after coor-
dination with the Central Intelligence Agency."
See discussion in text of Statement.

(b)(1) The word "President" at line 21 should be deleted
and in lieu insert the words "Director of Central
Intelligence."

(b)(2) Delete as unnecessary after "shall" in line 7
to "conduct" in line 9 -- see Sec. 505(a)(3).

Sec. 508 (b) Insert "intelligence" at line 3 before
"investigation."

(c) Delete entirely an unnecessary -- see Sec.
505(a)(3).
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Tab F

TITLE VI -- NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY

Sectional Analysis

Part A

Sec. 601 .No comment.

Sec. 602 (1) No comment.

(2) No comment.

(3) No comment.

(4) Strike all after "States" in line 25. Redundant.

Sec. 603 The definitions should be most carefully reviewed
to assure they are fully adequate.

Part B

Sec. 611 No comment.

Sec. 612 No comment.

Sec. 613 (a)(2) Strike all after "States" in line 24. Redundant.

(a)(7) Strike all after "States" in line 21. Redundant.

(a)(13) Insert after "budgets" in line 8 the word "pro-
grams." Insert after "intelligence" in line 11
the words "program and." Insert after "proposed"
in line 14 the words "program 9nd."

Sec. 614 (a) Delete all after "by" in line 12 to end of sen-
tence and insert "the Secretary of Defense."

(a)(1) Delete word "all" in line 16. would duplicate the
IG function.

(a)(c) Strike -- is not necessary.

Part C

Sec. 621 (a)(4) .Strike all after "title" in line 1, p. 238. Not
necessary.
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Delete entire last sentence beginning on line 2.

(1) In line 8 insert after "Agency" the words, "of
the "Department of Defense." In line 11 make the
same addition after "Agency." In line 14 delete
all after "function" -- not needed.

Delete all of subsection (a) -- not necessary.

(2) On page 248, at line 3, delete all beginning
with "but" to end of sentence.

Delete the second sentence entirely.

LeaVe detailed review to techicians. Query
whether any of this is necessary since NSA is a
part of DOD.

Same comment as for Sec. 651.

Delete -- unnecessary..

Same comment as for Sec. 651.



STATEMENT OF GEN. RICHARD GILES STILWELL, PRESIDENT,
ASSOCIATION OF FORMER INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS, ACCOM-
PANIED BY MR. JOHN WARNER, LEGAL ADVISER TO ASSOCI-
ATION OF FORMER INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS

General STILWELL. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity
to appear before this committee to present the views of the Associ-
ation of Former Intelligence Officers on the Senate bill 2525, be-
cause we are convinced that our country's ability to cope effectively
with the threats to national and free world security that we are
certain to confront in the remainder of this century will depend in
substantial degree on the professionalism and elan of the intelli-
gence community and the quality of its output.

A clarified charter for the intelligence agencies of this Govern-
ment and clearcut guidelines to govern their activities are needed.
We therefore support legislation to that end. But in our considered
view, S. 2525 does not fill the bill. It is long on restrictions, short
on flexibility to adjust to changing situations, and lacking incen-
tives for greater excellence in intelligence. Many of its provisions
are ambiguous and would require almost as many lawyers as case
officers.

It goes far beyond legitimate and necessary congressional over-
sight. A 263-page draft-incidentally, 10 times the length of the
entire National Security Act of 1947-can fairly be labeled over-
management. And it is out of balance. While designed to empower
and guide the entire range of national intelligence activities, it
concentrates excessively on a miniscule, albeit vital segment of the
total effort.

Overall, the drafting of S. 2525 appears not to have been preced-
ed by a detailed appraisal of the extent and projected international
domestic environment and the role that intelligence must play in
meeting the resultant challenges to the security of this Nation.

I realize, sir, that that is a strong statement, but I am sure that
this committee desires nothing less than complete candor.

The CHAIRMAN. I must say that that is a strong statement, and I
must say on behalf of the staff and the members who introduced it,
I don't think it is accurate, but I am anxious to hear how you
support it because we would like to get specific criticisms and
maybe a little help from you, General. We want frankness and
candor, you are absolutely right, here.

General STILWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will try to
justify that statement, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me for interrupting.
General STILWELL. Before addressing the various portions of the

bill which are of major concern, let me outline my organization's
perception of the role and responsibilities of our intelligence agen-
cies in the years ahead.

I am confident that the members of the committee are under no
illusions regarding the grand designs of the Soviet Union. The last
decade has been witness to prodigious Soviet efforts to achieve
dominance in every dimension of military power. But the Russians
have studied Clausewitz with great care and while prepared for the
eventually of war, Soviet leadership aspires to advance toward
world hegemony step by step, by means short thereof. The princi-
pal role of their armed forces will be to undergird political and



economic initiatives intended to disrupt our alliances, sap the vital-
ity of the free enterprise system, isolate the United States and
extend Soviet influence into every quarter of the globe. But aware-
ness of the Soviet grand strategy is not a sufficient basis for effec-
tive countermoves. The indispensable condition precedent for
United States and Allied actions to checkmate the Soviet Union is
advance knowledge of the substance and timing of specific actions
to further their expansionist policy. Our intelligence capabilities
must coalesce to meet this requirement. Like the strategic nuclear
TRIAD, our various intelligence capabilities, conspicuously includ-
ing human intelligence, are interdependent and mutually reinforc-
ing. Yet, S. 2525 in its present form imposes troublesome, ap-
proaching prohibitive, operational restraints on the conduct of
clandestine collection.

Nor is the Soviet challenge the only threat to our interests
abroad. There is hardly an area on the globe where one can safely
assume that peace and stability will endure. We are at the head of
a maritime alliance, one most susceptible to disturbance by events
abroad, and dependent on foreign trade and access to resources.
Indeed, our national defense relies on foreign alliances and over-
seas bases.

Consequently, situations will continue to arise in which we will
find it necessary to try to influence the course of events in further-
ance of our legitimate national interests. Sometimes these situa-
tions may be most prudently and effectively dealt with through
means short of direct involvement or even the showing of our
hand. But again, S. 2525 imposes significant obstacles, inhibiting
the flexibility which is essential to the success of such operations.

These introductory comments would be out of balance without a
word on counterintelligence. Without effective counterintelligence,
neither intelligence operations nor covert actions can be pursued
with confidence. The examples of audacious and agressive KGB
operations in the United States and abroad, including the bugging
of our embassy in Moscow, which have recently surfaced, are but
the tip of the iceberg. Senator Moynihan aptly described the coun-
terintelligence target as massive. He is so right. And moreover,
that threat is growing. Identification of the specifics of that threat
and the countering of penetrations of our security necessitate a
major effort, sophisticated means and a high degree of operational
resourcefulness. Some of the provisions of S. 2525 are simply not in
consonance with the magnitude of that vital and difficult task.

One further word by the way of preamble, Mr. Chairman. It is
something of an anomaly that I am here representing the Associ-
ation of Former Intelligence Officers. I am not an ex-professional
in that trade. Aside from one tour of duty in the CIA nearly 30
years ago, and then on the covert action side, I have always been a
soldier of the line.

But for that reason, by virtue of experiences in three wars,
innumerable tensions and crises, I probably have a better apprecia-
tion of the inordinate value of intelligence and the dangers explicit
in its absence than anybody in this hearing.

And so I approach this subject with considerable concern.
We have appended to my statement, Mr. Chairman, a title by

title, section by section commentary on the entire bill. We believe



it is a very professional bit of analysis from a legal, from an
operational, and from a policy standpoint, and whether or not our
comments are accepted, we believe they will be a real contribution,
sir, to your staff and the ongoing work of this committee.

Now if I may turn to the several titles. As to title I, we are in
complete agreement with its stated purposes, and agree that the
authorities should be clarified and statutory guidelines made clear.
But there is also a companion need to assure the effectiveness of
the intelligence process.

Certain provisions of title I raise a number of fundamental issues
which are of most serious concern to us. My statement singles out
seven as representative of matters which need further airing and
discussion.

I begin with the proposed role and functions of the Director of
National Intelligence, who will be referred to in my comment by
his current title of DCI. We would make four points.

The first and major one has to do with the proposal to create an
Office of the Director, separate and distinct from the Central Intel-
ligence Agency. A DCI divorced from any institutional allegiance
has seeming virtue, particularly objectivity. Support for a separate
DCI, albeit with much circumscribed responsibilities and authori-
ties, has been repeatedly voiced by Department of Defense and
senior military intelligence officers who, in retirement, constitute a
major portion of our organization's membership. But since no one
has yet devised a formula that would function to the greater bene-
fit of the United States than the existing statutory concept of the
DCI, AFIO continues to believe that the concept of a DCI exercising
his responsibilities in an office separate and apart from CIA is a
serious mistake.

In testimony before this committee, Mr. McGeorge Bundy noted
that if the DCI were separated out, he would find it necessary to
build a considerable new bureaucracy for himself either by raiding
the several intelligence agencies-and mostly CIA-or inserting
untrained people as another layer.

Second, we feel that the Director's proposed functions and re-
sponsibilities are all too encompassing. They would in effect make
him a czar and would constitute unwarranted intrusions into the
command responsibilities of other departments and agencies. For
example, a Director separate from the CIA and charged with the
full responsibility for NIEs would want under his authority the
requisite capability to support them. This alone could add up to
thousands of trained analysts and specialists.

Third, it is our firm position that the DCI should serve concur-
rently as the head of the Central Intelligence Agency. This was the
original concept approved by the Congress in 1947. It is still valid.
The floor debate in the House in July 1947 rather clearly indicates
not only the Agency's coordinating role but its function as a cen-
tral point for the coordination, collection, evaluation, and dissemi-
nation of national intelligence.

Precisely because of the centralizing role, both in concept and in
fact, we recommend that the Director continue to bear the title of
Director of Central Intelligence rather than the proposed new title.

The fourth point has to do with the assignment of authorities
and functions. The National Security Act of 1947 made the assign-



ments to the CIA. Virtually all are now proposed to be assigned to
the new office of the Director. Even as we would delimit them, the
responsibilities are of such awesome magnitude that they should be
vested in an institution and not an individual.

To be sure, sir, CIA and the rest of the intelligence community
have had some growing pains, but legislation cannot create perfec-
tion. Certainly an intelligence czar is not the answer.

We note the continuing evolution and growth of the intelligence
community staff for coordination, tasking, and budgeting by the
DCI, as reflected in Executive Order 12036 and the current authori-
zation bill. This appears to be the right and the better path to meet
changing needs in an uncertain future.

Thus, we recommend that there be no statutory office of the
Director; and that section 114 of title I relating to the duties of the
Director be placed in title IV with most of those functions assigned
to CIA as at present, and with the additional changes we note in
our tabs.

My second subject has to do with counterterrorism. Collection
and analysis of intelligence concerning international terrorist ac-
tivities is one thing. Protecting against such activity is another.
The former is an inherent part of intelligence and counterintelli-
gence collection and analysis and need not be singled out in legisla-
tion, despite its current importance. The latter involves aspects of
law enforcement, internal security, and physical security of the
public.

Counteraction against international terrorism in the United
States would be a proper role for the nonintelligence elements of
the FBI, the local police, and the military as appropriate; and
abroad the responsibility rests with the authorities of the particu-
lar nation involved.

Our third subject sir, has to do with reporting. The more than 60
references to types of reports required to be sent to Congress on
various intelligence matters raises not only the matter of burden
but the question of whether this is congressional oversight or con-
gressional management. For example, in title I there are 44 report-
ing requirements, more than one for every two pages of text. Also,
in section 114, the Director is required to advise the two select
committees of proposed agreements between any U.S intelligence
community entity and any intelligence or security service of a
foreign government before such agreement takes effect. Many for-
eign governments are concerned about the security and confiden-
tiality of their relationships with U.S. intelligence. Such concerns
often result in establishing as a condition precedent to any such
relationships that assurances be given that the knowledge thereof
will remain within the U.S. intelligence entity concerned, and even
there be restricted to persons who have a need to know.

Is it a good tradeoff that, if the two committees must know the
specifics of all such relationships that there will be no such rela-
tionships? There are a great many such relationships with foreign
intelligence services around the world, many in countries where
our diplomatic relationships are less than cordial. These are an
extremely productive source of intelligence which our country
cannot secure in any other way.

27-462 0 - 78 - 21



The multiple reporting requirements should be dropped in favor
of the general reporting requirement in section 152(a).

The next point, sir, has to do with authorization, expenditure
and audit. We continue to believe that there should not be an
unclassified public budget or appropriation figure for all intelli-
gence activities, whether a one-line item or in greater detail.

This has been the subject of extensive hearings, and suffice it
here to say that we think that such disclosure would assist our
potential enemies and open the door for an even greater breakdown
of the figures into individual agencies, programs and projects. We
believe that authorization can be handled effectively by procedures
similar to those Congress has utilized for almost 30 years in
making appropriations to the Central Intelligence Agency and
which establishes on a classified basis a sum certain for the total
with a reasonable breakdown of programs and major activities.

We understand that this position also has the approval of the
two Select Committees on Intelligence as reflected in their respec-
tive reports of mid-April.

The title then makes provision for expenditures solely on the
certificate of the Director. Similar provisions existing in law are
what provide the Central Intelligence Agency and other intelli-
gence entities with confidential or unvouchered funds, which are at
the heart of the ability of intelligence to mount and conduct secret
operations, including espionage, counterintelligence, covert action
and sophisticated technical collection operations.

Beginning with George Washington, almost every President has
been given confidential funds by the Congress to expend on foreign
secret operations. It was the President who decided on the pur-
poses. His signature or certificate was a sufficient voucher, mean-
ing that no one else could second-guess, disapprove, or alter his
judgment.

However, there are also provisions in the bill that expenditures
shall be made only for activities authorized by law. This creates a
serious problem of interpretation. Section 425(a) starts by providing
that "Notwithstanding any other provision of law" sums may
be expended, but in the next sentence it says that funds may not
"be expended for activities which have not been authorized by
legislation."

The problem is which sentence controls?
While programs or projects may be authorized by law, an at-

tempt to authorize specific expenditures in the intelligence and
covert action field quickly runs into security problems. There is no
way to legislate publicly on specific secret activities. So we recom-
mend redrafting to accord with the extant sections of the CIA Act
of 1949 which were intended to serve and are still serving after
three decades, as permanent authorization.

Now, the bill contains another threat to the confidentiality of
expenditures. Under the provisions of section 123, the General
Accounting Office would have the power to conduct financial and
program management audits and reviews of all national intelli-
gence activities upon request of either of the two select committees,
or upon request of other committees having legislative jurisdiction
over some aspect of national intelligence activities, subject to the
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proviso that the audit results would be funneled through the select
committees.

And finally, the Comptroller General could undertake audits on
his own initiative.

The question, sir, of Comptroller General audit of the CIA funds
has a long history. In the early days of the Agency, specially
cleared Comptroller General personnel did audit CIA expenditures
of vouchered funds. After a few years, the Comptroller General, in
attempting to accomplish subsequently required comprehensive
audits, determined that he could not make audits of CIA expendi-
tures without access to the records of expenditures of unvouchered
funds. This was denied him by the DCI, and, shortly thereafter, the
Comptroller General withdrew from auditing any CIA expenditures
with the concurrence of the existing oversight congressional com-
mittes.

It is our view that all the provisions for GAO audit have been
found wanting by previous experience. They would erode the very
foundation for secret and clandestine operations which has been
preserved by the Congress for almost two centuries. And so we
recommend that section be completely deleted.

As to committee jurisdiction, we applaud the establishment of
Select Committees on Intelligence in the House and the Senate,
although our preference would be for a single joint committee. It
would be desirable if these committees had exclusive oversight and
investigatory jurisdiction on intelligence matters.

We realize that such a proposal is fraught with difficulties, since
other committees can rightfully assert jurisdiction in several situa-
tions. The Armed Services Committees have jurisdiction over DOD,
which contains several important entities of the intelligence com-
munity and expends a major portion of intelligence funds. Like-
wise, the Judiciary Committees have jurisdiction over the Depart-
ment of Justice, which includes the FBI.

But let us not create or continue oversight and investigatory
jurisdiction on intelligence in other than the Select Committees of
the Congress, recognizing that one cannot contravene the special
jurisdiction of the Appropriations Committees.

And in this context, we note language requiring reporting of
covert operations under the so-called Hughes-Ryan amendment to
the Foreign Assistance Act of 1974. In the interests of security and
in accord with our concept of exclusive jurisdiction we recommend
that that amendment be repealed. We urge, sir, that the number of
people with access be minimized by amendment of the proposed
subsections of section 153, particularly with respect to budgetary
details, intelligence sources and methods, and operational details.
Security is a prime issue. The more people exposed to highly sensi-
tive information, the greater the risk of disclosure. Beyond that,
the two select committees have now and will develop even more
knowledge and expertise to comprehend fully the complexities of
intelligence. This is not to say that other committees should not be
given substantive intelligence reports and briefings in their area of
concern, but surely the Congress can delegate to and trust the two
select committees with the principal investigatory and oversight
jurisdiction.
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My next point has to do with special activities and sensitive
clandestine collection activities. Elaborate procedures are provided
for in section 131 with respect to consideration and approval of
special activities and sensitive clandestine collection. The President
is required to establish standards, procedures, and criteria for iden-
tifying which cases of clandestine collection of foreign intelligence
require his personal approval. All special activities must be re-
viewed and personally approved by the President.

The bill enumerates the factors to be considered in both catego-
ries and the individuals who must participate in these consider-
ations. Annual NSC reviews are mandated and annual reaffirma-
tion by the President is needed in certain cases. Where Presiden-
tial approval is required, the two select committees normally must
be notified in advance of the initiation of such operation, although
committee approval is not required. Significant changes must be
processed through all of the above steps, and any changes must be
submitted to the two committees 60 days prior to their effective
date. Procedures similar to all those applicable to collection activi-
ties are prescribed in section 141 for counterintelligence activities.

Sir, we submit that this mountain of redtape is an intolerable
burden on the highest levels of government; is an unwarranted
intrusion on the functioning of the executive branch; and is de-
structive of the flexibility of the President to meet emergency and
crisis threats to our national security. As Mr. McGeorge Bundy so
cogently testified from the great depth of his experience, the Presi-
dent and key members of the National Security Council are very
busy people, and never more so than in periods of crisis. It defies
logic that the security of our country might depend on a waiting
period during which, by this title, a President could not lawfully
take steps to meet unforeseen situations. Not to be able to seize
upon or exploit a clandestine collection or special activity opportu-
nity when it arises may be an opportunity lost forever. The lay-
over provision in these sensitive areas which are peculiarly within
the President's responsibilities is in our view unconstitutional. We
recommend dropping these provisions, retaining the requirements
for Presidential approval of special activities by program or major
activity, with reporting only to the two select committees but not
necessarily prior to initiation.

And the final point on title I has to do with disclosure. The
wording of section 152(a) provides that the two committees shall be
fully and currently informed of all intelligence activities. We do
not think that this is what is intended. Can we not, then, refer to
programs and major activities and drop the word "all?"

Additionally, that section provides that the intelligence entities,
upon request will furnish any information or material in the pos-
session or control of intelligence or of any person paid by intelli-
gence. Thus, a committee could request a list of all agents, a list of
all employees under cover, and the specifics of that cover, a list of
all American corporations cooperating with intelligence, or a com-
pilation of drawings and specifications of all technical equipment
used for collection. We believe that in all likelihood no such unrea-
sonable request would ever be made, but why cast in concrete a
requirement that would force a violation of law in response to an



unreasonable request? And so we recommend a redrafting of that
section.

Section 153 provides that the two select committees have the
authority first, to give such information to any other Member of
Congress under certain security safeguards, and second, to disclose
such information publicly, subject to existing Senate and House
resolutions which require a vote by those chambers, as the case
may be, on the issue of disclosure by the committees.

As the Supreme Court has interpreted the pertinent constitution-
al provisions, one of the prerogatives reserved for the President is
that matters which he determines must remain secret in the inter-
est of national security may not be lawfully disclosed by the Con-
gress; nor does the Supreme Court assert the authority to override
such a Presidential determination.

Today, Mr. Chairman, as we understand it, the two select com-
mittees are getting the information from intelligence they need to
accomplish their oversight responsibilities. Why attempt, sir, to put
into law what is not needed and that which is unconstitutional?

Turning, now, sir, to title II. In its present form it deals primar-
ily with collection, retention and dissemination of information
about certain individuals and entities. These rather detailed re-
quirements concerning the when and how of collection are de-
signed to meet specific abuses of the past collection of information
for political.or other inappropriate reasons, continuation of collec-
tion for long periods after the reasons for initial collection were not
confirmed, and collection by intrusive techniques regardless of the
narrow purpose behind collection.

While there is clearly a need for restrictions and guidance on the
when and how of collection concerning U.S. persons, that is not
readily apparent with respect to foreign persons. The past has not
demonstrated any abuses concerning collection about foreign per-
sons. Thus section 225 is gratuitous. It places limitations on collec-
tion about foreign persons within the United States which adds
enormously to the administrative burden intelligence officials will
have to face. More importantly, it is inimical to the national securi-
ty of our country.

When does a foreign person's presence in the United States make
it reasonably likely that such person may engage in espionage or
any other clandestine intelligence activity?

Why should the head of the collecting entity have to determine
that the information about the person is significant foreign intelli-
gence?

What if an intelligence official's judgment were that further
collection of information about the person might produce foreign
intelligence, counterintelligence, or counterterrorism intelligence,
but the standards of sections 225 (1) through (4) were not met?
Since a foreign person is involved, why shouldn't a further collec-
tion period be permitted?

The primary problem in title II exists in the sections dealing
with the collection for foreign intelligence, counterintelligence and
counterterrorism intelligence purposes. They do a respectable job of
defining the activities for which collection may be undertaken.
However, the threshold for collection in each instance is "reason-
ably believed" to be engaged in.



We submit that this standard is too high and poses serious
problems. This is so because intelligence is acquired in bits and
pieces. Rarely would the official required to make a written ap-
proval under that section for the initiation of collection have
enough information to form a reasonable belief that the U.S.
person to be targeted is engaged in an activity specified in sections
213 and 214.

Thus, as written, those provisions may greatly restrict collection
by making it impossible to follow up on leads and fragmentary
pieces of information. One solution would be to lower the threshold
standard of "reasonably believed to be engaged in" to one that
provides for the collection of information if an intelligence official
has "reason to believe"-words that appear from time to time in
your committee's release of February 9 this year, in describing the
bill.

Those sections as written already provide for a partially lowered
standard with respect to a person reasonably believed to be en-
gaged in espionage or any other clandestine intelligence activity
which involves or may involve a violation of the criminal laws of
the United States. But that concession is of minimal help because
it is so limited. The standard is lowered only in that it does not
require certainty that the activities presently involve criminal
offenses.

We appreciate that any lowering of the threshold for collection of
information on U.S. persons would naturally raise concerns about
infringement of their rights. On the other hand, many activities of
U.S. persons who travel abroad or who have extensive foreign
connections raise questions from an intelligence standpoint which
do not amount to reasonable belief that such persons are involved
in improper activity. The question this poses, of course, is where to
strike the balance between individual rights and the need to pro-
tect the Nation and the public from certain activities. One alterna-
tive would be to strike it more in favor of collection by lowering
the standard, as previously suggested, but to provide for the higher
standard for retention and dissemination of information.

Thus, if after a reasonable period, the information collected did
not provide a basis for reasonable belief of participation in the
specified activities, then its retention and dissemination would be
prohibited or very strictly limited. The lower standard for initi-
ation of collection would have no bearing on the use of the most
intrusive techniques since they would continue to be available only
under a higher standard and in accordance with applicable law.

Section 244, as written does not allow for undisclosed participa-
tion in U.S. organizations by intelligence entities to accomplish
legitimate intelligence collection and support functions. This tech-
nique, Mr. Chairman, is so basic to the protection of internal
security that the draft provisions should be broadened to permit
such participation under procedures approved by the Attorney
General.

In section 253, a new basis is created for civil suits for monetary
damages against intelligence employees. Such remedy is declared
in a subsequent section to be the exclusive remedy for monetary
damages. Provision is then made in section 258 that the Attorney
General, upon recommendation of the head of an Intelligence



entity, may pay reasonable attorney's fees and litigation costs in-
curred in defending against such civil suits. We bitterly protect
this discrimination against intelligence employees. Elsewhere in
the Government an employee who is named in a civil suit has the
Department of Justice, normally as a matter of right, either repre-
sent him or counsel is retained at Government expense. The pre-
sumption is that he acted within the scope of his employment. This
provision seems to say to an intelligence employee that we, the
Congress, find you guilty of violating the law before the trial begins
because section 258 provides only that the Attorney General may
pay, and then only upon recommendation of the head of the entity
concerned. Where is the employee if there is no such recommenda-
tion or if the Attorney General decides not to act?

The bill should be changed to provide that the Attorney General
shall provide the defense or funds for retained private counsel so
long as the employee has not been finally adjudged by a court to
have violated the law in question or been found guilty on criminal
charges arising out of the factual circumstances involved. We must
not make second-class citizens of our intelligence officers.

I turn now, sir, to title III, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance. It is
unfortunate that the substance of this title is, for all practical
purposes, moving through the congressional processes not in con-
text with the overall impact and thrust of S. 2525.

We, too, are aware of some past abuses in the area of electronic
surveillance, and agree that the authority for such activity needs
clarification. The laudable efforts to protect the privacy and rights
of American citizens are seriously marred, however, by the mis-
guided extension of requirements for warrants in cases involving
"foreign powers" and known "agents of foreign powers."

Some would urge, and we would prefer, that sweeping new laws
in this general area await definitive Supreme Court rulings on the
basic issue of the constitutionality of electronic surveillance to
collect foreign intelligence from American citizens in the interests
of national security. Various subordinate courts have distinguished
foreign from domestic targets. If the Supreme Court were to hold
the warrantless electronic surveillance of Americans offends the
fourth amendment, we would have no comments on this title inso-
far as it applies to U.S. persons as defined. However, we strongly
oppose the provisions of this title insofar as they apply to a "for-
eign power" or "agent of a foreign power" as those terms are
defined. Our grounds for this position are that such application
corrects no known abuse; renders foreign intelligence activities less
effective; creates substantial new security hazards; does not create
new safeguards for the rights of Americans; is inconsistent with
repeated views of the judiciary; and is unconstitutional.

What American would object to U.S. intelligence wiretapping the
Soviet Embassy or the hundreds of officers of foreign intelligence
services conducting espionage within the United States? What
abuses can be pointed to in this area? It may be urged that there
will be inadvertent overhearing of Americans and that the use of
information derived therefrom can be abused. But a warrant does
not eliminate inadvertent overhearing, and it is to the minimiza-
tion procedures of this title that we look for proper handling of
such derived information. These procedures can be applicable re-



gardless of whether or not there is a warrant. Imposition of statu-
torily mandated procedures inserting the judiciary into the heart of
sensitive operations not only renders intelligence less effective and
less flexible, but it creates most serious additional security hazards.

The rights of Americans are not safeguarded by a judge issuing a
warrant to tap a known KGB officer in the United States. The
courts have repeatedly held that foreign intelligence activities are
within the realm of the President and for which the judiciary has
no experience, training or expertise.

To give a judge the power to tell the President that it is all right
to tap embassy X but your request to tap embassy Y is denied is
ludicrous. A judge really can't do this, and if he can't, then the
whole exercise is feckless. To assert that the President cannot take
action without a judicial warrant in this area of sensitive foreign
intelligence activities is to close one's eyes to the words of the
Constitution as passed upon over the years by the Supreme Court.

As written, this title is an overreaction to a few abuses of the
past and to a genuine need for clarification of the law. It is simply
incredible that the Congress and the Executive should be joining
hands to strip the President of certain of his constitutional prerog-
atives in the pursuit of no known constructive purpose, and at the
price of major reduction of effectiveness of intelligence.

This title is a most serious mistake and we adamantly oppose its
enactment in its present form because it in fact confers fourth
amendment rights on the Soviet embassy, all KGB officers in the
United States, and all other kinds of foreign intelligence activities
in our country.

As to title IV, it contains many excellent provisions which are
not in law today. Our views on the most important issues in title
IV have already been elaborated on by my presentation, and they
need not be discussed further.

There are two worth mentioning, however. The first has to do
with the provisions for repeal of elements of the National Security
Act of 1947 and the CIA Act of 1949. The title starts by establish-
ing the CIA, which we all know has been in existence for over 30
years and has functioned well under the two statutes which are
proposed for repeal. A considerable body of case-law has developed
based on the language of those statutes. We understand that cer-
tain changes are desirable as are some new provisions. Analysis
shows, however, that over one-third of the provisions of title IV are
identical with those in existing law.

The entire bill is extremely lengthy, and where it can be short-
ened without doing violence to principles knowingly changed or
added, such effort should be made. This general view is applicable
to other titles and is covered in appropriate comments at the
appended tabs.

And the second point has to do with criminal sanctions. Title IV,
Mr. Chairman, provides assistance in the area of security by pro-
viding criminal sanctions with respect to misuse of the name or
initials of CIA and for the unauthorized disclosure of the identity
of staff personnel under cover. As you know, however, there is no
law on the books which effectively provides criminal sanctions for
the unauthorized disclosure of intelligence sources and methods. It
is ironic that there are at least 30 provisions of law which provide
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criminal penalties for the unauthorized disclosure of information in
the hands of the Government ranging from insecticide formulas to
crop information to selective service information. In the absence of
such a law as to sources and methods, current employees and
former employees and others in a position of trust can reveal such
information with impunity. After many years of research and
drafting, a proposed law was sent to the Congress by the President
in February of 1976. That law would apply only to persons who
have had access to information concerning intelligence sources and
methods as a result of their being in a position of trust by virtue of
being a Government employee or employee of a contractor with the
Government. All media personnel would be excluded. We believe
that your responsibility to protect intelligence is just as great as
your responsibility to assure that intelligence is properly account-
able.

We append to this statement a proposed bill to that effect for
your consideration.

Title V, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, appropriately clari-
fies in law the authority and responsibility of the FBI in the field
of intelligence. By its wording it would appear to cover only foreign
intelligence, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism intelligence,
the latter two of which by definition in the bill deal with foreign or
international aspects. Purely domestic intelligence seems to be ex-
cluded, and we shall leave this aspect for others to comment upon.

The FBI is authorized in section 507 to collect foreign intelli-
gence within the United States from publicly available information
and also clandestinely, and further, to analyze, produce, and dis-
seminate such material. In view of the overall responsibility of the
Director of Central Intelligence in the foreign intelligence field, the
bill should make clear that this needed and welcome charter for
the FBI is to be orchestrated within the context of the overall
foreign intelligence effort by the President's principal foreign intel-
ligence officer, that is, the DCI.

In order to avoid the creation of yet another analysis entity in
the intelligence community, the FBI might well be limited to col-
lection and dissemination of positive foreign intelligence. This will
obviate the necessity for that organization to develop the entire
panoply of expertise, capabiltiy and bureaucratic machinery in the
field of positive intelligence analysis and production.

As a final point, and as you know, Mr. Chairman, the Director of
Central Intelligence is today charged by law with the responsibility
for protecting intelligence sources and methods from unauthorized
disclosure. The proposed bill would continue that statutory charge,
but neither existing law nor the bill grants any authority to fulfill
that responsibility. The other heads of intelligence entities have a
similar inherent responsibility. As a partial step to help protect
such secrets we have elsewhere in this statement recommended
that criminal sanctions be enacted for unauthorized disclosure of
intelligence sources and methods. Under existing law and under
the proposed bill, the Director of Central Intelligence has extreme-
ly limited authority to investigate. The appropriate investigative
arm of the U.S. Government, the FBI, in practice, will rarely
undertake such an investigation unless presented with reasonable
evidence that a known individual has committed a crime. This is



Catch-22. The Director of Central Intelligence knows there has
been an unauthorized disclosure but he doesn't know who is the
culprit. He can only go so far under law in investigating, and the
FBI won't investigate until there is substantial evidence of the
crime.

Here is a disclosure of secrets gap that we urge the committee to
examine. We recommend that consideration be given to statutory
language requiring FBI investigation of those cases of unauthorized
disclosure of intelligence sources and methods so certified to the
Attorney General by the Director of Central Intelligence.

Other than endorsing the concept of the establishment of the
National Security Agency by statute and a statement of its func-
tions in law, and the effort to give it statutory tools to accomplish
its mission, we have no substantive comments on title VI or title
VII.

By way of conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we recommend to this
committee that the word "reform" be dropped from- the title of
S. 2525 and that the act be cited as the National Intelligence Reorga-
nization Act of 1978, or more simply, the National Intelligence Act.
The word "reform" has an unfortunate connotation which is some-
thing of an affront to the thousands of dedicated employees of the
intelligence community-present, past, and future-who were
never aware of or participated in the very few transgressions
which led to the many sensational charges of the past few years.

On a matter not touched upon in the bill, we suggest that the
committee examine with the intelligence community the serious
and continuing impact of the Freedom of Information Act. U.S.
News and World Report reported this past week, that "one out of
every 15 FBI agents now works full time answering queries." Last
year the CIA received 16,000 queries, requiring the expenditure of
over 200,000 man hours to handle. The careful review of documents
necessary to determine if they can be declassified is a complex task
requiring midlevel and senior level people. One certain effect of so
many separate, unclassified releases is to provide comfort and as-
sistance to our adversaries. Further, human errors do occur, and
inevitably information which is not declassified will be found in
released documents. While we do not at this time offer a specific
solution, this is an area which well merits examination and study
by this committee.

Mr. Chairman, we honestly believe the net effect of the many
provisions that we have pointed to is to undermine initiative, re-
strict flexibility and weaken the security of intelligence. The accu-
mulation on Capitol Hill of most sensitive information and docu-
ments called for by this bill makes a very tempting target for our
adversaries. Physical security and personnel security standards
must be of the highest but neither are covered in this bill. They
should be addressed. So, too, should a requirement that all staff
personnel sign an appropriate secrecy agreement.

The effort, Mr. Chairman, to prevent the abuses of the past has
led to a bill which would seriously shackle intelligence. The record
shows that most of the abuses of the past were directly traceable to
direction from the highest levels of the Executive branch and to
inadequate oversight by the Congress. We do not believe that the
solution to these .problems is to encase the national intelligence



machinery in a legislative straitjacket and micromanage complex
and sensitive clandestine operations from Capitol Hill. We agree
with Mr. Helms when he said he would profoundly distrust any
director who contended he could operate an effective secret service
under the present version of this bill.

We believe, sir, that the answer lies in executive leadership on
the one hand, and congressional oversight on the other, exercised
by committees which, unburdened by other responsibilities, can
give their full attention to seeing that the lessons from the past are
not overlooked. But to all appearances, the appropriate lessons
have been learned. Indeed, there is concern among some of us that
they may have been overlearned. There is, we believe, a very real
risk that, in trying to foreclose the danger of repeating past mis-
takes, we may also foreclose the possibility of achieving future
successes. And future intelligence successes are essential if we are
to avoid surprises and setbacks, indeed, if our Nation and our value
system are to remain extant and survive.

In our considered opinion, this bill, as now written, will seriously
impair the future effectiveness of intelligence. Beyond that, it will
act as a disincentive to the recruitment and retention of men and
women of outstanding talent and promise, whose dedication, initia-
tive and capacity for innovation are the real determinents of the
caliber of any intelligence community. Further, approval of this
bill as written is virtually a decision to stop all clandestine oper-
ations, not only positive collection and counterintelligence, but also
covert action. What we believe is needed, Mr. Chairman, is a
cooperative effort to produce a bill designed to serve its very com-
mendable objectives. This is a task in which we all should share.
The Association of Former Intelligence Officers, many of whose
members have lived under and administered the existing laws, is
ready to work with your committee and your staff in any manner
you might suggest in the hope that we can contribute to the
solution.

For your courteous attention, I thank you most sincerely.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, General.
If there is no objection from my colleagues, I assume that from

the standpoint of time, we should give Mr. Halperin an opportunity
to testify now, and then I assume some of us will have questions.

Perhaps we will have point and counterpoint in dialog here.

STATEMENT OF MORTON H. HALPERIN, DIRECTOR, CENTER
FOR NATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES

Mr. HALPERIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have a prepared
statement, and in the interest of moving to that dialog and the
questions, I would like to ask that it be included in the record as
written with attachments. -

I should note that there is one attachment I that is not yet here,
and I would like to submit it later. In addition, there is a document
that I want to refer to this morning and have attached to my
statement. I will do so.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Morton H. Halperin follows:]

I See p. 327.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORTON H. HALPERIN, BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT
COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE, JUNE 15, 1978

Mr. Chairman: I very much appreciate the opportunity to appear before this
Committee to testify on S. 2525. More generally, I want to express my appreciation
for the opportunity that I and others of the Center for National Security Studies
have had to comment on this legislation as it has developed. I look forward to such
continued interchanges in the future.

It would seem more appropriate today not to provide detailed and specific com-
ments on the current draft but rather to comment briefly on some of the major
issues that are raised by this effort to draft legislative charters for the intelligence
agencies.

Let me say first that I think this task is not only extremely important but
essential if we are to bring the intelligence agencies under constitutional control
and keep them there. Whatever one may think about the current activities of
American intelligence agencies the one unmistakable lesson of the past is that we
cannot permit that conduct to be left to internal directives or presidential orders. To
do that would be to assume that never again in the future will those in charge of
those agencies be tempted to conduct operations which violate constitutional rights.

At the same time, I would be less than candid if I did not say there was a danger
(one which I think is in fact reflected in parts of S. 2525) that the efforts to legislate
controls over the activities of the intelligence agencies may succeed merely in
authorizing the activities which previously had been conducted without congression-
al authorization without putting meaningful limits and controls over those activi-
ties. I am thinking particularly of covert operations but I think the same is true of
other intelligence agency operations.

CRITERIA FOR DEVELOPING AUTHORIZATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

In authorizing activities for the intelligence agencies and in seeking to put limita-
tions on those activities, it is obviously not sufficient to try to determine what
methods and techniques would, from the point of view of the intelligence agencies,
be optimum. The most effective techniques-such as mass arrest and torture-in
tracking down spies and terrorists are of course those that are only acceptable in a
totalitarian society. It is the essence of a democratic society that we are prepared to
run some risks in the most effective operation of the police and intelligence services
in order to insure that the state does not become a far more dangerous threat to its
own people, as police states have been.

Nor, in my view, is it enough for new charters to simply ensure that the oper-
ations of the intelligence agencies do not violate the constitutional rights of Ameri-
can citizens as they have been interpreted thus far by the courts. If the new charter
merely restates constitutional restrictions, this would be far too narrow a response,
given the extensive power of the clandestine intelligence agencies and the record of
abuse which is before this Committee. Rather, I would submit that one must begin
with the spirit embodied in the First, the Fourth and other amendments to the
Constitution. The new interpretation of these provisions must match the intent of
the Framers with the technology and resources now available to intelligence agen-
cies, while finding effective ways of dealing with the threats to American society
from counterintelligence and international terrorist operations.

In the attempt to draw the line, the first effort should be to ask the question of
how, in the day to day operations of the intelligence agencies, we are still to strike a
balance between what we want their functions to be and what limitations we want
to put on them. The limitations, of course, derive from the problems of fitting them
into a constitutional government-how do we go about authorizing certain activities
and also putting controls on those activities? This is essentially the question which
S. 2525 tries to answer. The balancing on which this bill relies implicitly assumes
that the intelligence agencies and presidents and attorneys general will operate in
good faith with an effort to comply with both the letter and the spirit of the
legislation. My own view is that this is not sufficient-that looking at the record of
the past requires that this Committee go beyond.its initial analysis and give intelli-
gence officials far clearer instructions about where to draw the line.

In doing this, there must first be a probing search into the value of various
techniques in order to determine whether giving the intelligence agencies the power
that they may ask for is, in fact, of sufficient use to them and to the nation that it
is worth running risks of violations of the privacy and constitutional rights of
American citizens. For example, while the intelligence agencies continue to assert
that informants played a key role in preventing terror, this claim has not been
borne out by outside investigations.
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The record of the late 1960's, when there was extensive political violence in the

United States and when the FBI and other agencies had free reign in the use of

informants, suggests (and the GAO report confirms) that the value of such infor-

mants in such an enterprise is, in fact, extremely small. By contrast, the dangers
informants and agents provocateur present are quite grave. I would urge this

Committee not to accept statements that the restrictions in this bill interfere with

the effective operations of the intelligence agencies. Indeed, I think the case has not

yet been made for many of the intelligence activities that this bill would autho-

rize-it has not yet been shown that they are sufficiently important to the proper

goals of the intelligence agencies that they to should be authorized. There is, for

example, no record at all on counterintelligence operations targeted on American

citizens.
Beyond that, I think that the record of abuse by the intelligence agencies-abuses

wherein they stretched their authorized functions to often illogical and illegal ends

and undercut the constitutional rights of American citizens-cannot be ignored in

the drafting of charter legislation. The record shows that not only have the intelli-

gence agencies consistently chosen to ignore the law in the past and to do the things
which they knew to be illegal, it also shows that they gave a broad interpretation to

all of the authority which they did have. It is a record where the letter of the law,

and the spirit behind the law, have been violated on a day to day basis by the
intelligence agencies and by our presidents.

I recognize that this Committee feels that the investigative phase of the congres-
sional inquiry into the intelligence agencies should be over. I would dissent from

that view only to the extent of urging you to conduct some hearings on new

material which has been released since the Church Committee filed its report. I

think such hearings would show that on a number of subjects-including the CIA's

Operation CHAOS program, the FBI surveillance of Martin Luther King, and the

CIA's presence on university campuses-substantial and important material was

withheld from the Church Committee and that the record is substantially worse

than even that described in the Committee's Report.
This record of abuse cannot be simply swept under the rug with the assumption

that such abuses will no longer occur. The recommendations of the Church Commit-

tee, from which S. 2525 substantially retreats in a number of areas, deserve serious

consideration in light of the fact that it arose from the Church Committee which

conducted extensive investigation of intelligence agency abuse. (The Center for

National Security Studies has compiled a comparison of S. 2525 with the Church

Committee recommendations in key areas. I would like to submit a copy of that

analysis for inclusion in the record as an attachment to my statement.)
There is no reason to think that the process of exaggerated interpretation of

intelligence agency authority has not continued unchanged or will not broaden in

the future. In such areas as the CIA's background investigations of unwitting
American citizens, the CIA now appears to be stretching its authority and to be

reluctant to conform to legislative restraints on its activities. The reasons are

familiar; it contends restraints would impede the most effective operations of its

organization.
To provide a concrete example of this problem: the FBI and the Justice Depart-

ment have been found by the District Court in Northern Virginia to have violated

congressional restrictions on FBI wiretapping programs by conducting a surveil-

lance which was primarily for prosecutorial purposes. Instead of using the proce-

dures of Title III and obtaining a search warrant, the government claimed inherent

and presidential power and did not obtain a court order.
I have alluded to only a few examples which raise important questions, without

offering at this point any systematic effort to explore the degree to which intelli-

gence agencies are not now following both the spirit and the letter of those few

restrictions which actually exist. But, it should be borne in mind that we are at a

period during which we would expect them to adhere more closely to established

regulations than they might in some future date, when scrutiny is less intense and

the society as a whole perceives greater danger from espionage operations or inter-

national terrorism.
The task now, therefore, is to devise restrictions and regulations which cannot be

abused and cannot be ignored. Restrictions must be written on the assumption that

at some future time we will have a president, an attorney general, CIA or FBI

director, or some other official who will seek to take advantage of every loophole, of

every ambiguity in order to broaden the powers of the intelligence agency. The

restrictions in the bill must be drawn tightly and there must not be the kind of

' See p. 327.
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ambiguity which appears in many points in this legislation and which could easily
be used to carry on kinds of activities which the Committee does not now anticipate.

COVERT OPERATIONS

The section of S. 2525 dealing with covert operations (or "special activities")
ignores both the record that the Church Committee developed and the conclusion
that the Church Committee reached-that covert operations over the past 25 years
had not contributed to promoting American security. Moreover, the draft provisions
contained in S. 2525 differ from those of the Church Committee in fundamental
ways.

I do not think it is possible to put effective controls on covert operations by
legislating reporting requirements to the Congress, or establishing procedural re-
quirements within the executive branch, or imposing specific restrictions and prohi-
bitions. On the first two issues I would refer this Committee to the exceedingly
important exchange of views between the late Senator Phillip Hart and Clark
Clifford in the public hearing on covert operations held by the Church Committee.

To summarize briefly: Senator Hart expressed doubt whether any congressional
committee could effectively control covert operations; Mr. Clifford expressed doubt
whether any executive branch committees could prevent such operations if the
President were determined to carry them out. That specific kinds of prohibitions
prove ineffective and that they probably prove dangerous has already been shown in
hearings on S. 2525 before this Committee.

In short, I think there are three possible routes that Congress can take in dealing
with covert operations. First, it can abolish them. Second, it can, as the Church
Committee recommended, limit them to extraordinary situations when all would
agree that the survival of the nation is at stake. Third, it can authorize past
practice-it can recognize and authorize such operations, essentially leaving it to
the discretion of the President to use the technique whenever he chose to do so,
limited only by the fear of disclosure and the temper of the times.

My own view continues to be that we should abolish all such operations. Their
utility is so small, the difficulty of controlling them is so great, the abuses that they
create (both in our foreign policy and our domestic society) is so large, that I think
the time has come to take the United States out of the covert operations business.
On this subject, I have little to add to my previous testimony before the Church
Committee and I request that my opening statement then be attached as an appen-
dix to my statement today before this Committee.2

The second possibility and one I would urge this Committee to give most careful
consideration to, is the recommendation of the Church Committee. Namely, that the
authority to conduct covert operations should not be taken entirely from the Presi-
dent, the legislation should make it clear that such authority is to be used only in
the most extreme situations. The critical question is whether covert operations are
to be conducted regularly or whether they need to be limited to quite extraordinary
events, the kind of event which, when the covert operation is finally revealed, a
large proportion of the Congress and the public would agree that this was the kind
of extraordinary circumstance that justified the use of this technique.

If one is not prepared to go that far, then I think efforts to regulate covert
operation will be largely unsuccessful. We will have simply a situation in which the
Congress, as a reform measure after the first intensive review of covert operations,
would end up for the first time authorizing those activities. The provisions of S. 2525
would even end up being a step backward because it would limit the reporting of
such operations to one committee in each house of the Congress. Again, I would
urge the Committee to look at the record of abuses, to examine the claimed effec-
tiveness of these operations, and to worry about the possibility that authority given
will be stretched and abused in the present and the future. The application of these
principles would, I believe, lead to a decision that covert operations should either be
abolished or limited to the most extraordinary circumstances.

CIA ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

In dealing with the possible activities of the CIA in the United States, S. 2525
would in effect repeal the absolute prohibition in the National Security Act of 1947
and would allow CIA activities within the United States. The legislative history of
that act makes it clear that the prohibitions against domestic activities of the CIA
stated in the legislation were intended, in fact, to prohibit any CIA investigations of
Americans or even, apparently, of foreigners within the United States. We now
know that right from the beginning the CIA acted within the United States, con-
ducting surveillance of foreign emigre groups, of foreign intelligence activities, and

'See p. 408.



of American citizens. However, rather than tightening up the restrictions in order
to be sure that they are now followed, S. 2525 moves in the other direction and
authorizes the CIA to conduct a number of operations within the United States.

In taking this step the draft legislation ignores the very important differences
between the FBI on the one hand and the CIA and other foreign intelligence
agencies on the other. In setting up the CIA, Congress recognized that it would be
granted greater secrecy than was necessary for the FBI and that its activities would
necessarily come under less scrutiny. For that reason, among others, it directed that
the CIA not conduct any operations within the United States. S. 2525 ignores that
distinction and imposes its restrictions without regard to the fact that the CIA's
activities, being super-secret, are inherently more difficult to control.

I would urge this Committee to return to the principles of the National Security
Act of 1947 and to require that, whenever investigations are to be conducted within
the United States for the purpose of gathering foreign intelligence information or
for the purpose of interferring with the activities of foreign intelligence services in
the United States, be conducted by the FBI. If investigations are to be made of
individuals in order to consider approaching them for jobs or to determine whether
they are the targets of counterintelligence, such investigations should be conducted
by the FBI. If investigations are needed to determine whether individuals are
threatening the physical facilities of the operations of intelligence agencies, those
investigations should be conducted by the FBI within the context of an investigation
of possible criminal activity. The CIA, if it is to operate at all, should be confined to
operations abroad.

Certainly, before the Committee retreats from the principles of the 1947 Act it
ought to conduct a searching examination to determine why these operations cannot
be conducted effectively in the United States by the FBI. There are two specific
areas in which S. 2525 appears literally to be dealing with the problem of past
abuses by authorizing conduct which now appears to be in violation of the CIA
charter. I refer to the CIA's activities on university campuses and to its background
investigations on unwitting Americans with no connection with the CIA.

As this Committee knows, the Church Committee devoted considerable attention
to the problem of the CIA on U.S. campuses and concluded it was a serious threat
that needed to be dealt with. At the same time, it accepted the CIA's insistence that
a full description of current CIA activities on campus could not be given. This
Committee, it seems to me, has one of two choices. First, it can publish the secret
portions of the Church Commiftee Report dealing with the CIA on university
campuses and urge the universities to react to it and take appropriate steps to deal
with what the Church Committee described as a serious threat to academic freedom.

Alternatively, it can legislate its own restrictions to deal with that problem taking
guidance from university spokespersons who have now become generally aware of
the content of the secret portions of the Church Committee Report. What it should
not do is what S. 2525 appears to do-which is simply to authorize current CIA
activity on campus without explaining to universities what they are, and without
explaining why this Committee differs with its predecessor and does not see them as
a threat to academic freedom.

One of the justifications for CIA investigations of Americans is that the CIA is
thinking of approaching an individual to provide some operational service for the
agency. The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit in a case called
Weismann v. CIA, 565 F. 2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1977), as amended by unpublished
memorandum April 4, 1977, held that such investigations violated the congressional
intent in the National Security Act. However, the CIA apparently is continuing to
conduct such investigations, either under the theory that the CIA need not obey the
law or under the theory that the law as stated by one Circuit Court of Appeals is
not definitive. In any case, Congress should make certain that the intentions of the
1947 Act are observed, rather than, as S. 2525 does, authorizing such investigations.

The CIA, like any other agency, should be required to approach an individual it is
thinking of hiring and ask whether he or she wishes to be considered for employ-
ment without secretly gathering information about that individual.

The CIA has shown in the past that it can abuse the authority to collect informa-
tion (anti-war activists, for example, were investigated under this pretext) and that
it keeps its files long after it is no longer considering someone for employment. But
even leaving aside the question of abuse, an American citizen should not be subject-
ed to a secret investigation without his or her consent.

STANDARD OF INVESTIGATION AND OF INTRUSIVE TECHNIQUES

No legislation authorizing counterintelligence activities can meet the necessary
standards of the Constitution unless it first prohibits investigations of American
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citizens who are not suspected of criminal activity, and second, requires warrants
according to the criminal standards of the Fourth Amendment. S. 2525 appears to
accept both of these principles, but (particularly in the area of the criminal stand-
ard) it provides a number of different exceptions and possible loopholes so as to
render the standard ineffective.

For example, I see no reason why American citizens traveling abroad should be
subject to investigation by American intelligence agencies of a non-criminal stand-
ard. It is difficult to understand why the conduct of Americans abroad poses a
sufficiently greater threat to American interests that citizens must be subjected to
an investigation under a lesser standard. Moreover, the standards for gathering
information about potential terrorist targets or potential intelligence sources leave
much room for abuse, in that they permit investigations of these individuals with-
out their permission. The authority to conduct investigations to protect physical
facilities of the intelligence agencies is also subject to abuse in that it is not limited
simply to active control of one of installations, but authorizes such techniques as
interviews, even pretext interviews; this suggests strongly that there will be wide
ranging investigations of individuals because of the speculation that someone may,
at some unspecified future time, threaten physical facilities. Women Strike for
Peace was an organization targeted under the pretext of protecting Langley.

Moreover, once an intelligence agency begins an investigation, S. 2525 would
permit it to continue indefinitely simply by reiterating the same suspicion of crimi-
nal activity which initially triggered it. While there may be some justification for a
lower standard of suspicion for beginning an investigation, an investigation should
not continue unless it uncovers more proof of criminal activity over time than it
had when it began.

Finally, there is one area where I believe it is extremely important for legislation
to go beyond what the courts have suggested the Fourth Amendment requires. This
is the area of informants. The courts have held that while a court order is needed
for wiretaps, informers can be planted without any judicial review. Specifically, the
cases thus far have ruled that if the government conducts its investigation through
an informant, the Fourth Amendment provides no protection to someone's criminal
enterprises. But the court has never squarely ruled on the question of whether
informants raise First Amendment or Fourth Amendment problems when they
gather information about lawful political activity. The abuse in the use of infor-
mants by the intelligence agencies which has occurred thus far makes it imperative
that this extraordinarily intrusive technique be subjected to limitations similar to
those put on wiretaps and buggings.

Mr. Chairman, let me say again how much I appreciate the opportunity to testify
before this Committee, and to have the opportunity to discuss with the Committee
and members of the staff S. 2525 as it has evolved and will evolve. I have this
morning been critical of a number of elements of the bill, but I want to commend
the Committee for moving forward with great seriousness in this enterprise. It may
well be that S. 2525 is too complex to be enacted as a single piece of legislation. This
Committee may want to consider moving pieces of it separately. In whatever form,
we urgently need legislative controls over the intelligence agencies, particularly in
light of the very serious problems created by the Carter Executive order.
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INTRODUCTION

There is now broad agreement that legislation
should be enacted to authorize and restrict the activi-
ties of intelligence agencies, but there is substantial
and important disagreement about what these conditions
should be. Several different comprehensive sets of re-
commendations have been put forward. This report com-
pares five of these reports as they relate to eight
major issues affecting foreign intelligence activities.*

The five official documents are:

Executive Order 12036 on U.S. Intelligence
Activities (The Carter Order), issued by
President Carter on January 26, 1978.
This order currently governs the activities
of the intelligence community;

S.2525, The National Intelligence Reorga-
nization and Reform Act of 1978, charter
legislation for the foreign intelligence
related activities of the intelligence co-
mmunity. The bill was introduced by the
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
on February 18, 1978 and is currently the'
subject of hearings before that committee.
If and when enacted, it will supersede
Executive guidelines then in effect;

Recommendations of the Final Report of the
House Select Committee on Intelligence, 94th
Congress, 2nd Session, (The Pike Committee
Report);

Recommendations of the Final Report of the
Senate Select Committee to Study Govern-
mental Operations with Respect to Intelli-
gence Activities, 94th Congress, 2nd Session
(The Church Committee Report);

*Some of the guidelines also deal with domestic intelli-
gence gathering where the targets are American citizens
not believed to be agents of foreign powers. The issues
involved in these activities are not discussed in this
report. See: Testimony of Jerry J. Berman, John H.F.
Shattuck and Morton H. Halperin on behalf of the American
Civil Liberties Union on FBI Charter Legislation before
the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate,

April 25, 1978.
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H.R.6051, The Federal Intelligence Activities
Control Act of 1977, a bill designed to pre-
vent abuses of power by the intelligence
community and introduced with the support
of a number of civil liberties groups in-
cluding the American Civil Liberties Union.*

The major sets of activities compared in this re-
port are:

I. Covert operations conducted abroad;
(p.3)

II. Covert collection of intelligence abroad;
(p.11)

III. The use of independent American insti-
tutions for intelligence purposes;
(p. 15)

IV. Preventive action designed to frustrate
hostile foreign intelligence and terror-
ist activities both abroad and in the
U.S.; (p.18)

V. Foreign intelligence, counterintelli-
gence, and counterterrorism investi-
gations of Americans both abroad and
in the U.S.; (p.20)

VI. Other intelligence investigation of U.S.
persons; (p.39 )

VII. The use of very intrusive techniques of
investigation; (p.54 )

VIII. Maintenance and dissemination of infor-
mation obtained in intelligence inves-
tigations. (p.65)

Each section identifies the major policy questions
and describes the recommendations contained in each do-
cument.

*Underlined words are used to refer to these reports here-
inafter. Executive Order 11905 (The Ford Order) and the
recommendations included in the Report to the President
by the Commission on CIA Activities Within the U.S. (The
Rockefeller Commission Report) are also discussed, though
less extensively. See the Appendix for more information
on these documents.
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I. COVERT OPERATIONS CONDUCTED ABROAD

Covert operations are activities conducted abroad
which are designed to further U.S. policies and are
carried on in a manner which is designed to conceal
the role of the U.S. government. The tactics employed
and the secrecy in which these missions are carried out
are, according to the Church Committee, "in basic ten-
sion" with the demands of a democratic system and raise
important civil liberties issues. All of the documents
deal with covert operations.

A. AUTHORIZATION

1. Should the United States conduct covert opera-
tions?

The Carter Order authorizes the conduct of covert
operations. 1/ S2525 would authorize covert operations
subject to procedural requirements, Presidential find-
ings and with specified limitations and prohibitions. 2/

The Church Committee, after "serious considera-
tion of the option of proposing a total ban on all forms
of covert activity," recommended authorizing covert
operations only in "extraordinary circumstances involv-
ing grave threats to United States national security." 3/
The Pike Committee Report recommended prohibition of
specific types of covert operations and authorization
of all others. 4/ HR6051 would prohibit all covert
operations in peacetime. 5/

B. IMPLEMENTATION OF COVERT OPERATIONS

1. Who should be allowed to conduct covert opera-
tions?

The Carter Order authorizes the CIA to conduct
covert operations; any other intelligence agency may
conduct an operation if that agency appears more likely

1
Carter Order, 991- 302-303.
2
S2525 88134-135.

3
Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 446; see also Church
Committee Report, Book I, p. 448, Recommendation#35.
4
Pike Committee Report, p. 2.
5
HR6051 §§303(e)
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than the CIA to achieve the objective of the operation. 6/
S2525 would authorize the CIA and, in wartime, the Armed
Forces, to conduct covert operations. 7/ S2525 would
permit any other intelligence agency to "provide support"
for a covert operation. 8/ The term "provide support" is
not defined.

The Church Committee Report recommended authori-
zation of only the CIA to conduct covert operations. 9/
The Pike Committee Report did not specify which intelli-
gence agencies should or should not conduct covert opera-
tions. HR6051 would prohibit covert operations in peace-
time and does not specify who may conduct such operations
during war.10/

2. What activities should be prohibited in the
conduct of covert operations?

The Carter Order prohibits only assassination.ll/
S2525 absolutely would prohibit the following:

1) assassination of foreign officials;12/.

2) "the creation of epidemics;13/

6
Carter Order, 92-306.
7
S2525 §131(j).
8
Id.
9
Church Committee Report, Book I, p.448, Recommendation #35.

10
HR6051 §303(e)(1).

11
Carter Order 92-305.

12
S2525 §134(5).

13
Id. B135(a) (4).
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3) use of chemical, biological, or other weapons
in violation of treaties or other international
agreements to which the United States is a
party;14/

4) the torture of individuals;15/ and

5) the support of any action, which violates
human rights, conducted by the police, foreign
intelligence, or internal security forces of
any foreign country."16/

S2525 would prohibit the following but would provide
for a Presidential waiver of this restriction in times
of war or when the President determines that there is
a "grave and immediate threat to the national security"
and that such action is "vital" and is the only way to
accomplish the objective : 17/

1) "the support of international terrorist acti-
vities;18/

2) the mass destruction of property;19/

3) the creation of food or water shortages or
floods;20/ and

4) the violent overthrow of the democratic govern-
ment of any country."21/

The Church Committee Report recommended prohibition of:

14
Id. B135(a)(5).

15
Id. §135(a)(7).

16
Id. §135(a)(8).

17
Id. §136.

18
Id. 9135(a)(1) Waiver at §136.

19
Id. §135(a)(2). Waiver at 9136.

20
Id. §135(a)(3). Waiver at §136.

21
Id. @135(a)(6). Waiver at 0136.
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1) "political assassinations;

2) efforts to subvert democratic governments; and

3) support for police or other internal security
forces which engage in the systematic violation
of human rights."22/

The Pike Committee Report recommended prohibition of
"direct and indirect attempts to assassinate any indivi-
dual and all paramilitary activities.. .except in time
of war."23/

C. STANDARDS

1. In what circumstances should covert operations
be conducted?

The Carter Order authorizes covert operations
whenever the President approves such activity.24/ S2525
would require, prior to initiation of a covert operation,
Presidential findings that:

1) "such activity is essential to the national
defense or the conduct of foreign policy of
the United States;

2) the anticipated benefits of such activity
justify the foreseeable risks and likely con-
sequences of its disclosure to a foreign
power;

3) overt or less sensitive alternatives would not
be likely to achieve the intended objectives;
and

4) the circumstances require the use of extraor-
dinary means."25/

22
Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 448, Recommendation #36.

23
Pike Committee Report, p. 2.

24
Carter Order 91-808.

25
S2525 9l31(d).
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The Church Committee Report recommended limitation
of the conduct of covert operations to "extraordinary
circumstances when no other means will suffice" and then,
only when necessary "to deal with grave threats to Ameri-
can security."26/ The Pike Committee Report recommended
authorization of covert operations only when the Presi-
dent certifies that such action "is required to protect
the national security of the United States."27/ HR6051
would authorize covert operations only after a "congres-
sional declaration of war."28/

2. What should be the standards of prior approval
for covert operations?

The Carter Order does not prescribe standards for
prior review of covert operations. Under S2525, the NSC
would have to consider the following factors prior to
initiation of covert operations:

1) "the justification for such proposed activity;

2) the nature, scope, probable duration, estimated
costs, foreseeable risks, likely consequences
of disclosure, and actions necessary in the event
of the termination of such activity;

3) the relationship between the proposed activity
and any previously approved activity;

4) the likelihood that the objectives of such
activity would be achieved by overt or less
sensitive alternatives; and

5) the legal implications of the proposed activity."
29/

26
Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 446; see also Church
Committee Report, Book I, p. 448, Recommendation #35.

27
Pike Committee Report, p. 2.

28
HR6051 §303(e).

29
S2525 §131(c).

7
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Prior to initiation of covert operations, S2525 also
would require the Presidential findings listed above.30/
The Church Committee Report recommended inclusion of
the same factors for consideration by the NSC as S2525
as well as "a careful and systematic analysis of the
political premises underlying the recommended actions."31/
Review by the NSC, as recommended by the Pike Committee,
would encompass the same factors as those listed above
which S2525 would require for such review.32/ HR6051
would require a "congressional declaration of war" prior
to initiation of covert operations.33/

3. Should there be a limitation on the duration
of covert operations?

The Carter Order does not set a time limit on covert
operations. S2525 would not limit the duration of covert
operations and would establish annual review of such ac-
tivities on the assumption that they may continue for
periods longer than one year.34/

The Church Committee Report did not specify a
cut-off period for covert operations. The Pike Com-
mittee Report mandated that no covert operation continue
for more than one year past the "date of affirmative
recommendation of its initiation."35/

30
See note 25 & accompanying text supra.

31Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 448, Recommendation #37.

32
Pike Committee Report, p. 5.

33
HR6051 §303(e).

34
S2525 §131(f).

35
Pike Committee Report, p. 3.
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D. PROCEDURES

1. What procedures should be followed prior to
initiation of covert operations?

The Carter Order establishes a committee of the
NSC which must consider all proposals for covert opera-
tions and submit a policy recommendation to the Presi-
dent on all covert operations.36/ The President must
approve all covert operations prior to their initia-
tion under the Carter Order.37/ S2525 would require
review of each covert operation by the NSC and Presi-
dential approval prior to initiation of the activity.38/
Prior notification to the congressional committees on
intelligence would be required by S2525 unless the Presi-
dent determined that such notification would result in
harmful delay.39/

The Church Committee Report recommended prior
review by a committee of the NSC and final approval
by the President.40/ The Church Committee Report also
called for specified and detailed budget requests for
covert operations anticipated at the time of the annual
intelligence budget submission.41/ The Pike Committee
Report recommended establishment of a NSC committee

36
Carter Order §1-302.

37
Carter Order §1-808.

38
S2525 9131(a),(d).

39
S2525 9131(g).

40
Church Committee Report, Book I, pp. 448-449, Recommendation #37.

41
Id. at p. 449, Recommendation #38.
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whose members would review all covert operations and
submit their proposal to the President.42/ The Pike
Committee Report required notification to the House
Select Committee on Intelligence accompanied by a Presi-
dential certification of the necessity of the operation
and recommendations from members of the NSC committee.43/
HR6051 would prohibit covert operations in peacetime
and does not establish procedures for their authoriza-
tion during war.44/

42
Pike Committee Report, p. 5.

43
Id. at p. 2.

44
HR6051 9303(e).
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II. COVERT COLLECTION OF INTELLIGENCE ABROAD

Covert or "sensitive" collection activities are clan-
destine efforts by the U.S. to gather foreign intelligence in-
formation. The exposure of such an operation, either
because of the source of the information sought, the
subject of the information, the manner of collection
or other factors, can often have a significant effect
on American interests. The U-2, KC-135 and Glomar Ex-
plorer are intelligence collection operations whose use
would be covered by these rules along with the use of
spies in some circumstances. The secrecy required by
these operations insulates them from the sort of public
debate normally associated with democratic decision-
making; moreover, informed public debate on broader
issues is hindered by the secrecy in which the fruits
of sensitive collection activities are held.

A. AUTHORIZATION

1. Does covert collection differ from intelli-
gence collection generally?

The Carter Order distinguishes between clandes-
tine intelligence in general and "sensitive foreign
intelligence collection operations" and establishes
rules for the latter. 1/ S2525 would establish sepa-
rate procedures for clandestine collection activities
whose "importance or sensitivity" mandates additional
safeguards or review. 2/

The Church Committee Report did not call for
special rules for certain collection activities. 3/
The Pike Committee Report recommended a requirement
of special review of "hazardous collection activities"
although it did not indicate the precise scope of this
term. 4/

1
Carter Order §1-303.
2
S2525 §131.
3
Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 436-442.

4
Pike Committee Report, p. 5.

11
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HR6051 would distinguish between human and technical
intelligence collection and would prohibit human collec-
tion (espionage) in peacetime. 5/

2. Should there be special authorization for covert
collection?

The Carter Order requires special authorization
by the Special Coordination Committee of the NSC prior
to initiation of all sensitive collection operations. 6/
S2525 would mandate review and approval of sensitive
collection by the NSC prior to initiation of such acti-
vity. 7/

The Church Committee Report did not specify
a need for special authorization of covert collection.
The Pike Committee Report recommended that review of such
activities by a Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the
NSC be required. 8/ HR6051 would prohibit covert human
collection. 9/

B. STANDARDS

1. What standards should trigger identification
of covert collection?

The Carter Order requires the President to estab-
lish the standards which would trigger the special au-
thorization procedures for sensitive collection.10/

5
HR6051 8303.
6
Carter Order §1-303.
7
S2525 §131(a).

8
Pike Committee Report, p. 5.
9
HR6051 9303.

10
Carter Order §1-303.
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S2525 also would require Presidential determination of
such standards to identify those clandestine collection
activities whose "importance or sensitivity requires
review by the NSC."11/

The Church Committee Report, the Pike Committee
Report, and HR6051 did not address this issue.

2. What standards of review should be required
for covert collection?

Only S2525 would mandate specific standards for
review of covert collection. They are:

1) "justification for such proposed activity;

2) the nature, scope, probable duration, estimated
cost, foreseeable risks, likely consequences
of disclosure, and actions necessary in the
event of the termination of the activity;

3) the relationship between the proposed activity
and any previously approved activity;

4) the likelihood that the objectives of such
activity would be achieved by overt or less
sensitive alternatives; and

5) the legal implications of the proposed acti-
vity."12/

C. PROCEDURES

1. What should be the procedures for approval of
covert collection?

The Carter Order requires the DCI to report pro-
posals for covert collection to the Chairman of a Com-
mittee of the NSC and mandates the Committee to review
and approve all such proposals.13/ S2525 would require
similar review by the NSC as well as prior notifica-
tion to the President. S2525 also would establish a
procedure for Presidential approval of activities

11

122525 8131 (b) (1)
12

S2525 §131 (c)
13

Carter Order 01-303
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"whose exceptional importance or sensitivity" requires
this additional safeguard.14/

D. RESTRICTIONS

1. What restrictions should govern covert collec-
tion?

S2525 would establish limitations for covert col-
lection but these would apply only to those activities
whose "exceptional importance or sensitivity" would
mandate Presidential approval. The President would
have to establish standards for identification of those
activities which fit this category.15/ S2525 would re-
quire that, with respect to this category of collection,
the President determine that:

1) "the information to be obtained by such project
must be essential to the national defense or
the conduct of the foreign policy of the
United States;

2) the importance of the information must justify
the foreseeable risks of the likely consequences
of disclosure to a foreign power; and

3) overt or less sensitive alternatives would not
be likely to accomplish the intended objectives."
16/

14
S2525 9131 (b) (1)

15Id.

16
Id. at $131 (e)
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III. USE OF INDEPENDENT AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS

FOR INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES

The CIA has, in the past, used representatives
of American institutions - clergy, academics, journalists -
for operational assistance in espionage and covert ac-
tivities. The use of these individuals raises issues
with respect to the coopting of independent institu-
tions to the detriment of both the institution and
society at large.

A. AUTHORIZATION

1. Should the use of independent American institu-
tions by the intelligence community be authorized?

The Carter Order does not regulate the use of
independent institutions by the intelligence community
at all, leaving this matter to agency regulations.
S2525 would not restrict the voluntary use of representa-
tives of institutions. The bill would partially pro-
hibit the paid use of such people. 1/ The Church Com-
mittee Report permitted voluntary relationships. The
Church Committee Report recommended prohibition of con-
tractual relationships with the press, clergy and govern-
ment grantees (exchange students). Paid relationships
with representatives of American academic institutions
would be authorized. 2/ The Pike Committee Report re-
commended prohibition of paid relationships. 3/ HR6051
would prohibit clandestine collection and covert opera-
tions in peacetime and would thus render this issue moot. 4/

B. RESTRICTIONS

The Carter Order contains no restrictions. S2525
would authorize limited use of certain persons under

1
S2525 9132.
2
Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 455-456, Recommendations
#42-48.
3
Pike Committee Report, p. 6, P(l).
4
HR6051 9303.
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particular circumstances for certain purposes. The
Church Committee Report proposed regulation of the use
of academics.

1. How should the use of clergy be regulated?

S2525 would prohibit the paid use of anyone engaged
in a full-time religious vocation for operational assis-
tance. 5/ However, such persons could be contracted
to aid in the recruitment of sources of information
or assistance. 6/

2. How should the use of journalists be regulated?

S2525 would prohibit the paid use of accredited
journalists, editors and policymakers of U.S. publica-
tions for operational assistance. 7/ However, their
paid assistance in recruitment efforts would be authori-
zed. 8/ The use of freelance journalists would not be
regulated by S2525. 9/ The Church Committee Report recom-
mended extension of this protection to all journalists who
contribute materials regularly.lO/

3. How should the use of government grantees be
regulated?

Grantees could not be paid for operational assistance
under S2525.11/ However, they could be contracted for
assistance in recruitment efforts.12/

5
S2525 §132(a)(1).

6
Id. at 132(f).

7
Id. at 9132(a)(3).

8
See note 6 supra.
9
See note 7 supra.
10

See Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 456, Recommendation #46.
11
S2525 §132(a)(2).

12
Id. at §132(f).
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4. How should the use of representatives of aca-

demic institutions be regulated?

S2525 would authorize the use of academics travel-

ing abroad for operational assistance; a senior official

at such person's institution would have to be notified

of a paid relationship.13/ The use of academics to

assist in recruitment efforts (at home as well as a-

broad) would not be restricted by the bill.14/

The Church Committee Report recommended that the use of

academics be permitted and required that officials of

the institution be notified in all cases. It suggested

that universities adopt their own regulations.15/

5. Should the distribution of information within the

U.S. be supported covertly by the intelligence
community?

The Carter Order does not prohibit this activity.

S2525 would prohibit covert distribution within the U.S.16/

and abroad where such distribution is "likely" to re-

sult in "substantial redistribution within the U.S.17/

The Church Committee Report recommended prohibition of

both direct and indirect distribution within the U.S.18/

The Pike Committee Report also recommended prohibition of

such activities.19/ HR6051 would also prohibit unacknow-

ledged support for publications.20/

Id. at 9132(b)(2).
14

Id. at 9132(f).

15Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 
456, Recommendation #42.

16
S2525 §132(a)(4).

17
Id. at §132(a)(5).

18Church Committee Report, Book I, p. 456, Recommendation #45.

19
Pike Committee Report, p. 6, P(2).

20
HR6051 §303.
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IV. PREVENTIVE ACTION DESIGNED TO FRUSTRATE
HOSTILE FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE AND TERRORIST ACTIVITIES

BOTH
ABROAD AND IN THE UNITED STATES

Operations designed to frustrate the intelligence
operations of foreign powers or the activities of inter-
national terrorists have also been a part of the intelli-
gence mission. These activities may be conducted either
abroad or in the United States and may be directed
against Americans. Tactics can include but are not
limited to the dissemination of misinformation, attempts
to provoke violence and various forms of official harass-
ment. Only S2525 deals specifically with this issue.

A. AUTHORIZATION

1. Should activities designed to frustrate and
prevent anticipated foreign intelligence and
terrorist activities be authorized?

The Carter Order does not prohibit and therefore
implicitly authorizes without regulation such activities.
S2525 would authorize counterterrorism and counterin-
telligence activities. 1/ The Church Committee Report
recommended prohibitioiof COINTELPRO-type activities. 2/
HR6051 would prohibit preventive action except when such
action might be authorized in traditional law enforce-
ment related situations - e.g. arrest for attempted
crimes, interviews of suspects. 3/

B. STANDARDS

1. If such activity is to be authorized, in what
circumstances should it be permissible?

S2525 would not establish a standard for initiation
of counterintelligence and-counterterrorism activities
but would direct the President\to establish standards. 4/

1
S2525 9141.
2
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 317, Recommendations #40-41.
3
HR6051 §102; See also HR6051 H1112-113.
4
S2525 §141(c)(2).



It would require that constitutional considerations be
one but not the only factor in the decision. 5/

C. PROCEDURES

1. What procedures should be established to govern
these activities?

. S2525 would direct that the President establish
procedures to govern the initiation of actions to pre-
vent or counter terrorism and espionage. It would direct
that the most sensitive activities be approved by the
President but would leave the determination as to which
activities require this special treatment to the Presi-
dent. 6/

D. RESTRICTIONS

1. What restrictions on duration of these activities
should be established?

S2525 would not limit the duration of counterin-
telligence and counterterrorism activities. 7/

2. Should certain activities be prohibited?

S2525 explicitly would not prohibit any actions
undertaken for counterintelligence or counterterrorist
purposes; COINTELPRO-type activities would not be pro-
hibited. S2525 does prohibit anonymous dissemination of
information for the purpose of discrediting someone be-
cause of his exercise of constitutional rights. However,
§243 authorizes violations of law other than acts of vio-
lence. 8/

5
Id. at 9141(c) (4).
6
Id.
7
See S2525 §141(c)(5) which mandates annual review indicating
that long-term activities are contemplated.

8
The prohibitions on special activities (S2525 §135) do not
apply to counterintelligence and counterterrorism (authorized
by S2525 §141) . 0242 prohibits dissemination; 9243 authorizes
participation in illegal activities.
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V. FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
AND COUNTERTERRORISM INVESTIGATIONS BOTH

ABROAD AND IN THE UNITED STATES

The foreign intelligence gathering activities of the
United States intelligence agencies are designed to col-
lect information for three primary purposes: (1) to learn
about the activities of foreign governments and activi-
ties abroad, "foreign intelligence information"; (2) to
uncover the plans of foreign intelligence services to
gather information about the United States or its allies
or to conduct covert operations in the United States,
"counterintelligence"; and (3)to learn about the acti-
vities of international terrorist groups, "counterterror-
ism."

Such information is gathered not only by targeting
foreigners but also by targeting American citizens and
permanent resident aliens ("U.S. persons") both in the
United States and abroad. A variety of techniques, some
extremely intrusive, is used to gather this information.

A. INVESTIGATION OF U.S. PERSONS WITHIN THE U.S. CON-
DUCTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING ABOUT THE ACTI-
VITIES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND ACTIVITIES ABROAD
(FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION)

1. In what circumstances should a U.S. person be
targeted for a foreign intelligence investiga-
tion?

The Carter Order defines "foreign intelligence"
broadly as "information relating to the capabilities,
intentions and activities of foreign powers, organiza-
tions or persons." 1/ The Carter Order authorizes in-
vestigations for the collection of such information
about U.S. persons but limits collection to the follow-
ing types of non-publicly available information:

(a) "information about a person who is reasonably
believed to be acting on behalf of a foreign
power."

1
Carter Order §4-205.
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(b) "Information concerning corporations or other
commercial organizations or activities that
constitutes foreign intelligence."

(c) "Information constituting foreign intelligence...
gathered.. .from cooperating sources in the
United States."

(d) "Information acquired by overhead reconnais-
sance not directed at specific United States
persons."

(e) "Information collected, received, disseminated
or stored by the FBI and necessary to fulfill
its lawful investigative responsibilities." 2/

These limitations can reasonably be interpreted to en-
compass more than criminal acts.

S2525 would authorize foreign intelligence investi-
gations of U.S. persons within the U.S. whenever a
designated official of the intelligence agency involved
makes a determination that the information would be
"significant foreign intelligence" and that the person
targeted

(1) "is reasonably believed to be engaged in es-
pionage or any other clandestine intelligence
activity which involves or may involve a vio-
lation of the criminal laws of the United
States, sabotage, any international terrorist
activity, or any assasination, to be aiding
and abetting any person in the conduct of any
such activity, or to be conspiring with any
person engaged in any such activity." 3 /

S2525 would define "foreign intelligence" more broadly
than the Carter Order and include within the scope of
that term "information pertaining to the capabilities,
intentions, or activities of any foreign state, govern-
ment, organization, association, or individual and also
pertaining to the defense, national security, foreign
policy or related policies of the United States, in-
cluding information on the foreign aspects of narcotics
production and trafficking." 4/

2
Id. at §2-208.
3
S2525 §214(1).
4
Id. at 9104(13).
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This standard ties investigations within the Uni-
ted States to evidence of criminal conduct. However,
the standard only requires that the "reasonably believed"
activity "may involve" a violation of criminal statutes.
This change is a significant retreat from the traditional
criminal standard (Terry v. Ohio). As discussed below,
the nexus to crime is weakened even further for investi-
gations abroad.

The Church Committee Report explicitly recommended
that the standard for initiation of a "full preventive
intelligence investigation" should be tied to Terry v.
Ohio. 5/ It recommended that such an investigation should
proceed upon "reasonable suspicion" that the target "will
soon engage in.. .hostile foreign intelligence activity." 6/
"Hostile foreign intelligence activity" is defined to in-
clude some non-criminal activities. 7/ However, the report
stated that "certain activities engaged in by the conscious
agents of foreign powers, such as forms of industrial, tech-
nological, or economic espionage, are not now prohibited
by federal statutes. It would be preferable to amend the
espionage laws to cover such activity.. .As a matter of
principle, intelligence agencies should not investigate
activities of Americans which are not federal criminal
statutes."(sic) 8/ The Committee restricted investigations
to the acts of conscious agents of a foreign power. 9/
The Church Committee Report also recommended that the FBI
be permitted to conduct a less intrusive investigation--
a "preliminary preventive intelligence investigation"--
where "it has a specific allegation or specific or sub-
stantiated information that the American.. .will soon en-
gage in.. .hostile foreign intelligence activity."10/

Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 318.
6
Id. at Book II, p. 320, Recommendation #44.

7
Id. at Book II, p. 340, Definition(H).
8
Id. at Book II, p. 340, ftn. 74.
9
See notes 7 and 8 & accompanying text supra.
10
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation #44.
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HR6051 would authorize only the investigation of"specific acts which violate Federal criminal statutes."11/
Provision is also made for a limited preliminary investi-
gation "upon receipt of a specific allegation that a
person has committed, is committing, or is about to
commit a specific act which violates a Federal criminal
statute."12/ Absent a violation of criminal statutes,
HR5051 would prohibit the covert collection of foreign
intelligence information in peacetime.13/

2. Should there be limitations on the techniques
employed in such investigations?

All of the recommended guidelines except HR6051
envisage full scale investigations proceeding from the
above standards including but not limited to the follow-
ing techniques:

Overt Techniques (including pretext interviews)

Name checks/National Agency checksl4/

Physical surveillance

Canvas of existing covert human sources

Examination of phone and credit records

Targeting of covert human sources

Mail cover

Examination of tax records

Examination of medical records, private institu-
tions' records, "social history" records, federal,
state and local agency records.

11
HR6051 112(a).

12
Id. at a113(a).

13
Id. at §303.

14
For definitions of these terms, see, respectively, Church
Committee Report, Book II, p. 340, Definition (I) and S2525
9204(10). Note the difference between the terms; a "national
agency check" is more extensive than a "name check."

23
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The Church Committee Report recommended limitation of
"preliminary preventive intelligence investigations"
to overt techniques, name checks, physical surveillance,
canvassing of existing human sources and examination
of phone and credit records.

HR6051 would establish a higher standard--that of
probable cause of a criminal act--for the examination
of private records and the use of mail covers.15/
The use of informants would be prohibited (by HR6051)
with respect to groups engaged in First Amendment Acti-
vity.L6/

All of the guidelines would establish different
standards from those discussed above for the employ-
ment of very intrusive techniques--electronic surveil-
lance, physical searches and mail opening. These tech-
niques require a warrant when employed for traditional
law enforcement purposes and will be discussed below in
Section VII, "Very Intrusive Techniques."

3. What procedures should be established to govern
these investigations?

The Carter Order authorizes investigations to
be undertaken "by procedures established by the head
of the agency concerned and approved by the-Attorney
General."17/ S2525 would authorize investigations upon
the written approval of a designated agency official;
annual review by the Attorney General of investigations
which last more than 180 days would also be required.18/
S2525 would require the approval of the Attorney General
for the employment of the following techniques:

1. examination of tax records

2. physical surveillance

3. direction of covert human sources

4. mail covers

5. examination of private records

HR6051 HE203(b) and 206(a).
16

Id. at §202.
17
Carter Order §2-201(a).

18
S2525 9216.
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6. See section VII on the use of "very intrusive
techniques."19/

The Church Committee Report recommended requiring
written approval of the Attorney General for the
employment of any technique dhich would not be per-
missible as part of a preliminary preventive intelligence
investigation.20/ (See page 24 for a list of these
techniques.) HR6051 would require the written approval
(including pertinent information) of the director of
the investigating agency after thirty days. The approval
of the Attorney General would be required in any investi-
gation touching on the exercise of the target's First
Amendment rights.21/

4. Should these investigations be restricted in
duration?

The Carter Order does not limit the period of time
for which an investigation may continue. S2525 would
permit investigations for 90 days, renewable in writing
for another 90 days. An investigation could be extended
indefinitely beyond 180 days upon a written finding
by an agency official that such an extension was "nec-
essary and reasonable."22/ The standard for extension
.of an investigation would be no higher than the origi-
nal standard.

The Church Committee Report recommended that a
preliminary preventive intelligence investigation be
limited to 30 days from the receipt of the information.
An extension not to exceed 60 days could be obtained
if the Attorney General or his designee determined that
the information obtained warranted further investigation.23/
A full preventive intelligence investigation could last
no longer than one year without a finding of compelling
circumstances by the Attorney General or his designee.24/
The Church Committee Report recommended that the targeting
of informants be limited to 90 days with a 60 day ex-
tension upon a finding by the Attorney General of "pro-
bable cause."25/

Id. at §215.
20
Church Committee Report, Book II, pp. 327-329, Recommendation
#51-58.

21
HR6051 §114(a)-(b).

22
S2525 §216(a)-(b).

23
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation #44.

24
Id.

25
Id. at Book II, pp. 328-329, Recommendation #56

25
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HR6051 would limit preliminary inquiries to 60
days. However, the director of the FBI could authorize,
in writing, a thirty day extension if the facts obtained
in the original inquiry were deemed to justify it.
Such an authorization would have to set forth the parti-
cular acts on which the authorization was based.26/
A full-scale criminal investigation would have to be term-
inated after 6 months unless an extension was authorized
in writing by the Attorney General upon a finding of
probable cause.27/

5. What other restrictions should be applied to
such investigations?

Both the Carter Order and S2525 require that the
least intrusive means of investigation should be employ-
ed.28/ The Church Committee Report and HR6051 contain
similar restrictions.29/

The Carter Order prohibits all intelligence agencies
from requesting or otherwise encouraging "directly or
indirectly, any person, organization, or government
agency to undertake activities forbidden by this Order
or by applicable law."30/ Similarly S2525 would mandate
that "no entity of the-intelligence community.. .shall
knowingly pay, cause, request, or otherwise encourage
directly or indirectly, any individual, organization,
or foreign government to engage in any activity in which
such entity of the intelligence community is prohibit-
ed from engaging."31/

HR6051 would prohibit "all forms of political sur-
veillance by intelligence agencies"32/l and "all forms
of selective investigation or prosecuition by the intelli-
gence agencies."33/

26
HR6051 113(b).

27
Id. at 9114(d).

28
See Carter Order §2-201(a) and S2525 §215 ("necessary and
reasonable" requirement).

29
See, e g_ Church Committee Report Book II, p. 328,
Recommendation #55(2) and HR6051 s204(b)(3).

30
Carter Order §2-307.

31
S2525 §137 (a)

32
HR6051 § 2 (b) (1) . See also HR6051 §101

33
Id. at §2(b)(3). See also, Id. at $103.
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HR6051 also would prohibit intelligence agencies from
cooperating with any federal, state, local or private
agency to perform investigations or techniques prohibit-
ed by the act.34/

B. INVESTIGATION OF NON-U.S. PERSONS WITHIN THE U.S.
CONDUCTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING ABOUT THE
ACTIVITIES OF FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
ABROAD (FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION)

1. In what circumstances should a non-U.S. person
be targeted for a foreign intelligence investi-
gation within the United States?

The Carter Order provides no protection for non-
U.S. persons. S2525 would allow such investigations
if:

"(1) such person is an officer or employee of
any foreign power or organization;

(2) the .circumstances of such person's presence
in the United States make it reasonably
likely that such person may engage in es-
pionage or any other clandestine intelligence
activity;

(3) information concerning such person is deter-
mined by the head of the collecting entity
of the intelligence community to be signi-
ficant foreign intelligence; or

(4) the collection of information concerning
such person would be permitted under this
part if such person were a United States
person, but any limitation under this part
on duration or techniques of collection
that would be applicable to collection
concerning a United States person shall
not apply to collection under this section."35/

34
Id. at §104.

35
S2525 §225.
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This standard of investigation for foreign persons with-

in the United States would not be tied to a criminal

standard; foreign persons within the United States would

be subject to investigation under S2525 for their employ-

ment status under (1) above and the information sought

need not be "significant foreign intelligence."
The Church Committee Report recommended application

of the same standard of investigation to foreigners
within the United States as that which applied to Ameri-

cans. The Report recommended that a "preliminary preven-

tive intelligence imvestigation" follow "a specific

allegation or specific or substantiated information that

the American or foreigner will soon engage in.. .hostile

foreign intelligence activity."36/ A "full preventive

intelligence investigationW' could be conducted upon

" 'reasonable suspicion' that an American or foreigner
will soon engage in.. .hostile foreign intelligence ac-

tivity."37/ HR6051 would prohibit covert collection

of foreign intelligence information in peacetime whether

the target was a U.S. person or a foreigner.38/ HR6051

would require reasonable suspicion of "specific act

which violates a Federal criminal statute" for initia-

tion of a full investigation of a foreigner within the

United States.39/

2. Should there be limits on the techniques em-

ployed in such investigations?

The Carter Order implicitly places no limitations

on the techniques for such investigations. S2525 would

limit only techniques used in the investigation of U.S.

persons and "any limitation.. .on duration or techniques

of collection that would be applicable to collection

concerning a United States person shall not apply to

collection" of information concerning foreign persons

within the United States.40/ The Church Committee Report

recommended that certain Eechniques be employed pur-

suant to each stage of investigation; this distinction

between preliminary and full investigative techniques

applies to investigations of foreigners as well as U.S.

persons.41/

36
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation 

#44.

37.
Id.

38
HR6051 9303.

39
.Id. at §112(b).

40
52525 0225(4).

41
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation 

#44.

28
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HR6051 would prohibit collection of foreign intelligence
information in peacetime.42/

3. What procedures should be established to govern
these investigations?

The Carter Order does not establish procedures for
such investigations. S2525 would not require that the
procedural safeguards required in the investigation of
U.S. persons be applied to the investigation of foreign
persons within the U.S. If the standard was met, S2525
would mandate no further requirements.43/

The Church Committee Report recommended different
procedures for each covert technique authorized only for
use in "full preventive intelligence investigations."
These procedures apply only to investigation of Ameri-
cans unless the technique is one which if used for law
enforcement purposes would require a judicial warrant
(for the procedures which govern the use of these tech-
niques, see Section VII on "very intrusive techniques")
HR6051 would require the same procedures in the investi-
gation of foreign persons as it would for the investi-
gation of U.S. persons.44/

4. Should these investigations be restricted in
duration?

The Carter Order does not limit the period of
time for which an investigation may continue. The dura-
tion limitations which 52525 would apply to investiga-
tions of U.S. persons would not apply to investigations
of non-U.S. persons.45/ The Church Committee Report
recommended that the limitations on the duration of in-
vestigations of U.S. persons apply to investigations
of non-U.S. persons as well.46/ Similarly, HR6051
would limit the duration of Ehe investigations of non-
U.S. persons to the same time periods discussed above
which apply to investigations of U.S. persons.47/

42
HR6051 8303.

43
See generally S2525 8 225.

44
HR6051 8112.

45
S2525 8225(4).

46
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation #44.47
HR6051 8114.
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5. What other restrictions should be applied to
. such investigations?

The restrictions discussed in Section A.(5) above
apply to investigations of non-U.S. persons as well as
to investigations of U.S. persons.

C. INVESTIGATION OF U.S. PERSONS WITHIN THE U.S. CONDUCTED
TO UNCOVER PLANS OF FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES TO

GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE UNITED STATES OR ITS
ALLIES OR TO CONDUCT COVERT OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED

STATES (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE)

1. In what circumstances should a U.S. person be
targeted for a counterintelligence investigation

within the United States?

The Carter Order defines "counterintelligence" as
"information gathered and activities conducted to pro-
tect against espionage and other clandestine intelli-
gence activities, sabotage, international terrorist
activities or assassinations conducted for or on behalf
of foreign powers, organizations or persons, but not
including personnel, physical, document, or communications
security programs."48/ The Carter Order authorizes
investigations for the collection of such information
about U.S. persons but limits collection to the following
types of nonpublicly available information:

(a) "information about a person who is reasonably
believed to be acting on behalf of a foreign
power, engaging in international terrorist
activities or narcotics production or traf-
ficking, or endangering the safety of a per-
son protected by the United States Secret
Service or the Department of State;"

(b) "information concerning corporations or other
commercial organizations or activities that
constitutes... counterintelligence;"

(c) "information arising out of a lawful counter-
intelligence...investigation;"

48
Carter Order 84-202.
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(d) "information constituting.. .counterintelligence
gathered... from cooperating sources in the United
States;"

(e) "information collected, received, disseminated
or stored by the FBI and necessary to fulfill its
lawful investigative responsibilities; or"

(f) "information concerning persons or activities that
pose a clear threat to any facility or personnel
of an agency within the Intelligence Community.
Such information may be retained only by the agency
threatened and, if appropriate, by the United
States Secret Service and the FBI."49/

S2525 would authorize counterintelligence investigations ofU.S. persons within the United States if such person:

"(1) is reasonably believed to be engaged in espionage
or any other clandestine intelligence activity
which involves or may involve a violation of
the criminal laws of the United States, sabotage,
any international terrorist activity,.or any
assassination, to be aidinq and abettino any Per-son in the conduct of any such activity, or to
be conspDirinq with any person engaged in any such
activity."50/

This standard would tie such investigations loosely to acriminal standard in the same manner as the standard forinvestigations of U.S. persons for foreign intelligence
information.

The Church Committee Report recommended that the FBI be
permitted to conduct a preliminary preventive investigation
"where it has specific allegation or specific or substantiated
information that the American.. .will soon engage in.. .hostile
foreign intelligence activity. "51/ The Report recommended
that a full investigation could be initiated upon " 'reason-
able suspicion' that an American... will soon engage in...
hostile foreign intelligence activity."52/

49
Id. at 12-208.

50
S2525 8213(1).

51
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation #44.

52
Id.
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The term "hostile foreign intelligence activity" includes
"acts, or conspiracies, by Americans or foreigners, who are
officer, employee, or conscious agents of a foreign power,
or who, pursuant to the direction of a foreign power,
engage in clandestine intelligence activity."53/ When the
investigation targets a U.S. person for counteFintelligence
purposes, the above standard applies. HR6051 would require
that, "Counterintelligence investigations inside the United
States... focus on obtaining evidence of violations of the
criminal laws of the United States for purposes of prosecu-
tion, deportation, or expulsion from the United States."54/

2. Should there be limitations on the techniques em-
ployed in such investigations?

The Carter Order applies the same limitations on tech-
niques employed in counterintelligence investigations of
U.S. persons within the United States as it applies to foreign
intelligence investigations of U.S. persons within the United
States. (See Section A.(2)supra). S2525 would apply the same
limitations to counterintelligence investigations as it would
to foreign intelligence investigations. (See Section A.(2)
above)

The Church Committee Report and HR6051 also apply the
same limitations as listed above in Section A.(2).

3. What other restrictions should govern such investi-
gations?

See the restrictions on foreign intelligence investiga-
tions of U.S. persons listed under Section A.(3), (4), and
(5) above for restrictions which limit the conduct of counter-
intelligence investigations of U.S. persons within the United
States.

D. INVESTIGATIONS OF NON-U.S. PERSONS WITHIN THE UNITED
STATES CONDUCTED TO UNCOVER PLANS OF FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE
SERVICES TO GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE UNITED STATES OR
ITS ALLIES OR TO CONDUCT COVERT OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED
STATES (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE)

Id. at Book II, p. 340, Definition (H).

54 .
HR6051 8304 (a).
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1. In what circumstances should a non-U.S. person be
targeted for a counterintelligence investigation
within the United States?

The Carter Order does not explicitly address the issue
of counterintelligence investigations of non-U.S. persons
within the United States and the restrictions on investiga-
tions apply only to investigations of U.S. persons. S2525
would apply the same standard to trigger a counterintelli-
gence investigation of a non-U.S. person as it applies to
foreign intelligence investigations of such persons. (See
Section B.(1)supra).

The Church Committee Report recommended application
of the same standard of investigation of foreigners targeted
in a counterintelligence investigation as that which it re-
commended for U.S. persons targeted in a foreign intelli-
gence investigation. (See Section A.(1)supra). HR6051 would
require the same standard of investigation of non-U.S. persons
as that applied to U.S. persons in the conduct of counter-
intelligence investigations. (See Section C.(l) supra).

2. What restrictions should be applied to such investi-
gations (e.g. limitation of techniques, restric-
tion of duration, etc.)?

All of the guidelines.mandate the same restrictions for
application to counterintelligence investigations of non-
U.S. persons as for foreign intelligence investigations of
such persons. (See Section B.(2), (3), (4), and (5) suEra).

E. INVESTIGATIONS OF U.S. PERSONS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES
CONDUCTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING ABOUT THE ACTIVI-
TIES OF INTERNATIONAL TERRORIST GROUPS (COUNTERTERRORISM)

1. In what circumstances should a U.S. person be target-
ed for a counterterrorism investigation within the
United States?

The Carter Order defines "international terrorist acti-
vity" as "any activity or activities which:

(a) involves killing, causing serious bodily harm, kid-
napping, or violent destruction of property, or
an attemptor credible threat to commit such acts;
and
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(b) appears intended to endanger a protectee of the
Secret Service or the Department of State or to
further political, social or economic goals by
intimidating or coercing a civilian population
or any segment thereof, influencing the policy
of a government or international organization
by intimidation or coercion, or obtaining wide-
spread publicity for a group or its cause; and

(c) transcends national boundaries in terms of the
means by which it is accomplished, the civilian
population, government, or international organi-
zation it appears intended to coerce or intimi-
date, or the locale in which its perpetrators
operate or seek asylum."55/

The Carter Order authorizes investigations for the collection
of such information about U.S. persons but limits collection
to the following types of non-publicly available information:

(a) "information about a person who is reasonably be-
lieved to be acting on behalf of a foreign power,
engaging in international terrorist activities or
narcotics production or trafficking, or endangering
the safety of a person protected by the United
States Secret Service or the Department of State:"

(b) "information collected, received, disseminated or
stored by the FBI and necessary to fulfill its
lawful investigative responsibilities; or"

(c) "information concerning persons or activities that
pose a clear threat to any facility or personnel
of an agency within the Intelligence Community.
Such information may be retained only by the agency
threatened and, if appropriate, by the United
States Secret Service and the FBI."56/

S2525 would authorize counterterrorism investigations of U.S.
persons within the United States pursuant to the same standard
it would require for the targeting of such persons for counter-
intelligence investigations within the United States. (See
Section C.(1) above)

The Church Committee Report recommended that the FBI be
permitted to conduct a preliminary preventive intelligence in-
vestigation "where it has a specific allegation or specific

55
Carter Order 84-209.

56
Id. at 82-208.
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or substantiated information that the American.. .will soon
engage in terrorist activity."57/ The Report also recommended
that a full investigation could be initiated upon 'reasonable
suspicion' that an American.. will soon engage in tOrrorist
activity."58/ The Church Committee Report defined "terrorist
activities" as "acts or conspiracies which: (a) are violentor dangerous to human life; and (b) violate federal or statecriminal statutes concerning assassination, murder, arson,
bombing, hijacking, or kidnapping; and (c) appear intended to,or are likely to have the effect of:

(1) Substantially disrupting federal, state or local
government; or

(2) Substantially disrupting interstate or foreign
commerce between the United States and another
country; or

(3) Directly interfering with the exercise by Ameri-
cans, of Constitutional rights protected by the
Civil Rights Act of 1968 or by foreigners, of
their rights under the laws or treaties of the
United States."59/

HR6051 would allow a preliminary investigation of a U.S.
person within the United States only "(u)pon receipt of aspecific allegation that a person has committed, is committ-ing, or is about to commit a specific act which violates aFederal criminal statute."60/ Further investigation would belimited to investigation ofl'specific acts which violate Fed-.eral criminal statutes."61/

2. What restrictions should be applied to such inves-
tigations (e.g. limitation of techniques, restric-
tion of duration, etc.)?

All of the guidelines mandate the same restrictions for
application to counterterrorism investigations of U.S. persons
as for foreign intelligence investigations of such persons.
(See Section A.(2), (3), (4), and (5) supra).

b/
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 320, Recommendation #44.

58
Id.

59
Id. at Book II, p. 341, Definition (N).

60
HR6051 9113(a).

61
HR6051 112(a).

-35
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F. INVESTIGATIONS OF NON-U.S. PERSONS WITHIN THE UNITED

STATES CONDUCTED FOR THE PURPOSE OF LEARNING ABOUT THE

ACTIVITIES-OF INTERNATIONAL TERRRIT GROUPS (CUNTIER-

TERRORISM)

1. In what circumstances should a non-U.S. person be
targeted for a counterterrorism investigation with-
in the United States?

All of the guidelines would require the same standard
for investigation of non-U.S. persons for counterterrorism
purposes as they would require for investigations of such per-

sons for foreign intelligence purposes. (See Section B.(1)
supra).

2. What restrictions should be applied to such investi-
gations (e.g. limitation of techniques, restriction
of duration, etc.)?

All of the guidelines mandate the same restrictions for

application to counterterrorism investigations of non-U.S.

persons as for foreign intelligence investigations of such

persons. (See Section B.(2), (3), (4), and (5) supra).

G. INVESTIGATION OF U.S. CITIZENS ABROAD FOR FOREIGN INTELLI-

GENCE, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE OR COUNTERTERRORISM PURPOSES

1. In what circumstances should a U.S. person be target-
ed for foreign intelligence, counterintelligence or

counterterrorism investigations abroad?

The Carter Order authorizes investigations for the col-

lection of such information about U.S. persons but limits

collection to the following types of non-publicly available
information:

(a) "information about a person who is reasonably be-

lieved to be acting on behalf of a foreign power,

engaging in international terrorist activities or

narcotics production or trafficking, or endanger-
ing the safety of a person protected by the Uni-
ted States Secret Service or the Department of

State;"
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(b) "information constituting foreign intelligence
or counterintelligence gathered abroad or from
electronic surveillance conducted in compliance
with Section 2-202."

(c) "information acquired by overhead reconnaissance
not directed at specific United States persons;"

(d) "information concerning United States persons
abroad that is obtained in response to requests
from the Department of State for support of its
consular responsibilities relating to the wel-
fare of those persons."62/

S2525 would authorize such investigations of U.S. persons
abroad whenever a designated official of the intelligence
agency involved makes a determination that the information
would be "significant foreign intelligence" and that the
person targeted:

(1) "is reasonably believed to be engaged in any clandes-
tine intelligence activity outside the United States;"

(2) "resides outside the United States and is acting in an
official capacity for a foreign power and the informa-
tion sought concerns such person's official duties or
activities;" or

(3) "is a fugitive from United States justice abroad,
reasonably believed to have relationships with foreign
governments or organizations which would constitute
significant foreign intelligence."63/

The standard for such investigations under S2525 would re-
treat even further from a criminal standard than that re-
quired for investigations of U.S. persons conducted within
the United States.

The Church Committee Report recommended that such in-
vestigations could not be employed for collection of infor-
mation concerning Americans abroad except:

"(a) Information concerning Americans which it is per-
mitted to collect within the United States;

(b) At the request of the Justice Department as part
of criminal investigations or an investigation
of an American for suspected terrorist, or hos-
tile foreign intelligence activities or security
leak or security risk investigations which the
FBI has opened pursuant to (these recommendations)

62
Carter Order 82-208.

63
S2525 8214
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and which is conducted consistently with these
recommendations."64/

HR6051 would allow counterintelligence investigations of U.S.
persons abroad subject to "the prohibitions contained in
subsections (b) and (e) of section 203 of the National Se-
curity Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 403)."65/

2. What restrictions should apply to such investiga-
tions of U.S. persons abroad?

The Carter Order does not limit the techniques which
may be employed in such investigations. However,it requires
Presidential authorization of the technique as well as an
Attorney General finding of "probable cause to believe that
the United States person is an agent of a foreign power" for
utilization of techniques which require a warrant if under-
taken for traditional law enforcement purposes.66/ Very
intrusive techniques may be used without a findTng of crimi-
nal activity. S2525 would require the same limitations on
techniques, procedures and duration for investigations of
U.S. persons abroad as for such investigations conducted with-
in the United States. (See Section A.(2), (3), (4), and (5)
supra).

The Church Committee Report also recommended that such
investigations be conducted consistent with the recommenda-
tions which would govern investigations of U.S. persons with-
in the United States. (See Section A. (2),(3), (4), and (5)
supra).

64Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 306-307, Recommendation #9.

65
HR6051 9304(a)(2).

66
Carter Order 92-201(b).
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VI. OTHER INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS OF U.S. PERSONS

In addition to foreign intelligence, counterintelligence
and counterterrorism investigations initiated under the stan-
dards and procedures described in the previous section, some
of the blueprints for intelligence activities authorize other
investigations based on non-criminal standards for purp6ses
such as investigating possible targets of foreign intelligence
activity, possible recruits for U.S. intelligence, or those
who pose a threat to intelligence agency security. In some
cases, special procedures and restrictions are established to
govern these investigations; in other cases, no special pre-
cautions are taken.

A. AUTHORIZATION OF INVESTIGATION OF TARGETS OF FOREIGN IN-
TELLIGENCE SERVICES OR TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS

1. Should the targeting of potential targets of foreign
intelligence services or terrorist organizations be
authorized?

The Carter Order authorizes such investigations. 1/
S2525 would authorize such investigations. 2/ The Church
Committee Report _/ and HR6051 4/ would not.

2. If so, under what circumstances should such investi-
gations be permitted?

The Carter Order authorizes investigations "for the pur-
pose of protecting foreign intelligence and counterintelli-
gence sources and methods."5 / S2525 would authorize the in-
vestigation of any person "reasonably believed" to be the ob-
ject of a recruitment effort by an intelligence service of
a foreign power or the target of an international terrorist organi-
zation. The bill also would permit investigations of persons en-
gaged in an activity or possessing information which is
"reasonably believed" to be a target. The investigation of
any person "reasonably believed" to be the target of an assas-
sination attempt also would be authorized. 6/1
Carter Order 92-206(c).
2
S2525 9218(a).
3
See Church Committee Report, Book II, pp. 320-323, Recommendation
f4-4.

4
HR6051 88112-113.

5
Carter Order 82-206(c).
6
S2525 8218(a).

- 39

27-462 0 - 78 - 25
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B. PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATION OF TARGETS OF FOREIGN IN-
TELLIGENCE SERVICES OR TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS

1. What special procedures should be established for
such investigations?

Neither the Carter Order nor S2525 establish special
procedures for such cases. 7/

2. Should the subject of such investigation be noti-
fied?

S2525 would require notice unless "(1) informing the
person would jeopardize intelligence sources and methods; or
(2) there is reasonable uncertainty as to whether such per-
son may be cooperating with the foreign intelligence ser-
vice or international terrorists." 8/

C. RESTRICTIONS ON INVESTIGATION OF TARGETS OF FOREIGN IN-
TELLIGENCE SERVICES OR TERRORIST ORGANIZATIONS

1. Should there be limitations on the techniques em-
ployed in such investigations?

The Carter Order authorizes physical surveillance. 9/
S2525 would limit investigations to techniques which would not
require Attorney General approval. See p. 24-25, su ra for a
list of the techniques which require such approval.10/ See
also, p. 23.

7
See Carter Order S2-206(c) and 52525 8218(a).
8
S2525 S218(b).
9
Carter Order 82-206.

10
S2525 S215 limits the techniques authorized therein (those
which would require Attorney General approval) to investigations
initiated "under this subpart," those initiated under the
standards established in 8213/8214; investigation of potential
targets is authorized by a different subpart, 52525 S218.
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2. What should be the purpose of such investigations?

S2525 would direct that-investigations be designed to
"protect against" such terrorist or intelligence activity or
assassination.ll/ Criminal prosecution need not necessarily be
the goal.

3. Should there be limits on the duration of such inves-
tigations?

The Carter Order does not limit duration.12/ S2525 would
permit these investigations to continue for up to 180 days.13/

4. Which entity of the intelligence community should
carry out these investigations?

S2525 would authorize any entity of the intelligence
community to carry them out.14/

D. AUTHORIZATION OF INVESTIGATION OF PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH
SUSPECTED INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

1. Should persons who come in contact with suspected in-
telligence agents be targeted?

The Carter Orderl5/ and S2525 16/ authorize such inves-
tigations. The Church Committee Report recommended prohi-
bition of them except for a narrow exception concerning Ameri-
cans abroad.17/ HR6051 would prohibit them. 18/

11
52525 8218(a)(2).

12
Carter Order 82-206(c).

13
S2525 8218(a).

14
Id.

15
Carter Order 82-208(d).

16
S2525 5220.

17
For the rule, see Church Committee Report, Book II, pp. 321-325;
for the exception, see id. at Book II, p. 307, Recommendation
#11(c).

18
HR6051 88112-113.
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2. In what circumstances should such investigations be
authorized?

The Carter Order authorizes the investigation of any
person coming in contact with present and former employees
and contractors or anyone who comes in contact with the sub-
ject of a lawful counterintelligence or foreign intelligence
investigation.19/ S2525 would authorize the investigation of
any person who has contact with any person "reasonably be-
lieved" to be engaged in "espionage or any other clandestine
intelligence collection activity."20/

The Church Committee Report stated that the FBI should
not investigate the allegation that a U.S. Senator attended a
cocktail party at a foreign embassy where a foreign intelli-
gence agent was present."21/ Recommendation 11, however, pro-
vided that "(t)he CIA may employ covert techniques abroad
against Americans... (t)o the extent necessary to identify per-
sons known or suspected to be Americans who come in contact
with foreigners the CIA is investigating."22/

E. PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATION OF PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH
SUSPECTED INTELLIGENCE AGENTS

1. What special procedures should be established for the
initiation of such investigations?

Neither the Carter Order nor S2525 establishes special
procedures.23/

19
Carter Order 82-208(d).

20
S2525 8220.

21
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 322.

22
Id. at Book II, p. 307, Recommendation #11(c). See also,
Book II, p. 323, Recommendation #47 for limitation on FBI
in conduct of background investigations of federal employees
or contractors: "The authority to conduct such investigations
should not, however, be used as the basis for conducting
investigations of other persons."

23
See Carter Order 82-208 and S2525 8220.
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2. Should the target of such an investigation be noti-
fied of his/her situation?

Neither the Carter Order nor S2525 provides for notifi-
cation.

F. RESTRICTIONS ON INVESTIGATION OF PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH
SUSPECTED INTELLIGENCE AGENTS

1. Should there be limitations on the techniques em-
ployed?

The Carter Order does not limit permissible techni-
ques.24/ S2525 would permit all techniques which do not re-
quire Attorney General approval. .See p. 24, supra, for a
list of the techniques which require such approva .25/ See
also p. 23, supra.

2. Should the duration of such an investigation be re-
stricted?

The Carter Order does not restrict duration.26/ S2525
would allow up to 90 days.27/

3. What should be the purpose of such an investiga-
tion?

The Carter Order limits the scope of such investiga-
tions to "information needed solely to identify" the sub-
ject of the investigation.28/ S2525 would provide that the
investigation may only extend to identifying the person and
finding out if such person has, has had, or will have access
to information the disclosure of which would be harmful to
the U.S.29/

24
See generally, Carter Order 82-201-208

25
S2525 8220.

26
See Carter Order 82-208.

27
S2525 8220.

28
Carter Order 92-208(d).

29
S2525 8220.
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4. Which entity of the intelligence community should
carry out -these investigations?

Both the Carter Order and S2525 authorize any entity of
the intelligence community to engage in these activities.30/

G. AUTHORIZATION OF INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SOURCES OF
ASSISTANCE

1. Should the unconsented investigation of potential
sources of assistance be authorized?

The Carter Order3l/ and S2525 authorize such investiga-
tions.32/ The Church Committee Report recommended that such
activiEles be authorized.33/ HR6051 would not authorize such
investigations.34/

2. If so, under what circumstances should such investi-
gations be authorized?

The Carter Order35/ and S2525 require that a "reasonable
belief" standard be met.36/ The Church Committee Report re-
commended that there should be a "bonafide expectation" that
the subject might be of assistance.37/

H. PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SOURCES OF
ASSISTANCE

30
Carter Order 92-208(d); S2525 8220.

31
Carter Order 92-208(e).

32
S2525 8221.

33
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 303, Recommendation

#8(b)-(c).
34
HR6051 89112-113.

35
Carter Order S2-208(e).

36
S2525 1221.

37
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 303.

44
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1. What special procedures should be established for

such investigations?

None of the guidelines establish special procedures to

govern these investigations.

I. RESTRICTIONS ON INVESTIGATION OF POTENTIAL SOURCES OF

ASSISTANCE

1. Should the nature of the information sought be re-

stricted?

In all cases, the information sought would be limited to

that which is necessary to determine the subject's suitability

for employment or his/her credibility as a source of informa-

tion.38/

2. Should the techniques employed be restricted?

The Carter Order does not restrict techniques.39/ S2525

would authorize all techniques which do not require Attorney

General approval.40/ See p. 24 ,su ra, for a list of techni-

ques which require such approval. TheV Church Committee

Report recommended authorization only of name checks 
and in-

terviews with persons who know the subject.41/

3. Should the duration of such an investigation be re-

stricted?

The Carter Order does not limit the duration of such in-

vestigations. 42/ S2525 would allow 90 days.43/

38
See notes 35, 36, and 37 & accompanying text supra..

39
Carter Order 82-208.

40
S2525 8221.

41
Church Committee Report, Book II, p..303, Recommendation

#8(b)-(c) and ftns. 23-24.
42
Carter Order 92-208

43
S2525 8221.
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The Church Committee Report did not directly discuss the du-
ration of such investigations. However, the Report implied
that the investigations should be short, reflecting the limit-
ed goal of such activities.44/

4. Which entitites of the intelligence community should
be authorized to carry out these investigations?

The Carter Order and S2525 authorize any entity of the
intelligence community to investigate potential sources of
assistance.45/ The Church Committee Report recommended that
the CIA conjiict these investigations with respect to possible
sources for the CIA only and the FBI, with repect to poten-
tial employees of that agency.46/

J. AUTHORIZATION OF INVESTIGATION OF PERSONS IN POSSESSION
OF FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION

1. Should U.S. prsons in possession of foreign intelli-
gence information be subject to investigation?

Only S2525 explicitly would authorize such investiga-
tions of U.S. persons.47/

2. In what circumstances should such investigations
be authorized?

The information would have to constitute "significant"
foreign intelligence .48/

44
See generally, Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 303,
Recommendation #8.

45
See Carter Order 92-208; S2525 8221.

46
See Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 303, Recommendation
#8 and pp. 323-324, Recommendation #47.

47
S2525 8219.

48
Id. at 8219(1).
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K. PROCEDURES FOR INVESTIGATION OF PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION

1. What special procedures should be established?.

A properly designated agency official would have to
determine that the above standard was met (i.e. circumstances
exist).49/

L. RESTRICTIONS ON INVESTIGATION OF PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF
FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION

1. Should the duration of such investigations be re-
stricted?

S2525 would not limit the duration.50/

2. Should there be limitations on the techniques em-
ployed in such investigation?

S2525 would limit investigations to interviews (inclu-
ding pretext interviews) of persons to whom the information
sought might have been disclosed.51/

3. Which entity of the intelligence community should per-
form these investigations?

S2525 would authorize any entity to conduct them.52/

M. AUTHORIZATION OF INVESTIGATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF
SECURITY

49
Id.

50
See generally, S2525 8219.

51
S2525 8219(3).

52
Id. at 8219.
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1. Should persons in the vicinity of installations be
subject to investigation?

The Carter Order does not explicitly authorize such in-
vestigations. S2525 would permit them.53/ The Church Cofmit-
tee recommended authorization of invesEigations while on the
premises.54/ HR6051 would not authorize these activities.

2. What special procedures should be established for
such investigations?

No special procedures are established by any of the regu-
latory schemes.

3. Should there be limitations on the techniques employ-
ed in such investigations?

S2525 would authorize physical surveillance, national
agency checks and requests for records from federal, state,
and local law enforcement agencies.55/ The Church Commit-
tee Report recommended only authorization of physical sur-
veillance while the subject is on the grounds.56/

4. Should the investigation of persons suspected of
posing a threat to installations or personnel be
authorized?

The Carter Order authorizes the investigation of "per-
sons or activities that pose a clear threat to any facility or
personnel."57/ S2525 would authorize the collection of in-
formation c5ii-cerning any person "who is reasonably believed
to be engaging in any activity which poses a clear threat to
the physical safety of any installation or of any personnel."
58/ This standard would be less strict than the general stan-
dard discussed in the previous section (see p.20 , supra);

53
S2525 8222(a).

54
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 302, Recommendation
#7(a).

55
S2525 8222(a).

56
See note 54 supra.

57
Carter Order 82-208(k).

58
S2525 8222(b).
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investigations are intended to determine whether that gen-
eral standard has been met. The Church Committee Report did
not recommend authorization of investigations of this nature
outside of those which would be covered under the general
counterintelligence/counterterrorism standard. See p.2 0 et. seg.
supra. HR6051 would maintain the criminal standard in this
area by not addressing such investigations directly.

5. What special procedures should be established for
such investigations?

Neither the Carter Order nor S2525 establishes special
procedural safeguards for these investigations.

6. Should there be limitations on the techniques em-
ployed in such investigations?

The Carter Order does not limit techniques.59/ S2525
would authorize physical surveillance on or near Ehe instal-
lation, national agency checks, interviews, and requests for
records from federal, state, and local law enforcement agen-
cies.60/

7. Should the duration of such investigations be res-
tricted?

Neither the Carter Order nor S2525 limits the duration
of these investigations.

8. Should employees of intelligence agencies and per-
sons in similar situations be subject to investiga-
tion?

The Carter Order authorizes the investigation of pre-
sent and former employees, present and former contractors and
applicants for employment or a contract in order to "protect
foreign intelligence or counterintelligence sources or me-
thods from unauthorized disclosure."61/ S2525 would permit
investigations of employees, contractors and the employees of
contractors for security reasons.62/
59
Carter Order 2-208(k).

60
S2525 8222(b)(1)-(4).

61
Carter Order 2-208(c).

62
S2525 9222(c).
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The Rockefeller Commission Report recommended that investi-
gations of persons presently or formerly affiliated with the
CIA be authorized only if the Director of the CIA finds that
"the investigation is necessary to protect intelligence sources
or methods the disclosure of which might endanger the national
security."63/ The Church Committee Report recommended provi-
sions for investigations of employees, contractors and their
employees, and applicants for such positions.64/

9. What special procedures should be established for
such investigations?

No special procedures are established by any of the regu-
latory formats.

10. Should there be limitations on the techniques em-
ployed in such investigations?

The Carter Order does not restrict techniques. S2525
would permit all technigues which would not require Attorney
General approval (see Above p. 24, supra for a list of techniques
which do) plus certain techniques which normally would re-
quire Attorney General approval but in this case would be per-
mitted upon the written permission of the head of the inves-
tigating agency.65/

11. Should the duration of such investigations be res-
tricted?

The Carter Order does not restrict duration. S2525
would permit 180 days after which the head of the agency could
authorize continuation of the investigation.66/ The Church
Committee Report did not discuss duration of such investiga-
tions.

63Rockefeller Commission Report, Recommendation (18)b.

64Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 303,6 Recommendation

#8(a).
65
S2525 8222(c).

66
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12. Which agencies of the intelligence community should
be permitted to conduct investigations relating to
the protection of security?

The Carter Order and S2525 permit any entity of the in-
telligence community to conduct these investigations.6

7/
The Church Committee Report explicitly authorized the CIA
and the FBI to take such actions.68/

67
Carter Order 02-208, S2525 1222.

68
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 303, Recommendation
#8 (a) and pp. 323-324, Recommendations #47-49.
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VII. THE USE OF VERY INTRUSIVE TECHNIQUES

"Very intrusive techniques" refers to three types ofinvestigative activities - electronic surveillance bothwithin the U.S. and abroad, mail opening and physical search-es. These techniques have traditionally required a judicial war-
rant when employed for law enforcement purposes.

A. ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE WITHIN THE U.S.

Electronic surveillance within the U.S. refers gen-erally to the intentional targeting of the domestic and in-ternational communications of U.S. persons located in theU.S., the intentional acquisition of the wire communications
of any person in the U.S. where the acquisition occurs withinthe U.S., the intentional acquisition of totally domestic
radio communication or any other monitoring of communica-
tions within the U.S. in which a party to the communication
has a reasonable expectation of privacy.

1. Should electronic surveillance within the U.S. be
authorized?

The Carter Order and S2525 authorize this technique. 1/The Rockefeller Commission Report also authorized this tech-
nique. 2/ The Church Committee Report recommended authoriza-
tion of-such surveillance. 3/ HR6051 would prohibit the use3f this technique. 4/

2. Under what procedures should electronic surveillance
within the U.S. be employed?

The Carter Order does not require that a judicial war-rant be obtained before electronic surveillance is initiated.

1
Carter Order 82-202; S2525 8311 (18 U.S.C. 82522).2
Rockefeller Commission Report, pp. 168-169.
3
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327, Recommendation #51.
4
HR6051 @201
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Presidential approval of the use of such techniques is re-
quired. The determination that the standard has been met is
left to the Attorney General. 5/

S2525 would provide that electronic surveillance within
the U.S. could only be employed pursuant to a judicial war-
rant 6/ issued by a special court the members of which would
be chosen by the Chief Justice from among nominees of the
Chief Judges of the circuit courts.7 / The President would
have to authorize the Attorney General to approve applica-
tions for such warrants. 8/

The Church Committee Report recommended a warrant pro-
cedure for electronic surveillance within the U.S.; no spe-
cial court was recommended. 9/ The Rockefeller Commission
Report recommended either a warrant procedure or a require-
ment of written approval of the Attorney General.10/

3. Against whom and in what circumstances should elec-
tronic surveillance within the U.S. be employed?

The Carter Order does not restrict the use of this tech-
nique against foreigners at all. Electronic surveillance may
be employed against U.S. persons whenever there is "probable
cause" to believe that such person is an "agent of a foreign
power."ll/ "Foreign power" is not defined; "agent of a for-
eign power" is not defined. The Carter Order does not estab-
lish a criminal standard for the use of electronic surveil-
lance within the U.S.

The standard for electronic surveillance which S2525
would establish was taken from the Foreign Intelligence Su-
veillance Act(S1566) as it was when S2525 was introduced and
will presumably be amended to reflect the terms of the Act
when passed by the Congress. As passed by the Senate S1566
would authorize electronic surveillance only when:

1) "the target of the electronic surveillance is a
_ foreign power or an agent of a foreign power; and

5
Carter Order 92-201(b).

6
S2525 8311 (18 U.S.C. 82522).

7
Id. at 8311 (18 U.S.C. 82523).

8
Id. at 8311 (18 U.S.C. 82522).

9
Church Committee Report, Book II, pp. 327-328, Recommenda-
tions #51-52.

10
Rockefeller Commission Report, p. 168.

11
Carter Order 82-201(b).
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2) the facilities or the place at which the electronic
surveillance is directed are being used, or are a-
bout to be used, by a foreign power or an agent of
a foreign power;

3) the purpose of the surveillance is to obtain foreign
intelligence information; and

4) that such information cannot reasonably be obtained
by normal investigative techniques."12/

The bill also would require a number of procedural safeguards.
The Church Committee Report recommended a require-

ment that all American citizens and resident aliens be tar-
geted pursuant to Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and
Safe Streets Act of 1968 - specific criminal activity must be
suspected.13/ A limited exception is made for foreigners,
for whom a warrant may issue if:

"(a) There is probable cause that the target is an
officer, employee, or conscious agent of a for-
eign power.

(b) The Attorney General has certified that the sur-
veillance is likely to reveal information nec-
essary to the protection of the nation against
actual or potential attack or other hostile acts
of force of a foreign power; to obtain foreign
intelligence information deemed essential to
the security of the U.S.; or to protect national
security information against hostile foreign in-
telligence activity."l4/

The Church Committee Report recommended limitation of
electronic surveillance of foreigners within the U.S. to sit-
uations in which the information sought was necessary to
the security of the nation. The implication is that the Com-
mittee did not intend this to be common practice; rather, the
non-criminal standard for foreigners was to be a narrow ex-
ception to the criminal standard. The Rockefeller Commission
Report recommended that the minimum threshhold for approval
of electronic surveillance should be a finding that the nation-

12
S1566 82 (18 U.S.C. 82524).

13
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327-328, Recommendation

#52.
14

Id. at Recommendation #52(a)-(b).
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al security was involved and the "circumstances included a
significant connection with a foreign power."15/

4. What efforts should be made to reduce the gathering
of information about individuals not targeted for
investigation?

The Carter Order does not require that any attention be
paid to minimization. S2525 would direct that minimization
procedures be developed and that the court review these pro-
cedures to make sure they are reasonable.16/ The Church Com-
mittee Report also directs that attention be paid to minimi-
zation.17/

5. Which entities of the intelligence community should
be authorized to engage in electronic surveillance
within the U.S.?

The.Carter Order authorizes any entity, except the CIA,
to use this technique.18/ S2525 would authorize the FBI, CIA,
and NSA.19/ The Church Committee Report recommended
that only the FBI and NSA be permitted to use this tech-
nique.20/

15
Rockefeller Commission Report, p. 168.

16
S2525 8311 (18 U.S.C. 992521 (b) (8), 2524 (a) (5), and
2525(b) (2) (A)).

17
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327, Recommendation
#52(c). Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
Streets Act of 1968 also requires minimization.

18
Carter Order 82-202.

19
See S2525 88506(a) and 215(6) for FBI's authority to
engage in electronic surveillance within the United States.
See 5252 5 9413 (c) (2) for limited authorization for the CIA.
The NSA waq established for, among other purposes, monitoring
communications. S2525 §9602(2) and 611(b).

20
For authorization for FBI use, see Church Committee Report,
Book II, p. 327, Recommendation #52 and Book II, p. 320, Re-
commendation #44. For authorization for nSA, see Book IT,
). i9, Ppcmman~antion #1c.

-55

27-462 0 - 78 - 26
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B. FOREIGN ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE

As defined in S2525 the term "foreign electronic
or signals intelligence activities" means:

"the acquisition of information by the interception of
wire communications, nonpublic radio communications,
or oral communications without the knowledge of all
parties, or the installation or use of a device for
monitoring to acquire information without the know-
ledge of the persons or activities monitored, but does
not include 'electronic surveillance within the Uni-
ted States' as defined in Chapter 120 of Title 18,
U.S. Code."21/

1. Should foreign electronic surveillance be authorized?

All of the proposed schemes to govern the intelligence
community except HR6051 would authorize this technique.22/

2. Under what procedures should foreign electronic sur-
veillance be employed?

The Carter Order establishes the same procedures for
this technique as it does for electronic surveillance within
the U.S. - i.e. there is no warrant requirement.23/ S2525
would require a warrant and the same procedures would apply
to this technique as apply to electronic surveillance within
the U.S.24/ The Church Committee Report also recommended
that a warrant be required for such surveillance.25/

3. In what circumstances should foreign electronic
surveillance be employed?

21
S2525 8321 (18 U.S.C. 82531(b)).

22
See Carter Order 82-202; S2525 8321 (18 U.S.C. 82533);
Church Committee Report,.Book II, p. 327, Recommendation #51.

23
Carter Order 82-201(b).

24
S2525 3321 (18 U.S.C. 82534). See also, id. 8311 (18 U.S.C.
82524).

25
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327, Recommendation
#51.
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The Carter Order applies the same standard abroad as it
does for other electronic surveillance.26/ S2525 would broad-
en the standard it would establish for electronic surveillance
within the U.S. by adding to it. The bill would provide that
any U.S. person who is an "agent of a foreign power" or
whose activities outside the U.S. would, if engaged in within
the U.S., meet the definition of "agent of a foreign power"
could be targeted.27/ In addition, another category related
to criminal conduct would be added--- "a fugitive from U.S.
justice abroad, information about whose relationships with
foreign governments would constitute foreign intelligence
information."28/ In addition, a U.S. person could be targeted
abroad if engaged in non-criminal activities if "the U.S.
person targeted is an officer or employee of a foreign power
residing abroad, information about whose official duties or
communications may constitute foreign intelligence informa-
tion."29/ The Church Committee Report recommended applica-
tion of the same standard abroad as it did within the U.S.30/

4. What efforts to reduce the gathering of information
about individuals targeted for investigation should
be made?

The Carter Order does not provide for minimization.
S2525 would direct that procedures be developed, as did the
Church Committee Report.31/

26
Carter Order 882-201 - 202.

27
S2525 8321 (18 U.S.C. 82534(b)(3)(A)-(B))

28
Id. at S321 (18 U.S.C. 82534(b)(3)(D)).

29
Id. at 8321 (18 U.S.C. 82534(b)(3)(C)).

30
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327, Recommendation
#51.

31
See S2525 8321 (18 U.S.C. 882532, 2534(a)(5), and 2534(b)(4)).
See also Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327, Recommenda-
tion #52 (Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
referred to therein provides the necessary minimization
procedures).
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5. Which entities of the intelligence community should
be authorized to conduct these surveillances?

The Carter Order authorizes any entity.32/ S2525 and
the Church Committee Report would authorize the CIA and NSA
to employ this technique.33/

C. PHYSICAL SEARCHES AND UNAUTHORIZED ENTRIES

1. Should physical searches for foreign intelligence,
counterintelligence and counterterrorism purposes be
authorized?

The Carter Order authorizes searches for intelligence
purposes both within the U.S. and abroad.34/ S2525 would
authorize searches within the U.S. and abro-a .35/ Tne Church
Committee Report also recommended authorization of phy-
sical searches.36/ HR6051 only would authorize physical
searches pursuant to Title 18, that is, under a criminal
warrant procedure.31/

2. What procedures should apply to the use of this
technique?

The Carter Order does not require a warrant; the same
procedures which apply for electronic surveillance apply to
physical searches - i.e.,the President must approve the use
of the technique and the Attorney General must authorize the
search and find that the target is an agent of a foreign
power.38/

32
Carter Order 52-202.

33
Authorization for employment of this technique derives from
the general scope of the entities' authority.

34
Carter Order 82-204.

35
S2525 S341.

36
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 328, Recommendation #54.

37
This authorization is implicit by the omission of a prohibi-
tion within the provisions of the HR6051.

38see Carter Order 92-201(b) and 2-204.
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S2525 would require a warrant for searches abroad as well as
within the U.S.39/ The Church Committee Report recommended
requiring a warFant.40/

3. What standard should apply to the use of this tech-
nique?

The Carter Order applies the same non-criminal stan-
dard it uses to authorize electronic surveillance.41/
S2525 would apply the same standard for searches wiEhin the
U.S. as it would apply to electronic surveillance within
the U.S. (See p. 54, supra)42/ Searches conducted abroad
would be governed by the same standard which would cover
foreign electronic surveillance (see p. 58, supra) 43/
The Church Committee Report recommended application of the
same standard it suggested for electronic surveillance both
within the U.S. and abroad - a criminal standard with a
narrow exception for foreigners.44/ HR6051 would require
a criminal search warrant in all cases.45/

4. Should multiple searches be permitted?

The Carter Order authorizes multiple searches.46/

39
S2525 9341(a).

40
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 328, Recommendation #54.

41
Carter Order 82-201(b).

42
S2525 8341.

43
Id. at 9341(b) (2).

44
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 328, Recommendation #54.

45
This requirement is implicit since HR6051 does not
exempt physical searches from existing law.

46
The plural "searches" i's used throughout the applicable
section; see Carter Order 92-204.
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S2525 would authorize them abroad.47/ The Church Committee
and HR6051 did not authorize multiple searches.48/

5. Which entities of the intelligence community should
be authorized to conduct these searches?

The Carter Order authorizes the FBI at home and any
entity abroad.49/ S2525 would not explicitly limit authori-
zation to conduct physical searches to a particular entity.
The Church Committee Report authorized only the FBI to conduct
such searches within the U.S. and the CIA abroad.50/

D. MAIL OPENING

1. Should the opening of a U.S. person's mail be author-
ized and, if so, in what circumstances?

The Carter Order authorizes mail opening in U.S. postal
channels under existing statutes and abroad under the same
standard it applies to electronic surveillance.51/ 52525
would leave current law enforcement procedures to govern the
opening of mail within U.S. postal channels 52/ and would
authorize the opening of a U.S. person's mail outside the U.S.
postal channels pursuant to the same standard adopted for elec
tronic surveillance within the U.S. (See p. 54, supra)5 3 /

With respect to mail passing between two persons, one
of whom is an American, the Church Committee Report recommend-
ed restriction of mail opening to cases in which there is prob-

47
See S2525 S341; note the plural "searches".

48
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 328, Recommendation #54
uses the singular form of the noun. Existing search and
seizure law, in effect under JR 6051, requires a warrant for
each search.

49
Carter Order 12-204.

50
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 299, p. 306-307.

51
See Carter Order 882-201(b) and 2-205.

52
S2525 8351 (a) (1).

53
Id. at 9351.

60
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able cause to believe that the piece of mail contains evi-
dence of a crime.54/ Concerning mail correspondence in which
both parties are foreigners, the Report established the same
standard as it established for electronic surveillance of
foreigners.(See p. 58 , supra)55/ The Rockefeller Commission
Report recommended "that the CIA is not to engage...in domes-
tic mail openings except with statutory authority in time of
war."56/ HR6051 would not authorize mail opening.

2. Under what procedures should this technique be con-
ducted?

The Carter Order applies the same procedures to the mail
of a U.S. person abroad which it establishes for electronic
surveillance - no warrant requirement.57/ S2525 would re-
quire that a judicial warrant be obtained in all cases.58/
The Church Committee Report also required a warrant for
mail opening.59/

3. Should multiple searches be permitted?

The Carter Order permits multiple searches, as would
S2525.60/ The Church Committee Report was unclear on this
question.61/

54
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 328, Recommendation #53
and p. 315, Recommendation #37(a).

55
Id. at p. 328, Recommendation #53 and pp. 315-316, Recommenda-
tion #37(b). See also p. 327-328, Recommendation #52.

56
Rockefeller Commission Report, Recommendation (13)a.

57
See Carter Order 882-201(b) and 2-205.

58
S2525 8351.

59
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 327, Recommendation #51.

60
Carter Order uses the term "open mail;" see Carter Order
12-205 S2525 uses the term "opening of mail;" see S2525 8351.

61
See Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 328, Recommendation
#53 and pp. 315-316, Recommendation #37.
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4. Which entities of the intelligence community should
employ this technique?

The Carter Order authorizes any entity.62/ S2525 would

authorize the FBI and, in some cases, the CIA to conduct mail

openings. The Church. Committee Report would authorize only
the FBI to use this technique at home.63/

62
Carter Order §2-205.

63
See S2525 at Title V and 9413 (c) (2) and Church Committee
Report, Book II, pp. 298-299.
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VIII. MAINTENANCE AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
OBTAINED IN INTELLIGENCE INVESTIGATIONS

Information gathered in intelligence investigations
is subject to misuse. Because of the sensitive nature of
the information, its maintenance and dissemination should
be controlled. Release of information could be damaging
to the subject; selective dissemination could be used, for
example, to discredit political opponents of the Adminis-
tration. However, important information must be made avail-
able to policy-makers.

A. MAINTENANCE

1. Should the period of time for which information may
be retained be prescribed?

The Carter Order does not limit the period of reten-
tion, nor would S2525. 1/ The Church Committee Report requir-
ed that information be sealed or purged upon completion of the
investigation in which it was obtained. 2/ Improperly obtain-
ed information would be "sealed or purged as soon as practic-
able." 3/

B. DISSEMINATION

1. To whom, within a given agency, should private in-
formation which identifies a U.S. person be dissem-
inated?

The Carter Order does not govern such dissemination. 4/
S2525 would restrict such dissemination to persons who re-
quire the information for the discharge of authorized govern-
mental responsibilities. 5/

1
Carter Order 82-310; S2525 8231.
2
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 330, Recommendation #65.

3
Id. at Recommendation #66.

4
See generally Carter Order 82-310.

5
S2525 8232(b).
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The Church Committee Report did not cover intra-agency dis-
semination. 6/

2. To which agencies and departments and in what cir-
cumstances should private foreign intelligence in-
formation which identifies a U.S. person be disse-
minated?

The Carter Order does not restrict interagency dissem-
ination within the intelligence community. 7/ S2525 would
authorize dissemination of such information when the recip-
ient has lawful access to foreign intelligence information
and the identity of the U.S. person is essential to an
assessment of the information. 8/ The Church Committee Re-
port did not authorize such dissemination outside the De-
partment of Justice other than to the Department of State
and the National Security Council. 9/

3. To which agencies and in what circumstances should
yrivate counterintelligence and counterterrorism
information which identifies a U.S. person be dis-
seminated?

The Carter Order does not restrict interagency dis-
semination of such information.10/ S2525 would authorize
dissemination to any agency having lawful counterintelli-
gence or counterterrorism responsibilities and having a direct
interest in the information.ll/ The Church Committee Report
recommended authorization of dissemination of counterterrorism
information to any law enforcement agency having jurisdiction
over the criminal activity to which the information relates.12/

6
See generally, Church Committee Report, Book II, pp. 330-331.
7
See note 4 supra.
8
S2525 8232(c).
9
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 331, Recommendation #67(b)(2).
10
See note 4 supra.

11
S2525 8232 (d) (1).

12
Church Committee Report, Book II, pp. 330-331, Recommendation
#67(a)(1).
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4. In what circumstances should private foreign in-
telligence information which identifies a U.S.
person be disseminated to a foreign government?

The Carter Order authorizes dissemination of foreign
intelligence information to "entities of cooperating foreign
governments" without restrictions.13/ S2525 would not autho-
rize such dissemination.14/ The Church Committee Report rec-
ommended allowance of dissemination of such information to
foreign governments if relevant to an activity permitted by
the recommendations.15/

5. In what circumstances should private counterintelli-
gence or counterterrorism which identifies a U.S.
person be disseminated to a foreign government?

The Carter Order does not restrict such dissemination;
information may be given to "cooperating foreign govern-
ments."16/ S2525 would permit dissemination if the informa-
tion indicates that the U.S. person concerned could be en-
gaged in international terrorist activities or in clandes-
tine intelligence activities of direct interest to that
foreign government if such dissemination is clearly in the
interest of the U.S.17/ The Church Committee Report recom-
mended authorization of dissemination of counterterrorism infor-
mation to foreign law enforcement agencies having jurisdic-
tion over the criminal activity to which the information re-
lates and to foreign intelligence agencies if relevant to
an authorized activity.18/

13
Carter Order 92-310(c).

14
S2525 limits such dissemination to counterterrorism and
counterintelligence information; see S2525 8232(d)(2).

15
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 330-331, Recommendation
#67(b)(3)-(4).

16
Carter Order 92-310(c).

17
S2525 9232(d)(2).

18
Church Committee Report, Book II, p. 330-331, Recommendation
#67(a) (1), (4).
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6. Should information relating to criminal activity
be disseminated to law enforcement authorities?

All of the guidelines discussed provide for suchdissemination.19/

7. ngShould the dissemintio Of "misinformation" abouta U.S. pe i no be auth ahori

The Carter order does not restrict such disseminationfor purposes consistent with a legitimate intelligence acti-vity.20/ S2525 would authorize the dissemination of "mis-inforii-tion" under certain circumstances.21/ The Church Com-mittee Report did not recommend authorization of such dis-semination.

See Carter Order 82-310(a), S2525 8232(d), Church Committee
Report, Book II, pp. 330-331, Recommendation #67.

20
The issue is not directly addressed. The only possible
safeguard appears in Carter Order, 82-102.

21
S2525 8242.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE DOCUMENTS

CARTER ORDER

The Carter Order, Executive Order 12036, 1/ is currently
in force "in order to provide for the organization and control
of United States foreign intelligence activities." 2/ Under
the definitions set forth in the Carter Order, "foreign in-
telligence means information relating to the capabilities,
intentions and activities of foreign powers, organizations or
persons, but not including counterintelligence except for
information on international terrorist activities." 3/ Not-
withstanding the exclusion of counterintelligence from the
scope of the definition of "foreign intelligence," the Car-
ter Order explicitly includes "counterintelligence" within
its provisions. 4/

CHURCH COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

On January 27, 1975, the United States Senate, through
Senate Resolution 21, established a Select Committee under
the chairmanship of Senator Church "to conduct an investi-
gation and study of governmental operations with respect
to intelligence activities and of the extent, if any, to
which illegal, improper, or unethical activities were en-
gaged in by any agency of the Federal Government." The Church
Committee, pursuant to the mandate of S.Res. 21, focused its
inquiry on three broad questions:

1. Whether intelligence activities have functioned in
accordance with the Constitution and the law of the
U.S.; 2. Whether the structure, programs, past his-
tory, and present policies of the American intelli-
gence system have served the national interests in
a manner consistent with declared national poli-
cies and purposes; and 3. Whether the processes
through which the intelligence agencies have been
directed and controlled have been adequate to assure

1
Carter Executive Order 12036, reprinted in Vol.43, No.18
-Federal Register pp. 3674-3692 (Jan. 26, 1978).
2
Id. at p. 36.74.
3
Id. @4-205.

4
Sea, e.g., id. at 91-304.
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conformity with policy and the law. 5/

The Church Committee's Final Report, S.Rep.No. 94-755,. was
issued in six volumes on April 14, 1976. Most of the
Committee's recommendations are contained in Book II, In-
telligence Activities and the Rights of Americans. Re-
commendations concerning CIA activities abroad are in Book
I, Foreign and Military Intelligence. Book III contains the
Supplementary Detailed Staff Reports on Intelligence Acti-
vities and the Rights of Americans.

FORD ORDER

On February 19, 1976, President Ford issued Executive
Order 11905 to govern "United States Foreign Intelligence
Activities." 6/ The Ford Order was designed "to improve the
quality of intelligence needed for national security, to
clarify the authority and responsibilities of the intelligence
departments and agencies, and to establish effective over-
sight to assure compliance with law in the management and
direction of intelligence agencies and departments of the na-
tional government." 7/ The Carter Order, mentioned above,
superseded the Ford Order.

HR6051

HR6051 was introduced in the House of Representatives
on April 5, 1977. HR6051, the Federal Intelligence Activi-
ties Control Act of 1977, was established as a bill "(t)o
prevent abuses of power by the intelligence agencies of the
Federal Government, to limit the jurisdiction of the Fed-
eral Bureau of Investigation and the Central Intelligence
Agency, to regulate dissemination of information by intelli-
gence agencies, to amend the Freedom of Information Act to
promote greater public access to the operation of intelli-
gence agencies, to punish deception of Congress or the pub-
lic by officials of the intelligence agencies, to establish
procedures for assuring compliance with the foregoing mea-
sures, and for other purposes." 8/ HR6051 was referred
jointly to the Committees on the Judiciary, Banking, Finance
and Urban Affairs, Armed Services, and Government Operations.

5
Church Committee Report, S. Rep. No. 94-755, Book I, pp. 3-4*
6
Ford Executive Order 11905, ted in Vol. 41, No. 34
Federal Register pp. 7703- 7Feb. 18, 1976).
7
Id. at §1.

8
HR6051 at p. 1.
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PIKE COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

The House Select Committee on Intelligence was esta-
blished pursuant to House Resolution 591 (94th Congress,
2nd Session). It was directed to conduct an inquiry into
the organization, operation, and oversight of the intelli-
gence community. The Pike Committee Recommendations were
published on February 11, 1976 as House Report No. 94-833,
94th Cong., 2nd Sess. (Wash. GPO 1976.) 9/

ROCKEFELLER COMMISSION REPORT

The Rockefeller Commission Report stemmed from Exe-
cutive Order 11828. In that order, President Ford establish-
ed the Commission and set forth tasks to be completed by the
Commission; primarily, the Commission, under the chairman-
ship of Vice-President Rockefeller, was to "(d)etermine
whether existing safeguards are adequate to prevent any acti-
vities which violate the provisions of 50 U.S.C. 403.1"10/
The Commission, established in January 1975, met in cloEsed
sessions and issued a report of their findings in June
1975.11/

S2525

Introduced on February 6, 1978, S2525, if and when
enacted, will supersede the Carter Order and provide the
"statutory basis for the national intelligence activities of
the United States."12/ Title I of S2525 defines "national
intelligence activity" as "any special activity in support
of national foreign policy objectives, or, any foreign in-
telligence activity the primary purpose of which is to pro-
duce national intelligence."13/

S2525 is divided into seven titles. Titles IV, V and
VI establish the statutory basis for the key agencies of the
intelligence community. Title IV governs the CIA, establishes
its functions, authority, appropriations and sets all other
bureaucratic guidelines. Title V defines the authority of
the FBI to engage in various activities and Title VI estab-
lishes the National Security Agency and defines its authority.

9
Pike Committee Text, published in the Village Voice,
"Special Supplement" (36pages) (1976).

10
Executive Order 11828 92(b).
11
Report to the President by the Commission on CIA Activities
within the United States (the Rockefeller Commission-June 1975).
12

S2525 at p. 1.
13

S2525 1104(23). on
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Titles I, II and III are the heart of S2525. Title I

defines the scope of allowable activities in which the in-
telligence community may engage. Title II, entitled "In-
telligence Activities and Constitutional Rights," deals with
the Constitutional rights of persons affected by intelli-
gence activities. Title III deals with the employment of very

intrusive techniques.
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APPENDIX B: S. 2525 AND THE NATIONAL SECURITY ACT
ON CIA OPERATIONS WITHIN THE U.S.

The National Security Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 403)
barred the CIA from exercising "any police, subpeona,
enforcement powers, or internal security functions within
the United States." Because of excessive secrecy surround-
ing the CIA and its covert mission, and the consequent
lack of public accountability, Congress determined that
the agency's focus should be exclusively outward. Title
IV of S. 2525 (Section 432 (b) ) states that the agency
"shall have no police, subpeona or law enforcement powers,
nor perform any internal security or criminal investiga-
tion functions except to the extent expressly authorized
by this Act." The exceptions are numerous.

First, the CIA is permitted to conduct foreign intelli-
gence investigations in the United States directed against
foreign persons, a category which includes resident aliens
and some citizens. The CIA may also conduct counterintelli-
gence and counterterrorism activities within the United
States as are "integrally related" to its activities abroad.
These activities may include investigations and preventive
actions directed against United States persons as well as
foreigners.

Second, the CIA is broadly authorized to conduct in-
vestigations in the United States to determine objects of
recruitment, possible targets, foreign contacts, and "po-
tential sources", activities now barred by law. See Weis-
mann V. CIA, 565 F. 2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

Third, the CIA is authorized to conduct investiga-
tions to protect its installations and personnel in the
United States from "physical threats" and to engage in ac-
tivities to "counter" espionage or "prevent" terrorism in
this country.

The domestic jurisdiction flowing from all of these
authorizations is subject to expansion. Because jurisdic-
tional disputes are to be settled independent of the charter's
provisions (see 9 141 (3) and 9 113 (k) ), CIA authority
may be further expanded.

71

27 -4 620-78--27
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STATEMENT OF MORTON H. HALPERIN, DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON NATIONAL SECURITY
AND CIVIL LIBERTIES, BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY GOVERN-
MENTAL OPERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, DECEMBER 5, 1975

Mr. Chairman: I consider it an honor and a privilege to be invited to testify before
this committee on the question of covert operations. From this committee's unprec-
edented review of the activities of our intelligence agencies must come a new
definition of what the American people will permit to be done in their name abroad
and allow to be done to them at home. No problem is more difficult and contentious
than that of covert operations.

It appears that I have been cast in the role of the spokesman on the left on this
issue. It is an unaccustomed position and one that I accept with some discomfort. It
should be clear to the committee that there are a great many thoughtful and
articulate Americans whose views on this question are considerably to the left of
mine, at least as these terms are normally used. I would not presume to speak for
them. Nor, Mr. Chairman, am I speaking for the organizations with which I am now
affiliated. I appear as you requested as an individual to present my own views.

I believe that the United States should no longer maintain a career service for the
purpose of conducting covert operations and covert intelligence collection by human
means.

I believe also that the United States should eschew as a matter of national policy
the conduct of covert operations. The prohibition should be embodied in a law with
the same basic structure as the stature on assassinations which the committee has
already recommended.

These proposals are not put forward because I believe that no covert operation
could ever be in the American interest or because I could not conceive of circum-
stances where the capability to conduct a covert operation might seem to be impor-
tant to the security of the United States. I can in fact envision such circumstances.
However, I believe that the potential for covert operation has been greatly over-
rated and in my view the possible benefits of a few conceivable operations are far
outweighed by the costs to our society of maintaining a capability for covert oper-
ations and permitting the executive branch to conduct such operations.

The revelations made by this committee in its report on assassinations are in
themselves sufficient to make my case. I will rely on these illustrations not because
there are not many others of which we are all aware but rather to avoid any
dispute over facts.

The case against covert operations is really very simple. Such operations are
incompatible with our democratic institutions, with Congressional and public con-
trol over foreign policy decisions, with our constitutional rights, and with the
principles and ideals that this Republic stands for in the world.

Let me begin with the last point. The CIA operations described in this commit-
tee's assassination report are disturbing not only because murder was planned and
attempted, but also because the operations went against the very principles we
claim to stand for in the world. In Cuba, the Congo and Chile we intervened in the
internal affairs of other countries on our own initiative and in the belief that we
had the right to determine for others what kind of government their country needed
and who posed a threat to their welfare. We acted not because we believed those
that we opposed were the tools of foreign powers kept in office by outside interven-
tion; rather we acted in the face of assertions by the intelligence community that
the leaders we opposed were popular in their own lands.

In the Congo our efforts were directed at keeping Lumumba from speaking and
keeping the parliament from meeting because we believed that allowing him to
speak or allowing the parliament to meet would have meant that Lumumba would
be back in office. In Chile we preached to the military the need to ignore the
constitution and to over-throw a democratically elected government. We warned
that the alternative was deprivation and poverty for the Chilean people.

All of these things were undertaken in the name of the United States but without
the knowledge or consent of the Congress or the public. Nor could such consent
have been obtained. Can you imagine a President asking the Congress to approve a
program of seeking to reduce the people of Chile to poverty unless their military, in
violation of the Constitution, seized power; or the President seeking funds to be used
to keep the Congolese Parliament out of session so that it could not vote Lumumba
back into office; or the authority to promise leniency to Mafia leaders if they would
help to assassinate Castro. These programs were kept covert not only because we
would be embarrassed abroad, but also because they would not be approved if they
were subjected to the same congressional and public scrutiny as other programs.
That is one major evil of having a covert capability and allowing our Presidents to
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order such operations. The assassination themselves may have been an aberration;
the means and purposes of our interventions were not.

Another inevitable consequence of conducting covert operations is that it distorts
our democratic system in ways that we are only beginning to understand. Covert
operations by their nature cannot be debated openly in ways required by our
constitutional system. Moreover, they require efforts to avoid the structures that
normally govern the conduct of our officials. One obvious area is lying to the public
and the Congress.

We should not forget that the erosion of trust between the government and the
people in this Republic began with the U-2 affair and has continued through a
series of covert operations including Chile. Whether or not perjury was committed-
and I see little doubt that it was-it is surely the case that the Congress and the
public were systematically deceived about the American intervention in Chile. Such
deception must stop if we are to regain the trust needed in this nation; it cannot
stop as long as we are conducting covert operations. Given the current absence of
consensus on foreign policy goals, such operations will not be accorded the deference
they were given in the past. Critics will press as they do now on Angola and
Portugal. And administrations will feel the need and the right to lie.

Surely at this point in time it is not necessary to remind ourselves of the
certainty that the techniques that we apply to others will inevitably be turned on
the American people by our own intelligence services. Whether that extends to
assassination has sadly become an open question but little else is.

The existence of a capability for covert operations inevitably distorts the decision
making process. Presidents confronted with hard choices in foreign policy have to
face a variety of audiences in framing a policy. This in my view is all to the good. It
keeps us from straying far from our principles, from what a majority of our citizens
are prepared to support, from a policy out of touch with reality. The overt policies of
the American government ultimately come under public scrutiny and Congressional
debate. Long before that they have been subjected to bureaucratic struggles in
which the opponents of the policy have their day in court.

Our intelligence analysts are free to explain why the policy will not work. With
covert policies none of this happens. Intelligence community analysts were not told
of the plans to assassinate Castro and so they did not do the careful analysis
necessary to support their view that it would make no difference. The Assistant
Secretary of State for Latin America was kept in the dark about Track II in Chile so
he was not able to argue against it and inadvertently deceived the public.

In fact, I would argue that the route of covert operations is often chosen precisely
to avoid the bureaucratic and public debate which our Presidents and their closest
advisers come to despise. That is prescisely what is wrong with them. Our Presi-
dents should not be able to conduct in secret operations which violate our principles,
jeopordize our rights, and have not been subject to the checks and balances which
normally keep policies in line.

You will hear, I am sure, various proposals to cure these evils by better forms of
control. Such proposals are important, well-intentioned and certainly far better
than the status quo, but I have come to believe that they cannot succeed in curing
the evils inherent in having a covert capability. The only weapon that opponents of
a Presidential policy, inside or outside the executive branch, have is public debate.
If a policy can be debated openly, then Congress may be persuaded to constrain the
President and public pressure may force a change in policy. But if secrecy is
accepted as the norm and as legitimate, then the checks put on covert operations
can easily be ignored.
. Let me conclude by violating my self-imposed rule to draw only on cases in the

assassination report and discuss some rumored current covert operations. I ask you
to assume (since I assume that the committee is not prepared to confirm) that the
United States now has underway a major program of intervention in Angola and a
plan to create an independent Azores Republic should that prove necessary. I ask
you to consider how the Congress and the public would treat these proposals if they
were presented openly for public debate. Congress could, in principle, vote publicly
to send aid to one side in the Angolan civil war as other nations are doing and we
could publicly invite the people of the Azores to choose independence and gain our
support. But because we maintain a covert operations capability and because such
operations are permitted, the President can avoid debate in the bureaucracy and
with the Congress and the public. We can be drawn deeply into commitments
without our consent and have actions taken on our behalf that we have no opportu-
nity to stop by public pressure or to punish at the polls.

Mr. Chairman, in response to the position I have outlined briefly this morning,
one is confronted with a parade of hypothetical horribles-the terrorists with the



nuclear weapons, a permanent oil embargo and the like. To these I would reply in
part that such scenarios seem implausible and should they occur the likelihood that
covert capabilities could make an important difference also seems remote. As to the
consequences of legislating a total prohibition in light of the possible unexpected
catastrophe, I am content to call your attention back to the committee's excellent
treatment of this issue in your assassination report.

This country is not, in my view, in such dangerous perils that it need continue to
violate its own principles and ignore its own constitutional system to perpetuate a
capability which has led to assassination attempts, to perjury, and to the subversion
of all that we stand for at home and abroad. We are secure and we are free. Covert
operations have no place in that world.

Mr. Chairman, let me say again how grateful I am for this opportunity to
participate in this historic debate. I have published two articles on this subject
which I have attached to this statement and which I request be made part of the
record of your hearings.

I look forward to your questions.

Mr. HALPERIN. Mr. Chairman, I think that General Stilwell's
statement has really raised the fundamental issue that this com-
mittee faces-I tried to deal with it in my statement in a somewhat
different way-of how you should go about trying to design the
limitations and the authorization of the intelligence agencies. What
General Stilwell has done is to point out to you that there are
restrictions and limitations put on the intelligence agencies by this
bill, and he has suggested that the intelligence agencies would
prefer to operate without them. For example, he says they would
like to investigate Americans abroad when they have suspicion and
questions about their activities.

Now, obviously from the point of view of the intelligence agen-
cies, a free hand and an appeal to responsibility and dedication
makes it easier for them to operate. In my view, the record of
abuse that has occurred in the past, and the interest this country
has in constitutional rights, makes it insufficient for the intelli-
gence agencies and their supporters to say it is harder for us to
operate without this; we would like to go after people and target
them under these circumstances. What is necessary is a much
more searching questioning of whether or not these restrictions
will in fact interfere with the kind of intelligence operations that
we would like to have.

It is not enough to say we would like to be able to do more. What
is necessary is for past intelligence officers, out of their experience,
or current intelligence officers, to come forward with specific, con-
crete cases, specific, concrete illustrations of what they would rea-
sonably like to be permitted to do, and what they would not be able
to do under the provisions of this bill, and to give some kind of an
assessment of the cost to effective intelligence collection, to effec-
tive intelligence operation of the restrictions that are contained in
the bill.

Now, I have not found in the statement, as I have read it and
listened to it, any such analysis. What we have is simply the
assertion that Mr. Helms would not want to be Director if these
restrictions were in effect. We have the assertion that the intelli-
gence agencies could not operate effectively if these restrictions
were in effect. What we do not have are--

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Halperin, just for your information and for
others, the committee is presently engaged, with the cooperation,
understanding and full participation on the part of the President,
with the top people in the intelligence community across the board



in just this kind of. point by point dialog, so that we know where
there are specific problems, where inadvertently we might provide
the kind of provisions that General Stilwell is talking about that
would make it impossible to do the job. I should note that.

Mr. HALPERIN. Well, I welcome that, Mr. Chairman, and I would
urge you to make as much of that public as you can. I would also
urge that in trying to strike the balance in the bill, you recognize
that abuses may hurt us in the future, and it is not simply enough
to decide where the balance should be struck and then try to make
legislation to suit it. One must ask the question also, are there
possible loopholes here? Are there possible ways in which the
authority in the bill has been abused in the past and might be
abused in the future?

To say that we should rely in the future on the responsibility
and dedication to the Constitution of our elected officials or offi-
cials of intelligence agencies seems to me to ignore the critical
lesson of the past, that those people given the responsibilities will
be tempted to abuse them.

We are told that that period is over, yet just in the last couple of
months we have had a Federal district court judge rule that the
current Attorney General and the current FBI conducted an elec-
tronic surveillance on an American and on a foreign national
resident in the United States in violation of the Constitution and of
the Safe Streets Act, in that a criminal wiretap, a wiretap was
continued for the purpose of a criminal prosecution, was conducted
without a warrant. Now, that occurred, given the existence of these
committees. It occurred, given the dedication of the current Justice
Department and the White House to protection of constitutional
rights. We have had a judge rule that those wiretaps violated
rights and that the evidence gathered in that should be suppressed.

So I think there is no reason to think that the simple dedication
to the Constitution is enough.

Let me turn briefly to some of the specific items contained in my
statement. First, on covert operations, it seems to me that the
provision contained in S. 2525 does not reflect the conclusions
drawn by the Church committee, the lessons of that analysis. As I
read them, they simply say that covert operations should be con-
ducted when it is important to the security of the United States to
do so. It seems to me that the committee ought to look very
carefully at going as far as the Church committee recommended, if
not further, and that is to say that this is an extraordinary tech-
nique that we should only use when the survival of the Nation is in
fact at stake.

What it comes down to is an alternative between a situation
where we are always conducting some covert operations because
there are always some clandestine activities that are important or
will be judged to be important, or whether that technique raises
sufficient problems for our constitutional democracy that if they
should not be abolished, which is what my view is, they should at
least be restricted, as the Church committee recommended, to very,
very rare and very extreme situations.

If you look at the current world, covert operations are in fact
prohibited in one country, and that is Angola, by the Clark amend-
ment. The President has suggested that he is somewhat unhappy



about restrictions, apparently including that one. I think the ques-
tion the committee needs to ask is whether it wants legislation
which would enable the President to conduct covert operations
again in Angola or not, or whether it wants to restrict that to
circumstances where the survival of the Nation is at stake.

I think if you simply have the kind of restrictions that you have
in this bill, we will go back, over time, to continuing to conduct
covert operations as they were conducted in the past, and that is,
whenever a President of the United States thinks that there is
security need for the operation.

I think, as the testimony here has already shown, the effort to
write specific restrictions into the bill about violently overthrowing
democratic governments, mass destruction of crops, simply don't
work. They open, I think, the committee up to ridicule. They create
anomalies when by the negative they appear to authorize, for
example, the peaceful overthrow of democratic governments. I
doubt whether this committee wants to authorize the CIA to peace-
fully overthrow democratic governments.

And therefore I would urge the committee to move to the posi-
tion recommended by the Church committee, namely, as I under-
stand it, the prohibition on covert operations unless there is a
much higher finding than the kind proposed in S. 2525.

Now, let me turn to the question of the CIA role in the United
States. As I understand the overall impact of this legislation, it will
abolish the distinction which is contained in the National Security
Act of 1947 of what it is proper for the FBI to do in the United
States as part of a law enforcement function from what it is proper
for the CIA to do. And General Stilwell has in fact commented on
that on a point in which I think we are in agreement, namely, that
the bill seemed to get the CIA into the business of countering
terror, countering narcotics activities within the United States, and
does not draw a distinction between what is appropriate for the
FBI to do as part of the law enforcement function, and what it is
proper for the CIA to do.

I think that the prohibition which is contained in the National
Security Act of 1947 ought to be continued, namely, a prohibition
against CIA activities in the United States, particularly CIA activi-
ties in the United States directed at the activities of American
citizens.

There is no record that suggests that the FBI could not properly
perform these activities which should be done. Given the much
more secretive nature of the structure of the CIA, the fact that it
has secret employees, the fact that for its foreign operations it gets
an added protection of various kinds, the principle which we start-
ed the CIA with, rather than being abandoned, ought to be rein-
forced by this legislation.

Let me refer to two specific areas. One of them has to do with
the CIA presence on university campuses. General Stilwell objected
to the Freedom of Information Act. In my view, that act is increas-
ingly important because it provides a way to check the decisions
that the Agency makes about what can and cannot be made public.
As you know, when the Church committee made its report on the
CIA role on campuses, it expressed the view that what the CIA was
now doing on university campuses was a very serious problem and



it urged the universities to do something about it. But then it
accepted the CIA's judgment that only something very general
could be said about what those current activities were.

And Senator Mondale and Senators Phillip Hart and Gary Hart,
in a concurring statement, said in their view that description of
what the CIA was now doing on university campuses was insuffi-
cient to enable the university officials to understand what was
going on and to reach their own judgment about whether that was
acceptable.

Since then, the CIA has taken the position that nothing more
could be said, until they were sued under the Freedom of Informa-
tion Act, when they suddenly have discovered that a great deal
more could be said. In an affidavit,' which I would like to ask be
attached to my statement, of Mr. John Blake of the CIA, released
in response to a lawsuit brought by the American Civil Liberties
Union, Mr. Blake revealed on the 9th of June of this year that the
CIA in fact, has programs involving confidential relations with
American academics. He states that through the Foreign Resources
Division the CIA maintains confidential contacts with personnel at
American colleges and universities for assistance in the recruit-
ment of foreign intelligence sources.

And he goes on to say that prior to 1968, a parallel program was
maintained for the purpose of recruiting Americans who would
serve in what he calls an undercover capacity with the CIA, and he
suggested that this program was discontinued in 1968.

Now, my guess is that that information was also contained in the
original version of the Church committee report, and that it could
have been made public 3 years ago without any harm to the
national security, just as I don't think the national security has in
any way been harmed by the release of those facts, which are said
to be generally known, by the CIA last week.

I think university officials and professors are entitled to know
what the CIA does on their campuses.

I would therefore urge this committee to go back to the original
version of the Church committee report and to see whether in light
of what Mr. Blake has now made public, the full text of that report
cannot be released now so that universities can in fact properly
respond to the invitation of the Church committee, which this
committee has now renewed, to decide how they feel about what
the CIA is now doing on campuses based on the facts.

I had the opportunity to debate this subject with Admiral Turner
a few days ago. I raised this question with him. He said that he did
not have a copy of the original Church committee report and that
he viewed it as the responsibility of this committee to decide
whether or not that report should be made public.

I think it is very important that this committee permit universi-
ty officials to make their own judgments and to report those judg-
ments to the Congress and to the White House about the proper
role of CIA on campus. I think that can only be done if they are
informed about what the CIA is doing on campus.

I therefore welcomed Mr. Blake's affidavit. I regret that it took a
lawsuit to get that information made public, and I would urge this

'See Appendix XI, p. 835.



committee to make as much additional information public as it can
on that question.

One other issue on the CIA in the United States. The CIA has in
the past conducted background investigations of unwitting Ameri-
cans to decide whether or not they should be recruited. The court
of appeals in this circuit in a case called Weisman has said that
such investigations violate the National Security Act.

I have been trying for some months now to get the CIA to tell
me whether or not they have stopped those investigations, and all
they have finally. been willing to say is that they are not doing
anything that violates the Weisman decision, but what they think
violates the decision remains a mystery.

I think again the public is entitled to know whether the CIA is
in fact conducting investigations which the court of appeals in this
circuit said violated the National Security Act of 1947, and I think
this committee ought to amend S. 2525 to very precisely indicate
what kinds of investigations on unwitting Americans are proper
and are improper.

Now, finally, let me say something about two categories of inves-
tigative targets. One has to do with the question of American
citizens abroad. S. 2525 seems to take the position that when an
American travels abroad, the Government has the right to investi-
gate him or her under a considerably lower standard than when he
or she is in the United States. I think that as a constitutional
matter, there is absolutely no basis for that, and as a practical
matter, I find it hard to understand why the activities of Ameri-
cans abroad is said to pose a greater threat to the security of the
United States than the activities of Americans within the United
States.

The fundamental principle which is reflected in this bill as to
Americans in the United States should apply to Americans abroad
as well, namely, that if the Government does not suspect the
individual of illegal activity, he or she is entitled to be left alone.
That fundamental right of Americans is not voided and should not
be violated simply because an American citizen chooses to exercise
what the Supreme Court has said many times is a constitutional
right to travel abroad. We do not lose that right to be left alone
simply because we travel abroad, and the intelligence agencies
simply are not entitled, because they have, as General Stilwell put
it, questions or suspicions about what an American may be doing,
whether that American is in the United States or abroad, to start
an investigation.

I would urge you to eliminate all of the distinctions in this bill
which suggest a lower standard of investigation of an American
citizen simply because that citizen is abroad.

Second, on the question of foreigners within the United States,
General Stilwell has suggested that S. 2525 would confer fourth
amendment rights on those persons. I would suggest that the Con-
stitution is what confers fourth amendment rights on those per-
sons, and I would have thought that that issue was settled in the
Abel case in which the Supreme Court was clearly unanimous in
believing that Mr. Abel, who was, after all, in the United States
illegally as a secret Soviet agent, had fourth amendment rights.



Now, to be sure, when one is investigating illegal presence in the
United States, the fourth amendment may be interpreted in a
somewhat different way than when one is investigating criminal
activity. To be sure, the courts have said that aliens may be treated
differently where there is a strong constitutional reason to do so,
but that does not mean that they do not have fourth amendment
rights. It simply means that they may be applied differently under
different circumstances.

And I would suggest that the way in which we view this country,
the way we think about ourselves suggests that we do accord
visitors to this country constitutional rights and constitutional pro-
tections, and that a person visiting the United States has a right to
assume, and we want them to assume, that they have constitution-
al protections. There may be lower standards, there may be differ-
ent standards, but to say that they can be wiretapped or surveilled
or investigated at will or under a standard which turns out to be a
meaningless restriction seems to me not only to ignore their consti-
tutional rights, but to ignore sound policy.

I would just like to end with one final comment. The testimony
that this committee has heard suggests to me that you want to
begin to consider the question of whether this legislation ought to
be moved forward in pieces rather than as a single act. There are
many different and complex questions, for example, one that was
touched on of whether the DCI should be separated from the CIA,
which on the whole I personally agree with much of what General
Stilwell has to say. A bill which deals with that issue, with the
reorganization, with the rights of Americans, in a single piece of
legislation, given the experience that we have had with the wiretap
legislation, the complex problems just in that one bill, suggest to
me that the committee ought to at least begin considering whether
separate pieces of this legislation ought not to move forward on
separate tracks.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify here. I do
not have the time to present a line-by-line analysis such as you
have been given by General Stilwell, but I would like, with your
permission, to submit in the future such an analysis, and to incor-
porate in it comments on the comments that you received from
General Stilwell, and give you my reaction to those as well.'

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Halperin.
I ask unanimous consent that the document that you wanted

appended to your statement, if there is no objection, be included in
the record.

I understand that you received other documents in this same
area that would be helpful to the committee?

Mr. HALPERN. I have received some documents relating to the
background investigation. There are two letters from the Justice
Department to the CIA on the meaning of the Weisman decision,
and I would be happy to submit those to the committee as well.

The CHAIRMAN. If you could let us look at those, we would
perhaps have a better idea of what is going on as well.2

'See p. 327.
2See Appendix X, p. 823.



General, I guess as much as I can, wearing a little different hat,
I appreciate the concern you have over the security problem. Sena-
tor Goldwater and I have talked to Admiral Turner about that on a
number of occasions, and most recently last evening. It is a diffi-
cult problem. You just make a plain, flatout statement that the
physical security and personnel security of this committee is inad-
equate.

Why do you say that? Have you investigated us? Do you know
the kind of investigations that we go through?

The reason I ask that question is because the President himself
said that the security of this committee is better than any other
agency of the Government, and yet I started with that question
because I think the ability of this committee to do its job relies
very heavily on our ability to have access to information that is top
secret, and yet not have any situation where we have to worry
about our people. That is why I started from that point.

Could you be any more specific about this?
General STILWELL. I didn't intend it to be in any way a commen-

tary on the security of this committee as demonstrated today, Mr.
Chairman, or indeed, of the House committee. My understanding is
the record has, as you suggest, been impeccable. What I intended to
convey was that if you take the totality of the reporting require-
ments laid down in this bill and the requisite assembly in this
Congress of all the material that is specified, sir, by the current
version of this bill, that you then have archives and records which
are far in excess of those extant today, which will require consider-
able staff to process, and will require a physical security of prem-
ises that to my understanding does not now exist, although in the
House premises, inherited from the Joint Atomic Energy Commit-
tee, there is a much larger and much more secure repository. That
is what was implied.

Certainly this would then become a very prime target for pene-
tration by our adversaries. I repeat, I did not mean to impugn in
any way security consciousness of members of this committee.

The CHAIRMAN. I didn't ask the question out of personal reaction.
None of us, I think, are in this very serious business going to be
overly sensitive about toes being stepped on and certainly we are
not going to suggest that the critique is any less than the most
sincere, but I just raised that because we have established a securi-
ty mechanism, a technique that was structured by the interagency
task force that does this for other agencies that have the most
sensitive information. We have subjected our personnel to the most
careful scrutiny and security checks, and if you have any specific
concerns or recommendations on how to do better in this area, I
would very much like to have them because I think that our ability
to be able to handle this information, handle it securely, directly
relates to whether we have an oversight function or not. If we are
going to be a seive, then we are not going to get very much
information.

And that is why we try, and if you do have a specific recommen-
dation in that regard, we would like to have it.

General STILWELL. Might I just add, Mr. Chairman, that we
strongly support the general reporting requirement.



The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I am glad you reminded me because as you
were saying it I was going to mention there is probably a lot of
merit in what you say, where we look on the total volume of
reporting requirements that we have been very zealous in our
effort. I think it is probably better for us to have less numerous
reports that are good reports than to have so many different kinds
of reports. I don't think the reporting should be such weight as
provides a bureaucratic problem either for the intelligence commu-
nity or for this committee to analyze it. What we want is to get the
essential information at a meaningful interval. And I think there
would be some reason for working on that problem.

If I just might say also, so you might have a little bit better
understanding of why some of us feel the function of this commit-
tee is important, why we have pursued rather vigorously this enun-
ciation of certain things in the charter. You have suggested and
others have suggested that perhaps we don't need all these regula-
tions or this kind of thing, and you used a phrase from Mark
Twain that I use repeatedly about that cat on a hot stove. I think
we are going through a hot-stove period right now, where we have
sat down on some burners in the past few years, and I think it is
important to be able to distinguish between hot and cold. That I
accept.

I am a little less willing, well, in fact, let's say I am unwilling to
accept your assessment that if we have not learned from our mis-
takes now, all the legislative redtape really can't prevent future
commission. But we have never really put down specific guidelines
so the people who risk their lives out there for us know how far
they can go or when they should stop or when they should ask
higher authority before proceeding, and we think that this might
be helpful to them as well as cause a checking mechanism to be
available so we won't repeat past mistakes.

I assume you are familiar with that period in our history when
we had an Attorney General by the name of Palmer. We like to
think that these abuses were all confined to the so-called Vietnam-
Watergate era, whatever that means, but as we have seen in the
investigations of the Church committee, some of these abuses oc-
cured early on in that period, and were not Watergate related.
When you go back into the twenties and find out what happened,
people were being thrown in jail without due process and this kind
of thing, sort of a red scare period. I think it was Justice Jackson
who eloquently spoke about the fact that Presidents and Congresses
and administrative agencies can change, and he said it much better
than I. And what today seems to me very acceptable guidelines, with
one or two exceptions, may change and we are sensitive to this. And
it is awfully easy to go about our normal business and let this
experience leave us.

I would hope we can get some guidelines there and do it in a way
that would avoid some of the administrative problems that you are
concerned about.

Now, may I go to some of the specific concerns you raised, and I
will ask one or two more questions and yield so other members can
participate here.

You mentioned about the criminal sanctions and we now have on
the books, as I understand it, certain statutes that make it a crime



to release certain information. One of the problems that we run
into there, I assume that if we have somebody out here just med-
dling in what is security information I want to stop that, and if it
takes new legislation, so be it, but talking to some of the folks
down at the Defense Department, the question they raise is not one
of lack of authority to prosecute some of these cases, but that when
you make an assessment of what is necessary to prosecute the case,
you have to disclose so much information in order to prove the case
that you do more damage to the country and the intelligence
system than you do good by prosecuting.

Do you have any suggestions as to how we get around that?
General STILWELL. May I ask Mr. John Warner?
Mr. WARNER. Yes, we would certainly agree with what you indi-

cate the Department of Justice has said. Under existing espionage
statutes, 793 and 794 of title 18, one has to prove to the satisfaction
of a jury that it is information affecting the national defense, in
the words of the statute. The prosecution, in presenting the case,
No. 1, has to confirm the information, that it is true, and No. 2, has
to show its relationship and why it is important to the national
defense. So you do disclose, and balances must be struck in consid-
ering any particular case.

The statute that we have proposed or that has been proposed,
avoids this possibility by establishing a category of information
called intelligence sources and methods where you would not have
to show to the satisfaction of a jury that relationship. It would be
up to a judge to determine whether it was within the meaning of
the statutory prohibitions or the statutory definitions of intelli-
gence sources and methods, just as it is in some of these other
disclosure cases. We believe, after a great deal of study, that this
would avoid many of the problems that you find in prosecutions
under 793 and 794.

This is a very carefully researched statute.
The CHAIRMAN. Would a defense lawyer have access to that

colloquy or the disclosure of that information?
Mr. WARNER. The defense lawyer; yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That would not present any problems from a

security standpoint?
Mr. WARNER. That is a burden we have to accept, sir. After

all--
The CHAIRMAN. What burden then? Would this be a jury trial

then?
Mr. WARNER. Yes, sir, it would be a jury trial, but the determina-

tion of whether or not it met the statutory definition would be a
matter of law for the judge to decide.

The CHAIRMAN. What would be the burden of proof, then, on the
Government?

Mr. WARNER. The burden of proof would be to show that the
individual disclosed it in an unauthorized manner.

The CHAIRMAN. We will take a look at that one.
Mr. WARNER. I think it should be looked at, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. General, one question there and I will yield to

my colleagues.
I want to make it clear what we are talking about when we are

talking about electronic surveillance. The main thing you express



concern over is one thing we have negotiated out with the CIA and
the Justice Department and the White House. It passed the Senate
with only one dissenting vote. I don't know what is going to happen
in the House, or how they are moving on it.

There is a much greater administrative problem, as you express
concern over, or the burden is a much different one if you are
asking to direct electronic surveillance at an American citizen than
if, as you use an example, a KGB agent or the Russian Embassy.
Now, that is a rather simple undertaking, to get that kind of thing
done.

So the only major reason that we felt it was important is that we
would have some mechanism there so that American citizens who
inadvertently stumble into this kind of thing, in a nonconspirator-
ial manner, would have their rights protected, or even in a con-
spiratorial manner they would be given due process, through the
minimization procedures on information gathered from these for-
eign sources, and it is the U.S. citizen we are concerned about.
That is where you really have to go in and prove your case.

I don't know whether you are aware of that distinction or not.
General STILWELL. Yes, sir, we are aware of that distinction.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you afraid that we are not going to be able

to find a Federal judge that we can trust? I mean, you stress that
as a security problem, as I recall in your testimony here. If we
pushed that very strongly, it is really sort of an indictment of the
Federal judiciary to suggest that we can't find seven judges to sit
on a panel, any one of whom might not be as trustworthy as one of
us here.

General STILWELL. Well, we have several concerns, sir, and we
are fully appreciative that at this stage of the game, that the
administration is standing foursquare behind at least the House
version of the bill, which has been modified, and it no longer tracks
with 1566, as I understand it. We understand that. It shows a
commendable unanimity in the administration, but we still dis-
agree with that, sir.

And as our testimony shows, we fully support, subject, of course,
to what the Supreme Court rules, the provisions that insofar as
they apply to U.S. persons including permanent resident aliens.
But we do not support extension to foreign powers or agents of
foreign powers. We see nothing to be gained through the elaborate
procedure of going to the judiciary every time one wants to use
that type of intrusive technique.

I submit, sir, that if the Bureau were asked what was meant in
terms of quantifying, the total impact of this on the general sur-
veillance of this enormous counterintelligence target, where we
have to deal with thousands and thousands--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I won't pursue that but perhaps you might
want to take a look at it, because it is relatively simple procedure
where the Attorney General simply certifies that it is a foreign
power. If he substantiates that, the judge can't look beyond that, if
he has proof to substantiate that. But the judge does have, and it is
for 1 year's duration. It can be renewed, of course. What the judge
does require is that the collecting agency insure sufficient minimi-
zation procedures to protect American citizens.

You just might look at that.



I yield to my colleague.
Senator GOLDWATER. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I want to thank the three of you gentlemen for testifying,

and I might say that when we offered S. 2525 and all of us put our
names on the legislation, every one of us agreed that we could
disagree with any part of it or all of it at any time. But Senator
Huddleston has done a magnificent job in putting together lan-
guage, even though he himself knew that it would require changes
and considerable changes before it could ever become law. And I
think I wouldn't be wrong in saying that even if we could get this
ready for this Congress, we are going to be fortunate.

It is my general feeling, gentlemen, that the American people
have different concepts of intelligence information. I would say
that unless a man or a woman has served in the armed services or
served in the higher echelons of the corporate structure or union
structure, that intelligence as we are talking about it today has no
real meaning to most American people. I did not support too
strongly the resolution that created this committee. I don't believe
you can confide intelligence to 535 members of Congress and expect
it to be bottled up. I will say that we have been very fortunate in
this committee, on this side of the house, in keeping intelligence,
classified intelligence where it should be kept, and that is quiet.

General Stilwell, do you think that the United States should be
allowed to help in situations in other countries where terrorism is
taking place, for example, the recent incident in Italy where the
gentleman was murdered? And while I am not sure that the
United States was asked for help, if that help was asked, do you
think that we should be allowed to give, not in any other form
than advice, psychiatric advice, police advice and so forth.

General STILWELL. Yes, of course, we should be authorized and
should be enthusiastic to do so, sir, for a country that is an ally,
that subscribes basically to the same value system that we do, the
same type of civilization, a friend and ally in distress. That seems
so basic.

Senator GOLDWATER. I believe we have a law that prevents that
unless the act of terrorism can be called international terrorism. I
am not a lawyer so, I am not certain of that, and I am not certain
what our U.S. Attorney General ruled in the event that help was
asked. But I agree with you. I think we should lend our intelligence
sources to any ally to help them in their trouble, and I think
during the course of our discussions on S. 2525, this undoubtedly
will come up because there will be more acts and attempts.

Mr. HALPERIN. Senator, could I comment on that?
Senator GOLDWATER. Yes, please.
Mr. HALPERIN. There has of course been a press comment sug-

gesting that such advice was asked for and could not be given
under the law. That, in my view, is an example of efforts to suggest
that the intelligence agencies are restricted in a way that nobody
ever intended.

To read the Hughes-Ryan Act to prohibit the United States from
aiding the Italian Government dealing with a terrorist attack
simply defies the plain meaning of the language and the intent of
the language.



And I find it absolutely astonishing to believe that anybody takes
that amendment to have prohibited the kind of advice the column
suggested was asked for.

I think this committee has an obligation, if there are such allega-
tions being made, to advise the Congress, advise the administration
that was not the intent of that bill. I don't think any American
would object to giving that kind of advice, and I don't think the
legislation prohibits it, and I think that is the kind of red herring
that has been brought in in an attempt to suggest that the intelli-
gence agencies' hands have been tied in ways that they have not.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I think the matter is highly sensitive,
and I wouldn't want to get into it here, but I think the committee,
with the knowledge that it has of the case, can well discuss it. I
would agree with both you and the general that while you say the
law has not been interpreted that way, it might have been. We
don't know, and what the press says and has done is as big a
problem with this committee as anything that we have to put up
with in this country.

General, I wish that your group would give more thought to
what we can do about the disclosure of intelligence sources and
methods and the disclosure of classified material. I know of at least
one death that occurred because of an unfortunate disclosure, and
probably there will be more. I know of many sources that have
been closed to us, what I call eyeball sources, because they are
afraid of what might be said by Members of Congress and former
members of the CIA or other intelligence agencies in this country
or the press. I think if our intelligence agencies have suffered any
really damaging blow, it has been in this area of sources, and
naturally, because of fear for their lives, have refused further help
to our country.

And I would ask not only your group but any group studying this
to come up with ways that we can punish when an American or
anybody else when they bandy about our intelligence to the detri-
ment and the safety of our country. I think this is most important,
and we are finding it truer every day. I dare say this is the most
discussed problem that we have with Admiral Turner because he is
concerned, and I will say the President is concerned.

Now, one statement I want to make-and I have made it time
and again-the-I won't say the only, but the major problems that
our intelligence agencies have run into have been as a result of
decisions made by the executive branch.

Now, there is no way, for example, that the CIA could on its own
decide to try to assassinate a foreign ruler.

There is no way that the CIA on its own initiative could decide to
overthrow a government. I sat through the Church committee and
I have sat through this committee, and every single case has been
a decision of the President to use these agencies. Sometimes I
honestly believe that they think it is in the best interests of our
country, and at other times it was the best interests of themselves.

Now, I don't know how you can stop that because while the
Constitution is not explicit, you and I know that the President is
our Commander in Chief, and that doesn't mean just Commander
in Chief of the men in uniform. It means Commander in Chief of
the executive branch of Government. I want to make that state-



ment again. Maybe there is some way that we can prevent those
decisions in the future. I don't know if that would be wise. I think
again this is something that all the groups who are studying
S. 2525 should pay attention to.

Now, Mr. Halperin, I might just call to your attention because I
know of your great interest in maintaining the privacy of Ameri-
can citizens I would say that the FDA-I am not going to mention
all of them, because I can't think of them all, but the FTC, the
Internal Revenue Service, the EPA, the EEOC, all pry into our
private lives daily, more than the CIA does. It is rather shocking to
me to be able to relate the times that these agencies have demand-
ed information from me that I figure is none of their damned
business, and yet we have written into law by regulation the abili-
ty of these people to ask everything about your life that they want
to. And now, of course, in some cases it is going to require a
warrant or some such document regarding this secured in court.
But I would hope that people who are worried about what goes on
relative to our lives under the CIA or the FBI and so forth would
begin worrying about these other agencies that clearly, if you ran a
round of tapes on them, would shock you that they know that
much.

I might say that starting with Franklin Roosevelt, maybe earlier,
and under every President I have known-and Franklin Roosevelt
started out with a woman sitting below what looked like a heater
outlet behind his desk, taking shorthand notes of what went on-
every President since has been doing more or less the same thing.

I'm not sure that's wrong, but I think the person talking to the
President, should be told that he is being listened to.

So this problem that you see is nothing new. I don't like it any
more than you do but as you get into these things, I hope that your
groups would point out to the American people the danger that we
live under daily.

Now, you are concerned with covert operations, and I know that
many members of this committee are concerned with it, many
members of the Church committee were concerned with it. I don't
share that fear unless the intelligence agencies are allowed to
make their own decisions. Again, while they can make some deci-
sions, major decisions have to come from the. Commander in Chief.

And I can tell you one covert operation that I can't get into
detail on, that stopped the spreading of the war in southeast Asia
into Burma and Pakistan and probably India. Nobody knew it, but
they did a hell of a good job. I don't see how we can operate
intelligence agencies or divisions of agencies without the ability to
do a little Sneaky Pete footwork once in a while.

You mentioned covert operation and again, the President makes
these decisions. The President made the decision relative to
Angola, and we were within, I would say, 48 hours of a successful
covert action that didn't involve any American men but it did
involve American equipment, and had that action been allowed to
be completed, without the Tunney amendment, I don't think we
would have the trouble in Africa that we have today.

Pulling our action out allowed the Soviets to move in equipment
and the Cubans to move in troops, and this would have been



prevented, without bloodshed, in my opinion, had we been allowed
to continue the covert action.

Now, the Clark amendment, in my opinion, is just another exam-
ple of foolishness like the so-called War Powers Act that literally
ties the hands of the President in making decisions to keep the
country out of this war. I believe that the Tunney amendment and
the Clark amendment are going to result in more bloodshed on the
continent of Africa than anything that we could imagine, because
we have allowed the Cuban troops and the Soviet advisors and
Soviet equipment to almost circle Africa.

We have a good chance of losing the Indian Ocean to the Soviets.
These are the kinds of covert actions that I think we have to allow
to continue.

Mr. HALPERIN. Senator, could I comment on that?
Senator GOLDWATER. Sure.
Mr. HALPERIN. The basic problem I have with the covert oper-

ations-and I agree that they basically come from the President-
is that in a constitutional democracy, people have the right to
decide whether, through elections, they want to keep a President in
office and vote for him, or not, and they can do that only on the
basis of knowing what he has done and whether they approve or
disapprove of it.

The problem with covert operations is you then have a President
of the United States doing things which the public cannot take
account of in deciding how to vote. And that seems to me funda-
mental corruption of the democratic process. Therefore I would
only do it under circumstances where it was vital to the survival of
the Nation.

Now, if you take the intervention in Africa, I think there are
very difficult and complicated arguments about whether what the
Russians are doing and the Cubans are doing in Africa is a threat,
and there are even arguments over what they are doing. The
Russians and the Cubans all intervene in Africa openly. They say
that is a corrupt government, we are going to support their oppo-
nents in this civil war or war of national liberation, that is a
government we approve of, we are going to give them aid against
their enemies.

I do not understand why we cannot do it the same way. If the
survival of the Mobutu government is important to the security of
the United States, we could give aid openly. If the overthrow of the
Government of Angola is the objective of the Government of the
United States, we should give aid to people fighting them in the
civil war openly.

It is sometimes easier to do it covertly, but in almost every case
it turns out people on the ground know we are involved anyway,
and we can do it openly. I think we should do it openly so that we
can have in this country the debate over what we should do which
the Constitution requires.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I understand perfectly your feelings
about this, but I also know that you cannot conduct operations on
an open basis. No. 1, you have the Congress to figure with now,
under the War Powers Act. The President could declare war, but
60 days later after Madison Avenue has spent millions of dollars
convincing Congress that the enemy was right, the war could be
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ended. I think it is one of the most dangerous pieces of legislation
we ever passed.

And my answer to your suggestion that the overt approach
would give the American people a better idea of how to vote is that
I think the success of a covert action would give the American
people a much better idea of how the President has succeeded in
preserving peace for our country and protecting the interests of our
allies.

And I feel, knowing what little I know about intelligence, that
you can't tell the enemy what you are going to do. He is going to
be there waiting for you. And that is the value of covert action
even though it does probably violate some of the basic concepts of
the democratic process.

So I would argue in favor of them, instead of arguing that they
should be done in the open, this country being not a pure democra-
cy but a democratic republic. We have seen in recent years what
can happen when we have problems that should be solved or prob-
lems that we can solve. We are confronted with any number of
groups who are willing to come to Washington, tear things down,
be ugly about it or be nice about it and decent about it. I am
thinking, for example, of the recommendation that the Armed
Services Committee will make in the authorization legislation that
we either return to the draft or some kind of universal training,
not military training entirely. I can see the large groups of well-
intentioned Americans marching on Washington protesting the
draft. I don't say we do that secretly, but I don't think we move
fast enough in this country, in this troubled world we are living in,
when we have to sit here in Congress and debate and debate and
argue and argue and listen and listen, and by the time it comes to
a hope that some action can be taken, the battle is over.

I have only one other comment to make about your comments,
and I know how you feel about these, and I know many people
share your feelings. I know many people, believe it or not, that I
am friendly with and they are friendly with me, people who were
shocked that the CIA would ever ask a foreign pressman, an
American in the foreign press to plant stories or to ask academics
to suggest people in their fraternities, in their fraternities overseas
who might be of value to them.

Personally, I look on this as the responsibility of an American
citizen.

Now, he doesn't have to do it. That is the other responsibility he
has. But I can't think of a trip I have ever made overseas, includ-
ing overnight trips to Nogales, Ariz., that I don't call the CIA and
tell them of anything I saw that might be of interest for a recruit-
ment or things like that, and I think that the academics, instead of
getting bristled about these things and the press, too, should be
more aware of their responsibilities to their country. That is my
personal view of that, and I would hope that in the final writing of
S. 2525 we can make it clear, if we have to, that this is the freedom
they have, either to do it or not to do it, but if they don't want to
do it, don't raise such a stink about it that every country in the
world knows that we are doing it.

Mr. Chairman, that is all I have, and I am sorry, but I have to
leave.



I have my youngest grandson waiting for me in my office, and he
raises hell when I'm not there.

The CHAIRMAN. He may be involved in covert activity in the
office right now. [General laughter.]

[Whereupon, Senator Goldwater left the hearing room.]
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Huddleston?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is past noon hour. I don't want to delay the committee very

much except to say that I appreciate very much the testimony that
we have from these two witnesses today. I think they have been
very thoughtful and presented the conflicting situation that the
committee was aware of even before we began drafting the legisla-
tion that is before us. That is the question of how we establish
reasonable restrictions and restraints on the operations of the in-
telligence community and at the same time provide the flexibility
that is necessary for the intelligence community to carry out its
responsibilities and be an efficient and effective intelligence oper-
ation.

Those who operate the intelligence elements naturally want all
the flexibility they can get. They are in the front lines. They know
what kind of situations might arise. They know what kind of
reactions might be necessary, sometimes instantaneous in order to
take advantage of an intelligence opportunity or maybe to prevent
or to blunt some act that would adversely affect this country. So
we recognize that. We recognize, too, the need for protecting the
constitutional and legal rights of citizens of this country, and we
recognize through the investigations that have been held that some
activities, well intended, sometimes have adverse repercussions for
the United States.

So our whole effort has been to try to develop some kind of
mechanism or framework within which these two conflicting view-
points can be accommodated, with the main objective, I think, of
all of the members of this committee, being to provide the best
intelligence operations in the world for the United States. The
process that we are going through, the legislation that has been
introduced as has already been amply indicated by the members of
the committee, is designated as just a starting point. There was no
way we could get the attention of you, gentlemen, or the executive
or the present operators of our intelligence community on the
problems until we had something out here to talk about. I think to
that extent we are succeeding.

The process is continuing. We are working daily with the execu-
tive, with the branches of intelligence trying to resolve these prob-
lems, trying to develop charters that will be workable-I think that
is kind of a key word as to what our objectives are.

There are a few points on which I think I would like to get
further amplification. It seems to me that nearly everybody agrees
that statutes are desirable, that operators of the intelligence agen-
cies want to know what their legal responsibility is, what their
missions are, and what the parameters of their operations ought to
be. There is general agreement on that, and consequently that is
why we are proceeding.

There have been a great many questions raised, I think, by both
witnesses, as to the advisability of establishing a Director of Na-



tional Intelligence who might be separate from the CIA. We gave a
lot of thought to that. The bill itself does not do that. It provides
for a method by which the President should he determine it to be
advisable, may recommend the separation of the two and seek the
approval of Congress. This is the situation that exists now, under
the Reorganization Act.

Some elements of the intelligence community have suggested in
our hearings and in the Church committee considerations, that
there might be some advantages in having a director of all intelli-
gence operations who did not have any built-in bias toward one of
the elements, did not have a direct responsibility with one of the
elements that might color, to some extent, his administration of
the others. It would also give him the authority to coordinate-the
authority without the responsibility, I guess is the best way to say
it, of coordinating all of the intelligence activities.

Do you believe there is any validity to the contention that a
Director who is not encumbered by any kind of bias for any one of
the elements might be more effective in the coordination and re-
sponsibility that he has, tasking responsibility, and budget respon-
sibility?

General Stilwell, would you have any further comment on this?
General STILWELL. Senator Huddleston, as I indicated in my

opening remarks, AFIO is about half ex-military and half ex-Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency, Bureau of Investigation and others, and
therefore does not have complete unanimity of view on this issue.
Indeed, one of the directors of the Association of Former Intelli-
gence Officers, General Graham, published an article last year in a
well-known magazine in which he outlined a concept for the sort of
separation to which you allude.

I would point out that he envisaged far more circumscribed
functions and authorities for such an individual. Indeed, he called
him the Coordinator of National Intelligence.

Now, we are also aware of the very thoughtful comments made
to this committee by what I believe has been its first substantive
witness, Mr. Clifford, on this subject. It is our view, however, sir,
on balance, that the evolutionary approach that has characterized
the community up to this point is the tack to stay on for the
foreseeable future, one of evolution rather than a major reorganiza-
tion which in effect this would constitute.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Halperin, I think you indicated you
agreed with that.

Mr. HALPERIN. I agree with part of it, and let me say, let me
emphasize this is my own personal view. This is not from any of
the current institutional affiliations I have. My view is that the
function of intelligence analysis and evaluation should be sepa-
rated from the function of intelligence collection in any operations
which may be conducted. As you know, the Director of Central
Intelligence now does not operate the major technical collection
systems of the United States. The division I would make would be
to separate out the human collection and human operations part of
the CIA, make that a separate entity, as NSA is, and the National
Reconnaissance Office and so on, as a human collection agency,
and leave with the Director of Central Intelligence the responsibil-
ities that he has for budget advice and budget supervision of all of



the collection agencies, and vest him primarily with the responsi-
bility for producing the best possible analytic intelligence for the
President.

The reason for that is that I think the DCI still has a conflict
between his responsibilities as the manager of one collection pro-
gram, and his responsbility for the operation of covert operations,
which I think are in conflict with what I view as his most impor-
tant function which is giving advice to the President, the rest of
the executive branch, and to the Congress as to what is going on in
the world and what is likely to go on. In order to avoid that
conflict, I would make a different split than the one that is some-
times suggested.

Senator HUDDLESTON. It was the analytical aspects that have
given the committees a great deal of concern. I don't see how you
can separate those totally from the collection part. It seems to me
the analysts from time to time will have at least some suggestions
of tasking.

Mr. HALPERIN. Sure, but they have that now for the NRO and for
NSA and for the military attach6s. You want a close connection.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But it has to be the person who has the
authority to implement these suggestions that may come from any
other element of the Agency.

Mr. HALPERIN. That should be the DCI, but he does that now
with these other agencies by various kinds of informal techniques
and in an evolving sense, the responsibility of the kind I think
General Stilwell suggested, and I think it works reasonably well.

The problem is that when he runs it, which one of these should
he run. I think that gives him maybe a bias that could conflict, but
I think the analyst could deal with that the way he deals with all
the other collections.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, in a way, I think it is a legitimate
question to be considered. Admittedly, it hasn't been resolved, but
there are open doors in S. 2525 to go a different route as it became
desirable to do so.

Now, the reporting requirements we are all concerned about,
General. Our main effort is to make sure that the committee that
has the oversight responsibility is fully and currently informed to
the extent that our colleagues in Congress, one, have confidence
that we are on top of the situation, trying to avoid the situation
that apparently existed in the past where at least some Members
who had the responsibility didn't pursue it and even consciously
didn't want to be fully and currently informed. And that I think
was part of the reason that perhaps some Members of the Senate
felt that it was time to get a greater hold, to get a clearer under-
standing that there was, in fact, congressional oversight to see that
these things were being followed and that the Congress was given
the information it needed. I am sure that in the evolution of this
legislation we will find ways to reduce the burden. But I think it is
still important and even essential that the fully and currently
informed concept remain as far as the intelligence committees are
concerned. We have drawn, I think, in Senate Resolution 400, and
in the committee's own rules, procedures to try to protect the
information while at the same time making it available on a need-
to-know basis to other Members. We hope they can as a conse-



quence be confident that if there is something they need to know
about or want to know about, under the provisions that we have
established for protection and security they will have it available
to them. And I think this was essential to the operation of our
committee, that that confidence be held by the members. It is
essential, too, that the intelligence community have the confidence
that the information will not leak, and, as I have indicated, we
have been trying to perform in such a way that they do have that
confidence, and I believe they do generally up to this point.

Another issue.you commented on, and one which we also have
considered a great deal, is how much budget information ought to
be made available. This, too, is a question that has not yet been
fully resolved.

We have delved many times into the question of just how much
useful information this would give our adversaries.

Do you believe that just a single, one-line item of the total
budget would be detrimental from an intelligence standpoint?
Would it provide anything that a skillful intelligence agent from
another country could not now already discern from looking over
budget documents that are public?

General STILWELL. I believe it was, sir, Mr. Bill Colby who testi-
fied at some length on how a one-line entry could well be and
probably would be parlayed into its component parts by the repor-
torial or investigatorial machinery, but I would like, with your
permission, to ask Mr. Warner if he has anything to add to that.

Mr. WARNER. Not basically. It is true that the one-line figure is
of some assistance. That is not going to do serious damage in and of
itself, but it is of assistance to our adversaries, but it is what to
come that bothers many of us, let's break it down by program, let's
break it down by this, that, and the other, and what does it lead to,
and once you have taken that first step, you can't go back.

So we feel on balance it is not a wise move, and in and of itself,
it does give some assistance, yes. We would pay a good price to get
the actual Soviet figures, for example.

Senator HUDDLESTON. As an attorney, do you feel that the total
exclusion of it still complies with constitutional requirements?

Mr. WARNER. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you have any comment on that, Mr.

Halperin?
Mr. HALPERIN. I testified on that before this and other commit-

tees several times. I would just say that the question is not
whether this conceivably could do any good to a foreign intelli-
gence service; the question is whether the reasonable likelihood of
damage outweighs the public right to know the information. The
answer to that question is yes, the public right to know how much
money is being spent clearly outweighs the possible damage that
releasing that figure would make in terms of its value to foreign
intelligence services.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, another question is whether the GAO
ought to be permitted to audit the CIA as well as other Federal
agencies of the community. In the committee I think that is one of
our responsibilities, to be able to audit information on any oper-
ation. The suggestion of using the GAO was to avoid the commit-
tee's having to develop its own audit capability, and the GAO does



have a clearance mechanism. We felt, therefore, that the proper
way to do it would be to have the GAO give us the information we
need without having to actually provide our own auditors to do the
work ourselves.

General Stilwell had a concern about so many requirements of
various committees and busy people that are involved in redtape.
One of the things we found troublesome in our investigations was
that many decisions made relating to intelligence activities were
very difficult to trace. The member of the various committees that
had responsibilities were busy people and sometimes decisions were
made when no meeting was actually held, and the committee mem-
bers were simply contacted by telephone or whatever.

We felt it was essential that we have a mechanism whereby No. 1,
the decision process could be traced. No. 2, by following certain
mechanisms, many types of operations that might adversely affect
or might be troublesome down in the future might be weeded out if
we went through this process.

Do you see any validity to that approach?
General STILWELL. One of our problems, Mr. Chairman, is that

there is no stratification at all of special activity in this bill, which
is all special activity. In our discussion this morning we concen-
trated on a couple of instances at the extreme upper range, that is,Angola and one other involving Asia, very major projects which
very properly involved the highest levels of the administration and
one would hope also the congressional leadership, as represented
by the two Select Committees on Intelligence, in this case. But
below that level, sir, although covered by the bill, there is an entire
range of activities which are of modest proportion but could be
important, probable ongoing today, in which for one reason or
another the hand of the United States should not be disclosed but
which are designed to provide some assistance either in a political,
psychological, or other area to elements of friendly nations. I mean,
it might be as small as keeping an extra pair of shoes on a very
fine champion of the democratic right in some country. Certainly
that shouldn't be intended to go through this elaborate procedure.

Now, the first thing is stratification as we see it.
Senator HUDDLESTON. But you could get to the point where you

just automatically exclude large segments of covert activities from
the review procedures. I took the position that any covert action be
referred to as a special activity. Any clandestine collection by its
nature is also a serious matter, the revelation of which could cause
serious damage. The instance you gave, the act of providing an
extra pair of shoes certainly is not a very profound act, but if it
were revealed, it certainly could have a very profound effect on the
individual that you are talking about, or in the United States, on
its standing in a particular country, in a particular place.

The bill takes a position that all covert, clandestine collection is
indeed serious and important and should be protected, and should
go through a particular process to insure that we don't go into
those areas without full consideration as to its impact.

As a matter of fact, the argument has been made by some on the
other side that the bill permits almost unlicensed and wholesale
amounts of these covert operations. It does require that no other
method would work, that the national security be at stake, and
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that no overt action would be successful in accomplishing what is
desired.

I think we have tried to address the issue in a responsible way,
recognizing that some mechanism, even though it may be onerous
at times, is necessary.

Mr. Halperin, you mentioned a phrase relating to this type of
activity, that the survival of the Nation was at stake. Such a
standard seems to me to be unduly restrictive. We had argued over
the question of whether the Presidential finding ought to be that it
is important to the national security or essential to the national
security, and this is kind of a new dimension that you suggest, the
survival of the Nation.

What kind of instance do you see occurring when the survival of
the Nation would come into play?

Mr. HALPERIN. Well, I think some of the operations that were
conducted during the second world war had to do with the survival
of the Nation. I think the question is really whatever label you put
on it, whether covert operations routinely occur, whether at any
given moment you intend the language to lead to a situation in
which the Government regularly and routinely is conducting three,
four, half a dozen or a dozen covert operations, or whether you had
to restrict that technique, restrict it to very unusual and rare
situations so that most times there would be no covert operations
and on certain occasions there might be one or two covert oper-
ations, and then you put whatever labels you want on those two
different situations, survival of the Nation, necessary for the secu-
rity, important to the security.

I think it is much more important that the committee--
Senator HUDDLESTON. You are not suggesting that we establish

quotas?
Mr. HALPERIN. No, but if you look back over the past and you

say which of the operations that we have conducted fit within the
categories you have, I think that would give some indication of
what you mean. As I read the language in this bill, it would in fact
authorize all or virtually all of the operations we previously con-
ducted. I think most Presidents have always said that is what they
are always doing, the sort of thing we talk about here.

Important to the security where no other technique will work,
and I think that is what the committee has to ask itself, is that
what is intended. Is it intended that say over the next 25 years we
will conduct covert operations under the same kind of circum-
stances we conducted them in the last 25 years, I mean, leaving
aside assassinations and some other particular techniques? What it
is intended to say, as I read the Church committee, it says we did
this much too often. We did it in many circumstances where it was
not appropriate, and that it wanted a much more restricted notion
of when this should be done.

That is, I think, the real choice, and I think it is one the commit-
tee ought to explicitly make, regardless of what label it finally puts
on the findings of the President.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Of course, the committee thought this was
pretty restrictive, and those in the community think it is totally
restrictive, and I think what the general is suggesting is that this
approach means no.



General STILWELL. Yes, sir, because I am thinking in quite differ-
ent terms than Mr. Halperin because I believe that our Govern-
ment has the need to and should be conducting covert actions,
special activities, which again, Mr. Chairman, go through the
entire scale from support or guerrilla warfare to a very, very
modest payment to somebody. We think in terms of hundreds of
special activities at any one time, and sensitive clandestine collec-
tions operations in the thousands at any one time, and sensitive
counterintelligence and counterterrorist intelligence operations in
the same magnitude. That is quite different when one then looks at
and interprets the provisions. And I think, therefore, one needs to
have standards, and I would hope, sir, the next 2 years, which is
the estimate of time it may take to perhaps have a final version of
this very important legislation, that the executive and legislative
branch would begin to develop the kind of mutual understanding,
based on dealing with these important matters, as to be able to
determine mutually what it is that you need and must have, and
with what periodicity and in what depth.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You might say that the system is working
now virtually as this bill contemplates as far as this committee
being advised, the President making the findings on covert activi-
ties. I don't know that it has presented any major difficulties up to
this point.

Mr. Halperin, you might want to make some comment about
whether or not they ought to be allowed to participate in peaceful
overthrow of governments. There is nothing to prevent the peace-
ful overthrow of our own Government in the Constitution. As a
matter of fact, one of the major parties engages in that effort every
4 years and shouldn't be precluded, I think. I think the word
"overthrow" has a bad connotation, but peacefully attempting to
alter the government of a foreign power if that happened to be in
the foreign interest of the United States?

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes, I think we probably should, and I think we
should prohibit foreigners from peacefully deciding whether Repub-
licans or Democrats should be elected. I think it would be a crime
for them to do so, at least by providing funds.

I think it comes down really to the question of whether we want
to impose a double standard on the world. Do we want to say it is
illegal for foreigners to covertly interfere in our system but we
have a right because of some values in this country that it is
different to covertly interfere in foreign elections of other coun-
tries?

And I just don't think the security of the United States is so
vitally threatened by what happens within democratic societies
that we ought to contemplate what seems to me a very great
departure from the kind of norms we want to establish.

Senator HUDDLESTON. The fact is foreign governments do partici-
pate in the peaceful overthrow of the United States. They influ-
ence, Israel, the Greeks influence us here.

Mr. HALPERIN. I think we should be free to do--
Senator HUDDLESTON. I don't think that that is--
Mr. HALPERIN. What we think is proper for the Israelis and

Greeks to do in the United States, we should feel free to do in
Israel and Greece.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Which is to help groups that happen to
have the same--

Mr. HALPERIN. I don't have any problem with that. I think we
would be very upset if we discovered that the Israeli Government
was secretly giving money to candidates for offices. Indeed, as I
understand, that is a crime.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, that itself doesn't, but those who
agree, who are supporters of that do.

Mr. HALPERIN. Fine, and I think it would be perfectly fine if
supporters of Israel in the United States would give money to
Israel, and I don't think there is any problem with that. But I
think there is an implication in our view about covert operations
that we want to do things in other countries that we want to deny
others the right to do even in foreign countries, but also particular-
ly in the United States, and I don't think we ought to be in that
position.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Just one final question. You suggested that
many visitors to this country ought to assume that they have all
the due protection of our Constitution.

Is there any right for our officials to assume that some people
who come here who they may perhaps have knowledge about or
who are coming under a program in which a pattern has been
established by a country of using that program for the purposes of
infiltrating or espionage or whatever, that we have a right to
assume that when they come under those conditions, that they are
here for purposes other than those publicly stated, that they could
at least look at the situation?

Mr. HALPERIN. Yes, I think we do. There is, as you know, lan-
guage in the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act that deals with
that problem. I would like to add the word "systematically" to that
language, but I think as a matter of principle, I agree, the standard
can be different on a showing that something important to the
Nation, I am sure it can be handled differently than the U.S.
person.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But a terrorist or a person involved in
terrorist activities who comes into the United States, you assume
that he might be here for some kind of a unlawful act?

Mr. HALPERIN. I would even assume that about Americans.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I am going to read with great interest the

information that both of you submitted with your statements, and I
think they will be very helpful to us in reaching the balance that
we are all looking for.

General, I appreciate the section-by-section comment that you
made on the entire bill, and Mr. Halperin, his comments likewise,
it will be helpful to us.

Senator Biden?
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
General, I realize you have been here a long time and I will not

pursue the particular area of interest which I am going to raise
with you now, but I would like to raise it at this point.

General Stilwell, I apologize to you and Mr. Halperin for not
being here for your testimony, but I am told, General, that you
raised a question of protection of sources and methods and a need
for a piece of legislation--



Senator HUDDLESTON. Would the Senator yield for a moment? I
have a gentleman waiting for 45 minutes and I am going to have to
leave, and when you finish, the committee would be in recess.

Senator BIDEN. Fine, and I will not keep you more than 5 min-
utes.

So my first question is, General, do you have or could you submit
for the record and for my subcommittee that is looking into this
matter your proposed piece of legislation? 1

General STILWELL. Mr. Senator, we have substantially that pro-
posal appended as a tab to my statement which you may or may
not have. The answer is yes.

Senator BIDEN. Fine.
As I was briefed by staff only a moment ago, the mechanism that

you suggest is one which has been raised by others, and I would
like to raise one question about it now and ask you both to com-
ment on it. We will then recess this hearing, and I will be back to
you, if I may, with questions after I have had an opportunity to
read the text of your suggestions, of your legislation.

As I understand it, General, your suggestion is that a judge in an
in camera proceeding make a determination of whether or not
there would be damage to the national interest and once that was
determined the hearing would commence to-that's not correct?

I missed the briefing. I was improperly briefed. I'm sorry.
Mr. WARNER. The proposition that we define in this bill is what

is an intelligence source and method, just as other categories of
information have been defined in other laws, and it would be up to
the judge to determine whether the information concerned met
that statutory standard, not whether it would be harmful to the
national interest.

Senator BIDEN. Merely that it fell within that category? Once
determined whether or not it fell within the category, then a judge
would make that finding in an in camera proceeding, correct?

Mr. WARNER. Yes.
Senator BIDEN. And at that point, is the judge making a finding

of law or a finding of fact?
Mr. WARNER. A finding of law.
Senator BIDEN. A finding of law.
Mr. WARNER. Yes, sir.
Senator BIDEN. Is he basing that finding on facts that relate to

whether or not this fits the category?
Would you give me your rationale as to why that is a finding of

law?
Mr. WARNER. Because we were attempting in drafting this origi-

nal to meet the dilemma found in questions under existing law-19
U.S.C. 793-794-where it was required that the jury determine
whether or not the information affected the national defense
within the meaning of the statute, and the statute is pretty gener-
al.

We tried to devise a scheme, because within the intelligence
community, what intelligence sources and methods is pretty mean-
ingful and pretty clear. We tried to put this in statutory language
so that it would be simply a matter for a judge to determine by
looking at the information concerned, measuring it against the

'See p. 297.



statutory standard, and he would make a finding of law, that was
within the meaning of the statutory criteria.

Senator BIDEN. I will not pursue that question.
Mr. Halperin, are you familiar with that?
Mr. HALPERIN. Yes.
Senator BIDEN. Would you comment on that?
Mr. HALPERIN. I must say it sounds a little bit like "Alice In

Wonderland" to me. That is a finding of fact, and I don't think you
can make a finding of fact a finding of law by labeling it a finding
of law. I think there are ways, other ways around.

The Scarbeck Statute, you know, 50 U.S.C. 783,' simply makes
irrelevant what the content of the information is and says that if it
has been classified by an agency, it fits the category, and in that
case, the judge ruled that the content of the information did not
have to be made public. It simply had to be shown that the individ-
ual knew that the information was classified, and that he passed it
to a person that he knew to be an agent of a foreign power, and it
seems to me that some version of that rule is likely to be much less
fraught with constitutional dangers than attempting to say that a
finding of fact is a finding of law.

Senator BIDEN. Because there is the constitutional dilemma that
we face on the issue of findings of fact and law, and what consti-
tutes a finding of law and what can be denied a jury to determine
whether or not a finding of fact--

Mr. WARNER. Indeed, it is a difficult problem.
Senator BIDEN. I didn't raise it at this point to be critical of it. I

raised it to highlight it because one of the thorniest problems we
faced in the hearings that we conducted, and the suggestions that
Mr. Halperin and others of different points of view presented to us,
was this question. My concern with the route that you suggest, Mr.
Halperin, is that I am of the opinion, as I suspect most of-I would
agree that much of it is classified and not much but a portion of
what is classified doesn't warrant classification, so are we being
more restrictive than warranted to protect the security or the
United States?

Mr. HALPERIN. Could I just clarify my position?
I am not suggesting the statute make it a crime for a formal

official to reveal anything which is classified. I think what you
need to do is to have a very narrow definition of the category of
information and I think the suggestion in that was too broad. Mr.
Colby has suggested techniques and sources, which I think begins
to get somewhat narrower, and to require a special finding by a
senior official that information fits the much narrower category
before it might be subjected to these differences.

Senator BIDEN. Well, as all three of you know better than I, we
could pursue this for days at this point, but I will ask for permis-
sion so we may pursue it at least in writing and possibly verbally. I
appreciate your time, and the hearing is recessed subject to the call
of the Chair.

[Whereupon, at 12:52 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the
call of the Chair.]

' See hearing on The Use of Classified Information in Litigation, Appendix I-Court Cases,
page 125.



WEDNESDAY, JUNE 21, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m. in room

5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Huddleston, Garn, Pearson,
and Chafee.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; David Bushong,
minority counsel; Audrey Hatry, clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. We will ask our hearings to come to order. Today
the hearings on intelligence charter legislation takes up a different
aspect of S. 2525 than has been considered in our previous hear-
ings. One of the main reasons for the charter legislation is to
protect constitutional rights, particularly the rights guaranteed by
the first and fourth amendments. Fundamental principles of due
process and equal protection of the laws are also at stake.

We have asked two outstanding constitutional scholars to discuss
these issues with us this morning: Prof. Thomas Emerson is Lines
Professor of Law Emeritus, Yale University and a leading authori-
ty on the first amendment. His book, "The System of Freedom of
Expression," is probably the most comprehensive and widely read
work on the subject.

Also with us today is the former Solicitor General of the United
States, Mr. Robert Bork, who is Chancellor, Kent Professor of Law
at Yale Law School. Professor Bork worked closely with the former
Attorney General Edward Levi on some of the questions before us
today. We understand that Professor Bork disagrees with Mr. Levi
on the need for a court order for intelligence wiretapping in this
country, and we are anxious to have him elaborate on his views,
and have a chance to explore both his and Professor Emerson's
views.

We appreciate you gentlemen, both of whom have many things
to do, taking the time to be with us here. Neither one of you are
foreigners to the congressional process. Both have made a signifi-
cant contribution in your own separate ways to the governmental
institutions of our country. So I don't know what the proper peck-
ing order is here.

Is there any preference? Does one want to go first?
Well, Professor Emerson, why don't we go from left to right.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Thomas I. Emerson follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS I. EMERSON, LINES PROFESSOR OF LAw EMERITUS,
YALE UNIVERSITY, BEFORE THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ON
S. 2525, THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE REORGANIZATION AND REFORM ACT OF 1978

S. 2525 undertakes to provide the statutory basis for all intelligence activities
concerned with the conduct of foreign relations and the protection of national
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security against dangers from abroad. The intelligence activities covered by the bill
include not only the collection, analysis and dissemination of information but ac-
tions by the intelligence agencies to counter the intelligence operations of other
countries, to combat international terrorism, and to carry out covert operations in
foreign countries. The bill establishes the administrative framework for the intelli-
gence agencies, authorizes various intelligence activities, imposes certain limita-
tions, and provides machinery for internal controls, external oversight, and judicial
review.

The bill purports to deal only with "foreign intelligence" activities, not domestic
intelligence matters. It should be emphasized, however, that this does not mean that
the bill is concerned only with aliens. Quite the contrary, at most points United
States citizens and resident noncitizens are directly affected. Certainly with respect
to intelligence operations within the United States, it is virtually impossible to
separate the impact on citizens and other residents from the impact on aliens
having no permanent connection with this country. Consequently the bill must be
judged in terms of its effect upon the rights of Americans. It is the standards for
protection of the liberties of Americans, not inhabitants of foreign countries, that
must govern.

S. 2525 is a lengthy and complicated bill, consisting of seven titles and 263 pages.
I do not make any attempt here to deal with every phase of the legislation. My
concern is primarily with the activities of the intelligence agencies within the
borders of the United States and their impact upon the civil liberties of American
residents. Even within this limited sphere, only a sketchy survey of the highlights of
the bill is possible.

It is essential, first of all, to outline the basic constitutional framework in which
S. 2525 must be considered. A number of important constitutional principles are
involved.

The First Amendment guarantees freedom of political expression, including the
right of political association. Clearly the collection, storage and dissemination of
data about political beliefs, opinions, associations, and activities of American citi-
zens can abridge First Amendment rights. The very process of investigating political
activities, involving the questioning of friends, neighbors, employers and others by
government agents, is intimidating. The compiling of dossiers, which may be the
basis of internment in event of emergency or of other reprisals, is threatening. The
very existence of an apparatus of agents, informers, and possibly agents provoca-
teurs, is chilling. Opportunities of partisan abuse of intelligence powers become
available and tempting. Freedom of expression cannot exist under these conditions.

The Supreme Court has never squarely addressed the First Amendment problems
involved in intelligence gathering. The closest approach was in Laird v. Tatum, 408
U.S. 1 (1972), a case involving an attack upon the Army's intelligence program. The
Court ruled that the plaintiffs in that case did not have standing to bring the suit
since they had not shown a "direct injury." Thus the Court did not reach the
underlying issues. Nevertheless, it can hardly be doubted that, at some point,
surveillance of American citizens by intelligence agencies abridges freedom of ex-
pression. For example, the conduct of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
making prolonged and extensive investigations into the political activities of Ameri-
can citizens who were never alleged to have broken any law surely constituted a
violation of the First Amendment.

The First Amendment issue here, then, is where to draw the line between collec-
tion of information for legitimate purposes and collection of information which
violates constitutional rights. I believe the answer has to be that, where such
operations relate to political expression and have a chilling effect, they must be
confined to searching for data which has a direct and immediate relation to the
violation of a criminal statute or to the administration of a regulatory statute. Since
the operations of the intelligence agencies here involved are not concerned with
regulatory legislation, the basic constitutional requirement is that their activities
must be limited to investigations of violations of the criminal law.

Other operations of the intelligence agencies, in addition to the collection and
dissemination of information, may impinge on First Amendment rights. Espionage,
sabotage, terrorism and similar acts are, of course, not protected by the First
Amendment. Nevertheless, in seeking to enforce laws against such conduct, and
particulary in engaging in "preventive action", the intelligence agencies may in-
trude upon areas of legitimate political expression. Such action, again, would violate
First Amendment rights unless it was confined to the traditional methods of law
enforcement.

Additional limitations are imposed upon the intelligence agencies by the Fourth
Amendment and by the constitutional right of privacy. These restrictions relate



principally to methods of gathering information. Under traditional law entrance
onto premises without consent, opening mail, and intercepting communications by
electronic means all require a court warrant issued only upon a showing of "prob-
able cause" and "particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons
or things to be seized." The question is whether any of these requirements should be
relaxed or abandoned because the government is engaged in a search for "foreign
intelligence." In my opinion they should not. Clearly where United States citizens
and permanent resident aliens are involved, directly or indirectly, there would
appear to be no justification for changing the rules. The constitutional rights at
stake are too precious to be sacrificed for the reason that external security, as
distinct from internal security, is the object of concern. Security at the price of a
police state is not an acceptable option.

The Supreme Court decision in United States v. United States District Court,
discussed subsequently, supports this position. Although the requirement of "prob-
able cause," and perhaps the requirement of particularity, may be somewhat differ-
ent in "foreign intelligence" cases, the basic demands of the Fourth Amendment
must be met.

I believe the same principles should apply to American citizens abroad and to
non-resident aliens in the United States. As to the former, there seems no valid
reason to deprive a United States citizen of constitutional rights at the hands of his
own officials just because he is not physically present in the United States. As to
the latter, it is unseemly to refuse the basic guarantees of personal liberty, which
are the pride of the American system, to visitors from other lands.

The constitutional protections embodied in the due process and equal protection
clauses of the Constitution are also applicable to the operations of the intelligence
community. The due process clause, which assures that no person will be deprived
of liberty without due process of law, clearly forbids action by government officials
in deliberate violation of existing laws. Ever since the days of the Magna Carta it
has been fundamental in our system of individual rights that the government in
dealing with those subject to its power must follow the laws of the land. The equal
protection clause would allow distinctions in treatment of United States citizens,
permanent resident aliens, non-resident aliens, and aliens abroad, but only where
there was a justifiable reason for the differentiation.

One overriding constitutional issue remains to be considered. Does the President
or the Executive Branch, possess any inherent power to deviate from constitutional
requirements because the intelligence agencies are dealing with "foreign intelli-
gence activities"? The Supreme Court has several times considered the question
whether the President can claim authority to ignore constitutional guarantees in
national security matters affecting internal concerns. It has consistently held that
no such power exists. In United States v. United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297
(1972), the President claimed the right to authorize electronic surveillance in inter-
nal security matters without adhering to the warrant requirements of the Fourth
Amendment. The Supreme Court flatly rejected the President's position, saying:

"Official surveillance, whether its purpose be criminal investigation or ongoing
intelligence gathering, risks infringement of constitutionally protected privacy of
speech. Security surveillances are especially sensitive because of the inherent vague-
ness of the domestic security concept, the necessarily broad and continuing nature
of intelligence gathering, and the temptation to utilize such surveillances to oversee
political dissent. We recognize, as we have before, the constitutional basis of the
President's domestic security role, but we think it must be exercised in a manner
compatible with the Fourth Amendment." (407 U.S. at 320).

Similar claims based on the inherent powers of the President were rejected in
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952); New York 7imes v.
United States, 403 U.S. 713 (1971); and United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974).

It is true that the Supreme Court, in the United States District Court case,
expressly reserved decision on "the issues which may be involved with respect to
activities of foreign powers or their agents" (407 U.S. at 322). But virtually all the
operations of the intelligence agencies authorized by S. 2525, to the extent that they
take place in the United States, involve at some point United States citizens or
permanent resident aliens. Even a foreign embassy cannot be kept under surveil-
lance without drawing into the intelligence net many activities of United States
citizens. As to these operations of the intelligence agencies the reasons given by the
Supreme Court for adhering to constitutional limitations are fully applicable. Only
activities abroad not involving United States citizens might be considered as not
infringing upon the rights of Americans and hence not subject to constitutional
limits. This would seem to be the judgment of the Senate in enacting the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978.



Nothing could be more dangerous for a democratic society, or more subversive of
the rule of law, than to permit the President or an Executive agency to override
constitutional rights upon a broad claim to be promoting "national security." The
deepest principles of our constitutional law forbid such a conclusion. S. 2525, like
other legislation concerned with national security, must not include provisions
which allow the President to disregard constitutional rights or ignore at will the
established law of the land.

Apart from constitutional considerations, two other general propositions must be
kept in mind in analyzing S. 2525. First, is the paradox that, in attempting to
reform the intelligence agencies, it is easy for legislation to make matters worse. In
the past the intelligence agencies have operated largely without statutory authority
or guidance. Most of the abuses that ensued were of doubtful legality and might
have eventually been found unauthorized or unconstitutional. In attempting to
frame charters for the agencies, affirmatively setting forth their powers, great care
has to be taken not to authorize and thereby legitimize practices which previously
were beyond their legal authority. Only careful and precise drafting, and extensive
discussion of the implications of the various provisions, can avoid this danger.

Second, it is essential to examine the provisions of S. 2525 with a most skeptical
eye. Our past experience With the intelligence agencies sought to be regulated by
this legislation demonstrates that they are not readily held within bounds. One is
fully justified in assuming that the intelligence community will give the most
expansive meaning to any provision that confers power and the most restrictive
meaning to those provisions that impose limitation. Hence, again, great precision
and full exploration of all possibilities are imperative.

Turning now to the specific provisions of S. 2525, consideration will be given to
four major features of the bill. These are (1) the scope of the authority conferred
upon the intelligence agencies to collect information; (2) the methods authorized for
the collection of information; (3) the authority granted to the intelligence agencies
to engage in preventive action; and (4) measures to control, oversee, and review the
operations of the intelligence agencies.

I. THE SCOPE OF AUTHORITY TO COLLECT INFORMATION

Numerous provisions of S. 2525 deal with the collection of information by the
intelligence agencies. The problems raised by these provisions may be grouped into
the following categories: (A) The scope of the field of inquiry authorized; (B) the
unlimited authority to collect "publically available information"; (C) the basic limi-
tations imposed on the collection of other types of information; (D) the exceptions to
the limitations; and (E) provisions for the protection of individual rights. Analysis of
these provisions demonstrates that the authority conferred upon the intelligence
agencies to collect information is nlot limited to investigation of violations of law,
that it is so vague and extensive as to seriously endanger individual liberties, and
that it infringes upon freedom of expression guaranteed by the First Amendment.

A. The field of inquiry
Section 111(a) of the bill gives blanket authority to the intelligence agencies to

conduct (1) "national intelligence activities", (2) "counterintelligence activities," and
(3) "counterterrorist activities". Section 211(a) reconfirms this authority. "National
intelligence activity" is defined to include "foreign intelligence activity" (§ 104 (23)),
which in turn is defined to mean the collection of "information pertaining to the
capabilities, intentions, or activities of any foreign state, government, organization,
association, or individual and also pertaining to the defense, national security,
foreign policy or related policies of the United States." "Counterintelligence" is
defined to mean "information pertaining to the capabilities, intentions, or activities
of any foreign government in the fields of espionage, other clandestine intelligence
collection, covert action, assassination, or sabotage, or pertaining to such govern-
ment's own efforts to protect against the collection of information on its capabilities,
intentions, or activities" (§ 104 (5)). And "counterterrorism intelligence" is defined to
mean "information pertaining to the capabilities or intentions of any foreign gov-
ernment or of any organization, association, or individual to commit or otherwise
participate in any international terrorist activity" (§ 104(8)).

It is clear from these definitions that the field of inquiry open to intelligence
gathering is virtually without boundaries. Almost any political conduct, other than
purely local activity, can be said to relate to the defense, national security, foreign
policy or related policies of the United States and to bear upon the capabilities,
intentions or activities of a foreign state, political party or individual. It will be
remembered that the far-flung operations of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in
which information was compiled upon thousands of American citizens and hundreds
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of organizations, was based upon a Presidential directive to investigate German
Nazi and Russian Communist activity in the United States.

Similarly, information concerning the "capabilities, intentions or activities of a
foreign government" in the field of espionage or other clandestine intelligence
collection would cover the activities of nearly every organization having any ties to
a foreign country or any member of such an organization. The collection of informa-
tion relating to the "capabilities or intentions" of a foreign government or associ-
ation to engage in terrorism is somewhat more limited, but even here the words
"capabilities" and "intentions" could be stretched to cover the conduct of any
organization connected in any way with an international movement regarded by the
intelligence agencies as hostile to American interests.

Moreover, it should be noted that section 112(a) empowers the President to
expand the coverage of "national intelligence activities" as defined in the bill to
include additional activities about which information can be collected. Even if the
original definition in the bill were construed to limit the authority of the intelli-
gence agencies to gather information, this provision removes all such boundaries.

In short, the basic field of inquiry open to the intelligence agencies under S. 2525
would not substantially restrict their operations as they have been conducted in the
past. We turn then to an examination of other provisions of the bill to discover what
limits may be imposed upon this initial grant of virtually unconfined authority.

B. The gathering of publically available information
Section 211 (c) of S. 2525 provides that "[p]ublically available information concern-

ing any United States person, or any foreign person within the United States, may
be collected by any entity of the intelligence community when such information is
relevant to an authorized function of that entity." (See also §§ 506 (a) and 507 (a)).
This provision opens up to the intelligence agencies the entire field of inquiry
outlined above. So long as the information can be said to be "publically available"
there are no restrictions. A large proportion of the information gathered by the
intelligence agencies in the past, and stored in dossiers on American citizens, was
"publically available." My own F.B.I. file for example, reveals that over a period of
25 years the F.B.I. compiled reports on every book I wrote, every article I published,
virtually every speech I made, almost every petition I signed for redress of griev-
ances, almost every committee I served on, and almost every letterhead upon which
my name appeared. All this information was "publically available." There is noth-
ing in S. 2525 which would prevent the F.B.I. from continuing to maintain dossiers
of this nature.

C. Basic limitations upon collection of information not publically available
Where information is not publically available, S. 2525 does impose some basic

limitations upon the authority of the intelligence agencies to collect data. Section
214 provides that "foreign intelligence" may be collected with respect to any United
States person (that is, a citizen or a permanent resident alien) when such person (1)
is "reasonably believed" to be engaged in (2) "espionage" or (3) "any other clandes-
tine activity" which (4) "involves or may involve a violation of the criminal laws of
the United States", or (5) to be "aiding and abetting" any person in the conduct of
any such activity, or (6) to be "conspiring with any person engaged in any such
activity."

Section 214 is formulated as a grant of power, not as a limitation on power, and
nowhere in S. 2525 is there an express statement that the intelligence agencies are
limited in their field of inquiry by Section 214 or similar provisions discussed later.
Section 111(b) does provide, however, that intelligence activities "may be undertak-
en only by entities of the intelligence community and only in accordance with the
provisions of this Act." (See also § 211(a)). It will be assumed, therefore, that Section
214 was intended to preclude the intelligence agencies from collecting information
(other than publically available information) unless the conditions set forth in that
provision are met. On its face section 214 appears to be a substantial limitation.
Analysis of its components, however, reveals that it is a far less restrictive than it
appears.

(1) The term "reasonably believes" is wholly subjective and extremely vague.
There is no requirement that the belief be based upon any concrete fact. Hence
mere speculation will suffice to trigger an investigation, and control by any over-
sight machinery would be difficult.

(2) The term "espionage" is not defined. So far as it appears it is not confined to a
violation of the espionage laws. Hence any communication with a foreign govern-
ment, foreign official, or member of a foreign organization might be construed as
grounds for opening a full investigation.

27-462 0 - 78 - 29
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(3) The term "clandestine intelligence activity" is defined in section 204 (b) (1) to
mean "any intelligence activity" on behalf of a "foreign power" which is concealed,
or "any activity carried out in support of such activity." "Foreign power" includes
not only a foreign government but any foreign political party, unit, or group.
(§ 204(b)(8)). Hence any connection with a foreign person, or any "supporting" activi-
ty for another person having such a connection, could bring one within its scope.

(4) The term "involves or may involve" a violation of the criminal laws of the
United States limits the right to investigate "clandestine intelligence activity" (and
possible "espionage"). But use of the phrase "may involve" almost nullifies the
limitation. It is not difficult for an intelligence agency to argue that any connection
with a foreign country which is not a close ally of the United States could potential-
ly involve a violation of law, particularly so long as the Logan Act remains in effect.
It is true that the term "may involve" has been accepted by the Senate in the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. Apart from the fact that it is objectionable in
that legislation also, there is less danger in using it where the involvement must be
demonstrated to a court before the intelligence agency can act than where the
intelligence agency makes the decision for itself.

(5) The term "aiding and abetting" does not require that the support given be
"knowing" in any sense. Hence numerous persons on the periphery of targeted
activity can themselves be targeted. For example, any member of a political organi-
zation could be the subject of investigation on the theory that he or she was aiding
or abetting the conduct of the officers or even active members of the organization.

(6) The term "conspiring" is notorious as a dragnet device.
Two other provisions of section 214 confer additional authority upon the intelli-

gence agencies. One empowers the agencies to collect "foreign intelligence" when-
ever they determine that a person "is reasonably believed to be engaged in any
clandestine intelligence activity outside the United States," that is to be obtaining
information with respect to any foreign organization or group that seeks to influ-
ence "political or public interest, policies, or relations" of a foreign government or
unit. The other opens up investigation of any person who resides outside the United
States and "is acting in an official capacity for a foreign power", defined as above to
include any foreign political organization, and the information sought concerns such
person's official activities. These provisions allow the collection of intelligence with
respect to all Americans living abroad who have any contact with organizations or
individuals who attempt to influence the public policy of a foreign country.

Taken as a whole, therefore, section 214 still leaves an extraordinarily wide range
of targets available to the intelligence agencies. Section 213, which applies similar
purported restrictions to the collection of counterintelligence and counterterrorism
intelligence is subject to the same objections. In short, the reach of the authority to
collect information under these provisions is unnecessarily and dangerously broad.

The basic flaw in this effort to impose limitations upon the initial vast grant of
power conferred by section 111(a) is, not only that the limitations are couched in the
vaguest of terms, but that they are themselves formulated as grants of power. This
gives the intelligence agencies the opportunity to interpret them in their own way.
If the drafters of the bill are serious about imposing limitations they should also
incorporate provisions which affirmatively and specifically forbid the intelligence
agencies to engage in the abuses which have characterized their operations in the
past. This would call for concrete prohibitions against political surveillances, selec-
tive investigations, and similar conduct. No such provisions appear in the bill.

D. Exceptions to the limitations
S. 2525 contains a number of exceptions to the basic limitations imposed by

sections 213 and 214. These have the effect of expanding even further the authority
of the intelligence agencies to collect information. They can only be noted briefly.

(1) Section 218 authorizes the collection of information for up to 180 days concern-
ing any person "who is reasonably believed to be the object of a recruitment effort
by the intelligence service of a foreign power" (defined to include any foreign
political party of group). This provision could allow investigation of any person in
the United States who possesses any information or expertise with respect to any
matter affecting the national security or defense of the United States. It would
permit surveillance of numerous scientists and other members of the academic
community.

Another provision of section 218 authorizes the intelligence agencies to compile
data on any person "who is engaged in activity or possesses information or material
which is reasonably believed to be . . . the target of any clandestine intelligence
collection activity" (defined as above). Such information may be collected "only to
the extent necessary to protect against such . . . intelligence activity", but it is not
clear what this qualification means or how much it would restrain the agencies.
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This provision could extend the powers of the intelligence agencies even further into
the scientific community, with disastrous results for academic freedom. It would
also authorize such investigations as the Federal Bureau of Investigation conducted
of Rev. Martin Luther King, which was based upon the claim that members of his
staff had Communist connections.

(2) Under section 219 "foreign intelligence" in the possession of a United States
person may be collected by an intelligence agency, if the collection "is limited to
interviewing any other person to whom the United States person may have volun-
tarily disclosed such foreign intelligence." This provision allows the investigation of
anybody possessing any information relating to the defense or policies of any foreign
government, organization or individual, provided the inquiry is confirmed to inter-
viewing that person's colleagues, friends, acquaintances and other associates. The
inhibiting effect of such activity is obvious.

(3) Section 220 provides that any intelligence agency may, for a period not to
exceed 90 days, collect information with respect to any United States person "who
has contact with any person who is reasonably believed to be engaged in espionage
or other clandestine intelligence collection activity." Again, "espionage" is not de-
fined, and is not limited to illegal activity; and "clandestine intelligence activity"
includes the obtaining of information by any foreign government, organization or
group, provided only it is done in a "concealed" manner. The investigation is limited
to ascertaining the "identity" of the United States person involved and "whether
such person concurrently has, has had, or will have access" to sensitive information.
But, again, the power to investigate is opened up, as to numerous persons, and the
point at which it will cease is speculative.

(4) Section 221 allows an investigation of any United States person "who is
reasonably believed to be a potential source of information or operational assist-
ance" to the intelligence agency, but only to the extent necessary to determine such
person's "suitability" or "credibility" as a source. In this case the inquiry is limited
to collection of publically available information, national agency checks, and inter-
views. Here also, although the manner of investigation is limited, the selection of a
target is virtually unlimited.

(5) Section 222 authorizes investigation of persons within "or in the immediate
vicinity" of an agency installation, or any person posing "a clear threat" to the
safety of an installation or its personnel, and any contractor or employee of a
contractor to determine whether security rules have been violated. Some provision
for maintaining security is necessary, but these provisions go substantially beyond
what is required. For example, the investigation of an employee of a contractor is
allowed, even though such employee has no access to secret material, or indeed may
not even know that the contractor has any relations with an intelligence agency.
The effect, once more, is to multiply the number of available targets.

E. Provisions for protection of individual rights
The only provision in S. 2525 which undertakes to prohibit intelligence agency

conduct that might violate the rights of the individual is section 241. That section
provides:

"No intelligence activity may be directed against any United States person solely
on the basis of such person's exercise of any right protected by the Constitution or
laws of the United States, and no intelligence activity may be designed and conduct-
ed so as to limit, disrupt, or interfere with the exercise of any such right by any
United States person."

For a number of reasons section 241 is wholly inadequate. In the first place the
prohibition on directing intelligence activity against a person "solely" because such
person has exercised a constitutional or legal right fails to afford any real protec-
tion. It would be almost impossible to prove in any case that the "sole" ground for
agency action was to deny a lawful right. Moreover, no such proof should be
required. Government action which abridges a constitutional or legal right should
be prohibited whether or not there are other grounds which might have justified
action.

Second, under this provision only intelligence activity that is both "designed and
conducted" so as to interfere with constitutional or legal rights is forbidden. This
requires proof that the agency intended to interfere not merely that it did interfere.

Third, a general provision that the government adhere to the mandate of the laws
and the constitution is tautologous. The government owes that obligation anyway,
regardless of any provision of statute.

Measures designed to protect constitutional and other legal right, as noted above,
should be framed concretely and precisely to deal with specific abuses that have
occurred. This S. 2525 does not do.



F. Conclusion
It is apparent from the foregoing analysis that the authority of the intelligence

agencies to collect information is far too broad and goes substantially beyond
inquiries into violation of the criminal law or the necessities of agency administra-
tion. Inasmuch as the kind of information to be collected deals with political beliefs,
opinions, associations and other forms of expression these provisions both violate
First Amendment rights on their face and inevitably result in First Amendment
violations in practice. Even without regard to the constitutional implications of the
bill the nature and scope of the powers conferred are contrary to sound public
policy. Finally, the provisions of the bill do little to assure that the abuses charac-
teristic of the intelligence agencies in the recent past will not occur again.

II. METHODS AUTHORIZED FOR THE COLLECTION OF INFORMATION

S. 2525 contains a number of provisions dealing with the methods which may be
employed by the intelligence agencies in collecting information. Section 211(d) pro-
vides generally that "[a]ll collection of information concerning United States per-
sons, or foreign persons within the United States, shall be conducted by the least
intrusive means possible." This provision must be considered largely hortatory,
however, as there is no way by which it can be enforced. Section 215 lists the basic
methods available to the intelligence agencies in the ordinary gathering of intelli-
gence. Section 243 authorizes illegal activities under certain circumstances, and
section 244 contains special provisions dealing with agents or informers participat-
ing in targeted organizations.

Electronic surveillance within the United State is governed by the separate provi-
sions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, passed by the Senate on April 20,
1978, and will not be considered here. Likewise "physical search" (break-ins) and
mail openings are made subject to the same rules as electronic surveillance and
hence also will not be considered here. The remaining provisions raise a number of
constitutional and policy issues. Discussion will be confined, however, to three major
problems. They are (A) the use of intrusive methods of investigation where no
violation of the law is involved; (B) the utilization of informers; and (C) authoriza-
tion to engage in illegal methods of investigation.

A. Use of intrusive methods of investigation where no violation of law is involved
Section 215, as noted above, authorizes the use of various techniques for collection

of data by the intelligence agencies. The section provides that these methods can be
used "only under exigent circumstances" or when the Attorney General, or his
designee, has made a written finding that "the use of such techniques is necessary
and reasonable." It is hardly likely that these requirements will operate to confine
the use of the listed techniques to extraordinary or unusual circumstances. On the
contrary it is to be expected that the "necessary and reasonable" finding will be
routinely made whenever the Federal Bureau of Investigation or other agency asks
for it.

The techniques authorized by section 215 are as follows:
(1) "examination of the confidential tax records of any federal, state, or a local

agency in accordance with any applicable law."
(2) "physical surveillance for purposes other than identification." The term "phys-

ical surveillance" is defined in section 204 (b)(7) as the "systematic and deliberate
observation of a person without that person's consent by any means on a continuing
basis;" or "unconsented acquisition of a nonpublic communication by a person not a
party thereto or visibly present thereat." The first clause would, for example,
authorize tailing a person, and the second clause would include, for example, the
use of a radio transmitter by a party to a conversation in order to communicate the
conversation to an intelligence agent.

(3) "the direction of covert human sources to collect information". The term
"covert human sources" means informers, including persons who inform voluntarily
and without compensation (§ 204 (b)(3)).

(4) "mail covers in accordance with applicable law of the United States."
(5) "requests for information . . . pertaining to employment, education, medical

care, insurance, telecommunications services, credit status, or other financial mat-
ters from the confidential records of any private institution or any Federal, State, or
local agency."

All of these techniques of investigation are objectionable when employed to collect
information about a person who is not charged with or suspected of any violation of
law. The intrusions and dangers involved in collecting data at all about such
persons, as discussed previously, are compounded when the methods authorized by
section 215 are employed. To subject a person to examination of his finances, tailing
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of his movements, invasion of his privacy by informers, examination of his mail,
tracking of his telephone calls, and the like is hardly to treat him as a free person.
While the Supreme Court has never passed on the issue it would seem very doubtful
that such activities by the intelligence agencies could be considered "reasonable"
within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment. At the very least these intrusive
techniques should be permitted only where a violation of law is involved or about to
be involved.

B. Informers
As just noted, section 215 authorizes the intelligence agencies to use "covert

human sources" (informers) in the collection of information. Section 244 deals with
the use of informers to infiltrate an organization. It provides that in the case of a
"United States organization" infiltration is permissible "when necessary to collect
information concerning the organization or its members." The only limitation is
that participation by informers "shall be confined to the collection of information as
authorized' by the bill; shall be conducted "so as not to influence the lawful
activities of the organization or its members;" and within the United States may be
done only by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Section 244 also authorizes
"undisclosed participation in a United States organization" when "esssential for
preparing the participants for assignment to an intelligence agency outside the
United States."

The following points should be noted:
(1) Clearly S. 2525 contemplates the extensive use of informers in collecting

information. Organizations are subject to infiltration, not only when the organiza-
tion is itself under surveillance, but when any member is. Likewise, organizations
can be infiltrated when necessary to train intelligence agents. Apart from the
restrictions concerned with participation in organizations there are no limits placed
on the use of informers.

(2) The use of informers is an exceptionally intrusive technique. It almost inevita-
bly involves a gross and prolonged invasion of privacy.

(3) The use of informers to infiltrate organizations is especially objectionable. The
persons recruited for such assignments are often unstable and unreliable. In order
to maintain credibility an infiltrator must necessarily participate actively in the
organization, and frequently assume a position of leadership. The admonition in
section 244 that undercover participation in an organization shall be "confined to
the collection of information" and shall not "influence the lawful activities of the
organization or its members" is wholly unrealistic. Merely casting a vote influences
policy. Indeed active participation is the name of the game. Nothing is likely to be
more disruptive of an organization than infiltration by secret agents of an intelli-
gence agency.

(4) It will be noted that the prohibition in section 244 against influencing activi-
ties is limited to "lawful" activities. This seems to invite participation by the
infiltrator in illegal activities. In other words there is nothing to prevent the
infiltrator from becoming an agent provacateur. Indeed, in certain cases, this is
expressly authorized by section 243, discussed below.

(5) The use of informers, and especially infiltration of organizations, is as intru-
sive as wiretapping and bugging, break-ins, and opening mail. If allowed at all, it
should only be permitted under procedures requiring a court warrant.

C Authority to engage in illegal methods of collecting data
Section 243 provides:
"No person acting on behalf of an entity of the intelligence community may

instigate or commit any violation of the criminal statues of the United States unless
such activity is undertaken pursuant to procedures approved by the Attorney Gen-
eral and: (1) does not involve acts of violence; (2) does not involve a violation of any
other provision of this Act; and (3) is necessary to protect against acts of espionage,
sabotage, international terrorist activity, or assassination."

This extraordinary provision is discussed in more detail in connection with the
sections of S. 2525 that authorize the intelligence agencies to engage in counterintel-
ligence and counterterrorist activities. At this point it suffices to note its impact on
the methods used in collection data.

Under section 243 whenever an intelligence agency deems it necessary to protect
against acts of espionage, sabotage, terrorism or assassination it can collect informa-
tion by any illegal method that does not involve acts of violence. "Espionage" is not
defined and, as noted above, could include a wide area of conduct. The requirement
that there be no violation of other provisions of S. 2525 would not seem to be a
hindrance, except possibly as to electronic surveillance, physical search and mail
openings, which are governed by Title III. Section 215, which lists certain approved
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techniques for collecting information, is not exclusive; it does not forbid other
methods. Hence, within the area specified, illegal methods of collection are permissi-
ble.

Rather than authorize illegal actions in gathering intelligence S. 2525 should
specifically prohibit them. Otherwise abuses will continue to flourish.

III. AUTHORITY GRANTED TO INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES TO ENGAGE IN PREVENTIVE ACTION

S. 2525, in addition to providing for the collection, analysis and dissemination of
information, also authorizes intelligence agencies to engage in preventive action.
The powers conferred are vague and amorphous, and subject to few limitations. But
their use by the intelligence agencies on a major scale is clearly contemplated. This
feature of S. 2525 raises ominous questions.

Section 111(a), as noted previously, grants a blanket authority to the intelligence
agencies to conduct "counterintelligence activities" and "counterterrorism activi-
ties." The term "counterintelligence activity" is defined to include "any activity
undertaken by the United States to counter espionage, other clandestine intelli-
gence collection, covert action, assassination, or sabotage, or similar activities of a
foreign government or to counter such foreign government's efforts to protect
against the collection of information on its capabilities, intentions, or activities"
(§ 104(6)). "Counterterrorism activity" includes "any activity undertaken by an
entity of the intelligence community intended to protect against an international
terrorist activity" (§ 104(7)). See also § 506(a)(2).

The area of operation created by these provisions is extensive. It embraces (1) all
espionage, clandestine intelligence collection and covert action of foreign govern-
ments; (2) sabotage and terrorist activities; and (3) the efforts of a foreign govern-
ment to protect its intelligence system.

The nature of the preventive action authorized within this area is not spelled out.
Some idea of its character, however, can be gained from an examination of the few
restrictions imposed. Section 242 provides that no person acting on behalf of an
intelligence agency "may disseminate anonymously or under a false identity infor-
mation concerning any United States person" unless the dissemination poses no risk
to the safety of such person, and is not done to discredit him because of his exercise
of legal rights. Section 244, as noted above, confines infiltration of United States
organizations by the intelligence agencies to the collection of information or the
training of operatives. And section 246 requires that intelligence agencies may not
"sponsor, contract for, or conduct research on any human subject" except in accord-
ance with H.E.W. guidelines.

In addition, section 243, quoted previously, stipulates that no person acting for an
intelligence agency "may instigate or commit any violation of the criminal statutes
of the United States" unless such activity does not involve violence, does not violate
other provisions of S. 2525, and is necessary for counterintelligence or counterterror-
ism purposes. It is not clear how section 243 squares with section 241, also men-
tioned previously, which provides that "no intelligence activity may be designed and
conducted so as to limit, disrupt, or interfere with the exercise" by any person of a
right protected by the Constitution or laws. Presumably section 241 prohibits only
interference with the affirmative "exercise" of a right and does not protect against
injury when a person is not "exercising" a right.

In any event section 243 is unprecedented in the annals of American law. At no
time, so far as I am aware, has Congress or a state legislature ever passed a statute
authorizing government agents, much less police officials, to break the laws. Surely
this provision must be a clear violation of the due process clause of the United
States Constitution. Even if it were not unconstitutional it stands in direct conflict
to the rule of law.

Taken as a whole the preventive action provisions of S. 2525 would authorize such
tactics on the part of the intelligence agencies and their agents as the conveying of
false information, forging of documents, sending of poison pen letters, pressuring
employers to discharge employees, use of agents provocateurs, and similar action. It
would, in short, legalize the F.B.I.'s COINTELPRO and President Nixon's Huston
Plan. It will be remembered that both these programs were designed, in part, to
prevent leakage of information to foreign countries.

Such activities, insofar as they infringe upon the right to freedom of political
expression and association, would violate the First Amendment to the extent they
involve a deliberate pattern of law breaking they would violate the due process
clause. At every point they would violate the principles of a democratic society.
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IV. CONTROLS

The problem of controlling the agencies conducting foreign intelligence activities
in the United States is a difficult one. It is not easy to draw clear-cut lines between
authorized and unauthorized conduct. Supervision is greatly hampered by the re-
quirements of secrecy. And intelligence agencies, based on prior experience, have a
notorious tendency to press to the limits of the law, and beyond.

All these problems are accentuated in the case of S. 2525 because of the broad and
vague grants of power contained in its substantive provisions. At many points it will
be hard to say whether certain activity violates the law or not. Nor are the abuses
of the past specifically forbidden.

Within these limitations, however, S. 2525 makes a substantial effort to establish
effective controls. Accountability is secured through requirements that certain activ-
ities be authorized in writing and through a system of reporting. Oversight is
provided within the agencies by creating the offices of general counsel and inspector
general, and outside the agencies by the General Accounting Office, the Intelligence
Oversight Board, and Congressional committees. Judicial review is available
through criminal penalties and civil suits. Whistle blowing is given protection.

The following measures to improve the system of controls are suggested:
(1) The oversight provisions rely too heavily upon obtaining reports of failure to

comply with the provisions of the bill, rather than upon routine inspection of the
operations of the various agencies. At least as to the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion, the General Accounting Office should be directed to conduct an audit and
evaluation at least once a year, which should include a random sampling of all
Bureau files and investigations. The resulting report should be submitted to Con-
gress and made public.

(2) The criminal sanctions provided in S. 2525 are inadequate. They deal only with
illegal searches and human experimentation. While criminal proceedings are rarely
brought against government officials, they serve a useful purpose in emphasizing
the importance of protecting individual rights and provide an incentive for officials
throughout the agency to refuse engagement in illegal action and to comply with
the law. The bill should therefore make any intentional, substantial violation of its
provisions a criminal offense.

(3) The civil sanctions available appear to be confined to the recovery of damages.
The bill should also provide for injunctions and other equitable relief.

Again, it needs to be repeated, the control system will not function effectively so
long as the substantive provisions are so far-reaching and prohibitions against
specific abuses such as occured in the past are not provided.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS I. EMERSON, LINES PROFESSOR OF
LAW EMERITUS, YALE UNIVERSITY

Mr. EMERSON. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the opportunity
to appear before the committee. I have filed a statement with the
committee which elaborates my ideas, and I will not attempt to
read that at this time, but more or less summarize what it says.

First, let me make two general remarks. S. 2525 ostensibly deals
with foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, and terrorism, but
the major impact of the bill falls on the rights of U.S. persons, that
is, citizens of the United States, or permanent resident aliens. I
therefore consider that the applicable constitutional standards are
those which apply to American citizens and not those which may
apply to foreigners or persons residing in another country.

Second, I will confine my consideration to the problem of intelli-
gence activities in the United States, not abroad, except insofar as
they involve American citizens abroad, and the impact on civil
liberties of United States persons.

Now, first of all, generally, with respect to the constitutional
issues, it is clear that the first amendment has a direct application
in many aspects to the operations of the intelligence agencies. One
of the main functions of the intelligence agencies, of course, is the
collection of information, and the performance of that function has
an immediate bearing on civil and political rights. The very process



of investigating political activities, which involves questioning of
friends, neighbors, employers, and others by Government agencies,
may be intimidating. The compiling of dossiers which may be the
basis of internment in the event of emergency or other reprisals is
threatening. The very existence of an apparatus of agents, inform-
ers, and possibly agents provocateurs is chilling. Opportunities for
partisan abuse of intelligence powers become available and tempt-
ing. Freedom of expression cannot exist under those conditions.

The Supreme Court has consistently recognized that the collec-
tion of information with respect to political activities does involve
and may infringe on first amendment rights. In National Associ-
ation for the Advancement of Colored People v. Alabama, it held
that the collection of the names of members of an organization in
itself would be a violation of the right of association. In Buckley v.
Vallejo, it reiterated the proposition that disclosure of information
about political activities can invade first amendment rights.

Now, it is true that in Laird v. Tatum in 1972, the Supreme
Court refused to interfere with the Army intelligence program
which involved an enourmous collection of information about
American citizens. However, in that case, the Court rested its
decision not on the merits but on the ground that the plaintiffs did
not have a standing to bring the action. Furthermore, the com-
plaint in the case involved only the collection of information which
was publicly available. It didn't involve collection of other types of
information which might invade privacy or be more intrusive in
their impact.

I think it is therefore clear that the operations of intelligence
agencies, simply in gathering information, do impinge on first
amendment rights. The question then is where do you draw the
line.

In my statement I make the proposition that the applicable
doctrine should be that where the operations of intelligence agen-
cies involve expression or association and have a chilling effect on
those rights, then the search for data must be confined to informa-
tion having a direct and immediate relation to violation of a crimi-
nal statute or adminstration of a regulatory statute. I think that is
the basic principle that should be applied in this situation.

In addition to the collection of information, other operations of
intelligence agencies can effect first amendment rights. Espionage,
sabotage, terrorism are of course activities not protected by the
first amendment. Nobody argues that they are. But certain meth-
ods of seeking to protect against such conduct may invade first
amendment rights. For instance, preventive action, the COINTEL
program of the FBI, as it was directed against such organizations
as the Socialist Workers Party or the National Lawyers Guild,
clearly constituted an invasion of first amendment rights.

In my judgment, the use of informers can also constitute an
invasion of the rights of association protected by the first amend-
ment.

In other words, an intelligence apparatus can be an instrument
and can be used as an instrument for political and social control.
Insofar as it does that-and it frequently does that-it may invade
first amendment rights.



With respect to the fourth amendment prohibiting unreasonable
searches and seizures and requiring a warrant procedure, of course
it has basic applications to the traditional areas requiring a war-
rant for a search of premises, for wiretapping, for opening mail and
so forth. But in addition to that, the fourth amendment has broad-
er implications with respect to intelligence activities because after
all, intelligence activities do constitute a search for information,
and frequently a search by the use of intrusive methods which
invade privacy. So the collection of private records, such as bank
records or employment records or educational records and so forth
also seem to me to involve on a broad basis fourth amendment
rights. And similarly, the use of informers to obtain information, a
search for information with respect to political activities, involves
not only first amendment but also fourth amendment rights.

I see no difference in the application of the fourth amendment to
the question of domestic intelligence, so-called, and foreign intelli-
gence, so-called, because as I have said, foreign intelligence actual-
ly has its main impact upon the rights of Americans. And I see no
reason why such a precious inheritance of our system of individual
rights, the right to be free from unreasonable searches by the
Government, shouldn't apply even though the subject of the intelli-
gence operations may be so-called foreign intelligence. A nation
without the fourth amendment would certainly be a police state.

I think this position has been affirmed by the U.S. Supreme
Court in United States v. U.S. District Court in 1972, which I will
mention in a little more detail later.

The third major constitutional provision which has application
here is the due process clause. It seems to me entirely clear that a
pattern of lawless violation, of violation of law by any Government
agency, including intelligence agencies, violates the due process
clause. In other words, preventive action carried on in violation of
existing laws is in itself a violation of the due process clause. The
very origin of the due process clause in the Magna Carta was to
protect against that kind of lawless activity on the part of the
executive, and it seems to me it applies clearly in this case.

The equal protection clause might also apply, but it does not
apply to the area to which I have limited myself.

The other major constitutional problem concerns the inherent
powers of the President, that have been claimed, at least, for the
President. It seems to me quite clear that so far as domestic secur-
ity is concerned, the Supreme Court has held that the constitution-
al rights under the first amendment, the fourth amendment, the
due process clause and so forth, are fully applicable.

I take it that is the meaning of United States v. United States
District Court, which I mentioned previously, and let me just read
a quotation from that case which I think summarizes the situation.

Official surveillance, whether its purpose be criminal investigation or ongoing
intelligence gathering, risks infringement of constitutionally protected privacy of
speech. Security surveillances are especially sensitive because of the inherent vague-
ness of the domestic security concept, the necessarily broad and continuing nature
of intelligence gathering, and the temptation to utilize such surveillance to oversee
political dissent. We recognize-

This is Justice Powell-



We recognize, as we have before, the constitutional basis of the President's domes-
tic security role, but we think it must be exercised in a manner compatible with the
fourth amendment.

Other cases, the Youngstown Steel case, the steel seizure case,
the Pentagon Papers case and the Nixon Tapes case all rejected
claims of inherent Presidential powers to take action contrary to
constitutional principles in the case of domestic activities.

I think the same rules should apply to what is here called
foreign intelligence, for the reason that I have given, that it has
the same effect upon the rights of American citizens and perma-
nent residents as do domestic security investigations. You will
recall that in the steel seizure case, for instance, the basis of the
President's action was a national security basis. He claimed that it
was necessary in the conduct of the Korean police action to keep
the steel mills running, and it was in the field of foreign affairs
that he found justification for the action. The Supreme Court re-
jected that position, and obviously it affected domestic conduct as
much as foreign. The same can be said of the Pentagon Papers case.

I would also add that the reasons for giving the President inher-
ent power in the field of foreign affairs do not apply to the oper-
ation of intelligence agencies. The reason that the framers of the
Constitution conferred upon the President the Executive power and
the power as Commander in Chief was that in military or diplo-
matic affairs it was important to have a single person who would
represent the interests of the United States and would be able to
make decisions and carry on activities. But that is not true with
respect to the collection of intelligence. The legislative branch has
an equal need, with the executive branch, for information. As
everyone knows, information is power, and the legislative branch,
in performance of its duties, requires information just as much as
the President does. There is nothing inherent about the position of
the President that makes the application of constitutional princi-
ples any different in his case than in the case of the legislature.

Now, I don't want to take up too much time of the committee,
but I would like to briefly analyze S. 2525 in terms of the constitu-
tional principles which I have attempted to set forth.

There are four areas with which I am concerned and which in
many respects it seems to me the bill fails to conform to constitu-
tional principles or to sound policy.

The first area is the authority to collect information. The bill has
a very elaborate structure with respect to the conferring of this
power, and it is hard to compress into a few words. But essentially
what the bill does is to open up in the first place a very broad field
of inquiry. Section 111(a) gives blanket authorization to conduct
national intelligence activities, counterintelligence activities, and
counterterrorist activities. The definition of those three terms in-
cludes virtually anything that has a national impact: national de-
fense, national security, foreign policy, related policies, almost any-
thing of a national nature, which also can have of course interna-
tional repercussions.

So the starting point is almost without limits in terms of the
authority to collect information.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you limit it? I mean, do you have a
definition that could help us there?



Mr. EMERSON. Yes. I think it should be limited in accordance
with the principle I stated, that where it affects first amendment
activities, it should be limited to the collection of information
involving the violation of a criminal law or administration of a
regulatory statute. Now, I haven't attempted to draft that lan-
guage, but I think language to that effect can be found in the
House bill introduced by Congressman Badillo, in which I did have
some share of the drafting.

The CHAIRMAN. I would suggest that we really would like to have
your thoughts on this, but if one looks further, there are certain
limitations placed on how this information can be gathered. The
standard is higher in the event intrusive techniques are being used.
Whether that is the way to go about it or whether it should be a
tighter definition, I don't know.

I call your attention to section 211.
Mr. EMERSON. Yes. Yes, Senator. I was going through this in

logical order. It took me 2 days to really understand the structure
of this bill, but I think I have it and I agree with you. I have just
started. The starting point is almost unlimited.

Then the question is of limitations. Now, in the first place--
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me. Just so that you will have a little

idea where we were coming from on this, in the kind of world in
which we are living today, with the quantity of information availa-
ble having increased in geometric proportions in the last few years,
and the sophisticated society in which we are living, some of the
information which really would be vital to the national interest
today we didn't even have 2 years, 5 years, 10 years ago. We
wanted to have the broad fiat, and then where it is sensitive-in
the areas that you are talking about-to try to say OK, in these
areas we are going to increase the standard to try to do what I
think you want to accomplish.

But if we are not doing it, we want your critique.
Excuse me.
Mr. EMERSON. Yes, I agree with that objective, and I agree with

the need of information, including intelligence information. It is
not that I am advocating the abolition of the intelligence agencies.
But if I may continue point by point, as it were, I think where I
would come out becomes clear in the end anyway. As I say, you
start off with this almost unlimited area, and then the question is
the limitations.

Now, in the first place, section 211(c) provides there are no
limitations so far as the gathering of publicly available information
is concerned. That is absolutely open, as I read it. Now, what that
would mean is that the FBI's campaign to maintain dossiers on
literally hundreds of thousands of Americans could continue
almost in its present form. Most of that information-and I am
going now on a personal experience, on my own file-most of the
information in my file, which was 1,200 to 1,500 pages, was publicly
available information. It consisted of the books that I had written,
analyses of the books I had written, speeches I had made, meetings
I had attended, letterheads on which I appeared, petitions I had
signed, and so forth. I would say that 90 percent of the dossiers on
me, without ever at any point alleging a charge of violation of law,
was publicly available information. So that the intelligence agen-



cies could continue under 211(c) doing exactly, to a large extent
anyway, what they have previously done.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, is there a threshold there, or should the
FBI be denied the opportunity to collect any public information? I
mean, how do you establish this?

Mr. EMERSON. Yes. The FBI should be confined to the collection
of information involving violation of criminal laws, period. Well,
with the exception, perhaps, of investigating candidates for employ-
ment or something of that sort. But the FBI is concerned with
criminal law violations, and it should be limited to that. And I
think a limitation to that would be the line at which you would
draw the jurisdiction of the FBI.

Now, of course, Internal Revenue Service or some of the other
agencies couldn't be limited to criminal violations, but the FBI can
and should. They should not be investigating political activities
where there is no suggestion of a violation of the criminal law, and
that is.exactly what they have been doing, and that is exactly what
211(c) would allow them to do. I think that is a violation of first
amendment rights.

The CHAIRMAN. But do you think the other entity should be
given a broader authority to collect information?

Mr. EMERSON. I think no agency should be allowed to investigate
political activities unless it was at a direct and immediate relation-
ship to a law. Now, in the case of the FBI, it is a criminal law. In
the case of the Federal Trade Commission it would be a regulatory
law. And insofar as it doesn't relate to that, they should not be
allowed to collect political information.

There is another flaw, I think, in this bill. There is nothing in
the bill which prohibits the intelligence agencies from invading
first amendment activities, with the exception of section 241, which
I think is inadequate. There should be a provision simply saying
that the FBI and the other intelligence agencies cannot engage in
political surveillance, which is what they have all done.

Now, you then get to the question of defining political surveil-
lance. I agree that is not easy, but that is where the line has to be
drawn. There can be a general statement prohibiting political sur-
veillance, and the law on that can gradually develop over a period
of time so that one gets a better understanding of what political
surveillance is and is not. That seems to me the basis from which
legislation should start. The first amendment demands the protec-
tion of political activity from the abuses that have been conducted
by the intelligence agencies in the past.

Now, Senator, in addition to the open-ended gathering of so-
called publicly available information, there are limitations on the
initial authorization in section 111(a), as you pointed out. The main
limitations are sections 213 and 214, which make a bow or pay lip
service to the proposition that the gathering of data should be
linked to violations. But if you analyze these sections and the
exceptions to them, I think you will see that the power is virtually
unlimited. The components of sections 213 and 214 are that a
person has to be "reasonably believed"-that is quite broad; there
is no requirement of a factual basis for the belief-to be engaged in
"espionage," undefined, other "clandestine intelligence activity,"
undefined, "involving or may involve a violation of law." "Involv-



ing" itself is very broad because it does not require that a violation
of law is about to be committed. It is enough if there is some
possible connection, such as being a member of an organization in
which another person is thought to be violating the law, and so on.
The term "may," of course, is virtually unlimited.

Now, it is true that the "may involve" language is used in the
foreign wiretap bill, but notice that in the foreign wiretap bill you
have a court that is going to supervise the operation in connection
with issuing warrants. Here the intelligence agencies make the
decision.

You add to that, then, the "aiding and abetting," persons who
are aiding and abetting others, or engaged in "conspiracy," and you
have it pretty wide.

In addition to that-I won't go into all of these-beginning with
section 218, there is a whole series of exceptions, exceptions for
persons who are "reasonably believed to be the object of a recruit-
ment effort," and persons who "possess information" which may
make them a target. That would apply to virtually every scientist
in every university, for they would be a target for foreign intelli-
gence activities. All countries are interested in those things.
Almost any member of a university faculty engaged in the physical
sciences, at least, and to some extent the social sciences, could be
investigated.

Also "possession of foreign intelligence." Almost everybody has
possession of foreign intelligence. "Contact with any person" rea-
sonably believed to be engaged in clandestine intelligence activi-
ties. Any member of the China-American Friendship Association,
Soviet-American Friendship Association, any organization that has
international connections, would be covered. Likewise a "potential
source." Everybody is a potential source of information.

Those exceptions to the limitations simply wipe out the limita-
tions. I think it is interesting that the draftsmen thought it neces-
sary to make a bow toward confining data-gathering to violations
of law, but they swept it away. Under this bill, the investigation of
Martin Luther King could take place because the basis for that
ifivestigation was that there was a member of his staff, or two
members, I forget which, who had some Communist connections.
That would clearly be open to investigation. The investigation of
the peace organizations against the Vietnam war would be possible.
The bill goes far beyond a violation of law.

Now, section 241 attempts to introduce some limitations, but that
section seems to me totally inadequate. It prevents investigations
"solely" to interfere with first amendment activities. But no inves-
tigation can be proved to be "solely" for that reason. There is
always some excuse. It is an impossible standard. The other stand-
ard is "designed and conducted," not conducted so as to interfere
with constitutional rights but designed and conducted. You have to
prove that the agencies intended to interfere with constitutional
rights. You can't prove that. If they do interfere, ,then the burden
should be on them to show that they were doing something legiti-
mate. So the protections there are inadequate.

I don't know how long you want me to continue, Senator, but I
will stop so far as the provisions relating to gathering information
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are concerned. Let me say a few things briefly about three other
areas.

First, the methods authorized for the collection of information. I
am not considering the wiretapping provision because I take it that
is separate legislation. I want to just say three things about meth-
ods. These apply where information is desired that is not publicly
available, and there is a list in section 215 of the techniques availa-
ble: examination of tax records, physical surveillance-which
means tailing, eavesdropping, use of covert human sources-which
means informers, mail covers, requests for educational, employ-
ment, telephone records, and so forth.

Now, where there is no violation of law involved or no need for
the administration of a law it seems to me clear that those intru-
sive methods violate first amendment rights, and although the
courts haven't gone this far, I would say fourth amendment rights.
It is one thing where there is a violation of law or some legitimate
reason, but where that cannot be shown, the use of those tech-
niques, examining telephone records, tailing persons, and so forth,
is simply an infringement of constitutional rights. This seems clear
to me.

Next, informers, which are authorized by section 215. There are
two limitations: that they can only collect information and that
they can't influence policy. But those limitations are self-contradic-
tory. You cannot have an informer who doesn't influence policy.
An informer within an organization is a member and votes, and
the very voting constitutes influence on policy. But most informers
can't limit themselves to that. They have to produce. And so they
become officers or top officials. And first thing you know, they are
directing policy. It is impossible to have informers in organizations
as a practical matter and not have them influence policy. It seems
to me that if informers are to be used at all, they should be allowed
only under a warrant procedure.

And, finally, and this I want to particularly stress, about meth-
ods. There is an authorization in section 243 to engage in illegal
methods. I find that absolutely unparalleled in congressional legis-
lation. I simply do not know of any Federal or State legislation
which authorizes executive officials to engage in violation of tlie
law. It is true, there are limitations. The illegality can't involve
violence, you can't violate the provisions of this bill, which I
assume means the wiretapping provisions, and it must be necessary
to protect against espionage and so on. But the fact is that it is a
violation of the rule of law, and it is a violation of the due process
clause to authorize anyone to engage in activity that constitutes a
violation of law.

Now, the next area I want to touch on briefly is preventive
action. Section 111(a) authorizes any activity undertaken to counter
espionage, other clandestine intelligence collection, and so forth,
and to counter efforts of foreign governments to protect their own
intelligence systems. Combine that with section 243 which allows
violation of law.

Now, that is preventive action, and that authorizes the FBI and
the other intelligence agencies to do a good deal of what they did,
what the FBI did under the COINTEL program. You can convey
false information, not about individuals, but false information



about organizations. You can engage in forgery. You can persuade
employers to dismiss employees. You can discredit people. You can
engage in all sorts of activities of that sort, which are not author-
ized by law. And I say that that would legalize a great deal of the
COINTEL program and the Huston plan, and that it violates the
first amendment and due process.

Finally, as to the area of controls, I find it difficult to think
about controls until one has limited the substantive provisions
somewhat more. I think the bill here is more effective than in the
other respects that I have mentioned. But I do think it suffers from
serious deficiencies. As I point out, in the oversight provisions, it
authorizes mainly reports and so forth. It never says at any point
that the oversight board or the Attorney General should make an
inspection, should affirmatively go out and look to see what the
agencies are doing, examine files at random, and so forth. It simply
provides for the oversight agencies to wait and have information
come to them, and then they can investigate. It seems to me much
more than that is needed.

The criminal penalties are limited to the search-and-seizure and
the human experimentation provisions. They should be broadened.
And I think there should be added to the right of civil suits an
injunction procedure.

So that is my conclusion. As to the data collection, I think the
bill is far too broad. As to the methods, I think they both authorize
intrusive methods and legalize illegal methods. Preventive action
seems to me to violate the due process clause. There is nothing in
the bill except a pale section 241 which prohibits abusive practices.

My feeling is that this bill, like S. 1 and S. 1437, the Reform of
the Federal Criminal Code, was drafted in the Government, by the
Government. There ought to be some way of bringing into the
drafting process a citizen participation so that the rights of the
citizen as well as the rights of the Government can be considered
in this type of legislation.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Professor Emerson. You are very

familiar with the legislative process, and what you are doing now
is a citizen participation in the process, and we are going to have a
number of citizens that both agree and disagree with you, and with
the draft, which is a point of departure.

I just-before yielding to Professor Bork here, are you satisfied
with the law as it is now?

Mr. EMERSON. No, no, Senator. I think that the law, or rather
the absence of law is a serious situation. I think there should be
legislative policy expressed in legislation, and that the situation at
present where there is no clearcut statutory authority and no clear
limitations except as one can derive from the constitutional reme-
dies in the courts, is an intolerable situation.

I agree that legislation is necessary.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Professor Bork?
[The prepared statement of Professor Bork follows:]



PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. BORK, KENT PROFESSOR OF LAW, YALE LAW
SCHOOL

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here at the invitation of the Committee to
discuss certain constitutional questions in connection with S. 2525, the National
Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978.

S. 2525 is an heroic effort to cope by law with certain problems that have arisen
and much that it attempts seems to me a useful response. It is good that the bill
authorizes important intelligence activities and good that it responds to certain
abuses of the past and attempts to prevent their recurrence.

I should like to express doubts about three aspects of S. 2525, however. These
doubts are partly of a policy nature, but they also rise to the magnitude of constitu-
tional doubts. The three aspects in question are: first, the attempt to control the
details of intelligence operations; second, the introduction of judges and a warrant
procedure into the conduct of foreign intelligence surveillance, electronic and other-
wise; and, third, the amount of reporting to groups outside the intelligence commu-
nity.

The detailed control of intelligence activities seems to me both unwise and, in all
probability, unconstitutional in that it invades presidential powers under Article II
of the Constitution. Title I, for example, contains in Section 132 rather extensive
restrictions on the categories of persons who may be used in intelligence activities,
and, in Section 135, extensive prohibitions against particular forms of special activi-
ties. Similar attempts at detailed control of activities occur in Titles II and III. For
example, Section 213 of Title II limits the collection of foreign intelligence concern-
ing a United States person believed to be engaged in espionage or other clandestine
intelligence activity to occasions when there is or may be a violation of the U.S.
criminal code. That severely limits foreign intelligence. It may be important to
know who is engaged in gathering information on behalf of a foreign power even
though there is no indication that a violation of criminal law is likely to occur. It
may be important that we know what foreign intelligence networks exist. The
criminal law proviso sounds innocuous to some people but it is not and is anunjustifiable hindrance to sound intelligence practice.

Similarly, Section 241 (pp. 120-21) sounds attractive but is misguided. It provides
that no intelligence activity may be directed against any United States person solely
because of exercise of any right protected by the Constitution. But suppose the
person is advocating the violent overthrow of the United States government or
genocide, the extermination of Americans belonging to a particular racial or ethnic
group, and, further, that the advocate is not a solitary crank but belongs to an
organized group, one perhaps with links to a foreign power. Such advocacy is now
his constitutional right, though it once was not. Does the fact that we must let such
a person speak mean that we may not keep that person and his group under any
form of surveillance, however mild?

These are well-intentioned but overly rigid attempts to safeguard First and
Fourth Amendment rights. As we all know, the application of the First and Fourth
Amendments, like all the great provisions of the Constitution, depends heavily upon
particular circumstances and the weighing of particular facts and interests involved.
Flat rules announced in advance are not sufficiently sensitive to these problems.
Others have pointed out that detailed judgments made now may be wholly inappro-
priate in a world that changes rapidly and unpredictably. Mr. Clark Clifford, for
one, testified before this Committee and gave objections to such an attempt to
control specifics that seem to me absolutely correct on policy grounds. I will not
repeat them here.

But there seems to me a constitutional issue that arises out of those policy
considerations that may not have been canvassed in testimony before you. The issue
arises under Article II of the Constitution and concerns the propriety or legality of
Congress legislating in such detail about the conduct of American intelligence
activities by the President. I am talking less about constitutional law in the hard
and fast sense of known rules applied by courts-although some of the issues I am
raising might well be litigated in suits under the provisions of the proposed stat-
ute-than I am speaking of constitutional values that ought to be respected in the
framing of legislation.

The conduct of intelligence activities is basically a function of the executive
branch of our government and comes within the constitutional powers of the Presi-
dent. It draws upon both the President's role as commander in chief and upon his
role as leader in the conduct of foreign affairs. This is not to say that the Constitu-
tion excludes Congress from these areas. It has a role to play not only in intelli-
gence operations but in the declaration and conduct of wars and in the conduct of
foreign policy. I do mean to say that the constitutional roles of the President and
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the Congress are very different, and that the difference flows largely from their
differing institutional capabilities.

Congress was intentionally designed by the Framers of the Constitution as a
deliberate assembly. Its very numbers and necessary methods of proceeding render
it incapable of swift; decisive, and unanticipated response to the emergencies that
the nation must face. The Framers, it must be remembered, acted against a history
of legislative supremacy under the Articles of Confederation, and they found that
experience extremely unsatisfactory. Their reaction was to create a strong presiden-
cy. The President was to lead in those areas that required managerial rather than
legislative decisions.

I would like to offer an analogy which suggests the constitutional impropriety of
some aspects of S. 2525. The analogy is to the respective roles of the President and
the Congress in the declaration and conduct of war. Congress clearly has the
constitutional power to declare war or refuse to declare war. It also clearly has the
power to appropriate funds for armed conflict or to refuse to do so. Congress has, in
fact, the raw constitutional power to disband the armed forces altogether and to
leave the President as a Commander-in-Chief in name only, without a single platoon
to manuever.

Yet-and this is the crucial point-Congress does not lawfully obtain tactical
control of the armed forces because of its enormous legislative powers, including the
power to say whether there shall be any armed forces.

Congress in 1941 declared war against Germany, Italy, and Japan, and it appro-
priated funds and conscripted men to fight the global conflict it contemplated. So
much was it undoubted constitutional right. The war could not have been prosecut-
ed by the President otherwise, no matter how important he might think entry into
the war was to our national security. But let me take one step down from those
overall decisions and ask how far Congress' power extends. Suppose that Congress,
learning that President Roosevelt and General Marshall had decided to concentrate
first on the European theater, had assumed the power by statutory enactment to
direct that England and the Soviet Union be left unaided against Germany and
Italy and that our entire force be directed against Japan. If Congress acted because
it considered this course strategically sounder than that chosen by the President,
can there be much doubt that this statute would have been an unconstitutional
invasion of the President's prerogatives as Commander-in-Chief?

But I need not argue that case because S. 2525 is a much more detailed regulation
of intelligence tactics. Let me, therefore, move the analogical case down a notch.
Could Congress, within its constitutional powers, have ordered the Doolittle raid on
Tokyo, directed that France be invaded from the south rather than through Nor-
mandy, or directed that the airborne troops at Bastogne surrender during the Battle
of the Bulge? The answer, I believe, is plainly that Congress could not constitution-
ally have done those things. These are matters within the President's power as
Commander-in-Chief and Congress' final say on the question of war or peace does
not comprehend judgments on strategy or tactics.

These hypothetical cases are analogous to what is before us today because the
conduct of intelligence in the modern age, given the close interdependence of
nations and a technology that can bring war to any nation within a matter of
minutes, presents many of the same requirements as the conduct of war-the need
for central direction, rapid action, flexibility of judgment, secrecy, and the control of
individual decisions according to a general strategic response to a hostile environ-
ment. But S. 2525 plunges Congress into tactical decisions about intelligence, deci-
sions made in advance without knowledge of circumstances, and in this, I believe,
the bill trenches impermissibly upon the role of the President.

This is a constitutional issue that ought to concern Congress and not be left for
resolution by the courts. Some of these prohibitions and restrictions can hardly be
litigated and yet may do permanent damage to our intelligence capabilities and to
our national security. Even though the tactical controls may be unconstitutional,
future presidents may have the greatest practical and political difficulty in making
that point and repairing the damage.

There can be no dispute that constitutional rights must be preserved, and there
can be no dispute that the intelligence agencies must not be allowed to slip out of
control. But there are ways of doing that that are substantially less threatening to
constitutional values and to national security than the enactment of complex and
detailed legislation.

One way is the establishment of a strong tradition of the ways in which it is
permissible or impermissible for an intelligence agency to behave. Such a tradition,
a common understanding, leaves room for adjustment to all of the circumstances,
needs, and crises of the future which rigid statutory rules cannot begin to antici-
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pate. We have made a strong start in establishing just such a tradition through the
investigation, discussion, and public airing of past behavior of the intelligence
agencies. No one, I think, can maintain that the agencies have not been greatly
affected by what they have been through or that their behavior has not been greatly
altered. Some would say that their behavior has been altered more than is required
by the Constitution and more than is good for our national security. It is not true
that we need a statute for every instance of misconduct in the past. It must not be
overlooked that past abuses were uncovered and rectified without the detailed
controls this bill would provide. And now the internal controls in the executive
branch are much stronger.

To reinforce the tradition we are establishing, the executive branch has been
developing and enforcing guidelines of its own. I am familiar with some of these
because I participated in their development under Attorney General Levi. These
seemed to me, as they did to the Attorney General, fully responsive to First and
Fourth Amendment concerns. My own work was primarily in connection with
foreign intelligence electronic surveillance, but the point is a more general one.

The guidelines took the approach of stating the cause necessary to institute a
surveillance or investigation, locating responsibility in identified officers for deci-
sions about surveillance and investigations, requiring that decisions be reviewed by
named officers at periodic intervals to see that the justifications remained in force,
minimizing surveillances to what was actually required by the case, closely limiting
the persons who could have access to the information developed and the use that
could be made of the information. That approach seems to me both to preserve
constitutional rights and to be about the best that can be done in this complex and
changing field.

It would seem wise, before legislating detailed controls of dubious constitutional-
ity, to determine how well American intelligence has been carried on under the
guidelines already in place.

I will be quite brief about the warrant requirements introduced by Title III, partly
because some of them have already been enacted by the Senate and partly because I
have already made my argument in print about the idea of introducing judges into
the intelligence process. The constitutional problem here arises both from Article II
and Article III of the Constitution. The Article II problem exists because presidents
have publicly claimed and exercised the power to engage in warrantless electronic
surveillances in the foreign intelligence field as far back as Franklin Roosevelt.
Congress has known of the practice and the Supreme Court has been informed of it.
Two courts of appeals have held that the power exists. Congress may, therefore,
have no power to require warrants in this area.

An Article III problem exists because there is no one to litigate with the govern-
ment a warrant sought and issued in secrecy, and hence there would appear to be
no case for controversy to give the federal courts jurisdiction. Warrants obtained for
purposes of criminal prosecution do become known and subject to litigation if the
prosecution goes forward, and, under current statutory law, the existence of elec-
tronic surveillance pursuant to warrant may be disclosed to the party targeted even
if no prosecution occurs. That person may then litigate the warrant in a suit for
damages. I think Title III of S. 2525 is void under Article III, and I would hope that
the courts, though they would not be allowed adversary argument on the point
under this bill, would agree.

It may be that the inclusion of the crime criterion in the definition of an "agent
of a foreign power" (p. 137) is thought to mitigate the Article III problem. It could
do so only by converting Title III primarily to a criminal investigation statute and
that would severely limit the operation of foreign intelligence. I think future presi-
dents should regard that as an unconstitutional abridgement of their Article II
powers.

I will merely mention my other points rather than explain them at length. Title
III would add little protection not already afforded by executive branch guidelines,
but it would significantly increase the chances of leaks of important information
and technologies, probably complicate intelligence gathering, either provide no pro-
tection because the judicial scrutiny was pro forma or draw the judges fully into the
intelligence enterprise, and diminsh the accountability of everyone concerned with
electronic surveillance.

The reporting requirements of the bill seem to spread American intelligence
information so broadly as to ensure leaks and diplomatic complications. It would be
better if Congress could establish a single joint oversight committee so that informa-
tion could be more closely held.
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These, as I have said, are points I have discussed in print and, for that reason, Iforebear from trespassing further on your patience. I will, of course, be glad todiscuss them further if any member of the Committee should desire.
Finally, simply as a matter of good taste, I would urge the deletion of Section202(2) (p. 93) which is a finding of fact that smacks too much of self-flaggellation andwhich is highly dubious on the merits. I don't know that anybody's freedom ofspeech has been inhibited or that the integrity of our free institutions has beenimpaired. This goes far beyond the statement that there have been abuses and

paints a picture of a democracy sliding into totalitarianism and that is simply notour situation by any stretch of the imagination.
The language of that section suggests an attitude that seems to underlie the

philosophy of S. 2525 and which I think is wrong. It is the view that American
intelligence is the primary threat to American liberties and hence must be closelyconfined so that not even the possibility of abuse exists. My own view is that theAmerican intelligence community has already been severely chastised for pastabuses, is well under control, and that the primary threat to American liberties israpidly growing Soviet strength and agressiveness, which includes massive intelli-
gence activity within the United States. Soviet intelligence is violating the law andthe privacy of American citizens to a degree never dreamed of by our intelligence
agencies.

The problem of abuses by our intelligence agencies has been very largely curedand that has been accomplished without a law such as the one S. 2525 contemplates.
Both the experiences of the past few years and the executive branch guidelines nowin place adequately guard us for the future. We ought not to hamper the effective-
ness of American intelligence efforts further by drafting a complex code that by itsnature cannot adequately address the unknowable problems and circumstances
ahead. Perhaps the time has come to ask what can be done instead to strengthen
and make more effective the American intelligence agencies.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT H. BORK, PROFESSOR OF LAW, YALE
UNIVERSITY

Mr. BORK. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here at the invita-
tion of the committee to discuss certain constitutional questions inconnection with S. 2525, the National Intelligence Reorganization
and Reform Act of 1978.

I will make some changes and some interpolations in the pre-pared text that you have before you as I go along.
It seems to me that S. 2525 is a really heroic effort to cope bylaw with certain problems that have arisen, and much of it seems

to me a useful response. I think it is good that the bill authorizes
important intelligence activities, and good that it responds to cer-tain abuses of the past and attempts to prevent their recurrence.

But I want to express some doubts about three aspects of S. 2525.
These doubts are partly of a policy nature, but they rise to themagnitude of constitutional doubts. Perhaps, unlike Professor Em-
erson, I don't find the existing case law sheds a great deal of light
on the problems we face here. Arguments, I think, from constitu-
tional principles which have never been fully delineated by the
courts are necessary. There will be other areas of disagreement as Igo along.

Three aspects of S. 2525 that I have serious doubts about are:
first, the attempt to control the details of intelligence operations;
second, the introduction of judges and a warrant procedure into the
conduct of foreign intelligence surveillance, electronic and other-
wise; and third, the amount of reporting to be done to groups
outside the intelligence community.

The detailed control of intelligence activities seems to me bothunwise and in all probability unconstitutional in that it invades
Presidential powers under article II of the Constitution. Title I of



the bill for example, contains in section 132 rather extensive re-
strictions on the categories of persons who may be used in intelli-
gence activities, and in section 135, extensive prohibitions against
particular forms of special activities.

Similar attempts at detailed control of activities occur in titles II
and III. For example, section 213 of title II limits the collection of
foreign intelligence concerning a U.S. person believed to be en-
gaged in espionage or other clandestine intelligence activities to
occasions when there is or may be a violation of the U.S. criminal
code. That severely and unnecessarily limits foreign intelligence. It
may be important to know who is engaged in gathering informa-
tion on behalf of a foreign power, even though there is no indica-
tion that a violation of criminal law is imminent or likely. It may
be important that we know what foreign intelligence networks
exist. The criminal law proviso sounds innocuous to some people,
but it is not, and is an unjustifiable hindrance to sound intelligence
practice.

Similarly, section 219(3) which limits collection of foreign intelli-
gence that a person may have, to interviews of any other person to
whom he may have voluntarily disclosed such information strikes
me as too limiting. Should that limitation apply under all circum-
stances whatever, I suppose that many circumstances might arise
in which that would be not a principle we ought to adhere to.

Again, section 241 sounds attractive, but I think it is misguided.
That section provides that no intelligence activity may be directed
against any U.S. person solely because of his exercise of any right
protected by the Constitution. Suppose the person is advocating the
violent overthrow of the U.S. Government or he is advocating
genocide, the extermination of Americans belonging to particular
racial or ethnic groups. Suppose, further, that the advocate is not a
solitary crank but belongs to an organized group, one perhaps with
links to a foreign power. That advocacy, as long as he is not
inciting to imminent violence, that advocacy is now his constitu-
tional right though it once was not. The Supreme Court has
changed the law of the First Amendment in this area. Does the
fact that we must let him speak mean that we may not keep that
person and his group under any form of surveillance, however
mild? Persons or groups who advocate violence may be quite dan-
gerous. In the past groups advocating violent overthrow of the
government have been used to recruit people for illegal under-
ground work. It is perverse to say that no intelligence agency may
keep an eye on such persons and organization.

These are only examples of attempts at specific controls of activi-
ty that seem to me unwise, and do not take into account all the
variations of circumstances that the world will throw up at us.
They are well-intentioned but overly rigid attempts to safeguard
first amendment and fourth amendment rights.

We all know the application of the first and the fourth amend-
ments, like all the great provisions of the Constitution, depends
heavily upon particular circumstances, the weighing of the particu-
lar facts and interests involved. Flat rules announced in advance
are not sufficiently sensitive to these problems. Other witnesses
have pointed out that detailed judgments made now may be wholly
inappropriate in a world that changes rapidly and unpredictably.



Mr. Clark Clifford, for one, testified before this committee and gave
objections to attempts to control specifics that seem to me to be
absolutely correct on policy grounds. I won't repeat them here, but
the policy grounds Mr. Clifford mentioned seem to me to shade into
constitutional grounds.

The constitutional issue that arises out of these policy consider-
ations may not have been canvassed in testimony before you. The
issue arises under article II of the Constitution and concerns the
propriety or legality of Congress legislating in such detail about the
conduct of American intelligence activities by the President. I am
talking, not about constitutional law in the hard-and-fast sense of
rules already enunciated by the courts in particular fact situations,
although some of these issues may be litigated eventually. I am
speaking of constitutional values and principles that ought to be
respected in the framing of legislation, and the point is essentially
a separation of powers point.

The conduct of intelligence activities is basically a function of
the executive branch of our Government and comes within the
constitutional powers of the President. It draws upon both the
President's role as Commander in Chief and upon his role as leader
in the conduct of foreign affairs. This is not to say that the Consti-
tution excludes Congress from these areas. It has a role to play, not
only in intelligence operations, but in the declaration and conduct
of wars and in the conduct of foreign policy. I do mean to say that
the constitutional roles of the Congress and the President are very
different, and that that difference flows from their differing institu-
tional capabilities.

Congress was intentionally designed by the framers of the Consti-
tution as a deliberative assembly. Its very numbers and necessary
methods of proceeding render it incapable of swift, decisive, and
unanticipated response to the emergencies the Nation must face.
The framers, it must be remembered, acted against a history of
legislative supremacy under the Articles of Confederation, and
they found that experience extremely unsatisfactory. Their reac-
tion was to create a strong Presidency. The President was to lead
in those areas that required managerial rather than legislative
decisions.

I would like to offer an analogy which suggests the constitutional
impropriety of some aspects of S. 2525. The analogy is to the
respective roles of the President and the Congress in the declara-
tion and conduct of war. Congress clearly has the constitutional
power to declare war or to refuse to declare war. It also has the
power to appropriate funds for armed conflict or refuse to do so.
Congress has, in fact, the raw constitutional power to disband the
Armed Forces altogether and leave the President as a Commander
in Chief in name only, without a single platoon to maneuver.

Yet-and this is the crucial point-Congress does not lawfully
obtain tactical control of the Armed Forces because of its enormous
legislative powers, including the power to say whether or not there
shall be any Armed Forces.

Congress in 1941 declared war against Germany, Italy, and
Japan and it appropriated funds and conscripted men to fight the
global conflict it contemplated. That was its undoubted constitu-
tional right. The war could not have been prosecuted by the Presi-



dent otherwise, no matter how important he might think entry
into the war was to our national security. But let me take one step
down from those overall decisions and ask how far Congress, power
extends. Suppose that Congress, learning that President Roosevelt
and General Marshall had decided to concentrate first on the Euro-
pean theater, had assumed the power by statutory enactment to
direct that England and the Soviet Union be left unaided against
Germany and Italy and that our entire force be directed against
Japan. If Congress acted because it considered this course strategi-
cally sounder than that chosen by the President, can there be
much doubt that this statute would have been unconstitutional as
an invasion of the President's prerogatives as Commander in Chief.

But I don't really have to argue that case because S. 2525 is a
much more detailed regulation of intelligence tactics. Let me there-
fore move the analogical case down a notch. Could Congress, within
its constitutional powers, have ordered the Doolittle raid on Tokyo,
directed that France be invaded from the south rather than
through Normandy, or directed that the airborne troops at Bas-
togne surrender during the Battle of the Bulge? The answer, I
believe, is plainly that Congress could not constitutionally have
done these things. These are matters within the President's power
as Commander in Chief, and Congress final say on the question of
war or peace does not comprehend judgments on strategy or
tactics.

These hypothetical cases are analogous to what is before us today
because the conduct of intelligence in the modern age, given the
close interdependence of nations and a technology that can bring
war to any nation within a matter of minutes, presents many of
the same requirements as the conduct of war: the need for central
direction, rapid action, flexibility of judgment, secrecy, and the
control of individual decisions according to a general strategic re-
sponse to a hostile environment. But S. 2525 plunges Congress into
tactical decisions about intelligence, decisions that are, moreover,
made in advance without knowledge of the circumstances, and in
this, I believe, the bill trenches impermissibly upon the role of the
President.

This is a constitutional issue that ought to concern Congress and
not be left for resolution by the courts. Some of these prohibitions
and restrictions can hardly be litigated and may yet do permanent
damage to our intelligence capabilities and to our national secu-
rity. Even though the tactical controls may be unconstitutional,
future Presidents may have the greatest practical and political
difficulty in making that point and in repairing the damage.

There can be no dispute that constitutional rights must be pre-
served, and there can be no dispute that the intelligence agencies
must not be allowed to slip out of control. But there are ways of
doing that that are substantially less threatening to constitutional
values and to national security than the enactment of complex and
detailed legislation.

One way is the establishment of a strong tradition of the ways in
which it is permissible or impermissible for an intelligence agency
to behave. Such a tradition or a common understanding leaves
room for adjustment to all of the circumstances, needs, and crises
of the future which rigid statutory rules cannot begin to anticipate.



We ought to remember in this connection that what we now call
the abuses of the intelligence agencies were in large measure, in
many cases, actions of the sort that in that different era and
climate we actually wanted the agencies to take. Many of those
actions which we now regard as abuses, properly so, are said to
have been known to members of Congress at the time. This sug-
gests to me that the intelligence agencies, by and large, will behave
as we expect them to.

We have made a strong start in establishing a new tradition, a
new set of expectations communicated to the intelligence agencies
though the investigation, discussion, and public airing of past be-
havior. No one, I think, can maintain that the agencies have not
been greatly affected by what they have been through, or that
their behavior has not been greatly altered. Some would say that
their behavior has been altered more than is required by the
Constitution and more than is good for our national security. But I
think it is not true that we need a statute for every instance of
misconduct in the past. We ought not to overlook that these past
abuses were uncovered and rectified without the detailed controls
this bill would provide. And now the internal controls in the execu-
tive branch are much stronger.

To reinforce the tradition we are establishing, the executive
branch has been developing and enforcing guidelines of its own. I
am familiar with some of these because I participated in their
development under Attorney General Levi. They seemed to me, as
they did to the Attorney General, fully responsive to first and
fourth amendment concerns. My own work was primarily in con-
nection with foreign intelligence electronic surveillance, but the
point is a more general one.

The guidelines took the approach of stating the cause necessary
to institute a surveillance or investigation, locating responsibility
in identified officers for decisions about those surveillances and
investigations, requiring that decisions be reviewed by specified
officers at periodic intervals to see that the justifications remained
in force, minimizing the surveillances to what was actually re-
quired by the case, closely limiting the persons who could have
access to the information developed and to the use that could be
made of the information. That approach seems to me both to
preseve constitutional rights and to be about the best that can be
done in this complex and changing field.

It would also be wise, I think, before legislating detailed controls
of somewhat dubious constitutionality, to determine how well
American intelligence has been carried on under the guidelines
already in place. We do not really know whether those guidelines
have damaged the American intelligence operation unnecessarily.

I will be quite brief about the warrant requirements introduced
by title III, partly because some of them have already been enacted
by the Senate, and partly because I have already made my argu-
ment in print about the idea of introducing judges into the intelli-
gence process. And I understand that the article I wrote has been
made a part of the record of the hearings of this committee.

The constitutional problem here arises both from article II and
article III of the Constitution. The article II problem exists because
presidents have publicly claimed and exercised the power to engage



in warrantless electronic surveillance in the foreign intelligence
field as far back as Franklin Roosevelt. Congress has known of the
practice, and the Supreme Court has been informed of it upon
more than one occasion. Three courts of appeals, one sitting en
banc, have held that that power exists. The Supreme Court has not
passed upon the issue, although we attempted when I was in the
Government to get the Court to do so. It is possible, therefore, that
Congress may have no power to require warrants in this area.

An article III problem exists because there is no one to litigate
with the Government a warrant sought and issued in secrecy, and
hence there would appear to be no case or controversy as required
by article III to give the Federal courts jurisdiction. Warrants
obtained for purposes of criminal investigation and prosecution do
become known and subject to litigation if the prosecution goes
forward, and under current statutory law, the existence of electron-
ic surveillance pursuant to warrant may be disclosed to the party
targeted even if no prosecution occurs. That person may then liti-
gate the warrant in a suit for damages. I think title III of S. 2525 is
void under article III of the Constitution, and I would hope that the
courts would agree with that, although they would not be allowed
adversary argument on the point under this bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Bork, is it fair to suggest at least as a
constitutional proposition, that the court might look at executive
authority under the Constitution absent any legislative action one
way, and another way given legislative action?

All these court decisions have been operating in a vacuum as far
as any legislative action is concerned.

Mr. BORK. Well, I think, Senator Bayh, that you may perhaps be
referring to Justice Jackson's concurring opinion in the Youngs-
town Sheet & Tube case, and it is true that when the President
takes an action with the support of Congress the constitutionality
of his action is much stronger, but Youngstown Sheet & Tube does
not address the question here where we have Congress moving into
an area where certainly Presidential power has been asserted and
exerted and acknowledged for many years. That does not mean
Congress necessarily may not move in, but it seems to me we are
getting close to the core of the President's power under article II,
and it may well be that this is an impermissible violation of the
separation of powers when we control the President in this kind of
detail. That's all I'm suggesting.

I don't know, because we have not litigated this case.
The CHAIRMAN. But neither have we legislated.
Mr. BORK. I am hoping very much that you will not, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Interestingly enough, I might say, before you

continue, that we have a remarkable amount of agreement now
between the executive and legislative branch that in certain areas
there certainly should be legislation. Even with the Executive
order, which is clearly within the confines of the President, the
President has gone out of his way to converse with, and counsel,
and seek advice from the legislative branch, to advise us. We
haven't agreed with every dot and every tittle, but I might ask
either one of you gentlemen to give us your thoughts about
whether, if there is a general concurrence between executive and
legislative branch, would that put us on a different constitutional



basis? I would assume that the President can't give away a consti-
tutional power that is his and solely his, but in operating in a gray
area, you have a President and a Congress working to try to deal
with a very difficult problem. I mean, this is a very difficult thing,
as all of our colleagues here can pronounce, certainly Senator
Huddleston who has chaired the subcommittee on this charters
business and Senator Garn and I who walked through the mine-
field of electronic surveillance. It is a kind of thing where you are
damned if you do and damned if you don't, and you end up doing
nothing.

Well, excuse me.
Mr. BORK. Well, Senator, in response to your remarks, I think it

is entirely appropriate that the President and his representatives
discuss executive branch guidelines with the Congress, but the
problem remains of circumstances that are unforeseeable, and I
have seen enough of this sort of thing to realize how rapidly
unforeseen circumstances can arise. If such circumstances do arise,
the President can then change the guidelines. If they arise under a
statute, the President can do nothing, and much may be lost while
one tries to amend the statute. It would be very difficult to do.

But on the title III point, it may be that the inclusion of a crime
criterion in the definition of an agent of a foreign power, which
appears on page 137 of the draft of the bill I have, is thought to
mitigate this article III problem of there not being a case or contro-
versy. It could do so only by converting title III primarily to a
criminal investigation statute, and that would severely limit the
operation of foreign intelligence. I think future presidents should
regard that as an unconstitutional abridgement of their article II
powers.

I will mention my other points about the requirement of a war-
rant very briefly because, as I say, I have written about them, but I
would be glad to answer questions. I think title III here would add
little protection not already afforded by executive branch guide-
lines, would significantly increase the chances of leaks of impor-
tant information and technologies, probably complicate intelligence
gathering, either provide no protection because the judicial scru-
tiny was pro forma, or else draw the judges fully into the intelli-
gence enterprise, and it would furthermore diminish the account-
ability of everyone concerned with electronic surveillance.

Now, the reporting requirements of the bill I have objected to,
and I will just mention those briefly. I notice, for example, that in
section 133 there are to be reports to each of four different congres-
sional committees. An intelligence oversight board is required, with
a great deal of writing and reporting. Section 152 requires informa-
tion be supplied to the House and Senate Select Intelligence Com-
mittees of all activities. Committees report to Congress under sec-
tion 153.

Now, I think there has to be oversight and I think there has to
be reporting, but I would urge that that function be consolidated so
that there aren't so many reports and so much information going
out to different groups of various sorts. I would urge that Congress,
by this bill, establish a small, joint committee of Congress, one
committee instead of the proliferation of committees and groups



who are to get the information as the bill now stands, and under
which leaks, I think, are inevitable.

I will forebear from trespassing further on your patience. I will
be glad to discuss this with you, but simply as a matter of good
taste, I would urge the deletion of section 202(2) which appears on
page 93. It is a finding of fact I think that smacks too much of self-
flaggellation and which is highly dubious on the merits. I don't
know that due to activities by our intelligence community that
anybody's freedom of speech has been inhibited or that the freedom
of the press has been inhibited, or that the integrity of our free
institutions has been impaired. This section goes beyond the state-
ment that there have been abuses that ought to be stopped, and
instead paints a picture of a democracy sliding into totalitarianism,
and that is simply not our situation by any stretch of the imagina-
tion.

The language of that section suggests an attitude that may un-
derlie the philosophy of S. 2525 and which I think is wrong. It is
the view that American intelligence is the primary threat to
American liberties and hence must be closely confined so that not
even the possibility of abuse exists. And let me add that I don't
think there is any strong and vital institution of government which
can remain strong and vital if even the possibility of the abuse of
its powers is removed, because in doing that, you remove its
powers.

My own view is that the American intelligence community has
already been severely chastised for past abuses, is now well under
control and that the primary threat to American liberties is rather
rapidly growing Soviet strength and agressiveness, which includes
massive intelligence activity within the United States by the Sovi-
ets. Soviet intelligence is violating the law and the privacy of
American citizens through, among other things, the interception of
enormous numbers of telephone calls to a degree never dreamed of
by our own intelligence agencies.

And in doing so, they are violating the American statutory law,
the American criminal code.

The problem of abuses by our intelligence agencies has been very
largely cured and that has been accomplished without a law such
as the one S. 2525 contemplates. Both the experiences of the past
few years and the executive branch guidelines now in place ade-
quately guard us for the future. We ought not to hamper the
effectiveness of American intelligence efforts further by drafting a
really complex code that by its nature cannot adequately address
the unknowable problems and circumstances ahead. Perhaps the
time has come to ask what can be done instead to strengthen and
make more effective the American intelligence agencies.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Professor Bork.
I think we have, shall we say, two rather significantly different

positions well articulated here, and having those different perspec-
tives so well articulated I think is helpful to the committee.

I would hope that we could, as we proceed on our path toward
drafting legislation, ask for your continuing advice and counsel as
we look at specific items. If we don't like one particular item and
we recognize that there is a problem that needs to be dealt with, if



we don't agree with one particular section or subsection, what is a
better approach to that particular problem?

Of course, I think from both your standpoints, you would totally
do away with certain sections. I must say in listening to both of
you articulate, I think that perhaps the accurate place ought to be
about just to the right of Professor Emerson's elbow there as to
where you draw the line. I don't know. There is so much give and
take required here if we are going to get anything, that is the
difficult thing.

We have tried to enunciate some principles; we struggled with
this criminal law matter, and some of the people who had been the
most vigorous critics of the earlier standard, as we tried it in
wiretap legislation, seemed to feel that that went a long way, but
Professor Emerson, you don't think it went far enough, that there
are still significant loopholes there.

I should point out we do have, Professor Bork, emergency author-
ity in there for the President to act. You might want to take
another look at that and see whether that eases your concern. I
doubt if it would eliminate it.

Mr. BORK. Well, Senator, when he has emergency authority to
act, I take it that merely eliminates the reporting requirement for
a period of 72 hours or something like that, but he would not have
emergency authority, would he, to violate a specific prohibition of
the statute?

The CHAIRMAN. We'll check.
Well, if it is the security of the country that were involved, and

there were unforeseen circumstances, and the time exigencies were
such, he could act, but then he would be required to report forth-
with. I might say on the other hand, we have felt that, Professor
Emerson, we have a significant amount of leeway to initiate our
oversight, to ask questions, to ask for documents, and to conduct
inquiries and investigations, not just sit there and sort of be pad-
dled back and forth.

Mr. EMERSON. Well, I think that's true, Senator. There is no
question that any government needs information on which to oper-
ate and determine policy. That is not my objection. My objection is
that that has to be balanced against the right of citizens to partici-
pate in the Government process and to dissent from the Govern-
ment, and when the agencies have done as they have in the past,
in the CIA CHAOS program, the FBI COINTEL program, they are
using the intelligence agencies as a method of controlling political
expression, and that, I think, is wrong. That's not collecting infor-
mation. That is an affirmative usurpation of power on the part of
the intelligence agencies, and that is what they have to stop doing.
They should collect information, that's what they should do, and
that is perfectly permissible, within the limits that when the collec-
tion of information begins to interfere with First Amendment
rights, they have to stop. But the fact is that under the guise of
collecting information plus the guise of preventive action, they
have become a power in themselves, totally unauthorized by any
legislative statute.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that's the kind of thing we are trying to
stop.

Mr. EMERSON. Right.



The CHAIRMAN. And I must say whether section 202(2), that
Professor Bork thought should be stricken for various reasons,
whether it should be in there as part of the proper legislative
process, I don't know, but certainly I must say I think it pretty
well recites history. That is not looking in a crystal ball and
anticipating. I think we can pretty well nail down all of those
matters.

But let me ask you two gentlemen to deal with a couple of areas
of constitutional concern that we have had. Could you attempt to
distinguish for us, please, the constitutional rights of Americans
relative to our intelligence agencies if they are not in the country,
one, and two, could you give us your opinion of what the rights of
foreigners and resident aliens are in this country, and what right
do we have to establish one standard for American citizens and
another for foreigners and resident aliens in this country?

Mr. BORK. I'll speak to that, if I may.
It seems to me that the rights of American citizens travel with

them abroad, and that the fact that they are abroad, alone, does
not change their constitutional rights against action by the Ameri-
can Government. It seems to me that the position with respect to
resident aliens here is somewhat more complex. I think they have
many of the same rights as citizens and the court has held, for
example, that they have Fourth Amendment rights. I am sure
however, that those rights are defined differently if there is reason,
for example, to believe that the permanent resident alien is in fact
an officer of the KGB engaged in penetration of American intelli-
gence agencies or something of that sort. That is why I say that
circumstances necessarily alter the application of constitutional
principle.

The CHAIRMAN. Professor Emerson?
Mr. EMERSON. I would say, Senator, I agree with Professor Bork

on the first proposition, that an American citizen traveling abroad,
at least so far as his relations with American officials are con-
cerned, doesn't waive any constitutional rights. I think the Su-
preme Court has in effect held that in Reed v. Covert and in the
Singleton case involving the rights of non-military personnel at-
tached to the Army and so on.

And I see no reason why just because a citizen is out of the
country, when he is dealing with his own government servants, he
shouldn't have all the rights he has if he is in the United States.

As to the resident aliens, I think I disagree somewhat. It is true,
I agree, that it is a complicated question. I think that there is
under some circumstances, as the Court has held, a basis for distin-
guishing between citizens and noncitizens, but I don't think those
circumstances apply to the question of their rights vis-a-vis intelli-
gence agencies. The Court has held that there are certain types of
occupations, for instance, such as being a policemen, or obviously
in the case of voting, where the factor of being a citizen or a
noncitizen is decisive, and a resident alien doesn't have the same
power, the same rights, privileges. But I don't think that applies to
the question of whether he has First Amendment rights, Fourth
Amendment rights, or due process rights. So when the intelligence
agencies interfere with those rights, whether it is a citizen or a



resident alien, I see no real difference. I think they should be for
that purpose considered on the same level.

Now, Mr. Bork says they may be agents of a foreign intelligence
agency. Well, of course, that is true whether they are citizens or
noncitizens. If they are agents of foreign intelligence agencies, they
are subject to certain restrictions, but that isn't a differentiation on
the basis of citizenship.

The CHAIRMAN. How about foreign visitors?
Mr. EMERSON. Well, I haven't really gone into that, Senator. I

can't really give a considered opinion about that. I suppose there
might be differences. In other words, my feeling is that the First
Amendment guaranteeing the right to political expression, and the
Fourth Amendment and so on, are traditions and principles of our
society, and that the people who are part of the society are the
ones that make those traditions, that have that educational back-
ground, that attitude and philosophy, and they are the ones that
are part of the system, and I think that includes resident aliens.
But it doesn't apply to persons just touring through. They are not
part of our system. They have other loyalties, and therefore I think
there is a basis for some distinction.

Now, I haven't worked out exactly in this connection where that
distinction might be drawn, but possibly there could be some.

The CHARIMAN. Well, you might give a little thought to it, if you
would, because that is one of the matters we are addressing; be-
cause historically certain kinds of visitors, certain types of groups,
have been used as a cover for foreign intelligence, and we have
established a different standard for that particular kind of group of
foreign visitors generally.

But unfortunately, I have a Judiciary Committee meeting with a
bill that I am interested in being discussed in about 2 minutes.
Could I ask our distinguished colleague from Kentucky to take
over, and I am sure you will have some questions.

I want to thank both of you gentlemen, and I hope we can keep
in contact. It has been very enlightening to me to get the interplay
there.

Senator HUDDLESTON [presiding]. Senator Garn, do you have a
question?

Senator GARN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Professor Emerson, I would like to ask you some specific exam-

ples, and I have big disagreements on whether or not criminal
standards should be imposed. I would tend to agree much more
with Professor Bork as far as the limitations we are placing on our
intelligence gathering activities by going to a strict criminal stand-
ard. Senator Bayh and I spent 2 years on the wiretap bill hasseling
to come up with this middle ground, so I plead guilty to insisting
that "or may involve" be there, and I will continue to fight to see
that it stays in there.

Nevertheless, despite the fact we have those disagreements on
criminal standards, I and this committee very much want to limit
information gathering as much as possible and to do so beyond the
criminal standard only where we feel it is absolutely necessary,
when people are not proven or suspected to be involved in criminal
activities.



So if I could have you respond to some specific examples and how
you feel about them.

It sometimes happens that intelligence agencies learn that a
particular U.S. individual or corporation is the target of recruit-
ment effort by a foreign intelligence service or international terror-
ists, or is the target of clandestine intelligence activities by foreign
intelligence services of terrorists. That is a known fact.

What we don't know, it is not clear whether or not that individ-
ual is cooperating. He may just simply be a target, or trying to
recruit him, but he is not cooperating or we don't know whether he
is cooperating or not with them.

So S. 2525 would permit the intelligence agencies to collect infor-
mation about that person for the sole purpose of determining, a
preliminary investigation, whether or not he was cooperating or
not, and at that point, having determined that, they would have to
then inform the individual that they were collecting information
on him. In any event, the law would allow this to take place for a
maximum of 180 days.

Now, what is your feeling about this type of a situation? You
simply don't know whether the man is doing anything or not, and
the sole purpose of the gathering of information is to determine
whether he is or not, to decide whether you want to go further or
not.

Mr. EMERSON. Senator, I would apply the basic principle of the
criminal standard. Now, as applied in that case, it would seem to
me that it would depend on what information the intelligence
agency had. If they had sufficient specific information to believe
that there was a violation of law being committed under the espio-
nage laws or sabotage laws or whatever it might be, then of course
they should make an investigation.

But, to take the other extreme, to say that anyone who might be
a target can be investigated is to leave the thing completely open
ended. That would mean that the intelligence agencies could keep
track, as I said, of every scientist on every university faculty, or in
a corporation, any person who had information that another coun-
try might want.

Now, you can't extend it to that length without having a garri-
son state, a police state, and that is why you will have to draw the
line at an earlier point. Therefore it would depend on what infor-
mation the intelligence agency had that might indicate some viola-
tion of law was taking place.

Now, one further thing. I would certainly not object in any way
to the general idea of having different levels of investigation, that
is, preliminary inquiries which could go on for 30 days and then if
nothing turned up would have to be dropped. The standard for
them might be more relaxed than the standard for a full investiga-
tion with intrusive techniques and so forth. I would agree to meas-
ures of that sort, yes.

Senator GARN. Well, it certainly isn't open ended. As I said, it
prohibits it after 180 days-allows it for 180 days maximum, so
your statement that it is open ended I cannot accept. We may
argue about the length of time. Maybe 180 days is too long to go
ahead with that kind of an investigation, but if you have, let us



say, a double agent who absolutely says yes, this guy is a target,
maybe 180 days is enough.

You see, one extreme is to go to the strict criminal standard that
you want to. The other extreme is to have no warrant procedure at
all and none of the safeguards we are trying to put in here. I don't
like either extreme. That is what Senator Bayh and I worked so
hard for, is to reach a middle ground so that we would allow at
least some preventive action against a person who was not commit-
ting an obvious crime.

I think once before I gave you this example, when I was mayor of
Salt Lake City, through intelligence gathering activities we learned
there was a very serious threat to the Salt Lake Mormon Temple
grounds, and as a result of that information I had a great number
of policemen around, stationed at strategic places. Well, nothing
happened, and so a lot of people said, well, you overreacted. Well,
maybe I did. I don't know. But I know that nothing happened. I
would hate to be on the other side of the coin where I discounted it
and said well, we didn't really check into it, and 5,000 people were
killed from a bomb blast in the tabernacle, and say, well, I didn't
violate anybody's individual rights, but I let 5,000 people die. That
is the type of balance I am trying to look for, and I do think it is
important that we have some preventive measures.

If we wait until we have got a possible criminal violation, we are
certainly going to overlook a great deal of espionage in this coun-
try.

Mr. EMERSON. Well, Senator, I certainly would have no objection
to stationing police around the Capitol if there was any suspicion
that something was going to take place. I mean, that is not what I
am talking about, of course. I am talking about--

Senator GARN. Well, I am talking about is where we got that
information. I understand you wouldn't object to doing that, but
you would probably object to the way I got the information is my
point.

Mr. EMERSON. Well, you didn't tell us the way you got the
information.

Senator GARN. I don't intend to, either.
Mr. EMERSON. I would disagree with you when you say that my

position is the extreme, in insisting on a criminal standard. I think
that is the center position, really. I mean, I would certainly not
think that in terms of American traditions it is an extreme posi-
tion to insist that when the Government taps your phones, exam-
ines your bank records, tails you where you go and so on, that
there be some violation of law involved. I mean, that doesn't seem
to me an extreme position, and that is essentially my position.

Senator GARN. Well, and I would say that I don't think it is
extreme to have some means for determining in a preventative
way what is going on if there are limitations placed on it. Maybe
180 days in this case is too long.

Let me ask you another question. This bill would permit intelli-
gence agencies to determine whether a U.S. person in contact with
a foreign intelligence agent has had access to classified material or
not.



Is that reasonable to find out? You know they have had contact.
Is it reasonable to investigate, find out whether they have had
access to classified material or not?

Mr. EMERSON. You mean an American citizen--
Senator GARN. An American citizen.
Mr. EMERSON [continuing]. Has been approached by a known

espionage agent, and the question is whether the American citizen
has had access.

Senator GARN. Whether we can investigate to find out whether
he's--

Mr. EMERSON. Yes, I would say yes. Yes.
Senator GARN. Intelligence agencies often determine that a par-

ticular U.S. person might be useful as a source of information or as
a source of assistance in intelligence operations. They might, for
example, want the assistance of an owner of an apartment house in
which a foreign intelligence agent was living. Before they decide
whether to ask that individual's assistance, however, they most
often will wish to determine whether the individual, for some
reason, is unsuitable. For example, is there reason to believe that
he himself is engaged in foreign intelligence? Is he an alcoholic or
otherwise unreliable?

S. 2525 would permit the intelligence agencies to collect informa-
tion about that individual unbeknownst to him to determine his
suitable.

Now, I am well aware there have been a lot of allegations of
abuse of this sort of collection authority in the past. I would
assume that you would probably not feel that it is reasonable to do
that without limitations, but would you feel there are some limita-
tions we could place on that type of investigation to determine the
suitability of that type of an individual that would be reasonable in
your opinion?

Mr. EMERSON. I think if you had that concrete situation in which
the intelligence agencies had information that a person was an
intelligence agent for a foreign country and living in an apartment,
a particular apartment, and you wanted to check with the manager
of the apartment it would be reasonable to check into his back-
ground, yes.

On the other hand, as you say, to use that as, for instance, in the
Daniel Schorr case or other instances in which it has been used as
an excuse, obviously is impermissible. It would have to be quite
narrowly confined to a specific factual situation where there were
articulable facts that justified investigation of a violation of law.

Senator GARN. Thank you.
I will stop at this point so that others can question.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I am sorry I didn't get to hear all of the

testimony presented by Professor Emerson, but I will, of course,
read it with a great deal of interest.

We have tried, in the committee hearings, to get various view-
points presented at the same time so that we have an opportunity
to discuss the conflicting opinions about the need for legislation,
about what it does and about what it ought to contain. It seems we
have a situation here where Professor Bork contends that we ought
to trust Government operations based on tradition and on execu-



tive guidelines that might be established. Professor Emerson says
never trust them-put it into law.

Mr. EMERSON. Not quite that. Just never trust them too far.
[General laughter.]
Mr. BORK. Gee, I agree with that, Tom.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I must say those are essentially the atti-

tudes and the positions that we wrestled with so long in trying to
strike some kind of reasonable balance. It doesn't seem that the
tradition gave us a whole lot of comfort in trying to develop a
system that would indeed protect the rights of individuals and
citizens. Executive guidelines we took into account, also recognizing
that they can be changed and sometimes become obscure by the
time they reach down into the lower levels of operation. So that
presented a problem for us, too.

Mr. Bork, I think you are correct. I think the revelations and
investigations have had a profound effect on the current operation
of our intelligence agencies. I don't believe they are engaged in any
substantial abuses at this time, and probably will not be for some
time with or without legislation. But those things seem to have a
way of wearing off, and I am wondering if we are proposing a
situation where we are going to have to have periodic investiga-
tions and self-flagellation at times to get back on track? Is that
somewhere down the road, or would it be better to go ahead and
put into statute some very specific prohibitions and specific guide-
lines that will give us some confidence that even though everybody
is not checking every day, the operation is going forward in a way
that is consistent with the constitution and law?

Mr. BORK. Well, Senator, I think that if you had a small, joint
oversight committee plus the Attorney General and the President
involved, you would have, plus the guidelines and the tradition
that has been established, I think you have all the protection you
can get, and I think it is adequate protection, consistent with a
vital, effective American intelligence community.

I must confess that recent literature and revelations lead one to
worry more about the effectiveness of American intelligence today
than about its abuses.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, you made one point about the sepa-
ration of powers, and while I am not a constitutional authority by
any means, not even an attorney, we were concerned with this, too.

* But would you agree that the activities that now are lumped into
what we refer to as intelligence are of such a nature that there is a
proper role for congressional oversight and authority-I am talking
about overthrow of governments, paramilitary operations, even
secret wars that have been conducted by intelligence operations, at
least those that are still referred to as intelligence operations? This
goes somewhat further than just collecting information. Do you see
a difference there in the role that Congress ought to assume?

Mr. BORK. Well, I think, Senator, that Congress should have
oversight when things of that nature are proposed or are done, and
are learned about, and are disapproved of. Congress can then react
to stop it, to punish, to do whatever it wants to do.

My basic objection is attempting to control what is necessarily a
fluid, changing world in which dangers are unpredictable and in
which the application of constitutional protections depends heavily
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upon particular circumstances. Trying to control all of those things
by flat rules made in advance, I think cannot be done. If you want
an analogy, the Federal Tax Code attempts in enormous detail to
anticipate everything that might happen in the tax realm, and yet
we have to have the IRS constantly making rulings, giving opin-
ions, and so forth. The world is simply too fluid to write a complex
code which purports to balance these values in every circumstance
in the future.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, we understand that.
Mr. EMERSON. Senator, could I--
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes, Sir.
Mr. EMERSON. Could I say a word or two about what my col-

league has said about the separation of powers and the article III.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. The argument seems to be that these regulations

that are involved in S. 2525 are matters of tactics rather than
policy. I would agree that the executive power certainly involves
the power to administer or to decide the details and the legislative
power is a power of establishing policy. But it seems to me that
what is involved in S. 2525 are not simply questions of tactics, but
are important questions of policy.

I would have no doubt, for instance, that Congress could pass a
law prohibiting flogging in the armed services. The President, as
Commander in Chief, could be prohibited by legislative policy from
punishing soldiers by a flogging process. Similarly, if the Congress
tried to say that the FBI should investigate X and not investigate
Y, I think that would be an interference in the executive process.
But the regulations, the protection against wiretapping, protection
against use of informers except under certain circumstances, those
are basic matters for policy, it seems to me, that are clearly within
the legislative prerogative.

As to the article III question of whether there is a case or
controversy involved in a warrant proceeding, it seems to me first
of all that the Constitution contemplates in article IV that the
issuance of a warrant is necessarily a case or controversy because
it provides for a warrant issued obviously by a court proceeding,
and therefore you don't have any question of whether there is a
case or controversy. If there is any problem about it, however, it
could easily be cured by putting in the bill a provision that a public
defender be appointed in every case where there is a request for a
warrant, to represent the interests of the person who was under
surveillance, and then you have a case of controversy, so it can
easily be fixed up.

In my mind, there is no question whatever that there is a real
case of controversy. There is a real issue of legal and constitutional
rights when these actions are taken, and it seems to me pure
fiction to say there is no case or controversy.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Is there--
Mr. BORK. May I speak a word to that?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes, sir.
Mr. BORK. I must say that the constitutional provision providing

for the issuance of a warrant assumes a criminal investigation and
the warrant will be litigated so that-or it most probably will be
litigated, so that there is a case or controversy there. I never heard



before the view that the mere fact that the court issues a warrant
makes it a case or controversy, nor do I think the problem could be
cured by appointing a public defender or a devil's advocate. Such a
person would litigate against the Government, but would have no
client he could speak to. He would not be under the control of a
client, the person who was to be surveilled. He could not speak to
the client. The client would never know he was being represented.
So I think that would be a wholly fictitious form of dispute which
would not provide that concrete case or controversy between Gov-
ernment and somebody adversely affected, which article III of the
Constitution requires.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, doesn't the Supreme Court suggest in
the Keith case that Congress could and should establish a special
warrant procedure for intelligence surveillance?

Mr. BORK. I don't recall that it says should, Senator. I think it
says--

Mr. EMERSON. Which case?
Mr. BORK. United States v. United States District Court.
Senator HUDDLESTON. The Keith case suggests at least an invita-

tion to Congress to take some action in this regard.
Mr. BORK. Well, to consider it. It would be a peculiar warrant

requirement because there might be no probable cause of the com-
mission of a crime if you are dealing with foreign intelligence. And
it is unclear what the standard for the issuance of a warrant would
be, and furthermore it is unclear how the judge would know wheth-
er or not to issue it. The judge would either have to become fully
involved with the intelligence process, so that he knew the need for
this kind of information, or else he would have to defer to the
intelligence officers who came before him so that the protection
provided would be pro forma only.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We use several different phrases; and
again, my lack of legal training I guess makes it even more compli-
cated to me. In the bill we adopt a standard, "reasonably believed"
that an individual is engaging in some kind of criminal activity.
There is a standard in criminal law, I understand, of probable
cause. There has been some suggestion of a term like "reasonable
likelihood."

What is the difference among those terms?
Mr. EMERSON. Well, it is very hard to say. It is a continuum in

which one is more strict, stricter standard than the other. I think
that is about all you can say. Neither of those terms are very
specific. But a lot of our law is that way and after a while the
courts begin to bring some order into it and certain patterns
develop and certain factual situations get established on one side of
the line or the other. Eventually you come out with probably a
fairly complicated but nevertheless a somewhat more specific un-
derstanding or interpretation of what those terms mean.

But it is true that they are very broad and it is hard to say in
general terms what the difference is except that one is more strict
than the other.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Would probable cause be the strictest of
the three?

Mr. EMERSON. Yes.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Professor Emerson, you made some refer-
ence to prohibiting the proceeding with an investigation of an
individual unless you had certain information. I am wondering how
do you get that information if you haven't already violated some of
his rights of privacy?

Mr. EMERSON. Well, that is a matter of various kinds of police
methods. Most information, I suppose, comes to you on a voluntary
basis from persons who inform the officials of something suspicious
that is going on or of some violation of law. In other cases you get
information from records that are made and are available publicly,
or reports that have to be filed. There are many sources of obtain-
ing information.

Now, of course, one source would be to have an informer or a
whole set of informers in every organization. At one time the FBI
had 5,000 informers in the city of Chicago, I think it was, operators
of beauty parlors, candy stores, to report on what was going on in
the black movement. You can carry it to incredible lengths because
you can never be sure. And life isn't that certain.

The question is where you draw the line. I think you will have to
draw the line at a point which is much closer to the protection of
the system of individual rights.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I just wondered if we were developing
some kind of a Catch 22 situation where you couldn't move unless
you had certain information and you couldn't have had that infor-
mation if you hadn't already conducted some kind of a surveillance
or used a collection technique that might in itself have been con-
trary to the principle that you were enunciating in the first place.

Mr. EMERSON. No, Senator. I think the laws can be enforced
without violating constitutional rights. The failure to enforce the
laws, I think, is not because of the constitutional rights; it is
because of either official corruption or unwillingness to really do it,
or incompetence. I don't think there is anything in the history of
our police systems that indicates that the police can't obtain infor-
mation sufficient to enforce most laws if they want to without
violating constitutional rights.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You discussed with Senator Garn a situa-
tion where a known KGB agent was under surveillance and it was
determined that an American citizen had made or was making
contact with that agent. It might be a contact of a very frivolous
nature, maybe the American just happened to run into him on 3
successive nights, or 3 successive weeks or 3 successive months.
Would that be sufficient reason for the agencies to begin a thor-
ough check of that U.S. citizen?

Mr. EMERSON. I think so, yes. I think so. I--
Senator HUDDLESTON. Even though they have no previous knowl-

edge about him at all.
Mr. EMERSON. No; I think that if you have found a foreign agent,

that anyone who gets in contact with him, even though it is only
every 3 months, there is reason to believe that there is a violation
of law taking place, and that is a legitimate inquiry, I think, yes.

Senator HUDDLESTON. On the question of constitutional rights of
individuals, is there any room in our Constitution to make
allowances for the fact that all citizens have a right to believe their
Government is doing whatever it can do to protect it from foreign
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intervention, foreign difficulties? Does that in any way mitigate the
rights of some specific individuals that the Government might find
necessary to know something about in order to fulfill its larger
obligation to the total society?

Mr. EMERSON. Well, the relationship between a democratic soci-
ety and its police forces is a very difficult one, without question,
because the police, inherently, by reason of various bureaucratic
forces and otherwise, tend to get somewhat out of line, and that is
something that has to be watched all the time.

I think, Senator, that I am inclined to accept the evidence that
violations of constitutional rights by our police forces are counter-
productive. One reason that the FBI could never find the Weather-
men was that they had support in the community, and that sup-
port in the community derived from the fact that the citizens knew
the kinds of things the FBI was doing and were simply not going to
cooperate.

And I think that that is the secret of the problem of terrorism. If
you have a community that accepts the terrorists and protects
them, you will never end terrorism, and a community that has an
oppressive police force, that is unjust and unfair and abusive, will
not have the support of the community, and in a democratic soci-
ety, that is the relationship you have to have between the citizen
and the police. I think that these abuses we are trying to prevent
in the end make the society less secure rather than more secure.

Mr. BORK. Senator, may I interject a thought there?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes.
Mr. BORK. It seems to me quite inaccurate to suggest that the

success of terrorist groups arises from the oppressiveness of the
police force. I hardly think the Red Brigade could be said to be
responding to the oppressive tactics of the Italian police. The
Bader-Meinhoff gang is not supported by a strong radical-intellec-
tual movement in Germany because the German police are nasty
to them. Terrorism and revolutionary political activity have deep
roots we don't fully understand, but that the police are behaving
unpleasantly is surely the least of the causes of those movements.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I think, of course, the nature of the
situation we are trying to deal with in intelligence, is esentially a
secret type operation which is almost anathema to a free, open,
democratic society to start with, but a case can be made, I think,
that in order to protect what we have here, we have to have a
certain amount of that kind of operation.

Now, how do we do it with the least infringement possible on
individual rights and still protect our country?

Mr. EMERSON. Yes; you are quite right, that the secrecy which is
necessarily involved at some points is a very serious added compli-
cation and makes control very difficult. I agree with that. But I, as
I say, do not feel that, particularly with new techniques and so
forth, the balance between curbing the police and allowing them to
investigate crime has been turned in opposition to the police. I
think that they have plenty of power, and if the society as a whole
is operating on a healthy basis, the controls can be exercised in a
democratic way without moving toward police state tactics.

Senator HUDDLESTON. As to our attempt to develop some control
over the kind of operations we have, Mr. Bork, I might say we do



rely pretty strongly on a mechanism, a procedure that has to be
followed in order to approve of various types of activities. In the
special activity area-covert action-it is a declaration by the
President that it is important to the national security. The report-
ing part of that is an attempt to keep it tight, to make sure the
requirements are met. It is our firm belief that once a proposed
project goes through that process most of, if not all of, the kind of
abuses that might have occurred in the past would be weeded out.

But we felt, further, that in order to be responsive to the investi-
gative committee and the recommendations they made, there prob-
ably also should be some specific prohibitions in statute, and we
have tried to include some that we felt were in the area of most
potential harm if they were abused.

Mr. BORK. Well, sir-I'm sorry.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Go ahead.
Mr. BORK. No; I was going to repeat two things. One is, I know of

a political party in this country which has a wing which advo-
cates-the political party is connected to a foreign organization and
it has a wing which advocates terrorism in this country. Now, the
general advocacy of terrorism is a constitutional right, it turns out,
to my surprise, but it is, and it seems to me almost suicidal to say
that since it is a constitutional right, the fact that terrorism is
advocated is not sufficient to allow an intelligence agency to keep
track of that group and what they are up to. That strikes me as
very odd.

The other thing is the criminal standard might be met there, I
am not so sure, but it is a constitutional right, so I suppose it isn't
met. Suppose we have another political party whose political ac-
tions are directed from abroad. Now, there is no crime involved,
nor, so far as one can tell, is there likely to be a crime. But if an
American political party is directed by a foreign power, surveil-
lance of that group is prohibited by this bill. I don't see why it
ought to be. I would like to know what directions are coming from
a foreign government to an American political group.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I would agree with that. I think that
Professor Emerson may have another viewpoint.

Mr. EMERSON. I think it should be said that under the present
Supreme Court rulings, advocacy of terrorism would be a crime
under certain circumstances. The formula is whether the advocacy
is designed and intended and likely to produce imminent lawless
action, and if it is done under those circumstances, it would be. If it
was not, it would be constitutionally protected.

Mr. BORK. That's right, but if I have a political party which is
saying that in the future we should engage in terrorism--

Senator HUDDLESTON. It would be hard to envision a terrorist act
that wouldn't be in violation of a law.

Mr. EMERSON. Well, I don't understand how anyone can justify
an investigation of an exercise of constitutional rights simply for
the purpose of getting information, even, certainly not for the
purpose of preventing the exercise of those constitutional rights.
The gathering of information has a depressing effect and an inhib-
iting effect, and I don't think that the Government collection of
information about legitimate exercise of rights is permissible under
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the first amendment. I think the Court would undoubtedly uphold
that position.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Gentlemen, I hope we do have the benefit
of your further thinking as we proceed with this process, and we
would like to have an opportunity to refer questions to you from
time to time for your response, if that would be agreeable to you,
as we try to explore all the possible facets of this really ground-
breaking legislation that we are dealing with.

Mr. EMERSON. That is quite agreeable with me, Senator, yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. We appreciate very much your appearance

here today.
Mr. BORK. Thank you.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, both.
The subcommittee will be in recess subject to the call of the

Chair.
[Whereupon, at 11:56 a.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]



TUESDAY, JULY 11, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:21 a.m., in room

5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding) and Garn.
Also present: William G. Miller, staff director and David Bu-

shong, minority counsel.
Senator GARN. Ladies and gentlemen, we will call the committee

to order. I apologize for the chairman and vice chairman. They
were called to a meeting at the White House this morning that had
not been scheduled, and have not returned, and rather than con-
tinue to keep all of you waiting, we will start the committee
hearing.

We are happy to have you here to testify. I understand that you
requested that Ethel Taylor testify first, and so we will proceed
with you and happy to hear your testimony.

STATEMENT OF MS. ETHEL TAYLOR, NATIONAL COORDINATOR,
WOMEN STRIKE FOR PEACE, ACCOMPANIED BY BARBARA
POLLACK
Ms. TAYLOR. Thank you, Senator Garn.
I am very grateful for this opportunity to speak for my organiza-

tion, Women Strike for Peace, before this committee on Senate bill
2525. We feel that our credentials for testifying on this bill are
impeccable. We have been spied upon by the CIA, the FBI, the
DIA, the Army, the Navy, and the Air Force. Apparently the
Marines were occupied elsewhere.

Women Strike for Peace is a movement which came into exist-
ence as a protest against the resumption of nuclear testing in the
atmosphere by the Soviet Union and the United States. As women
and mothers we were frightened by medical reports of the danger
from radiation to the food our children ate and the milk they
drank. We tried to alert women all over the country to work for a
complete test ban treaty. Women were out on the street getting
signatures to the President, distributing educational material, and
urging the support of our elected representatives for such a test
ban treaty. We saw a complete test ban treaty as the first impor-
tant step to the ultimate goal of general and complete disarma-
ment. It is toward disarmament that all of our energies are
directed now.

Early in the U.S. involvement in Vietnam, we realized that we
had to switch our main priority of disarmament to work toward
ending the war and thus we came under the scrutiny of all the
intelligence agencies I mentioned in the opening of my testimony.



At all times we worked in the open and sought, but did not always
get, the maximum publicity. We did not know about this surveil-
lance until we read about it in the Rockefeller Commission report
on CIA activities within the United States.

I cringe with shame when I think that our Government's reac-
tion to our lawful opposition to the war was to put spies in our
midst and create dossiers on many, many women, some very in-
volved but some as peripheral as the woman who allowed her
garage to be used as a depot for a white elephant sale.

We have received our deleted CIA files, deleted in order to pro-
tect the rights of some nameless and faceless informants, for which
the CIA asked $985. A great part of our dossier consists of their
Xerox copies of our interorganizational memos, bulletins, letters,
leaflets, et cetera. I have recently received my FBI files for $34 and
discovered that I had been under surveillance since 1956 when I
was involved, as I am now, in working for disarmament, which
was, as it is now, the stated goal of the Government. It is obvious
from my FBI files that agents, women of course, sat in on our
small steering committee meetings as we planned actions against
the Vietnam war, actions which we gave the fullest publicity
possible.

The surveillance by the CIA took place despite the 1947 charter
which explicitly limited their domestic role by prohibiting the
Agency from excessive law enforcement or police powers or under-
taking internal security functions. Nonetheless, they did it on the
pretext that peace groups might be getting support from foreign
sources. After involving all field services of the CIA clandestine
service and every branch of the intelligence community over a
period of a couple of years, and using the FBI as its main source of
information, the CIA study showed no evidence of foreign involve-
ment. They should have known this when they infiltrated our
offices and saw that we could afford only part-time staff, if any,
and our equipment was mostly second hand.

Since this hoax was not justified another tack was attempted to
justify domestic surveillance. From our files, we learned that we
were targeted to be infiltrated so that the Agency could get ad-
vance warning of demonstrations against their installations. The
agents were instructed to "continue periodic monitoring of the
following indicator organizations which are of interest to the
parent organization." One such organization was Women Strike for
Peace.

If the CIA can allege, as it did, that it believed that Women
Strike for Peace represented a clear threat to its Langley installa-
tion, then we can truly be concerned about the reliability and
value of the Agency's intelligence assessments. An intelligence
agency that sees a clear threat in an organization such as Women
Strike for Peace which legitimately exercises its constitutional
rights should be a cause of grave concern to this committee.

We were therefore disturbed to read in section 222(b) of Senate
bill 2525 the following:

Each entity of the intelligence community may collect information concerning
any United States person who is reasonably believed to be engaging in any activity
that poses a clear threat to the physical safety of any installation.



Since the 1947 charter clearly prohibited domestic surveillance
and since the charter was violated throughout the years, what we
need is a tightening of the prohibition legislatively rather than
creating loopholes which legitimize the violations. We see in this
bill official sanction for abuses which the bill is supposed to
eliminate.

We are also concerned that groups and individuals who have
been under surveillance will continue to be on record since there is
no mention in S. 2525 of destruction of files, merely, termination,
of collection of information.

Section 213 raises more problems than it solves. In stating that
counterintelligence or counterterrorism intelligence may be collect-
ed concerning a U.S. person who is "reasonably believed" to be
engaged in any clandestine intelligence outside the United States
raises a great many questions. What does "reasonably believed"
mean? Reasonably believed by whom? This is a vaguer standard for
authorizing an investigation than the standard set up in the fourth
amendment which requires "probable cause" to believe that a
person has committed or is about to commit a crime.

We believe that there is no reason for surveillance of Americans
abroad unless it is for criminal investigations and under the direc-
tion of the Justice Department. The excesses of the CIA in foreign
countries does not inspire confidence in their judgment as to what
is clandestine endeavor.

This bill requires the intelligence agencies to formulate many
such judgmental decisions, often as they relate to domestic investi-
gations. For example, section 218(a) authorizes investigation of ob-
jects of recruitment of foreign intelligence services. Women Strike
for Peace since its inception has pursued a policy of friendship with
foreign women of various ideologies in order to promote under-
standing of each other and to reduce international tensions as a
way of promoting world peace. Since the CIA seems to operate on
the assumption that foreign delegations often include foreign intel-
ligence agents, would not this section authorize investigation of
members of organizations such as ours when we meet with a for-
eign delegation?

This certainly could have a chilling effect upon open and sponta-
neous exchange of ideas. Furthermore, section 220 authorizes inves-
tigations of persons in contact with foreign espionage agents. This
could result in investigations based on guilt by association if a
member of an organization such as ours unknowingly comes into
contact with such an agent.

In light of past abuses, should we authorize investigations of
Americans in such a broad manner requiring numerous judgments
to be made? We believe in order to prevent investigations which
involve such techniques as the placement of informants within
political organizations, this bill should require reasonable belief of
criminal activity for initiation of all investigations. To the con-
trary, this bill authorizes what was done illegally in the past.

Should not intelligence agencies be judged by the law as we all
are? Are they above the law? For 23 years, according to the Rocke-
feller report, the CIA examined mail between U.S. citizens and
foreign countries for the stated purpose of gathering intelligence.
Three Postmasters General and one Attorney General were aware



of this project. The CIA, the record discloses, knew the operation
was illegal but apparently considered the intelligence value of the
mail operations to be paramount. Tampering with U.S. mail is a
Federal offense for U.S. citizens, but intelligence agencies seem to
trample on the law and get away with it in the name of national
security.

The Rockefeller Commission conclusion re mail opening was as
follows:

While in operation the CIA's domestic mail opening programs were unlawful.
United States statutes specifically forbid opening the mail. The mail openings also
raise constitutional questions under the fourth amendment guarantees against un-
reasonable search, and the scope of the New York project poses possible difficulties
with the first amendment rights of free speech and press.

In light of these conclusions, we question section 315 part F of
the bill which seems to legitimatize mail openings.

Senate bill 2525 is so broadly written and in such vague general
language that it readily lends itself to "national security" interpre-
tation so as to permit an intelligence entity to conduct almost any
kind of activity it wishes. Little comfort can be found in the stat-
ute's reliance on the Attorney General or his designees. We must
remember that one former Attorney General is now in prison for
his abuse of office in the name of national security.

We do not suggest that there be no intelligence activity in the
United States. In many areas the FBI does splendid work in appre-
hending criminals. But unfortunately, the thrust of intelligence
agencies too often is against people exercising their constitutional
rights in a democratic society. When the exercise of these rights
comes in conflict with the philosophy of the- Government, then
intelligence agencies have reacted without any regard for the Con-
stitution or the democratic process.

Section 241 of the bill by the insertion of the word "solely" in its
prohibition of political surveillance has so diluted the prohibition
as to make it meaningless. It makes it much too easy for any
intelligence agents or agency to conduct surveillance of an individ-
ual or organization engaging in constitutionally protected political
activity by stating that such activity might pose a danger to a
Federal installation. Thus, the surveillance was due to such allega-
tion of potential danger and not solely because of political activity.
On such a rationale, Women Strike for Peace was placed under
surveillance by the CIA.

The use of informers is a particularly offensive practice and
should be prohibited.for use in political organizations. If informa-
tion is required, it is essential that a warrant be procured.

If information about a U.S. citizen has been collected as a spinoff
either intentionally or accidentally to another legitimate intelli-
gence activity, we believe that file should be destroyed; not merely
terminated.

We agree with S. 2525 that if citizens have been aggrieved by
intelligence activities of the U.S. Government, they should institute
suits for damages and attorney's fees. Women Strike for Peace is
presently a plaintiff in such a suit.

In view of what recent history has shown as the way intelligence
agencies can be manipulated and used as instruments of repres-
sion, we should make every effort to learn from this history rather



than repeat the mistakes. We fear that the broad and vague lan-
guage of S. 2525 would enable anyone so inclined to reach self-
serving interpretations of the statute to permit the erosion of the
rights guaranteed to us by the Constitution.

I do not come before you as a legal expert or an authority on
intelligence matters. That must be obvious to you. I come before
you as a concerned American citizen and a representative of an
organization which was and perhaps still is a victim of intelligence
excesses. I speak only to the issues that relate directly to our
experience. In this role I would urge this committee to create the
kind of statute that will permit the legitimate collection of infor-
mation while protecting our precious rights. We commend this
committee for attempting to bring intelligence agencies under con-
stitutional control but we believe that S. 2525 needs a major revi-
sion to attain this goal.

We are concerned that there are those who feel that sometimes
it is necessary to suspend civil liberties in order to fight the en-
emies of civil liberties. There seems to be a trend in this direction.
This is why this statute must not be the instrument for this kind of
change but must take that delicate line between apprehending
those who would harm us and our institutions while protecting
those who exercise their constitutional rights. We fervently hope
for a statute that will accomplish this.

I wish again to say how grateful I am for this opportunity to
present the testimony of my organization.

Senator GARN. Thank you very much, and with your permission,
we will hear all of your testimony before we get to any questions.

Mr. Schneider, if you would like to proceed.

STATEMENT OF LOUIS W. SCHNEIDER, EXECUTIVE SECRE-
TARY, AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY: MARGARET VAN HOUTEN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE PROGRAM ON
GOVERNMENT SURVEILLANCE AND CITIZEN'S RIGHTS; AND
CATHERINE SHAW, FRIENDS COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL LEG-
ISLATION
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Miller, the American Friends

Service Committee appreciates the invitation to give testimony on
Senate bill 2525, the National Intelligence Reorganization and
Reform Act of 1978. This statement is given on behalf of the
American Friends Service Committee which does not purport to
speak officially for the Religious Society of Friends, or Quakers, for
no single body is authorized to do so. I am Louis W. Schneider, the
executive secretary of the American Friends Service Committee,
and I am accompanied by Margaret Van Houten, the associate
director of the AFSC's program on Government surveillance and
citizen's rights. Also present and sharing our concern in this
matter is the Friends Committee on National Legislation, repre-
sented by Catherine Shaw.

With your permission, in the interests of time, I will not read my
entire written testimony but refer to portions of it.

Senator GARN. That will be fine. The entire statement will be
placed in the record.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Louis W. Schneider follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF Louis W. SCHNEIDER

Mr. Chairman and members of the Select Committee on Intelligence, the Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee (AFSC) appreciates the invitation to give testimony
on S. 2525: The National Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978.

This statement is given on behalf of the AFSC, which does not purport to speak
officially for the Religious Society of Friends, or Quakers, for no single body is
authorized to do so. I am Louis W. Schneider, the Executive Secretary of the
American Friends Service Committee and I am accompanied by Margaret Van
Houten, the Associate Director of the AFSC's Program on Government Surveillance
and Citizen's Rights. Also present and sharing our concern in this matter is the
Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL), represented by Catherine Shaw.

The AFSC was founded in 1917 to serve humanitarian purposes and to carry out
programs opposed to war, repression and racism and geared towards the improve-
ment of the conditions of life for those who suffer because of man's inhumanity to
man. AFSC was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1947.

An important aspect of Friends' contribution to religious and political freedom
has been a commitment to complete openness in regard to the issues they were
addressing, their thinking about it, and their way of proceeding either in public
demonstrations or in actions through the courts. This tradition has continued from
generation to generation. We support the letter and spirit of the First Amendment
with regard to openness and freedom, and therefore oppose the continuation of
either secret or overt local, State and Federal police activity which undermines and
cancels the freedoms which under law they should logically protect.

In April 1976, after considerable study and discussion, AFSC issued a statement
calling for the abolition of the CIA and the Internal Security Division of the FBI,
stating:

The repeated violations of these agencies have so unmistakenly compromised
these two bodies that it is certain that they are beyond salvage as agencies in which
Americans can confidently place their trust. Unless strong action is taken, there
will always be the fear that they will again, under the cover of secrecy, resort to the
kind of improper and illegal methods that have indelibly tarnished their names at
home and abroad.

Believing in the Quaker ideal of an open society in which we are all free to
promote peace, equality and justice without fear, the American Friends Service
Committee unhesitantly adds its voice to those which say that the CIA and the
Internal Security Division of the FBI must be abolished. (A full copy of the text of
this statement is enclosed.) 1

It should be noted that the FCNL has called for careful review of the intelligence
agencies with an eye toward drastic reforms so as to protect civil liberties.

While there may be some contradiction in an organization speaking to a proposal
for reform of the intelligence agencies when it has specifically called for the aboli-
tion of at least two elements of that community, I feel that it is necessary to state
for the public record the inherent pitfalls in reform attempts and to cite how
specific provisions of the proposed charter, S. 2525, would make AFSC and organiza-
tions engaged in similar work the legitimate targets of government surveillance.

As my testimony will reflect, information that AFSC has received through the
Federal Freedom of Information Act has served to reaffirm our position that these
agencies are totally discredited, that their operations have done little if anything to
further national security, and that legislative guidelines will be interpreted as to be
virtually meaningless.

More than 10,000 pages of documents have been received from the FBI, CIA, State
Departments, IRS, Secret Service, Army, Navy, Air Force, DIA and DOD. Our
attorneys are currently working out the details of our appeal to the FBI for all
deleted materials which will doubtless yield thousands more pages on the AFSC. Of
the documents we have received under the Freedon of Information Act, many are
headed "Internal Security" (often with subheadings "Subversive", "Racial Matters",
etc.) and COMINFIL, the FBI word for Communist Infiltration . . . the catchall
category in which the FBI justified many of its long term investigations including
the surveillance of Dr. Martin Luther King. I will highlight some examples of the
breadth and depth of this surveillance for you today and recommend that you read
the enclosed article entitled "Even The Quakers Scare the FBI". 2

'See p. 490.
2See p. 492.
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In the 1920's, AFSC engaged in providing relief for Russians during their post-
World War I famine and also provided assistance to Spanish Civil War refugees. It
is noted in a House Un-American Activities Committee report, and repeated in
several FBI and other files thereafter that AFSC's work with Spanish refugees in
1939 included aid to some communists due to the committee's "failure to apply any
political tests to needy persons who asked assistance". It is a matter of principle
with the AFSC not to apply any political tests to those asking assistance.

In World War II, AFSC aided European refugees, conscientious objectors and
interned Japanese-Americans. During the war in Vietman, the Quakers became
more actively involved in anti-draft and anti-war activities, while continuing to
provide medical aid to all sides in the conflict. Throughout these decades, AFSC
increasingly engaged in social action and social justice programs that attempted to
expose and root out, rather than gloss over, the bases of conflicts. All of those
activities were defined as radical and were extensively reported on in decades of
government files.

In 1953, the Inspector General at Lowry Air Force Base reported his concern
about a series of seminars at the Washington, D.C. Lenten School of Christian
Living where "extremely controversial subjects" were discussed. One of these was
"Segregation in Washington", at which an AFSC staff member expressed anti-racist
views that shocked the Air Force Officer. He suggested that AFSC be further
investigated, especially as any group with the word "committee" in it was "likely to
be a Communist Front".

In the mid-1960's the Chicago office of AFSC joined with an interracial neighor-
hood group to present demands at real estate firms. The FBI kept close scrutiny on
this activity and filed their reports under "Internal Security/Racial Matters". Even
when the group failed to appear at one firm's office because it had decided to await
a respone, the FBI reported this nonevent to Washington and to the District
Attorney General, Secret Service and the 113th Army Intelligence Unit.

Special programs of AFSC have also been the target of government surveillance.
In the 1960's the AFSC's "National Action/Research on the Military-Industrial
Complex" (NARMIC) dug into the publicly available statistics of corporations with
military contracts, describing the kind and extent of their "contributions" to the
war effort-and their profits. NARMIC was largely responsible for bringing to
public attention the nature of the automated air war and the electronic battlefield
instigated by the U.S. Military in Vietnam-and also how this sophisticated, devas-
tating and expensive form of warfare was sometimes thwarted by the Vietnamese
guerrillas.

Also during the 60's, open, public actions against the war itself were undertaken
by AFSC in cooperation with other organizations ranging from silent vigils at local
libraries and post offices to massive ones at the White House. These activities were
regularly and voluminously reported on by the FBI, Secret Service and other
intelligence agencies. Any Communists or members of other "designated" groups
who may have been present at any vigil throughout the country were noted by the
FBI.

As the war escalated, so did the activities of the entire range of anti-war groups.
AFSC itself eventually declared its readiness to commit civil disobedience in order
to send medical supplies to all sides of the conflict in Vietnam if U.S. government
permission to do so was not granted. The AFSC also organized non-violent training
to blockade bombs destined for Vietnam. In a lengthy report on the "Peace Navy",
the Navy held AFSC largely responsible for the fleets of canoes that confronted the
huge war transport vessels at various ports on the East and West Coasts. When
seven sailors jumped from the ship Nitro during the April 1972 People's Blockade,
the Navy report noted "the incident was of priceless publicity value to blockade
organizers". This report was sent to thirty-two military and government agencies.
Meanwhile in Vietnam, the U.S. Ambassador received a cable from Secretary of
State Kissinger suggesting that if the government of South Vietnam wanted to get
rid of a Quaker-run prosthestics clinic at Quang-Nagi, it might be done in the name
of "Vietnamization".

Many documents have been withheld from AFSC by the FBI, CIA and other
agencies. Of the more than 10,000 documents sent (a large portion at a cost of 10t
per page), many pages are duplicates or are blacked out or blank except for AFSC's
name and address. Many hundreds of pages are copies of AFSC's (and sometimes
other organizations') own publications, reports and public letters. Gradually, thou-
sands of FBI files on AFSC have been received, but as usual whole paragraphs or
pages are deleted, while hundreds of undeleted pages are copies of court proceedings
in AFSC's 1971 suit against J. Edgar Hoover, Attorney General Mitchell, et al.
Names appearing on AFSC letterheads, leaflets, etc. were checked off by the FBI,



apparently for cross-checking or further investigation. (One of these was George
Fox, founding Quaker, who died in 1691.)

The participation in various peaceful and non-violent vigils or coalitions with
AFSC was sufficient to land groups or even individual members in the FBI's files on
AFSC. Appended to numerous reports are repeated descriptions of organizations
such as Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), Progressive Labor Party (PLP),
Socialist Workers Party (SWP), and many others with whom AFSC has no function-
al relationship or affiliation. Information of interest and relevance to AFSC that
was collected and stored by FBI or other agencies has been denied, with the
National Security Agency refusing to give any documents at all to AFSC, under the
Freedom of Information Act-on the ground of "national security". CIA files reveal
that official correspondence between AFSC personnel and foreign countries, espe-
cially the Soviet Union, was opened, but there is no clear indication that AFSC was
directly subject either to the CIA's "Operation CHAOS", or to the FBI's COINTEL
Program.

Despite its constant search for COMINFIL in the AFSC throughout nearly six
decades of surveillance, FBI historians kept noting at the bottom of each new report
that it is a "sincere pacifist group" of Quaker origin which has shown no evidence of
Communist infiltration or domination, though its policies have "sometimes paral-
leled those of the Communist Party". During the war in Vietnam, it apparently
began to dawn on Hoover that COMINFIL might never happen to AFSC, and that
meanwhile new groups were burgeoning.

In the late 1960's, the CIA made secret training equipment loans to police depart-
ments across the country. CIA assistance included safecracking and other "clandes-
tine collection methodology". In Chicago, collaboration of police with the right-wing
Legion of Justice, and with Army Intelligence resulted in-among other things-the
electronic "bugging" of the Chicago American Friends Service Committee office
during the time of the conspiracy trial of the "Chicago 8".

In 1971, AFSC became involved in a confrontation with the bureau and a subse-
quent lawsuit against it, when dozens of agents swarmed over the liberal West
Philadelphia area, Powelton Village. Investigating suspects in the burglary of the
Media, Pa., FBI office, more than a dozen FBI agents broke through the door of an
AFSC employee who had taken to a printer some copies of the Media FBI files
which AFSC had anonymously received in the mail (these were to be incorporated
into an AFSC booklet on police on which she was working at home). Together with
members of the Philadelphia Resistance (a anti-draft group which FBI considered a
prime suspect in Medburg), AFSC went to court, charging harassment, intimidation,
etc. Five years later, with Attorney General John Mitchell deposed and FBI Direc-
tor Hoover dead, the case was quietly settled by awarding the defendants costs but
not damages, and promises of discontinuing such overt tactics in FBI's further
pursuit of the still elusive Media file burglars.

This history of Quakerism and AFSC flies in the face of the intelligence agency
rationale that we merit careful scrutiny because we might become violent, or
"worse", succumb to "communist" influence causes one to question whether these
agencies serve the public interest. The record of abuse by the FBI, CIA and others
has often been blamed on particular individuals. I offer the caution that it is not the
men but the institution and that we have witnessed not an aberration in our time
but the organic and insidious growth of a bureaucratic mentality that has ultimate-
ly lost respect for the spirit and letter of the Constitution and is at war with the
American public.

I will first make some general comments on the tenor of the charter and then
address specific provisions of Titles I and II which graphically illustrate why, in my
view, this legislative attempt to bring the intelligence community into check falls
far short of the mark. Understandably, this is a monumental task to undertake. In
view of the record of abuse and no matter how carefully devised, such controls may
still be ignored by the intelligence agencies.

I am interested to find that I am in agreement with the statement that Clark
Clifford made before this committee regarding the enumeration of specific prohibi-
tions, in that one could safely assume that all activities not specifically prohibited
are therefore authorized. As Mr. Clifford points out, the National Security Act of
1947 established CIA as a repository of information; to advise the National Security
Agency on intelligence matters; to make recommendations for the coordination of
intelligence activities; to correlate and evaluate intelligence relating to national
security, and to disseminate such information to appropriate departments. Let me
be clear that I do not share Mr. Clifford's further assessment that the intelligence
agencies should have the flexibility for special, unenumerated, activities subject to
their own determination; but I think that he does well in pointing us in the



direction of the initial act of 1947. Since that time the intelligence agencies have
taken on a life of their own, ever increasing in size and scope, and the abysmal
record shows that despite massive violations of rights and other illegal activities
they have accomplished little that would argue for their continued existence.

As we look at S. 2525 we must be somewhat chastened by the difficult task of
authorizing activities and establishing controls for the intelligence community at
the same time. The lesson of the not too distant past is that intelligence functions
have historically been stretched to illegal and illogical ends and there is no reason
to assume that this will not continue or broaden in the future. It is offensive to say
the least, that we are in effect shoring up law which already exists in the Constitu-
tion-and reaffirming for the intelligence community obligations that all govern-
ment agencies and citizens must obey.

I submit that the intelligence charter assumes good faith on the part of the
President, Attorney General and intelligence community and further, does not
acknowledge the fact that future administrations might take advantage of loopholes.
S. 2525 appears to be based on a formula of prohibitions coupled with broad grants
of executive discretion which equals the legitimizing of past abuses and the whole-
sale violation of constitutional rights. While the intention of the bill may be to limit
the authority to collect information, the fact that S. 2525 empowers the President to
expand coverage of "national intelligence activities" opens the door to misuse of
intelligence gathering capabilities. The bill grants authority that goes beyond in-
quiries into the violation of criminal law or necessities of agency administration.
Also, the bill relies on an Intelligence Oversight Board which may likely be staffed
by intelligence agency people. The broad conspiracy language could affect vast
numbers of potential targets and does not address the pretext of the past wherein
groups could be targets of surveillance because they might in future years develop
into a group capable of engaging in a criminal violation. Perhaps the most remark-
able aspect of the proposed charter is that the guidelines regarding actions that the
intelligence agencies may engage in are remarkably vague and spread through the
document in such a manner that it is not immediately evident that the grants of
power would allow the COINTEL program to operate domestically and permit such
activities as the overthrow of a Chilean government.

According to my reading of the proposed charter, the following provisions are
among those which would affect the work of AFSC and make it a target of surveil-
lance:

AFSC has programs and staff in Africa, Europe, Latin America and Asia with
contacts with foreign governments, persons who are members of political parties,
etc. Section 104(6)(c) could be interpreted in such a manner that any or all of our
overseas staff as well as any domestic staff with international contacts could be the
target of a counterintelligence operation and therefore subject to investigation.

Section 104(21)(b) contains an overbroad definition of what constitutes terrorist
activity; e.g., past administrations viewed the civil rights and anti-war movements
as a threat to national security. S. 2525 provides the rationale to state that an
avowedly non-violent demonstration does in fact represent a threat to property and
therefore can be prevented from happening. AFSC's continuing involvement in anti-
nuclear demonstrations such as the April activity at Rocky Flats, Colorado and
participation in disarmament protests similar to the recent demonstrations at the
U.N., would make the organization a prime target of such a provision. Further,
since both of the above mentioned demonstrations involved people from abroad, our
involvement could be construed as possible participation in an international terror-
ist activity.

Section 204 includes the capability of investigating any connection with a foreign
person or supporting activity for another person having such a connection. Certain-
ly AFSC and virtually all Americans could be affected by this provision.

Section 211 again indicates that the power granted for conducting national intelli-
gence activities, counterintelligence activities and counter terrorist activities is vir-
tually without limit thus subjecting a vast number of organizations including AFSC
to possible scrutiny based on the national security or international terrorist activity
rationale. While this provision stipulates that investigations will be conducted with
the least intrusive means possible, there is apparently no enforcement mechanism.

Section 213 has an overbroad definition allowing for counterintelligence/terrorism
activity which could be interpreted to include the spectrum of AFSC activity; in
addition, it incorporates a weak criminal standard which is subject to individual
interpretation and there are no restrictions on targeting U.S. citizens abroad. There-
fore, all AFSC staff and the organizations and individuals that they work with could
be targeted without benefit of a criminal standard or First and Fourth Amendment
restrictions.
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Section 214 further affirms that AFSC international staff would automatically be
the subjects of intelligence collection in that we are in contact with individuals who
are attempting to influence the public policy of foreign countries. The most appro-
priate example of this is our ongoing work against apartheid in South Africa.

Section 215 is dependent upon the discretion of the Attorney General to find that
it is "necessary and reasonable" to conduct an investigation, and there is little
reason to believe that if the FBI or other intelligence agency wants it that approval
would not be given. Therefore, examination of tax records, physical surveillance for
purposes other than identification, direction of covert human sources, and mail
covers in accordance with U.S. laws would all be permissible. These are tactics that
have been used against AFSC in the past and there is no reason to assume that this
practice will change.

Section 218 provides that U.S. person can be targeted (without their knowledge or
consent) if they are thought to be of interest as recruitment objects by foreign
intelligence and further, this provision allows investigation of any person in the
U.S. who possesses information or expertise on matters affecting national security
or defense. As mentioned before, NARMIC and in fact, the entire Peace Education
and International Divisions of AFSC would come under this provision.

The David Truong case is a current example of how AFSC would come within the
purview of Section 220 in that staff had contact with both Truong and the Vietnam-
ese Ambassador Dinh Ba Thi. This provision is sufficiently vague in that collection
is not confined to illegal acts, purview power is granted to numerous persons, and
whether or not such scrutiny will have ceased after 180 days is speculative.

Likewise, Section 221 allows for the targeting without their consent of anyone
thought to be a potential source of assistance to an intelligence agency. This would
include our staff having relationships with foreign leaders or possessing information
themselves, thus making all AFSC program staff vulnerable to some extent.

AFSC's role in peaceful demonstrations in Washington and at various military
installations, etc., would again be affected by Section 222(a) in that it authorizes
investigations of persons "within or in the immediate vicinity" of agency installa-
tions or persons posing "a clear threat". Again subject to broad interpretation.

Regarding the protections that S. 2525 provides for citizens, I am sad to say that
they are wholly inadequate. Section 241 places the burden of proof on the citizen to
show that the particular intelligence agency intended to interfere with the exercise
of citizen's constitutional and legal rights rather than that the interference was
coincidental.

Section 244 is one of the most ominous provisions in the entire document in that
informants are given a broad mandate to collect information concerning organiza-
tions and/or memberships and indicates that S. 2525 contemplates extensive use of
this gross intrusive technique. The bill does not provide warrant requirements and/
or specify the length of time such investigations may be carried out-nor does it
accurately address the potential for influence that the very presence of an inform-
ant in an organization can have. Further, this provision authorizes undisclosed
participation in U.S. organizations when essential for preparing agents for assign-
ment to an intelligence agency outside the U.S.

Finally, Section 243 epitomizes the absolute necessity for concern in that it
provides the grounds for intelligence collection by any illegal method to protect
against espionage, sabotage, terrorism, or assassination-leaving the interpretation
of the necessity of such investigations to particular intelligence agencies.

In my estimation, this provision nullifies all others in the charter and would
appear to be in violation of the due process clause of the Constitution. Given the
history of past abuses, it is shocking to contemplate a statute that would give
government agents and police officials authority to break the law.

These are obviously only samples of the provisions of S. 2525 that AFSC finds
wholly unacceptable. I must reiterate that the charters should in body and spirit
reflect the Constitution, in particular, the First and Fourth amendments, while
finding effective ways of dealing with real threats to American society from counter-
intelligence and international terrorism. I do not wish to minimize or discount these
threats to modern democratic society, but the intelligence community has so grossly
magnified threats to our society that have not materialized, so often, that it is
difficult to give credence to their warnings. I think it bears repeating that the
intelligence agencies have taken on a life of their own and have over the years
succeeded somewhat disingenuously, I might add, in convincing Congress and the
public that they should be able to operate secretly and with the broadest of man-
dates. I am confident that if we were to return to the original conception of the 1947
Act and allow a CIA independent of the President and the Pentagon to collect and
analyze information and provided the FBI with a clearly defined criminal investiga-
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tive mandate, we would not endanger the national security and would take a
positive step toward insuring that America will not become a police state or a
garrison state.

Realism compels us to recognize that the AFSC remedy for intelligence agency
abuse is a goal that may not be fully reached. What we face today is the need to
reverse a trend which threatens to destroy or undermine the rights of many if not
all Americans. We must clearly state this: we deplore and oppose government
actions of the sort described. We are concerned for their intimidating effects on
American citizens working for peace and social change.

To a large extent, the progress that has been made and the efforts that still
continue on matters of personal affirmation on the part of individuals reflect faith
in an ideal. They are politically relevant acts, and as one can see, as one takes a
long view of history, they open up new power, sometimes beyond our capacity to
predict.

In front of AFSC Philadelphia headquarters is a serene statue of a seated, simply
dressed woman named Mary Dyer-hanged in Boston Common in 1660 for refusing
to give up her Quaker witness. The Quakers are determined that government shall
not exercise arbitrary powers over the religious and political freedoms of Ameri-
cans, even it if falls considerably short of hanging.

Finally, I'd be inclined to say that it's not that the citizen should be under
surveillance by the government, but that the government should be under suveil-
lance of its citizens.

Attachments.
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STATEMENT ON THE CIA AND FBI

The scandalous and unlawful activities of the Central Intelligence Agency
and the Internal Security Division of the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tion have shocked Americans to the point that serious and responsible
voices are calling for them to be abolished.

The repeated violations of these agencies have so unmistakably compro-
mised these two bodies that it is certain that they are beyond salvage
as agencies in which Americans can confidently place their trust. Unless
strong action is taken, there will always be the fear that they will
again, under the cover of secrecy, resort to the kind of improper and
illegal methods that have indelibly tarnished their names at home and
abroad.

Believing in the Quaker ideal of an open society in which all are free
to promote. peace, equality and justice without fear, the -American Friends
Service Committee unhesitatingly adds its voice to those which say that
the CIA and the Internal Security Division of the FBI must be abolished.

The elimination of the CIA and the Internal Security Division of the FBI
will serve as an unmistakable warning to any successor agencies. But
even so clear a warning is not enough. The practices which brought these
two bodies into disrepute must be unequivocally ended, for the same
methods committed by any successor agencies would be as intolerable as
if they were undertaken by the CIA or FBI.

We reject and call on all others to reject clandestine U.S. activities
abroad such as subverting governments by bribery and corruption, secret
military action, assassinations and conspiracy.

At home we reject and call on all others to reject illegal wiretapping,
mail interception, burglaries, cover-ups, surveillance and infiltration
of lawful groups, use of agents provocateurs, investigations of dissent
and dissenters used by the party in power against its opponents or
critics, and the maintenance of political dossiers on citizens and
groups exercising legitimate rights.

We urge that such practices by the CIA, the Internal Security Division
of the FBI, and by the numerous.other federal, civil and military
intelligence agencies be outlawed and that all government attempts to
preserve these functions in any form or under any agencies be prevented.

We recognize that, sometimes in league with federal agencies and some-
times independently, state and local police forces are engaged in some
of these practices. They, too, must be stopped. The development and
use of computerized information systems must not provide tools to a
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secretive and autocratic police. We urge the Congress to investigate

rigorously the dissemination of information gathered under such systems

and to enact strict detailed guidelines to prevent abuse of data

systems.

We urge our government to end the practice of classifying information in

its possession as a device to hide its own agents' mistakes or violations

of law. We call for a system of accountability which will require all

public officials to refrain from lying and deception of the American

public.

We insist that those in government service who detect such transgressions

and make them public shall be protected -- indeed honored -- rather than

harassed or treated as criminals.

As for foreign intelligence activities, we do not believe that there

should be one standard for American citizens and another standard for

others justifying American government actions abroad which we would not

tolerate at home. To those who say we must fight fire with fire by

engaging in reprehensible actions at home and abroad, because others

will commit such actions against us, we reply that we are not ready

passively to give up our ideals ourselves out of fear of what others

may do.

In this imperfect world the U.S. government will undoubtedly continue

to gather foreign intelligence. Congress must fulfill its constitu-

tional obligation to oversee this activity by prohibiting the kinds of

acts which have brought the intelligence community into disrepute and

by providing sanctions against those who overstep the bounds of law

and decency.

Approved by the AFSC Board of Directors, April 24, 1976
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WATCHING FOR COMINFIL

Even the Quakers Scared the FBI
AMN MORRISSETT DAVIDON

As. drawer by drawer, the fdes of the Federal Bureau
at Invesigatton are pried open by the Freedom of In- provding relief for the Russians during their post-World
formation Act, the truly formidable capacity of the agency War I tamine but also it such suspicious things as helping
to sense subversion in the seemingly momt honorable se- refugees during the Spanish Civil War. It is noted in
ments of American society is gradually unfolding. Par*- a House Un-American Activities Committee epot and
na on this scale her a certain grandeur; and if it were repeated in several FBI and- other files thereafter, that
not that a number of good people were hurt and that we AFSCs work with Spanish refugees in 1939 included
ail paid for it in our taxes, J. Edgar Hoovers crasade of aid to some Communists due to the committee's "failure
panic against treason might wel be the jest of the cen- to apply any political tests to needy persons who asked
tury. Attend now to the proposition that the Quakers assistance.
required vigilant surveillance. -The Editors In World War II AFSC aided European refugees,
Thl American iends m ha t FSC conscientious objector and interned lepanese-Anericons.

ti eric wonied dAring During the waC n in Korea and Vetnam, the Quakers
aodWa to rlifand ebiiatio n whichi wasr- uso became more actively involved in anti-draft and anti

Worldo Wrie t an d i and received the bor in Biar activities,while continuing to provide m edical aid er

Pn, bas beenoperating under the unbinkes turnig he al sides ua the conflicts. Thtghoat these decades, AFSC
FBI for the pasm fifty-six yeart Many thousands of creasintgy engaged in social aMton and social justice
of its FBI fies, now Emerging through the Freedo of prorta that attempted to expose and root out, rather
Itnformnations Act (FOIA). an hedd"nena euiy than gloss over, the bases of conflicts. Bat anyone trysng
(ofr" ," to get at roots is by defcrstion "rvdical"-so al thes

wm thi bn din gs t SuBI ode r f activities were extenpivelyreporte d in decades of govern

wth.)n Chiaormin le, e as fcen oe tar yosnuritmnimes

infiltratioA. This does not mean, that AFSC bus at any hnth, a d t takeony tofue in i
time been Cosmunist-infltrated; only that it has eed w Int only moppidsnu pams tonlts and
watched for Cous0e6it. .. m The Inspecor. 'General-, at. Lowry Air Force

T o d sBase, for examplesepoted his concern about a series

eope Ithan ies areafter all, sscte ofat Doeatg educaoitmnaseinars athWasngwork Cms com-e

met, IRS, Secret Service, Armsy, Navy, Air Forc and fsmnr n 93 tteWsintn .. Lne
the NationalSecurity Agency have alsobeen keeping an Scmtol of Christian living, where extamely contro

avesil es ects wry disang nero of thee wtaeye e onb the Quan fr may aor ctyd eos
clear in -ths rcemnt ars6 fcssrn esbet o mmi"Seg e"io in itwashiglto a whChmmanis AFC sa

r~em the- grim ev member exresse d aiha nti-racist veiewsroo thato h eetthfis rooge e scu rvneilyane oeep hurndd op. s mads a F re l o esaHe frsugge st sth atched furthery
Of ou And merihund re o tosaneds uon inidas,' loea eurt/~il atr" b h

just a Peope in te S~ve-committEee" ine ittl wasu ale to e ar anut ont."rm'

Ably not put under Surveillance or into mental institu- office because it bad decided to await a response, the
tiony. for so reason. Every state apparatus or governing FBI reported this nonevent to Washington and- to the
regime has a tendency to regard expressions Of differ- District Attorney General, Secre Semvis and the 113th,
ence, or friendliness with the people Or Policies -Of Army Intelligence Unit.
competin~g Powers, as "Subversive." Advocating relations
with China, for example, was sufficient to Start yu

whic and Cil dosifer in the roacho t960-a file -Thus AFSC has had the effontery to include in its
whficha wUtd. stil istatry napra.t China became' work not only mopping-up programs after conflicts and

offiialU.S.polcy.disasters but efforts to prevent them. Through peace
People with files are, after all, suspected of something education, international seminars and work camnps, coca-

.Since the early t..920s, AFSC has engaged sut only in casmity relations ptograms, etc., AFSC has increasingly
Stack out its ack beyond simple relief work to probe

D-ido- . rit basic causes. That's why, during the period of Vietam,Ariabavdoea r in~ r Haverford PC, hat ben 'active, APSC con~tinued to try to root -out racism, to expose,
in. Peace and cvili 10hF~oemr ja -aY yas.
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Tpoverty lareas-and to initiate projects focused an such et &L Names appearng onAFSC letterheads, leaflets.
newly identified problems as sexism and the military- etc. were checked off by the FBI apparently for cross-
industrial complex. chocking or further investigation. (One of these was

These, too, became FBI targets. Started in the 1960s, George Fox. founding Quaker, who died in 1691.)
AFSC's "National Action/Research on the Military-In- Appended to numerous reports, are repeated descrip-
duastrial Complex" (NARMIC) dared todig into the eon, of orgaizations soch as Students for a Democratic
statti cs of corporations with military contracts. de- Society (SDS) Progressive Labor Party (PLP), Socialit
scribing the kind and extent of their "contributions" to Workers Party (SWP). and many others with whom
the war effort--and their profu=. NARMIC was largely AFSC -bas no functional relationship or affiliation. The
responsible for bringing to public attention, through book-in varios vig or coalitions with any Of
lets, pamphlets and slide shows, the nature of the auto- thes groups or even individual members was sufficient
mated air war and the electronic bariefield instigated to land them in the FBIs files on APSC. Information
by the US. military in Vietnam-and also bow this of more interest and relevance to AFSC that was l-
sophisticated, devastating and expensive form O leed and stored by FBI or other agencies has been
was sometimes thwarted by the simple and ingeniaos denied, with the National Security Agency refusing to
methods of V pi any documents at all to AFSC, under the Freedom

Meanwhile, actions against the war itself were under- of Information Act-as the ground of (what else?)
taken by AFSC; tey ranged from silent vigils at local -national security." CIA files reveal that Official corre
libraries and post offices to massive ones at the White. spondece between AFSC personnel and foreign countries,
House. All these were regularly and voluminously rc. especially the Soviet Union, was opened, bar there is
ported on by the FBI, Secret Service and other intelli- no clear indication that AFSC was directly subject to the
gence agencies. Any Communists or members of other CIA's "Operation Chao" nor to the FBI's Cointelpro,
"designated" groups who may have been present at any the counterintelligence program intensified in 1968.
vigil throughout the country were noted by the FBL But the disruptive actions of the FBI and CIA against

As the war escalated, so did activities of the entire other groups have become increastigly revealed, and this
range of anti-war groups. AFSC itself finally supported exposure itself is partly due to the efforts of AFSC, whose
civil disobedience in the form of sending "illegal" medical policys to act on behalf of others rather than wait until
aid to North Vietnam (its programs in South Vietnam the noose is polled on as all. (As Pastor Martm Ntemol-
of course continuing), and organizing nonviolent train- lec, imprisoned by the Nazis, remarked: when they came
ing to blockade bombs destined for Vietnam. The Navy, for the Communists he did nothing, becanse he was not
in a lengthy report n the "Peace, Navy," held AFSC a Communist; Aein they came for the Jews, he did
largely rmsponsible (or the fleets of canoes that coofronted nothing, besae e was ot a Jew; when they came.
the huge' war ransortia vessels at-viious portiW th eie for him- t was too late.) In 1975 AFSC $hed its
,East and West Coasts. When seven, sailors umped from program of Government Surveillance and Citizens
the ship Nit'o during the April 1972 People's Blockade. Rigts, and subsequently helped launch the coalitiin
the Navy report nosed "the incident was of priceless o Campaign to Stop Government Spying. Now the campaign
Publicity value to blockade organizes. ., . . Usually itselft (and no doubt the AFSCs sew program) is subject
any support by ship's companies is limited to peace sigs to goverment surveillance. (Who will spy on the spies
and shouts of encouragement, or cheerfor the 'Key p who spy on the spies? And where will they all keep
stont COPS' type chases taking plain inhthe water below their foles?)
them-" This report was sent to thirtYtwol military and' Venomous attacks have been made on the campaign
govhrnment agencies. (Meanile, in Vietnam, the US. and its constituents by Rep. Larry McDonald [D., Ga.
Ambassador received a cable from Secretary of State a Joh Birch Society official. McDonald's research as-

isnger suggesting that if othe government of South sisIant is none other than private spy Sheila O'Ceser/
Vlertas wanted to get rid of the. Quaker-ron prosthenics aka Lauise ReS who for two years had infiltrated the
clinic at Quaxg-Ngi, it might be done in the name nof leftish National Lawyers Guild. With her husband Johe

mA'a"pertin Cao,"------ Rno the puts out the right-wing sheet called Inlpro-

Of course-you don'geawywtsohs irve ts Digest which reports to subscribing police depart-.

the couteinelignc prora inonsiie int 1968ih.uh ub~r

shenanigans without Big Brother watching you. What meats and government officials on all the activities of
in the ease of the Quakers Big Brother did other tn B social change groups ranging from NAACPI AFSC and

watch s nor yet clear because so many documents have the Natioual Council of Churches to leftist and black

been withheld from AFSC by the FBt CIA sod other poetcal groups.
agencies. And of the nearly 10,000 sent (a large portion Despite its constant search for Caoil in the AFSC

at a. cost of 10k per page), many pages are duplicates throughout nearly six decades of surveillance, FBI his-

or are blacked out or blank except for AESCs name and loianf kept noting at the bottom of each new report

addrm s Many rundreds of pages are copies of lAFCs that it is a "sincere Pacifist group" of Quaker origin

(and sometimes other orgnizanoa') publicatios, re- which has shown no evidence of Communist infiltration

port and public Letters. Gradsly, thousands of FBI files or domination. though its policies have "sometimes par-
th Ae SC have been received, ht an usual whole para- e ed those f the Communist Party." During the war

graphs or pages are deleted, while hundreds of undeeted or Viemname it apparently hgan to dawn on Hoover that

pages are copir of court proceedings in AFSCs 1971 Cominfil might sever happen to AFSC and that m-

suit against . Edgar Hoover, Attorey General Mitchell, wde new groups were burgeoning. In fact, FBI infil-



tration into CPUSA (as FBI files dinote the Commiinist
Party) had been.so thorough that there was hardly any
Com left to infil.

So a new heading was added: New Left. Into this
catchall fell groups of the late 1960s like SDS, Vitetnam
Veterans Against the War-and often AFSC, though one
of the files from the Media FBI office stated AFSC was
not to be "within the investigative purview of the 'New
Left.'" Throughout 1968 to 101 came-expansion of
Cointelpro, the aggressive counterintelligence program
against a number of "New Left" and racial groups which
went beyond the usual FBI spying and infiltration.

According to files obtained so far, AFSC and other
peace groups were not in.the direct "purview" of Cointel-
pro (as was the Socialist Workers Party; for example,
whose court actioq against the FBI uncovered numerous
break-ins and burglaries of their offices in various cities
over many years). Yet some strange things happened to
the peace groups during that period and later. The Jane
Addams House ori Walnut.Street in Philadelphia, a fine
old building owned by the Jane Addams Association
and headquarters for the Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom and several other anti-war
groups,. was burned out in early 1970. Documents were
found to have beei removed from file cabinets of some
of the resident groups and arson was obvious, yet police
found no suspects. In New York, in 1969, the War Re-
sisters League office was heavily. damaged, with files-
stolen: again police found, no suspects. Women Strike
for Peace and other offices throughout the country were
burglarized, vandalized and burned. Again no suspects.
* As to the Quakers, in the mid-1960s AFSC Phila-

delphia began missing files maintained on its contacts
with Black Panthers and with Martin Luther King Jr.
In 1973 the Washington, D.C. Peace Center, Quaker
House, the Friends Meeting House and the home of a
Peace Center worker were all broken into, with files
stolen but valuables left untouched. The Miami, Fla.
office of AFSC was firebombed. In 1974, the Cambridge
office of AFSC reported three break-ins, with some files
removed. As late as November 1975, shots were fired
into. AFSC's Des Moines, Iowa office and in December
it was bombed.

In the.late 1960s, the CIA made secret training equip-
ment loans to police departments across the country. CIA
assistance included safecracking and other "clandestine
collection methodology." In Chicago, collaboration of
police with the right-wing Legion of Justice, and with
Army Intelligence resulted in-among other things-the
electronic "bugging" of the Chicago American Friends
Service Committee office during the time of the con-
spiracy trial of the "Chicago 8." In San Diego, where
the CIA also channeled extensive assistance to police,
the FBI's Cointelpro placed an informer-provocateur
with a right-wing group called the Secret Army Organ-
ization (SAO, derived from the defunct Minutemen).
This group engaged in armed attacks on anti-war activists
as late as 1972. According to one ex-member of SAO,

the FBI agent was "the man to see to get explosives,
illegal arms. The FBI used us to do things it couldn't do."

In 1971, AFSC became involved in a confrontation
with the bureau and a subsequent lawsuit against it,
when dozens of zealous agents swarmed over the liberal
West Philadelphia area, Powelton Village. Investigating
suspects in the burglary of the Media, Pa. FBI office,
more than a dozen FBI agents broke through the door of
an AFSC employee who had taken to a printer some
copies of the. Media FBI files which AFSC had anony-
mously received in the mail (these were to be incor-
porated into an AFSC booklet on police on which she
was working at home). Together with members of the
Philadelphia Resistance (a resourceful anti-draft group
which FBI considered a prime suspect in Medburg), AFSC
went this time to court, charging harassment, intimida,
tion, et,. Five years later, with Arty. Gen. John Mitchell
deposed and FBI Director Hoover dead, the case was
quietly settled by awarding the defendants costs but not
damages, and promisesof discontinuing such overt tactics
in FBI's further pursuit of the still elusive Media file
burglas-or liberators, as some regarded them. (It was
in these Media files that the FBI agent's advice to make
the New Left "think there was an agent behind every
mailbox" was revealed, as well as the extent of FBI
precccupation with political and dissident groups-eSpe-
really through the Cointelpro program.)

AFSC, though inclined to use mediating and concilia-
tory methods rather than resort to courts, has joined four
major lawsuits with other plaintiffs: against CIA/NSA
for interception of overseas communication; against the
city of Chicago and its. police, Mayor, and local and
federal officials for bugging AFSC premises and planting
informers, and against the Seattle Police Department to
gain disclosure of intelligence files. The fourth case, a
class action suit against the Honeywell Corporation and
the FBI in which AFSC has recently become a co-plain-
tiff, is the only Cointelpro suit in the country linking a
corporation and a federal intelligence agency.

The Government Surveillance and Citizen's Rights pro-
gram, which began two years ago with a staff of one,
when responses to AFSC's requests for FOIA files were
beginning to trickle in, now has AFSC staff in nine cities
involved in, some aspect of its expanded concern about
police abuse, "Red Squads," and other forms of official
harassment or repression. It is a long way from feeding
orphans and refugees, but AFSC workers came to be-
lieve that human life and digaity are threatened not only
by wars and starvation but also by such things as politi-
cal, racial and religious persecution. And the Quakers
have a long history of contending with that. In front of
its. Philadelphia headquarters at the Friends Center (the
block-long complex of red-brick buildings which also
hogses a Friends. Meeting and local Friends' groups) is
a serene statue-of a seated, simply dressed woman named
Mary Dyer-hanged on Boston Common in 1660 for
refusing to give up her Quaker witness. The Quakers are
determined not to let things get that bad again. 0



Mr. SCHNEIDER. An important aspect of Friends' contribution to
religious and political freedom has been a commitment to complete
openness in.regard to the issues they were addressing, their think-
ing about it, and their way of proceeding, either in public demon-
strations or in actions through the courts. This tradition has con-
tinued from generation to generation. We support the letter and
the spirit of the first amendment with regard to openness and
freedom and therefore oppose the continuation of either secret or
overt local, State and Federal police activity which undermines and
cancels the freedoms which under law they should logically protect.

In April 1976 after considerable study and discussion, the Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee issued a statement calling for the
abolition of the CIA and the Internal Security Division of the FBI.

It should be noted that the Friends Committee on National Leg-
islation has called for careful review of the intelligence agencies
with an eye toward drastic reforms so as to protect civil liberties.

While there may be some contradiction in an organization speak-
ing to a proposal for reform of the intelligence agencies when it
has specifically called for the abolition of at least two elements of
that community, I feel that it is necessary to state for the public
record the inherent pitfalls in reform attempts and to cite how
specific provisions of the proposed charter, S. 2525, would make the
American Friends Service Committee and organizations engaged in
similar work the legitimate targets of Government surveillance.

I will highlight today, out of some dozen examples of surveillance
to which the American Friends Service Committee has been sub-
ject, two examples of the breadth and depth of this surveillance
and recommend that you read the enclosed article entitled "Even
the Quakers Scare the FBI." I which was published in "The Nation"
just a few months ago this last spring.

And now with your permission I will skip to page 6 of my
written testimony. Incidentally, the experience of our being sur-
veilled was not entirely unrelieved by a bit of humor. We learned
from papers we derived under the Freedom of Information Act
from the FBI that four or five names mentioned in the paper were
listed by the FBI to be checked out since they were unknown to
them at the time. One of these was George Fox, the Founding
Quaker who died in 1691. [General laughter.]

Despite its constant search for Communist infiltration in the
American Friends Service Committee throughout nearly six dec-
ades of surveillance, FBI historians kept noting at the bottom of
each new report that it is "a sincere pacifist group" of Quaker
origin which has shown no evidence of Communist infiltration or
domination, though its policies have "sometimes paralleled those of
the Communist Party." During the war in Vietnam, it apparently
began to dawn on Mr. Hoover that Communist infiltration might
never happen to the American Friends Service Committee and that
meanwhile new groups were burgeoning.

In the late 1960's, the CIA made secret training equipment loans
to police departments across the country. CIA assistance included
safecracking and other clandestine collection methodology. In Chi-
cago, collaboration of police with the rightwing Legion of Justice,
and with Army Intelligence resulted in, among other things, the
electronic bugging of the Chicago American Friends Service

' See p. 492.



Committee office during the time of the conspiracy trial of the
Chicago 8.

In 1971, the American Friends Service Committee became in-
volved in a confrontation with the Bureau and a subsequent law-
suit against it when dozens of agents swarmed over the liberal west
Philadelphia area, Powelton Village. Investigating suspects in the
burglary of the Media, Pa., FBI office, more than a dozen FBI
agents broke through the door of an AFSC employee who had
taken to a printer some copies of the Media FBI files which the
American Friends Service Committee had anonymously received in
the mail. These were to be incorporated into an AFSC booklet on
police on which she was working at home. Together with members
of the Philadelphia Resistance, an antidraft group which FBI con-
sidered a prime suspect in Medburg, AFSC went to court, charging
harassment, intimidation, and so forth. Five years later, with At-
torney General John Mitchell deposed and FBI Director Hoover
dead, the case was quietly settled by awarding the defendants costs
but not damages, and promises of discontinuing such overt tactics
in FBI's further pursuit of the still elusive Media file burglars.

This history of Quakerism and AFSC flies in the face of the
Intelligence agency rationale that we merit careful scrutiny be-
cause we might become violent, or worse, succumb to Communist
influence, causes one to question whether these agencies serve the
public interest. The record of abuse by the FBI, the CIA, and others
has often been blamed on particular individuals. I offer the caution
that it is not the men but the institution and that we have wit-
nessed not an aberration in our time, but the organic and insidious
growth of a bureaucratic mentality that has ultimately lost respect
for the spirit and letter of the Constitution and is at war with the
American public.

As we look at Senate bill 2525, we must be somewhat chastened
by the difficult task of authorizing activities and establishing con-
trols for the intelligence community at the same time. The lesson
of the not too distant past is that intelligence functions have
historically been stretched to illegal and illogical ends, and there is
no reason to assume that this will not continue or broaden in the
future. It is offensive, to say the least, that we are in effect shoring
up laws which already exist in the Constitution, and reaffirming
for the intelligence community obligations that all Government
agencies and citizens must obey.

While the intention of the bill may be to limit the authority to
collect information, the fact that Senate bill 2525 empowers the
President to expand coverage of national intelligence activities
opens the door to misuse of intelligence-gathering capabilities. The
bill grants authority that goes beyond inquiries into the violation
of criminal law or necessities of agency administration. Also, the
bill relies on an intelligence oversight board which may likely be
staffed by intelligence agency people. The broad conspiracy lan-
guage could affect vast numbers of potential targets and does not
address the pretext of the past wherein groups could be targets of
surveillance because they might in future years develop into a
group capable of engaging in a criminal violation. Perhaps the
most remarkable aspect of the proposed charter is that the guide-
lines regarding actions that the intelligence agencies may engage



in are exceedingly vague and spread throughout the document in
such a manner that it is not immediately evident that the grants of
power would allow the COINTELPRO to operate domestically and
permit such activities as the overthrow of a Chilean Government.

According to my reading of the proposed charter, the following
provisions are among those which would affect the work of
the American Friends Service Committee and make it a target of
surveillance:

American Friends Service Committee has programs and staff in
Africa, Europe, Latin America, and Asia with contacts with foreign
governments and persons who are members of political parties.
Section 104(6)(c) could be interpreted in such a manner that any or
all of our overseas staff as well as any domestic staff with interna-
tional contacts could be the target of a counterintelligence oper-
ation and therefore subject to investigation.

Section 104(21)(b) contains an overbroad definition of what consti-
tutes terrorist activity. For instance, past administrations viewed
the civil rights and antiwar movements as a threat to national
security. Senate bill 2525 provides the rationale to state that an
avowedly nonviolent demonstration does, in fact, represent a threat
to property and therefore can be prevented from happening. The
American Friends Service Committee's continuing involvement in
antinuclear demonstrations such as the April 1978 activity at
Rocky Flats, Colo., and participation in disarmament protests simi-
lar to the recent demonstrations at the United Nations would
make the organization a prime target of such a provision. Further,
since both the above-mentioned demonstrations involved people
from abroad, our involvement could be construed as possible par-
ticipation in an international terrorist activity.

Section 204 includes the capability of investigating any connec-
tion with a foreign person or supporting activity for another person
having such a connection. Certainly the American Friends Service
Committee and virtually all Americans could be affected by this
provision.

Section 211 again indicates that the power granted for conduct-
ing national intelligence activities, counterintelligence activities,
and counterterrorist activities is virtually without limit thus sub-
jecting a vast number of organizations including the American
Friends Service Committee to possible scrutiny based on the na-
tional security or international terrorist activity rationale. While
this provision stipulates that investigations will be conducted with
the least intrusive means possible, there is apparently no enforce-
ment mechanism.

Section 213 has an overbroad definition allowing for counterintel-
ligence/terrorism activity which could be interpreted to include the
spectrum of American Friends Service Committee activity. In addi-
tion, it incorporates a weak criminal standard which is subject to
individual interpretation and there are no restrictions on targeting
U.S. citizens abroad. Therefore, all AFSC staff and the organiza-
tions and individuals that they work with could be targeted with-
out benefit of a criminal standard or first and fourth amendment
restrictions.

Section 214 further affirms that the American Friends Service
Committee international staff would automatically be the subjects



of intelligence collection in that we are in contact with individuals
who are attempting to influence the public policy of foreign coun-
tries. The most appropriate example of this is our ongoing work
against apartheid in South Africa.

Section 215 is dependent upon the discretion of the Attorney
General to find that it is necessary and reasonable to conduct an
investigation. There is little reason to believe that if the FBI or
other intelligence agency wants it, that approval would not be
given. Therefore, examination of tax records, physical surveillance
for purposes other than identification, direction of covert human
sources, and mail covers in accordance with U.S. laws would all be
permissible. These are tactics that have been used against the
American Friends Service Committee in the past and there is no
reason to assume that this practice will change.

Section 218 provides that U.S. persons can be targeted without
their knowledge or consent if they are thought to be of interest as
recruitment objects by foreign intelligence and further, this provi-
sion allows investigation of any person in the United States who
possesses information or expertise on matters affecting national
security or defense. As mentioned before, the entire Peace Educa-
tion and International Divisions of the American Friends Service
Committee would come under this provision.

The David Truong case is a current example of how the Ameri-
can Friends Service Committee would come within the purview of
section 220, in that staff had contact with both Truong and the
Vietnamese Ambassador Dinh Ba Thi. This provision is sufficiently
vague in that collection is not confined to illegal acts, purview
power is granted to numerous persons, and whether or not such
scrutiny will have ceased after 180 days is speculative.

Likewise, section 221 allows for the targeting without their con-
sent of anyone thought to be a potential source of assistance to an
intelligence agency. This would include our staff having relation-
ships with foreign leaders or possessing information themselves,
thus making all American Friends Service Committee program
staff vulnerable to some extent.

The American Friends Service Committee's role in peaceful dem-
onstrations in Washington and at various military installations
would again be affected by section 222(a) in that it authorizes
investigations of persons within or in the immediate vicinity of
agency installations or persons posing a clear threat. Again subject
to broad interpretation.

Regarding the protections that Senate bill 2525 provides for citi-
zens, I am sad to say that they are wholly inadequate. Section 241
places the burden of proof on the citizen to show that the particu-
lar intelligence agency intended to interfere with the exercise of a
citizen's constitutional and legal rights rather than that the inter-
ference was coincidental.

Section 244 is one of the most ominous provisions in the entire
document in that informants are given a broad mandate to collect
information concerning organizations and/or memberships and in-
dicates that Senate bill 2525 contemplates extensive use of this
gross intrusive technique. The bill does not provide warrant re-
quirements and/or specify the length of time such investigations
may be carried out, nor does it accurately address the potential for



influence that the very presence of an informant in an organiza-
tion can have. Further, this provision authorizes undisclosed par-
ticipation in U.S. organizations when essential for preparing agents
for assignment to an intelligence agency outside the United States.

Finally, section 243 epitomizes the absolute necessity for concern
in that it provides the grounds for intelligence collection by any
illegal method to protect against espionage, sabotage, terrorism, or
assassination, leaving the interpretation of the necessity of such
investigations to particular intelligence agencies.

In my estimation, this provision nullifies all others in the
charter and would appear to be in violation of the due process
clause of the Constitution. Given the history of past abuses, it is
shocking to contemplate a statute that would give government
agents and police officials authority to break the law.

These are obviously only samples of the provisions of Senate bill
2525 that the American Friends Service Committee finds wholly
unacceptable. I must reiterate that the charters should in body and
spirit reflect the Constitution, in particular the first and fourth
amendments, while finding effective ways of dealing with real
threats to American society from counterintelligence and interna-
tional terrorism. I do not wish to minimize or discount these
threats to modern democratic society, but the intelligence commu-
nity has so grossly magnified threats to our society that have not
materialized, so often, that it is difficult to give credence to their
warnings. I think it bears repeating that the intelligence agencies
have taken on a life of their own and have over the years suc-
ceeded somewhat disingenuously,. I might add, in convincing Con-
gress and the public that they should be able to operate secretly
and with the broadest of mandates.

I am confident that if we were to return to the original concep-
tion of the 1947 act and allow a CIA independent of the President
and the Pentagon to collect and analyze information and provided
the FBI with a clearly defined criminal investigative mandate, we
would not endanger the national security and would take a positive
step toward insuring that America will not become a police state or
a garrison state.

Realism compels us to recognize that the American Friends Serv-
ice Committee remedy for intelligence agency abuse is a goal that
may not be fully reached. What we face today is the need to
reverse a trend which threatens to destroy or undermine the rights
of many if not all Americans. We must clearly state this: We
deplore and oppose Government actions of the sort described. We
are concerned for their intimidating effects on American citizens
working for peace and social change.

To a large extent, the progress that has been made and the
efforts that still continue on matters of personal affirmation on the
part of individuals reflect faith in an idea. They are politically
relevant acts, and as one can see, as one takes a long view of
history, they open up new power, sometimes beyond our capacity to
predict.

In front of American Friends Service Committee Philadelphia
headquarters is a serene statue of a seated, simply dressed woman
named Mary Dyer, hanged in Boston Common in 1660 for refusing
to give up her Quaker witness. The Quakers are determined that



Government shall not exercise arbitrary powers over the religious
and political freedoms of Americans, even if it falls considerably
short of hanging.

Finally, I'd be inclined to say that it's not that the citizen should
be under surveillance by the Government, but that the Govern-
ment should be under surveillance of its citizens.

Thank you.
Senator GARN. Mr. Gutman?

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. GUTMAN, DIRECTOR, CHICAGO
POLITICAL SURVEILLANCE LITIGATION AND EDUCATION
PROJECT
Mr. GUTMAN. Thank you, Senator Garn.
I am an attorney representing plaintiffs in the Federal class

action lawsuit in Chicago which involves allegations of unconstitu-
tional activity by intelligence agencies including the FBI and the
CIA.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to speak to you about
Senate bill 2525 because I believe that especially today it is of vital
importance. We are all very familiar with the long list of abuses
that have been exposed involving the intelligence agencies, includ-
ing the CIA, in the last 20 years. I think Senate bill 2525 is a key
because it aims at limiting the ability of those intelligence agencies
to repeat those abuses. I also feel that the opportunity to do that is
best today, and in a very real sense, this may be the last opportuni-
ty, when the abuses are fresh in our minds, to limit them.

And I also sincerely believe that if there are not concrete prohi-
bitions passed by Congress now, that the intelligence agencies
surely will continue the types of activities that have been exposed
recently.

During our litigation we obtained a number of CIA documents
and the CIA files on our named plaintiffs. We discovered a great
deal of CIA domestic activity including technical assistance to the
Chicago police department, widespread CIA intelligence gathering
on lawful political activity in Chicago, illegal mail openings and
extensive background investigation of a political activist that the
CIA ostensibly was planning to recruit.

I would like to look at some of the provisions of the Senate bill as
it is now written and try and analyze to what extent the bill does
succeed in prohibiting those abuses that have recently been
exposed.

One of the things that we discovered was a very broad pattern of
CIA intelligence gathering on lawful political activity in Chicago,
including the antiwar movement, the civil rights movement and
even electoral politics, and some of those specifics are listed in my
written statement on page 2.

We have since learned that that investigation was part of Oper-
ation CHAOS, the CIA's large domestic intelligence gathering pro-
gram which was developed in the late sixties and early seventies.
We now know that the original purpose of Operation CHAOS was
in response to requests from the Presidents to determine to what
extent or whether the militant protest activities of that period
were controlled by hostile foreign powers.



Well, the CIA repeatedly issued reports during its investigation
that there was no foreign control of these domestic movements, yet
the investigation, this massive investigation of lawful political ac-
tivity in the United States, continued and continued until it was
finally abolished sometime after the Watergate incident was
exposed.

I am afraid that my analysis of Senate bill 2525 indicates that
that same kind of activity, another Operation CHAOS investiga-
tion, could occur under specific provisions which authorize it in the
proposed Senate bill 2525. To be specific, section 213, paragraph (1),
provides for investigations of-well, it is called counterintelligence,
and I think that that paragraph is written so broadly and the
terms defined in it, the terms used in that paragraph as defined in
such a broad and vague way that the CIA, under this provision,
could once again, based on really baseless fears by the President
that the domestic movement was foreign controlled, engage in a
very massive investigation of domestic activity. We believe that
counterintelligence or foreign intelligence motivated investigations
of American citizens or U.S. persons, as the bill would describe
them, in the United States, should be limited to cases where there
is a reasonable suspicion as defined in Supreme Court decisions,
based on concrete evidence that criminal activity is occurring or
may occur, and of course, that criminal activity could include
violations of criminal espionage, sabotage, or treason statutes and,
of course, a substantive charge of a conspiracy to violate those
statutes would also constitute criminal activity.

Another aspect of the documents that we received in our case
involved a rather extensive investigation of one of our plaintiffs, a
political activist, by the CIA ostensibly because they were consider-
ing recruiting him to do some activities abroad.

They gathered-we received over 200 pages of materials on this
named plaintiff during the CIA's background investigation of him.
The CIA apparently decided that he was inappropriate to recruit
and never approached him. All those materials which include in-
formation not only on his political life but also his personal life,
including his sex life, are still in the files and still accessible to the
CIA. They are still in CIA's files.

I think this is a very serious problem, the use of background
investigations. It can very easily be used as a pretext to target
someone for intelligence who the CIA considers really in a rather
hostile manner, and we all remember that when the Nixon admin-
istration was discovered investigating Daniel Schorr, who was a
major media critic of the Nixon administration, that the adminis-
tration claimed that they were doing a background on him because
he was being considered to be hired by a Federal environmental
agency. I think that indicates how easily this kind of a pretext can
be used.

Unfortunately, I think that under Senate bill 2525, as presently
written, the CIA could still do a massive background on someone
very easily without really sincerely intending to recruit them. And
needless to say, this individual, when he saw the 200 pages that
were developed on him by the CIA, ostensibly for recruitment
purposes, he was very concerned and he, of course, had no intent
ever to work for the CIA.



But under the current bill as written, no consent of the target is
necessary in order to do a massive background on them, as long as
the appropriate CIA official simply states in writing that, in his
opinion, the CIA does intend to recruit this individual and, second,
that the CIA official believes in his opinion that to try and obtain
the consent of the individual would jeopardize the operation.

I think that is a very unrealistic-I think that as long as the
specifics of the operation are not described to the individual, I don't
think that getting their consent merely for a background would
jeopardize an operation.

Another area is the retention of files. Now, all the materials that
I mentioned, of course, are currently in the CIA files, even though
they were gathered in the fifties, the sixties, or the seventies;
although they involve nothing about foreign intelligence, and just
lawful domestic activities, they are still in the files.

Now, Senate bill 2525 does have a provision which provides that
materials gathered during investigations can be retained only if
certain criteria are followed. However, I think that that section
could very arguably be interpreted in merely a prospective way,
that it only covers information which will be gathered in the
future, and I think it can easily be claimed that that provision does
not cover the materials currently in the files which were gathered
under the former procedures.

So I think the bill should definitely state very clearly and explic-
itly that the materials that are currently in the file should be
expunged if there is no concrete value in them or relationship to
legitimate foreign intelligence or counterintelligence or related
activities.

I would like to make a couple comments about what I feel are
the possible effects of CIA covert activities abroad on political
freedom here in the United States. Looking at all the materials we
have seen about domestic activities of the CIA in the United States
and reading the Church committee report, I have gotten an impres-
sion of a gradual but very relentless escalation of CIA involvement
in the United States since 1947, and it raises in my mind very
serious questions about whether or not such gradual escalation of
the CIA in the United States may not be almost inevitable. I think
we should attempt to limit foreign intelligence and counterintelli-
gence activities in the United States to the FBI, but I wonder if it
is really possible, in a practical sense.

Therefore, I am very concerned about CIA activities abroad be-
cause I really fear that if the CIA engages in undemocratic activi-
ties or immoral activities abroad, I fear that it is only a matter of
time before those activities will be used in the United States
against American citizens. I don't think that-I think it is very
questionable whether you can keep an agency to a geographical
limitation, and for that reason I am very concerned about the bill's,
as it currently is written, failure to flatly ban covert operations
abroad.

The bill, as written, seems to authorize even the overthrow of
democratic governments if nonviolent means are used, for example,
and I think there is, beyond the issue of morality and the way we
treat foreign people, I think there is a real danger in this bill as
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the covert operations are currently authorized, as to the actual
security of the American people in the United States.

Thank you.
Senator GARN. I am sure you would like to have your entire

statement included in the record.
Mr. GUTMAN. Could I. Senator?
Senator GARN. Yes; we'd be happy to include it where you did

summarize it.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Richard Gutman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. GUTMAN *

I would like to thank the Chairman and the members of the Committee for this
opportunity to testify on a bill as vitally important as S. 2525. The widespread
violations of human rights, both here and abroad, by our foreign intelligence agen-
cies have been extensively documented by the Rockefeller Commission, the Church
Committee, and the Pike Committee. S. 2525 will either prohibit or legitimize the
recurrence of those abuses.

I appear before you as an attorney currently representing 14 named plaintiff
organizations, 18 named plaintiff individuals, and a class similarly situated suing
the Chicago Police Department Subversive Unit, the FBI, Military Intelligence, and
the CIA for politically-motivated surveillance and harassment of lawful political
activity in Chicago. See Alliance To End Repression, et al. v. James Rochford, et al.,
407 F. Supp. 115, 75 F.R.D. 428 et seq. (N.D.Ill. 1974).

During pretrial discovery in our lawsuit, we have obtained evidence of extensive
CIA domestic activity including technical assistance to the Chicago Police Depart-
ment, widespread intelligence gathering regarding lawful political activity, mail
openings, and an extensive background investigation of a potential recruit. The CIA
has attempted to justify much of this domestic activity as being relevant to the area
of foreign intelligence or counterintelligence.

In the following pages we will describe some of the CIA activity revealed by our
lawsuit and analyze whether S. 2525 forbids or legitimizes those activities. We will
close with some comments on the dangers which CIA activities abroad pose to
political freedom in the United States.

CIA DOMESTIC COUNTERINTELLIGENCE

CIA Activity In Chicago
The CIA files of our named plaintiffs reveal a broad pattern of CIA intelligence

gathering regarding lawful political activity including the following:
(1) The CIA received Chicago Police Department Subversive Unit reports on

groups planning to demonstrate at the 1968 Democratic Convention, as well as a 96-
page report on the founding convention of the Young Workers Liberation League.

(2) The CIA prepared "Weekly Situation Reports" on domestic affairs. One
Weekly Situation Report lists the major groups planning to demonstrate at the 1968
Democratic Convention and describes Black groups as "the most dangerous". The
report emphasizes meetings planned in Chicago "by the National Committee of
Inquiry, a broadly based all Negro group formed during the past spring to evaluate
statements by political candidates and then make recommendations to the black
community".

(3) The CIA had numerous files on individuals active in the "U.S. peace move-
ment".

(4) The CIA has a list of the delegates, representatives and observers to the
Chicago Convention of the Natonal Conference for New Politics.

(5) The CIA gathered and retained information on former Chicago alderman A. A.
Rayner, Jr.'s 1970 campaign for U.S. Representative.

(6) The CIA has reports entitled "Movement Activity in the USA".
(7) The CIA received reports on activities in Chicago from the House Un-Ameri-

can Activities Committee and from Information Digest, a private national spy
organization.

* Richard Gutman is chief counsel for plaintiffs in the federal class action lawsuit. Alliance To
End Repression, et al. v. James Rochford, et at., 407 F. Supp. 115, 75 F.R.D. 428 et seq., and is
Director of the Chicago Political Surveillance Litigation and Education Project.
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Inadequacy of S. 2525
Although S. 2525 at Section 241 forbids targeting Americans solely because of

their constitutional activities, it also provides loopholes to justify such surveillance.
The CIA's pretext for their massive domestic spying was inquiries from Presidents

Johnson and Nixon as to whether the militant domestic dissent of the late sixties
and early seventies was caused by hostile foreign powers., Despite the fact that the
CIA repeatedly concluded 2 that foreign governments did not control the U.S. anti-
war movement, the civil rights movement, and the New Left, the CIA's domestic
surveillance program, Operation CHAOS, continued from 1967 until 1974.

A similar justification for CIA domestic spying is established by S. 2525. Section
213(1) would authorize counterintelligence investigations of U.S. citizens within the
U.S. if such persons:

(1) Is reasonably believed to be engaged in espionage or any other clandestine
intelligence activity which involves or may involve a violation of the criminal laws
of the United States, sabotage, any intentional terrorist activity, or any assassina-
tion, to be aiding and abetting any person in the conduct of any such activity, or to
be conspiring with any person engaged in any such activity.

Although this provision may sound reasonable at first reading, a careful analysis
reveals holes which would authorize extensive investigations of lawful domestic
organizations based upon groundless allegations of foreign control as occurred
during Operation CHAOS. First, the term "espionage" is not tied to criminal espio-
nage statutes. Second, the term "clandestine intelligence activity", as defined at
Section 204(b)(1), is even broader and does not even imply a criminal statute. Third,
the phrase "may involve a violation of the criminal laws' does little to limit Section
213(1) since "may" is a very indefinite word, implying considerable speculation.
Finally even the term "international terrorist activity" as defined at Section 104(21)
is so broad as to arguably include a peaceful anti-war demonstration.3

Proposal
Domestic counterintelligence activities should not occur unless there is a reason-

able suspicion, based upon concrete evidence, of a violation of the criminal statutes,
including criminal espionage, criminal treason or criminal sabotage.

CIA BACKGROUND INVESTIGATIONS OF POTENTIAL OPERATIVES

CIA Activity in Chicago
The CIA carried out an extensive investigation of one of our named plaintiffs,

ostensibly because they were considering recruiting him for CIA operations. More
than two hundred pages were amassed on his political and personal activities. The
CIA finally decided that he was inappropriate to recruit and never approached him.
Inadequacy of S. 2525

. S. 2525 at Section 221 authorizes such broad background investigations that the
consent of the targeted individual is unnecessary if the appropriate CIA official
makes a written finding that the CIA is serious in recruiting the individual and
that a request for his consent "would jeopardize the activity for which information
or assistance is sought".

Proposal
The CIA could easily use Section 221 as a pretext to engage in domestic spying on

a American citizen. One is reminded that when it was discovered that the Nixon
Administration was gathering information on CBS-TV correspondent Daniel Schorr,
the Administration used the pretext that Schorr was being considered for an ap-
pointment to the federal Council on Environmental Quality.

The CIA should not engage in a background investigation of a potential recruit
without first acquiring the individual's permission. Such consent could easily be
acquired without disclosing the details of the proposed operation.

Church Committee Report, Book III, p. 688.
2 "International Connections of the U.S. Peace Movement" 11/15/67, "Student Dissent and Its

Techniques in the U.S." 1/5/68, "Special Report on Foreign Communist Support to Revolution-
ary Protest Movements in the U.S." 6/30/69, "Definition and Assessment of Existing Internal
Security Threat-Foreign" 1/15/71; Church Committee Report, Book III, pp. 691-700.

SDuring the Vietnam War, it was often argued by the authorities that anti-war demonstra-
tions would lead to property destruction or prolongation of the War. A massive anti-war
demonstration could thus be defined in the terms of Section 104(21) as involving a "credible
threat to commit" "violent destruction of property" or "serious bodily harm" and "appears
intended to further political, social or economic goals by" "obtaining widespread publicity for a
group or its cause" and "transcends national boundaries" and thus constitutes "international
terrorist activity".
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RETENTION OF CIA FILES

CIA Activity Regarding Chicagoans
Having requested their CIA files, named plaintiffs in our lawsuit received hun-

dreds of pages regarding their lawful political activity, all obviously retrieved by
name of target. Although the information was gathered in the early 1970's, the1960's, or even the 1950's, the files continue in existence even today.
Inadequacy of S. 2525

S. 2525 at Section 231(a) provides for the retention of information which is
collected during investigations only if certain criteria are satisfied. Secton 231(a),
however, could arguably be interpreted as being only prospective in effect and not
pertaining to materials in the CIA files at the effective date of the legislation.
Pmposal

A provision should expressly provide for the destruction of all information cur-
rently in the CIA files without foreign intelligence value. Information regarding
possible criminal activity should be transmitted to the appropriate law enforcement
agency.

CONCLUSION

Thus rather than prohibit the types of abuses made evident in our lawsuit,
S. 2525 would legitimize them. We ask the Committee to engage in a major rewriting
of S. 2525 in order to ensure that the CIA's systematic abuses of human rights not
reoccur.

DANGERS OF EXPANSION OF CIA ACTIVITIES ABROAD TO U.S.A.

The history of the CIA's domestic activities raises grave questions as to the
dangers to Americans of CIA activities abroad. Although strictly forbidden by the
National Security Act of 1947 from engaging in police, law enforcement, or internal
security matters, the CIA since its creation gradually increased its operational level
in the United States. The CIA's domestic activity extended to include surveillance of
foreign emigre groups, interviewing foreign travelers, investigating potential em-
ployees, assistance to local police departments, surveillance of threats to CIA's
physical security (MERRIMAC and RESISTANCE), and, finally, the open-ended
Operation CHAOS which gathered information on 300,000 4 American individuals
and organizations.

This history of gradual but relentless expansion of CIA activity at home poses a
serious question as to whether the CIA can realisticly be limited to operating
abroad. Although we favor statutorily forbidding the CIA from operating domesti-
cally, as long as the CIA is engaging in immoral or undemocratic activities abroad,
the American people can have no real assurance that such CIA-type covert oper-
ations will not sooner or later be directed against U.S. citizens in the United States.

For that reason we view as grave threats to the future security of the American
people S. 2525's failure to bar all covert operations including the planting of false
information in the media, the non-violent overthrow of democratic governments,
and the political assassination of non-officials. (Sections 134-135)

Senator GARN. Mr. Schneider, this committee obviously is con-
cerned about constitutional rights of American citizens or we
would not have been formed. It was in response to abuses that
were turned up in the Church committee that this committee was
formed to act as an oversight committee for the intelligence com-
munity and to come up with charters and guidelines. In fact, that
was the specific mandate that we had in Senate Resolution 400.
Senator Bayh and I worked for 2 years on the question of elec-
tronic surveillance for foreign intelligence which has now passed
the Senate. So I want all of you to understand, for certain, that we
do share your concerns and are attempting to correct the abuses of
the past. There is no doubt that they have existed.

There is obviously some disagreement as to what extent they
existed, what part of the operations have been involved in illegal
activities by various agencies, at what time period they were in-

, Rockefeller Commission Report, p. 130.



volved and whether they still continue, which I don't happen to
think that they do.

One thing really puzzles me about your testimony. I find it
rather incredible that, rather than trying to address ourselves to
the abuses and to correct them so that individual constitutional
right of American citizens are not violated, it is your recommenda-
tion of a couple of years ago that CIA absolutely be abolished.

The first question I want to ask you is a general one, are you
aware-I would think that you must be, but it puzzles me, this
kind of a recommendation-are you aware of the unbelievably
massive spying effort by the Soviet Union in this country?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. How could I be aware of that?
Senator GARN. Well, there certainly are newspapers and news

media. Senator Moynihan has made speeches. If he were here, he
could certainly tell you about massive, just unbelievably massive
electronic surveillance of American citizens out of the Soviet Em-
basssy here in Washington, of tapping telephone lines, the micro-
waves and all of that, and of the KGB activities in this country. It
is easy for them, to begin with, because we are an open society, and
I am glad that we are and that we can read things in U.S. News &
World Report, Aviation Week, Space Technology, New York Times.
I get some of my best information out of the press. That doesn't
happen in the Soviet Union.

But you must be aware that there is an incredible-I can't even
describe to you the massive spying effort of the Soviet Union in
this country.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, I am aware of that from occasional in-
stances that are reported in the press, but I certainly have no
access to the kind of information you may have access to that gives
you the impression of a massive effort on their part.

However, in saying that, I am not-I have no basis for disputing
the point you are making.

Senator GARN. Well, there is plenty of evidence. I don't think
anybody really disputes that. So my question is, how do you sug-
gest we combat this? In your testimony you have said that legiti-
mate intelligence activities should go on, that you want the coun-
try protected. Isn't it just as important to protect the rights of
American citizens or attempt to protect the rights of American
citizens from illegal surveillance and investigation, regardless of
the source? Are we so going to attack our own intelligence commu-
nity and yet leave open you and I and everybody else, to this
massive violation of our constitutional rights by foreign govern-
ments?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, I would make this point, that you accurate-
ly interpret our testimony as suggesting that the CIA be confined
in its activity to intelligence gathering, but we are altogether op-
posed to the CIA engaging in illegal surveillance of our own
citizenry.

Senator GARN. Well, so are we.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. And I would call that illegal political surveil-

lance.
Senator GARN. So do we, but your testimony, all three of you,

goes far, far, far beyond that, to state that really you can't trust
anybody in government. It seems to me your testimony is saying



that regardless of what we do, no matter how narrowly we define
it, that because of what you call the bureaucratic mentality, that
you are not going to be able to trust anybody, and that if we allow
the CIA overseas, it obviously is going to come back here.

Now, to me, that is as big of an overreaction as saying that
because you are for peace and individual rights, you are suspect.
That isn't right. That kind of guilt by association is not correct.
Your testimony is absolutely right in that case. Just because you
are working for peace you should not be investigated. I certainly
agree with that.

On the other hand, it seems to me you are participating in the
same thing by condemning the whole intelligence community and
by saying that they cannot be trusted. And that is exactly what
your testimony has said, that they are suspect.

Isn't that just as big an evil as the other side, of automatically
assuming that those who have different political views should be
investigated?

I can't condone either position. That is a tremendous indictment
on some of your fellow citizens because my opinion is, in looking at
the CIA very critically and very carefully, the vast, vast majority
of people working there have never violated the law, they have
never intruded on your or my rights. They have no intentions of
doing so. Most of them are engineers and scientists who never
venture outside the building. They look at intelligence. They try
and evaluate it. They look at missile firings to try and verify
whether the Soviet Union is keeping disarmament agreements. The
vast majority of the work of the intelligence community never
involves American citizens.

So I am just very sincerely puzzled at how you expect, from a
practical standpoint, to accomplish this if you abolish the CIA.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, I should have said when we made this
statement, the information that was being made available to the
public led us to believe that the CIA has lost all its credibility. We
have had a certain amount of experience, as I have indicated in my
testimony, with the CIA which would lead us to come to that
conclusion based solely on the relationship between the CIA and
the American Friends Service Committee.

Senator GARN. Well, I can't imagine that you did a very thor-
ough investigation or you would have found out what the majority
of the CIA activities were. Most are not even involved in the
operational end of it, the covert operations. We have got some
bespectacled, thick-glassed people out there with Ph. D.s who are
involved in some very technical assessments of the very thing you
want to accomplish, ma'am, disarmament. Without verification,
you are never going to be able to have any adequate disarmament
or relaxation of tensions.

I am still not getting an answer to my--
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Could I remind you that the burden of my testi-

mony, as I think of the others here, is clear opposition to CIA or
other intelligence agency's surveillance of the political freedom of
Americans.

Senator GARN. I agree with you, but your testimony goes far, far
beyond that; it goes to the total distrust of anybody or any agency
involved in this. Much of your testimony I can agree with, but if all
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of your suggestions were followed, we would severely go far beyond
what you have just stated, and which I and every member of this
committee would agree with you is what we are trying to accom-
plish, and severely inhibit the legitimate intelligence gathering
activities of this country, we would endanger our national security,
and we would contribute to massive violations of the civil liberties
of our citizens by foreign governments.

I wish Senator Moynihan were here. I can almost give his speech
for him, I have heard it enough.

Mr. GUTMAN. Senator?
Senator GARN. But I would like to have some more specifics of

how you justify your commitment to national security with what
you have said.

How are we going to protect the American citizen from the KGB
and the Soviet Union, and other hostile nations if we didn't have
good legitimate intelligence. Although I can't tell you any details of
the kind of work the CIA does, do you have any idea what our
military budget would have to be if we did not gather the informa-
tion that we do? It would be so increased, so massive if we did not
have some of the information we do have on what the Soviet Union
was doing, what their plans were, that I can't stress enough the
importance of legitimate intelligence gathering activities.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Right. I think, if I understand you, you make a
very important point in this discussion, and that is if you could
share with me what you know, I would be impressed. [General
laughter.]

But you can't do that.
Senator GARN. Well, I can't really because I can't give details,

but certainly there is a great deal of general knowledge that is in
the press all the time. I said we have an open society, and I can't
believe that you don't know a great deal about that kind of intelli-
gence gathering activity in a general way.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. It isn't enough to support the credibility of the
CIA in the last few years. I mean, that is all I would have to say.

Senator GARN. Do you know that there have been public tours of
the CIA?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Yes, but--
Senator GARN. Go through there and take a look at the type of

activities I am talking about from a technological standpoint.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. But I think you know things that because of

your privileged position that I do not know, and furthermore, I am
not entitled to know.

Senator GARN. Well, but there is a great deal of very general
knowledge that is printed in the press all the time about these
other types of activities.

I want to correct the abuses. I will say it again. I will say it over
and over again, but the attacks on the legitimate intelligence gath-
ering activities must stop. I don't think any of you and the groups
you represent would want to see the kind of society we would have
if we did not protect it from these foreign operations.

Mr. GUTMAN. Senator, I think there is no disagreement between
us that legitimate intelligence gathering on foreign intelligence
and counterintelligence matters is proper and necessary. However,
as to the nature of the CIA, Victor Marchetti, in his book-and Mr.



Marchetti was a top official in the CIA, he stated that a majority of
the money that the CIA spends, at the time that he wrote his book,
was for covert operations rather than intelligence gathering.

And another matter. We believe that--
Senator GARN. Well, that is not true.
Mr. GUTMAN. Well, I am just quoting Mr. Marchetti, who was in

the CIA.
Senator GARN. Well, then, I would say that Mr. Marchetti could

not have possibly had access to the budget figures. For the first
time in history, this committee does, every line item, total budget,
where it is in the budget, which is rather unique in our history.

Mr. GUTMAN. Well, what year is that for, sir?
Senator GARN. And that exists, and I don't place much credibil-

ity in any of these--
Mr. GUTMAN. Is that a more recent period?
Senator GARN [continuing]. Individuals who decide to make

money by printing great exposbs?
Mr. GUTMAN. Senator, could I ask you what year the figures are

that you saw?
Is that--
Senator GARN. We have the current figures this year.
Mr. GUTMAN. So that would be the current figure. There is a

possibility that the CIA has decreased their covert activities be-
cause of the exposures and--

Senator GARN. Well, again, I am not going to get into a discus-
sion with you where I may be revealing something, but let me just
say that it is a fact, it is not true.

Mr. GUTMAN. Well, what about the period--
Senator GARN. Not even close to being a majority of the CIA

expenditures.
Yes, ma'am.
Ms. TAYLOR. Senator Garn, I find it very difficult to understand

how you could expect that we, who have been victims of the tre-
mendous excesses of the CIA over a period of many years-the CIA
has broken every law on the books as far as we are concerned-
that we should respect and have confidence in this agency. And
you talk about the massive espionage of the Soviet Union in this
country and we all know that massive espionage is reciprocal, and
we are carrying it out in the Soviet Union and they are carrying it
out here, and I almost wish, sometimes, that each act would cancel
out the other.

But all of this is based upon standards of national security which
have been so discredited in the past, and as I mentioned in my own
testimony that a former Attorney General is now in jail because of
his misuse of the term of national security, so that I find it difficult
to understand why you should be so shocked that we as victims of
excesses should be so persistent in our demands that not only these
excesses cease, but the power to commit these excesses be absolute-
ly restricted.

Senator GARN. I am shocked because I think you are participat-
ing in the same excesses by not limiting your opposition to those
abuses. You go far beyond them in vast generalizations--

Ms. TAYLOR. Our testimony went--



Senator GARN [continuing]. Of attacking thousands of dedicated,
loyal American citizens who have never participated whatsoever in
any wrongdoing and so I think you are guilty, frankly, of going too
far.

Again, we agree on goals. This committee wants to protect the
rights of citizens. That's why we exist. It is the only reason we
exist.

But I would especially think that people of your kindly nature
and pacifist nature and the things you are trying to accomplish
would be more discriminating in your criticism and not participate
in the wide, vast generalizations and condemnation far beyond
what really exists. I am not trying to minimize what has been done
to you, but I am talking about your condemning the entire agency,
this guilt by association. That is just like saying every used car
dealer is dishonest. Well, there are some that are and some that
are not, and there are dishonest politicians and there are honest
ones.

And the whole burden of your testimony, all three of you today,
is a broad condemnation of the entire thing rather than being
more specific, and I think that is participating in the same type of
thing that you are condemning?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Could I say in response to that, Senator, that I
don't think we are impunging individuals who compose the CIA or
the FBI, but the agencies themselves, and I think the record is
clear of their performance that such criticism is warranted.

Senator GARN. Such criticism is warranted on the specific areas
you have been talking about. It is not warranted to extend it to all
foreign intelligence and to ignore the important technological
means of intelligence. You are not saying, "well, we believe in the
legitimate intelligence gathering activities" but you go far beyond
the illegal activities, which we both agree should be stopped. That
is what I am saying.

If we followed the recommendations, many of them at least, we
would go beyond correcting the abuses. My point is we would go
far, far beyond that and we would severely limit the legitimate
intelligence gathering activities which are necessary to the survival
of this counrty, and more importantly, to the protection of the
individual constitutional rights of American citizens that are being
violated massively by foreign governments. If we followed all of
your recommendations.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Could we assume for purposes of this discussion
the CIA and the FBI were not being terminated as a result of our
recommendation, and then go to some of the specific points we
have made about this bill?

Do they appear to you to be-to warrant serious consideration?
Senator GARN. Well, as I said, we are happy to have your testi-

mony. That is the reason we are taking so long and having testi-
mony from so many people, to have input on individual provisions
of the bill so that when we recommend it to the floor, that the bill
will accomplish what we would like it to, in eliminating the abuses
and providing the framework and guidelines within which the
agencies can work.

You may be interested to know that a vast majority of the people
in the agencies want charters and guidelines. They would like to



know definitely the parameters within which they can work so
that they are not faced years later with someone coming back with
new standards and saying hey, you violated the law 10 years ago
and now we are going to prosecute you. I think it would help the
legitimate intelligence-gathering activities to have those param-
eters defined so that we do not have agents pulling back from
things that would help the intelligence activities but they are now
afraid to do.

So you might be surprised to know that the vast majority of the
CIA and the FBI want charters and guidelines. They want limita-
tions and legal parameters within which they can work for the
certainty of their operation as well.

So certainly, all of the testimony, the time, and the witnesses,
hopefully will allow us to accomplish what we want to but not go
beyond. Our only really basic difference of opinion as far as I am
concerned is that the sum total of all of your recommendations put
together, I repeat again, I think would severely limit the legitimate
intelligence-gathering activities and go beyond eliminating the
abuses.

Ms. TAYLOR. Senator Garn, do you believe that S. 2525 as it
stands now allows for excesses which we hope would be prohibited
by this law?

Senator GARN. I certainly do not share the belief of all of your
testimony that it has giant loopholes. I think that you are looking
at the broadest, most far out interpretations of what might happen
based on your lack of confidence in some of your fellow citizens. I
think there are some adjustments that need to be made. As the
testimony comes in, I am sure we will make changes in the final
product of this particular bill, and there are some areas that do
need tightening.

Mr. Chairman, I have taken far more than my time.
I will turn it back to you.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate the fact that you have been willing

to take far more than your normal share of time, and I want to
apologize to you and our witnesses for the fact that the meeting at
the White House that was supposed to take about 45 minutes has
ended up taking an hour and a half. So I apologize to all concerned.

I appreciate your making it possible for us to go ahead and have
the hearings.

Senator GARN. Now we have another intrusion, Pavlov's dogs,
lights and bells going on.

The CHAIRMAN. If you would like to go vote, I would like to make
just a few observations before doing so.

I might say I personally appreciate the opportunity to have in
our record-and I shall read it carefully after the fact, not having
had the chance to share it personally-the experience of those of
you who have been the subject of abuse of the way the system has
worked in the past.

As I am sure at least some of you know, I have been deeply
offended by the fact that American citizens have been treated this
way. I do not feel that these abuses have been casual in nature. I
have to say that I believe starting with the previous administra-
tion, the previous Attorney General and reinforced even further by



this Attorney General and this President, we do have a different
environment in which our intelligence agencies are now acting.

That does not mean that we should be oblivious of the fact that,
unless we are willing to learn by past occurrences and put some-
thing into the law of the land, an administration which appears to
be sensitive to these problems now will pass from the scene and
other circumstances and other individuals could indeed regress to
the old practices.

That is why I think these guidelines are important. I wish I had
been part of observing the colloquy because I don't want to repeat
anything that may have transpired between you and Senator Garn,
but we are in a very difficult position in which I think if we are
going to be able to get the legislative process to work, we probably
will have to accept a package that will not be fully accepted by
anybody.

And it is a delicate balance. I must say to you right now I am
very concerned that there seems to be a movement back, away
from the sensitivity and concern that appeared immediately after
the disclosure of all these matters, and that I sense increasing
pressure to let business as usual be transacted.

This committee is not going to accept that. Some of you have
every reason to be extremely sensitive and just outright mad and
angry because you have been treated as citizens of a totalitarian
state instead of a free state. I would ask you not to agree necessar-
ily but to have some understanding of the difficulty of the legisla-
tive process under which we are working.

The purpose of these hearings is to try to examine this language,
which is really a first draft, and which, let me suggest to you, has
already resulted in a number of efforts to try to accommodate the
differing positions. So none of us, as we introduce this bill, are
completely satisfied with the content of it. I think the Friends
Service-Mr. Schneider?

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Mr. Schneider.
The CHAIRMAN. You expressed concern in one area that I am

particularly concerned in and that is the dual standard as far as
the way American citizens are being treated under this bill abroad.
We are trying to resolve this, but there are some very deep differ-
ences of opinion that have to do with the practical aspect of how
the real world operates in a foreign country where we are dealing
with the enforcement of foreign laws instead of American laws. We
are also dealing with relationships, informal or formal, with for-
eign intelligence agencies which establish a different standard than
ours.

So it is a complicated kind of thicket to work our way out of, and
these hearings are designed to help us do that. The product of your
testimony accentuating or accenting what can happen when indi-
viduals within a system go awry and don't establish the right
standard or don't follow the right standard is very helpful, I think.

I have to say that although I am willing to accept an imperfect
solution, that with all its imperfection, I think the draft which you
are understandably critiquing is much preferable to where we are
now, even with a higher sensitivity in this administration.

I think you, sir, expressed concern about one element of the bill
and said it was too broad. Let me suggest to you that the intelli-



gence community and people very high in the administration are
very deeply concerned because we are insisting in this bill on
putting in details that have never been in law before. They want to
handle it by executive orders, and executive orders that are pro-
mulgated by one executive, can be unpromulgated by the next.

I just want to say, I appreciate your willingness to come and to
share your personal experiences and to analyze the bill, and I am
not criticizing you at all for pointing out weaknesses in it.

I would just like to point out that it is a delicate balance on one
side of which I am concerned, very frankly, right now, and I have
mentioned this concern to the President no more than an hour ago.
I am concerned that if we are not very careful, that the alternative
to prudent action and prudent legislation will be no action, no
legislation, and I find that very unacceptable.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Is there time for me to make just one brief
response, Senator?

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I can come back if you have a long response.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. I think the burden of my concern, and I think

this is shared by the other witnesses this morning, is that-I'll put
it this way to make a point. Under no circumstances are U.S.
intelligence agencies entitled to surveil the political expressions
and activity of the American citizenry. I think for them to have
that power is inimical to the very foundation of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we have tried, and we will pursue this with
all diligence, and I think with almost unanimous support of the
divergent philosophical views represented on this committee, to see
that political views are excluded. In looking at the wiretap bill in
its early form, one of the concerns that we had was that it was so
broad in its interpretation that it could permit intelligence gather-
ing and wiretapping of what by reasonable definition were indeed
constitutionally protected political activities. I concur with your
concern.

I didn't hear your testimony but I am familiar with your organi-
zations and the contributions I think you make to our society, and
I would think that we would probably share common goals as to
where we want to head, and that rather we would differ on the
ingredients of the legislative process that gets us there. I might
find myself, on first studying this situation, or maybe on final
analysis, a lot closer to where you think we ought to be than in the
opposite position.

But in this position of getting 51 Members of the U.S. Senate and
half of the House and the President of the United States to sign off
on this, we are going to have to have enough give and take so that
we can look forward to progress and put ourselves in a much
stronger position than we are right now, I think, even with the
executive order. Senator Huddleston has done a marvelous job in
supervising the drafting of these provisions. A lot of people have
participated. These hearings have been very fruitful, and the very
dialog and then sensing the parameters of our disagreements is
very helpful.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, I hope the criticisms we have offered are
useful to you in improving the legislation.



The CHAIRMAN. Well, as I say, I have not had a chance to read
them, but I will, and if you feel inclined to stay, I will be glad to go
over and vote and come back.

Mr. GUTMAN. Could I make just one comment?
The CHAIRMAN. I will leave it to you whether you stay or not,

but I am going to have to vote, and then I'll call and see whether
anybody has left.

Excuse me.
[A brief recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. If we could reconvene here, I appreciate your

patience.
I think you have some comments you wanted to make.
Mr. GUTMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We sympathize with your situation of having to balance various

considerations, but our major concern is that we believe that this
bill, as it is written, does not prohibit abuses of the past, and we
think that is the bottom line of the matter, and that is our major
concern, and we fear that to the extent that it doesn't actually
prohibit them, it is in a sense permitting it, and we just feel that
the bill as it is currently written doesn't really permit--

The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you a question. Do you think there is
any way to prohibit them, by your definition, without closing down
the intelligence agencies?

Mr. GUTMAN. Yes, I do. I think that the criminal standard is
sufficient, a reasonable suspicion of criminal activity including--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, this is the first time in history, the one
section that you criticized, section 213(1)-it is the first time in
history that any intelligence community has been subjected to a
criminal standard. We have come a long way. This is so much
closer to where you and I would like for us to be than has ever
been accomplished before.

Mr. GUTMAN. Well, one of the major concerns we have is that
this is the first time that a charter is being enacted, and therefore
it is extremely important because it will set the standard, we feel,
and we doubt whether there will be a period in the future that is
as open to change and limitation as there is now. And so we are
very concerned that it doesn't tie the matter to a criminal standard
tightly enough.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think that is a reasonable assessment,
but I think it is not accurate to suggest this is the first time for
charter standards. I mean, if one can compare this effort to the
1947 act, which is what we are laboring under now, you could drive
three Greyhound buses and a tractor-trailer truck through the
holes in that statute.

As I say, I appreciate your critique and we are going to try our
best to make what we admit is an imperfect legislative effort as
perfect as we possibly can. But I was of the opinion that we have
tried not only to require a criminal standard, but for the particular
kinds of targets that you think are sensitive and we think are
sensitive, we have made exceptions so that they are given addition-
al protection. Perhaps that protection is not as much as you would
like to see them have, but again, it is a delicate kind of situation
that we are facing right now, and I am very concerned as time



passes that we could well end up with no legislation, which I find
completely unacceptable.

Ms. TAYLOR. Senator Bayh, I am concerned that within this bill
the CIA could do exactly to us what it did when it was prohibited
by law to do it, and I refer to the section 222(b) which gives them
permission to collect information against any U.S. person who is
reasonably believed to be engaging in any activity that poses a
clear threat to the physical safety of any installation. It was under
this that they had Women Strike for Peace under surveillance
when it could not be proven against us or any other peace organi-
zation that we were funded and supported by Moscow gold, so that
this pretext was used to keep domestic-to allow them to keep us
under surveillance.

The CHAIRMAN. I must confess, this is not unique in our law. I
mean, the Capitol Police have the same responsibility to protect
physical facilities.

Ms. TAYLOR. Yes, but we were targeted to: "Continue periodic
monitoring of the following indicator organizations which are of
interest to the parent organization," and one such organization was
Women Strike for Peace, and I don't see anything in this new law
that would prohibit this continuous monitoring of Women Strike
for Peace. But--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, may I-shall we read the rest of that?

Shall be limited to such information as is necessary to determine whether the

matter should be referred to an appropriate law enforcement agency, at which point
the collection of such information shall be terminated. In no case shall the collec-

tion of such information within the United States go beyond physical surveillance

within, on the grounds of, or in the immediate vicinity of any installation of such

entity.

Now, if for reasons that seem to be good to you or to me we are
out here on the grounds of the Capitol Building ready to do some-
thing that will damage the physical security of that building, do
you think it is wrong for us to be surveilled and information
collected on us while we are on that present facility?

Ms. TAYLOR. Well, on what basis, why would it be reasonably
believed that we would endanger Langley or whatever? I mean,
what is the standard--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't think that you would.
I think the surveillance directed at you was unreasonable. I am

not saying that this is perfect by any means, but we have gone, I
think, at least quite a ways to try to limit the abuses before. Here
are the limitations:

In no case shall the collection of such information within the United States go

beyond the physical surveillance within and on the grounds, et cetera, national

agency checks, requests for information from the records of any federal, state or

local law enforcement agency, and interviews.

Ms. TAYLOR. But it is the same standard--
The CHAIRMAN. You can't, you know, slap a wiretap on anybody.
Ms. TAYLOR. It is the standard I am concerned about that would

give rise to the agency reasonably believing that we are, that we
would endanger Langley, based on what--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, you know, frankly, I don't see how this
would apply to Women Strike for Peace.

Ms. TAYLOR. But it did. I mean--



The CHAIRMAN. Well, what do you mean? This isn't even into the
law right now. You are dealing with a 1947 statute that is big
enough for all of us to have a picnic in. I mean with all respect, I
solicit and encourage your continued critique not only of this but of
the second generations and third generations of this act, but I
think it is unreasonable to suggest that activities that were direct-
ed at you, practices that were followed pursuant to you and your
members under the old standard, are similar to the kind of stand-
ard that is applied here. I mean, it is a much different kind of
thing.

Ms. TAYLOR. I wish I was so secure in that.
The CHAIRMAN. I mean, is that unfair? Can you really compare

this, as imperfect as this language is, is it really in the same league
as the much more nebulous wording, much more open ended word-
ing of the previous authority? Well you think this is nebulous, I
guess.

Ms. TAYLOR. We are very edgy, based on our past experience.
The CHAIRMAN. I don't blame you for being edgy and I think it is

important to have people, that have reason to be edgy from past
experiences, before this committee testify so that you can remind
us of how severe these violations of individual rights can be. '

Mr. GUTMAN. Mr. Chairman, on this provision, doesn't this au-
thorize the CIA to engage in law enforcement, which is forbidden
under the 1947--

The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about collection of information.
Mr. GUTMAN. Pardon me?
The CHAIRMAN. We are talking about collection of information.

That is not law enforcement.
Mr. GUTMAN. Well, isn't collection of information an inherent

part of law enforcement when you are talking about violation of
criminal law?

The CHAIRMAN. Only for the protection of the facility involved.
There is no need for me to read the limitations again. I think it

is rather clear what we are trying to do.
Mr. GUTMAN. Well, we are not disputing the--
The CHAIRMAN. What this is designed to do is to try to give the

Agency the ability to gather information to see whether indeed it is
a significant threat that will violate a law and then turn it over to
law enforcement and stop all this business.

Mr. GUTMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I mean, given the fact that
the CIA in the past has used protection of its facilities as in
Operation RESISTANCE and Operation MERRIMAC to engage in
pretty widespread spying on political activities, don't you think
that perhaps this intelligence gathering on physical threats to
installations should be given to a regular law enforcement agency
like the FBI or the local police?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is a possibility. Here again I go back
to what I mentioned just a moment ago to Ms. Taylor. Nobody is
questioning the fact that there have been abuses. That is why this
language is in here, because there was no language like this at the
time the abuses occurred. It was easy to use some of these excuses,national security, physical damage or damage to the physical prem-
ises. It was easy to use those excuses because there was absolutely
no effort to define them.



Now, I suppose one alternative would be to say that automatical-
ly an agency assumes that even the most peaceful demonstration
and the most innocent protest is going to damage the physical
facilities so they call the police and everybody gets boxed up in jail.
That doesn't seem to me to be a reasonable alternative. Maybe
there is a better one than this. If you have any specifics, we would
be glad to deal with them.

Yes.
Ms. TAYLOR. Senator Bayh, do you think that the majority of the

select committee reflect Senator Garn's obviously terrible fear of a
tremendous Soviet espionage network in this country, and what is
frightening to me about that is that this bill might reflect that
kind of fear?

Do you-I mean, is that-is this, as Senator Garn said, a massive
Soviet network of espionage in this country? Is that the feeling
that this is so by most members of the committee, because I think
that could have a chilling effect on this legislation if that was
thought to be the case?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am not familiar with every bit of detail of
Senator Garn's concern and fear. I am sure he expressed it very
eloquently to you. I wasn't present at the time he did it. I have no
way to compare that with other members of the committee who
have not been as eloquent recently as he. Without evading the
question, which I think I successfully have so far, the dimensions,
the numbers of agents, I don't know how to assess. Certainly we
are not in a position to play the numbers game with you, and I
don't think you would want us to. I think there is a threat. How
big it is I don't know. I think we should be prepared to deal with it
and to deal with it firmly and to deal with it in a way that doesn't
violate the rights of American citizens. That is the delicate bal-
ance. I find myself in the middle of a situation where I don't think
there are very many people around that are more sensitive to the
rights of American citizens than I, and I would hope that they
could be protected in a way that would not seriously damage the
ability of our intelligence and military agencies to protect our
country.

I don't see Communist agents lurking under every bed, but they
are doing some things in this country that really alarms me, and
that we haven't been able to find a way to constitutionally come to
grips with, and I think we probably could come to grips with them
if it weren't for fear of reciprocity in their country. I don't know
how you balance that off. It is difficult for me to balance it off, and
I guess I would say amen to what you said or what you intimated
you said. I can say unequivocally I would be perfectly happy if the
Russians would stop their activities in our country and we would
stop our activities in their country. That would be a fair exchange
for me, but I am not so naive as to think that if the President of
the United States sent down the order tomorrow, stop, cease, desist
all efforts in the Soviet Union, that automatically we would get
reciprocity. I don't think it works that way.

Now, maybe I am too callous and too cynical.
Ms. TAYLOR. In either country.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me?
Ms. TAYLOR. In either country.



The CHAIRMAN. Well, let us presume, which may be a fairy tale
presumption, but I think if the President sent the order down that
it would stop. That order is not likely to happen and I think the
reason that order is not likely to happen is that not very many of
us believe that sending that order down and stopping would get
reciprocity. But we can argue with that.

Ms. TAYLOR. If only one side spies, you know, it takes the fun out
of it, really.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't think it is a very humorous thing.
Ms. TAYLOR. No; but if only one side is spying, it is-it is a

difficult situation. Unilateral.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me?
Ms. TAYLOR. I mean, unilateral spying is not very--
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I tell you. I guess you take a more casual

view of Soviet intentions than I do. I guess that is what makes the
world go round, that we look at things a little differently. Yes.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, I should have thought our intelligence
agencies, particularly the CIA and the FBI, are sufficiently compe-
tent to be abreast of the intelligence activities of other foreign
countries not to have to extend their purview to the American
citizenry.

.The CHAIRMAN. You see, that is the whole purpose of this legisla-
tion, to keep them from doing what they have in the past. We are
not questioning what has happened in the past, are we. I don't
know what Senator Garn said, but I think it is an unfortunate and
sad record about what has happened in the past.

Mr. SCHNEIDER. Well, then, I think one point that the three of us
seem to be making is that in respect to specific provisions of the
legislation, the proposed legislation, there is too much reliance on
reasonable belief rather than a criminal standard, and to rely on
reasonable belief opens the door to a wide range of discretion on
the part of one or another agency, and I think, we think, that is
questionable.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, look, we will be glad to sit down with you,
if you could find some time to spend with our staff, to point out the
specifics and have a dialog here.

We have a sort of sliding set of standards, instead of one stand-
ard, depending on the seriousness of the activity. Terrorism is one
of the matters that really concerns me because on one hand it is
one of the most insidious forms of activity that one group of human
beings can participate in against another. On the other side, it is
the best excuse going to lower the bars and invade the privacy and
the rights of American citizens.

Now, what we have done there is to create a looser standard. We
provide less protection there, very frankly, and if you have any
answer to this question, the very real question that I have in my
mind, I would be glad to have it. But if somebody is spying and
getting military secrets and we find out about it after the fact, with
only rare exceptions, we can punish the individual involved, and it
has not done irreparable damage to the country. If someone blows
up a Federal building or a post office and people are killed, it
seems to me that just the Government's response of saying, OK,
arrest after the fact is all we need to worry about, that is insuffi-
cient. That is an area where we have to try to find out in advance,
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to prevent that act because we know it is going to cause very
serious damage. And so we might consider a different standard
there than for certain kinds of traditional spying, and we would be
glad to go over those with you, be glad to have your comment on
them. I have got to believe in our society we are wise enough to be
able to find a delicate balance on the one side of which we protect
the rights of individuals. There would be no question that we
differentiate normal kinds of intelligence gathering activities from
spying on people who are expressing their political beliefs. That
ought to be relatively simple to sort out. It hasn't been in the past
but we are trying to do it in this bill. But we must balance that off
against the need in the very real, tough world to give our govern-
ment and our people protection against those who would do us in.

Now, if we start with the premise that there is nobody out there
wanting to do us in, then there is very little room to compromise,
frankly, because some of us feel that that is a false premise. We
merely disagree in this committee about how serious the threat is,
how insidious it is.

But are there other observations?
I am going to read with care the transcript and the testimony

and I invite you to have a continued input and participation in this
process.

Anybody else care to make a comment here?
Well, thank you very much for taking the time to be with us.
Ms. TAYLOR. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. SCHNEIDER. Thank you.
Mr. GUTMAN. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:19 p.m. the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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TUESDAY, JULY 18, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:17 a.m., in room

5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Birch Bayh (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bayh (presiding), Huddleston, Goldwater, Pear-
son and Wallop.

Also present; William G. Miller, staff director and Audrey Hatry,
clerk of the committee.

The CHAIRMAN. The Committee will come to order.
We are fortunate this morning to have three individuals who

have had a long personal and professional interest in the kinds of
issues involved in writing charters: Mr. Jerry Berman, legislative
counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union and Mr. John Shat-
tuck, director of the Washington office of the American Civil Liber-
ties Union, who I understand will go first, and then Ambassador
Silberman, senior fellow of the American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research will follow.

Is that the way you want to handle this?
Mr. SILBERMAN. I will defer.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't know whether any deference is

required. Maybe that is a strategy.
Fire away, then, gentlemen, please. It is good to have you here.
[The ACLU sectional analysis of S. 2525 follows:]
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
Washington Office

MEMORANDUM July 1978

TO: Senator Birch Bayh
Chairman, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence

Senator Walter D. Huddleston
Chairman,Subcommittee on Charters and Guidelines

FROM: American Civil Liberties Union and the Center for
National Security Studies

RE: S. 2525 and H.R. 11245, the "National Intelligence Re-
organization and Reform Act of 1978".

Introduction and Overview

This memorandum sets forth our initial comments on S. 2525, the
"National Intelligence Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978" in-
troduced in the United States Senate February 9, 1978 and in the
House of Representatives (H.R. 11245) on March 2, 1978.

Because the draft charter has been introduced as a "discussion
paper", we will defer a complete analysis of its provisions and
instead focus on the critical issues raised by the draft legis-
lation. The memorandum is divided into two parts to facilitate
this discussion. The first covers the principal concern of the
ACLU, the rights of Americans at home and abroad and the rights
of resident aliens in this country as they may be affected by the
foreign and domestic intelligence activities that would be auth-
orized and in some measure restricted if this seven-title legislat-
ion were enacted into law. The second part examines the draft
charter's proposed authorization of covert operations abroad ("spec-
ial activities"), sensitive clandestine espionage activities, and
paramilitary operations and how the legislation attempts to restrict
or prohibit certain of these activities.
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While the ACLU continues to strongly support the congressional
effort to legislate controls and restrictions on U.S. intelligence
activities at home and abroad, we object to the draft charters as
introduced. Contrary to other witnesses who have appeared before
the Committee in recent months, we do not believe the proposed
charters are overly restrictive. On the contrary, we believe thecharters authorize too much, restrict too little, and prohibit
virtually nothing.

-Certainly,the draft charters do not incorporate the positionsadvocated by the ACLU and which are set forth in legislationintroduced in the House (H.R. 6051 and H.R. 4173) in the springof 1977 with over twenty co-sponsors. That legislation pro-poses:

(1) a ban on covert and paramilitary operations except
in time of war. S. 2525 would authorize both and
euphemistically rename them "special activities";

(2) a ban on human espionage except in time of war. S.
2525 would authorize sensitive and other clandes-
.tine collection activities at home and abroad;

(3) a ban on the use of independent American institut-
ions, including the media, academic-community, and
religious organizations in covert activities. S. 2525permits such use in a number of circumstances.

(4) a requirement that intrusiye intelligence investigat--
ions of U.S. persons and resident aliens be conducted
under a "reasonable suspicion" of crime standard under
strict procedures to minimize interference with law-
ful political activity. S. 2525 does not incorporate
the "reasonable suspicion" standard in major counter-
intelligence, counterterrorism, and foreign intellig-
ence investigations, permits intrusive non-criminal
investigations of U.S. persons in a number of circum-
stances, authorizes other non-criminal investigations
of U.S. persons, and subjects all resident aliens to
intrusive investigation under non-criminal standards;

(5) a ban on the use of undercover agents or informers inlawful political organizations. S. 2525 permits this
for purposes of "cover" and investigative purposes;

(6) a judicial warrant requirement for undercover or infor-
mant infiltration of organizations suspected of crime.
S. 2525 imposes no independent check on the executive in
the use of these intrusive investigative techniques;
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(7) a ban on all electronic surveillance and a judicial war-

rant based on traditional probable cause of a crime for

mail covers, mail opening, and physical search, S. 2525

incorporates the judicial warrant for electronic surveil-

lance based on less than probable cause of crime contain-

ed in the Foreign Electronic Surveillance Act of 1978 (S,
1566) and authorizes more intrusive multiple physical

searches and mail openings under similar procedures. Mail

covers are not subjected to a warrant requirement;_

(8) a subpoena or warrant requirement for the inspection of

confidential and private records. S. 2525 permits in-
spection of all records in the central files of all fed-
eral agencies, tax records, medical records, bank and
credit records without supoena or warrant and often with-
out suspicion of crime;

(9) a strict prohibition of COINTELPRO or "preventive act-
ion" other than exercise of traditional powers, such
as to warn victims and arrest suspects, 5. 2525 auth-
orizes activities to "counter" espionage and "prevent"
terrorism, including authorization for intelligence agents

to ignore or violate the law under certain circumstances.
At the same time the proposed bill "prohibits" COINTELPRO:

More distressing, the draft charter even departs in substantial
measure from the minimal recommendations proposed by the Church
and Pike Committees to prevent a recurrence of the massive ab-
uses of human rights abroad and constitutional rights at home

committed by U.S. intelligence agencies. These committees recom-
mended:

(1) limiting covert operations to extraordinary circum-

stances in which there is a "grave threat" to nat-
ional security. S. 2525 permits covert operations
whenever the president finds them "essential" but
not only to national security but to the much broader
"foreign policy" interests of the United States;

(2) prohibiting paramilitary operations except in time of

war (a recommendation of the Pike Committee). S. 2525

would authorize them;

(3) requiring, except for limited preliminary investigat-
ions, that intelligence agencies have "reasonable sus-

picion"of criminal activity to conduct intrusive inves-

tigations of citizens and resident aliens. As noted,
S. 2525 departs from this standard in a number of cir-
cumstances;
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(4) a judicial warrant requirement based on probable cause
of crime for wiretapping, mail opening, and physical
searches. S. 2525 departs from the strict probable cause
of a crime standard in authorizing these techniques for
surveillance against U.S. persons and resident aliens;

(5) strict procedures to minimize the acquisition, retention
and dissemination of information. S. 2525's minimization
procedures are exceedingly broad.

(6) a ban on COINTELPRO or preventive action. S. 2525 auth-
orizes certain of these activities.

Despite these substantial shortcomings, S. 2525 does modestly
improve on Executive Order 12036 on United States Intelligence
Activities issued by the Carter Administration on January 24,
1978:

(1) the Carter Executive Order permits covert operations
whenever the President deems them "important." S.
2525 raises the standard to "essential";

(2)-the Carter Executive Order permits intrusive invest-
igations of U.S. persons and resident aliens whenever
they are "reasonably believed to be acting on behalf
of a foreign power" even if the activity is wholly
lawful. S. 2525 more closely relates counterintellig-
ence and counterterrorism investigations to suspected
criminal activity; .

(3) the Carter Executive Order permits the Attorney General
to approve warrantless electronic surveillance, tele-
vision monitoring, physical searches (surreptitious
entries), and mail opening whenever he has "probable cause"
to believe a person is an "agent of a foreign power" with-
out defining agent of a foreign power. S. 2525 proposes
a judicial warrant requirement for these intrusive tech-
niques,

In addition S. 2525 mandates a panoply of reporting requirements
and establishes executive and congressional oversight mechanisms
not found in the Order. Finally S. 2525 does what executive ord-
ers cannot do in setting forth criminal penalties for officials
who violate its provisions and civil remedies for victims of in-
telligence agency abuses. (Unfortunately, unlike H.R. 6051, S.
2525 does not establish a temporary special prosecutor to prosecute
violations but leaves the authority in the hands of the Attorney
General despite inherent confict of interest.)
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The overriding question is whether these modest improvements over
current practice proposed in S. 2525 argue for its enactment into
law in its present form. We think not.

First, while S. 2525 would do away with the sweeping claims
of inherent power contained in the Carter Executive Order,
the statute would be flexible enough to permit the Executive
Branch and U.S. intelligence agencies to do by express grant
of authority much of what they now do under claims of inherent
power. While some of these activities may be required to pro-
tect national security, there is no public record which satis-
fies the burden of proof on the intelligence community to est-
ablish the "necessity" of this broad grant of authority, or to
counterbalance the Church Committee findings that many of these
activities were not only dangerous but wasteful, counterproduc-
tive, and unnecessary.

Second, in the absense of a showing of "compelling
interest" or that "less intrusive means" would not -

suffice, we believe many of the activities are con-

stitutionally suspect and subject to legal challenge.

Third, the grants of dangerous authority in the charter
are not required to protect legitimate national secur eg
interests. The abandonment of traditional counterintel-
ligence-policy in favor of one which is far more intrusive
is not supported by the public record. This is a central
objection, and as discussed in Part One of the memorandum,
supports the constitutional objection that the least
means have not been authorized in the charter.

Fourth,the flexible standards in the legislation as-
sume self-restraint on the part of the Executive Branch.
This ignores the lessons of Watergate and the Church
Committee findings that even well-intentioned intel-
ligence agents, especially in time of crisis, inter-
pret even narrow grants of authority broadly.

Fifth, the legislation's preference for reporting
and oversight rather than clear restrictions and
prohibitions ignores the historical failure of Con-
gress to oversee the intelligence community in the
past, the ease with which oversight committees may
be coopted or captured by those they seek to over-
see, and the considerable difficulty in exercising
oversight responsibility without clear standards to
apply.
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Finally, while we are well-aware that executive orders
can not place our constitutional liberties on a firm
foundation since they are subject to change at any mom-
ent, we would oppose the charter as drafted on the ground
that a permissive statute offers even less protection
for civil liberties and democratic values. Unlike
a flexible executive order, a statute is far more
difficult to alter.

Based on the foregoing comments and the analysis that follows,
it is our recommendation that S. 2525 should be redrafted
to reflect fundamental constitutional principles and more
traditional counterintelligence practice as proposed in the
remainder of this memorandum.

Part One

The Rights of Americans and Resident Aliens

Although S. 2525 purports only to authorize and establish a stat-
utory framework for the conduct of foreign as opposed to domestic
"intelligence activities", the legislation grants U.S. intelligenc&
agencies extensive powers which may interfere with or otherwise ad-
versely affect the rights of Americans at home and abroad and the
rights of resident aliens in this country. These include the auth-ority to investigate Americans and resident aliens for counterintel-
ligence, counterterrorism, and foreign intelligence purposes (Title
II), to employ intrusive investigative techniques against targets
of investigation (Title II, Title III), to maintain and disseminate
non-public information gathered from these investigations (Title II,
Title III), to engage in forms of preventive action to "counter"
espionage and sabotage or to "prevent" international terrorism
(Titles I and II), and to use independent institutions for pur-
poses of recruitment and cover, and in certain circumstances,
for operational assistance in covert actions and clandestine
intelligence activities (Title I and II).

All of these activities must in our judgment be required to
meet a three part test in order to determine whether S, 2525
achieves its stated purpose of protecting "individuals against
violations and infringements of their constitutional rights,"
(6203 (2)). The first test is whether each intelligence activity
should be authorized at all, For in the absence of compelling
interests or evidence that less intrusive means would not suf-
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fice, activities which adversely affect or interfere with the
rights of Americans and resident aliens (such as COINTELPRO
activities) should not be authorized or restricted but prohibited.
The second test is whether each intelligence activity is adequat-
ly restricted by the provisions of the charter, particularly Title
II of the legislation, so that the kinds of abuses documented on
the public record could ngt be repeated. Finally, each activity
must be measured by the agency which is authorized to conduct it.
For example, serious civil liberties questions are raised by grants
of authority to the CIA and NSA to investigate or "counter" or "pre-
vent" espionage or terrorism when Americans or resident ali-ens may
be involved because of the excessive secrecy and insulation from
accountability granted to these agencies. Applying these tests,
we turn to the major public policy and constitutional rights
issues posed by the Charter,

A. Counterintelligence, Counterterrorism, Foreign Intelligence'
and Related Investigations against Americans at Home and Ab-
road and Against Resident Aliens.

A Troublesome Policy Choice

Under Title I of S. 2525, United States intelligence agencies
are broadly authorized to engage in foreign intelligence,
counterintelligence, and counterterrorism activities (§111).
This includes the "collection" of any and all information
"pertaining" to positive intelligence about foreign govern-
ments ("foreign intelligence information," q104 (13), the
threats they pose to this country in conducting espionage or
other clandestine intelligence and international terrorism.
(counterterrorism intelligence §104 (8)). While the scope of
intelligence inquiry is broad, and may be gathered by the
entities by covert means (§131, §413, 9507, and §611), the
focus of intelligence is on foreign threats to this country
from abroad.

Title II shifts the focus of "foreign intelligence" by adding
a possibly new and dangerous dimension to it. Title II auth-

orizes the FBI and CIA to conduct covett intrusive investigations

under flexible standards to collect foreign intelligence, count-

terintelligence, and counterterrorism intelligence from Americans

and permanent resident aliens.

As we view the investigative scheme of Title II, we believe a

basic policy choice has been adopted which has potentially
dangerous consequences for civil liberties in this country.
The drafters of this legislation, faced with a policy choice between
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limiting our intelligence agencies to focusing counterintel-
ligence on foreign threats and permitting them by permitting
a concomitant focus on citizens, has chosen the more intrusive
approach.

Traditional countcrintelligence, as described in the Church
Committee Final Report, targets forei gn governments, hostile

intelligence services, and other foreign threats for in.est-
igation and surveillance in addition to citizens only when-their
involvement has been established. As described in the Church Com-

mittee Supplemental Reports:

"The iore traditional CIA policy has been to
monitor hostile intelligence services and then,
only if it thereby- learns of their involveient
with particular A:iericans, to investigate those
Americans abroad or request an inquiry here. Gen-
erally, CIA has not tried to work backward from
a surveillance of trav,eling Anb ricans who seemed
likely proSpects in order to see what kinds of
connections could be found."

On the other hand, the more "efficient" approach, according
to CIA officials, is to "watch...citizens to se" what they
are doing." To be even more systematic, the 'way to look for
foreign direction... is to start at both nctis of the suspected
connection.

We sub-mit that Title II, with its minimal standards for target-
ing Amricans and resident aliens fr. intrusive- investigation, 

and its collateral grant of authority to the agencies to collect

all "publically available" information, deterine contact'

and "targets" and "develop "potential sources" is the statutory
embodiment of this approach.

Wha!t is mot distressinq is that the Commai t tee has adopted this
policy in the face of the Ciuich Committee record that it was
this very approach which the CIA used in conducting Operation
CHAOS. According to the report:

"CHAOS sought to sift through the leaders and
more active segments of doeIstic protect move-
ments in order to learn of travel and other
foieign contacts and then to investiate the
possibility that those Americans we1re support-
ed or controlled by foreigo powrs."

In other words, Operation CH'OS worLed backwardo. And so did
the FLI in conducting its COMINTTL progra and Nc-w Left inves-

tigation of the Anti-Wir Hlovemeit. While this approach may be
morC "efficient," it if also far more .-roing and intrusive.
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In the most strenuous terms, we urge the Committee to redraft
the investigative sections of Title II to reflect incorpora-
tion of the "less intrusive"traditional forms of counter-
intelligence.

Without compelling necessity, and in view of the availability
of less intrusive means, the Committee should redraft these
sections on civil liberties grounds alone. Instead of "protect-
ing individuals against violations and infringements of their
constitutional rights" the overbroad investigative scheme in
Title II will "chill speech" by making citizens fearful of
reprisal for engaging in unpopular advocacy and run roughshod
over the privacy of political associations guaranteed by the
First Amendment. e.g. Bates v. Little Rock, 361 U.S. 516
(1960); NAACP V. Alabama, 357 U.S. 449 (1958). The authority
to investigate citizens and resident aliens without reasonable
suspicion of crime violates the Fourth Amendment, Terry v. Ohio,
392 U.S. 1 (1968). Furthermore, particular care must be taken
to.craft standards when both First and Fourth Amendment rights
are involved, as they are in this area. United States v.
United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297 (1972). That care
has not been taken in drafting Title II.

We continue to advocate the adoption of a statutory framework
which establishes that, except for limited preliminary invest-
igations, no person entitled to the protection of the Constit-
ution can be investigated except under a strict criminal stand-
ard pursuant to procedures designed to minimize intrusion on
lawful political activity. Those standards are not present in
Title II.

1. The Overbreadth of Counterintelligence and Counter-
terrorism Investigations Authorized Under Title II
Against U.S. Persons At Home_-

Under Section 213 of Title II, the FBI and CIA may target
citizens, associations of Americans, or permanent resident
aliens (U.S. Persons) whenever they are:

reasonably believed to be engaged in espionage
or any other clandestine intelligence activity
which involves or may involve a violation of
the criminal laws of the United States, sabot-
age, any international terrorist activity, or
any assassination, to be aiding and abeting any
person in the conduct of any such activity, or
to be conspiring with any person engaged in any
such activity.
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Under this standard, which is even lower if the American or
permanent resident alien happens to be abroad, the agencies
may employ, with the approval of the Attorney General or his
designee under Section 215, such intrusive investigative tech-
niques as inspection of confidential tax records, around the
clock physical surveillance, use of informants ("covert human
sources"),mal covers, and inspection of medical, credit, em-
ployment, and a host of other private record information.

First of all, this is not a criminal standard, or at least one
sufficient to sustain the intrusiveness of the search auth-
orized in these investigations. "Reasonably believed to be
engaged," even assuming that all of the conduct referred to
in the section constituted criminal acts, which is not at all
certain with respect to espionage and clandestine intelligence
activity, is not the standard articulated or suggested by the
Supreme Court in Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968), the lead-
ing case in the area of defining the power to investigate. In
Terry, the Court stated that "in justifying the particular in-
trusion the police officer must be able to point to specific
and articulable facts which, taken together with rational in-
ferences from those facts reasonably warrant that intrusion."
In Terry the police were only required to have a reasonable sus-
picion that "criminal activity may be afoot," but the Court em-
phasized that this was only a limited "stop and frisk" and not
a "full-blown search." An on-going intelligence investigation,
as would be apthorized here, is more akin to a "full-blown.search"
requiring a higher degree of certainty that criminal conduct is
involved than in a stop and frisk. Yet "reasonably believed" is
not defined in terms of Terry and requires no "specific and art-
iculable facts" to justify the "belief."

Second, the standard permits investigation of persons who are
engaged in lawful political activity not punishable under the
laws of the United States. For example, "clandestine intellig-ence activity" is defined as

"any intelligence activity on behalf of a for-
eign power which is planned and executed in a
manner intended to conceal the nature or fact
of such activity or the role of such foreign
power, and any activity carried out in support
of such activity." (S204 (b) (1)

In addition, "foreign power" is defined to include any for-eign government or agency, any faction or insurgent group,
any foreign political party, or any foreign group which triesto influence the government of a foreign government, and fin-ally, any U.S. corporation "directed and controlled by anygovernment of a foreign country." (S204 (8). As defined,
this standard would have permitted:
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(a) the targeting of any anti-war activist
who traveled abroad and attended secret
meetings with a foreign government, a
member of the British Labor Party, a lib-
eral organization also opposed to the
war and so on. (For abroad, clandestine
intelligence activity is not even modified
by the requirement that the intelligence
agency believe that the activity "involve
or may'involve a violation of law."(S213
(2)).

(b) the targeting of any American or permanent
resident alien in the United States who
attended secret meetings of the Communist
Party, U.S.A or any "front group" since
the party would have met the official def-
inition of a U.S. corporation "directed and
controlled" by a foreign government(the Sov-
iet Union). The "involve or may involve" a
violation of law would not prove a problem
because the FBI reasonably believed the meet-
ings were a possible violation of the Smith Act.

(c) the targeting of a member of the American
Jewish Committee-who traveled to Israel

- and then returned to lobby Congress on
the Middle East situation since an agency
could reasonably believe this was an in-
telligence activity on behalf of a foreign
power and the lobbying a possible-violation
of the Foreign Agents Registration Act.

Taking the "aiding and abetting" and conspiracy sections of
the standard into account, the reach of the investigatory
authorization is sweeping. To aid and abet or conspire does
not require persons to knowingly aid in the specified activ-
ities. Persons could be investigated for mere association.
Thus, under this section, the FBI could have targeted Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr for "conspiring with" two associates
the FBI considered communists. The FBI could reasonably be-
lieve that King was conspiring with persons "engaged in clan-
destine intelligence activities"in violation of the Smith Act.

Third, the standard permits investigations of politically
motivated crimes with no foreign connections. As introduced,
S. 2525 does not include a section expressly covering investi-
gations of persons suspected of engaging in politically
motivated crimes but with no foreign connections. According to
Senator Birch Bayh, Chairman of the Senate Intelligence
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Committee, "domestic security investigations are more in the
nature of "criminal investigations" and should be subject to
more strict investigative standards and procedures to protect
the rights of Americans.

Under Section 213, however, domestic security investigations
may be conducted under the lower standards considered necessary
to protect "national security" from foreign threats. The first
reason is that unlike the "Foreign Electronic Surveillance Act"
(S.1566), section 213 does not require a reasonable suspicion
that persons are knowingly acting for or on behalf of a foreign
power or pursuant to the direction of a clandestine intelligence
network of a foreign power, except in the case of "clandestine
intelligence activities". Thus, under this section a sabotage
of a local police station by a domestic radical organization
with no foreign ties could be investigated, since sabotage is
not confined to national defense installations. That same
radical organization could be targetted if reasonably suspected
of engaging in "any assassination."

Domestic security matters will also be under the ambit of
section 213 because of the bill's failure to define espionage
in its classic meaning or in terms of criminal statutes.
Thus, for example, "leaks" of classified information to the
press could lead to investigation, since the government
indicted Ellsberg for espionage in the Pentagon Papers Case.
If such espionage is included, the conspiracy section would
permit investigation of members of the press who "conspired
with" or "aided and abetted" Ellsberg in printing the Papers.

Similar problems are posed by the broad definition of "inter-,
national terrorist activity" in the- Act (S104 (20). The definition
not only encompasses violent acts intended to intimidate the
civilian population but also includes "violent destruction of
property" or a "credible threat" to do so in order to "influence
the policy of government.. .by intimidation." Broadly read, this
would allow the targetting of persons enqaqed in forms of civildisobedience or who participate in civil disorders. while this
terrorism must be "international" in nature, the standard may
be satisfied if any of the "means by which its objective is
accomplished" (e.g. weapons, financial support, etc) transcend
national boundaries.

In interpreting the terms of this section, we have obviously
given it a broad reading. We think this appropriate in view
of the considerable evidence that intelligence agencies in the
past, particularly in times of crisis, read authorizations in
just this way. We point, for example,to the FBI's conduct of
over one million investigations under the vague standard of

27-462 0 - 78 -- 35
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"subversive activities" and its mounting of massive investigat-
ive programs under a 1939 Presidential Directive as broadly
drawn as the section in the draft charter. In 1939 President
Roosevelt instructed the FBI to investigate "matters re-
lating to espionage, sabotage, and violations of the neutrality
regulations." Section 213, with its substitution of "clandes-
tine intelligence activities" for the discredited "subversive
activities,"threatens similar overbroad investigation.

This analysis also establishes the validity of our judgment
that Title II embodies a policy choice to allow our intel-
ligence agencies to investigate "foreign connections" by
targeting Americans as much as hostile foreign agents, since
the standards in Section 213 obviously constitute a broad
authorization to target citizens and resident aliens. It is
also clear that however efficient the policy, it is effective
at the expense of civil liberties.

It is our recommendation that the Committee redraft this
section to reflect a criminal standard clearly related to
foreign intelligence interests. Because of the intrusiveness
of the search authorized, we recommend at least the target-
ting standards included in the Foreign Intelligence Surveil-
lance Act of 1978 (S.1566) as passed by the Senate in April
of this year.

2. The Overbreadth of Foreign Intelligence Investigations
Authorized Under Title II Against U.S. Persons At Home.

Under Section 214 of Title II, the FBI and CIA may target
citizens, permanent resident aliens, and associations of
such persons in the United States for intrusive investig-
ations to collect foreign intelligence information when-
ever they are "reasonably believed" to be engaged in the
same activities set forth in Section 213 discussed above.

The standard is identical to and, in our estimation, suffers
from the same defects and raises the same issues . We
simply refer to that discussion and make the same recom-
mendation as to how the section should be redrafted.

3. The Overbreadth of Counterintelligence, Counterter-
rorism, and Foreign Intelligence Investigations Auth-
orized Against U.S. Persons Abroad.

Under both Sections 213 and 214 of Title II, Americans and
permanent resident aliens abroad may be targeted for intrusive
counterintelligence, counterterrorism, and foreign intelligence
investigations under lesser non-criminal standards than apply
to U.S. persons at home.
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For example, under both sections, U.S. persons may be target-ed if they are "reasonably believed to be engaged in any clan-destine intelligence activity outside the United States" eventhough United States intelligence agencies have no reasonablebelief that these activities "involve or may involve" a violat-ion" of law. As we have pointed out in our analysis of Section213 above, "clandestine intelligence activity" can mean almost
any secret or undisclosed contact or association with a foreign-government, political party, public official, or organization
engaged in political advocacy. In effect these sections auth-orize potentially massive intrusions into the privacy of lawfulpolitical associational activity in violation of the First Amend-ment, Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) and amount to unreas-onable searches and seizures under the Fourth Amendment, Terryv. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1 (1968), since it is clearly established thatconstitutional rights extend to Americans abroad. See BerlinDemocratic Club v. Rumsfeld, 410 F. Supp. 144 (1976) Moreover,the lesser standard discriminates against this class of Americansand permanent resident aliens in violation of the Equal Protect-ion clause of the Constitution.

Both sections 213 and 214 also set forth separate targetting
standards for United States persons who may be "officials" of
any foreign government, political party, or association.
Under section 213, officials may be targeted if the "foreign
power or organization" is "reasonably believed to be engaged
in espionage or any other clandestine intelligence activity,
sabotage, any international terrorist activity, or any assas-
sination." While this is a relatively higher standard, it is
meaningless protection for such United States persons since
they may easily be targeted for any-organizational association
under the lesser standard. Under section 214, the separate
standard for targeting an official is even broader, permitting
the investigation of his or her political associational
activity without any evidence that it is unlawful if an
intelligence agency believes it "significant foreign intelli-
gence." We contend these standards are equally defective and
violative of constitutional rights.

More distressing than these vague investigative standards,
numerous Americans abroad may be wholly exempt from any of the
protections contained in S. 2525. Under the definitional
sections for United States Persons, "associations" of Americans
abroad may be presumed to be foreigners until information
indicates "the contrary." (103(31)(C). Similarly, permanent
resident aliens who reside outside the United States for a
year may be "presumed to have lost status as a United States
person for purposes" of the Act "until information is obtained
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which indicates an intent on the part of such alien to return
to the United States...is obtained." (5104(31)(B). As a
consequence of these presumptiona, intelligence agencies would
be able to investigate these United States persons for any
foreign intelligence purpose, employ all investigative techniques
without being subject to the standards and procedures in the
legislation, and target them in covert operations. We believe
these presumptions are patently unconstitutional.

United States persons abroad should be subject to the same
investigatory and procedural safeguards granted to Americans
and resident aliens in this country. There has been no
showing, compelling or otherwise, why this should not be the
case. Thus, we recommend striking the presumptions and
applying the same criminal standard to United States Persons
abroad as we have recommended for Americans and permanent
resident aliens at home in our discussion of section 213 above.

4. The Danger of Open-Ended Intelligence Investigations
Authorized in Title II.

As previously noted, whenever an intelligence agency "reasonably"
believes" a United States Person is.engaged in the activities
specified in sections 213 and 214, it may conduct a full scale
intrusive investigation. Without ever requiring more than a
"reasonable belief" that the target is engaged in dangerous or
criminal activities, Title II permits the investigation to con-
tinue indefinitely. Obviously this magnifies the intrusiveness
of the surveillance and constitutes a further departure from -
the principal that United States persons should only be investi-
gated under a criminal standard.

The key sections that must be examined are 216 and 217 of Title
II. Under section 216, investigations based on a "reasonable
belief" may be initiated for ninety days in writing, and
extended for another ninety days in writing. After 180 days,
however, the investigation may be continued for an unspecified
period if the Attorney General or his designee makes a written
finding under section 217 that the investigation is "necessary
and reasonable." While that finding requires the Justice .
Department official to consider the degree to which the inves-
tigation violates the rights of the target, the "importance"
of the information to be collected, or the likelihood,
immediacy, and magnitude of any threatened harm from the
activity, the investigation may be continued based simply on
"information gathered" which sustains a "reasonable belief"
that the target is engaged in potentially criminal or dangerous
conduct threatening to the national security.
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As we do not believe that a "reasonable belief" even constitutes
sufficient grounds to open intrusive investigations, we object
even more to this authorization to continue them indefinitely
on this flimsy basis. The Church Committee Report documented
numerous intelligence investigations which continued for
decades (e.g. the 40 year investigation of the Socialist Worker
Party) without ever producing evidence of wrongdoings. As a
consequence, the Church Committee recommended that dangerous or
criminal activity must "soon" occur to sustain an investigation.
That is not the standard or the effect of the sections in Title
II which purport to limit the duration of investigations.

In order to avoid the dangerous intrusiveness of open-ended
intelligence investigations, we recommend the following change
in the findings required under Section 217 to continue an in-
vestigation for one additional 90 day period. The Attorney
General must find that "specific and articulable facts" have
been gathered in the investigation to constitute "probable
cause to believe that a crime has been, is being, or is about
to be committed."

5. Related Counterintelligence, Counterterrorism, and For-
eign Intelligence Investigations Authorized Against U.S.
Persons in Title II.

The intent of the drafters of this legislation to permit in-
telligence agencies to routinely investigate wholly innocent
Americans and permanent resident aliens to monitor, assess,
and counter foreign threats arising from foreign agent activity
in the United States and even, in limited circumstances, to
collect foreign intelligence, is clearly demonstrated by the
investigations authorized by sections 218 through 222 in Title
II.

(a) Recruitment and Target Investigations

Section 218 authorizes intelligence agencies to investigate
U.S. persons "reasonably believed to be the object of a rec-
ruitment effort by the intelligence service of a foreign pow-
er by any person or organization engaged in any international
terrorist activity..." Obviously foreign intelligence services
make efforts to recruit U.S. persons. But instead of only auth-
orizing intelligence agencies to watch foreign agents until they
have evidence that they are recruiting particular U.S. persons,
this section allows them to investigate wholly innocent persons
to determine if they are susceptable to recruitment by foreign
agents. This is the obvious though unstated purpose of the inves-
tigation.
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Section 218 also authorizes intelligence agencies to investig-
ate United States persons "reasonably believed to be the tar-
get of any international terrorist activity or the target of
any clandestine intelligence collection activity, or... the tar-
get of any assassination attempt by any foreign person or by
international terrorists..." On its face, this investigatory
authority appears designed to protect innocent persons, and the
section so states, but the target may not be informed of the
investigation if there is "reasonable uncertainty as to whether
such person may be cooperating with the foreign intelligence ser-
vice or international terrorists." The target may be a suspect,
and if not, may not be informed of the risk posed by the hostile
activity however dangerous if it would jeopardize sources and
methods. Obviously, the less intrusive means to protect a tar-
get would be to authorize the intelligence agency to watch the
foreign threat until it is 'substantiated and then take appropriate
measures to protect against it (e.g. warn the target, arrest the
terrorists). But again, this section allows U.S. persons to be
investigated to monitor the foreign threat.

As a possible consequence of these authorizations, scores of
Americans and resident aliens might be subjected to investig-
ation because they are reasonably believed to be objects of
recruitment or possible targets of foreign agents. While the
more intrusive techniques authorized in section 215 may not
be used in these investigations, the agencies have extensive
leeway to compile massive dossiers on law abiding citizens
and resident aliens. For example,.the agencies can

(1) conduct unlimited interviews, including
pretext interviews of friends, business
associates, and other persons who know
the subject of investigation;

(2) check confidential sources, including al-
ready in place "covert human sources" or
informants;

(3) engage in physical surveillance for iden-
tification purposes, including photograp-
hic surveillance;

(4) reguest information from the records of any
Federal, State, or local law enforcement ag-
ency!

(5) and conduct a "national agency check", which
by definition includes "a record check of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation fingerprint
and investigative files, the Civil Service
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Commission security/ investigations index, the
Department of Defense central investigative
index, the central files of the Department of
State,-and when there is a reasonable likeli-
hood that relevant biographic information will
be found in such files, the central files of
any other Federal agency (S204 (10));

(6) and use any other technique not included in
section 215 and thereby authorized unless pro-
hibited by law.

When we consider that "the central files of any other Federal
agency" include. tax, social security, employment, welfare,
medical, and other data on citizens and increasingly include nore databecause of computer technology and interface, we can begin tograsp the potential breadth of these investigative authorizations.

This departure from traditional counterintelligence erodes the
principle that citizens should be free from unconsented inves-
tigation so long as they obey the law. These statutory auth-
orizations provide a ready pretext for any adminstration deter-
mined to maintain surveillance or compile dossiers on those who
dissent from its foreign policy or activities. It is a depart-
ure which should be rejected by the Congress. We recommend that
the recruitment investigation be stricken from the charter and
the target investigations be authorized only with informed
consent.

(b) Contact Investigations

Section 220 authorizes the investigation of any person who has
"contact" with any person "reasonably believed" to be engaged
in "espionage or any other clandestine intelligence activity."
Again,this is further sweeping authorization to investigate law-
abiding Americans and permanent resident aliens to monitor for-
eign threats by working backward from U.S. persons in order to
determine the nature of the threat.
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For example, the contact is-not confined to clandestine meetings
which evidence some intent on the part of the U.S. person to col-
laborate with a hostile foreign power. Arguably, it permits in-
vestigation of any member of Congress who attends embassy par-
ties or any person who has contact with bloc country visitors.
Having any contact with a member of the Communist Party, U.S.A
would also be grounds for investigation under this section.

While the investigation is limited to "identifying" the U.S. per-
son and determining whether he or she "currently has, has had, or
will have access to any information, disclosure of which to a for-
eign power would be harmful to the United States," these are hard-
ly limitations. Identification may include a complete biography
of a person, as well as a detailed profile of social habits, pol-
itical views, and associations. In these investigations, the tech-
niques permissible in recruitment and target investigations may also
be used to "identify." The further qualification as to "infor-
mation" which if disclosed to a foreign power would "harm the Unit-
ed States" covers a wide range of non-classified and political in-
formation (e:g. that a U.S. Senator opposes the Vietnam War policy
of the Administration).

This section must be substantially revised. It should cover only
substantial and clandestine contacts which give some evidence that
a U.S. person may be collaborating with a foreign agent. Inform-
ation should be defined and limited to properly classified infor-
mation. The charter must close off these open-ended opportunities
for U.S. intelligence agents to focus investigations on Americans
rather than primarily on foreign agents to fulfill their counter-
intelligence mission.
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(c) Foreign Intelligence Information.

Section 219 authorizes U.S. intelligence agencies to investigate
law abiding U.S. persons to gather positive foreign intelligence
"not otherwise obtainable." Although limited to "information ab-
out the United States person "essential to understanding or as-
sessing the foreign intelligence" and to"interviewing any other
person to whom such United States person may have voluntarily
disclosed such foreign intelligence," this authorization is-wholly
unacceptable and a dangerous precedent.

As we have argued throughout, no citizen should be investigated
without suspecting him. of criminal activity even when the in-
vestigation relates to potential criminal activity. Here,there
is not even the potential for crime as a predicate for investig-
ation, but simply the intelligence agency's need to gather for-
eign intelligence broadly defined.

While on its face, the section's stated limitation that inquiries
be confined to "interviewing" other persons seems to be innocuous,
the section does not preclude "pretext interviews" designed to de-
ceive persons into disclosing the information sought from or about
the target of the investigation which they would not otherwise have
disclosed. Posing as businessmen, lawyers, foreign journalists,
police officers, bartenders, and cocktail hostesses, intelligence
agents could-attempt to find out about the foreign policy views of
members of Congress, the business dealings of U.S. corporations a'-
road, the financial status of foreign corporations abroad, or the
sexual preferences of foreign ministers, ad infinitum.

We believe the President's Executive Order authorizes this kind
of collection on a larger scale without limiting investigative
techniques so rigidly. Others, such as former Director William
Colby, would go further. In recent testimony before the House
Judiciary Committee, he suggested permitting electronic surveil-
lance against resident aliens for positive intelligence purposes
wholly in disregard of their Fourth Amendment rights. He would
not require that they meet the definition of "agent of a foreign
power" under S. 1566 for purposes of surveillance.

We state for the record that we object to Section 219 as drafted
and to any proposal to expand its authorization either with re-
spect to what may be collected or by what means. This would make
a mockery of the stated purpose of this legislation to control and
restrict dangerous intelligence activities.
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(d) Potential Source Investigations

Section 221 authorizes an intelligence agency to investigate
any United States person "who is reasonably believed to be a
potential source of information or operational assistance."
Although the section appears to require the consent of the
person investigated in most cases, a proviso that consent need
not be obtained whenever it might jeopardize the activity for
which information or assistance is.sought" means most of these
investigations will be non-consensual. Because intelligence
agencies believe secrecy to be essential, they will view obtaining
consent as jeaprodizing "activity" in most cases.

This authorization permits extensive investigations of unwit-
ting United States persons. Millions of Americans are poten-
tial sources of information or assistance given the breadth
of the field of intelligence inquiry authorized in this leg-
islation. More importantly, it provides a backdoor basis for
intelligence agencies to target and establish files on members
and associates of every person or organization of interest under
the pretext of developing potential sources or informants.

While only three investigative techniques are permitted, namely,
publicly available information, interviews, and national agency
checks, these are sufficient to develop dossiers on innocent Am-
ericans. We have already discussed the potential for conducting
"pretext interviews" (see discussion of section 219 above on
Foreign Intelligence Information) and the breadth of information
available through "national agency checks" (see discussion of
Recruitment Investigations above). We note that interviews could
also include checking with established informants and confidential
sources and that publicly available-information appears to include
attending meetings and gatherings of citizens so long as they are
public to collect intelligence on persons.

We believe any investigation of a potential source should be con-
sensual. Otherwise, this authorization should be omitted from the
Charter.

(e) Security Investigations

Section 222 of Title II authorizes three separate investigations
to permit U.S. intelligence agencies to protect their installat-
ions, or personnel, communications, sources and methods by sur-
veillance of United States persons. We have problems with all
three.
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(i)Protecting Against U.S. Persons or Within
the Vicinity of Installations.

Section 222 (a) permits intelligence agencies to investigate
U.S. persons on or in the vicinity of their installations to
determine whether they should be "excluded from that instal-
lation or from the immediate vicinity of that installation."
We believe it should be limited to whether a person should
be excluded from an installation, and we see no reason why-
persons cannot be notified that to enter that installation
may require a limited security investigation. The techniques
are appropriate if national agency checks do not include "the
files of any other Federal agency" which is unnecessarily over-
broad.

We believe the broader purpose of investigating persons to
determine whether they should be excluded from the vicinity
of an installation is inappropriate.

Unless a crime is being committed or threat-
ened, we do not believe a person can be excluded from the vic-
inity of the installation. If it cannot be done, the inquiry
should not be conducted for this purpose. Further,we do not
know what the "immediate vicinity" means since it is not de-
fined. In Operations Resistance and Merrimac, the CIA took the
position that the immeidate vicinity to Langley included the
whole metropolitan area.

(ii)Physical Threats

Section 222 (b) permits U.S. intelligence agencies to invest-
igate U.S. persons who pose "a threat to the physical safety
of any installation or of any personnel of that entity..."
We believe this investigatory authorization is unnecessary and
unwise.

First, it authorizes an entity to conduct physical surveillance
of U.S. persons on the grounds or within the vicinity of the in-
stallation. We assume such surveillance is traditional and need
not be authorized.

Second, if the threat is posed in the immediate vicinity, that
will be detected by physical observation, or under section 2226al.

Third, a U.S. person who poses a physical threat either is cov-
ered under section 213 of the charter (e.g. sabotage) or under
the criminal laws of the Unital States. The section is super-
fluous.
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If the purpose is to allow the CIA or NSA to conduct investigations
of U.S. persons to protect against physical threats to installat-
ions and personnel in the United States, it is contrary to the policy
to restrict the CIA from conducting internal security, counterintel-
ligence, or any law enforcement functions in the United States. If
threat is posea, these agencies should turn overbte intermatlonte
FBI which has jurisdiction to conduct a 213 investigation or
a criminal investigation of the persons who pose the threat
to installations or personnel in the United States.

In the face of the need to restrict the CIA to foreign intel-
ligence and counterintelligence operations abroad and the evidence
on the public record that the CIA used this "physical threat" pre-
text to conduct massive investigations of civil rights and anti-
war activists, it is inexpicable why this section has been drafted:
in this way.

(iii)Employee and Contractor Investigations

Section 222 (c) authorizes intelligence agencies to investigate
any employee or contractor or employee of a contractor "to de-
termine"whether they have violated any rule or regulation of
that entity pertaining to the security of that entity's instal-
lations, personnel, communications, sources or methods." The
investigations may be extremely intrusive, involving all of the
techniques set forth in section 215. Certainly, it can be and
must be more narrowly drafted.

First, employees should be notified that they are subject to..
such investigations when they are hired. In no case, however,
should "employee" include former employees, particularly with
respect to the CIA and NSA. Former employees should only be
investigated under section 213 or 214, or for violation of the
criminal laws of the United States, and only by the FBI in the
United States.

Second, contractors and their employees should be notified that
they may be subject to such investigations before they enter into
the contract. Moreover, this must include all of the employees
of the contractor involved in the work of the contract. Employees
who are not informed or who do not work on the contract should only
be investigated under section 213, or the criminal laws of the Un-
ited States, and only by the FBI in the United States.
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B. Counterintelligence, Counterterrorism, and Foreign Intelligence
Investigations of Foreign Persons in the United States.

Section 225 of Title II authorizes intelligence agencies to con-
duct intrusive counterintelligece, counterterrorism, or foreign
intelligence investigations of 'foreign persons in the United St-
ates. The grant of authority is sweeping and unconscionable.

First, the basis for investigation is open-ended. The agencies
can investigate any officer or employee of any foreign government
or organization merely based on the person's status. They may
investigate any foreign person who may have any secret associat-
ion with any foreign government, political party, or political
association however innocent (e.g. clandestine intelligence act-
ivities) simply if the circumstances indicate that he or she.may have
such relationships. More sweeping, foreign persons can be in-
vestigated if the agencies believe it would constitute "significant"
foreign intelligence, a standard that easily permits targeting of
any resident alien in this country who takes a trip abroad or who
teaches or writes about his or her foreign experiences, or who en-
gages in political activity; or any foreign businessman, politician,
teacher, or scientist who visits this country. It also.permits invest
igation of Americans in a number of cases.

In effectany foreign person of interest to the intelligence
community, whether an officer or employee of a "foreign govern-
ment or organization," a foreign visitor, or resident alien in
the United States may be subjected to intrusive investigations
involving every investigative technique from pretext interviews
to inspection of confidential records and informant penetration.
More distressing, if foreign persons meet any of the standards
for collection applicable to Americans, investigations can be
conducted without "any limitation" under the charter "on durat-
ion or techniques of collection that-would be applicable to col-
lection concerning a United States person."

As we have argued in this memorandum, intelligence agencies should
focus on foreign threats from abroad. But while "foreign persons"
include. those hostile foreign intelligence officers, foreign ter-
rorists, and persons who may have valuable foreign intelligence,
the statute is not crafted to focus intelligence agencies on these
persons but broadly sweeps within its definitions all resident al-
iens, officials from democratic governments, and many Americans.

While different standards may apply for different categories of
foreigners in the United States, the overbroad basis for invest-
igation proposed here and the removal of procedural safeguards
on the use of investigative techniques wholly ignores that for-
eigners, even foreign espionage agents, are protected under the
Fourth Amendment of the Constitution. We point out again, as we
did in criticizing the foreign person standards in S. 1566 that
the Fourth Amendment refers not to the rights of citizens or
residents only, but to the "rights of the people" to be free from
unreasonable searches and seizures. Just as the term "person" in
the Fifth Amendment has long been held to be "broad enough to in-
clude any and every human being within the jurisdiction of the
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republic," Wong v. United States, 183 U.S. 228, 242 (1896), the"people" who are protected by the Fourth Amendment have been held
to include all persons within the territorial jurisdiction of the
United States. More than fifty years ago, for example, the Sup-
reme Court established that an alien could invoke the exclusionary
rule in a deportation proceeding. United States ex. rel. Bilok-
umsky V. Tod, 263 U.S. 149 (1923).

The extension of full Fourth Amendment protection to foreign nat-
ionals has been recognized by lower courts, e.g. In re Weinstein,271 F. 5 (S.D. N.Y. 1920), aff'd 271 F. 673 (2nd Cir. 1920) (Learned
Hand, J.) and was noted by the Supreme Court in Abel v. United
States, 362 U.S. 217 (1960). Abel involved a joint investigation
by the FBI and immigration officials of a suspected Russian spy.
A search was made of the suspect's hotel room at the time of his
administrative arrest preliminary to deportation, with FBI con-
ducting a subsequent search on its own. These searches turned up
not only proof of Abel's alienage and illegal entry into the United
States, but of espionage (coded messages and microfilm), and the
government brought an espionage prosecution and obtained a convict-
ion. Abel appealed on the ground that the evidence on which he was
convicted was the fruit of an illegal search, and therefore should
have been excluded. The Supreme Court affirmed the conviction by
finding that the search had been incidential to a valid deportat-
ion arrest and was therefore legal itself. But the important point
is that it was assumed by the majority (and stressed.by the dis-
senters) that aliens--even those who entered this country illegally
and who were engaged in espionage--were entitled to full Fourth
Amendment protection.

Although a deportation arrest like the one conducted in Abel may
be based on less than probable cause, an alien who is investigat-
ed for purposes other than deportation is fully protected by the
Fourth Amendment. As the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals recent-
ly stated, plenary Congressional powers to deport aliens "cannot
be interpreted so broadly as to limit the Fourth Amendment rights
of those present in the United States." Illinois Migrant Council
v. Pilloid, 54 F. 2d. 1062 (7th Cir. 1976). By the same token,
the border searches of automobiles for illegal aliens on less than
probable cause, see. e.g. United States v. Martinez-Fuerte, 96 S.
Ct. 3074 (1976), cannot be taken to permit sweeping intrusive non-
criminal surveillance of foreign visitors anywhere in the United
States. See Alameida-Sanchez v. United States, 413 U.S. 266 (1973).
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In a recent letter from the Office of Legal Counsel of the
Justice Department to Honorable Edward P. Boland, Chairman,
Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence House of Repre-
sentatives dated April 18, 1978, the Justice Department
essentially affirmed this position, stating that:

the existing cases indicate that alien
employees or agents of a foreign power
are in the same position as other aliens.
That is, unless the United States has con-
sented to grant them immunity, they are
fully subject to its laws while in its
territory... (and) within the protection
of the Fourth Amendment.

Certainly the intrusive searches proposed in section 225 are
not limited to persons entitled to diplomatic immunity. As
such, their substantial departure from the requirements of
the Fourth Amendment's standard for investigative searches,
set forth in Terry v. Ohio (see discussion at page 9 supra)
raise serious Fourth Amendment questions as to the constitut-
ionality of this charter authorization. We believe the sec-
tion should be redrafted to comply with Fourth Amendment prin-
ciples and to focus intelligence agencies on clear foreign
threats.

Fifth, ther& is no compelling reason, except "exigent circum-
stances", for dropping the procedural safeguards on duration
and techniques.under this section when certain U.S. person
collection standards are satisfied.

The evidence on the record is that the counterintelligence threat
to this country is posed by Soviet bloc countries. If so, the
standard should be drafted to reflect the evidence. If it was,
civil liberties could be protected as well. The same is true
for foreign intelligence. There is no compelling reason demon-
strated for clandestine and intrusive collection of this informa-
tion from visitors to this country other than from some visitors
from closed countries. The counterterrorism interests of this
country can best be protected by surveillance of known foreign
terrorists and associates who come to this country (which informa-
tion we receive from intelligence gathered abroad by U.S. and
other intelligence agencies and police forces). Here again,
careful drafting can protect the national interest and civil
liberties. The.necessity for this redrafting is recently demon-
strated by the revelation that the State Department has disagreed
with the FBI over who should be an excludable alien in almost
100 percent of the cases considered. This indicates the over-
broad definition of foreign threat perceived by the FBI which
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can only be regulated by tighter standards. We point out
that S. 1566 included in Title III of this bill provides a
starting point for a more precise standard for foreign persons.

First, the section should not apply to any U.S. persons as
it presently does. For example, the definition of "foreign
person" includes any "foreign power" which includes "any corpora-
tion incorporated in the United States .which is directed and
controlled by any government of a foreign country."
(see S 204(b)(7) and (b)(8)(D)). Arguably this applies to the
Communist Party, U.S.A. and other groups which may be "directed
and controlled by a foreign government" (a term undefined in
the legislation). Certainly it applies to organizations employing
Americans. The foreign person definition should not include
any United States persons.

Second, the section should limit the targeting of foreign persons
to those from countries which engage in hostile clandestine intel-
ligence activities contrary to the national security of the United
States in this country.

Third, the standard for targeting should require a "reasonable
suspicion" that foreign persons are knowingly acting on behalf
of such foreign powers and engaging in those activities, or in-
ternational terrorism, etc.

Fourth, foreign persons who are resident aliens and not temporary
visitors in this country should be targeted only under the U.S. person
standard under the legislation, particularly if they are not from
the countries defined as engaging in hostile activities in the
United States.
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C. Controls on Intrusive Investigative Techniques

Section 212 provides for Attorney General approval of procedures

and regulations to authorize the use of part-icular techniques of

collection and to insure that the least intrusive 
technique necessary

to collect the information sought is employed. Attorney General

approval for the use of intrusive techniques 
in a particular

investigation (section 215) is a further safeguard against

intelligence agency abuses. But significant and fundamental changes

must be made.

1. The Need to Strengthen Procedural Checks

This overall framework should be strengthened by the inclusion

of the following procedural checks:

(1) Applications for the approval of intrusive techniques

under section 215 should be required to include a detailed

description of the specific techniques contemplated,

the reasons why the use of these techniques is "necessary

and reasonable" and an explanation as to why less

intrusive techniques have not or would not be sufficient.

The applicant should also be required to submit a plan

for "minimizing" the collection of information not

within the proper scope of investigation.

(2) The procedures and regulations (governing the use 
of

investigative techniques approved by the Attorney General)

should be uniform for the whole intelligence community.

Different agencies should not be permitted varying degrees.

of latitude in intruding upon the privacy of U.S. persons

and foreigners (under similar circumstances) within this

country.

(3) The Attorney General designee referred to in section 215

responsible for approving the employment of intrusive

techniques should be confirmed by the Senate and should 
not

be permitted to also act as an official of any intelligence

agency. These provisions would insure the high level

review from outside the intelligence community intended

in the statute.

(4) "Pretext interviews" - interviews in which the interviewer's

affiliation with the agency is deliberately concealed or

in which the interviewer claims a false affiliation in

order to gain the trust of the interviewee - should

require Attorney General approval under section 215.

Pretext interviews are a covert investigative technique

which can uncover a considerable amount of confidential

information about the subject of an investigation.

27-462 0 - 78 -- 36
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Because investigators can assume roles designed to induce
the interviewee to divulge information, pretext interviews
can effectively be directed at specific aspects of a
subject's life. Moreover, by assuming roles which gain
the interviewee's trust, interviewers can pry deeply
into the private life of a subject. Information obtained
from interviewing a subject's accountant, for example,
can easily be as detailed and as personal as information
obtained in a record search - a technique which requires
Attorney General approval in S.2525 and which we believe
should require a judicial warrant. Indeed, an interviewee
might well divulge information which could not be glEaned
from a record search - e.g. information about the sexual
habits of the subject of investigation. The volume and the
nature of the information which can be obtained through
the use of this covert investigative technique argue for
high level review of its employment.

Further, the nature of pretext interviews is conducive
to the collection of misinformation. A well-meaning
neighbor, for example, might mislead some one who
presented himself as an insurance investigator. The
possible damage which could be done by a malicious inter-
viewee is incalculable.

Finally, pretext interviews can effectively cause the
dissemination of misinformation about the subject of
investigation resulting from "gossip."

Attorney General approval should be required to safeguard
against the abusive use of pretext interviews because of
the volume and nature of the information obtained and the
liabilities inherent in the employment of this technique.

These additional safeguards would strengthen the essentially
sound procedural scheme for the approval of investigative techniques.

2. New Warrant Procedures

Our major objection to the controls on the use of intrusive
investigative techniques implemented in Title II is in the appli-
cation of procedural safeguards to particular intrusive techniques.
Attorney General approval is not the ultimate safeguard against
abuse. An independent check on Executive discretion should be
provided for certain techniques which, in effect, are as
intrusive as electronic surveillance - an extremely intrusive
technique for which S.2525 requires that a judicial warrant be
obtained. Specifically, we recommend:

(1) "The direction of covert human sources to collect infor-
mation" - the targeting of informants - should be placed
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under a warrant requirement similar to that required for
electronic surveillance within the U.S. in the "Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978" (S.1566), recently
passed by the Senate and incorporated into Title III of
S.2525.

(2) Record searches - requests for information pertaining to
tax returns, employment, education, medical care,
insurance, telecommunications services, credit status,
or other financial matters from the records of any private
institution or any Federal, State or local agency - should
be employed only upon judicial authorization.

(3) A judicial warrant should be required for the use of
"mail covers."

The proper pairing of procedural safeguards and particular
intrusive investigative techniques is essential to preventing
undue intrusion upon the constitutionally recognized right to
privacy. Warrants for techniques which are as intrusive as wire-
tapping are necessary checks against intelligence abuses.

For the same reason that a warrant is required to conduct a wiretap,
it should be used to guide and restrict the use of other equally
intrusive techniques. Nowhere is the need for judicial supervision
greater than in cases involving national security, where First and
Fourth Amendment rights are simultaneously jeopardized. As the
Supreme Court pointed out in Keith:

National security cases. . . often reflect a conver-
gence of First and Fourth Amendment values not present
in cases of 'ordinary' crime. Though the investigative
duty of the executive may be stronger in such cases,
so also is there greater jeopardy to constitutionally
protected speech . . . History abundantly documents
the tendency of government--however benevolent and
benign its motives--to view with suspicion those who
most fervently dispute its policies. Fourth Amendment
protections become the more necessary when the targets
of official surveillance may be those suspected of
unorthodoxy in their political beliefs. (See U.S. v
U.S. District Court (407 U.S. at 306))

The objection that a warrant is not constitutionally required in
such instances is unpersuasive. The First Amendment guarantees
freedom of speech, of the press, of assembly and of the right to
petition for redress of grievances. The Supreme Court has often
observed that the effective exercise of these rights requires
associational privacy. Citizens must be able to meet and associate
privately to discuss their political beliefs and plans and to
consider what lawful actions to take to promote their ideas.
Records relating to these associational activities are protected
unless they contain evidence of crime.
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The right of associational privacy was firmly established by
the Supreme Court in repelling the effort of the State of Alabama
to compel disclosure by the NAACP of its membership lists. NAACP
v. Alabama, 357 U.S. 499 (1958). It was sustained and emphasized
most recently by the Court in its decision modifying certain
intrusive disclosure provisions of the Federal Election Campaign
Act. Buclyv. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976). As Chief Justice Burger
pointed out in is concurring opinion:

(S)ecrecy and privacy as to political preferences and
convictions are fundamental in a free society. . .
This Court has seen to it that governmental power.-
cannot be used to force a citizen to disclose his
private affiliations, even without a record
reflecting any systematic harassment or retaliation. . .
For one it is far too late in the day to recognize
an ill-defined 'public interest' to breach the historic
safeguards guaranteed by the First Amendment.

If the First Amendment prevents the government from compelling
disclosure of information related to lawful political and other
associational activity, it must also require restraints to be
imposed on the use of intrusive investigative techniques to
gather such information.

The absence of an explicit ruling by the Supreme Court on these
specific issues does not preclude the Congress from acting to
protect civil liberties. The question for Congress is whether the
clear danger to civil liberties posed by the targeting of informants
and the conduct of record searches and mail covers is balanced by
a significant public interest in employing these techniques Without
the safeguard of judicial review. It is not.

(a) The intrusive nature of informants, record searches-
and mail covers

(i) Informants:

The record on the use of paid informants in political
groups shows a massive violation of First Amendment
rights. The worst abuses in the last three decades
occurred in the undercover counterintelligence
provocations of the COINTELPRO and COMINFIL programs;
the Church Committee also documented many examples of
routine informant activities which cut deeply into
associational privacy.

Informants are at once the most complex, comprehensive
and unpredictable investigative tools that the Bureau
employs. The informer is, as the Church Committee
pointed out, a "vacuum cleaner" for information;
the information provided is often distorted or
inaccurate and in this respect is far less reliable
than information obtained by a wiretap.
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An informer who pretends to be a member of a
political group cannot simply gather information. He
or she must participate actively in the decision making
of the organization, taking stands on issues and
seeking to enhance credibility by influencing the
positions the organization takes and the actions in
which it engages.

Consequently, the authorization contained in section
244(c) for undisclosed participation in a U.S.
organization for investigative purposes is violative
of the First Amendment rights of members of organi-
zations engaged in protected activities. The
proviso that investigations be conducted so as not to
influence the lawful activities of the organization
or its members is inconsequential; such influence
is inevitable. The directing of informants to
infiltrate organizations engaged in First Amendment
activities or to pose as members of any such
organization should be prohibited.

While it is true that the Supreme Court has held that
an individual has no independent Fourth Amendment right
to be free from warrantless informer surveillance,
Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.S.293 (1966), the Court
has never directly addressed the question of what
restrictions may be constitutionally required when
informers are used to conduct surveillance of private
political or other associational activities. The
Court has intimated, however, that here the balance
would shift and a warrant would be required. As
Justice White put it in his opinion in United States
v. White, 401 U.S. 745,7752 (1971), upholding the -
legality of a "wired informer" targeted at an individual,
"our problem, in terms of the principle announced in
Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 397 (1967), is what
expectations of privacy are constitutionally
'justifiable' --what expectations the Fourth Amendment
will protect in the absence of a warrant." Since an
expectation of associational privacy is constitutionally
justifiable, the First and Fourth Amendments converge
to reguire a warrant for the use of informers in
criminal investigations of groups.

(ii) Records Searches

The inspection of private records is a form of
intrusive search which raises both First and Fourth
Amendment questions. In Burrows v. Superior Court.
13 Cal. 3d 238, 529 P,2d 0 (19=4 T t'ail65YFi
Supreme Court recently pointed out in invalidating a
warrantless search of copies of cancelled personal
checks in the custody of a bank that;
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"For all practical'purposes, the disclosure by
individuals or business firms of their
financial records to a bank is not entirely
willful since it is impossible to participate
in the economic life of contemporary society
without maintaining a bank account. In the
course of such dealings the depositor reveals
many aspects of his personal affairs, opinions,
habits, associations. Indeed the totality of
bank records provides a virtual current bio-
graphy. The development of photocopying machines,
electronic computers and other sophisticated -
instruments have accelerated the ability of
government to intrude into areas which a person
normally chooses to exclude from prying eyes
and inquisitive minds. Consequently, the
judicial interpretations of the reach of the
Fourth Amendment constitutional protection of
individual privacy must keep pace with the
perils created by these new devices."

Investigative searches of private records have
become increasingly routine in recent years. With
the arrival of new computerized storage systems and
methods of facilitating access to and exchange of
computerized information (e.g., the bank industry's
fledgling "electronic funds transfer" system),
government investigations have turned increasingly
to private records. At the same time, legislation
such as the Bank Secrecy Act of 1970 has facilitated
record searching by requiring private records to be
retained for longer periods of time. In short, a
revolution in information technology.has far outstripped
the expectations people have about the privacy of -
their personal records.

Records searches are an important and permissible
criminal investigative technique. Nevertheless,
they can intrude .substantially on associational privacy
and therefore raise the same First and Fourth Amend-
ment issues that arise in the case of informant
searches. Although the Supreme Court has held that
a warrant procedure is not constitutionally required
for bank records searches, United States v. Miller,
96 SCet. 1619 (1976) , statutory guidance is clearl"
needed in this area.

Government investigators should not be able to
obtain access to records without legal process - i.e.
an administrative summons, subpoena or search warrant
issued upon a showing appropriate to the method of
process. The need for secrecy in intelligence
investigations makes a warrant procedure the most
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practical means of safeguarding the privacy of
confidential records; objections to legislation
currently before Congress (HR 214) which would require
disclosure of access to recrods would thus be met.

(iii) Mail Covers

Mail covers permit the systematic recording of all
persons, businesses and organizations with whom a
person corresponds. Such information can often reveal
significant personal information as well as
information about a person's political, associational
and religious practices which is protected by the
First Amendment.

This investigative technique is quite similar to the
use of pen registers to record all telephone numbers
both reaching a given number and reached by that
number. The use of pen registers for foreign intelligence,
counterintelligence or counterterrorism purposes within
the U.S. would require a warrant under S.1566. The
intrusiveness of the technique and its similarity
to a technique which already would require a warrant
under Title III indicate that the warrant requirement
should be extended to include mail covers.

C5) The warrant requirement would not jeopardize
legitimate intelligence investigations

The above techniques - the targeting of informants, records
searches and mail covers - are extremely intrusive investigative
techniques and bear a striking resemblance to investigative
techniques the use of which require judicial authorization in theform of a warrant. employment should not be left to the
sole discretion of the Executive, Judicial review should be
required by law. This conclusion is especially persuasive in
the absence of significant public interests against outside review
of Executive discretion:

(1) The value and pervasiveness of informants as an investiga-
tive tool is not an argument against subjecting the
technique to judicial scrutiny. One can think of any
number of investigative techniques practiced in police
states - e.g. torture, area searches - which would be
valuable to investigators in the U.S. Such a statement
is clearly no endorsement of the activity. Moreover, the
value of informants in counterintelligence and counter-
terrorism investigati6ns is'subject to question. Jares
Q. Wilson claims that:

Certain groups are less vulnerable to being
penetrated by, or being deceived by an in-
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formant than others. Among these are domestic
political revolutionaries, especially those with
strong feelings of mutual solidarity, and
foreign spy rings. Whereas a member of a gang
of bank robbers might be induced to give infor-
mation in exchange for money or leniency, a
revolutionary or spy might have a price no
government could pay.

(2) It is true that a warrant requirement would place a
bureaucratic roadbldckin the path of investigators
intent on resorting to these techniques. Such a safeguard
is proper when intrusive techniques such as these are
contemplated. Certainly, it has not proved to be
insurmountable in the case of electronic surveillance.

(3) Courts are the most leak-proof arm of government; there
is no reason to believe that federal courts cannot maintain
secrecy where necessary in intelligence cases. Warrant
applications could be heard by the same special court
provided for in Title III. Indeed, the confidentiality
of sources might ultimately be protected from exposure in
civil suits resulting from the abusive use of informants
if the use of such techniques were subjected to prior
judicial scrutiny.

(4) There is no reason to believe that a federal judge cannot
apply a statutory standard and determine whether the use
of one of these intrusive techniques is warranted.
Certainly, the expertise of theAttorney General is as
open to question as that of a judge.

In sum, the procedural framework for tie authorization of
investigative techniques is generally sound but must be improved
as recommended above. The application of procedures to
particular techniques should be revised. Pretext interviews
should require Attorney General approval under section 215.
The targeting of informants and the use of record searches and
mail covers should be subjected to judicial scrutiny as a check
on executive discretion. The use of informants engaged in
First Amendment activity is particularly threatening to civil
liberties and should be prohibited.
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D. Provisions for Foreign Electronic Surveillance, Unconsented
Physical Searches and Mail Opening in Title III

Title III extends the provisions of 5.1566 to foreign electronic
surveillance, unconsented physical searches and mail opening by
providing for a warrant requirement for the conduct of these
activities similar to that mandated for electronic surveillance
within the U.S.

We did not vigorously oppose the passage of S.1566 because-it was
an improvement upon current law. We would not object to the
logical extension of its provisions to foreign electronic surveil-
lance in so far as these provisions of Title III also improve
upon current law. Such an extension must be based upon the
presumption that U.S. persons abroad are entitled to the same
constitutional protections as those afforded them at home.

We do not support the proposed extension of S.1566 to the conduct of
physical searches and mail opening. Although these provisions of
Title III largely parallel those covering electronic surveillance,
they retreat significant]' rom protections afforded Americans and
resident aliens by currene law. The authorizations for these
activities embodied in S.2525 are clear violations of the Fourth
Amendment.

Our discussion of Title III which follows proceeds from the
assumption that the debate over the provisions of S.1566 has ended.
It is limited to those provisions of the title which expand upon
that bill.

1. Foreign Electronic and Signals Intelligence

We support legislation in the area of foreign electronic and
signals intelligence because the constitutional rights of Americans
abroad should be recognized and protection for those rights
guaranteed and expanded by a statute. However, legislation which
retreats from current law would be worse than congressional
inaction.

Provision for foreign electronic and signals intelligence must
recognize that Americans abroad are not subject to any reduction in
constitutional protection. This principle has been upheld in ACLU
litigation. (See Berlin Democratic Club v. Rumsfeld, 410 F.Supp.
144 (1976)). Applied to electronic surveillance as dealt with in
Title III, it requires that section 321 embody at least the same
standards, procedures and restrictions regarding the targeting of
U.S. persons as those set forth in section 311 for targeting U.S.
persons within the U.S. Section 321 as written departs from the
provisions of section 311 to the detriment of the civil liberties
of U.S. persons abroad:
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(1) Section 321 authorizes the targeting of a U.S. person
who is an officer or employee of a foreign power
residing abroad under a non-criminal standard for purposes
of obtaining any information fitting the broad definition
of "foreign intelligence information." This standard
is a clear threat to the civil liberties of a whole class
of U.S. persons of which the majority is certainly law
abiding. This provision has no parallel in section 311;
residence abroad does not justify targeting. The section
should be stricken from Title III.

(2) Section 321 provides for the targeting of fugitives from
justice abroad who are U.S. persons for purposes of
obtaining foreign intelligence information - once again a
btoadly defined term not necessarily constituting evidence
of a crime. This provision is not a logical extension of
the provisions of section 311. Fugitives abroad are
entitled to constitutional protection, including protection
from electronic surveillance for purposes of obtaining
what may merely be "interesting" information. The
section should be stricken.

(3) Section 321 does not require that the application for
electronic surveillance certify that less intrusive means
cannot provide the necessary information. Section 311
does. This omission has no logical basis.

(4) Section 321 does not restrict the duration of electronic
surveillance abroad. Section 311 rightly does. Again,
the omission is not logically supportable.

This list is not exhaustive. The important point we wish to make
is not the details here but the broad principle - U.S. persons
abroad are entitled to the same constitutional protections as
U.S. persons at home. Title III must reflect this thinking.

2. Unconsented Physical Searches by Surreptitious Entry

We strenuously oppose the authorization for physical searches by
"surreptitious entry" proposed in section 341. The courts have
never recognized a national security exception for a physical search.

Cf. United States v. Ehrlichman, 376 F.Supp. 29 (D.D.C. 1974).
As the Court noted in that case, the only exception has been
made for wiretapping,which has only recently been interpreted to
violate the Fourth Amendment. If the Fourth Amendment was designed
to protect against anything, it was unreasonable "general searches"
of "persons, houses, papers, and effects" directed at citizens.
This authorization would strike at the heart of the Fourth Amend-
ment, going far beyond current law. Section 341 would:

(1) authorize unreasonable searches since it departs from
the traditional standard of probable cause of a crime;
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(2) authorize "general searches" by permitting multiple
searches to gather "foreign intelligence information"
broadly defined. This does not satisfy the Fourth Amend-
ment's requirement as to particularity with respect to
the person or place to be searched and the "things to be
seized;"

(3) violate the traditional rule that except in exigent
circumstances, the target of the search shall be
notified. Section 341 waives the notice requirement and,
in effect, authorizes burglary.

The Church Committee noted that intelligence agents who committed
burglaries and other such searches recognized that they were
"clearly illegal." In effect this bill would make those searches
legitimate. But the judicial warrant requirement here does not
change the inherent constitutional defects, since it does not meet
the requirements of the Fourth Amendment.

Section 341(b) should be stricken from the bill, which would
in effect limit the intelligence agencies to the conduct of physical
searches under the rules of criminal procedure. Although the
President's Executive Order authorizes these searches without a
warrant, we believe the Order is in violation of the Constitution and
subject to challenge.

However, we are prepared to discuss the terms of this section if
"physical search" were defined to mean infiltration of organiza-
tions by informants or undercover agents pursuant to authoriged
counterintelligence, counterterrorism, and foreign intelligence
investigations.

3. Mail Opening

As with physical searches, Title III would authorize a general
search of a U.S. person's mail for foreign intelligence purposes.
Rather than authorize the opening of a particular piece of mail,
it would authorize a "general warrant" for the opening of all of
a person's mail to collect foreign intelligence information rather
than evidence of-crime. Again, probable cause of a crime would
not be required or a person notified of the search.

This was another activity which intelligence agencies considered
"clearly illegal" that would be authorized by the charter. The
Warrant requirement does not cure the constitutional dubiousness
of this new exception to the Fourth Amendment on the grounds of
national security. Even the Executive Order implicitly recognizes
the lack of a legal basis for this activity by authorizing mail
opening only outside U.S. postal channels, although we consider
this unconstitutional as well. Title III expands on the Executive
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Order by authorizing mail opening in the United States postal
channels. Section 351(b) should be stricken, which in effect would
require intelligence agents to obtain a warrant under current and
traditional law enforcement standards.

The attempt in Title III to extend the provisions of S.1566 for
electronic surveillance within the U.S. to other extremely intrusive
investigative techniques is plagued by retreats from current law.
and would effect a general slackening of protection for civil
liberties. Foreign electronic and signals intelligence, conducted
under standards and procedures embodied in Title III, would at
once cause the targeting of U.S. persons under standards which
bear no resemblance to the requirements of the Fourth Amendment
and legitimize the wholly erroneous notion that U.S. persons
abroad are subject to the diminution of their constitutional rights.
At the very least, the standards and procedures for electronic
surveillance of U.S. persons abroad should be equal to those embodied
in S.1566. The attempt to extend the provisions governing electronic
surveillance to unconsented physical searches and mail opening
should be abandoned. Such an enterprise results only in clear
violations of the Fourth Amendment.

E. Retention and Dissemination of
Information Concerning U.S. Persons

The private information which is maintained and disseminated by
intelligence agencies can have a devastating impact on the lives
of Americans. As the political history of the Watergate era
demonstrates, this information is the single most effective tool
for political manipulation at the disposal of the government.
If the maintenance and use of private information-is not sharply
limited, institutionalized intelligence abuses are inevitable.

S.2525 does virtually nothing to restrict the loose information
maintenance and exchange practices which intelligence agencies
follow today. This failure to restrict maintenance and retention
is particularly dangerous in light of the bill's sweeping authority
to collect information about U.S. persons. Thus, there is no
control mechanism built into the process at any stage: in general,
whatever is collected may also be maintained and disseminated.

Section 231 permits agencies to retain private information indef-
initely if any one of seven conditions is met. Two of these
conditions are broad enough to encompass virtually any imaginable
circumstance. The first allows an agency to retain any private
information "when it is reasonably believed that such information
may provide a basis for initiating' any of the types of investiga-
tion authorized by the bill. [Sec.231(a)(2)]. This compounds the
low standard for initiating investigations by permitting an
agency to compile unlimited amounts of private information to
justify any investigation it might seek to initiate in the future.
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Thus, information concerning the fact that an American citizen
telephoned the Soviet embassy to inquire about a visa could be
retained indefinitely in the CIA files on the ground that it might
eventually provide a basis for initiating a "recruitment" or
"contact" investigation of the American under Sections 218or
220. A second broad category of authority for maintaining private
information covers any information "collected in the course of
authorized foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, or counter-
terrorism intelligence collection [which] is essential for under-
standing or assessing such intelligence" [Sec. 231 (a) (5)].
Again, it is difficult to discern any realistic limit to this
authorization, particularly in light of the bill's sweeping def-
initions of "foreign intelligence, counterintelligence and
counterterrorism" information. Clearly, for example, it could
be considered "essential" to retain information about the members
of an antiwar group under investigation because of the group's
contacts with a foreign political organization, in order to
"understand" or "assess" the purpose of these contacts. This line
of reasoning, it should be recalled, is what led to the develop-
ment of the CIA's extensive Operation CHAOS files on domestic
antiwar activities.

Apart from these sweeping authorizations, the most striking feature

minimization requirements either with respect to private information -

about persons who are not targets of authorized investigations, or
with respect to persons who are targets but the information is

irrelevant or outdated. Presumably the reason no obligation to

minimize is imposed on the agencies is that the authority to'
retain information is so broad that minimization would be virtually
impossible. In any event, it is astonishing that the agencies

are permitted to retain private information collected as a result

of pure coincidence (e.g., the telephone conversation of an
American with a Soviet Embassy clerk-about a visa). Furthermore,
there is no obligation to purge or seal private information at

any time, which ignores Church Committee Recommendation 65

that personally identifiable information about Americans obtained

in terrorist or foreign counterintelligence investigations should

be "sealed or purged...as soon as the investigation is terminated

by the Attorney General or his designee."

The authority to disseminate private information [Sec. 2321 is no

less sweeping than the authority to retain it. The general rule

is that anyone within the collecting agency can have access to

private information on a "need-to-know" basis [Sec. 232(b)].
With respect to dissemination outside the collecting agency, slightly

different standards apply to foreign intelligence private informa-

tion on the one hand , and counterintelligence or counterterrorism

private information on the other. The foreign intelligence standard

is whether the private information is "essential to an understanding
or assessment of the information's importance" [Sec. 232 (c)].

The counterintelligence or counterterrorism standard is whether

the outside agency has a "direct interest" in the information

[Sec. 232 (d)]. In both cases the standard is so loose as to make

a mockery of any claim that dissemination can be limited and

private information protected.
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in this section
Perhaps the most dangerously loose standard of al(, however, is the
standard for disseminating private information to foreign govern-
ments [Secs. 232 (d) (2), (e) (2)]. Any information indicating
that a U.S. citizen "may be engaged in international terrorist
activities or in clandestine intelligence activities" can be dis-
seminated to any foreign government which has a "direct interest"
in the information, so long as dissemination "is clearly in the
interests of the United States." Given the bill's broad definitions
of "international terrorist activities" and "clandestine intelligence
activities," this section is subject to enormous abuse. For -example,
private information about activities which are "of direct interest"
to a foreign government may not be subject to use or dissemination
in this country. Take, for example, information about an American
citizen's membership in a pro-Palestinian organization in the
United States. That information is protected under the First
Amendment. Nevertheless, the information may be "of direct interest"
to the government of Israel- where membership in pro-Palestinian
organizations is illegal. Since there is a close cooperation
between U.S. and Israeli intelligence agencies, a U.S. agency could
reasonably assume that dissemination of this information to Israel
"is clearly in the interests of the United States." The result
could be devastating: the American citizen could be arrested in
Israel and charged with being a member in the United States of an
organization banned in Israel, but lawful in the United States,
based solely on information disseminated by a U.S. intelligence
agency. Such an eventuality is by no means far-fetched under
Section 232 (d) (2).

An additional source of greatpotential abuse in the area of
dissemination is Section 232 (g), which authorizes broad dis-
semination of private information about potential recruits. Under
this section, an intelligence agency can simply request of another
agency information about the "suitability" of a particular
person "as a source of information or assistance." The information
must be disseminated if the requesting agency certifies that "there
is a serious intention to use" the person as a source. This provision
compounds the violation of privacy of the potential source which
would result from a source recruitment investigation under Section
218.

These Sections (231 and 232) must be totally revised. They should
provide for minimization, access by record subjects and prompt and
periodic purging or sealing of private information. Dissemination
of such information should be limited to narrow and compelling
circumstances. Foreign governments should not be given access to
private information about American citizens unless it relates to an
activity which is criminal under the laws of the United States.
Civil and criminal sanctions for wrongful dissemination of privateinformation should be provided. Random auditing of intelligence
agency files by the General Accounting Office or some other
independent agency should be authorized.
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F. Prohibitions Needed to Protect the Rights of Ameticans From
Abusive Intelligence Activities.

The public record of official misconduct by our intelligence ag-
encies supports the need to enact four strict prohibitions into
law in order to protect the rights and liberties of citizens and
resident aliens of the United States. First, there must be a flat
ban on political surveillance. Second, there must be a prohibition
on the infiltration of any organization engaged in lawful First Am-
endment activity for purposes of cover or investigation. Third, a
total ban on "preventive action" or COINTELPRO must be established.
Finally, the CIA must not be permitted to engage in any counterin-
telligence or counterterrorism investigations directed at citizens
or resident aliens in the United States or any internal security or
law enforcement activities in the United States. Although in prin-
ciple, the drafters seem to recognize the need for these prohibit-
ions, they have included enough exceptions to purported prohibit-
ions as to have the effect of broadly authorizing these dangerous
activities,

1. The Statute Permits Rather than Prohibits Political
Survei-llance.

The need for a ban on political surveillance is demonstrated.
The public record shows that U.S. intelligence agencies con-
ducted massive surveillance programs directed at citizens simply
.because they did not agree with these persons' lawful Dolitical advi
or activities. S. 2525 recognizes the need and contains an ap-
parent prohibition. Section 241 states that "no intelligence
activity may be directed against any United States person solely,
on the basis of such person's exercise of any right protect-
ed by the Constitution or laws of the United States..."

In fact,however,the net effect of S.2525's approach is to authorize such
investigations. There are so many non-criminal investigations in
Subpart C of Title II that can be targeted against persons engaged
in lawful political activities that the term "solely" provides no
protection whatever. Even counterintelligence and counterterrorism
investigations authorized under section 213 and foreign intelligence
investigations authorized under section 214 permit such investigation
because of the charter's failure to establish a strict criminal stan-
dard. Moreover, no protection for non-United States persons, in-
cluding resident aliens, is afforded even by the proviso. Paradox-
ically, some Americans are also exempted from the minimal protect-
ion of section 241 because they are defined as non-U.S. persons
(e.g. corporations "directed or controlled by a foreign government
or associations of Americans abroad until it is established that
they are United States persons.)

The only way to provide a ban in the charter is to drop the non-
criminal investigations, require a criminal standard for intrusive
investigations, and strike the word "solely" from section 241. We
strongly recommend all of these changes.
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2. The Statute Permits Rather than Prohibits Infiltration
of Organizations Engaged in Lawful First Amendment Act-
ivity.

To protect the constitutional guarantees of privacy of political
association and the exercise of constitutional rights, intellig-
ence agents must be prohibited from posing as members of or in-
filtrating any lawful political organization. S. 2525 appears
to recognize the principle by proposing to restrict "undisclosed
participation" in such organizations, but the exceptions effect-
ively authorize this practice broadly. S. 2525 also recognizes
the reason for restricting such participation, by adding a pro-
viso that such part1ipation shall be conducted "so as not to
influence the lawful activities of the organizations and members."
We submit that mere participation influences the lawful act-
ivities of First Amendment organizations and that the proviso is
a contradiction in terms. To participate is to join, act, vote,
and perhaps even lead, which can only mean "to influence."

Section 244 (c) authorizes infiltration of organizations not nec-
essarily targeted for investigation under sections 213 and 214
if it is necessary to collect information about, for example, an-
other organization. It also authorizes infiltration of an org-
anization if even one of its members is targetable. The exceptions
swallow the rule. Further, section 244 (d) permits participation
merely for purposes of establishing cover for activities abroad.

We have already pointed out that these exceptions do mean par-
ticipation. But consider the meaning of establishing cover, which
in effect authorizes an intelligence agent to pose as a member
of an organization to spy or conduct covert operations abroad. The
activity, or the disclosure of it, could effectively discredit or
destroy the viability of the organization.

More disturbing, we note that the CIA is authorized.to maintain
cover under section 421 (e) of Title IV by engaging in any act-
ivity, "notwithstanding any other provision of law" except as
"otherwise provided in this Act" to maintain cover. We do not
understand the meaning of this term, except that it is incompat-
able with the proviso that an agent under cover shall not conduct
his or her self so as to' "influence" the lawful activities
of an organization.

We read these exceptions and authorizations to constitute a form
of indirect investigation of lawful organizations, because by mere
participation and reporting on that participation to an agency, the
agent is collecting information on lawful First Amendment activity.

We urge a flat ban on undisclosed participation in any First Amend-
ment organization for purposes of cover, and only participation in
such an organization if it is subject to investigation under a crim-
inal standard, and a warrant has been issued by a maoistrate as
recommended earler in this memorandum (see discussion of the need
for warrants supra).
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3. Preventive Action

The most important prohibition is one which would effectively
prevent any repetition of COINTELPRO, the FBI's "counterintel-
ligence" action program to "disrupt, neutralize, and destroy
organizations" in gross violation of their civil and constit-
utional rights.

S. 2525, rather than prohibit such activities, proposes to
authorize them to "counter" espionage or "prevent" terrorism
and other acts of political violence. While the drafters can
point to a restriction set forth in section 241 which "prohibits"
any "intelligence activity" from being "designed and conducted
so as to limit, disrupt, or interfere with the exercise of any
right by any United States person", it must be stressed that the
FBI has always defended COINTELPRO as a program designed not to
interfere with civil liberties but to "prevent violence" and,in
the case of the Communist Party, U.S.A program, to "counter" es-
pionage. Because other sections broadly authorize preventive
measures, intelligence agencies will be able to assert a "good
faith" defense in any prosecution or civil action based on a violat-
ion of section 241 that they were in fact acting under these other
authorizations. Like the prohibition on political surveillance,
the statute's ban on COINTELPRO provides little or no protection
whatsoever.

The validity of this judgment is based on comparing the broad
authorizations of these activities to the meager restrictions
placed upon them. The statutory scheme for preventive measures
involves a number of related sections of the bill. First the
intelligence agencies are authorized to engage in preventive
and counter measures both within and outside the United States
by section 111 of Title I. This section authorizes agencies
to engage in "counterintelligence activities" and "counterter-
rorism activities" which, under the definitions contained in
section 104 of Title I include measures to counter and prevent
espionage or foreign connected political violence. A procedure
is established for planning, reviewing, and authorizing these
activities in section 141 of Title I which only restricts them
to the extent of requiring that"steps ...be taken to safeguard
rights protected by the Constitution and laws of the United
States." This boilerplate leads us to the "restrictions" con-
tained in Title II on such activities. While restricting cer-
tain activities, these sections in effect authorize othersin-
cluding the dissemination of derogatory information in certain
circumstances under anonymous and false pretext (section 242)
and more ominously, "breaking the law" to conduct these activ-
ities, so long as it does not involve violence and has the
Attorney General's approval.

27-42 0 - 78 -- 37
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In effect the statute provides sweeping authority to conduct
activities which could easily lead to abuse. Moreover, the
authority provides a statutory defense not available in law
today for any officer who engages in these activities in a
suit for civil damages or injunctive relief. We point out
that if this authority had been on the books in the past, the
intelligence agencies could have conducted a number of the
COINTELPRO activities which the Church Committee and the Con-
gress termed outrageous, foolish, illegal, and dangerous re-
gardless of the purpose. For example:

First, it would have permitted the FBI's orig-
inal COINTELPRO operation against the Communist
Party that eventually spread to every left group
in the country. "Foreign persons" are not covered
even by the minimal restrictions on "counter" or
preventive activities and this includes corporat-
ions "directed and controlled" by a foreign power.
In 1956 and throughout the cold war, the FBI be-
lieved---indeed a majority of the country assumed--
that the party was directed by the Soviet Union.

Second, it would permit the dissemination of de-
rogatory information about Martin Luther King,
Jr. to any organization to prevent terrorismbroad-
ly defined to include "threats" to destroy pro-
perty or engage in dangerous acts to "influence
public policy" by intimidation. Under 241 the FBI
can disseminate derogatory information anonymously
(e.g. the tapes of King's personal life) to any
organization suspected of engaging in terrorism or
sabotage to prevent these .acts. The protection af-
forded by the qualification that the dissemination
not be undertaken "because" of a person's exercise
of rights, does not prevent dissemination in order
to prevent violence. While the FBI could not send
the information to the press, it could send it to

SCLC, or the Black Panther Party, or CORE believing
these organizations "'adical extremists"and "rabble
rousers" engaged in potential terrorism and that it

was necessary to discredit Martin Luther King, Jr.
to stop these activities, spread dissension, and
destroy his leadership.

Similary, the FBI could attempt to prevent FALN
violence today by sending discrediting information
to the FALN about protestant ministers sympathetic
to the cause of Puerto Rican independence and in
contact with its members saying that they were all
informants for the FBI. This could be done anony-
mously to prevent violence.
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Section 243 allows an intelligence agency to break the law
to prevent violent acts of terrorism or sabotage or to counter
espionage by conducting activities in violation of law as long
as they do not involve violence. There is no specificity as
to when the acts have to occur or that they are imminent, or
that thereare no other means to prevent them. While violence
is prohibited, the FBI could under this authority, given the
appropriate Attorney General.

establish a phony organization to compete with,
or engage in counter advocacy in order to dis-
rupt a possible terrorist organization, or its- -
possible supporters;

conduct a burglary of a possible terrorist org-
anization to steal its funds or its office equip-
ment so that it could not function;

send credit, bank, or other private information
gathered .about one organization to its affiliate
to establish that embezzlement was going on in
order to disrupt their activities;

order an undercover agent inside an organization
of terrorists or suspected saboteurs to alter the
books, steal money, or blackmail a member in order
to prevent violence.

We offer this limited parade of horrors, which may be extended
depending only upon your imagination, to demonstrate that this
authority is indeed dangerous.. While we understand that in some
circumstances, legitimate law enforcement or intelligence activ-
ities might require law violations, these statutory authorizat-
ions are not crafted to limit these otcasions to exigent and --
carefully circumscribed occasions. " Except in those rare in-
stances, we think that traditional law enforcement methods must
be used to prevent espionage, or violence: that is, arrest, warn-
ing possible victims, defusing explosives, taking away weapons
in the illegal possession of a person. These are permitted act-
ivities, and need no statutory authorization, especially not under
a statutory scheme which is non-specific as to these authorities.

We know that agencies want their officers protected from liability
and public censure. But it is a violation of the principles at
the foundation of this country to remove the "chilling effect" that
we normally want to place on government in view of its august power.
This authorization has the opposite effect of chilling the exercise
of rights and posing the possibility of putting police state tactics
into effect.

We submit that these statutory authorizations must be stricken
from the statute as drafted and a flat ban on preventive action
imposed.
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4. Prohibitions Needed on CIA Activities At Home

In 1947 the CIA was barred from exercising "any police, subpeona,
enforcement powers, or internal security functions within the
United States." Because of excessive secrecy surrounding the
CIA and its covert mission, and the consequent .lack of public
accountability, Congress determined that the agency's focus should
be exclusively outward. The Church Report documents the dangers in-
herent in the breakdown of this structure---the abuses of Operation
CHAOS, Operation MERRIMAC, and Operation RESISTANCE.

S. 2525, designed to prevent-such abuses in the future, instead
legitimizes them by broadly conferring and expanding exactly those
powers which the CIA has heretofore been denied by the Congress.
Instead of flatly prohibiting domestic activities by the CIA to
restore the barrier, Title IV (Section 432 (b)) states that the
agency "shall have no police, subpoena or law enforcement powers,
nor perform any internal security or criminal investigation funct-
ions except to the extent expressly authorized by this Act." The
exceptions are numerous.

First, the CIA is permitted to conduct foreign intelligence in-
vestigations in the United States directed against foreign per-
sons, a category which includes resident aliens and some citizens.
The CIA may also conduct counterintelligence and counterterrorism
activities within the United States as are "integrally related"
to its activities abroad. These activities may include investigat-
ions and preventive actions-directed against United States per-
sons as well as foreigners. Moreover, virtually all counterintel-
ligence and counterterrorism activites could be deemed "integral-
ly related" to its activities abroad. No showing has been made
that these investigations could notbe handled by the FBI. .

Second, the CIA is broadly authorized to conduct investigations
in the United States to determine objects of recruitment, pos-.-
sible targets, foreign contacts, and-"potential sources", activ-
ities now barred by law. See Weismann v. CIA, 565 F. 2d 692 (D.C.
Cir. 1977)

Third, the authority of the CIA to conduct investigations to protect
its installations and personnel in the United States from "physical\
threats" and to engage in activities to "counter" espionage or "pre-
vent" terrorism in this country gives the CIA police and law en-
forcement functions.

S. 2525 effectively opens the door to the exercise of internal
security functions by the CIA in the United States. Moreover,
the- domestic jurisdiction flowing from all of these authorizat-
ions is subject to expansion. Because jurisdictional disputes
are to be settled independent of the charter's provisions (see
S 141 (3) and S113(k)), CIA authority may be further expanded.
This whole scheme to permit the super-secret CIA to operate
in this country should be recast to reestablish and effectively
implement the 1947 Act. No credible showing has been made that
these activities could not or should not be handled by the more
accountable FBI.
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G. The Use of First Amendment Institutions for Purposes
of Recruitment, Cover, and Operational Assistance in
Covert Action and Clandestine Intelligence Activities
Abroad.

S2525 explicitly recognizes that the use of independent insti-
tutions for covert and clandestine purposes violates the in-
tegrity of those institutions. It embodies many of the rec-
commendations of the Church Committee to protect the necessary
independence of these institutions. However, the restrictions
do not go far enough; the only way to adequately protect-
these institutions is to prohibit covert and clandestine acti-
vities. But, assuming these activities will be authorized,
the charter's restrictions should be strengthened in criti-
cal areas.

1. The Restrictions Designed to Protect Independent
Institutions are Incomplete.

The scope of protection for First Amendment institutions is
inadequate. Provisions in the charter designed to protect
individuals affiliated with independent institutions indi-
cate that the drafters of 5.2525 understand the detrimental
consequences that relationships with the CIA have on these
institutions. However, 5.2525 does not sufficiently insu-
late these institutions from involvement with the intelli-
gence community.

(a) Protecting Media Organizations.

52525 restricts use of the media by intelligence agencies.
Section 132 (a) (3) prohibits intelligence agencies from
paying certain media employees to "engage in any intelligence
activity.. .or provide any intelligence information." How-
ever, this prohibition applies only to accredited journalists
and those persons involved with United States media organi-
zations as regular contributors, editors, or policy makers.

The Church Committee found that the largest category of CIA/
media relationships involved freelance journalists, "string-
ers," who work for newspapers or news services. The draft
charter authorizes continued relationships with stringers.
Moreover, S2525 defines media organization narrowly by fail-
ing to include book publishers. The scope of protection
should be expanded to prohibit covert relationships with
publishers and "stringers."
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(b) Protecting Religious Organizations.

The restrictions on using clergy for operational purposes
only covers persons who follow a "full time religious vo-
cation." The adjective is inappropriate. The Church Comm-
ittee correctly recommended a ban on all covert or contrac-
tual relationships between the CIA and "any American clergy-
man or missionary." Furthermore, section 132 (a) (6) pro-
hibits the use of "U.S. religious organization9--undefined-
for purposes of cover. It is not clear whether the term
would even include the Catholic Church in this country.

(c) Protecting Academic Institutions.

Section 132 only restricts the use for operational assistance
of a "United States person" who is "sponsored and supported
by a United States academic institution." This is inade-
quate protection. First, academics who are not U.S. persons
but affiliated with an academic institution in the United
States are not covered. Second, academics who may be spon-
sored by a foundation, for example, when treveling abroad
would be exempted from the restriction. In effect, &2525
only covers a narrow class of academics who may travel a-
broad.

Like United States religious organizations, "United States
academic institution" is undefined. Thus, the sctpe of
the minimal restrictions on the use of academics for opera-
tional purposes or academic institutions for "cover" is un-
clear.

(d) Protecting Other First Amendment Institutions.

The institutions for which the charter affords some pro-
tection all engage in First Amendment activity. It im-
plicitly recognizes that all institutions involved in the
exercise of these rights require protection to maintain an
open society. Organizations such as Common Cause, the
Democratic and Republican National Committees, and the
Brookings Institution need to be free from taint or mani-
pulation.

The need for protecting all First Amendment organizations
has been amply documented on the public record. In 1967
public disclosure of CIA financial support for NSA and other
public institutions destroyed the credibility of those
institutions and raised questions about the independence of
all First Amendment organizations. To restore and maintain
confidence in the openness of the political process, the
Katzenbach Commission appointed to study CIA involvements
recommended that it should be "the policy of the United Sta-
tes Government that no federal agency shall provide any
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covert financial assistance or support, direct or indirect,
to any of the nation's education or private voluntary or-
ganizations." S2525 overrules this implemented restriction
and also opens the door for the use of these institutions
for operational assistance and cover. For example, Section
244 (d) authorizes undisclosed participation for "cover"
and under section 421 (a) (9) and 421 (e) of Title IV,
the broad CIA authorization to maintain and use any means
"notwithstanding any other provision of law" to maintain
cover overrules the Katzenbach restrictions.

The scope of the charter's protection is inadequate. All
not-for-profit organizations as defined in section 501 (c)-
(3) and (4) of the Internal Revenue Code should be covered
by charter restrictions.

2. Wide-ranging use of First Amendment Institutions
is Authorized.

Instead of prohibiting clandestine relationships with First
Amendment institutions, S,2525 broadly authorizes intelli-
gence agencies to initiate these involvements.

(a) Cover

Because of definitional problems noted above, the prohi-
bition in section 132(a) (6) on the use of academic and reli-
gious organizations is uncertain. The prohibition on the
use of media organizations is incomplete because of the ex-
clusion of freelancers and publishing houses. Moreover, other
First Amendment organizations are wholly unprotected.

Cover clearly endangers First Amendment rights and an across-the
-board ban is needed. Cover requires participation which by
definition means influencing the lawful activities of organiza-
tions. Disclosure threatens to destroy their credibility.
Even the CIA is asking for a criminal penalty in this charter
for the unauthorized use of its name.

(b) Operational Assistance

The use of academics for operational assistance is authorized
in section 132(b)(2). The requirement that "appropriate
officials" at the institution be notified is not a meaningful
restriction. The term is undefined. "Appropriate" could in
fact be read "cooperative." Moreover, university administrators
are not the academic community which by definition means
those who are engaged in academic pursuits at the institution.
Moreover, any member of the faculty or student body can be.
used for operational assistance if he is not a U.S. person or
not currently sponsored and supported by the institution.
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Members of media organizations and religious institutions
excluded from the general provisions of section 132 are open
to any use for purposes of operational assistance, as are all
other First Amendment institutioisL One form of operational
assistance, recruitment, is unrestricted for all First Amend-
ment institutions. The dangers here are obvious and these
loopholes should be closed.

(c) Contracting

Section 139 authorizes secret contracting with academic
institutions. The Harvard University Report on relationships
between the Harvard community and U.S. intelligence agencies
explains why such contracts must be publicly acknowledged,
rather than merely disclosed to appropriate officials. The
publication of research supported but not acknowledged to have
been done under the auspices of an intelligence agency is
subject to abuse for propaganda purposes. If the fruits of
the research are classified, the project is not academic.
Students and faculty may be unwittingly involved in work for
purposes they do not support. Finally and most distressing,
contracting opens the door to intrusive investigations of
members of the academic community, many of whom are unaware of
their connection with the intelligence community.

We presume that the authorization to contract with "any private
company or institution in the U.S." without disclosing the
agency connection excludes all other First Amendment organiza-
tions. If the intent of the statute is otherwise, the same
objections apply. All contracts with First Amendment insti- -
tutions should be publicly acknowledged and the research
available to the public under the Freedom of Information Act.

(d) Recruitment

The expressed authorization for the paid undisclosed use of
representatives of any and all First Amendment institutions
swallows all of the limited restrictions described above.
It establishes a relationship between the agency and the member
of the institution which is no different from cover or opera-
tional assistance. Institutional ties are used to probe the
views of other members to determine likely recruits. Likely
prospects are subjected to potential source investigations.
The recruiter is effectively asking other members of the insti-
tution to engage in intelligence activities. The recruiter,
for example, a faculty member at a university, is using the
authority conferred by the institution on behalf of the agency.
If these people are recruiting abroad, as members of the press,
academic community, the Peace Corps or a religious organization,
they are engaged inEspionage or covert operations. If this
practice is not prohibited, the Soviet Union would be justified
in preventing American journalists from communicating with
dissidents.
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(e) Voluntary Contacts

Section 132(e) expressly authorizes any and all voluntary
contacts between First Amendment institutions and their members.
This is another authorization which renders the prohibitions
in section 132 ineffectual. These relationships can have the
same devastating effects upon the independence and integrity
of an institution as a paid relationship. One example suffices:

Because of a voluntary relationship between a
manager of a radio station and the FBI, the .
integrity of a news organization was compromised,
the free flow of ideas and information censored,
and the organization used for operational purposes
including the unwitting use of a reporter.
Disclosure of the relationship injured the credibility
of the station and.the media in general. We refer
of course to the station manager who voluntarily
assisted the FBI by turning over the tapes and
reports of an unwitting reporter at Wounded Knee
in 1973 and not airing his complete stories.

Voluntary relationships must be as tightly restricted as paid
relationships. The intelligence community should be prohibited
from initiating covert relationships with First Amendment
institutions.
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H. Enforcement Mechanisms to Protect Civil Rights and Civil
Liberties

5. 2525, as drafted, contains only the rudiments of an enforce-
ment scheme to protect civil rights and civil liberties. Primarily,
it relies on reporting and oversight mechanisms. Although we
approve of these requirements (see part II of this memorandum),
other safeguards are more essential. The charter must establish
absolute prohibitions on certain intelligence activities and
set criminal penalties and civil remedies for their violation.
In order to effectuate this enforcement scheme, the charter must
incorporate both a mechanism for triggering a special prosecutor
and new judicial procedures to deal with the enforcement problems
presented by secrecy.

1. The Need for Prohibitions

Without absolute prohibitions, enforcement of the charter may
well be impossible. Exceptionsto the rule provide intelligence
agents a good faith defense. Moreover, because the disclosure of
secrets may be necessary to prove that a good faith defense
exists, prosecutors will hesitate to proceed in criminal cases (e.g.
t he Helms case) . The "state secrets" privilege may bar the
enforcement of civil liability (e.g. the NSA case).

2. The Need for a Special Prosecutor

A temporary special prosecutor is necessary to insure that
intelligence agents who violate the law will be brought to justice.
Recent history demonstrates that this responsibility cannot be
left to the Attorney General because of the inherent conflict of
interest between his duties to enforce the law and maintain the
morale of the FBI. A special prosecutor is even more necessary
under the scheme of the charter since the Attorney General is designated
the principle officer to approve procedures, investigations, and
preventive activities which may affect the rights of Americans.
This situation intensifies the conflict of interest.

3. New Civil Remedies Must Be Created

The charter must make it easier for citizens to obtain redress
for violation of their constitutional rights. Because damages
are difficult to measure in this area, remedies must include
liquidated damages. Citizens should not have to establish the
amount of potential damages to have standing to sue in federal
court. For civil remedies to serve as a deterrent, intelligence
agents must not be immunized from personal liability, while at

the same time thegovernment should also be held liable for damages.
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4. New Procedures to Handle Secrecy

Secrecy must not be a bar to either the prosecution of intelligence
agents or governmental liability for constitutional torts. Other-
wise, secrecy will permit intelligence agencies to operate out-
side the law regardless of the charter's strictures. Again,
strict liability is the principal solution, However, in doubt-
fgl cases, a procedure must be developed for the courts to determine
whether legitimate state secrets are relevant without reouiring
their disclosure. The charter must also establish that when the
government asserts the state secrets privilege in a civil action
in which there is any reasonable basis for liability, the refusal
to disclose shall be deemed an admission of culpability.
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Part II

COVERT ACTION AND ESPIONAGE ACTIVITIES ABROAD

Introduction and Overview

This memorandum comments upon the "National Intelligence Reorgani-
zation and Reform Act of 1978," S.2525, as it affects the conduct
of covert action, renamed "special activities" in the bill, and
espionage and related support clandestine activities, dubbed
"collection," abroad. Provisions regarding these activities are
primarily contained in Titles I, IV and. VI of the proposed charter
legislation. Our comments on these sections in large measure
repeat those which we pade in our memorandum of November 28, 1977
to Senator Huddleston, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Charters of
this Committee, while S.2525 was still in the drafting stages.
Because most of the problems we noted.then remain and because we
consider the current version of the bill open to constructive
changes, we are reiterating our concern over these sections of
the proposed charter.

The provisions of S.2525 are an improvement over President Carter's
Executive Order 12036 of January 24, 1978, which currently governs
foreign intelligence activity. The draft's oversight provisions
are generally commendable and its command and control prodecures
are stricter than those elaborated in the Executive Order.

Nevertheless, the provisions of Title I require substantial revision
if the new charter is to protect our constitutional system from
severe abuses similar to those it has suffered in the past as a
result of our foreign clandestine intelligence activities. In
its present form, S.2525 fails to effect the fundamental reforms
necessary to insure that the abuses ,of the past are not repeated.
In some crucial ways, Title I fails even to provide the minimal
reforms proposed by the previous Senate Select Committee on
Intelligence, chaired by Senator Church, and by the Pike Committee.
Indeed, in the area of "special activities," Title I retreats
from protections afforded by current law as embodied in the
Hughes-Ryan Amendment.

S.2525 would authorize a wide range of foreign intelligence
activities. It would not prohibit "special activities" abroad by
limiting the intelligence agencies to intelligence collection,
coordination and analysis. It would not prohibit espionage in
peacetime, thereby dismantling what the Church Committee termed a
"world-wide covert infr-structure."

Assuming a decision to authorize covert intervention abroad, which
we strongly oppose, S.2525 would fail even to:

(1) establishes a standard for presidential aporoval which
insures that any "special activity" will be exceptional
and short-lived and begun only in response to the most
grave threats to the nation's security;
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(2) establish clear and meaningful standards and procedures
to govern the clandestine conduct of collection activities;

(3) place clear prohibitions on activities which constitute
gross violations of acceptable norms of international
behavior, or which require the infiltration and
subversion of free institutions and democratic processes
abroad;

(4) prohibit covert military and paramilitary intervention
and would instead establish in law for the first time
authority for the president to order covert paramilitary
operations, involving either civilian or military officials.

Unless they at least embody the standards, procedures and prohi-
bitions described above, the provisions of S.2525 dealing with the
conduct of "special activities" and espionage activities would
serve more to legitimize constitutional abuses than to eliminate
them.

S.2525 Should Prohibit Covert Action Abroad

We oppose section 111(a)'s authorization of continued "special
activities" and the resulting maintenance of what the Church
Committee described as a "world-wide infra-structure of individual
agents, or networks of agents, (engaged) in a variety of covert
activity." Covert action has proven to be costly to the United
States for a quite negligible return. Former-CIA Director William
Colby has stated that covert action could be eliminated at this
time without having "a major impact on the current security of the
United States,." This admission that covert action is not integral
to the protection of our nation's security must be placed aiongside
the public record of abuses and dangers posed by such activities.

Covert action dangerously influences democratic .decision-making
processes within this country. Specifically:

--The Church Committee concluded that covert action projects stood
"in basic tension - if not incompatibility" with the demands of
our constitutional system. The history of CIA involvement with
universities, missionaries, the press and unions demonstrated
how a covert agency must inevitably undermine independent
institutions in the U.S. The constitutional conflicts between
the conduct of "special activities" and the congressional power
to make war, the requirement that the budget be openly published,
the protection against prior censorship and the official secrets
acts all demonstrate the basic contradiction between a covert
action capability and the constitutional order.

--The Church Committee concluded that secrecy created a "temptation
on the part of the Executive to resort to covert operations in
order to avoid bureaucratic, congressional and public debate."
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--Covert action projects tend to create secret involvement and
commitment which limit our political options abroad, the Church
Committee concluded, by "creating ties to groups and causes that
the United States cannot renounce without revealing the earlier
covert action." Such secret cormitments also inhibit informed
public debate over policy alternatives.

"Special activities" affect democratic institutions abroad and
color the perception of the United States within the world
community. Specifically:

-- Covert action undermines the same democratic freedoms and
institutions abroad as it threatens at home. "Special activities"
contradict the government's expressed commitment to. human -r-ights
abroad. The Church Committee found that the CIA's covert action
infra-structure included agents in local media, political
parties, unions, police forces, the military, statehouses and
legislatures. The Pike Committee found that approximately 29%
of covert action projects approved at the operations coordination
level were propaganda and media operations: another 32%
involved election support. Thus, over half of the operations
were based on taking advantage of free elections or an independent
press.

-- Covert action requires the United States to announce in law -
as ,iproposed in Title I - that it stands in suspicious antagonism
witn the rest of the world and maintains the right to intervene
covertly abroad, even in violation of international law or
treaties. The Church.Committee found that the exoosure of
certain covert operations "have resulted in damaging this
nation's ability to exercise moral and ethical leadership
throughout the world."

No proper defense of "special activities" has yet been made on the
public record. No activity of the last fifteen years.thus far
exposed has borne even a remote relationship to the defense or
security of the United States. The Church Committee "gave serious
consideration to proposing a total ban on all forms of covert
action" and backed away only for the possibility of a "grave,
unforseen threat." We believe maintenance of a covert action
infra-structure requires far greater justification than preparation
for the unforseen; it should be clear that the mere fact that its
activities are secret does not empower the intelligence community
to handle the unforseen. The dancers posed by such a structure
are real and have been demonstrated. Therefore, we oppose S.2525's
unprecedented statutory authorization of "special activities" in
the absence of any substantial evidence that such activities are
vital to the security of the nation.

S.2525 Should Prohibit Espionage in Peacetime

We oppose section 111(a)'s authorization of clandestine collection
abroad absent any congressional declaration of war. No reasonable
sheing has bcon made to suggest that espionage in peacethis has
more than a negligible value or provides information of signifi-
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cance other than tactical intelliqence for "special actitivies."
The questionable value of such activities must be balanced against
many of the abuses and threats, to the constitutional system noted
above in our discussion of "special activities:"

-- Espionage activities require the maintenance of the same covert
infra-structure which "special activities" require and about
which the Church Committee expressed grave reservations.

-- Espionage activities undermine democratic freedoms and institu-
tions abroad by impropaly influencing the functioning of local
media, political parties., unions, police forces, the military and
legislative bodies.

--Statutory authorization of espionage diminishes the moral and,
ethical standing of the United States in the world community.

-- Untimely exposure of espionage operations abroad can negatively
affect the conduct of our foreign policy both by causing immediate
crises and gradual erosion of credibility.

Although we oppose all "special activities" and espionage in
peacetime, we recognize that the legislative course ultimately
taken will likely authorize these activities. Consequently, we
outline below the minimal standards, procedures and narrow
prohibitions we deem essential to safeguard the constitutional
system from the consequences of such activities.

The Charter Should Define an Aoroval Process Which Clearly Defines
"Special Activities" as Rare, Extraordinary Activities Undertaken
Only in Response to the Gravest Threat to U.S. Security.-

Section 131 established proceduresfor approval and review of
"special activities." We oppose these procedures because they
authorize covert action. At the very .least, however, these
procedures require considerable tightening.. One question must
direct the redrafting: are "special activities" to remain a
routine tool of American foreign policy or are they to be employed
only in rare, isolated instances, brief/'in duration and emergency
in nature? Unless the latter is assumed, then S.2525 will merely
legitimize activities which pose a continual threat to the
constitutional system while imposing no meaningful safeguards
against abuse. -

Section 131.(d) effectively requires three Presidential findings
before the initiation of a "special activity." The activity must
be deemed "essential to the national defense or the conduct of the
foreign policy of the United States." The President must determine
that the anticipated benefits outweigh the risk:s of exposure and,
lastly, that less sensitive alternatives would not likely achieve
the desired ends.

This standard for Presidential.approval must be greatly strengthened
"Essential...to the conduct of the foreign policy of the United
States" is a standard which establishes covert Zct ion as a routine
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tool of American policy. The "foreign policy of the United States"
is implemented daily, often directed at the achievement of goals
which are limited in scope and importance to national security.
That the anticipated benefits outweigh the risks of exposure does
not significantly limit the conduct of special activities since
presumably such a calculation should always be made in determining
public policy; benefits should always outweigh costs, even in
the most cold-blooded, amoral decisionmaking process. The finding
that less sensitive techniques would not likely achieve the desired
ends is an important restriction. However, we fear that, in
practice, contingencies may'too easily become eventualities.

The fourth finding required by section 131 (d) , that "the circum-
stances require the use of extraordinary means," we interpref as
merely hortatory and adding no new restrictions to the conduct
of "special activities."

Rather than provide additional safeguards with respect to the
conduct of "special activities," the provisions in section 131
retreat from the restrictions placed on such activities by the
Hughes-Ryan Amendment to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1963. The
standards and procedures set forth in S.2525 should not be imple-
mented as a replacement for the reporting requirements currently
in effect.

The elaborate reporting requirements spelled out in section 131 of
S.2525 effectively add up to little more than the Hughes-Ryan
requirement that the President report, "in a timely fashion,
a description and scope of such operation." The quality of
executive reporting will ultimately depend upon the..vigilance of
Congress. Most important, the Hughes-Ryan Amendment requires that
the President report to eight comgressional committees - the-
foreign relations committees,the armed services committees and the
appropriations committees of both houses as well as to the two
intelligence committees to which S.2525 requires reporting. This
additional scrutiny can only be beneficial.' If S.2525 is to
supercede the Hughes-Pyan Amendment, it must embody these strict
reporting requirements.

The Hughes-Ryan standard requires that covert action operations
be "important to the national security of the United States."
Although "important" is less restrictive than ."essential," this
standard at least ties the conduct of covert action operations to
national security rather than mere policy interests.

Section 131 is inadequate to govern the conduct of "special
activities." The recommendations of the Church Committee should
serve as a guide in redrafting it. The Cormittee recommended that
Presidential approval require certification that a "special
activity"is required "by extraordinary circumstances to deal with
grave threats" to the national security. It would also have
required the President to prov ide the appropriate corigressional
comittees the reasons justifying a presidential decision toauthorize covert aciton. At the very least, the Church standard,
which explicitly assumes that covert action projects :ill be
rare, isolated and particular, should ho adopted in S.2525.
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Section 131 requires an immediate, prior notification to the two
intelligence committees of Congress with an emergency exception.
We see no reason why the appropriate legislators cannot be kept
fully and currently informed in the same manner as are executive
branch officials. Also, the Church Committee recommendation
requiring Presidential certification that the activity meets the
statutory standards as well as a report of the reasons should be
followed.

S.2525 Should Establish Clear and Meaningful Standards and
Procedures to Govern the Conduct of Clandestine Collection
Activities

Section 131 sets forth standards and procedures for the approval
of certain clandestine collection activities. Other clandestine
collection activities, however, remain unregulated. Because the
determination as to which types of collection activities merit
special scrutiny is left to the President, S.2525 fails to establish
clear lines of responsibility.

Section 131(b)(1) requires National Security Council review of
"sensitive collection activities" and section 131(c) sets forth
some but not not all of the criteria for'review. In addition,
section 131(b)(1) requires Presidential approval for exceptionally
sensitive collection activities. Collection activities not deemed
"sensitive" are left unregulated.

Criteria by which to identify activities which require NSC review
and/or Presidential approval are left to the President to determine.
These criteria are subject to change with succeeding administra-
tions. Moreover, a President can effectively waive procedures and.
standards by defining certain activities as not sensitive enough
to require review. Thus, S.2525 does not adequately provide for
accountability in the conduct of clandestine collection activities.
The bureaucratic deniability which has plagued intelligence
collection in the past remains possible.

S.2525 Should Prohibit Activities Which Are "Incompatible With
American Princioles"

Title I ostensibly prohibits particular forms of "special activities.'
Section 135 lists the following forms of prohibited activities:

"(1) The support of international terrorist activities;
(2) the mass destruction of property; .
(3) the creation of food or water shortages or floods;
(4) the creation of epidemics of diseases;
(5) the use of chemical, biological, or other weapons

in violation of treaties or other international agree-
ments to which the United -States is a party;
(6) the violent overthrow of the democratic government
of any country;

27-42 a - 78 -38
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.(7) the torture of individuals; or
(8) the support of any action, which violates human rights,
conducted by the police, foreign intelligence or internal
security forces of any foreign country."

Section 134 prohibits political assassination.

The prohibitions listed need to be tightened and extended; other
prohibitions need to be included in order to eliminate covert
war-making or to insure U.S. adherence to minimal human rights
standards. The listed prohibitions need to be extended and
clarified as follows:

--Section 135(a)(2) prohibits the "mass destruction" of property
without defining "mass." Most assuredly, the adjective creates
a loophole which negates the prohibition. The Air Force, for
example, described its bombing in North Vietnam as selective
and surgical. The prohibition should ban the destruction of
property.

--Section 135(a)(2) prohibits the creation of food or water
shortages. It should prohibit the larger category of weather
modification (e.g. the creation of floods) and should also
be extended to cover the creation of energy shortages or
disruptions.

--Section 135(a)(6) prohibits the violent overthrow of a "demo-
cratic" government. The definition of the word "democratic"
is the first and most obvious problem; once again the adjective
risks negating the prohibition. The prohibition should be
extended to cover the non-violent as well as violent overthrow
of any government in peacetime - an act which would violate
the U.N. Charter and accepted international law.

-- The prohibition on support of-any action which violates human-
rights (section 135(a)(8)) should be extended to prohibit
ongoing support for any police, foreign intelligence or internal.
security forces which violate human rights as a matter of policy.

--Section 134 prohibits assassinations of foreign officials. The
law applies only to officials. Under the laws of war - rules
adopted by the United States Army for warfare - all assassination
is prohibited. Political murder should receive no greater
protection because it is done covertly in peacetime. Further,
the law would require that the murder be committed for a poli-
tical motive; this narrowing of a prohibition is unnecessary.

Moreover, several prohibitions should be added to insure that
covert actions projects are not undertaken in violation of basic
American principles. For example:

-- Bribery or extortion of foreign officials should be prohibited.
We cannot both foster independent officials and then use their
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independence to our advantage. The bribery scandals at the
beginning of this Administration and those involving the South
Korean CIA and the Congress illustrate that such activities are
seen as improper by the vast majority of American citizens.

--Provocation of violence, demonstrations, strikes or boycotts
should be prohibited. The United States should not be party
to provoking violence in other societies.

Finally, these prohibitions must be absolute in time of peace.
Section 136(a)(3) provides for a Presidential waiver of many of the
prohibitions in section 135 under extraordinary circumstances.
This provision should be stricken from the bill.

S.2525 Should Prohibit Any Paramilitary or Mercenary Activities

A most vital set of prohibitions concerns the limits placed upon
paramilitary activities and the employment of mercenaries.
Section 133(a) retreats from both the Church Committee and the
Pike Committee recommendations by authorizing the assignment of
a civilian U.S. person as a combatant abroad for up to 90 days
upon Presidential approval and indefinitely upon congressional
approval.

The House Committee recommended that "all oaramilitary activities
shall be prohibited except in time of war." The Church Committee
recommended that civilian combatants be handled in the same fashion
as military personnel under the War Powers Act (which requires
Congressional approval within sixty days). The Church Committee
also recommended that the executive branch be prohibited from
conducting any covert military assistance program without "the
explicit prior consent of the intelligence oversight commnittee(s)
of Congress."

We urge that the House recommendation be adopted. The statute
should flatly prohibit the covert employment of paramilitary
activities and military assistance programs in peacetime. The
Church Committee found that of five paramilitary activities studied
only one achieved its objective and that in no instance was
complete secrecy successfully preserved. The Committee's con-
clusion was "the evidence points toward the failure of paramilitary
activity as a technique of covert action." Moreover, para-
military activities have an ominous potential for escalating into
major military commitments. Current Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance informed the Church Comittee that "paramilitary operations
are perhaps unique in that it is more difficult to withdraw from
them, once started, than covert operations."

Section 133 is wholly inadequate. Aside from the authorization
for the use of U.S. persons who arc civilians, it does not in
any way restrict the paid use of foreign nationals or the supply-
ing of weapons and materials, training and assistance for foreign
cobat. As written, this section op:rs the dcor for the use of
paramilitary operations as a mca.ns of circunventing the rectrictions
placed on executive discretion by the War Powers Act.
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If there is but one lesson to be learned from our recent experi-
ences in Indochina and Angola, it is that no U.S. military
commitment should be made without public discussion and commitment
by Congress. Covert civilian paramilitary intervention should
be banned and all military and paramilitary interventions should
be governed by the provisions of the War Powers Act.

Accountability

If covert operations abroad are to be continued, strict standards,
procedures and prohibitions must be reinforced by provisions for
intelligence community'and executive accountability to congress
and the public. Committees other than the intelligence committees
of Congress, individual congressmen-and the general public must all
be able to scrutinize intelligence activities.

Congressional oversight must be broadened. Necessary revisions in
S.2525 include:

(1) The access of legislators to information relating to the
conduct of national intelligence activities should not
be restricted. Certainly, procedures designed to safe-
guard the secrecy of information should be implemented
but they should not include denying congressmen access
to information. In the recent debate over the CIA budget,
some congressmen complained that even the classified
reports which they examined were excerpted. S.2525
should provide for complete access for all congressmen.

(2) All CIA activities should be subject to GAO audit without
the proviso in section 123(e) that the DNI can except
certain funds expended for a particular national intelli-
gence activity.

(3) All committees of Congress should be empowered to order
an audit of any or all CIA activities. The provision
(section 123(b)) requiring intelligence committee clearance
of audit results before release to another committee
should he stricken.

(4) Individual members of the intelligence community faced
with improper or illegal orders of any other evidence
of impropriety should be free to report such information
to any legislator, not merely to a congressional intel-
ligence oversight cornittce as provided for in section
151(j) (3) (A).

The public's right to know should not be neglected. S.2525 can
be amended to strike a better balance bet.'ee'n the need for public
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accountability and secrecy interests. Some changes are:

(1) The total figure for the intelligence budget should be
made public. The minimal threat to the national
security posed by the release of this single figure is
far outweighed by the need to give the public some sense
of how many tax dollars are being spent on intelligence
activities. Moreover, the Constitution probably requires
such disclosure.

(2) S.2525 should prohibit the initiation of civil suits
against persons publishing unclassified or improperly
classified information.

The above recommendations must be incorporated into S.2525 in order
to insure executive accountability for the conduct of national
intelligence activities to both the Congress and the public.

Conclusion

We oppose the authorization of "special activities" and clandestine
collection activities because of the dangers which the conduct
of such activities poses to the constitutional system. If clan-
destine operations abroad are to be authorized then the standards,
procedures and limited restrictions outlined above - a standard
for "special activities" which clearly labels them as exceptional,
strict and explicit standards and procedures for the implementa-
tion of clandestine collection activities, prohibitions on activities
which are contrary to traditional American principles, prohibitions
on paramilitary and mercenary activities - are the minimal safeguards
necessary to protect the democratic decision-making process. The
current provisions of S.2525 dealing with covert .operations abroad
serv'e more to legitimize constitutional abuses than to eliminate
them.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN SHATrUCK, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
OFFICE, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION; AND JERRY
BERMAN, LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, AMERICAN CIVIL LIBER-
TIES UNION
Mr. SHArrUCK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
It is always a great privilege to testify before you, Mr. Chairman,

and particularly here before this committee on an issue of the
highest concern to the ACLU, and I think most would agree to the
entire American public. Reforming our intelligence agencies so
that they operate under the Constitution and in a manner consist-
ent with our system of liberty is one of the greatest challenges that
Congress has ever faced. As you know, there is nothing abstract
about this challenge. It arises out of a disturbing and extensive
record of intelligence activities which many have characterized as
abuses during the last decade. This record shows that the FBI, the
CIA, the NSA and other agencies responded to a period of great
social unrest and turmoil by investigating and in some instances
disrupting the activities of many law abiding American citizens
and organizations.

I think it is fair to say, as the Church committee and many other
observers have concluded, that when these abuses were uncovered,
there was a rather extensive secret form of Government that was
growing in this country. Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee, we are very pleased that under your leadership there are
efforts being made right now to bring this secret government under
control, under legislative control.

We think that one of the first achievements of this committee
and of the Congress in this area was the development of wiretap
legislation to bar all warrantless wiretaps and taps of Americans
who were not suspected of any crimes under a claim of Presidential
inherent power.

We were pleased to be able to work closely with you and with
other members of the Senate and subsequently in the House to
develop the minimal standards that are now in this bill and that
were inserted in this bill as a result of the legislative give and take
in this committee and elsewhere, and we are very hopeful that this
achievement can be a building block for further legislative reforms.

And we have made the achievement of these reforms a matter of
the very highest organizational priority for the ACLU. It is in that
spirit that we appear before you this morning to discuss S. 2525.

Our testimony on this bill, as most of our work on this bill and
on other important legislative intelligence issues, will be presented
by Jerry Berman, our legislative counsel, and whose really prodi-
gious work is a measure of the commitment that we at the ACLU
have made to the intelligence issues that are pending before this
committee.

Mr. Berman has exhaustively analyzed S. 2525 in a lengthy
memorandum that is appended to our prepared testimony. Let me
just point out before turning our presentation over to Mr. Berman
that in attempting to treat all the issues in the bill we have felt
compelled to make some generalizations that may appear to be
harsh. These generalizations are not aimed in any way at impugn-
ing the intentions or the purposes of this committee which we
know we share. We are well aware that the drafting of this legisla-



tion is an enormous task, and we are sure that the committee is
aware that the drafting process has only just begun. And although
we are prepared to discuss the details of S. 2525, we also feel that it
is very important for us to state for the record at the outset our
general conclusion that the bill as it now stands is more of a threat
to civil liberties than it is a reform.

We reached that conclusion reluctantly but firmly at this stage,
and we believe that it is a conclusion that many persons outside of
the intelligence agencies will share unless the bill is redrafted to
address some of the concerns that we will express.

I think our conclusion is based on one central and powerful fact,
and that is that S. 2525 would grant a broad statutory authority to
those intelligence agencies which have always construed their au-
thority broadly. For this reason we have measured the language of
the bill against the dangerous practices, dangerous to civil liberties,
that we believe the bill should restrict or prohibit, and which we
know that the committee has addressed in its deliberations over
the bill.

On this standard, the bill does not measure up to our minimal
expectations and we are therefore opposed to it as it stands. On the
other hand, we are very hopeful that in the months ahead we will
be able to work closely with you, Mr. Chairman, other members of
the committee and your staff to redraft portions of S. 2525 so that
it achieves the purpose that we all want to achieve, and that is to
protect civil liberties as well as national security.

Now, to give you some of the more detailed aspects of our conclu-
sion, let me turn our presentation over to Mr. Berman, who, as I
say, is our premier expert on intelligence matters, in the legislative
area.

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today we want to testify generally on some of the critical issues

raised by this complex legislation to demonstrate that it has truly
enormous consequences for civil liberties in this country. Of course,
we cannot consider every important issue in detail, even in general
terms. The legislation simply covers too much ground. However, as
John Shattuck has mentioned, we have prepared an extensive anal-
ysis in a two-part memorandum for the committee and the staff
that analyzes the legislation in some detail and submit it for the
record and for your consideration. Hopefully, the committee will
react positively to its many recommendations for change in the
charter, and at the end of my testimony, I will try to focus on
where we think we have to go.

Because our remarks are highly critical of the legislation as
drafted, we want to first state in no uncertain terms again, that we
strongly support the work of this committee in attempting to legis-
late controls and restrictions on United States intelligence activi-
ties at home and abroad. Moreover, we stand ready to work with
this committee, its staff, and the Congress to improve this legisla-
tion so that it enhances rather than erodes civil liberties, as we
worked to improve the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act,
S. 1566. On the other hand, we are prepared to put every resource at
our disposal to work actively to defeat any legislation which in the
name of reforming our intelligence agencies and restricting their



activities, unnecessarily enhances their powers at the expense of
constitutional values and democratic principles.

Contrary to the testimony of other witnesses before this commit-
tee, particularly some who were involved in past intelligence activi-
ties which threatened the very foundations of our constitutional
democracy, we believe that S. 2525 would authorize too much,
restrict too little, and fails to prohibit many of the activities that
led to abuse in the past.

As our detailed analysis demonstrates, S. 2525 appears to broadly
authorize intrusive investigations of American citizens, fails to
place adequate controls on certain intrusive investigative tech-
niques, authorizes forms of preventive action tactics, and fails to
prohibit some of the intelligence activities which the public record
demonstrates are especially threatening to civil liberties. The
policy assumption underlying such authorizations must be closely
examined.

S. 2525 reflects a policy choice, a public policy decision about how
counterintelligence and foreign intelligence activities should be
conducted in the United States. Because basic civil rights and
constitutional questions are at stake, policy assumptions as to ex-
actly what is required to adequately protect the Nation from for-
eign threats and advance our national defense and foreign policy
aims must be closely examined. Just as the courts require when
balancing interests in the first amendment area, we must ask
whether the Government's interest is compelling and whether less
intrusive means would suffice. Today we will argue that this legis-
lation may be premised on a policy choice which imperils civil
liberties.

S. 2525 is represented as a foreign intelligence bill, and yet title
II broadly authorizes intelligence agencies to investigate Americans
to detect and counter foreign threats. It permits foreign intelli-
gence to be directed both at foreign threats and at Americans at
home not engaged in crime.

While we are not experts in counterintelligence, we have exhaus-
tively reviewed the record of the Church committee on this issue.
Traditional counterintelligence, as described in the "Committee's
Final Report, Book I," showed the FBI counterintelligence branch
to be separate from the internal security branch. It focused on
targeting hostile governments, hostile intelligence services, and
other foreign threats for investigation and surveillance. Citizens
were only targeted when their involvement in hostile foreign activ-
ities was established. The CIA had the same focus.

As described in the report:
The more traditional CIA policy has been to monitor hostile intelligence services

and then, only if it thereby learns of their involvement with particular Americans,
to investigate those Americans abroad or request an inquiry here. Generally, CIA
has not tried to work backward from a surveillance of traveling Americans who
seemed likely prospects in order to see what kinds of connections could be found.

The other approach described by one CIA official as the most
efficient approach is for intelligence services to "watch their citi-
zens to see what they are doing." To be even more systematic, the
"way to look for foreign direction is to start at both ends of the
suspected connection."



We submit that title II, with its minimal standards for targeting
Americans and resident aliens for intrusive investigation, and its
collateral grants of authority to the agencies to investigate citizens
based on virtually any foreign contact or as possible targets or
objects of recruitment or even as potential sources of assistance
appears to adopt the other more dangerous approach.

It is troubling that this policy is embodied in S. 2525 in the face
of the Church committee record that this very approach was used
by the CIA in conducting Operation CHAOS. According to the
report:

CHAOS sought to sift through the leaders and more active segments of domestic
protest movements in order to learn of travel and other foreign contacts and then to
investigate the possibility that those Americans were supported or controlled by
foreign powers.

In other words, Operation CHAOS worked backwards. And so did
the FBI in conducting its New Left investigations of the antiwar
movement. The efficacy of this approach, which attempts to prove
a negative, is open to question. That it is very sweeping and intru-
sive is not. It requires many investigations and many files. As
Richard Ober, formerly at the CIA, testified:

To respond with any degree of knowledge as to whether there is significant
foreign involvement in a group, a large number of people, one has to know whether
each and every one of those persons has any connection. And having checked many,
many names and coming up with no significant connections, one can say with some
degree of confidence that there is no significant involvement, foreign involvement
with that group of individuals. But if one does not check the names, one has no way
of evaluating that, without a controlled penetration agent of the FBI by that group,
or a control penetration agent of the KGB abroad who works on the desk which
deals with these matters through us.

This policy, to direct agents to "check the names" is manifest in
S. 2525. As our detailed analysis demonstrates, S. 2525 authorizes a
broad array of intelligence activities which could permit the agen-
cies to investigate and attack "both ends of the suspected foreign
connection." The scheme could be devastating for civil liberties in a
time of social crisis.

First, the draft legislation authorizes intrusive investigations of
citizens and resident aliens for counterintelligence, counterterror-
ism, and foreign intelligence purposes without strict reasonable
suspicion of crime, in violation of the fundamental principle that
law abiding citizens and persons are entitled to be free from gov-
ernment intrusion into their lives. Furthermore, it authorizes a
number of other investigations which we have mentioned without a
clear criminal nexus. Although limited to relatively less intrusive
techniques, these investigations nevertheless permit extensive dos-
sier building of Americans in this country. All of these investiga-
tions threaten first amendment rights

The array of investigative techniques placed at the disposal of
the agencies in S. 2525 is formidable. It authorizes pretext inter-
views, checks with confidential sources, physical surveillance, in-
spection of all the central files of any Federal agency, photographic
surveillance, and checks of all law enforcement and intelligence
files. These are the less intrusive techniques in the bill. With only
a reasonable belief based on information and not specific and artic-
ulable facts that a person is engaged in activity which may involve
any crime, including conspiracy with foreign connections, more
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intrusive techniques may be employed, including around-the-clock
physical surveillance, systematic inspection of mail covers, exami-
nation of all public and private bank, health, tax, employment,
credit, and other confidential records in the possession of any
agency, and infiltration by informers. Although the public record
establishes that most of these techniques are as intrusive as or are
analogous to techniques that require a warrant, S. 2525 would not
adequately check Executive discretion by placing any outside check
on that discretion.

In the name of reform, S. 2525, albeit with a restriction of a
judicial warrant requirement, would authorize multiple physical
searches, physical searches by surreptitious entry, and wholesale
mail opening in violation of fourth amendment requirements.
These provisions legitimize techniques heretofore assumed to be
illegal.

Most distressing, S. 2525 authorizes some forms of preventive
action. We interpret these provisions to permit intelligence agen-
cies to violate the law and engage in some COINTELPRO type
activities.

Most, if not all, of the prohibitions in the draft charter have
exceptions which come close to swallowing the rule. For example,
intelligence agencies could not investigate any U.S. person solely
because he or she is exercising constitutional rights, but the
breadth of authorized investigations renders the prohibition almost
meaningless. Even traditional prohibitions are abandoned. For ex-
ample, S. 2525 gives the CIA broad authority to conduct activities
in the United States wisely prohibited by current law, including
traditional law enforcement and internal security functions.

The practical effect of these authorizations could be read to
permit many of the abuses documented in the Church report.
Based on our detailed analysis, we believe that although it certain-
ly is not the intent of the drafters, this legislation, in a time of
social crisis, under a very different administration, or if it had been
the law or the law at the time, would legitimize such programs as
operation CHAOS, the CIA program to determine the possible for-
eign connections of the antiwar movement; Operations MERRI
MAC and RESISTANCE, the CIA programs to protect its installa-
tions from physical threat; the FBI investigation of Martin Luther
King, Jr., for conspiring with two Communist associates who the
FBI would have reasonably believed to be engaged in clandestine
intelligence activity involving possible violation of the Smith Act;
the FBI's COINTEL program to discredit Dr. Martin Luther King,
by disseminating derogatory information about his private life,
perhaps not to the press, but to civil rights organizations, perhaps
radical organizations, ostensibly to prevent violence, and not solely
because of his first amendment activities; and the FBI's COINTEL
operations against the Communist Party U.S.A., the Ku Klux
Klan, the Black Panther Party, and elements of the New Left
believed to be engaged in sabotage and international terrorism on
behalf of Hanoi.

Of course, we are giving a broad reading to these authorizations
in the legislation and downplaying the possible salutary role of the
reporting and oversight mechanisms in the bill. While we know
that the committee does not intend to authorize but rather to



prohibit the abuses of the past, we are all aware that intelligence
agencies, especially in times of crisis, read even narrow authoriza-
tions broadly. When broad authorizations are granted by statute,
the danger that they will be construed in a way that undermines
constitutional rights becomes particularly acute.

We would rather put our trust in strict criminal standards and
clear prohibitions, neither of which are sufficiently contained in
this legislation. While S. 2525 is a marked improvement over the
Executive order issued by President Carter in January, S. 2525 as
drafted retreats substantially from some of the recommendations of
the Church committee and could begin to erode certain constitu-
tional principles.

We urge this committee to determine whether faced with foreign
threats of espionage and international terrorism as they really
exist, the broad authorizations in this bill are necessary. The agen-
cies assert that they are and even that the bill is far too restrictive.
We suspect they are not. These hearings can elevate debate on this
issue above the level of this kind of assertion and unexamined
assumptions by requiring the agencies to substantiate their needs
on the public record as this committee did in finally getting the
Justice Department to ask why they couldn't operate under a
criminal standard in the wiretap bill. They responded with hypo-
thetical cases to show the need for a noncriminal standard. After
looking at those hypotheticals, this committee and the Judiciary
Committee and the Congress decided that a criminal standard was
feasible.

Only if we do this, can the validity of the policy and possible
alternatives to it be intelligently determined. Otherwise, we fear
that this committee, the Congress and the public are being asked to
endorse a fundamental policy assumption with possible serious and
dangerous consequences without a public record to support it.

Our comments today are critical, but not of this effort by this
committee to find a way to frame a rational intelligence system
into law without sacrificing our civil liberties. If proper standards,
procedures, and prohibitions are incorporated in this legislation,
both national security and civil liberties can be protected.

We certainly do not want to continue with rule by inherent
power and Executive order. We have stated time and again that
Executive orders cannot place our constitutional liberties on a firm
foundation since they are subject to change at any moment. But we
are also guided by a corollary in thinking about the charters. We
would oppose a broadly permissive statute since it offers even less
protection for civil liberties, for unlike a flexible Executive order, a
statute is far more difficult to alter.

Therefore, in the coming months, if we are going to work on this
legislation and make a good faith effort to turn this legislation into
a serious reform effort from our point of view, we would like to
propose to work with this committee on five particular areas. We
would like to see reflected in this bill a criminal standard that
reflects the Terry v. Ohio standard discussed in the Church commit-
tee, and a standard which is carefully calibrated to include some
reasonable suspicion of crime for the other less intrusive investiga-
tions, for example, recruitment, source and target, that are in the
charter now.



Also we would like to work on warrant requirements. While the
procedures for less intrusive techniques in general, requiring Attor-
ney General approval, are important landmarks in the legislation,
we believe that certain of these techniques must be subjected to a
warrant requirement because they are as intrusive and perhaps
more intrusive in some cases than wiretapping or other warrant
techniques. We refer to penetration of informants into organiza-
tions, which is in our mind a walking, talking form of bug which-
unlike a telephone-interferes in the legitimate activities of organi-
zations. We would like to see some warrant requirement protecting
national security interests but which would guarantee that there
was some check on the broad private records checks and investiga-
tions that are permitted in the legislation. And we would also like
to see mail covers, by analogy to pen registers which are included
under S. 1566, covered by a warrant in this legislation.

Under title III, we have to object to the way that you drafted the
mail and surreptitious entry warrant requirements to reflect the
same standard in the wiretapping legislation. You are talking
about, I think, a serious departure from the fourth amendment. We
are talking about multiple mail openings, not particularized mail
openings required by Constitution. Under current law you have to
follow traditional law enforcement procedures and have probable
cause of a crime. You know that we have slipped that standard in
the wiretap area. Here, we are talking about surreptitious entries,
multiple surreptitious entries, or multiple mail openings, not a
particular search for a particular thing and without notice. Under
traditional law, we require notice, except in extraordinary circum-
stances, and probable cause of a crime. Under title III, only reason-
able suspicion of engaging in clandestine intelligence activities is
sufficient.

However, while we would just simply oppose these two authoriza-
tions as drafted, we would work on the surreptitious entry provi-
sions seriously with this committee if it were interpreted to include
forms of infiltration of organizations by informants which can be
defined as a form of, over a period of time, multiple surreptitious
searches or ongoing searches of an organization.

Third, we have got to really go back and redraft these preventive
action provisions in the bill. Section 242, allowing dissemination of
information, for some purposes, to prevent acts of violence is just
vaguely drafted. Section 243, which permits intelligence agents to
break the law to prevent violence, is unprecedented in our judicial
system and legal system, and while it requires Attorney General
approval and it cannot involve violence, we can read out a parade
of horribles for you which are possible under this section without
careful redrafting to narrow preventive action to what we think at
this point should be traditional methods already available to law
enforcement-arrest, warnings, defusing of weapons. You will have
informants in terrorist organizations. You can stop an act from
occurring.

Fourth, we want to deal with the broad authorization for the
Central Intelligence Agency to operate at home. Clearly this bill
departs from the 1947 act which prohibited the CIA from conduct-
ing activities in this country. This legislation says except as author-
ized in this legislation. Title IV, the entity charter for the CIA, in



violation of the wise policy that restricted this inherently secret
organization, more insulated from accountability than other law
enforcement and intelligence agencies such as the FBI to oper-
ations abroad, authorizes the CIA to operate in this country, to
conduct counterintelligence investigations, related, integrally relat-
ed to their mission abroad. That can involve many investigations of
Americans in this country by the CIA.

The collateral investigations permit any entity to conduct source,
recruitment and other investigations in this country, and CIA
source investigations are prohibited by law as the Weissman deci-
sion has already decided. The charter would overturn Weissman
and allow the CIA to operate here. We would like to see the FBI
responsible for all counterintelligence responsibilities in this
country.

Fifth, we want to focus on the spillback from title I of the
Charter. Title I of the Charter authorizes covert operations, and we
of course at the ACLU have called for a total ban on covert actions
abroad. They are unnecessary, unreasonable, not in the interests of
national security, and dangerous to our human rights position
abroad. But we think that we probably have lost this argument.
Thus we must press for more careful restrictions in title I.

For example, the restrictions on the use of American institutions
at home just simply do not go far enough. There is the spillover
effect of covert operations into unconsenting organizations in this
country. Congress may want to authorize covert operations, but
this bill only places restrictions on covert use of certain first
amendment organizations, we are calling them that-the press, the
media, journalists, and academic institutions. The restrictions are
not sufficient even in these areas. But wholly left out from the
protections of this bill are other first amendment institutions
which would include the American Civil Liberties Union, for
example.

Under this title, the Central Intelligence Agency, could under
cover, pretend to work with Roger Baldwin who at the ACLU is
concerned with international human rights all over the world. The
CIA could infiltrate the American Civil Liberties Union for pur-
poses of operational service abroad.

Maintaining that cover and representing that they are members
or officials of the American Civil Liberties Union abroad, they
could engage in recruitment practices for espionage and for covert
operations which are in direct violation of the nonpartisan nature
of our organization and our own principles. Further title IV per-
mits the CIA, notwithstanding any other law, except as described
in this title, to maintain that cover, which means they could break
the law in some ways-we can't even understand the total dimen-
sions of what that authorization means.

Now, in 1967, the Katzenbach committee, after disclosure that
the CIA was financing the National Student Association and other
public organizations, determined that there should be no financial
or other support of any public charity organization which could be
defined as any organization under section 501(c) (3) or (4) of the
Internal Revenue Code. That restriction is in place, as we under-
stand it, but by a broad reading or even on the face reading of the
authorization in title IV, we believe this restriction would be over-



ruled, and that the CIA could, for example, provide financial sup-
port to get an agent into the ACLU in order to provide cover for
himself, and then operate as the ACLU abroad or as part of other
public institutions, media, and religious organizations which are
specially protected.

Now, one of the problems is that participation is defined so that
an agent is not to influence the lawful activities of an organization.
But our integrity and our independence are based on being able to
control the activities of our organization, and this undisclosed par-
ticipation could take it away. Moreover, participation is influence.
It similarly would be influence to participate on the staff of a
Congressman or a Senator in order to prepare for operations
abroad and to interfere by making policy decisions with staff. It is
to be involved in the lawful activities of that institution in viola-
tion of its first amendment rights.

Even the CIA recognizes this and the charter on behalf of the
CIA restricts undisclosed and unpermitted uses of the name "CIA"
in title IV. It proposes a criminal penalty for any organization or
any institution or any person who uses the name of the Central
Intelligence Agency and represents that it is the Central Intelli-
gence Agency, for any activity. That is a libel on the Central
Intelligence Agency, dangerous to it. But in the same breath this
charter says that the CIA can engage in undisclosed participation
in the American Civil Liberties Union and operate abroad against
the principles which we are recommending in this charter. That is
the spillover effect of parts of this charter, and these are serious
issues, and they have not been adequately addressed.

In conclusion, we have looked at this draft legislation
exhaustively. We are prepared to work with this committee, but
some of these issues must be addressed more seriously by this
committee or we are moving in the wrong direction with intelli-
gence reform.

Thank you very much. I am open to your questions.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you, Mr. Berman.
Mr. Silberman, should I say, Mr. Ambassador, do you want to

proceed now and then we will have questions directed at all of you?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Silberman, entitled "Testimony

on Electronic Surveillance for National Security Purposes" before
the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to express my views
on bills before this committee dealing with procedures governing
electronic surveillance for national security purposes. As a former
deputy attorney general and former ambassador, I have had exten-
sive opportunity to consider the nature of the problems with
which this committee is grappling.

Indeed, it was Attorney General Saxbe, under whom I served, who
initiated a process which has, in truth, led to this committee's pro-
ceedings. Although it is not generally known, in the fall of 1974
Attorney General Saxbe refused to approve any further national
security electronic surveillance that required the attorney general's
sanction unless and until the President issued an order which de-
lineated the attorney general's authority and articulated guidelines
for the exercise of that authority. Saxbe was, thus, the first attor-
ney general to assert the need for a written conceptual framework
governing national security electronic surveillances.
Laurence 11. Silberman, former undersecretary of labor, deputy attorney gen-
eral of the United States, and U.S. ambassador to Yugoslavia, is senior fellow
at the American Enterprise Institute and counsel to the law firm of Dewey,
Ballantine, Bushby, Palmer & Wood.



As you might imagine, Saxbe's action precipitated a hasty effort
on the part of the administration to draft such an order-an effort
in which I was deeply involved. The executive order that followed
was subsequently superseded by a new executive order, publicly
issued in 1976, which reflected continuing experience. However, a
good deal of the language in various bills before this committee
has as its genesis the initial executive order issued by President
Ford.

Moreover, as acting attorney general in the winter of 1975, I had
the unpleasant duty to examine the official and confidential files
of the FBI, the existence of which had just been disclosed by the
press. These files revealed-to my never to be forgotten shock-
abundant examples, stretching back through Roosevelt's adminis-
tration, of misuse of the President's national security authority to
engage in electronic surveillance. Most, if not all of this, has be-
come publicly known by virtue of subsequent congressional inves-
tigations.

Finally, as acting attorney general-albeit for a short time-I did
make some determinations as to whether or not to authorize elec-
tronic surveillance for national security purposes.

After having thought a good deal about the problems this commit-
tee is addressing, I firmly believe the egregious abuses of the past
will almost certainly not occur whether or not the Congress legis-
lates on this subject. I am convinced that the single most impor-
tant deterrent to executive branch malfeasance is the prospect of
subsequent disclosure. The extensive publicity, and accompanying
criticism, which previous administrations, as well as the law en-
forcement and intelligence bureaucracies, have recently suffered
will effectively deter serious future abuses of national security
electronic surveillance. That is not to say that I believe legislation
to be inappropriate; I simply wish to put the scope of the problem
in perspective.

Much of the discussion about this kind of electronic surveillance
has assumed that the interests at stake are only the privacy of in-
dividuals on the one hand, and the protection of national security
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on the other. The question of the appropriate distribution of
power and authority within our government has not, in my judg-
ment, been given the explicit attention it deserves. I hasten to say
that I find the notion that the President's constitutional authority
to conduct foreign affairs and to command the armed forces pre-
cludes congressional intervention into the manner by which the
executive branch gathers intelligence-by electronic or other means
-to be unpersuasive. But to concede the propriety of a congres-
sional role in this matter is by no means-and this is the burden of
my testimony-to concede the propriety or constitutionality of
the judicial role created by the administration's bill [Hfl.R. 7308].

Since I believe the judiciary's role in national security electronic
surveillance should be circumscribed, I strongly support the general
thrust of Congressman McClory's bill [H.R. 9745]. That bill limits
executive authority to engage in electronic surveillance generally
to those situations in which the administration's bill authorizes
electronic surveillance. But it relies on senior officials in the execu-
tive branch-reporting regularly to Congress-to comply with its
commands without providing for judicial intervention.

I have no doubt that Congressman McClory's bill would amply
protect against future executive branch abuses of power. H.R. 9745
sets forth tough substantive and procedural standards (indeed, in
some respects I think too restrictive), but most importantly that
bill, would fix record responsibility on senior executive branch
officials, the President, and his political appointees, who, when
they act, would surely be aware of the likelihood of future expo-
sure if they should be tempted-as in the past-to direct surveil-
lance at the wrong people for the wrong reasons.

But would not prior judicial approval ensure greater protection?
Phillip Lacovara, in an excellent 1976 article, argued that prior
judicial approval will force articulation "of the reasons for a pro-
posed search in language that will be convincing beyond the circle
of the President's immediate advisors."I Perhaps. And perhaps that
is a mixed blessing. Under the administration's bill, the President
and his senior advisors are not likely to pay very close attention to
questions of electronic surveillance for national security purposes.



The presurveillance judicial warrant requirement will permit senior
executive branch officials to avoid the degree of responsibility
which Congressman McClory's bill would place upon them. The
greater the authority given to the courts in this area, the less the
responsibility exercised by the executive branch. When in doubt
their posture will surely be: Try for the warrant.

As Mr. Lacovara's article implies, the real issue presented by the
bills before this committee is: Should executive power be further
reduced, and, if so, which branch of government should gain at the
executive's expense? If one believes, as I do, that the so-called im-
perial Presidency was actually in decline almost from the time it
was discovered (in some respects, the most recent executive abuses
were actually precipitated by that decline), and that today the
chief threat to American democracy is the.imperial judiciary, one
views any new delegation to the judiciary with apprehension.

Many of those who have opposed presurveillance warrants have
argued that the judiciary is incapable of making the kinds of policy
judgments necessary in gathering intelligence or conducting foreign
policy. I do not make that argument. Unfortunately, judges are all
too capable of these functions. As Justice Powell said in the Keith
case, responding to a similar argument concerning internal security,
"We cannot accept the government's argument that internal secu-
rity matters are too subtle and complex for judicial evaluation.
Courts regularly deal with the most difficult issues of our society"
[emphasis added] .2 Although I have the greatest respect for Jus-
tice Powell and I reluctantly agree with the holding in Keith (en-
suring domestic security can come too close to repressing domestic
dissent), 1, nevertheless, find Justice Powell's off-handed observa-
tion terribly sad. Courts do, in truth, deal regularly with many of
the most difficult issues in our society-but they should not. They
are, it will be recalled, not responsive to the democratic political
processes, and the most difficult issues are political.

Not surprisingly, Judge Wright in the Zweibon3 case seized upon
Justice Powell's unfortunate language to make the same argument
in the national security field: that judges are perfectly capable of
employing that "analytical ability or sensitivity of foreign affairs



necessary to evaluate-recommendations"-for electronic surveil-
lance. Indeed, Judge Wright went further to assert that judges were
even better equipped than attorneys general to make such determi-
nations; the attorney general, according to Judge Wright, is chosen
only for his "ability as a lawyer rather than as a diplomat," and
attorneys general have not gained much tenure in recent years,
whereas "a federal judge has lifetime tenure and could presumably
develop an expertise in the field of foreign affairs if consistently
resorted to for authorizations for foreign security wiretaps." 4

Since Judge Wright places no apparent value on political account-
ability-attorneys general after all are responsible to elected Presi-
dents-he might as easily suggest the judiciary take over all foreign
affairs responsibilities to balance their increasing dominance of
domestic affairs.

But it is not just greater expertise which Judge Wright offers us in
behalf of the federal judiciary. In contrast to the executive branch,
Judge Wright (and others) contend that judges bring to the task of
balancing national security interests against individual privacy
claims a "neutral and detached attitude." Detached from political
accountability, yes; neutral-hardly. It is particularly ironic that
probably the most activist judge, speaking on the behalf of the
most activist federal appeals court in the United States, would
make that claim. Few American legal scholars whether or not in
sympathy with decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia would deny that the court has over recent
years ranged as far as any court from what Professor Wechsler of
Columbia calls neutral principles. 5 I don't mean to criticize thi
court; I do mean to make the point that the judiciary is neither
theoretically nor actually more neutral than the executive, or for
that matter the Congress, in reaching answers to the difficult ques-
tions which national security electronic surveillance presents. It
can as easily be argued that the judiciary will overweigh the inter-
ests of individual privacy claims-it is, after all, the protection of
those claims on which judicial authority is based-as it can be
argued that the executive will unduly emphasize national security.
And since judges are not politically responsibile, there is no self-
correcting mechanism to remedy their abuses of power.



The appropriate institution to oversee the President's use of elec-
tronic surveillance for national security purposes is the Congress.
The crucial distinction between Congressman McClory's bill and
the administration's is that the former implies-indeed, virtually
guarantees-continued congressional oversight of required proce-
dures and substantive standards, whereas the administration's bill
would delegate all of that authority to the judiciary. H.R. 7308 is
cut from a familiar pattern; Congress once again would act as a
conveyor belt, transferring authority from both the executive and
itself to the judiciary, under the illusion that it is Congress which
is asserting authority. But, once the magic wand of a presurveillance
judicial warrant is invoked, Congress will surely abdicate any re-
sponsibility for continuing oversight.

Although I am generally concerned about the growth of judichd
power at the expense of both congressional and Presidential au-
thority, I maintain that the administration's bill, if passed, would
be a particularly unfortunate addition to this trend.

As Congressman McClory put it in his opening statement, the sub-
ject matter is so closely tied to national security policy formula-
tion as to be inappropriately put to the judiciary. The scope of
judicial review for targeted U.S. persons under the administration
bill clearly propels the judiciary into policy determinations of
breathtaking scope.

For instance, in reviewing whether the executive's determination is
"clearly erroneous" as to whether the information sought is
"foreign intelligence information," the courts will be invited, in-
deed obligated, to consider the following: What information is
necessary to protect the United States against attack or other grave
hostile acts (which implies authority to determine which foreign
countries are hostile to the United States)? and, What information,
with respect to a foreign power, is deemed essential to the defense
of the nation or the successful conduct of foreign affairs (which
implies authority to determine what is the successful conduct of
foreign affairs)? Prior judicial determinations on these staggeringly
broad questions would presumably be binding on the executive
even where the target is a non-U.S. person. Truly, under the ad-



ministration's bill, Judge Wright might get what appears to be his
wish: the judiciary could gain the opportunity decisively to influ-
ence the foreign policy of the United States.

But, even if judicial review of these substantive policy issues under
the clearly erroneous test were eliminated, I would oppose any
prior judicial scrutiny of this kind of electronic surveillance even
for the purpose of determining factual probable cause. In the first
place, I doubt whether the judiciary can be held to the limitations
of the probable cause standard of the Ford administration's bill.
We have seen too many recent examples of legislation which grants
the judiciary authority only to ensure executive branch procedural
regularity. Invariably, under such legislation, the courts reach-as
they did in the environmental field-for substantive review author-
ity as well.

Moreover, despite the efforts of draftsmen 'to cast both the Ford
and the Carter bills in terms of criminal activity, much of the
foreign intelligence information is not sought for criminal law pur-
poses. Even where the activity surveyed might be criminal in
nature, the executive often chooses not to prosecute. That is why
electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes is so funda-
mentally different from that employed to attack domestic crime.
And it is also why the traditional prior judicial scrutiny for domes-
tic wiretaps is so clearly inappropriate here. In fact, the criminal
law "probable cause" standard has been artificially engrafted onto
executive intelligence gathering for the sole purpose of granting
authority to the judiciary.

The administration's bill would limit jurisdiction to seven "super-
judges" appointed by the Chief Justice. This interesting device was
chosen, I assume, to counter concerns for maintaining security as
well as to develop judicial expertise in foreign affairs. But I find it
troubling. Is the Chief Justice to appoint only those judges he be-
lieves to be "sound" on national security matters? Should he ex-
clude from his select group judges like Judge Gibbons of the third
circuit who has already expressed a view in the Butenko6 case that
the Vienna Convention may limit certain activities respecting
foreign embassies? The need for this special device suggests Ihe im-



propriety of the entire delegation to the judiciary; when matters
cannot be entrusted to any federal judge they should be entrusted
to no federal judge.

Even more troubling is the secrecy with which judicial delibera-
tions are to be encased. As I have emphasized, judges are not
elected; the legitimacy of their actions, therefore, depends-even
more than do actions taken by either the executive or the legisla-
tive branches-on public decision making. To be sure, aspects of
the judicial process have traditionally been kept from the public;
various hearings in camera and even the applications for warrants
in domestic criminal proceedings fall within that category. But-
and it is a big but-normally that part of a judicial proceeding
hidden from the public is ancillary to a public trial; a criminal
search warrant application will be part of an investigative proceed-
ing which, since probable cause is shown, will probably lead to a
criminal trial (the target of Title III wiretaps are subsequently noti-
fied). Here, on the other hand, virtually an entire phase of judicial
activity will go underground. Those of us not in government will
never know how the judiciary exercises the supervisory authority
over national intelligence gathering which the administration bill
grants it. This consideration, in my view, also weighs against pre-
surveillance judicial warrants.

Finally, I should like to question explicitly the constitutionality of
the administration bill. First, it denies any inherent authority on
the part of the executive to conduct warrantless electronic surveil-
lance, despite the fact that the Supreme Court has specifically re-
served that question and a number of appeals courts have held that
it exists (U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia is an
exception). Among those who have found inherent executive au-
thority is the 5th Circuit. Judge Bell writing for this court in 1973
said, "Restrictions upon the President's power which are appro-
priate in cases of domestic security become artificial in the con-
text in the international sphere" 7 (apparently where Judge Bell
stands depends on where he sits).

The Ford -administration bill, at least, wisely recognized that if
such inherent power existed-inherent meaning beyond congres-



sional control-it would probably be invoked in circumstances not
specifically contemplated by proposed legislation. Therefore, the
Ford administration bill contained a reservation for this executive
authority which is probably constitutionally compelling. To have
said, as did the Senate Judiciary Committee's report, that the
Carter administration bill resolves this constitutional question by
simply denying the existence of any inherent executive authority
is folly. If this constitutional authority exists, and I believe it does,
Congress cannot legislatively repeal it.

Moreover, I have serious doubts as to the constitutionality of the
judiciary's role in the administration bill. Although I have not had
an opportunity to research the question exhaustively (nor for that
matter as far as I can determine has the Justice Department), I
question whether the courts can accept authority to make deter-
minations required by the administration bill.

The task of the judiciary under this legislation seems much closer
to rendering the traditionally prohibited advisory opinion than to
the constitutionally sound adjudication of cases and controversies.
Although it is true that judges have traditionally issued search war-
rants ex parte, they have done so as part of a criminal investigation
process which, for the most part, leads to a trial, a traditional ad-
versary proceeding. Here, however, as I have already indicated, it is
more likely that the warrant will be issued to gain information for
entirely different purposes, not traditionally the business of judi-
ciary. Of course, the broader the scope of judicial inquiry into
executive determinations as to the need for information sought
through electronic surveillance, the more dubious the constitution-
ality; the court is brought further and further away from its tradi-
tional responsibilities. For that reason the "clearly erroneous"
standard in the administration bill is surely the most constitution-
ally vulnerable aspect of that legislation.
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STATEMENT OF AMBASSADOR LAURENCE H. SILBERMAN,
SENIOR FELLOW, AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE, AND
OF COUNSEL, DEWEY, BALLANTINE, BUSHBY, PALMER &
WOOD
Mr. SILBERMAN. Of course, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, my testimony today juxtaposed with my col-

leagues beside me, reminds me of the proverbial two persons who
look at the glass, one seeing it half full and the other half empty.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on this enormously impor-
tant bill. I have been asked to direct my testimony to titles II and
III, and I shall do so, but I wish also to comment on certain
provisions of title I which trouble me.

I have already testified before the House Intelligence Committee
as to my objections to the bulk of title III which incorporates the
bill the Senate has already passed covering electronic surveillance
for foreign intelligence purposes. I have brought today reprints of
that testimony.

My objections to the role that earlier bill confers upon the judici-
ary extend to those portions of title III in this bill which reach
beyond electronic surveillance and which raise similar policy
issues. Thus, I believe any authority to conduct mail opening or
physical intrusions should be framed in terms similar to Congress-
man McClory's approach in the House with respect to electronic
surveillance.

Turning to title II, I have a general objection to the underlying
premise of this title, that is, Congress should legislate in excruciat-
ing detail to either authorize or prohibit virtually every conceiv-
able activity in the area of intelligence or counterintelligence
which touches U.S. persons and, should further provide detailed
guidance as to the priority and duration of intelligence and coun-
terintelligence techniques.

I would doubt the wisdom of this premise even if I agreed with
the hyperbolic finding in section 202(2), that the draftsmen used to
justify such detailed regulation.

I do agree that the Attorney General must play a direct role in
the supervision of the operations of intelligence and counterintelli-
gence vis-a-vis U.S. persons and also supervise all phases of FBI
activity. But that supervision should focus on policy and cannot
meaningfully extend to the approval of every single target of sur-
veillance, every technique utilized, and the enforcement of arbi-
trary time limits. Nor do I believe that it is possible to so carefully
fine tune and prioritize methods of collection of information as is
required in sections 215, 216, and 217. Indeed, written findings
required in section 217 will become, I suspect, routinized and mean-
ingless.

Second, the threshold test for initiating any counterintelligence
activity is in my view tied too closely to a violation of U.S. criminal
law. As others who have testified before this committee have
pointed out, the fact that a group has not yet crossed the line
between legal activity and criminal conduct should not forbid the
FBI from collecting any information concerning that group if it can
reasonably be expected that they may cross the line. And I recog-
nize this is a very difficult area. I have a similar concern as to the
threshold test for foreign intelligence activity in section 214. That



is not to say, of course, that disruptive tactics such as practiced by
the FBI under the COINTEL program should be permitted. But I
do not believe that mere collection of information or, indeed, pas-
sive surveillance, should be subject to the limitations in your bill.

Perhaps the most troubling aspect of title II, in my judgment, is
the almost casual and wholesale delegation to the judiciary in
section 253(a)(2) to enforce and interpret much of titles I and II,
and the consequent blizzard of litigation which I foresee upon the
passage of this act. I have already expressed my concern about
propelling the judiciary into the business of foreign policy in the
intelligence and counterintelligence fields with respect to the wire-
tapping bill, again, the reprint of my testimony, but section 253
would significantly compound the problem. There are scores of
standards in this bill which will be grist for the judicial mill. What
will the courts conclude to be the least intrusive techniques? What
constitutes reasonable belief that a person is engaged in clandes-
tine intelligence activity or is engaging in an official capacity for a
foreign power? How many different judicial views will we have as
to when it is necessary to collect information concerning an organi-
zation, section 244(c), and how will the courts interpret a prohibi-
tion against influencing lawful activities of such organizations? In
that regard, is it possible for an informant to avoid, in some re-
spects, affecting the lawful activities of an organization without
revealing his identity, his or her?

Although I appreciate the committee's efforts to provide a good-
faith defense for individuals, I wonder whether section 253(b)(2)
will sufficiently insulate senior officials in the Government, par-
ticularly the Attorney General, from the prospect of suffering sub-
stantial personal expense in defending himself or herself against
lawsuits. In this respect, I understand the last Attorney General
has been obliged to assume enormous costs, in the thousands of
dollars, to defend himself in lawsuits, just the legal fees.

In sum, title II, in my judgment, is much too expansive an
encroachment into executive authority to protect the country's
national security, an intrusion on the part of both the Congress
and the judiciary, but more importantly, the latter.

There are a number of provisions in title I which I find trou-
bling, but I should like to specifically call attention to several. I do
not believe that it is wise or appropriate for the Congress to legisla-
tively limit the classes of Americans who for compensation aid the
intelligence community. Section 132 seems to me to have as its
operative philosophic premise that certain groups in our society
have superior moral status, some refer to them, as Mr. Berman
referred to them, as first amendment people or first amendment
organizations, but actually the first amendment covers everyone,
and thus should, by law, be insulated from even voluntarily agree-
ing to aid American intelligence. As I read that section, the Con-
gress would be saying in effect that it is perfectly all right for the
intelligence community to recruit doctors, lawyers, businessmen,
and housewives, but newspapermen, including even those like
myself who regularly contribute to newspapers and magazines,
academics, and, I suppose to emphasize the moral superiority of
this class, some might refer to it as the new class, those engaging
in a full-time religious vocation are restricted resources.



Whatever might be wise policy on the part of the intelligence
community-and there are good reasons not to recruit newspaper-
men-I thoroughly disagree with these legislative restrictions. Iron-
ically, most nations around the world won't believe they will be
honored in any event so their primary purpose seems to me to be a
domestic political impact, and that I believe to be unfortunate.

I further disagree with the legislative prohibitions against special
activities, in part because the terms used there are undefinable.
How would one define democratic governments for purposes of this
act, torture, and mass destruction of property, and perhaps most
puzzling, human rights? The last term is of enormous philosophic
and ideological importance, but I do not see how it can be used in
the statute as a term of law. I suspect the delegation to the director
to formulate regulations interpreting these terms is placed in the
bill because the Senate couldn't interpret them themselves.

I do not mean to suggest that no bill is appropriate-a bill which
provides legislative authority for intelligence and counterintelli-
gence activities surely is needed. My view, however, is that it
should not be so comprehensive and restrictive. It would be suffi-
cient to set forth- general policy to be complemented by the existing
Executive order. A few statutory prohibitions might also be appro-
priate but I would wish the Congress in the main to rely on a
system of executive branch reporting to the intelligence commit-
tees to insure conformance with both general guidance and specific
prohibitions.

In truth, the bill, particularly titles II and III, as now drafted is a
platform for massive judicial intervention and thus, in my judg-
ment, constitutes congressional abdication of much responsibility
for continuing oversight.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Silberman.
I appreciate very much all of you taking the time to give us your

thoughts. Certainly, whether the glass is half full or half empty,
you certainly approached this problem that confronts us from dif-
ferent perspectives.

Ambassador Silberman, you seem to have one of your major
concerns directed at what is the linchpin of our legislation in many
respects, trying to find a way in which these critical decisions as
far as protections for our citizens are governed by the judiciary.

I have not had a chance to read your dissertation there. I would
like to. Is that directed at getting the Federal judiciary involved in
wiretap as far as foreign intelligence is concerned, or across the
board?

Mr. SILBERMAN. No, as far as foreign intelligence is concerned.
The CHAIRMAN. How do you make a distinction between your

concern for the Federal judiciary having a role to play in foreign
intelligence wiretaps on one hand as being distinct from domestic
wiretaps on the other, or are you opposed to a judicial role in the
establishment of criteria for domestic wiretaps?

Mr. SILBERMAN. No, but I think there is a substantial difference,
indeed, even a constitutional difference, as I argued in the House,
with at least some success, and that is that in the domestic area
you have an adversary proceeding contemplated, and that is a
criminal prosecution. In the foreign intelligence area you do not,
for the large part, contemplate an adversary proceeding, and--



The CHAIRMAN. Well, let me suggest to you, that may augur on
the side of needing the judicial protection more where you don't
have an adversarial proceeding because everything that is done
goes on behind closed doors.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, it is going to go on behind closed doors
under the wiretap bill. You set up a secret judiciary, which I think,
Mr. Chairman, if you will forgive me, is a perversion of the judicial
role in this country. The judiciary, from the founding of this Re-
public, has been perceived as an enormous power which should
always be exercised in the open, and your bill, the wiretap bill
which is incorporated in this act, sets up a secret system in which
the public will never know how judges are deciding these questions,
and I find that a perversion of the judiciary.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you suggesting that we have the whole
intelligence process being done in the open? It seems to me the
reason the judicial system in the wiretap bill and in this bill is set
up in camera, so to speak, in private, is because that is the way
this business operates.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Maybe that is--
The CHAIRMAN. If we are going to have any control at all, it has

to operate in that environment.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That suggests to me the inappropriateness of

putting the judiciary in the role that you have. You have, in my
judgment, and forgive me for that, perverted one branch of our
Government by giving them this extraordinary new and different
role, and I believe it is unconstitutional. I believe it runs afoul of
both article 3 and article 1. It deals with, most importantly, with
the question of case or controversy, and you have given the judici-
ary a role here which is not consistent with the Constitution. But
beyond that, it is inappropriate institutionally.

Now, I believe that the judiciary is not appropriately responsive
to the public in engaging in setting policy in the foreign intelli-
gence field.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we all recognize it is very difficult to say
where the line stops and starts with some of the responsibilities
that exist under our Constitution. There are some clearcut lines,
and then there are a number of shared responsibilities. I am glad
to have your thoughts, but I fail to see the distinction between
saying it is constitutionally all right for the judge to get involved in
making a decision as to when a warrant is going to be directed at a
bank robber and not constitutionally all right for a judge to get
involved as to when a warrant is going to be directed at how you
deal with a spy, which in essence is what you are saying.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes. I think if you read the testimony, I point
out, for instance:

In reviewing whether the executive's determination is clearly erroneous as to
whether the information sought is foreign intelligence information, the courts will
be invited, indeed obligated to consider the following.

What information is necessary to protect the United States against attack or
other grave hostile acts, which implies authority to determine which foreign coun-
tries are hostile to the United States. And what information with respect to a
foreign power is deemed essential to the defense of the nation or the successful
conduct of foreign affairs, which implies authority to determine what is the success-
ful conduct of foreign affairs?

The CHAIRMAN. Well, now-



Mr. SILBERMAN. Prior judicial determination on these stag-
geringly broad questions would presumably be binding on the
executive, even when the target is a non-U.S. person.

I think you have propelled the judiciary into the very essence of
executive authority, and I think it is unconstitutional.

The CHAIRMAN. I respect your judgment on that. I don't agree
with it because we say very clearly in both the wiretap legislation
and in this, when you are talking about those grand designs of
foreign policy or national defense, we take the certification of the
Secretary of Defense, Secretary of State, and the Attorney General.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, but as I pointed out--
The CHAIRMAN. We don't ask the judge to look behind that

certification and determine the accuracy of every bit of evidence
that is presented it.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, I think as a matter of law, the clearly
erroneous test does give them authority to go beyond that, but I
should ask you to take a look at the testimony I presented, and
also--

The CHAIRMAN. All right, we will.
I don't want to be argumentative about this. We are here to get

your opinion, not mine.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, in the House some of us did

testify on these points, and there is considerable more doubt in the
House at present as to the wisdom of the judicial role.

The CHAIRMAN. What we are trying to do is to recognize the fact
that we now have rather dramatic evidence of infallibilities, and
people succumb to human temptations. The whole process of our
tripartite system, rightly or wrongly, suggests that the judiciary is
in a position of judging absent as many pressures to succumb to
some of those temptations, with a better perspective than the ex-
ecutive and the Congress. You suggest that the judge is going to
have so much trouble deciding the standards, but somebody has to
make those decisions in the executive branch, and I don't see how a
judge is going to be any less intelligent, less able to deal with
making those decisions than the Attorney General or some third-
rate deputy who may be consigned to really making the actual
decisions.

Mr. SILBERMAN. As a previous deputy-[General laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you were not a third-rate deputy. You were

a first-rate deputy.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, I appreciate that.
I would call your attention to something I said in my testimony

to the House that has been reprinted:
But it is not just greater expertise which Judge Wright offers us in behalf of the

Federal judiciary. I am referring to Judge Wright's decision in the Zweibon case. In
contrast to the executive branch, Judge Wright and others contend that judges
bring to the task of balancing national security interests against individual privacy
claims a "neutral and detached attitude" which is just the point you made. De-
tached from political accountability, yes; neutral, hardly. It is particularly ironic
that probably the most activist judge speaking on behalf of the most activist Federal
appeals court in the United States would make that claim. Few American legal
scholars, whether or not in sympathy with decisions of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia, would deny that the court has, over recent years, ranged
as far as any court from what Professor Wechsler of Columbia calls neutral princi-
ples.



I don't mean to criticize this court. I do mean to make the point that the judiciary
is neither theoretically nor actually more neutral than the executive, or for that
matter the Congress, in reaching answers to the difficult questions which national
security electronic surveillance presents. It can as easily be argued that the judici-
ary will overweigh the interests of individual privacy claims-it is after all, the
protections of those claims on which judicial authority and their power is based-as
it can be argued that the executive will unduly emphasize national security, and
since judges are not politically responsible, there is no self-correcting mechanism to
remedy their abuses of power.

Mr. SHATTUCK. Senator, excuse me. If I could just jump in for a
moment to defend this aspect of the bill-the role of the judiciary
now in determining what the Ambassador has characterized as--

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Shattuck, may I ask you to suspend, wait to
respond until Mr. Silberman comes back.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Excuse me. I have an emergency call to call
home.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand you do. I thought since you are
dealing with that particular point--

Mr. SHATTUCK. I'm sorry.
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you just one question here before I

think a time constraint is going to be imposed so that others can
share this responsibility.

I appreciate very much the fact that you gentlemen have given
this such a close, high degree of analysis, and of course, it is our
responsibility to work with all groups that have concern on this
matter. Particularly with the degree of expertise that you bring to
bear, we would be more than glad to accept your invitation to work
with you.

I guess we are on the horns of a dilemma where I think, Mr.
Shattuck, you start out by saying this is more of a threat than a
reform, and yet your colleague, Mr. Berman, says it is marked
improvement over the executive order.

Now, like it or not, we are dealing in the real world here. I have
talked to some intelligence people who have dedicated their lives to
intelligence just as you dedicate your lives to the protection of civil
liberties, who come down opposing this bill for just the opposite
reason, and somewhere, east and west have got to meet. I am
hopeful we can do it, but it is going to take a good deal of persis-
tence and determination on all of our parts, I think, to use that
barometer of as near perfect as we can come, as we can possibly
get it, recognizing we are trying to improve the status quo.

Mr. BERMAN. Well, a couple of points there.
We are on the horns of a dilemma partly because from our point

of view, it is the relatively broad assertion of power that is in the
Executive order, so this is relative an improvement from that point
of view, but it still poses substantial questions.

Now, the Executive order, as I pointed out at the end of my
statement, is a flexible Executive order we can change. We can also
challenge it in court. For example we will file an amicus brief in
terms of the standards that they applied in the Truong Wiretap
case, or if they conduct a surreptitious entry, but--

The CHAIRMAN. How are you going to change all this? After the
fact you can change it. You can't change it before the fact.

Mr. BERMAN. Well, we can change it before the fact in terms of
this legislation, but we can also change it simply by leaving a



substantial doubt as to the legitimacy of the Executive order. One
of the reasons why the executive branch wants charters is they are
not sure whether the broad assertions of power in the Executive
order are constitutional. We at least at this point have remedies,
the ability if something is disclosed to challenge it in court, and
contrary to Mr. Silberman, many national security issues, not by
our intent but by the activities of the agencies, have got themselves
into court.

But we have some remedies, and what we are worried about is,
on top of an overbroad Executive order, adding congressional au-
thority and possible new good faith defenses under a statutory
scheme which gets too close to that Executive order. It will make it
difficult for us to sue under a civil rights statute. It will raise new
good faith defense. So you can see it possibly cutting down on civil
liberties.

So to get off the horns of the dilemma, we have got to be more
calibrated and careful in the drafting of the statute, and to cite an
example of how that is possible, I don't think we should debate the
wiretap bill here today, but the administration, with all of its
national security concerns, started out 3 years ago with a very
broad version of the wiretap bill, and it looked in many respects
like this draft charter. When introduced, we read the wiretap bill
to permit many of the abuses, even with a warrant, that we have
read into the draft charter.

But 2 years later the bill passed-after intensive work and sort-
ing out what the priorities were, with a good faith effort on both
sides to go to the table and say what is important here, can we do
our job and still protect civil liberties. As far as the wiretap bill is
concerned, both we and the executive branch have concluded it is
better to have the courts protecting citizens than an oversight
committee where there may be 20 different opinions about what
would be permitted.

The court is asked simply to arbitrate both the civil liberties and
national security interests, and the court is asked only to apply the
standard which makes sure that the Government is not trespass-
ing, the fourth amendment. And contrary to Mr. Silberman's ac-
count of the history of the fourth amendment, I think it was placed
there because of intelligence activities, broadly construed by the
British against American colonists, including all kinds of things to
find out who was committing treason against the State. That is the
heart of the fourth amendment.

So from our founding to the present, that is the principle we can
operate under.

I think that we can calibrate and work on this, on the statutory
authorizations in the charter so it can more carefully focus on the
national security targets and foreign threat targets legitimate to
the intelligence community, and to focus them more outwardly.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we did make significant improvements in
the wiretap bill and we pretty well signed off on it here. Those on
one side of the philosophical spectrum and those on the other, none
of us were totally happy but all of us thought we had come forth
with a pretty good creation there that was important for the coun-
try. It is important to recognize that we have a third option here,
and that is not of one side or the other winning this argument, but



of nothing happening, and in my judgement, then, the whole coun-
try suffers.

It has not been an easy task for Senator Huddleston and some
others of us involved in this, but he particularly is the man who
has been involved personally as the chairman of the subcommittee
to try to move as far as we have now.

Perhaps I should yield here to my colleague and then to others
so that they can participate in this.

Do you want to go first?
Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I don't have any particular questions,

Mr. Chairman. I would like to make a comment that I made before
and I know the chairman has made. When all of us introduced
S. 2525, all of us admitted that we had some reservations. I think we
were unanimous in the statement that we didn't think a bill could
be reported out for about 2 years, and the more testimony I hear,
the more I am convinced that this was right and the less I envy
Senator Huddleston's position and feel somewhat sorry for what we
invoked on him.

As I see this whole question, we are talking about intelligence
over here and FBI over here, and I think where the two have
similarities, we have to discuss them in the same vein. And on the
other hand, I look on intelligence as an absolute must to run this
country in foreign affairs, and the FBI, I look on more or less as
the Federal type of police.

Now, through the days that I have sat on the Church committee
and this committee, I think I can make this statement without fear
of contradiction. I don't know what percentage to use, but nearly
all of the so-called misdeeds of the CIA particularly were occa-
sioned by a presidential order. I have known the CIA for a great
many years, and I know that they have respected their charter and
they have respected their bounds. But, throughout the Church
committee testimony, when we heard of poisons being ordered
made, guns being ordered made for the purposes of assassination, it
turned out that it was the President who gave the orders.

And just last night, for example, I was reviewing materials that I
put together everytime I return from a conference that I think will
be of some importance, I sit down and dictate what went on. I don't
know whether this was Operation CHAOS that you referred to, but
it was in that area. I had returned from a meeting at the White
House at which Mr. Kleindienst was appointed, in fact, directed to
organize surveillance and apprehension of people who had been
involved in or were going to become involved in a Vietnam demon-
stration here. What interested me was the police chief finally told
Mr. Kleindienst that was his job, and he performed his job.

So when we are talking about this, particularly you fellows in
law, I think you have to help us decide what kind of a fence we can
build around that presidential office to keep them from meddling
in our internal affairs. Now, I don't care what President you want
to go back to. I go back rather actively to the days of Hoover, and
every one of them, right on down the line, has used some depart-
ment of Government to harass Americans.

I think of the Internal Revenue Service, for example. You say on
page 6 that systematic inspection of mail covers, examination of all
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public and private bank, health, tax, employment, credit, and other
confidential records in the possession of any agency.

The IRS does this daily, and we now have a computer system
that is becoming more and more centralized where IRS or CIA or
FBI or the Arizona Highway Department can get a lot of the
information they want on any one of us just by turning on a
computer.

So I would hope, in your further assistance with this bill that
you put a lot of attention on how we can control the President who
for political purposes wants to get even. And I am not defending
Republican or Democrat on this. They have all done it.

Mr. BERMAN. It has been bipartisan abuse.
Senator GOLDWATER. I wouldn't be at all surprised to find the

present occupant of the White House trying it someday. It is a hell
of a lot of power.

But please, I am going to ask all people who testify to concen-
trate on that one source of power that has brought discomfort and
discredit to organizations that I have all the faith in the world in,
to being able to give us the intelligence we need, to keep us out of
war.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Senator Goldwater, may I add to that. As
Deputy Attorney General, indeed, as Acting Attorney 'General in
the early part of 1975, it became my sad duty upon the exposure in
the Washington Post of the secret files of the FBI, to be the first
person to review those files in preparation for testimony before the
House, and I would say without question you have every right to
raise that concern, because of all the abuses of various agencies of
Government over the last 20 years, I think the most single egre-
gious abuse was President Johnson's direction to the FBI to see if
they could find any dirt on your staff 2 weeks before the election,
and I testified to that before the House back in 1975. So you have
every right to be concerned about that, and indeed, that is in my
judgment--

Senator GOLDWATER. I hadn't even thought of that.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I beg your pardon?
Senator GOLDWATER. I hadn't even thought of that.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Oh. Well, it is true.
Senator GOLDWATER. He just didn't look far enough.
Mr. SILBERMAN. In fact, they looked very hard indeed. The fact

that they couldn't find any doesn't mean that they didn't look far
enough.

But that is a central concern, and I believe, Senator Goldwater,
that the most important sanction of all today is the possibility of
subsequent publicity which reveals the misdeeds of the executive
branch, and the high--

The CHAIRMAN. Oh, Mr. Ambassador, do you really mean that?
Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, but you--
The CHAIRMAN. That's the whole reason for the judiciary. The

judiciary isn't going to be out there running for election, neither
Republicans nor Democrats. In fact, we had a Republican appointee
who showed more courage than the average, even the average
judge has in the latest kind of disclosure, and so our track record of
the judicial system being separate and apart from the kind of
everyday pressures that all of us are under is a good one. We are



tempted to do something we might not normally be tempted to do 2
weeks before election, maybe, and the judiciary is the one branch
that can say, OK, let's not be content to be disclosed afterwards
and embarrassed afterwards, but let's try to have a system that
keeps it from happening in the first place.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, I was making the point--
The CHAIRMAN. Excuse me for interrupting.
Mr. SILBERMAN. That's all right. I was making the point that the

prospect of future publicity is a very real and a most effective
deterrent on the present actions of people. I am quite convinced of
that, by far and away the most important deterrent. If people in
the executive branch are convinced that their actions will be even-
tually public, they are much more scrupulous, indeed, than they
are otherwise, and one of the things that troubles me about your
wiretap bill and title III is I believe much of that will go under-
ground and people will be inclined to think if they can get it by a
single judge, they are fine. And so I think there will be an abdica-
tion of both executive and congressional responsibility.

Let me go on to make a point, if I may. Even if you disagreed
with me with respect to my broad objections to your use of the
judiciary in titles I, II, and III, surely my point with respect to the
interpretation of 253(a)(2) ought to be considered by the committee,
and that is this point.

Mr. Berman a moment ago you said after all, these are only
constitutional protections which the court will be involved in, but
that isn't so. Section 2, which would be subject to judicial interpre-
tation, authorizes engaging in any intelligence activity, unless such
activity was engaged in for the purpose of limiting, disrupting or
interfering with the exercise of any right of such person protected
by the Constitution, or the laws of the United States, including this
law. Now, I believe that is an open sesame for the courts to
interpret at each stage of the process, in litigation which in some
cases may be designed perversely to limit legitimate activities of
the intelligence agencies, to interpret all of the vague language, in
fact, in many respects, new language that you have put in this bill.
It seems to me that even if you are going to give judicial authority
here, it ought to be very carefully crafted so it is clear exactly what
it is the courts have jurisdiction to interpret and what it is they do
not.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is certainly something we ought to
consider.

Mr. BERMAN. May I make a response to that?
That provision, that restriction the courts can already determine

in civil litigation. We have a number of lawsuits right now based
on violation of constitutional rights under the ability to sue intelli-
gence agents acting outside the scope of their authority under
Bivens. I won't go into the technicalities but we can go to court,
and I think that this legislation is designed, is attempting, to
protect civil liberties, but also as Senator Goldwater points out, to
prevent the executive branch from pushing intelligence agencies
into activities which would destroy their credibility and their intel-
ligence effectiveness. So to say that this restriction adds something
new, that by not passing this bill, intelligence is outside the law, is
wrong. They are within it, and I am hopeful one of the reasons why



the intelligence community wants charters, is so that they have
some clear standards and authorization about what they can and
cannot do, not only to protect against civil liability, which is our
only effective remedy at this point, but also to stay within their
mission as Senator Goldwater puts it. And I think the gist of our
statement is that by carefully drafting the provisions along consti-
tutional grounds, with clear restrictions and guidelines and cali-
brated standards, that the intelligence community will be better
off. The CIA can stay at home and the FBI can look at law
enforcement or whatever counterintelligence espionage investiga-
tions it has in the United States.

Mr. SILBERMAN. I don't think the CIA should stay at home.
Mr. BERMAN. I mean stay abroad, excuse me.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Oh.
Mr. BERMAN. That was a misquote.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, I am afraid this act may keep them at

home, spending their time litigating.
Mr. BERMAN. Well, that is our point, and we would like to just

draft it to push them back abroad where they want to be.
Senator GOLDWATER. Let me just ask you, Mr. Berman, how do

you get around the fact that the President is the Commander in
Chief, and when he orders anything done, whether the person is in
uniform or civilian, it either gets done or the fellow turns in his
suit.

The CHAIRMAN. Before you answer, I would like to express my
apologies. I have another committee that is meeting in about 2
minutes and I have a bill that I have been trying to get out of
there for about 4 months.

Senator WALLOP. Can I come up and vote against it?
The CHAIRMAN. No; I want you to stay here. We need you here to

keep a quorum.
I will turn it over to our distinguished colleague from Kentucky.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator GOLDWATER. Would you address yourself, not now but

give some thought to that question because while the Constitution
is not explicit, he is the Commander in Chief, and when your boss
says do something, by God you do it.

Mr. BERMAN. I wonder. I think that pressure put on the CIA, for
example, to engage in Operation CHAOS was unconscionable. The
CIA ended up doing it for Lyndon Johnson and doing it for Presi-
dent Nixon, and got itself out of its legitimate mission and in
violation of civil rights. But there had been an erosion, clear ero-
sion because executive guidelines are so changing. There were no
clear standards and sometimes the CIA was forced into using pre-
texts to conduct those investigations.

Hopefully it is the tripartite structure of standards which the
courts could apply when very intrusive techniques are used and
records are searched, standards which the Congress can apply in
exercising oversight, because oversight is going to be nearly impos-
sible unless there are some guidelines set up because one person's
abuse is another person's national security necessity. And so it is
reaching this understanding of what the guidelines are so that you
can judge when they are overstepping those lines. It is the stand-
ards and oversight accounting responsibilities in this bill which



have been missing before. It would have allowed this Intelligence
Committee and the House Intelligence Committee to say don't
conduct that operation, or at least we don't think you can. To
violate this charter when properly drafted, it will require a three-
branch decision to violate the law. In the past it has been the
executive operating in secret, all by itself. And so all three require-
ments-clear standards, judicial supervision, and congressional
oversight-are the only means that we have to check the Com-
mander in Chief from ordering improper activities.

Mr. SILBERMAN. The delegation to the judiciary indeed does force
stricter standards than would otherwise be utilized. My own notion
is that many of the issues dealt with in this statute are enormously
difficult, and I am not at all troubled about the fact that, given
particular crises in the future, there should be some play in the
interpretation of the present Executive order, plus a stripped-down
charter bill which would set forth general policy. I am not at all
troubled that, in the area of foreign intelligence-which is so close-
ly tied, as Senator Goldwater put it, constitutionally tied to the
President's Commander in Chief responsibility-indeed, so closely
tied that much of this bill may be vulnerable under the Constitu-
tion-but I am not troubled at the notion that in a given crisis, in
a given situation, the Executive, the President of the United States,
would come to this committee and a number of Senators, respon-
sive as they are to the American people in a way in which no
judicial officer is, would be forced to make tough policy decisions. I
am not troubled about that at all.

I am very troubled about hampering the intelligence capability
of the United States and hampering the counterintelligence capa-
bility of the United States on the altar of judicial imperialism.

Mr. SHATrUCK. Senator, if I could just add one point to that. I
think when you refer to the Commander in Chief power, that is not
the area in which the power was asserted to do many of the things
that you have characterized, and that we have also characterized,
as abuses, the kinds of investigations of American citizens which
intrude upon their constitutional rights. In that area, to the extent
that these activities have gone on in the past, they have gone on
under an assertion of inherent presidential power, and in that
respect I think it is perfectly constitutional for Congress to move
into the field and to legislate to prohibit or restrict those kinds of
activities. Those are not Commander in Chief activities so much as
they are activities that are conducted under a rather vague historic
assertion of inherent power to engage in the kinds of intelligence
activities which we believe should be brought under control in this
legislation.

So I think, partially in response to Ambassador Silberman's ob-
servation, that we are not dealing here with a serious constitution-
al question when it comes to the power of this committee and the
Congress to restrict where the President has acted pursuant to a
claimed inherent power that affects the rights of citizens, but not
the Commander in Chief type of activities which are more military
in nature.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Mr. Chairman, if I may--
Senator WALLOP. Could I just ask a question here, because this is

one of the things that troubled me with the wiretap bill, and I so



stated on the floor, and I tried an amendment on it because it
really concerns me. If you involve the three legs of our Govern-
ment acting in concert on this thing, then if you, as a citizen, are
aced out, you have got nowhere to go. That is what worries me
about involving the Congress, the Executive, and the Judiciary
from day one. If all of them abuse you, to whom can you then
appeal?

Wouldn't it be better to have this kind of thing done by the
Congress and the Executive but held to account by the courts? You
then would have some room to argue. But if somebody says, well,
hell, I got my warrant, I got my permission from the courts, then
there is no more room. Where is a citizen going to go if he has been
abused?

Mr. BERMAN. The bill has a number of other checks. I think it
makes the judgment by the Congress that no intelligence commit-
tee is going to be overseeing all of the authorizations for, say,
wiretapping, but it permits the court to apply that standard on
initiation, and it also permits quarterly reporting to this commit-
tee. If the courts were interfering with clear national security
interests, this intelligence committee would know about it, because
you have the right under the wiretap bill to demand enormous
amounts of information about how that is being conducted, and you
can amend that law.

Senator WALLOP. True, but my concern is that, as an ordinary
citizen out there who has had the full decisionmaking process of all
three branches come prior to the fact, not after the fact, of their
intrusion upon my rights, I don't think I would have any place left
to go. I am not even saying that there would be collusion, but if it
is all done, if it is all said and done, the Congress has laid down
standards and you have had a judge give his approval, and the
President says go get him, there you are, Charlie. It seems to me
that you ought to save one in reserve.

Mr. SHATTUCK. Senator, I think we agree with the spirit of your
comment, but the problem right now is that there is no place to go.
There is, under current law--

Senator WALLOP. I am not saying that we should do nothing. I
am talking about doing everything all at once, and that seems to
me that there is somewhere in the middle that--

Mr. SHATTUCK. But as one of the attorneys who for years has
labored in the vineyards of judicial review, I can tell you that it
is--

Senator WALLOP. I wouldn't want to deprive you of a living.
Mr. SHATTUCK. Don't worry. We are sure that we can find some-

thing to do under this bill.
Mr. BERMAN. The Ambassador is examining the role.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, I was going to say they will expand their

Washington staff significantly if the bill is passed.
Mr. SHATTUCK. We don't regard this as a relief measure. But it's

certainly true that there is very little place to turn now if you are
the victim of the kind of intelligence abuse that we are all discuss-
ing this morning.

Senator WALLOP. There is. There is the court.
Senator HUDDLESTON. There always will be. I mean, in our

system of government there is no absolute power, not with the



President, not with the judiciary, not with the Congress. There is
always a place to go.

Mr. BERMAN. Let me give you an example. We are litigating a
case, which this Committee investigated, involving the NSA cable
and overseas microwave communications intercepts of American
citizens without a warrant. We consider that to violate the fourth
amendment, and we can argue, for instance, as we go up whether
national security required that or whether that was focused on
domestic dissent.

But in the Court of Appeals it was held that, because of sources
and methods and a state-secret privilege available to the National
Security Agency because of its sources and methods, there would
be no disclosure of even the names of the people who were inter-
cepted, admitting the interception, because it would disclose the
source and method. So, because of the structure of present law, we
are barred from the remedy by that decision.

The purpose of this legislation is to provide remedies for such
abuse; but also on the front end, if to the extent that that remedy
is limited by such national secrets being abused, to make sure that
there is prior authorization and some other check besides the ex-
ecutive who uses it. And I think that is the answer, and it runs
across this bill.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, let me first say that I appreciate the
expressed sympathy and concern for the subcommittee in develop-
ing this legislation. I might say, though, that after these hearings
and the testimony we have had similar to that of today, in which
the two poles of the question have been explored, I feel more
confident that the subcommittee has probably come closer to reach-
ing the right balance than anybody is willing to admit right now.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, may I add at this point.
The mere fact that the present bill looks to you now as somewhere
between, maybe roughly between, the two positions expressed here
today does not, in my judgment, guarantee it as achieving the
appropriate balance between all of the interests involved.

If, for example, I should be more right than they, or vice versa,
then the mere fact that the bill is somewhere between the two does
not reflect the appropriate standards.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I recognize that, and we--
Mr. SILBERMAN. I recognized that this was a problem of our both

appearing here today, too.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Our objective is not to satisfy everbody, or

maybe anybody, as far as that is concerned. I think Mr. Shattuck
very succinctly outlined the objectives for which we were reaching
in his most recent statement in response to Senator Goldwater, but
at the same time, as I read his testimony-and I am sorry I wasn't
here to hear it all-and his interpretations and concerns, it raises
doubt in my mind whether by his own interpretation and own
objectives, what he outlined as the objectives of the bill is possible.

Mr. BERMAN. Senator, I think they are possible. One of the
things that makes it most difficult for us to know about what is
possible and not possible is that the only public record available to
citizen organizations like ourselves, to whom this legislation is
terribly important and we want to participate in it, and I think we
have mentioned this to you before, is we have the record of the



Church committee, actually your committee. I mean you helped
put a lot of that record together, and we have our litigation, we
have real cases.

A lot of witnesses have asserted that this is going to interfere
and destroy and upset the national security interests of the United
States, like the reporting requirements, too many reporting re-
quirements. J. Edgar Hoover managed to operate very well with
reporting everything, and everything was on paper. He managed to
do his job inappropriately and outrageously, but he did it with
paper and paper. We are still sitting over tons and tons of paper
from the CIA involved in all of this litigation.

So reporting requirements, all these restrictions, I don't think
that's the issue. I think that what our statement is trying to get at
is that we need more examination of the policy choice, the neces-
sity for the authorizations, to really force the executive branch to
articulate its priorities, not all the hypotheticals or possible things
that they might need which causes exception after exception or
vaguer and vaguer terms to be drafted into the statute, but to
really sit down and force that out.

Now, if the subcommittee has done that, it has done it in execu-
tive session, and that is one of the problems of secrecy in this
society, the fact that we don't know what--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, we spent hours and hours with the
executive branch and with the various agencies discussing what
they considered to be their requirements for a certain amount of
flexibility. They can't, they say, anticipate every possible situation
that might develop, and we have tried to take into account the fact
that some flexibility is needed. But on the other hand, as Mr.
Silberman suggested, I can't see that it would be sufficient just to
have broad general policies and depend on the oversight commit-
tees to exercise enough judgment and enough control to make sure
that the abuses don't occur. I think that is asking too much.

I don't believe that we can function that way, and for that
reason we did write in a number of specific prohibitions and re-
strictions.

Mr. SILBERMAN. There are some specific prohibitions that I agree
with, as a matter of fact, Mr. Chairman. But what I am most
troubled about is even where you tried to give flexibility, my own
view is having given judicial authority to interpret all that means
that what is flexible, if this bill were passed tomorrow, would
become increasingly rigid as the courts interpreted it, because the
courts can't adequately deal with flexible standards, and that is
what so much troubles me.

And I also have a philosophic point. You have an Executive
order in existence now. Mr. Berman and Mr. Shattuck say that is
not sufficient because it can always be changed by the President.
Well, it can't be changed unless it is public, and it is inconceivable
to me that there would be any change in that Executive order
which would not be in the future subordinate to the agreement of
this committee, even if you did not legislate as extensively as this
bill does. That is to say, if you took my framework, which is certain
general policies, certain specific prohibitions, and take account of
the fact that there is an existing Executive order, recognizing that



much of this will necessarily be added to the experience that
people have in the future.

You are going to have a continuing control over that situation
and the country is going to have a continuing control through you.
It is inconceivable the President would willy-nilly change the Ex-
ecutive order.

Now, there may well be-well, I have noticed that this adminis-
tration, the longer it stays in office, seems to get more and more
concerned about restrictions on its intelligence activities, and I am
not surprised. I would have, indeed, did predict that that would
happen. Wasn't it just recently that the President said, contrary to
the way he was talking during the campaign, that present law
which requires the reporting to so many committees, is a danger to
national security.

So, I think there may well be in the future some views that
even-that certainly the restrictions in this bill, and maybe other
restrictions, are too tight given the exigencies which the United
States may face, and therefore there may well be changes. If you
write it all into law, it is much more difficult to change. In fact, it
may be virtually impossible to change it.

So I only commend to the committee that there be some caution,
some deference. The New York Times in an editorial recently said
that what troubles them so much about this bill is that the impell-
ing need or drive or political support for reform seems to be slip-
ping away, and that therefore the committee must act very quickly
to put a bill out. Well, I interpret that to mean that as we go
further, we see that there are broader interests involved than
simply the interests which my colleagues, geographically only, to
the left here at this table are asserting, but I think there are other
interests and I fully suspect that if this bill were passed as it is
now, just as some previous bills have been passed by the Congress,
within a couple of years there may be a number of Senators and
Congressmen who felt, my gosh, we moved too quickly, we really
should have let this sift around and think about it for a while.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I can't agree with the Times or
anyone else who contends that there is any great haste on the part
of the committee in developing this legislation or presenting it. We
have been dealing with the problem now for 4 years, pretty near.

Mr. SILBERMAN. No, no, they criticized you for being too slow.
But I thought your deliberateness, your deliberate speed, if you
will, has been commendable, and the fact that you have been as
open in soliciting testimony from varying views about this bill is
commendable, and I would hope that in the future that develop-
ment of the bill will continue to have that careful attention.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I am troubled some by your concern about
the secrecy of the judicial participation. It seems to me that one of
the things we are trying to do is to create a mechanism in which
you can generally have some confidence, even though you are
dealing with matters that many times must remain secret. But if
you understand that a judicial order is required, even though you
don't know all the particulars, it seems to me the citizens would
have some confidence that it is not a willy-nilly thing, it is not a
whim of some agent or maybe some overzealous individual, but it
has gone through a process that is designed at least to protect the



liberties of our citizens and also to make sure that it is within the
law.

All judicial proceedings are not open to the public now, from
what little I know about the judicial process. I would suppose that
grand juries could be considered part of the judicial process. Cer-
tainly their deliberations are in secret and generally remain so.

Mr. SILBERMAN. But on the other hand, if there is a prosecution,
if there is any action by the State, it must become public, and Ithink you will see that traditionally where the judiciary had beeninvolved in, in camera or secret or ex parte proceedings, it is onlyancillary and preliminary to a public proceeding if there is anyaction taken, and that is indeed the framework and structure of
domestic wiretaps, where in fact individuals can sue if they are
wiretapped inappropriately.

Now, this national intelligence wiretapping doesn't fall within-
this is a sharp break with constitutional and institutional prece-
dent in this country, and indeed--

Senator HUDDLESTON. If there is legal action, would not then the
judicial process be part of the case?

Mr. SILBERMAN. But in national intelligence, you are not looking
to take legal action in 99 percent of the cases. You are looking to
protect the security of this country using devices totally different
from the court procedure--

Senator HUDDLESTON. That's why we have this process.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, you know, I guess it goes to a philosophy.

In the last analysis, I am much more willing to trust the American
people as a whole, and therefore those representatives of our gov-
ernment who are closest to them, than I am to, with respect to the
formulation of basic policy, than I ever am to those who do not
have to stand and respond to the American people-I think this is
classic doctrine. I do not think we should give to the judiciary
policy formulation, and I am afraid this bill, the criteria that you
tried to put in, which are indeed flexible, combined with the judi-
cial review section, really abdicates and gives to the judiciary an
enormous amount of policy formulation which should be-which is
really inconsistent with our structure.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I don't think we had considered that was
much of a possibility or a threat. The judiciary, after all, will be
working within policy that is established by the act.

Mr. SILBERMAN. That all?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Any departure from that could, of course,

bring an amendment to the act or whatever might be necessary to
get them back on track, it seems to me. A judicial interpretation
which might become part of the law is still subject to change.

Mr. SILBERMAN. But I would submit respectfully that much of
the language of titles I and II and III is very general, very general
indeed, and as I suggested in my testimony in the main I am
absolutely certain that would crystallize and rigidify under the
onslaught of gentlemen such as Mr. Shattuck and Mr. Berman.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I think the ACLU testimony mentioned
that a number of things could still happen under the present law
that were revealed as very serious abuses by previous investiga-
tions, such as the Martin Luther King type investigation.



How specifically would the law permit that type of thing to
happen?

Mr. BERMAN. Senator, with the following qualifications-that we
thought it was our task, given the way that the bill was drafted, to
treat it seriously and read it broadly in terms of--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Worst possible case.
Mr. BERMAN. Worst possible-not, well, maybe not the worst

possible case, but we want to assume that we had a wrong-minded
FBI. Let's just take this bill backward, and under the standards
look at a couple things.

For example, the Martin Luther King investigation was started
by the FBI on the grounds that Martin Luther King was associat-
ing with two members of the Communist Party who were on his
staff. This led to wiretapping and intrusive covert infiltration of his
organization. This is just the investigation.

Under this bill's definitions, if you reasonably believe that some-
one is engaging in clandestine intelligence activity for or on behalf
of a foreign power, that may or may not involve a violation of law,
you can investigate. I think J. Edgar Hoover would have made that
test, that he had a reasonable belief.

Foreign power is broadly defined in the definitional sections to
include any corporation controlled or directed by a foreign govern-
ment. It was the assumption at the time that the Communist
Party, USA was directed and controlled by a foreign government.
Therefore, Martin Luther King, by secretly associating, with two
Communists, who were possibly interfering with the civil rights
movement, trying to engage in sabotage and demonstrations could
have been targeted under this bill for investigation.

Now, let's look at the COINTELPRO assertion. As we analyze
the bill, section 243 is drafted to deal with terrorist acts by break-
ing the law. Let's also look at 242, the dissemination of informa-
tion, not to discredit any person, right? But to prevent terrorism.

Now, the way the bill is drafted, it says if you disseminate
information which doesn't pose a physical threat to someone, not
because of a person's involvement in constitutional rights, but to
prevent terrorist acts, not defined in terms of time, immediacy or
whatever, you could have disseminated the information, derogatory
information about any United States person, including the tapes of
Martin Luther King, which you got from the investigation, to other
organizations who might be engaged in terrorism, or to supportive
organizations in order to cause disruption and dissension in order
to prevent terrorism from occurring, potential terrorism.

Therefore, the derogatory information about Martin Luther King
could have been disseminated under the terms of the statute. That
is not the intent, but could have been done if the Attorney General
approved and so forth. But we are dealing with-at that time it
was Attorney General Robert Kennedy, but for some reason they
went around talking about how awful this was but they didn't
seem to be able to do anything about the FBI.

We downplay the reporting and oversight requirements which
would bring it to this committee because we are talking about a
time of social crisis. Hysteria might have grabbed the Congress as
well as an oversight committee being captured, which they often



have in the past, and we can't guarantee against that. So we have
to give a broad reading.

Let me give you-I can take you through the other examples, if
you would like, if you want me to.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, in the case of the conspiracy in the
King case, would the potential repeal of the Smith Act--

Mr. BERMAN. Well, the conspiracy section of 213-is another
ground. For instance, even if Martin Luther King was not reason-
ably believed to be engaged in clandestine intelligence activity, the
conspiracy provision of 213 includes anyone conspiring with any
person engaging in any of the above activities. So Martin Luther
King-it doesn't say knowingly, it doesn't say for and on behalf of
a foreign power, it doesn't say in the activities, but just conspiracy
broadly interpreted, which could be tied to the criminal laws, but
not necessarily because these statutes jump out of strict criminal
standards. Martin Luther King could have been targeted as an
associate for conspiring.

It is arguable and I think a credible case can be made that the
standard as drafted would permit that, which doesn't mean that
the bill is impossible. It means that it needs to be more carefully
drafted, and we have-and--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, how would you suggest that the in-
telligence agencies would be able to take any action against any
person or group prior to that person or group committing some
overt act that does violence to the interests of the United States.

Mr. BERMAN. Are we talking about the 243 section which in-
volves breaking the law, or act or investigation?

Either one. We are talking about international terrorism, and for
example, or sabotage, for and on behalf of a foreign power, by
simply a drafting error in the last--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Or even espionage.
Mr. BERMAN. Or espionage. There is a carefully crafted provision

for disseminating information to an intelligence officer of a foreign
power, which would be, I think should be a hostile foreign power or
someone engaged in espionage, but besides that definition, the
definition for disseminating derogatory information to prevent an
act of violence may not be a technique which you can statutorily
afford, or public policy wise or constitutionally afford to authorize.
We think that there are many ways that you can act against
terrorism. A terrorist organization engaged in terrorism claiming
in public-and they have always publicly claimed that they are
engaged in terrorism because that is how they intimidate the
public-would be under investigation. You would have penetrated
it with informants under a criminal standard. You would be main-
taining electronic surveillance and every other technique in the
arsenal under a criminal standard. You would be able to warn,
advise, arrest, defuse explosives--

Senator HUDDLESTON. I don't know that that is necessarily--
Mr. BERMAN. I just don't understand. Obviously there have been

some exceptions discussed where the situation may not apply. In
other words, instead of a parade of horribles from our point of
view, a parade of horribles of situations which the FBI might face
in dealing with a situation like that, but--

Senator HUDDLESTON. But there is an area of--



Mr. BERMAN. We don't know what they are and--
Senator HUDDLESTON. An area of potential acts, and it seems to

me we have to leave some way for our agencies to find out about
them and to act, even before there is a criminal intent established.

Mr. BERMAN. Well, that is raising serious, serious problems.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I realize it is from your standpoint.
Mr. BERMAN. From our standpoint.
And when we looked at the evidence of preventing terrorism

before it occurred through intelligence investigations, just in the
domestic area, never mind a foreign contact. Let's not make it--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Right.
Mr. BERMAN. The record is almost wholly barren of examples

where violence is prevented by intrusive, extensive investigation.
Some of the techniques are inappropriate, informants are difficult
to--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, it is hard to make that kind of
statement because you don't know what might have happened,
and--

Mr. SILBERMAN. And indeed, I would disagree with it. In my
experience as Deputy Attorney General and Ambassador, I have
seen situations where both American and other western govern-
ments acting in concert have been able to, through penetration of
various groups, head off violent activity, and if one is limited to a
criminal standard before one acts, even in a passive sense, to
surveil, I think you have jeopardized the security of Americans and
indeed of other countries also. One has to, Mr. Chairman, worry
about the fact that this country has not yet seen, and we hope it
never will, the kind of internal, but linked to external terrorism
that our allies in Western Europe are struggling with now, but to
hamper our agencies at this point, when there is indeed in my
judgment a clear and present danger, to hamper our intelligence
and counterintelligence agencies, at this point in history, seems to
me folly.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, we have talked to state attorneys
general and some Governors who believe that violent acts have
been prevented because of intelligence that was available to them
in advance.

Mr. BERMAN. We are limited, of course, to what we read, what
was in the Church committee, which was asking the FBI to come
up with it. Lots of violence had occurred, and very few examples
were given of prevention.

The GAO audit of FBI investigations proved that there was
overbroad targeting of groups, under very loose standards. Instead
of focusing on terrorist organizations, they focused on social pro-
tests and potential terrorists, thereby getting into a dragnet.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We are trying to address that and--
Mr. BERMAN. So we are talking about, in order to get them as a

public policy, both to focus an agency and keep it focused on the
mission, and at the same time to keep it out of lawful political
activity, which might be social protests, you have got to just do
some more crafting--

Senator HUDDLESTON. We would admit that the draft charter
attempts to do that at least.



Mr. BERMAN. Of course it attempts to do that. We just say that
we haven't gone-you know, it is going to be a while, but I
think--

Senator HUDDLESTON. It specifically prohibits action against any
lawful political action by a group.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Mr. Chairman, there are two occasions on which
I personally was the target of assassination efforts, one as Deputy
Attorney General and one as Ambassador. In both cases it was
intelligence activity that came from the FBI which was, to say the
least, useful in avoiding that unfortunate and untimely occurrence.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You don't know whether it prevented it or
not, but you are still here.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Yes, that's right. It's a little hard to make it, to
go back and evaluate it for purposes of this hearing, to determine
whether that information was a sin qua non, but in one case
particularly, I thought it was.

Mr. BERMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just respond for a moment.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes.
Mr. BERMAN. Maybe I can try to make the point in a different

way. It is not that intelligence information might not be helpful to
prevent an act of violence. The question is, in any of the cases that
the Governors talk about or the FBI talks about, where did the
intelligence come from? What standard of investigation did they
use, and where were they? Did it come from an investigation of an
antiwar group that was like SDS and therefore led to the Weather
Underground, or was it from an undercover penetration in a recent
case of the Weather Underground specifically which prevented,
allowed them to prevent a terrorist act?

But the standards that we propose here would not prevent you
from making that penetration of the Weather Underground. They
are engaged in criminal acts. All we are asking for is some kind of
real and sufficient probable cause standard and a justification on
the part of the agencies that that is restricting them from focusing
the mission. Why, in order to prevent terrorism, must they have
more general and more broadly cast standards for investigation,
intrusive investigation, in order to get a threat? That is the issue
here. It is looking at those examples in terms of the cases and
seeing what kind of standards they were applying when they got
the intelligence. If out of all the broad investigations, under gen-
eral standards they stopped two acts of terrorism, we have got to
balance the risks that you take in terms of protecting against
terrorism, against infiltrating and distorting the open political
process.

Mr. SILBERMAN. You feel differently about that balance if you
have been a target than you do if you haven't, human nature being
what it is.

Mr. BERMAN. Of course, of course.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Mr. Chairman, I would commend for your atten-

tion with respect to one particular aspect which is regarded some-
times as an intrusive use of investigative technique, the use of
informants. I would commend to you a new book by James Q.
Wilson at Harvard, the title of which is "The Investigators," which
is a careful and I think enormously useful analysis of the use of
informants in law enforcement in part through the FBI and DEA,



and one realizes if you read that book and if you have had the
experience, how much law enforcement-and this includes, of
course, intelligence and counterintelligence by analogy, does
depend upon informants, and informants which are often just pa-
triotic citizens who volunteer. There is no sharp line between them.

Senator HUDDLESTON. They run the gamut.
Mr. SILBERMAN. I firmly believe, I firmly believe that if for

counterintelligence purposes or any other purposes, law enforce-
ment agencies are limited to certain techniques such as my col-
leagues would suggest, until there is a demonstrable evidence of a
criminal purpose on the part of the organization, it could often be
too late.

I remember vividly, for instance, the example that plagued me
when I was Deputy Attorney General, of the Symbionese Liber-
ation Army and Patty Hearst, and I remember criticizing Clarence
Kelley and the Bureau for not having known anything about that
organization before they burst upon the scene in California that
time, and they agreed that they just never heard of them, and that
one of the things they said, well, you characters are putting such
limitations on our capacity to worry about these things, that some-
times we just don't focus on all of the groups that we should be.

Now, I am perfectly willing to admit openly that during the
sixties the Bureau did in its COINTELPRO efforts engage in activi-
ties which should not be permitted again, particularly the disrup-
tive efforts on certain organizations, but I think passive surveil-
lance, when there is a reasonable belief that an organization will
engage in criminal activity, even if they haven't yet, or may cross
the line, may cross the line from legal activity into illegal activity,
is essential.

But I don't think that can be subject to judicial review at that
point because the group will run into court and say we are being
surveilled illegally and we are entitled to all the protections of this
new statute that Congress passed, and let's go through the discov-
ery procedure and find out exactly what the Bureau is doing, and
that is a very dangerous business.

Senator HUDDLESTON. OK.
Mr. BERMAN. OK, he cites James Q. Wilson on the informant

issue in order to support a case in terms of terrorism. James Q.
Wilson in a recent article, quoted at page 33 of our memorandum,
states:

Certain groups are less vulnerable to being penetrated by or to being deceived by
an informant than others. Among these are domestic political revolutionaries, espe-
cially those with strong feelings of mutual solidarity, and foreign spy rings. Where a
member of a gang of bank robbers might be induced to give information in ex-
change for money or leniency, a revolutionary spy might have a price no govern-
ment could pay.

In that article he goes on to recommend a focus of different
techniques.

So the kind of public policy question about the use of techniques
and how they are related can't simply be supported by the asser-
tion that informants are valuable to law enforcement. The question
is: Are informants valuable for the missions outlined in this legisla-
tion, or would any restrictions that we place on them prevent them
from carrying out that mission? I think that is the gist of our



analysis throughout and the reason why we think more carefully
and tightly drafted standards are not impossible and indeed, are
necessary.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Let me pose a hypothetical situation here.
Suppose that intelligence agencies determine that a particular

U.S. person might be useful as a source of information or as a
source of assistance in intelligence operations. They might, for
example, want the assistance of the owner of an apartment house
in which a foreign intelligence agent was living, but before they
decide whether they would want to ask that individual's assistance,
they might want to determine whether that individual is for some
reason unsuitable. Is there any reason to believe that he himself
might be engaged in foreign intelligence operations? Does he have
some personal problems, alcoholic, or otherwise clearly unreliable?

S. 2525 would permit the intelligence agencies to collect informa-
tion about that individual without his knowledge, to determine his
suitability.

Now, there have been many allegations of abuse of this sort of
collection authority in the past. Is it reasonable to provide that
kind of authority?

Mr. BERMAN. Senator, not the way it is drafted in the bill.
The way it is drafted in the bill, it allows a potential source

inquiry, broadly construed, of that apartment owner to determine
whether he has any connection. First of all, it permits these least
intrusive techniques-unlimited interviews including pretext inter-
views of friends, business associates and other persons who know
the subject of the investigation, a check of confidential sources
including already in place covert human sources or informants,
physical surveillance for identification purposes including photo-
graphic surveillance, requests for information from the records of
any Federal, State, or local law enforcement agency, and a national
agency check which under the definitions of this bill includes the
central records of any file, central file of the Federal Government.

That is an enormously broad inquiry into a potential source. Any
agency record in the central files, as we become more centralized
in our files and indeed-sometimes we argue the rhetoric of the
national data bank-you are offering a very intrusive suveillance
of a potential source.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, how are they to know? How are they
to find out whether it would be detrimental to the interests of the
United States to approach this particular individual who might be
an enemy of the country unless they can make some kind of an
initial ascertainment?

Mr. BERMAN. I just think that the authority is so dangerous and
subject to abuse as drafted, that it should be our first rule that it
really--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, how could the FBI get information
on anybody then?

Mr. BERMAN. By asking for their consent?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Without asking for consent.
Mr. BERMAN. From consentual investigation, unless they have-

now wait a second. We have provided, in our--
Senator HUDDLESTON. Are you going to ask a potential spy if you

are able to--



Mr. BERMAN. If they have a reasonable belief, a reasonable
belief-perhaps the standard that is now imposed for doing every
other 215 technique in this bill-a preliminary investigation which
had been suggested by the Church committee recommendations,
under certain circumstances might be feasible, but not as broadly
cast as this. If you have a reasonable suspicion that the apartment
owner might be collaborating in a spy ring, then perhaps we can
reach an accommodation, but not--

Senator HUDDLESTON. How do you ever get that first impression
or first belief if you--

Mr. BERMAN. Well, not from this range of techniques. This is--
Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, in this case, here is a fellow--
Mr. BERMAN. Maybe that check of the investigative records of

intelligence agencies or law enforcement, the Federal Government
is fine, but this is far more sweeping to find out about any apart-
ment owner, and then--

Senator HUDDLESTON. It is not any apartment owner. It is an
apartment owner who is leasing to a known espionage agent.

Mr. BERMAN. It also permits, collateral to any other investiga-
tion, the possible investigation using all these techniques of any
U.S. person--

Senator HUDDLESTON. But you do agree they can collect some
information in some manner--

Mr. BERMAN. Some information, publicly available information.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Against somebody who is not--
Mr. BERMAN. Not engaged in a crime; yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Not engaged in crime or thought to be

engaged in crime.
Mr. BERMAN. It is, as we pointed out, a calibrating problem. It is

a hard calibration, as the Church committee and you pointed out
in drafting recommendation 44, the most difficult section in the bill
to draft.

Senator HUDDLESTON. But you have got a fellow here who may
be, maybe he is leasing five apartments to five known espionage
agents--

Mr. BERMAN. Oh, well, now you are opening the end.
Senator HUDDLESTON. But he still hasn't committed any crime.
Mr. BERMAN. No; but then you might have a reasonable belief,

based on that information that he is in cooperation and the ques-
tion is potential source for what.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Source for information.
Mr. BERMAN. Are you going to approach him or are you going to

investigate-is he a potential source for investigation, or are
you--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, before you approach him you have
got to find out his own attitude, his own position I would think.

Mr. BERMAN. Well, I would think that once you have the five
apartments, I think you have, I think you can reasonably say he is
not going to be a potential source.

Senator HUDDLESTON. He might well be.
Mr. BERMAN. But if he might well be, then it applies to just all

kinds of people who might well be in every social protest organiza-
tion in the country, every one might well be a potential source in
the Socialist Workers Party, or in the Communist Party or in the
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antiwar movement, or in the ACLU who represents these crazy
people in court. You know, I--

Senator HUDDLESTON. But in this case, suppose you are not
thinking of him as a potential enemy. Suppose you are thinking of
him as a potential aid, and you just want to find out whether or
not he is reliable. You can't go to a fellow--

Mr. BERMAN. You can come to me and say you want me to be a
potential source for you. You can find out about me. You can say,
Jerry Berman, do you want to be a potential source for us? We
want to check out your reliability and let's check it out.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes, but then in that case, you may have
to reveal to him more than he ought to know if he happens to be
somebody who is inclined the other way.

Mr. BERMAN. Then you don't--
Senator HUDDLESTON. In other words, you want us to take all the

risk, the Government.
Mr. SILBERMAN. Not the Government, the people.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Pardon?
Mr. SILBERMAN. The people.
Senator HUDDLESTON. The security of the country.
Mr. BERMAN. It may be the security of the country, but it may

also be a serious risk of intrusive investigation of innocent Ameri-
cans.

I think it can be worked out, but not the way it is drafted. That's
all.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Of course, the problem is you can present
hypotheticals and run into all kinds of difficulty, but how do you
draft a piece of legislation that covers every conceivable kind of
situation?

I think the agencies, the CIA and the FBI and the administration
and everybody would be severely criticized if we were to sit here
and see a potential collaboration of an American citizen with a
foreign agent but not be able to find out whether there is in fact
collaboration--

Mr. BERMAN. But that is not, you see. That's using a potential
source inquiry for something else. Then you have to be premised
on-then you have to go to some other investigation. If you have a
reasonable belief that a person is in collaboration, you can conduct
a preliminary investigation under the schemed legislation of the
Church committee, but you just can't throw the book at them with
215 techniques as outlined in this legislation. That is just too much
of a risk to civil liberties.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We had Prof. Thomas Emerson of Yale, I
believe, here with us, who is very concerned about civil liberties, as
you know, and he initially was strong, of course, for the probable
cause or standard of criminal activity, but he did finally agree that
there has to be some movement, some collection, some freedom to
find out about a person even if he has not yet committed any
crime.

Mr. BERMAN. Thomas Emerson has worked with us extensively
in the ACLU's efforts to draft model legislation to control the FBI,
and in that legislation he recommended a limited preliminary in-
vestigation, certainly without the range of techniques suggested
here. We asked him whether he had changed his mind in testifying



before this committee, and Thomas Emerson said that no, he just
was misunderstood, and I think he plans to communicate in writ-
ing with this committee that he did not mean to suggest that they
had to have no base, that they didn't have to have any basis,
supportable with facts, to conduct such an investigation, and he
certainly was not relating it to the range of techniques which we
have been able to define under this legislation. This legislation is
complex. For the first time, we are reading all the new definitions
of special activity. A U.S. person includes organizations and people.
A foreign power sometimes includes U.S. persons, U.S. persons
abroad. Sometimes a group abroad can be investigated under a
noncriminal standard, but then it says, until it is determined that
they are U.S. persons it may be presumed that they are foreign
persons, thus subjecting them to the targeting for foreign persons
where there is no protection whatsoever abroad.

So you could be operating under intrusive surveillance tech-
niques with nothing, based on definitions. I am saying that this is a
first draft, maybe it is the second draft, but there's going to be
much more drafting before it satisfies both sides.

Senator HUDDLESTON. How about when the FBI sees an Ameri-
can citizen in contact with a KGB agent? They don't know whether
he is even aware that the man he is in contact with is a KGB. On
the other hand, it might be that he is in collaboration with them.

Now, what investigative authority do you propose that they have
there in checking out that citizen?

Mr. BERMAN. You see, this is what we call in our testimony
approaching the problem from both ends. We just don't under-
stand, based on the public record, and we are not experts in coun-
terintelligence, why it is not possible to keep the focus on the
foreign espionage agent, and after a period of time there might be
more contacts which would give you enough information to conduct
a preliminary investigation or to meet a criminal standard. But to
say, oh, boy, what we have done, let's go this way. Let's use our
218, 219, 220, 221, and 222 authorities to investigate rather than
just watching for contacts which become surreptitious or look like
collaboration and then turn to your investigation. What this
charter proposes to do is allow the agencies, I think, overbroadly
and with potential danger, to operate from both directions.

Mr. SILBERMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would disagree with that.
I think Mr. Berman overestimates the capacity of counterintelli-
gence to quickly make some of the kinds of determinations he
suggests. Keeping your eye only on the suspected agent of, as you
put it, the KGB, and paying no attention to the individuals with
which he is in contact, is a recipe, in my judgment, for disaster.
One of the things that is insufficiently understood generally in this
country is how undermanned our counterintelligence activities
really are, and how it is virtually impossible for them to even
blanket the known espionage agents of foreign and hostile powers,
and sometimes the only way you can have an effective investiga-
tion which heads off or detects espionage is to focus in occasionally
on something that you suspect, but you don't have reason to be-
lieve. You suspect, but it is a good suspicion, does constitute the
essence or the key to an espionage ring.
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I think Mr. Berman's suggestion and the ACLU's suggestion is
just unrealistic. It would be nice if we could do it that way, but I
just don't think it will work.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Could we even run a security check on the
individual who might have some contact with the KGB, even if it is
a casual contact, to find out whether he has clearance?

Mr. BERMAN. Yes, we have less problems with some limited
inquiry like that, but you define national agency checks in the
broadest way.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Gentlemen, it is 12:30 p.m., and I appreci-
ate your testimony. It has been very interesting and helpful, and I
am sure we will be working with all of you as we move on down
the road someplace. You have been patient with your time, and we
appreciate that.

Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:28 p.m., the committee recessed, subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:14 a.m., in room

5110, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Walter D. Huddles-
ton presiding.

Present: Senators Huddleston (presiding), Hathaway, Moynihan,
and Goldwater.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Earl Eisenhower,
minority staff director; Audrey Hatry, clerk of the committee.

Senator HUDDLESTON. The committee will come to order.
Today's hearing is concerned with the proper relationship be-

tween the intelligence activities of the United States and the aca-
demic world. In the investigations of the Church committee, it was
clear that the involvement of the intelligence agencies in the af-
fairs of the academic community had to some degree adversely
affected its independence and professional integrity. The key find-
ing of the Church committee was that, whatever the relationship
between intelligence agencies of the United States and the aca-
demic community, it should be a witting one.

In S. 2525, the intelligence charters, the approach this committee
has taken is to assure that the relationship between the academic
community and the intelligence agencies, whatever it may be, is
indeed a witting one. Further, such restrictions as there are are
imposed on the intelligence agencies. Our universities, colleges, and
other academic institutions are to make their own rules.

So we seek the views of our witnesses this morning on this
approach. These hearings are of critical importance, because the
integrity and strength of our academic institutions are clearly
fundamental to our freedom.

And we are pleased to have before the committee this morning
the president of Harvard University, Derek Bok; Morton Baratz,
the general secretary of the American Association of University
Professors; and Richard Abrams, professor of history at Berkeley
and chairman of the Statewide Committee on Academic Freedom
for the University of California.

Gentlemen, we would be very pleased to have your statements
individually, and then if you will continue to sit as a panel, the
committee may pose such questions as they deem appropriate.

We will begin with President Bok.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Derek Bok follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DEREK C. BOK, PRESIDENT, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee: I appreciate the invitation to come
before you today to discuss the activities of American intelligence agencies as they
affect our universities. I think that I can contribute most directly to your delibera-
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tions by talking about the policies of my own university in this field and the
differences that have arisen between Harvard and the Central Intelligence Agency.

In its 1976 report, a Select Committee of the Senate raised the question whether
the integrity and professional standards of faculty members and institutions had
been compromised or violated by some of the relationships existing between the
academic and intelligence communities. The Select Committee also declared that it
was the responsibility of the American academic community to set professional and
ethical standards for its members with respect to intelligence activities.

In response to this suggestion and with the view that the problem needed careful
thought, I appointed a committee at Harvard to study the specific issues raised by
the Select Committee. In choosing the members of the committee, I appointed
individuals who were respected within the University and experienced in both the
academic and governmental communities. The members included Archibald Cox,
Professor of Law; Henry Rosovsky, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences; Don
Price, Dean of the School of Government; and Daniel Steiner, Counsel to the
University.

After many months of study and consultation with interested parties, including
the Central Intelligence Agency, the Harvard committee issued a report, a copy of
which is attached to this statement.' The report began by listing several fundamen-
tal premises. Three of them deserve mention here:

First, in an era of international tension and conflict it is important for the United
States to have an effective system of foreign intelligence.

Second, U.S. foreign intelligence efforts, like other forms of professional work and
public service, can benefit considerably from the research and expertise that can be
obtained from universities and their faculty members.

Third, the relationship between U.S. foreign intelligence agencies and universities
must be structured in ways that protect the integrity of universities and the
academic profession and safeguard the freedom and objectivity of scholarship.

With these three premises in mind, the committee considered the several ques-
tions raised by the Select Committee and recommended the following guidelines to
govern relationships between the Harvard community and the CIA and other U.S.
intelligence agencies:

1. Harvard may enter into research contracts with intelligence agencies provided
that such contracts conform with Harvard's normal rules governing contracting
with outside sponsors and that the existence of a contract is made public in the
usual manner by University officials.

2. Individual members of the Harvard community may enter into direct or indi-
rect consulting arrangements with intelligence agencies to provide research and
analytical services. The individual should report in writing the existence of such an
arrangement to the Dean of his or her Faculty, who should then inform the
President.

3. Any member of the Harvard community who has an ongoing relationship with
an intelligence agency as a recruiter should report that fact in writing to the Dean
of the appropriate Faculty, who should inform the President of the University and
the appropriate placement offices within the University. A recruiter should not
recommend to an intelligence agency the name of another member of the Harvard
community without the prior consent of that individual. Members of the Harvard
community whose advice is sought on a one-time or occasional basis should consider
carefully whether under the circumstances it is appropriate to give the agency the
name of another member of the Harvard community without the prior consent of
the individual.

4. Members of the Harvard community should not undertake covert intelligence
operations for a government agency. They should not participate in propaganda
activities if the activities involve lending their names and positions to gain public
acceptance for materials they know to be misleading or untrue. Before undertaking
any other propaganda activities, individuals should consider whether the task is
consistent with their scholarly and professional obligations.

5. No member of the Harvard community should assist intelligence agencies in
obtaining the unwitting services of another member of the Harvard community nor
should such agencies employ members of the Harvard community in an unwitting
manner.

These guidelines are now in effect at Harvard on an interim basis. In my opinion,
they strike a sensible balance. On the one hand, they permit institutional and
individual research and consulting arrangements that can benefit universities and
individual academics and make available to intelligence agencies the intellectual

' See p. 643.



resources of the University. On the other hand, they prohibit participation in covert
recruiting on the- campus and in operational activities of intelligence agencies.

It is with respect to these two activities-covert recruiting and operational activi-
ties-that significant differences of opinion have arisen between Harvard and the
CIA. Over the past year, through staff discussions and correspondence with the CIA,
we have unsuccessfully attempted to resolve these differences. In order to give you
the substance of our exchange, I have attached to this statement the principal
correspondence between us, beginning with a letter from Admiral Turner reacting
to the issuance of the Harvard guidelines.' These letters, as well as direct discus-
sions with the CIA, make it clear that the CIA plans to ignore these two central
elements of our guidelines.

This disagreement between Harvard and the CIA in regard to covert recruiting
and operational use of academics raises fundamental questions that deserve consid-
eration by this Committee.

Covert recruiting involves the secret use by the CIA of faculty members, adminis-
trators, and possibly students to identify individuals, primarily foreign nationals
studying at U.S. universities, as likely candidates for employment or other service
with the CIA on a regular or sporadic basis. In the course of serving as a covert
recruiter of foreign nationals for the CIA, a professor will presumably use the
various means at his disposal to put together information for the CIA. For example,
in a seminar discussion the professor might probe the student's views on interna-
tional affairs to advise the CIA with respect to the student's attitudes. In a counsel-
ling session the professor might ask questions about the student's financial situa-
tion, not for the purpose of helping the student but to provide additional informa-
tion to the CIA that might be useful in obtaining the student's services. Professors
might invite students to social occasions in order to observe the student and gain
background information of use to the CIA.

In these ways, recruiters become part-time covert agents of the CIA who use their
positions as professors or administrators to identify foreign nationals on U.S. cam-
puses who may be useful to the CIA. Such covert recruiting is highly inappropriate.
A university community depends upon trust and candor to promote the free and
open exchange of ideas and information essential to inquiry and learning. This
atmosphere of trust has already been threatened by the widespread belief that
certain foreign governments employ agents to observe and report on the views and
behavior of their nationals enrolled as foreign students on American campuses. If it
is known that our professors may also be observing foreign students and reporting
on them to American intelligence agencies, the free exchange of views will be
weakened still further.

As educators, we must be particularly sensitive to the interests of our students.
Many of these students are highly vulnerable. They are frequently young and
inexperienced, often short of funds and away from their homelands for the first
time. Is it appropriate for faculty members, who supposedly are acting in the best
interests of the students, to be part of a process of recruiting such persons to engage
in activities that may be hazardous and probably illegal under the laws of their
home countries? I think not.

The operational use of academics abroad raises equally serious questions. Put
most simply, a professor's academic status is used as a cover to engage in activities
which presumably include collecting intelligence on instructions from the CIA,
performing introductions on behalf of the CIA, playing a role in a covert CIA
activity, or participating in some other way in CIA operations. Continuation of this
kind of activity will be harmful to the academic enterprise. As stated in the report
of the Harvard committee, the operational use of academics "inevitably casts doubt
on the integrity of the efforts of the many American academics who work abroad
and, as a practical matter, may make it more difficult for American academics to
pursue their interests in foreign countries." If the CIA will not use Fulbright-Hays
scholars for operational purposes, as I understand is the case, I see no reason for the
CIA to use other scholars for such purposes. If your own draft legislation prevents
intelligence agencies from paying academic personnel for providing information
acquired while participating in a U.S. Government program abroad, I see no reason
why the CIA should enlist the services of academics travelling abroad on other
scholarly missions. The same considerations apply in all these situations.

A decade ago, one scholar revealed that his research findings in Nepal had,
unknown to him, been regularly reported to the CIA. Thereafter, the work of other
professors in India became suspect; requests to do research were subject to long
delays; and efforts to work in sensitive areas of the country were blocked. As this
example reveals, when the CIA uses professors for a variety of operational tasks,

'See p. 650.



the motives and actions of all scholars abroad become suspect. Answers to inquiries
are likely to be guarded; access is likely to be restricted. The apprehension of one
professor for engaging in an illegal activity in a foreign country may well result in
the total exclusion of other scholars. At that point it will be too late to repair the
damage. In the interest of scholarship, therefore, it would be most welcome if the
CIA stopped using academic personnel for covert intelligence activities before fur-
ther incidents take place.

In correspondence with me, the CIA has advanced three arguments to justify its
refusal to respect our guidelines.

First, the CIA believes that is has unfairly been singled out as the object of
special restrictions. In fact, our report expressly covers all U.S. intelligence agen-
cies. We have not extended such restrictions to other institutions that recruit on our
campus only because we have no reason to believe that corporations or other
private institutions are either using our professors for covert intelligence or recruit-
ing our students for unusually hazardous assignments or for activities that may be
illegal under the laws of another nation.

Second, the CIA asserts that our guidelines interfere unjustifiably with the free-
dom of individual professors and employees to offer their services to the govern-
ment. Harvard is not eager to impose a moral code on the behavior of its faculty
and staff. Like all institutions, however, Harvard does claim the right to promulgate
rules which prevent behavior that may compromise its mission or adversely affect
the activities of other members of its community. As I have previously pointed out,
we have drafted our present rules because we consider them necessary to preserve
the integrity of our scholarly activities abroad and the atmosphere of candor and
trust that are essential to the free exchange of ideas. The interests protected by our
guidelines are important to everyone who seeks to learn and do research in the
University.

Third, the CIA has argued that it must disregard our guidelines in the interests of
national security. Let us be clear about exactly what this argument implies. Al-
though the CIA emphasized the "immense benefits we receive from extensive rela-
tionships with scholars and academic institutions throughout the country," it insists
upon the right to use financial inducements or other means of persuasion to cause
our professors and employees to ignore our rules of employment and enter into
secret relationships whenever it considers such activities to be justified by the
interests of national security.

I do not believe that an agency of the United States should act in this fashion. A
Senate committee has called upon the academic community to set standards to
govern its relations with the intelligence agencies. Harvard has attempted to set
such standards. Yet the CIA is declaring that it will simply ignore essential provi-
sions of our guidelines.

Essentially, our common task is to strike a proper balance between the needs of
intelligence agencies in promoting our national security and the interests of the
academic community in preserving conditions essential to learning and inquiry. The
CIA may have special knowledge of our intelligence needs. But the CIA is hardly
the appropriate arbiter to weigh these needs against the legitimate concerns of the
academic community. It has no special knowledge of universities nor does it have
the experience to weigh the intangible values involved in maintaining the integrity
of the scholarly enterprise or an atmosphere of candor and trust on the nation's
campuses. In addition, as an agency dedicated to the pursuit of intelligence activi-
ties, it cannot claim to have complete objectivity in weighing its own needs against
the interests of a separate class of institutions.

I recognize that similar arguments can be applied to universities. As the repre-
sentative of an educational institution, I cannot claim to have expert knowledge of
our intelligence needs nor can I pretend to have complete objectivity where aca-
demic interests are at stake. But it is an extraordinary step for a government
agency to assert the right to interfere with the relations between an institution and
its employees and to disregard the internal rules that an institution has developed
to safeguard its essential activities. Such decisions should be made only under the
express authority of the Congress and only on the basis of clear and convincing
evidence.

If Congress finds that such evidence exists and that the national security requires
its agencies to act in disregard of our rules, we must, of course, submit to such a
judgment. But I believe that the evidence will be of a different nature. I suspect
that careful examination will show that covert recruiting and the operational use of
academic personnel may make the job of the CIA somewhat easier but that such
methods are not essential to carrying out its intelligence function. If this is the case,
Congress should make it clear that these activities cannot continue, and that the



internal rules of academic institutions should be respected. The added effort and
inconvenience required of the CIA to carry out its mission should be an acceptable
price to pay in order to preserve the integrity of the academic profession, the
independence of our educational institutions, and the atmosphere of openness and
trust essential to free inquiry and learning.

STATEMENT OF DEREK C. BOK, PRESIDENT, HARVARD
UNIVERSITY

Mr. BOK. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for
issuing an invitation for me to appear and discuss these matters
with you this morning. I thought in the interest of time I might
very briefly summarize the first half of the statement and concen-
trate on the second half which I think speaks more directly to the
issues before you.

As you indicated, in 1976 the Senate select committee issued a
report outlining a number of questionable activities relating to the
relationships between the intelligence and the academic communi-
ties, and called for the universities to review those relationships. I
then appointed a committee which was composed of people chosen
because they had experience in government life and were
respected, influential members of our own university community.
The committee issued a report which proceeded on the basis of
certain premises of which the most important are to make certain
that intelligence agencies have access to the knowledge and exper-
tise that universities can provide and at the same time to protect
the integrity of universities and the atmosphere of candor and
trust and free exchange on which universities depend.

Pursuant to those premises. the committee issued a number of
guidelines for the Harvard community covering consulting and
research of an overt nature as well as participation in covert
activities, and a copy' of those guidelines and the Committee's
report have been submitted to you.'

In my opinion those guidelines strike a sensible balance. On the
one hand they do permit institutional and individual research and
consulting arrangements that can benefit universities and individ-
ual academics and make available to intelligence agencies the in-
tellectual resources of the university. On the' other hand, they
prohibit professors and employees from participating in covert re-
cruiting on the campus and engaging in covert operational activi-
ties of intelligence agencies, including the gathering of information
and other intelligence activities while traveling abroad.

It is with respect to those two activities, covert recruiting and
operational intelligence activities, that significant differences of
opinion have arisen between Harvard and the CIA. Over the past
year, through staff discussions and correspondence with the CIA,
we have unsuccessfully attempted to resolve those differences. In
order to give you the substance of that exchange, and with the
prior knowledge of the CIA, I have attached to my statement the
principal correspondence between us, beginning with a letter from
Admiral Turner reacting to the issuance of the Harvard guide-
lines. 2 Now, these letters as well as direct discussions with the CIA
make clear that the CIA plans to ignore the two central elements

'See p. 643.
2See p. 650.



of our guidelines relating to covert recruiting and operational intel-
ligence activities by employees and faculty of our university.

This disagreement between Harvard and the CIA raises funda-
mental questions, I think, that deserve consideration by your com-
mittee.

Covert recruiting involves the secret use by the CIA of faculty
members, administrators, and perhaps students, to identify individ-
uals, primarily foreign nationals studying at U.S. universities, as
likely candidates for employment or other service for the CIA on a
regular or sporadic basis. In the course of serving as a covert
recruiter of foreign nationals for the CIA, a professor will presum-
ably use the various means at his disposal to put together back-
ground information for the CIA. For example, in a seminar discus-
sion the professor might probe the student's views on international
affairs to help advise the CIA with respect to that student's atti-
tudes. In a counseling session the professor might ask questions
about the student's financial situation, not for the purpose of help-
ing the student, but to provide additional information that might
be useful in obtaining his services. Professors could conceivably
invite students to social occasions in order to observe the student
and gain background information of use to the CIA.

In these ways, recruiters can become part-time covert agents of
the CIA who use their positions as professors or administrators to
identify foreign nationals on U.S. campuses who may be useful to
the CIA. Such covert recruiting is in our view inappropriate. A
university community depends on trust and candor to promote the
free and open exchange of ideas and information that are essential
to inquiry and learning. This atmosphere of trust has already been
threatened by the widespread belief that certain foreign govern-
ments employ agents to observe and report on the views and be-
havior of their nationals enrolled as foreign students on American
campuses. If it is known that our professors may also be observing
foreign students and reporting on them to American intelligence
agencies, the free exchange of views will be weakened still further.

As educators, we must also be particularly sensitive to the inter-
ests of our students. Many of these students are highly vulnerable.
They are frequently young and inexperienced, often short of funds
and away from their homelands for the first time. Is it appropriate
for faculty members, who supposedly are acting in the students'
best interest to be part of a process of recruiting such persons to
engage in activities that may be hazardous and probably illegal
under the laws of their home countries? Is it proper for a professor
to trigger a secret government investigation of the private views
and behavior and background of one of his students without that
student's knowledge or consent? We think not.

The operational use of academics abroad raises equally serious
questions. Put most simply, a professor's academic status is used as
a cover to engage in activities which presumably include collecting
intelligence on instructions from the CIA, performing introductions
on behalf of the CIA, playing a role in the covert CIA activity, or
participating in some other way in CIA operations. Continuation of
this kind of activity will be harmful to the academic enterprise. As
stated in the report of the Harvard committee, and I quote, the
operational use of academics-
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. . . inevitably casts doubt on the integrity of the efforts of many American
academics who work abroad, and as a practical matter, may make it more difficult
for American academics to pursue their interests in foreign countries.

If the CIA will not use Fulbright-Hays scholars for operational
purposes, as I understand to be the case, I see no reason for the
CIA to use other scholars for such purposes. If your own draft
legislation prevents intelligence agencies from paying academic
personnel for providing information acquired while participating in
a U.S. Government program abroad, I see no reason why the CIA
should enlist the services of academics traveling abroad on other
scholarly missions. The same considerations apply to all these
situations.

About a decade ago, one scholar revealed that his research find-
ings, I believe in Nepal, had, unknown to him, been regularly
reported to the CIA. Thereafter, the work of other professors in
India became suspect; requests to do research were subject to long
delays; and efforts to work in sensitive areas of the country were
blocked. As this example suggests, when the CIA uses professors
for a variety of operational tasks, the motives and actions of all
scholars abroad can become suspect. Answers to inquiries are likely
to be guarded, access may be restricted. The apprehension of one
professor for engaging in an illegal activity in a foreign country
may well result in the total exclusion of other scholars. At that
point it will be too late to repair the damage.

In correspondence with me, the CIA has advanced three argu-
ments to justify its refusal to respect our guidelines.

First, the CIA believes that it has been unfairly singled out as
the object of special restrictions. In fact, our report expressly
covers all U.S. intelligence agencies. We have not extended similar
restrictions to other institutions that recruit on our campus only
because we have no reason to believe that corporations or other
private institutions are either using our professors for covert intel-
ligence activities or recruiting our students for unusually hazard-
ous assignments or activities that may be illegal under the laws of
another nation. And the report even makes clear that if analogous
situations do arise with respect to other kinds of institutions, the
guidelines, at least the spirit of the guidelines should be considered
as relevant and applicable by the professor involved.

Second, the CIA asserts that our guidelines interfere unjustifia-
bly with the freedom of individual professors and employees to
offer their services to the government. Now, Harvard is not eager
to impose a moral code of its own sake on the behavior of its
faculty and staff. Like all institutions, however, Harvard does
claim the right to promulgate rules which prevent behavior that
may compromise its mission or adversely affect the activities of
other members of the community. As I have previously pointed out,
we have drafted our present rules because we consider them neces-
sary to preserve the integrity of our scholarly activities abroad and
the atmosphere of candor and trust that are essential to the free
exchange of ideas on our own campus. And so the interests pro-
tected by these guidelines are important to everyone who seeks to
do research and to learn within our university.

Third, the CIA has argued that it must disregard our guidelines
in the interests of national security. Let us be clear about exactly
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what that argument implies. Although the CIA emphasizes, and I
quote, the "immense benefits we received from extensive relation-
ships with scholars and academic institutions throughout the coun-
try," the CIA insists upon the right to use financial inducements or
other means of persuasion to cause our professors and employees to
ignore our rules of employment and enter into secret relationships
whenever it considers such activities to be justified by the interests
of national security.

I do not believe that an agency of the United States should act in
this fashion. A Senate committee has called upon the academic
community to set standards to govern its relations with the intelli-
gence agencies. Harvard has attempted to set such standards. Yet
the CIA is declaring that it will simply ignore important provisions
of our guidelines.

Essentially, our common task is to strike a proper balance be-
tween the needs of intelligence agencies in promoting our national
security and the interests of the academic community in preserving
conditions essential to learning and inquiry. The CIA may have
special knowledge of our intelligence needs, but the CIA is hardly
the appropriate arbiter to weigh these needs against the legitimate
concerns of the academic community. It has no special knowledge
of universities, nor does it have the experience to weigh the intan-
gible values involved in maintaining the integrity of the scholarly
enterprise or an atmosphere of candor and trust on the nation's
campuses. In addition, as an agency dedicated to the pursuit of
intelligence activities, it cannot claim to have complete objectivity
in weighing its own needs against the interests of a separate class
of institutions.

I recognize fully that similar arguments can be applied to univer-
sities. As the representative of an educational institution, I cannot
claim to have expert knowledge of our intelligence needs, nor can I
pretend to complete objectivity where academic interests are at
stake. But it is an extraordinary step for a Government agency to
assert the right to interfere with the relations between an institu-
tion and its own employees and to disregard the internal rules that
an institution has developed to safeguard its essential activities.
Such decisions should be made only under the express authority of
the Congress and only on the basis of clear and convincing
evidence.

If Congress finds that such evidence exists and that the national
security requires its agencies to act in disregard of our rules, we
must, of course, submit to such a judgment. But I believe that the
evidence will be of a different nature. I suspect that careful exami-
nation will show that covert recruiting and the operational use of
academic personnel may make the job of the CIA somewhat easier
but that such methods are not essential to carrying out its intelli-
gence function. If that is the case, Congress should make it clear
that these activities cannot continue, and that the internal rules of
academic institutions should be respected. The added effort and
inconvenience required of the CIA to carry out its mission should
be an acceptable price to pay in order to preserve the integrity of
the academic profession, the independence of our educational insti-
tutions, and the atmosphere of openness and trust essential to free
inquiry and learning.



Thank you very much.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you, Mr. Bok, for your very fine

statement, and the material you submitted with it, the letters from
Admiral Turner, and your response, and the report of the Commit-
tee on Relationships between the Harvard community and U.S.
intelligence agencies will be made part of the record.

Mr. Baratz?
[The information referred to follows:]

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE HARVARD

COMMUNITY AND U.S. INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

In April 1976, the United States Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental

Operations With Respect to Intelligence Activities ("the Select Committee") issued

its final report. In the section of the report which discussed relationships between

the American academic community and the Central intelligence Agency ("the

CIA"), the Select Committee expressed its concern over some of the relationships
that have existed in recent years. The Select Committee concluded that it would not

recommend legislation to remedy the problems because it viewed "such legislation

as both unenforceable and in itself an intrusion on the privacy and integrity of the

American academic community. The [Select] Committee believes that it is the

responsibility of * * * the American academic community to set the professional

and ethical standards of its members. This report on the nature and extent of covert

individual relationships with the CIA is intended to alert [the academic community]
that there is a problem." (p. 191)'

In May, 1976 President Derek C. Bok, in response to the Select Committee's

report, asked each of us to serve on a Harvard committee to consider the issues

raised by the Select Committee. President Bok expressed the view that the issues

needed to be explored and that new rules of conduct for members of the Harvard

community might be needed.
Before proceeding to the discussion section, we would like to emphasize four

convictions underlying this report.
First, in this era of international tension and difficulties it is extremely important

for the United States to have an effective system of foreign intelligence.
Second, U.S. foreign intelligence efforts, like other forms of professional work and

public service, can benefit considerably from the support of research activities that

directly or indirectly involve universities and their faculty members.
Third, the relationship between U.S. foreign intelligence agencies and universities

must be structured in ways that protect the integrity of universities and the

academic profession, and safeguard the freedom and objectivity of scholarship.
Finally, as explained in the discussion section, our proposed guidelines, which

have evolved from discussion of the Central Intelligence Agency in the report of the

Select Committee, should apply equally to relationships with the other intelligence
agencies of the United States.

2

DISCUSSION

At the outset we would like to express our appreciation to the Select Committee

for its consideration of the relationships between the CIA and the academic commu-

nity. Some of the past relationships alluded to in the Select Committee's report do

raise serious questions, and the Select Committee deserves credit for focusing atten-

tion on these questions. We appreciate also the Select Committee's forbearance in

urging legislative solutions. That legislation can itself be "an intrusion on the

privacy and integrity of the American academic community" (p. 191) has become

painfully clear in recent years.
In writing this report and making our recommendations we are unable to be

precise in describing the past relationships between the CIA and the academic

community in general or members of the Harvard University community in particu-

lar. The Select Committee itself indicates that it did not have full access to CIA

records for the period from 1967 to 1976. (pp. 180-1) Certain key passages in the

public version of the report of the Select Committee have been abridged for security
reasons, and we have access only to the public version. Neither we nor President

' All page references are to the report of the Select Committee.
'In a more general way this report may also be useful in providing guidance for relationships

with other institutions, private and governmental, which may constrain the academic indepen-

dence of faculty members or reduce their or universities' reputations for independence and

objectivity.



Bok has any specific knowledge of any covert CIA relationships with members of
the Harvard community, and we have no way of determining whether any such
relationship exists.

We think it is possible, however, to discuss the issues and make recommendations
without having precise information on past practices. The Select Committee's report
indicates some areas of concern and hints at others. By reading the report carefully
and drawing reasonable inferences and by talking with a few people familiar with
intelligence activities, we believe that we have identified the main problem areas
and have sufficient information to carry out the mandate given to us by President
Bok. Should new problems come to light, they can be dealt with within the frame-
work of the guidelines we propose.

The CIA's involvement with the academic community has consisted of institution-
al and individual relationships. The latter are a sensitive area for discussion be-
cause universities traditionally and for good reasons have exercised restraint in
attempting to control the individual activities of members of their communities.
There has not, however, been a complete absence of regulation either at Harvard or
other institutions. For example, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences and some other
Faculties at Harvard have adopted, with the approval of the Harvard Corporation,
conflict of interest guidelines. The rationale of such regulation seems twofold. First,
every profession, be it law, medicine or teaching, has certain obligations and stand-
ards to which its members can and should be held accountable. The obligations and
standards differ in many respects from profession to profession, and in suggesting
guidelines for members of the academic community we are attempting to reflect
what we believe to be a consensus within the Harvard Community on the standards
and obligations of our profession. Second, individual actions, when one is a member
of an academic community, can affect adversely the institution and other members
of the community. When such actions seem to be inconsistent with professional
obligations and standards, we think it appropriate for the institution to promulgate
guidelines that govern such actions and are applicable to faculty and staff members.

Because relationships between the CIA and the academic community were the
basis for the mandate given to our committee, our report discusses concerns related
only to the CIA, and not other United States Intelligence Agencies. To the extent
that other intelligence organizations, such as the Defense Intelligence Agency or the
National Security Agency, have relationships with the academic community, we
believe that our recommendations and the principles on which they are based are
equally applicable to such relationships. We would suggest, therefore, that this
report and the guidelines it contains be construed to apply to relationships between
members of the Harvard community and all U.S. intelligence agencies.3

We will now proceed to a discussion of the areas of concern and our recommenda-
tions for guidelines in each area. For the convenience of readers the recommended
guidelines are set forth both in the text of the report and in Appendix A to the
report.

A. Institutional Relationships With the CIA

The CIA, like other governmental agencies, has entered into research contracts
with universities to meet CIA research and analytical needs. We see no reason for
Harvard to decline to enter into a contract for research which would otherwise be
appropriate for a Harvard scholar simply because the research is for the CIA. As
stated by the Select Committee, to meet its needs the CIA "must have unfettered
access to the best advice and judgment our universities can produce * * * " (p. 191)
If the CIA believes that it can benefit from work done at Harvard and if members of
the Harvard community are interested in doing the work, research contracts be-
tween Harvard and the CIA are a legitimate expression of this mutual interest.

We assume, of course, that any such contracts must comply with Harvard's
normal rules governing contracting with outside sponsors. These rules provide, for
example, that the work cannot be classified, that results may be published by the
researchers and that sponsorship may be stated when the results are published.

We would suggest, however, one additional rule in regard to Harvard research
contracts with the CIA. Because of the legitimate fear of covert relationships be-
tween academic institutions and the CIA and because of the suspicions that have
been aroused by recent activities of the CIA, it would be appropriate to make public,
perhaps in the list of research contracts frequently published in the Gazette, the
existence of any institutional contracts with the CIA. Such disclosure might include

'We do not consider in this report activities of the intelligence agencies of foreign countries.
These activities can pose very serious problems but they present a number of different legal and
practical issues, especially when foreign nationals are involved.



the subject matter of the contract, the dollar amount and the name of the principal
investigator.

Recommendation.-Harvard may enter into research contracts with the CIA pro-
vided that such contracts conform with Harvard's normal rules governing contract-

ing with outside sponsors and that the existence of a contract is made public by
University officials.

B. Individual Consulting Arrangements With the CIA

In addition to institutional contracts, the CIA has made arrangements with indi-

viduals within the academic community to help the CIA meet its research and

analytical needs (we are not referring to CIA operational needs). On occasion these

needs are met indirectly by a third party acting under contract for the CIA and

informing individuals that the CIA is the client. These arrangements, whether

direct or indirect, enable the CIA to obtain the benefit of expertise available in the

academic community and enable academics to pursue work or engage in discussions

that may be of interest to them. Many individuals at Harvard engage in this kind of

activity for a variety of governmental or private organizations. We believe that

consulting arrangements with the CIA do not pose any peculiar professional or

institutional problems and that, consistent with any Faculty rules governing outside

activities of Faculty members, members of the Harvard community may enter into

such arrangements.
There would seem to be no need for consulting arrangements to be kept private

between the CIA and the individual, and if they are, they can become subject to

misunderstanding or be confused with other possible relationships with the CIA. We

therefore suggest that any direct or indirect consulting arrangements with the CIA

be reported in writing by the individual to the Dean of the appropriate Faculty (as

may now be required for all consulting arrangements by the rules of some Faculties)

and by the Dean to the President of the University. Any question about the

consistency of a consulting arrangement with these guidelines can be resolved when

the arrangement is reported to the Dean.
Recommendation.-Individual members of the Harvard community may enter

into direct or indirect consulting arrangements for the CIA to provide research and

analytical services. The individual should report in writing the existence of such an

arrangement to the Dean of his or her Faculty, who should then inform the

President of the University.

C. CIA Recruiting on Campus

We understand that, broadly speaking, the CIA uses two methods for systematic

recruiting on university campuses. The first method involves sending an identifiable

CIA recruiter to interview students and others who may be interested in becoming

employees of the CIA. This method is open and visible and comparable to the

recruiting efforts of other public and private organizations. We think it poses no

issues of principle for the academic community.
The second method involves the use of individuals who may be professors, admin-

istrators or possibly students and who have an ongoing and confidential relationship
with the CIA as recruiters. The job of these covert recruiters is to identify for the

CIA members of the community, including foreign students, who may be likely
candidates for an employment or other relationship with the CIA on a regular or

sporadic basis. Although we are not certain how the recruiting process works, we
understand that when the recruiter believes that a likely candidate has been

identified, the name of the candidate is reported to the CIA, which then conducts a

background check on the individual and creates a file with the information it

obtains. Neither the recruiter nor the CIA informs the individual at this stage that

he or she is being considered for employment or other purposes by the CIA. If the

investigation confirms the view of the recruiter, the individual is then approached

to discuss a present or future relationship with the CIA.
For a number of reasons we believe that members of the Harvard community

should not serve as covert recruiters for the CIA. First and most importantly, it is

inappropriate for a member of an academic community to be acting secretly on
behalf of the government in his relationship with other members of the academic

community. The existence on the Harvard campus of unidentified individuals who

may be probing the views of others and obtaining information for the possible use of

the CIA is inconsistent with the idea of a free and independent university. Such

practices inhibit free discourse and are a distortion of the relationship that should

exist among members of an academic community, and in particular of the relation-

ship that should exist between faculty members and students.
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There are other reasons for members of the Harvard community not to be
involved in such a covert recruiting system if our understanding of it is correct.
Foreign students pose a special problem. It is not unreasonable to suppose that
recruitment of a foreign national by the CIA may lead to requests that the person
engage in acts that violate the laws of his own country. We do not consider it
appropriate for a member of the Harvard community-especially a faculty member
who may have a teaching relationship with the foreign national-to be part of a
process that may reasonably be supposed to lead to a request to an individual to
violate the laws of another country. More generally, we question whether it is
appropriate for a member of the Harvard community to trigger a secret background
investigation of another member of the community. Such an investigation is an
invasion of individual privacy, whether the subject of the investigation be a United
States citizen or a foreign national. Moreover, the conduct of a secret investigation
is likely to lead to additional secret governmental intrusion into the campus as the
CIA tries to develop more information about the subject of the investigation. Final-
ly, it is impossible to know to what uses the information may be put in future years
and in what ways the life of the subject of the investigation may be adversely
affected.

For these reasons we conclude that any member of the Harvard community who
has an on-going relationship with the CIA as a recruiter, with or without compensa-
tion, should make his or her role known to the Dean of the appropriate Faculty who
in turn should inform the President of the University and the appropriate place-
ment offices within the University. At the placement offices the names of recruiters
would be available to all members of the Harvard community. Because of the CIA's
authority to conduct secret background investigations, no recruiter at Harvard
should suggest a name of a member of the Harvard community to the CIA as a
potential employee or for other purposes without the consent of the individual.

We recognize that there are other possible CIA "recruiting" situations that do not
involve an on-going relationship between the CIA and the individual whose advice is
being sought. For example, when a new President of the United States is elected, a
faculty member might be asked to recommend candidates for top staff positions in
the CIA. Or a faculty member who has had a consulting relationship with the CIA
may be asked to recommend a colleague to undertake some specialized research for
the CIA. Occasional acts of recommendation such as these would ordinarily pose no
special problems. Even here, however, an individual should exercise discretion to
make certain that he or she is not causing difficulty or embarrassment for another
member of the Harvard community. Depending on the circumstances, it may be
appropriate to request consent from an individual before presenting his or her name
to the CIA. Because of the special situation of foreign nationals, consent should be
obtained before recommending a foreigner to the CIA.

Recommendation.-Any member of the Harvard community who has an ongoing
relationship with the CIA as a recruiter should report that fact in writing to the
Dean of the appropriate Faculty, who should inform the President of the University
and the appropriate placement offices within the University. A recruiter should not
give the CIA the name of another member of the Harvard community without the
prior consent of that individual. Members of the Harvard community whose advice
is sought on a one-time or occasional basis should consider carefully whether under
the circumstances it is appropriate to give the CIA a name without the prior
consent of the individual.

D. Operational Use of Members of the Academic Community

According to the Select Committee, the CIA has used academics for a variety of
operational purposes. (pp. 189-91) For security reasons the Select Committee's
report does not state with any precision what these purposes have been, although it
does indicate that they have included writing books and other materials for propa-
ganda purposes, the collection of intelligence and making introductions for intelli-
gence purposes. It appears from the report that most of these relationships have
been covert but at some universities at least one university official is aware of the
operational use of the academics on the campus. The report does not state precisely
what is involved in these "operational uses" or whether any of them take place on
the campus. It is indicated that the "CIA considers these operational relationships
with the United States academic community as perhaps its most sensitive domestic
area and has strict controls governing these operations." (p. 190) These controls
prohibit the use of academics who are working abroad under the Fulbright-Hays
Act. (p. 190)

It is understandable that the operational use of academics should be considered a
sensitive area because it poses several serious problems. Covert intelligence activi-
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ties within the walls of a university are clearly an unacceptable intrusion into the
academic community. When the CIA uses an academic when he is abroad to collect
intelligence or make intelligence introductions, the CIA is using with the consent of
the academic the academic's ability to travel and meet with people in furtherance of
his academic work. Put most simply, the academic enterprise provides a "cover" for
intelligence work. This use of the academic enterprise should not, in our opinion,
continue. It inevitably casts doubt on the integrity of the efforts of the many
American academics who work abroad and, as a practical matter may make it more
difficult for American academics to obtain permission to pursue their interests in
foreign countries. Speaking more broadly, we believe that the use of the academic
profession and scholarly enterprises to provide a "cover" for intelligence activities is
likely to corrupt the academic process and lead to a loss of public respect for
academic enterprises.

We would conclude, therefore, that members of the Harvard community should
not undertake intelligence operations for the CIA. They should not, for example,
when travelling abroad agree to perform any introductions for the CIA or attempt
to obtain any information for the CIA.

This stricture does not mean that after returning to the United States academics
should refuse to discuss their travels with the CIA, if they so desire. As stated by
the Select Committee, occasional de-briefings, which are analogous to the consulting
arrangements discussed above do not pose a "danger to the integrity of American
private institutions." (p. 189) Occasional de-briefings do not involve an academic's
taking actions or making observations as a result of instructions in advance from
the CIA. However, de-briefings of an individual on a regular or systematic basis can
lead to implicit understandings between the CIA and the individual on the gather-
ing of intelligence.

The involvement of academics in writing books and other materials for propagan-
da is a more difficult question to assess, because the Select Committee for security
reasons provides no specific examples and because there is a wide range of possible
propaganda activities. We hesitate to suggest a complete prohibition on involvement
in all propaganda activities. We hope that members of the Harvard community
would not, as a matter of personal principle, become participants in activities that
are known to involve partial truths or distortions. We would suggest a complete
prohibition where the academic is publicly lending his name and position to materi-
al that he knows to be misleading or untrue, such as writing a signed introduction
to a fabricated diary of a defector or writing for publication a review of such a
diary. In such cases the academic is using the public respect for the academic
profession to gain acceptance for material that is not true, an act which seems to us
inconsistent with the scholarly and professional obligations of an academic.

Recommendation.-Members of the Harvard community should not undertake
intelligence operations for the CIA. They should not participate in propaganda
activities if the activities involve lending their names and positions to gain public
acceptance for materials they know to be misleading or untrue. Before undertaking
any other propaganda activities, an individual should consider whether the task is
consistent with his scholarly and professional obligations.

E. The "Unwitting" Use of Members of the Academic Community

The Select Committee indicates that on occasion academics are used in an unwit-
ting manner for some activities. We would assume that this means, for example,
that an academic performs a task under what he believes to be private auspices
when in fact he is working for the CIA.

This practice should stop. It poses dangers to the integrity of the academic
community and is a violation of the rights of the individual whose services are
employed. The practice also seems to be inconsistent with the CIA's internal direc-
tive that "consenting adults" may be involved in operations. (p. 189) A person
should not be deemed to have consented to perform a task if he is misled about the
purposes of the task and given false information on who is his employer.

Recommendation.-No member of the Harvard community should assist the CIA
in obtaining the unwitting services of another member of the Harvard community.
The CIA should not employ members of the Harvard community in an unwitting
manner.

F Interpretation and Application of These Guidelines

From time to time there are likely to be questions concerning the interpretation
of these guidelines in given situations. Moreover, it is likely that we have not
discussed a number of other relationships between the CIA and members of the
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Harvard community. Should the possibility of such relationships arise, we would
hope that individuals would be aware that there may be a problem that should be
considered in light of the principles stated in this report. If guidance is needed, we
would suggest that the matter be discussed with the Dean of the appropriate
Faculty and then, if necessary, with the President of the University or a member of
his staff.

Recommendation.-Questions concerning the interpretation and application of
these guidelines should be discussed initially with the Dean of the appropriate
Faculty and, if necessary, with the President of the University or a member of his
staff.

CONCLUSION

We recognize that our recommendations, if adopted, may make it more difficult
for the CIA to perform certain tasks. This loss is one that a free society should be
willing to suffer. We do not believe that present relationships between the CIA and
the academic community, as outlined by the Select Committee, can continue with-
out posing a serious threat to the independence and integrity of the academic
community. If the academic community loses some of its independence, self-respect
and the respect of others, our society has suffered a serious loss. We believe that the
potential harm to the academic enterprise, and consequently to our society, far
outweighs the potential losses that the CIA may suffer.

We recognize also that our recommendations will need to be reexamined from
time to time. As mentioned earlier, we do not have complete information on past
practices. Our conclusions should be reviewed in the light of future experience.
Moreover, times and circumstances change and may require a reevaluation of the
relationship between Harvard and the government.

Our recommendations are designed to provide guidelines where there have been
none in the past. As we stated near the beginning of the Discussion section of this
report, we have no specific knowledge of past or present covert relationships at
Harvard, and our report is not intended as criticism of the actions of any member of
the Harvard community. We have tried, as suggested by the Select Committee, to
suggest guidelines to protect the academic community and enable it to serve the
most productive role in a free society.

Respectfully submitted,
ARCHIBALD COX,
DON K. PRICE,
HENRY RosoVSKY,
DANIEL STEINER,

May 12, 1977.

APPENDIX A

RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES

A. Harvard may enter into research contracts with the CIA provided that such
contracts conform with Harvard's normal rules governing contracting with outside
sponsors and that the existence of a contract is made public by University officials.

B. Individual members of the Harvard community may enter into direct or
indirect consulting arrangements for the CIA to provide research and analytical
services. The individual should report in writing the existence of such an arrange-
ment to the Dean of his or her Faculty, who should then inform the President of the
University.

C. Any member of the Harvard community who has an on-going relationship with
the CIA as a recruiter should report that fact in writing to the Dean of the
appropriate Faculty, who should inform the President of the University and the
appropriate placement offices within the University. A recruiter should not give the
CIA the name of another member of the Harvard community without the prior
consent of that individual. Members of the Harvard community whose advice is
sought on a one-time or occasional basis should consider carefully whether under
the circumstances it is appropriate to give the CIA the name of another member of
the Harvard community without the prior consent of the individual.

D. Members of the Harvard community should not undertake intelligence oper-
ations for the CIA. They should not participate in propaganda activities if the
activities involve lending their names and positions to gain public acceptance for
materials they know to be misleading or untrue. Before undertaking any other
propaganda activities, an individual should consider whether the task is consistent
with his scholarly and professional obligations.
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E. No member of the Harvard community should assist the CIA in obtaining the
unwitting services of another member of the Harvard community. The CIA should
not employ members of the Harvard community in an unwitting manner.

F. Questions concerning the interpretation and application of these guidelines
should be discussed initially with the Dean of the appropriate Faculty and, if
necessary, with the President of the University or a member of his staff.
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The Direcor ol Ceniral Intdigence

Wa 1nm ) C. 211515

li JUN 1977

Derek C. Bok, President
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear President Bok:

I have read with interest the new guidelines you have announced
to regulate the relationships between Harvard, its faculty and staff,
and the Central Intelligence Agency. I particularly welcome your
recognition of the need for an effective system for the production
and collection of foreign intelligence within our government and your
realization of the important contribution that the American academic

community continues to make toward improving our understanding of
foreign developments.

May I say that we in the Intelligence Community of the United
States recognize and appreciate the immense benefits we receive from

extensive relationships with scholars and academic institutions

throughout the country. Leading historians and political scientists
and some of their best pupils have brought a high degree of intel-

lectual energy, curiosity, and integrity to our profession and have

made sure that our analytical efforts continually take account of the

best research available in the private sector. Indeed, we have

systematically and conscientiously built many of the components and

practices of the intelligence profession on models from academia.

American scholars who have been willing to share information and
interpretations of developments in the international arena often

have contributed valuably to intelligence support of the U.S. foreign

policy-making process. Without the continuing assistance of the

academic community, our ability to provide the President and other

senior officials with objective and enlightened analyses and es-

timates would be hampered. I believe strongly that in this increas-

ingly complex and competitive world it remains in the best interests

of both the academic and intelligence communities to expand and

refine their contacts in a spirit of mutual respect and understanding.
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Current CIA policy covering our relations with American
staff and faculty members of U.S. academic institutions is
already, to a large degree, consistent with the Harvard guide-
lines. Present Agency policies may be summarized as follows:

All of our contracts with academic institutions
are entered into with the knowledge of ap-
propriate senior management officials of the
institution concerned.

All recruiting for CIA staff employment on
campus is overt.

It is against our policy to obtain the un-
witting services of American staff and faculty
members of U.S. academic institutions.

I am pleased that you have a guideline which expressly
authorizes individual consulting arrangements with intelligence
agencies. As I have said, these relationships are of inestimable
value to us. I must, however, take exception with the provision
in this guideline which requires your faculty members to report
such arrangements in writing to the dean of their faculty. At
least, I take such exception if a similar regulation is not ap-
plicable to liaison arrangements with industry, other governmental
agencies, foreign governments, etc. If such is not the case, I
believe that attempts to regulate the private lives of our citizens
in a manner discriminatory to any particular group, profession or
segment of society poses serious risks. I believe that we would be
far safer not to single out any group, despite what may be transient
enthusiasm for so doing. In point of fact, it is our policy in these
cases to suggest to individual scholars that they inform appropriate
officials at their universities of their relationship with CIA.
Frequently, however, scholars object to advising any third parties on
the understandable grounds that to do so Would violate their constitu-
tional rights to privacy and free association and possibly expose
them to harassment and damage to their professional careers. As
you are aware, there are two such cases of unfair and prejudicial
harassment at this time on other campuses. Thus, the decision on
whether to advise their institution of a relationship with CIA is
left to the discretion of the individual. Ne intend to continue
respecting the wishes of individuals in this regard.
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In closing, let me express the hope that your guidelines

will help in improving the cooperation that already exists
between the U.S. academic and intelligence communities. I
also wish that you would bring promptly to my attention any
case in the future where you think there has been an abuse or
improper use of our authority. You can be assured that I will
move quickly to ascertain the facts and to take such remedial

action as may be necessary.

Yours sincerel

STANSFIELD TURNER
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July 12, 1977

Dear Admiral Turner:

Thank you very much for your letter of June thirteenth concerning the
guidelines promulgated by Harvard. I am pleased but not surprised that there
are a number of similarities in your and our approaches to the question of
relationships between the Central Intelligence Agency and universities such
as Harvard.

There appear, however, to be some differences which may be significant.
You refer to one--informing university officials of individual consulting
relationships--in your letter. Although I think it is better for such rela-
tionships to be reported, the question seems to be one for individual insti-
tutions and the consultants to decide. The difference in our views may not,
therefore, be of great significance.

I am more concerned about two other points. The first relates to re-
cruiting on campus. In your letter you summarize present Agency policy as
requiring that "All recruiting for CIA staff employment on campus is overt."
The apparent limitation of this policy to "staff employment" could leave room
for practices, outlined in our report, that I would regard as inconsistent with
the nature of a university campus. The second relates to our guideline on
faculty and staff involvement in intelligence operations. Your letter does
not refer to Agency policy in this area.

It may be that amplification of your views and policies will reconcile any
apparent differences in these two areas. It also may be that there are real
differences that need to be explored through further discussions. If the lat-
ter is the case, I would be happy to designatea member of my staff to meet
with your representative to discuss these matters more fully. The issues are
important, and it might be in both our interests to try to resolve any dif-
ferences that may exist. In any event, I would be happy to try.

Sincerely,

Derek C. Bok

Admiral Stansfield Turner
The Director of Central Intelligence
Washington, D.C. 20505

cc: Dan Steiner
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December 5, 1977

Dear Admiral Turner:

Now that there have been discussions and correspondence between your
representatives and mine concerning Harvard's guidelines on relationships
between U.S. intelligence agencies and Harvard, it seems appropriate for
me to write you directly to express my views and to invite your response.

The CIA's position, as I understand it, differs from ours on two sig-
nificant issues: the operational use, including the gathering of intelli-
gence on assignment, of faculty and staff members, and the use of faculty
and staff members as covert recruiters on campus and practices associated
with covert recruiting. The Harvard guidelines, in Sections C and D of
the report that we issued, conclude that these two activities are inappro-
priate. The CIA has taken the position that these activities are a matter
for decision on a case-by-case basis by the individual faculty or staff
member and the CIA without the knowledge of the university and without re-
gard to its rules. The rationale for the CIA's position appears to be that
faculty and staff members can help the CIA perform its function in our so-
ciety and that individuals at universities should be free to reach their
own decisions on serving their country. (One aspect of the CIA's position
is unclear. Mr. Lapham's letter of October 28th to Mr. Steiner states that
the CIA should not "unilaterally deny any citizen... the opportunity to
furnish information or services...." Does this mean that the CIA is pre-
cluded from directly or indirectly requesting or suggesting that a faculty
or staff member serve the CIA and will consider the use of an individual
for operational or covert recruiting purposes only if the initiative comes
solely from the individual? We would appreciate clarification of this
question by the CIA.)

I do not think that I need repeat the underlying rationale for Harvard's
position on these two issues. The reasons are set forth in the two sections
of our report. (A copy of Sections C and D is enclosed for your convenience.)
But it might be helpful if I tried to address what I take to be the core of
the CIA's position: that individual faculty and staff members, as citizens
of the United States, should be free to serve the CIA and their country as
they see fit.

I would not, of course, argue with the general proposition that citizens
as a matter of individual choice can serve our country in a variety of ways,
including the gathering of intelligence and other covert activities on behalf
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of the CIA. Citizens, however, are frequently subject to limitations on
their right to engage in certain activities because of professional obli-
gations they have voluntarily assumed or relationships they have volun-
tarily entered into. Let me illustrate this point with two examples. Citi-
zens ordinarily have the right to comment freely to the press concerning
litigation in progress. However, a lawyer representing a party in a case
before the courts is expected to restrict his comments to the press.
Citizens ordinarily have the right to act as undercover agents for the FBI.
It is doubtful, however, that a staff member of the Select Committee on
Intelligence of the U.S. Senate could serve covertly the FBI by reporting
information and conversations to which he was privy because of his job. In
the first example our society's interests in the fair administration of
justice are deemed to justify a restriction on free speech. In the second
our system of separation of powers and the obligations assumed to one's em-
ployer justify restricting a person's ability to serve his country by help-
ing the FBI.

In our guidelines we do ask our faculty and staff members, because of
professional obligations and their voluntary relationship with other mem-
bers of the academic community, to forego rights that they would otherwise
have as citizens. We made this request because we concluded that the prac-
tices in question are inconsistent with the nature of a university community
and the obligations of a member of the academic profession. Covert recruit-
ing by university personnel and its attendant practices bring a new and dis-
turbing element into the relationships among members of the academic com-
munity, represent a serious intrusion of the government into our campus and
classrooms, and violate the privacy of individuals within the community. The
use of a professor for operational purposes while he is abroad for academic
purposes, such as attending a conference in his field, is simply a use of
the academic profession as a cover and consequently compromises the integrity
of the profession and casts doubts on the true purposes of the activities of
all academics.

As pointed out in the introduction to the discussion section of our re-
port, we proceed with caution when considering guidelines that would restrict
the activities of our faculty and staff members. We also are -aware, as stated
in the conclusion of the report, that restrictions may make it more difficult
for the CIA to perform certain tasks it has been asked to do. We remain con-
vinced, however, that the primary thrust of the guidelines is appropriate and
serves the interests of our society. Although there is perhaps room for
reasonable differences of opinion on some details, and your response may be
helpful in this regard, we believe that the guidelines provide a sensible
answer to the serious problems brought to our attention by the U.S. Senate
Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with respect to Intelligence
Activities.

I might be more comfortable with the case-by-case approach, with the
striking of individual bargains between a faculty or staff member and the CIA
if the process and the resulting bargain were open and subject to scrutiny.
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Then members of the academic community and others could weigh the competing
interests in each case and reach a decision. But the very nature of the
activities in question--their covertness--precludes such a result, and the
CIA and the individual, whatever his motivations for agreeing to serve the
CIA may be, are the sole judges. The covertness also means that universi-
ties such as Harvard will have no way of knowing to what extent the integ-
rity of the Anerican academic community is being compromised. Only the
CIA will have the complete picture on an on-going basis.

The matters at issue are, of course, important not only to Harvard but
to other academic institutions. It is fair to say that the present position
of the CIA appears to mean a continuation, at the discretion of the CIA and
individuals, of the covert relationships that caused the most concern to
the Select Committee in the April, 1976 report. For this reason I would
welcome your personal consideration of the issues described- above.

Sincerely,

Derek C. Bok

Admiral Stansfield Turner
The Director of Central Intelligence
Washington, D.C. 20505

cc: D. Steiner

Enc. Section C and D of Report of the Committee on Relationships between the
Harvard Community and United States Intelligence AGencies

Page Three
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Central bdlt~iceAgng

15 May 1978

Derek C. Bok, President
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Dear President Bok:

I want to thank you for your letter of last December 5, which correctly
identified the two points as to which our representatives were unable to reach
agreement in their discussions of the Harvard guidelines. I have not replied
sooner, wanting first to reconsider my own position and to take full account
of the views that you expressed. While my reappraisal has not caused me to
shift my ground, or to accept as internal CIA controls the two Harvard guide-
line policies that were the focus of the discussions between our staffs, I would
like to explain to you my recent thinking on this subject.

What we are dealing with here, in one of its many forms, is the question
of what restraints should be observed by CIA in the performance of its intelli-
gence functions. It is natural that we should approach that question from our
separate institutional perspectives, but I am confident that we share the same
fundamental concerns. Like you, I am resolved to see that academic freedoms
are not threatened by intelligence activities, just as I assume that you are
resolved with me to see that our national capacity to carry out these activities
is not undercut or unduly reduced. Whatever our differences, we surely are
agreed that in the end the country cannot afford either an ineffective intelli-
gence service or a crippling of its academic life through governmental inter-
ference or intrusion, and that therefore ways must be found to bring the
interests at stake here into a proper balance so that both can be served.

Information about foreign events and trends is the raw material from which
finished national intelligence is derived. Much of the necessary information is
not openly available and therefore cannot be obtained by open or publicized
methods. Some of what is needed is gathered by technical means. The rest,
being a critically important part of the whole, is gathered from human sources.
Information-gathering from human sources is a particular responsibility of CIA,
but the Agency is not self-sufficient in this regard. At almost every turn it
requires the support and assistance of others. That is true, to take but one
example among many that could be chosen, when it comes to arranging access
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or introductions to potential sources of information. If we are cut off from that
base of support, or if it is too far narrowed, our effectiveness will be badly
eroded or ended altogether. While in the present climate there is a certain
clamor to add to the list of those with whom it is thought improper for CIA to
maintain any confidential relationships, for the reasons stated I cannot accept
such additional restraints in absence of a truly compelling justification.

The proposition you are asking me to adopt would rule out of bounds any
confidential relationship with any academic for the purpose of conducting or
aiding the intelligence activities specified in your letter. We are asked to
forego all such relationships, and presumably to terminate any that exist, on
the grounds that they are contrary to obligations that one assumes upon becom-
ing a member, not just of the Harvard faculty or staff, but of the academic pro-
fession in general.

In support of your position, you argue that citizens "are frequently subject
to limitations on their right to engage in certain activities because of professional
obligations they have voluntarily -entered into." As illustrations, you cite:
a) the duty of confidentiality that a lawyer has to a client involved in litigation
and the attendant restrictions this duty places on the lawyer's "right" as a citi-
zen under the First Amendment to speak freely and publicly concerning his
client's case; and b) the fact that a citizen's "right" to act as an FBI informant
does not extend to a Senate intelligence committee staffer covertly providing
the Bureau with information gained as a result of his position with the committee.
While obviously I cannot quarrel with either your basic premise or with the
illustrations themselves, I do think that our relationships*with academics are
wholly different in both principle and substance. Neither CIA nor the academics
with whom it deals view the services rendered by them as a breach of profes-
sional ethics or otherwise underhanded or disloyal to the individual's primary
employer. For instance, we do not ask a university official to provide us with
a student's university biographical file or transcript without the latter's per-
mission. Similarly, we do not seek (nor are we interested in) information from
a professor on his institution's internal workings, activities, curriculum, etc.
In short, countervailing considerations such as the fair administration of justice
or a blatant conflict of interests, as exist in your examples, simply are not pre-
sent in the nature and scope of the confidential relationships which academics
have with this Agency. Rather, we consider these individuals to be acting
wholly out of good faith and praiseworthy motives in lending their assistance
to our endeavors, and we doubt that they in any way compromise the integrity
of the academic profession or infringe upon their official responsibilities to
their institution.

I want to emphasize that the views I am expressing do not merely reflect
the "CIA's position," as your letter terms it; rather, our position is dictated
not only by our perceptions of the national interest but also by the strongly-
held beliefs of the academics with whom we deal. The initiatives leading to
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these relationships may come either from the Agency or from the individual
academics, but it is our policy to leave to the individual concerned, as a
matter of choice or conscience, the decision whether to offer assistance in
the performance of our functions. As has been pointed out in previous cor-
respondence, these relationships are frequently kept confidential at the
insistence of the individuals themselves, their concerns being that they might
otherwise be exposed to harassment or other adverse consequences as a result
of exercising their right to assist their Government.

It should not be inferred that CIA mindlessly ignores the status of the U. S.
academic community as a discrete segment of our society, or that it follows no
special procedures in its dealings with the institutions themselves and the
employees thereof. On the contrary, we have recently adopted and rigorously
adhere to an internal CIA Headquarters regulation which sets forth detailed,
stringent restrictions on permissible relationships between CIA and academia.
I am enclosing a copy of the actual text of this regulation for your information.)
Although I can fully recognize and understand the bases for Harvard's particu-
lar concerns, I nevertheless firmly believe that the standards set forth therein
clearly evidence a reasonable and good faith effort by CIA to balance the princi-
ple of an independent academic world free from Government intrusion on the one
hand with the needs of the nation and the rights of individual academics on the
other. As it is, the restraints which we have already imposed on ourselves in
this area have on occasion limited the capability of the intelligence community to
perform the tasks it exists to perform. Nevertheless, CIA has chosen to formu-
late and operate under these limitations in the interests of and out of respect for
the freedom and independence of the U. S. academic community. At the same
time, it is our considered opinion that any further extension of the restrictions
to effectively rule out the two types of activities in question is neither legally
required nor is otherwise advisable in light of the potential obstacles which
such action would pose to this Agency's ability to further avail itself of a will-
ing, valuable resource to assist the Government in the performance of legiti-
mate endeavors in furtherance of the nation's foreign policy objectives.

I fully recognize that the Harvard guidelines were established pursuant to
a suggestion contained in the April 1976 report of the Senate Select Committee
to Study Governmdntal Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities. Of
course I do not question Harvard's basic right to promulgate internal proce-
dures which place reasonable restraints on relationships between its employees
and outside organizations in general. Nevertheless, I simply cannot lend my
affirmative support to or consider this Agency bound by any set of procedures
which, when read as a whole, singles out CIA, implies that any confidential
association that an academic has with us is so inherently suspect as to require
it to be publicly acknowledged and made "subject to scrutiny," as your letter
puts it, and deprives academics of all freedom of choice in relation to involve-
ment in intelligence activities.

On behalf of this Agency, I want to thank you, Mr. Steiner and the rest
of your colleagues at Harvard for the considerate and responsible manner in
which you have dealt with us on these difficult and complex issues.
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CIA HEADQUARTERS REGULATION

ON RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE

U. S. ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

CIA may enter into classified and unclassified contracts and other
arrangements with the United States academic institutions of higher learning
as long as senior management officials of the institution concerned are made
aware of CIA's sponsorship. CIA may enter into personal services contracts
and other continuing relationships with individual full-time staff and faculty
members of such institutions but in each case will suggest that the individual
advise an appropriate senior official thereof of his CIA affiliation, unless
security considqrations preclude such a disclosure or the individual objects
to making any third party aware of his relationship with CIA. No operational
use will be made either in the United States or abroad of staff and faculty
members of United States academic institutions on an unwitting basis. CIA
employees will not represent themselves falsely as employees of United States
academic institutions. CIA personnel wishing to teach or lecture at an academic
institution as an outside activity must disclose their CIA affiliation to appropriate
academic authorities; all such arrangements require approval in advance from
the Director of Security. Pursuant to Federal law, CIA will neither solicit nor
receive copies of identifiable school records relating to any student (regardless
of citizenship) attending a United States academic institution without the express
authorization of the student, or if the student is below the age of 18, his parents.
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STATEMENT OF MORTON S. BARATZ, GENERAL SECRETARY,
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS

Mr. BARATZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
appreciate the invitation to testify before the committee on the
relationships between the intelligence agencies and the academic
community. S. 2525, the National Intelligence Reorganization and
Reform Act of 1978, is the most significant legislation affecting
national intelligence agencies considered by the Congress since the
Central Intelligence Agency was established in 1947. From this
committee's deliberations there will come, I am confident, a
marked improvement in the body of law governing the intelligence
system of the United States, which will assure effective intelligence
activities consistent with preserving the integrity of other national
institutions and professions.

Strong, effective intelligence activities are in the national inter-
est. Their strength and effectiveness can be enhanced with access
to the energy, talents, skills, and physical resources housed in the
Nation's institutions of higher education.

An academic community known by all concerned to be devoted to
the search for truth, wherever truth may lie, is also in the national
interest. One necessary condition for assurance of the integrity of
intellectual inquiry is insulation of scholars from those persons,
groups, and institutions that have an interest either in suppressing
relevant kinds of information or using it in ways that are antitheti-
cal to the pursuit of truth.

Are the respective imperatives of intelligence work and of schol-
arly inquiry irreconcilable? If not, what rules may be established
and by whom to regulate the relationships between intelligence
agencies and the academic community, such that legitimate
national security objectives can be more nearly achieved without
causing significant dilution of academic freedom and academic self-
government?

The American Association of University Professors has, for the
more than 60 years of its existence, defended the academic freedom
of teachers and scholars. We have done so not as some particular
entitlement of teachers and scholars, but in service of the inestima-
ble value of academic freedom to the Nation. In the words of the
1940 "Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure,"
a document endorsed by more than 100 scholarly and educational
organizations:

Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to
further the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole.
The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free expression.

The pursuit and expression of knowledge, the distinguishing
characteristics of the academic community, must be open and inde-
pendent. There must, in other words, be no justifiable suspicion
that the academic profession is being used for nonprofessional pur-
poses. Such suspicions would cast a pall of doubt over the activities
of the academic profession, and thus gravely reduce the benefits to
society from teachers and scholars freely discussing, teaching or
publishing their views.

We realize that this committee has an imposing task in deciding
what is suitable and what is permissible for intelligence agencies in
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their relationships with the academic community. What can and
should be legislated, and what can and should be left to self-
governance on the campus are issues for which answers are hard to
find. The AAUP believes firmly in the principle of self-governance
by colleges and universities, and on that basis, encourages their
faculties and administrators to devise professional codes of ethics to
guide members of the academic community in their relations with
intelligence agencies. We also believe, however, that the law should
delimit the claims that the intelligence agencies can legitimately
make upon academics, lest the latter find themselves asked by
their Government to do that which their professional obligations
preclude.

Legislation consistent with maintaining the integrity of higher
education as well as with facilitating the work of the intelligence
agencies is possible and desirable. It is our view, however, that
S. 2525 falls short of that kind of accommodation in that it calls into
substantial question the "free search for truth and its free expres-
sion" upon which the common good rests. Here is a quick listing of
its defects.

(A), it draws an untenable distinction between the academic who
travels abroad under the aegis of an academic institution and the
academic whose travels are private. (B), it expressly fails to pro-
hibit covert recruitment in academic institutions. (C), it leaves to
tenuous implication whether restrictions on contracting by an in-
telligence agency with an academic institution apply as well to
individual members of the academic profession. (D), it places limits
upon disclosure of participation in United States organizations
which allow covert intelligence activities among campus groups
composed primarily of foreign students and foreign scholars.

Each of these points deserves further, but brief, discussion.
Section 132 of the bill states that no intelligence agency may

"pay or provide other valuable consideration" to a U.S. person
traveling abroad as part of a Government program "designed to
promote education or the arts, humanities, or cultural affairs" for
purposes of intelligence activities or providing intelligence informa-
tion, and no intelligence agency may use for purposes of cover any
academic institution. These are welcome provisions. But Section
132 goes on to state that no entity of the intelligence community
may use as a source of operational assistance in clandestine intelli-
gence activities in foreign countries any individual who-
is a United States person whose travel to such country is sponsored and supported
by a U.S. academic institution unless the appropriate senior officials of such institu-
tion are notified that such person is being used for such purpose.

Our first concern is with the word "unless" and the language
which follows. "Appropriate senior officials," identified, we assume,
by the intelligence agency, are informed that an individual from
their campus is being used for clandestine intelligence activities
abroad. Presumably, then, the practice goes forward. The restric-
tion on the intelligence agencies in lines 17 to 19 of this subsection
is, in effect, removed in lines 19 to 21. But a practice which is
wrong is not made right by informing "appropriate senior offi-
cials." We urge the deletion of lines 19 to 21 so that the intention
of the legislation with respect to a limitation upon intelligence
agencies may be fully implemented.



We are also troubled that the limitation on the intelligence
agencies against using members of the academic community travel-
ing abroad does not extend to the individual whose travel is not
sponsored and supported by a U.S. academic institution. This dis-
tinction is, in our view, inappropriate and unworkable.

The individual who travels to a professional symposium in
Greece with his own funds or funds provided by a foundation is no
different in the eyes of his colleagues at home or those he meets
abroad from the scholar sponsored and supported by an academic
institution. Both seek to advance their own and others' knowledge
of a field of study, and their institutional affiliations are widely
publicized. An intelligence agency, however, may approach the aca-
demic who has arranged his own funding, but not the dependent
scholar, to use in operational activities in the foreign country. The
clarity sought in S. 2525 does not exist, for what we understand
this language seeks to avoid, taint of academic institutions through
intelligence agencies in covert activities abroad, cannot be accom-
modated to the richly complex world of traveling academics.

There are, of course, scholars who travel as tourists, often with
families, seeking recreation as any of us might. But we do not see,
for the purposes of this legislation, a substantial difference between
the scholar traveling privately and the scholar traveling profession-
ally. Neither scholar is meaningfully separable from his institu-
tion. Unlike lawyers or physicians, most of whom are self-em-
ployed, but like legislators, whose professional identification is
bound to an institution, the scholar abroad does not shed his insti-
tutional affiliation. It defines how he is perceived, whether or not
his presence in a foreign country is sponsored and supported by an
academic institution.

In 1976, the 62d annual meeting of the AAUP called on all
academics to-
participate only in those Government activities whose sponsorship is fully disclosed,
and to avoid any involvement which might conflict with their academic obligations
and responsibilities.

The avoidance of a conflict of interest is an affirmative obligation
resting upon academics to accept no responsibilities which would
substantially interfere with their professional responsibilities. The
academic who consents to participate in clandestine activities
abroad provides a cover for intelligence work. In doing so, the
academic, as the "Report of the Committee on Relationships be-
tween the Harvard Community and United States Intelligence
Agencies" observed-
casts doubt on the integrity of the efforts of the many American academics who
work abroad and, as a practical matter, may make it more difficult for American
academics to obtain permission to pursue their interests in foreign countries.

The academic who performs covert intelligence work thus as-
sumes an obligation at odds with his obligations as a teacher and a
scholar, for his secret activities inhibit professional relationships
without which members of the academic profession may not effec-
tively discharge their duties to students and colleagues. It follows,
we believe, that that which is improper for an academic to accept
and do consistent with professional ethical standards, would be just
as improper for intelligence agencies to induce.
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We recommend that intelligence agencies be prohibited from
using, as sources of operational assistance in foreign countries, all
academics traveling abroad.

Section 132, subsection (f) states that intelligence agencies are
not prohibited from using any person described in subsections (a)
and (b) of this provision to aid in recruitment of employees, sources
of information, and operational assistance for the intelligence com-
munity.

The wording of this subsection troubles us. If an intelligence
agency may use the described persons, including clergy, journalists,
and academics abroad, to assist in recruitment of sources of oper-
ational assistance, how is the constraint upon the agencies toward
academics traveling in foreign countries to be maintained? We
have no detailed knowledge of operational assistance programs, but
we are hard pressed to understand how helping to recruit sources
of operational assistance is distinguishable from being used as a
source of operational assistance. Because the distinction in practice
between the two is blurred, the limitation upon the intelligence
agencies intended to safeguard the academic community is corre-
spondingly weakened.

More troublesome, subsection (f) establishes a statutory mandate
for covert recruitment on the campus. Open recruitment at colleges
and universities by identifiable representatives of the intelligence
agencies is unobjectionable. But the practice by intelligence agen-
cies of maintaining confidential relationships with faculty mem-
bers, students, or administrators for recruitment purposes is incon-
sistent with the requirement that all conflicts of interest which
may affect teaching and scholarship be fully disclosed.

The unidentified member of the academic community who seeks
the views of others for possible use by the intelligence agencies
engages in false pretenses. He encourages reliance by others in his
professional capacity for nonprofessional reasons. In doing so, he
places all members of the academic community under suspicion.
Thus, the unfettered exchange of ideas, central to free and inde-
pendent institutions of higher learning, tends to be constrained,
and the relationships that should exist in the academic community
to the benefit of society, particularly those between students and
faculty, are potentially distorted.

Further, we question if it is appropriate for the intelligence
agencies to enlist the covert aid of a member of the academic
community in activities that can result in a secret investigation of
another member of the academic community, whether a U.S. citi-
zen or foreign national, which may lead to additional secret Gov-
ernment intrusion on the campus. We find nothing in S. 2525 that
would restrain this possible conduct by Government and are deeply
troubled that information may be collected by the executive branch
about persons at colleges and universities to be used in ways un-
known to those persons and whose professional reputations and
careers may in consequence be put at risk.

Foreign students and foreign scholars create special difficulties
with respect to covert recruitment. These individuals are on our
campuses in increasing number. It may be appropriate for the
intelligence agencies, in pursuit of their responsibilities, to probe
the views of foreign nationals or recruit their aid. But we believe it



inappropriate for the intelligence agencies to use academics as a
means of attaining their purposes. These practices, especially when
conducted in secret on the campus, discredit the integrity of the
academic profession in the same degree as covert recruitment on
the campus directed against U.S. persons. We are concerned that
any member of the academic community would consent to be part
of this covert process. We are distressed that S. 2525 encourages
such practices.

Accordingly, we urge that language be added to S. 2525 that
prohibits the intelligence agencies from maintaining covert rela-
tionships with members of the academic community, whether wit-
ting or not, for purposes of recruitment in the United States and
abroad, and that recruitment on the campus by the intelligence
agencies be confined to known representatives of the agencies
whose names are made a matter of public record.

Section 139 places restrictions on contracting by an entity of the
intelligence community with an academic institution, and allows
no exception to revealing contract sponsorship with an academic
institution. This restriction is an important and probably a neces-
sary means of assuring access by the intelligence agencies to the
best advice and knowledge which universities can offer, consistent
with canons of institutional independence. The wording of the sec-
tion, however, leaves us uneasy in two respects and troubled in a
third.

We understand that the intelligence agencies have established
and funded independent establishments or proprietaries which
enter into contracts or arrangements with academic institutions. It
is not clear if these kinds of establishments are envisioned as
entities, part and parcel of the intelligence community. We wel-
come clarification of this point, preferably through a definition of
"entity of the intelligence community" in section 104 of the bill.

Section 139 states that "entity sponsorship" is made known to
"appropriate officials" of the academic institution. We assume that
the intelligence agencies decide who and how many are appropri-
ate officials. It is plausible to suppose that the intelligence agencies
will differ among themselves as to the meaning of "appropriate
officials"; the many different colleges and universities in this coun-
try, with their varied structures of governance alone would secure
this result. Our concern is that different practices in the context of
a broad standard can readily defeat the purpose of the obligation to
reveal contract sponsorship, to prevent conflicts of interest, and
thus to protect the integrity of the objectives and needs of the
cooperating institutions. Contract disclosure to appropriate officials
by the intelligence agencies would, we suspect, be more likely to
reflect prudential concern for the interests of the agencies than to
achieve the purpose of disclosure. The likely result will be to
inhibit disclosure of contract sponsorship.

To guard against this likelihood, we suggest the following lan-
guage to conclude the sentence now ending on line 20 of section
139, page 67:
consistent with the normal rules governing contracts with outside sponsors as made
known by the company or institution to the entity of the intelligence agency.



The more troubling aspect of section 139 is that restrictions on
contracting apply only to companies and institutions. Apparently
individuals are excluded. The intelligence agencies are free to enter
covert contractual relationships with members of the academic
community but not with academic institutions. We agree that it is
important for the learning and expertise of members of the aca-
demic community to be available to the intelligence agencies. But
we know of no compelling reason why this relationship should not
be disclosed. Indeed, secrecy may work to the disadvantage of the
intelligence agencies for suspicions created about hidden contracts
become a warning signal to individuals to avoid all contracts spon-
sored by the intelligence community. We thus recommend that the
obligation of intelligence agencies to disclose contracts with institu-
tions extend to individuals, and that the prohibition against con-
cealing entity sponsorship apply to individual members of the aca-
demic community, as well as academic institutions.

Finally, I invite your attention to section 244, with its restric-
tions on undisclosed participation in U.S. organizations. Disclosure
may be waived by the head or designee of an entity of an intelli-
gence agency if an individual joins an organization which is "com-
posed primarily of foreign persons and is acting on behalf of a
foreign power.' The definitions of foreign person and foreign power
under title II of the bill appear sufficiently broad to encompass any
campus-based group in the United States composed primarily of
foreign students and foreign scholars. An intelligence agency would
thus be able, without disclosure, to ask a faculty member to join a
group of colleagues, say Korean nationals, in efforts to affect rela-
tionships between the United States and a foreign state, say, the
Republic of Korea. But absent full disclosure, the practice under-
mines the necessary trust between students and scholars. Foreign
nationals in our institutions of higher education are just as entitled
to that assurance as are U.S. nationals.

We recommend that language be added to section 244 exempt-
ing academic institutions from the presently drafted waiver of
disclosure.

The work of the intelligence agencies is an important part of
America's efforts to live securely and peacefully in the world.
Academic freedom and principles of professional ethics are essen-
tial to sustaining and expanding our democratic traditions and
practices. For the most part, the intelligence community and the
academic community pursue their responsibilities separately.
Where they come together, the possibility for friction is high. Se-
crecy, necessarily woven into the fabric of intelligence activities, is
basically antagonistic to the free and open exercise of teaching and
inquiry by members of the academic profession.

S. 2525, in recognition that academic freedom holds a place of
valued importance in our country, establishes protections, among
them, a prohibition on intelligence agencies from using for pur-
poses of cover any academic institution, in order to safeguard the
academic community from indiscriminate use by the intelligence
agencies. For the reasons stated, however, we believe these protec-
tions to be insufficient.

S. 2525, if enacted as presently drafted, will leave the door open
to unacceptable intrusions by the intelligence agencies in colleges



and universities throughout America. The free search for truth, the
essential quality of the academic enterprise in a free society, will
be compromised, the respect of others withdrawn, and adverse
consequences for society longlasting.

We appreciate that our recommendations can lead to additional
restrictions on the intelligence agencies in their performance of
certain tasks. We are confident that the intelligence agencies can
accomplish their vital functions within these restrictions: that the
prohibition on intelligence agencies from using as a source of oper-
ational assistance in clandestine intelligence activities academics
traveling in foreign countries sponsored and supported by a U.S.
academic institution apply to all academics abroad; that the intelli-
gence agencies be prohibited from entering covert relations with
members of the academic community for recruitment purposes,
and that all recruitment by the intelligence agencies in colleges
and universities be open; that restrictions on contracting by an
intelligence agency with an academic institution extend to individ-
ual teachers and scholars; and that the restriction on intelligence
agencies to disclose participation in U.S. organizations not be
waived with respect to academic institutions.

It is our firm conviction that these proposed revisions of S. 2525
are acceptable alternatives for national intelligence activities con-
sistent with the proper functioning of the academic enterprise, so
that the academic community and the intelligence community both
may better serve the common good.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Baratz.
There is a vote on now on the floor of the Senate, and it will be

necessary for us to suspend for about 10 minutes and return and
resume with the testimony of Mr. Abrams.

So we will be in recess for 10 to 15 minutes, however long it
takes us.

[A brief recess was taken.]
Senator HUDDLESTON. The committee will resume.
There is a vote on, and I will excuse myself in a few minutes and

go vote. Senator Goldwater has agreed to keep the testimony going
so it will not be interrupted, so we will hear now the presentation
from Mr. Abrams.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD M. ABRAMS, PROFESSOR OF U.S. HIS-
TORY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY, AND
CHAIRMAN, STATEWIDE COMMITTEE ON ACADEMIC FREE-
DOM FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
Mr. ABRAMS. Thank you.
I am appearing before the U.S. Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence in my capacity as chairman of the Statewide Commit-
tee on Academic Freedom for the University of California. I speak
for the nearly unanimous view of that committee as presented in
its recent report to the academic council which represents the
faculty leadership of the nine-campus university. The committee
report has not as yet been endorsed by the council nor presented to
the full membership of the academic senate, or to the regents of
the university. The council, I am told, plans to consider the report
in its meeting early in September and then forward it to the
regents.



In this statement, I will first summarize the recommendations
my committee has made, and then briefly explain the thinking
behind the recommendations. I will follow this with a brief state-
ment about the legislation proposed in S. 2525.

The Academic Freedom Committee report recommends that the
university adopt as declared policy, with appropriate sanctions, the
requirement that there be public notice of any research, advising,
or consulting arrangements between Government intelligence
agencies and the university, any division, school, institute, or de-
partment of the university, or any individual enjoying student or
employee status with the university.

In reaffirming commitment to the general principle that no
member of the university shall abuse professional credentials by
using them to deceive or misrepresent, the report also recommends
that members of the University community be formally prohibited
from engaging in covert operations or activities on behalf of any
Government intelligence agency. It specifies covert intelligence
gathering, debriefing after professional or scholarship-related so-
journs abroad, advising, recruiting, and publication of materials
designed for essentially political effects, that is to say, propaganda.
On the grounds that suspicion of covert activities by anyone in the
university community tends to disrupt normal university functions
and the necessary trustful relationship among scholars, between
teachers and students, and among students, the report recommends
also that the proscriptions against covert activities extend to stu-
dents, research associates and technicians, and administrators, as
well as all faculty.

This, then, is to summarize the present posture of the Academic
Freedom Committee of the University of California.

Now, I would like to present something of the rationale behind
all this.

It is more than 2 years since the report of the U.S. Senate Select
Committee on Governmental Operations With Respect to Intelli-
gence Activities, of April 1976, called to the country's attention the
fact that for at least two decades many hundreds, perhaps thou-
sands of academicians in more than 100 universities and colleges
across the United States have engaged in covert activities for the
Central Intelligence Agency. These activities have ranged from
various forms of espionage to assisting in the recruitment of col-
leagues and students for covert intelligence work. The report made
it evident, moreover, that some professors had lent the authority of
their credentials to publications which offered less than scholarly
or accurate statements, and which were actually shaped for propa-
gandistic purposes, to affect political events at home and abroad.

Having expressed concern about how CIA and other Government
intelligence agencies have already compromised the integrity of the
universities, the Senate select committee indicated its concern that
it might be equally destructive to legislate on what academicians
can legally do, that legislation might become, in the words of the
committee's report, "in itself an intrusion on the privacy and integ-
rity of the American academic community." The select committee
recognized, correctly we believe, that, again I quote it, "it is the
responsibility of the American academic community to set the
professional and ethical standards of its members."



The Academic Freedom Committee appreciates the sensitivity of
the select committee to the problem of setting the proper balance
between freedom and responsibility for a profession that requires
the maximum degree of private choice to be effective in its premier
social functions. When Government gets into the business of writ-
ing rules of ethical behavior for scholars, scientists, artists, clergy,
and the press, it inevitably runs the risk, a grave one for any free
society, of equating morality and the national interest with the
welfare of the Government.

But we also appreciate how seriously damaging to the entire
academic community and the national interests a regular abuse of
professional credentials can be. Any profession that is unclear
about its standards or fails to apply them rigorously serves itself
and its society poorly. It would thereby fail to justify the privileges
it claims on behalf of its special social functions. So we have
welcomed the opportunity to contribute to a restatement and reaf-
firmation of the ethical standards of the profession.

Now, to begin with, we should say that we view it as essential
that the United States have an effective foreign intelligence
system. We believe it is equally important that Federal, State and
local governments also be well informed about activities or develop-
ments that may affect the public safety. Members of the academic
community have much to contribute to investigative agencies of all
kinds; it would be a waste of social resources to deprive such
agencies of the energies and expertise available at universities. In
addition, we believe no institution or profession commands all of an
individual's time or conscientious commitment. Every citizen re-
serves some sizable measure of private prerogative for engaging in
activities of his or her choosing on private time. Now, this consider-
ation is a vitally important requirement for an open society, and it
necessarily conditions all codes of ethics and behavior that demark
the special character of particular institutions and membership
therein.

For all these reasons, individuals in the academic community
have every right to offer their services and resources to public and
private institutions or organizations in general, and to a govern-
mental intelligence agency in particular, on some basis consistent
with legal and professional obligations.

On the other hand, it must be clear that a university is above all
else an institution whose primary and indispensable function is
organizing and disseminating knowledge, supporting and stimulat-
ing scientific inquiry, and advancing the frontiers of knowledge;
that toward such ends, its faculty must enjoy especially broad
parameters of intellectual freedom and experimentation; and that
to justify that special academic freedom, the university has an
obligation to maintain the highest standards of intellectual hones-
ty. Anything that compromises that honesty undermines the whole
foundation of the university and of the profession and damages the
vital interests of all its members. This is the essential point to keep
up front.

A covert relationship between a member of the academic commu-
nity and a Government intelligence agency, however high-minded
the purpose, is unavoidably compromising and virtually in and of
itself constitutes an abuse of credentials. A scholar's credentials



are supposed to attest to honesty as well as competence, nonparti-
san objectivity as well as analytical expertise, scientific disinterest
as well as excellence. Intellectual honesty is not merely one of the
values of the profession; it is the indispensable virtue, the very
essence of what scholarship stands for. When a scholar's creden-
tials are deliberately used as cover for activities unrelated or only
incidentally related to scholarship, such as intelligence gathering,
recruitment for espionage, or propaganda, those credentials are
demeaned. Indeed, for such activities the credentials are specifical-
ly exploited to falsify, to create an impression of authenticity
where something else prevails; the intelligence agency could have
little need of the scholar except that the credentials will likely
deceive. And while it may be conceded that cover and deception are
often necessary in intelligence gathering, for a member of the
academic profession to so serve is for such a person to damage the
very essence of what she or he is presumed to stand for.

We acknowledge that every citizen has a variety of loyalties that
claim his or her moral support. We recognize that in entering into
a covert relationship with a Government intelligence agency, a
student, professor, or administrator may well be doing so for the
highest reason of conscience. We know, for example, that in the
struggle against Nazism 35 to 40 years ago, some professors used
the cover of their university credentials to engage in espionage,
serve as secret couriers, and assist in the recruitment of agents. As
long as people have consciences, we can expect rules and laws to be
broken for conscientious reasons. Indeed, we can expect that what-
ever rules a university or government may write, men and women
of conscience will make a choice about flouting the rules in pursuit
of some cause for which they will claim a higher purpose.

But none of this gainsays the need for rules or laws, or for their
enforcement. In the first place, the rules, and the sanctions they
imply, raise. the stakes, the costs against which even conscience
must measure the risks, while more frivolous impulses hopefully
may be turned back. Second, the rules set forth the standards and
obligations of the profession and make explicit the prime principle
on which the academic community must stand, namely, honesty in
all its professional postures. No university can afford to permit the
use of its credentials in ways that would contribute to deception.
To concede even tacitly or by default, that for good cause a scholar
may play fast and loose with the tenents of intellectual honesty
would be to invite distrust of all the work that all members of the
community do. All credentials, every judgment, every conclusion,
every protestation offered in the name of the profession would be
suspect. Within the community itself, such practices tend to eat at
the very vitals of the scholarly process, to contaminate the implicit
trust between scholar and scholar and between student and teacher
that is indispensable to the objectives of higher education, to scien-
tific inquiry, and to explorations at the frontiers of knowledge.

Now, it has been argued that in straightforward, honest consult-
ing arrangements with the CIA, some scholars seek confidentiality,
even when it is of no special value to the CIA, in order to avoid
possible harassment by anti-CIA campus activists. The Academic
Freedom Committee is highly sensitive to the value of confidential-
ity for maximizing freedom for private choice by members of the



academic community. Except where private choices may imply or
cause suspicion of a clear conflict of interest-such as where finan-
cial, political, religious, ideological, or sexual preferences may be
especially relevant to subject matter treated in class, in print or in
public-we see no reason to expect students or faculty to make
public their private interests and every reason to protect their
privacy.

But in cases where academicians choose to serve intelligence
agencies even on the most limited consultative bases, we see a
difference. Because deception and secrecy are a necessary and le-
gitimate part of intelligence work, "confidentiality" loses its prima-
ry connotation having to do with mere privacy and shades over
toward "covert" with its connotation of the insidious, the secretive,
the disguised, the untrue. Except where the relationship is open
and a matter of public record, there will always be reason to be
suspicious that the consultant may be doing something profession-
ally indefensible.

Perhaps more important, if all consulting with the CIA and
other intelligence agencies were of public record, there might be
less likelihood of an intimidating harassment, and greater likeli-
hood that the information.the CIA is getting will represent the best
thinking available. Confidentiality and covert arrangements have
encouraged the habit for members of the CIA to seek consultation
with friendly or so-called friendly scholars. Consequently, to be
known as a consultant for the CIA is to suggest something of a
likeness of mind for the scholar and the CIA. If all consulting
arrangements were necessarily public ones, the CIA would find it
necessary to seek advice from a broader representation of scholars,
and there would be in consequence less of a stigma attached to
offering disinterested analysis to the CIA. And of course, this ex-
tends to other Government intelligence agencies as well.

Well, to sum it up, the Academic Freedom Committee of the
University of California is recommending that the nine campuses
of the University establish guidelines for faculty, student, and ad-
ministrative relationships with Government intelligence agencies
that would bar all covert arrangements between the academic com-
munity and the agencies, and would encourage cooperation be-
tween the university and the intelligence community on a freely
open basis.

Insofar as the legislation proposed in S. 2525 would prevent
Government intelligence agencies from tampering with or exploit-
ing the academic community, it should contribute positively to
academic freedom as well as to the greater efficiency of intelligence
efforts. It would complement the efforts of the universities.

As I read the bill, however, it may not go far enough. Section
132(a)(6) prohibits the use of a U.S. academic institution "for the
purpose of establishing, furnishing, or maintaining cover for any
officer, employee, or agent" of an intelligence entity. But this does
not clearly forbid such use of an individual member of a U.S.
academic institution. Section 132(e) explicitly permits "voluntary
contacts and the voluntary exchange of information," without
specifying that these contacts should be open and not covert. Sec-
tion 132(f) permits use of individuals in the academic community



for a variety of activities, including recruitment for espionage,
again without specifying that such cooperation must be open.

These facts, together, with provisions in S. 2525 that would sus-
pend the force of the proscriptions in times of declared national
emergencies, make it evident that universities must maintain their
own standards and sanctions on behalf of professional ethics and
the integrity of the academic community. Perhaps that is as it
should be in any case.

Thank you.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, gentlemen, for your

very fine presentations. I think the concerns and difficulties that
each of you has expressed are parallel to the ones that the commit-
tee considered. There is a difference in degree, perhaps, and in the
method for correcting what might be possible abuse, which is to be
expected, I think.

I was interested in the exchange of letters that Mr. Bok has had
with the Central Intelligence Agency relating to the two points in
the Harvard Policy. I might say that we wrestled with the question
as to how far the law itself ought to go in prohibitions and where
the universities, the academic community should take over.

We felt, No. 1, that if any relationship were made known to the
university officials-the "appropriate officials" phrases-then from
that point on the relationship was a question the university and
the individual member of the academic community himself should
determine. That doesn't solve the problem that Mr. Bok is con-
fronted with, where an impasse apparently has developed.

What is your feeling there, Mr. Bok? Should the law specifically
prohibit any member of academia from engaging in any kind of
relationship other than the open contractual relationship to which
you referred?

Mr. BOK. I would like to distinguish between the two items that I
mentioned. Since the effects of covert recruiting extend only to the
relationship between students and faculty on each campus in-
volved, I would be satisfied with a provision that simply indicated
that unless there is express congressional authorization to the con-
trary, the CIA should respect such rules as a university chooses to
impose.

If there are universities that don't mind the use of their profes-
sors in covert recruiting activities that is the prerogative of the
university. What I do object to is the notion that the CIA can
decide for itself whether it wishes to respect a university's own
internal rules or not.

Now, where you get to the other item, the covert use of academ-
ics abroad for intelligence activities, there is a stronger case for a
prohibition by the Congress because the interests of all universities
are inextricably bound up with one another. If a professor from one
university is found to be engaging in such activities, that discredits
the whole academic enterprise, and interferes with the work of
professors from other campuses.

So I think my feeling would be that where possible, as in the
case of recruiting, one should simply leave universities free to set
their own rules, but with respect to practices like intelligence
activities abroad, where the work of one academic in one institu-
tion affects the work of academics in others, then it is necessary to



have a congressional restriction that prevents such covert intelli-
gence activities by all academics.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Right.
Mr. Baratz, would you have any further comment on that specif-

ic question?
Mr. BARATZ. Well, I certainly endorse the second point. The one

that gives me some discomfort is the first one, that is to say,
essentially a laissez faire treatment of recruiting on campuses,
maybe an unfair characterization of Mr. Bok's statement. It just
seems to me in general, as I tried to express as concisely as I could
in the statement, that recruiting on a campus should not be en-
couraged in any way. Putting it another way, it is a matter of
professional ethics that faculty members discourage this kind of
thing, but I am deeply troubled that the law may very well induce
academics to behave in a way which is contrary to what the appro-
priate code of conduct should be.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Abrams?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think the thing to stress is the compromising of

the entire academic community, that activities by any member of it
may induce when he or she serves covertly in any intelligence
gathering or even recruiting for intelligence gathering abroad or
even at home.

Now, in this respect, obviously, each individual university will be
terrifically ineffective except insofar as it may tend to cite the
professional standards that we all would adhere to, in effect, to
challenge the credentials of a university that does not enforce the
professional standards against covert and implicitly deceptive
activities.

I think what I should like to see the Congress do is to get at it
from the other angle, that is, not to make prohibitions on individ-
uals or on institutions engaged in academic work and scientific
inquiry and the like, but rather place the proscriptions against the
Government agencies. As I said in my statement, I think it is
dangerous when the Government gets in the business of declaring
what is ethical, what is moral, and proper for certain sectors of the
society which the society has reason to leave alone, and to give
maximum freedom to. I think it is a national--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, that is what bothered us about it,
whether we were in fact asking the Government not only to set
standards for the academic community, but to enforce those stand-
ards. What we were trying to achieve was some way in which we
could leave that with the academic community.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, I think that would be fine, and I think that
what we need now to complement the academic community's regu-
lations would be proscriptions against Government agencies induc-
ing unprofessional behavior among members of the academic com-
munity. That would be of great benefit to the Nation, I think, and
to the institutions that serve the Nation in the academic communi-
ty.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I believe Mr. Baratz referred to the ques-
tion of what was an appropriate university official or college offi-
cial. We wrestled with that question, too, and came to the conclu-
sion that it might vary from institution to institution, that in some
cases the president of the institution might be the best person to



inform, or perhaps it might be the president of the board of trust-
ees or whatever governing body the school might have. That is the
reason we left the phrase in that manner rather than trying to
specify some individual or some office of an institution.

But that was the core of our effort, to make sure that for any
type of activity, proper officials at the university would be made
aware of the fact that there was a contact with a faculty member
or that he was engaging in some type of activity. So, then, presum-
ably, the institution would be able to enforce its own regulations
and policy relating to activities of faculty members, and the faculty
member himself would have the choice to make, whether he would
conform or not conform. I don't know what kind of problems that
might get you into in case of tenure and whatever, but at least we
were trying to leave the enforcement principally with the
institution.

Mr. Bok?
Mr. BOK. I just want to make clear that the restrictions I spoke

of should be imposed on the intelligence agency because the univer-
sity cannot enforce rules against covert activity except in the very
rare instances where knowledge of those activities becomes public.
I didn't read the legislation to prohibit intelligence agencies from
engaging professors in covert recruiting activities--

Senator HUDDLESTON. No, it does not.
Mr. BOK [continuing]. To pick one example, so that in that pos-

ture it is impossible--
Senator HUDDLESTON. But it does require--
Mr. BOK [continuing]. For the university to enforce its own guide-

lines because it is trying to enforce behavior which by its very
nature it has no knowledge of.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I believe the legislation, in the area
of recruiting does not require that the university officials be ad-
vised, so your point is probably valid there.

Mr. BARATZ. Mr. Chairman, on that point, I went back to this to
reassure myself I was on firm ground. The emphasis upon the
appropriate senior officials was mainly in the context of what was
given in the first two lines, I think it is lines 17 to 19, if I am not
mistaken, in section 132, is taken away 2 lines later. You see, what
it says is that no entity of the intelligence community may use as a
source of operational assistance in foreign countries any individual,
et cetera, unless the appropriate senior official is notified.

Now, what this does, then, is to permit the agency to notify the
senior official and then they are home free. Our position on this
really is that no matter what standards of professional ethics you
have, once you permit the agency upon notification to carry for-
ward, then the professional code gets undermined.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, the purpose of the statute as it is
drawn is to permit it, with the information made available to the
officials.

I believe Mr. Bok cited the instance of the professor in India. I
think a very, very valid, issue central to our consideration of the
whole question, is what happens when you do cast suspicion on all
of our academics who may be in various places in the world. Have
any of you noted any other direct results from the revelations that
occurred from, for instance, the Church committee report that



indicated that the use of academics was somewhat widespread by
the CIA?

Mr. BARATZ. Most of the evidence I have, Mr. Chairman, is so
anecdotal that I am very reluctant to offer it.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Is there any feeling on your part that if
there were strict legislative prohibitions, that this would be ac-
cepted by foreign countries and confidence would be enhanced or
restored?

Mr. BARATZ. Well, I can speak to that, Mr. Chairman. From my
own experience, I am quite confident on the basis of recent travels,
not so recent, but the last one, that there was and I believe still is
widespread suspicion in many countries among academics, among
Government officials and so on that visiting scholars are indeed
agents for the CIA, either full time or part time or something else,
and I do believe that the prohibitions of the kind you are talking
about would go far to remedy that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just say that that is
true, but that widespread suspicion and the general allegation is in
almost every circumstance-in all the circumstances of which I
have any knowledge-a lie that originates in Communist elements
in that society, acting usually as part of the disinformation efforts
directed by the KGB. They are lying about you, and they will lie
about you when this law is passed, too.

Mr. BARATZ. But Senator, one way to deal with that is to remove
any possibility for legitimate suspicion. You see, the lie has much
greater impact if indeed it is.

Senator HUDDLESTON. You want to try to prevent them from
proving the lie.

Senator MOYNIHAN. What more self-evident form of subterfuge to
enable them to go forward than a law which forbids them to do so?

Everybody understands that.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I think it might be pertinent to say that

there are groups or types of individuals that come to this country
that are generally assumed by our intelligence agencies as at least
likely or possibly to be agents of foreign powers. When those cate-
gories are established, it causes a little greater attention to be
given to them and to their activities when they are in this country.
The same is true of our people that travel in other countries.

Senator Goldwater, do you have any questions?
Senator GOLDWATER. I don't have any questions. I want to thank

the gentlemen for presenting some understandable testimony. We
usually either get people who are all for it or all against it.

I think you all can understand why the intelligence community
thinks so highly of academic types for use, particularly overseas. I
found this to be true not only for academicians but for any people
who have a particular specialized interest or line. I know Dr.
Nutter very well at the University of Virginia, and he probably
knows more about the Russian economy than anybody in Russia
and he gets his information by openly talking with the Russian
academicians.

I found, with my interest in aviation, when I visited air shows
overseas, that there is no difficulty at all to get the Russians to tell
me all about their airplane, but I also find myself telling them all
about ours, so it sort of goes two ways.



Any one of you can answer these questions.
Is there an accepted rule or rules of conduct for academicians?
Mr. ABRAMS. Yes.
At the University of California we have a code of faculty ethics

and faculty behavior, and it includes, of course, a prohibition
against deception.

Senator GOLDWATER. Is that general across the United States? I
had never really thought of that before, or heard of it.

Mr. BARATZ. Senator, there is-the association that I work for
adopted some years ago a statement on professional ethics. It rep-
resents a set of aspirations. Now, I think those are very widely
accepted as aspirations. I would be the very first to concede, if you
didn't insist that I would, that there are many people who ignore
those proscriptions.

Senator GOLDWATER. Mr. Bok, what if you have a professor who
wants to help intelligence? Would your rules that you cited here
prohibit him from doing that?

Mr. BOK. Yes, I think they would, but only with respect to those
forms of help that impair the interests of other members of the
Harvard community. For example, you might have a professor who
wanted to engage in covert recruiting, but we simply oppose that,
not because we want to tell the professor what to do, but because
secret recruiting does impair the attitudes and confidence that the
students have about faculty members in general.

Senator GOLDWATER. Now, suppose the approach were an overt
approach?

Mr. BOK. I don't think there is anything in our guidelines that
would prohibit overt approaches. We don't forbid any faculty par-
ticipation or employee participation in recruitment for the CIA so
long as it is public. Our guidelines simply say if you are going to do
that, you have to list your name like any other recruiter in our
placement office, and you have to inform a student before you
recommend his name to the CIA, and thus trigger an investigation
of his background. As long as recruitment is overt, we have no
objection under our guidelines.

Senator GOLDWATER. Would any of you have objections to an
academician who came back from some overseas country and felt
that he had learned something that would be of value to an intelli-
gence agency, of volunteering to give that information?

Mr. BOK. Our guidelines would not prohibit that, but we do try to
prohibit understandings before the professor goes abroad as to
special covert activities which that professor will engage in while
traveling.

Senator GOLDWATER. Any of you, would academic agreement
with your rules be necessary for employment?

In other words, would you ask a prospective professor if he would
abide by the rules, and if he said no, would you employ him?

Mr. BOK. That situation has never come up. That would cause us
a good deal of difficulty. Basically, we have gotten along one way
or another for a long time by having rules and trusting our people
to abide by them, and not by trying to structure a whole set of
penalties or punishments in advance.



It is a community, as I say, of trust, and I think most professors
have lived up to that without the necessity of a lot of legalistic
penalties and proscriptions.

Senator GOLDWATER. I have just one more question.
Would any of your rules that we have talked about this morning

prevent your universities from accepting a study requested by an
intelligence agency for which you would be paid?

Mr. ABRAMS. As long as it was a contract that was a matter of
public record, there would be nothing wrong with that at all.

Mr. BOK. That would be true of our guidelines, too.
Senator GOLDWATER. That's all I have.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Senator Moynihan?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to thank the panel, particularly my colleague, Presi-

dent Bok, and make just a general remark about the whole work
that you are valiantly engaged in. The political climate changes,
and in that situation, what is expected of you changed. There is a
social history of the CIA which will be written one day, and, of
course, it starts out as the most elite of American Government
institutions. The collaboration was extensive, and everyone very
proud of it, and they were proud of the foreign policy that it was
associated with. Then foreign policy went sour, and we lost a war;
since surely it wasn't going to be academe that was to blame, it
must be the other people. So we have now gotten into an adversary
relationship and whether that will, in a decade or two, change
again, I don't know.

I worry about just one thing in your comments, and I wonder if
you would comment on it, which is the code of behavior for profes-
sors. What you mean is that the AAUP has drawn up one of these
things, but as you made very clear, sir, it would be appalling to
most professors to think that anybody else devised a code of behav-
ior for them save they themselves. There are patterns of behavior,
and we think we have general norms, but it is the characteristic of
the academic to be autonomous in his judgment. That is what
tenure is about. That is what the profession is about, and there is
no way in which this regulation and these exchanges can impose
upon that autonomy.

And President Bok remarked earlier on an article I had written
recently on the behavior of institutions in conflict. The simple
thesis is that institutions in conflict become like one another, and,
in this present moment, when academe and the U.S. Government
are said to be in conflict, we are imposing our patterns on you, and
you are increasingly willing to accept them. For example, read this
line: no entity of the intelligence community may make use of
someone who is a U.S. person whose travel to such country is
sponsored and supported by a U.S. academic institution unless the
appropriate senior officials of such institution are notified and so
on, and so forth.

That is the whole idea: appropriate senior official. I taught at
Harvard for a long, long while, and I was not cognizant of any
person on that campus who I would refer to as an appropriate
senior official. [General laughter.]

There was a dean who did his duty, and a president-distant-
whose presence was tolerable because it was so indistinct, but now



you are going to have an appropriate senior official and he will
have a deputy. [General laughter.]

It is the iron law of emulation, Mr. Chairman, associated with
the German sociologist George Simmel, and if it truly is a pattern
of institutional behavior, nothing can be done about it by us, and so
I thank the panel and thank the chair.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Just one other question, now. It is not
uncommon, of course, for a person connected with an institution,
perhaps business college professors and whatever, to enter into
consultation contracts with business.

Are these contracts required also to be made public and the
other officials of the university to be knowledgeable of them?

Mr. BOK. That would be true of research contracts.
Mr. ABRAMS. That is not true at the University of California as

yet.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I am not talking about research contracts

or contracts that might flow through the University itself. I am
talking about individual, personal contracts that a person who
happens to be a professor of business, for instance, might have with
a private company. They do exist, I understand, and I am wonder-
ing how they are handled by the institution itself, generally. Is
there a general policy?

Mr. BARATZ. I don't know that there is a general policy, Mr.
Chairman, but at every institution where I worked-and it was
something on the order of eight or nine-that was the understand-
ing. That is to say that any commitment that an individual made
of any substance of his time was to be reported to the appropriate
senior official-and I am sorry Senator Moynihan has left-
typically the president of the college or the university, or some
deputy, simply on the ground that it might very well impair the
individual's capacity to fulfill his or her primary responsibility.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Is this the general case as you understand
it, Mr. Abrams?

Mr. ABRAMS. Only in the case where there might be some reason
to believe that the commitment, the personal commitment, would
interfere with the professor's responsibilities to the university
would he be expected to report this, and as yet there are no
requirements that personal contracts that presumably are executed
on private time be reported to anybody in the university.

It is usually a matter of, since there is a proscription against
doing anything that is not compatible with one's professional obli-
gations, and is not conducive to fuller scholarly efforts of the
individual, the usual kind of contract is something that the individ-
ual faculty member would include on his bio-bib, biographical, and
bibliographical form which we fill out each year and submit to
indicate what activities we are engaged in of public service as well
as of scholarly and teaching significance and those, the bio-bibs,
are public record. That is, they are available, so in that sense,
voluntarily, I would guess just about everybody does in one way or
another reveal his or her private contracts. But it is a voluntary
matter.

And I could say in addition that I speak for the Academic Free-
dom Committee at the present in opposing any laws about that, in
opposing any requirements that force public disclosure of personal



arrangements in the private sector and in contacts with even Gov-
ernment agencies that are not intelligence agencies. These things
should be a matter that an individual faculty member ought to be
allowed to keep confidential.

Mr. BOK. The situation at our university varies. We are a very
decentralized institution. In some of the faculties such as the busi-
ness school, all consulting arrangements must be made public or at
least disclosed to the dean. In other faculties, that is not a rule.
Our guidelines suggest, not that consulting relationships with intel-
ligence agencies be published, but that they be reported to the dean
and president. The reason for this rule is simply that the line
between those individual consulting relationships and some of the
guidelines that we have discussed here this morning is sufficiently
close and perhaps ambiguous that disclosure is a precautionary
device, to make sure that the consulting relationships respect the
rest of the guidelines. That is not a problem that comes up with
other forms of consulting arrangements and therefore doesn't re-
quire the same treatment.

Senator HUDDLESTON. I believe Harvard has made public at least
the fact that it did conduct two research projects for the CIA's
somewhat controversial MKULTRA project. Have those projects
and the research been made public, Mr. Bok?

Mr. BOK. These must have been a very long time ago.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, the activity was some time ago, yes.
Mr. BOK. Certainly, all the information that we have with re-

spect to those projects was a matter of public discussion, yes.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I have a news release of September 1977,

indicating that a full statement detailing the specific research pro-
jects was being prepared at that time. I think it might be helpful if
the committee had a copy of that, if it is available.

Mr. BOK. We will do our best to supply that, sir.
Senator HUDDLESTON. We appreciate that.
[The information referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF DANIEL STEINER, GENERAL COUNSEL TO HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Last year the Central Intelligence Agency notified Harvard and a number of
other universities that the CIA had covertly funded certain research projects about
15 or 20 years ago as part of the CIA's project MKULTRA. In response to a request
that I sent to the CIA, I was informed that Harvard was apparently involved in two
projects involving a total of about $78,000 and that there was no evidence of any
drug or other such testing on human subjects in either project. The CIA also
furnished me with the available documents about each project, but the documents
were primarily financial records and key information, such as the names of the
investigator and the sources of the funds, was deleted. In response to press inquiries,
I said that I would look into the matter and issue a statement after doing so.

As best as I can determine, the first project was not funded through Harvard
University. Our central financial records have been checked, and there is no evi-
dence that any money came to Harvard or was disbursed by Harvard in connection
with the project. According to the documents furnished by the CIA, the subject
matter of the project was the use of teaching machines for foreign language instruc-
tion, and the only reference to Harvard in the documents is that the investigator
was "a psychologist and linguist of Harvard University". I have spoken with the
chairman of the Psychology and Social Relations Department and, after checking,
he reported that he was unable to find anyone now in the Department who remem-
bers or participated in such a project. It is possible that someone at Harvard or with
some connections with Harvard in the past had been involved in this project as an
individual, but there appears to have been no University involvement or involve-
ment of a present faculty member.
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Our central financial records indicate that the second project was funded through
Harvard in the early sixties. By means of these records I was able to find the name
of the principal investigator, a person who is now at another university. In conver-
sation with and correspondence from the principal investigator, I learned that he
did not know that the project was indirectly funded by the CIA. He wrote me that
"The studies which resulted from this support were published (by me and others)
and the source of this support (as known to me) was acknowledged in print. . . .
there was no effort made to induce me to work on problems other than those which
interested our research project or to in any way restrict the circulation of our
findings. . . . None of the research carried out involved the use of drugs, and all
research was carefully reviewed to protect the subjects who were participating."
Enclosed with his letter were reprints of the publications that resulted from re-
search supported in part by the grant in question.

The principal investigator has requested that I do not make public his name or
information that could lead to his identification. My preference was to release all
information available to me because as a general proposition full disclosure seems to
me appropriate in a situation like this one. Moreover, as far as I know, neither the
University nor the principal investigator has anything to hide.

I have, however, told the investigator that I will respect his desire not to become
a public figure in this matter. In light of the facts known to me, and after consulta-
tion with some faculty members and administration at Harvard, his right to privacy
seems to me to outweigh the University's interest in full disclosure and the public's
right to know. All evidence indicates that the principal investigator acted in a
responsible fashion and that he is involved in this matter now only because the CIA
made "unwitting" use of him and the University a number of years ago. When the
research was completed, the results were published, with sources of support and
methodology indicated, and available then and now for critical examination by all
interested in his area of work. It is questionable whether anything is gained by
disclosure of his name and identification of his research. Under the circumstances,
if he does not wish to become a public figure, to invade his privacy and the privacy
of other authors of the publications does not, on balance, seem to me appropriate.

The CIA has informed Harvard that it will not make "unwitting" use of faculty
members. It is hoped, therefore, that this problem will not occur again.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Any further questions?
Senator GOLDWATER. I am just wondering if the CIA and the

other intelligence agencies hadn't undergone such an attack if you
would have had a different attitude toward this whole subject.
Prior to the Church committee's revelations, did you think that
this activity was wrong?

Mr. BOK. Yes, I would like to speak on that.
The first intimations I had of the Church committee findings

caught me and my associates completely by surprise. The trigger-
ing mechanism for our review was that realization, not any attack
on the CIA or anything of that kind. I could detail for you a
number of things that we have been doing recently in cooperation
with the CIA having to do with midcareer training, the develop-
ment of standards of ethics in intelligence agencies and other
efforts of that kind, and we will certainly continue to do so.

Had we learned that activities of the kind outlined by the
Church committee were widespread 10 years before, I am sure our
reaction would have been the same because they would have posed
at that time, as they do today, the same conflicts with very funda-
mental and permanent tenets of what an academic community is
all about.

Senator GOLDWATER. I was prompted to ask that because I know
that industry and I think Government to some extent, have profes-
sors who spot promising young men or women for industrial jobs or
for Government jobs. In fact, I think Justice Frankfurter used to
recommend to Oliver Wendell Holmes people who might be consid-
ered as law clerks, and I didn't see anything wrong with that.



I hate to think that this was occasioned just because it happened
to be an intelligence outfit, and I can understand your arguments
perfectly.

Mr. BOK. No, I recognize that Justice Frankfurter and many
other people associated with our institution have suggested names
or helped young people get positions where they could make a
contribution. I think the difference is that neither Justice Frank-
furter nor other professors systematically gathered information
about those individuals without their knowledge. I don't think they
would have done anything to trigger a Government investigation of
those students' backgrounds without the students knowing about it,
and I don't think that they were recommending students for work
in the Government that would have involved the same kind of
hazardous and potentially illegal activities that are involved here.

That is not in any sense a criticism of intelligence. But the
nature of intelligence work does involve a very different set of
circumstances as far as the professor's role toward his or her
students is concerned.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Is there a concern by any of you that by
pursuing these restrictions to the extent that have been suggested
we are in fact seriously hampering the legitimate intelligence ef-
forts of the United States and causing difficulties that might have
a bearing on the national security? Are you satisfied that by taking
academia out of it, virtually totally as far as covert operations or
covert recruiting might be concerned, we are not doing irreparable
damage to the capabilities of the agencies to operate?

Mr. ABRAMS. If I may address that question, I think that you
have two institutions that do-two institutions that serve the soci-
ety that are somewhat on collision course here, and that the aca-
demic community can serve the public interest best when it does
not engage in covert activities, that its value is very seriously
demeaned and impaired when it does, and that I should think we
were in agreement that it is an extremely great value to society
that the academic community operate efficiently in doing what it
has to do for the public interest.

It can even serve the CIA better, I think, if what it does for the
CIA and other Government intelligence agencies is done on an
open and above-board basis, that we can be sure that the intelli-
gence agencies are getting the very best intelligence from the
academic community and not skewed, biased, or limited analysis
because of the habit of covert operations and clandestine oper-
ations and secretiveness that has led to seeking only friendly kinds
of advice and advice from only friendly, so-called friendly kinds of
advisers.

So that it seems to me that just from the concerns that you have
expressed, the need for an efficient intelligence community seems
to me the best justification for separating these two agencies or
institutions of society in the manner in which we have suggested.

I should like, if I may, to add that there, insofar as we have
talked about who is to apply the sanctions against what, there is
something in the bill that is not there that I think might be there.
And that is, insofar as the universities will be left pretty much to
themselves to enforce the professional ethics, standards of profes-
sional ethics we have talked about, I should like to see a provision



in the bill that specifically declares that under no circumstance
may a university be penalized by Government action in any way
because of sanctions imposed on members of the university commu-
nity who have violated the standards of professional behavior and
ethics. Because what I foresee is the possibility of CIA agents or
some other intelligence agent seeking to recruit somebody from the
university, the university says, to the professors, well, OK, that's
your role that you believe you have to do, but we regard any
member of our institution doing that sort of thing as violating
certain professional obligations that we take very, very seriously.
So you can go ahead and do that, but if we find out about it, we are
going to fire you or demote you or suspend a sabbatical leave or
deprive you of tenure or whatever sanctions we may deem appro-
priate. And what I worry about is then, the U.S. Government is
going to get angry at the university and we all know that given the
federalization of our life these days, the Federal Government has a
lot of clout with universities, that it could do serious damage to the
university's general efforts.

I would like to see a statement in the bill that would prohibit
that.

Senator HUDDLESTON. That is a good point.
Mr. Baratz, do you have anything to add to that, or Mr. Bok?
Mr. BOK. No, except to reiterate a point I made before. I think I

share the suspicions of my colleague that the intelligence activities
will not be seriously damaged. I have to acknowledge, however,
that I am not an expert on intelligence activities.

But one thing I am clear about, and that is that intelligence
agencies should not be able to decide for themselves which univer-
sity rules they are going to accept and which they are going to
reject. If the Congress looks at all the evidence and decides that
certain academic interests have to be put aside, then it seems to
me that you are the legitimate body to do that. But I don't think
that CIA is really an appropriate agency for that function.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do the Harvard guidelines apply to all
intelligence agencies from any other country, or do they
specifically prohibit any kind of cooperation with any other intelli-
gence force that might--

Mr. BOK. They apply to intelligence agencies in general.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Senator Hathaway?
Senator HATHAWAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to apologize to you gentlemen for not being present for

your entire testimony. We have a markup going on in the Health
Subcommittee.

I wondered if you could give me your comments on what the
difference is between, say, Westinghouse Corp., talking to a profes-
sor about recruiting his students to work for Westinghouse, and
the CIA or any other Government agency doing the same thing.

Anyone can or all could comment.
Mr. BARATZ. Well, I will make a stab at it, Senator.
I think it is fairly routine for members of faculties to recommend

students to various employers. I did it to private employers, public
employers, and indeed the CIA, two or three of my students whom
I referred there. But that was done with the full knowledge and



consent of the individual and in some cases, the individual asked,
would you help me get a job with--

Senator HATHAWAY. Well, what if it isn't done with the full
knowledge of the student? What if Westinghouse is interested in
John Smith, who is a student, and asks the professor, "will you
watch John Smith for me?" We are interested in hiring him but we
would like you to report to us without letting John Smith know
that you are watching him. We'd like to learn how good an engi-
neer he really is and what some of his habits are, such as whether
he drinks too much.

Mr. BARATZ. I personally would regard that as unethical behav-
ior just as I would in the case in which we are talking about the
involvement--

Senator HATHAWAY. Would you say to Westinghouse, no, you
can't do that?

Mr. BARATZ. No, I would simply say to Westinghouse, if you
would like to find out about that student, I will be very glad to tell
you, provided, however, I have notified the student that I am doing
this, and that the approach has been made--

'Senator HATHAWAY. Has Harvard said to the private companies
throughout the country, "A professor can only report on a student
if the student knows that the professor is watching him?"

Mr. BOK. Mr. Senator, I am simply not aware that private com-
panies in this country use professors in that way. They may call up
a professor and say what do you know about X--

Senator HATHAWAY. Right.
Mr. BOK. But I am not aware of companies hiring our professors

on a covert basis to develop specific information about students
without telling them. I think that if we became aware that this
was a widespread practice, we would have to deal with it. It would
be a little bit different than this case because you wouldn't be
recommending students for hazardous and quite possibly illegal
activity, but still the notion that professors were finding out about
a student's background for some purpose that they didn't disclose
to the student, I think would be sufficient for us to look very much
askance at that.

But we simply don't have evidence that companies are entering
into covert relations with our professors for that purpose.

Senator HATHAWAY. But if you did, you would have the same
attitude you have toward the CIA doing it.

Mr. BOK. I think so.
Mr. ABRAMS. At the same time, I think that it is not a subject

that I would care to see formalized in law. I think it is a profes-
sional obligation in individual cases for a professor to avoid serving
a private company, say, in that covert way, as Mr. Baratz has just
said.
. But I think we are trying to draw some very fine lines, and that
is that there are private sectors which are valuable to us, and they
are valuable not only to academicians, but to all citizens, and we
try to avoid writing laws to cover every kind of behavior. The
distinction that I would make here is that we aren't just talking
about any organization, even any Government agency. We are
talking specifically about intelligence agencies, and intelligence
agencies legitimately, because of their function, necessarily engage



in secretive activities, necessarily engage in activities which re-
quire deception. This is not tp disparage them, but only to say that
this is what they have to do.

Now, insofar as they do engage in deception, then when a profes-
sor or a member of an academic community cooperates with such
an agency, it places a burden of suspicion on him that goes over
the line that he may be engaging in activity that cannot be de-
fended professionally, that he has gone on doing something profes-
sionally indefensible, and therefore, because the presumption of
suspicion suggests he has in those cases gone beyond the line, then
that is why I say there ought to be rules about it coming from the
academic side that prohibit a member from engaging in that kind
of activity, with an intelligence agency, government intelligence
agency, foreign or United States. And from the Government's side
of it, the Government ought to prohibit intelligence agencies from
demeaning institutions which the society holds very highly valua-
ble, such as the academic communities.

Senator HATHAWAY. Are you restricting this type of recruitment
by the CIA just to instances where the intended position will
involve covert activity? I mean, if somebody hiring in the CIA calls
a professor and just says, "What kind of a guy is John Smith, does
he drink very much, does he have good habits, and so forth? We
are thinking or hiring him as an interpreter or cryptanalyst or
something like that, and the job will have nothing to do with
covert activity whatsoever." Would you say that was all right?

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, if it is not covert. But that means that the
agent would come to the professor and the professor would have
inquired of his-would already have contacted his student to indi-
cate that he is going to talk to a CIA agent about him. I think that
just because the CIA does engage in covert activities and therefore
may well present a danger to someone the CIA is inquiring about,
the professor has an obligation on behalf of the trust that must
prevail between students and teachers in general, to inform his
student that he is inquired about and if the student doesn't mind,
he would talk to the CIA agent about him, recommend him if he
likes.

You see, there is the distinction that I wanted to make. I think
we are talking about a very special institution.

Senator HATHAWAY. What if Westinghouse called and asked if it
were true that a certain student was an alcoholic. And the profes-
sor says I'll check and call you back--

Mr. ABRAMS. I would never--
Senator HATHAWAY. And he never gets in touch with the stu-

dent.
What's that?
Mr. ABRAMS. I think if Westinghouse called me on the telephone,

in the first place, I wouldn't talk to anyone on the telephone about
somebody else's personal characteristics.

Senator HATHAWAY. No. What if Westinghouse came to see you
in your office and asked you that.

Mr. ABRAMS. I would have to have good reason to know what he
wanted to know and why, and even so, I think it would be a
professional obligation on my part to give no information about a



student of mine to anybody unless the student knew I was talking
about him or had asked me to do so.

Senator HUDDLESTON. How would that set with the privacy laws
that would prevent you from giving certain information about stu-
dents without the student's permission? Would that apply in that
kind of a case?

Senator HATHAWAY. I doubt that there is any privacy law that
governs a mere opinion about some individual, such as my knowl-
edge about some individual, or the professor's knowledge about
some individual. I don't think there is any privacy law that pre-
vents a professor from revealing that if he knows it.

Mr. ABRAMS. I am not aware of any privacy law of that sort, but
there is a professional obligation, I think. We have talked about
the special relationship between students and teachers, and that
obligates a professor to maintain the trust.

Senator HATHAWAY. So you are saying generally whether it is
Westinghouse or the CIA, that the student should know.

Mr. ABRAMS. That's right.
Mr. BARATZ. Yes, that's my position.
Senator HATHAWAY. And you are saying to us that with respect

to CIA, that we ought to have something in the charter that says
the CIA absolutely can't do this. It seems to me, however, that this
prohibition ought to be done by the school itself, rather than a
charter specifying that the CIA cannot do this.

For example, say you have a Russian student in a class, and the
CIA knows that this Russian student is going back to Russia and
that he is a potential informer for us once he goes back there.

Now, why couldn't the CIA get in touch with his professor, and
say "would you mind watching this particular student?" Why
couldn't the CIA give the professor a checklist of the things it
would like to know about the student to see whether or not it
would be worthwhile for our agents in Russia to contact him, or
agents in Europe someplace to contact him once he goes back.

Do you think that would be a proper thing to do?
Mr. ABRAMS. I don't think it is a proper thing to do at all.
Senator HATHAWAY. Well, the Russians can do this. They can

plant their spies in all the classrooms in the country, and you are
saying that CIA or the FBI can't get at these spies through their
professors without notifying the administration and getting the
approval of the administration of the school.

Mr. ABRAMS. I think this is one of the differences in our systems
that we should value. President Bok spoke of this before, of the
dangers to the student, to the individual, if he is a potential in-
former, he may not want to be approached by a CIA member, and
may want to choose his own means of contacting the CIA. I think
the CIA tampering in this fashion not only injures the academic
institution but may seriously endanger the individual student.

I think it would be a breach of professional ethics for the profes-
sor to do what you are suggesting he do, and I think that as a
matter of Government policy the CIA ought to be prevented from
doing it.

Senator HATHAWAY. Well, it seems to me it puts a pretty harsh
standard upon the CIA or the FBI in a situation where they know
of a spy in the classroom and they just want to get some additional



information through the professor and don't want to run the risk
of having it leak out that they are watching this individual; so
therefore, they don't want to contact the administration, not be-
cause they don't want to get their permission, but rather because
the fewer people who know about it, the less chance there is of a
leak.

Mr. ABRAMS. Yes, I may have misunderstood you. You are now
talking about a Russian student who is acting as a spy for, say, the
KGB.

Senator HATHAWAY. Right.
Mr. ABRAMS. I see. Well, I don't see what-can you tell me why

the professor has to know then?
Senator HATHAWAY. The FBI or the CIA might want to get some

information about this particular student spy through the profes-
sor.

Mr. ABRAMS. Well, again I am saying that this is a form of
tampering, that it would be very difficult to control in any way.
What it says is that the CIA ought to enter into some sort of covert
relationship with the professor for information about a student.
Whether the Russian student is a Russian spy or not is not really a
matter of the business of the professor and what he is doing, and in
that relationship, it would cast the professor in a position where he
might be suspected of all the things that he does with regard to his
students.

He may not be able to believe the CIA when they tell him what
he is being told insofar as the CIA has been known to engage in
deceptive activities. Again I say, you make a good point--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, I think we are getting into an inter-
esting area here because we are talking now about a law enforce-
ment procedure. We are talking about the FBI having reason to
believe that either a student or a faculty member is in fact an
agent of a foreign power. Now, what is the proper approach in that
situation to the university or to the faculty member to protect the
integrity of the institution, and at the same time, allow the proper
agency to proceed with its very legitimate investigation, if indeed
there was some information that would be helpful to its investiga-
tion, if it had it from either a student or a faculty member?

Does the Harvard policy address that kind of situation, Mr. Bok?
Mr. BOK. No, the Harvard policy deals only with recruitment,

and this is a different case.
Senator HUDDLESTON. You might be just as shocked to learn of

the totality of that as you were of the other.
Mr. ABRAMS. I would like to read the provision that the recom-

mended guidelines to the University of California of my committee
would be to cover that. Our recommendation No. 4, that no
member of the university faculty, staff, or student body offer the
name of another member of the faculty, staff or student body for
recruitment by an intelligence agency without the prior consent of
the person concerned, and that no member of the UC faculty offer
personal information about another member of the faculty, or
about a member of the student body to any Government investigat-
ing agency without prior consent of the person concerned; except
where the faculty member may have direct knowledge that such a
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person may have committed or is imminently about to commit a
felonious offense.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Well, that was the point I was trying to get
to. You don't attempt to take yourself out of legitimate law en-
forcement procedures.

Mr. ABRAMS. That's right.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I mean, they are two separate things.
Mr. BOK. Absolutely not. Our guidelines would not interfere with

that at all.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you have further questions?
Senator HATHAWAY. No, thank you.
Senator HUDDLESTON. I thank you very much. It is nearly 12:30

and you gentlemen have been very patient and generous with your
time, and we appreciate your presentations.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:27 p.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]



THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:06 a.m., in room

1318, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Barry Goldwater
(vice chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Goldwater (presiding), Huddleston, Chafee, and
Wallop.

Also present: William G. Miller, staff director; Earl Eisenhower,
minority staff director; and Audrey Hatry, clerk of the committee.

Senator GOLDWATER. The committee will come to order.
I want to explain that Senator Bayh, the chairman, has another

commitment that he is responsible for. He is very sorry that he
can't be here, but those of us here welcome you. General Wilson,
you may proceed as you care.

STATEMENT OF GEN. SAMUEL WILSON, FORMER DIRECTOR,
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

General WILSON. Thank you, sir.
Mr. Chairman, I do not have a formal opening statement, but

with your indulgence, I do have several observations I would like to
make on an impromptu basis for the record.

May I say, sir, that I sincerely salute the development of this
legislation. Thirty years ago we really did not know what was
needed. Now, with over 30 years of experience behind us since the
National Security Act of 1947, some of this experience painful, we
do know. I think that this kind of legislation is overdue and that it
will be extremely helpful to my erstwhile colleagues, the profes-
sional intelligence officers in the intelligence community.

I would like to note, sir, a couple of cautionary observations, if I
may. With the increasing cost of intelligence in terms of both
dollars and people, I think we have to be extremely careful not to
proliferate the intelligence reporting requirement. It is always dif-
ficult for the senior intelligence officer, indeed, almost impossible
for him to say no to an intelligence customer, and as requirements
increase, and my quick review of the draft legislation suggests that
the reporting requirement will indeed increase as a result of this
legislation, one of two things is likely to happen: Either the cost of
intelligence is going to be driven up still further, or quality-the
quality of intelligence is going to suffer. I think the draft bill is
potentially expensive in this connection, and I would suggest some
careful review toward simplification and possibly trimming down
the reporting requirement to the various entities of the Congress.

These extensive reporting requirements also have obvious secu-
rity implications as more people get drawn into sensitive aspects of
the intelligence picture, and I would add with a slight sense of
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temerity, that they may tend to put the Congress in the position of
practically running our national intelligence effort, as opposed to
providing the legislative basis and subsequent oversight.

Another point I would like to make is to stress the importance of
being sensitive to the effects of strong centralized control of the
intelligence process, particularly as it bears on departmental and
tactical intelligence. I believe there exists and has existed for some
time a syndrome which I would call the sunflower syndrome where
the various elements of the intelligence community tend to look
upward to the perceived sources of political power, sometimes to
the detriment of customers to the flank, and particularly the com-
manders, the customers down the command chain.

I believe it is extremely important that there be strong policy
control from the top, but detailed supervision from the top, I think,
would detrimentally affect the capability of the subentities of the
intelligence community as a whole, at the departmental and par-
ticularly the tactical levels.

I have no specific recommendation concerning this in the legisla-
tion itself. I simply raise it as a point that I wish to call attention
to and would ask that people be sensitive to it.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, my last observation which has occurred
to me since my retirement almost a year ago, while I sit, rocking
on my porch overlooking my lake and thinking about things, I
have come to the conclusion that in the years lying immediately
ahead of us, there are a number of threats and potential problems
to the security of this country which are more likely to eventuate
and which may be more immediate than the possibility of an
armed attack from the direction of the Soviets or the Red Chinese.

I think it is extremely important that intelligence be geared to
work these problems, and while this is essentially a management
task, the writers of legislative charters I think should be sensitive
to this reality as well and insure that in nowise we hamstring our
flexibility to respond to intelligence requirements which emerge
from the existence of these separate, largely nonmilitary problems.

That concludes my observations, sir. I would reiterate that I
consider this a very healthy development, the production of a
charter under which people can find themselves and play their
roles and carry out their functions in a way that does not offend
the constitution, the rights and interests of the American public.

Thank you, sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you, General.
If the committee has no objection, I think we will hear from

General Dougherty. Then we can ask questions of both.
Is that all right with you?
Senator HUDDLESTON. Yes, sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. All right, General, welcome. We are glad to

have you.

STATEMENT OF GEN. RUSSELL DOUGHERTY, FORMER
COMMANDER IN CHIEF, STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND

General DOUGHERTY. Thank you, Senator Goldwater, and I am
privileged to appear today. As a former user of intelligence, and
certainly as an interested observer now in retirement, of what it is
that this committee is setting about to do, I find a great contradic-



tion in constitutional privileges and guarantees and in the real
world of intelligence collection, particularly covert intelligence col-
lection. From my position as Commander in Chief of Strategic Air
Command and as Director of Strategic Target Planning, I used all
sources of intelligence in a very real and active nature in doing the
planning for the strategic operations of U.S. nuclear forces and for
contingency operations both nuclear and nonnuclear in a planning
sense. I also had three tours directly associated with widespread
intelligence activities in Europe, both in Supreme Headquarters,
Allied Powers, Europe and in the U.S. European Command, as the
planner and as the Deputy Director of Operations.

So I recognize how difficult this seeming paradox of living in the
real world of intelligence activities is with living in the equally
real world of the constitutional guarantees for all our people in all
walks of life. I think that the bill, as I have read it and reviewed it,
following receipt of a copy from you, is very well balanced in trying
to handle that seeming contradiction, and I compliment the staff
and this committee for wrapping up the experiences of the years
into what I think is, basically, a workable charter legislation to
enable these things to happen.

My first impression in reading this bill, this draft bill, was that it
was full of "thou shalt nots". But then on second reading I found
that there also are some "thou shalls", and I think this is useful
because a group of negatives has a way of atrophying the essential
nature of some of our intelligence collections; and, if I read the bill
correctly, I think that it has properly balanced what must be done
and the environment in which it must be done with the constraints
that must be placed on us as American instrumentalities. I cer-
tainly compliment the careful drafting in that regard.

I am also impressed with the difficulty of trying to define "tacti-
cal intelligence;" because in the area in which I recently worked as
Director of Strategic Target Planning and as the Commander in
Chief of Strategic Air Command, I couldn't properly define what is
"tactical intelligence." I note that on page 19 of this draft bill you
restrict military intelligence to those things that directly affect the
order of battle of the armed forces of a foreign or potentially
inimical nation "and"-and the word "and" is in that legislation-
those things that are of interest to the U.S. military forces in their
planning.

I suppose that word "and" is very specifically drafted there. I
would have-chosen-"or'-because I-find-from my -role at Omaha that
there are many things essential to our planning that are not direct-
ly a part of the order of battle of the armed forces of a foreign or
potentially inimical nation; but, that are of distinct importance to
the United States in our military planning. It is one of those grey
areas where the dividing line accentuated by the coupling word
"and" is difficult. It was hard for us to plan the strategic posture of
our forces, the strategic targeting of our forces without taking into
consideration many things beyond just the armed forces of poten-
tially inimical nations.

I think that the role of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
is going to be very critical in years ahead, as he becomes increas-
ingly the intra and inter agency spokesman for the armed forces
and their interests, particularly if some of the recommendations



just recently announced from the Steadman Study Group are im-
plemented. His should be not merely a permissive role or an ad hoc
role, but possibly an institutionalized role; and, in that regard, I
note that in various definitions of the statutory committees who
will undertake to consider and recommend special activities and
the like, that the Chairman is not included. Certainly the Secre-
tary of Defense is included there, but the Chairman will represent,
I think increasingly, the long-term continuity and specific needs
and interests of the military. I would commend to the committee a
more formalized legislated role, a more institutional role for the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff because of that vital interface
between purely tactical military intelligence and other intelligence
that is equally essential but not directly related only to the armed
forces of other nations.

I think this is likely to become more critical as the judgmental
factors take on more and more importance and as the verification
processes in various stategic arms limitations become increasingly
difficult, maybe impossible. Judgmental factors that stem from
experience of the armed forces of the United States can be voiced
by the Chairman in some of these special activities to a degree that
I would think would be useful, and I would commend that to you.

As a general observation, I think that the objectivity of our
intelligence collection, our intelligence evaluation and assessment
is going to become increasingly critical in years ahead as the
potential for mistakes or for gaps or for errors becomes more and
more important, potentially more devastating to our Nation and to
our allies. And I think that the draft legislation does promote
objectivity, and importantly, to a degree not heretofore done, to my
knowledge, it seizes the Senate and the House into this area of
essential activity to a degree that was not widespread enough in
some of the oversight activities of the Congress in earlier days. Our
intelligence people deserve to have the confidence of legislative
support of their activity.

Personally, I would think that a joint committee would be far
more flexible and workable from the point of view of formulating
and administering our various intelligence activities, but that of
course is in your domain. I would hope that the multiple reporting
and the widespread reporting of intelligence activities does not
inhibit or jeopardize the essential production of intelligence, par-
ticularly that of a covert nature, that must go on. As objectivity
becomes more important and as reporting becomes more wide-
spread the potential for error becomes potentially more devastat-
ing.

But I think it is a very useful thing you are doing for the Nation
and I think it is very well done to date. I thank you for the
opportunity of being here and would be glad to go into greater
detail as the committee may desire on any of my experiences over
the years.

Thank you sir.
Senator GOLDWATER. Well, thank you very much, both of you.
Since Senator Huddleston is from your home State, and both of

you being southerners, and the fact that he is the chairman respon-
sible for the subcommittee's action that produced S. 2525, I think it
only proper that he start the questioning.



Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
General Dougherty is a native just down the road from me, and we
are very proud of him in Kentucky for his achievements on behalf
of our Nation.

Both of you gentlemen have touched on some of the areas that
gave the subcommittee and its staff a lot of long hours of considera-
tion in trying to reach a proper balance. We have tried to balance
the need for a certain amount of restraint and control with the
need for an operational capability that must exist, and we tried to
keep one from impinging on the other too much.

I might say to you that the process is still continuing, even
though the bill is drafted and is being considered now. We are
working with the various agencies to try to find places where the
bill may be unduly restrictive on operations without having at
least a counterbalancing benefit of proper control and restraint. So
we are very much concerned with that entire area.

As General Wilson mentioned, there is a considerable grey area
between tactical and national intelligence. I am wondering if in
your experience there were instances or times when you felt you
were not getting from the total intelligence community all of the
information that was needed by you from a tactical standpoint
because somebody might have felt it was national intelligence or a
type of intelligence that didn't necessarily apply to your situation?

General WIuSON. In the command roles which I have filled in the
past I have been fortunate always to have a strong intelligence
section. Having an interest in intelligence since my early days as
General Frank Merrill's intelligence and reconnaissance officer in
Burma, this was an area of particular interest for me. So I normal-
ly succeeded, while a user, in getting the kind of intelligence that I
needed.

On the other hand, I have found on occasion in my other role as
an intelligence officer that I was somewhat inhibited in providing
to commanders the kinds of things that I would like to give them.
If I may cite a specific example to strengthen my point, I believe
that we can provide for the services more effective intelligence in
support of training activities. Indeed, I believe that with some
additional emphasis in this area, we can significantly improve the
capacity of our armed forces to respond to a tactical situation.

In the case of the Army, for example, if we can provide clear,
simple and vivid pictures of what Ivan Ivanich is going to look like
when he comes over that hill and what are the stages, the paces he
is going to be going through, this would make it possible for our
soldier in a tank or in a foxhole and for his immediate command-
ers to respond more effectively.

Now, that kind of intelligence is relatively cheap moneywise, but
to provide handbooks and scenarios and training problems that
would help to improve the training process for our troops requires,
of course, investing a certain number of people to do it. And I
found that as Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, that to
divert nine people to this activity was very costly in terms of my
being able to respond to other requirements that were coming
down to me from above. Hence my reference to the sunflower
syndrome. It is a very real thing.



I felt in this connection that my solid line, so to speak, on the
organizational chart, led from me as the Director, Defense Intelli-
gence Agency, to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and to
the Secretary of Defense, and that my dashed line led to the
Director of Central Intelligence, which sort of put him in third
place in terms of my responding to him.

There were occasions when I deliberately had to make the choice
as to whether I should invest my priority or place greater emphasis
on something which he-the Director of Central Intelligence-re-
quired in the national intelligence arena, or whether I should
invest it in the direction of tactical intelligence or the depart-
mental intelligence user.

I might add that where I could I chose the latter, which did not
particularly endear me to the Director of Central Intelligence, and
since the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the Secretary of
Defense didn't know that I was doing this, I got no credit on that
side either.

This is why I am a little sensitive to the business of ensuring
that intelligence is pushed down to the individual being shot at,
and I think that this is simply something that people responsible
for policy and political direction must be sensitive to in order that
this basic principle not be offended.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Do you think a Director of Central Intelli-
gence properly understanding that but given more control, more
authority for tasking and budgeting the various intelligence serv-
ices would enhance the prospects of your having the right kind of
information at the right time?

General WILSON. I think the potential for a problem is there.
This kind of problem is, of course, somewhat personality driven,
but I have no difficulty whatsoever with the Director of Central
Intelligence having budgetary and program control. I think this is
necessary. This is what I mean by strong policy direction and
guidance. On the other hand, I think if he can task to the detri-
ment of other requirements at lower levels, then this is going to
cause the commander at the unified and specified command level
and lower to come up short.

Senator HUDDLESTON. General Dougherty, at the Strategic Air
Command, did you have at any time any sense that certain types of
intelligence were not coming to you on a regular basis that might
have been helpful to you but might have been considered by some-
body as outside of your requirements?

General DOUGHERTY. Yes, sir. The answer to that, Senator
Huddleston is that there have been occasions of that, and strange
that Gen. Sam Wilson would be here this morning because he was
one of the prime movers in helping us get some near real time access
to both raw technical intelligence and raw human intelligence.

The logic behind the delay, as I have heard it expressed both in
Omaha and in Europe, was that it is better to delay, and that you
can get a better evaluation of intelligence through delay.

But we have found now, over several years of working with some
direct readouts, that we at the unified and specified command level
I think are better prepared and equipped by having a direct read-
out from some of the key aspects of technical and human intelli-
gence-to have the raw information immediately and then wait for



the evaluation, if situations permit. But it gives the tactical com-
mander an opportunity to posture his forces or to increase his
degree of readiness-and not in a provocative sense, but in a pru-
dent sense-while he is waiting for the evaluation. And we have
resolved some of those earlier problems, particularly at the Strate-
gic Air Command and at the Joint Strategic Target Planning Staff,
by being able to get direct readout, particularly those things of a
warning and force posture nature. We have direct accesses to tech-
nical intelligence where we can get a direct readout, and then can
participate in the evaluation process in much better role.

I think that one of the things that evaluated intelligence was
remiss in in the past was its emphasis on enemy strengths. It failed
to produce intelligence on some of the weaknesses in foreign and
potentially inimical activities. The operational commands can use
to a very great degree indications of weakness, and they are in a
good position to evaluate weaknesses in what they are reading,
what they are seeing, and what they are obtaining.

Defenses, and intelligence concerning the change in the charac-
ter, the nature and the disposition of defenses was particularly
important to us in Omaha, and the closer to real time we could get
that, the better we were able to alter, modify our plans in order to
take advantage of weaknesses that were apparent.

A lot of this has been corrected.
Senator HUDDLESTON. In other words, you preferred to have it

direct rather than to have it go through the analytical process?
General DOUGHERTY. Well, if I can have it direct in as near real

time, even though unevaluated, it gives me an opportunity to take
some internal readiness measures--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Make some judgment about it.
General DOUGHERTY. It makes me better able to understand and

to handle the evaluated intelligence when it does come down.
This was also true in Europe, and this I think was one of the

difficult things that Sam and I worked on for many years. I did
with Gene Tighe, the present Director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency. The Defense Intelligence Agency is very important to the
operational and to the field commands because it is their direct
source of composite intelligence-our fountain of evaluation,
though that fountain backs up at the national level into many
different agencies that participate in evaluation.

But I think we made great strides. I never think we have arrived
-at an -optimum position -because the field commander is so very
heavily dependent on multiple evaluations. But, he is also very
heavily dependent on real time indications, and I think that those
changes that have been made in recent years that enable the
operational commanders to, if you will, listen out but at least get
direct indication of major aspects of technical intelligence and to
some degree, human intelligence, certainly improves their position.

We are all blessed with competent intelligence organizations, and
I think we are all reasonably equipped with common sense to know
where the limits of our actions, by way of readiness or posture,
must require waiting for national evaluation and direction. And we
are improving in our worldwide military command and control
structure, in our communications, in our ability to handle intelli-
gence that enable us to have this without hazard. We have it at
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Omaha and I am glad. Those direct downlinks we do have and
those direct accesses to national intelligence have proved to be
very, very useful.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Thank you.
General Wilson, as you read the draft legislation, and with your

experience in the Defense Intelligence Agency, how do you see the
day-to-day operation of that agency would be changed by the bill?

General WILSON. I don't think that the Defense Intelligence
Agency as an element within Defense and responsible primarily to
the Secretary and to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff will
be detrimentally affected in any large degree as things currently
stand. I see the potential for painful choices having to be made by
the Director of DIA when he gets requirements of an immediate
nature that come down the intelligence chain and which require
the expenditure of a number of man hours at the same time that
he may be working on something of significance for the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff or the Secretary of Defense or his
people. The potential for an awkward predicament is there, par-
ticularly in the tasking and collection arena, also to a degree in the
estimative arena.

The Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency does face in-
creasingly serious personnel limitations. It is not a very large
agency, and its budget, comparatively speaking, is not a very large
one. So he is vulnerable to, susceptible to being overtaxed at any
given point in time. It is here-and again, a lot of this is personal-
ity driven-it is here that the day-to-day operations of the Defense
Intelligence Agency could be affected if the supervisory line of the
DCI or DNI winds up strengthened to the point that it could bring
him on a kind of a collision course with the Secretary of Defense or
the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Senator HUDDLESTON. Mr. Chairman, I don't want to monopolize
the time, so I yield.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you.
I think it is a rather sad thing that we meet this morning when

the morning papers carry the story of a former member of the CIA
speaking in an enemy country against our intelligence service, in
effect, against our country. This man has already been denied
residence in France and England, and I am writing the Attorney
General to see what steps we can take to denying him a continu-
ation of his American citizenship.

Now, this is a question that has not been exactly approached by
the charter changes in S. 2525, and I would like both of you to
address yourself to the question. I am going to try to put it as well
as I can. It involves the position of the different intelligence agen-
cies during steps to war, and my concern is whether the charter
spells this out adequately or recognizes it.

I could lay out just a small scenario. We have a constant idea of
who our enemies might be. Therefore, we are constantly collecting
intelligence about those people. Now, let's assume that through the
Department of State, through intelligence, through the President's
office it becomes rather obvious that something is taking place in
that country which would indicate they are approaching a readi-
ness for war. For instance, we would have satellite information



that would indicate a marshalling of forces at central points, and
then possibly a movement.

Now, I would think by the time marshalling occurred, that move-
ment would be expected. My question is, at what point in this
picture do the intelligence agencies revert to the military, in other
words, where they can make total demands for the raw material,
as General Dougherty indicated, for their own assessment and for
immediate assessment to be made available to the military?

I think what I am trying to say is, where in a scenario like that
does the military take over intelligence? I am not worrying about
what might happen at home in a similar movement because I
think we have enough resources to keep abreast of groups in this
country who would try to destroy our Government.

Would you care to comment on that? Both of you have had
command, and I know that you are aware of what I am talking
about.

General DOUGHERTY. Well, one of the concerns I had in reading
the legislation, but I didn't mention it early on, is on page 57
where it defines the limits of members of the Armed Forces on
active duty to a period of war declared by Congress or during any
period beginning on the day in which armed forces are introduced.

Certainly some of the intelligence collection activities of the
command that I had at Strategic Air Command, I thought needed
the latitude to operate in areas of hostilities or imminent degrees
of readiness that might lead to hostilities where U.S. forces might
ultimately be deployed short of a situation of declared war. That
could turn to be, Senator, the most important aspect of intelligence
if it results in degrees of readiness and preparations that preclude
conflict. And without being critical, my reaction to that page was it
might well turn out to be overly restrictive on the use of military
forces, and military intelligence activities, to collect in a period of
hostility or in the imminent period of hostilities.

We always considered at Omaha that our duty was best served if
we could contribute to precluding conflict, deter an outbreak of war
and could dampen and restrain a period of hostile activity rather
than to get into a declared war, and that our best service was in
advance of hostilities to keep them from occurring. That restraint
on military intelligence activities could well turn out to be an
overly restrictive aspect, and I would think that the department
could and probably should comment on whether that is overly
restrictive-or not. - - -

Sam?
General WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I think you raise a truly critical

point and one which I have seen addressed variously during differ-
ent crisis periods.

During my tenure as the Director of the Defense Intelligence
Agency, we had several such potential crisis periods. They per-
tained to the evacuations of American citizens from Beirut in
Lebanon and then there was the exercise called Paul Bunyan, the
tree cutting episode in the demilitarized zone in Korea. In the last
instance, I think the Director, Central Intelligence, *Mr. George
Bush, took a very wise step. When that situation arose and it was
necessary or at least when there was a decision to go cut the tree
down, we formed an interagency task force in the bowels of the
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Pentagon, next to the National Command and Control Center,
under my control, as the J-2 of the Joint Staff. Mr. Bush placed his
people under my control to support intelligence process since the
situation had become, at this juncture, a military problem, obvi-
ously one with horrendous political overtones, but there was a
military action about to take place. And so in effect, the wand of
responsibility was passed from Mr. Bush to me. And I think this
was very properly done, that it stands as an example of how the
type of situation which you raise can be addressed.

Finally, I rather seriously doubt that it is practical to define in
legislation the precise point in time when this wand of intelligence
responsibility should be passed. I think it is of necessity an execu-
tive determination, a Presidential determination. My somewhat off
the cuff thinking would be that the legislation should reflect this
as a Presidential responsibility in order to heighten sensitivity on
the part of all concerned, that this point in time does exist that we
have to know when we get there, and then the President has to
decide, so that at least it emerges as a problem we know must be
addressed.

I doubt that we could prescribe the precise circumstances in
every possible scenario at which this responsibility should be.
passed.

Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you.
Welcome, Admiral Zumwalt.
We will finish this brief questioning and then let you make your

statement.
Admiral ZUMWALT.Thank you.
Senator GOLDWATER. And then we can have all three of your

views.
My concern is that we might write into this charter language

that would restrict the intelligence agencies from doing just what
you gentlemen said is needed and which I think we all agree is
needed.

I was interested in your comment, General Dougherty, because on
page 57 of the bill we get back into this rather restrictive language,
"except during a war declared by the Congress." And just for the
record, out of the 200, maybe 201 times that the Commander in
Chief has called out the troops, we have only had five declarations
of war, and two of those were in the same war. And this is some-
thing that it seems impossible for the American people to realize,
that the Congress does not have to declare war.

So I would much prefer to see any language requiring a declara-
tion of war stricken because there will be times, in spite of what I
call rather--

Senator HUDDLESTON. If the Senator would yield, we tried to
address that problem, and it is on page 62 of the bill, where we
give the President the authority to waive many otherwise applica-
ble restrictions and thereby assume total control or adjust the
control any way he sees fit when there is a grave and immediate
threat to the national security. That is trying to take care of that
period when no war has been declared or a period during which
under the War Powers Act he can effectively engage our troops in
a warlike situation. Those instances, of course, are definitely
covered.



We tried to address a period 'when something may be developing,
where it may be apparent or might even be reasonably expected
that some difficulty may occur, so when he sees that there is a
grave or immediate threat to the national security, he can put into
effect all of the emergency situations.

Senator GOLDWATER. Well, I am very glad that is in there,
and--

Senator HUDDLESTON. Now, it may not be far enough and it is
something we still are working on.

Senator GOLDWATER. No; I don't think we should have legislation
written that in any case or any place makes a declaration neces-
sary before any action can be taken. In spite of the War Powers
Act, which I honestly believe is unconstitutional, I think the Presi-
dent will continue, as President Ford did, when the emergency
arises, to in effect call out the troops, and I wouldn't want anybody
to be able to say, oh, oh, you can't use the intelligence the way you
want to because we haven't declared a war. And I think-I hope in
writing the final writing, we will make that very clear.

Senator HUDDLESTON. We have addressed that and we are deal-
ing now with the administration on just precisely what the mecha-
nism ought to be for transferring control to the military in times of
that kind of a threat.

Senator GOLDWATER. Admiral Zumwalt, we are very happy to
have you here. The Admiral was the former Chief of Naval Oper-
ations and performed a service that we are very proud of.

So you can proceed as you want.
Senator HUDDLESTON. Would the Senator yield before the admi-

ral begins?
It is going to be necessary for me to leave and go to the floor and

handle the military construction appropriations which you gentle-
men in the past have been very interested in. I don't know that
you have that much interest now. But I will have to do that,
Senator, and I am sorry to have to leave you gentlemen. I appreci-
ate your appearance here.

Senator GOLDWATER. Go right ahead.
Admiral?

STATEMENT OF ADM. ELMO ZUMWALT, FORMER CHIEF OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS

Admiral ZUMWALT. Mr. Chairman, I apologize for my lateness.
My plane was delayed an hour and a half due to a clogged-runway
at National. I can't resist the opportunity to comment that if there
is any concern about the judgments that I express here as a former
Chief of Naval Operations, you have no one better to blame than
Senator Chafee in your midst, who was largely responsible for my
being in that position.

Senator CHAFEE. I feel very secure.
Admiral ZUMWALT. The experience that I have had, in addition

to that of which you are aware, in earlier years included an oppor-
tunity to observe the unfolding of the Cuban missile crisis as a
captain in the Navy, working for one of the members of the execu-
tive committee of the National Security Council, and to serve as
Director of Arms Control in the Office of the Secretary of Defense
during the period of negotiation of the Test Ban Treaty.
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My years as a member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff included the
period during which we were heavily committed in South Vietnam,
the Jordan crisis, the Yom Kippur crisis, and the mining and
bombing of Haiphong, as well as the negotiation of the SALT I
treaty and later SALT II negotiations.

My concern as I view this bill is that I see it largely as a
retroactive reaction to a very tragic period in our history, the
Watergate crisis, and the transgressions that occurred during that
period, but I see it as not adequately reactive to our present situa-
tion. To put it simply, I believe that this bill will make it much
more difficult for the domestic transgressions to take place in the
future, and much likelier that the United States will become en-
gaged in a war in the future.

I make this judgment based on my opportunity to observe first
hand for now well over a decade the dramatic decline in our
military capabilities vis-a-vis the Soviet Union and the way in
which the Soviet Union has taken advantage of its now impressive
superiority in both the strategic nuclear field and in the conven-
tional military field. The advantages which the Soviet Union is
taking are not the option of war, but rather to avoid war while
forcing the west to accommodate to one Soviet violation after an-
other around the globe.

Her conduct in the Middle East has constantly sought to unbal-
ance the situation which the United States seeks to stabilize. Her
operations in Africa have been impressive for their brilliance in
creating the local instability and increased Soviet influence, which
is their aspiration. Their violations of the Helsinki summit need
very little to be mentioned here. Of more direct relevance to this
bill is the fact that the Soviet KGB has been very instrumental in
bringing about, in my judgment, recent important Soviet successes
such as the two invasions of Zaire with all of the instability that
created, the coup in Afghanistan, the double coup actions in the
two Yemens and so forth.

And the question, then, that one has to ask is whether or not in
an era in which the Soviet Union has gained such impressive
military superiority, in an era in which the Soviet Union is using
that superiority to force our acquiescence, while exploiting its own
covert intelligence capabilities in an impressive fashion, this bill is
germane to the major problem which the United States faces.

I believe that the political result of the tragedies of the Water-
gate crisis have been the bringing to office of an administration
which has a very strong dedication to the Christian ethic and to
the virtue of morality, but which has not been adequately attuned,
perhaps is somewhat naive, with regard to Soviet misbehavior. I
believe that the awakening process is now going on and that the
administration is, during the tenure of this President, quite possi-
bly, and certainly during the tenure of the next Presidency, going
to have to come to grips with this increasing Soviet misbehavior. I
believe that the only way in which they can do so, short of war, is
to put together a combination of overt political and covert actions
designed to stem this Soviet tide while rearming to regain equality
from which to negotiate more balanced arrangements.

When I review this bill in that light, I find myself concerned
about a number of things. I believe that the best possible action for



the Senate to take at the present time is no action. We need to
allow more time for the debate to take place in this country which
will really determine the long-term future of this country with
regard to our military posture, and with regard to our attitude
toward Soviet misbehavior, and therefore with regard to how badly
we are going to need the capability that this bill proposes to
exercise.

If in the wisdom of the Senate some action has to be taken, then
I believe there are a series of changes to the bill that ought to be
carried out. First, I believe that there has got to be better care
taken to preserve the sanctity of the sources, and the techniques of
the intelligence field. Second, I believe that there is far too much
reporting of detail to Congress required in the covert field. I believe
that in essence the reporting detail required in this bill means that
there can be no intelligent covert activity. I believe that it is a
significant error that the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and
the Secretary of Defense are not made members of the NSC Special
Coordination Committee. I believe that the need for covert activi-
ties in the future is going to be so great that I find myself surpris-
ingly siding with Clark Clifford in suggesting that there should be
no prohibition of specified covert activities.

I believe that there is one significant oversight in this bill that
relates to a different kind of concern and one that tends somewhat
to conflict with the thrust of what I have been saying. I believe
that in some way the bill needs to provide for a means of insuring
the accuracy of intelligence reporting.

Now, what do I mean by that? I believe that there is document-
able evidence available to this committee through the unpublished
Pike committee report that makes it quite clear that it has been
the practice of previous administrations sometimes to "tweak" the
intelligence facts before they are officially reported throughout the
community. I believe that that stems from very strong political
concerns on the part of powerful administrations and that the
coequal body needs to assure itself by having some means of look-
ing-perhaps after the fact-at the changes made in the intelli-
gence analyses, that they have not been made for purposes of
political improvement of an administration's position, but rather
for greater accuracy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you very much, General-I mean

-Admiral, pardon me.
Senator Chafee?
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First I want to join in a general welcome to Admiral Zumwalt,

with whom I had many years of delightful association, turbulent at
times, but always invigorating.

Well, Admiral, I just want to say that I think you, in your
remarks, have echoed the concerns of many of us here in whether
this isn't, this effort in the charter isn't tilted toward covering past
errors that legitimately exist, but I just don't think we ought to
flagellate ourselves over them continually, and we are in a very
serious situation, as you have pointed out, vis-a-vis the Soviets and
I share the concerns you have enunciated.

Let me just ask you one thing.



The national intelligence estimates, many have felt, have under-
estimated the Soviet strategic buildup, and I would be interested in
the views of General Dougherty and General Wilson on this also.
What do you think of having two separate teams, call them A and
B or whatever you want to call them, to analyze the material to
come up with two separate estimates?

Do you think that is a waste of time, particularly in view of what
General Wilson was talking about, the shortage of manpower, or do
you think it is valid?

Admiral ZUMWALT. I think it was a very worthwhile thing to do,
Senator Chafee.

First, I believe that the team A group was the bureaucratic
result of this tendency that I have reported on the part of an
administration to force the intelligence analyses to agree with
preconceptions for political reasons and I believe--

Senator CHAFEE. That is a very serious charge you are making, I
think, as of course, you are aware.

Admiral ZUMWALT. Yes, sir, I am.
Senator CHAFEE. And if that is occurring or if it is continuing to

occur, we have got a very serious situation.
I am not suggesting it is occurring certainly presently, and I

can't speak for the past.
Admiral ZUMWALT. Senator, I recognize the seriousness of the

charge. I testified along these lines before the Pike committee. I
urgently recommend that the committee try to get access to the
unpublished results of that hearing. I believe that there is a rea-
sonable case for asserting that perjury was committed by some of
the people who testified there, and I would personally like to see
them all called in and put under oath and required to retestify.

I think, to get back to your question, Senator Chafee, that the
bringing together of team B brought in a group of people from
outside the Agency who were as well informed as team A but had
not been subject to the 4 or 5 years of stroking operations, and
who, therefore, were much more objective. I believe that if one
examines today the conclusions of team A and team B, you will
find that the conventional wisdom of the media has now begun to
catch up with team B's views, and that team B will be judged much
more accurate in their report than team A.

Senator CHAFEE. Well, I am talking about the general case,
forget that particular expedition that took place. But generally, in
major things, do you think it would be worthwhile to have a team
A and team B approach.

Admiral ZUMWALT. I do, and I believe that in intelligence one
cannot have sufficient checks and balances to insure dissent and
contrary points of view.

Senator CHAFEE. General Dougherty, have you got any thoughts
on that?

General DOUGHERTY. Yes, sir, Senator Chafee, I certainly do.
First, on the underestimates of the Soviet buildup, I think that

that hasn't always been true, but I think you have to read the
footnotes over the years, and the estimates, to find it out.

I think it was due to mirror imaging and without truly appreci-
ating the fact that the Soviets were embarked on their own course



and not necessarily one that we might have followed under similar
circumstances.

I think there have been some accurate estimates, but I think
that those have not necessarily been a majority view within the
intelligence community.

On the team A and team B, I certainly agree with Admiral
Zumwalt. I think it was a very valuable exercise, a very serious
exercise, and very useful for us. I think the concept is useful, but
not if team A and team B are going to be a part of the same fabric,
of the same community, and I think the utility of the team A-team
B concept was that it was not from the fabric of the intelligence
community that produced team A, to use team A as being the
incumbent group, and its utility was because it brought fresh
insights.

I had always thought that the Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board brought great objectivity to estimates. I am not currently
familiar with the status of the Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board, but I looked at it as almost a team B-type concept in the
past. I think it has utility because it provides another look at
something that we can't take too many looks.

I guess I am at variance with Admiral Zumwalt in this. I find
that the potential for this legislation in effect creates a team B in
the Congress of the United States, and that this could be very
useful. I know it is erroneous to use the phrase team B, but the
extent to which this could seize the Members of the Congress in
the details of intelligence, if it can be done, Bud, without making it
impossible to conduct covert intelligence, special activities in ad-
vance of conflict and at times when judgments can be brought to
bear, it could prove very useful in that regard, and it could have
another deeply knowledgeable voice from another aspect of our
Government focused on these issues. I see that potential here in
this joint seizure of Congress with the detailed problems of special
intelligence and special activity collections in advance of hostility.

Senator CHAFEE. General Wilson?
General WusoN. Well, Senator Chafee, from the time I returned

from the post of the Defense Attache in Moscow in the spring of
1973, from then on until the end of last summer, I participated
rather intimately in the national intelligence estimative process. I
am at a loss to know how to respond to those intelligence profes-
sionals who objected to the team A-team B experiment, because if
there is-anything that is going-torefine-and improve the quality of-
intelligence, it is the scrubbing action of differing views. I found it
an extremely healthy experiment. It doesn't always have to be
done in exactly the same form, but I think for every major esti-
mate, the people who are recognized specialists and experts in that
area somehow should be called in on a selective basis in order that
their possibly differing views be heard.

So I think it is simply a very healthy thing to do.
There have been minor instances which I am not prepared to

describe in open session, when I felt that someone was trying to get
the handle on me and get me to agree to a certain point of view.
Whether it was because that individual held views he was espous-
ing so deeply or whether he was simply playing a political game, I
am not prepared to judge.



There are two dicta that apply to the intelligence estimative
process, and they simply can never be affronted. One is intelligence
is not intelligence if it is instructed. And the professional intelli-
gence officer has to sort of swear a bloody oath, if only to himself
in a closet, that this is the rule he is going to live by. Second, the
process, the procedures themselves must guarantee that the sub-
stantially dissenting voice is heard. That guarantee has to be there.

Now, I have never found any difficulty if I stood my ground in
getting a footnote inserted in an estimate, albeit recognizing that
the footnote tends not to carry the same weight as the main text.
In some instances we have been able to fight things through to
where we use the gimmick of parallel texts, that is, certain people
believe so and so while others think thus and so. I think it is
simply extraordinarily important that this guarantee be protected
and preserved so that the dissenting voice is always heard and is
heard as clearly and equally with the views espoused in the main
text.

I think that is about the extent of my remarks on this one.
Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
I don't want to overdo my time here, but I would say to General

Dougherty, as to his suggestion that maybe the Congress could act,
the committees could act as team B, I really don't think that is
feasible because--

General DOUGHERTY. No; and I really didn't mean that it would
be like a team B, but it does broaden the scope of complete expo-
sure to those Members of Congress who would serve on these
committees in the House and the Senate, that would be seized with
the background of the need for special activities, and though I
think that it is hazardous in its breadth and in its exposure, and I
appreciate what Admiral Zumwalt had to say on that, it does, then,
require a running evaluation in order to take cognizance of the
need for special activities. Certainly I didn't mean that it would be
a team B.

Senator CHAFEE. I must say I am concerned about how any secret
in this Federal Government-and I am talking now of the intelli-
gence field-can be kept, as we expand the group of people, earnest
and honest though they might be, who have access to it. I have
really deep concern and--

General DOUGHERTY. Well, there are problems of implementation
of this legislation.

Senator CHAFEE. I certainly think that.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you.
Senator Wallop?
Senator WALLOP. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize to Gen-

eral Wilson and General Dougherty for not being here for the
entirety of their testimony.

I think I share the concerns that you expressed on it. It seems to
me that the legislation in front of us is approaching the problem
from the wrong direction. The legislation comes out and describes a
sort of list of sins we are not allowed to do. Presumably by exclu-
sion we are allowed to do everything that isn't cataloged in here,
and that is going to cause people trouble.



Admiral Zumwalt, I incline toward your recommendation that
Congress not act too hastily in response to a series of unfortunate
events and the abuse of power that preceded them. Part of the
answer to these events seems to me just the very structure that we
have set up here for oversight, that before deciding to go ahead
with the kinds of activities that took place, people will know that
they are going to have to be explained to the Congress. My guess is
that this is going to take care of the real abuses quite well.

I would like to have any of you comment on what appears to me
a vast and impressive move away from human collection into the
field of high technology collection. I worry that although the more
expensive high technology may be more capable it can focus on a
smaller arena in the world. I mean, it tends to focus more and
more narrowly, both in space and conceptually because we can't
afford to have other assets all over the world.

Then you get down to the question of the value of one human
being's judgment on the ground. Is that judgment replaceable,
really, by any amount of machinery, and--

Admiral ZUMWALT. My own view is that there are elements of
HUMINT that are just irreplaceable, and that the features of this
bill which force the disclosure of arrangements with foreign na-
tions, and which force reporting of a high degree of details to the
Congress are going to make it much more difficult to maintain the
quality of HUMINT in the future, Senator.

General WILSON. Well, I am very much-well, go ahead, please,
sir, please.

General DOUGHERTY. I am concerned over the great reliance that
we have on technical intelligence, and increasingly greater reliance
on it because of the atrophy of human intelligence. Also I am
concerned, Senator, because our technical intelligence is a very
thin veneer. We put such great reliance on it and yet it is fragile, it
is expensive. It has tremendous capabilities, timely reporting, but it
really is such a thin veneer, and that given an inadvertent break-
down in some aspect, or given an ability to spoof it, we could find
ourselves with tremendous gaps in our essential requirements.

Senator WALLOP. I know it is fun to play with these toys, you
know, pretty marvelous. They are not really toys. They are pretty
incredible pieces of machinery, but is it part of the conversation
current in the Community, part of the reason for reliance on
machines that a machine some how or another isn't going to break
the law like humans might?

Is this part of the reason for conscious decision, not necessarily
at the executive level, but at the professional level, to move away
from HUMINT?

General WILSON. The human intelligence operators, Senator, in
the aftermath of what some euphemistically have called the intelli-
gence inquisition of the period December 1974, to about May 1976,
have found it increasingly difficult to do their jobs. Foreign liaison
services who heretofore have been quite willing to share intelli-
gence with us have been more loath to be as forthcoming because
of prospects of leaks and exposure of their intelligence and their
role in providing it to us. All of that has become more difficult.

I think that we tend as a people somewhat to be preoccupied
with and glamorized by technological gimmicks and we like to



emphasize precision, some of which is missing in the human being
by his very nature.

I very much support the comments which you made in conjunc-
tion with your question. Sound intelligence stands on three legs,
three collection legs, signals intelligence-SIGINT, photographic
intelligence-PHOTINT, and human intelligence, or HUMINT.
There is no substitute for either the covert operator or the overt
intelligence observer-reporter who reports a fact or series of facts
either from his observations or what he has been told and then
adds his own professional commentary. The machine simply cannot
do that for you. It gives you a dimension you cannot obtain other-
wise.

Also, to pick up on a point made by Gen. Russ Dougherty, it is
conceivable that at any point in time the intelligence adversary
may achieve some type of technological breakthrough of a defen-
sive nature, and where you have invested millions of dollars in
some technological collection system made up of an array of sen-
sors, and you are suddenly blind and deaf, then you have to fall
back on the human being.

My last observation in this connection is one which has been
with me for a number of years. We have seen magnificent improve-
ments to the point of revolutionary developments in technology,
which have improved our ability to see and hear things of interest
to us. We have not invested to the same degree in the soft science
area in improving the human intelligence sensor. Indeed, compared
with technological sensor systems, with our overt and covert opera-
tors we are somewhat still in the horse and buggy days, and I
believe that we need to give this particular matter a bit more
attention. There are things in the soft science area, I think, that
we can at least explore which will improve a human intelligence
sensor. Maybe we will not keep pace with the blazing tempo of
technological development in the other areas, but nonetheless, he
can bring the human being further along. I speak in this case from
personal experience as a human intelligence operator.

So there has been a tendency over the past few years to down-
grade the importance of the human being, and I think this trend
has been considerably to our detriment.

Senator WALLOP. Do you find this trend enhanced within the
concepts developed within this bill?

General WILsoN. I don't find--
Senator WALLOP. It will lead us more and more from reliance?
General WILSON. Let me admit that while I read the press re-

leases on the bill, I reviewed the bill itself in its final draft form for
the first time early this morning, so I am not as conversant with
all of its provisions as I would like to be.

Nonetheless, What I was able to peruse would say to me that
HUMINT has not necessarily been helped by the bill, quite to the
contrary. I could not put my finger on specific paragraphs or
subparagraphs which hinder or inhibit a human intelligence opera-
tor.

Senator WALLOP. No, I was impressed by your statement that
you can't define the precise moment in time for a number of
events. It seems to me you can't define, also, equally, the precise
number of events and the circumstances surrounding them that



would trigger either prohibitions or permissions. It seems some-
where in there you have to rely on the good judgment of the
President, and sometimes you are going to be disappointed and
sometimes you will have to rely on the good judgment of the
professionals in the field, and sometimes you are going to be disap-
pointed.

I would hope that the oversight function that we have developed
here, and the plain fact that we did in fact bring many people and
many events to a point of legal satisfaction, ought to be enough.

Thank you.
Senator GOLDWATER. Thank you.
Do you have anything else?
Senator CHAFEE. No, I think all the witnesses have been ex-

tremely helpful, and I am grateful to them.
Just taking a little poll, as it were, I gather that Admiral Zum-

walt would not proceed with this legislation, better what we have
got, than proceeding. General Dougherty indicated some satisfac-
tion with the legislation, although some pause also, but basically I
didn't find you objecting quite so much to it as perhaps Admiral
Zumwalt.

Would that be a fair summary?
Admiral ZUMWALT. I think it is accurate as to my views, Senator

Chafee, except that I would advocate hearings like this in another
year, after the national debate on defense and foreign policy has
clarified our alternatives.

General DOUGHERTY. I think it is a fairly accurate summary of
my judgment, sir. I recognize the background that led up to this
legislation in draft, and I recognize the committees, the Pike com-
mittee, the Church committee, this committee, this legislation, the
Executive order. It is one of those things that the cure could be
worse than the disease-and it could be that the past is behind us
and that the catharsis that has taken place over the last few years
has served its purpose. But if there is to be legislation, then I think
that this is a good piece of legislation. Admiral Zumwalt used the
term "accuracy" in his intelligence plea, and earlier I had used the
term "objectivity." I suppose they are about the same thing. And I
think that this kind of oversight-intense, deep oversight by people
seized with the problems and responsibilities, and equally seized
with the burgeoning capabilities and the potential of the Soviet
Union and its activities throughout the world as they change the
character of their actions-can be useful. Having the Congress of
the United States seized with this kind of detailed oversight is
difficult to implement, is difficult to constrain, is difficult to keep
the nature of intelligence actions secret, but is not impossible. And
I do think that it will lend to the accuracy of intelligence and the
objectivity of intelligence evaluations. It will broaden the potential
for exposure with all of its hazards, but those things are not
impossible to implement, particularly if there is a serious intention
and a long-term intention to make it work.

I think that is all I have to say on that, sir.
Senator CHAFEE. General Wilson, I think I could, your summary,

you put forward some philosophical views that we should be care-
ful of in this legislation, and you I don't think either endorsed or
rejected it.



General WILSON. If I may rephrase my views quickly for you, sir,
I feel that after 30 years, some type of legislation is needed. If I
were still active in the intelligence business, I would want to be
able to perceive a little more clearly what my guidelines, the frame
of reference for me is, in terms of what is expected of me.

My criticism of this particular bit of legislation is that in some
instances it goes further into detail than I believe is needed or
proper. Someone on the committee made a comment, which has
been voiced before, about the lengthy list of proscriptions. I feel
that this is dangerous. The Judeo-Christian ethic has been founded
for a long time on only 10 commandments. You have got many
more here, and I think by trying to be somewhat encyclopaedic,
you do run the risk of those things which have been left out being
assumed as proper to pursue.

I am concerned, to reiterate, about the extensive reporting re-
quirements that are listed in the bill in its present draft form. I
think they add to the burden of the committee and that they are
not necessary.

I am most encouraged, more encouraged by the existence of
something else than I am about this legislation, and that is the
existence of this committee, and the role which you are playing. I
am encouraged from what I see in this legislation of your determi-
nation to review, to actively pursue the oversight role. I am more
impressed with the procedure, with the mechanism which has been
established, which I think is a sine qua non to the effective pursuit
of our intelligence activities, than I am with the welter of detail in
the document itself, although I find only a few things, some of
which I have not voiced, that I would take minor exception to in
the draft legislation.

Senator CHAFEE. Thank you.
I must say that I-I just want to say, you gentlemen taking the

trouble to come here, you may think it is an onerous burden,
perhaps, but your testimony is very, very helpful. Certainly to me
it has been. And I just wish more of the Senators could be here, but
certainly they will receive reports from various staff members.

Thank you.
Senator GOLDWATER. I am wondering if any members of the staff

have any questions.
If not, in conclusion, I want to thank you on behalf of the Senate,

Admiral Zumwalt, General Dougherty and General Wilson, for
coming here this morning, and I want to just remind you and
others of what was said when Senator Huddleston completed his
long, arduous work on compiling S. 2525, that-and we all agreed
with different stages of acceptance, that we probably are faced with
a 2-year task at least, which precludes anything being done this
Congress, and could even preclude anything being done in the next
Congress because the nature of this legislation, the requirement for
this legislation has been based more on a series of situations that
were not invented by the intelligence community. I think it is very
safe to say that every incident that we have lived through in
hearings before the Church committee and this committee, were
the brainchilds of Presidents. Almost & very President that we have
had in my memory has been guilty of misusing the intelligence
community.



Now, the question is, is it misuse just because the President has
done it, or is it in line with his duties as Commander-in-Chief. and
I think probably the most important thing we are going to have to
do is to try and build some kind of a fence around the President's
ability to say to the intelligence agencies, I want this person elimi-
nated or I want this country to experience this or that or the other
thing.

So it is very necessary that you gentlemen with your extremely
broad experience keep up with this. I would appreciate it if you
would just keep abreast of the developments of these intelligence
testimonial periods that we are going through and give us any
ideas that you have.

For example, Admiral Zumwalt I know has been very outspoken
on the situation vis-a-vis the United States and the Soviet, and I
happen to agree with you on this, but the problem I see is to get
people to accept what is valid intelligence. I find myself, for exam-
ple, debating with the Secretary of Defense as to whether we are
ahead or behind the Soviet, and we both read the same intelli-
gence. We find it being argued in the press almost daily. We find
now that this has gone so far that we have had organizations
appear before this committee and say that we don't need any
intelligence gathering agencies at all; do away with all of them.

We have organized, I see in the morning paper, another group to
in effect do away with intelligence in this country.

So it is more of a job than just educating the Members of the
Senate and the House. I think it has a much broader touch when
we realize that the average American, even including many of us
who have been through war, never have really understood intelli-
gence as we use the term relative to the safety of our country and
our people, and our place in the world.

So anything that you can add to this testimony, please feel free
to offer it any time, and I think you will find that the staff will
probably be calling you as we go along to see what you think of
this, that or the other thing. It might just be that we would wind
up with nothing. It might just be that would make a hell of a lot of
people happy.

So again, I thank you gentlemen. You have given us some very,
very valuable information.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:34 a.m., the committee recessed subject to the

call of the Chair.]
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h three-year public agony of the Central Intelligence
Agency may be coming to an end. Richard Helms has been
convicted, the President has issued a new set of regulations
restricting certain surveillance activities, and the torrent of public
exposes by "insiders" seems to be abating. What remains to be seen
is whether the traumas suffered since the sweeping congressional
investigations began in 1975 have made any significant impact on
the heart and guts of the Agency.

There are some suggestions, of course, that nothing much has
changed. When Mr. Helms returned from receiving a suspended
sentence, he was given a hero's welcome by an indulgent group of
ex-colleagues. Simultaneously the announced intention of Admiral
Stansfield Turner, the present Director, to reduce Agency opera-
tional personnel by several hundred was met by smear campaigns
so powerful that the President soon felt obliged to publicly declare
his continuing support for the Admiral. These responses from
traditional intelligence officers may not be all that significant,
however. Angry reactions to reductions in force are not, after all,
pew in Washington. Any pruning of career public servants can
result in mid-level bureaucrats making high-level mischief.

The Helms case was quite another matter. Far from resolving
any of the deeper issues of recent Agency conduct, it did not even
address them. The case did, however, expose the persistent failure
of several administrations to establish appropriate congressional
arrangements for the exercise of intelligence operations. All post-
war Presidents have permitted Directors of Central Intelligence to
appear before congressional committees in the full knowledge that
they would be closely questioned about secret operations approved
and placed under tight security restrictions by the National Secu-

- rity Council.-A long tradition had-been built-up over the-years-with
the leaders of the Congress itself, that the facts concerning
political operations (or clandestine intelligence operations) should
be revealed only to selected members of Congress, and denied to
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formal committees at least in open session.
From time to time efforts were made by individual Presidents,

or their staffs, to reach an accommodation with Congress that
would reduce the vulnerability of CIA officials, caught between
the professional obligation for secrecy and the legislative thirst for
candor. No true resolution of this dilemma was achieved until
President Ford declared for candor and so instructed Mr. Helms'
successor. By then, of course, Mr. Helms had presented the
testimony on operations in Chile, to a Senate committee, which a
federal judge subsequently found to be not only misleading but
false.

Not unnaturally many intelligence officials felt their ex-Director
had been victimized. In a narrow sense he had. Lacking a presi-
dential mandate to reveal the full nature of the U.S. involvement
in the Chilean elections, Mr. Helms opted to give testimony that
was less than truthful.

The irony of the case, however, is not that Mr. Helms was
forced to choose between two ethical imperatives, one honoring
his oath of secrecy, the other telling the truth. Far more significant
is the fact that because it focused on such a narrow issue-and one
where responsibility for the sorry turn of events could be laid as
much at the doors of a succession of Presidents and leaders of
Congress as to the Agency Director-the trial and judgment
ignored a whole range of ethical problems concerning intelligence
practices in a free society.

II

To some the mere juxtaposition of ethics and intelligence may
appear to be a contradiction in terms. But at heart intelligence is
rooted in the severest of ethical principles: truth telling. After all,
the end purpose of the elaborate apparatus that the intelligence
community has become is to provide the policymaker with as close
to a truthful depiction of a given situation as is humanly possible.
Anything less is not intelligence. It may be useful opinion-in
some cases it may even be more accurate than prevailing intelli-
gence-but if it is, the opinion maker is lucky, or in the particular
instance possessed of more facts and sharper judgmental skills
than the professional intelligence officer. Even the CIA has long
recognized the centrality of truth telling. As a contributor to
Foreign Affairs observed several years ago, the motto of the CIA,
chosen by the doughty old Presbyterian, Allen Dulles, is "And the
Truth Shall Make You Free."'

' Chester L. Cooper, "The CIA and Decision-Making." Foreign Affairs, January 1972, p. 223.
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Ev.en as the motto was being (hosenl itn the inid-1950s, however,
the point was being lost and the purpose of the Agency corrupted.
Perhaps because of the personality of Mr. Dulles and his opera-
lional succeSSCS in SwitzIerland during World War II, emphasis on
activities having little or nothing to t) with the pursuit of truth
grew to preoccupy the CIA. The Church (oun n icee's excellent
report o intelligence activities makes it abundantly clear that
foreign operations won )op priority uinder Mr. Dulles' leadership;
worse, foreign operations expanded Irom a tiny "psych warfare"
section of the clandestine collection division to absorb a major
share of the Agency's budget, its personnel, and skills. Operations
both foreign and domestic, with a host of concomitant and now
familiar malpractices, became the bread and butter of the Agency
duiring the 1950s and 1960s.'

To accept the approximation of truth as the purpose of intelli-
gence is one thing. To accept the methods by which truth can be
obtained poses ethical dilemmas. The truth, after all, is often a set
of facts, or concrete physical entities, or intentions, which the
party with whom they are entrusted will guard jealously as a
precious, not to say sacred, element of the national preserve.
Ferreting out the truth under these circumstances often requires
means and techniques not ordinarily employed in human inter-
course.

At this point the ethical absolutist is compelled to say: "Exactly,
an ethical society should renounce foreign intelligence altogether;
given the new Administration's emphasis on human rights, domlies-
tic intelligence might best be scuttled, too." In this formulation the
argument that other nations will not cease intelligence gathering
activities simply because the United States renounces them, carries
little weight. Ethical conduct is a force of its own; powerful nations
lead by example; renunciation of intelligence gathering would be
an act of moral courage with untold beneficial international
consequences, etc.

But we are not all ethical absolutists. Value trade-offs are
probably the best that most people in an uncertain world will
accept. And it is because intelligence offers security that bizarre
methods to obtain it are acceptable to most. Foreign policy making
without an intelligence input of some kind would be capricious; in
the uncharted waters of world crisis situations it would be scandal-
ously foolhardy. It follows that the more ambiguous the interna-
tional situation, the greater the value of intelligence in the decision-

2 Final Report of the Select Committee to StudY Governmental Operations With respect to Intelligence
Activities. U.S. Senate. 94th Cong.. 2nd sess., April 14, 1976, seven volumes.
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making process. Put another way, of course, this means that where
intelligence does not add to international security, but rather, say
to the obsessive comfort of knowing more about Ruritania than
even the Ruritanians, or where it merely facilitates the feeding of
salacious tidbits about foreign leaders to inquisitive Presidents,
questionable methods to collect it are not acceptable.

The security returns of intelligence are probably inestimable,
and they are welcomed by both world superpowers and tacitly
condoned by almost all active participating nations on the world
stage. Satellites monitor the missile developments of the superpow-
ers; microwave telephone messages between foreign embassies and
capitals are intercepted for critical information. Without technol-
ogy of this kind in the hands of both the United States and the
Soviet Union, there would of course have been no SALT talks;
there would not now be any form of SALT agreement. Nikita
Khrushchev implied just this when he half seriously suggested to
President Eisenhower in 1958 that the two countries exchange
intelligence chiefs. Both leaders recognized that inspections in
each other's countries would probably be out of the question for
many years to come; each knew that in order to make any progress
on arms limitation he would have to rely on the safety of his own
intelligence monitoring system and avert his eyes to monitoring by
the other.

In a world where the two great powers can no longer guarantee
international stability and where weaponry is no longer the exclu-
sive currency of power, intelligence monitoring must sweep targets
other than the principal antagonist-e.g., China or the Middle
East. It must also be as concerned with economic and energy
considerations as missiles. But the principle governing the choice
of targets remains the same. Intelligence must promote interna-
tional security, or the ethical compromises necessary to accommo-
date the requisite collection methods cannot and should not be
stomached.

Intelligence monitoring substitutes for full faith and credit
between nations, and technology provides a pitiful but workable
substitute for the joyful conditions of a distant One World. The
tensions of the nation-state system are, in other words, held in
bounds not only by diplomacy and by mutual common sense but
by carefully calibrated monitoring systems.

Assuming, then, that intelligence can help toward security in a
dangerous international order, how can the intelligence function
be carried out at the least risk to other values in our society? To
put this most succinctly, how can a professional intelligence service
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operate so that officials within it perform their roles in an ethical
manner? Most public officials would prefer that this be the case;
certainly most private citizens expect nothing less.

The traditional easy answer, of course, is that in international
affairs a double standard operates. What is unacceptable human
behavior at home or in one's own society can be forgiven in
dealings with foreign societies or with the representatives abroad
of those societies. War is the ultimate expression of this double
standard. But the assassination of foreign leaders in peacetime
stretches the standard furthest, beyond, as is now wholly agreed,
its breaking point. Under the shelter of the double standard, self-
justification usually takes the form of: "Someone's got to do the
dirty work"; or "Distasteful as the task was, it served the national
purpose." On examination both statements contain implicit asser-
tions by the makers of ethical standards. This, then, is the nub of
the matter.

Foreign intelligence is not, by and large, conducted by people
lacking the capacity to recognize ethical standards, but standards
are lowered to accommodate the perceived national purpose. Once
lowered, they can be more easily lowered a second time, or they
can be lowered further and further as routine reduces ethical
resistance to repugnant activities. This is the area of human
dynamics where yesterday's managers of the intelligence commu-
nity have been the most irresolute. Management rarely blew the
whistle on subordinates. When subordinates succeeded in opera-
tions of questionable morality, they were as often rewarded with
promotions as reprimanded for using dubious methods.

A high management official of one intelligence agency-in this
case the FBI-blurted out to the Church Committee an incredibly
candid confession of amorality. In response to questions as to
whether any supervisory official of the Bureau had voiced reser-
vations about the legitimacy of the infamous Operation Cointelpro
(active disruption of citizen groups) he answered:

We never gave any thought to this line of reasoning, because we were just
naturally pragmatists. The one thing we were concerned about was this: Will
this course of action work; will we reach the objective that we desire to reach? As
far as legality is concerned, morals or ethics, it was never raised by myself or
anyone else. I think this suggests really that in government we are amoral.3

- To-disagree with this-official's-concltision is-easy; to-refute the
implicit charge that government itself contributes to, if not insists

3T'estimony ouflWilliam Sullivan. FinafReporf. op. cit., Book t1. p. 141.
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on amorality, is more difficult. Presumably, the official, like most
Americans, entered government service with some sense of ethics
and acceptable norms of' moral behavior. He came to believe,
apparently, that the responsible intelligence officer should not
concern himself with such matters. They are, he said, irrelevant to
the conduct of his government business.

III

Most professions, such as the law and medicine, have for
centuries provided themselves with fail-safe systems to ensure that
ethical norms are not compromised out of existence, or rusted
from misuse. Some of these systems work better than others, some
are susceptible to corruption themselves and a few are mere
shams, but the fact that they exist and generally are taken seriously
by the members of the profession is critically significant. At the
very least, it means that there are limits to a professional's freedom
and that those limits are defined by ethical codes sanctioned by
colleagues.

A profession whose end purpose it is to root out the truth cannot
afford to resist asking where its limits should be set. However, the
intelligence professional has in the past operated under the simple
guideline, "don't get caught." Recently there have been signs that
suggest that the intelligence community is busily, if somewhat
ponderously, groping towards a limit-setting policy for its profes-
sionals.

The business of limit setting will not be easy, particularly for the
centerpiece of the community, the CIA, and specifically for its
large clandestine services element. It will not be easy because of the
grim ethos of clandestine collection and operations, developed
long before orbiting photographic satellites or sophisticated inter-
ception systems were ever conceived. That ethos is rooted in a con-
cept as old as human society: the weak or the vulnerable can be
manipulated by the strong or the shrewd. Human intelligence
collection is a major preoccupation of the clandestine service.
Simply put, this is the process of extracting from others informa-
tion or national assets they would not willingly part with under
normal circumstances.

In some cases the creation of appropriate circumstances is
relatively easy. This is where the source is a willing volunteer
acting out of his own sense of patriotism. Anti-Soviet emigre
Hungarians providing detailed information on Russian military
units occupying their country fall into this category. The clandes-
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tine officer inust provide the means whereby the em i gre can
return to his country. By and large the clandestine officer can
content himself with the knowledge that the Hungarian is as
anxious to reenter his homeland illegally as he is anxious to have
him make the effort.

But the highest art in tradecraft is to develop a source that you
"own lock, stock and barrel." According to the clandestine ethos, a
"controlled" source provides the most reliable intelligence. "Con-
trolled" means, of course, bought or otherwise obligated. Tradi-
tionally it has been the aim of the professional in the clandestine
service to weave a psychological web around any potentially fruitful
contact and to tighten that web whenever possible. Opportunities
are limited, but for those in the clandestine service who successfully
develop controlled sources, rewards in status and peer respect are
high. The modus operandi required, however, is the very antithe-
sis of ethical interpersonal relationships.

Sometimes the information obtained by these methods can be
important. It is, however, rarely of critical importance. At best it
may provide a measure of confirmation of some already suspected
development or fill in a missing piece of a complex mosaic of facts.
There have been occasions when controlled sources have been
successful in snatching internal documents off high-level desks in
their own governments, but even in these instances the "take" has
not been earthshaking. Perhaps the faintly disappointing record
of achievement by clandestine operatives is explainable in bureau-
cratic terms. Well-placed officials with immediate access to critical
policymaking circles-and for the most part this means they are
part of the policymaking process-are generally well rewarded by
and well satisfied with their own governments. If they were not,
they would not hold powerful positions. The main targets for
clandestine collectors are usually second- and third-level officials
who may not be fully privy to policy developments.

Finally, there is the human consideration. Most controlled
sources are ambivalent about the roles they are obliged to play. On
the one hand, there may be gratification that their retainer fees
enable them to reduce some crushing personal debts, or to meet
other expenses incurred as a result of weaknesses or personal
misjudgments. On the other hand, they will almost certainly feel a
sense of guilt in betraying trusts they are expected not to betray;
they tnay-also feel-more than a little self-loathing that they have
been too weak to resist being used by those who pay them or
blackmail them. How these feelings subconsciously affect what
they report and how they report is anybody's guess. It is at least
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possible that the clandestine officer who "owns" a controlled source
may not have the extraordinary asset that his "tradecraft" teaches
him he should have.

Quality of information obtained aside, a fundamental ethical
issue concerning clandestine human collection remains. That issue
is the impact on the clandestine officer of his relationship with his
source. The former's bread and butter is the subversion of the
latter's integrity. The officer is painstakingly trained in techniques
that will convert an acquaintance into a submissive tool, to shred
away his resistance and deflate his sense of self-worth. Of course,
the source may be thoroughly cynical. even a venal merchant of
his country's privacy, and in that case the task of the clandestine
officer is less burdensome-although he may come to find the
relationship just as repellent as if the source had slowly and
resistingly been bent to compliance. Whatever the chemistry be-
tween the two individuals, collector and source, or perhaps more
pointedly, dominant and dominated, the biggest loser is the one
whose ethical scruples are most damaged in the process. Depend-
ing on the techniques he may have to use to bring the source
under control and maintain that relationship, the biggest loser
may be the clandestine officer.

Another prime concern of the clandestine services is the devel-
opment of methodologies and devices to thwart the defensive
measures of other intelligence agencies and other national political
systems. While much of this activity is purely technical electronic
engineering, a significant investment has also been made in such
exotica as "truth drugs," complex psychological warfare strategies,
bizarre bugging devices and the like. Some of these devices and
techniques have been used with profit and success by clandestine
officers operating overseas; others have proved impractical in the
field or have stalled on the drawing board as development costs
got out of hand. But the search for new ways to penetrate other
societies goes on. Today's drug experimenters (if there are indeed
any left) may become tomorrow's experts. in long-range behavior
modification processes.

Whatever the state of these arcane arts, they have two things in
common. First, their purpose is almost always to facilitate the
manipulation of man by man. In this sense they are not dissimilar
in effect and impact to the process of controlled source develop-
ment. Secondly, the practitioners of these arts and the "psych
warfare" experts are obliged by the very nature of their trade to
presume that they are operating in hostile environments. The end
point of their efforts, after all, is to bypass normal authority, or at
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tihe least. to us( seini-legal means to overcome obstacles placed inl
their path by ithe authorities of other nations. The professional
premise of the officers engaged in these practices, then, is the
constructive use of illegality. While revolutionaries around the
world have lived long and comfortably with this paradox, it is quite
another matter for sober and presumably accountable U.S. public
servants to be exposed to its temptations.

In this connection it is important to note that over the years
officers whose careers have primarily been spent in clandestine
activities have occupied the preeminent roles in the management
of the CIA. At least until recently, when heavy reductions in
clandestine staff were ordered by the current Director, Admiral
Stansfield Turner, roughly two-thirds of the highest executive
positions at any given time were filled by officers whose careers
blossomed in the clandestine services. Years of hardening in the
ugly business of source control and penetration of foreign capitals
have surely taken their toll. Little wonder that the CIA's top
leadership did not traditionally spend much time setting "limits"
on the Agency's activities. Little wonder that management devel-
oped a process of compartmentalizing what it recognized to be
qtuestionable activities. The most bizarre operations, such as Chaos
(to be discussed below) and human drug experimentation, have
been traditionally walled off even from other Agency colleagues
whose questions might have been embarrassing. Mr. Helms him-
self testified before the Church Committee that in many instances
the CIA's General Counsel was simply excluded from knowing of
the existence of particularly exotic activities and operations." The
inference is inescapable that he was shut off out of fear that he
would, as he had occasionally done in the past, advise that the
operations overstepped legal limits. Similarly, the Church Com-
mittee report makes clear that even the recommendations of the
Agency's elaborate Inspector General system could be, and some-
times were, rejected by the Agency Director.?

Thus, a picture emerges of a highly compartmentalized bureau-
cracy whose direction has been largely controlled by officials with
long experience in the seduction of other human beings and
societies. Not immoral or even without ethical standards them-
sclves, they had lost the habit of questioning where they should set
limits on their official conduct. And other officers who might have
been expected to remind them of these limits were kept in
ignorance. This sateif affairsis particularly-distressing when-it

Final Report. op. cit., Book 1. p. 282.
Ibid., p. 

286
.
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involves an organization where high premiums are paid for
inventiveness, for "outsmarting the opposition."

In an organizational context where the edge of possibility is
bounded only by the stretch of the imagination, special arrange-
ments for limit setting are necessary. Each management level of
thc clandestine services, from the most immediate and parochial
to the highest, should have an officer who plays the role of "nay-
sayer." His task would be to review operational plans for their
ethical consequences and occasionally to remind the imaginative
subordinate that daring and innovativeness must sometimes bow
to prudence. Every organization has informal "nay-sayers" seeded
through its ranks. In traditional bureaucracies they are almost
always negative influences, cruel stiflers of initiative and zeal. In
intelligence organizations, institutional "nay-sayers" could have
just the opposite effect: they could be critical to a rediscovery 6f
ethically acceptable limits of activity.

IV

That element of the CIA whose job it is "to tell the truth," as
opposed to collecting the truth overseas, is the overt Intelligence
Directorate. It would appear at first glance to have the easier job.
But this is not necessarily so. For one thing, truth is rarely simple
fact; it is almost always a combination of fact and judgment and as
such almost always subject to second guessing. The intelligence
analyst has no monopoly on wisdom and prescience, but he does
have one advantage. He is not subject to the policy considerations
of the operating departments, such as State and Defense. He is, in
this respect, free to call the shots as he sees them, whether or not
they substantiate or confirm some fundamental premise of U.S.
policy. Ignoring the policy assumptions of the Administration in a
search for the most defensiblejudgment can be an unhappy affair,
as those analysts who toiled through the Vietnam years can testify.
While support from Agency superiors for the views of the analysts
was strong during the Johnson and Nixon Administrations, the
analytic product-that is, the truth as the analysts saw it-was not
always palatable to higher consumers. The "truth" more often
than not implicitly cast doubt on the outcome of the U.S. efforts in
Indochina. Reaction to such judgments at White House and
National Security Council levels was at worst unfriendly, and at
best indifferent.

Nevertheless, the obligation remains for the analytic component
of the CIA to produce what it believes to be the least assailable
version of a given situation and its consequences for the future
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<irse oI events. Inl this lonely atul sometimes scorned purstuit,
there are ethical pitfalls no less severe than those encountered by
the overseas clandestine collectors.

A case in point is the unisial episode surroundiing the studies
of radical youth produced by the Agency at the demand of' both
Plresidentis Johnson and Nixon in the late 1960s and carly 1970s.
The original order for such a study coincided with one of the peak

poilits itt l)protest agaist Ite Vietnamit War, protests conldtucted in
Europe and the Far East as well as in the United States. When the
order was first relayed to the Agency by Walt Rostow, then
National Security Special Assistant to the President, it was accom-
panied by the hypothesis that the protest actions were so vociferous
and so universal that they must be orchestrated by communists.
Dubious at best, this became the principal theme of the first study
and the several successive versions that were subsequently ordered.
The Agency undertook, in other words, to determine whether
communist instigation lay behind the worldwide protests.

The first edition of the study concluded that there had been no
dis(cernible communist involvement in the student protests, with a
purely theoretical aside that, at least as far as U.S. student protests
were Concerned. there were a variety of justifications for protest
that made communist intervention unnecessary. The study was ill
received by the White House. In effect, it was rejected out of hand
with the pointed question: "Are you sure of your conclusions?
Have you turned over every rock?" These injunctions were to be
repeated twice more as the Agency, confident of its original
judgments, tried to produce the evidence, or demonstrate the
absence of evidence, that would similarly persuade two reluctant
Presidents and a host of presidential advisors.

The costs to the CIA of "turning over every rock" were shatter-
ingly high. The dearest cost was the decision to expand greatly the
patently illegal "Operation Chaos," which had begun modestly
with the intention of collecting evidence for the analysts preparing
the first version of the student paper. To this end U.S. agents
under control of the Clandestine Services, counterintelligence
component were infiltrated into student groups within the United
States and abroad. Once again the operation was carefully com-
partmentalized so that few even of the most senior Agency officials
were aware of its existence-including those responsible for the
produc(tion ofthestudy. When the first study was rejected, Chaos
was built tip into a sizable operation, with access to computer
technology and a network of overseas and domestic employees
keeping book on many thousands of U.S. and foreign students.
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Not only was the Agency's legislative charter, which mandates only
overseas espionage, violated, but so too were privacy rights of
thousands of young Americans.

The second cost was a natural concomitant of the first. As more
and more "rocks got turned over," the pursuit of evidence became
an end in itself. A tendency developed among the collectors to
believe that if they hunted long enough and assiduously enough,
some communist involvement might be found, and if it were,.the
President would be satisfied. In short, the collection effort lost
perspective. Had it found communist affiliations-say, in the
leadership of a particular student organization-it would not have
been of much significance given the overwhelming negative find-
ings elsewhere in the great majority of student movements. The
notion that an assertion can be converted to a truth if there is one
scrap of positive evidence to support it is dangerous nonsense-in
this case nonsense entertained by desperate Presidents and abetted
by officials who might better have said: "We have turned over
enough rocks, Mr. President." Thus, at the end of the unhappy
affair called Chaos, one side of the Agency was unwittingly
engaged in what was a corruption of the search for truth, to say
nothing of extensively illegal activities, while the other side of the
Agency was frenetically trying, under heavy fire, to stick to its best
judgment.

In retrospect, it can be rationalized that all the actors in this
unhappy drama were victims of the curious political climate of
Washington as the Vietnam conflict ground to a conclusion. The
psychological ingredients were all there: bureaucratic weariness
with a clearly failing U.S. policy to which the Agency had already
committed much of its manpower energies for a decade was one.
Presidential frustration as various ways out of the dilenima were
closed off was another. When all is said and done, however, there
can only be one satisfactory explanation for the Agency's plunge
into massive illegal activities. Top management had the means, the
manpower and the mind-set to do the President's bidding and to
do it without arousing suspicion or inviting investigation. Only in
the waning days of Chaos (and the War) did complaints from
lower echelons of the Agency begin to be registered around
Washington. What top management lacked was the habit of limit
setting, the reflex that warns of dangerous consequences-not of
being found out, but of transgressing minimal ethical standards.
Presidents can perhaps be forgiven for obsessiveness, but for the
servants of Presidents, particularly those whose business is truth,
the first duty is to guard against those personal and institutional
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frailties that make a mockery of the search for truth.

V

Is it possible, thein, to introduce, or better to revive, a sense of
ethics in the intelligence conununity? Certainly much can be
accomplished simply by strong leadership that sets an appropriate
tone. Presumably some efforts are being made in this direction
now. But rhetoric alone cannot do the job that is required. Some
specific prescriptions are offered in the following paragraphs.

The time would appear ripe, from the perspective both of his-
tory and the complexities of a world where energy resources, food
supply and technological sophistication carry as much, if not more
weight than weapons superiority, for the intelligence community
to get out of political operations. The massive investment in these
activities in recent years has paid off only rarely in terms of
advancing U.S. interests. At times, as in the Congo, they have
done more to confuse and unsettle an already fluid situation than
to stabilize it. Some operations have probably cost the United
States goodwill for years to come. Cost-benefit factors apart,
political operations are often, although not always, illegal activities
in which the greatest skill is to thwart tile established authorities of
foreign countries. To live clandestinely, to manipulate others, to
distress the political ecology of another society-these are all
aqtivities that induce an amoral view of life. While they may or
may not produce critical effects in the countries where they are
undertaken, they almost certainly will affect those who engage in
them. They are, finally, activities that have little or nothing to do
with intelligence.

It can be argued that there are occasions, or there may be
occasions, when political action of a clandestine nature may be the
only feasible way to produce a desirable circumstance beneficial
not only to the instigating country, but to a larger portion of the
world's peoples. One can imagine, for example, such operations,
mounted in South Africa, that might have positive consequences
throughout the southern part of the continent. U.S. policy inter-
ests could be served at the same time as the interests of South
Africa's neighbors. Indeed, there have been occasions when mas-
sive infusions of U.S. funds and skills have turned the tide in
tightly balanced and critical political contests. Support for the non-

-Communist-partiesn toItaly- and France-in 1948-comes to mind-as-
does the far less obtrusive and, one gathers, predominantly
European) support in 1975 for democratic elements threatened by
hard-line (and Soviet-supported) Communists in Portugal.
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The opportunity for U.S. intervention in political events of high
international significance would not be lost by the abolition of a
political operations capability. Private citizens recruited for the
occasion have carried out such tasks for Presidents before and
could again. On the other hand, there could be two salutory
consequences for the United States in abandoning political opera-
tions as an ongoing activity of the CIA. First, Presidents would
have to shoulder the burden themselves and create ad hoc arrange-
ments for each instance. This would almost certainly sharpen their
discrimination and force them to concentrate on interventions with
the highest chance of success and the least chance of exposure.
Second, the elaborate network of clandestine operators currently
in place could be drastically reduced. No longer would it be
necessary to nurture and maintain agents around the world on a
contingency basis. The temptation to indulge in operational mis-
chief of low or ambiguous priority for the sake of keeping agents
alert would be foreclosed.

Many of the arguments used to question the efficacy and
suitability of political operations can be applied to the process of
human clandestine intelligence collection. The product is not all
that impressive; the moral damage to the collectors is high;
intelligence tends to be.collected as an end in itself; and there is
always the risk of exposure. Nevertheless, intelligence must be
collected in selected areas and against specific subject targets.
Technology is now the workhorse of the collection business and it
should remain so. The present Director has in effect recognized
this evolution in collection methods; he has justified his reduction
of covert officers on this ground. Photographic and audio satellites
and other interception devices are immensely expensive, but they
have the advantage of doing only minimal damage to the ethical
standards of the operators and processors. As noted above, tech-
nological intelligence collection is in at least one highly significant
area-that of arms limitation control-tacitly accepted as essential
to security by both superpowers. 6

Of course, even with the phasing down of clandestine human
collection, the need will remain for residual capability in certain
esoteric collection techniques. Atmospheric conditions in some
geographic locations may be so unfavorable that short-range

* Harry Rositzke in "America's Secret Operations: A Perspective," Foreirgn Affairs, January 1975.
pp. 334-51, has presented a sophistitated view of the remaining need for tlandestine human
intelligence andcounterintelligence collection. And Herbert Scoville, Jr., writing fromn a consumer's
viewpoint (as I do) has laid I think the right stress on the predominant need for technological
methods today. "Is Espionage Necessary for our Security?." Foreign Affairs, April 1976, pp. 482-
95.
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collection devices will be needed to supplement "stand-off" equip-
ment, such as satellites. There will always be the need for person-
nl skilled in the techniques of situating these devices. Similarly,
diurc ntuist e those who can exploit the defector or the "walk-in"
soutrce.

Counierintelligence is another field of clandestine intelligence
activity which probably Cannot be dispensed with for some years to
come. But if counterintelligence is to survive, it should be orga-
nized on a purely defensive basis as a protection against foreign
penetration of the U.S. intelligence services and their technical
capabilities. It should be a small, lean component with a sophisti-
cated understanding not only of the technological capabilities of
major foreign intelligence services, but also of those countries'
political dynamics. Far from being walled off from other Agency
coiponents as in the past, it should be a vital part of Agency life,
as much to gain from exposure to varying points of view as to
influence those points of view.

A vigorous reexamination of the entire collection function, both
in terms of techtniques and targets, would be salutary at this point
in the intelligence community. Collection that goes beyond what
the satellite and the intercept station provide cannot be forsaken
altogether. Indeed, it should be improved with renewed emphasis
on (a) analytic collection and (b) the old-world expertise of the
open dialogue replacing the controlled source. Collectors with the
training to mine and exploit technical materials in archives and
specialized libraries or statistical centers could be the intelligence
pick-and-shovel men of the future.

For those tightly closed societies where access to such material is
almost completely denied to the United States, a different meth-
odology will be necessary. Third-country officials with some access
privileges in the host country must be assiduously cultivated, but
(breaking with past practice) in an open and reciprocal manner.
Collectors with substantive knowledge of their data targets should
be authorized to disseminate "trading materials" to their foreign
counterparts in exchange for hard-to-get data and technical mate-
rial. This will be a delicate business. Maladroit handling of such
negotiations could result in even tighter controls over information
by the host country. Needless to say, negotiations could not be
conducted in the target country without risking the expulsion of
third-country nationals. New expertise in content evaluation both
of the materials desired by the United States and the data to be
used as trading currency will have to be developed.

At the higher levels of intelligence collection-that is, gaining
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insight into the sensitive complex of issues concerning political,
economic and military developments in a target country-empha-
sis should be on the old-fashioned method of diplomatic dialogue.
Reports that contribute to an understanding of social or economic
trends or that sort out shifting national priorities are almost always
more significant and useful than the one-shot item that reveals a
specific decision or records some finite act. "Think pieces" have
traditionally been the preserve of the ambassador or senior For-
eign Service official. Their quality has, however, been uneven;
they suffer from irregularity. Part of the problem is that few For-
eign Service officers stay long enough on a single posting to be-
come in-depth analytical experts. Only a few of the largest em-
bassies have enjoyed the luxury of having one such person on their
staffs for a number of years. What is being proposed here is that
CIA officers fill the roles of permanent in-country experts. These
would be senior officials, chosen for their substantive familiarity
with the political and economic cultures of the countries to which
they are posted. They would be expected to cultivate openly the
widest circle of acquaintances and to report selectively both to
headquarters and the ambassador. Clandestinity would give way to
substantive expertise.

The finely trained and highly skilled clandestine collection
officer with years of service in the field is likely to scoff at these
suggestions. It has always been the contention of the clandestine
collector that overt techniques could indeed uncover immense
amounts of data about the capabilities of a foreign nation target,
but that the intentions and plans of the same country could only be
unlocked by controlled penetrations. There is, of course, some
truth to this proposition. Final and critical decisions-e.g., to go to
war with a neighbor, to begin the development of nuclear wea-
ponry-are so tightly held and originate from such complex
motivations that they do not suddenly spring off printed pages
being turned by a lonely researcher. On the other hand, neither
have such decisions been revealed with any great degree of success
by penetration agents in the past.

Once the CIA has begun to turn itself around by the actions
suggested above, it will have taken the most painful steps. But
backsliding into old habits and behavior patterns will surely occur
unless other, less dramatic moves are made. The influence of the
clandestine service in the Agency remains strong and, given the
sheer weight of numbers, it will have a significant voice in internal
Agency affairs for years to come.

Something of the flavor of how that voice might express itself
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(an be inferred from the hero's welcomc given to Richard Hclms
when he appeared at a reception of recently retired covert officers
fresh from his conviction in federal court. The old methods of
compartmentalization and tightly controlled operations have be-
come a way of life not easily shaken in the insular bureaucracy of
an intelligence service. Radical rearrangements of traditional pro-
cedures must be considered.

At the least the Inspector General's function should be
strengthened, as the Church Committee has recommended. Spe-
cifically, this officer's role should be expanded beyond its tradi-
tional one of internal control and response to employee com-
plaints. One ex-Agency official who is a careful student of its
recent history has suggested the creation of an ombudsman
accessible to employees who felt they were being used in improper
activities.! This would be a helpful addition to the Inspector
General's staff, freeing him for the vital task of constructively
intervening in questionable plans and programs throughout the
Agency.

Similarly, the Legal Counsel must be given more steel to put
under his velvet glove, particularly when his rulings are ignored or
overturned by the Director. Traditionally matters of legal propri-
ety have been referred to the Legal Counsel by other senior
officers when and if they chose to do so; in effect his role has been
passive. It should be a relatively simple internal matter to reverse
this pattern. President Ford followed up one Church Committee
recommendation by giving the Legal Counsel access to the Execu-
tive Oversight Board in the event that one of his rulings was
ignored by the Director. This is a significant step in strengthening
the legal review function in the Agency.

VI

A more sweeping structural change for the Agency has been
suggested from time to time. This would entail a complete divorce
of overt and covert intelligence activities. Overt functions (analysis,
reporting, estimates, etc.) would be aggregated under one organi-
zational roof and covert functions (collection, operations, counter-
intelligence, technical development of human control devices, etc.)
under another. The objective behind such proposals has usually
been to remove from the intelligence end product the taint of the
methods used to obtain the raw data, in other words to strengthen
thedignity aifd credibility-of tife. Agency's truth-telling function.

I See Harry Rositzke, CIA's Secret Operatioru, New York: Reader's Digest Press, 1977, Chapter
13.
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There are merits to these suggestions, but perhaps the optimum
time for divorce has passed. Indeed, if political operations were
now eliminated and clandestine collection minimized, the tempta-
tion to breach ethical standards by the clandestine services would
be reduced significantly. Moreover, cutting the clandestine serv-
ices adrift would result in the concentration in one organization
of most of those officers-now at high positions-who have been
exposed to the highest ethical risks. Backsliding would be a great
temptation, managerial control an administrator's nightmare.

But the measures discussed aJove will amount to little more than
tinkering if not buttressed by a radical new personnel policy that
places a premium on ethical values. Beyond native intelligence,
recruitment criteria have in the past emphasized such psychologi-
cal factors as stability, intellectual curiosity and phlegm. Once
selected on the basis of favorable readings on these counts, the
candidate had, of course, to survive the polygraph test-a final
screening against the possibility of penetration by a foreign agent
or a duplicitous adventurer. To this battery a test of ethical values
should be added.

Law enforcement agencies in a few communities have provided
something of a model in an area almost as contentious. A handful
of larger police departments have been including in their selection
procedures a "violence test" for rookie candidates." The tests are
basically psychological, designed to determine which applicants, in
the normal course of their duties, would resort too readily to
heavy-handed or bullying tactics. The results are not yet wholly
clear-in part, one suspects, because there is little or no reinforce-
ment of the desired value level as the new patrolmen become
acculturated by their older colleagues, who possessed badges years
before consideration of behavior patterns became a professional
concern.

An ethics test could be constructed from an array of situational
choice problems inserted into the Agency's selection instruments.
Such problems would present difficult ethical decision choices for
the test-taker in a variety of interpersonal and organizational
settings. To prevent the job applicant from tilting his answers
toward problem solutions he presumes the testers are seeking, the
questions would have to be scattered throughout the various
portions of the questionnaires used -psychological, intelligence,

' The "Machover DAP" test is one frequently used to detect overly aggressive personalities.

Sophisticated screening instruments are described in the publication Police Selection and Career

Anetsment, issued by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, National institute of Law

Enforcement and Criminal Justice, U.S. Dept ofjustice, 1976.
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eic. All ethics questions could then e selectted out of tIhe various
lest parts and reviewed separately. ()nie hopes that a rough profile
of the applicant's personal ethical stand;ards could he obanined by
this device, but at bcst it would probably do no more than single
out applicants with unacceptably low or hopelessly confused othical
staildards. Follow-up Itsis lot those who enter the Agency :nul
havc strvd lor srvral ycmtrs would he considerably mttore diffkutll
to design, but they are not beyond the skills of Agency psychoio-
gists5.

Surely this is slippery ground. One mail's ethical floor may be
another's ethical iciling. Who is to deine what the acceptable ievel
of* ethical beliefs should be? How would Agency management keep
its ethical sights straight in a period of rapidly changing moral
values? The issues raised are immensely difficult, but dismissing
the concept will not solve the problem of the current low estate of
the Agency in the public mind. Tackling the problem head on
would, if nothing else, constitute a clear signal of top Agency
management's concern to current employees, prospective recruits
and the general public.

VII

Finally, the real purpose of intelligence-truth telling-must be
placed at the center of Agency concerns. This is a harsh prescrip-
tion; it is certainly the most difficult objective of the lot. But it
mtlust be the principal purpose of Agency leadership to establish
beyond question the capacity of its experts and its facilities to seek
out and find the truth, or the nearest approximation of the truth
possible. Public cynicism will have to be dispelled before this is
possible; it will take time. There are no easy paths to this objective.
Indeed, the present mood of the public toward the Agency
militates against its succeeding. The best graduate students do not
gravitate to the Agency; its name is suspect in much of academia;
business and professional groups are fearful of association.

Where such circumstances exist they must be met with new and
probably at first none too credible approaches. Insistence on being
primarily in the business of truth telling will not automatically
convince the skeptic that it is so. But CIA leadership that condones
no other competing role and that demands that ethical questions
be asked before internal Agency policies are decided upon will
have made a beginning in the long journey back to public account-
ability. None ofthese stepsof curse, would avert the damage
that an unscrupulous President, intent on misusing intelligence
talents, could produce. Only loud, angry public resignations by
intelligence Icaders.could in such a case underscore a professional's
ethical commitment to truth.
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IS ESPIONAGE NECESSARY
FOR OUR SECURITY?

By Herbert Scoville, Jr.

HE recent revelations of abuses by all our intelligence agencies

and the multitudinous investigations of the CIA in particular
have raised serious questions as to whether the United States can

and should continue to maintain a capability to conduct any clandes-
tine operations. Most of the horror stories have related to what is
known as covert action-i.e., operations to secretly influence foreign
governments, groups or individuals, often by illegal means. The Chile
case is the most highly publicized. Almost none have involved the
collection of intelligence abroad, but many of the techniques used in
foreign countries have been occasionally practiced at home where the
CIA cannot legally carry out such operations and where the responsi-
bility rests with the FBI. As a consequence of these activities, there is
widespread belief that the CIA should halt all covert operations and
disband that part of the organization which has been responsible for
carrying them out.

Before making a decision on this score, the importance of covert
operations to our security should be evaluated and balanced against
their risks. Although covert actions have had some measure of success
in some localities, particularly at the height of the cold war, the recent
disclosures raise serious questions as to whether they have really been
to the benefit of the United States. Almost inevitably, even during
periods when secrecy could be relatively easily maintained, their

existence has leaked out, and they have now seriously undermined the

reputation of the U.S. government. In the current climate, it seems
unlikely that they could be kept secret for any period of time; thus,
covert operations by a democratic American government may simply
not be feasible any longer.

But even if they could be kept secret, they are not the proper way
for the United States to conduct its foreign policies. We must combat

hostile influences by using the good qualities of our democratic so-

ciety, not by copying the reprehensible tactics of those we are oppos-
ing. In the long run, this will be far more beneficial to our security
than will any temporary local successes obtained through covert

action. Therefore, without any further discussion of this issue, which

has been, and is still being, debated in many other forums, I would
propose that this country should henceforth cease all covert action

operations.
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Covert operations for intelligence collection, which have not had
the same public attention, require much more thorough consideration.
Such operations involve the recruiting of agents in foreign nations, en-
couraging the defection of knowledgeable individuals, audio-surveil-
lance, and other techniques falling under the general heading of
espionage. At least for the purpose of this discussion, espionage does
not include large-scale and remote-control secret operations such as
satellite reconnaissance. "spy planes," or the interception and analysis
of communications and electronic emissions performed outside the
borders of the target country.

The information sought by clandestine means may include not only
positive intelligence on the plans and programs of other nations but
also the quite different category of counterintelligence on threats from
foreign intelligence or terrorist groups. While covert intelligence col-
lection abroad has not been free of criticism, it has not, at least since
the unique U-2 incident of 1960, seriously embarrassed the U.S.
government or caused major international repercussions. However,
counterintelligence activities, the responsibility of both the FBI (at
home) and the CIA (abroad), have raised some of the most serious
domestic issues of illegality and abridgment of civil rights-notably
the CIA's screening and opening of mail to the Soviet Union. In
addition, domestic burglaries and the surveillance, penetration and
disruption of dissident groups have been carried out to a small but
clearly illegal extent by the CIA within the United States, but much
more massively by the FBI over a period of years going back to

operations against the German-American Bund before World War
II. In this area, evaluation of the consequences must weigh both
actual violations of law or of proper standards of civil rights and the

inherent tendency of such operations, even when apparently legal,
to slip into such violations. The decision as to whether counter-
intelligence operations should be continued, and if so under what
aegis and with what safeguards, may have to be made independently
of what is done about positive intelligence collection.

But in each case,_covert intelligence abroad and at home, the place
to start is with a serious evaluation of the importance of the activity
to our total national security and foreign policies. How much does co-

vert intelligence matter as compared with other forms of intelligence
collection? Can its risks and drawbacks abroad be minimized so that

it is worth continuing? And can the special problems of domestic
counterintelligence be handled so that it can do a worthwhile job and
still adhere to legal and constitutional standards?

In recent years, the value of human clandestine intelligence sources
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has come into increasing question as the capabilities of technical
methods have become more and more all-encompassing and sophis-
ticated and as the political liabilities of covert operations have become
increasingly evident. Too often, extreme points of view have been
taken: on one side it has become popular in this country to condemn
all covert operations, and on the other for the intelligence traditional-
ists to defend nostalgically the experiences of the past. Certainly it is
not a black-and-white situation, and it would be irresponsible to say

that espionage has no value as an intelligence tool. Even if it never
produced any useful information, the existence of a covert collection

capability could still be a deterrent because leaders in other nations
could never be certain that their plans would go undetected. On the

other hand, it would be equally foolish not to recognize the limitations
on such sources.

First, the major alternative sources of intelligence information

should be briefly reviewed, and their usefulness and limitations in

satisfying our principal intelligence requirements evaluated, together
with the political risks entailed. Then it will be possible to analyze

how espionage can realistically be expected to supplement other

sources, how necessary it really is, and what scale and nature of covert

capability it would be desirable for us to have. In determining the

value of any intelligence source, consideration must be given not only

to the quality of the information but also to its usability in formulating
and getting support for national policies. Information is only a means
to an end and not an end in itself.

To simplify analysis, the means of intelligence collection can be

roughly broken down into four major categories: overhead photo-

graphic observation primarily from satellites; communications and

other electronic intelligence collected outside the borders of the target
country; open sources (i.e., press, speeches, published materials and

overt contacts) ; and the espionage techniques already defined.'

Similarly, the types of positive intelligence information can be

roughly broken down. To conduct its foreign policy, to design its

military posture, to negotiate arms control agreements, and.to prepare
for military contingencies, the United States has a clear need for

military information on the forces, weapons and plans of potentially
hostile or disruptive nations; economic intelligence on the resources,
technology and finances of all countries; and political intelligence on

I For purposes of this rough breakdown, I have treated the intelligence gained from normal

diplomatic activity as well as that provided voluntarily by businessmen or other private

citizens not acting as covert agents, as coming essentially from "open sources," even though such

intelligence may, for reasons of confidentiality, be classified by the government and not used for

public purposes.
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the make-up, intentions and interrelations of individuals and organi-
zations in and out of foreign governments. Of course, these areas
cannot in actuality be clearly delineated since, for example, military
and political intentions are strongly interconnected, and economic
factors will have a profound influence on both other areas. However,
they do provide useful headings for analyzing the usefulness of var-
ious intelligence sources.

II

In the area of military development and deployment, there is little
question that photo-intelligence today provides not only the greatest
quantity but also the highest quality of information. Satellite photog-
raphy-unlike aircraft reconnaissance, which it has largely sup-
planted-can, in a relatively short period of time, provide visual
evidence of military deployments throughout a country or even a con-
tinent. Moderate-resolution photography can be used to provide al-
most continuous surveillance of a country even as large as the Soviet
Union, and high-resolution systems can provide detailed information
on targets of specific interest. The greatest drawback is cloud cover,
which can impose considerable delay in many areas of the world. The

initial discovery by U-2 photography of the offensive missile sites in
Cuba in 1962 was held up for a couple of weeks by weather. How-

ever, satellite photography is now so extensive that for a nation to rely
on cloud cover to conceal its operations would be a risky tactic.

Of course, a camera cannot see through the roofs of buildings, but
with modern military technology it is hard to keep any significant

weapons program or troop deployment completely concealed from the

camera's eye. The construction of new facilities above or even under

the ground, the shapes of buildings, and the required logistic support
almost inevitably provide clues as to the existence and nature of a mil-

itary target. Road patterns and excavations give evidence of missile

sites long before they become operational: successive Secretaries of
Defense have, for many years now, been announcing new Soviet mis-

sile silo construction more than a year before the launchers were ready
for use. Without photographic intelligence, pro-uctive strategic arms-

limitation talks would be impossible: it is essential both in determin-

ing the desirability of an agreement and in verifying that no violations

occur.
Since photography, even using sophisticated infrared or laser tech-

niques, is not capable of making observations beneath the surface of
the water, satellites have no potential for locating submerged sub-
marines, but such ships are observable in their home ports and during
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construction. Acoustic sensors on ships or in the ocean must be used in
place of cameras to maintain surveillance of submarines underwater.

One other drawback to satellite photography is the time delay be-
tween the observation and the analysis of the picture by the intel-
ligence expert. The picture can be relayed back to earth through a
television link when the satellite is in range of a friendly receiving
station, but the transmission causes some degradation in the quality of
the photograph. For best results, the film capsule must be returned to
earth, and this can involve delays'of three or more days even under
the best of circumstances. In addition, there are practical difficulties
in getting a satellite over a specific cloud-free area at a specific time.

For all these reasons, the usefulness of satellites as a source of tac-
tical intelligence is limited. Where immediate results are required, an
aircraft platform is often necessary in place of a satellite, but in peace-
time this, of course, creates many serious political obstacles, being
regarded as a clear infringement of sovereignty (to an extent not now
the case for satellites). Such aircraft overflights are generally known
by the nation covered, and there is always a risk that the plane will be
destroyed. The political furor that was created when the U-2 piloted
by Gary Powers was shot down in May'1960 as it was attempting to
get intelligence on Soviet missile deployment before the Eisenhower-
Khrushchev summit is too well known to need elaboration.

In some circumstances, however, the need for information may
override the potential political hazards. Two years after the ill-fated
Powers flight, American U-2 planes overfiew Cuba looking f6r Soviet
missile deployment, and an Air Force pilot was even killed. The need
was clearly urgent, and the political repercussions were actually minor
because of the worldwide recognition of the dangers presented by the
Soviet move. In more recent times, photography obtained by aircraft
operating in the Middle East has been widely recognized as a stabiliz-
ing influence. Thus, despite the political and, in some cases, military
risks of aircraft operations, the need may justify them. Where possi-
ble, though, reliance should be placed on satellite platforms, which
do not have the same political drawbacks.

Photography is not only useful in providing intelligence on capabil-
ities but frequently is the most reliable source on intentions as well.
Pictures showing the location of deployed forces, their movements,
and their capabilities give valuable clues as to probable plans for
their use. Observations of the movement of aircraft to forward bases
would be a strong indicator of possible plans for an attack. Con-
versely, the failure of naval vessels to put to sea would be an indica-
tion that no immediate attack was planned.
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Communications intelligence is also a primary source of informa-
tion on intentions. Tight communications security, through the use of
codes and other techniques, can of course sharply limit what can be
learned from these sources, but it is not always practical to use such
countermeasures on the scale needed to conceal modern military op-
erations. Opportunities for security breaks are manifold. Conversely,
however, communications intelligence is quite susceptible to decep-
tion, and too heavy reliance on these methods can lead to grievous in-
telligence failures. Careful manipulation of communications proce-
dures can sometimes lead to false alarms or failures to recognize the
imminence of an event. Mlisinterpretation of communications intelli-
gence reportedly contributed to the failure to predict the outbreak of
the October 1973 Middle East conflict.

Electronic intelligence is not limited purely to monitoring com-
munications. Most modern military systems make extensive use of
radar, and telemetry is normally used to give the design data from
tests of new weapons such as missiles; the ability to record the emana-
tions from such equipment, sometimes at great distances, is an impor-
tant intelligence asset. An air defense radar that is not in operation,
and therefore potentially monitorable, provides little air defense
since it must be turned on to detect and track incoming aircraft. Test-
ing and training exercises make it possible to learn the detailed
characteristics of such systems long before the equipment is opera-
tional. And "spoofing" this type of intelligence is almost always im-
practical.

While the mass of published material on U.S. military matters is
undoubtedly a valuable resource for foreign intelligence organiza-
tions, no similar open sources exist on the military capabilities of the
U.S.S.R. and China. These nations have no parallel to Aviation WJeek
or published congressional hearings. Even the military literature that
does fall into our hands is often suspect. Those writers who are
allowed to publish in the Soviet Union rarely express the inner think-
ing of the influential Soviet military planners. Sometimes, as in this
country, such articles express the wishes of military minds but bear
little resemblance to real policies. Often they are released to serve
political objectives and are therefore untrustworthy, or, in many cases,
are simply mirroring U.S. thinking in order to make up for the au-
thor's inability to publish Soviet views. Technical literature almost
never contains any material of real military interest, and too often
intelligence analysts are left to draw conclusions from what is not
published rather than from what is. Even the published Soviet mil-
itary budget is not a useful intelligence source: both former CIA Di-
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rector William Colby and General Daniel Graham, then Director of
the Defense Intelligence Agency, testified on July 21, 1975, before
the Congressional Joint Economic Committee that dollar comparisons
of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. defense budgets "were doomed to produce
misleading results." Only the forces and weapons in being or under
development are meaningful.

While rarely providing important information on military capabil-
ities, technology or strategies, open sources can occasionally supply
useful background on military intentions. With the large size of the
current nuclear arsenals, it is unlikely that either the U.S.S.R. or
China would launch an attack out of the blue. Instead, it is more likely
that there would be a period of rising tensions in which they would.be
seeking to gain broad world public support for their position.

Open sources are, however, of much greater value for determining
the military capabilities of Third World countries. In most cases of
real interest, the forces, levels and types of weapons available have
been publicly known as a result of coverage by the international press,
from attaches, and from information furnished by nations supplying
these countries with arms.

What is the true usefulness of espionage on military matters as com-
pared with photography, communications intelligence and open
sources? The honest fact, I believe, is that human covert sources rarely
provide useful intelligence in the military area. It is hard enough to
recruit an agent who has any inside knowledge on military affairs, but
it is even more difficult to recruit one who has sufficient technical
background to provide timely and meaningful information on the
characteristics of modern weapons. Even Penkovskiy, the most cel-
ebrated Soviet defector-in-place and Western spy, who supplied
intelligence on Soviet missile and other military programs in the early
1960s, provided in retrospect little information of major importance.
Every little tidbit that he provided was gobbled up with great avidity
by the intelligence community, but now it is hard to pinpoint any spe-
cific information which had a significant effect on our intelligence esti-
mates. He was primarily useful in describing organizational relation-
ships, confirming data from other sources, and adding confidence to
existing assessments. And this was at a period when our technical
means of collection were less advanced than they are today. While
another Penkovskiy may be developed in the future, it is difficult to

a Colonel Penkovskiy was a high official in Soviet military intelligence with wide access to

high military circles. He was recruited as an agent but was eventually detected and executed, in
circumstances recounted fully in The Penkovskiy Papers, trans. Peter Deriabin, New York:
Doubleday, 1965.
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see how such agents can ever be counted on as a major factor in our in-
telligence on Soviet or Chinese military matters.

In other countries, where security is less stringent, covert operations
can be of somewhat greater value. Occasionally, Soviet equipment is
obtained in such areas, and its capabilities studied and evaluated, but
weapons exported from the Soviet Union are rarely if ever of recent
origin and are therefore of marginal value. If the Soviet submarine
had been successfully raised from the Pacific floor last year by the
Glamar Explorer, it might have been well worth the high price of
that operation, but this should not be considered a covert operation in
the normal sense of the term. The salvage of a sunken ship in interna-
tional waters is, after all, perfectly legal.

Only in the area of military intentions does espionage have an im-
portant role, but even here the potentialities are often greatly exag-
gerated. It would be extremely fortuitous if an agent could be re-
cruited to provide advance information of an impending military
operation. A defector might, by chance, supply some facts, but the
time delay in getting his knowledge to the intelligence community
would normally be too great to permit appropriate counteraction.
Furthermore, the very nature of such sources renders them very un-
reliable in time of crisis. Agents are too often doubled or suspect for
personality reasons. It seems likely that unless the information could
be confirmed by other means, it might well be-or should be-ig-
nored. For example, in World War II, the British succeeded in
doubling the entire German spy net in England and then used the
agents effectively to deceive their German masters on the nature of
the invasion of the continent.

At the time of the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, there were reports
from many sources that Soviet offensive missiles were being emplaced
in Cuba. Many of these were patently false, partly because untrained
observers were confused between offensive missiles and the defensive

ones that were known to be in the process of deployment there. In a

postmortem after the crisis was over, it was determined that only a
handful of these reports were accurate, and the value of even this

limited good information from these liuman sources was lost-in the

noise of-the inaccurate. Such reports, true and false alike, did flag
targets for U-2 photography, but not until the pictures were available

could our policymakers begin to react to this hostile Soviet move.
Apart from what information on military programs and intentions

can be obtained by the various methods, there is an important factor
concerning the public usability of such information. In a world where
governments (especially the American government) have not only to
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know things privately, but to persuade their own people and other
governments of the validity of their conclusions, this factor tips the
scales of emphasis sharply in the direction of the overt or semi-overt
forms of collection. Agent operations can almost never be disclosed
without the likelihood of seriously impairing or destroying the future
usefulness (or life) of the source, and also of political repercussions.
And while the general practice of communications intelligence is ac-
cepted today as a fact of life by most countries, the disclosure of indi-
vidual operations is almost always fatal to their continuing usefulness.
Therefore, information from such sources is extremely dificult, often
impossible, to use.

The same should not be true for overhead photography. Although
this initially involved very sensitive operations because of the need for
illegal and very provocative aircraft overflights-such as the U-2-
satellite platforms have fundamentally changed the situation. As a
practical matter, satellite photography has now been given interna-
tional legal status by the Russians when, in the Anti-Ballistic Missile
Treaty of 1972, they formally recognized that "national technical
means" should be used for verification and could not be interfered
with. The negotiating history makes it clear that satellite observation
is included among these methods. In view of this recognition of the
legality of such intelligence techniques to obtain military information,
the removal of the high classification barriers imposed by our govern-
ment to the broader use of satellite photography is long overdue. The
claim that such action would provoke Soviet political counteraction
against satellite observation, as was done in the case of the U-2, no
longer has any validity.

III

In the economic area, espionage probably has even less application
than in the military. Economic information by its very nature tends
to be more openly available even behind the iron and bamboo curtains.
Such data must be more widely disseminated than military, since it is

necessary for the normal operation of the government. This is partic-

ularly true in such nations as the U.S.S.R., with its highly centralized

economic planning. And there are many opportunities to obtain in-

formation from non-classified sources to assist the economic intelli-
gence analyst. Even photography can be useful-it apparently pro-
vided advance evidence of Soviet crop failures in the summer of 1972
but unfortunately was never used by those who were outwitted on the
grain deal. Even though economic information is becoming increas-
ingly important, it is rarely necessary or desirable to risk a recruited
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agent for the supply of economic data, although overt human sources,
such as visiting businessmen, can often provide useful information in
this area. To an overwhelming extent, accurate and timely economic
information depends on the meticulous analysis of the immense vol-
ume of data that is available from open and semi-overt sources
throughout the world.

In the political intelligence field, however, espionage finds greater
justification. Here, the goal is to understand what people are thinking
or planning. This is less susceptible to technological intelligence col-
lection. When such ideas are translated into words or put on paper,
the opportunities for procuring the information by espionage in-
crease. The theft of a plan is always a distinct possibility, but the dif-
ficulties in carrying out such a covert operation are extraordinarily
great. Bugging the Kremlin is a nice idea for spy fiction, but our na-
tional security planners had better not place any reliance on such a

source. Recruiting an agent who is privy to the inner Soviet circles can
be an important goal of our clandestine services but is not to be

counted on. Soviet and Communist Party activities outside the Soviet

Union are a much more lucrative target for clandestine intelligence
operations. While a considerable part of such operations falls under
the heading of counterintelligence (to be discussed later), these op-
erations are often capable of providing important political informa-
tion of a positive nature. For example, in 1956 it was actually CIA
counterintelligence operations that obtained and led to the publication
of Khrushchev's secret speech to the 20th Party Congress, thus reveal-
ing to the world a vital development in Soviet internal politics-and
of course deeply embarrassing the Russians.

As to non-communist countries, in the more advanced nations nor-

mal diplomatic reporting and the availability of full and frank press
reports almost always make the need for clandestine positive intelli-

gence operations minimal. However, in the less advanced countries

such open sources are often not adequate. In such countries decisions

are often made by a small coterie of persons inside or outside the gov-
ernment without exposure to the press. In many countries, govern-
ments come and go with extraordinaryraidity, thus creatingsimul-
taneously a need for timely inside information and large numbers of
dissident or dissatisfied individuals with access to it. Understanding
of the political motivations and advance knowledge of the plans of all

elements in a country is, of course, an important intelligence objective.
I suspect the need for covert intelligence operations in these areas is

today increasing. A number of Third World countries have been
erecting their own barriers to outside inquiry of all types and thus
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hampering the activity of foreigners, especially Westerners, whether
from the press, academic institutions, or diplomatic representatives.
To a very considerable extent, such nations are becoming themselves
closed societies in which it is not possible to obtain even the kind of
information readily available in the United States without resort to
covert methods of intelligence collection.

However, in weighing the usefulness of covert intelligence to obtain
political information, it must always be remembered that an agent can
also frequently be an important source of misinformation since he may
often have ulterior motives in supplying intelligence. This risk can be
particularly great in cases where covert action, such as the overthrow
of the government or influencing internal politics, may be simul-
taneously involved. This is another reason why such covert actions
should be abandoned or at least divorced from intelligence collection.
It has been claimed that political support is a useful tool for procur-
ing information, but the gains therefrom are more than overbalanced
by the fact that the information mission is all too often subordinated
or subverted and the intelligence consumer suffers.

Even in the case of closed societies, public information and overt
means are still probably the most impQrtant sources of political intel-
ligence. Over the years, a coterie of experts on Soviet politics has
grown up. The so-called Kremlinologists study every facet of Soviet
life, its open literature and public statements, to develop an under-
standing of the social and political factors influencing Soviet deci-
sion-making. Similar groups, although far less extensive, follow
other areas of the world. And the intelligence community has its own
inside experts who have access to classified as well as to public infor-
mation. Undoubtedly, information obtained by espionage provides for
them a small but occasionally high-quality addition to the more read-
ily available data. But even when sound information is provided by a
covert source, it is useful to have a parallel open reference to the same
material in order to use it publicly.

Similarly, while the interception and decoding of important com-
munications may on occasion be useful for political and economic
purposes, it is surely, again, the careful study of what is openly and
widely transmitted that is most effective. The CIA's Foreign Broad-
cast Intelligence Service is quite properly an important tool widely
shared with scholars and others throughout the world. And there
have been occasions when open radio messages have provided crucial
advance information: I recall particularly the case in 1961 when the

3 See for example, Henry Kamm, "The Third World Rapidly Turning Into a Closed World for
the Foreign Correspondent," The New York Timej, January 14, 1976, p. 1z.
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Soviets sent over the radio, uncoded and three days in advance, the
text of a press release announcing that they were conducting a nuclear
test-thus unilaterally terminating the test ban moratorium that had
been in existence for nearly three years. Unfortunately, in this case,
the intelligence break wvas squandered when it was decided that it
would be unwise for the President to put his prestige on the line by
making strong representations to reverse the Soviet plan.

So far I have discussed the collection of positive intelligence in the
military, economic and political fields. Counterintelligence is very
different, very arcane, but nevertheless very important. Not only must
we continue to detect and counter the continuing very extensive opera-
tions of the KGB, the Soviet secret intelligence organization, but we
must also now deal with the new and rapidly growing threats from
terrorism by unstable individuals or dissident groups. In the future,
we may be faced with even higher levels of violence than we have
been in the past. The burgeoning nuclear power industry is making
available in many parts of the world ever-greater quantities of fission-
able material, particularly plutonium, which can be readily converted
into nuclear explosives. The opportunities for nuclear threats or even
an atomic catastrophe are growing rapidly. Physical security over
these dangerous materials can probably never be too percent effective,
and we cannot avait a blackmail letter before attempting to address
the problem; counterintelligence may be a vital tool for combating
terrorism both at home and abroad.

Nevertheless, counterintelligence operations, particularly at home,
have certainly produced unacceptable abuses of our fundamental
constitutional rights, and we must develop new methods of guarding
society from violence or foreign subversion without trampling on in-
dividual liberties. While the transgressions of the CIA have attracted
the greatest public notice because its charter does not permit active
operations within the United States, the activities of the FBI, which
has the primary responsibility for internal counterintelligence, raise
the most critical constitutional problem. To date, foreign operations
have not come under serious criticism for having abridged civil rights
even though many of their types of operations are similar to those car-
ried out within the United States. Since internal security is a very
large and in many respects a separate field which goes beyond what
can be adequately covered in this article, I shall concentrate my atten-
tion on those aspects of counterintelligence operations which have
foreign as well as domestic implications and not attempt to draw con-
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clusions on how we solve our national constitutional problems.
. There can be little doubt that covert human operations abroad-all
that goes into counterespionage-remain a vital technique. In this
area neither overhead photography nor the direct use of open sources
can play a major part. The infiltration of potential threatening orga-
nizations or groups is a basic tool of the game. Defectors have been
extremely important in the past, and it is interesting to note that the
more productive of these have come from the KGB and have probably
provided better information on the intelligence operations of the com-
munist bloc than on any other aspect of their society. Moreover, the
defectors and agents that have produced the best positive intelligence
in many other areas have also often come from foreign intelligence
services-for example, Penkovskiy. It is a strange commentary that
members of these supposedly high-security organizations should be
the most susceptible to subversion.

Much more serious issues are raised by new technical methods that
have significantly advanced the art of counterintelligence but unfor-
tunately-instead of making it easier to obtain information without
provocation as similar advances have done in the positive intelligence
areas-have created a whole new class of threats to personal privacy.
Today electronic eavesdropping and computer data banks are prime
tools of the counterintelligence trade, aiming to sift out the messages
and activities of foreign agents or terrorists but at the same time almost
necessarily catching up in their net a vast amount of information on
ordinary citizens. (This problem also applies acutely to the collection
of communications intelligence for positive intelligence purposes.)
The same is true of security checks on our own intelligence personnel,
which are necessary to expose dangerous individuals and to protect
against the unremitting efforts of the KGB in particular to penetrate
our own sensitive organizations.

How are our intelligence agencies to collect what is important, and
at the same time to ensure that information irrelevant to valid counter-
intelligence purposes is destroyed or put aside beyond reach of misuse?
Are there areas of information that must simply be omitted-as, for
example, the CIA, under threat of disclosure of a patently illegal
activity, abandoned in 1973 its scanning and occasional opening of
mail to the Soviet Union? And can the balance be struck through
legislation? The problems are immensely difficult, already addressed
in part by newly proposed FBI guidelines, and doubtless to be con-
sidered further in the report of the Church Select Committee that is
in press as this article is written. I suspect, however, that we shall need
to go further than these efforts to get at the roots of the problems and
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to establish balanced standards for operation, which should then be
rigorously applied through some form of continuing supervision.

Counterintelligence operations go against the grain for many Amer-
icans, an attitude compounded by the fact that the information gained
through them is almost always extremely sensitive, difficult to use
publicly without compromising sources, and thus frequently useful
only for guidance and warning to our law enforcement officials, rarely
as a practical means of bringing an enemy agent into a court of law.
But in the world of today-again having in mind not only the KGB
but also the rapid spread of terrorist groups-it is hard to avoid the
conclusion that effective counterintelligence, in turn largely covert, is
essential to our true security-indeed that it may in itself justify the
continuance of a major covert foreign intelligence organization in
some form. But a whole new effort to establish standards and controls
over such operations is plainly needed.

V

In sum, espionage would appear to have a limited but nevertheless
critical potential as a source of intelligence information. For counter-
intelligence, covert agent operations are probably irreplaceable. How-
ever, on the national security and military activities within the Sino-
Soviet blocs, it will rarely supply data of any great value or data easily
usable for decision-making in a democratic society; it is, therefore, a
relatively unimportant and less reliable adjunct to technical methods
of collection such as satellite photography and communications and
other electronic monitoring. These latter probably are more valuable
than espionage, even in providing the basis for estimating the inten-
tions of Soviet and Chinese leaders. Open published information and
that obtained through diplomatic and other overt contacts is by far the
most generally useful source of political and economic intelligence.

Nevertheless, it would be wrong to halt clandestine agent operations
even for the collection of foreign intelligence. These can be most use-
ful, not in the U.S.S.R. and China where security and control over
individuals are great, but in Third World nations where the knowl-
edge of the attitudes of persons outside, as well as inside, the govern-
ment is essential if we are to conduct a sound foreign policy. The
threat of espionage can also be at least a deterrent behind the Iron
Curtain. However, the limited value of agent operations combined
with their potential political liabilities makes it incumbent on the U.S.
government to limit such activities to those targets where the potential
gains clearly outweigh the potential risks. We have no room for op-
erations for operations' sake in our intelligence structure.
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SECTION 1

DIRECTION, DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES WITH RESPECT TO THE NATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE EFFORT*

1-1. National Security Council.

1-101. Purpose. The National Security Council (NSC) was established by
the National Security Act of 1947 to advise the President with respect to the
integration of domestic, foreign, and military policies relating to the national
security. The NSC shall act as the highest Executive Branch entity that provides
review of, guidance for, and direction to the conduct of all national foreign
intelligence and counterintelligence activities.

1-102. Committees. The NSC Policy Review Committee and Special Coor-
dination Committee; in accordance with procedures established by the Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs, shall assist in carrying out the
NSC's responsibilities in the foreign intelligence field.

1-2. NSC Policy Review Committee.

1-201. Membership. The NSC Policy Review Committee (PRC), when car-
rying out responsibilities assigned in this Order, shall be chaired by the Director
of Central Intelligence and composed of the Vice President, the Secretary of
State, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Secretary of Defense, the Assistant to
the President for National Security Affairs, and the Chairman of thejoint Chiefs
of Staff, or their designees, and other senior officials, as appropriate.

1-202. Duties. The PRC shall:
(a) Establish requirements and priorities for national foreign intelligence;
(b) Review the National Foreign Intelligence Program and budget pro-

posals and report to the President as to whether the resource allocations for
intelligence capabilities are responsive to the intelligence requirements of the
members of the NSC.

(c) Conduct periodic reviews of national foreign intelligence products,
evaluate the quality of the intelligence product, develop policy guidance to
ensure quality intelligence and to meet changing intelligence requirements; and

(d) Submit an annual report on its activities to the NSC.
1-203. Appeals. Recommendations of the PRC on intelligence matters may

be appealed to the President or the NSC by any member of PRC.

1-3. NSC Special Coordination Committee.

1-301. Membership. The NSC Special Coordination Committee (SCC) is
chaired by the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs and its
membership includes the statutory members of the NSC and other senior
officials, as appropriate.

1-302. Special Activities. The SCC shall consider and submit to the Presi-
dent a policy recommendation, including all dissents, on each special activity.
When meeting for this purpose, the members of the SCC shall include the
Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General, the Director
of the Office of Management and Budget, the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the
Director of Central Intelligence.

1-303. Sensitive Foreign Intelligence Collection Operations. Under standards
established by the President, proposals for sensitive foreign intelligence collec-
tion operations shall be reported to the Chairman by the Director of Central
Intelligence for appropriate review and approval. When meeting for the purpose
of reviewing proposals for sensitive foreign intelligence collection operations,

*Certain technical terms are defined in Section 4-2.
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the members of the SCC shall include the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, the Attorney General, the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs, the Director of Central intelligence, and such other members
designated by the Chairman to ensure proper consideration of these operations.

1-304. Counterintelligence. The SCC shall develop policy with respect to the
conduct of counterintelligence activities. When meeting for this purpose the
members of the SCC shall include the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, the Attorney General, the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, the Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the Director of Central Intelligence, and the
Director of the FBI. The SCC's counterintelligence functions shall include:

(a) Developing standards and doctrine for the counterintelligence activities
of. the United States;

(b) Resolving interagency differences concerning implementation of coun-
terintelligence policy;

(c) Developing and monitoring guidelines consistent with this Order for the
maintenance of central records of counterintelligence information;

(d) Submitting to the President an overall annual assessment of the relative
threat to United States interests from intelligence and security services of
foreign powers and from international terrorist activities, including an assess-
ment of the effectiveness of the United States counterintelligence activities; and

(e) Approving counterintelligence activities which, under such standards as
may be established by the President, require SCC approval.

1-305. Required Membership. The SCC shall discharge the responsibilities
assigned by sections 1-302 through 1-304 only after consideration in a meeting
at which all designated members are present or, in unusual circumstances when
any such member is unavailable, when a designated representative of the
member attends.

1-306. Additional Duties. The SCC shall also:
(a) Conduct an annual review of ongoing special activities and sensitive

national foreign intelligence collection operations and report thereon to the
NSC; and

(b) Carry out such other coordination and review activities as the President
may direct.

1-307. Appeals. Any member of the SCC may appeal any decision to the
President or the NSC.

1-4. National Foreign Intelligence Board.

1-401. Establishment and Duties. There is established a National Foreign
Intelligence Board (NFIB) to advise the Director of Central Intelligence con-
cerning:

(a) Production, review, and coordination of national foreign intelligence;
(b) The National Foreign Intelligence Program budget;
(c) Interagency exchanges of foreign intelligence information;
(d) Arrangements with foreign governments on intelligence matters;
(e) The protection of intelligence sources and methods;
(f) Activities of common concern; and
(g) Other matters referred to it by the Director of Central Intelligence.
1-402. Membership. The NFIB shall be chaired by the Director of Central

Intelligence and shall include other appropriate officers of the CIA, the Office of
the Director of Central Intelligence, the Department of State, the Department of
Defense, the Department of Justice, the Department of the Treasury, the
Department of Energy, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the offices within the
Department of Defense for reconnaissance programs, the National Security
Agency and the FBI. A representative of the Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs may attend meetings of the NFIB as an observer.
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1-403. Restricted Membership and Observers. When the NFIB meets for the
purpose of section 1-401(a), it shall be composed solely of the senior intelli-
gence officers of the designated agencies. The senior intelligence officers of the
Army, Navy and Air Force may attend all meetings of the NFIB as observers.

1-5. National Intelligence Tasking Center.

1-501. Establishment. There is established a National Intelligence Tasking
Center (NITC) under the direction, control and management of the Director of
Central Intelligence for coordinating and tasking national foreign intelligence
collection activities. The NITC shall be staffed jointly by civilian and military
personnel including designated representatives of the chiefs of each of the
Department of Defense intelligence organizations engaged in national foreign
intelligence activities. Other agencies within the Intelligence Community may
also designate representatives.

1-502. Responsibilities. The NITC shall be the central mechanism by which
the Director of Central Intelligence:

(a) Translates national foreign intelligence requirements and priorities
developed by the PRC into specific collection objectives and targets for the
Intelligence Community;

(b) Assigns targets and objectives to national foreign intelligence collection
organizations and systems;

(c) Ensures the timely dissemination and exploitation of data for national
foreign intelligence purposes gathered by national foreign intelligence collec-
tion means, and ensures the resulting intelligence flow is routed immediately to
relevant components and commands;

(d) Provides advisory tasking concerning collection of national foreign
intelligence to departments and agencies having information collection capabil-
ities or intelligence assets that are not a part of the National Foreign Intelligence
Program. Particular emphasis shall be placed on increasing the contribution of
departments or agencies to the collection of information through overt means.

1-503. Resolution of Conflicts. The NITC shall have the authority to resolve
conflicts of priority. Any PRC member may appeal such a resolution to the PRC;
pending the PRC's decision, the tasking remains in effect.

1-504. Transfer of Authority. All responsibilities and authorities of the Direc-
tor of Central Intelligence concerning the NITC shall be transferred to the
Secretary of Defense upon the express direction of the President. To maintain
readiness for such transfer, the Secretary of Defense shall, with advance
agreement of the Director of Central Intelligence, assume temporarily during
regular practice exercises all responsibilities and authorities of the Director of
Central Intelligence concerning the NITC.

I-6. The Director of Central Intelligence

1-601. Duties. The Director of Central Intelligence shall be responsible
directly to the NSC and, in addition to the duties specified elsewhere in this
Order, shall:

(a) Act as the primary adviser to the President and the NSC on national
foreign intelligence and provide the President and other officials in the Ex-
ecutive Branch with national foreign intelligence;

(b) Be the head of the CIA and of such staff elements as may be required for
discharge of the Director's Intelligence Community responsibilities;

(c) Act, in appropriate consultation with the departments and agencies, as
the Intelligence Community's principal spokesperson to the Congress, the news
media and the public, and facilitate the use of national foreign intelligence
products by the Congress in a secure manner;

(d) Develop, consistent with the requirements and priorities established by
the PRC, such objectives and guidance for the Intelligence Community as will
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enhance capabilities for responding to expected future needs for national
foreign intelligence;

(e) Promote the development and maintenance of services of common
concern by designated foreign intelligence organizations on behalf of the
Intelligence Community;

(f) Ensure implementation of special activities;
(g) Formulate policies concerning intelligence arrangements with foreign

governments, and coordinate intelligence relationships between agencies of the
Intelligence Community and the intelligence or internal security services of
foreign governments;

(h) Conduct a program to protect against overclassification of foreign
intelligence information;

(i) Ensure the establishment by the Intelligence Community of common
security and access standards for managing and handling foreign intelligence
systems, information and products;

(j) Participate in the development of procedures required to be approved by
the Attorney General governing the conduct of intelligence activities;

(k) Establish uniform criteria for the determination of relative priorities for
the transmission of critical national foreign intelligence, and advise the Secretary
of Defense concerning the communications requirements of the Intelligence
Community for the transmission of such intelligence;

(1) Provide appropriate intelligence to departments and agencies not within
the Intelligence Community; and

(m) Establish appropriate committees or other advisory groups to assist in
the execution of the foregoing responsibilities.

1-602. National Foreign Intelligence Program Budget. The Director of Central
Intelligence shall, to the extent consistent with applicable law, have full and
exclusive authority for approval of the National Foreign Intelligence Program
budget submitted to the President. Pursuant to this authority:

(a) The Director of Central Intelligence shall provide guidance for program
and budget development to program managers and heads of component
activities and to department and agency heads;

(b) The heads of departments and agencies involved in the National Foreign
Intelligence Program shall ensure timely development and submission to the
Director of Central Intelligence of proposed national programs and budgets in
the format designated by the Director of Central Intelligence, by the program
managers and heads of component activities, and shall also ensure that the
Director of Central Intelligence is provided, in a timely and responsive manner,
all information necessary to perform the Director's program and budget respon-
sibilities;

(c) The Director of Central Intelligence shall review and evaluate the
national program and budget submissions and, with the advice of the NFIB and
the departments and agencies concerned, develop the consolidated National
Foreign Intelligence Program budget and present it to the President through the
Office of Management and Budget;

(d) The Director of Central Intelligence shall present and justify the
National Foreign Intelligence Program budget to the Congress;

(e) The heads of the departments and agencies shall, in consultation with
the Director of Central Intelligence, establish rates of obligation for appro-
priated funds;

(f) The Director of Central Intelligence shall have full and exclusive
authority for reprogramming National Foreign Intelligence Program funds, in
accord with guidelines established by the Office of Management and Budget, but
shall do so only after consultation with the head of the department affected and
appropriate consultation with the Congress;
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(g) The departments and agencies may appeal to the President decisions by
the Director of Central Intelligence on budget or reprogramming matters of the
National Foreign Intelligence Program.

(h) The Director of Central Intelligence shall monitor National Foreign
Intelligence Program implementation and may conduct program and perfor-
mance audits and evaluations.

1-603. Responsibility For National Foreign Intelligence. The Director of Central
Intelligence shall have full responsibility for production and dissemination of
national foreign intelligence and have authority to levy analytic tasks on
departmental intelligence production organizations, in consultation with those
organizations. In doing so, the Director of Central Intelligence shall ensure that
diverse points of view are considered fully and that differences of judgment
within the Intelligence Community are brought to the attention of national
policymakers.

1-604. Protection of Sources, Methods and Procedures. The Director of Central
Intelligence shall ensure that programs are developed which protect intelligence
sources, methods and analytical procedures, provided that this responsibility
shall be limited within the United States to:

(a) Using lawful means to protect against disclosure by present or former
employees of the CIA or the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence, or by
persons or organizations presently or formerly under contract with such entities;
and

(b) Providing policy, guidance and technical assistance to departments and
agencies regarding protection of intelligence information, including information
that may reveal intelligence sources and methods.

1-605. Responsibility of Executive Branch Agencies. The heads of all Executive
Branch departments and agencies shall, in accordance with law and relevant
Attorney General procedures, give the Director of Central Intelligence access to
all information relevant to the national intelligence needs of the United States
and shall give due consideration to requests from the Director of Central
Intelligence for appropriate support for CIA activities.

1-606. Access to CIA Intelligence. The Director of Central Intelligence, shall,
in accordance with law and relevant Attorney General procedures, give the
heads of the departments and agencies access to all intelligence, developed by
the CIA or the staff elements of the Office of the Director of Central Intelli-
gence, relevant to the national intelligence needs of the departments and
agencies.

1-7. Senior Officials of the Intelligence Community. The senior officials of each of
the agencies within the Intelligence Community shall:

1-701. Ensure that all activities of their agencies are carried out in
accordance with applicable law;

1-702. Make use of the capabilities of other agencies within the Intelli-
gence Community in order to achieve efficiency and mutual assistance;

1-703. Contribute in their areas of responsibility to the national foreign
intelligence products;

1-704. Establish internal policies and guidelines governing employee
conduct and ensure that such are made known to each employee;

1-705. Provide for strong, independent, internal means to identify, in-
spect, and report on unlawful or improper activity;

1-706. Report to the Attorney General evidence of possible violations of
federal criminal law by an employee of their department or agency, and report
to the Attorney General evidence of possible violations by any other person of
those federal criminal laws specified in guidelines. adopted by the Attorney
General;
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1-707. In any case involving serious or continuing breaches of security,
recommend to the Attorney General that the case be referred to the FBI for
further investigation;

1-708. Furnish the Director of Central Intelligence, the PRC and the SCC,
in accordance with applicable law and Attorney General procedures, the infor-
mation required for the performance of their respective duties;

1-709. Report to the Intelligence Oversight Board, and keep the Director
of Central Intelligence appropriately informed, concerning any intelligence
activities of their organizations which raise questions of legality or propriety;

1-710. Protect intelligenceand intelligence sources and methods consistent
with guidance from the Director of Central Intelligence and the NSC;

1-711. Disseminate intelligence to cooperating foreign governments under
arrangements established or agreed to by the Director of Central Intelligence;

1-712. Execute programs to protect against overclassification of foreign
intelligence;

1-713. Instruct their employees to cooperate fully with the Intelligence
Oversight Board; and

1-714. Ensure that the Inspectors General and General Counsel of their
agencies have access to any information necessary to perform their duties
assigned by this Order.

1-8. TRe Central Intelligence Agency. All duties and responsibilities of the CIA shall
be related to the intelligence functions set out below. As authorized by the
National Security Act of 1947, as amended, the CIA Act of 1949, as amended,
and other laws, regulations and directives, the CIA, under the direction of the
NSC, shall:

1-801. Collect foreign intelligence, including information not otherwise
obtainable, and develop, conduct, or provide support for technical and other
programs which collect national foreign intelligence. The collection of informa-
tion within the United States shall be coordinated with the FBI as required by
procedures agreed upon by the Director of Central Intelligence and the
Attorney General;

1-802. Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to the national
security, including foreign political, economic, scientific, technical, military,
geographic and sociological intelligence to meet the needs of the President, the
NSC, and other elements of the United States Government;

1-803. Collect, produce and disseminate intelligence on foreign aspects of
narcotics production and trafficking;

1-804. Conduct counterintelligence activities outside the United States and
coordinate counterintelligence activities conducted outside the United States by
other agencies within the Intelligence Community;

1-805. Without assuming or performing any internal security functions,
conduct counterintelligence activities within the United States, but only in
coordination with the FBI and subject to the approval of the Attorney General;

1-806. Produce and disseminate counterintelligence studies and reports;
1-807. Coordinate the collection outside the United States of intelligence

information.not otherwise obtainable;
1-808. Conduct special activities approved by the President and carry out

such activities consistent with applicable law;
1-809. Conduct services of common concern for the Intelligence Com-

munity as directed by the NSC;
1-810. Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement

of technical systems and devices relating to authorized functions;
1-811. Protect the security of its installations, activities, information and

personnel by appropriate means, including such investigations of applicants,
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employees, contractors, and other persons with similar associations with the CIA
as are necessary;

1-812. Conduct such administrative and technical support activities within
and outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions
described in sections 1-801 through 1-811 above, including procurement and
essential cover and proprietary arrangements.

1-813. Provide legal and legislative services and other administrative
support to the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence.

1-9. The Department of State. The Secretary of State shall:

1-901. Overtly collect foreign political, sociological, economic, scientific,
technical, political-military and associated biographic information;

1-902. Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to United
States foreign policy as required for the execution of the Secretary's responsibil-
ities;

1-903. Disseminate, as appropriate, reports received from United States
diplomatic and consular posts abroad;

1-904.. Coordinate with the Director of Central Intelligence to ensure that
national foreign intelligence activities are useful to and consistent with United
States foreign policy;

1-905. Transmit reporting requirements of the Intelligence Community
to the Chiefs of United States Missions abroad; and

1-906. Support Chiefs of Mission in discharging their statutory responsi-
bilities for direction and coordination of mission activities.

1-10. The Department of the Treasury. The Secretary of the Treasury shall:

1-1001. Overtly collect foreign financial and monetary information;
1-1002. Participate with the Department of State in the overt collection of

general foreign economic information;
1-1003. Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence relating to United

States economic policy as required for the execution of the Secretary's responsi-
bilities; and

1-1004. Conduct, through the United States Secret Service, activities to
determine the existence and capability of surveillance equipment being used
against the President of the United States, the Executive Office of the President,
and, as authorized by the Secretary of the Treasury or the President, other
Secret Service protectees and United States officials. No information shall be
acquired intentionally through such activities except to protect against such
surveillance, and those activities shall be conducted pursuant to procedures
agreed upon by the Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General.

1-11. The Department of Defense. The Secretary of Defense shall:

1-1101. Collect national foreign intelligence and be responsive to collec-
tion tasking by the NITC;

1-1102. Collect, produce and disseminate foreign military and military-
related intelligence information, including scientific, technical, political, geo-
graphic and economic information as required for execution of the Secretary's
responsibilities;

1-1103. Conduct programs and missions necessary to fulfill national and
tactical foreign intelligence requirements;

1-1104. Conduct counterintelligence activities in support of Department of
Defense components outside the United States in coordination with the CIA,
and within the United States in coordination with the FBI pursuant to proce-
dures agreed upon by the Secretary of Defense and the Attorney General, and
produce and disseminate counterintelligence studies and reports;
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1-1105. Direct, operate, control and provide fiscal management for the
National Security Agency and for defense and military intelligence and national
reconnaissance entities;

1-1106. Conduct, as the executive agent of the United States Government,
signals intelligence and communications security activities, except as otherwise
directed by the NSC;

1-1107. Provide for the timely transmission of critical intelligence, as
defined by the Director of Central Intelligence, within the United States
Government;

1-1108. Review budget data and information on Department of Defense
programs within the National Foreign Intelligence Program and review budgets
submitted by program managers to the Director of Central Intelligence to
ensure the appropriate relationship of the National Foreign Intelligence Pro-
gram elements to the other elements of the Defense program;

1-1109. Monitor, evaluate and conduct performance audits of Department
of Defense intelligence programs;

1-1110. Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement
of technical systems and devices relating to authorized intelligence functions;

1-1111. Together with the Director of Central Intelligence, ensure that
there is no unnecessary overlap between national foreign intelligence programs
and Department of Defense intelligence programs and provide the Director of
Central Intelligence all information necessary for this purpose;

1-1112. Protect the security of Department of Defense installations, activi-
ties, information and personnel by appropriate means including such investiga-
tions of applicants, employees, contractors and other persons with similar
associations with the Department of Defense as are necessary; and

1-1113. Conduct such administrative and technical support activities with-
in and outside the United States as are necessary to perform the functions
described in sections 1-1101 through 1-1112 above.

1-12. Intelligence Components Utilized by the Secretary of Defense. In carrying out the
responsibilities assigned in sectioris 1-1101 through 1-1113, the Secretary of
Defense is authorized to utilize the following:

1-1201. Defense Intelligence Agency, whose responsibilities shall include:
(a) Production or, through tasking and coordination, provision of military

and military-related intelligence for the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, other Defense components, and, as appropriate, non-Defense agencies;

(b) Provision of military intelligence for national foreign intelligence prod-
ucts;

(c) Coordination of all Department of Defense intelligence collection
requirements for departmental needs;

(d) Management of the Defense Attache system; and
(e) Provision of foreign intelligence and counterintelligence staff support as

directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
1-1202. National Secutriy Agency (NSA),whose responsibilities shall include:
(a) Establishment and operation of an effective unified organization for

signals intelligence activities, except for the delegation of operational control
over certain operations that are conducted through other elements of the
Intelligence Community. No other department or agency may engage in signals
intelligence activities except pursuant to a delegation by the Secretary of
Defense;

(b) Control of signals intelligence collection and processing activities,
including assignment of resources to an appropriate agent for such periods and
tasks as required for the direct support of military commanders;

(c) Collection of signals intelligence information for national foreign intelli-
gence purposes in accordance with tasking by the NITC;
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(d) Processing of signals intelligence data for national foreign intelligence
purposes consistent with standards for timeliness established by the Director of
Central Intelligence;

(e) Dissemination of signals intelligence information for national foreign
intelligence purposes to authorized elements of the Government, including the
military services, in accordance with guidance from the NITC;

(f) Collection, processing, and dissemination of signals intelligence infor-
mation for counterintelligence purposes;

(g) Provision of signals intelligence support for the conduct of military
operations in accordance with tasking, priorities and standards of timeliness
assigned by the Secretary of Defense. If provision of such support requires use
of national collection systems, these systems will be tasked within existing
guidance from the Director of Central Intelligence;

(h) Executing the responsibilities of the Secretary of Defense as executive
agent for the communications security of the United States Government;

(i) Conduct of research and development to meet needs of the United States
for signals intelligence and communications security;

(j) Protection of the security of its installations, activities, information and
personnel by appropriate means including such investigations of applicants,
employees, contractors and other persons with similar associations with the NSA
as are necessary; and

(k) Prescribing, within its field of authorized operations, security regulations
covering operating practices, including the transmission, handling and distribu-
tion of signals intelligence and communications security material within and
among the elements under control of the Director of the NSA, and exercising
the necessary supervisory control to ensure compliance with the regulations.

1-1203. Offices for the collection of specialized intelligence through reconnaissance
programs, whose responsibilities shall include:

(a) Carrying out consolidated reconnaissance programs for specialized
intelligence;

(b) Responding to tasking through the NITC; and
(c) Delegating authority to the various departments and agencies for

research, development, proturement, and operation of designated means of
collection.

1-1204. The foreign intelligence and counterintelligence elements of the military
services, whose responsibilities shall include:

(a) Collection, production and dissemination of military and military-related
foreign intelligence, including information on indications and warnings, foreign
capabilities, plans and weapons systems, scientific and technical developments
and narcotics production and trafficking. When collection is conducted in
response to national foreign intelligence requirements, it will be tasked by the
NITC. Collection of national foreign intelligence, not otherwise obtainable,
outside the United States shall be coordinated with the CIA, and such collection
within the United States shall be coordinated with the FBI;

(b) Conduct of counterintelligence activities outside the United States in
coordination with the CIA, and within the United States in coordination with the
FBI, and production and dissemination of counterintelligence studies or
reports; and

(c) Monitoring of the development, procurement and management of
tactical intelligence systems and equipment and conducting related research,
development, and test and evaluation activities.

1-1205. Other offices within the Department of Defense appropriate for conduct
of the intelligence missions and responsibilities assigned to the Secretary of
Defense. If such other offices are used for intelligence purposes, the provisions
of Sections 2-101 through 2-309 of this Order shall apply to those offices when
used for those purposes.
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1-13. The Department of Energy. The Secretary of Energy shall:

1-1301. Participate with the Department of State in overtly collecting
political, economic and technical information with respect to foreign energy
matters;

1-1302. Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence necessary for the
Secretary's responsibilities;

1-1303. Participate in formulating intelligence collection and analysis
requirements where the special expert capability of the Department can
contribute; and

I-1304. Provide expert technical, analytical and research capability to other
agencies within the Intelligence Community.

1-14. The Federal Bureau of Investigation. Under the supervision of the Attorney
General and pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General may establish,
the Director of the FBI shall:

1-1401. Within the United States conduct counterintelligence and coor-
dinate counterintelligence activities of other agencies within the Intelligence
Community. When a counterintelligence activity of the FBI involves military or
civilian personnel of the Department of Defense, the FBI shall coordinate with
the Department of Defense;

1-1402. Conduct counterintelligence activities outside the United States in
coordination with the CIA, subject to the approval of the Director of Central
Intelligence;

1-1403. Conduct within the United States, when requested by officials of
the Intelligence Community designated by the President, lawful activities under-
taken to collect foreign intelligence or support foreign intelligence collection
requirements of other agencies within the Intelligence Community;

1-1404. Produce and disseminate foreign intelligence, counterintelligence
and counterintelligence studies and reports; and

1-1405. Carry out or contract for research, development and procurement
of technical systems and devices relating to the functions authorized above.

1-15. The Drug Enforcement Administration. Under the supervision of the Attorney
General and pursuant to such regulations as the Attorney General may establish,
the Administrator of DEA shall:

1-1501. Collect, produce and disseminate intelligence on the foreign and
domestic aspects of narcotics production and trafficking in coordination with
other agencies with responsibilities in these areas;

1-1502. Participate with the Department of State in the overt collection of
general foreign political, economic and agricultural information relating to
narcotics production and trafficking; and

1-1503. Coordinate with the Director of Central Intelligence to ensure
that the foreign narcotics intelligence activities of DEA are consistent with other
foreign intelligence programs.

SECTION 2
RESTRICTIONS ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

2-1. Adherence to Law.

2-101. Purpose. Information about the capabilities, intentions and activities
of foreign powers, organizations, or persons and their agents is essential to
informed decision-making in the areas of national defense and foreign relations.
The measures employed to acquire such information should be responsive to
legitimate governmental needs and must be conducted in a manner that
preserves and respects established concepts of privacy and civil liberties.

2-102. Principles of Interpretation. Sections 2-201 through 2-309 set forth
limitations which, in addition to other applicable laws, are intended to achieve
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the proper balance between protection of individual rights and acquisition of
essential information. Those sections do not authorize any activity not
authorized by sections 1-101 through 1-1503 and do not provide any exemp-
tion from any other law.

2-2. Restrictions on Certain Collection Techniques.

2-201. General Provisions.
(a) The activities described in Sections 2-202 through 2-208 shall be

undertaken only as permitted by this Order and by procedures established by
the head of the agency concerned and approved by the Attorney General. Those
procedures shall protect constitutional rights and privacy, ensure that informa-
tion is gathered by the least intrusive means possible, and limit use of such
information to lawful governmental purposes.

(b) Activities described in sections 2-202 through 2-205 for which a warrant
would be required if undertaken for law enforcement rather than intelligence
purposes shall not be undertaken against a United States person without a
judicial warrant, unless the President has authorized the type of activity involved
and the Attorney General has both approved the particular activity and deter-
mined that there is probable cause to believe that the United States person is an
agent of a foreign power.

2-202. Electronic Surveillance. The CIA may not engage in any electronic
surveillance within the United States. No agency within the Intelligence Com-
munity shall engage in any electronic surveillance directed against a United
States person abroad or designed to intercept a communication sent from, or
intended for receipt within, the United States except as permitted by the
procedures established pursuant to section 2-201. Training of personnel by
agencies in the Intelligence Commnunity in the use of electronic communica.
tions equipment, testing by such agencies of such equipment, and the use of
measures to determine the existence and capability of electronic surveillance
equipment being used unlawfully shall not be prohibited and shall also be
governed by such procedures. Such activities shall be limited in scope and
duration to those necessary to carry out the tiaining, testing or countermeasures
purpose. No information dqrived from communications intercepted in the
course of such training, testing or use of countermeasures may be retained or
used for any other purpose.

2-203. Television Cameras and Other Monitoring. No agency within the Intelli-
gence Community shall use any electronic or mechanical device surreptitiously
and continuously to monitor any person within the United States, or any United
States person abroad, except as permitted by the procedures established
pursuant to Section 2-201.

2-204. Physical Searches. No agency within the Intelligence Community
except the FBI may conduct any unconsented physical searches within the
United States. All such searches conducted by the FBI, as well as all such
searches conducted by any agency within the Intelligence Community outside
the United States and directed against United States persons, shall be under-
taken only as permitted by procedures established pursuant to Section 2-201.

2-205. Mail Surveillance. No agency within the Intelligence Community
shall open mail or examine envelopes in United States postal channels, except in
accordance with applicable statutes and regulations. No agency within the
Intelligence Community shall open mail of a United States person abroad except
as permitted by procedures established pursuant to Section 2-201.

2-206. Physical Surveillance. The FBI may conduct physical surveillance
directed against United States persons or others only in the course of a lawful
investigation. Other agencies within the Intelligence Community may not
undertake any physical surveillance directed against a United States person
unless:
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(a) The surveillance is conducted outside the United States and the person
being surveilled is reasonably believed to be acting on behalf of a foreign power,
engaging in international terrorist activities, or engaging in narcotics production
or trafficking;

(b) The surveillance is conducted solely for the purpose of identifying a
person who is in contact with someone who is the subject of a foreign
intelligence or counterintelligence investigation; or

(c) That person is being surveilled for the purpose of protecting foreign
intelligence and counterintelligence sources and methods from unauthorized
disclosure or is the subject of a lawful counterintelligence, personnel, physical or
communications security investigation.

(d) No surveillance under paragraph (c) of this section may be conducted
within the United States unless the person being surveilled is a present
employee, intelligence agency contractor or employee of such a contractor, or is
a military person employed by a non-intelligence element of a military service.
Outside the United States such surveillance may also be conducted against a
former employee, intelligence agency contractor or employee of a contractor or
a civilian person employed by a non-intelligence element of an agency within the
Intelligence Community. A person who is in contact with such a present or
former employee or contractor may also be surveilled, but only to the extent
necessary to identify that person.

2-207. Undisclosed Participation in Domestic Organizations. No employees may
join, or otherwise participate in, any organization within the United States on
behalf of any agency within the Intelligence Community without disclosing their
intelligence affiliation to appropriate officials of the organization, except as
permitted by procedures established pursuant to Section 2-201. Such proce-
dures shall provide for disclosure of such affiliation in all cases unless the agency
head or a designee approved by the Attorney General finds that non-disclosure
is essential to achieving lawful purposes, and that finding is subject to review by
the Attorney General. Those procedures shall further limit undisclosed partici-
pation to cases where:

(a) The participation is undertaken on behalf of the FBI in the course of a
lawful investigation;

(b) The organization concerned is composed primarily of individuals who
are not United States persons and is reasonably believed to be acting on behalf
of a foreign power; or

(c) The participation is strictly limited in its nature, scope arid duration to
that necessary for other lawful purposes relating to foreign intelligence and is a
type of participation approved by the Attorney General and set forth in a public
document. No such participation may be undertaken for the purpose of influenc-
ing the activity of the organization or its members.

2-208. Collection of Nonpublicly Available Information. No agency within the
Intelligence Community may collect, disseminate or store information concern-
ing the activities of United States persons that is not available publicly, unless it
does so with their consent or as permitted by procedures established pursuant to
Section 2-201. Those procedures shall limit collection, storage or dissemination
to the following types of information:

(a) Information concerning corporations or other commercial organizations
or activities that constitutes foreign intelligence or counterintelligence;

(b) Information arising out of a lawful counterintelligence or personnel,
physical or communications security investigation;

(c) Information concerning present or former employees, present or former
intelligence agency contractors or their present or former employees, or appli-
cants for any such employment or contracting, which is needed to protect
foreign intelligence or counterintelligence sources or methods from unautho-
rized disclosure;
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(d) Information needed solely to identify individuals in contact with those
persons described in paragraph (c) of this section or with someone who is the
subject of a lawful foreign intelligence or counterintelligence investigation;

(e) Information concerning persons who are reasonably believed to be
potential sources or contacts, but only for the purpose of determining the
suitability or-credibility of such persons;

(f) Information constituting foreign intelligence or counterintelligence
gathered abroad or from electronic surveillance conducted in compliance with
Section 2-202 or from cooperating sources in the United States;

(g) Information about a person who is reasonably believed to be acting on
behalf of a foreign power, engaging in international terrorist activities or
narcotics production or trafficking, or endangering the safety of a person
protected by the United States Secret Service or the Department of State;

(h) Information acquired by overhead reconnaissance not directed at
specific United States persons;

(i) Information concerning United States persons abroad that is obtained in
response to requests from the Department of State for support of its consular
responsibilities relating to the welfare of those persons;

(j) Information collected, received, disseminated or stored by the FBI and
necessary to fulfill its lawful investigative responsibilities; or

(k) Information concerning persons or activities that pose a clear threat to
any facility or personnel of an agency within the Intelligence Community. Such
information may be retained only by the agency threatened and, if appropriate,
by the United States Secret Service and the FBI.

2-3. Additional Restrictions and Limitations.

2-301. Tax Information. No agency within the Intelligence Community shall
examine tax returns or tax information except as permitted by applicable law.

2-302. Restrictions oi Experimentation. No agency within the Intelligence
Community shall sponsor, contract for, or conduct research on human subjects
except in accordance with guidelines issued by the Department of Health,
Fducation and Welfare. The subject's informed consent shall be documented as
required by those guidelines.

2-303. Restrictions on Contracting. No agency within the Intelligence Com-
munity shall enter into a contract or arrangement for the provision of goods or
services with private companies or institutions in the United States unless the
agency sponsorship is known to the appropriate officials of the company or
institution. In the case of any company or institution other than an academic
institution, intelligence agency sponsorship may be concealed where it is
determined, pursuant to procedures approved by the Attorney General, that
such concealment is necessary to maintain essential cover or proprietary ar-
rangements for authorized intelligence purposes.

2-304. Restrictions on Personnel Assigned to Other Agencies. An employee
detailed to another agency within the federal government shall be responsible to
the host agency and shall not report to the parent agency on the affairs of the
host agency unless so directed by the host agency. The head of the host agency,
and any successor, shall be informed of the employee's relationship with the
parent agency.

2-305. Prohibition on Assassination. No person employed by or acting on
behalf of the United States Government shall engage in, or conspire to engage
in, assassination.

2-306. Restrictions on Special Activities. No component of the United States
Government except an agency within the Intelligence Community may conduct
any special activity. No such agency except the CIA (or the military services in
wartime) may conduct any special activity unless the President determines, with
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the SCC's advice, that another agency is more likely to achieve a particular
objective.

2-307. Restrictions on Indirect Participation in Prohibited Activities. No agency of
the Intelligence Community shall request or otherwise encourage, directly or
indirectly, any person, organization, or government agency to undertake activi-
ties forbidden by this Order or by applicable law.

2-308. Restrictions on Assistance to Law Enforcement Authorities. Agencies with-
in the Intelligence Community other than the FBI shall not, except as expressly
authorized by law:

(a) Provide services, equipment, personnel or facilities to the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration (or its successor agencies) or to state or local
police organizations of the United States; or

(b) Participate in or fund any law enforcement activity within the United
States.

2-309. Permissible Assistance to Law Enforcement Authorities. The restrictions in
Section 2-308 shall not preclude:

(a) Cooperation with appropriate law enforcement agencies for the purpose
of protecting the personnel and facilities of any agency within the Intelligence
Community;

(b) Participation in law enforcement activities, in accordance with law and
this Order, to investigate or prevent clandestine intelligence activities by foreign
powers, international narcotics production and trafficking, or international
terrorist activities; or

(c) Provision of specialized equipment, technical knowledge, or assistance of
expert personnel for use by any department or agency or, when lives are
endangered, to support local law enforcement agencies. Provision of assistance
by expert personnel shall be governed by procedures approved by the Attorney
General.

2-3 10. Permissible Dissemination and Storage of Information. Nothing in Sec-
tions 2-201 through 2-309 of this Order shall prohibit:

(a) Dissemination to appropriate law enforcement agencies of information
which indicates involvement in activities that may violate federal, state, local or
foreign laws;

(b) Storage of information required by law to be retained;
(c) Dissemination of information covered by Section 2-208 (a)-(j) to

agencies within the Intelligence Community or entities of cooperating foreign
governments; or

(d) Lawful storage or dissemination of information solely for administrative
purposes not related to intelligence or security.

SECTION 3

OVERSIGHT OF INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATIONS

3-1. Intelligence Oversight Board.
3-101. Membership. The President's Intelligence Oversight Board (IOB)

shall function within the White House. The IOB shall have three members who
shall be appointed by the President and who shall be from outside the
government and be qualified on the basis of ability, knowledge, diversity of
background and experience. No member shall have any personal interest in any
contractual relationship with any agency within the Intelligence Community.
One member shall be designated by the President as chairman.

3-102. Duties. The IOB shall:
(a) Review periodically the practices and procedures of the Inspectors

General and General Counsel with responsibilities for agencies within the
Intelligence Community for discovering and reporting to the IOB intelligence
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activities that raise questions of legality or propriety, and consider written ind
oral reports referred under Section 3-201;

(b) Review periodically for adequacy the internal guidelines of each agency
within the Intelligence Community concerning the legality or propriety of intelli-
gence activities;

(c) Report periodically, at least quarterly, to the President on its findings;
and report in a timely manner to the President any intelligence activities that
raise serious questions of legality or propriety;

(d) Forward to the Attorney General, in a timely manner, reports received
concerning intelligence activities in which a question of legality has been raised
or which the IOB believes to involve questions of legality; and

(e) Conduct such investigations of the intelligence activities of agencies
within the Intelligence Community as the Board deems necessary to carry out its
functions under this Order.

3-103. Restriction on Staff No person who serves on the staff of the IOB
shall have any contractual or employment relationship with any agency within
the Intelligence Community.

3-2. Inspectors General and General Counsel Inspectors General and General
Counsel with responsibility for agencies within the Intelligence Community
shall:

3-201. Transmit timely reports to the IOB concerning any intelligence
activities that come to their attention and that raise questions of legality or
propriety;

3-202. Promptly report to the IOB actions taken concerning the Board's
findings on intelligence activities that raise questions of legality or propriety;

3-203. Provide to the IOB information requested concerning the legality
or propriety of intelligence activities within their respective agencies;

3-204. Formulate practices and procedures for discovering And reporting
to the IOB intelligence activities that raise questions of legality or propriety; and

3-205. Report to the IOB any occasion on which the Inspectors General
or General Counsel were directed not to report any intelligence activity to the
IOB which they believed raised questions of legality or propriety.

3-3. Attorney GeneraL The Attorney General shall:

3-301. Receive and consider reports from agencies within the Intelligence
Community forwarded by the IOB;

3-302. Report to the President in a timely fashion any intelligence activi-
ties which raise questions of legality;

3-303. Report to the IOB and to the President in a timely fashion
decisions made or actions taken in response to reports from agencies within the
Intelligence Community forwarded to the Attorney General by the IOB;

3-304. Inform the IOB of legal opinions affecting the operations of the
Intelligence Community; and

3-305. Establish or approve procedures, as required by this Order, for the
conduct of intelligence activities. Such procedures shall ensure compliance with
law, protect constitutional rights and privacy, and ensure that any intelligence
activity within the United States or directed against any United States person is
conducted by the least intrusive means possible. The procedures shall also
ensure that any use, dissemination and storage of information about United
States persons acquired through intelligence activities is limited to that neces-
sary to achieve lawful governmental purposes.

3-4. CongressionalIntelligence Committees. Under such procedures as the President
may establish and consistent with applicable authorities and duties, including
those conferred by the Constitution upon the Executive and Legislative
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Branches and by law to protect sources and methods, the Director of Central
Intelligence and heads of departments and agencies of the United States
involved in intelligence activities shall:

3-401. Keep the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House
of Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate fully
and currently informed concerning intelligence activities, including any signifi-
cant anticipated activities which are the responsibility of, or engaged in, by such
department or agency. This requirement does not constitute a condition
precedent to the implementation of such intelligence activities;

3-402. Provide any information or document in the possession, custody, or
control of the department or agency or person paid by such department or
agency, within the jurisdiction of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-
gence of the House of Representatives or the Select Committee on Intelligence
of the Senate, upon the request of such committee; and

3-403. Report in a timely fashion to the Permanent Select Committee on
Intelligence of the House of, Representatives and the Select Committee on
Intelligence of the Senate information relating to intelligence activities that are
illegal or improper and corrective actions that are taken or planned.

SECTION 4

GENERAL PROVISIONS
4-1. Implementation.

4-10 1. Except as provided in section 4-105 of this section, this Order shall
supersede Executive Order 11905, "United States Foreign Intelligence Activi-
ties," dated February 18, 1976; Executive Order 11985, same subject, dated
May 13, 1977; and Executive Order 11994, same subject, datedJune 1, 1977.

4-102. The NSC, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney General and the
Director of Central Intelligence shall issue such appropriate directives and
procedures as are necessary to implement this Order.

4-103. Heads of agencies within the Intelligence Community shall issue
appropriate supplementary directives and procedures consistent with this
Order.

4-104. The Attorney General shall have sole authority to issue and revise
procedures required by section 2-201 for the activities of the FBI relating to
foreign intelligence and counterintelligence.

4-105. Where intelligence activities under this Order are to be conducted
pursuant to procedures approved or agreed to by the Attorney General, those
activities may be conducted under terms and conditions of Executive Order
11905 and any procedures promulgated thereunder until such Attorney General
procedures are established. Such Attorney General procedures shall be estab-
lished as expeditiously as possible after the issuance of this Order.

4-106. In some instances, the documents that implement this Order will
be classified because of the sensitivity of the information and its relation to
national security. All instructions contained in classified documents will be
consistent with this Order. All procedures promulgated pursuant to this Order
will be made available to the Congressional intelligence committees in accor-
dance with Section 3-402.

4-107. Unless otherwise specified, the provisions of this Order shall apply
to activities both within and outside the United States, and all references to law
are to applicable laws of the United States, including the Constitution and this
Order. Nothing in this Order shall be construed to apply to or interfere with any
authorized civil or criminal law enforcement responsibility of any department or
agency.

4-2. Definitions. For the purposes of this Order, the following terms shall have
these meanings:
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4-201. Communications security means protective measures taken to deny
unauthorized persons information derived from telecommunications of the
United States Government related to national security and to ensure the
authenticity of such telecommunications.

4-202. Counterintelligence means information gathered and activities con-
ducted to protect against espionage and other clandestine intelligence activities,
sabotage, international terrorist activities or assassinations conducted for or on
behalf of foreign powers, organizations or persons, but not including personnel,
physical, document, or communications security programs.

4-203. Electronic Surveillance means acquisition of a nonpublic communica-
tion by electronic means without the consent of a person who is a party to an
electronic communication or, in the case of a nonelectronic communication,
without the consent of a person who is visibly present at the place of communi-
cation, but not including the use of radio direction finding equipment solely to
determine the location of a transmitter.

4-204. Employee means a person employed by, assigned to, or acting for an
agency within the Intelligence Community.

4-205. Foreign Intelligence means information relating to the capabilities,
intentions and activities of foreign powers, organizations or persons, but not
including counterintelligence except for information on international terrorist
activities.

4-206. Intelligence means foreign intelligence and counterintelligence.
4-207. Intelligence Community and agency or agencies within the Intelligence

Community refer to the following organizations:
(a) The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA);
(b) The National Security Agency (NSA);
(c) The Defense Intelligence Agency;
(d) The Offices within the Department of Defense for the collection of

specialized national foreign intelligence through reconnaissance programs;
(e) The Bureau of Intelligence and Research of the Department of State;
(f) The intelligence elements of the military services, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI), the Department of the Treasury, the Department of Energy,
and the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA); and

(g) The staff elements of the Office of the Director of Central Intelligence.
4-208. Intelligence product means the estimates, memoranda and other

reports produced from the analysis of available information.
4-209. International terrorist activities means any activity or activities which:
(a) involves killing, causing serious bodily harm, kidnapping, or violent

destruction of property, or an attempt or credible threat to commit such acts;
and

(b) appears intended to endanger a protectee of the Secret Service or the
Department of State or to further political, social or economic goals by
intimidating or coercing a civilian population or any segment thereof, influenc-
ing the policy of a government or international organization by intimidation or
coercion, or obtaining widespread publicity for a group or its cause; and

(c) transcends national boundaries in terms of the means by which it is
accomplished, the civilian population, government, or international organiza-
tion it appears intended to coerce or intimidate, or the locale in which its
perpetrators operate or seek asylum.

4-210. The National Foreign Intelligence Program includes the programs listed
below, but its composition shall be subject to review by the National Security
Council and modification by the President.

(a) The programs of the CIA;
(b) The Consolidated Cryptologic Program, the General Defense Intelli-

gence Program, and the programs of the offices within the Department of
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Defense for the collection of specialized national foreign intelligence through
reconnaissance except such elements as the Director of Central Intelligence and
the Secretary of Defense agree should be excluded;

(c) Other programs of agencies within the Intelligence Community desig-
nated jointly by the Director of Central Intelligence and the head of the
department or by the President as national foreign intelligence or counterintelli-
gence activities;

(d) Activities of the staff elements of the Office of the Director of Central
Intelligence.

(e) Activities to acquire the intelligence required for the planning and
conduct of tactical operations by the United States military forces are not
included in the National Foreign Intelligence Program.

4-211. Physical surveillance means an unconsented, systematic and deliber-
ate observation of a person by any means on a continuing basis, or unconsented
acquisition of a nonpublic communication by a person not a party thereto or
visibly present thereat through any means not involving electronic surveillance.
This definition does not include overhead reconnaissance not directed at
ppecific United States persons.

4-212. Special activities means activities conducted abroad in support of
national foreign policy objectives which are designed to further official United
States programs and policies abroad and which are planned and executed so
that the role of the United States Government is not apparent or acknowledged
publicly, and functions in support of such activities, but not including diplomatic
activity or the collection and production of intelligence or related support
functions.

4-213. United States, when used to describe a place, includes the territories
of the United States.

4-214. United States person means a citizen of the United States, an alien
lawfully admitted for permanent residence, an unincorporated association orga-
nized in the United States or substantially composed of United States citizens or
aliens admitted for permanent residence, or a corporation incorporated in the
United States.

THE WHITE HOUSE,

January 24, 1978.

[FR Doc. 78-2420 Filed 1-25-78; I1:12 am]

EIToRIAL NOTE: The President's statement and remarks ofJan. 24, 1978, on signing Executive
Order 12036, are printed in the Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents (vol. 14, No. 4).
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qMrtmud of Noutice

MAY 2 5 !97

Ms. Monica Andres
Center for National Security Studies
122 Maryland Avenue, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

Re: FBI Guidelines

Dear Monica:

Enclosed are the pages from the Government's Memoran-
dum in Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Suppress Evidence
in United States v. Humphrey, No. 78-25-A. As you can see
the statement here elaborates considerably upon the content
of the "extraordinary technique" portion of the guidelines.
I hope that this additional material is a useful supplement
to the Department's Freedom of Information release.

Sincerely,

Larr Hammond
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Office of Legal Counsel

Enclosures



Information about the capabilities,
intentions, and activities of other
governments is essential to informed
decision-making in the field of .national
defense and foreign relations. The
measures employed to acquire such informa-
tion should be responsive to the legitimate
needs of our Government and must be con-
ducted in a manner which preserves and
respects our established concepts of
privacy and.civil liberties.

Executive Order 12036 of January 28, 1978, maintains

the essential oversight provisions and the divisions of

responsibility set forth in Order 11905.

Pursuant to Section 5(h)(2) of Order 11905, the Attorney

General, on May 28, 1976, promulgated guidelines for the

foreign intelligence collection and foreign counterintelligence

activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 78-25-5

(Appendix B). The portion of these guideliner produced for

counsel in this case describes standards and procedures for

the utilization of extraordinary investigative techniques

which include electronic surveillances by telephone and

microphone. These guidelines require, in substance,

1. Their use, with the approval of the
Attorney General, only where there is
probable cause to believe that the
person against whom the extraordinary
technique is directed is an agent of
a foreign vower.

2. Minimization of the acquisition of
information not relating to foreign
intelligence or counterintelligence;



3.- Specific findings to be made by the
Attorney General in writing, before
authorization of extraordinary
techniques, that their use is neces-
sary for one of the following
reasons:

a. To protect the nation against
actual or potential attack,
or other hostile act of a foreign
power;

b. to obtain foreign intelli-
gence information deemed
essential to the security of
the nation;

c. to protect national security
information against foreign
intelligence activities; or

d. to obtain infornation relat-
ing to foreign affairs
essential to the security of
the nation.

4. That requests for use of extraordinary
techniques be made in writing by a
Presidential appointee, and

5. That where physical instrusion is
necessary in the use of electronic
surveillance, that the minimumphysical
intrusion necessary be 'used.

On February 3, 1977, at the request of the Attorney

General, the President confirmed the delegation to the

Attorney General of authority to approve warrantless elec-

tronic surveillance within the United States for foreign

intelligence and counterintelligence purposes where requested
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Pepartment of justice
asIington, p.. 20530

3s MAY 1978

Mr. Morton Halperin
122 Maryland Avenue, N. E.
Washington, D. C. 20002

Dear Mr. Halperin:

This responds to your appeal under the Freedom of
Information Act requesting a copy of the guidelines for the
FBI's foreign intelligence collection activities and foreign
counterintelligence investigations. The Attorney General
has designated me to act on your appeal. Attached please
find an edited copy of these guidelines, as well as a copy
of a recent amendment which has become a part of the guide-
lines.

The excisions from these guidelines have been very
carefully reviewed, and only those portions the disclosure
of which could reasonably be expected to cause serious damage
to the national defense or the conduct of foreign relations
of the United States have been excised. Executive order 11652.
See also draft of May 10, 1978 of proposed Executive order to
replace E.0. 11652. All of the excisions address sources and
methods of investigation and their applicability to certain
categories of subjects. Without being specific, I can
state that the guidelines establish levels of investiga-
tive activity, including methods and duration of investiga-
tions. Periodic Justice Department reviews of investiga-
tions of United States persons are mandated to insure the
greater protection afforded to.United States persons under
these guidelines. Such reviews are conducted by Department
of Justice officials designated by the Attorney General. With
regard to non-United States persons, distinctions are based
on the status of their entry into this country and the nature
of the foreign power whose interests they serve. Greater
investigative scope is contemplated with regard to countries
that engage in intelligence activities contrary to the



interests of the United States. Standards for initiating
investigations must be met and those standards quite
obviously delineate the methods of collection of informa-
tion which are permissible in a given situation. Special
rules are also applied to insure that domestic groups which
are targeted by foreign powers for infiltration are not
subjected to overly intrusive investigative techniques by
our own government. In addition, those techniques that may
be regarded as particularly intrusive require the Attorney
General's personal authorization.

These guidelines, which were drawn up by a working
group in the Department of Justice, were issued by former
Attorney General Levi on May 28, 1976. They are subject to
continuing review and amendment by the Department of Justice.
The addendum to these guidelines entitled "Dissemination of
Information Obtained by Extraordinary Techniques" which was
recently issued illustrates our continuing concern to develop
guidelines in the foreign counterintelligence area which are
designed to permit effective foreign counterintelligence
activities by the FBI and at the same time effectively to
guard the rights and privacy of Americans.

These guidelines and all amendments to them have been
provided to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of
the House of Representatives and the Select Committee on
Intelligence of the Senate for their review. In addition
they have been provided to the Intelligence Oversight Board.
Such broad-based review of these guidelines provides, in our
judgment, a responsible test of their reasonableness and
should assure the American people that effective controls
in .this.sensitive area have been established. We believe that
it is important that the FBI'.s foreign counterintelligence
investigations not be made more difficult by disclosures
that reveal or tend to reveal information about methods of
investigation or the circumstances of their use which, if
acquired by sophisticated foreign intelligence services,
would permit them to adjust their clandestine operations in
this country to reduce their vulnerability to detection.
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We sincerely regret the Department's delay in respond-
ing to your appeal. As I am sure you are well aware, this
requested release required a careful review by the FBI and
by the Department of Justice generally. We hope that you will
find the portions we are able to release helpful to you. We
have also endeavored to provide you with a paraphrased
description of each of the deleted portions.

You may seek judicial review of this partial denial in
the United States District Court for the district in which you
reside, have your principal place of business, or in the
District of Columbia which is the district in which the record
is located.

Sincerely,

/ohn M. Harmon
Assi ant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

Attachment
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May 28, 1976.

FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION AND FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE
INVESTIGATIONS

I. DEFINITIONS

A. FOREIGN POWER: Includes foreign government, factions,
parties, military forces, or agencies or instrumen-
talities of such entities, whether or not recognized
by the United States, or foreign-based terrorist groups.

B. The determination that activities are PURSUANT TO THE
DIRECTION OF a foreign power is based on the following
factors:

1. control, leadership or policy direction by a
foreign power;

2. financial or material support by a foreign power;

3. participation in leadership, assignments, or
discipline by a foreign power;

(Deals with countries whose intelligence
activities are contrary to interests of
the United States.)

D. FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE: Information concerning the
capabilities, intentions and activities of any foreign
power relevant to the national security or to the
conduct of foreign affairs of the United States.
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M. FOREIGN TERRORIST: One who engages in terrorist
activities pursuant to the direction of a foreign
power.

II. FBI RESPONSIBILITIES

In fulfilling its foreign intelligence and foreign counter-
intelligence responsibilities the FBI is, under standards and
procedures authorized in these guidelines, authorized to:

A. Detect and prevent espionage, sabotage, and other
clandestine intelligence activities, by or pursuant
to the direction of foreign powers through such
lawful foreign counterintelligence operations within
the United States and its territories, including
electronic surveillances, as are necessary or useful
for such purposes.

B. Conduct within the United States and its territories,
when requested by officials of the Intelligence Com-
munity designated by the President, those lawful
activities, including electronic surveillance,
authorized by the President and specifically approved
by the Attorney General, to be undertaken in support
of foreign intelligence collection requirements of
other intelligence agencies.

C. Collect foreign intelligence by lawful means within
the United States and its territories, when requested
by officials of the Intelligence Community designated
by the President to make such requests.

D. Disseminate, as appropriate, foreign intelligence
and foreign counterintelligence information which it
acquires to appropriate Federal agencies, to State and
local law enforcement agencies, and to cooperating
foreign governments.

E. Detect and prevent terrorist activities conducted
pursuant to the direction of a foreign power.

F. Coordinate all foreign counterintelligence efforts in
the United States.

G. Request other agencies of the U.S. Government to
conduct and request agencies of foreign governments
to conduct, or with the concurrence of the Director
of Central Intelligence conduct investigations
outside the U.S. in connection with matters within

27-462 0 - 78 - 50
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the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI.

H. Conduct certain investigations within the United
States based upon the request of law enforcement,
intelligence or security agencies of foreign
governments.

(Deals with investigative techniques and levels
of investigative activity.)

Pages 4, 5, 6 and 7.



E. FOREIGN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE: Investigative operations
conducted within the United States to protect the
national security from activities of foreign intelli-
gence services, or to prevent terrorist activities
undertaken pursuant to the direction of a foreign
power.

F. FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE OFFICER: An individual who is a
member of a foreign intelligence service.

G. FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE AGENT: An individual, not an

officer of an intelligence service, engaged in clan-

destine intelligence activities pursuant to the
direction of a foreign power.

H. TARGET: An individual or organization which is, or is

likely to become, the object of a recruitment effort
by a foreign intelligence service , or by terrorists
acting pursuant to the direction of a foreign power;
or information, property, or activities in the United
States which are or are likely to become the object
of intelligence activity by a foreign intelligence
service, or the object of activity by terrorists
acting pursuant to the direction of a foreign power.

(Deals with categories of subjects of investigation.)

K. FOREIGN VISITORS: Foreign nationals in the United

States who are not resident aliens of the United States.

L. TERRORIST ACTIVITIES: Criminal acts of violence
dangerous to human life, intended to intimidate, coerce,
demoralize or influence government or civil population.

(Deals with groups targetted for infil-
tration by foreign powers.)
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E. In collecting foreign intelligence information
or conducting foreign counterintelligence investi-
gations, the FBI shall not use drugs, physical
force except in accord with law, or any apparatus
or technique contrary to fundamental standards of
due process under the Constitution and laws of the
United States.

F. FBI requests to an agency of the U.S. Government or
to a law enforcement, intelligence or security agency
of a foreign government to conduct investigations
abroad shall be limited to those cases which are
within the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI.

(Deals with sources and methods of
investigation.)
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H. In conducting investigations outside the United
States, the FBI shall not request or otherwise
encourage, directly or indirectly, an agency of
the U.S. Government or of a foreign government,
to undertake investigative techniques, or employ
investigative methods, which are forbidden by
United States law to the extent it is applicable
or by the Constitution of the United States; and
Extraordinar' Techniques may not be used without
the express approval of the Attorney General as
provided in section VII of those guidelines.

(Same)

V. INVESTIGATIONS FOR FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

A. Requests for FBI investigations within the United
States, on behalf of a law enforcement, intelligence
or security agency of a foreign government, shall
identify the information sought and specify the
purposes of the investigation.

(Same)
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C. Whenever a request from a law enforcement,
intelligence or security agency of a foreign
government raises a question of the propriety
of the FBI providing assistance, the Bureau
shall refer the matter to the Department of
Justice before undertaking to provide information
or assistance.

D. Foreign counterintelligence investigations under-
taken upon request of a law enforcement, intelli-
gence, or security agency of a foreign government
shall be conducted in accordance with guidelines
relating to foreign counterintelligence investi-
gations conducted in the U.S.

(Same)

VI. FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

The role of the FBI in collecting foreign intelligence
information is limited as follows:

A. Requests for Collection of Information

1. The FBI may collect supplementary information
to clarify or complete foreign intelligence
information previously disseminated to the
intelligence community, and may collect infor-
mation in response to requirements of topical
interest from the U.S. Intelligence Board (USIB),
or its successor, directed to the Intelligence
Community.



2. Collection of information to clarify or
complete foreign intelligence previously fur-
nished, and in response to USIB requirements,
shall be conducted only upon a request, made
or confirmed in writing, by an appropriate
member of the Intelligence Community. Copies
of such requests shall be provided to the
Department.

(Deals with methods of collection of
intelligence.)

B. Collecting Foreign Intelligence Information

1. The FBI may collect foreign intelligence infor-
mation for agencies in the U.S. Intelligence
Community.

2. Foreign intelligence information shall be
collected only upon the request, made or con-
firmed in writing, by an appropriate official
of the U.S. Intelligence Community designated
by the President. The requesting official shall
certify that the information sought is foreign
intelligence information relevant to the mission
of the requesting agency, and the request shall
set forth the reasons why the FBI is being asked
to conduct the investigation.
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3. Foreign intelligence information shall be
collected only with the express approval of
the Attorney General or his designee.

(Deals with methods and techniques of
intelligence collection.)

C. Operational Support

1. The FBI may, upon request, provide operational
support to agencies in the Intelligence Com-
munity.

2. Requests for operational support to the authori-
zed mission of U.S. intelligence agencies shall
be made or confirmed in writing, by an appro-
priate official of the U.S. Intelligence Com-
munity designated by the President. The
requesting official shall describe the support
required; the reasons why the FBI is being
requested to furnish such assistance; and shall
also certify that such assistance is relevant to
the mission of the requesting intelligence agency.

3. Operational support to U.S. intelligence agencies
shall be undertaken only with the approval of
the Attorney General or his designee.

4. In collecting, or assisting other agencies to
collect, foreign intelligence information by
the use of Extraordinary Techniques as defined
in these guidelines, the FBI .shall follow the
standards as provided in these guidelines.
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VII. EXTRAORDINARY TECHNIQUES

(Deals with techniques of intelligence collection.)

2. Procedures to be followed shall be reasonably
designed to minimize the acquisition of infor-
mation not relating to foreign intelligence
or counterintelligence.
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investigative techniques.

4. The request for use of an extraordinary
technique must be made in writing by a
Presidential appointee, and must certify that
the information sought cannot feasibly be
obtained by other investigative techniques.

B. Specific Techniques

To fulfill its responsibilities as set forth in
section II of these guidelines, the FBI may employ the following
Extraordinary Techniques when their use is authorized by
the President or by statute and justified in writing by the
Director of the FBI, and in each case is approved in advance
by the Attorney General in writing after he determines they
meet the standards set forth in section VII A above.

(Deals with techniques of intelligence collection.)

2. Future Extraordinary Techniques: New technical
devices which might intrude on privacy or other-
wise violate provisions of these guidelines
shall not be utilized without the express written
authorization of the Attorney General.



(Same)

(Deals with mandated review procedures.)

IX. REPORTING, DISSEMINATION, AND RETENTION

A. Reporting

(Deals with review procedures and levels of
investigative activity.)



3. FBI Headquarters shall promptly notify the
Department of Justice of any request by a
law enforcement, intelligence or security
agency of a foreign government for information
or assistance in a foreign counterintelligence
matter involving a United States citizen.
FBI Headquarters shall maintain, and provide
to the Department of Justice upon request,
statistics on the number of requests for
assistance received from law enforcement,
intelligence or security agencies of foreign
governments involving United States citizens
or persons not foreign officials or foreign
visitors. The statistics shall identify the
nature of the request, and whether assistance
requested was furnished or declined.

(Same)

5. Reports on all foreign intelligence information
collection and all counterintelligence investi-
gations shall be maintained at FBI Headquarters,
and shall be available for review by Department
officials specially designated by the Attorney
General.



6. Summaries furnished under paragraph 4 or reports
of investigations reviewed under paragraph 5
concerning assets or potential assets may be
prepared for review in a form which protects
identity, but must include the status of the
subject, i.e., whether a foreign national or
American citizen, and a description of the tech-
niques used for recruitment or attempted recruit-
ment. These summaries or reports shall be
available for review by the Attorney General or
persons specially designated by the Attorney
General.

7. To insure the security of foreign intelligence
collection and counterintelligence investi-
gations, the Department of Justice shall conduct
reviews of FBI reports in a physically secure
area at FBI Headouarters.

B. Dissemination

Other Federal Authorities

1. Subject to limitations set forth below, the FBI
may disseminate facts or information obtained
during foreign intelligence collection and
counterintelligence investigations to other
federal authorities when such information:

a. falls within their investigative jurisdiction;

b. constitutes foreign intelligence information
required by federal agencies having primary



responsibility therefore;

c. should be furnished to another federal
agency as required by Executive Order
10450; or

d. may be required by statute, National
Security Council directive, interagency
agreement approved by the Attorney General,
or Presidential directive.

2. When facts or information relating to criminal
activities within the jurisdiction of other
federal agencies is acquired by Extraordinary
Techniques, during collection of foreign intelli-
gence or counterintelligence investigations, the
FBI may:

a. disseminate information pertaining to
uncompleted criminal activity threatening
endangerment to human life;

b. disseminate information pertaining to com-
pleted criminal activity, with the concurrence
of the Department of Justice, when the risk
of compromising the source or the investi-
gation by disclosing the means or source of
information is outweighed by the desirability
of identifying and prosecuting the offender.

All dissemination to other federal authorities
shall include a notice to the recipient that the
information being furnished should not be used for
evidentiary purposes without the express written
approval of the Department of Justice, after con-
sultation with the FBI.

State and Local Government Authorities

3. Subject to limitations set forth below, the FBI
may disseminate facts or information obtained
during collection of foreign intelligence or
counterintelligence investigations, relating to
crimes within the jurisdiction of State and local
governments, to the appropriate lawful authorities,
provided such dissemination is consistent with
the interests of U.S. national security.
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4. When facts or information relating to criminal
activity within the jurisdiction of State and
local governments is acquired by Extraordinary
Techniques during foreign intelligence collec-
tion or counterintelligence investigations the
FBI may:

a. disseminate information pertaining to
uncompleted crimes of violence threatening
endangerment to human life;

b. disseminate information pertaining to com-
pleted crimes of violence, with the concur-
rence of the Department of Justice, when the
risk of compromising the source or the
investigation by disclosing the means or
source of acquiring the information is out-
weighed by the desirability of identifying
and prosecuting the offender.

All dissemination to State or local government
authorities shall include a notice to the recipient
that the information being furnished should not be
used for evidentiary purposes without the express
written approval of the Department of Justice, after
consultation with the FBI.

Foreign Governments

5. In accordance with Executive Order No. 11905 of
February 18, 1976, the FBI may cooperate with
foreign intelligence services by furnishing
relevant information obtained during foreign
intelligence collection and counterintelligence
investigations, when such dissemination may serve
the interest of U.S. national security.

6. Information received from or obtained at the
request of a law enforcement, intelligence or
security agency of a foreign government may be
disseminated by the FBI, in the same manner as
similar information acquired by the FBI within
the United States, subject to the applicable
guidelines.

7. Nothing in these guidelines shall limit the
authority of the FBI to inform individual(s) whose
safety or property is directly threatened by
planned force or violence, so that they may take
appropriate protective safeguards.
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8. The FBI shall maintain records to the extent
required by law, of all disseminations made
outside the Department of Justice, of infor-
mation obtained during foreign intelligence
collection and counterintelligence investi-
gations.

(Same)



APPENDIX V

TRUST IN LAWS, NOT 'HONORABLE MEN'

by

Harry Howe Ransom

The basic issue now before the Senate Select Committee
on Intelligence is whether the intelligence establishment can
operate effectively within the limits of the American
Constitutional system. Since the whole purpose of a
strategic intelligence capability is to defend the U.S.
Constitution and the way of life it promises,our only logical
alternative is to require by statute that intelligence
agencies operate within the principles of limited government.

I nave been an academic "CIA-Watcher" for more than 20
years, havine devoted most of my research time as a professional
political scientist to this subject. I do not claim to have all
the answers -or even to have identified all of the questions-
but I have some historical perspective, and a few opinions
to offer.

In trying to tnixJk intelligently about balancing security
needs against American democracy's requirements, our nation's
ledders over the years have offered some all too easy answdrs.
For example:

*Woodrow Wilson, campaigning for the League of Nations
told a St. Louis audience, September 5, 1919, that, to quote
Wilson's words "a spying system. The more polite call it a
system of intelligence" is incompatible with democratic
tovernment. Only despotisms, he thoauht, required secret
intelligence services.

"Harry Truman, reminiscing 10 years after his Presidency,
suggested that had he known what the CIA was to become, he
*Professor of TItrcal Elence, Vanderbilt University. Authoroi the book, The Intellipence Establishment (Harvard Press, 1970).

(791)
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Ransom p. 2

never would have created it. Its creation was a mistake, he

suggested, because it got out of control. Of course President

Truman forgot, or forgot to mention, that he signed the order

in 1946 creating a secret charter sending the CIA down the

back alleys and gutters of world politics.

*President Nixon has given us no enlightening comment from

his lonely San Clemente exile. But certainly he discovered

painfully that the CIA was a sharp, double-edged sword which

mortally wounded him politically when he misused it.

*President Gerald Ford, joined by Vice-President Rockefeller

and Secretary Kissinger, later advised us with regard to covert

political intervention in foreign lands that everybody's doing

it, that the Russians KGB spends more money on it than does

America, and that covert action offers an option between sending

in the Marines or doing nothing when the national interest is

endangered.

*President Jimmy Carter, early in 1978, issued an Executive

Order designed to define and assign more precisely the functions

and limits of American intelligence agencies. He also importantly

conceded the necessity for Congressional legislation to asqure

the American people "that their intelligence agencies will be

workint effectively for them and not infringing on their legal

rights. "

In accepting this challenge to design precise charters

for the CIA, the FBI, the National Security Agency and military

intelligence, Congress should consider the validity of the

following generalizations: first, the CIA and other parts of

the intelligence establishment have lost their legitimacy in

the America-n constitutional system. This can only be restored

through careful legislative reforms. Second, most of the covert

political action overseas and much of the espionage and counter-

espionage conducted by U.S. "intelligence" agencies have been
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a waste of money, counter-productive, damaging to the nation's

image and destructive of credability of government. International

espionage and covert action, in fact, constitute one of the

world's largest boondoggles, and this includes the KGB as

well as CIA. And third, many of these American activities have

been beyond the effective control of the President, Congress

and the Courts. Lany have been outright illegal, outside the

CIA's charter, and sometimes in violation of international law

and the UN Charter.

The excesses and abuses of secret intelligence reflect

early organizational mistakes and conceptual carelessness;

they do not mean that intelligence is unnecessary. The problem

at its heart is conceptual. Put most simply, when the CIA was

created in 1947, and in its later development, the followinE

basic questions were never answered with careful precision:

Whet is the CIA supposed to do, and not do? What can be expected

from strategic intelligence agencies, and what is not to be

expected'? Congress initially avoided these crucial conceptual

questions and instead adopted, unwisely, a "trust in honorable

men" principle. Clearly this faith in "honorable men" choice

too often has led to deception, abuse or foreign policy disaster.

Overlooked was the fact that American democracy ultimately rejects

the faith in men principle, except perhaps in time of war.

Democracy can only survive by adhering to the alternative

principle of rule of law.

And so Congress must carefully attend to setting forth in

law the rules that will limit the behavior of the persons,

honorable or not, now or in future administratiois, who command

the intelligence services. The record, still only partially visiblE

of the intelligence services over the past 30 years, measuring

the benefits against the costs, suggests that intelligence

charters must focus on the multiple objectives of responsible
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control, accountability and rigorous evaluation procedures.

Responsibility should center on the Presidency, but checks

must exist against Presidential misuse. Operating heads of the

various agencies must be held accountable by President, Congress,

the General Accounting Office and the Courts. And President

and Congress should both be required to concern themselves

regularly with ruthless evaluation procedures.

Intelligence professionals habitually worship the false

god of secrecy, which always hampers performance evaluation.

It may be that an ultimate incompatibility exists between

the rule of law and efficient covert operations. . The recent

past does not prove this. But clearly power tends to corrupt

and secret power corrupts secretly, and perhaps absolutely.

For the past 30 years American intelligence services

have been aping the adversary, an "enemy" who bothers little

with the rule of law. This has not worked well, even by

national security criteria. So let us ask that Congress lead

us back So the rule of law, and take the calculated risk that

intelligence systems can be made to work effectively within

Constitutional boundaries.



APPEmIx VI

Association of Anerican Publishers, Inc.

1707 L Street, N.W.. Suite 480
Washington. 0. C. 20036
Telephone 202 293-2585

Tosend Hoop.s

June 22, 1978

The Hon. Birch Bayb, Chairman
Select Committee on Intelligence
United States Senate
363 Russell Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Senator Bayh: Re: S. 2525

I write on behalf of the Association of American Publishers, Inc., which represents
more than 300 of the leading general and educational book publishers in this country,
to express AAP's position with regard to those provisions of S. 2525 that bear upon
the operations, and the First Amendment interests, of the book publishing industry.

Clandestine Book Publishing and
Related Intelligence Activities

On January 16, 1978 AAP issued a statement concerning clandestine book publishing
activities by U.S. intelligence agencies. (A copy of that statement is enclosed.)
In its statement, AAP supported Church Committee recommendations 45, 46 and 47,
subject to certain stated reservations.

The pertinent Church Committee recommendations appear generally to be reflected
in Sections 132(a)(3), (a)(4) and (a)(5) of S. 2525, and AAP supports these sections
subject to provisos (2) and (3) of AAP's January 16, 1978 statement. We urge that
these provisos, to the extent they are not already implicit in the bill, be reflected
in appropriate Committee Report language.

AAP has one other concern with regard to these sections. it appears that book
publishers have been excluded from the definition of the term "United States media
organization" provided in Section 104(30). This definition relates to the important
restrictions regarding the use In intelligence activities of persons who are journalists,

(795)
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or who regularly contribute material to, edit or set policy for, U.S. "media

organizations.' AAP sees no reason to distinguish between book publishers and

other United States media organizations and therefore urges that Section 104(30)

be amended to include "books" on an equal footing with newspapers, magazines,

journals, news services, radio and television, films and video or audio tapes.

Secrecy Agreements Signed
by Government Employees

In a letter dated November 13, 1975 from me to Senator Church, Chairman of the

Senate Select Committee on Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence

Activities, AAP expressed its concern over the use and attempted enforcement of

mandatory, life-long secrecy agreements by the CIA (a copy of that letter is also

enclosed). In its letter AAP urged the Church Committee to "render a considered

judgment" on the validity of such secrecy agreements.

The recent civil case brought against former CIA analyst Frank Snepp demonstrates

that the use of such secrecy agreements continues to present the potential for infringe-

ment of First Amendment rights; unfortunately, no provision of S. 2525 appears to

clarify intelligence agency practice in this regard. While Section 105(j) of the bill

does attempt to protect the so-called "whistleblower" who reports within the govern-

ment on alleged wrongdoing by the intelligence community, we believe that further

clarification of the rights of government employees to report publicly on alleged

wrongdoing ought to be provided.

In closing, I want to express our apr eciation for the opportunity to comment on

this bill and to offer any further assistance that may be useful to you or your staff.

Sincerely,

Townsnd Hoopes

c. c.: Members of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
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Statement of
The Association of American Publishers

Concerning Clandestine Book Publishing Activities by
U.S. Intelligence Agencies

January 16, 1978

The Association of American Publishers (AAP), the trade association of book
publishers in the United States, wishes to submit this statement to those legislative
committees concerned with the activities of U.S. intelligence agencies. It is
hoped that the views of the AAP, as the representative of a substantial segient
of the American book publishing community, can be of assistance to the Senate,
the House, and the Executive Branch in formulating needed restrictions or
prohibitions on clandestine book publishing operations by U. S. Intelligence agencies.

BACKGROUND

In its Final Report, the Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities (the Church Committee) made a number of findings
with regard to the clandestine use of books and publishing houses by the Central
Intelligence Agency. The Church Committee found that:

"i) Prior to 1967, the CIA sponsored, subsidized, or itself produced over
1, 000 books, approximately 25 per cent of them In English. An 'important
number' of these books were reviewed and marketed in the United States.
Although it did not reveal the particulars of any of these CIA book
publishing activities, the clear implication of the Church Committee
report is that a portion of these covert book projects were undertaken with
the unwitting assistance of established U.S. book publishing firms.

Ii) Since 1967, despite termination of its book publishing within the United
States, the CIA has published some 250 books abroad, a number of them
in English.

lii) The Church Committee concluded that domestic 'fallout' from continued
overseas book publishing by the CIA is inevitable. (Domestic 'fallout' is
the intended or unintended re-entry of Agency propaganda into the United
States.) Indeed, one prominent AAP member, John Wiley and Sons,
recently unsuccessfully fully pursued a Freedom of Information Act claim
against the CIA in order to ascertain whether a book it published in the
United States, based upon a manuscript originally published in England, -

was -- as alleged in news stories -- a CIA-sponsored book. A post-1967
CIA directive, mentioned in the Church Committee report, Indicates that

the CIA continues to view such fallout as a 'permissible' consequence of

otherwise proper agency activities.

Iv) The Church Committee expressed its concern that such unwitting use of

U.S. media organizations for clandestine operations is a threat to the

integrity of American institutions -- 'institutions whose Integrity Is critical

to the maintenance of a free society.' "
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Based upon these findings and expressions of concern, the Church Committee
recommended that:

"The CIA should be prohibited [by statute] from subsidizing the writing,
or production for distribution within the United States or its territories,
of any book, magazine, article, publication, film or video or audio tape
unless publicly attributed to the CIA. Nor shoq!d the CIA be permitted

to undertake any activitiy to accomplish indirectly such distribution
within the United States or its territories." [Church Committee Recom-

mendation No. 45, Final Report, Book 1, page 456 (April 1976).]

In two related recommenations it urged that:

The CIA should be prohibited by law from establishing "any paid or

contractual relationship . . . with U.S. and foreign journalists
accredited to U.S. media organizations." [Recommendation No. 46.]

The CIA should be prohibited by law from "the operational use of any

person who regularly contributes material to, or is regularly involved

directly or indirectly in the editing of material, or regularly acts to

set policy or provide direction to the activities of U.S. media organizations."

[Recommendation No. 47.]

THE AAP POSITION

The AAP agrees with the Church Committee that the CIA, and other U.S. intelligence

agencies, should be prohibited by law from disseminating propaganda within the

United States that can result ia manipulating or misleading the American public,

and that such agencies should also be prohibited from establishing unwitting or

other clandestine relationships with media organizations, journalists or .editors

that could threaten the independence and integrity of the American press. Such

activities and relationships coastitute an intolerable overreaching by the Government,

undermining the fundamental premises of a free press and a free society. * Such

activities are at odds with our entire constitutionally-based system of freedom of

expression without governmental interference.

For these reasons, AAP endorses Church Committee Recommendations 45, 46 and

47, with the following comments and provisos:

1. The three recommendations should be made applicable to all U.S. intelligence

agencies, not only the CIA.

2. Recommendation No. 45 should be exclusively directed at the clandestine

publishing operations of U.S. Intelligence agencies, and any penalties for

violation should apply only to the intelligence agencies and their employees.
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The recommendation should not be construed to prevent, nor to support
any Injunction or other restraint of, the publication by the press or
private citizens of any information they receive and sponsor for publication.

3. Neither these recommendations, nor related recommendations 42, 43 and
44 of the Church Committee, should be applied so as to prevent scholars,
academics or other individuals who were formerly employed by, or
associated with, U.S. intelligence agencies, from Independently writing
and publishing unclassified materials on subjects related to their intelligence
agency work or research.
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November 13, 1S75'

7'ce E ooorele Frank Church

Senate S-elect C e~ettae on Gzoec-f'tal
Ope=r-Ioas with lPespo-ct to Im-ell-i

Aet'-ities
2-5 Russelfl Offi~ce Bc'I&tieg-
*Washtngtoa, fl.C. 20515

lMssr Mir. Csron

TXhe Association of Am~rtca i-ts-eC, a., Vwhitch re-presn&.s more tLan 2C.0
Of the princtpal b-c'o p:.bishere Ir *he cou=-1, be!,lieves thatf the orzof your

* eetComa- ee affects theilr role as disseziicrtors r-f hforrmetion to thle public.
The Assoctation g-ave legal sup;:ort to !he efforts of one of ItG oez.Lers, Alfred A.
K~nopf, Inc. , Io asserting Tirst Am eadimzent values In the racent Ilt-Ign!on over

ra:sed In the- ylprchett- ltign-Tca are a-pro?-rIate for consideration by yeur Select
Co=Meitee, and we urge you to consider themo.

In en rchttilitgatonthe CourL't of Appeals for tne Fourth Circuit r-alsed a r
forma secrecy -greeraeal (Nich~ Mchcotil had signed at the commencemetnt of his

CMIpOyMaee. Wit!! the CIA) to a lev7el Of EUCalprimacy antmporlance as virica211Y to
eclpseMache~'s irs Arcodectrigts.rarnier Supreme Coort dec ileas had

mnade clea-r tha--t government employees have coastiuloa rights, cane that contracts
andot~rcod~~os f zoriymn5r~-"o h uedtodoc-nywih hei.Yet he

Court of Appeale. In effect, bruehed-z ziide tie hravy coast; tutlosul 1Presumsption

aganicat the governments rhtto Impose a prior restrolat o2 palilcation, P.nd Lmposed

on 11arclvattt the bzurdee! o, provieptha the materjalj he soughct to pu-blish fell V.utsidn

the sEcoge of the ecrec y agreement.
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1EO- Supreme Ccurt's rocural to reovew the deciston by the lower court wcs

discoupotg, but tbhat f-Cc, eo-es rot of coarse prec> yo"', Select ComcmIttcee
or the Conress Fs a whlfrom em!aoghe deadly presumption that
coofidertliolity oaths aS Lused by th e CIA n4 otbher gcre-ra'cnt agennies crc

valid a-d en-forceable, without Ilmit a-5 to ttne or da:;ree, even as against a

Citizen's basic right's under the re-t Ameoimeat.

The gross rjouses of pow ev 1y t:he CL4, Itze koacI o n of the. ccnstituatior-, rights

of large mz 3brs of Ameria cltiz~nE. am-d tic'e lid of Eccrecy- under whicla stch
inafesacies have b-sen are on - a-11 of whIch hanve &:-en uncovered by your
Belect' Committeee gst that restoratlon of public confidence In toe healt1hy

f--tiouriz Of a freas de=O-crabI system- canaot be achievc-l by re'nf,-rcic-g overa-

33ecl power to hide it3 mstes, e~pecially not by muzzlin-g Amercan citizens;
4on the cer.that it can, be achieved onl'y by retuforcing the ftmllameana

con Iutinelg i"" ofeorOtIZen to fre"-doz of erpression.

Tis Assoctiton be-lieves- tha-t youir Select Conmlit-e could render a inlpob'lc
serrvice by readFrv. a considere-d Jugeton the validit~y of andatory confi-

derallty agreement's sign.-ed by government emplcyees. The Ass5ociation P!tands
*rady to submilt fut~ h"h~on tE=s crlttq- issue if tia"t 'eoud be of Interest
a-nd ass!.stance to yeu al your Ealf.-

Sincerely,

-Townsend Roopes
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JOHN WILLIAM WARD, PRESIDENT, AMHERST COLLEGE

One may take two perspectives on the Central Intelligency Agency: the first from
the perspective of a citizen, the second from the perspective of a member of the
academic community. The two perspectives converge, however, on a single impor-
tant question: how to maintain conditions which support a free and open society?

We live in a culture used to verbal excess. The argument why the C.I.A. raises
questions about the conditions of freedom in modern American society rests, how-
ever, on two assertions which may sound excessive, but which I mean seriously,
however quietly I prefer to give voice to them.

First, the C.I.A. is a threat to the traditional meaning of the Constitution of the
United States;

Second, the C.I.A. is a threat to the integrity of the academic community, and the
integrity of the academic community is important to the social conditions of free-
dom in a democratic society.

1. The Founding Fathers had a deep skepticism about human nature and its
weakness against the temptations of power. A proper constitution should, they
thought, provide security against arbitrary power. To compress a long and compli-
cated historical argument, one may say there have been from the beginning in
American political thought two views how power may be made responsible.

The first view places emphasis on the form of government created by a constitu-
tion, on the institutional arrangement of the departments of government. Responsi-
ble government is to be achieved by setting up a government in which power is
distributed carefully among the various parts in order to check undue power by any
one particular branch in the whole, finely articulated, self-regulating system. In this
view, checks against arbitrary or irresponsible power are institutionalized within
the government which the constitution creates. A good constitution is judged by the
form of government it creates. In the American experience, this is the view one
normally associates with the term, "checks and balances."

The second view of the constitution puts emphasis not so much on the organiza-
tion of the departments of government created by the constitution but on the act of
constituting government itself, the process by which governments are made or
unmade, and insists that the true check on the power of government, on any one or
all of the particular branches of government, lies always in the power of the people
outside the doors of government. In this view, the measure of a good constitution is
not the form of government which the constitution creates but the effectiveness of
the process by which the people out of government are constantly able to discipline
government by exercising the inalienable power which ultimately creates and sanc-
tions all governments. In the American experience, it is the view one normally
associates with the term, "constituent power."

The C.I.A. threatens to confound either view of the constitution as a check against
irresponsible power. On the effectiveness of internal checks and balances (such
devices as legislative oversight, the power of the purse, control by enabling legisla-
tion), the Senate Select Committee, chaired by Senator Church, concluded: "There
has been, in short, a clear and sustained failure by those responsible to control the
intelligence community and to ensure its accountability. There has been an equally
clear and sustained failure by intelligenbe agencies to fully inform the proper
authorities of their activities and to comply with directives from those authorities"
(Final Report 111, Book II, p. 15).

On the effectiveness of the power of constituents outside of government, one may
point only to the difficulty of receiving any information which may allow one to
discover what one needs to know in order to make an informed judgment on any
question. There is the Freedom of Information Act, to be sure, but the Director of
the Central Intelligence Agency is also mandated by the National Security Act not
to disclose information which in the Director's judgment may imperil the confiden-
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tiality of sources or the security of the United States. The power of the people
outside of government depends upon their capacity to know what goes on inside of
government. That is not formally impossible, but it is practically improbable with
the C.I.A.

2. The challenge the C.I.A. <presents to traditional constitutional safeguards
against arbitrary and unchecked power is, for the citizen, more important, more
interesting, and more grave because it is a challenge to the general political order of
modern American society. Yet, although on a less grand scale, the challenge of the
C.I.A. to the integrity of the academic community is also a threat to the general
political order because it is a threat to the social conditions of freedom in a
democratic society.

Again, the argument, because it is interesting, is long and complex. One must
indicate it in summary fashion. It is, essentially, the liberal argument against the
power of the state, and argument for the necessity of pluralism to check inordinate
power, whether political or social, wherever it appears. Madison and Tocqueville are
its chief spokesmen.

The danger, especially in modern, complex, mass societies, is the dichotomy
between the state and the single individual citizen. Despite political privilege and
legal rights, the lone individual is hardly an equal in any contest with the state.
The pluralistic argument for the social fabric of a free political order assumes the
necessity of autonomous institutions, free from control by the state, which provide
buffers between the state and the citizen. One thinks of business, the church, the
press, unions, foundations, and the university.

Recent history has seen the erosion of the capacity of the ordinary citizen to
believe in the integrity and the autonomy of such institutions. We have witnessed
the loss of trust in the institutions of American society. The government, now
wholly, to be sure, but in considerable measure, bears a considerable share of blame
for weakening the conditions of trust which sustain the confidence of individual
citizens. When foundations and universities, newspapers and publishers, unions and
church organizations begin to be seen as covert extensions of the power of the state,
and uneasy skepticism begins to pervade the mass of citizens. Nothing seems impos-
sible; paranoia becomes plausible.

In the name of freedom and security, we have allowed an erosion of the meaning
of the Republic and an erosion of the political and social safeguards which protect
freedom within it. As one institution, although only one, the academic community
has a responsibility, quite beyond its own special values and concerns, to demon-
strate to the ordinary citizen that, yes, it is what it seems to be, that it is not an
agency of the state, that it is an independent center of thought and teaching and
research.

THE C.I.A. AND THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

The Report of the "Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with
Respect to Intelligence Activities" of the United States Senate, the "Church Com-
mittee" of 1976, sets forth in detail the history of the involvement of the C.I.A. with
academic institutions and individual academics. The conclusion of its hearings was
that "there is a problem." The Church Committee believed, however, in the neces-
sary needs of the nation for intelligence and for the "best advice and judgment our
universities can produce," and that legislation on the use of individuals in the
academic world was both unenforceable and a further intrusion of the state into the
affairs of the academy, so it made no recommendations for legislation. Instead, the
Committee concluded, it "believes that it is the responsibility of private institutions
and particularly the American academic community to set up the professional and
ethical standards of its members."

One can only welcome the reticence of the Church Committee in not recommend-
ing the intrusion of government into the internal affairs of colleges and universities,
especially when a major concern generated by its report is the autonomy of aca-
demic institutions. Yet, the Church Committee report, itself censored by the very
agencies it was investigating, puts a heavy burden on academic institutions because
its Report deals with generalities at some distance from the "problem" it concludes
is a real problem. It may be difficult to set one's own house in order when one does
not know what disorder prevails, still the academic community has the obligation to
think through and to be self-conscious of what its own professional and ethical
standards are in relation to involvement with the C.I.A. or other agencies of the
government and, even, with other institutions, public or private, which seek its
services.

There is an obvious danger in doing so, of course, the danger of arousing appre-
hensions that there is or has been in a particular college or university some



unacceptable relationship with the C.I.A. As the President of one college, I can say I
have no knowledge of any relationship, paid or unpaid, by any member of the
faculty, student body, or staff of Amherst College with the C.I.A. As President of the
College, under the Freedom of Information Act, I did seek to discover whether any
relationship did exist. The Directors of the Central Intelligence Agency, Mr. Bush
and later Admiral Turner, responded courteously and reflectively, but declined to
answer the question.

There is the further danger of implying that any relationship with the C.I.A. is
unacceptable. Surely, that cannot be so. It is of national importance that the
government of the United States has the best intelligence possible on foreign affairs.
It is obvious that the professional knowledge and scholarly competence of many
faculty in American colleges and universities are an immensely valuable resource to
an effective system of intelligence. The only caveat, the whole point of formulating
standards for appropriate involvement in the gathering of intelligence, is that the
relationship between an institution or an individual with the C.I.A., or any other
agency or external body, not contradict general standards of professional conduct.

PREMISE.-All members of the academic community have the responsibility to
avoid actions which call into question the integrity of colleges and universities as
independent and autonomous centers of teaching and research.

The premise, one will quickly recognize is general, and not addressed only and
particularly to involvement with the C.I.A., although the injunction of the Church
Committee provides the occasion to reflect on criteria for the self-government of
academic institutions. To put it another way, whatever standards or guidelines are
established should be generalizable. If disclosure is appropriate for a relation with a
governmental agency, so it is for a relation with other external bodies. For example,
a professor teaching labor law who receives a fee as consultant with a labor union
or corporate employer should let the students he teaches or the colleagues he
addresses through word or publication know, so his objectivity may be considered
and fairly assessed by those to whom he speaks.

To suggest there is an individual responsibility to the corporate good of the
academic community raises a classic problem.

I will put aside the practical problem that if an individual chooses to engage
secretly in an action which is contrary to the general norms of the community,
there is-by definition-no way to know or to take that fact into account. It may be
impossible to know whether a member of the academic community is acting in
violation of the presumed norms of conduct for one who is a member of the
academic community.

At the college of which I am president, there exists a code of intellectual responsi-
bility. It asserts, "Amherst cannot educate those who are unwilling to submit their
own work and ideas to critical assessment." That is a statement about intellectual
responsibility on the part of students. It is also true for anyone connected with the
College who cares about its essential educational purposes. That sentence is an
attempt to capture in words the ideal of an intellectual community, namely, the
belief that openness, honesty, the willingness to say what one has to say publicly, to
accept criticism and to attend to opposing views, that all these qualities are essen-
tial, the necessary conditions of intellectual and educational life.

Secrecy subverts these essential values and conditions. Secrecy is, to put it short-
ly, intolerable in an academic community. The C.I.A., of course, insists that al-
though it will not disclose any relation it has with a particular academic that any
individual who does have a relationship with it is surely free to say so publicly.

In effect, there is no bar to individual disclosure. The AAUP, in a resolution
passed at its Annual Meeting, June 1976, in response to the Report of the Church
Committee, called "on all academics to participate only in those governmental
activities whose sponsorship is fully disclosed." If the government refuses itself to
disclose its sponsorship, then the responsibility devolves on the individual to disclose
the nature of the relationship to students, professional colleagues, and others who
may be affected by it.

To say so is to tread on delicate ground, namely, the freedom of the individual to
do what he or she chooses with one's own time and energy, whatever the attitudes
of others. Practically, as has already been suggested, there is no way to enforce the
claim for openness on the individual who rejects the claim. The ground is more
delicate than that, however. The difference may be principled, not just practical.
The danger in laying down general or institutional rules for individual conduct is
that the individual may, on principle, reject the premises on which the generality
builds. Further, given widespread suspicion toward any involvement with the C.I.A.
because of its past practices, there may be an understandable anxiety about public
awareness of any association with the Agency.
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Having said all that, having taken into account the practical, principled, and
psychological objections, one may still insist that the nature of the intellectual
enterprise requires as much candor as one is humanly capable of achieving. How
each single college or university will arrange its affairs to insure the probability
that individuals will live up to their professional responsibility is, asI have said, a
delicate problem in governance. Local traditions and local mores will determine how
that may best be done. But I do think that it is dangerous to imagine that each
individual is the only judge because that is to take the very ground on which the
C.I.A. defends itself, namely, that anyone connected with it is free to say so. There
is a corporate responsibility which transcends the individual faculty. It is not the
job of presidents and administrators to tell faculty what their professional or corpo-
rate responsibility is. It is up to the faculty of each institution to determine that,
not just their professional responsibility to this or that particular institution, but
their responsibility to the profession.

On the institutional side, namely, the responsibility of people like myself who are
administrators, the problem seems to me much easier. I do not think that any
administration of any college or university should:

1. Accept or administer grants or contracts whose sponsorship is not openly
disclosed;

2. Allow sponsored research if the faculty member is not free to publish the
results of that iesearch openly;

3. Cooperate with any security clearance or inquiry into the background of any
member of the faculty, staff, or student body without the obligation to inform the
individual of such action;

4. Allow the recruitment of faculty, students, and staff for any employment by
any agency unless the recruitment is public and open.

Finally, one comment to put things in a larger perspective. Situations may arise
in which one chooses consciously to violate the standards of professional conduct
because of the claim of a greater good. A respected colleague once put the dilemma
by way of an anecdote. We know that the war against Nazi Germany was greatly
helped by acquiring, in Poland, the cipher machine which was used to code German
war orders. If conditions were such that an American professor, ostensibly acting as
an independent scholar but in fact a secret agent, were necessary for the securing of
the cipher machine, would it be permissible for the professor to do so?

The hard answer has to be that as an academic (as our philosophic friends like to
say, qua academic) the action is impermissible because it violates professional
standards of openness and honesty. The professor, conscious of the claim of the
ethical standards of his or her professional calling, might well choose to put them
aside. One good may have to give way to another.

-But the principle of professional responsibility and the openness and honesty it
dictates must be asserted and defended, and explicated in some of its particulars,
before one may make an adequate judgment when, consciously, to violate it. The
public one means finally to serve must be confident that only grave and pressing
danger could possibly lead to the surrender of professional obligation. It is the
responsibility of all members of American colleges and universities to conduct their
professional life to deserve public confidence and to take no action which will call
into question the integrity and the autonomy of American academic institutions.

ADM. STANSFIELD TURNER, DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Good morning, good afternoon. In thinking about being with you here today, I was
struck by the commonality of our profession. The intelligence profession, the aca-
demic profession are both founded on good research and searching out information.
They're both founded on analyzing that information, interpreting it, adding to the
fund of knowledge available. They re both founded on publishing that data, making
it available to those who need it so they can draw better conclusions in whatever
line of work they are engaged. In our country there is a similarity because in the
non-governmental sector there's a greater concentration of research skills as identi-
fied by a Ph. D. in the academic community than anywhere else; in the governmen-
tal sector that concentration is in the intelligence community. We have more PhD's
than anyone else in the government. This commonality means in my view that we
have a good enough foundation for a more comfortable, a more mutually supportive
relationship than has existed in recent years. I happen to believe that a more
mutually supportive relationship between us is particularly important to the United
States of America today. Why? Because good intelligence is more important today
than at any time since World War II. Your contribution to it can be significant and
entirely proper.

Why is it more important that we have good intelligence? Thirty years ago we
had absolute military superiority. Today we are in the position of mere parity.
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Clearly, the leverage of knowing other people's capability and intentions in the
military sphere is much greater when you are at a position of mere parity. Thirty
years ago we were totally independent economically. Today we are clearly interde-
pendent with many other countries. It is much more important today that we know
what is going on and what is going to happen in the economic sphere than it was
thirty years ago. Thirty years ago we were a dominant political power and many
smaller nations took their cue from us automatically. Today not only do those
nations not take cues from anybody, but there are many many more of them. Pick
up your morning papers and read about a country you never heard of a decade ago.
It's everyday in that way. Why, though, must we obtain information about the
military, political and economic activities through intelligence? For the simple
reasons that we are blessed by living in the most open society the world has ever
known. But most of the nations of the world do not enjoy that privilege. And yet the
activities of those closed societies have tremendous import and impact on our
military, political and economic well being.

For instance, would anyone in this room even think of concluding an agreement
on strategic arms limitation with the Soviet Union if we could not assure you from
the intelligence side that we could check and verify whether that agreement is
being carried out. This isn't a question of whether you trust the Soviets; whether
you have confidence that they will do what they say. The stakes are too high in this
particular game for any country to put its total fate in the hands of someone else
without any ability to check on them.

So, too, with the many other negotiations in which our government is engaged
today in an attempt to reduce the threshold of the probability of resort to arms.
Mutual and balanced force reductions in Europe; antisatellite negotiations; compre-
hensive test bans on nuclear weapons testing; reductions in conventional arms sales
around the world-all of these are founded on good intelligence.

But much more than the military sphere is at stake. Our country stands for
increased international economic growth, narrowing the gap between the under-
priviledged nations of the southern hemisphere and those of us to the North. And
yet, here too, you need good economic information. You need not be surprised by a
closed society like the Soviet Union that entered the grain market in 1973 in a way
that disturbs all of our economies and yours and my pocketbook.

The CIA today publishes unclassified estimates. One last summer on the future of
the Soviet economy, trying to inform everyone what to expect from that closed
society, saying that they are going to have some problems in the decade ahead.
Problems which will lead to pressures that will keep them from entering the
international market as much as they are today we believe, and therefore impact on
American business. We've had a study that was published on the international
energy situation-that said that over the next decade the demand for oil out of the
ground will be greater than the amount we can physically get out; not that it's not
down there, but than we can get out. Therefore, there are bound to be increased
pressures on prices and there will be restriction on economic growth. If we are going
to combat, as we would like to in this country, a war on international terrorism, you
simply have to penetrate and find out what is going on in internatinal terrorist
organizations. We do that from an intelligence base. If we are going to conduct the
war on international drug trafficking, you have to do much the same kinds of
things.

And in the international political sphere, if you're an interventionist, an activist,
you want the United States to get involved, or if you're a pacifist and you don't
want the United States to get involved, you simply have to have good information
as a foundation for your policy in one direction or the other.

Hence this country must have today, some organization, call it the CIA or what-
ever you will, that can operate overseas, openly and clandestinely in order to gain
the informatin that our policymakers need.

Today, however, the rules and the players have changed. Your intelligence com-
munity is under the tightest control and is operating more openly than ever before.
We are, in my opinion, in an exciting period, an exciting experiment, in which we
are evolving a new, uniquely American model of intelligence. What are these
controls? What are these checks and balances that Bill refered to that we now have
and did not have when the Church Committee report was written?

One, you have myself, the Director of Central Intelligence, with strengthened
authority today. New authority to bring together all of the intelligence activities of
our country, not just those of the CIA. And my personal conviction that the
Intelligence Community will and must operate in conformance with the laws of this
country and with its moral standards; and that it must cooperate fully with the
oversight bodies that have been established.

27-462 O - 78 - 52
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What are those oversight bodies? What are those checks and balances built into
the governmental structure? First is the President and the Vice President who
today take a very active and strong interest in our intelligence activities and
supervise them closely.

Second, there is something known as the Intelligence Oversight Board; three
distinguished citizens appointed by the President reporting only to him and to
whom you or any of our employees can communicate directly. Call them up, write
them and say you think Admiral Turner's off on a bad tack. They will investigate it;
report only to the President.

Beyond that there is a new role in the Justice Department; new regulations which
they write and tell me how I may go about conducting my business.

And finally, there are two very rigorous oversight committees of the Congress;
one in each chamber. And I can tell you having been on the hill for over twelve
hours this last week that they hold me to the task. They interrogate me, we provide
them detailed information and they know what is going on. In addition to this, I
rely very much on the American public as a form of control on our intelligence
activities. So today we are responding more to the media; we are coming more to
academic conferences and symposiums, writing papers and supporting your activi-
ties. We are lecturing more; we are participating more in panels like this-and we
are publishing more; we're publishing all that we can legally declassify and still
find that we have a value to the American public. And any university or college
that is not subscribing to the Library of Congress for $255 a year to all the
publications that we put out from the CIA, an average of two a week on an
unclassified basis, is missing one of the greatest source bargains in the world. We
have the Freedom of Information Act and a greater declassification program. These
are not just a public relations gimmick, these are founded in a sincere conviction
that the better informed the American public is on issues of national interst, the
stronger our democracy will be.

We want particularly, however, to share with the academic community. On the
one hand because we need you. We need, as any research organization does, outside
scrutiny to ask, are we seeing the woods for the trees? Are we making those same
old assumptions year after year? Are we mired in our own thinking? Is our analysis
rigorous? On the other hand, I think there is an untapped potential for the aca-
demic community from the world of intelligence. Our new sophisticated technical
means of collecting intelligence has all kinds of potential for you as well as for us. I
just learned' the other day, for instance, that there's tremendous potential for
archeology in our aerial photography capability; an ability to get to archeological
ruins that are politically or geographically unaccessible and even to find more when
you're there than you can get on the ground. We're anxious to share if we can in
spheres like this. At the same time we're anxious to have you share with us your
expertise, your knowledge, because we have a basic principle. We do not want to
risk and spend money to go out overseas and clandestinely collect information when
it is openly available inside our own society. So whatever connections with you, and
not only with you but the entire American public, is an informal connection to try
to ask questions and find out what people have learned if they have traveled abroad
as they have studied or they've done research. And this includes informal consulting
in areas of academic and scientific, technical expertise.

Beyond them we do have formal, contractual paid relationships with consultants,
or for providing information. These are normally open unless the recipient, the
person with whom we contract wants them to be kept confidential. We want the
universities, in the cases of academics, to be informed. But clearly the relationship
between the individual professor and the university is the relationship between
them and not between us and the universities.

We agree that if a university like Bill's requires that all outside commitments of
academic members be reported to the administration the CIA should be no excep-
tion. We disagree, however, that the CIA relationship should be singled out uniquely
as it is in the Harvard guidelines which assumes that only a relationship with the
CIA would endanger the professor's or the school's integrity. With all the opportuni-
ties today for conflict of interest we think that is a naive assumption.

Beyond the exchange of information in both directions, it should be obvious that
we in the intelligence community are just as dependent as the American business
community and the American academic community itself on recruiting good U.S.
students, graduates of our universities and our colleges. We can't exist over time
without an annual imput of a relatively few of the high quality of American
university graduates. We recruit today openly on about 150 different campuses just
like businesses or other government agencies. I am sorry to have to tell you that
there are a few campuses on which we are denied the right to have free communica-
tions and free associations.
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In addition, the CIA needs to contract with some foreign students in our country,
some very few of the 120,000 of these students. And despite malicious stories
otherwise, let me assure you that all such contracts are without coercion, are
entirely free, and entirely a matter of choice with individual foreign students.

Let me sum up by saying that in intelligence in our country today we operate
under two imperatives. The first is to recognize that the juxtaposition of open and
closed societies in our world has dangers for the open society. Now there is not one
of us here who would trade the short term advantages that accrue to a closed
society for the blessings of openness and respect for the individual human being
that we have in our society and we all have faith that that is a long term strength
of great advantage. But at the same time we cannot be so naive as to think that we
can forego collecting information about these closed societies without giving them
undue and unnecessary advantage.

Our second imperative is to recognize that the basic purpose of intelligence in our
country is to support and defend its free institutions. We attempt to do that by
providing the most comprehensive, the most reliable data we can to the President,
to the Congress, to some extent to the American public so that the best decisions for
all of us can be made. In my view, it would make no sense whatsoever for us to
jeopardize any of those free institutions in the process of collecting that information.
I assure you that we are dedicated to conducting intelligence in the United States in
ways that will only strengthen the basic institutions, the basic standards of our
country. Thank you.

MORTON HALPERIN

I appreciate this second opportunity to speak to you although I must say that
hearing these two rather clear and somewhat classical statements of the two posi-
tions, I feel a little bit like the donkey in the famous story of the man who was
visiting in Eastern Europe and had to get to a small village over the mountains. Not
knowing how to go he hired a guide who arrived early in the morning in a wagon
pulled by a donkey. They set off to a village over the mountains and they got to the
first mountain and the donkey refused to go up. So the guide got out and he pulled
the donkey up the mountain. They got to the second mountain and the same thing
happened. At the third mountain as they got out the man said to his guide, I'm here
because I have to get to the next village, you are here because you're guiding me,
but tell me why did you bring the donkey? I want to say that I agree very much
with what Admiral Turner said about the importance in research of an independent
intelligence agency which provides that research to the Executive Branch, to the
Congress and to the public. And I agree also on the importance of cooperation
between the academic community and the CIA in the conduct of that research. But
that seems to me to make it even more imperative that we "anti" the improper
activities of the CIA because I think those improper activities interfere with the
kind of relationship which Admiral Turner talked about this morning and which I
think is in fact desirable.

Now I'd like to focus my comments on one issue: Namely, the issue of the role of
academics, the American communities, and American universities in secret recruit-
ment of Americans and foreigners for the CIA. As Admiral Turner well knows, that
was the main problem which the Church Committee had in mind when it talked
about its concern about curbing CIA activities on campus. He well knows that that
is in fact the issue of great controversy between critics of the CIA's role on universi-
ty campuses in the activities of the CIA. And I regret very much that in his
statement he has continued the CIA policy of refusing to talk about that role. The
role which is explained in the Church Committee report, and a role which is of
course, familiar to every foreign intelligence service which is interested in activities
in the United States. It is a role, in short, of the CIA which is not familiar to the
American public; and I think the CIA has an obligation to discuss that role and to
try to justify it rather than to refuse to debate or to discuss it publicly. I think of
one speech which briefly ended by putting some questions to Admiral Turner in the
hopes it will encourage him to end this silence about these activities to begin to
discuss them with us.

The Church Committee, in its report, said it was disturbed by the current practice
of operationally using academics and that the restraints on the activities of the CIA
on university campuses were to put it "primarily those of sensitivity to the risks of
disclosure" and not, the Church Committee says, an appreciation of the dangers to
the integrity of individuals in institutions, "by those current activities." And the
Committee went on to say that it believes it is the responsibility of the university-
the universities themselves-to correct this problem. It went on to say, somewhat
ironically, that this report on the nature and extent of covert individual relations
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with the CIA is intended to alert these institutions that there is a problem. Now
unfortunately, that was written at the time that the report contained a description,
an accurate description, of what the CIA was now doing on the university campuses.
But the Church Committee then submitted the report to the CIA. And the CIA, as
the Committee told us, insisted that the report be substantially abridged and that
the description of the CIA's role in secret recruitment on university campuses be
cut down. It was cut down to the point that three members of that committee felt
obliged in the concurring remarks to comment on that issue. One of those gentle-
men has gone on to be the Vice President of the United States. And what he said to
two of his colleagues was that the discovering of the role of the U.S. academics in
the CIA clandestine activities has been so diluted in the Church Report that its
scope and impact on American academic institutions is no longer clear. So we have
to consider what the Church Committee said on the one hand was a great danger
and on the other hand that the universities themselves should do something about
it. But then they produce a report which Senator Mondale tells us is so diluted that
academics cannot know what in fact, is going on on the campuses that the Church
Committee said that they should be concerned about.

The Harvard Report in fact, discusses that problem. And yet in commenting here
and elsewhere on the Harvard Report, Admiral Turner to my knowledge has never
said anything about these two paragraphs. And I think we'll want to read them in
the hopes that that will stimulate some discussion. Talking about CIA recruitment
on campus, the Harvard Report says this: the method involves the use of individ-
uals-who may be professors, administrators, or possibly students-and who have
an ongoing confidential relationship with the CIA and recruiters. The job of these
covert recruiters is to identify to the CIA members of the community, including
foreign students, who may be likely candidates for employment or other relation-
ships with the CIA on a regular or sporadic basis. They go on to say that they
understand when a recruiter identifies a person he gives the name to the CIA and
that the CIA then conducts a background investigation on the individual. But then
neither the recruiter nor the CIA informs the individual at this stage that he or she
is being considered for employment or other purposes. The Harvard Report goes on
to say that it feels for a number of reasons, that I think would be obvious to this
audience, such relationships are improper and should not continue. The Harvard
Report then recommends that any person who is in this kind of relationship with
the CIA identify him or herself publicly as a recruiter for the CIA. It goes on to say
that no member of the Harvard community should give the name of an individual
to the CIA without that individual's permission.

Now, you have been told that this legislation has been introduced in the Senate
Intelligence Committee. That legislation authorizes the CIA to continue to operate
secret recruiters on universities campuses. It authorizes the CIA to conduct secret
background investigations of Americans and foreigners within the United States.
Therefore, it seems to me that the academic community has an obligation to take a
position, as the Harvard community has done, on whether it thinks this kind of
secret recruitment is proper. And if it does not think so, it has an obligation to go
before the Senate Intelligence Committee which will be holding hearings on this
issue and to say what rules and regulations and what guidelines you'll permit. Now
let me conclude simply by putting a few questions to Admiral Turner. First, I'd like
to ask whether it's allowed, as the Church Committee reports says, primary recruit-
ment and CIA activities on the university campuses-is the risk of disclosure an
embarrassment, rather than a threat to academic freedom? Second, I would like to
ask him whether the activites which were described in the Church Committee
report which have been quoted to you about activities on a hundred campuses as
has been delicately put, maybe introductions have provided leads. Whether that is
in fact, still going on on something like a hundred university campuses? Third, I
would like to ask him whether he has considered making public, in view of this
administration's commitment to greater openness, making public now those secret
portions of the Church report so that, as Senator Mondale told us, we would be able
to have publicly an accurate picture of what is now going on on campuses. Mr.
Mondale, when he was a senator thought that that could and should be made
public. I don't know whether Admiral Turner and others of the Administration
have considered whether that can now be done. Fourth, I would like to ask him
whether the Harvard Report's description is essentially correct, and insofar as it is
or is not correct why it is that the CIA cannot discuss publicly, why it is that he
does not discuss publicly, whether that kind of activity goes on without naming
names or naming campuses; but just discussing in general terms whether that
activity occurs. Finally, I would like to ask whether the CIA is observing the
Harvard guidelines that are in effect, those guidelines of Syracuse and other univer-



sities; and I would like to ask whether if other universities adopt these rules, the
CIA will observe them. And specifically I would like to ask whether the CIA has
told its secret recruiters the same thing that it. has told the people that it has
research relationships with. Namely, that the CIA will reexamine the secrecy obli-
gations that they have taken and permit those people to state publicly that they
have been and are now recruiters for the CIA. I think the question of secret
recruitment does, as the Church Committee implies, pose very serious problems for
academic freedom: And I think the time is long past for the CIA to simply refuse to
discuss a subject which puts important cases for academic freedom in the United
States.

FURTHER REMARKS OF ADMIRAL TURNER

In response to Bill Ward's very thoughtful comments on the threat of the CIA to
our society: He said first it was a threat because there were not adequate organiza-
tional checks and balances. I hope I answered that in my comments. Let me point
out that the Church Committee report is outdated by a great deal of the actions
that we have taken to carry out these recommendations. Secondly, he was con-
cerned that there can't be constituent power brought to bear as a check on the CIA
because we can't tell the public everything about what we do. I agree with him that
that is in fact the case. But at the same time, I am listening for a prescription of
how to cure that. Our prescription is what I call surrogate public constituent
oversight. That surrogate process are these committees of the Congress and the
Intelligence Oversight Board that I referred to. As Bill has said, he supports the
need for good intelligence in our country. But there is a conflict between having
good intelligence and having 100% openness. And it is not the Intelligence Commu-
nity alone that has secrets in our country. It is the academic community. CAP
researchers certainly don't share their research before they publish it. It is the
business community, who don't share information on their accounts and their plans
and their programs. It is academics who consult with the business community and
don't reveal the strategy for the firms that they are advising. All of us have this
problem of where we draw the line between complete public inspection of our
activities and some degree of secrecy. We have been drawing it further and further
in this country and, under this new model of intelligence, forced public disclosure.
We are trying our best, but there are great risks and there have been disclosures
that have not been intended that have seriously jeopardized our ability to continue
on intelligence function and institution.

Morton asked some questions here that are complex. I'm not sure I've got them
all written down or I can decide how to answer them. I think he makes an inference
that I want to establish principles. The CIA does not operate collecting intelligence
in the United States of America. Our job is to collect foreign intelligence overseas.
We don't clandestinely work against the American citizen, or against the foreign
citizen in this country. We come to them openly to ask them for information. We're
not allowed by law to so call "spy" on the American citizen, or on the foreign citizen
in this country. He pointed out that he thinks it's wrong that there be recruiting in
which the individual is not informed that he is being considered for a position in the
CIA. Everyone of you, every year I suspect, get a number of letters asking who's a
good graduate student to go work here, or who would be good professors for the
head of a department in another university, or that IBM would like to employ this
person or that-could you recommend somebody. And I am sure that if you sum up
their qualities, their strengths, you rush right out and give that to the individual
who is concerned. We recruit on campuses, we recruit just like everybody else does.
Some of it's open, some of it's not. The not portions-Morton didn't hear me talk
about them in my speech; and which he complained vigorously that I did not
address or the CIA will not address. For the first time in public I addressed this
issue today of recruiting foreign students on campuses and I told you we do very few
out of some 120,000 who are here. And there is utterly no coercion in it. And it's no
more secretive than much of the other recruiting that is done.

QUESTIONS FOR ADMIRAL TURNER AND His RESPONSES

Question. If we agree that the best intelligence, the best analysis, is necessary for
comment on foreign affairs or the whole variety of things which you named; Would
it not be possible to split the operational side of the agency completely from the
policy and analysis side so that the policy and analysis side would not only be
publicly available but I think would even serve the interest of the agency. Secondly,
I think that they would have the confidence that they would have a policy analysis
for getting a particular spy to contract who is exposed to the scrutiny of other
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professionals in the field. I think that split between the operational and the policy
and analysis side would not only allow academics to participate comfortably, it
would also serve the interest of the agency.

Answer. I think what you're really saying, Bill, is that academics simply have a
built in bias-that if they associate with the CIA they're tarnished. Even Norman
Bimbaum is associating with us these days. Seriously, the connection between the
analysts and the people who collect intelligence-whether they collect it from our
technical system, whether they collect it from our human intelligence system,
whether they collect it from our overt, open system-is absolutely. fundamental to
the process of intelligence. It would be like somebody doing research on geological
strata out in the field and digging cores and not being willing to talk to the people
back in the university who are analyzing it and writing the dissertation. What
happens in this game is that the analyst needs some information. He walks across
the hall and talks to the man who goes out and collects it. He describes it and the
man says well, I've got this system and that system and I'll try a little of each and
see what I get. He comes back and says here's what I have and the analyst oh no,
you missed the point a little bit over here. I want to know the color of the nodes,
not how thick they are. They go back and they try it again. Otherwise, we collect
information about Country X and we analyze it on Country Y. It is utterly essential.
I have in my time moved within the organization, somewhat in directions other
than indicated. I am making a very clear division here, but I can't just separate
them and even if I did, what difference would it make. I'd call one the CIA and the
other one XIA or something like that and they'd still have to be there and work
together. I think it's a subterfuge to simply tell you all that you are not working for
the CIA because I call it the XIA.

Question. There is a second issue which is the compatability between operations
by intelligence agencies and analysis. It seems to me very different that I would ask
Admiral Turner to put a contemporary version on that-whether he does not think
it would be an incompatability. Let's say the President of the United States was to
simultaneously order him: one, to produce the best possible analysis of the Cuban
role in Africa and two, conduct a worldwide propaganda campaign using CIA assets
to exaggerate and to alarm people about the Cuban role in Africa; and whether an
academic should not wonder about whether he should cooperate with CIA on the
first question if they are simultaneously engaged in the second activity.

Answer. Let me make sure we are understanding our terms here because that's a
very good question. He called covert action the influencing of events in a foreign
country. It is not really an intelligence function. Clandestine collection is collecting
information secretly overseas about foreign activities. The third function we do is
research. They're all lumped together because the country decided some years ago
that when it was going to do covert action-attempt to influence events overseas,
which is simply one step further in the diplomatic process but not going as far as
sending in the marines-it decided that the Central Intelligence Agency would be
the one to do that. There have been many studious proposals to separate all covert
action activities out of the Central Intelligence Agency and put them elsewhere.
When I first arrived I thought that might have some real merit and I looked at it
quite carefully. It has some inferences that you want to be careful about. So we do a
covert action overseas, like the propaganda situation Morton described, and we
concentrate on getting the truth out to other people. We're not out to do a dirty
tricks game, we're trying to penetrate and get people to understand what's happen-
ing in the world when their media or society is closed. Now, the same people who
will do that for us are marvelous sources of intelligence. What would we do if we
separate the two. We would construct two bureaucracies-many of them working
with the same individuals overseas. It would number one be confusing and difficult,
but think of the effect of having a second bureaucracy just for covert action. Ladies
and gentlemen you know as well as I that bureaucracies tends to perpetuate
themselves and tend to grow. Today if you're in covert action in the CIA, tomorrow
it may be an entirely separate section. You don't have to push covert action in order
to be sure you have a job tomorrow or that you'll be active and fully employed. If
you have an agency just to do covert action, I'm afraid it will be forced upon us and
that it will be generated by that agency, whereas today that is not the case
whatsoever. We in the Central Intelligence Agency look on this as a subsidiary
function and we only respond to requests for assistance in the covert action field.

Question. Admiral Turner, could you possibly answer one of Morton Halperin's
questions about the Church Committee Report and the possible declassification of
the censored parts?



Answer. I'd be happy to. I have not seen nor have access to the portions of the
Church Committee Report that were not published. That's a matter of the United
States Senate and its committees. I can only assure you that the senators who
reviewed what the CIA recommended be published was not published, are by no
means tools of the CIA, they made up their minds what was in the national interest
to publish, and what was not in the national interest to publish. And if anybody is
going to reverse their decision it will be the senators, not the CIA.

Question. My name is Norman Birnbaum, and I was just embraced by Admiral
Turner. I would, with respect, distance myself a little bit. As some of you may know,
I'm in litigation with the CIA in a mail opening case. This happened under the
administration when directorship of the CIA was not an Amherst but a Williams
graduate, Richard Helms. The point is this: The nearness to the CIA, on which
Admiral Turner spoke on my part, is represented by a consulting appointment to
the National Security Council of the Executive Office of the President. It's quite
true that in this function as consultant presumably the reports I do could be read
by the CIA, they could also xerox my articles and send them around. But the fact is
that this relationship is an open relationship which my students and colleagues
know about and I must say that I am pleased to be helping the administration in
foreign policy-it needs help. I must say that if I had been asked to be a consultant
to the CIA, I would refuse. And I would refuse not out of any disinclination to do a
public service but because of-and I'm candid at this point-the CIA's record in
covert operations and manipulations. It's really very, very difficult if not impossible
for anybody interested in contemporary politics or social affairs to approach another
colleague and say, look I'm working for the CIA but I'm only asking for local
information. It makes it very, very difficult and this is the reason I think that the
question raised by the Church Committee and also by Mort Halperin about the
separation of covert operations from intelligence, is a question which is in the
national interest and would it seems to me be of interest to all of us.

Answer. Let me start by reaffirming my written apology on behalf of my prede-
cessor to Professor Birnbaum for his mail having been opened. There isn't one of us
in the Agency today who doesn't believe that was a reprehensible mistake and we're
very apologetic. At the same time, the professor's remark in attempting to distance
himself from the CIA while he is working on the NSC, of which the CIA is a
component part, strikes me as surprising. Although his relationship with the NSC is
open, let me assure you he cannot work there without having access to secret
information which he will not share with any of the rest of you or we will have to
terminate his employment.

Question. Admiral Turner, I'm addressing a concern to you in your capacity not
simply as the Director of the CIA but as head of the Intelligence Community, a
position you alluded to yourself. You spoke of research and research is very dear to
our hearts. So is science and I think it has to be made clear that research is even
steven with science, but not quite the same thing. I'll try to make clear what I mean
in a moment. That difference was very pointedly illustrated in several recent
occurrences which involved attempts to preempt publication of the results of scien-
tific research. One case I know of was supported by the National Science Founda-
tion. Now the essence of science is not simply research, it is the availability of
results to the scientific community and it seems to me that attempts to suppress
this result, particularly when the Intelligence Community is not involved at all in
financing or funding of these things, is to put it mildly insidious to the health of the
scientific community and the academic community. And I don't understand how it
could possibly be justified by anyone in the Intelligence Community.

Answer. To begin with, I looked into this and I know of no authorized intelligence
community effort to suppress those pieces of information. It was apparently some-
body from the Intelligence Community acting as a member of the association or
something who did try to discourage that. At the same time, I hope you are not
stating that the man who worked so diligently during the 1940s under Stack
Stadium at the University of Chicago should not have been allowed to keep their
scientific research secretive. We're only allowed to have secrecy in times during
war, is that correct? The distinction between peace and war is not that clear cut.
And you certainly don't wait until the day the war starts to start building tanks.
Our objective today is to ensure that we don't get into war and we have to have
both scientific development and good intelligence information in order to achieve
that objective which is what drives all of us in government and international
relations.

Question. I have been personally aware of Stan Turner's career for a good many
years and I was pleased with his appointment and wish to assure him I would have
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voted for the President had I known his intention to assign Stan to his present duty.
(inaudible) . . . Do you feel that we do in fact have a balance of national intelli-
gence effort to make proper use of that.

Answer. Thank you Dave. I do. As far as the reduction of clandestine intelligence
operators is concerned, I would like to make it very clear that we did not reduce our
clandestine people overseas where they are working on the important things. What
we did was cut the overhead at headquarters. We were overstaffed and people were
underemployed, and I don't see how I can challenge promising young people to
make the future intelligence community unless we really challenge them and they
were not being so challenged because of the excess number of people. The second
part of your question was are we working with the academic community, and the
answer is no to that. That is what I am striving to improve and I think it is most
important to both of us. About once every six weeks I get out on a college campus
and speak and talk with students, both in small groups and also big public audi-
ences. I'm trying to open up these channels of communication again because I think
there is so much benefit to both sides.

Question. Admiral Turner, for the sake of this question let's grant that proposi-
tion that it is essential from your perspective that the Intelligence Community and
academia work together. It is a two part question: What is the professional identity
status of the person who is recruited by the CIA as to the CIA's corps of professional
and moral integrity? How is this relationship resolved where the contract with the
person's university has a disclosure stipulation in other types of employment?

Answer. That is a very interesting and good question. We believe with great
sincerity that we are as moral and have as much integrity at the Central Intelli-
gence Agency and Intelligence Community in general as any profession. The moral
conflicts that are generated in intelligence work are neither quantitatively nor
qualitatively different than the moral conflicts that are faced by most other profes-
sions and lines of work in our country. I come to this job as a former military
officer. Look at the moral conflicts a military man faces when he asks the ques-
tion-will he shoot to kill. There is no greater moral conflict that a man must face
in life. Look at the moral conflicts that have been exposed in recent years about the
American business community. Will you lose that contract or will you offer a bribe
to that foreign company, or country with whom you are dealing. So too, we in the
intelligence have moral conflicts. But they are not different. They are tough and we
work hard to get our people to understand basic ground rules under which the
work, the standards which the President of the United States will accept, that I will
accept, and it is not easy and it puts a tremendous load on the young people who
come in and accept the sacrifices of being in the intelligence business. I assure you
there are real sacrifices, but we do have a great sense of integrity and moral
standards. I intend to insure that those are rigorously enunciated to all the people
who join our organization. And I would like you to know that at this moment I am
very engrossed in a project with the leading academics and the leading universities
in writing a specific code of ethics for the intelligence community. I found when I
took this job that this man had written an article in a leading journal he said there
was a code of ethics needed in the intelligence community. I called him up and
asked him if he would work. That was a year and a quarter ago, we are still
working on it. You can laugh, but it is not easy to do. It is not easy to write
something that will be specific enough to give guidance and not so specific as to tie
people's hands. Yet, I owe it to my people to give them moral and ethical guidance,
because the man in the field has got to take that responsibility on his shoulders.
They're young men and women out there who are doing it for you. They are brave,
they are capable and they are moral. I am trying hard to give them explicit
guidance to help them on their course. I thank you for the privilege of being with
you today. I look forward to more interchange between all of us in the intelligence
community of our country and all of you in the academic professions we all hold in
such high esteem.
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OCC 73-2261
10 April 1978

Stephen B. Burbank, Esq.

General Counsel

University of Pennsylvania

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19174

Dear Mr. Burbank:

Thank you again for your letter of 23 February 1978 forwardi 'g

for onr vview z. draft statemeit setting forth "General Policies Regarding

Issues of Concern in Relationships Between the University of Pennsylvania

and Members of the University Community, and Intelligence Organizations.

At the outset, let me say that in several major respects current CIA

practices are already largely consistent with the thrust of many of the

proposed policies contained in the draft statement. For instance, as

is noted in the statement, it is contrary to established CIA policy to

obtain the unwitting services of staff and faculty members of U.S. academic

institutions. In addition, CIA will enter into classified and unclassified

contracts and other arrangements with U.S. academic institutions of

higher learning only if senior manafement offiCias3 o. the institution con-

c.-rned are rade aware of the Agency's sponsorship. Furthermore, pur-

suant to Federal law, CIA will neither solicit nor receive copies of

identifiable school records relating to any student (regardless of citizen-

ship) attending a United States academic institution without the express

authorization of the student or, if the student is below the age of 18, his

parents.

I might also say that this Agency supports the principle espoused

in the ch-aft 5tatement that a university's "policies applicable to intelligence

organizatini; should be identical with those applicable to all other extra-

mural organizatios." As you may know, it is our firm belief that at a

minimu; it i; both unfair and illogical for any set of such guidelines issued

by as academic institution to atterpt to regulate the private lives of its

(815)
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merbership in a manner which discriminates against or singles out

any partirular group, profcssion or segment of society. We do find it

regCrettable, therefore, that the Cidraft policy statement stops short of

applying this principle in a uniform, across-the--1oard fashion and instcead

in at least one area (i.e, the disclosure of factual information about a

member of the University community) imposes mnore stringent restrictions

on intelligence organizattons than on other extram.ra organizations.

All of the above comments notwithstanding, our overriding difficulty

-with and objection to.the draft statement stem not from any requirements -

which are directly imposed on CIA (there are none, as best as we can judge)

but rather are based on what seems to us to be excessive, arbitrary, and

potentially chilling restraints which some of the policies place on the right

of privacy and freedom of choice of individuals covered by the statement's

broad and somewhat ambiguous definition of the term "University .

community." Our concern in this area is largely prompted by this Agency's

experience in dealing with staff and faculty members of U.S. academic

institutions. As you are no doubt aware, CIA enters into personal service

contracts and other continuing relationships with individual.5 -in many walks

of life, including academics. As previously indicated, Agency policy require.z

all sncl-. individuals to be made aware that they are dealing with CIA, so that

under no circumstances do we seek or obtain services.or assistance from such

individuals on an unwitting basis. On occasion, security considerations

preclude the disclosure of these relationships to any third parties. Iviore

frequently, however, these relationships remain confidential at the insistence

of the individuals themselves, their concerns being that they might otherwise

be exposed to harassment or other adverse consequences. In the case of

academic staff and faculty, as in other cases, we see no reason and feel no

responsibility to overrule these individual preferences by requiring that

relationships be disclosed to the institutions for prior approval. Rather,

we believe that the decision as to disclosure should be left to the discretion

of the individuals involved.

We note that the draft statement specifically acknowledges that "University

policies regarding issues of concern in relationships between members of

the University community and intelligence organizations must also be con-

sistent with the maintenance of individuals rights and freedoms." Ironically

and unfortunately, however, much of the actual substance of the statement

appears to undercut this principle by flatly requiring, for example, full-time

faculty or staff members to adhere to the policies articulated therein "at all

times" so as to cover auiy activities which they may choose to pursue in a

strictly off-duty or off-campus capacity and which have no effect or connection

whatsoever with their official relationship with the University. In another
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particularly striking example of the pitfalls entailed in formulating policies
of such wide breadth and vague scope, it is clsewhere provided that
umembers of the University community may not undertake activities on
behalf of an intelligence organization which in any way extend beyond or
are inconsistent with their normal University activities." The above restriction
seems to us to be especially noteworthy in three respects: 1) as previously
not6, it singles out foi-special andt more stringent standards iiitelligence
organizations; 2) the words "extend beyond" seem to effectively preclude
any privately pursued outside activity on behalf of CIA, no matter how
innocuous, and including open as well as confidential relationships; and 3)
since it specifically applies to conduct which extends beyond or is incon-
sistent with University-related activities, the. restriction, if read literally,
has the anomalous and presumably unintended effect of tacitly allowing
activities on behalf of an intelligence organization which flow from and relate
to an individual's "normal" University activities.

Although our disagreement with these and certain other aspects of the
University of Pennsylvania's proposed policies are clearly sigriificant, we
need-not belabor these differences at this time. CIA appreciates the
fact that the draft statement recognizes and makes a sincere effort to deal with
the difficult and complex problem of maintaining a balance between the
intellectual independence of academe on the one hand and the needs of the
nation and the rights of individuals on the other. We believe that reasonable
people may honestly disagree on whether any type of assistance made by
a member of the.U.S. academic community to an intelligence organization
is advisable or proper. In the final analysis, however, it seems to u7 that.-
the ui!thnate decision must be left to the individual to make.

Again, we thank you for your consideration in allowing us the opportunity
to offer comments on your draft statement.

Sincerely,

Anthony A. Lapham
General Counsel
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51 DC2050i

Dr. WilliaTn J. McGill, President-
Columbia University in the City -

of New York
New York,. New York 10027

Dear Dr. McGill:

The information in your letter of December 1, 1977 concerning your

public disclosure of Subproject 130 of Project MKULTRA and its connection
with Columbia University was most helpful to us and I thank you for it.
While protection of the identities of institutions notified of MKULTRA activities
mrakes lit le sense i. circumstances where the Institution.s t'Hemselves have

publicly acknowledged their involvement, we shall continue to protect, to

the utmost of our ability, the identities of all individuals associated with

this work. Consequently, please advise Professor Thetford that we do not

intend to make any disclosures with respect to him personally.

We have examined the information you have furnished concerning the
research activities you have described as relating to human behavior and

funded through various medical research foundations and which you suspect
were secretly sponsored by CIA. As I stated in my earlier letter to you, the
recollections and records available to you apparently are more complete than

ours and we have no evidence that CIA was involved in any of these activities,
except of course for Subproject 130 which is listed first in your compilation.

As to the remaining activities, given the generalized nature of the research
as you have described it, it must be remembered that each of the funding
mechanisms utilized by the Agency for Project MKULTRA also had something
of an independent life. For the purpose of strengthening their credibility
as sources of research funds, and because they received many private
donations for medical research, these organizations provided support to many
legitimate research activities having no connection whatever to MKULTRA

or CIA. Also, as you may know, the Geschickter Fund for Medical Research,
Inc., continues to be an independent source of funds for medical research.
Thus, apart from the deficiencies- which I described to you previously con-r

cerning our remaining records as to MKULTRA, it is not unreasonable to
suggest that these activities might not, in fact, have been funded by CIA.
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:-...i:,.- possible explanation which has developed as a result of your
.d.r:.i,,n concerning the nature of the additional research, at least as

!aul research activities noted in your table as items two, three and four.

irovided by iference to Subproject 77 of MKULTRA. This activity,
tle record of which includes no reference whatsoever to Columbia University,
w-s cobducted in conjunction with another private organization during the
perid between approximately 1957 and 1962.. An estimated $110,000 was
expended through one of the research:.foundations in this subproject to explore
the basic elements of two personality theories in order to develop a unified
theory. Because of the correspondence-7it both time and subject matter-it
may be that.the work. at Columbia wasoemehow related to thfxlager pro .

Be that as it may, let me once-again assure you that, to the best of our
knowledge and information based upon records available here at the Agenct
there is no evidence of research grants, other than that connected with
Subproject 130, made to Columbia University by CIA without the knowledge
of the University. In addition to the three research studies you described
in your letter, there appears to have been a classified contract in 1967-69
which I prefer not to describe in this letter; however, this activity and CTA
suppor t of it were not matters of which University officials were unaware or
disapproving. As I stated in my previous correspondence to you, Executive
Order 11905 and current regulations now require that all classified and
unclassified contracts and other similar arrangements between CIA and U.S.
institutions of higher learning must be made known to senior management
officials at the institution.

Your letter expressed a conclusion, which you asked me to correct if
it was mistaken, that CIA does not have "current secret contractual arrangements
with any member of the faculty of Columbia University for research or any other
personal or professional service." That is not a conclusion that I am prepared
to either affirm or deny. CIA enters into personal service contracts and other
continuing relationships with individuals in many walks of life, including academics.
As a matter of Agency policy, all such individuals are made aware that they are
dealing with CIA, so that under no circumstances do we seek or obtain services
or assistance from such individuals on an unwitting basis. On occasion security
considerations preclude the disclosure of these relationships. More frequently,
however, these relationships remain confidential at the insistence of the indivi-
duals themselves, their concerns being that they might otherwise be exposed
to harassment or other adverse consequences. In the case of academic staff
and faculty, as in other cases, we see no reason and feel no responsibility to
overrule these individual preferences by requiring that relationships be disclosed
to the institutions. Rather we believe that the decision as to disclosure should
be left to the discretion of the individuals involved. If I were to affirm or deny
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your conclusion with respect to Columbia University faculty, I could hardly
follow a different course in relation to similar requests that I might receive
from other universities. I would then have set in motion a sequence of events
thr.t would result in a breach of trust with those who had chosen, as I think was
their right, to deal with us in confidence, and I am unwilling to accept that
result.

Your persistence is, of course, understandable and.I am not unsyripsthetic
to your efforts to acquire a full and com ete statement of this Agency's rctitionz
ships with Columbia.. We have atterpe .dto be as forthcomnfi as possibl lIcon-
nection with MKULTRA because of old cogrition of theiselihood that latitiions
such as your own would be extreme 'y 1erable in the c of advero Du1k ty.
without prior knowledge of the underyii g-facts. We hav6aharedwith yiall
such facts within our possession,.but' e cannot share tlie other inforrrnatior you,
requested without seriously compromlsfig our own interests or the interests of
persons to whom we owe obligations of confidence.

Yours sincerely,

/S/ Stansfieid Turnse

STANSFIELD TURNER
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

THE ACADEMIC SENATE

July 28, 1978

Senator Walter D. Huddleston
United States Senate Select Conmittee on Intelligence
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Huddleston:

On behalf of the University of California Committeeon Academic Freedom, I wish to thank you for the invitationand opportunity to address the U.S. Senate Select Committeeon Intelligence last Thursday (July 20, 1978) on the subjectof S. 2525.

We are all gratified by the sensitivity of theSenate Committee to the problems of the academic community.In turn, we appreciate the difficulties you must be havingin balancing the legitimate needs of intelligence-gathering
agencies with the requirements for intellectual honesty amongacademicians.

We recognize that S. 2525 may not include as muchprotection for the academic community as we should desire.Insofar as you may find it impossible to endorse altogetherour requirements that no member of the academic professionallow him/herself to be drawn into covert activities on behalfof intelligence agencies, academic institutions must be per-mitted to etiforce their own standards of professional ethics,in defense of the essential activities of scientists, scholars,artists, and students. I share President Derek Bok's indigna-tion over the CIA director's assertion that the CIA will notrespect the Harvard Guidelines on faculty consultations withthe CIA; but I can understand that the CIA is devoted to atask which, in its own terms, may appear to justify trans-gressions upon another institution's responsibilities. On theother hand, that merely requires that universities redoubletheir efforts to enforce their own standards of proper behavior.To these ends, I should like to repeat my plea that your com-mittee add to S. 2525 a provision that guarantees the universi-ties' power to discipline their own members in defense of theirown standards of ethical or professional behavior.

There is danger, I believe, that various governmentagencies may single out for penalties any institution thatapplies sanctions against any of its members discovered to beviolating professional obligations, specifically obligations
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that preclude covert activities on behalf of the intelligence
agencies. The federal government has enormous financial
leverage with the major universities of the country. This
leverage must not be permitted to interfere with university-
autonomy with respect to enforcement of professional standards
among its members. It is necessary, therefore, that S. 2525
include a provision forbidding reprisals by a government
entity against any academic institution that attempts to
enforce its own professional standards, even when such efforts
require non-cooperation or less than full cooperation with
intelligence entities.

Once again, thank you for the invitation, and for
your attention.

My best wishes,

$/4

RICHARD M. ABRAMS
Professor of History
Chairman, Comittee on Acadenic Freedom
University of California

RMA: bj m



APPENDIX X

BeFptarted of TuIice

paa ington, D.1 2o530

September 1, 1977

Mr. Anthony.A. Lapham
General Counsel
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Mr. Lapham:

This is in response to your letter of July 5, 1977,

in which you requested our advice with respect to the .
consequences of the recent decision of the Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit in Weissman v. Central

Intelligence Agency, Civil Action No. 76-1566 (D.C. Cir.,

January 6, 1977). Let me say at the outset that, as you

suggested, we have been in contact on several occasions

over the last two months with attorneys in the Solicitor

General's Office. We understand that the decision has been

made by the Solicitor General not to seek Supreme Court

review in this instance. We have discussed with them

informally our general views on the Weissman case but we

were not directly involved in the consideration of the

question whether this was an appropriate case in which

to seek certiorari. The question that remains is whether,

and to what extent, the Weissman case proscribes the CIA's

activities. For the reasons that follow, we are unable

at this juncture to provide your Agency with a definitive

opinion on the scope and consequences of the D.C. Circuit's

opinion. We are able, however, to suggest the considerations

that ought to be applied by the CIA in developing procedures

dealing with the types of activities potentially affected

by Weissman.

The troublesome portion of the decision in Weissman

is the court's treatment of the Government's claim that
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certain documents generated as a part of an investigation
of Mr. Weissman need not be disclosed to him by reason of
exemption seven of the Freedom of Information Act. 5 U.S.C.
552(b)(7). The district court had ruled that the CIA investi-
gation fulfilled that exemption's requirement that the
investigation be lawful, and that therefore the exemption
protected the docuents at issue from disclosure. The Court
of Appeals held, bowever, that exemption seven was not avail-
able to the CIA for the sort of activity involved here,-and
remanded the case to the district court to determine whether
other exemptions could protedt the documents against dis-
closure in the absence of that exemption.

The reasoning of the court is not entirely clear. How-
ever, the court's ruling appears to be based on its belief
that the investigative procedures used were not legally
authorizedwhere the target of those procedures was a United
States citizen having no connection with the CIA. The court
indicated its opinion as to the CLA's authority in this regard
in several statements:

[The proviso in 50 U.S.C. 5 403(d)(3)] was
intended, at the very least, to prohibit the
CIA from conducting secret investigations of
United States citizens, in this country, who
have no connection with the Agency. Slip op.
at 5-6.

[The responsibility of the DCI to protect
intelligence sources and methods] contains no
grant of power to conduct security investiga-
tions of unwitting American citizens. Slip
op. at 8.

A full background check within the United States
of a citizen who never had any relationship
with the CIA is not authorized . . . . Slip op.
at 8-9.

These three statements form the basis of the court's ruling
that exemption seven is not available.
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Neither the above statements nor the rest of the
court's opinion make clear exactly what sorts of investiga-
tions the court believed were illegal; the court's opinion
is ambigUous, for example, as to the scope of permissible
investigations and the "connection" which the person under
investigation aet have with the CIA. In assessing the
opinion, and in endeavoring to determine what restrictions
it imposes upon the CIA, we believe that there are several
factors which ought to be taken into consideration.

First, a restrictive interpretation of the court's
language is justified in view of the context in which it was
rendered. The opinion was rendered in a case involving the
Freedom of Information Act, and not in an injunctive or
declaratory action directly challenging the CIA's practices.
The court was not presented with a full and direct briefing
and consideration of the complex considerations that go into
ascertaining the proper limitations on the CIA's substantive
activities.

Secondly, this is the decision of only one Court of
Appeals in a single,.case. The Government in other contexts
has not always accorded final effect to the decisions of
lower federal courts. 'For instance, in the areas of tax
and labor law, the Government has frequently pursued in
one circuit a statutory interpretation at odds with pertinent
rulings by courts in other circuits. Moreover, there is
reason to believe that further elaboration on the court's
view of the CIA's authority will be forthcoming in the not
too distant future. As you know the Government has nowifiled
with the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals its appellee brief
in Marks v. Central Intellizence Agencv, No. 77-1225. The
Government devotes considerable attention to a discussion
of the potential sweep of the Weissman case, and it may well
be that the court will take this opportunity to expand upon
or clarify its views.

Additionally, we do believe that a substantial argument
can.be made that the case was wrongly decided. As you know,



Executive Order 11905 prohibits foreign intelligence agencies
from collecting information concerning the domestic activities
of United States persons, except among other things, for
information collected to determine the suitability or crbd-
ibility of persons who are reasonably believed to be potential
sources or contacts. Section 5(b)(7)(iii). See also Section
4(b)(8). The court did not discuss this provision at all.
Additionally, the Church Committee recognized that the CIA
had previously conducted such investigations, and apparently
did not object to them as violations of the CIA's charter
legislation; in fact, the Coiittee recommended that the
practice be allowed to continue. See S. Rep. No. 755, Book II,
94th Cong.. 2d Sea., pp. 302-03 (1976). In a perplexing
footnote, the Court of Appeals referred to that treatment
of the question by the Senate Committee, but it is unfortunately
quite difficult to determine whether the reference was
intended as a favorable comment upon the practice or as a
simple statement of historical fact. See Id. Slip op. at 8,
En. 8. We are of the view that given the court's ambiguous
treatment of these important questions, we should be slow
to adopt any interpretation of the court's language which.
would be at odds with these conclusions drawn, respectively,
by the Executive and Legislative Branches. Nonetheless, this
is the only decided court case and its import cannot be
ignored.

With those considerations in mind, the following are
our general comments about the meaning of the Weissman case:

1. Knowledge of the subject. Your letter to the Civil
Division expresses a concern that the court's opinion might
be read to require that the subject of any proposed investiga-
tion be "made aware of both the fact and the CIA sponsorship
of the investigation." The Civil Division does not believe
this to he the case, and neither do ve. While the court at
times refers to investigations of "unwitting" Americans
(Slip op., at 8) other statements in the opinion are not
predicated on the factor that the investigation was unknown.
to the subject. See, eg. Slip op. at 5-6, 8-9. Rather,
these statements find investigations unauthorized.by reason



of the lack of a "relationship" or "connection" with the
CIA. While in many cases an individual will be aware of
his relationship with the CIA, the lack of an axplicit
requirement to this effect in the court's opinion indicates
that the court did not deem this to be an invariable pre-
requisite to an investigation.

2. Requisite connection with the CIA. The court made
clear in several instances that the prohibition on CIA security
investigations applied only with respect to those "who have
no connection with the Agency" or "who never had any relation-
ship with the CIA." This implies that the CIA might under
appropriate circumstances conduct investigations of those
who have some connection with the CIA; the opinion, however,
does not specify what sorts of connections might justify a
security investigation. While the end result makes clear
that the CIA's unilateral, undisclosed interest, by itself,
is not sufficient, much more than this may not be required
to establish the requisite relationship to justify an investi-
gation. For example, all those performing work for or on
behalf of the CIA might have a sufficient relationship with
the Agency to justify a security investigation--even if they
themselves are unaware of CIA sponsorship or involvement. As
another example, individuals who consent to an investigation,
in the hope of becoming an employee or asset, would-also
seem to have a connection with the Agency that would justify
a security investigation.

3. Permissible scove of the investigation. The court
at one point states that "a full background check" is not
authorized; we do not believe, however, that this is the only
type of investigation which is prohibited. The court at other
points states that the CIA is barred from "secret investiga-
tions" or "surveillance and scrutiny" of United States citizens,
and this would indicate that some initiatives less than a full
background check are precluded. At the same time, we agree
with the Civil Division that all such initiatives are not
precluded. The court's references to a "full background
check" (p. 8), to "surveillance and scrutiny" (p. 6), to a
"Gestapo" and a "secret police" (p. 7), and to a prying



"into the lives and thoughts of citizens" (p. 6), together
with the context of the thorough investigation that the
court assumed occurred in this case, suggest that the court
was concerned about the more intrusive security checks. Xhe
court also emphasized on several occasions the extensiveness
of the investigation, pointing out that it spanned a "five
year period." (Page 5). Additionally, in endeavoring to
ascertain the limits of the court's opinion, the reference
in footnote 8 deserves attention. In discussing the Church
Coamittee's recommendations the court pointed out that a
line had there been drawn bet8een investigations "through
surveillance" and those, which the Committee approved, "to
collect information through confidential intarviews about
'individuals or organizations being considered by the CIA
as potential sources of information . .. ' Slip. op. at
8, fn. 8.

4. The relationshiD between "connection and intrusive-
ness." It is clear that the court was concerned about
investigations of those who have no "connection" with the
CIA. But it is also clear that the court was sensitive to
the extensiveness and intrusiveness of such investigations.
On the basis of the court's opinion, however, there simply
is no definitive way in which we can determine the precise
relationship between those two factors. Plainly, an investi-
gation that is as long-lived as was the Weissman investigation,
and which involves "detailed background checks" of a person
who is unaware that he is being considered by the CIA and
who has no "connection" with the Agency would be inconsistent
with that case. Candidly, we share your feeling of frustra-
tion in attempting to ascertain hether the Weissman case
has any further reach. The opinion offers little guidance
in interpreting the statutory limitations upon your Agency's
activities.

Given these uncertainties, we would suggest that the
most productive course might be for the CIA to draft procedures
governing the types of activities which require it to conduct
investigations of United States citizens within the United States
who have no clear connection with the CIA. Hopefully,



this memorandum will provide you with some asaint nc' in
addressing that task. I/ This Office would be happy to
review those procedures and to cooperate with you in any
other way we can to assure that, at least until there is
further judicial or legislative-clarification, the CIA can
continue to perform its appropriate functions without rujnning
afoul of whatever proscription follows from the Weissman
decision.

Sincerely,

John M. Harmon
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

1/ The descriptive material marked as attachment "A" to

your letter of May 27 to the Civil Division would seem to

provide an appropriate starting point.
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Mr. Anthony A. Lapham
General Counsel
Central Intelligence Agency
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Mr, Lapham:

Pursuant to conversations between George Clarke and

John Gavin of this Office over the last several months,
we are forwarding to you our thoughts on the CIA's pro-

posed procedures regarding CIA investigations of United

States persons in the United States. This informal dis-

cussion does not represent our final conclusions on this

matter, but is meant to display our concerns and serve

as a basis for future discussion. With the signing of

Executive Order 12036 many of the issues touched upon by

these procedures will, as you know, become the subject

over the next few weeks and months of procedures promul-

gated under sections 2-206, 2-207, and 2-208 of that Order.

The questions to be considered in that process are among

the most difficult arising under the Order, and it is our

intent here not to foreclose deliberation on any.of those

matters, but instead to give you the benefit of our pre-
liminary thinking.. On this basis, we believe the follow-

ing issues raise problems in light.of Weissman v. CIA,

565 F.2d 692 (D.C. Cir. 1977).

1. Delineation of individuals subject to investigation.

In our view, the decision in Weissman did not preclude

entirely investigations by the CIA of those United States

persons who have a "connection" with the agency. Several

of the categories of individuals included in paragraph [1]

of your proposed procedures will have an obvious connection
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with the CIA, and we entertain little question about the

propriety of investigations in these cases. For example,
employees of the agency, those who are detailed to the
agency, those who apply for employment with the agency,
or those who expressly consent to an investigation (in-
cluding employees of contractors) would meet this criterion
rather easily.

However, the "connection" of other categories of
personnel listed in paragraph-[1] with the CIA is not so
clear. Our principal concern is with those individuals
who do not know that they are subject to a CIA investiga-
tion and who have no reason to believe that they may be
investigated. In particular, this would refer to employees
(or applicants for employment) of proprietaries and instru-
mentalities who are unaware of their employer's connection;
it would also include contractors' employees and others
who have no reason to believe that the CIA may investigate
them. Since these individuals have no such knowledge,
their "connection" with the CIA must rest solely on the
fact that they have become unwittingly involved in a situa-
tion where the CIA considers it necessary to subject them
to some form of investigation. We believe this raises two
different sorts of problems under Weissman. First, as we
stated in our September 1, 1977 letter, while-we do not
believe that the court made an individual's awareness of
an investigation an "invariable prerequisite" to an inquiry
by the CIA, the court was clearly troubled by an investi-

gation of an American citizen "without his knowledge" or
"security investigations of unwitting American citizens."
565 F.2d at 695, 696. In our view, this concern of the -
court may not legitimately be entirely ignored. Second,
since the.individuals here cannot be taken to have even

implicitly consented to a background investigation, the
requisite "connection" in such cases becomes more tenuous
than where-they were aware of, and consented to, such in-
vestigation.

We do not now believe that these problems under Weissman

will preclude investigations of such personnel entirely.
Rather, we wonder whether an approach along the lines

suggested in our previous opinion on this matter would

prove administratively workable -- i.e., gearing the ex-

tensiveness and intrusiveness of the contemplated investi-
gation to the degree that an individual has a "connection"



with the CIA. More specifically, in car::. in which an
individual's connection is limite?,. the-. Z1. might promul-
gate more restrictive procedures ='an a.!--pPlicable to
those that the CIA employs directly The= 7estrictions
which we have in mind would pertsiz =' ap7roval authority,
duration of investigation, metheizs cf ir-estigation, dis-
position of records, etc.

2. Purposes of investigation.

At present the proposed procedures do not state the
purposes for which an investigation may be conducted. While
we have no substantial objection to this open-ended approach
with respect to Agency employees and others close to the
Agency (provided that the purposes are lawful), we are
troubled by the application of this approach to those who
have less of a connection with the CIA. With respect to
such individuals, if the CIA is to justify an investigation
by reference to some limited "connection," we believe that
the regulations should clearly specify that the investiga-
tion will not go beyond whatever is required by reason of
that connection. Otherwise, it might be claimed that the
CIA is using a rather tenuous connection to justify an in-
vestigation serving other purposes. Such a departure from
the investigation's underlying justification may be an
abuse of that aspect of Weissman allowing an investigation
predicated upon a connection.

3. Method of investigation.

The proposed procedures do not now specify which methods
of investigation may be used, and we believe that it would
be necessary in light of Executive Order 12036 to delineate
explicitly what methods will be used. Perhaps more importantly,
paragraph [3J implies. that physical surveillance may be
used in some instances. While the Executive Order itself
places limits on physical surveillance, additional limita-
tions may be necessary to fulfill the Attorney General's
responsibilities under section 3-305 of the Order. Weissman
suggests such limitations. For instance, the Executive



Order allows for physical surveillance of present employees
of CIA contractors. If these individuals were unaware.of
the possibility of a CIA inquiry into their lives, we question
whether their "connection" with the CIA would suffice to
justify the intrusiveness-of a physical surveillance.*/

4. Paragraph [2]

The exception contained in paragraph [2] may be too
broadly written. The provisions of paragraph [2A] appear
to allow exactly the sort of investigation that occurred
in Weissman, except that it would be limited in duration
and subject to records disposal requirements. The pro-
visions of paragraph [2B] would allow for an exception.in
all other areas, and hence provide for a way to avoid the
limitations-of the proposed procedures entirely. Nothing
is. said to set forth the conditions under which this may
occur or to impose restrictions on the use of this broad
exception. While George Clarke of your office has suggested
that this provision could be modified to apply only to
certain sorts of personnel, the open-ended nature of this
approach would still trouble us. The application of this
approach to those with only tenuous connections with the
CIA may, for the reasons discussed above, cause problems
under Weissman.

5. Coordination with HR 7-lc(l)(e).

We would suggest that more consideration be given to
how the proposed procedures are to fit in with HR 7-lc(l)(g).
As the situation presently stands, the CIA will have two- -
different sets of procedures dealing with the problems
raised in Weissman. In our view, these two sets of pro-
cedures are not now entirely consistent. For example,

* The special concern about physical surveillance is one
that was suggested by the Weissman court as we pointed

out in our earlier memorandum. See 565 F.2d at 696 n. 8.



several provisions in the current regulz.::s would appear
to allow for investigations beycat zhos. zzntemplated in
your proposed procedures. See, e.L - .-. c(l)(g)(4)
and (6). In order to prevent possi .a coflicts or con-
fusion, it may be advisable to -p== ara one set of guide-
lines to cover this entire area. Presumably, this will
be done in formulating procedures unde- Executive Order
12036.

6. Records retention.

Paragraph [2A] states that records of those investi-
gated but not contacted will be disposed of in accordance
with General Records Schedules. Since we do not know what
these schedules provide for this type of information, we
cannot now comment on the efficacy of this provision. We
assume, however, that this question and others will be
included in the preparation of procedures under Executive
Order 12036 and, in that context, we would be pleased to
provide whatever additional assistance we can.

Sincerely,

LarryAV Hammond
Deputy Assistant Attorney General

Office of Legal Counsel



APPENDIX XI

UNITED STATEs DisTer COURT FOR THE DIsTRICT OF COLUMBIA

(Civil Action No. 78-0330)

NATHAN GARDELS, PLAINTIFF,

V.

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, DEFENDANT.

AFFIDAVIT

John F. Blake, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1. I am the Chairman of the Information Review Committee of the Central

Intelligence Agency (CIA). I am also the Deputy Director for Administration of the
CIA and have held executive positions within the CIA since 1963. The statements
made herein are based upon personal knowledge, information made available to me
in my official capacity and upon conclusions reached in accordance therewith.

2. The function of the Information Review Committee (IRC) is set forth in 32
C.F.R. 1900.51 (1975). The IRC is responsible for reviewing Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) appeals and is the highest level committee in the Agency with this

responsibility. As chairman of the IRC, I am ultimately responsible for the proper
administration of the FOIA appeal process, which entails for each appeal a compre-
hensive review and recommendation by one or more IRC members to which appeals
are assigned.

3. The Nathan Cardels' appeal has been reviewed by appropriate members of the
IRC including myself. Although an appeal response was not sent to the plaintiff

prior to the institution of this present litigation, an appeal review of each document
responsive to his request was conducted. In his initial request the plaintiff request-
ed that: " * * all past and present contractual arrangements or agreements and

personnel relationships between the CIA and the University of California be made

public under the statutes of the Freedom of Information Act. * * * In a letter dated
December 15, 1976 plaintiff through his counsel reformulated his request. By that
letter he requested documents falling into the following separate categories:

1. All responsive records retrievable through the Directorate of Operations;
2. All responsive records retrievable through the Domestic Collection Divi-

sion;
3. All responsive records retrievable through the Foreign Resource Division;
4. All responsive records retrievable through the International Organizations

Division;
5. All responsive records retrievable through the Office of Personnel;
6. All responsive records which were gathered together for use by either the

Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations With Respect to
Intelligence Activities or the House Select Committee on Intelligence.

4. The affidavit of Fred W. M. Janney filed herewith addresses documents discov-

ered in the Office of Personnel. In a letter dated November 2, 1977 to the plaintiff

responding to the plaintiffs request, CIA stated the following:
"Any additional records, if they exist, which would be responsive to your

request and which reveal any covert CIA connection with or interest in matters

relating to those set forth in your request, and, indeed, and data that might
reveal the existence of any such additional records would be duly classified
under criteria set forth in Executive Order 11652. Accordingly, and pursuant to
the authority of exemptions (b)(1) of the Freedom of Information Act, this is to



advise that this Agency will not grant access to any additional records that may
exist which might be responsive to your request. By this answer, we are neither
denying nor confirming that any such additional records exist.

"It has been determined further that the fact of the existence or non-exist-
ence of such additional covert records, if any, would relate to information
pertaining to intelligence sources and methods which the Director of Central
Intelligence has the responsibility to protect from unauthorized disclosure in
accordance with section 102(d)(3) of the National Security Act of 1947 and
section 6 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of 1949. Accordingly, such
additional records, if any, would be denied pursuant to exemption (b)(3) of the
Freedom of Information Act."

Set forth below are the reasons why CIA can neither confirm nor deny the existence of
records of the nature requested by the plaintiff in his reformulated request stated
above.

5. It is generally known through official public disclosures of Congressional Com-
mittees and the Executive Branch that the Directorate of Operations and primarily
its Domestic Contact Division and Foreign Resource Division have established rela-
tionships for foreign intelligence purposes with American colleges and universities.
It is also generally known through official public disclosures that the Office of
Personnel has in prior years maintained confidential contacts with personnel and
students at American colleges and universities for CIA personnel recruitment pur-
poses. The Director of Operations through its Domestic Contact Division collects
information on a witting voluntary confidential basis from academics who have
traveled abroad and draws upon the expertise possessed by academics in many
disciplines. The Directorate of Operations through the Foreign Resource Division
maintains confidential contacts with personnel at American colleges and universi-
ties for assistance in the recruitment of foreign intelligence sources. The Office of
Personnel in the years prior to 1968 maintained confidential contacts with Ameri-
can colleges and universities' personnel for the purpose of recruiting students as
employees who would serve in an undercover capacity. This program was discontin-
ued in 1968.

6. The confidential relationships of the Directorate of Operations and the Office of
Personnel are vital to the intelligence collection mission of the CIA. The Agency
also has several kinds of contractual relationships with the academic community.
They include negotiated contracts for scientific research and development, contracts
for social science research on the many matters that affect foreign policy, paid and
unpaid consultations between scholars and CIA research analysts and other similar
contracts that help us fulfill our primary responsibility which is to provide the
policymakers of our government with information and assessments of foreign devel-
opments.

7. Our contracts with academic institutions are, of course, made known to senior
university officials. We also seek the witting and voluntary cooperation of individ-
uals who can help the foreign policy processes of the U.S. Those who help are
expressing a freedom of choice. Occasionally such relationships are confidential at
our request, but more often they are discreet at the scholar's request because of his
concern that he will be badgered by those who feel he should not make this
particular choice. However, these individual consultants with whom we establish
relationships are free to inform their institutions of the existence of the relation-
ship. Whether the individual actually reports the arrangement or not, however, it is
for him or her to determine.

8. The contacts we maintain with the academic community are invaluable. If CIA
were to isolate itself from the good counsel of the best scholars in our country, we
would surely become a narrow organization that could only give inferior service to
the government. The complexity of international relations today requires a broad
base from which to gather information. These individuals enable us to keep abreast
of professional developments, including new insights, interpretations, and method-
ologies. To perform our job properly we need the assistance, criticism, and perspec-
tive of the best professional talents available in the private sector.

9. The academic community is currently the scene of efforts by some activists to
prevent the CIA from maintaining any contacts with American campuses. If, then,
we adopt the practice of publicly disclosing our campus contacts we must surely
anticipate active and abrasive campaigns to discover and expose the individuals
concerned on at least some of the campuses on which our replies are affirmative.

10. The CIA treats various college and university contacts, described above, as
sources of intelligence. As such their identities and affiliation with CIA sponsored
programs must be protected from unauthorized disclosure. In essence to compromise
these relationships would result in their termination as institutions and individuals



will only cooperate as long as the confidentiality of the association can be assured.
To the extent that Agency contacts with the academic community are diminished so
is the national security damaged.

11. While there is a strong public interest in the public disclosure of the functions
of governmental agencies, there is also a strong public interest in the effective
functioning of an intelligence service. An intelligence service such as the CIA must
have the capability of collecting foreign intelligence and information necessary to
the discharge of its statutory duties from all sources within the academic communi-
ty including, administrative personnel of the institutions, professors and students.
In every case these individuals are sources of intelligence. Based upon the assur-
ances of confidentiality provided by the CIA these sources in many cases place their
reputations, credibility, livelihood and in some cases even their lives on the line in
providing information. In recognition of these factors and the significant role rela-
tions with the academic community play in the maintenance of the national secur-
ity, any documents that would evidence the confidential CIA-academic relationship
at a particular university would be duly classified in accordance with the require-
ments of Executive Order 11652. Furthermore, academic sources of information at
specific institutions must be protected by the Director of Central Intelligence from
unauthorized disclosure in accordance with his responsibilities under section
101(dX3) of the National Security Act of 1947, 50 U.S.C. § 403(d)(3) and the Central
Intelligence Agency Act of 1949, 50 U.S.C. § 403g, which protects the "organization,
functions, names, official titles, salaries, or numbers of personnel" employed by the
CIA.

12. Where, as here, a request is made for information relating to confidential
relationships, the CIA can respond only by refusing to confirm or deny that such
relationships exist. Any other response would have the effect of divulging the very
secret the CIA is directed to protect. To confirm the existence of CIA confidential
contacts at a particular college or university would result in the revelation of
classified information, intelligence sources and methods and undermine the struc-
ture of a valuable intelligence collection program. To deny the existence of CIA
confidential contacts at a particular college or university could through FOIA
requests by the plaintiff or others result in the ultimate identification, by a process
of elimination, of those colleges or universities where CIA has confidential contacts.

13. For the above reasons to insure the viability of an extremely valuable intelli-
gence collection program the CIA neither confirms nor denies the existence of a
confidential relationship or documents evidencing such a relationship with any
institution, its personnel or students, that is a part of the University of California
system.

JOHN F. BLAKE.

Commonwealth of Virginia,
County of Fairfax, ss:

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of June, 1978.

LuLA S. HOOK
Notary Public.

My commission expires: 3 November 1979.
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

FEBRuARY 9 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 6), 1978
Mr. HUDDLESTON (for himself, Mr. BAYH, Mr. GOLDWATER, Mr. MATmAs, Mr.

ROBERT C. BYRD, Mr. BAKER, Mr. BIDEN, Mr. CHAFEE, Mr. GARN, Mr. HART,
Mr. INoUTE, Mr. LUGAR, Mr. MORGAN, Mr. MOYNIHAN, Mr. PEARSON, Mr.
WALLp, Mr. CHURCH, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. MARK 0. HATFIELD, and Mr.
Rrncorr) introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred
to the Select Committee on Intelligence

A BILL
To improve the intelligence system of the United States by the

establishment of a statutory basis for the national intelligence
activities of the United States, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "National Intelligence

4 Reorganization and Reform Act of 1978".

11-0

*(Star Print)

(839)

27-462 0 - 78 -- 54
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1 TITLE I-NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

2 PART A-SHORT TITLE; FINDINGS; PURPOSES;

3 DEFINITIONS

4 SHORT TITLE

5 SEC. 101. This title may be cited as the "National

6 Intelligence Act of 1978".

7 STATEMENT OF FINDINGS

8 SEc. 102. The Congress hereby makes the following

9 findings:

10 (1) Intelligence activities provide timely, accurate, and

11 relevant information and analysis necessary for the conduct

12 of the foreign relations and the protection of the national

13 security of the United States.

14 (2) The collection and production of intelligence, while

15 necessary for the conduct of the foreign relations and the

16 protection of the national security of the United States, are
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1 costly activities. Waste and unnecessary duplication of in-

2 telligence activities can be avoided by more effective central-

3 ized management.

4 (3) Without proper supervision and control, intelligence

5 activities may disrupt the foreign relations of the United

6 States or abridge the constitutional and legal rights of United

7 States citizens.

8 (4) Existing law inadequately defines the authorities of

9 the intelligence agencies of the United States, provides little

10 guidance to the officers and employees of those agencies, and

11 leaves unclear the roles of the various branches of Govern-

12 ment with respect to intelligence activities.

13 STATEMENT OF PURPOSES.

14 SEC. 103. It is the purpose of this Act-

15 (1) to authorize the intelligence activities necessary

16 for the conduct of the foreign relations and the protection

17 of the national security of the United States;

18 (2) to replace the provisions of the National Secu-

19 rity Act of 1947 governing intelligence activities;

20 (3) to insure that the national intelligence activ-

21 ities of the United States are properly and effectively

22 directed, regulated, coordinated, and administered;

23 (4) to insure that the executive and legislative

24 branches are provided, in the most efficient manner, with

25 such accurate, relevant, and timely information and anal-
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1 ysis as those branches need to make sound and informed

2 decisions regarding the security and vital interests of the

3 United States and to protect the United States against

4 foreign intelligence activities, international terrorist ac-

5 tivities, and other forms of hostile action directed against

6 the United States;

7 (5) to provide for the appointment of a Director of

8 National Intelligence, to delineate the responsibilities of

9 such Director, and to confer on such Director the au-

10 thority necessary to fulfill those responsibilities; and

11 (6) to insure that the Director of National Intelli-

12 gence and the entities of the intelligence community

13 are accountable to the President, the Congress, and the

14 people of the United States and that the intelligence

15 activities of the United States are conducted in a manner

16 consistent with the Constitution and laws of the United

17 States and so as not to abridge any right protected by

18 the Constitution or laws of the United States.

19 DEFINITIONS

20 SEc. 104. As used in this title:

21 (1) The term "Attorney General" means the Attorney

22 General of the United States.

23 (2) The term "committee of the Congress" means any

24 committee of the Senate or the House of Representatives or

25 any joint committee of the Congress.
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1 (3) The term "communications security" means the pro-

2 tection resulting from any measure taken to deny unauthor-

3 ized persons information derived from the national security-

4 related telecommunications of the United States, or from

5 any measure taken to insure the authenticity of such

6 telecommunications.

7 (4) The term "continuing resolution" means a bill or

8 joint resolution of the Congress appropriating funds for one

9 or more departments or agencies of the government for a

10 temporary period of time pending the enactment of the reg-

11 ular appropriation Act or Acts for such departments or

12 agencies.

13 (5) The term "counterintelligence" means information

14 pertaining to the capabilities, intentions, or activities of any

15 foreign government in the fields of espionage, other clandes-

16 tine intelligence collection, covert action, assassination, or

17 sabotage, or pertaining to such government's own efforts to

18 protect against the collection of information on its capabili-

19 ties, intentions, or activities.

20 (6) The term "counterintelligence activity" means-

21 (A) the collection, retention, processing, and dis-

22 semination of counterintelligence;

23 (B) the analysis of counterintelligence; or

24 (C) any activity undertaken by the United States

25 to counter the espionage, other clandestine intelligence
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I collection, covert action, assassination, or sabotage, or

2 similar activities of a foreign government or to counter

3 such foreign government's efforts to protect against the

4 collection of information on its capabilities, intentions,

5 or activities.

6 (7) The term "counterterrorism activity" means-

7 (A) the collection, retention, processing, or dis-

8 semination of counterterrorism intelligence;

9 (B) the analysis of counterterrorism intelligence;

10 or

11 (C) any activity undertaken by an entity of the

12 intelligence community intended to protect against an

13 international terrorist activity.

14 (8) The term "counterterrorism intelligence" means

15 information pertaining to the capabilities or intentions of any

16 foreign government or of any organization, association, or

17 individual to commit or otherwise participate in any inter-

18 national terrorist activity.

19 (9) The term "cover"-

20 (A) when used in connection with the Central

21 Intelligence Agency refers to any means by which the

22 true identity or affiliation with the Central Intelligence

23 Agency of any activity, officer, employee, or agent of

24 the Central Intelligence Agency, or of a related corpora-

25 tion or organization, is disguised or concealed;
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1 (B) when used in connection with the Federal

2 Bureau of Investigation, refers to any means by which

3 the true identity or affiliation with the Federal Bureau of

4 Investigation of any activity, officer, employee, or agent

5 of the Federal Bureau of Investigation is disguised or

6 concealed; and

7 (C) when used in connection with the National

8 Security Agency, refers to any means by which the

9 true identity or affiliation with the National Security

10 Agency or the Department of Defense of any activity,

11 officer, employee, or agent of the National Security

12 Agency is disguised or concealed.

13 (10) The term "departmental intelligence" means

14 foreign intelligence that is collected, retained, processed or

15 disseminated primarily for the use of the head of the depart-

16 ment or agency for the conduct of the affairs of the individual

17 department or agency and which has little or no significant

18 national policymaking purpose.

19 (11) The term "departmental intelligence activity"

20 means any foreign intelligence activity, the primary purpose

21 of which is to produce departmental intelligence.

22 (12) The terms "departments and agencies" and "de-

23 partment or agency" mean any department, agency, bureau,

24 independent establishment, or wholly owned corporation of

25 the Government of the United States.
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1 (13) The term "foreign intelligence" means informa-

2 tion pertaining to the capabilities, intentions, or activities of

3 any foreign state, government, organization, association, or

4 individual and.also pertaining to the defense, national secu-

5 rity, foreign policy or related policies of the United States,

6 including information on the foreign aspects of narcotics

7 production and trafficking.

8 (14) The term "foreign intelligence activity" means-

9 (A) the collection, retention, processing, and dis-

10 semination of foreign intelligence; or

11 (B) the analysis of foreign intelligence.

12 (15) The term "intelligence activity" means-

13 (A) any foreign intelligence activity;

14 (B) any counterintelligence activity;

15 (C) any counterterrorism activity; or

16 (D) any special activity.

17 (16) The term "intelligence community" means-

18 (A) the Office of the Director of National

19 Intelligence;

20 (B) the Central Intelligence Agency;

21 (C) the Defense Intelligence Agency;

22 (D) the National Security Agency;

23 (E) any office within the Department of Defense

24 conducting special reconnaissance activities;
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1 (F) the intelligence components of the military

2 services;

3 (G) the intelligence components of the Federal

4 Bureau of Investigation;

5 (H) the Bureau of Intelligence and Research of

6 the Department of State;

7 (I) the intelligence components of the Department

8 of the Treasury;

9 (J) the intelligence components of the Drug

10 Enforcement Administration;

11 (K) the intelligence components of the Department

12 of Energy;

13 (L) the successor to any of the agencies, offices,

14 components, or bureaus named in clauses (A) through

15 (K) ; and

16 (M) such other components of the departments and

17 agencies, to the extent determined by the President, as

18 may be engaged in intelligence activities.

19 (17) The term "intelligence method" means any means

20 which is used to provide support to an intelligence source or

21 operation, and which, if disclosed, is vulnerable to counter-

22 action that could nullify or significantly reduce its effective-

23 ness in supporting the foreign intelligence, counterintelli-

24 gence, or counterterrorism activities of the United States, or
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1 which would, if disclosed, reasonably lead to the disclosure

2 of an intelligence source or operation.

3 (18) The term "intelligence-related activity" means

4 any activity that is-

5 (A) a departmental or tactical intelligence activity

6 that has the capability to provide national intelligence

7 or to support national intelligence activities;

8 (B) is devoted to support of departmental intelli-

9 gence activities;

10 (C) is conducted for the purpose of training person-

11 nel for intelligence duties; or

12 (D) is devoted to research on or development of

13 intelligence capabilities.

14 Such term does not include any intelligence activity which

15 is so closely integrated with a weapons system that the

16 primary function of such activity is to provide immediate

17 data for targeting purposes for that weapons system.

18 (19) The term "intelligence source" means a person,

19 organization, or technical means which provides foreign

20 intelligence, counterintelligence, or counterterrorism intel-

21 ligence, and which, if its identity or capability is disclosed,

22 is vulnerable to counteraction that could nullify or signifi-

23 cantly reduce its effectiveness in providing such intelligence

24 to the United States. Such term also means a person or

25 organization which provides foreign intelligence, counter-
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I intelligence, or counterterrorism intelligence to the United

2 States only with the understanding or on the condition that

3 its identity will remain undisclosed.

4 (20) The term "international organization" means a

5 public international organization designated as such pursuant

6 to section 1 of the International Organizations Immunity

7 Act (22 U.S.C. 288).

8 (21) The term "international terrorist activity" means

9 any activity which-

10 (A) involves-

11 (i) killing, causing serious bodily harm to, or

12 kidnapping one or more individuals;

13 (ii) violent destruction of property; or

14 (iii) an attempt or credible threat to commit

15 any act described in subclause (i) or (ii); and

16 (B) appears intended to further political, social,

17 or economic goals by-

18 (i) intimidating or coercing a civilian popula-

19 tion or any segment thereof;

20 (ii) influencing the policy of a government

21 or international organization by intimidation or

22 coercion; or

23 (iii) obtaining widespread publicity for a group

24 or its cause; and

25 (C) transcends national boundaries in terms of-
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1 (i) the means by which its objective is accom-

2 plished;

3 (ii) the civilian population, government, or in-

4 ternational organization it appears intended to coerce

5 or intimidate, or

6 (iii) the locale in which its perpetrators operate

7 or seek asylum.

8 (22) The term "national intelligence" means foreign

9 intelligence which is collected, retained, processed, or dissem-

10 inated primarily for the use of officials of the United States

11 involved in the formulation and direction of national policy,

12 particularly defense, national security, or foreign policy. Such

13 term also means the production of intelligence analyses co-

14 ordinated among the entities of the Intelligence Community.

15 (23) The term "national intelligence activity" means

16 (A) any special activity in support of national foreign policy

17 objectives, or (B) any foreign intelligence activity the pri-

18 mary purpose of which is to produce national intelligence.

19 Such term includes any foreign intelligence activity of

20 the Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence

21 Agency, the National Security Agency, any office within

22 the Department of Defense supervising special reconnais-

23 sance activities, and any foreign intelligence -activity con-

24 ducted by any other department or agency and designated

25 by the President as a national intelligence activity.
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1 (24) The term "national intelligence budget" means the

2 budget prepared by the Director of National Intelligence

3 pursuant to section 121 of this Act and includes all funds

4 for-

5 (A) the programs of. the Central Intelligence

6 Agency;

7 (B) the programs of the Office of the Director of

8 National Intelligence;

9 (C) the Consolidated Cryptologic Program;

10 (D) the programs of any office within the Depart-

11 ment of Defense conducting special reconnaissance

12 activities;

13 (E) the General Defense Intelligence Program ex-

14 cept such elements of the General Defense Intelligence

15 Program as the Director of National Intelligence and the

16 Secretary of Defense agree should be excluded; and

17 (F) any other program or programs of any depart-

18 ment or agency designated jointly by the Director of

19 National Intelligence and the head of such department

20 or agency.

21 (25) The term "national intelligence program" means

22 all intelligence activities funded in the national intelligence

23 budget.

24 (26) The term "sabotage" means any activity which

25 would be prohibited under chapter 105 of title 18, United

26 States Code, if committed against the United States.
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1 (27) The term "special activity in support of national

2 foreign policy objectives" means an intelligence activity con-

3 ducted abroad which is (A) designed to further official

4 United States programs and policies abroad, and (B)

5 planned and executed so that the role of the United States

6 Government is not apparent or acknowledged publicly. Such

7 term does not include any counterintelligence or counterter-

8 rorism activity or the collection, correlation, processing, dis-

9 semination and analysis of intelligence or related support

10 functions, nor any diplomatic activity of the United States.

11 (28) The term "tactical intelligence" means foreign

12 intelligence pertaining to the armed forces of a foreign gov-

13 ernment and required by the armed forces of the United

14 States to maintain their readiness for combat operations and

15 to support the planning and conduct of combat operations

16 by the United States.

17 (29) The term "tactical intelligence activity" means the

18 collection, retention, processing, and dissemination of tactical

19 intelligence.

20 (30) The term "United States media organization"

21 means any organization publishing on a regular basis for

22 public dissemination any newspaper, magazine, journal, or

23 other periodical publication, any news services, any radio or,

2 television network or station, or any organization producing

25 and distributing films or video or audio tapes, if a substan-
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1 tial part of such organization is owned by one or more United

2 States persons, the principal place of business of such orga-

3 nization is in the United States, or the principal distribution

4 of such organization is in the United States. Such term does

5 not include any organization controlled or directed by a gov-

6 ernment of a foreign country.

7 (31) The term "United States person" means-

8 (A) any individual who is a citizen of the United

9 States;

10 (B) any alien admitted for permanent residence

11 (as defined in section 101 (a) (20) of the Immigration

12 and Nationality Act), except that such alien may be

13 presumed to have lost status as a United States person

14 for purposes of this Act after one year of continuous resi-

15 dence outside the United States until information is ob-

16 tained which indicates an intent on the part of such alien

17 to return to the United States as a permanent resident

18 alien;

19 (C) any unincorporated association organized in

20 the United States or a substantial number of whose

21 members are citizens of the United States or aliens law-

22 fully admitted for permanent residence, except that an

23 unincorporated association outside the United States may

24 be presumed not to be a United States person until

25 information is obtained which indicates the contrary; or
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1 (D) any corporation which is incorporated in the

2 United States and which is not controlled or dirccted by

3 a government of a foreign country.

4 PART B-AUTHORIZATION FOR NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

5 ACTIVITIES, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, AND

6 COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES; DIRECTOR AND

7 DEPUTY DIRECTOR; DUTIES AND AUTHORITIES

8 NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES, OOUNTERINTELLI-

9 GENCE ACTIVITIES, AND COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVI-

10 TIES; AUTHORIZATION

11 SEC. 111. (a) The entities of the intelligence community

12 are authorized to conduct, under the direction and control of

13 the National Security Council, national intelligence activities,

14 including special activities in support of national foreign

15 policy objectives (hereinafter in this Act referred to as "spe-

16 cial activities"), counterintelligence activities, and counter-

17 terrorism activities.

18 (b) National intelligence activities, counterintelligence

19 activities, and counterterrorism activities may be undertaken

20 only by entities of the intelligence community and only in

21 accordance with the provisions of this Act.

22 (c) Nothing in this title shall be construed to prohibit

23 any department or agency from collecting, processing, evalu-

24 ating, or disseminating departmental or tactical intelligence

25 if such department or agency is otherwise authorized to do so.
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1 PRESIDENTIAL DESIGNATION OF NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

2 ACTIVITIES

3 SEC. 112. (a) The President shall determine annually

4 which intelligence activities, if any, in addition to those spe-

5 cifically defined as national intelligence activities by this

6 title, shall constitute national intelligence activities for the

7 purposes of this Act.

8 (b) The Director of National Intelligence shall, on an

9 annual basis, submit to the President and the National Se-

10 curity Council a report describing the relationships among

11 national intelligence activities and other intelligence and in-

12 telligence-related activities and shall include in such report

13 the recommendations of the Director of National Intelligence

14 with respect to whether any changes should be made in those

15 relationships and whether any intelligence or intelligence-

16 related activity not specifically defined as a national intelli-

17 gence activity by this title should be determined by the

18 President, pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, to be a

19 national intelligence activity.

20 DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR

21 SEC. 113. (a) There is established in the executive

22 branch of the Government an office to be known as the

23 "Office of the Director of National Intelligence" (hereinafter

2 in this title referred to as the "Office of the Director") . There

2 shall be at the head of the Office of the Director a Director
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I of National Intelligence (hereinafter in this title. referred to

2 as the "Director") . There shall be a Deputy Director of

3 National Intelligence (hereinafter in this title referred to as

4 the "Deputy Director") to assist the Director in carrying

5 out the Director's functions under this Act.

6 (b) The Director and the Deputy Director shall be

7 appointed by the President, by and with the advice and

8 consent of the Senate. The Director and the Deputy Director

9 shall each serve at the pleasure of the President. No person

10 may serve as Director or Deputy Director for a period of

11 more than six years unless such person is reappointed to that

12 same office by the President, by and with the advice and

13 consent of the Senate. No person who has served as Director

14 or Deputy Director for a period of less than six years and
15 is subsequently appointed or reappointed to that same office
16 may serve in that office under such appointment or re-
17 appointment for a term of more than six years. In no event
18 may any person serve in either or both offices for more than

19 a total of twelve years.

20 (c) At no time shall the two offices of Director and
21 Deputy Director be occupied simultaneously by commis-
22 sioned officers of the Armed Forces whether in an active or
23 retired status.

(d) (1) If a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces

25 is appointed as Director or Deputy Director, then-
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1 (A) in the performance of the duties of Director or

2 Deputy Director, as the case may be, the officer shall be

3 subject to no supervision, control, restriction, or pro-

4 hibition (military or otherwise) other than would be

5 applicable if that officer were a civilian in no way con-

6 nected with the Department of Defense, the military

7 departments, or the Armed Forces of the United States

8 or any component thereof; and

9 (B) that officer shall not possess or exercise any

10 supervision, control, powers, or functions (other than

11 those authorized to that officer as Director or Deputy

12 Director) with respect to the Department of Defense,

13 the military departments, or the armed forces of the

14 United States or any component thereof, or with respect

15 to any of the personnel (military or civilian) of any

16 of the foregoing.

17 (2) Except as provided in this section, the appointment

18 to the office of Director or Deputy Director of a commis-

19 sioned officer of the Armed Forces, and acceptance of and

20 service in such an office by that officer, shall in no way

21 affect any status, office, rank, or grade that officer may

22 occupy or hold in the armed forces, or any emolument,

23 perquisite, right, privilege, or benefit incident to or arising

24 out of any such status, office, rank, or grade. A commissioned

25 officer shall, while serving in the office of Director or Deputy
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1 Director, continue to hold rank and grade not lower than

2 that in which that officer was serving at the time of that

3 officer's appointment as Director or Deputy Director.

4 (3) The grade of any such commissioned officer shall,

5 during any period such officer occupies the office of Direc-

6 tor or Deputy Director, be in addition to the numbers and

7 percentages authorized for the military department of which

8 such officer is a member.

9 (e) The Director and Deputy Director whether civilian

10 or military shall be compensated while serving as Director

11 or Deputy Director only from funds appropriated to the

12 Office of the Director.

13 (f) If a commissioned officer of the Armed Forces is

14 serving as Director or Deputy Director that officer shall be

15 entitled, while so serving, to the difference, if any, between

16 the regular military compensation (as defined in section

17 101 (25) of title 37, United States Code) to which that

18 officer is entitled and the compensation provided for that

19 office under subchapter II of chapter 53 of title 5, United

20 States Code.

21 (g) The Deputy Director shall act in the place of the

22 Director during the absence or disability of the Director or

23 during any temporary vacancy in the office of the Director.

24 The Director shall provide by regulation which Assistant

25 Director of National Intelligence shall, whenever there is no
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1 Deputy Director, act in the place of the Director during the

2 absence or disability of the Director or during any tempo-

3 rary vacancy in the office of the Director and which Assist-

4 ant Director of National Intelligence shall act in the place

5 of the Deputy Director during the absence or disability of

6 the Deputy Director or during any temporary vacancy in the

7 office of the Deputy Director.

8 (h) In the event that no person has been appointed

9 Director or Deputy Director under subsection (b) of this

10 section as of the effective date of this title, the person holding

11 the office of Director of Central Intelligence on the day
12 before the effective date of this title may be designated by
13 the President (without the advice and consent of the Sen-
14 ate) to serve as Director until the office of Director is filled

15 as provided in subsection (b), and the person holding the
16 office of Deputy Director of Central Intelligence on the day
17 before the effective date of this title may be designated by
18 the President (without the advice and consent of the Senate)

19 to serve as Deputy Director until the office of Deputy Direc-
20 tor is filled as provided in subsection (b); but no person
21 designated to serve as Director or Deputy Director under
22 authority of this subsection may serve in such office under
23 such authority for more than 90 days following the effec-

24 tive date of this title. While so serving such persons shall
25 receive compensation at the rates provided by subsection (e)
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1 for the respective offices in which they serve. In computing

2 the twelve-year limitation prescribed in subsection (b) of

3 this section, any service by a person as Director or Deputy

4 Director of Central Intelligence as those offices existed be-

5 fore the effective date of this title shall not be included.

6 DUTIES AND AUTHORITIES OF THE DIRECTOR

7 SEC. 114. (a) The Director shall serve, under the

8 direction and control of the National Security Council, as

9 the principal foreign intelligence officer of the United States.

10 (b) The Director shall be responsible for-

11 (1) the coordination of the national intelligence

12 activities of the United States;

13 (2) the coordination of United States counter-

14 intelligence activities abroad; and

15 (3) the coordination of United States counter-

16 terrorism activities conducted abroad by the entities of

17 the intelligence community.

18 (c) The Director shall, on a continuing basis, review

19 all ongoing and proposed national intelligence activities of

20 the United States in order to insure that those activities

21 are properly, efficiently, and effectively directed, regulated,

22 coordinated and administered; that those activities provide,

23 in the most efficient manner, the executive and legislative

24 branches with the information and analysis that those

25 branches need to fulfill their responsibilities under the Con-
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1 stitution and laws of the United States; that those activities

2 do not abridge any right guaranteed or protected by the Con-

3 stitution or laws of the United States; that those activities

4 fully support the national defense or foreign relations of the

5 United States; and that those activities are conducted in

6 conformity with the provisions of this Act and the Con-

7 stitution and laws of the United States. To achieve these

8 ends the Director shall provide such guidance to the head

9 of each entity of the intelligence community as the Director

10 deems appropriate.

11 (d) Subject to the provisions of section 117, the Direc-

12 tor shall act as. the Director of the Central Intelligence

13 Agency and of such staff as may be required to discharge

14 the Director's responsibilities under this Act.

15 (e) The Director shall coordinate and direct the collec-

16 tion of national intelligence by the entities of the intelligence

17 community by-

18 (1) developing such plans, objectives, and require-

19 ments for the entities of the intelligence community as

20 are necessary to meet the intelligence needs and pri-

21 orities established by the National Security Council;

22 (2) establishing procedures, in coordination with

23 the heads of departments and agencies not within the
24 intelligence community, to increase, insofar as is possible,

the national intelligence contribution made by those
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1 departments and agencies without adversely affecting

2 the performance of their other authorized duties;

3 (3) coordinating all clandestine collection of in-

4 telligence outside the United States including all clan-

5 destine collection of intelligence outside the United States

6 utilizing human sources.

7 (f) The Director shall be responsible for the production

8 of national intelligence, including national intelligence esti-

9 mates and other intelligence community-coordinated analy-

10 ses, and shall-

11 (1) provide, under appropriate security procedures,

12 the executive and legislative branches with accurate,

13 relevant, and timely national intelligence needed by such

14 branches to fulfill their responsibilities under the Con-

15 stitution and laws of the United States;

16 (2) insure that in the production of national intel-

17 ligence any diverse points of view are presented fully

18 and considered carefully, and that differences of judg-

19 ment within the intelligence community are clearly

20 expressed for policymakers; and

21 (3) obtain, in consultation with the head of any

22 entity of the intelligence community, such analytic as-

23 sistance from that entity as is necessary for the Director

to fulfill the Director's responsibilities under this sub-

25 section;
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1 (g) The Director shall be responsible for the dissemina-

2 tion, under appropriate security procedures, of national in-

3 telligence, and shall-

4 (1) insure that departments and agencies and ap-

5 propriate 'operational commanders of the Armed Forces

6 of the United States are furnished such national intelli-

7 gence as is relevant to their respective duties and

8 responsibilities;

9 (2) establish procedures to increase the usefulness

10 for departments and agencies (including departments

11 and agencies not within the intelligence community) of

12 information collected, processed, and analyzed through

13 national intelligence activities; and

14 (3) insure access of each entity of the intelligence

15 community to national intelligence relevant to that en-

16 tity's authorized national intelligence, counterintelligence,

17 or counterterrorism responsibilities which has been col-

18 lected or produced by any other entity of the intelligence

19 community.

20 (h) The Director shall be responsible for evaluating the

21 quality of the national intelligence that is collected, produced,

22 and disseminated by entities of the intelligence community

23 and shall report on an annual basis to the Permanent Select

24 Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives

25 and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate on
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I the results of such evaluations and on the Director's efforts

2 to improve the quality of national intelligence.

3 (i) The Director shall insure the appropriate imple-

4 mentation of special activities and sensitive clandestine col-

5 lection projects.

6 (j) The Director, in consultation with the Secretary of

7 State, shall-

8 (1) formulate policies with respect to intelligence

9 arrangements with foreign governments;

10 (2) coordinate intelligence relationships between

11 the various entities of the intelligence community and

12 the foreign intelligence or internal security services of

13 foreign governments; and

14 (3) advise the Permanent Select Committee on In-

15 telligence of the House of Representatives and the Select

16 Committee on Intelligence of the Senate of any proposed

17 agreement governing the relationship between any en-

18 tity of the intelligence community and any foreign intel-

19 ligence or internal security service of a foreign govern-

20 ment before such agreement takes effect.

21 (k) The Director shall assign to a single entity of the

22 intelligence community, after consultation with the head of

23 that entity, responsibility for any service which is of common

24 concern to more than one entity but which can be more effi-

25 ciently and effectively performed by a single entity.
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1 (1) The Director shall be responsible, subject to the pro-

2 visions of this Act, for the protection from unauthorized dis-

3 closure of intelligence sources and methods, and shall estab-

4 lish for departments and agencies security standards for the

5 management and handling of information and material relat-

6 ing to intelligence sources and methods. The Director shall

7 take such steps as are necessary, consistent with applicable

8 laws and executive orders, to insure timely declassification

9 of such information and material.

10 (m) The Director may appoint, promote, and separate

11 such personnel or contract for such personnel services as the

12 Director deems advisable, without regard to the provisions

13 of title 5, United States Code, governing appointments to,

14 promotions in, and separations from the competitive service,

15 and without regard to the limitations on types of persons to

16 be employed, and fix the compensation of such personnel

17 without regard to chapter 51 and subchapter III of chapter

18 53 of such title, relating to classification and General Sched-

19 ule pay rates, but at such rates not in excess of the maximum

20 rate for Executive Schedule V under section 5316 of that

21 title. Such personnel may include, but shall not be limited

22 to, persons employed by any entity of the intelligence

23 community.

24 (n) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

25 Director may terminate the employment of any officer or
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I employee of the Office of the Director or the security clear-

2 ance of any contractor of any entity of the intelligence com-

3 munity whenever the Director considers such termination

4 necessary or advisable in the interests of the national security

5 of the United States. The Director shall periodically report

6 to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

7 House of Representatives and the Select Committee on In-

8 telligence of the Senate on the exercise of the Director's

9 authority under this paragraph.

10 (o) Any officer or employee of the Office of the Director

11 who has been separated under subsection (m) or whose

12 employment has been terminated under subsection (n) may

13 seek or accept employment elsewhere in the Government if

14 declared eligible for such employment by the United States

15 Civil Service Commission. The Civil Service Commission

16 may place such officer or employee in a position in the com-

17 petitive civil service in the same manner as an employee

18 who is transferred between two positions in the competitive

19 service, but only if that officer or employee has served with

20 the Office of the Director for at least one year continuously

21 immediately preceding separation or termination.

22 (p) In order to carry out the Director's duties under

23 this title, the Director is authorized to conduct program and

24 performance audits and evaluations of the entities of the

25 intelligence community and to obtain from any department

27-462 0 - 78 - 56
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1 or agency such information as the Director deems necessary

2 to perform such duties; and each department and agency

3 shall furnish, upon request and in accordance with applicable

4 law, such information to the Director. The Director shall

5 take appropriate steps to maintain the confidentiality of any

6 confidential information which is provided by any depart-

7 ment or agency.

8 (q) In order to carry out the Director's duties under

9 this title, the Director shall review all research and develop-

10 ment activities which support the intelligence or intelligence-

11 related activities of the Government and may review all

12 the intelligence and intelligence-related activities of the

13 Government.

14 (r) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit

15 any entity of the intelligence community, if otherwise au-

16 thorized to do so, from producing and disseminating its own

17 analyses of national intelligence information collected by any

18 entity of the intelligence community, but any such analyses

19 shall be promptly provided to the Director.

20 DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR REPORTING

21 NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

22 SEC. 115. It shall be the responsibility of the heads of

23 departments and agencies to insure that all national intelli-

24 gence obtained by such departments and agencies is promptly
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1 furnished to the Director or to the entity of the intelligence

2 community designated by the Director to receive such

3 intelligence.

4 ASSISTANT DIRECTORS; COMMITTEES AND BOARDS

5 SEC. 116. (a) The President is authorized to appoint,

6 by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, not more

7 than five Assistant Directors of National Intelligence to

8 assist the Director in carrying out the responsibilities of

9 the Director under this Act. At no time shall more than

10 two of the positions of Assistant Director of National Intel-

11 ligence be occupied by commissioned officers of the Armed

12 Forces, whether in active or retired status.

13 (b) The Director, with respect to the Office of the
14 Director, the Attorney General with respect to the Attorney
15 General's duties and responsibilities under this Act, and the
16 head of each entity of the intelligence community with
17 respect to that entity, is authorized to establish such com-
18 mittees or boards, composed of officers and employees of
19 the United States, as may be necessary to carry out effec-
20

tively the provisions of this Act.
21 (c) (1) The Director, with respect to the Office of the
22

2 Director, the Attorney General with respect to the Attorney
23

General's duties and responsibilities under this Act, and the
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I head of each entity of the intelligence community with re-

2 spect to that entity, is authorized to establish such advisory

3 committees as may be necessary to provide expert advice

4 regarding the administration of this Act.

5. (2) The provisions of the Federal Advisory Com-

6 mittee Act (86 Stat. 770; 5 U.S.C. App. I, 1-15) shall

7 apply with respect to any advisory committee established

8 under authority of this subsection except that the Director,

9 Attorney General, or the head of any entity of the intelli-

10 gence community, as the case may be, may waive the

11 application of any or all of the provisions of that Act when

12 such official deems such action necessary to the successful

13 performance of the duties of the Director, the Attorney Gen-

14 eral, or any entity of the intelligence community, as the

15 case may be, or to protect the security of the activities of

16 the intelligence community. Any waiver exercised by the

17 Director, the Attorney General, or the head of any entity

18 of the intelligence community under this section shall be

19 reported to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence

20 of the House of Representatives and the Select Committee

21 on Intelligence of the Senate and the names of all persons

22 appointed to serve on any advisory committee established

23 under authority of this subsection shall be reported to such

24 committees.
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1 AUTHORITY OF THE PRESIDENT TO TRANSFER CERTAIN

2 DUTIES AND AUTHORITIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF

3 NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE

4 SEC. 117. (a) The President is authorized to transfer

5 any or all of the duties and authorities of the Director which

6 pertain to the Director's duties and authorities as head of the

7 Central Intelligence Agency to any person serving as the

8 Deputy Director or to any person serving as an Assistant

9 Director of National Intelligence if such person was ap-

10 pointed to the position of Deputy Director or to the position

11 of Assistant Director of National Intelligence by and with

12 the advice and consent of the Senate and if-

13 (1) such person is not a commissioned, officer of

14 the Armed Forces whether in active or retired status;

15 (2) the President notifies the Congress in writing of

16 the proposed transfer and specifically describes the duties

17 and authorities to be transferred and identifies the officer

18 or employee to whom such duties and authorities are to

19 be transferred;

20 (3) 60 days of continuous session of the Con-

21 gress have expired following the day on which such

22 notification was received by the Congress; and

23 (4) neither House of Congress has adopted, within

such 60-day period, a resolution disapproving such

transfer of authority.
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1 (b) For the purposes of this section, the continuity of a

2 session of Congress is broken only by an adjournment of the

3 Congress sine die, and the days on which either House is not

4 in session because of an adjournment of more than 3 days

5 to a day certain are excluded in the computation of such 60-

6 day period.

7 PART C-BUDGET AUTHORITY; LIMITATION ON APPRo-

8 PRIATIONS; COMPTROLLER GENERAL AUDITS

9 NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM AND BUDGET

10 AUTHORITY; INFORMATION

11 SEC. 121. (a) The Director shall be responsible for the

12 preparation and approval of the national intelligence budget

13 presented to the President through the Office of Management

14 and Budget, and, after approval of such budget, for its

15 presentation to the Congress. In carrying out the Director's

16 responsibility under this section, the Director shall-

17 (1) provide guidance and assistance to the heads

18 of the various entities of the intelligence community

19 in the preparation of the programs and budgets of such

20 entities which relate to national intelligence;

21- (2) after reviewing and evaluating the annual pro-

22 gram and budget proposals submitted to the Director

23 pursuant to subsection (b) of this section, prepare the

24 national intelligence budget;

25 (3) present the national intelligence budget to the
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1 President through the Office of Management and Budget;

2 and

3 (4) present and justify to the Congress the Presi-

4 dent's annual budget for national intelligence and, con-

5 currently, submit a report to the appropriate committees

6 of the Congress on the decisions of the President made

7 under the authority of section 112 (a) of this title.

8 (b) The head of each entity of the intelligence com-

9 munity shall develop and submit to the Director and the

10 head of the department or agency in which that entity is

11 located-

12 (1) a proposed program and budget, in such form

33 and at such time as the Director shall prescribe, for that

14 entity based upon program and budget guidance from

15 the Director; and

16 (2) such information as the Director may find

17 necessary to carry out the Director's program and budget

18 responsibilities under this section.

19 (c) The head of each department or agency that
20 includes an entity of the intelligence community shall take

21 such action as may be necessary to insure that internal

22 program and budget decisions of such department or agency

23 have no adverse effect on that department or agency's

2 presidentially-approved program or budget relating to the
25 activities of the entity of the intelligence community within
26 that department or agency.
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1 REQUIREMENTS RELATING TO APPROPRIATIONS FOR NA-

2 TIONAL INTELLIGENCE, COUNTERINTELLIGENCE, AND

3 COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES

4 SEC. 122. (a) No funds may be appropriated for any

5 fiscal year beginning after September 30, 1978, for the

6 purpose of carrying out any national intelligence activity,

7 counterintelligence activity, or counterterrorism activity by

8 any entity of the intelligence community unless funds for

9 such activity have been previously authorized by legislation

10 enacted during the same fiscal year or during one of the

11 two immediately preceding fiscal years, except that this

12 limitation shall not apply to funds appropriated by any

13 continuing resolution.

14 (b) Whenever the Director determines such action to

15 be necessary in the interest of the national security, the

16 expenditure of funds to cover matters relating to national

17 intelligence activities, counterintelligence activities, and

18 counterterrorism activities shall be accounted for solely on

19 the certificate of the Director and every such certificate

20 shall be deemed a sufficient voucher for the amount certified

21 therein, but funds expended for such purposes may be

22 expended only for activities authorized by law. The Direc-

23 tor shall report quarterly to the Committee on Appropria-

24 tions of the House of Representatives, the Committee on

25 Appropriations of the Senate, the Permanent Select Com-
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1 mittee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives, and

2 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate on

3 expenditures made under the authority of this subsection.

4 AUDITS AND REVIEWS BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL

5 SEC. 123. (a) All funds appropriated to the Office of

6 the Director, all funds appropriated to entities of the intel-

7 ligence community, and all national intelligence activities,

8 counterintelligence activities, and counterterrorism activities

9 conducted by entities of the intelligence community, and

10 information and materials relating thereto, shall be subject

11 to financial and program management audit and review by
12 the Comptroller General of the United States, upon the
13 request of the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
14 of the House of Representatives or the Select Committee on
15 Intelligence of the Senate.

16 (b) Nothing in subsection (a) shall be construed as a
17 limitation on the existing authority of any other committee
18 of the Congress to request financial and program manage-

19 ment audits and reviews by the Comptroller General of the
20 United States of any national intelligence activity, counter-
21 intelligence activity, or counterterrorism activity over which
22 such committee has legislative jurisdiction, but the results
23 of any such audit or review conducted at the request of any
2 committee of the Congress other than one of the two select
2 committees named in subsection (a) shall be submitted to
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(1) the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

2 House of Representatives, in the case of any audit or review

:, requested by a committee of the House of Representatives,

4 and shall be made available by such select committee, in

5 accordance with and subject to the provisions of section 153

6 of this title, to the committee of the House of Representa-

7 tives which requested such audit or review, and (2) the Sc-

8 lect Committee on Intelligence of the Senate, in the case of

9 any audit or review requested by a committee of the Senate,

10 and shall be made available by such select committee, in

11 accordance with and subject to the provisions of section 153

12 of this title, to the committee of the Senate which requested

13 such audit or review.

14 (c) Any audit or review of any national intelligence

15 activity, counterintelligence activity, or counterterrorism

16 activity conducted by the Comptroller General of the United

17 States at the request of one of the two select committees

18 named in subsection (a) or any audit or review conducted

19 by the Comptroller General at the request of any other com-

20 mittee of the Congress of any national intelligence activity,

21 counterintelligence activity, or counterterrorism activity over

22 which such committee has legislative jurisdiction shall be

23 conducted in accordance with such security standards as may

24 be prescribed by the Director in consultation with the com-

25 mittee requesting such audit or review.
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1 (d) The Comptroller General of the United States shall

2 promptly notify the Permanent Select Committee on Intel-

3 ligence of the House of Representatives and the Select Com-

4 mittee on Intelligence of the Senate whenever the Comp-

5 troller General is conducting any audit or review of national

6 intelligence activities, counterintelligence activities, or coun-

7 terterrorism activities if such audit or review is being con-

8 ducted under authority of law not requiring the request of a

9 committee of the Congress. Upon completion of any such

10 audit or review, the Comptroller General shall submit a copy

11 of the results of such audit or review to such select

12 committees.

13 (e) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this

14 subsection, the Director may exempt from any such audit

15 and review any funds expended for a particular national in-

16 telligence, counterintelligence, or counterterrorism activity,

17 and the activity for which such funds are expended if the

18 Director (1) determines such exemption to be essential to

19 protect the security of the United States, (2) notifies the

20 appropriate committees of the Congress of such exemption

21 and the reasons for granting it, and (3) reports semi-

22, annually to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence

23 of the House of Representatives and the Select Committee on

24 Intelligence of the Senate on each activity exempted under

25 this subsection. In any case in which the Director exempts
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1 from audit and review under this subsection an audit and re-

2 view initiated by the Comptroller General of the United

3 States (not initiated at the request of any committee of the

4 Congress), the Director shall submit the notification required

5 under this subsection to the select committees named in the

6 preceding sentence.

7 PART D-PROCEDURES, RESTRICTIONS, AND PROHIBITIONS

8 RELATING TO INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION ACTIVITIES

9 AND SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

10 PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SENSITIVE INTEL-

11 LIGENCE COLLECTION PROJECTS AND SPECIAL ACTIV-

12 ITIES

13 SEC. 131. (a) The National Security Council shall

14 review, in accordance with this section, each proposed

15 special activity, and such clandestine collection activities as

16 the President specifies, conducted by any entity of the

17 intelligence community or by any organization or individual

18 for or on behalf of the United States. No decision or recom-

19 mendation to the President with respect to any such activ-

20 ity may be made for the purposes of this section unless the

21 activity has been considered by the National Security Coun-

22 cil or a subcommittee thereof at a formal meeting at which

23 the following officers or, in unusual circumstances when such

24 officers were unavailable, their designated representatives

25 were present: the Secretary of State, the Secretary of De-
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1 fense, the Attorney General, and the Director of National

2 Intelligence. As used in this section, the term the "National

3 Security Council" includes any subcommittee of such council

4 if constituted as provided in the preceding sentence.

5 (b) (1) The President shall establish standards and

6 procedures by which activities involving clandestine collec-

7 tion of foreign intelligence shall be reviewed and approved.

8 Such standards and procedures shall provide criteria by

9 which to identify activities whose importance or sensitivity

10 requires review by the National Security Council and notifi-

11 cation to the President of such review prior to initiation, and

12 activities whose exceptional importance or sensitivity re-

13 quires, in addition to National Security Council review, the

14 President's personal approval prior to initiation.

15 (2) Any standard or procedure established pursuant to

16 paragraph (1), any regulation promulgated to implement

17 any such standard or procedure, and any amendment to

18 any such standard, procedure, or regulation shall be submitted

19 to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

20 House of Representatives and the Select Committee on

21 Intelligence of the Senate at least 60 days prior to the

22 date on which such standard, procedure, regulation, or

23 amendment shall become effective.

24 (c) Whenever the National Security Council or the

25 President reviews any special activity or clandestine collec-
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1 tion activity, careful and systematic consideration shall be

2 given to all appropriate factors, including, but not limited

3 to, the following:

4 (1) the justification for such proposed activity;

5 (2) the nature, scope, probable duration, estimated

6 cost, foreseeable risks, likely consequences of disclosure,

7 and actions necessary in the event of the termination

8 of such activity;

9 (3) the relationship between the proposed activity

10 and any previously approved activity;

11 (4) the likelihood that the objectives of such ac-

12 tivity would be achieved by overt or less sensitive al-

13 ternatives; and

14 (5) the legal implications of the proposed activity.

15 (d) No special activity may be initiated unless the

16 activity has been approved by the President and the President

17 has made a written finding that, in the President's opinion-

18 (1) such activity is essential to the national defense

.19 or the conduct of the foreign policy of the United States;

20 (2) the anticipated benefits of such activity justify

21 the foreseeable risks and likely consequences of its dis-

22 closure to a foreign power;

23 (3) overt or less sensitive alternatives would not

be likely to achieve the intended objectives; and
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1 (4) the circumstances require the use of extraordi-

2 nary means.

3 (e) No clandestine collection activity requiring the

4 President's personal approval, under standards and pro-

5 cedures established by the President pursuant to subsection

6 (b), may be initiated unless the President has made a writ-

7 ten finding that-

8 (1) the information to be obtained by such project

9 is essential to the national defense or the conduct of the

10 foreign policy of the United States;

11 (2) the importance of the information justifies the

12 foreseeable risks or the likely consequences of disclosure

13 to a foreign power; and

14 (3) overt or less sensitive alternatives would not

15 be likely to accomplish the intended objectives.

16 (f) The National Security Council shall review at least

17 annually each ongoing special activity and each ongoing

18 clandestine collection activity which, prior to initiation,

19 required approval by the President or review by the Na-

20 tional Security Council and notification of the President.

21 Any such activity whose initiation required the President's

22 personal approval may be continued after such annual re-

23 view by the National Security Council only if the President

24 reaffirms in a timely manner the findings required by sub-

25 section (d) or (e), as the case may be.
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1 (g) The Director shall, prior to the initiation of any

2 special activity or any clandestine collection activity which,

3 prior to initiation, requires personal approval by the Presi-

4 dent or review by the National Security Council and notifi-

5 cation to the President, notify the Permanent Select Com-

6 mittee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and

7 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate of the

8 facts and circumstances of such activity, and of the Presiden-

9 tial findings, if any, required by subsection (d) or (e), as

10 the case may be. In extraordinary circumstances, any such

11 special activity or clandestine collection activity may be

12 initiated without such prior notification if the President

13 notifies the select committees of the Congress named in the

14 preceding sentence within 48 hours after the initiation of

15 such activity, certifies to such committees that prior notifica-

16 tion would have resulted in a delay which would have been

17 harmful to the United States, and discloses to such commit-

18 tees the reasons why such delay would have been harmful.

19 This subsection shall not, however, be construed as requir-

20 ing the approval of any committee of the Congress prior

21 to the initiation of any such activity.

22 (h) Any significant change in any special activity or in

23 any clandestine collection activity which, prior to initiation,

24 required personal approval by the President or review by the

25 National Security Council and notification to the President
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I shall require review, approval, and reporting to the select

2 committees named in subsection (g) in the same manner as

3 the activity itself.

4 (i) Any significant change in the factors considered

5 under subsection (c) regarding any special activity or any

6 clandestine collection activity which, prior to initiation,

7 required personal approval by the President or review by

8 the National Security Council and notification of the Pres-

9 ident shall be reported to the National Security Council and

10 to the appropriate committees of the Congress.

11 (j) No department or agency other than (1) the Cen-

12 tral Intelligence Agency, and (2) the armed forces of the

13 United States during any period of war declared by the

14 Congress may conduct any special activity. Notwithstanding

15 the foregoing sentence, the Central Intelligence Agency,

16 the armed forces, and other departments and agencies may

17 provide support for any approved special activity conducted

18 by the Central Intelligence Agency or the armed forces,

19 as the case may be, if the President finds that the Central

20 Intelligence Agency or, during a period of war declared by

21 the Congress, the armed forces of the United States, as the

22 case may be, would not be able to accomplish substantially

23 the objectives of the special activity without such support

24 from such other departments and agencies, and if the Pres-

25 ident promptly notifies the Permanent Select Committee on
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1 Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the Select

2 Committee on Intelligence of the Senate of such support.

3 (k) The National Security Council shall maintain a

4 record of all written findings made by the President pur-

5 suant to subsection (d),. (e), and (f).

6 (1) The Director shall submit a written report semian-

7 nually to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence

8 of the House of Representatives and the Select Committee on

9 Intelligence of the Senate on all ongoing special activities

10 and clandestine collection activities which, prior to initiation,

11 required personal approval by the President or review by

12 the National Security Council and notification of the Presi-

13 dent being carried out by, for, or on behalf of, the United

14 States.

15 RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF CERTAIN CATEGORIES OF

16 INDIVIDUALS FOR CERTAIN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

17 SEC. 132. (a) No entity of the intelligence. community

18 may-

19 (1) pay or provide other valuable consideration to

20 any United States person following a full-time religious

21 vocation to-

22 (A) engage in any intelligence activity for or

23 on behalf of the United States, or

24 (B) provide any intelligence information to

25 any department or agency;
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1 (2) pay or provide other valuable consideration to

2 any United States person whose travel to a foreign

3 country is sponsored and supported by the United States

4 as part of a United States Government program de-

5 signed to promote education or the arts, humanities, or

6 cultural affairs to-

7 (A) engage in any intelligence activity for or

8 on behalf of the United States while such individual

9 is-

10 (i) participating in any such program, and

11 (ii) traveling or temporarily residing in

12 any foreign country;

13 (B) provide any intelligence information ac-

14 quired while such individual was-

15 (i) participating in any such program, and

16 (ii) traveling or temporarily residing in

17 any foreign country;

18 (3) pay or provide other valuable consideration to

19 any individual to engage in any intelligence activity for

20 or on behalf of the United States or provide any in-

21 telligence information to any department or agency if

22 such individual-

23 (A) is a journalist accredited to any United

24 States media organization,
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1 (B) is not an openly acknowledged officer, em-

2 ployee, or contractor of any entity of the intelligence

3 community and regularly contributes material relat-

4 ing to politics, economics, international affairs, mili-

5 tary, or scientific matters to any United States media

6 organization,

7 (C) is regularly involved in the editing of

8 material for any United States media organization,

9 or

10 (D) acts to set policy for, or provide direction

11 to, any United States media organization;

12 (4) pay for or otherwise knowingly or intentionally

13 support the distribution within the United States of any

14 book, magazine, article, publication, film, or video or

15 audio tape, unless such support is publicly announced;

16 (5) pay for or otherwise knowingly or intentionally

17 support the distribution in any foreign country of any

18 book, magazine, article, publication, film, or video or

19 audio tape if the purpose of the distribution in such

20 foreign country, or if the likely result of such distribution

21 would be the substantial redistribution of such book,

22 magazine, article, publication, film, or video or audio

23 tape, as the case may be, within the United States unless

24 such support is publicly announced;

25 (6) use, for the purpose of establishing, furnishing,
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1 or maintaining cover for any officer, employee, or agent

2 of such entity, an affiliation, real or ostensible, with any

3 United States religious organization, United States media

4 organization, United States academic institution, the

5 Peace Corps, or any United States Government program

6 designed to promote education, the arts, humanities, or

7 cultural affairs through international exchanges.

8 (b) No entity of the intelligence community may use as

9 a source of operational assistance in any clandestine intelli-

10 gence activity in any foreign country, any individual who-

11 (1) is a permanent resident alien who has applied

12 for United States citizenship, unless the head of the en-

13 tity which proposes to use such alien for such purpose

14 makes a written finding that the use of such alien for

15 such purpose is necessary to an authorized intelligence

16 activity of that entity; or

17 . (2) is a United States person whose travel to such

18 country is sponsored and supported by a United States

19 academic institution unless the appropriate senior offi-

20 cials of such institution are notified that such person is

21 being used for such purpose.

22 (c) No entity of the, intelligence community may use

23 any United States person, other than an officer, employee,

24 or contractor of an entity of the intelligence community or

25 an individual assigned or detailed to an entity of the intelli-
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i gence community to provide operational assistance in the

2 conduct of any clandestine intelligence activity unless such

3 person is informed of the nature of such assistance and of

4 any reasonably anticipated risks to physical safety-that such

5 assistance may pose and such person voluntarily consents to

6 provide such assistance.

7 (d) The Director shall formulate regulations necessary

8 to carry out the provisions of this. section and submit such

9 proposed regulations to the Permanent Select Committee

10 on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the

11 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate; and no such

12 regulation, or amendment thereto, shall become effective

13 until sixty days after the date on which such regulation or

14 amendment, as the case may be, has been submitted to such

15 committees.

16 (e) Nothing in this section shall be construed to pro-

17 hibit voluntary contacts or the voluntary exchange of infor-

18 mation between any person referred to in subsection (a) and

19 entities of the intelligence community.

20 (f) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prohibit

21 any person described in subsection (a) or (b) from recom-

22 mending or assisting in the recruitment of (1) employees

23 for any entity of the intelligence community, (2) sources of

24 information for any such entity, or (3) sources of opera-

25 tional assistance for any such entity.
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I RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF UNITED STATES PERSONS AS

2 COMBATANTS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

3 SEC. 133. (a) No United States person acting for or

4 on behalf of any entity of the intelligence community, who

5 is not a member of the armed forces of the United States

6 serving on active duty, may be assigned by any entity of the

7 intelligence community as a combatant in any foreign coun-

8 try, except pursuant to a declaration of war by the Congress,

9 or unless-

10 (1) the proposed assignment has been approved in

11 accordance with the provisions for approval of special

12 activities set forth in section 131 of this title; and

13 (2) the Committee on International Relations and

14 the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

15 House of Representatives, and the Committee on For-

16 eign Relations and the Select Committee on Intelligence

17 of the Senate have been notified at least seventy-two

18 hours in advance of the proposed assignment and in-

19 formed of the circumstances necessitating the assign-

20 ment, the constitutional and legislative authority under

21 which the assignment will. take place, and the estimated

22 scope and duration of the assignment; except that in

23 extraordinary circumstances the President may author-

24 ize such assignment without such prior notification of

25 such committees if the President notifies such commit-
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1 tees no later than 48 hours after the assignment

2 has been made, describes in writing the nature of the

3 situation that precluded notification to the committees

4 72 hours in advance of the proposed assignment,

5 and informs the committees of the circumstances

6 necessitating the assignment, the constitutional and leg-

7 islative authority under which the assignment took place,

8 and the estimated scope and duration of the assignment.

9 The foregoing shall not be construed as requiring the

10 approval of any committee of the Congress prior to mak-

11 ing any such assignment.

12 (b) The President shall discontinue the assignment of

13 any United States person described in subsection (a) not

14 later than 60 days after the committees of the Congress

15 named in subsection (a) (2) have been notified of such

16 assignment unless the Congress has declared war or the

17 continued assignment of such United States person as a

18 combatant has been specifically authorized by law. Such

19 60-day period may be extended for not more than an

20 additional 30 days if the President determines and certi-

21 fies in writing to the committees of Congress named in

22 subsection (a) (2) that unavoidable necessity requires the

23 temporary continued assignment of such combatants in such

24 foreign country solely for the purpose of insuring their

25 prompt and safe removal from such country.
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1 (c) No member of the armed forces of the United

2 States serving on active duty who is assigned to duty with,

3 or otherwise subject to the direction or supervision of, any

4 entity of the intelligence community may be assigned by any

5 entity of the intelligence community to any duty as a com-

6 batant except during a war declared by the Congress or

7 during any period beginning on the day on which armed

8 forces are introduced into a situation which requires a

9 reporting of the President to the Congress under the War

10 Powers Resolution (87 Stat. 555) and ending on the last

11 day such forces are authorized to be in such situation (as

12 provided in the War Powers Resolution).

13 (d) As used in this section, the term "combatant" means

14 an individual who is introduced into hostilities in a foreign

15 country or who is introduced into a situation in a foreign

16 country where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly

17 indicated by circumstances. Such term does not include mili-

18 tary or technical advisers not assigned to participate in

19 hostilities.

20 PROHIBITION ON ASSASSINATION

21 SEc. 134. Title 18, United States Code, is amended by-

22 (1) redesignating chapter 85 (relating to prison-

23 made goods) as chapter 86;

24 (2) redesignating section numbers 1761 and 1762
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1 in the table of sections at the beginning of chapter 85

2 as section numbers 1771 and 1772, respectively;

3 (3) redesignating sections 1761 and 1762 as sec-

4 tions 1771 and 1772, respectively;

5 (4) amending the table of chapters in part I of such

6 title by striking out

"85. Prison-made goods--------------------------------- 1751"

7 and inserting in lieu thereof

"85. Assassination of foreign officials----------------------- 1751"
"86. Prison-made goods--------------------------------- 1771";

8 and

9 (5) inserting after chapter 84 a new chapter as

10 follows:

11 "Chapter 85.-ASSASSINATION OF FOREIGN

12 OFFICIALS

13 "§ 1751. Assassination of foreign officials

14 " (a) Whoever, while within the United States or the
15 special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United
16 States, conspires with any other person to kill any foreign
17 official because of such official's office or position or because
18 of such official's political views, actions, or statements while

such official is outside the United States and such jurisdic-
20 tion, and one or more such persons do any overt act within
21 the United States or such jurisdiction to effect the object
22 of the conspiracy, shall be punished by imprisonment for
23

any term of years or for life.
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1 "(b) Whoever being an officer or employee of the

2 United States, while outside the United States and the special

3 maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States,

4 conspires with any other person or persons to kill any

5 foreign official, because of such officiaFs office or position,

6 or because of such official's political views, actions, or state-

7 ments, while such official is outside the United States and

8 such jurisdiction, and one or more such officers, employees,

9 or other persons do any overt act to effect the object of the

10 conspiracy, shall be punished by imprisonment for any term

11 of years or life.

12 "(c) Whoever being an officer or employee of the

13 United States, while outside tbe United States and the special

14 maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United States,

15 attempts to kill any foreign official, because of such official's

16 office or position, or because of such offi'cial's political views,

17 actions, or statements, while such official is outside the

18 United States and such jurisdiction, shall be punished by

19 imprisonment for any term of years or life.

20 " (d) Whoever being an officer or employee of the

21 - United States, while outside the United States and the

22 special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the United

23 States, kills any foreign official, because of such official's office

24 or position, or because of such official's political views,

25 actions, or statements, while such official is outside the
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1 United States and such jurisdiction, shall be punished by

2 imprisonment for any term of years or life, except that

3 any such officer or employee who is found guilty of murder

4 in the first degree shall be sentenced to imprisonment for

5 life.

6 "(e) The provisions of subsections (a) through (d)

7 of this section shall not apply in the case of any conspiracy,

8 attempt, or killing described in such subsections if such con-

9 spiracy, attempt, or killing was committed (1) during any

10 period of war declared by the Congress against another

11 country or during any period when members of the armed

12 forces of the United States were introduced into hostilities

13 against another country under circumstances which required

14 a reporting by the President to the Congress under the pro-

15 visions of the War Powers Resolution (but the exemption

16 from such subsection shall not continue after the last day

17 such forces are authorized to be in such country as provided

18 in the War Powers Resolution), (2) against an official

19 of such country, and (3) at the direction of an official of

20 the United States acting in that official's capacity as an

21 official of the United States.

22 "(f) As used in this section, the term-

23 " (1) 'officer or employee of the United States'

24 means any officer or employee, whether elected or

25 appointed, in the executive, legislative, or judicial branch
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of the Government of the United States (including the

2 District of Columbia) and its territories and possessions,

3 and includes any officer or member of the armed forces;

4 "(2) 'foreign official' means a Chief of State or

5 the political equivalent, President, Vice President, Prime

6 Minister, Premier, Foreign Minister, Ambassador, or

7 other officer, employee, or agent of (A) a foreign gov-

8 ernment; or (B) a foreign political group, party, mili-

9 tary force, movement, or other association; or (C) an

10 international organization;

11 " (3) 'foreign government' means the government

12 of a foreign country, irrespective of official diplomatic

13 recognition by the United States; and

14 " (4) 'international organization' means a public

15 international organization designated as such pursuant

16 to section 1 of the International Organizations Immunity

17 Act (22 U.S.C. 228).".

18 PROHIBITIONS AGAINST PARTICULAR FORMS OF

19 SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

20 SEC. 135. (a) No special activity may be initiated or.

.21 continued which has as its objective or is likely to result in-

22 (1) the support of international terrorist activities;

23 (2) the mass destruction of property;

24 (3) the creation of food or water shortages or

25 floods;
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1 (4) the creation of epidemics of diseases;

2 (5) the use of chemical, biological, or other wea-

3 pons in violation-of treaties or other international agree-

4 ments to which the United States is a party;

5 (6) the violent overthrow of the democratic gov-

6 ernment of any country;

7 (7) the torture of individuals; or

8 (8) the support of any action which violates hu-

9 man rights, conducted by the police, foreign intelligence,

10 or internal security forces of any foreign country.

11 (b) The Director shall formulate regulations necessary

12 to carry out the provisions of this section and submit such

13 proposed regulations to the Permanent Select Committee

14 on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the

15 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate; and no

16 such regulation or amendment thereto, shall become effec-

17 tive until 60 days after the date on which such regula-

18 tion or amendment, as the case may be, has been sub-

19 mitted to such committees.

20 PRESIDENTIAL WAIVER OF THE APPLICATION OF CERTAIN

21 RESTRICTIONS AND PROHIBITIONS IN TIME OF WAR

22 SEC. 136. The President may waive any or all of the

23 provisions of sections 132 (a) (1), (2), and (6), 132 (b),

2 and 135(a) (1), (2), (3), and (6) during-
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1 (1) any period in which the United States is en-

2 gaged in a war declared by the Congress;

3 (2) any period beginning on the day on which

4 United States armed forces are introduced into a situa-

5 tion which requires a report from the President to the

6 Congress under the War Powers Resolution (87 Stat.

7 555) and ending on the last day such forces are au-

8 thorized to be in such situation (as provided in the War

9 Powers Resolution), and (B) to the extent that the

10 waiver is exercised for the purpose of, and is directly

11 related to, the support of the United States armed

12 forces in such situation, if the President determines

13 such action is necessary to protect the security of the

14 United States and notifies the appropriate committees of

15 the Congress at least 72 hours prior to the execu-

16 tion of such waiver and informs such committees of

17 the facts and circumstances requiring such waiver; ex-

18 cept that the President may execute any such waiver

19 during any such period without notification to such

20 committees 72 hours in advance if the President

21 notifies such committees not later than 48 hours

22 after the execution of such waiver, describes in writing

23 the nature of the situation that precluded notification

24 to the committees 72 hours in advance of the proposed

25 assignment and informs such committees of the facts
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1 and circumstances requiring such waiver, including the

2 relationship between such waiver and the introduction

3 of United States armed forces into a situation which

4 requires a reporting of the President to the Congress

5 under the War Powers Resolution; or

6 (3) any period when the President determines that

7 there is a grave and immediate threat to the national

8 security of the United States, that it is vital to the

9 security of the United States for one or more entities of

10 the intelligence community to engage in the activities

11 prohibited by such provisions, and that only such activ-

12 ities will accomplish the objectives necessary to protect

13 the security of the United States. Whenever the Presi-

14 dent proposes to exercise waiver authority under this

15 subsection, the President shall notify the committees of

16 the Congress having jurisdiction over national intelli-

17 gence at least 72 hours prior to the execution of

18 such waiver and inform such committees of the facts

19 and circumstances requiring such waiver; except that

20 the President may execute any such waiver without prior

21 notification to such committees if the President notifies

22 such committees within 48 hours after the execution

23 of such waiver, describes in writing the nature of

24 the situation that precluded notification to the com-

25 mittees 72 hours in advance of the proposed
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I assignment and informs such committees of the facts

2 and circumstances requiring such waiver.

3 (b) Any waiver executed by the President under this'

4 section shall be made a part of the records required to be

5 maintained under section 152 of this title.

6 PROHIBITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS ON ACTIVITIES

7 . UNDERTAKEN INDIRECTLY

8 SEC. 137. (a) No entity of the intelligence community,

9 and no officer or employee of any entity of the intelligence

10 community, shall knowingly pay, cause, request, or otherwise

11 encourage, directly or indirectly, any individual, organiza-

12 tion, or foreign government to engage in any activity in

13 which such entity of the intelligence community is pro-

14 hibited from engaging.

15 (b) No entity of the intelligence community, and no

16 officer or employee of any entity of the intelligence com-

17 munity, shall knowingly pay, cause, request, or otherwise

18 encourage, directly or indirectly, any individual, organization,

19 or foreign government to engage in any activity in which

20 such entity of the intelligence community would be pro-

21 hibited from engaging without prior Presidential approval or

22 review, as the case may be, and prior notification to the

23 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House

24 of Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence

25 of the Senate unless the same requirement or requirements
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1 have been complied with which would have been applicable

2 to such activity, had such activity been undertaken by an

3 entity of the intelligence community.

4 CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

5 SEC. 138. (a) The officers and employees of each en-

6 tity of the intelligence community shall be subject to all laws,

7 executiv 3 orders, regulations, and directives relating to con-

8 flicts of interest and the misuse of information obtained in

9 the course of their official duties. The Director of National

10 Intelligence shall issue regulations necessary to implement

11 such laws, executive orders, regulations, and directives after

12 consultation with and subject to the policy guidance of the

13 Attorney General. The Director, or the head of any entity

14 of the intelligence community with respect to any officer or

15 employee of such entity, is authorized to waive the applica-

16 tion of any operative provision of any such law, executive

17 order, regulation, or directive when the Director of National

18 Intelligence or the head of the entity, as the case may be,

19 deems such action necessary because of the unique function

20 and mission of any officer or employee, but such waiver may

21 be granted in any case only with the written approval of

22 . the Attorney General and only after notification of the

23 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House

24 of Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence
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1 of the Senate that such waiver is to be made and the rea-

2 sons therefor.

3 (b) In any case in which the Director of National In-

4 telligence or the head of any entity of the intelligence com-

5 munity waives any law, executive order, regulation, or di-

6 rective, under the authority of subsection (a) relating to

7 the filing and public disclosure of financial or other informa-

8 tion regarding officers and employees of the United States,

9 any officer or employee on whose behalf such waiver is ex-

10 ercised shall be required to file with the general counsel of

11 the entity concerned the same information such officer or

12 employee would otherwise have had to file, but such infor-

13 mation shall not be subject to the Freedom of Information

14 Act or other public disclosure requirements.

15 RESTRICTIONS ON CONTRACTING

16 SEC. 139. No entity of the intelligence community may

17 enter into any contract or arrangement for the provision of

18 goods or services with any private company or institution

19 in the United States unless the entity sponsorship is known

20 to appropriate officials of the company or institution. In

21, the case of any company or institution other than an academic

22 institution, entity sponsorship may be concealed if it is

23 determined, pursuant to procedures approved by the Attorney
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1 General, that such concealment is necessary to maintain

2 essential cover or proprietary arrangements for intelligence

3 purposes authorized by this Act.

4 PART E-COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND COUNTERTER-

5 RoRism ACTIVITIES; COMMUNICATIONS SECURITY

6 RESTRICTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS REGARDING COUNTER-

7 INTELLIGENCE AND COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES

8 SEC. 141. (a) It shall be the function of the National

9 Security Council to advise and assist the President in the

10 formulation of policy with respect to the counterintelligence

11 and counterterrorism activities of the United States, to in-

12 sure unified direction of such activities, and to insure that

13 the counterintelligence and counterterrorism activities of

14 the United States serve to protect the national security of

15 the United States and are conducted in conformity with

16 the Constitution and laws of the United States and in a manner

17 that does not violate any right guaranteed or protected by

18 the Constitution or laws of the United States. For the

19 purposes of this subsection and subsection (b), the Na-

20 tional Security Council shall include the Attorney General,

21 the Director of National Intelligence, the Director of the

22 Federal Bureau of Investigation, one employee of the Cen-

23 tral Intelligence Agency designated by the Director, and

24 such other members as the President may designate.
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1 (b) It shall also be the function of the National Security

2 Council, with respect to counterintelligence and counter-

3 terrorism, to-

4 (1) establish objectives and priorities for the coun-

5 terintelligence and counterterrorism activities of the

6 United States;

7 (2) monitor the coordination of the counterintelli-

8 gence and counterterrorism activities of the United

9 States;

10 (3) adjudicate disagreements among the entities of

11 the intelligence community on matters relating to the

12 counterintelligence and counterterrorism activities of the

13 United States;

14 (4) prepare and submit to the President and to the

15 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

16 House of Representatives and the Select Committee on

17 Intelligence of the Senate an annual assessment of the

18 threat to which the United States and its interests may

19 be subject as a consequence of the activities of intelli-

20 gence and security services of foreign powers and inter-

21 national terrorist groups and an annual assessment of the

22 effectiveness of the United States' counterintelligence and

23 counterterrorism activities against this threat; and

24 (5) review and assess.the impact of the nonintelli-
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1 gence activities of the United States on the threat de-

2 scribed in clause (4).

3 (c) (1) It shall also be the function of the National

4 Security Council to review, in accordance with this subsec-

5 tion, each proposed counterintelligence and counterterrorism

6 activity of the United States of a type specified by the Presi-

7 dent for review under this subsection. Each such proposed

8 activity shall be considered by the National Security Council

9 at a formal meeting at which the following officers, or in

10 exceptional circumstances when such officers were unavail-

11 able, their designated representatives were present: the Sec-

12 retary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the Attorney Gen-

13 eral, and the Director. No decision or recommendation may

14 be made to the President by the National Security Council

15 under this section regarding any such proposed activity un-

16 less such activity was so considered. As used in this subsec-

17 tion, the term "National Security Council" includes any

18 subcommittee of such council if constituted as provided in the

19 preceding sentence.

20 (2) The President shall establish standards and pro-

21 cedures by which counterintelligence and counterterrorism

22 activities of the United States shall be reviewed and ap-

23 proved. Such standards and procedures shall provide criteria

24 by which to identify counterintelligence and counterterrorism

25 activities whose importance or sensitivity requires review by
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1 the National Security Council and notification to the Presi-

2 dent of such review prior to initiation, and counterintelli-

3 gence and counterterrorism activities whose exceptional

4 importance or sensitivity requires, in addition to National

5 Security Council review, the President's personal approval

6 prior to initiation.

7 (3) Any standard or procedure established pursuant to

8 paragraph (2), any regulation promulgated to implement

9 any such standard or procedure, and any amendment to

10 any such standard, procedure, or regulation shall be sub-

11 mitted to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence

12 of the House of Representatives and the Select Committee

13 on Intelligence of the Senate at least 60 days prior to the

14 date on which such standard, procedure, regulation, or

15 amendment shall become effective.

16 (4) Whenever the National Security Council or the

17 President reviews any counterintelligence or counterterrorism

18 activity, careful and systematic consideration shall be given

19 to all appropriate factors, including, but not limited to, the

20 legal implications of the proposed activity under the Constitu-

21 tion and laws of the United States and under uie treaties

22 and other international agreements to which the United

23 States is a party and the steps to be taken to safeguard

24 rights protected by the Constitution and laws of the United

25 States.
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1 (5) The National Security Council shall review at least

2 annually each ongoing counterintelligence and counterterror-

3 ism activity of the United States which, prior to initiation,

4 required personal approval by the President or review by

5 the National Security Council and notification of the Presi-

6 dent. Any such activity whose initiation required the Presi-

7 dent's personal approval may continue after such annual

8 review by the National Security Council only if the President

9 reaffirms in a timely manner the necessity for such activity.

10 (6) The Attorney General shall, prior to the initiation

11 of any counterintelligence or counterterrorism activity which

12 prior to initiation requires personal approval by the President

13 or review by the National Security Council and notification

14 to the President, notify, in consultation with the Director

15 with respect to any such activity conducted abroad, the

16 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House

17 of Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence

18 of the Senate of the facts and circumstances of such activity.

19 In extraordinary circumstances, any such counterintelligence

20 or counterterrorism activity may be initiated without such

21 prior notification if the President notifies the select commit-

22 tees named in the preceding sentence within 48 hours after

23 the initiation of such activity, certifies to such committees

24 that prior notification would have resulted in a delay which

2 would have been harmful to the United States, and discloses
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1 to such committees the reasons why such delay would have

2 been harmful. This paragraph shall not be construed as re-

3 quiring the approval of any committee of the Congress prior

4 to the initiation of any such activity.

5 (7) Any significant change in any counterintelligence

6 or counterterrorism activity which, prior to initiation, re-

7 quired personal approval by the President or review by the

8 National Security Council and notification to the President

9 shall require review, approval, and reporting to the select

10 committees of the Congress named in paragraph (6) in the

11 same manner as the activity itself.

12 (8) Any significant change in the factors considered

13 under paragraph (4) regarding any counterintelligence or

14 counterterrorism activity which prior to initiation required

15 the personal approval of the President or review by the Na-

16 tional Security Council and notification to the President

17 shall be reported to the National Security Council and to

18 the select committees of the Congress named in paragraph

19 (6).

20 (9) The Attorney General shall submit, in consultation

21 with the Director with respect to counterintelligence or

22 counterterrorism activities conducted abroad, a written report

23 semiannually to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelli-

gence of the House of Representatives and the Select Com-

mittee on Intelligence of the Senate on all ongoing counter-
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1 intelligence and counterterrorism activities being carried out

2 by, for, or on behalf of the United States and which, prior to

3 initiation, required personal approval by the President or

4 review by the National Security Council and notification to

5 the President.

6 COMMUNICATIONS SEOURITY

7 SEC. 142. (a) It shall be the function of the National

8 Security Council to advise and assist the President in the

9 formulation of policy with respect to communications security

10 including the relationship between the communications secu-

11 rity and intelligence activities of the United States. For the

12 purposes of this section, the National Security Council shall

13 include the Secretary of the Treasury, the Attorney General,

14 the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Energy, the

15 Director of National Intelligence, the Director of the National

16 Security Agency, the Director of the Federal Bureau of

17 Investigation, one employee of the Central Intelligence

18 Agency designated by the Director, and such other persons

19 as the President may designate.

20 (b) It shall also be the function of the National Security

21 Council with respect to communications security to-

22 (1) establish objectives for the communications

23 security activities of the United States Government;

24 (2) develop communications security standards for

25 departments and agencies;

(3) provide communications security guidance to
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1 the Secretary of Defense in the Secretary's capacity as

2 the executive agent of the United States Government

3 for communications security;

4 (4) develop communications security policies gov-

5 erning the relationship between departments and agen-

6 cies and foreign governments and between departments

7 and agencies and international organizations, including

8 policies governing the circumstances and terms and con-

9 ditions under which departments and agencies may

10 furnish to such foreign governments and organizations

11 information and materials relating to communications

12 security; and

13 (5) develop policies governing the circumstances

14 and terms and conditions under which departments and

15 agencies may furnish to United States persons informa-

16 tion and materials regarding the vulnerability of non-

17 governmental United States communications to un-

18 authorized interception and exploitation and regarding

19 appropriate means of securing such communications

20 from unauthorized interception and exploitation.

21 (c) The National Security Council shall review, at

22 least once every two years, the communications security

23 needs of departments and agencies, the effectiveness of the

24 communications security procedures utilized by departments
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1 and agencies, and the vulnerability to interception of the

2 communications of United States persons and organizations.

3 (d) The National Security Council shall report annu-

4 ally to the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of

5 the House of Representatives and the Select Committee on

6 Intelligence of the Senate regarding the communications

7 security activities of the United States.

8 PART F-REPORTS ON VIOLATIONS; OVERSIGHT AND Ac-

9 COUNTABILITY; CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE RE-

10 PORTS; DISCLOSURE PROVISIONS; ANNUAL REPORT

11 OF THE DIRECTOR

12 INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD; REPORTING ON

13 VIOLATIONS

14 SEC. 151. (a) The President shall establish a board to

15 be known as the Intelligence Oversight Board (hereinafter

16 in this section referred to as the "Oversight Board") com-

17 posed of three members who shall be appointed by the Presi-

18 dent from outside the Government, by and with the advice

19 and consent of the Senate. No member of the Oversight

20 Board shall have any personal interest in any contractual

21 relationship with any entity of the intelligence community.

22 One member of the Oversight Board shall be designated by

23 the President to serve as chairman.

24 (b) The Oversight Board is authorized to employ such

25 personnel as may be necessary to assist in carrying out its
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1 functions under this title. No person who serves on the staff

2 of the Oversight Board shall have any contractual or employ-

3 ment relationship with any entity of the intelligence com-

4 munity.

5 (c) The Oversight Board shall, upon request, be given

6 access to all information and materials relevant to the Over-

7 sight Board's functions under this title which are in the pos-

8 session, custody, or control of any entity of the intelligence

9 community.

10 (d) It shall be the function of the Oversight Board to-

11 (1) promptly forward to the Attorney General any

12 report received concerning any intelligence activity in

13 which a question of legality has been raised or which the

14 Oversight Board believes raises a question of legality;

15 (2) report in a timely manner to the President, and,

16 as appropriate, to the Attorney General and the Director,

17 any intelligence activity of any entity of the intelligence

18 community which the Board believes raises a serious

19 question of legality;

20 (3) report in a timely manner to the President, and,

21 as appropriate, to the Director, any intelligence activity

22 the Board believes raises a serious question of propriety;

23 (4) conduct such inquiries into the intelligence

24 activities of any entity of the intelligence community
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1 as the Oversight Board deems necessary to carry out the

2 Oversight Board's functions under this title;

3 (5) review periodically the practices and proce-

4 dures of the inspectors general and general counsels of

5 the intelligence community designed to discover and

6 report intelligence activities that raise questions of

7 legality or propriety;

8 (6) review periodically with each entity of the

9 intelligence community that entity's internal rules,

10 regulations, procedures, and directives concerning the

11 legality or propriety of intelligence activities in order to

12 ensure the adequacy of such rules, regulations, proce-

13 dures, and directives; and

14 (7) report periodically to the President, and as

15 the Oversight Board deems appropriate, to the Director,

16 the Attorney General, heads of the entities of the in-

17 telligence community, and the inspectors general and the

18 general counsels of the entities of the intelligence com-

19 munity on the Oversight Board's findings.

20 (e) The inspector general and general counsel of each

21 entity of the intelligence community shall-

22 (1) report, in a timely manner and at least quar-

23 terly, to the Oversight Board and the head of such en-

24 tity any intelligence activity that such inspector general

25 or general counsel believes raises any question of legality
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1 or propriety and report, as appropriate, any subsequent

2 findings on such activities to the Oversight Board and

3 the head of such entity;

4 (2) report promptly to the Oversight Board and

5 the head of such entity actions taken, if any, with re-

6 spect to the Oversight Board's findings, if any, concern-

7 ing any intelligence activity that was reported pursuant

8 to paragraph (1);

9 . (3) provide to the Oversight Board any informa-

10 tion requested by such Board relevant to such Board's

11 functions under this title;

12 (4) formulate practices and procedures for dis-
13 covering and reporting intelligence activities that raise
14 questions of legality or propriety; and

15 (5) report to the Oversight Board, the Director,
16 the Attorney General, and the Permanent Select Com-
17 mittee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives

18 and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate

19 on any occasion on which such inspector general or
20 general counsel is directed by the head of the entity
21 concerned not to report to the Oversight Board on
22 any activity that such inspector general or general
23 counsel believes raises a question of legality or propriety

and on any occasion when such inspector general or
general counsel is denied access to information or denied
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1 authority to investigate a particular matter by the head

2 of the entity concerned.

3 (f) The Attorney General shall-

4 (1) report, in a timely manner, to the Oversight

5 Board any intelligence activity that raises any question

6 of legality which had not been previously reported to

7 the Attorney General by the Oversight Board;

8 (2) report periodically to the President, the Direc-

9 tor, the heads of the appropriate entities of the intelli-

10 gence community, and the Permanent Select Commit-

11 tee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and

12 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate on

13 any intelligence activity that the Attorney General be-

14 lieves raises a question of legality;

15 (3) report periodically to the President, the Over-

16 sight Board, the Director, the heads of the appropriate

17 entities of the intelligence community, and the Perma-

18 nent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of

19 Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelli-

20 gence of the Senate on decisions made or actions taken

21 in response to reports of intelligence activities;

22 (4) ieep the Oversight Board, the Director, the

23 heads and the inspectors general and general counsels

24 of entities of the intelligence community, and the Perma-

25 nent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of
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1 Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelli-

2 gence of the Senate informed regarding legal opinions

3 of the Department of Justice affecting the operations

4 of the intelligence community; and

5 (5), transmit annually to the Permanent Select

6 Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representa-

7 tives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the

8 Senate a written report identifying and describing any

9 intelligence activity during the preceding year which the

10 Attorney General believes constituted a violation of any

11 right guaranteed or protected by the Constitution or laws

12 of the United States or which the Attorney General

13 believes constituted a violation of United States law,

14 executive order, Presidential directive, or Presidential

15 memorandum, and describing corrective actions that

16 have been taken or are being planned.

17 (g) The head of each entity of the intelligence com-

18 munity shall-

19 (1) keep the Director and the Permanent Select

20 Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representa-

21 tives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the

22 Senate informed of intelligence activities that raise ques-

23 tions of propriety and of findings by that entity's inspec-

24 tor general or general counsel on such activities;

27-462 0 - 78 - 59
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1 (2) keep the Director and the Permanent Select

2 Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representa-

11 tives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the

4 Senate informed of actions taken, if any, with respect

5 to findings by the Oversight Board, if any, concerning

6 any intelligence activity that was reported pursuant to

7 subsection (e) (1)

8 (3) insure that the inspector general and the gen-

9 eral counsel of that entity have access to any informa-

10. tion necessary to perform their functions under this Act;

11 (4) provide to the Attorney General, in accordance

12 with applicable law, any information required by the

13 Attorney General to fulfill the Attorney General's re-

14 sponsibilities under this Act; and

15 (5) provide, immediately, to the Attorney General,

16 the Director, the Oversight Board, and the Permanent

17 Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Rep-

18 resentatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence

19 of the Senate an explanation, in writing, of any instance

20 in which the inspector general or general counsel of that

21 entity was denied access to information, instructed not

22 to report to the Oversight Board on a particular activ-

23 ity, or was denied authority to investigate a particular

24 activity.

25 (h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this sec-
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1 tion, the head of each entity of the intelligence community

2 and the inspector general and general counsel thereof shall

3 have primary responsibility for insuring the legality and

4 propriety of the activities of that entity.

5 . (i) (1) The head of each entity of the intelligence

6 community shall with respect to that entity-

7 (A) report to the Attorney General, pursuant to

8 section 535 of title 28, United States Code, and the

9 Oversight Board, immediately upon discovery, any

10 evidence of possible violation of Federal law by any

11 officer or employee of that entity;

12 (B) notify, in a timely manner, the Permanent

13 Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Repre-

14 sentatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of

15 the Senate that the Attorney General and the Oversight

16 Board have been notified pursuant to clause (A) of this

17 paragraph; and

18 (C) report to the Attorney General any evidence

1.9 of possible violation by any other person of any Federal

20 law specified in guidelines issued by the Attorney

21 General pursuant to paragraph (2) (C) of this sub-
22 section.

23 (2) The Attorney General shall-

24 (A) submit a full report, in a timely manner, to

25 the President, the Oversight Board, the Director, and

26 the head of the entity concerned on any determinations
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1 made by the Attorney General with respect to reports

2 of possible violations described in paragraph (1) (A)

3 of this subsection;

4 (B) submit, with due regard to the investigative

5 and prosecutorial responsibilities of the Attorney Gen-

6 eral, a full report, in a timely manner, to the Permanent

7 Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Repre-

8 sentatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of

9 the Senate on any determinations by the Attorney

10 General, including any determination not to prosecute

11 because of questions relating to the classification of in-

12 formation or material, with respect to possible violations

13 reported pursuant to paragraph (1) (A) of this sub-

14 section; and

15 (C) issue guidelines governing the reporting by

16 officers and employees of entities of the intelligence

17 community of evidence of violations of Federal law by

18 individuals who are not officers or employees of any

19 entity of the intelligence community.

20 (j) (1) Any officer or employee of any entity of the

21 intelligence community having information on any past,

22 present, or proposed intelligence activity which appears to be

23 in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United States,

24 or of any executive order, Presidential directive, Presidential

25 memorandum, or rule or regulation or policy of such entity,
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1 or possessing any evidence of any possible violation of Fed-

2 eral law by any officer or employee of any entity of the in-

3 telligence community, shall provide such information or

4 evidence to the inspector general, general counsel, or head

5 of such entity. If such information or evidence is not initially

6 provided to the general counsel of the entity concerned, the

7 general counsel shall be notified by the head of such entity or

8 by the inspector general of such entity.

9 (2) The Director shall regularly, but not less often than

10 once each year, notify officers and employees of the intel-

11 ligence community of (A) their duty to provide any informa-

12 tion or evidence described in paragraph (1). (B) the officer

13 or officers to whom such information or evidence should be

14 provided, and (C) the necessity for fully cooperating with

15 the Oversight Board and the Attorney General.

16 (3) (A) Nothing in this section shall prohibit any em-

17 ployee of any entity of the intelligence community from

18 reporting any information or evidence described in this para-

19 graph directly to the Director, the Attorney General, the

20 Oversight Board, or to the Permanent Select Committee on

21 Intelligence of the House of Representatives or the Select

22 Committee on Intelligence of the Senate.

23 (B) The Attorney General shall take all steps neces-

sary to insure that no employee who, in good faith, com-

25 municates information or evidence in such a fashion, or who
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1 communicates such information or evidence to a superior

2 shall be subject, on account of the reporting of such informa-

3 tion or evidence, to discipline through dismissal, demotion,

4 transfer, suspension, reassignment, reprimand, admonish-

5 ment, reduction-in-force, or other adverse personnel action.

6 or the threat thereof.

7 (k) The head of each entity of the intelligence commu-

8 nity shall, with respect to that entity, transmit annually to

9 the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

10 House of Representatives and the Select Committee on In-

11 telligence of the Senate a written report in which the head

12 of the entity shall identify and describe any intelligence

13 activity of the entity during the preceding year which the

14 head of the entity believes constituted a violation of any

15 right guaranteed or protected by the Constitution or laws of

16 the United States or which the head of the entity believes

17 constituted a violation of United States law, executive order,

18 Presidential directive, or Presidential memorandum, and de-

19 scribing corrective actions that have been taken or are being

20 planned.

21 OVERSIGHT AND ACCOUNTABILITY

22 SEC. 152. (a) Consistent with all applicable authorities

23 and duties, including those conferred by the Constitution

24 upon the executive and legislative branches, the heads of
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1 each entity of the intelligence community, with respect to

2 the intelligence activities of that entity shall-

3 (1) keep the Permanent Select Committee on

4 Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the

5 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate fully

6 and currently informed of all the national intelligence

7 activities and all intelligence activities which are the

8 responsibility of, are engaged in by, or are carried out

9 for or on behalf of, any entity of the intelligence com-

10 munity, including any significant anticipated intelligence

11 activity; but the foregoing provision shall not constitute

12 a condition precedent to the initiation of any such antici-

13 pated intelligence activity; and

14 (2) furnish any information or material in the

15 possession, custody, or control of the Director or the

16 relevant entity of the intelligence community or in the

17 possession, custody, or control of any person paid by

18 the Director or by any such entity whenever requested

19 by the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of

20 the House of Representatives or the Select Committee

21 on Intelligence of the Senate.

22 (b) The head of each entity of the intelligence com-

23 munity shall submit to the Permanent Select Committee on

24 Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the Select

25 Committee on Intelligence of the Senate, at least annually,
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1 a report which includes a review of the intelligence activities

2 of the entity.

3 (c) The Director shall maintain a complete record of

4 all legal authorities, published regulations, and published

5 instructions pertaining to the national intelligence activities

6 of the United States; and the head of each entity of the

7 intelligence community shall maintain a complete record

8 of all legal authorities, published regulations, and published

9 instructions pertaining to the intelligence activities of that

10 entity. An index of each such record shall be maintained

11 in the Office of the Federal Register, National Archives

12 and Records Service, General Services Administration, un-

13 der security standards approved by the Director.

14 (d) The Director shall maintain a full and complete

15 record regarding the national intelligence activities of the

16 United States; and the head of each entity of the intelligence

17 community shall maintain a full and complete record regard-

18 ing the intelligence activities of such entity.

19 (e) The head of each entity of the intelligence com-

20 munity, with respect to the records of that entity of the

21 intelligence community, shall, to the maximum extent prac-

22 ticable and consistent with guidelines established by the

23 Administrator of General Services, provide for the necessary

24 destruction of records at regular periodic intervals. No

25 record regarding the activities of any entity of the inteli-
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1 gence community may be destroyed unless the head of the

2 entity of the intelligence comunimity concerned has given

3 written notification of the proposed destruction, including

4 a description of the records, to the Permanent Select Com-

5 mittee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and

6 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate at least

7 60 days prior to implementation.

8 (f) The head of each entity of the intelligence com-

9 munity, with respect to the intelligence activities of that

10 entity, shall promptly provide the Permanent Select Com-

11 mittee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and

12 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate a copy

13 of all rules, regulations, procedures, and directives issued

14 to implement the provisions of this Act and notify such

15 committees, in a timely fashion, of any waivers of such rules,

16 regulations, procedures, and directives, and the facts and

17 circumstances of each such waiver.

18 CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE REPORTS; DISCLOSURE

19 PROVISIONS

20 SEC. 153. (a) The Permanent Select Committee on

21 Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the Select

22 Committee on Intelligence of the Senate (hereinafter in this

23 section referred to as the "permanent select committee" and

24 the "select committee," respectively) shall report, at least

25 annually, to their respective Houses on the nature and extent
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1 of the intelligence activities of the United States. Each com-

2 mittee shall promptly call to the attention of its respective

3 House, or to any appropriate committee or committees of its

4 respective House, any matter relating to intelligence activ-

5 ities which requires or should have the attention of such

6 House or such committee or committees. In making such re-

7 ports, the permanent select committee and the select com-

8 mittee shall do so in a manner consistent with the protection

9 of the national security interests of the United States. To the

10 extent possible, consistent with the protection of the na-

11 tional security interests of the United States, such reports

12 shall be made available to the public.

13 (b) No information or material provided to the per-

14 manent select committee or the select committee relating to

15 the lawful intelligence activities of any department or agency

16 that has been classified under established security proce-

17 dures or that was submitted by the executive branch with

18 the request that such information or material be kept con-

19 fidential shall be made public by the permanent select com-

20 mittee or the select committee or any member thereof, ex-

21 cept in accordance with the provisions of House Resolution

22 658 of the Ninety-fifth Congress in the case of the per-

23 manent select committee and its members, or in accordance

24 with the provisions of Senate Resolution 400 of the Ninety-



1 fourth Congress in the case of the select committee and its

2 members.

3 (c). (1) The permanent select committee shall, under

4 such regulations as that committee shall prescribe, make

5 any information described in subsection (a) or (b) avail-

6 able to any other committee or any other Member of the

7 House. Whenever the permanent select committee makes

8 such information available, that committee shall keep a

9 written record showing which committee or which Mem-

10 bers of the House received such information. No Member

11 of the House who, and no committee which, receives such

12 information under this paragraph shall disclose such in-

13 formation except in accordance with the provisions of House

14 Resolution 658 of the Ninety-fifth Congress.

15 (2) The select committee may, under such regulations

16 as that committee shall prescribe to protect the confiden-

17 tiality of such information, make any information described

18 in subsection (a) or (b) available to any other commit-

19 tee or any other Member of the Senate. Whenever the

20 select committee makes such information available, the

21 committee shall keep a written record showing which com-

22 mittee or which Members of the Senate received such in-

23 formation. No Member of the Senate who, and no com-

24 mittee which, receives any information under this paragraph,

25 shall disclose such information except in accordance with
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1 the provisions of Senate Resolution 400 of the Ninety-

2 fourth Congress.

3 (d) The provisions of subsections (a), (b), and (c)

4 are enacted by the Congress-

5 (1) as an exercise of the rulemaking power of the

6 House of Representatives and the Senate, respectively,

7 and as such they shall be considered as part of the

8 rules of each House, respectively, and shall supersede

9 other rules only to the extent that they are inconsistent

10 therewith; and

11 (2) with full recognition of the constitutional right

12 of either House to change such rules (as far as relat-

13 ing to such House) at any time, in the same manner,

14 and to the same extent as in the case of any other rule

15 of such House.

16 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR

17 SEc. 154. The Director shall make available to the pub-

18 lic an unclassified annual report on the national intelligence,

19 counterintelligence, and counterterrorism activities conducted

20 by entities of the intelligence community. Nothing in this

21 subsection shall be construed as requiring the public dis-

22 closure, in any such report made available to the public, of

23* the names of individuals engaged in such activities for the

24 United States or the divulging of classified information which

25 requires protection from disclosure by law.
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1 TITLE II-INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES AND

2 CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

3 PART A-GENERAL PROVISIONS; RESPONSIBILITIES OF

4 THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

5 SHORT TITLE

6 SEC. 201. This title may be cited as the "Intelligence

7 Activities and Constitutional Rights Act of 1978".

8 STATEMENT OF FINDINGS

9 SEC. 202. The Congress hereby finds that-

10 (1) properly limited and controlled intelligence

11 activities conducted within the United States or directed

12 against United States persons abroad are necessary to

13 protect against espionage and other clandestine intelli-

14 gence activities harmful to the security of the United

15 States, to protect against sabotage, international ter-

16 rorist activities, and assassinations, and to collect infor-

17 mation concerning foreign powers, organizations, or

18 persons which is essential to the formulation and con-

19 duct of the foreign policy and to the protection of the

20 national security of the United States;

21 (2) illegal or improper intelligence activities have

22 undermined due process of law, inhibited the exercise

23 of freedom of speech, press, assembly, and association,

24 invaded the privacy of individuals, and impaired the

25 integrity of free institutions; and
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1 (3) legislation is needed to allocate clearly the

2 responsibility for directing and supervising all intelli-

3 gence activities conducted within the United States or

4 against United States persons abroad, to establish stand-

5 ards and procedures for the conduct of such activities,

6 to prohibit certain activities, and to establish adequate

7 legal safeguards to insure adherence to such standards

8 and procedures.

9 STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

10 SEC. 203. It is the purpose of this Act-

11 (1) to provide statutory authorization for intelli-

12 gence activities which are directed against United States

13 persons or performed within the United States and

14 which are necessary for the formulation and conduct of

15 the foreign affairs and the protection of the national

1e security of the United States;

17 (2) to establish comprehensive statutory standards

18 and procedures for the conduct of the intelligence activ-

19 ities of the United States in order to protect individuals

20 against violations and infringements of their constitu-

21 tional rights;

22 (3) to provide fair and effective remedies and sanc-

23 tions whenever any person's rights under the Constitu-

24 tion or laws of the United States are infringed or vio-

25 lated by intelligence activities of the United States; and
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1 (4) to delineate the role of the Attorney General

2 in insuring that intelligence activities of the United

3 States are conducted in conformity with the Constitution

4 and laws of the United States.

5 DEFINITIONS

6 SEC. 204. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

7 section, the definitions in title I of this Act shall apply to

8 this title.

9 (b) As used in this title:

10 (1) The term "clandestine intelligence activity" means

11 any intelligence activity on behalf of a foreign power which

12 is planned and executed in a manner intended to conceal the

13 nature or fact of such activity or the role of such foreign

14 power, and any activity carried out in support of such

15 activity.

16 (2) The term "confidential records" means any docu-

17 mentary information or material which is not generally

18 available to a private person.

19 (3) The term "covert human source" means any per-

20 son acting on behalf of any entity of the intelligence com-

21 munity who is directed to collect specific information or

22 material for such entity in a manner intended to conceal the

23 nature or the fact of such collection, including any person who

24 voluntarily agrees to perform such activity without com-

25 pensation.
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1 (4) The term "electronic surveillance within the United

2 States" shall have the same meaning as in title III of this Act.

3 (5) The term "foreign electronic or signals intelligence

4 activities" shall have the same meaning as in title III of this

5 Act.

6 (6) The term "foreign organization" means-

7 (A) any unincorporated association organized out-

8 side the United States and not substantially composed of

9 United States citizens or aliens lawfully admitted for

10 permanent residence (as defined in section 101 (a) (20)

11 of the Immigration and Nationality Act) ; or

12 (B) any corporation incorporated outside the

13 United States.

14 (7) The term "foreign person" means any foreign

15 power, any foreign organization, or any individual who is

16 not a citizen of the United States or an alien lawfully ad-

17 mitted for permanent residence (as defined in section 101

18 (a) (20) of the Immigration and Nationality Act).

19 (8) The term "foreign power" means-

20 (A) any government of a foreign country, includ-

21 ing any person or group of persons exercising sovereign

22 de facto or de jure political jurisdiction over any coun-

23 try, other than the United States, or over any part of

24 such country, and including any subdivision of any such

25 group and any group or agency to which such sovereign
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1 de facto or de jure authority or functions are directly or

2 indirectly delegated;

3 (B) any faction or body of insurgents within a

4 country presuming to exercise governmental authority

5 whether such faction or body of insurgents has or has

6 not been recognized by the United States;

7 (0) any foreign political party including any orga-

8 nization or any other combination of individuals in a

9 country other than the United States, or any unit or

10 branch thereof, having for an aim or purpose, or en-

11 gaged in any activity devoted in whole or in part to, the

12 establishment, administration, control, or acquisition of

13 administration or control, of a government of a foreign

14 country or a subdivision thereof, or the furtherance or

15 influencing of the political or public interests, policies,

16 or relations of a government of a foreign country or a

17 subdivision thereof, but not including any United States

18 organization; or

19 (D) any corporation incorporated in the United

20 States which is directed and controlled by any govern-

21 ment of a foreign country.

22 (9) The term "mail cover" means any systematic and

23 deliberate inspection of the exterior of mail to or from a

24 particular person without such person's consent before such

25 mail is delivered to the person to whom it is addressed.
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(10) The term "national agency check" means a

2 record check of the Federal Bureau of Investigation finger-

3 print and investigative files, the Civil Service Commission

4 Eacurity/investigations index, the Department of Defense

5 central investigative index, the central files of the Central

6 Intelligence Agency, or the central files of the Department

7 of State, and, when there is a reasonable likelihood that

8 relevant biographic information will be found in such files,

9 the central files of any other Federal agency.

10 (11) The term "physical surveillance" means (A)

11 any systematic and deliberate observation of a person with-

12 out that person's consent by any means on a continuing

13 basis, or (B) unconsented acquisition of a nonpublic com-

14 munication by a person not a party thereto or visibly pres-

15 ent thereat through any means not involving electronic

16 surveillance within the United States or foreign electronic

17 or signals intelligence activities. Such term does not include

18 overhead reconnaisance not directed at specific United States

19 persons.

20 (12) The term "United States", when used to describe

21 a geographic location, means the several States, the Virgin

22 Islands, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the posses-

23 sions and territories of the United States.

24 (13) The term "United States organization" means
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1 any unincorporated association or corporation which is a

2 United States person.

3 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

4 SEC. 205. (a) It shall be the duty of the Attorney

5 General to participate, as appropriate, in the National Se-

6 curity Council, and with the Director of National Intelli-

7 gence, the Intelligence Oversight Board, and the heads of

8 the entities of the intelligence community, in ensuring that

9 all intelligence activities of the United States are conducted

10 in conformity with the Constitution and laws of the United

11 States and do not abridge any right protected by the Con-

12 stitution or laws of the United States. In discharging this

13 duty the Attorney General shall-

14 (1) have responsibility for the approval of all reg-

15 ulations or procedures proposed by the Director of Na-

16 tional Intelligence or by the head of any entity of the

17 intelligence community to implement any provision of

18 this title; -

19 (2) evaluate on a continuing basis all statutes,

20 executive orders, Presidential directives and memo-

21 randa, and all regulations and procedures, relating to

22 intelligence activities to determine whether they ade-

23 quately protect the rights of United States persons

24 under the Constitution and laws of the United States,

25 and the legal rights of any other persons who are in the



1 United States, and make such recommendations for

2 changes therein as the Attorney General may deem

3 necessary to achieve such purposes;

4 (3) supervise the intelligence activities of the Fed-

5 eral Bureau of Investigation authorized in title V of

6 this Act;

7 (4) review or approve intelligence activities when

8 required to do so by this Act;

9 (5) submit a written report annually to the Perma-

10 nent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of

11 Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelli-

12 gence of the Senate on those intelligence activities which

13 under this title require the approval or review of the

14 Attorney General or his designee.

15 (b) (1) To assist the Attorney General in the discharge

16 of his responsibilities under this title, the Attorney General

17 shall designate-

18 (A) an official or officials from among the Deputy

19 Attorney General, the Associate Attorney General, and

20 Assistant Attorneys General who shall perform any

21 duty assigned to the Attorney General's designee under

22 this Act; and

23 (B) an internal inspection officer who shall have,

24 to the extent determined by the Attorney General, the

25 same responsibility and authority with respect to the
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1 intelligence activities of the Department of Justice as

2 the inspector general of each entity of the intelligence

3 community has under section 151 of this Act with re-

4 spect to the intelligence activities of that entity.

5 (2) The Attorney General, on or before the effective

6 date of this Act, shall notify the Permanent Select Committee

7 on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the Select

8 Committee on Intelligence of the Senate which of the officials

9 specified in paragraph (b) (1) (A) of this section shall

10 perform the duties assigned to the Attorney General's desig-

11 nee under this Act. If any such duties are subsequently

12 assigned or transferred to any person who on the effective

13 date of this Act had already been appointed to such office by

14 the President, by and with the advice and consent of the

15 Senate, the Attorney General shall promptly notify the

16 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of

17 Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of

18 the Senate of such assignment or transferral. Any such duties

19 shall be assigned or transferred to any person who on the

20 effective date of this Act had not yet been appointed to such

21 office only if the Attorney General designates such person to

22 exercise such duties prior to such person's appointment to

23 such office by the President, by and with the advice and

24 consent of the Senate.
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1 PART B-AUTHORITY To COLLECT INFORMATION CON-

2 CERNING UNITED STATES PERSONS, AND FOREIGN

3 PERSONS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES

4 Subpart 1-Principles and Procedures Governing Collection

5 of Information Concerning United States Persons, and

6 Foreign Persons Within the United States

7 GENERAL PRINCIPLES

8 SEC. 211. (a) No information concerning any United

9 States person, or any foreign person within the United States,

10 may be collected for any foreign intelligence, counterintelli-

11 gence, or counterterrorism purpose except in accordance with

12 this part.

13 (b) Information concerning any United States person,

14 or any foreign person within the United States, may be col-

15 lected by any entity of the intelligence community with the

16 consent of that person. The consent of any such person shall

17 be requested whenever making such a request would not

18 frustrate the lawful purposes of the collection.

19 (c) Publicly available information concerning any

20 United States person, or any foreign person within the United

21 States, may be collected by any entity of the intelligence

22 community when such information is relevant to an author-

23 ized function of that entity.

24 (d) All collection of information concerning United

25 States persons, or foreign persons within the United States,
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1 shall be conducted by the least intrusive means possible.

2 Whenever the information sought can reasonably be obtained

3 from publicly available information, it shall be so obtained.

4 Whenever there is a choice between two or more techniques

5 of collection, each of which can reasonably be expected to

6 obtain the information sought, the technique which is least

7 intrusive shall be used.

8 IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES AND REGULATIONS

9 SEC. 212. The head of each entity of the intelligence

10 community shall, subject to the approval of the Attorney

11 General, promulgate procedures and regulations-

12 (1) designating those officials of that entity who

13 are empowered to-

14 (A) authorize the initiation, renewal, or ex-

15 tension of collection of information under this part;
16 and

17 (B) authorize the use of particular techniques

18 of collection;

19 (2) insuring that the least intrusive techniques

20 necessary to collect information concerning United

21 States persons, or foreign persons within the United

22 States, are used;

23 (3) providing guidance with respect to the circum-

24 stances in which the initiation or continuation of col-
25 lection of information under the authority of this part
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1 would be justified and in which the use of a particular

2 technique would be appropriate;

3 (4) prescribing requirements for the maintenance

4 of written records, in accordance with section 152 of

5 this Act, on the use of particular techniques; and

6 (5) prescribing any other requirements necessary

7 to protect constitutional rights and to limit the use of

8 information collected under this part to lawful govern-

9 mental purposes.

10 Subpart 2-Authority To Collect Intelligence Concerning

11 United States Persons

12 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND

13 COUNTERTERRORISM INTELLIGENCE CONCERNING

14 UNITED STATES PERSONS

15 SEC. 213. Counterintelligence or counterterrorism in-

16 telligence may be collected concerning any United States

17 person who-

18 (1) is reasonably believed to be engaged in espi-

19 onage or any other clandestine intelligence activity

20 which involves or may involve a violation of the criminal

21 laws of the United States, sabotage, any international

22 terrorist activity, or any assassination, to be aiding and

23 abetting any person in the conduct of any such activity,

24 or to be conspiring with any person engaged in any

25 such activity;
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1 (2) is reasonably believed to be engaged in any

2 clandestine intelligence activity outside the United

3 States; or

4 (3) resides outside the United States and is acting

5 in an official capacity for any foreign power or organi-

6 zation. which is reasonably believed to be engaged in

7 espionage or any other clandestine intelligence activity,

8 sabotage, any international terrorist activity, or any

9 assassination.

10 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

11 CONCERNING UNITED STATES PERSONS

12 SEC. 214. Foreign intelligence may be collected concern-

13 ing any United States person when a properly designated

14 official of an entity of the intelligence community determines

15 that the foreign intelligence would be significant foreign in-

16 telligence, and when such person-

17 (1) is reasonably believed to be engaged in es-

18 pionage or any other clandestine intelligence activity

19 which involves or may involve a violation of the criminal

20 laws of the United States, sabotage, any international

21 terrorist activity, or any assassination, to be aiding and

22 abetting any person in the conduct of any such activity,

23 or to be conspiring with any person engaged in any such

24 activity;

25 (2) is reasonably believed to be engaged in any
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1 clandestine intelligence activity outside . the United

2 States;

3 (3) resides outside the United States and is acting

4 in an official capacity for a foreign power and the in-

5 formation sought concerns such person's official duties or

6 activities; or

7 (4) is a fugitive from United States justice abroad,

8 reasonably believed to have relationships with foreign

9 governments or organizations which would constitute

10 significant foreign intelligence.

11 ATTORNEY GENERAL APPROVAL OF COLLECTION UTILIZING

12 CERTAIN TECHNIQUES

13 SEC. 215. The following techniques may be used to

.I collect intelligence concerning a United States person under

15 this subpart, but only under exigent circumstances or when

16 the Attorney General or his designee, or, in the case of

17 counterintelligence or counterterrorism collection concerning

18 a member of the armed forces, the appropriate service Secre-

19 tary, has made a written finding that in the collection of

20 information concerning such person the use of such tech-

21 niques is'necessary and reasonable:

22 (1) examination of the confidential tax records of

23 any federal, state, or local agency in accordance with

24 any applicable law;
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1 (2) physical surveillance for purposes other than

2 identification;

3 (3) the direction of covert human sources to collect

4 information;

5 (4) mail covers in accordance with applicable law

6 of the United States;

7 (5) requests for information, for purposes other

8 than identification, pertaining to employment, educa-

9 tion, medical care, insurance, telecommunications serv-

10 ices, credit status, or other financial matters from the

11 confidential records of any private institution or any

12 Federal, State, or local agency; and

13 (6) electronic surveillance within the United

14 States, foreign electronic or signals intelligence activi-

15 ties, physical search, or mail opening in accordance with

16 title III of this Act.

17 DURATION OF COLLECTION

18 SEC. 216. (a) Intelligence collection under the authority

19 of this subpart may be initiated only upon the written ap-

20 proval of a properly designated official of an entity of the in-

21 telligence community. Such approval shall be valid for not

22 more than 90 days, renewable in writing for one addi-

23 tional 90-day period.

24 (b) Intelligence collection under the authority of this sub-

25 part may continue beyond the 180 days authorized in sub-
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1 section (a) only if a properly designated official of the

2 entity of the intelligence community conducting such collec-

3 tion makes a written finding that continuation of collection

4 is necessary and reasonable.

5 1 (c) The Attorney General or his designee, or, when the

6 subject of the collection is a member of the armed forces,

7 the appropriate service Secretary, shall review annually each

8 collection under this subpart which has continued for more

9 than 180 days. Any such collection shall terminate after

10 such annual review unless the Attorney General or his

11 designee, or, if appropriate, the service Secretary, makes

12 a written finding that the. continuation of collection is neces-

13 sary and reasonable.

14 WRITTEN FINDINGS

15 SEC. 217. Written findings under section 215 or 216

16 shall be based on the following considerations-

17 (1) the degree to which continuation of collection

18 or the use of particular techniques of collection would

19 infringe on the rights of the subject of the collection;

20 (2) the importance of the information sought;

21 (3) the credibility and specificity of information

22 already obtained indicating that the subject of the col-

23 lection continues to satisfy the standards for collection

24 under this subpart; and

25 (4) when the collection is for a counterintelligence
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1 or counterterrorism purpose, the likelihood, immediacy,

2 and magnitude of any harm threatened by such activity.

3 Subpart 3-Authority To Collect Other Information

4 Concerning United States Persons

5 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT INFORMATION CONCERNING

6 TARGETS OF FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE SERVICES OR

7 INTERNATIONAL TERRORISTS

8 SEC. 218. (a) Information may be collected for up to

9 180 days by any entity of the intelligence community con-

10 cerning any United States person-

11 (1) who is reasonably believed to be the object of

12 a recruitment effort by the intelligence service of a

13 foreign power or by any person or organization engag-

14 ing in any international terrorist activity; or

15 (2) who is engaged in activity or possesses infor-

16 mation or material which is reasonably believed to be

17 the specific target of any international terrorist activity

18 or the target of any clandestine intelligence collection

19 activity, or who is reasonably believed to be the target

20 of any assassination attempt by any foreign person or by

21 international terrorists, but only to the extent necessary

22 to protect against such terrorist or intelligence activity

23 or assassination attempt.

24 (b) Any person who. is the subject of collection of

25 information under this section shall be advised of any risks to
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1 that person posed by the intelligence activities of a foreign

2 power or by international terrorist activities, and such per-

3 son's consent for collection shall be requested, unless a prop-

4 erly designated official determines that-

5 (1) informing the person would jeopardize intel-

6 ligence sources and methods; or

7 (2) there is reasonable uncertainty as to whether

8 such person may be cooperating with the foreign intelli-

9 gence service or international terrorists.

10 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE IN THE

11 POSSESSION OF UNITED STATES PERSONS

12 SEC. 219. Foreign intelligence in the possession of a

13 United States person may be collected by any entity of the

14 intelligence communty without the consent of such person if-

15 (1) a properly designated official of the collecting

16 entity determines that. such intelligence is significant

17 foreign intelligence, not otherwise obtainable;

18 (2) collection of information concerning the United

19 States person is limited to information essential to under-

20 standing or assessing the foreign intelligence; and

21 (3) collection is limited to interviewing any other

22 person to whom such United States person may have

23 voluntarily disclosed such foreign intelligence.
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1 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT INFORMATION CONCERNING

2 PERSONS IN CONTACT WITH SUSPECTED INTELLIGENCE

3 AGENTS

4 SEC. 220. Information may be collected for not to ex-

g ceed 90 days by any entity of the intelligence community.

6 concerning any United States person who has contact with

7 any person who is reasonably believed to be engaged in

8 espionage or any other clandestine intelligence collection

9 activity, but such information may be collected only to the

10 extent necessary to identify such United States person and to

11 determine whether such person currently has, has had, or

12 will have access to any information, disclosure of which to a

13 foreign power would be harmful to the United States.

14 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT INFORMATION CONCERNING

15 POTENTIAL SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE

16 SEC. 221. Information may be collected for up to 90

17 days by any entity of the intelligence community concerning

18 any United States person who is reasonably believed to be a

19 potential source of information or operational assistance, but

20 only to the extent necessary to determine such person's suit-

21 ability or credibility as such a source. Collection without the

22 person's consent shall be limited to publicly available infor-

23 mation, national agency checks, and interviews. The consent
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1 of any such person shall be requested unless a properly des-

2 ignated official of the collecting entity makes a written find-

3 ing that-

4 (1) there is a serious intention to use such person

5 as a source of information or assistance, and

6 (2) such a request would jeopardize the activity

7 for which information or assistance is sought.

8 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT INFORMATION FOR THE PROTEC-

9 TION OF THE SECURITY OF INSTALLATIONS, PERSON-

10 NEL, COMMUNICATIONS, AND SOURCES AND METHODS

11 SEC. 222. (a). Each entity of the intelligence commu-

12 nity, in order to determine whether any United States person

13 within, on the grounds of, or in the immediate vicinity of

14 any installation of that entity should, in accordance with

15 any rule or regulation applicable to that installation, be

16 excluded from that installation or from the immediate vicin-

17 ity of that installation, may conduct physical surveillance of

18 any such person, may request information concerning such

19 person from the records of any federal, state, or local law

20 enforcement agency, and may conduct a national agency

21 check on such person.

22 (b) Each entity of the intelligence community may

23 collect information concerning any United States person

24 who is reasonably believed to be engaging in any activity
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1 which poses a clear threat to the physical safety of any

2 installation or of any personnel of that entity, but the col-

3 lection of such information within the United States shall

4 be limited to such information as is necessary to determine

5 whether the matter should be referred to an appropriate

6 law enforcement agency, at which point the collection of

7 such information shall be terminated. In no case shall the

8 collection of such information within the United States go

9 beyond-

10 (1) physical surveillance within, on the grounds

11 of, or in the immediate vicinity of any installation of

12 such entity;

13 (2) national agency checks;

14 (3) requests for information from the records of

15 any federal, state, or local law enforcement agency;

16 and

17 (4) interviews.

18 (c) Each entity of the intelligence community may

19 collect information concerning any employee or contractor

20 of that entity or any employee of a contractor of that entity

23 to determine whether such entity employee or contractor

22 or contractor employee has violated any rule or regulation

23 of that entity pertaining to the security of that entity's

24 installations, personnel, communications, sources or methods.
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1 Such collection may continue beyond 180 days only with

2 the written approval of the head of the entity. The head of

3 each entity may approve in writing the use of the following

4 techniques of collection with respect to any such employee-

5 (1) examination of the confidential records of any

6 federal, state, or local tax agency in accordance with

7 applicable law;

8 (2) physical surveillance for purposes other than

9 identification;

o (3) the direction of covert human sources to collect

11 information;

12 (4) mail covers in accordance with applicable law

13 of the United States; and

14 (5) requests for information, for purposes other

15 than identification, pertaining to employment, educa-

16 tion, medical care, insurance, telecommunications serv-

17 ices, credit status, or other financial matters from the

18 confidential records of any private institution or any

19 federal, state, or local agency.

20 Subpart 4-Authority To Collect Information Concerning

21 Foreign Persons Within the United States

22 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT INFORMATION CONCERNING

23 FOREIGN PERSONS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES

24 SEC. 225. Information concerning any foreign person

25 within the United States may be collected for foreign in-
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1 telligence, counterintelligence, or counterterrorism intelli-

2 gence purposes if-

3 (1) such person is an officer or employee of any

4 foreign power or organization;

5 (2) the circumstances of such person's presence

6 in the United States make it reasonably likely that such

7 person may engage in espionage or any other clandes-

8 tine intelligence activity;

9 (3) information concerning such person is deter-

10 mined by the head of the collecting entity of the intel-

11 ligence community to be significant foreign intelligence;

12 or

13 (4) the collection of information concerning such

14 person would be permitted under this part if such per-

15 son were a United States person, but any rimitation

16 under this part on duration or techniques of collection

17 that would be applicable to collection concerning a

18 United States person shall not apply to collection under

19 this section.

20 PART C-RETENTION AND DISSEMINATION OF INFORMA-

21 TION CONCERNING UNITED STATES PERSONS

22 RETENTION

23 SEc. 231. (a) Information concerning any United States

24 person which is collected in the course of collection of infor-

25 mation for any foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, or
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counterterrorism purpose, which is not publicly available, and

2 which permits the identification of such persoh (hereinafter

3 in this part referred to as "private information"), may be re-

4 tained in the records or files of any department or agency

5 without such person's consent only if-

6 (1) collection of information concerning such person

7 has been approved in accordance with the provisions of

8 this title and such information is relevant to the approved

9 purposes of collection;

10 (2) it is reasonably believed that such information

11 may provide a basis for initiating intentional collection of

12 information pursuant to the provisions of this title;

13 (3) such information concerns a possible threat to

14 the physical safety of any person;

15 (4) it is reasonably believed that such information

16 may be evidence of a crime;

17 (5) such information was collected in the course of

18 authorized foreign intelligence, counterintelligence, or

19 counterterrorism intelligence collection and is essential

20 for understanding or assessing such intelligence;

21 (6) such information constitutes foreign intelligence,

22 counterintelligence, or counterterrorism intelligence and

23 the United States person concerned is the incumbent of

24 any office of the United States Government having sig-
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1 nificant responsibility for the conduct of United States

2 defense or foreign policy; or

3 (7) such information was acquired by overhead re-

4 connaissance not directed at any specific United States

5 person.

6 (b) Publicly available information concerning any

7 United States person may be retained in the records or

8 files of any entity of the intelligence community when rele-

9 vant to a lawful function of that entity.

10 (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of this part,

11 information collected by means of electronic surveillance

12 within the United States or foreign electronic or signals

13 intelligence activities shall be retained or disseminated only

14 in accordance with the provisions of title III of this Act.

15 DISSEMINATION

16 SEC. 232. (a) Private information may be dissem-

17 inated without the consent of the person which such infor-

18 mation identifies only in accordance with this section.

19 (b) Private information may be disseminated within

20 the entity of the intelligence community collecting such

21 information (hereinafter in this part referred to as the "col-

22 lecting agency") or within any department or agency sub-

93 sequently receiving such information only to those persons

24 who require such information for the discharge of author-

25 ized governmental responsibilities.
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1 (c) Private information which constitutes foreign in-

2 telligence may be disseminated outside the collecting agency

3 if the dissemination is to another department or agency

4 having lawful access to foreign intelligence information and

5 the identity of the United States person is essential to an

6 understanding or assessment of the information's importance.

7 (d) Private information which constitutes counter-

8 intelligence or counterterrorism intelligence may be dissemi-

9 nated outside the collecting agency if-

10 (1) the dissemination is to another entity of the

11 intelligence community having lawful counterintelli-

12 gence or counterterrorism responsibilities, as the case

13 may be, and having a direct interest in the particular

14 information; or

15 (2) the dissemination is to a foreign government,

16 if the information indicates that the United States person
17 concerned may be engaged in international terrorist

18 activities or in clandestine intelligence activities of direct

19 interest to that foreign government, and if such dissem-

20 ination is clearly in the interests of the United States.

21 (e) Private information which relates to any criminal
22 activity may be disseminated outside the collecting agency if
23 the United States person concerned is apparently involved

2 in such criminal activity or is or may become the victim of
25 that activity, and if-
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1 (1) dissemination is to any federal, state, or local

2 law enforcement agency having investigative jurisdiction

3 over such criminal activity or responsibility for protect-

4 ing against such criminal activity; or

5 (2) dissemination is to a foreign law enforcement

6 .agency having investigative jurisdiction over such crimi-

7 nal activity, and such dissemination is determined by the

8 Attorney General or his designee, having due regard to

9 the seriousness of the activity and any legal obligation

10 imposed on the United States by any treaty or other

11 international agreement, to be in the interests of the

12 United States.

13 (f) Private information relating to the trustworthiness

14 of any United States person who currently has, has had, or

15 is being considered for access to classified information may be

16 disseminated to the department or agency which employs,

17 employed, or intends to employ that person, the department

18 or agency which granted that person a security clearance or

19 access to classified information, or to any department or

20 agency having responsibility to investigate that person's

21 trustworthiness.

22 (g) Private information relating to the suitability of any

23 United States person as a source of information or assistance

24 for any lawful intelligence purpose may be disseminated to

25 any entity of the intelligence community requesting such in-
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1 formation, if the request certifies that there is a serious

2 intention to use such person as such a source of information

3 or assistance.

4 RETENTION AND DISSEMINATION FOR OVERSIGHT

5 PURPOSES

6 SEC. 233. (a) In the event that private information is

7 collected by a means or in a manner prohibited by this Act,

8 such information may be retained or disseminated only for

9 purposes of oversight, accountability, and redress. Such in-

10 formation, when relevant to any administrative, civil, or

11 criminal proceeding, shall not be destroyed or otherwise

12 disposed of if the collecting agency is on notice of such a

13 proceeding.

14 (b) This part shall not be construed to limit or other-

15 wise affect in any manner any right of the Congress or any

16 committee, subcommittee, or member thereof to have access

17 to any information.

18 (c) This part shall not be construed to prevent the re-

19 tention or dissemination of information about any United

20 States person in a manner which would clearly not permit

21 the identification of the United States person concerned.

22 PART *-RESTRICTIONS AND LIMITATIONS

23 PROHIBITION OF POLITICAL SURVEILLANCE

24 SEC. 241. No intelligence activity may be directed

25 against any United States person solely on the basis of such
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1 person's exercise of any right protected by the Constitution

2 or laws of the United States, and no intelligence activity

3 may be designed and conducted so as to limit, disrupt, or

4 interfere with the exercise of any such right by any United

5 States person.

6 PROHIBITED DISSEMINATION

7 SEC. 242. No person acting on behalf of any entity of

8 the intelligence community may disseminate anonymously

9 or under a false identity information concerning any United

10 States person without such person's consent unless such

11 dissemination poses no risk to the physical safety of such

12 person, is not for the purpose of discrediting such person

13 because of such person's exercise of rights protected by the

14 Constitution and laws of the United States, and is made-

15 (1) to a foreign intelligence service when necessary

16 to protect against espionage or any other clandestine

17 intelligence activity;

18 (2) to persons engaged in sabotage, international

19 terrorist activities, or assassination, when necessary to

20 protect against any such activity; or

21 (3) to any person when necessary to the mainte-

22 nance of properly authorized cover for an officer, em-

23 ployee, or person acting for or on behalf of an entity of

24 the intelligence community.
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1 PARTICIPATION IN ILLEGAL ACTIVITY

2 SEC. 243. No person acting on behalf of an entity of the

3 intelligence community may instigate or commit any viola-

4 tion of the criminal statutes of the United States unless such

5 activity is undertaken pursuant to procedures approved by

6 the Attorney General and-

7 (1) does not involve acts of violence;

8 (2) does not involve a violation of any other pro-

9 vision of this Act; and

10 (3) is necessary to protect against acts of espionage,

11 sabotage, international terrorist activity, or assassination.

12 RESTRICTIONS ON UNDISCLOSED PARTICIPATION IN UNITED

13 STATES ORGANIZATIONS

14 SEC. 244. (a) No person may, except in accordance

15 with.this section, join or otherwise participate in any United

16 States organization, or any other organization within the

17 United States, on' behalf of an entity of the intelligence

18 community without disclosing such person's intelligence

19 affiliation to appropriate officials of that organization.

20 (b) The head of an entity of the intelligence community

21 or his designee may, when essential for intelligence activities

22 authorized by this Act, authorize [ndiselesed] participation

23 on behalf of that entity, without disclosing affiliation with
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1 that entity, in an organization within the United States

2 which is composed primarily of foreign persons and is acting

3 on behalf of a foreign power.

4 (c) The head of an entity of the intelligence community

5 or his designee may authorize [tandiselese4] participation in

6 a United States organization without -disclosing affiliation

7 with that entity when necessary to collect information con-

8 cerning the organization or its members under part B of this

9 title. Such participation shall be confined to the collection of

10 information as authorized by that part and shall be con-

11 ducted so as not to influence the lawful activities of the

12 organization or its members. Within the United States such

13 participation may be undertaken to collect nonpublicly avail-

14 able information only on behalf of the Federal Bureau of

15 Investigation.

16 (d) The head of an entity of the intelligence community

17 or his designee may authorize [andiselesed] participation in

18 a United States organization without disclosing affiliation with

19 that entity when such participation is essential for preparing

20 the participant for assignment to an intelligence activity

21 outside the United States. Such participation shall be con-

22 ducted so as not to influence the lawful activities of the

23 organization or its members.
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1 RESTRICTIONS ON THE PROVISION OF ASSISTANCE TO LAW

2 ENFORCEMENT AUTHORITIES

3 SEC. 245. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

4 Act, no entity of the intelligence community other than the

5 entities of the Departments of Justice and Treasury having

6 law enforcement responsibilities may provide services, equip-

7 ment, personnel, or facilities to the Law Enforcement Assist-

8 ance Administration or to state or local police organizations

9 of the United States, or participate in or fund any law en-

10 forcement activity within the United States.

11 (b) Any entity of the intelligence community may-

12 (1) cooperate with appropriate law enforcement

13 agencies for the purpose of protecting the personnel and

14 facilities of such entity and conducting background checks

15 on applicants for employment;

16 _(2) participate in law enforcement activities, in

17 accordance with this Act, to protect against espionage

18 or any other unlawful clandestine intelligence activity,

19 sabotage, any international terrorist activity, or any

20 assassination; or

21 (3) with the prior approval of a designated official

22 of such entity, provide specialized equipment, technical

23 knowledge, or, pursuant to procedures approved by the

24 Attorney General, the assistance of expert personnel for

25 use by any Federal law enforcement agency or, when
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1 lives are endangered, to support local law enforcement

2 agencies.

3 (c) The Attorney General or the Attorney General's

4 designee shall be notified in a timely manner of such provi-

5 sion of equipment, knowledge, or personnel, and shall review

6 at least annually all provision of expert personnel to deter-

7 mine whether the procedures approved by the Attorney

8 General have been followed.

9 RESTRICTIONS ON THE USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS FOR

10 EXPERIMENTATION

11 SEC. 246. No entity of the intelligence community shall

12 sponsor, contract for, or conduct research on any human

13 subject except in accordance with guidelines on research

14 involving human subjects issued by the Secretary of Health,

15 Education, and Welfare. The requirements for informed con-

16 sent and the documentation relating to such consent shall be

17 the same as provided in such guidelines of the Secretary of

18 Health, Education, and Welfare. The National Commission

19 for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and

20 Behavioral Research shall have jurisdiction to monitor, under

21 appropriate security arrangements, compliance with such

22 guidelines by the various entities of the intelligence com-

23 munity which conduct research on any human subject; and

24 such Commission shall advise the Director of National In-

25 telligence and the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
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1 fare on any changes in such guidelines as may be necessary to

2 protect fully the health and safety of such human subjects.

3 PART E-REMEDIES

4 Subpart 1-Criminal Sanctions

5 ILLEGAL PHYSICAL SEARCHES

6 SEc. 251. (a) Section 2234 of title 18, United States

7 Code, is amended by inserting "or other appropriate court

8 order," immediately after "search warrant".

9 (b) Section 2235 of title 18, United States Code, is

10 amended by inserting " (a) " before "Whoever" at the be-

11 ginning of such section and adding a new subsection as

12 follows:

13 "(b) Whoever maliciously and without complying -with

14 the provisions of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of

15 1978 procures a court order under that Act for an uncon-

16 sented physical search, shall be fined not more than $1,000

17 or imprisoned not more than one year.".

18 (c) The first paragraph of section 2236 of title 18,

19 United States Code, is amended by-

20 (1) inserting "or engaged in any intelligence ac-

21 tivity (as defined in the National Intelligence Act of

22 1978) ", immediately after "any law of the United

23 States"; and

24 (2) inserting "or other appropriate court order"

25 immediately after "property without a search warrant".
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1 UNCONSENTED HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION

2 SEc. 252. (a) Part I of title 18, United States Code,

3 is amended by adding at the end thereof a new chapter as

4 follows:

"Chapter 123.-UNCONSENTED HUMAN EXPERIMENTATION
"Sec.

"2551. Prohibition against unconsented human experimentation.

5 "§ 2551. Prohibition against unconsented human experi-

6 mentation

7 "Any officer, employee, or agent of the United States

8 who knowingly engages in or authorizes the use of a human

9 subject for experimentation in a manner which results in

10 injury to or seriously jeopardizes the health or safety of such

11 subject without such subject's informed consent shall be

12 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than

13 5 years, or both.".

14 (b) The table of chapters at the beginning of part I of

15 title 18, United States Code, is amended by adding at the

16 end thereof the following:

"123. Unconsented human experimentation.".

n- Subpart 2-Civil Damages

18 JOINT AND SEVERAL PERSONAL AND GOVERNMENTAL

19 LIABILITY

20 SEc. 253. (a) Any person shall have a civil cause of

21 action against any employee or agent of any entity of the

22 intelligence community, and against the United States,
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i jointly and severally, if such person is aggrieved as the

2 direct result of any act or omission committed by such

3 employee or agent, under color of law, in which such em-

4 ployee or agent-

5 (1) authorizes or engages in any of the following

6 activities without a court order where a court order is

7 required by law or the Constitution:

8 (A) electronic surveillance within the United

9 States;

10 (B) foreign electronic or signals intelligence

11 activity;

12 (C) physical search; or

13 (D) mail opening;

14 (2) authorizes or engages in any intelligence activ-

15 ity and such activity was engaged in for the purpose of

16 limiting, disrupting, or interfering with the exercise of

17 any right of such person protected by the Constitution

18 or laws of the United States; or

19 (3) sponsors, contracts, or conducts research on

20 such person except in accordance with this title.

21 (b) Except as provided in subsections (c) and (d),

22 civil damages shall be assessed against any employee or

23 agent found liable under subsection (a) and against the

24 United States, jointly and severally, as follows:

25 (1) actual and general damages, but in no event
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1 less than liquidated damages computed at the rate of

2 $100 a day for each day of violation or $1,000, which-

3 ever is higher;

4 (2) punitive damages; and

5 (3) reasonable attorney's fees and court costs.

6 (c) The provisions of this section shall not apply to

7 any cause of action arising from the interception or dis-

8 closure of a wire or oral communication in violation of

9 chapter 119, chapter 120, or chapter 121 of title 18, United

10 States Code.

11 (d) (1) Proof that any act or omission committed by

12 any employee or agent of any entity of the intelligence

13 community giving rise to any civil action under this subpart

34 was committed in good faith by such employee or agent

15 shall constitute a complete defense to such action.

16 (2) A good faith reliance by an employee or agent of

17 any entity of the intelligence community on-

18 (A) a written order or directive issued by an officer

19 or employee of the United States having apparent

20 authority to authorize the action in question; or

21 (B) a written assurance by any person employed

22 as a legal counsel or legal adviser in any entity of the

23 intelligence community stating that the action in ques-

24 tion is legal,

27-462 0 - 78 - 62
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1 shall constitute conclusive proof of good faith under para-

2 graph (1) on the part of such employee or agent.

3 (3) Notwithstanding the existence of a good faith

4 defense under paragraph (1), the United States shall, if

5 such employee or agent was acting under color of law, be

6 liable for any damages actually sustained by any person

7 who has a cause of action under this section.

8 SOLE GOVERNMENTAL LIABILITY

9 SEC. 254. Any person shall have a civil cause of action

10 against the United States if such person is aggrieved as a

11 direct result of any act or omission by any employee or agent

12 of any entity of the intelligence community that-

13 (1) violates any provision of this Act;

14 (2) is committed under color of law; and

15 (3) violates any right of the aggrieved person

16 protected by the Constitution.

17 JURISDICTION

18 SEC. 255. The district courts of the United States shall

19 have original jurisdiction, concurrent with the United States

20 Court of Claims, for all civil actions for money damages

21 brought under section 253 or 254.

22 STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

23 SEC. 256. No civil action may be brought und'er section

24 253 or 254 unless filed within two years after the date on

25 which the aggrieved person discovered or reasonably should
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1 have discovered the facts giving rise to a cause of action

2 under such section.

3 EXCLUSIVE REMEDY

4 SEC. 257. The remedies provided under sections 253

5 and 254 shall be the exclusive remedies for money damages

6 under the laws of the United States, but shall not exclude

7 any other remedy or relief (except for money damages)

8 under law.

9 DEFENDANT'S FEES AND COSTS

10 SEC. 258. (a) The Attorney General, upon recom-

11 mendation of the head of the appropriate entity of the in-

12 telligence community, may pay reasonable attorney's fees

13 and other litigation costs reasonably incurred by any em-

14 ployee or agent of such entity against whom a civil action

15 is brought under section 253.

16 (b) The court may award any employee or agent

17 of the United States not found liable under section 253

18 reasonable attorney's fees and other litigation costs rea-

19 sonably incurred if such costs are not paid under subsec-

20 tion (a) . Fees and costs so awarded shall be paid by the

21 United States.

22 ADMINISTRATIVE ADJUSTMENT OF CLAIMS

23 SEC. 259. (a) The first paragraph of section 2672 of

24 title 28, United States Code, is amended by striking out

25 the colon before the proviso and inserting in lieu thereof a
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1 comma and the following: "or any claim for money dam-

2 ages against the United States for any injury or loss aris-

3 ing under any provision of the Intelligence Activities and

4 Constitutional Rights Act of 1978 committed by any em-

5 ployee or agent of any entity of the intelligence commu-

6 nity (as defined in the National Intelligence Act of 1978),

7 but the amount of damages may not exceed an amount

8 that could be awarded under section 253 or 254 of the

9 Intelligence Activities and Constitutional Rights Act of

10 1978, as determined by the head of the entity concerned

11 with the approval of an official of the Department of Jus-

12 tice designated by the Attorney General:".

13 (b) The first sentence of section 2675 (a) of title 28,

14 United States Code, is amended by striking out the comma

15 after "employment" and inserting in lieu thereof "or upon

16 a claim against the United States for money damages aris-

17 ing out of any provision of the Intelligence Activities and

18 Constitutional Rights Act of 1978 committed by any em-

19 ployee or agent of any entity of the intelligence community

20 (as defined in the National Intelligence Act of 1978),".

21 Subpart 3-Administrative Sanctions

22 . DISCIPLINARY ACTION

23 SEC. 260. (a) The head of each entity of the intelli-

24 gence community shall be empowered to take disciplinary

25 action against any officer or employee of that entity for any
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3 action or omission that violates the provisions of this Act or

2 any regulation issued thereunder. Notwithstanding any other

3 provision of law, such action may include-

4 (1) suspension from employment without pay for

5 a period,not to exceed 180 days;

6 (2) reduction of salary or grade or both;

7 (3) dismissal from employment; or

8 (4) a combination of (1) and (2).

9 (b) Before any disciplinary action is taken under this

10 section, the officer or employee shall have the opportunity to

11 present evidence and to cross examine accusers and wit-

12 nesses offering evidence against such officer or employee.

13 (c) Any disciplinary action taken by the head of the

14 entity concerned shall be conclusive with respect to both

15 law and fact.

16 (d) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed

17 to affect or limit the authority of the head of any entity of

18 the intelligence community to terminate the employment of

19 any officer or employee of such entity under any other pro-

20 vision of law.

21 FURTHER ADMINISTRATIVE AND DISCIPLINARY ACTION

22 SEC. 261. In any case in which an employee or agent

23 of any entity of the intelligence community is found guilty

24 or liable under section 251 or 253, committed any act or

25 omission which resulted in government liability under sec-
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1 tion 254, or committed any act or omission which resulted

2 in an award, compromise, or settlement by the United States

3 under section 2672 of title 28, United States Code, the

4 Attorney General shall refer the matter to the head of the

5 appr'opriate entity of the intelligence community for such

6 further administrative investigation and disciplinary action

7 as may be appropriate.

8 PART F-PltVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS; RULEMAKING

9 PROTECTION OF PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS

10 SEC. 271. No otherwise privileged communication shall

11 lose its privileged character as a consequence of this Act;

12 and the Attorney General shall promulgate regulations to

13 protect privileged communications against intelligence activi-

14 ties of the United States.

15 ADMINISTRATIVE RULEMAKING

16 SEC. 272. The Director of National Intelligence and the

17 head of each entity of the intelligence community shall, in

18 consultation with and subject to the approval of the Attorney

19 General, promulgate regulations necessary to carry out the

20 provisions of this title. No such regulation, or amendment

21 thereto, shall become effective until 60 days after the

22 date on which such regulation or amendment, as the case

23 may be, has been submitted to the Permanent Select Com-

24 mittee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and

25 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate.
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1 TITLE III-FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

2 SURVEILLANCE

3 PART A-SHOBT TITLE; PURPOSE

4 SHORT TITLE

5 SEc. 301. This title may be cited as the "Foreign In-

6 telligence Surveillance Act of 1978".

7 STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

8 SEC. 302. It is the purpose of this title to authorize ap-

9 plications for a court order approving the use of electronic

10 surveillance within the United States to obtain foreign in-

11 telligence information and to regulate foreign electronic and

12 signals intelligence activities, unconsented physical searches,

13 and unconsented mail opening.

14 PART B-ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE WITHIN THE

15 UNITED STATES

16 AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

17 SEC. 311. Title 18, United States Code, is amended by

18 adding a new chapter after chapter 119 as follows:

"Chapter 120.-ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE WITHIN THE
UNITED STATES FOR FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE PURPOSES

"Sec.
2521. Definitions.
2522. Authorization for electronic surveillance within the United

States for foreign intelligence purposes.
2523. Special courts.
2524. Application for an order.
2525. Issuance of an order.
2526. Use of information.
2527. Report of electronic surveillance.
2528. Congressional oversight.

19 "§ 2521. Definitions

20 " (a) Except as otherwise provided in this section the
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1 definitions of section 2510 of this title shall apply to this

2 chapter.

3 "(b) As used in this chapter-

4 "(1) 'Foreign power' means-

5 "(A) a foreign government or any component

6 thereof, whether or not recognized by the United

7 States;

8 "(B) a faction of a foreign nation or nations,

9 not substantially composed of United States persons;

10 "(0) an entity, which is openly acknowledged

11 by a foreign government or governments to be

12 directed and controlled by such foreign govern-

13 ment or governments;

14 " (D) a foreign-based terrorist group;

15 " (E) a foreign-based political organization, not

16 substantially composed of United States persons.

17 "(2) 'Agent of a foreign power' means-

18 " (A) any person, other than a United States

19 person, who-

20 "(i) openly acts in the United States in the

21 capacity of an officer or employee of a foreign

22 power; or

23 " (ii) is a national of a foreign nation which

24 engages in clandestine intelligence activities in

25 the United States, and the circumstances of
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such person's presence in the United States make

2 it likely that such person is or may be engaged

3 in such activities in the United States;

4 "(B) any person who-

5 "(i) knowingly engages in clandestine intelli-

6 gence gathering activities for or on behalf of a for-

7 eign power, which activities involve or may in-

8 volve a violation of the criminal statutes of the

9 United States;

10 " (ii) pursuant to the direction of an intelligence

11 service or network of a foreign power, knowingly

12 engages in any other clandestine intelligence ac-

13 tivities for or on behalf of such foreign power,

14 which activities involve or are about to involve a

15 violation of the criminal statutes of the United

16 States;

17 " (iii) is or may be knowingly engaged in sab-

18 otage or terrorism, or activities in furtherance there-

19 of, for or on behalf of a foreign power; or

20 " (iv) knowingly aids or abets any person in

21 the conduct of activities described in subparagraph

22 (B) (i) - (iii) above or conspires with any person

23 knowing that such person is engaged in activities

24 in subparagraph (B) (i) - (iii) above.
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1 "(3) 'terrorism' means activities which-

2 " (A) are violent acts or acts dangerous to

3 human life which would be criminal under the laws

4 of the United States or of any State if committed

5 within its jurisdiction; and

6 "(B) appear to be intended-

7 "(i) to intimidate or coerce the civilian

8 population-

9 " (ii) to influence the policy of a govern-

10 ment by intimidation or coercion, or

11 "(iii) to affect the conduct of a govern-

12 ment by assassination or kidnapping.

13 "(4) 'Sabotage' means activities which would be

14 prohibited by title 18, United States Code, chapter 105,

15 if committed against the United States.

16 "(5) 'Foreign intelligence information' means-

17 " (A) information which relates to, and if con-

18 cerning a United States person is necessary to, the

19 ability of the United States to protect itself against

20 actual or potential attack or other grave hostile acts

21 of a foreign power;

22 "(B) information with respect to a foreign

23 power or foreign territory which is important to,

24 and if concerning a United States person is essential

25 to-
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1 "(i) the national defense or the security of

2 the Nation; or

3 " (ii) the conduct of the foreign affairs of

4 the United States;

5 " (C) information which relates to, and if con-

6 cerning a United States person is necessary to, the

7 ability of the United States to protect against ter-

8 rorism by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign

9 power;

10 " (D) information which relates to, and if con-

11 cerning a United States person is necessary to, the

12 ability of the United States to protect against sabo-

13 tage by a foreign power or an agent of a foreign

14 power; or

15 "(E) information which relates to, and if

16 concerning a United States person is necessary to,

17 the ability of the United States to protect against

18 the clandestine intelligence activities of an intel-

19 ligence service or network of a foreign power or

20 an agent of a foreign power.

21 "(6) 'Electronic surveillance within the United

22 States' means-

23 "(A) the acquisition, by an electronic, mechan-

24 ical, or other surveillance device, of the contents

25 of any wire or radio communication sent by or
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1 intended to be received by a particular, known

2 United States person who is in the United States,

3 where the contents are acquired by intentionally

4 targeting that United States person, under circum-

5 stances in which a person has a reasonable ex-

6 pectation of privacy and a warrant would be

7 required for law enforcement purposes;

8 " (B) the acquisition, by an electronic, mechan-

9 ical, or other surveillance device, of the contents

10 of any wire communication to or from a person in

11 the United States, without the consent of any

12 party thereto, where such acquisition occurs in the

13 United States while the communication is being

14 transmitted by wire;

15 "(C) the intentional acquisition, by an elec-

16 tronic, mechanical, or other surveillance device,

17 of the contents of any radio communication, under

18 circumstances in which a person has a reasonable

19 expectation of privacy and a warrant would be

20 required for law enforcement purposes, and where

21 both the sender and all intended recipients are

22 located within the United States; or

23 "(D) the installation or use of an electronic,

24 mechanical, or other surveillance device in the

25 United States for monitoring to acquire informa-
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1 tion, other than from a wire or radio communication,

2 under circumstances in which a person has a rea-

3 sonable expectation of privacy and a warrant would

4 be required for law enforcement purposes.

5 " (7) 'Attorney General' means the Attorney Gen-

6 eral of the United States (or Acting Attorney General)

7 or the Deputy Attorney General.

8 " (8) 'Minimization procedures' means procedures

9 which are reasonably designed to minimize the acquisi-

10 tion, retention, and prohibit the dissemination, except as

11 provided for in subsections 2526 (a) and (b), of any

12 information concerning United States persons without

13 their consent that does not relate to the ability of the

14 United States-

15 "(i) to protect itself against actual or poten-

16 tial attack or other grave hostile acts of a foreign

17 power or an agent of a foreign power;

18 "(ii) to provide for the national defense or

19 security of the Nation;

20 "(iii) to provide for the conduct of the foreign

21 affairs of the United States;

22 "(iv) to protect against terrorism by a foreign

23 power or an agent of a foreign power;

24 " (v) to protect against sabotage by a foreign

25 power or an agent of a foreign power; or
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* " (vi) to protect against the clandestine intelli-

2 gence activities of an intelligence service or network

3 of a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power;

4 and which are reasonably designed to ensure that

5 information which relates solely to the national defense

6 or security of the Nation or the conduct of foreign affairs

7 shall not be maintained in such a manner as to permit

8 the retrieval of such information by reference to a United

9 States person, without his consent, who was a party to a

10 communication acquired pursuant to this chapter and

11 shall not be disseminated unless it relates significantly to

12 the national defense or security of the Nation or the con-

13 duct of foreign affairs; and if the target of the electronic

14 surveillance within the United States is a foreign power

15 which qualifies as such solely on the basis that it is an

16 entity controlled and directed by a foreign government

17 or governments, and unless there is probable cause to

18 believe that a substantial number of the officers or execu-

19 tives of such entity are officers or employees of a foreign

20 government, or agents of a foreign power as defined in

21 section 2521 (b) (2) (B), procedures which are reason-

22 ably designed to prevent the acquisition, retention, and

23 dissemination of communications of unconsenting United

24 States persons who are not officers or executives of such
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1 entity responsible for those areas of its activities which

2 involve foreign intelligence information.

3 "(9) 'United States person' means a citizen of the

4 United States, an alien lawfully admitted for permanent

5 residence (as defined in section 101 (a) (20) of the

6 Immigration and Nationality Act) , an unincorporated

7 association a substantial number of members of which are

8 citizens of the United States or aliens lawfully admitted

9 for permanent residence or a corporation which is incor-

10 porated in the United States, but not including corpora-

11 tions which are foreign powers.

12 " (10) 'United States' when used in a geographic

13 sense means all areas under the territorial sovereignty

14 of the United States, the Trust Territory of the Pacific

15 Islands, and the Canal Zone. -

16 "§ 2522. Authorization for electronic surveillance within

17 the United States for foreign intelligence pur-

18 poses

19 "Applications for a court order under this chapter are

20 authorized if the President has, by written authorization,

21 empowered the Attorney General to approve applications to

22 Federal judges having jurisdiction under section 2523 of

23 this chapter, and a judge to whom an application is made

24 may grant an order, in conformity with section 2525 of this
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1 chapter, approving electronic surveillance within the United

2 States of a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power for

3;. the purpose of obtaining foreign intelligence information.

4 "§2523. Special courts

5 "(a) There is established a Special Court of the United

6 States with jurisdiction to carry out the judicial duties of

7 this chapter and such other judicial duties as may be assigned

8 to it by law. The Chief Justice of the United States shall, in

9 consultation with the chief judges of the judicial circuits,

10 publicly designate at least one judge from each of the judicial

11 circuits who shall be members of the Special Court and one

12 of whom the Chief Justice shall publicly designate the Chief

13 Judge. The Special Court shall continuously sit in the

14 District of Columbia.

15 " (b) There is established a Special Court of Appeals

16 with jurisdiction to hear appeals from decisions of the

17 Special Court. The Chief Justice shall publicly designate

18 six judges, one of whom shall be publicly designated the

19 Chief Judge, from among the district courts of the District

20 of Columbia, the Eastern District of Virginia, or the District

21 of Maryland or the United States Court of Appeals for the

22 District of Columbia, any three of whom shall constitute a

23 panel for purposes of reviewing appeals from the Special

24 Court.

25 " (c) The judges of the Special Court and the Special
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i Court of Appeals shall be designated for six-year terms,

2 except that the Chief Justice shall stagger the terms of the

3 members originally chosen. No judge may serve more than

4 two full terms.

5 " (d) The Chief Judges of the Special Court and the

6 Special Court of Appeals shall, in consultation with the

7 Attorney general and the Director of National Intelligence,

8 establish such document, physical, personnel, or communica-

9 tions security measures as are necessary to protect informa-

10 tion submitted to or produced by the Special Court or the

11 Special Court of Appeals from unauthorized disclosure.

12 " (e) Proceedings under this chapter shall be conducted

13 as expeditiously as possible.

14 " (f) If any application to the Special Court is denied,

15 the reasons for that denial shall, upon the motion of the

16 party to whom the application was denied, be transmitted

17 under seal to the Special Court of Appeals.

18 "§ 2524. Application for an order

19 "(a) Each application for an order approving electronic

20 surveillance within the United States under this chapter shall

21 be made by a Federal officer in writing upon oath or affirma-

22 tion to a judge having jurisdiction under section 2523 of this

23 chapter. Each application shall require the approval of the

24 Attorney General based upon his finding that it satisfies the
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1 criteria and requirements of such application as set forth in

2 this chapter. It shall include the following information-

3 "(1) the identity of the Federal officer making the

4 application;

5 "(2) the authority conferred on the Attorney Gen-

6 eral by the President of the United States and the

7 approval of the Attorney General to make the appli-

8 cation;

9 " (3) the identity or a description of the target of

10 the electronic surveillance;

11 " (4) a statement of the facts and circumstances

12 relied upon by the applicant to justify his belief that-

13 " (A) the target of the electronic surveillance

14 is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power;

15 and

16 " (B) the facilities or the place at which the

17 electronic surveillance is directed are being used, or

18 are about to be used, by a foreign power or an

19 agent of a foreign power;

20 " (5) a statement of the proposed minimization

21 procedures;

22 "(6) when the target of the surveillance is not a

23 foreign power as defined in. section 2521 (b) (1) (A),

24 (B) or (C), a detailed description of the nature of the

25 information sought;
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"(7) a certification or certifications by the Assist-

2 ant to the President for National Security Affairs or

3 an executive branch official or officials designated by the

4 President from among those executive officers employed

5 in the area of national security or defense and appointed

6 by the President with the advice and consent of the

7 Senate-

8 " (A) that the information sought is foreign

9 intelligence information;

10 " (B) that the purpose of the surveillance is to

11 obtain foreign intelligence information;

12 " (C) that such information cannot reasonably

13 be obtained by normal investigative techniques;

34 " (D) including a designation of the type of

1A foreign intelligence information being sought accord-

16 ing to the categories described in section 2521 (b)

17 (5) ;

18 " (E) when the target of the surveillance is not

19 a foreign power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1)

20 (A), (B), or (C), including a statement of the

21 basis for the certification that-

22 " (i) the information sought is the type of

23 foreign intelligence information designated; and

24 " (ii) such information cannot reasonably

25 be obtained by normal investigative techniques;
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1 "(F) when the target of the surveillance is a

2 foreign power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1)

3 (A), (B), or (C), stating the period of time for

4 which the surveillance is required to be maintained;

5 " (8) when the target of the surveillance is not

6 a foreign power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1)

7 (A), (B), or (C), a statement of the means by

8 which the surveillance will be effected, and when the

9 target is a foreign power, as defined in section 2521

10 (b) (1) (A), (B), or (C), a designation of the type

11 of electronic surveillance within the United States

12 to be used according to the categories described in

13 section 2521 (b) (6), and a statement whether physi-

14 cal entry is required to effect the surveillance;

15 " (9) a statement of the facts concerning all pre-

16 vious applications that have been made to any judge

17 under this chapter involving any of the persons, facili-

18 ties, or places specified in the application, and the action

19 taken on each previous application; and

20 "(10) when the target of the surveillance is not

21 a foreign power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1)

22 (A), (B), or (C), a statement of the period of time

23 for which the electronic surveillance is required to

24 be maintained. If the nature of the intelligence gather-

25 ing is such that the approval of the use of electronic
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1 surveillance under this chapter should not automatically

2 terminate when the described type of information has

3 first been obtained, a description of facts supporting the

4 belief that additional information of the same type will

5 be obtained thereafter.

6 " (b) The Attorney General may require any other

7 affidavit or certification from any other officer in connec-

8 tion with the application.

9 " (c) The judge may require the applicant to furnish

10 such other information as may be necessary to make the de-

11 terminations required by section 2525 of this chapter, includ-

12 ing information necessary to determine that, where the target

13 is a United States person, the certification or certifications are

14 not clearly erroneous.

15 "§ 2525. Issuance of an order

16 " (a) Upon an application made pursuant to section

17 2524 of this title, the judge shall enter an ex parte order as

18 requested or as modified approving the electronic surveillance

19 within the United States if he finds that-

20 "(1) the President has authorized the Attorney

21 General to approve applications for electronie surveil-

22 lance for foreign intelligence information;

23 " (2) the application has been made by a Federal

24 officer and approved by the Attorney General;
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1 " (3) on the basis of the facts submitted by the

2 applicant there is probable cause to believe that-

3 " (A) the target of the electronic surveillance

4 is a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power;

5 and

6 " (B) the facilities or place at which the elec-

7 tronic surveillance is directed are being used, or are

8 about to be used, by a foreign power or an agent

9 of a foreign power;

10 " (4) the proposed minimization procedures meet

11 the definition of minimization procedures under section

12 2521 (b) (8) of this title;

13 " (5) the application which has been filed contains

14 the description and certification or certifications, spec-

15 ified in section 2524 (a) (7) and, if the target is a

16 United States person, the certification or certifications

17 are not clearly erroneous on the basis of the statement

18 made under section 2524 (a) (7) (E) and any other

19 information furnished under section 2524 (c) .

20 " (b) An order approving an electronic surveillance

21 within the United States under this section shall-

22 "(1) specify-

23 "(A) the identity or a description of the target

24 of the electronic surveillance;

25 " (B) the nature and location of the facilities or
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1 the place at which the electronic surveillance will

2 be directed;

3 "(0) when the target of the surveillance is not

4 a foreign power as defined in section 2521 (b) (1)

5 (A), (B), or (C), the type of information sought

6 to be acquired and when the target is a foreign

7 power defined in section 2521 (b) (1) (A), (B),

8 or (C), the designation of the type of foreign in-

9 telligence information under section 2521 (b) (5)

10 sought to be acquired;

11 " (D) when the target of the surveillance is not a

12 foreign power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1) (A) ,

13 (B), or (C), the means by which the electronic sur-

14 veillance will be effected, and when the target is a

15 foreign power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1) (A),

16 (B), or (C), a designation of the type of electronic

17 surveillance to be used according to the categories de-

18 scribed in section 2521 (b) (6) and whether physical

19 entry will be used to effect the surveillance; and

26 " (E) the period of time during which the electronic

21 surveillance is approved; and

22 "(2) direct-

23 " (A) that the minimization procedures be

24 followed;

25 " (B) that, upon the request of the applicant.
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1 a specified communication or other common carrier,

2 landlord, custodian, contractor, or other specified

3 person furnish the applicant forthwith any and all

4 information, facilities, or technical assistance, neces-

5 sary to accomplish the electronic surveillance in

6 such manner as will protect its secrecy and produce

7 a minimum of interference with the services that

8 such carrier, landlord, custodian, contractor, or other

9 person is providing that target of electronic

10 surveillance;

11 " (C) that such carrier, landlord, custodian, or

12 other person maintain under security procedures

13 approved by the Attorney General and the Director

14 of National Intelligence any records concerning

15 the surveillance or the aid furnished which such per-

16 son wishes to retain;

17 " (D) that the applicant compensate, at the

18 prevailing rate, such carrier, landlord, custodian, or

19 other person for furnishing such aid.

20 "(c) An order issued under this section may approve

21 an electronic surveillance within the United States not

22 targeted against a foreign power, as defined in section 2521

23 (b) (1) (A), (B), or (C), for the period necessary to

24 achieve its purpose, or for 90 days, whichever is less;

25 an order under this section shall approve an electronic sur-
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1 veillance within the United States targeted against a foreign

2 power, as defined in section 2521 (b) (1) (A), (B), or

3 (C) for the period specified in the certification required in

4 section 2524 (a) (7) (F), or for one year, whichever is less

5 provided that the Attorney General and the certifying official

6 or officials shall review the certification at least every 90

7 days. Extensions of an order issued under this chapter may

8 be granted on the same basis as an original order upon an

9 application for an extension made in the same manner as

10 required for an original application and after new findings

11 required by subsection (a) of this section including a finding

12 that the minimization procedures have been implemented

13 in accordance with the original order or the previous exten-

14 sion. The extension may direct that changes be made in

15 the minimization procedures so that they most effectively

16 meet the definition of minimization procedures in section

17 2521 (b) (8). In connection with applications for exten-

18 sions where the target is not a foreign power, as defined

19 in section 2521(b) (1) (A), (B), or (C), the judge may

20 require the applicant to submit information, obtained pur-

21 suant to the original order or to any previous extensions, as

22 may be necessary to make new findings required by sub-

23 section (a) of this section. In connection with applications

24 for extentions where the target is a foreign power, as defined

25 in section 2521 (b) (1) (A), (B), or (C), the judge may
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1 require the applicant to submit information obtained pur-

2 suant to the original order or to the previous extension, as

3 may be necessary to make a finding that the minimization

4 procedures have been implemented in accordance with the

5 original order or the previous extension.

6 " (d) Notwithstanding any other provision of this

7 chapter when the Attorney General reasonably determines

8 that-

9 "(1) an emergency situation exists with respect

10 to the employment of electronic surveillance within the

11 United States to obtain foreign intelligence information

12 before an order authorizing such surveillance can with

13 due diligence be obtained, and

14 " (2) the factual basis for issuance of an order under

15 this chapter to approve such surveillance exists,

16 he may authorize the emergency employment of electronic

17 surveillance if a judge designated pursuant to section 2523

18 of this chapter is informed by the Attorney General or his

19 designate at the time of such authorization that the decision

20 has been made to employe emergency electronic surveillance

21 and if an application in accordance with this chapter is made

22 to that judge as soon as practicable, but not more than

23 twenty-four hours after the Attorney General authorizes

24 such acquisition. If the Attorney General authorizes such

25 emergency employment of electronic surveillance, he shall
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1 require that the minimization procedures required by this

2 chapter for the issuance of a judicial order be followed. In

3 the absence of a judicial order approving such electronic

4 surveillance, the surveillance shall terminate when the in-

5 formation sought is obtained, when the application for the

6 order is denied, or after the expiration of twenty-four hours

7 from the time of authorization by the Attorney General,

8 whichever is earliest. In the event that such application for

9 approval is denied, or in any other case where the electronic

10 surveillance is terminated without an order having been

11 issued, no information obtained or evidence derived from

12 such surveillance shall be received in evidence or otherwise

13 disclosed in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or

14 before any court, grand jury, department, office, agency,

15 regulatory body, legislative committee, or other authority of

16 the United States, a State, or political subdivision thereof,

17 and no information concerning United States persons ac-

18 quired from such surveillance shall be used or disclosed in any

19 other manner by Federal officers or employees without the

20 consent of the United States person. A denial of the applica-

21 tion made under this subsection may be reviewed as provided

22 in section 2523.

23 "§ 2526. Use of information

24 " (a) Information concerning United States persons

25 acquired from an electronic surveillance conducted pursuant
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1 to this chapter may be used and disclosed by Federal of-

2 ficers and employees without the consent of the United

3. States person only for purposes specified in section 2521

4 (b) (8) (A) through (F), or for the enforcement of the

5 criminal law if its use outweighs the possible harm to

6 the national security. No otherwise privileged coimuni-

7 cation obtained in accordance with, or in violation of, the

8 provisions of this chapter shall lose its privileged char-

9 acter. No information acquired from an electronic surveil-

10 lance conducted pursuant to this chapter may be used or

11 disclosed by Federal officers or employees except for law-

12 ful purposes.

13 " (b) The minimization procedures required under this

14 chapter shall not preclude the retention and disclosure,

15 for law enforcement purposes, of any information which

16 constitutes evidence of a crime if such disclosure is ac-

17 companied by a statement that such evidence, or any in-

18 formation derived therefrom, may only be used in a crimi-

19 nal proceeding with the advance authorization of the

20 Attorney General.

21 " (c) Whenever the Government of the United States,

22 of a State, or of a political subdivision thereof intends to

23 enter into evidence or otherwise use or disclose in any

24 trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or before any court,

25 department, officer, agency, or other authority of the United
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1 States, a State, or a political subdivision thereof, any in-

2 formation obtained or derived from an electronic surveil-

3 lance, the Government shall prior to the trial, hearing,

4 or other proceeding or at a reasonable time prior to an

5 effort to so disclose or so use the information or submit it in

6 evidence notify the court in which the information is to be

7 disclosed or used or, if the information is to be disclosed

8 or used in or before another authority, shall notify a court

9 in the district wherein the information is to be so dis-

10 closed or so used that the Government intends to so dis-

11 close or so use such information.

12 "(d) Any person who has been a subject of electronic

13 surveillance and against whom evidence derived from such

14 electronic surveillance is to be, or has been, introduced or

15 otherwise used or disclosed in any trial, hearing, or pro-

16 ceeding in or before any court, department, officer, agency,

17 regulatory body, or other authority of the United States, a

18 State, or a political subdivision thereof, may move to sup-

19 press the contents of any communication acquired by elec-

20 tronic surveillance, or evidence derived therefrom, on the

21 grounds that-

22 " (1) -the communication was unlawfully acquired;

23 or

" (2) the surveillance was not made in conform-

25 ity with the order of authorization or approval.



1 Such motion shall be made before the trial, hearing, or pro-

2 ceeding unless there was no opportunity to make such mo-

3 tion or the person was not aware of the grounds of the

4 motion.

5 "(e) Whenever any court is notified in accordance with

6 subsection (c), or whenever a motion is made by an ag-

7 grieved person pursuant to subsection (d), to suppress evi-

8 dence on the grounds that it was obtained or derived from

9 an unlawful electronic surveillance, or whenever any motion

10 or request is made by an aggrieved person pursuant to sec-

11 tion 3504 of this title or any other statute or rule of the

12 United States, to discover, obtain, or suppress evidence or

13 information obtained or derived from electronic surveillance,

14 the Federal court, or where the motion is made before

15 another authority, a Federal court in the same district as

16 the authority, shall, notwithstanding any other law, if the

17 Government by affidavit asserts that disclosure or an adver-

18 sary hearing would harm the national security of the United

19 States, review in camera and ex parte the application, order,

20 and other materials relating to the surveillance as may be

21 necessary to determine whether the surveillance was author-

22 ized and conducted in a manner that did not violate any right

23 afforded by the Constitution and statutes of the United States

24 to the aggrieved person. In making this determination, the

25 court shall disclose to the aggrieved person portions of the
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1 application, order, or other materials relating to the surveil-

2 lance only where such disclosure is necessary to make an

3 accurate determination of the legality of the surveillance. If

4 the court determines that the electronic surveillance of the

5 aggrieved person was not lawfully authorized or conducted,

6 the .court shall in accordance with the requirements of law

7 suppress the information obtained or evidence derived from

8 the unlawful electronic surveillance. If the court determines

9 that the surveillance was lawfully authorized and conducted,

10 the court shall deny any motion for disclosure or discovery

11 unless required by due process.

12 " (f) If an emergency employment of the electronic

13 surveillance is authorized under section 2525 (d) and a sub-

14 sequent order approving the surveillance is not obtained, the

15 judge shall cause to be served on any United States person

16 named in the application and on such other United States

17 persons subject to electronic surveillance as the judge may

18 determine in his discretion it is in the interest of justice to

19 serve, notice of-

20 " (1) the fact of the application;

21 " (2) the period of the surveillance; and

22 " (3) the fact that during the period information

23 was or was not obtained.

24 On an ex parte showing of good cause to the judge the serv-

25 ing of the notice required by this subsection may be post-
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1 poned or suspended for a period not to exceed 90 days.

2 Thereafter, on a further ex parte showing of good cause,

3 the court shall forego ordering the serving of the notice

4 required under this subsection.

5 "9 2527. Report of electronic surveillance

6 "In April of each year, the Attorney General shall

7 report to the Administrative Office of the United States

8 Courts and shall transmit to Congress with respect to the

9 preceding calendar year-

10 "(1) the total number of applications made for

11 orders and extensions of orders approving electronic

12 surveillance; and

13 "(2) the total number of such orders and extensions

14 either granted, modified, or denied.

15 " 2528. Congressional oversight

16 "On a quarterly basis the Attorney General shall fully

17 and completely report to the Permanent Select Committee

18 on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the

19 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate concerning

20 all electronic surveillance under this chapter. Such reports

21 shall not be deemed to derogate from those committees'

22 authorities and responsibilities to obtain additional informa-

23 tion from the executive branch in order to fulfill their respec-

24 tive functions.".
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1 PART C-AUTHORITY To COLLECT INTELLIGENCE INFOR-

2 MATION BY THE USE OF FOREIGN ELECTRONIC OR

3 SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES

4 FOREIGN ELECTRONIC OR SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE

5 ACTIVITIES

6 SEC. 321. Title 18, United States Code, is amended by

7 adding after chapter 120, as added by section 311 of this Act,

8 a new chapter as follows:

9 "Chapter 121.-FOREIGN ELECTRONIC OR SIGNALS INTELLI-

10 GENCE ACTIVITIES

"Sec.
2531. Definitions.
2532. Minimization procedures.
2533. Authorization for foreign electronic or signals intelligence activities.
2534. Procedure to conduct foreign electronic or signals intelligence

activities.
2535. Emergency procedure to conduct foreign electronic or signals intelli-

gence activities.
2536. Cooperative relationships.

11 "§ 2531. Definitions.

12 "(a) Except as otherwise provided in this section the

13 definitions of sections 2510 and 2521 shall apply to this

14 chapter.

15 "(b) The term 'foreign electronic or signals intelligence

16 activities' means the acquisition of information by the inter-

17 ception of wire communications, nonpublic radio comm ica-

18 tons, or oral communications without the knowledge of all

19 parties, or the installation or use of a device for monitoring to

20 acquire information without the knowledge of the persons or
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1 activities monitored, but does not include 'electronic surveil-

2 lance within the United States' as defined in chapter 120 of

3 title 18, United States Code.

4 "§2532. Minimization procedures

5 "No entity of the Intelligence Community may conduct

6 foreign electronic or signals intelligence activities not targeted

7 against a United States person, for foreign intelligence pur-

8 poses unless information so obtained concerning United States

9 persons is treated in accordance with minimization proce-

10 dures, as defined in chapter 120 of title 18, United States

11 Code, approved by the Attorney General.

12 "§2533. Authorizaton for foreign electronic or signals in-

13 teiligence activities

14 "No entity of the intelligence community may inten-

15 tionally attempt to acquire, directly or indirectly, informa-

16 tion concerning a particular United States person or per-

17 sons by means of foreign electronic or signals intelligence

18 activities under circumstances in which a person has a

19 reasonable expectation of privacy with respect to United

20 States Government activities or in which a warrant would be

21 required for law enforcement purposes within the United

22 States, except pursuant to this section. Applications for a

23 court order for foreign electronic or signals intelligence ac-

24 tivities targeted against a United States person are au-

25 thorized if the President has, by written authorization, em-
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1 powered the Attorney General to approve applications to

2 the special court having jurisdiction under section 2523 of

3 chapter 120, title 18, United States Code, and a judge to

4 whom an application is made may grant an order, in con-

5 formity with section 2534 (b), approving foreign electronic

6 or signals intelligence activities targeted against a United

7 States person.

8 "§2534. Procedure to conduct foreign electronic or signals

9 intelligence activities

10 "(a) Each application for an order approving foreign

11 electronic or signals intelligence activities under section 2533

12 shall be made by a Federal officer in writing upon oath or

13 affirmation to a judge of the special court having jurisdic-

14 tion under section 2523 of chapter 120, title 18, United

15 States Code. Each application shall require the approval of

16 the Attorney General based upon his finding that it satisfies

17 the criteria and requirements of such application as set forth

18 in this section. It shall include the following information-

19 " (1) the identity of the Federal officer making

20 the application;

21 " (2) the authority conferred on the Attorney Gen-

22 eral by the President of the United States and the. ap-

23 proval of the Attorney General to make the applica-

24 tion;
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1 "(3) the identity or a description of the target of

2 the foreign electronic or signals intelligence activities;

3 "(4) a statement of the facts and circumstances

4 relied upon by the applicant to justify foreign electronic

5 or signals intelligence activities targeted against a United

6 States person;

7 " (5) a statement of the proposed minimization

8 procedures;

9 " (6) a statement whether the activities involve

10 acquisition of information from a wire communication,

11 from a radio communication, from an oral communica-

12 tion, or from the monitoring of another activity, and a

13 statement whether physical entry may be involved;

14 " (7) a statement of the period of time during which

15 the activities are required to be conducted;

16 " (8) a statement of the facts concerning all pre-

17 vious applications that have been made to any judge

18 under this section or under chapter 120, title 18, United

19 States Code, involving the person specified in the ap-

20 plication, and the action taken on each previous appli-

21 cation; and

22 "(9) any other information or affidavit from any

23 other officer required by the Attorney General in connec-

24 tion with the application or required by the judge as
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1 necessary for him to make findings required by section

2 2534 (b).

3 "(b) Upon an application made pursuant to subsection

4 (d) of this section, the judge shall enter an ex parte order as

5 requested or as modified approving foreign electronic or

6 signals intelligence under section 2533 if he finds that-

7 "(1) the President has authorized the Attorney

8 General to approve applications for foreign electronic or

9 signals intelligence activities targeted against a United

10 State person;

11 " (2) the application has been made by a Federal

12 officer and approved by the Attorney General;

13 " (3) on the basis of the facts submitted by the

14 applicant there is probable cause to believe that-

15 " (A) the United States person targeted is an

16 agent of a foreign power as defined in section

17 2521 (b) (2) (B) of chapter 120, title 18, United

18 States Code;

19 "(B) the United States person targeted is

20 engaged in activities outside the United States

21 which, if engaged in within the United States,

22 would meet the definition of agent of a foreign

23 power under section 2521 (b) (2) (B) of chapter

24 120, title 18, United States Code;
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1 "(C) the United States person targeted is an

2 officer or employee of a foreign power residing

3 abroad, information about whose official duties or

4 communications may constitute foreign intelligence

5 information as defined in chapter 120, title 18,

6 United States Code;

7 "(D) the United States person targeted is a

8 fugitive from United States justice abroad, informa-

9 tion about whose relationships with foreign gov-

10 ernments or organizations would constitute foreign

11 intelligence information as defined in chapter 120,

12 title 18, United States Code;

13 "(4) the proposed minimization procedures meet

14 the definition of minimization procedures under sec-

15 tion 2521 (b) (8) of chapter 120, title 18, United

16 States Code;

17 "(5) the period of time during which the activi-

18 ties are required to be conducted is reasonable; and

19 " (6) where the activities involve the- installation

20 of a device, either for monitoring or to intercept com-

21 munications, such installation is reasonably necessary

22 to effect the activities, and the nature, reliability, or

23 timeliness of the foreign intelligence information sought

24 cannot reasonably be duplicated by other means of

25 collection.
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1 "(c) An order approving foreign electronic or signals

2 intelligence activities targeted against a United States person

3 under this part shall-

4 " (1) specify the identity or a description of the

5 target of the activities;

G " (2) specify whether the activities involve acqui-

7 sition of information from a wire communication, from a

8 radio communication, from an oral communication, or

9 from the monitoring of another activity, and whether

10 physical entry may be involved;

11 . " (3) specify the period of time during which the

12 activities are authorized;

13 " (4) where appropriate, specify that the installation

14 of a device is authorized; and

15 "(5) direct that the minimization procedures be

16 followed.

17 "§ 2535. Emergency procedure to conduct foreign elec-

18 tronic or signals intelligence activities

19 "Where the senior United States official of an agency

20 authorized by the President or by statute to conduct foreign

21 electronic or signals intelligence activities in a foreign coun-

22 try, the head of such entity, or the United States chief of

23 mission in such country reasonably determines that an

24 emergency situation exists such that foreign intelligence in-

25 formation might be lost before an order authorizing such
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1 activities targeted against a United States person could with

2 due diligence be obtained, and the basis for the issuance of

3 an order exists, he may authorize the conduct of such

4 activities targeted against a United States person in that

5 foreign country for a period not to exceed seventy-two hours,

6 provided that-

7 " (1) an application for an order under section 2534

8 is filed within those seventy-two hours;

9 " (2) the activities shall cease upon the denial of

10 the order or the expiration of seventy-two hours, which-

11 ever occurs first; and

12 " (3) information obtained before the order is

13 granted or denied shall, to the maximum extent feasible,

14 be treated in accordance with the minimization pro-

15 cedures in the order or be destroyed and not dissemi-

16 nated if the order is denied.

17 "§ 2536. Cooperative relationships

18 "Nothing in this section shall be construed to require

19 any agency or any Federal officer or employee to confirm

20 or deny the existence of any cooperative relationship any

21 agency may have with any foreign government or com-

22 ponent thereof; to identify any particular such cooperative

23 relationship; or to reveal in any manner whether or not

24 any information used in support of an application for an

25 order was obtained directly or indirectly from such a relation-
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1 ship, or whether or not any foreign government or com-

2 ponent thereof may participate in any foreign electronic

3 or signals intelligence activity.".

4 PART D-CONFORMING AMENDMENTS

5 AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

6 SEC. 331. Chapter 119 of title 18, United States Code,

7 is amended as follows:

8 (1) Section 2511 (1) is amended-

9 (A) by inserting "or chapters 120 and 121 or with

10 respect to techniques used by law enforcement officers

11 not involving the interception of wire or oral communica-

12 tions as otherwise authorized by a search warrant or

13 order of a court of competent jurisdiction," immediately

14 after "chapter" in the first sentence;

15 (B) by inserting a comma and "or, under color of

16 law, willfully engages in any other form of electronic

17 surveillance within the United States as defined in

18 chapter 120, or engages in foreign electronic or signals

19 intelligence activities as defined in chapter 121" imme-

20 diately before the semicolon in paragraph (a) ;

21 (C) by inserting "or information obtained under

22 color of law by any other form of electronic surveillance

23 within the United States as defined in chapter 120 or

24 foreign electronic or signals intelligence activities as
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1 defined in chapter 121" immediately after "contents of

2 any wire or oral communication" in paragraph (c) ;

3 (D) by inserting "or any other form of electronic

4 surveillance within the United States, as defined in

5 chapter 120 or foreign electronic or signals intelligence

6 activity as defined in chapter 121," immediately before

7 "in violation" in paragraph (c) ;

8 (E) by inserting "or information obtained under

9 color of law by any other form of electronic surveillance

10 within the United States as defined in chapter 120 or

11 foreign electronic or signals intelligence activity as de-

12 fined in chapter 121" immediately after "any wire or

13 oral communication" in paragraph (d) ; and

14 (F) by inserting "or any other form of electronic

15 surveillance within the United States, as defined in

16 chapter 120 or foreign electronic or signals intelligence

17 activity as defined in chapter 121," immediately before

18 "in violation" in paragraph (d).

19 (2) (A) Section 2511 (2) (a) (i) is amended by insert-

20 ing the words "or radio communication" after the words

21 "wire communication" and by inserting the words. "or

22 otherwise acquire" after the word "intercept".

23 (B) Section 2511 (2) (a) (ii) is amended by inserting

24 the words "or chapters 120 and 121" after the second

25 appearance of the word "chapter," and by striking the
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1 period at the end thereof and adding the following: "or

2 engage in electronic surveillance within the United States,

3 as defined in chapter 120 or foreign electronic or signals

4 intelligence activities as defined in chapter 121: Provided,

5 however, That before the information, facilities, or technical

6 assistance. may be provided, the investigative or law enforce-

7 ment officer shall furnish to the officer, employee, or agent

8 of the carrier either-

9 "(1) an order signed by the authorizing judge

10 certifying that a court order directing such assistance

11 has been issued; or

12 "(2) in the case of an emergency interception or

13 electronic surveillance within the United States or for-

14 eign electronic or signals intelligence activities as pro-

15 vided for in section 2518 (7) of this chapter or section

16 2525 (d) of chapter 120 or section 2534 of chapter 121,

17 a certification under oath by the investigative or law

18 enforcement officer that the applicable statutory require-

19 ments have been met,

20 and setting forth the period of time for which the electronic

21 surveillance within the United States or foreign electronic

22 or signals intelligence activity is authorized and describing

23 the facilities from which the communication is to be acquired.

24 Any violation of this subsection by a communication common

25 carrier or an officer, employee, or agency thereof, shall
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1 render the carrier liable for the civil damages provided for

2 in section 2520.".

3 3 (A) Section 2511 (2) (b) is amended by inserting

4 the words "or otherwise engage in electronic surveillance

5 within the United States, as defined in chapter 120, or en-

6 gage in foreign electronic or signals intelligence activities

7 as defined in chapter 121" after the word "radio".

8 (B) Section 2511 (2) (c) is amended by inserting the

9 words "or engage in electronic surveillance within the United

10 States as defined in chapter 120, or engage in foreign elec-

11 tronic or signals intelligence activities as defined in chapter

12 121" after the words "oral communication" and by inserting

13 the words "or such surveillance" after the last word in the

14 paragraph and before the period.

15 (C) Section 2511 (2) is amended by adding at the end

16 of the section the following provisions:

17 "(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title

18 or sections 605 or 606 of the Communications Act of 1934,

19 it shall not be unlawful for an officer, employee, or agent of

20 the United States in the normal course of his official duty

21 under procedures approved by the Attorney General to con-

22 duct electronic surveillance within the United States as de-

23 fined in section 2521 (b) (6) of chapter 120 or foreign elec-

24 tronic or signals intelligence activities as defined in section
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1 2531 (b) (1) not targeted against a particular person or

2 entity without a court order for the sole purpose of-

3 "(i). testing the capability of electronic equipment,

4 provided that the test period shall be limited in extent

5 and duration to that necessary to determine the capabil-

6 ity of the equipment, that the content of any communi-

7 cation acquired under this paragraph shall be retained

8 and used only for the purpose of determining the ca-

9 pability of such equipment, shall be disclosed only to

10 the persons conducting the test, and shall be destroyed

11 upon completion of the testing, and that the test may

12 exceed ninety days only with the prior approval of

13 the Attorney General; or

14 "(ii) determining the existence and capability of

15 electronic surveillance equipment being used unlawfully,

16 provided'that such electronic surveillance within the

17 United States or foreign electronic or signals intelligence

18 activity shall be limited in extent and duration to that

19 necessary to determine the existence and capability of

20 such equipment, and that any information acquired by

21 such surveillance shall be used only to enforce this

22 chapter or section 605 of the Communications Act of

23 1934 or to protect information from unlawful electronic

24 surveillance. .
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1 " (f) The procedures in this chapter and chapter 120

2 of this title, shall be the exclusive means by which electronic

3 surveillance within the United States, as adefined in section

4 2521 (b) (6) of chapter 120, and the interception of domes-

5 tic wire and oral communications may be conducted; and

6 the procedures in chapter 121 of this title shall be the

7 exclusive means by which foreign electronic or signals

8 intelligence activities, as defined in chapter 121, may be

9 conducted against United States persons. In circumstances

10 involving the unintentitnal acquisition, by an electronic,

11 mechanical, or other surveillance device of the contents of any

12 radio communication, under circumstances in which a per-

13 son has a reasonable expectation of privacy and a warrant

14 would be required for law enforcement purposes, and where

15 both the sender and all intended recipients are located within

16 the United States, such contents shall ie destroyed upon

17 recognition.".

18 (4) Section 2511 (3) is repealed.

19 (5) Section 2515 is amended by inserting the words

20 "or electronic surveillance within the United States as

21 defined in chapter 120, or foreign electronic or signals

22 intelligence activity as defined in chapter 121, has been

23 conducted" after the word "intercepted", by inserting the

24 words "or other information obtained from electronic surveil-

25 lance within the United States as defined in chapter 120, or
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1 foreign electronic or signals intelligence activity as defined in

2 chapter 121," after the second appearance of the word "com-

3 munication", and by inserting "or chapters 120 and 121"

4 after the final appearance of the word "chapter".

5 (6) Section 2518 (1) is amended by inserting the words

6 "under this chapter" after the word "communication".

7 (7) Section 2518 (4) is amended by inserting the words

8 "under this chapter" after both appearances of the words

9 "wire or oral communication".

10 (8) Section 2518 (9) is amended by striking the word

11 "intercepted" and inserting the words "intercepted pursuant

12 to this chapter" after the word "communication".

13 (9) Section 2518 (10) is amended by striking the word

14 "intercepted" and inserting the words "intercepted pursuant

15 to this chapter" after the first appearance of the word

16 "communication".

17 (10) Section 2519 (3) is amended by inserting the

18 words "pursuant to this chapter" after the words "wire or

19 oral communications" and after the words "granted or

20 denied".

21 (11) Section 2520 is amended by deleting all before

22 subsection (2) and inserting in lieu thereof: "Any person

23 other than a foreign power or an agent of a foreign power as

24 defined in sections 2521 (b) (1) and 2521 (b) (2) (A) of

25 chapter 120, who has been subject to electronic surveillance
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1 within the United States, as defined in chapter 120, in viola-

2 tion of that chapter, or whose wire or oral communication

3 has been intercepted, or about whom information has been

4 disclosed or used, in violation of this chapter, or any United

5 States person who has been subject to foreign electronic or

6 signals intelligence activity, as defined in chapter 121, in vio-

7 lation of that chapter, shall (1) have a civil cause of action

8 against any person who so acted in violation of this chapter,

9 and".

10 PART E-PHYSICAL SEARCHES

11 REQUIREMENTS FOR PHYSICAL SEARCHES BY ENTITIES OF

12 THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

13 SEC. 341. (a) No entity of the intelligence community

14 may conduct unconsented physical searches within the United

15 States or unconsented physical searches directed against

16 United States persons abroad unless-

17 (1) such searches are conducted under the standards

18 and procedures required by the Constitution or laws of

19 the United States for law enforcement purposes; or

20 (2) such searches are authorized in an order issued

21 under subsection (b) of this section.

22 (b) Applications for a court order to conduct unconsented

23 physical searches within the United States or directed against

24 a United States person abroad are authorized if the Presi-

25 dent has, by written authorization, empowered the Attorney
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1 General to approve applications to Federal judges having

2 jurisdiction under section 2423, title 18, United States Code.

3 A judge to whom an application to conduct unconsented

4 physical searches within the United States or directed against

5 a United States person abroad is made may grant an order

6 approving unconsented physical searches within the United

7 States or directed against a United States person abroad if-

8 (1) the applicable requirements of chapter 120,

9 title 18, United States Code, are satisfied; or

10 (2) in the case of a United States person abroad,

11 the applicable requirements of section 321 of this Act

12 are satisfied.

13 PART F-MAIL OPENING

14 REQUIREMENTS FOR MAIL OPENINGS BY ENTITIES OF THE

15 INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY

16 SEC. 351. (a) No entity of the intelligence community

17 may engage in the unconsented opening of mail in United

18 States postal channels or opening of mail of a known United

19 States person not in United States postal channels unless-

20 (1) such opening of mail is conducted under the

21 standards and procedures required by the Constitution

22 or laws of the United States for law enforcement pur-

23 poses; or

24 (2) such opening of mail of a known United States

25 person not in United States postal channels is author-

27-4.62 0 - 78 - 65
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1 ized in an order issued under subsection (b) of this

2 section.

3 (b) Applications for a court order to open the mail of

4 a known United States person not in United States postal

5 channels are authorized if the President has, by written

6 authoization, empowered the Attorney General to approve

7 applicaions to Federal judges having jurisdiction under

8 section 2423 of chapter 120, title 18, United. States Code,

9 and a judge to whom an application to open the mail of a

10 known United States person outside United States postal

11 channels is made may grant an order approving the opening

12 of such mail if the applicable requirements of section 321 of

13 this Act are satisfied.

14 TITLE IV--CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

15 PART A-SHoRT TITLE; PURPOSES; DEFINITIONS

16 SHORT TITLE

17 SE. 401. This title may be cited as the "Central

18 Intelligence Agency Act of 1978".

19 STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

20 SEC. 402. It is the purpose of this Act-

,21 (1) to clarify the statutory authorities, functions,

22 and responsibilities of the Central Intelligence Agency;

23 (2) to authorize the Central Intelligence Agency

24 to perform intelligence activities which are necessary
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1 for the conduct of the foreign relations and the protec-

2 tion of the national security of the United States;

3 (3) to insure that the foreign intelligence, counter-

4 intelligence, and counterterrorism activities of the

5 Central Inteiligence Agency are properly and effec-

6 tively directed, regulated, coordinated, and adminis-

7 tered; and

8 (4) to insure that the Central Intelligence Agency

9 is accountable to the President, the Congress, and the

10 people of the United States, and that the foreign

11 intelligence, counterintelligence, and counterterrorism

12 activities of the Central Intelligence Agency are con-

13 ducted in a manner consistent with the Constitution

14 and laws of the United States and so as not to abridge

15 any right protected by the Constitution or laws of the

16 United States.

17 DEFINITIONS

18 SEC. 403. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

19 section, the definitions in title I shall apply to this title.

20 (b) As used in this title, the term "proprietary" means

21 a sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation, or other busi-

22 ness entity owned or controlled by the Central Intelligence

23 Agency but whose relationship with the Central Intelligence

24 Agency is not publicly known.
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1 PART B-ESTABLISHMENT OF AGENCY; DIRECTOR;

2 FUNCTIONS

3 ESTABLISHMENT OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

4 SEC. 411. There is established an Agency to be known as

5 the Central Intelligence Agency (hereinafter in this title

6 referred to as the "Agency"). The Agency shall be under

7 the direction and control of the National Security Council.

8 DIRECTOR; DUTIES OF DIRECTOR

9 SEC. 412. (a) There shall be at the head of the Agency

10 a Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (hereinafter

11 in this title referred to as the "Director") . The Director of

12 National Intelligence, or, in accordance with section 117 of

13 this Act, the Deputy Director of National Intelligence or an

14 Assistant Director of National Intelligence, shall act as the

15 Director. In the event that the Director and the Director of
16 National Intelligence are not one and the same person, the

17 Director shall be subject to the supervision of, and responsive

18 to intelligence plans, objectives, and requirements established

19 by, the Director of National Intelligence.

20 (b) It shall be the duty of the Director to-

21 (1) insure that the functions of the Agency are.

22 conducted in accordance with the provisions of this Act

23 and with the Constitution and laws of the United States,
24 and that the performance of those functions does not
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1 abridge any right protected by the Constitution or laws

2 of the United States;

3 (2) insure that the activities of the Agency are

4 properly and efficiently directed, regulated, coordinated,

5 and administered; and

6 (3) perform with respect to the Agency the duties

7 assigned elsewhere in this Act to the head of each entity

8 of the intelligence community.

9 FUNCTIONS

10 SEC. 413. (a) All activities, duties, and responsibilities

11 of the Agency shall be related to the intelligence functions

12 set out in this section, and shall be performed in accordance

13 with this Act.

14 (b) The Agency shall-

15 (1) collect foreign intelligence from publicly avail-

16 able sources and from any person willing voluntarily to

17 provide such intelligence;

18 (2) when the information sought is not available

19 publicly or from a person willing voluntarily to provide

20 the information, collect foreign intelligence by clandes-

21 tine means abroad and, when integrally and exclusively

22 related to Agency activities outside the United States,

23 from foreign persons within the United States; and

24 (3) develop and provide support for technical and
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I other programs which collect national intelligence from

2 sources outside the United States.

3 (c) The Agency shall produce, analyze, and disseminate

4 foreign intelligence necessary to meet the needs of the Presi-

5 dent, the National Security Council, the Congress, and other

6 departments and agencies, and shall provide such support as

7 the Director of National Intelligence requires for the pro-

8 duction of national intelligence estimates and similar intel-

9 ligence community-coordinated analyses.

10 (d) The Agency shall conduct special activities in sup-

11 port of national foreign policy objectives.

12 (e) The Agency shall-

13 (1) conduct counterintelligence and counterterror-

14 ism activities outside the United States;

15 (2) conduct such counterintelligence and counter-

16 terrorism activities within the United States as are in-

17 tegrally related to counterintelligence or counterter-

18 rorism activities of the Agency outside the United

19 States; and

20 (3) produce and disseminate counterintelligence

21 and counterterrorism studies and reports.

22 (f) The Agency shall act as the Director of National

23 intelligence's agent in the coordination of all counter-

24 intelligence and counterterrorism activities, and of all clan-

25 destine collection of foreign intelligence, including collection
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1 utilizing human sources, conducted outside the United

2 States by any other entity of the intelligence community.

3 (g) The Agency shall also-

4 (1) conduct or contract for research, development,

5 and procurement of technical systems and devices relat-

6 ing to authorized functions;

7 (2) conduct services of common concern for the

8 intelligence community as directed by the Director of

9 National Intelligence;

10 (3) conduct liaison with foreign governmental agen-

11 cies in coordination with the Director of National

12 Intelligence;

13 (4) collect publicly available information which is

14 relevant to any authorized Agency function but which

15 does not constitute foreign intelligence, counterintelli-

16 gence, or counterterrorism intelligence; and

17 (5) provide legal, legislative, and audit services

18 and other administrative support to the Office of the

19 Director of National Intelligence.

20 (h) (1) All Agency activities within the United States

21 involving the collection of intelligence and all Agency coun-

22 terintelligence and coupterterrorism activities within the

23 United States shall be conducted in coordination with the

24 Federal Bureau of Investigation and in accordance with
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1 procedures agreed upon by the Attorney General and the

2 Director of National Intelligence.

3 (2) The Director of National Intelligence and the At-

4 torney General shall conduct a review, at least annually, of

5 all Agency activities within the United States for the purpose

6 of insuring that such activities do not violate any right pro-

7 tected by the Constitution or laws of the United States,

8 determining the necessity for continuing such activities, and

9 making such recommendations in this regard as they deem

10 appropriate to the President, the National Security Council,

11 and the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the

12 House of Representatives and the Select Committee on In-

13 telligence of the Senate.

14 PART C-GENERAL AND SPECIAL AUTHORITIES OF THE

15 AGENCY; AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS;

16 GENERAL COUNSEL AND INSPECTOR GENERAL

17 GENERAL AUTHORITIES OF THE AGENCY

18 SEC. 421. (a) In carrying out its functions under this

19 Act, the Agency is authorized to-

20 (1) transfer to and receive from other departments

21 and agencies for the sole purpose of carrying out func-

22 tions authoriied by this title, such sums of money as

23 may be approved by the Director of National Intelli-

24 gence and the Director of the Office of Management and

25 Budget, and sums so transferred to the Agency may be
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1 expended by the Agency without regard to any limita-

2 tion on appropriations from which transferred but only

3 when the Director certifies in writing that such limita-

4 tion would unduly impede the performance of a function

5 authorized by this title and transmits such written cer-

6 tification to the appropriate committees of the Congress;

7 (2) exchange funds without regard to the provi-

8 sions of section 3651 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C.

9 543);

10 (3) reimburse other departments and agencies for

11 the services of personnel assigned or loaned to the

12 Agency;

13 (4) reimburse other departments and agencies for

14 expenses incurred when Agency personnel are assigned

15 to such departments and agencies for cover purposes;

16 (5) rent any premises within or outside the United

17 States necessary to carry out any function of the Agen-

18 cy authorized under this title; lease buildings with-

19 out regard to the limitations prescribed in section 322

20 of the Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for

21 the legislative branch of the Government for the fiscal

22 year ending 30 June 1933, and for other purposes,"

23 approved 30 June 1932 (40 U.S.C. 278a); acquire,

24 construct, or alter buildings and facilities without regard

25 to the Public Buildings Act of 1959 (40 U.S.C. 601-
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1 615) ; and repair, operate, and maintain buildings, util-

2 ities, facilities, and appurtenances;

3 (6) conduct background investigations of appli-

4 cants for employment with the Agency;

5 (7) establish, maintain, and operate secure com-

6 munications systems in support of Agency operations

7 and, as a service of common concern, establish, maintain,

8 and operate such secure communications systems as

9 may be required for the use of other departments and

10 agencies;

11 (8) perform inspection, audit, public affairs, legal,

12 and legislative services;

13 (9) establish, furnish, and maintain, in coordina-

14 tion with the Director of National Intelligence, secure

15 cover for Agency officers, employees, and agents;

16 (10) establish and operate proprietaries to support

17 Agency operations;

18 (11) protect, in accordance with standards estab-

19 lished by the Director of National Intelligence under

20 section 114 and with any other applicable laws and

21 executive orders, materials, and information related to

22 intelligence sources and methods;

23 (12) perform such additional functions as are other-

24 wise authorized by this Act to be performed by each

25 entity of the intelligence community;
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i (13) ci6hduct health-service programs as authoiized

by section 7901 of title 5,.United States Cdde;

3 (14) tiansport, in accordance with regulations ap-

4 pi-od by the Director, bflicers aid eiploybei of the

5 Agency in Government-owned automotive equipment

6 betWeen their doidiciles ad places of employment where

7 such personnel are engaged in work which makes such

8 transportation necessary;

9 (15) settle and pay claims 6f civilian and military

10 personnel, as prescribed in Agency regulations consist-

11 ent with the terms and cofiditions by which claims are

12 settled and paid iiider the Militay Persbdihel arid divil-

13 ian Employees' Claims Act of 1964 (31 U.S.C. 240-

14 24) ;

15 (16) pay, in hccordfiibe with reguilatibns Approved

1 by the Director, eie§ie of travel in coitiection with,

and expenses incident 16 attendance at fieetings df pro-

essiotial, technidal, scientifi, dhd othef sihilar 6tgaiii-

19 zations when such attendance Would be a benefit in the

2 conduct of the Work of the Agency - and

21 (17) train Agency personnel and, m appiopriate,

22 personnel of other departmenhts hfid agen'cies;

23 (b) Notwithstanding the provisions of ectibn 3678 of

24 the Revised Statutes (31 t.OC. 628) or any provision o

25 law enacted after the effective date of this title, uniless sitch
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1 subsequently enacted provision expressly cites this subsection,

2 any department or agency may transfer to or receive from

3 the Agency any sum of money approved, in accordance with

4 subsection (a) (1) of this section, by the Director of Na-

5 tional Intelligence and the Director of the Office of Manage-

6 ment and Budget for use in carrying out any function author-

7 ized by this title.

. (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, any

9 department or agency is authorized to assign or loan to the

10 Agency any officer or employee of such department or agency

11 to assist the Agency in carrying out any function of the

12 Agency authorized by this title. In any case in which any

13 officer or employee of another department or agency is as-

14 signed or loaned to the Agency in a manner that would be

15 prohibited except for this subsection, the Agency shall report

16 the details of such assignment or loan to the appropriate com-

17 mittees of the Congress.

18 (d) (1) Any proprietary established and operated by

19 the Agency may be operated on a comimercial basis to the

20 extent necessary to provide effective cover. Any funds gen-

21 erated by any such proprietary in excess of the amount neces-

22 sary for its normal operational requirements shall be deposited

23 by the Director into miscellaneous receipts of the Treasury.

24 (2) Whenever any Agency proprietary whose net value

25 exceeds $50,000, is to be liquidated, sold, or otherwise dis-
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I posed of, the Agency shall, as much in advance of the liquida-

2 tion, sale, or other disposition of the proprietary as practi-

3 cable and subject to suchsecurity standards as the Director

4 and Attorney General shall agree upon, report the circum-

5 stances of the intended liquidation, sale, or other disposition

6 to the Attorney General and the Comptroller General of

7 the United States. Any proceeds from any liquidation, sale,

8 or other disposition of any Agency proprietary, in whatever

9 amount, after all obligations of the proprietary have been

10 met, shall be deposited by the Director into miscellaneous

11 receipts of the Treasury.

12 (e) The authority contained in clauses (9) and (10)

13 of subsection (a) shall, except as otherwise provided in this

14 Act, be available to the Agency notwithstanding any other

15 provision of law and shall not be modified, limited, sus-

16 pended, or superseded by any provision of law enacted after

17 the effective date of this title unless such provision expressly

18 cites the specific provision of subsection (a) intended to be

19 so modified, limited, suspended, or superseded.

20 (f) The Agency may continue to use the seal of office

21 used by the Central Intelligence Agency prior to the effective

22 date of this title and judicial notice shall be taken of such seal.

23 (g) Subject to the provisions of section 12 (a) of this

24 Act, no provision of law shall be constaued to iequire the

25 Director or any other officer or employee of the nifted
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1 States to disclose the Organization, finction, namie, flicial

2 title, salry, or aftliation with the Centfal Intelligened

3 Agefity of Mlly Peison employed by the Ageicy, or the hum-

4 her of pOAns employed by the Ageiicy, didels such pro-

5 vision specifically requites suich dislosif6 aid eipiey cits

6 this sibsectihn

7 (h) The Direotor nay appoint and Assign s6uirity offi-

8 cers to police the installations and grtands of the Agency,

9 where such security officers shall have the same powers as

10 sheriffs and cohstables for the protection of persons and

11 property, to prevent breaches of the peace, to suppress Offays

12 or unlawful assemblies, and to enforce any tule or regulation

13 the Diretor may proiulgate for the protection of such in-

14 stallations and grounds. The jurisdiction and police powers of

15 such security ofcers shall hot, howevei, extend to the serv-

16 ice of ciil process.

17 (i) The Director may authorize employees of thd

18 Agency to carry firearms within the tUnited States for

19 courier protection purposes, for the protection of the Iiree-

20 tor of National Intelligence, the Deputy Director of Na-

21 tional Intelligence, and any Assistani Director of National

22 Intelligence, and, in exigent circumstances, such officials

28 of the Agency as the Director may designate, and for the

2 protection of any defector from any foreign country or any
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1 foreign person visiting the United States under Agency

2 auspices.

3 (j) (1) The Agency may appoint, promote, and sepa-

4 rate such personnel or contract for such personnel services

5 as it deems advisable, without regard to the provisions of

6 title 5, United States Code, governing appointments to,

7 promotions in, and separations from the competitive serv-

8 ices, and without regard to the limitations on types of per-

9 sons to be employed, and fix the compensation of such

10 personnel without regard to the provisions of chapter 51

11 and subehapter III of chapter 53 of that title, relating to

12 classification and General Schedule pay rates, but at rates

13 not in excess of the rate authorized for Executive Schedule

14 V by section 5316 of that title.

15 (2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the

16 Director may terminate the employment of any officer or

17 employee of the Central Intelligence Agency or the secu-

18 rity clearance of any contractor of the Agency or any

19 employee of any such contractor whenever the Director

20 considers such termination necessary or advisable in the

21 interests of the national security of the United States. The

22 Director shall periodically report to the Permanent Select

23 Committee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives

24 and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate on

25 the exercise of the Director's authority under this paragraph.
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1 (8) Executive schedule positions within the Agency in

2 addition to those of tirector, General Counsel, and Inspector

3 General and any positions in the grades of GS-16, GS-17,

4 and 8- 18 other than those transferred to the Agency under

5 this Act shall be as authorized by law.

6 (4) Any Agency officer or employee who has been

7 separated under paragraph (1) or whose employment has

8 been terminated under paragraph (2) may seek or accept

9 employment in the Government if declared eligible for such

10 employment by the United States Civil Service Commis-

11 sion; and that commission may place such officer or em-

12 ployee in a position in the competitive civil service in the

13 same manner as an employee who is transferred between

14 two positions in the competitive service, but only if such

15 Agency officer or employee has served with the Agency for

16 at least one year continuously immediately preceding sepa-

17 ration or termination.

18 PROCUREMENT AUTHORITY

19 SEC. 422. (a) The Agency is authorized to procure

20 such property, supplies, services, equipment and facilities

21 as may be necessary to carry out its functions under this

22 Act. Such property, supplies, services, equipment and facil-

23 ities may include purchase or rental and operation of photo-

24 graphic reproduction, cryptographic, duplication and printing

25 machines, equipment, and devices, and radio-receiving and
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1 radio-sending equipment and devices, including telegraph

2 and teletype equipment; rental of news-reporting services;

3 purchase, maintenance, operation, repair, and hire of pas-

4 senger motor vehicles, aircraft, and vessels of all kinds; print-

5 ing and binding services; the purchase, maintenance, and

6 cleaning of firearms, including purchase, storage, and main-

7 tenance of ammunition; association and library services and

8 dues required by any such association; supplies, equipment

9 and personnel and contract services otherwise authorized by

10 law or regulation, whether applicable to this Agency or

11 not, when the Director determines that such supplies, equip-

12 ment or services are essential to the performance of the

13 Agency's functions.

14 (b) The provisions of chapter 137, relating to the pro-

15 curement of property and services, and chapter 139, relating

16 to the procurement of research and development services,
17 of title 10, United States Code, shall apply to the procure-

18 ment of property and research and development services

19 by the Agency under this title in the same manner and to the

20 same extent such chapters apply to the procurement of prop-

21 erty, services, and research and development services by
22 the agencies named in section 2302 (a) of chapter 137 of
23 title 10, except that the Director is authorized to waive the

2 application of any or all of the provisions of Chapters 137
25 and 139 of title 10 when the Director deems such action
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I necessary to the successful performance of any function of

2 the Agency or to protect the security of activities of the

3 Agency. Any waiver exercised by the Director under this

4 section shall be reported to the Permanent Select Commit-

5 tee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and

6 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate together

7 with the reasons for exercising such waiver.

8 (c) The Agency is also authorized to procure property,

9 goods, or services, on the Agency's own behalf or on behalf

10 of any other entity of the intelligence community, in such

11 a manner that the role of the Agency or such other entity

12 is not apparent or publicly acknowledged, if public knowledge

13 that the Agency or such other entity is the procurer of the

14 property, goods, or services will inhibit or interfere with the

15 secure conduct of an authorized intelligence- function. The

16 procurement authority provided under this subsection may be

17 exercised by the Agency only in accordance with section

18 139 of this Act but may be exercised without regard to

19 any other provision of law. Such authority may not be modi-

20 fled, limited, suspended, or superseded by any provision of

21 law enacted after the effective date of this title unless such

22 provision expressly cites this subsection.

23 RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

24 SEC. 423. In addition to those activities of the Agency

25 which relate to other departments and agencies and which are
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1 authorized in other provisions of this Act, the Agency is fur-

2 ther authorized-

3 (1) to seek assistance from state and local law en-

4 forcement agencies in the conduct of background and

5 security investigations of applicants for employment with

6 the Agency, contractors of the Agency, and employees
7 of contractors of the Agency;

8 (2) to provide technical guidance, training, and
9 equipment, and, under exigent circumstances, expert

10 personnel to any other entity of the intelligence com-
11 munity engaged in lawful intelligence activities;

12 (3) to provide technical information to assist the
13 Passport Office of the Department of State in carrying
14 out its documentation responsibilities;

15 (4) when extraordinary .circumstances indicate that
16 a foreign person associated with the Agency should enter
17 or leave the United States under other than such person's
18 true identity, to notify the Immigration and Naturaliza-

19 tion Service of those circumstances and request a waiver
20 of otherwise applicable rules and procedures;

21 (5) when the Internal Revenue Service is auditing
22 the tax returns of an Agency proprietary or of an in-
23 -dividual operating under Agency cover, to notify the

Internal Revenue Service of such proprietary's or

individual's affiliation with the Agency and request that
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1 the audit be so conducted as to avoid public disclosure of

2 that affiliation; and

3 (6) to maintain liaison relationships with other

4 departments and agencies.

5 ADMISSION OF ESSENTIAL ALIENS

6 SEC. 424. Whenever the Director, the Attorney Gen-

7 eral, and the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturaliza-

8 tion determine that the entry of a particular alien into the

9 United States for permanent residence is in the interest of

10 national security or essential to national intelligence activities,

11 such alien and his immediate family shall be given entry

12 into the United States for permanent residence without

13 regard to their inadmissibility under, or their failure to com-

14 ply with, any immigration law of the United States or any

15 other law or regulation, but in no case may the number of

16 aliens and members of their immediate families who enter

17 the United States under the authority of this section exceed

18 one hundred in any one fiscal year.

19 AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

20 SEC. 425. (a) Notwithstanding-any other provision of

21 law, sums made available to the Agency by appropriation or

22 otherwise may be expended for purposes necessary to carry

23 out the lawful functions of the Agency. No funds may be

24 expended for activities which have not been authorized by

25 legislation enacted during the same or during one of the two
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1 immediately preceding fiscal years, except that this limita-

2 tion shall not apply to funds appropriated by any continuing

3 resolution.

4 (b) Whenever the Director determines such action to

5 be necessary in the interest of the national security, the

6 expenditure of funds appropriated or transferred to the

7 Agency shall be accounted for solely on the certificate of

8 the Director and every such certificate shall be deemed a

9 sufficient voucher for the amount certified therein, but such

10 expenditures shall be made only for activities authorized by

11 law. The Director shall report on all expenditures made

12 under authority of this subsection on a quarterly basis to the

1 Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and House of

14 Representatives, to the Permanent Select Committee on

15 Intelligence of the House of Representatives, and to the

16 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate.

17 . (c) (1) The Director is authorized to establish and

.18 maintain a fund to be known as the "contingency reserve

19 fund" (hereinafter in this section referred to as the "reserve

20 fund") and to credit to such reserve fund only moneys

21 specifically appropriated to the Central Intelligence Agency

22 for such fund. The Director is authorized to expend funds

23 from the reserve fund in any fiscal year for the payment of

24 expenses incurred in connection with any national intelli-
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i gence activity, counterintelligence activity, or counterter-

2 rorism activity if-

3 (A) the withdrawal of funds from the reserve

4 fund and the proposed expenditure have been previously

5 approved by the Office of Management and Budget;

6 (B) the Committee on Appropriations of the

7 House of Representatives, the Committee on Appro-

8 priations of the Senate, the Permanent Select Commit-

9 tee on Intelligence of the House of Representatives, and

10 the Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate

11 have been notified of the facts and circumstances regard-

2 ing such withdrawal and proposed expenditure at least

111 72 hours in advance of the withdrawal; except

14 that in extraordinary circumstances the President may

15 authorize the withdrawal of funds from the reserve fund

16 without prior notification to the appropriate committees

17 of the Congress if the President notifies such committees

18 of the Congress within 48 hours after initiation

19 of the withdrawaJ, describes the activity for which such

20 funds have been or are to be expended, certifies to such

21 committees that prior notification would have resulted

22 in a delay which would have been harmful to the United

23 States, and discloses to such committees the reasons

why the delay would have been harmful. The fore-

going shall not be construed as requiring the approval
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1 of any committee of the Congress prior to the initiation

2 of any such activity; and

3 (C) the money from the reserve fund is used

4 solely for the purpose of meeting requirements that

5 were not anticipated at the time the President's budget

6 was submitted to the Congress for such fiscal year, the

7 purpose for which such money was used requires pro-

8 tection from unauthorized disclosure, and the activities

9 to be funded are authorized by law.

10 (2) Moneys from the reserve fund may be expended

11 only for the specific purpose for which the withdrawal was

12 approved under this subsection and any amount approved for

13 expenditure but not actually expended for the specific purpose

14 for which approved shall be returned to the reserve fund.

15 (3) No money may be expended and no financial obli-

16 gation incurred for the initiation or major expansion of any

17 activity to be funded from the reserve fund unless such ex-

18 penditure or financial obligation has been approved by the

19 Director and the Director of the Office of Management and

20 Budget.

21 (4) Any activity funded from the reserve fund that

22 continues after the end of the fiscal year in which it was

2 funded by moneys from the reserve fund shall be funded

24 thereafter through the regular budgetary process at the

25 earliest practicable time.
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1 GENERAL COUNSEL AND INSPECTOR GENERAL

2 SEC. 426. (a) There shall be a General Counsel of

3 the Agency appointed by the President, by and with the

4 advice and consent of the Senate. The General Counsel

5 shall serve as the principal legal adviser to the Director

6 and shall have the responsibility and authority to-

7 (1) review all activities of the Agency and advise

8 the Director whether such activities are in conformity

9 with the Constitution and laws of the United States,

10 executive orders, Presidential directives and memoranda,

11 and the rules, regulations, and policies of the Agency;

12 (2) review all proposed rules and regulations of

13 the Agency, including but not limited to any rule or

14 regulation proposed to implement the provisions of this

15 Act, to insure that any such rule or regulation is in

16 conformity with the Constitution and laws of the United

17 States, executive orders, and Presidential directives and

18 memoranda;

19 (3) perform the same duties with respect to the

20 Agency as the general counsel of each entity of the

21 intelligence community is required to perform in the

22 case of such entity by section 151 of this Act; and

23 (4) perform such additional duties as the Director

24 may prescribe.

(b) There shall be an Inspector General of the Agency
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1 appointed by the Director. The Inspector General shall have

2 the responsibility and authority to-

3 (1) investigate all activities of the Agency to deter-

4 mine in what respects the Agency may more effectively

5 perform its lawful functions and to determine the facts

6 and circumstances of any alleged wrongdoing;

7 (2) advise the Director and the General Counsel of

8 the Agency of his findings regarding such activities;

9 (3) perform such other investigations as the Direc-

10 tor deems necessary and appropriate consistent with the

11 provisions of this Act;

12 (4) perform. the same duties with respect to the

13 Agency as the inspector general of each entity of the

14 intelligence community is required to perform in the

15 case of such entity by section 151 of this Act; and

16 (5) -perform such other duties as the Director may

17 prescribe.

18 PART D-RIMINAL PENALTIES; RESTRICTIONS

19 CRIMINAL PENALTIES

20 SEC. 431. (a) Section 207 of title 18, United States

21 Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof a new sub-

22 section as follows:

23 " (d) Whoever, having been an officer or employee of

24 the Central Intelligence Agency and within two years after

25 his employment with such Agency has ceased, knowingly

27-462 0 - 78 - 66
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1 participates in the liquidation, sale, or other disposition of a

2 proprietary of the Central Intelligence Agency,,either on his

3 own behalf or as an agent or attorney for anyone other

4 than the United States without a written waiver from the

5 Director of the Central Intelligence Agency under section

6 139 (a) of the National Intelligence Act of 1978, shall be

7 fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than

8 two years, or both. As used in this subsection, the term

9 'proprietary' shall have the same meaning as prescribed in

10 section 403 of the Central Intelligence Agency Act of

11 1978.".

12 (b) (1) Chapter 33 of title 18, United States Code, is

13 amended by adding at the end thereof a new section as

14 follows:

15 "§ 716. Misuse of the name, initials, or seal of the Central

16 Intelligence Agency

17 "Any person who knowingly and without the express

18 written permission of the Director of the Central Intelligence

19 Agency uses the name 'Central Intelligence Agency', the

20 initials 'CIA', the seal of the Central Intelligence Agency, or

21 any colorable imitation of such name, initials, or seal in con-

22 nection with any advertisement, book, circular, pamphlet, or

23 other publication, play, motion picture, broadcast, telecast,
24 or other production in a manner reasonably calculated to con-

25 vey the impression that such use is approved, endorsed, or
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1 authorized by the Central Intelligence Agency shall be fined

2 not more than $20,000 or imprisoned not more than one

3 year, or both,".

4 (2) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 33

5 of such title is amended by adding at the end thereof a new

6 item as follows:

"716. Misuse of the name, initials, or seal of the Central Intelligence
Agency.".

7 (c) (1) Chapter 115 of title 18, United States Code, is

8 amended by adding at the end thereof a new section as

9 follows:

10 "§ 2392. Unauthorized disclosure of identity of secret

11 agents

12 "(a) Any person who, having learned in the course of

13 his official duties as an officer or employee of the United

14 States the true identity of any officer or employee of the

15 Central Intelligence Agency who is performing lawful func-

16 tions for the Central Intelligence Agency under cover, know-

17 ingly communicates, furnishes, or otherwise discloses or

18 makes available to any unauthorized person that identity

19 in a manner which results in injury to or jeopardizes the

20 safety of such officer or employee of the Central Intelligence

21 Agency, or could reasonably have been expected to result in

22 injury to or jeopardize the safety of such officer or employee

23 of the Central Intelligence Agency, shall be fined not more
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1 than $50,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or

2 both.

3 "(b) As used in subsection (a), the term 'cover' shall

4 have the same meaning as prescribed in section 104 of the

5 National Intelligence Act of 1978.".

6 (2) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter

7 115 is amended by adding at the end thereof a new item as

8 follows:

"2392. Unauthorized disclosure of identity of secret agents.".

9 RESTRICTIONS

10 SEC. 432. (a) The authorities, duties, and responsibil-

11 ities established in this title are subject to the procedures, pro-

12 hibitions, and restrictions contained in titles II and III and

13 in sections 131 through 139 of this Act.

14 (b) The Agency shall have no police, subpoena, or law

15 enforcement powers, nor perform any internal security or

16 criminal investigation functions except to the extent ex-

17 pressly authorized by this Act.

18 PART E-TRAVEL AND OTHER EXPENSES; RETIREMENT

19 SYSTEM

20 TRAVEL, RELATED EXPENSES, AND DEATH GRATUITIES FOR

21 CERTAIN AGENCY PERSONNEL

22 SEC. 441. (a) As used in this section:

23 (1) The term "employee" means any person employed

24 by the Agency, but does not include, unless otherwise specif-
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1 ically indicated, any person working for the Agency under

2 a contract or any person who when initially employed is a

3 resident in or a citizen of a foreign country in which the

4 station at which such person is to be assigned to duty is

5 located.

6 (2) The term "foreign area" means any geographic

7 area outside the United States.

8 (3) The term "United States" means the several States,

9 the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto

10 Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the Canal Zone, but does not

11 include Guam and other territories and possessions of the

12 United States.

13 (b) Under such regulations as the Director of National

14 Intelligence may approve-

15 (1) with respect to employees assigned to duty

16 stations within the United States, the Agency may

17 pay-

18 (A) travel, transportation, and subsistence ex-

19 penses comparable to those provided for in chapter

20 57 of title 5, United States Code, and

21 (B) allowances in accordance with the pro-

22 visions of chapter 59 of title 5, United States Code;

23 and

24 (2) with respect to employees assigned to duty

25 stations in any foreign area, the Agency may provide
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1 allowances in accordance with the provisions of chapter

2 59 of title 5, United States Code, allowances and other

3 benefits in the same manner and under the same cir-

4 cumstances such allowances and other benefits are pro-

5 vided employees of the Foreign Service under title IX

6 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 U.S.C. 1131-

7 1158), and death gratuities in the same manner and

8 under the same circumstances such gratuities are pro-

9 vided employees of the Foreign Service under section

10 14 of the Act entitled "An Act to provide certain basic

11 authority for the Department of State", approved

12 August 1, 1956 (22 U.S.C. 2679a).

13 (c) (1) Whenever any provision of law relating to

14 travel and related expenses or death gratuities of employees

15 of the Foreign Service is enacted after the date of enactment

16 of this Act, is not enacted as an amendment to one of the

17 provisions referred to in subsection (b) (2) of this section,

18 and the President determines that it would be appropriate

19 for the purpose of maintaining conformity between provi-

20 sions of law relating to travel and related expenses and

21 death gratuities of the Foreign Service and provisions of

22 law relating to travel and related expenses and death gratu-

23 ities of employees of the Agency, the President may, by

24 executive order, extend in whole or in part to employees
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1 of the Agency the allowances and benefits applicable to

2 employees of the Foreign Service by such provision of law.

3 (2) Any such executive order issued pursuant to this

4 subsection shall have the force and effect of law and may be

5 given retroactive effect to a date not earlier than the effective

6 date of the corresponding provisions of law relating to For-

7 eign Service personnel. Any such order shall modify, super-

s sede, or render inapplicable, as the case may be, to the extent

9 inconsistent therewith-

10 (A) all provisions of law relating to travel, related

11 expenses, and death gratuities of employees of the

12 Agency enacted prior to the effective date of the pro-

13 visions of such executive order, and

14 (B) any provision of any prior executive order

15 issued under authority of this section.

16 (3) An executive order issued under the authority of

17 this subsection may not become effective until the expiration

18 of at least 60 days after the President submits the proposed

19 order to those committees of the Senate and House of Repre-

20 sentatives having jurisdiction over the subject matter of the

21 order.

22 (d) (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections

23 (b) and (c), and under such regulations as the Director of

24 National Intelligence shall approve, the Agency may pay
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1 expenses, benefits, and allowances equivalent to those specifi-

2 cally authorized in subsections (b) and (c), in any case in

3 which the Director determines that, for reasons of operational

4 necessity or security, the means of paying expenses, benefits,

5 and allowances authorized in subsections (b) and (c), should

6 not be utilized.

7 (2) The Director shall annually inform the Permanent

8 Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Repre-

9 sentatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the

10 Senate of any expenditures made under this subsection and

11 the reasons therefor.

12 RETIREMENT SYSTEM

13 SEC. 442. Employees of the Agency shall participate

14 in the regular Federal civil service retirement system pursu-

15 ant to subchapter III of chapter 83 of title 5, United States

16 Code. The Director may, however, continue to designate for

17 participation in the Central Intelligence Agency retirement

18 and disability system, authorized by the Central Intelligence

19 Agency Retirement Act of 1964 for Certain Employees

20 (78 Stat. 1043; 50 U.S.C. 403 note), certain employees

21 of the Agency whose duties are either (1) in support

22 of Agency activities abroad and are hazardous to life or

23 health, or (2) /so specialized as to be clearly distinguish-

24 able from normal Government employment; but the number
25 of employees of the Agency which may retire on an annuity
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1 under such system in any period may not exceed the limits

2 prescribed by law.

3 PART F-TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL, PROPERTY, AND

4 FUNCTIONS; STATUTES REPEALED

5 TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL, PROPERTY, AND FUNCTIONS

6 SEC. 451. (a) All positions established in and person-

7 nel employed by the Central Intelligence Agency as in

8 effect on the day before the effective date of this title, and

9 all obligations, contracts, properties, and records employed,

10 held, or used primarily in connection with any function to

11 be performed by the Agency under this title, are transfer-

12 red to the Director.

13 (b) All orders, determinations, rules, regulations, per-

14 mits, contracts, certificates, licenses, and privileges which

15 have become effective in the exercise of functions transferred

16 under this title and which are in effect on the day before the

17 effective date of this title, shall continue in effect until modi-

18 fied, terminated, superseded, set aside, or repealed by the

19 Director or other properly designated Agency official, by

20 any court of competent jurisdiction, or by operation of law.

21 (c) The provisions of this title shall not affect any pro-

22 ceedings pending before the Central Intelligence Agency as

23 in effect prior to the effective date of this title.

24 (d) No suit, action, or other proceeding begun by or

25 against any officer in his official capacity in the Central
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1 Intelligence Agency, a's in effect prior to the effective date

2 of this title, shall abate by reason of enactment of this title.

3 (e) With respect to any function transferred by this

4 title and exercised after the effective date of this title, refer-

5 ence in any other Federal law to any department, agency,

6 office, or part thereof shall be deemed to refer to the depart-

7 ment, agency, or office in which such function is vested pur-

8 suant to this title.

9 STATUTES REPEALED

10 SEc. 452. Section 102 of the National Security Act of

11 1947 (50 U.S.C. 403) and the Central Intelligence Agency

12 Act of 1949 (50 U.S.C. 403a-403j) are repealed.

13 TITLE V-FEDERAL BUREAU OF

14 INVESTIGATION

15 SHORT TITLE

16 SEC. 501. This title may be cited as the "Federal Bu-

17 reau of Investigation Intelligence Activities Act of 1978".

18 STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

19 SEC. 502. It is the purpose of this Act-

20 (1) to authorize the Federal Bureau of Investi-

21 gation, subject to the supervision and control of the

22 Attorney Qeneral, to perform certain intelligence activi-

23 ties necessary for the conduct of the foreign relations

24 and the protection of the national security of the United

25 States;
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1 (2) to confer upon the Director of the Federal Bu-

2 reau of Investigation the authority necessary to fulfill

3 the duties and responsibilities prescribed by this title,

4 and to make that director accountable to the Attorney

5 General, the President, the Congress, and the people of

6 the United States;

7 (3) to insure that the intelligence activities of the

8 Federal Bureau of Investigation are properly directed,

9 regulated, coordinated, and administered; and

10 (4) to insure that the intelligence activities con-

11 ducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation do not

12 infringe upon or violate rights protected by the Constitu-

13 tion and laws of the United States.

14 DEFINITIONS

15 SEC. 503. The definitions in titles I and II of this Act

16 shall apply to this title.

17 SUPERVISION AND CONTROL

18 SEC. 504. (a) All activities, duties, and responsibilities

19 of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (hereinafter in this

20 title referred to as the "Bureau") shall be related to the

21 intelligence functions authorized in this title, and all authori-

22 ties of the Bureau shall be exercised in accordance with this

23 Act.

24 (b) All intelligence functions of the Bureau shall be

25 performed under the supervision and control of the Attorney
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1 General. In exercising such supervision and control, the

2 Attorney General shall be guided by policies and priorities

3 established by the National Security Council, and shall be

4 responsive to foreign intelligence collection objectives, re-

5 quirements, and plans promulgated by. the Director of

6 National Intelligence.

7 (c) The Attorney General or the Attorney General's

8 designee shall review all intelligence activities conducted

9 or coordinated by the Bureau at least annually to deter-

10 mine whether those activities have been conducted in accord-

11 ance with the provisions of this Act and procedures approved

12 by the Attorney General pursuant to this Act.

13 DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF

34 INVESTIGATION

15 SEC. 505. (a) It shall be the duty of the Director of the

16 Federal Bureau of Investigation (hereinafter in this title

17 referred to as the "Director"), under the direction of the

18 Attorney General, to-

19 (1) insure that intelligence activities conducted or

20 coordinated by the Bureau are carried out in conformity

21 with the provisions of this Act and with the Constitution

22 and laws of the United States, and that such activities

23 do not violate any right protected by the Constitution

24 or laws of the United States;

25 (2) insure that the activities of the Bureau are
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properly and efficiently directed, regulated, coordinated,

2 and administered;

3 (3) keep the Attorney General fully and currently

4 informed of all intelligence activities conducted or co-

5 ordinated by the Bureau, and provide the Attorney Gen-

6 eral with any information the Attorney General may

7 request concerning such activities;

8 (4) serve as the principal officer of the Government

9 for the conduct and coordination of counterintelligence

10 activities and counterterrorism intelligence collection

11 activities within the United States;

12 (5) advise the Attorney General and the National

13 Security Council regarding the objectives, priorities, di-

14 rection, and conduct of counterintelligence and counter-

15 terrorism activities within the United States;

16 (6) assist the Attorney General and the National

17 Security Council in the assessment of the threat to United

18 States interests from the intelligence activities within the

19 United States of foreign powers and from international

20 terrorist activities within the United States, including as-

21 sessment of the effectiveness of United States counterin-

22 telligence and counterterrorism activities against any

23 such threat;

24 (7) protect, in accordance with standards estab-

25 lished by the Director of National Intelligence under
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1 section 114 and with any other applicable statute or

2 executive order, materials and information of the Bureau

3 related to intelligence sources and methods; and

4 (8) perform the duties assigned elsewhere in this

5' Act to the head of each entity of the intelligence

6 community.

7 (b) (1) To assist the Director in the fulfillment of the

8 Director's responsibilities under this.title, the Director shall

9 appoint, with the approval of the Attorney General, appro-

10 priate senior officials of the Bureau, including-

11 (A) a legal adviser to the Director; and

12 (B) an internal inspection officer.

13 (2) The legal adviser to the Director shall have the

14 same responsibility and authority with respect to the Bureau

15 and its intelligence activities as the general counsel of each

16 entity of the intelligence community has under section 151

17 of this Act with respect to the intelligence activities of that

18 entity. In carrying out such responsibility the legal adviser

19 to the Director shall consult with the Attorney General or

20 the designee of the Attorney General.

21 (3) The internal inspection officer shall have the same

22 responsibility and authority with respect to the intelligence

23 activities of the Bureau as the inspector general of each en-

24 tity of the intelligence community has under section 151 of

25 this Act with respect to the intelligence activities of that
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1 entity. In carrying out such responsibility the internal in-

2 spection officer shall consult with the internal inspection

3 officer of the Department of Justice designated by the At-

4 torney General under section 205 (b) of this Act.

5 (4) The Attorney General shall provide by regulation

6 which officials of the Bureau shall perform the duties of the

7 Director under this Act during the absence or disability of

8 the Director or during any temporary vacancy in the Office

9 of the Director.

10 AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND

11 COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES; RESPONSIBILITY TO

12 COORDINATE CERTAIN COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AND

13 COUNTERTERRORISM ACTIVITIES OF OTHER ENTITIES

14 OF THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY IN THE UNITED

15 STATES

16 SEC. 506. (a) The Bureau is authorized, in the fields of

17 counterintelligence and counterterrorism, to-

18 (1) collect counterintelligence and counterterrorism

19 intelligence within the United States from publicly avail-

20 able information and, when such information is not -avail-

21 able from publicly available sources, by clandestine or

22 technical means;

23 (2) conduct within the United States such counter-

intelligence and counterterrorism activities other than

25 collection as are necessary to protect against espionage
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1 or any other clandestine intelligence activity; sabotage,

2 any international terrorist activity, or any assassination;

3 (3) collect information in any foreign country with

4 the knowledge and consent of the government of that

5 country;

6 (4) assist any law enforcement, intelligence, or

7 security agency of a foreign government in the collection

8 of information outside the United States when requested

9 to do so by such agency;

10 (5) conduct such other counterintelligence or coun-

11 terterrorism activities outside the United States as are

12 integrally related to the conduct by the Bureau of such

13 activities within the United States;

14 (6) conduct counterintelligence and counterterror-

15 ism activities outside the United States upon the request

16 of the Central Intelligence Agency;

17 (7) analyze, produce, and disseminate counterintel-

18 ligence and counterterrorism information and studies; and

19 (8) conduct, in accordance with procedures approved

20 by the Attorney General and in coordination with the

21 Director of National Intelligence, liaison for counter-

22 intelligence or counterterrorism purposes with foreign

23 governmental agencies.

24 (b) Bureau activities conducted outside the United

25 States under the authority of this section shall only be con-
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1 ducted with the approval of the Attorney General or his

2 designee and with the approval of a properly designated of-

3 ficial of the Central Intelligence Agency. The request for

4 Central Intelligence Agency approval shall be made or

5 confirmed in writing.

6 (c) (1) The Bureau shall be responsible, in accordance

7 with procedures agreed upon by the Attorney General and

8 the Director of National Intelligence, for approving requests

9 by any other entity of the intelligence community to con-

10 duct counterintelligence activities or counterterrorism intelli-

11 gence collection activities within the United States. Any such

12 request shall be made or confirmed in writing by a properly

13 designated senior official of the requesting entity and shall-

14 (A) describe the activity to be conducted; and

15 (B) set forth the reasons why the requesting entity

16 wishes to conduct such activity within the United States.

17 (2) The Bureau shall provide the Attorney General or

18 the Attorney General's designee in a timely manner with

19 copies of all requests made to the Bureau under this subsec-

20 tion and shall notify the Attorney General or his designee

21 in a timely manner of any action taken by the Bureau with

22 respect thereto.

23 (3) Any entity of the intelligence community conduct-

24 ing any counterintelligence or counterterrorism activity with-

25 in the United States pursuant to the approval of the Bureau
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1 under this subsection shall keep the Bureau fully and cur-

2 rently informed regarding that activity.

3 (4) The requirements of this subsection shall not apply

4 to counterintelligence activities of the military services di-

5 rected solely against members of such military services.

6 AUTHORITY TO COLLECT FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE

7 SEC. 507. (a) The Bureau is authorized, in the field

8 of foreign intelligence, to--

9 (1) collect within the United States foreign intel-

10 ligence from publicly available information and, when

11 such information is not available from publicly available

12 information, by clandestine and technical means; and

13 (2) analyze, produce, and disseminate foreign

14 intelligence.

15 (b) (1) The Bureau is also authorized to collect foreign

16 intelligence within the United States or conduct activities

17 within the United States in support of the foreign intelli-

18 gence collection requirements of any other entity of the in-

19 telligence community, but only upon a request made or con-

20 firmed in writing by an official of such other entity who has

21 been designated by the President to make such requests.

22 The Bureau may not comply with any such request. unless

23 such request-

24 (A) describes the information sought or the support

25 activities requested;
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1 (B) certifies that the information sought or the sup-

2 port activities requested are relevant to the authorized

3 functions and duties of the requesting entity; and

4 (C) sets forth the reasons why the Bureau is being

5 requested to collect the information or conduct the sup-

6 port activities.

7 (2) The Bureau shall provide the Attorney General

8 or the Attorney General's designee in a timely manner with

9 copies of all such requests, and shall conduct such support

10 activities only with the approval of the Attorney General or

11 the Attorney General's designee.

12 AUTHORITY TO COOPERATE WITH INTELLIGENCE, SECU-

13 RITY, OR LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES OF FOREIGN

14 GOVERNMENTS

15 SEC. 508. (a) The Bureau is authorized to collect coun-

16 terintelligence and counterterrorism intelligence within the

17 United States upon the written request of any law enforce-

18 ment, intelligence, or security agency of a foreign government

19 if (1) such request specifies the intelligence and the purposes

20 for which such intelligence is sought, and (2) the collection

21 of such intelligence is first approved by the Attorney General

22 or the Attorney General's designee after a written finding by

23 the Attorney General or the Attorney General's designee that

24 the Bureau would be authorized under this Act to collect the

25 intelligence requested in the absence of any such request.
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1(b) The Bureau is authorized to provide assistance to

2 any law enforcement, intelligence, or security officer of any

3 foreign country who is conducting an investigation within

4 the United States, if-

5 (1) such officer provides prior notification to the

6 Secretary of State;

7 (2) such officer specifies the assistance sought and

8 the purpose of the investigation for which assistance is

9 requested; and

10 (3) the Attorney General or the Attorney General's

11 designee approves the request for such assistance after

12 a written finding by the Attorney General or the Attor-

13 ney General's designee that such assistance is in the
14 interests of the United States.
15 (c) 'The Bureau shall keep the Attorney General or the
16 Attorney General's designee fully and currently informed of
17 all investigations conducted within the United States by
18 officers and agencies of foreign governments and of all in-
19 formation and assistance furnished by the Bureau in response
20 to requests made by officers and agencies of foreign govern-
21 ments for assistance in conducting any such investigations.
22 TITLE VI-NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
23 PART A-SHORT TITLE; PURPOSES; DEFINITIONS

24
SHORT TITLE

25 SEc. 601. This title may be cited as the "National Se-
26 curity Agency Ac of 1978"..
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1 STATEMENT OF PURPOSES

2 SEC. 602. It is the purpose of this Act-

3 (1) to authorize, and provide guidance for, those

4 signals intelligence and communications security activi-

5 ties necessary for the conduct of the foreign relations and

6 the protection of the national security of the United

7 States;

8 (2) to insure that signals intelligence and communi-

9 cations security activities are properly and effectively di-

10 rected, regulated, coordinated and administered, and are

11 organized and conducted so as to meet, in the most effi-

12 cient manner, the signals intelligence and communica-

13 tions security needs of the United States;

14 (3) to establish by law an agency to be known as

15 the National Security Agency, to provide for the appoint-

16 ment of a director of that Agency, to delineate the re-

17 sponsibilities of such director, and to confer upon such

18. director the authorities necessary to fulfill those

19 responsibilities;

20 (4) to insure that the National Security Agency is

21 accountable to the President, the Congress, and the peo-

22 ple of the United States and that the signals intelligence

23 activities and communications security activities of the

24 United States are conducted in a manner consistent with

25 the Constitution and laws of the United States and so as
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1 not to abridge any right protected by the Constitution

2 or laws of the United States.

3 DEFINITIONS

4 SEC. 603. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this

5 section, the definitions in title I shall apply to this title.

6 (b) As used in this title-

7 (1) The term "communications intelligence" means

8 technical and intelligence information derived from foreign

9 electromagnetic communications by other than the intended

10 recipients.

11 (2) The term "cryptographic system" includes any

12 code, cipher, and any manual, mechanical, or electrical de-

13 vice or method used for the purpose of disguising, concealing,

14 or authenticating the contents, significance, or meanings of

15 communications.

16 (3) The term "cryptology" encompasses both signals

17 intelligence and communications security.

18 (4) The term "electronics intelligence" means technical

19 and intelligence information derived from foreign electromag-

20 netic radiations emanating from other than communications,

21 nuclear detonations, or radioactive sources.

22 (5) The term "foreign communication" means a com-

23 munication that has at least one sender or recipient outside

2 the territorial United States or a communication that is sent

25 or received using a communications system or a portion of
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1 such a system operated within the United States by a foreign

2 power, but does not include public broadcasts.

3 (6) The term "foreign instrumentation signals intelli-

4 gence" means technical and intelligence information derived

5 from the collection and processing of foreign telemetry, bea-

6 conry, and associated signals.

7 (7) The term "signals intelligence" includes, either

8 individually or in combination, communications intelligence,

9 electronics intelligence, foreign instrumentation signals intel-

10 ligence, and information derived from the collection and

11 processing of non-imagery infrared and coherent light

12 signals.

13 (8) The term "signals intelligence activities" means

14 activities that produce signals intelligence.

15 (9) The term "unauthorized person" means a person

16 not authorized access to signals intelligence or communica-

17 tions security information by the President or by the head of

18 any department or agency that has been designated expressly

19 by the President to engage in cryptologic activities for the

20 United States.

21 (10) The term "United States signals intelligence sys-

22 tem" means an entity that is comprised of (A) the National

23 Security Agency (including assigned military personnel)

24 (B) those elements of the military departments and the

25 Central Intelligence Agency performing signals intelligence
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1 activities; (C) those elements of any other department or

2 agency which may from time to time be authorized by the

3 National Security Council to perform signals intelligence

-4 activities during the time when such elements are authorized

5 to perform such activities.

6 PART B-ESTABLISHMENT OF AGENCY; DIRECTOR; DEP-

7 UTY DIRECTOR; GENERAL COUNSEL; INSPECTOR GEN-

8 ERAL; DUTIES

9 ESTABLISHMENT OF NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY;

10 FUNCTION

11 SEC. 611. (a) There is established within the Depart-

12 ment of Defense an agency to be known as the National

13 Security Agency (hereinafter in this title referred to as the

14 "Agency") .

15 (b) It shall be the function of the Agency to conduct

16 signals intelligence activities and communications security

17 activities for the Government of the United States. It shall

18 also be the function of the Agency to provide an effective,

19 unified organization for the conduct and control of the sig-

20 nals intelligence activities and the communications security

21 activities of the United States and for formulating operational

22 plans, policies, and procedures for such activities.

23 (c) The functions of the Agency shall be carried out

24 under the direct supervision and control of the Secretary of

25 Defense and shall be accomplished under the provisions of
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1 this Act and in conformity with the Constitution and laws

2 of the United States. In exercising supervision and control

3 over the Agency, the Secretary of Defense shall comply with

4 intelligence policies, needs, and priorities established by tb

5 National Security Council and with intelligence objectives

6 and requirements established by the Director of National

7 Intelligence.

8 DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR

9 SEC. 612. (a) There shall be at the head of the Agency

10 a Director of the National Security Agency (hereinafter in

11 this title referred to as the "Director") . There shall also be a

12 Deputy Director of the National Security Agency (herein-

13 after in this title referred to as the "Deputy Director") to

14 assist the Director in carrying out the Director's functions

15 under this Act.

16 (b) The Director and the Deputy Director shall be ap-

17 pointed by the President, by and with the advice and con-

18 sent of the Senate. The Director and Deputy Director shall

19 each serve at the pleasure of the President. Either the Di-

20 rector or Deputy Director shall be a person with cryptologic

21 experience. No person may serve as Director or Deputy Di-

22 rector for a period of more than six years unless such person

23 is reappointed to that same office by the President, by and

24 with the advice.and consent of the Senate. No person who

25 has served as Director or Deputy Director for a period of
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1 less than six years and is subsequently appointed or reap-

2 pointed to that same oflice may serve in that office under such

3 appointment or reappointment for a term of more than six

4 years. In no event may any person serve in either or both

5 offices for more than a total of 12 years.

6 (c) At no time shall the two offices of Director and Dep-

7 uty Director be occupied simultaneously by commissioned

8 officers of the armed forces whether in an active or retired

9 status.

10 (d) (1) If a commissioned officer of the armed forces

11 is appointed as Director or Deputy Director, then-

12 (A) in the performance of the duties of Director or

13 Deputy Director, as the case may be, the officer shall be

14 subject to no supervision, control, restriction, or prohibi-

15 tion of the military departments, or the armed forces of

16 the United States or any component thereof; and

17 (B) that officer shall not possess or exercise any

18 supervision, control, powers, or functions (other than

19 such as that officer possesses, or is authorized or directed

20 to exercise, as Director, or Deputy Director) with

21 respect to the Department of Defense, the military de-

22 partments, or the armed forces of the United States or

23 any component thereof, or with respect to any of the

24 personnel (military or civilian) of any of the foregoing.

25 (2) Except as provided in this section, the appointment
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1 to the office of Director or Deputy Director of a commis-

2 sioned officer of the armed forces, and acceptance of and

3 service in such an office by that officer, shall in no way affect

4 any status, office, rank, or grade that officer may occupy or

5 hold in the armed forces, or any emolument, perquisite,

6 right, privilege, or benefit incident to or arising out of any

7 such status, office, rank, or grade. A commissioned officer

8 shall, while serving in the office of Director or Deputy Di-

9 rector, continue to hold rank and grade not lower than that

10 in which that officer was serving at the time of that officer's

11 appointment as Director or Deputy Director.

12 (3) The grade of any such commissioned officer shall,

13 during any period such officer occupies the office of Director

14 or Deputy Director, be not less than a Lieutenant General or

15 Vice Admiral and such grade shall be in addition to the num-

16 bers and percentages authorized for the military department

17 of which such officer is a member.

18 (e) The Director and Deputy Director, whether civilian

19 or military, shall be compensated while serving as Director

20 or Deputy Director only from funds appropriated to the De-

21 partment of Defense.

22 (f) If a commissioned officer of the armed forces is

23 sewing as Director or Deputy Director that officer shall be

24 entitled, while so serving, to the difference, if any, between

5 the regular military compensation (as defined in section 101
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1 (25) of title 37, United States Code) to which that officer

2 is entitled and the compensation provided for that office

3 under subchapter II of chapter 53 of title 5, United States

4 Code.

5 (g) The Deputy Director shall act in the place of the

6 Director during the absence or disability of the Director or

7 during any temporary vacancy in the office of the Director.

8 The Secretary of Defense shall provide by regulation what

9 officer or employee of the Department of Defense shall,

10 whenever there is no Deputy Director, act in the place of

11 the Director during the absence or disability of the Director

12 or during any temporary vacancy in the office of the Di-

13 rector and what officer or employee of the Department of

14 Defense shall act in the place of the Deputy Director dur-

15 ing the absence or disability of the Deputy Director or dur-

16 ing any temporary vacancy in the office of the Deputy

17 Director.

18 (h) In the event that no person has been appointed

19 Director or Deputy Director under subsection (b) of this

20 section as of the effective date of this title, the person hold-

21 ing the office of Director of the National Security Agency

22 on the day before the effective date of this title may be

23 designated by the President to serve as Director (without

2 the advice and consent of the Senate) until the office of Di-

rector is filled as provided in subsection (b), and the person
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1 holding the office of Deputy Director of the National Security

2 Agency on the day before the effective date of this title

3 may be designated by the President to serve as Deputy

4 Director (without the advice and consent of the Senate)

5 until the office of Deputy Director is filled as provided in

6 subsection (b) ; but no person designated to serve as Director

7 or Deputy Director under authority of this subsection may

8 serve in such office under such authority for more than 90

9 days following the effective date of this title. While so serv-

10 ing such persons shall receive compensation at the rates

11 provided by subsection (e) for the respective offices in which

12 they serve. In computing the 12-year limitation pre-

13 scribed in subsection (b) of this section, any service by

14 a person as Director or Deputy Director of the National

15 Security Agency as such agency existed on the day before

16 the effective date of this title shall not be included.

17 DUTIES OF THE DIRECTOR

18 SEc. 613. (a) It shall be the duty of the Director to-

19 (1) serve as the principal signals intelligence officer

20 of the Government;

21 (2) insure that the signals intelligence activities of

22 the United States are conducted in accordance with the

23 provisions of this Act and with the Constitution and

24 laws of the United States, and that such activities do
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1 not abridge any right protected by the Constitution or

2 laws of the United States;

3 (3) direct all cryptologic activities of the Agency;

4 (4) maintain and manage an effective and unified

5 United States signals intelligence system;

6 (5) control all the signals intelligence collection

7 (including special signals intelligence collection by the

8 Department of Defense), processing, reporting, and dis-

9 semination activities of the United States in accordance

10 with intelligence policies, needs, and priorities estab-

11 lished by the National Security Council and intelligence

12 requirements and objectives promulgated by the Di-

13 rector of National Intelligence;

14 (6) manage signals intelligence resources, person-

15 nel, and programs;

16 (7) serve, under the Secretary of Defense, as the

17 principal communications security officer of the United

18 States Government and insure that the communications

19 security activities of the United States are conducted in

20 accordance with the provisions of this Act and with the

21 Constitution and laws of the United States, and that such

22 activities do not abridge any right protected by the Con-

23 stitution or laws of the United States;

24 (8) fulfill the communications security require-

25 ments of all departments and agencies based upon policy
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1 guidance from the National Security Council operating

2 pursuant to section 142 of this Act;

3 (9) consolidate, as necessary, the performance of

4 the signals intelligence and the communications security

5 functions of the United States for the purpose of achiev-

6 ing overall efficiency, economy, and effectiveness;

7 (10) conduct such research and development in

8 support of signals intelligence and communications se-

9 curity activities as may be necessary to meet the needs of.

10 departments and agencies authorized to receive signals

11 intelligence or which require communications security

12 assistance, or delegate responsibility for such research

and development to other departments or agencies, and

14 review research and development conducted by any de-

15 partment or agency in support of signals intelligence and

16 communications security activities;

17 (11) determine the manpower resources and ad-

18 ministrative support needed by the Agency to conduct

19 effectively its signals intelligence activities and, in ac-

20 cordance with such terms and conditions as shall be

21 mutually agreed upon by the Director of National

22 Intelligence and the Secretary of Defense, enter into

23 agreements with other departments and agencies for the

24 provision of such manpower resources and administrative

support;
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1 (12) determine the manpower resources and ad-

2 ministrative support needed by the Agency to conduct

3 effectively its communications security activities, and,

4 based upon guidance from the Secretary of Defense, enter

5 into agreements with other departments and agencies for

6 the provision of such manpower resources and admin-

7 istrative support;

8 (13) review all proposed budgets and resource al-

9 locations for the signals intelligence activities of the

10 United States, prepare a proposed consolidated United

11 States signals intelligence budget for each fiscal year

12 based upon program and budget guidance from the Di-

13 rector of National Intelligence, and submit each such

14 proposed budget to the Director of National Intelligence

15 and the Secretary of Defense at such time and in such

16 manner as the Director of National Intelligence shall

17 specify;

18 (14) review all proposed budgets and resource

19 allocations for the communications security activities of

20 the United States, prepare a proposed consolidated com-

21 munications security budget for each fiscal year, and

22 submit each such proposed budget to the Secretary of

23 Defense at such time and in such manner as the Secre-

24 tary of Defense shall specify;

25 (15) provide appropriate mechanisms for the
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I control of all funds made available to the Agency to

2 carry out its authorized activities;

3 (16) prescribe and enforce, in accordance with

4 applicable law and policy guidance from the Director of

5 National Intelligence, and, as appropriate, the Attorney

6 General, security rules, regulations, procedures, and

7 standards for the acquisition, handling, transportation,

8 transmission, processing, and reporting of information

9 relating to signals intelligence and communications

10 security activities in order to protect such information

11 from unauthorized disclosure;

12 (17) conduct, in coordination with the Director of

13 National Intelligence, cryptologic liaison with foreign

14 governments;

15 (18) provide for such communications support and

1 facilities as may be necessary to (A) conduct signals

17 intelligence activities in a timely and secure manner, and

18 (B) insure the expeditious handling of critical informa-

19 tion for the United States Government;

20 . (19) prescribe all cryptographic systems and tech-

21 niques, other than secret writing systems, to be used in

22 any manner by the United States Government and

23 provide for the centralized production and control of

24 cryptographic systems and materials to be used by the

25 United States Government;
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1 (20) evaluate, based upon policy guidance from the

2 Attorney General, the vulnerability of United States

3 communications to interception and exploitation by un-

4 intended recipients and, under the supervision of the

5 Secretary of Defense and in accordance with policy

6 guidance from the National Security Council operating

7 pursuant to section 142 of this Act, institute appropriate

8 measures to insure the confidentiality of such

9 communications;

10 (21) insure that the Agency will receive, in a

11 timely fashion, all signals intelligence data collected by

12 any entity of the intelligence community;

13 (22) develop plans to insure the responsiveness of

14 the United States signals intelligence system to the

15 needs of the Secretary of Defense, including the delega-

16 tion of such tasking authority as may be appropriate;

17 (23) provide the National Security Council and

18 the Director of National Intelligence with such informa-

19 tion as they may request on the activities of the Agency

20 and on the signals intelligence activities and the com-

21 munications security activities of the United States;

22 (24) issue such rules, regulations, directives, and

23 procedures as may be necessary to implement this title;

24 and

25 (25) perform with respect to the Agency the duties
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1 assigned els'ewhere in this Act to the head of each entity

2 of the intelligence community.

3 (b) To assist the Director in the fulfillment of his

4 responsibilities under this section, the heads of all depart-

5 ments and agencies shall furnish the Director, upon request

6 and in accordance with applicable law, such data as the

7 Director may require and the Director shall take appropriate

s steps to maintain the confidentiality of any confidential

9 information which is so provided.

10 GENERAL COUNSEL; INSPECTOR GENERAL

11 SEc. 614. (a) There shall be a General Counsel of the

12 Agency appointed by the President, by and with the advice

13 and consent of the Senate. The General Counsel shall serve

14 as the principal legal adviser to the Director and shall have

15 the responsibility and the authority to-

16 (1) review all activities of the Agency and advise

17 the Director on whether such activities are in conformity

18 with the laws of the United States, executive orders,

19 Presidential directives and memoranda, and the rules,

20 regulations, and policies of the Agency;

21 (2) review all proposed rules and regulations of the

22 Agency, including but not limited to any rule or regula-

23 tion proposed to implement the provisions of this Act,

24 to insure that any such rule or regulation is in conformity
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1 with the laws of the United States, executive orders,

2 and Presidential directives and memoranda;

3 (3) perform the same duties with respect to the

4 Agency as the general counsel of each entity of the

5 intelligence community is required to perform in the

6 case of such entity by section 151 of this Act; and

7 (4) perform such additional duties as the Director

8 may prescribe.

9 (b) There shall be an Inspector General of the Agency

10 appointed by the Director. The Inspector General shall have

11 the responsibility and the authority to-

12 (1) investigate all activities of the Agency to

13 determine in what respects the Agency may more effec-

14 tively perform its lawful functions and to determine the

15 facts and circumstances of any alleged wrongdoing;

16 (2) advise the Director and the General Counsel of

17 the Agency of the Inspector General's findings regarding

18 such activities;

19 (3) perform the same duties with respect to the

20 Agency as the inspector general of each entity of the

21 intelligence community is required to perform in the

case of such eptity by section 151 of this Act;

23 (4) conduct such other investigations as the Direc-

tor deems necessary and appropriate consistent with

25 the provisions of this Act; and
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1 (5) perform such other duties as the Director may

2 prescribe.

3 (c) Any person holding the office of General Coun-

4 sel of the National Security Agency as such agency existed

5 on the day before the effective date of this title may con-

6 tinue to serve in the corresponding office established by

7 this title until such person or that person's successor is

8 appointed as provided in this title, but in no event for a

9 period exceeding 30 days after such effective date.

10 PART C-GENERAL AND SPECIAL AUTHORITIES OF THE

11 AGENCY; AUTHORIZATION FOR APPROPRTATIONS

12 GENERAL AUTHORITIES OF THE AGENCY

13 SEC. 621. (a) In carrying out its functions under this

14 Act, the Agency is authorized to--

15 (1) transfer to and receive from other departments

16 and agencies funds for the sole purpose of carrying out

17 functions authorized by this title;

18 (2) exchange funds without regard to the provi-

19 sions of section 3651 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C.

20 543);

21 (3) reimburse other departments and agencies of

22 the Government for personnel assigned or loaned to the

23 Agency and services furnished to the Agency;

24 (4) rent any premises at the seat of government

25 and elsewhere necessary to carry out any function of the
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1 Agency authorized under this title, and make alterations,

2 improvements, and repairs to premises of, or rented by,

3 the Agency as may be necessary without regard to any

4 limitation prescribed by law if the Director (A) ex-

5 pressly waives such limitation otherwise applicable to

6 the renting, alteration, improvement, or repair, as the

7 case may be, of premises after a finding that such waiver

8 is necessary to the successful .performance of the

9 Agency's functions or the security of its activities, and

10 (B) promptly notifies the Permanent Select Committee

11 on Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the

12 Select Committee on Intelligence of the Senate of the

13 waiver and of the reasons for exercising such waiver;

14 (5) lease buildings for the Government without re-

15 gard to the limitations prescribed in section 322 of the

16 Act entitled "An Act making appropriations for the

17 Legislative Branch of the Government for the fiscal year

18 ending 30 June 1933, and for other purposes," ap-

19 proved 30 June 1932 (40 U.S.C. 278a) or the provi-

20 sions of section 2675 of title 10, United States Code;

21 (6) acquire, construct, or alter buildings and facili-

22 ties (including family and bachelor housing in foreign

23 countries only) without regard to the Public Buildings

24 Act of 1959 (40 U.S.C. 601-615) or section 1682 of
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1 title 10, United States Code; and repair buildings, utili-

2 ties, facilities and appurtenances;

3 (7) repair, operate, and maintain buildings, utili-

4 ties, facilities, and appurtenances;

5 (8) conduct health-service programs as authorized

6 by section 7901 of title 5, United States Code;

7 (9) in accordance with regulations approved by the

8 Director, transport officers and employees of the Agency

9 in Government-owned automotive equipment between

10 their domiciles and places of employment where such

11 personnel are engaged in work that makes such trans-

12 portation necessary, and transport in such equipment, to

13 and from school, children of Agency personnel who have

14 quarters for themselves and their families at isolated sta-

15 tions outside the continental United States where ade-

16 quate public or private transportation is not available;

17 (10) settle and pay claims of civilian and military

18 personnel, as prescribed in Agency regulations consistent

19 with the terms and conditions by which claims are set-

20 tled and paid under the Military Personnel and Civilian

21 Employees' Claims Act of 1964 (31 U.S.C. 240-243)

22 (11) pay, in accordance with regulations approved

23 by the Director, expenses of travel in connection with,

24 and expenses incident to attendance at meetings of pro-
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1 fessional, technical, scientific, and other similar organiza-

2 tions when such attendance would be a benefit in the

3 conduct of the work of the Agency;

+. (12) establish, furnish, and maintain, in coordina-

5 tion with the Director of National Intelligence, secure

cover for Agency officers, employees, and agents and

7 activities;

8 (13) direct the transfer, on a non-reimbursable

9 basis and after coordination with the Director of Na-

10 tional Intelligence, of such cryptologic and cryptologio-

11 related equipment and supplies among entities of the

12 intelligence community and between entities of the in-

14 telligence community and departments and agencies as

34 may be necessary for performance of the functions au-

15 thorized by this title, and pay expenses of arrangements

16 with foreign countries for cryptologic support as spe-

17 cifically approved by the Director of National

18 Intelligence;

19 (14) perform inspection, audit, public affairs, legal,

20 and legislative services;

21 (15) protect, in accordance with standards estab-

22 lished by the Director of National Intelligence under

23 section 114 of this Act and with any other applicable

24 statute or executive order, materials and information

25 related to intelligence sources and methods;
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1 (16) perform such additional functions as are other-

2 wise authorized by this Act to be performed by each

3 entity of the intelligence community; and

4 (17) exercise such other authorities available to

5 the Secretary of Defense as may be delegated by the

6 Secretary of Defense to the Agency.

7 (b) The authority contained in clause (12) of subsec-

8 tion (a) shall, except as otherwise provided in this Act, be

9 available to the Agency notwithstanding any other provi-

10 sion of law and shall not be rodified, limited, suspended, or

11 superseded by any provision of law enacted after the effec-

12 tive date of this title unless such provision expressly cites

13 clause (12) of subsection (a) and specifically indicates

14 how such authority is to be so modified, limited, suspended,

15 or superseded.

16 (c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 3678 of

17 the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 628) any department or

18 agency may transfer to or receive from the Agency any sum

19 of money approved by the Director of National Intelligence

20 and the Director of the Office of Management and Budget for

21 use in support of foreign cryptologic liaison functions au-

22 thorized by this title.

23 (d) The Agency may continue to use the seal of office

2 used by the Agency prior to the effective date of this title and

25 judicial notice shall be taken of such seal.

26 (e) The Director may appoint and assign security
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1 officers to police the installations and grounds of the Agency,

2 where such security officers shall have the same powers as

3 sheriffs and constables for the protection of persons and

4 property, to prevent breaches of the peace, to suppress affrays

5 or unlawful assemblies, and to enforce any rule or regulation

6 the Director may promulgate for the protection of such in-

7 stallations and grounds. The jurisdiction and police powers of

8 such security officers shall not, however, extend to the service

9 of civil process.

10 (f) The Director may authorize employees of the

11 Agency to carry firearms within the United States for courier

12 protection purposes, for the protection of the Director and

13 Deputy Director, and in exigent circumstances, such officials

14 of the Agency as the Director may designate, and for the

15 protection of any foreign person visiting the United States

16 under Agency auspices.

17 (g) (1) The Agency may appoint, promote, and sep-

18 arate such personnel or contract for such personnel services

19 as it deems advisable, without regard to the provisions of

20 title 5, United States Code, governing appointments to, pro-

21 motions in, and separations from the competitive services,

22 and without regard to the limitations on types of persons to

23 be employed, and fix the compensation of such personnel

24 without regard to the provisions of chapter 51 and subchapter

25 III of chapter 53 of that title, relating to classification and
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1 General Schedule pay rates, but at rates not in excess of the

2 rate authorized for GS-18 by section 5332 of that title;

3 (2) Executive schedule positions within the Agency

4 other than the Director, Deputy Director, General Counsel,

5 and Inspector General, and positions in the grades of GS-

6 16, GS-17, and GS-18, other than those transferred to the

7 Agency under this Act shall he as authorized by law.

8 (3) Any Agency officer or employee who has been

9 separated under paragraph (1) may seek or accept employ-

10 ment in the Government if declared eligible for such employ-

11 ment by the United States Civil Service Commission; and

12 that Commission may place such officer or employee in a

13 position in the competitive civil service in the same manner

14 as an employee who is transferred between two positions in

15 the competitive service, but only if such Agency officer or

16 employee has served with the Agency for at least one year

17 continuously immediately preceding such separation.

18 PROCUREMENT AUTHORITY

19 SEC. 622. (a) The Agency is authorized to procure

20 such property, supplies, services, equipment, and facilities

21 as may be necessary to carry out its functions under this

22 title. Such property, supplies, services, equipment, and facil-

23 ities may include purchase or rental and operation of photo-

24 graphic reproduction, cryptographic, duplication, and

25 printing machines, and all manner of equipment and devices
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1 necessary to the cryptologic mission of the Agency; radio-

2 receiving and radio sending equipment and devices,

3 including telegraph and teletype equipment; rental of news-

4 reporting services; purchase, maintenance, operation, repair,

5 and hire of passenger motor vehicles, aircraft, and vessels of

6 all kinds; printing and binding services; the purchase, main-

7 tenance, and cleaning of firearms, including purchase,

8 storage, and maintenance of ammunition; association and

9 library services and dues required by any such association;

10 supplies, equipment, personnel services and contract services

11 otherwise authorized by law or regulation.

12 (b) The provisions of chapter 137, relating to the pro-

13 curement of property and services, and chapter 139, relat-

14 ing to the procurement of research and development services,

15 of title 10, United States Code, shall apply to the procure-

16 ment of property, services, and research and development

17 services by the Agency in the same manner and to the same

18 extent such chapters apply to the procurement of prop-

19 erty, services, and research and development services- by

20 the agencies named in section 2302 (a) of such title, except

21 that the Director is authorized, with the approval of the

22 Secretary of Defense and the Director of National Intel-

23 ligence, to waive the application of any or all of the pro-

2 visions of chapters 137 and 139 of such title when, the
25 Director deems such action necessary to the successful per-
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1 formance of any function of the Agency or to protect the

2 security of activities of the Agency. Any waiver exercised

3 by the Director under this section shall be reported to the

4 committees of the Congress having jurisdiction over the

5 Agency together with the reasons for exercising such waiver.

6 (c) (1) The Agency is authorized to procure property,

7 goods, or services, on the Agency's own behalf, in such a

8 manner that the role of the Agency is not apparent or pub-

9 licly acknowledged if the Director of National Intelligence

10 and the Secretary of Defense jointly find that (A) public

11 knowledge that the Agency is the procurer of the property,

12 goods, or services, as the case may be, will inhibit or inter-

13 fere with the secure conduct of an authorized intelligence

14 function, and (B) such procurement in such manner cannot

15 be accomplished by the Central Intelligence Agency without

16 substantial adverse impact on the National Security Agency's

17 accomplishment of an authorized intelligence function. The

18 procurement authority provided under this subsection may be

19 exercised by the Agency only in accordance with section 139

20 .of this Act but may be exercised notwithstanding any other

21 provision of law.

22 (2) Any procurement made under the authority of this

23 section shall be reported in a timely manner to the Perma-

nent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Rep-

25 resentatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the
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1 Senate, accompanied by a copy of the findings required

2 under paragraph (1).

3 PRINTING AND BINDING

4 SEc. 623. The Director is authorized to operate a full

5 scale printing plant, as defined by the Joint Committee on

6 Printing of the Congress of the United States, for the pro-

7 duction of cryptologic and cryptologic-related materials, sub-

8 ject to the rules of the Joint Committee on Printing of the

9 Congress.

10 EDUCATION AND TRAINING

11 SEC. 624. The Director is authorized to establish and

12 insure compliance with standards for training necessary to

13 accomplish the cryptologic missions of the Government and

14 to arrange for, fund, or provide training as may be necessary

15 to accomplish the lawful functions of the Agency. The pro-

16 visions of chapter 41 of title 5, United States Code, shall be
17 applicable in the conduct of such training. Notwithstanding

18 the foregoing sentence, the Director is authorized to waive

19 the application of any or all such provisions if the Director

20 deems such action necessary because of the unique mission

21 and function of the Agency, and promptly notifies the Per-

22, manent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of
23 Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of

the Senate of the waiver and the reasons for it.
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1 AUTHORIZATIONS FOR APPROPRIATIONS AND

2 EXPENDITURES

3 SEo. 625. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of

4 law, funds made available to the Agency by appropriation

5 or otherwise may be expended for purposes necessary to

6 carry out the lawful functions of the Agency. No funds may

7 be expended for activities which have not been authorized by

8 legislation enacted during the same or one of the two im-

9 mediately preceding fiscal years, except that this limitation

10 shall not apply to funds appropriated by any continuing

11 resolution.

12 (b) (1) The Secretary of Defense may make funds

13 available to the Agency for the purpose of meeting confiden-

14 tial, emergency, or extraordinary expenses of the Agency,

15 but any funds made available to the Agency by the Secretary

16 of Defense for such a purpose may be made available only

17 from funds appropriated to the Secretary of Defense for the

18 specific purpose of meeting confidential, emergency, or ex-

19 traordinary expenses.

20 (2) Any funds made available to the Agency by the

21 Secretary of Defense for meeting confidential, emergency,

22 and extraordinary expenses may be used only to meet the

23 expenses specified by the Secretary of Defense. The expendi-

24 ture of such funds shall be accounted for solely on the certif-
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1 icate of the Director and every such certificate shall be

2 deemed a sufficient voucher for the amount certified therein,

3 but such expenditures may be made only for activities au-

4 thorized by law. The Director shall report all expenditures

5 made under authority of this subsection on a quarterly basis

6 to the Committees on Appropriations of the Senate and the

7 House of Representatives, and to all other committees of the

8 Congress having jurisdiction over the Agency.

9 PART D-AUTHORIZATION To REQUEST AND RECEIVE

10 SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE; ACCESS OF PERSONNEL TO

11 INFORMATION

12 DESIGNATION OF ENTITIES TO REQUEST SIGNALS

13 INTELLIGENCE

14 SEC. 631. (a) The President shall, within thirty days

15 after the effective date of this Act, and at such times there-

16 after as necessary, designate in writing those authorized to

17 request and receive signals intelligence information that has

18 been obtained or produced by the Agency. The President

19 shall annually provide a list of those so designated to the

20 Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence of the House

21 of Representatives and the Select Committee on Intelligence

22 of the Senate.

23 (b) The Agency shall not furnish signals intelligence

2 information except to those designated by the President un-

25 der subsection (a) of this section.
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1 (c) The Agency shall not act upon a request for signals

2 intelligence information unless such request is lawful under

3 the Constitution and the laws of the United States (including

4 this title), and consistent with applicable executive orders

5 and Presidential directives.

6 (d) Nothing in this section shall be interpreted as a

7 limitation on the authority of any committee of the Congress

8 to obtain information relating to any activity over which

9 such committee has legislative jurisdiction.

10 ACCESS TO SIGNALS INTELLIGENCE AND COMMUNICATIONS

11 SECIBITY INFORMATION

12 SEC. 632. The Director may authorize any employee of

13 the Agency or any employee of any contractor, prospective

14 contractor, licensee, or prospective licensee of the Agency, or

15 permit any employee of a department or agency or of any

16 contractor of any department or agency, or any member of

17 the armed forces of the United States, or any other person

18 designated by the Director, to have access to signals intelli-

19 gence or communications security information or to the facili-

20 ties where such information is stored or utilized if such access

21 is necessary to the effective performance of any duty per-

22 formed for the Agency; except that, in the case of any person

23 not an employee of the Agency or of a contractor of the

24 Agency, the head of the appropriate department or agency

25 or the designee of that department or agency head must

27-462 0 - 78 - 69
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! first certify that the individual who is to have such access

2 has been cleared in accordance with the established personnel

3 security procedures and standards prescribed by the Director

4 pursuant to title III of the Internal Security Act of 1950
5 (50 U.S.C. 831-835).

6 PART E-PATENTS AND INVENTIONS

7 SPECIAL AUTHORITY REGARDING PATENTS

8 AND INVENTIONS

9 SEC. 641. (a) Section 181 of title 35, United States

10 Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the following

11 new paragraph:

12 "Patents and inventions useful in the provision of secu-
13 rity, confidentiality, or privacy of communications or other

14 forms of transmission of data, or incorporating sensitive cryp-
15 tologic techniques, which in the opinion of the Director of

16 the National Security Agency, if published, might be det-
17 rimental to the national security, shall be handled in accord-
18 ance with the provisions of this section as if the Commis-

19 sioner had determined that the publication or disclosure of
20 any such invention by the granting of a patent might be det-

21 rimental to the national security.". .
22 (b) Section 188 of title 35, United States Code, is
23 amended by inserting ", the Director of the National Security

2 Agency,". immediately after "defense department,".

(c) Section 408 (c) of title 17, United States Code, is
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1 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

2 paragraph:

3 "(4) The Register of Copyrights shall take all such

4 steps as may be specified by the Director of the Na-

5 tional Security Agency to secure from disclosure any

6 material which might otherwise be subject to copyright

7 protection which involves the provision of security, con-

8 fidentiality, or privacy of communications or other forms

9 of transmission of data, or incorporating sensitive cryp-

10 tologic techniques which in the opinion of such direc-

11 tor, if available for public inspection and copying, might

12 be detrimental to the national security.".

13 PART F-TRAVEL AND OTHER EXPENSES; SPECIAL FACIL-

14 ITIES; RETIREMENT SYSTEM

15 TRAVEL, RELATED EXPENSES, AND DEATH GRATUITIES FOR

16 CERTAIN AGENCY PERSONNEL

17 SEC. 651. (a) As used in this section-

18 (1) The term "employee" means any person employed

19 by the Agency, but does not include, unless otherwise specif-

20 ically indicated, any person working for the Agency under a

21 contract or any person who when initially employed is a

22 resident in or a citizen of a foreign country in which the

23 station at which such person is to be assigned to duty is

24 located.
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j (2) The term "foreign area" means any geographic area

2 outside the United States.

3 (3) The term "United States" means the several states,

4 the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico,

5 the Virgin Islands, and the Canal Zone, but does not include

6 Guam and other territories and possessions of the United

7 States.

S (b) Under such regulations as the Director of National

9 Intelligence may approve-

10 (1) with respect to employees assigned to duty sta-

11 tions within the United States, the Agency may pay-

12 (A) travel, transportation, and subsistence ex-

13 penses comparable to those provided for in title 5,

14 United States Code, and

15 (B) allowances in accordance with the provi-

16 sions of chapter 59 of title 5, United States Code;

17 and

18 (2) with respect to employees assigned to duty sta-

19 tions in any foreign area, the Agency may provide al-

20 lowances in accordance with the provisions of chapter 59

21 of title 5, United States Code, allowances and other

22 benefits in the same manner and under the same cir-

23 cumstances such allowances and other benefits are pro-

24 vided employees of the Foreign Service under title IX

25 of the Foreign Service Act of 1946 (22 U.S.C. 1131-
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1 1158), and death gratuities in the same manner and un-

2 der the same circumstances such gratuities are provided

3 employees of the Foreign Service under section 14 of

4 the Act entitled "An Act to provide certain basic au-

5 thority for the Department of State", approved August

6 1, 1956 (22 U.S.C. 2679a).

7 (c) (1) Whenever any provision of law relating to

8 travel and related expenses or death gratuities of employees

9 of the Foreign Service is enacted after the date of enactment

10 of this Act, is not enacted as an amendment to one of the

11 provisions referred to in subsection (b) (2) of this section,

12 and the President determines that it would be appropriate for

13 the purpose of maintaining conformity between provisions of

14 law relating to travel and related expenses and death gratui-

15 ties of the Foreign Service and provisions of law relating to

16 travel and related expenses and death gratuities of employees

17 of the Agency, the President may, by executive order, ex-

18 tend in whole or in part to employees of the Agency the

19 allowances and benefits applicable to employees of the

20 Foreign Service by such provision of law.

21 (2) Any such executive order issued pursuant to this

22 subsection shall have the force and effect of law and may be

23 given retroactive effect to a date not earlier than the effective

24 date of the corresponding provisions of law relating to For-

25 eign Service personnel. Any such order shall modify, super-
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1 sede, or render inapplicable, as the case may be, to the

2 extent inconsistent therewith-

3 (A) all provisions of law relating to travel, related

4 expenses, and death gratuities of employees of the

5 Agency enacted prior to the effective date of the pro-

6 visions of such executive order, and

7 (B) any provision of any prior executive order

8 issued under authority of this section.

9 (3) An executive order issued under the authority of

10 this subsection may not become effective until the expiration

11 of at least 60 days after the President submits the proposed

12 order to those committees of the Senate and House of Repre-

13 sentatives having jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
14 order.

15 (d) (1) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections

16 (b) and (c), and under such regulations as the Director of
17 National Intelligence shall approve, the Agency may pay ex-
18 penses, benefits, and allowances equivalent to those specifi-
19 cally authorized in subsections (b) and (c) in any case in
20 which the Director determines that, for reasons of opera-
21 tional necessity or security, the means or method of paying
22 expenses, benefits, and allowances authorized in such subsec-
23 tions should not be utilized.

24 (2) The Director shall annually inform the Permanent

25 Select Committee on Intelligence of the House of Represent-
26 atives and the Select Committee on Intelligence of the
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1 Senate of any expenditures made under this subsection and

2 the reasons therefor.

3 COMMISSARY AND MESS SERVICES AND RECREATION

4 FACILITIES

5 SEC. 652. (a) The Director is authorized to establish

6 and maintain emergency commissary and mess services in

7 such places abroad and in Alaska where, in the Director's

8 judgment, such services are necessary to insure the effective

9 and efficient performance of the duties and responsibilities of

10 the Agency, but only if such services are not otherwise avail-

11 able from other departments and agencies of the Government.

12 An amount equal to the amount expended for any such serv-

13 ices shall be returned to the Treasury as miscellaneous

14 receipts.

15 (b) The Director is authorized to assist in the establish-

16 ment, maintenance, and operation, by officers and employees

17 of the Agency, of non-Government operated commissary and

18 mess services and recreation facilities at certain posts abroad,

19 including the furnishing of space, utilities, and properties

20 owned or leased by the United States for use by the Agency.

21 Commissary and mess services and recreation facilities estab.

22 lished pursuant to this subsection shall be made available

23 insofar as practicable, to officers and employees of other Gov.

24 ernment agencies and their families who are stationed abroad

25 or in Alaska. Such services and facilities shall not be estd
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1 lished in localities where another department or agency

2 operates similar services or facilities unless the Director deter-

3 mines that such additional services or facilities are necessary.

4 (c) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, charges

5 at any post abroad or in Alaska by a commissary or mess

6 service or recreation facility authorized or assisted under this

7 section shall be at the same rate for all civilian and military

8 personnel of the Government serviced thereby, and all

9 charges for supplies furnished to such a facility abroad or in

10 Alaska by any department or agency shall be at the same

11 rate as that charged by the furnishing department or agency

12 to its civilian or military commissary or mess services or rec-

13 reation facilities.

14 RETIBEMENT SYSTEM

15 So. 653. Employees of the Agency shall participate

16 in the regular Federal civil service retirement system pro-

17 vided for under subchapter III of chapter 83 of title 5,

18 United States Code, except that the Director is authorized

19 to designate a limited number of employees whose duties

20 either are in support of Agency activities abroad, hazardous

21 to life or health, or so specialized as to be clearly distinguish-

22 able from normal government employment, for participation

23 in a separate retirement and disability program which may

24 hereafter be authorized by law.
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PART G-RESTRICTIONS; SPECIAL DELEGATION OF Au-

2 THORITY; PRESERVATION OF CERTAIN AUTHORITY

AND RESPONSIBILITY

4 RESTRICTIONS

5 SEC. 661. The authorities, duties, and responsibilities

6 prescribed in this title are subject to the restrictions of titles

7 II and III and sections 131 through 139 of this act.

8 SPECIAL DELEGATION AUTHORITY; MISCELLANEOUS PRES-

9 ERVATION OF AUTHORITY AND RESPONSIBILITY

10 SEC. 662. (a) In exercising control over all signals in-

11. telligence intercept and processing activities of the United

12 States, the Director shall make special provision for the dele-

1j gation of limited control of specified signals intelligence fa-

14 cilities and resources required to provide signals intelligence

15 close support to military commanders or the heads of other

16 departments and agencies of the Government. Such special

17 provision shall be made in any case for such period and for

such activities as the Director determines to be appropriate.

19 The Director shall also enter into arrangements with any de-

20 partment or agency not part of the United States signals

21 intelligence system which is capable of producing signals

22 intelligence when such arrangements are appropriate to as-

23 sist the Director in fulfilling the Director's responsibilities

under this title and when such arrangements will not ad-
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i versely affect the performance of the other authorized duties

2 of such department or agency.

3 (b) Nothing in this title shall contravene the responsi-

4 bilities of any department or agency for the final evaluation

5 of signals intelligence, the synthesis of such intelligence with

6 intelligence from other sources, and the dissemination of

7 finished intelligence to users in accordance with prescribed

S security procedures.

9 (c) Nothing in this title shall contravene the authorized

10 functions of any department or agency to organize and con-

11 duct individual communications security activities other than

12 the development of cryptographic systems, devices, equip-

13 ment and procedures. Each department and agency con-

14 cerned shall be responsible for implementing all measures

15 required to assure communications security in accordance

16 with doctrines, standards, and procedures prescribed by the

17 Director.

18 (d) Nothing in this title shall contravene the authority

19 of the Central Intelligence Agency to conduct, as approved

20 by the Director of National Intelligence after review by the

21 Director, clandestine signals intelligence operations in sup-

22 port of clandestine activities; to conduct, in coordination

23 with the Director, clandestine operations designed to achieve

2 signals intelligence objectives; and to prescribe unique com-
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1 munications security methods and procedures, after review

2 by the Director, in support of clandestine activities.

3 (e) All elements of the United States signals intelli-

4 gence system shall conduct signals intelligence activities

5 in response to operational tasks assigned by the Director

6 and in accordance with directives issued by the Director.

i Except as authorized in subsection (a), no other organiza-

8 tion outside the United States signals intelligence system

9 shall engage in signals intelligence activities unless specif-

10 ically authorized to do so by the National Security Council.

11 (f) Nothing in this title shall be construed as amending

12 or superseding the provisions of the Act entitled

13 "An Act to provide certain administrative authorities

14 for the National Security Agency, and for other purposes",

15 approved May 29, 1959 (73 Stat. 63; 50 U.S.C. 402 note).

16 (g) The provisions of sections 2 and 3 of the Act

17 entitled "An Act to fix the responsibilities of disbursing

18 and certifying officers, and for other purposes", approved

19 December 29, 1941 (55 Stat. 875; 31 U.S.C. 82 c and

20 d, shall apply to certifications for payments and to

21 payments made by or on behalf of the National Security

22 Agency by certifying officers and employees and by disburs-

23 ing officers and employees under the jurisdiction of any

2 military departments, notwithstanding the provisions of sec-

25 tion 4 of such Act (31 U.S.C. 82e).
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1 (h) Clause (1) of section 552 of title 5, United

2 States Code, is amended by inserting "or the National Se-

3 curity Agency" after "Central Intelligence Agency".

4 PART H-TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL, PROPERTY, AND

FUNCTIONS

6 TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL, PROPERTY, AND FUNCTIONS

7 SEC. 671. (a) All positions established in and personnel

8 employed by the National Security Agency, as in. effect on

9 the day before the effective date of this title, and all obliga-

10 tions, contracts, properties, and records employed, held, or

11 used primarily in connection with any function to be per-

12 formed by the Agency under this title, are transferred to the

13 Director.

14 (b) All orders, determinations, rules, regulations, per-

15 mits, contracts, certificates, licenses, and privileges which

16 have become effective in the exercise of functions transferred

17 under this title and which are in effect on the day before the

18 effective date of this title, shall continue in effect until mod-

19 ified, terminated, superseded, set aside, or repealed by the

20 Director, or other appropriate Agency officials, by any court

21 of competent jurisdiction, or by operation of law.

22 (c) The provisions of this title shall not affect any pro-

23 ceedings pending before the National Security Agency as in

24 effect prior to the effective date of this title.

25 (d) No suit, action, or other proceeding begun by or
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1 against any officer in that officer's official capacity in the

2 National Security Agency, as in effect prior to the effective

3 date of this title, shall abate by reason of enactment of this

4 title.

5 (e) With respect to any function transferred by this

6 title and exercised after the effective date of this title, refer-

7 ence in any other Federal law to any department, agency,

8 office, or part thereof shall be deemed to refer to the depart-

9 ment, agency, or office in which such function is vested pur-

10 suant to this title.

11 TITLE VII-MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS AND

12 EFFECTIVE DATE

13 AMENDMENT TO THE NATIONAL 8EOURITY ACT OF 1947

14 SEC. 701. The third paragraph of section 101 (a) of the

15 National Security Act of 1947 (50 U.S.C. 402 (a)) is

16 amended to read as follows:

17 "The function of the Council shall be to (1) provide

18 guidance and direction to and an ongoing review of the con-

19 duct of all national intelligence, counterintelligence, and

20 counterterrorism activities of the United States, and (2)

21 advise the President with respect to the integration of do-

22 mestic, foreign, and military policies relating to the national

23 security so as to enable the military services and the other

24 departments and agencies of the Government to cooperate

25 more effectively in matters involving the national security.".
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1 AMENDMENTS TO TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE

2 SEC. 702. (a) Section 5312 of title 5, United States

3 Code, is amended by adding at the end thereof the

4 following:

5 "(15) Director of National Intelligence."

6 (b) Section 5313 of such title is amended by striking

7 out

8 "(15) Director of Central Intelligence."

9 and inserting in lieu thereof

10 " (15) Deputy Director of National Intelligence.".

11 (c) (1) Section 5314 of such title is amended by strik-

12 ing out

13 "(35) Deputy Director of Central Intelligence."

14 and inserting in lieu thereof

15 "(35) Director of the National Security Agency."

16 (2) Section 5314 of such title is further amended by

17 adding at the end thereof the following:

18 "(67) Assistant Directors of National Intelligence

19 (5).".

20 (d) Section 5315 of such title is amended by adding at

21 the end thereof the following:

22 "(122) Deputy Director of the National Security

23 Agency.

24 "(123) General Counsel of the Central Intelligence

25 Agency.
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1 " (124) Inspector General of the Central Intelli-

2 .gence Agency.".

3 (e) Section 5316 of such title is amended by adding

4 at the end thereof the following:

5 " (144) General Counsel of the National Security

6 Agency.

7 "(145) Inspector General of the National Security

8 Agency.".

9 AMENDMENT TO THE FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT

10 TO ELIMINATE EXEMPTION FOR THE CENTRAL INTEL-

11 LIGENCE AGENCY

12 SEC. 703. Section 4 (b) of the Federal Advisory Com-

13 mittee Act (86 Stat. 770) is amended to read as follows:

14 " (b) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to apply to

15 any advisory committee established or utilized by the Federal

16 Reserve System.".

17 EFFECTIVE DATE

18 SEC. 704. This Act shall become effective on the first

19 day of the third calendar month following the month in which

20 it is enacted.


